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' Short '

A short life she will live
But she doesn't live it well
Because she puts things off in her life
And she is the worst procrastinator that I've known
In my life
She hates walking
She hates cooking
She hates swimming

Aldo Kraas
2837 Sonata

Now that he is growing up
He doesn't stay home very much
Because he is out all the time
And he is afraid that he will miss out
In his life
I say that is understandable for him and me
Even though life is short

Aldo Kraas
30 Seconds To Mars

Today I went to Orlando
And when I was there I was invited to visit Nasa
So I went to Nasa while I was in Orlando
But my dream now finally came true
Because I was dreaming for a long time about going to mars
And I went to the dressing room with the others astronauts to have a Shower
and after we all were finished we dried our bodies with the towel And we changed
into our astronaut suit and shoes
Them we went for dinner and the dinner was roastbife with mashed Potatoes and
gravy
After dinner we boarded the Discovery Space Shuttle
And in 30 seconds we were flying up in the air
Also I looked out of the window of the Discovery Space Shuttle
And I saw Orlando but it was very small from the top of the sky
Due to the attitude that we were in the sky
To be honest with you we were flying at 30,000 ft above the sky

Aldo Kraas
30 Years Still To Live

I was born 47 years ago
And I have 30 years to live still
I am getting old every year
And soon I will catch up with you my friend
But my friend you are at the end of your life
And I have 30 years to live still
But I am no in a rush to end my life
Because I still have a life ahead of me
And I try to get the most out of my life
Also my home is my paradise and sanctuary
And I am the ruler of my home
But my destiny I am not sure where it begins and ends

Aldo Kraas
350 Days

350 days in a year
To dream
At night
350 days in a year
To go out and make friends
350 days in a year
To change your life style
By eating foods that are good for you
Because junk food is bad for you
350 days in a year
To follow your daily routine
Because you should have a routine by now

Aldo Kraas
4: 49 Hymn

at 4: 49 I walk in the streets of home
And it is very quiet outside
But it still dark outside at that time
And I don't find any other soul walking outside except me
So I take a trip to Metro to buy my breakfast
And then I buy two cups of coffee and I drink them
So that I can start my day right away
But to be honest with you I am happy because I already started a new day
That I am looking forward too
And nothing is going to bring me down
Because I will cheer myself today
And be happy to be alive once more today

Aldo Kraas
411 Sonata

Spring is here finally
And I am enjoying every minute of it
Every single day
That my life turns around
At 90 degrees angle
But don't forget that there are some good things
Going on in my life
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
42 Years Of Life

42 years of life you have given me Lord
And
I am grateful for
The gift of life
That is so precious to me
My tolerance and respect is built around people
On understanding and empathy
There is another world for me to embrace
I always question what are they saying
I can do so many things
I need to have a desire to do it Lord
It doesn't matter where I came from
The ability to triumph begins with me always
I like to say that risks always pays of
I learn what to do or not to do
I see your face in me
I talk to children about your love
They get interested
42 years of life that I am living
Here in this land
I show in the way that I want you to take me in your life
I want to show the world that I live and breathe
I know about your love and grace
Lord have mercy on me
Lord I can't remember all the words that you have spoken
I had my days at the sea
I had many years in the wilderness
To turn back and find you Lord
I am a sinner just like a criminal
I am kissing you Lord and I am eager to deceive you
42 years of life came so fast
I had no time to enjoy it
I cry father forgive me
You said, I already did my child
I am the guilty man that hangs by your side
My shame is dying with your sacrifice
And all my fears came crashing down when I looked in your eyes
Are you listening to anything that I am saying Lord?
Because I am praying Lord
How many prayers can I say Lord?
Maybe the Lord will show up at my door today
Only the Lord knows what I am going through
I am not angry at you for asking
Give me hope
God I been waiting all this morning just to wake up
Next to you holding me
Lord I missed you like crazy
I am not the one who holds my pain inside
I am hiding my smile
I closed my eyes and looked myself away
The Lord is telling me
Child you have nothing to hide
The love of the Lord endures
I surrender
All my pressures
All my frustrations
All my anger
Gotta serve somebody
And there is no one better for me to serve than the Lord
Will I be healed some day?
You move me away from isolation Lord
I am making a potion that will cure my depression for once
Open my eyes
Loving and compassionate Lord
That I may be hold you
Walking beside me in my sorrow
42 years of life
Here I am after all
I been born 42 years ago
And I have all the reason to thank you  Lord for being a part of my life
For 42 years
Deep down I know that I can set things straight in my life
Lord I remember when you kissed me before a thousand times
When love was truly right
There is a nice warm and cozy bed in the sky
Where I sleep
Every step I took on earth retreated
Lord is here and nothing can harm me
So all I ask you Lord is that you love me
Lord's world will warm me and calm me
The Lord will guide me
Lord please say you love me every time I am awake
Lord don't leave me in all this pain
Lord please don't leave me out in the rain
I am so happy that I have that cozy bed in the sky where I sleep
Bring back the nights
Please Lord dry up my tears
In my hands I am holding the bible
Your words are written in it
There is a constant change in my life
Heaven knows I done no wrong
I have to make it through this life some how
One day at a time
I see no bed of roses here in the sky
We share our love with each other Lord
Lord I want to be forever young
Don't treat me like a child
Never let my hand go
I trust you Lord
Let the others take the easy way
I take the hard one because there is no choice for me
Lord I know the meaning of love
Lord show the world that there is hope for me

Aldo Kraas
4439 Sonata

Alice in wonderland
Is going today to
Centre Island
With the ferry boat
Alice in wonderland
Looks beautiful today
Because she is wearing her summer clothes again
After that long and boring winter
And Alice in wonderland
Deserves to celebrate the arrival of spring
In Centre Island today

Aldo Kraas
6: 35 Am Concerto

What a good morning my God
And it is 6: 35 am but I am up
And full of energy but excited at the same time to start this new day With friends
Also two days of rest is actually not bad at all
Because now I am finally at rest
Oh my God
Oh my God
Poetry keeps coming out one after another
And I am so focus on it
But my body is rested well today
Because it had finally a good rest
And now I need some coffee
So that I can have a little energy to move
Today I don't have to do anything and that is nice for a change
Because they will serve my breakfast and I hope it will be fit for a poet
Like me
Because a poet requires a good balanced breakfast
And breakfast is the first meal of the day for a poet like me

Aldo Kraas
7 Wishes

My 7 wishes that I have
Made is very simple
To explain
And my seven wishes are

1. For me to live in peace
2. For me to take better care of myself
3. For me to be happy
4. For me to make new friends
5. For me to have a friendship with God
6. For me to have fun
7. For me to enjoy the nice weather

Aldo Kraas
A chuva deve cair como rasgos do céu
On the ground today
So that the ground gets washed by the chuva
And the grass also will get water
Very soon
But the chuva is very sad to look at
Because to me it seems like the chuva is crying out of pain
Like a human being does
In some ways a chuva seems to have some feelings
And I can understand that because I am human and I have feelings
Just like a chuva has

Aldo Kraas
A Moment To Serrender

A moment to serender your life back to God
A moment to serender your stress back to God
A moment to serender all of your worries back to God
A moment to serender your anxiety back to God
A moment to serender your depression back to God
A moment to serender your anger back to God
A moment to serender your love back to God

Aldo Kraas
A Ballad For Father's Day

You are my sunshine in the sky
You are my ocean
Full of whales
You are my dreams
Of tomorrow
You are the tree that is growing
Here on earth
You are that beautiful wild flower
Inside of my heart
You are the rain that is watering that beautiful wild flower
That is inside of my heart
You are the mountains that I climb each day
With pride and joy

Aldo Kraas
A Ballad To The World

Are we going
To slam the door
Shut at the other part of the
World that doesn't have anything
Either to eat or to drink?

Aldo Kraas
A Beam Of Light

A beam
Of light
That God
Had sent
To us

Aldo Kraas
A Beautiful Face Without A Name

There is a beautiful
Face without a name
That I see smiling away

Aldo Kraas
A Beautiful Thing

A beautiful thing
Is the life that God gave to us
A beautiful thing is the men like us
Because God create the men
To get married and have an also to have children
Together with his wife that he decides to marry and live the rest of his life With
A beautiful thing
Is the music that singers gave to me so that I can have a better life
Why?
Because singers are people just like me
And their music heals me and othe people
A beautiful thing for the ones that are sick for a long time
Is death
Because when death arrives to the ones that are sick they don't suffer Anymore
But it is not worth to live life when the ones that are sick are sick
Because it is a constant worry about who will take care of the ones that are Sick
And also their are constant worries if the one that os sick have any kids
Because they have to think of who will take care of their kids when they Will die
And I don't doubt for a moment that they won't miss their loved one if it is their
mother or their father
Why?
Because the one that is sickis their mother
And you raised them from birth to grown up
And what is next?
I can't say what is next  because I don't live their lives
And I will worry about my life
And nobody else's life
Because all the dreams that I am having now belongs to my life
Why do I talk so much about life now?
Because I am thinking about life now
And I am enjoying every second in my life
Because every second in my life counts because the hour keeps  passing
And I keep enjoying it
A beautiful thing is that I am one adult
And that I can do things that pleases me with limitations
A beautiful thing is that I am the captain of God's ship
But I am also the master of God's soul
And God is the master of my destiny
But where my destiny will end I don't know
Because only God knows where my destiny will end
A beautiful thing is the rain
Because it comes down from the sky and water our garden that is Outside of our houses
A beautiful thing is the soap that removes the dirt from my body and Makes it clean
A beautiful thing is the clothes that keeps my body dressed all day

Aldo Kraas
A Beggar On The Street

I used to be rich
I had a big house with a big backyard
I spent all my money away like it was water
The little money I had left I gave it away
When it was gone I had lost my house, my job, and my friends
Today I am a beggar on the street
My best friend is a bottle of rum
As I beg for money on the street everyone that passed by me
Had noticed that I was dirty
No one wants a beggar for a friend
I have nowhere else to go except to live on the street
I am getting old and my life is passing me by
There are wrinkles on my face
I can hardly walk straight anymore because I am almost always drunk
I drink too much
I am a beggar what else should I do than drink
That’s what beggars do best
I know that one day my heart will give out and I will die
When I was rich I wasn’t happy with my life
Of course I had lots of friends
They didn’t stay around for too long
My money finished and I became a beggar
They tell me I have no shame
I would rather live in a refuge camp than live on the street
The streets are dirty and filthy
At least there would be water to drink, food, and shower
If I am lucky on a good day I get enough money to buy me a bottle of Rum and a doughnut to eat
On a bad day I just have to starve
I know I am dirty and smelly
There are no showers or washrooms on the street
I would love one
Soon will be winter and I will go to a men’s shelter
There I will get some food, a hot shower, and a warm bed for once

Aldo Kraas
A Beggar On The Street
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Aldo Kraas
A Better Place For You And For Me

A better place for you and for me
We will discover it today
My friend
Because I want you to
Know that I had kept
The promise that I
Had made to you
And I will be your
Best friend always
No matter what happens tomorrow
I will always be
There for you
So lets go
And find a better place
For you and me
That we can live in harmony
We walked to the end of the road
And there we saw a man
That saw us also
And he had invited us
For the hot air balloon ride
Because that hot air balloon
Belonged to him
The man filled the propane burners
Of the hot air balloon
And waited for the hot air balloon
To warm up
For about 30 minutes
After that he had called us
And we all had climbed inside
The hot air balloon
The hot air balloon started
To lift of the ground
Very slowly
Into the air
And two hours later
The hot air balloon
Ended up in the sky
With all of us inside
We all had looked
At the beautiful view
When we had looked dow
From the hot air balloon
30 days later the hot air balloon
Landed safe in Johanesburg
Which is in Africa
And at that moment
My friend had looked at me
And I told her that
We had found what I had called
A better place for you and for me
To live in harmony

Aldo Kraas
A Biological Father

A biological father
Had split
From his partner
After his partner gave
Birth to his biological
Child

Aldo Kraas
A Bird Flying Home

I sended
All the birds
Away tonight
So they could be free
For once

Aldo Kraas
A Bird Sort

I sended
All the birds
Away tonight
So they could be free
For once

Aldo Kraas
A Birds Song

I sended
All the birds
Away tonight
So they could be free
For once

Aldo Kraas
A Blank Screen

I turned on my computer today
And
My mind is blank
I look into a blank screen
But
Can’t think of what to write
Time is passing by
And I haven’t written anything yet
I can’t blame it on myself
Because
My mind is somewhere else
- Still at home

Aldo Kraas
A Brain

I have
A brain
That is always tired
And always running out of energy
Due to lack of food

Aldo Kraas
A Brief Letter To God

I just
Wrote a brief letter to
God
Today
And
I felt very emotional after
The letter was written by me

Aldo Kraas
A Buble Bath Song

You are feeling tired tonight
After a long drive in the car
From work
All the way back home
And
You are in a lot of stress
From work also
Because
You can feel that
Your body is aching
All over also

Aldo Kraas
A Burned Out Light Song

There is
A burned out
Light
Inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
A Call Away

When I am feeling down
When I need someone to talk to
I will turn to you,
My prince of peace
Come into my heart
Come here to stay
Guide me wherever you want me to be
I want to know you more
You are just a call away
I will search for your love until the end of time

Aldo Kraas
A Caring Heart Song

I have a caring heart
That cares about others

Aldo Kraas
A Case Of Me

When I have to walk that deserted street
Late at night
During the day that my mother's friend had died
I grieved for her lose
Now a child lost her best friend
And her best friend was her mother

Aldo Kraas
A Chance To Talk

I had
A chance
To talk
With all of you
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Child Is Never Ugly To God

A child is never ugly to God
Because I know that God made the child to be a certain way

Aldo Kraas
A Child Of The King

A child of the king
Is helping the king
By bringing his people
Together
To join in the king's
Sunday service

Aldo Kraas
A Christmas Prayer

God you are the one who gave us the gift of life
God please fill our lives with happiness
God please fill our hearts with your love
Amen

Aldo Kraas
A Christmas Theme Song

When you feel
Lonely
And cold
Come into the house
Of the Lord
And lets get the
Ones that are homeless
Inside the house of the Lord
Let us all breathe in hope
For all of us
And breathe out dispair

Aldo Kraas
A Clean Pair Of Eyes

The best thing that God gave me so far this morning is a clean set of Eyes
Because with a dirty set of eyes I would never be able to see anything
And now that God gave me a clean set of eyes I can see it very well
From near by to a far distance

Aldo Kraas
A Clear Picture Of The Future

I don't have a clear picture
Of the picture
Because the one I have is
Blured and I can't see a thing
At all

Aldo Kraas
A Clear Picture Of The Future Song

I don't have a clear picture
Of the picture
Because the one I have is
Blured and I can't see a thing
At all

Aldo Kraas
A Creature Of The Night Song

The owl
Is a creature of the night

Aldo Kraas
A Cup Of Tea, Anyone

A cup of tea,
Anyone?
There are
Plenty to go
Around
Because
I just made some
A while ago

Aldo Kraas
A Cup Of Tea, Anyone?

A cup of tea,
Anyone?
There are
Plenty to go
Around
Because
I just made some
A while ago

Aldo Kraas
A Dark, Misty Morning Last Autumn

In
A dark, misty morning last autumn
I walked outside through that thick
Fog that was happening outside
Right in front of my eyes
That fog felt to me
Like being inside of a pickle jar
All day long

Aldo Kraas
A Day In The Life Of Me

God
Had
A day in the life of me
By
Blessing me today

Aldo Kraas
A Dedication To Milton Nascimento

Milton
You can teach to the people what they don't know
Also with your music you can bring people together here on earth

Aldo Kraas
A Delicate Heart

We all have a delicate heart
Some people can hurt our hearts
By breaking them into pieces

Aldo Kraas
A Desire Song

I have a desire for a hot cup of coffee in the morning

Aldo Kraas
A Destination That Was Made For Me

A destination that was made for me
Is this room with a beautiful view
And this room is so bright at the same time
Because the sun always comes in
Through my window and lifts up my moral each day
Also I feel that I can't go wrong with it

Aldo Kraas
A Different World Will Always Be Inside Of My Mind

A different world will
Always be inside
Of my mind

Aldo Kraas
A Disadvantage

A
Disadvantage
For
Me
Is
That
I
Live
Where
Doesn't
Have
Summer
All
Year
Around

Aldo Kraas
A Dream Song

I had so many different dreams last night
While I slept last night
In my sofa bed in the living room
That sofa bed feels like heaven to me
When I sleep on it

Aldo Kraas
A Dream To Come True

I am having right now the dream
That I want to come true
For me because I need to change
My life

Aldo Kraas
A Drop Of Winter

A dropp of winter
Fills my mind
Right now
Even though
I don't want to think
About winter right now

Aldo Kraas
A Faithful Leader

A faithful leader
Must be just like God

Aldo Kraas
A Familiar Face

I saw a familiar face
Today
I am not afraid to approach him
And talk to him
But the problem is that
I don't want to call him
Dude or sir
I rather call him by his name
Because that would be appropriate
But
To tell you the truth I even forgot his name
I don't want to appear rude to him
And at the same time I don't want to make a
Fool of myself either
So I am just ignoring him
Right now

Aldo Kraas
A Farewel Song

God I want to say farewel to you
Because I am leving today
On the train
And I am feeling sad that
I have to say farewel to you

Aldo Kraas
A Father's Pride

A father's pride
A mother's pleasure
A child that was born yesterday in this world
And today is the first day of this child's life
That child is a beautiful gift to them
And they beem blessed with a baby girl
That they will love and nurture every single day

Aldo Kraas
A Favor

I will do any favor for you in return
But first you have to do a favor for me

Aldo Kraas
A Feeling That Is Real Song

Emptiness
Is a feeling that is real

Aldo Kraas
A Felicidade

A felicidade
I feel in my heart
A felicidade
Speaks to me very softly
Into my ear
A felicidade
Is not painful to talk about

Aldo Kraas
A Few Words Of Praise

Create in me a clean heart
My beloved God
Because at the same time
My God
I will remember all about the
Sabbath day
My beloved God

Aldo Kraas
A Few Words To A Teenager

Please don't take drugs
Because drugs will kill you
Please don't drink and drive

Aldo Kraas
A Flow Of Tranquility Sonata

A flow of tranquility
Is coming to me
And I can feel it all over me

Aldo Kraas
A Fond Farewell To A Friend

A fond farewell to a friend
That is going
Home to see
His dad
That is sick in
Alberta

Aldo Kraas
A Forgotten Love

A forgotten love is the love of God
That was given for us
Unconditional
But the human beings don't seem to appreciate
God’s love
And they don't know how to give love to each other

Aldo Kraas
A Free Soul Song

A free soul
Is walking down the street
And I am also walking down the street
Where I saw that free soul
That is very old and frail

Aldo Kraas
A Fresh Start

A fresh start
In my life
God gave
Me again

Aldo Kraas
A Friend In Need

Good is a friend in need
Of people
In his house
Every sunday for the morning and evening service
Good is a friend that is in need
Of love also
Good is in need of people
Who can forgive each other each day
That they live their lives
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
A Frightened Heart

A frightened heart
Got frightened with the lightening and thunder
That the sky had striked inside of that frightened heart
And now only God can repair that frightened heart
Because I am not able to repair that frightened heart

Aldo Kraas
A Funeral Song

That is a funeral song
For a dear friend
That had died a few days ago
He left us so fast
That he didn't had the time to say good bye
To us
Because when we receive the news from his wife
Saying that he died
I thought that I was having a nightmare
While I was watching tv

Aldo Kraas
A Gift Of A Friend

A gift of a friend
His love
A gift of a friend
His company
A gif of a friend
His honesty

Aldo Kraas
A Gift That You Have

A gift
That
You have
Is the
Ability
To
Talk to others
And listen
To the message
That
Others want to give you

Aldo Kraas
A Girl In The Sky

A girl in the sky
She is in the sky
And
She is watering the gardens in the sky
Because
That is her little job that she does everyday
And nobody needs to ask her to do it

Aldo Kraas
A Glimpse At Home

God came down from heaven
All the way to the earth
So that he could take a glimpse at my home
But when he came and took a glimpse at my home
Good was shocked to see the state that my home was in
My kitchen had dishes in the sink that I didn't had the time to wash it Last night
My dining room was full of dust on the floor
And also my living room was full of dust on the floor
But when God came into my bedroom he found mice running around in my
Bedroom also
But the next day I place the mouse trap everywhere in my house so that I Could
catch them
Believe me the mouse trap worked very well
Because I caught with it all the mice
And I was happy and relieved at the same time

Aldo Kraas
A Glorious Soulful Messiah

A
Glorious soulful messiah
That we know
Had offered us so much
Through all the years

Aldo Kraas
A Good Bye For Now

A good bye for now
Remember that it is not forever
I will be back next year
I am going away to get
A break from this crazy winter
That is all
I know that you love the winter
And hate the summer
Because it is too hot
And where I am going is very hot
So there is no use for me to take you along
So it is better that you stay behind
Here in Canada

Aldo Kraas
A Good Cry

A good cry
Is what she needs
Today
Because
Nothing went ok for her

Aldo Kraas
A Good Day Blues

A good day will come
Wait and see

Aldo Kraas
A Good Death

A good death is to
Die without worry
And to
Die without debts
Also to
Die without stress, die in your sleep, and die without pain

Aldo Kraas
A Good Night Sleep

I need a good night sleep
And I am glad that you are listening
And watching out for me
My life gets better day by day

Aldo Kraas
A Green Foliage Song

I saw the first green foliage
Coming out on that tree
And I know that it is the first sign of
Spring that I saw today
But the rest of the tree is bare

Aldo Kraas
A Handful Of Coins

He has a handful of coins
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Happy Kid

It is nice to see
A kid that is happy
Because he is a kid
That can be a kid
And when a stranger like
Me talks to that kid
I get the feeling that he likes
To talk to people

Aldo Kraas
A Havy Rain

A havy rain is about to fall
So that can cool the earth
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Heart Of Gold

She has a heart of gold I can say
Her smile warm and sincere
She has done a lot for me
Now it is pay back time and I am here to help you
All those years you walked in my shoes, now I walk in yours
Now it’s my time to cheer you up
You cheered me up when I was lost and lonely in a lost place
We looked at each others eyes with disbelief that our only friend is
Gone
No humans were meant to live forever, because God made it this way
Face the pain and struggles because it is the only way you will grow And be able
to appreciate the good things in life
Not everything is bad in life, there is good also
When you feel sad and lonely, there is always a place that you can Come to
My house is your house; my house is always open to you
Sometimes it takes time for us to make a move because we are not Sure of the
things we want
If we don’t take risks in life we won’t grow and we won't learn a thing
If we want to learn something we must first have patience and take our Time in
learning what we want in life
Sometimes life is full of surprises
Some good things may come our way when we least expect it

Aldo Kraas
A Heartfelt

A heartfelt
Scream
Of another
Man's
Broken dream
He had
While
He slept all
Night long

Aldo Kraas
A Hopeless Reflection Sonata

If I say that everything is bad
Than It would be a hopeless reflection
To me or everybody else that I am saying

Aldo Kraas
A Hora Roubada

A hora roubada
Was mine
And I can't get back
That hora roubada
Because I don't know
The person who robed
That hora from me

Aldo Kraas
A Hurricane Blew Song

A hurricane blew
All the roofs of all the house
That are inside of my heart
In that village that you will also
Find inside my heart
It is also sad but that is the reality of life
And once the reality of life sets in
We are the ones that are left to deal with
Also that sounds fair to Mother Nature
But not to us

Aldo Kraas
Another day ended so fast
And I am so happy that another day ended so fast
But now in my home I turn the radio on and I put on the radio my favorite Cd
and the radio is now doing a fine job because the music is playing in the
background only and I can deal with it without any problem
Because it is music that keeps me awake and relazes me at the same time
Even though I am feeling that I am burned out
But to tell you the truth I haven't done any writing on my computer yet
Maybe I am pushing myself to the limit with my writing that has to be done

Aldo Kraas
A Hymn To Her

The love that you give to her
Is very special
Because she is very special to you

Aldo Kraas
A La Juventude

a la Juventude
I will give my boat
So that they can sail away
To meet me wherever
I am in the world

Aldo Kraas
A Last Day For Us

A last day for us to tell
God how much we love him
In a song that we are singing
For him right now

Aldo Kraas
A Lesbian

A
Lesbian
Found
Another
Lesbian
And
Now
They
Are
Partners

Aldo Kraas
Dear people
I am your God
I am writing a letter to you all
Because I want you to know
That I am alive
Everyday
And everyday
I am watching you
From the time you get out of bed
And get ready to start your day

Aldo Kraas
A Letter That Was Written By Myself

A letter that was written by myself to me
In just a few days
Because there was something bothering me
I read it today for the first time
And I loved it very much
Also
I found the message and the words that I used to be
Very powerful

Aldo Kraas
A Letter To Canada

Stephen Harper
Take care of the people
At home
And
Not the war in
Afghanistan

Aldo Kraas
A Letter To My Poet

Dear poet
I have read all your poems
And they give me goose bumps
All over my body

Aldo Kraas
A Life Pops Out

A life pops out
When the mother is giving birth
Today
And at the same time she is feeling the pain of giving birth
Birth doesn't come without pain
Because pain is the part of giving birth

Aldo Kraas
A Life Pops Out Song

A life pops out
When the mother is giving birth
Today
And at the same time she is feeling the pain of giving birth
Birth doesn't come without pain
Because pain is the part of giving birth

Aldo Kraas
A Little Advise Hymn

You can hel somebody
To a certain extend
But be aware that people can take advantage of you
Please learn to say no
Because if you don't you are going to get hurt

Aldo Kraas
A Little Star

I purchased
A mug that had a picture of a little star
In a store that sells
Mugs

Aldo Kraas
A Little Time With Me

Spend a little
Time with
Me

Aldo Kraas
A Living Prayer

The stars will shine tonight in my dreams
And in the sky also
The sun will shine tomorrow night in my dreams
Because it will be a different dream that I will have tomorrow
And the next day
I will dream with my God
That gave me a life
And I thank God for that
Everyday in my life
Let the birds fly out of your hands into the sky
And don’t forget to watch when they fly out of your hands into the sky
Because the sky is the brds home
That God made for them
Amen
Amen
Amen
Amen
Amen
Amen
Aldo Kraas
A Lonely Boy Song

Give some
Attention
To a lonely boy
Talk to a lonely boy

Aldo Kraas
A Long Time Ago

A long time ago
I was born under
The sign of
The moon

Aldo Kraas
A Lost Soul That Was Found

A lost soul that was found by me
Wondering the streets of
Toronto

Aldo Kraas
A Love For My Country

A love for my country
Will be given by God
When he arrives
Here in my country
That I live
But do me a favor
Don't mention the world
I am proud to be Canadian
This country is going down hill fast
It is becoming the garbage dump
Of the world
You see everybody that the
United states turn down
As a refuge comes to Canada
And then they go on welfare
And they get some freebies
That the working people are paying for it
Out of their taxes

Aldo Kraas
A Love Like Yours

A love like yours
Is nice to receive
Because it is warm
And when you give it
You give it without
Limits

Aldo Kraas
A Love Song

Today
I sang out a love song to God
To show my love for him
All my emotions are running high today

Aldo Kraas
A Love Song For Sandra

The blue star in your eyes
That I see shining bright
So bright in the night, it is shining bright
On the wings of an eagle my love for you flies
High above
The ocean
And high above the sea
My love for you is endless
That star I picked out of your eyes
To place it in your precious hands
This time it shone in your hands
Like magic
A love song for Sandra
I honour you my sister with love
That special gift you are to me
Let that love shine in your heart
Show that love to me and to others
There are so many things my heart
Wants to say
I love you
For what you are
For whom you are
For that gentle smile
Somewhere In my dreams I hear your voice
Whispering gently into thin air
At the edge of the mountain I close my eyes
And I feel your touch
A love song for Sandra
I placed the red roses in your hands and you smelled them
Later on I had kissed your face also
A brother and a sister who love
Each other
On the edge of my dream is where I want to stay
Loving you forever I will be
I won’t let my love fade away for you
It is so deep inside my heart
And the sun shine bright early in the morning
It keeps you and me happy
My gift to you is my love
Given from deep within my heart
It is the best I have to offer

Aldo Kraas
A Love Song For The Sky

Little children
Sing with us
A love song
For the sky
Today
But please
Don't be afraid
Because nobody is going to hurt you at all
Little children

Aldo Kraas
A Lover's Prayer

God
Please look
After the lovers
Of this planet earth

Aldo Kraas
A Man By God's Choice

I am a man by God's choice
And with that choice that God
Made for me I am happy
Because I never wanted to be a girl

Aldo Kraas
A Man Of God

A
Man of God
That's who you are

Aldo Kraas
A Man Should Be Strong

A man
Should live
Across
The sea
Like me
A man
Should be
Strong
Like me
A man
Can break his
Promises
Because
He made
It to himself

Aldo Kraas
A Man's Charm

A man's charm
Is only found in his looks
And how good he dresses himself
To feel good
Or to attract a woman

Aldo Kraas
A Man's Farewell To This City

A man
That was unknown
To so many people
Here in Toronto
Made good impressions
To Torontonians of Toronto

Aldo Kraas
A Man's Heart

A man's heart
That didn't have
Any feelings at all
- I discovered it today
And I was shocked
Because his heart was so cold

Aldo Kraas
A Message From Heaven To Us

A message from heaven to us
People please don't use anymore hair spray
Because that is killing me

Aldo Kraas
A Message From The Homeless

A message from the homeless
It is bad enough that I have to abandon my stuff
By leaving it behind on the sidewalk

Aldo Kraas
A Million Dollar Woman

Today
When I read the paper
I read about
A million dollar woman

Aldo Kraas
A Million Friends

I want to have
A million friends
So I can sing together
With my friends
To the world

Aldo Kraas
A Million Thanks

A Million Thanks
I Am Saying To Those That Stood By My Side For A Long Time

Aldo Kraas
A Minha Alma Está Na Paz

a minha alma está na paz
When you are here
Because you give me something
That keeps me busy all night
And also I won't have to think about
The painful stuff that I went already
Through life

Aldo Kraas
A Minuet For The World

How is the world today
Compared to many years ago?

Aldo Kraas
A Moment In My Time

A moment in my time
That everything is going ok
I say ok because it is better to say ok
Than to say everything is going wrong
To me ok means it could be be better or
more or less

Aldo Kraas
A Moment In Time

A moment in time
To have
A moment of silence
To remember
Those who had
Died in the war
Fighting for our
Country
So we could have
Our peace

Aldo Kraas
A Moment To Myself

A moment to myself
Where
I spend the day
Travelling on a bus
That is travelling
On the road to life

Aldo Kraas
A Moment To Serender

A moment to serender your life back to God
A moment to serender your stress back to God
A moment to serender all of your worries back to God
A moment to serender your anxiety back to God
A moment to serender your depression back to God
A moment to serender your anger back to God
A moment to serender your love back to God

Aldo Kraas
A Month Song

A month
Will be over soon
Because it goes by so fast
Without warning

Aldo Kraas
A Moonlight Sonata

She is playing a moonlight sonata
On her piano
Moonlight you take my breath away
Every time that you shine in the sky
And the reason that I know that is because
Every time when you shine every night
I am there watching you in the sky
Moonlight you are a good friend to me
And I will try to be a good friend to you
Moonlight please don't let me down
By not being my friend
Also I will never let you down by not being your friend

Aldo Kraas
A Morning In December

A morning in
December that is so cold
There must be snow at
Christmas
Because we can't have
Christmas without snow

Aldo Kraas
A Mother's Love Is Priceless Song

You can't put a price
On a mother's love
Because it is priceless

Aldo Kraas
A Mysterious Woman

A mysterious woman
Clothed in black
Asked me
if I would
Like to give
The world
A chance
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Never Ending Love Affair With God

A never ending love affair
With God
We are having
Each day

Aldo Kraas
A New Day For Us

A new day for us
To get up
And get moving
Early in the morning
Before the sun gets up

Aldo Kraas
A New Day Is Dawning

A new day is dawning
Here on earth
For all the christians
That lives on earth

Aldo Kraas
A New Dream

A new dream
Is unfolding for me
Because
That human being
With a new voice is me
So please listen
To the
Message
That I have for you

Aldo Kraas
A New Life

I told good bye to that old life
A new life I am living now
I told good bye to that old me
Now I am a new person
You haven’t seem me since
I don’t need any medication anymore
It is a miracle that my depression is gone
And that
I am free
And I don’t have it anymore
A new life
I am enjoying it
Because I am
Meeting new people
A new life
Full of new friends
A new life to share with that someone that I love
A new life
And
I don’t want to miss another day
After all a new life is here
For now I will be single

Aldo Kraas
A New Star

There is a beautiful sky
Inside of my heart
And tonight a new star
Will shine in the sky that is inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
A New Thought For Christmas

The christmas trees are now decorated inside everybody's place
In the living roon with the lights turned on
But tey havn' got the christmas presents yet because they didn't buy Any yet
But they are comming
Don't you worry

Aldo Kraas
A New World Song

He
Belongs to
A new world
That he lives each day

Aldo Kraas
A New Zealander Song

I am a
New Zealander
And I love this place very much

Aldo Kraas
A Night Of Abundance

A night of abundance
Full of cold winds
That are blowing from all the directions
It reminds me of a mad men running arround
In the storm

Aldo Kraas
A Night Song

There is a night song
Inside of my mind
That keeps playing all the time
And by now I know all the words
Of a night song

Aldo Kraas
A Note For My God

A cold coke is wonderful on a hot day
French fries go so well with a hamburger
In the swimming pool is where I want to stay
During the hot days

Aldo Kraas
A Note To My God

A cold coke is wonderful on a hot day
French fries go so well with a hamburger
In the swimming pool is where I want to stay
During the hot days

Aldo Kraas
A Paradise In My Soul

There is a paradise
In my soul

Aldo Kraas
A Passion For Christ

We have a passion
For christ
Because our passion for him comes
Straight out of our hearts
And that is the right time to offer him
Our passion

Aldo Kraas
A Paz

A paz
You find in me
A paz
I want to give you also
A paz
Is a good gift
A paz
You can't buy in the stores
A paz
Is a four letter word

Aldo Kraas
A Peaceful Anthem

Lift up your voice
People of God
And sing
Out
A peaceful anthem
For our
God
Because
We will bless
Our God
By singing

Aldo Kraas
A Percentage Of Me

A percentage of me
Feels that enough is enough
I know that some people
Would be happy to see me dead
In the threshold of the subway
Believe me or not that is the reality of life
That I've been told before
So many times by so many people

Aldo Kraas
A Perfume From The End Of The World

A perfume from the end of the world
That is in the air I can smell today
And that perfume doesn't smell so good

Aldo Kraas
A Persons Goodness Is Not Made Up Of Skin Color

A persons goodness is not made up of skin color
But a persons goodness is made of a character
And how can we find out about her good character?
I thing buy waiting and hopping that she shows her good character to Us
But the truth is that I don't know her character until I come face to face With her

Aldo Kraas
A Phantom That Lives Inside Of My Mind

A phanton that lives inside of my mind
Is playing some games with my mind

Aldo Kraas
A Phone Call To My Future

A phone call to my future
Is it possible?
Can I phone God
From earth using the phone?
Will God answer the phone when
It will ring in heaven?

Aldo Kraas
A Picture Of Me

She has a clear
Picture of me
Inside her mind
About how I looked
20 years ago

Aldo Kraas
A Piece Of That Paradise

There is
A piece of
That
Paradise
That is so quiet
And at the same
Time we love
It very much
Because we live there
Also

Aldo Kraas
A Pirate Called John

I got to know
That pirate called John
Because he has a ship that he
Cruises the whole
Atlantic ocean and then the
Pacific ocean with
Also that pirate John takes his
Bird with him

Aldo Kraas
A Plaintive Melody

A plaintive melody
Hits me like a rock
Today
Because I can hear
All the words
Being played inside
Of my head
And it feels so strange to
Me
Like never before

Aldo Kraas
A Poem For Every Good Man

A poem for every good man
That serves God
And treats everyone with respect and dignity

Aldo Kraas
A Poem For Sir Paul Mccartney

I know
That
You know
That
A safe heaven
Can be found
For you
And
I want to tell you
That I had done
My sea voyage
In a sailing ship
A few months
Ago

Aldo Kraas
A Poem Of Weakness

A poem of weakness
I had written
Many years ago
And
I found it inside of
My school
Yearbook
The words
Don't seem
To make any
Sense
Anymore

Aldo Kraas
A Poem To The World

World I am here
And I just keep hanging on
Even thought I lose hope sometimes
Because I feel that it is a normal thing
My feelings sometimes can become bitter
Just like lemons
I also know that I belong to this world
And here I will stay
Nobody will tell me to put a gun to my head
Because I don't have the courage for that
Also I am very religious

Aldo Kraas
A Poet Full Of Courage

There will come a day that I will be free of the depression
And the depression won't make me his prisoner anymore because I will get the 2x4 and I will fight it hard to gain control over my depression
Depression changes who I am completely from mild, relaxed, to anxious, and manic
The depression is not going to control me because I won't let it control me
I will fight to the end as long as I can to put an end to my depression
Depression is not a beautiful thing that I can be proud of it
I am not at all
But I feel that I can make a change by making it better by writing poetry and listening to music because it is music that helps me to get rid of my depression
And with music I get the courage to move on
Because music improves my well being and I feel that it is what makes me stronger and with religion does the same thing to me
But the two combine it is even better than medicine
I must say that there are no better medicine in this world than music, Poetry, and God because they all fall in the same category
I believe that one day I will be healed and I will tell it to the doctor and He will fall flat in his face

Aldo Kraas
A Poet In Love Song

I saw
A poet in love
With a beautiful girl

Aldo Kraas
A Poet's Blues

A poet
Is having a hard time
To day
While he is writing his poem
He writes something
On his computer
And after he finishes it he reads it
And it doesn't seem good enough for him
So he erases it
And he writes his poem again on his computer
When he is finished with his poem
He reads his poem
And he is not happy with it still
So he erases it again
And then he writes it again on his computer
Now his poem is finally making sense
And all he needs to do is to elaborate his poem
Now it is getting late for the poet
And he needs a break from writing
So he goes to sleep right now

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For A Friend

A prayer for a friend
I am saying today
Friend don't give up hope
Because
You can have a good friendship
With God
If you work hard at it
Let all the negative thoughts
Vanish
And
You can pray
Also for your friends
But don't forget to
Invite God to come into your heart

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For Every Men Here On Earth

You said a prayer for every men here on earth
During the mass that you had attended in heaven

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For Lovers

God guide the lovers
Everywhere they go
God watch after the lovers
When they are sleeping

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For Me

God thank you for the sun
That you gave me
Today during the winter
Because it made a big difference
In my life today

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For Nature

God
Please take care of our nature
Because we are not capable to take care of our nature
Very well

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For Pakistan

Pakistan
Rest in peace tonight
Because that is my hope for Pakistan
Pakistani people
Let God into your heart
And let him wash your heart
And make it whiter than snow
Pakistani people
I hope that you Believe in God
Because that is my hope for you
Pakistani people
Reach out to the people
That you know
Because that is my hope for you
Pakistani people
Please pray for peace
Amen
Amen
Amen

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For Rain

God
Please send some rain
We are being fried with this heat
God
Please send some rain
Because the plants need it also

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For The Slaves

Slaves
Please rememnber
That slavery is over
And you need to forget
About slavery
Because it is now over
And that took place
In the past

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer For You

I say a prayer
For you
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer Of A Dying Soldier

God
I had served
You
With
All
My heart
God
I had
Been
The
Soldier
Who
Fought
In
The
Afghanistan
War

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer Request

I had
Received
A prayer request
From somebody
At the church

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer To My Diabeties

Dear God
Please watch over my diabeties
That it doesn't go out of control
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer To The Carribeans

Dear Lord
Please protect
The carribeans
Every single day
Dear Lord
Please let the rain
Wash the fields
That are located in the
Carribeans

Aldo Kraas
A Prayer To The Poets

Dear Lord
Thanks God
For the poets

Aldo Kraas
A Priceless Ingredient

A priceless ingredient
In our life
Is love

Aldo Kraas
A Promise To My Love

A promise to my love
That I made
A few days ago
That when I come back
I will take her home with me

Aldo Kraas
Yes
My ex lover
I am back here
On earth because
I have been reincarnated
Today and I know
That the news
Will only upset you

Aldo Kraas
A Restless Mind Song

A restless mind
Doesn't even let the person sleep
All night

Aldo Kraas
A Restless Spirit

A restless spirit
can't mature
Without self care

Aldo Kraas
A Roda Da Vida

We belong to
A roda da vida

Aldo Kraas
A Romantic Evening Just For The Two Of Us

A romantic
Evening
Just
For the
Two of us

Aldo Kraas
A Romantic Man

A romantic man
Took his
Girl friend
For dinner

Aldo Kraas
A Safe Place

Heaven
Is a safe place
To be
And I know that it
Will always be

Aldo Kraas
A Saphire Sky

A saphire sky
I see today
And it is beautiful
To me also
Because
That saphire sky
Is shining today so bright

Aldo Kraas
A Scissor Cut Into The Sky

There is a scissor cut into the sky
And I wonder who had cut the sky with a scissor
But I don't think Good would damage his home called sky
Also I don't believe that the saints would damage the sky with a scissors
Because they would be punished right away by God
So it has to be the devil who cut the sky with the scissor
Because he wants to make God mad

Aldo Kraas
A Second Chance

Are you going to give her
A second change my God?
For her to clean up her life?

Aldo Kraas
A Secret That Was Told To Me By A Nun

A secret that was told to me by a nun
And I say to the nun that I won't tell anybody else
Her secrets
Because that is between me and her

Aldo Kraas
A Semente Do Amor

A semente do amor  
God gave me earlier this morning  
When I met him for coffee at the bar  
And at the afternoon at the same day I put some compost inside my Heart  
And then I spread a semente do amor inside  
But I didn't forget to water it after i spread a semente do amor inside My heart  
But a few days later a semente do amor started to come up slowly Inside of my heart and it wasn't strong yet  
But the good thing was that it was growing and getting some sun light  
Because it also needs some sunlight to be able to grow  
Of course that too much sun light is not good because it will kill it  
And I will have to say good buy to the whole works  
So I will do it once and I will do it right for the first time

Aldo Kraas
A Shepherd Lead Us

A shepherd lead us
To the coffee fields
Here in Colombia

Aldo Kraas
A Short Love Letter To You

Dear sweetheart
I love you so much

Aldo Kraas
A Shoulder To Cry On

I found a shoulder to cry on
Because I am sad lately
And angry at the same time

Aldo Kraas
A Single Mother

It is hard
For a single
Mother to raise a child
In today's world
They need to go to work
To earn the money to buy food
And pay the bills
And during the day while the mother
Is working
The baby stay at the babysitter

Aldo Kraas
A Single Rose And A Candle

A Single Rose Is Laying On Her Grave And A Candle Is Blowing Away

Aldo Kraas
A Slave To Depression

I am a slave
To depression
Because I have to live with it
And that is a hard thing to do
Also that is a hard thing to keep under control
For me

Aldo Kraas
A Slow Dying Flower Song

A slow dying flower
Is her mother
That had given birth to her once
And for that she is grateful
Because she was able to be in
The world where her friends live

Aldo Kraas
A Smile For You

A smile for you
I am giving you
Because
I know how
Much
You hate
People
That
Are
Miserable
Around you

Aldo Kraas
A Smile Song

A smile
Removes the sadness from my face
A smile
Warms my heart
A smile
Is so contagious to me
That will make me smile back
At anyone

Aldo Kraas
A Sonata For Barbara

Barbara
Do you know how much I love the sun?

Aldo Kraas
A Sonata For Cambodia

I just don't know what else to say
About you
Cambodia
That you bring so much excitement
To my life everyday

Aldo Kraas
A Sonata For Ephrain

Ephraim
You always found
That was very sweet
To be loved by your God

Aldo Kraas
A Sonata For Ernie

Ernie I know that tonight the soldiers will be marching in your dreams tonight
Because there will be a parade in your dreams tonight
And I hope that you will be able to see it all
Because you will have the best seat in the house
And you won’t miss any action that will be going on tonight in your dreams
Ernie you better say thanks to God
For giving you all the dreams that you are dreaming tonight

Aldo Kraas
A Sonata For Sinners

Sinners are the ones
Who waste water
By washing their driveways
Everyday in the
Summer

Aldo Kraas
A Song About The Last Day Of The Winter

We have a song about
The last day of the winter

Aldo Kraas
A Song For A Child

A song for a child
That we sing
To take her pain away
We know that she is sick
But with our prayers
She will be strong again
Like a polar bear

Aldo Kraas
A Song For Libya

My prayers are with you people of Libya
I know that you all have to fight everyday for survival
But somebody loves you also because he made you people of Libya
And his name is God
Also don't give up hope every single day
Believe in what you believe people of Libya
Eventhough you are crying people of Libya
I can still hear you all crying
I even know that life is not easy people of Libya
But you all have to go on with life
Also life is precious
If there is anything that I can do people of Libya
Don't hesitate to call me
And remember that you can always count on me people of Libya
Because I will arrive any time you need me
Even if it is during the Winter, Summer, Spring, or Fall
I also understand what you are going through people of Libya
Because everybody's road to hell is different

Aldo Kraas
A Song For The Broken Hearted

Never needed anybody
Helpless, restless little soul
Always fighting against somebody
Living in denial all alone
But I know...
No one can live
Broken hearted
Not that I know of anyway
If only you could break this
Shell around me
'Till that I'm standing on my own
Living in denial all alone
But I am trying very hard to repair my broken heart so bad
But I never had any lucky in fixing my brokenheart
It came to a point that I got so frustrated in trying to repair my broken heart over
and over again that I decide to call my God for help
And I will leave it to may God to repair my broken heart

Aldo Kraas
A Song For The Poet

After the rain
The rainbow will appear in the sky
And the sky will clear out again
There is no traffic today in the country roads
Where I live
But here is a very quiet place
And there is nothing going on in here
The country roads where I live is covered with snow
And the trees are covered with snow
I am proud to live in a country like Canada
That stands free
I am God's poet
I let my inspiration grow
While I write some poems
It is getting late now
And it is night here in the country where I live
But I belong in the country where I live
And that way I am close to nature also
The air is pure in the country because there are no factories in the country
And I can call the country my home

Aldo Kraas
A Song That I Sing

A song that I sing
To bring peace into your life

Aldo Kraas
A Song To Bright Up My Day

Somebody is singing
A song to bright up my day
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Soul That Was Set Free

A soul that was
Set free
By God
I had witness
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Stairway To Another World

A stairway to another world
I see outside of the building
Right next to the windows of the building

Aldo Kraas
A Strong Believer

She is a strong believer
When it comes to God
Because she saw all the miracles that God
Delivered to the sick people, the lonely people, and the poor

Aldo Kraas
A Suit Of Armour

A man is wearing
A suit of armour
While he is fighting in the
Afghanistan war

Aldo Kraas
A Symbol Of Life

A symbol of life:
The bread that
God had shared with us
A symbol of life:
The wine that is the blood of GOD

Aldo Kraas
A Symphony Of Thunder

The two of us could hear
A symphony of thunder
That was going on
Before the heavy rain had started
While the two of us had walked back to the
Bus shelter
That Saturday

Aldo Kraas
A Tear For Virginia

A tear for Virginia
I have in my eyes
And
I am so sad to see
Her mixing up
With the wrong crowd
Because
She thinks they are cool
Also

Aldo Kraas
A Tender Hug

I got a tender hug from you
And it felt so good to me
Honestly
You know how much I love hugs
You know that I am a sucker when
It comes to hugs

Aldo Kraas
A Thank You Note

When I arrived home from
Work
By the time
I unlocked
the door
To my apartment
There I found
A thank you note
The note was written by my neighbor
Saying
The dinner that you cooked for me
Was very special
Your neighboor
Sam

Aldo Kraas
A Thing Of Beauty

She is a Brazilian girl
And she is a thing of beauty
She is mixed with Brazilian, Italian, German, And Jewish
But she is hot
And she is very femine also
All the Brazilian boys are always running after her
And I don't blame her for that
Because if I could have her as my girlfriend I would be happy to be her Boyfriend
for once and forever

Aldo Kraas
A Thousand Kisses

Today I swam
In a thousand kisses

Aldo Kraas
A Ticket From God

Today it is my lucky day
Because I got a ticket from God
And only with this ticket
I can meet the Canadian Astronauts and at the same time
I will board their space shuttle

Aldo Kraas
A Time

A time to sing to the world
A time to fill our hearts with joy
A time to celebrate
Jesus Christ
Birthday
A time to celebrate
Christmas with your loved ones
A time to be grateful for what we have
A time to share our memories of youth
A time to give to someone less fortunate than ourselves
A time to learn from our lives past experiences
A time to learn from our mistakes
A time to pray for peace
A time to laugh
A time cry
A time to live for the future
A time to embrace ourselves
A time to forgive one another
A time to feel great about yourself

Aldo Kraas
A Time In My Autobiography Song

A time in my autobiography
The writer wrote telling
The whole world that it was the happiest
Time in my life
And that was not true

Aldo Kraas
A Toast In The House Of The Lord

We are having
A toast in the house
Of the Lord
For God
Today

Aldo Kraas
A touching subject
That is very hard
For people
To talk about
Is death

Aldo Kraas
A Tree Pleads Song

I am a tree
And I am pleading
For everyone to let me live
You have the right to a life
So why shouldn't I?
Is that because I am not human
And I am just a tree?
Is that because I don't do the things humans do?

Aldo Kraas
A Tribute To Canada Revised

Canada is home to the Rocky Mountains
Canada is home to the golden mine
Canada is home to the Fishery in dustries
Canada is home to the oil industries
Canada is a land that was made for the refues from all over the world
That came here to start a new lives also
Canada is multicultural
Canada stand strong and free
Canada is my home also and I am proud also to call Canada my home
Canada is home to the seaguls and the robyns
Canada is home to the foxes
Canada is home to the wild bears
Canada is home to the deers

Aldo Kraas
A Tribute To My Deacon

My beloved Deacon
Do you know who brought you
To this church?
It was God

Aldo Kraas
A True Friend

A true friend
Will be
There
For you
When you are sick

Aldo Kraas
A Universe Of Thoughts

A universe
Of thoughts
He has
Inside
Of his mind

Aldo Kraas
A usted con amor
That song
That talks about love
Because I am trying
Very hard to learn all the words
And the melody
So that I will be able to sing that song to you

Aldo Kraas
A Very Special Friend

God is a
Very special friend of mine
Because he gave me the things
That are here on earth

Aldo Kraas
A Very Special Love

I found a very special love today
And that love is from God
Because it is so warm and touching
That makes me feel good

Aldo Kraas
A Vida

We find
A vida
To be hard
On us sometimes

Aldo Kraas
A Vista Of Blueness

From my bedroom window
I watched
A vista of blueness
That alone
Was worth for me

Aldo Kraas
A Voice From Afar Sonata

I heard a voice from afar
But I still not a 100% sure where it came from

Aldo Kraas
A Voice To Be Heard

The poet's voice
Is a voice to be heard

Aldo Kraas
A Walk Without You

A walk without you is very lonely
because I don't have anybody to talk with
While I am walking

Aldo Kraas
A Well Groomed Man

A well groomed man
Is always nice to see

Aldo Kraas
A White Horse

In my dream I see a beautiful white horse running wild in the farmes Field
And alsi the day was warm and beutiful
But the coor of the sky was orangr and purple early in the morning
by the evening the sky got cloudy and then the rain came down fast
The hirse return back fast tothe stable for the nigt

Aldo Kraas
A Whole Week With Sun

It is great to have a whole week with sun
And for that I must say thanks to my God

Aldo Kraas
A Wise Man

I am a wise man
And I am old
Like the
Maple tree
That was planted
Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
A Wise Mother

A wise mother
Takes good care of her kids

Aldo Kraas
A Wish Was Planted

A wish
Was planted
Inside
My
Brains
By
The
Lord
Jesus
Christ
Today

Aldo Kraas
A Wonderful Savior

A wonderful savior
Is here
And he is present
At church

Aldo Kraas
A Word From Our Hearts

We need to learn to have patience
Because that is something that we don't have
And sometimes it can get out of control

Aldo Kraas
A World Of Beauty

A child
Had entered
This beautiful
World today

Aldo Kraas
A World Waits For You

A world waits for you
Everyday
When you leave
Your house
And step into your car
And drive your car to
Work everyday

Aldo Kraas
A Worship Song

We are not
Just worshiping
You God
For the sake
Of it

Aldo Kraas
Abanasur Song

Abanasur
Please sleep well tonight
Abanasur
God is with you

Aldo Kraas
Abandoned Toys

So
Many
Abandoned
Toys
Left
At
The
Sidewalk
To
Me
It
Is
A
Disgrace
Because
There
Are
So
many
Children
That
Would
Love
To
Have
A
Toy

Aldo Kraas
Abandoning

It all happened too fast
I didn't had much time to say good bye to you
Abandoning you was hard
It seems cruel at times
But the flight to Brazil is too long for you
It is too hot here for you
You are used to where you are
I don't see that little moving tail anymore for such a long time
And
That little girl bugging me everyday to go out early in the morning
Here is not home, it will never be
It doesn't feel like home
At home I got you to talk too
You listened to me and answered with your tail
I am anxious already
Waiting without patience to go home
Of course I rather be with you
You would be in my way, You can't go anywhere here in Brazil either
I am like a prisoner, I don't walk much here because it is not safe to Walk
For you it would be the same
I just have to pray
I will be there soon
Little girl
This holiday it seems like it never ends
Trust me little girl
It will not be forever
Just for a while until I get home
Couple more days I will be home
Now finally I see the end of it
A new start a new year
A new self

Aldo Kraas
Ability

We have the ability to sing
The beautiful love songs
We have the ability
To make friends

Aldo Kraas
Able

I am able to pray
Every sunday to God at the church
I am able to sleep at the coach
In my hotel room

Aldo Kraas
About Death Song

I dont have
Any tthoughts about death
Because first I have to live my life
Before God comes to get me to go to heaven with him

Aldo Kraas
About Dying Song

If you are having
A fear about dying
You are not alone
Dear friend
Because everybody is in the same boat
And that arrives when you take the last
Breath of life
Before they unplug the life support
That you are hooked on

Aldo Kraas
About Me

What don't you like about me?
Is that because I believe in God?
Why shouldn't I believe in God?
Is there anything wrong about being a Christian?
Because I was born a Christian
What don't you like about me?
Is that because I am on a diet?

Aldo Kraas
About You Hymn

I know all about you
My friend
And I must say that
You enjoy helping others
That are in need

Aldo Kraas
Abraça - Me

My God
Abraça - Me
Because I can't wait
To be
Abraçado
By you my God

Aldo Kraas
Acapulco

The sun is shining
In Acapulco
And it is another hot day
Jump
Jump
Jump
In the swimming pool

Aldo Kraas
Acapulco Bay

It is
Always
Sunny
In
Acapulco bay

Aldo Kraas
Acceptance Song

Acceptance
Is a hard thing to do
And to have at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Acredito

In angels that are living in heaven
Together with my God
Acredito
In the beautiful sky
Without any clouds
Because it paints the perfect picture
For me each day

Aldo Kraas
Across The Galaxy

Across
The
Galaxy
That
Is
In
The
Sky
I
Found
The
Beutiful
Moon
And
You
Sat
On
Top
Of
One
Of
The
Stars
That
Had
Form
The
Galaxy

Aldo Kraas
Across The Universe

My eyes is carrying
His soul across the universe

Aldo Kraas
Adam Song

When will Adam be born again
God?
When will the sun rise for Adam tomorrow?
Because Adam told me that he wants to be able to enjoy the sun
For once

Aldo Kraas
Adele Rock

Adele
I am glad that you are up now
Adele come and have your breakfast
Adele see you later on
Yes Adele it is time to go to work again

Aldo Kraas
Adeus

Adeus
My Country
That I live in
And that I love so much
Adeus
My beloved people
That also belongs
To the country
That I live
Adeus
My God
And I am glad
That you send me
To fish in the sea
With the fisherman
Today

Aldo Kraas
Adeus Meu Amor

Adeus meu amor
I hope that you are feeling better today
Adeus meu amor
But please remember
That I wasn't made to be with you
And I want to say that I am so sorry
But we had to say
Adeus meu amor

Aldo Kraas
Adieu

Adieu
Rain
That
Fell
All day
From the sky
And the dark
Clouds
We all saw
Hanging there

Aldo Kraas
Adios

Adios
My love
And I hope that you have now
Everything that you dream of
Many years ago
Adios
My love
And I hope you have all the friends
That can give you everything that you ever wanted

Aldo Kraas
Adrenaline

I feel the adrenaline rush
That is flowing through my veins, my heart, and my lungs,
My heart is pumping so fast
I am feeling all the excitement
He is the ruler of his world
Blessed be your name Lord
Strong to lead me
Through the shadows
Strong to carry me
Lord give me some understanding
Lord you are the Lord of my Life
Shine that light in my soul
I feel that adrenaline rush in my body once again
It makes me feel very excited
Sometimes I am very naïve
Sometimes I feel that I am losing track of the day and the hour
I know I am getting to be too heavy
I know I am carrying too much weight
I keep promising to do better
But I just don’t have the strength anymore
Someday’s I feel like I am dying
And
That I am going through a slow death
My depression takes control of me
And enables me to do many things that I would have loved to do
I keep promising myself
But I never live to this promise
As I call your name
It is you that came to see me
Because I feel that are so many wrong things in my life
You are the one who can help me
Myself esteem is low
My confidence is running low
I am running out of energy so fast each day
Sometimes my energy is very low

Aldo Kraas
Afraid

Afraid of height
Afraid of fire
Afraid of being burned again
Afraid of being without money and be forced to live in the streets
Afraid that when I end up sick there won't be anyone to take care of me
Afraid of being mistreated by other people
Afraid of being judged by other people
Afraid of being put down by other people
Afraid that I will end up fat someday and won't be able to walk again
Afraid to die
Afraid that no one will care for me anymore when I am old
Afraid that I will run out of food and starve someday
Afraid that people will forget about me
Afraid that I might be blind someday and won't see what I can see now
Afraid that I will lose my tooth and won't be able to eat

Aldo Kraas
Are you afraid of the unknown?
Let me tell you that you are not alone
Because there are so
Many reasons for you to be afraid of
The unknown

Aldo Kraas
Africa

Africa
Needs our help now
And
We need to work hard
To save the dying children of
Africa

Aldo Kraas
Africa Is Calling

The people of
Africa is calling
For God
Right now

Aldo Kraas
African Footprints

I spotted
The
African footprints

Aldo Kraas
African Melody

Sunrise
Sunset
Sunrise
Sunset
In
Africa

Aldo Kraas
African Prince

African prince
Please don't abandone
Your castle
That you live in
You have a mission to do
And your mission is to look
After the people of your country
That are dying of aids
Don't worry about your father
Because his mission is different than yours
His mission is to rule his country
And to save his throne

Aldo Kraas
African Suite

My father
Was born in
Africa
And
Africa
Is his homeland
I never been to
Africa in my life
And I see
Africa
In my dreams
Every night

Aldo Kraas
After a long Saturday
I decided to stay home
For once
Because my Saturday was so bussy

Aldo Kraas
After All

After all
I started to realize
That there are
Some
God things
In me

Aldo Kraas
After All Hymn

After all I am human
And I get mad sometimes
Sometimes it is hard for me to think of something else in
Order to get rid of my anger
But I think I have to replace it with poetry
Poetry is my life
And I live writing poetry
Is poetry just a scribbling that doesn't make sense?
No
Poetry are feelings that are written on a piece of paper or in the computer
Scream
Poetry makes sense because every word I carefully select
And there are other words that might pop out of my mind
That I connect with the words in my heart
Do I use strong words in my poetry?
Yes I use strong words
Do I offend my readers with the words I pick?
That Is something that I try not to do
AAafter all
I am human and I do make mistakes
But after I make mistakes I try to move to the next step so I never get Stuck
with my mistake
Yes poetry is my voice that is a message that I am trying hard to give to My
readers
There are so many different styles of poetry
Haiku, rhiming, and free style
But I always stick with the free style of poetry
I find that it is the style that soothes me just fine
After all
I try very hard to live a modest life that is very plain and simple
From the one I lived 16 years ago
What is wrong to live a life of luxury to me?
First I need to have the money to live a luxurious life
The second part is that I don't want anything to do with a luxurious life
Because I am happy living my simple life
And I hope to live that simple life forever
I want to have dreams only and I don't wish them to turn into reality in My Life
Because I know that my dreams will be dreams
No I can't sell my dreams
Because my dreams are only fantasies that I face every night when I sleep In my bed
And after all I will always be human

Aldo Kraas
After All Song

After all
I am human
And I make mistakes
In my life
Because that is normal for me to do
After all
I don't have much patience
After all
I find music very relaxing
And beautiful

Aldo Kraas
After all those years
My life had changed so much
And I must say that it is much better now

Aldo Kraas
After Birth

I lived after birth

Aldo Kraas
After Death Comes A Farewell

After death comes a farewell
We all know it is sad
Because
It is the last
Opportunity that we will have
To say good bye
To the ones that we lost

Aldo Kraas
After Her Mother Died

After her mother died
They had cremated her mother
And the ashes of her mother
Had been kept inside the little box
And
At her home she kept the little box that
Contained her mother's ashes
Inside the closet

Aldo Kraas
After Midnight Hymn

After midnight
She
Goes to bed
Every night
That long
Day is over
And it is
After midnight

Aldo Kraas
After The Glow

After the glow
That shines so bright
The wind had put out that candle
After the wind had put out the
Candle everything was dark
At night here at the beach
After the glow
The glow of the
Candle was beautiful
Our faces had been shining against it
So bright
After the wind put the candle off
I managed to keep it shining by lighting it up again
Once more our faces had been shining
After the glow
The beach was peaceful
And the wind got stronger
It was time to go
Watching the glow of that candle was beautiful
It keeps my loved ones in prayer
And I keep on praying for them
After the glow
Of the candle is gone
It is time to say good bye to the dark skies and the night

Aldo Kraas
After The Storm

After the storm
I slept all the way
Through the night

Aldo Kraas
After Your Love Died For Me

After your love died for me
We had found peace
At least in our souls
And
God helped us to forgive each other

Aldo Kraas
Afternoon Naps

Afternoon naps
Are not for me because if I do that
I won't sleep at night

Aldo Kraas
Again

Again
It is time
To welcome
The new day
With open arms
And can we do it?

Aldo Kraas
Again And Again

Again and again
I keep wishing
That I could be with you
This night
Again and again
I am feeling
That I am missing
Something
That is important
Like spending
Sometime with
My family

Aldo Kraas
Again At The Docks

Can you believe me?
Again I am back at the docks
During the early hours
Of the morning
Watching the boats
Cruising the Lake Ontario
And the sail boats
Sailing away

Aldo Kraas
Again Blues

I need to live a healthy
Life again
I need to cook more
Often again

Aldo Kraas
Again I Believe Song

Again I believe
That there are things that I can't handle all own my own
And that I need some help with
Again I believe that I am not afraid to ask for help
Because people might help me
If I ask for it politely

Aldo Kraas
Again Someday Song

I know that
You will be able to pay me back
Some day
But for now
You have to look after your health
That is a priority
And it goes the same way for me
Because I have some health problems also

Aldo Kraas
Again Song

Again
We had cried
Again
We had smiled
Again
We had prayed
Again
We had celebrated
The gift of life
Again

Aldo Kraas
Against All Odds

I am fighting to wake up
But I keep falling back to my regular sleep
It is frustrating to me
Because I am dealing against my odds when it comes to wake up
Yes it is hard to get up in the winter because it is still dark at 6:30 am
And 6:30 am feels more like 5:30 in the morning
It is a little depressing
But at 7:00 am the light comes up like magic
Because I can see the sky
And sometimes there is sun
And sometimes there is no sun
But I have to take it the way God sends me

Aldo Kraas
Against Me

All of a sudden
You turned against me
Why?
Do you hate because you never agreed with me?

Aldo Kraas
Age Before Beauty

Age before beauty my friend
But I don’t know what age has to do with friendship?

Aldo Kraas
Agent Chaos

Agent chaos
Put notes down
on his desk
and a few minutes later it disappear out of sight

Aldo Kraas
Agony Song

She lives in
Agony
Everyday
Don't forget
That she is not
A spring chicken
Anymore

Aldo Kraas
Agora

Agora
I would love to have you in my bed to keep me warm
From that cold night
Agora
I will kiss your lips
Because your lips taste like chocolate to me
Agora
I will dream with you
Agora
I hope that you will be my friend forever
Agora
I hope that you will trust me always

Aldo Kraas
Agua

água
You are so pure
água
you are so refreshing
That you even take my thirst away
When I am thirsty

Aldo Kraas
Ahmad Shiddiqi
Worship God
Everyday
Because
God had blessed
You everyday

Aldo Kraas
Ahmad Shiddiqi Ballad

Ahmad Shiddiqi
Worship God
Everyday
Because
God had blessed
You everyday

Aldo Kraas
Aida

Aida
Let me try some of the falafel you made
Today
People tell me that the falafel you make is one of the best in town

Aldo Kraas
Aids

There is a hero inside us all
I will make him see that
We all have Aids
Is time to do an Aids Awareness
The people need to be educated in this subject
Yes our little stars are shining in the sky while we march in Washington
God is our only hope
I hope he will set as free
And heal us from Aids
Millions of people are dying in this world of Aids
Drug manufacturer's are getting richer every day
And the people are suffering
How much money the government spent in research?
If there was a cure for Aids
The drug manufacture's would be out of business
Because everybody would be cured
Do they understand that we are running out of time?
The people who have Aids are leaving on borrowed time
Some got from their mothers
Others trough blood transfusion
What is the compensation for the aids victim from the Government?
Nothing so far
They promised and they promised
I think they prefer that the Aids victims are dead
Because when they are dead they won’t have to pay the Aids victims Any money
Others got from their partners
For not having safe sex while doing it

Aldo Kraas
Ainda Existe Amor Em Nós

Ainda existe amor em nós
So that we can give some back to God
And for each other

Aldo Kraas
Ain'T That Just Like A Child

Ain't that just like a child
A child is never happy with what she has
She is always
Asking dad to buy her something
Sometimes the parent's of that child
Can't buy what she want's
Because they have a limited income

Aldo Kraas
Ajude-Me

Ajude-me
Now that my hoppes
Are gone forever
Ajuda-me
Now that my world
Is so foggy
That I can't even see
The sky or the traffic lights

Aldo Kraas
Akatova Na Machozi Mengi

Akatova na machozi mengi
After he past away here on earth
And everybody is grieving here on earth
That was a big loss for all everybody that knew him

Aldo Kraas
Akon Angel

Akon angel
Is the only black angel that lives in heaven
The rest of the angels are white
And the white angels finally got used to akon angel
Of course the white angels were upset when they heard that a black angel
Was going to live with them
At first they felt outraged
But God had a talk with all the white angels
And told them that their behavior was unacceptable
Because heaven is for everybody and not only for whites
Also God explain to them that he made the people different colors
Because he wanted a spice in life
Akon Angel doesn't have anything against the white angels
But the white angels will ignore Akon angel and not say anything to him
Because they don't want to upset him
So they try to pretend that the Akon angel doesn't exist
And that helps them to deal with it
Akon Angel looks after the garden in heaven because he loves to work in The garden and doesn't mind to get dirty
But the white angels don't like the garden at all
And they work in the kitchen preparing their meals for the day
God is in charge of the laundry and the cleaning of heaven
Also God loves to clean and do the laundry

Aldo Kraas
Alabanzas

We give so much
Alabanzas to God
Each day
Because God is so good to us

Aldo Kraas
Alan The Pig

Tom Dawson
You own
Alan the pig
He is a big fat pig
You are feeding him all the garbage that
You can find and that is good
Because
By doing that you reduce the amount of garbage
That you put out
To be picked up by the garbage man
Every
Tuesday

Aldo Kraas
Aldo

A Ambitious
L Loved
D Dreamer
O Over the Raimbow

G God's Child
A Amateur
B Bright
B Brilliant
A Almighty
Y Young

Aldo Kraas
I don't think God was happy with my mom
Because the way she raise me was wrong
I was not allowed to be a kid
Why not?

Aldo Kraas
Aldo Suite

My best friend
That is always
Here for me
Is God
And he doesn't take his eyes of me
Each day
That I am living my life
Here where I belong
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Aldomania

Aldomania
Aldomania
Aldo finally
Became
The best poet
Of the globe
And people
Can't wait to read more of his poems
Because
They are becoming
To be an Aldomania

Aldo Kraas
Aldo's Anthem

Aldo is the poet
That shine's in everyone's
Hearts
He reads his poems
To his audience
And all his poems
Have different messages
That he sends to his readers

Aldo Kraas
Aldo's Eyes

Aldo's eyes are brown
Have you noticed that?
Aldo's eyes are full
Of light

Aldo Kraas
Aldo's Legend

Aldo's legend
Will live
For many years to come
Because that is what he is praying for
And hopping that he will be around to see it

Aldo Kraas
Aldo's Ressurection

Aldo's ressurection
Took place
In Toronto

Aldo Kraas
Aldo's Theme

Something in life are so complicated to understand
And people are so complicated also

Aldo Kraas
Aldo's True Confessions

Aldo's true confessions are
Now read outloud to the people
In the congregation, to himself, and to God

Aldo Kraas
Alert

Alert
The people
On earth about the bad air
That they breathe everyday
Because it is so polluted

Aldo Kraas
Alibi

That was what
I had wished for
So long
That my lips
Would meet yours
Sometimes my
patience was wearing thin
But now I found it
The kisses
Gentle
Sweet
Tender
Loving
When we blow a kiss to each other
We use strength
And it is almost
like blowing a balloon
Alibi
I finally found
You
So
I also will be your alibi
My eyes are happy
I am happy
You are happy
That is all that matters now

Aldo Kraas
Alien Autopsy

We performed
The autopsy
At the dead
Alien
That
We found at the road
Here in Nigeria
While we went for walk
We never saw anything
Like that before

Aldo Kraas
Alive To The World

I am alive to the world
And I want the world to see it

Aldo Kraas
All About Me

Do you love
Everything about me?
My smile?
My brown eyes?
My face?
My hair cut?
My good spirit?
My will to live?
My love?
My honesty?
My sympathy towards others?
My forgiveness?
My prayers?
My gratefulness towards you?
My respect that I have towards you and others?
My feelings that I show to you?
My friendship that I have with you?
My love that I give you?
My understanding that I have for you?

Aldo Kraas
All Apologies

Accept all my apologies for being a jerk sometimes
But sometimes people gets on my nerves also
Because they feel that they know more than me
And I am sure don't know everything but I know some things
It doesn't mean that I am a smart us like everybody else
Because that is not me
And I don't act like that at all

Aldo Kraas
All Are Welcome

All are welcome
In the house of God
Everyday
All are welcome
To worship God
Every sunday morning
During the morning and evening service

Aldo Kraas
All Are Welcome Song

All are welcome here in God's house
All are welcome to read the bible
because in the bible wa written God's words

All are welcome to sing a song
All are welcome to dream
All are welcome to sleep in their beds at home
because men made the bed So we could sleep in it

All are welcome to talk to each other
All are welcome to praise God
All are welcome to sail in God's oceans

Aldo Kraas
All Die Young

All die young in the army
When they fight in the army of Afghanistan
But they fight in Afghanistan
So that we can still have our peace

Aldo Kraas
All Her Secrets

All her secrets
You will never know
Because it is private
And she won't tell it
To anyone

Aldo Kraas
All Highways From Hell

I drove all night
Through all our highways from hell
But the highways from hell were chaotic
Because of the amount of traffic on them
But what matters to me is you friend
And not all the highways from hell
Because I wanted to see you so badly during the weekend

Aldo Kraas
All I Am

All I am
One human being
That was created by God
And God gave me a place to live
That is called earth

Aldo Kraas
All I Asked Her

All I asked her
Is to
Dream a little dream of me
All I asked her
If she loved to dance?
All I asked her
If she loved me?
All I asked her

Aldo Kraas
All I Can Find Is Fall

All I can find is fall
Giving me
A real gift
The change of the leaves on the trees
From green to golden yellow

Aldo Kraas
All I Have Is Me

All I have is me
Living in a strange world
That are full of weirdo ladies
But one of the weirdo Lady
That belongs to the weirdo ladies
Came to the hotel
That I am staying in
Through the main lobby
And the weirdo lady asked at the hotel reception if she could use the Phone
The menager at the hotel told to the weirdo lady that she can use the Phone to call a taxi
And guess what
The weirdo lady did
By the time that the taxi came
The weirdo lady was gone

Aldo Kraas
All I need is Summer
So that I can get back
My energy
Because in
The winter I have no
Energy at all

Aldo Kraas
All I Need Is The Air That I Breathe

All I need is the air that I breathe and to love you
God
More each day
You are my fountain of hope God
I can't believe that today is already over
And I used it the most

Aldo Kraas
All I Need Sonata

All I need
Is love from the world
That I am living in
All I need is love from God
Because his love is so pure
All I need is peace
In my live
And in the world that I live in
All I need
Is a cup of coffee
To drink
That will remind me
Of your wet kiss
Like rain drops
That are faling from the sky

Aldo Kraas
All I see
Is your
Beautiful
Face
With
All
The
Make up
That
Hides
All
Your
Wrinkles
Away
That
Are
On
Your
Face

Aldo Kraas
All I Want

All I want is to have some peace
All I want is to have a good night sleep
All I want is to have a good appetite

Aldo Kraas
All I Want Is Happiness For Her

All I want is happiness for her
I know that she has gone through so much in life
She lost all her loved ones at once
And our mother didn’t give her much credit
She had a tough time when she was a lawyer a long time ago
Today she is a translator
All I want for her is happiness
I wish it from the bottom of my heart
I don’t want to see her sad anymore
She needs a pat on her back
And somebody like me to tell her
You are doing fine
You are doing great
All I want is happiness for her
That she continue with her Johrei
It empowers her
It gives her positive attitude
It takes the negative thoughts away
All I want for her is happiness
That she is healthy
All I want is happiness for her
The sun will always shine in her life
It will always shine in her heart
I know that her pains and sorrows are gone
Her heart is healed now
All I want is happiness for her
Until the day she is gone

Aldo Kraas
All I Want Is You

All I want is you
God in my heart
And in my dreams
All I want is you
In my life God

Aldo Kraas
All I Want Song

All I want is to go back to sleep
All I want is a good friend
All I want is to have some time on my own

Aldo Kraas
All I Want To Do Is To Help You To Believe In God

All I want to do is to help you to believe in God
Because I know that
If you allow me to help you to teach you how to believe
In God
You will be a happier person in life

Aldo Kraas
All My Sins

God
Accepted all my sins
That I gave him
Because I commited so many sins lately
That is unbelievable
But the good thing is that God
Still here for me
And he never once turned me away
From him

Aldo Kraas
All Of This

All of this
To sort out
That pile
Of clothes that are in my closet
Hanging up and taking
Up space
The reason I kept it for
So long was that someday
I would lose the weight
And I would be able to
Get into it
But I never did do the diet
So I never lost the weight
The clothes don't fit me anymore
Now it is the time to let go of all the clothes that don't fit me anymore
For a good cause
And the clothes that I have to wear
Need some space in the closet

Aldo Kraas
All Of Us See What We Want In You

All of us see what we want in you
Your good qualities

Aldo Kraas
All Of Us Used Some Strong Words

All of us used some strong words
While we had been
Protesting today

Aldo Kraas
All Of You

All of you
Need to find happiness
In your lives
All of you need to have peace
In your heart

Aldo Kraas
All Of You I Am Going To Take With You

All of you I am going to take with me when I leave the earth
That is if you die the same day as me
Right now I want to say that you are so precious to me
Also if your dogs die at the same day as me I will take them with me and They will have their own private Garden
And no pollution
By in heaven food is planted by God
And is organic only
Thanks to God and his organic garden

Aldo Kraas
All Or Nothing

You put
All or nothing
In this friendship
Is that clear
My friend?
Because that is the only way a friendship can work
Trust me

Aldo Kraas
All Our Highways From Hell

I drove all night
Through all our highways from hell
But the highways from hell was chaotic
Because of the amount of traffic on them
But what matters to me is you friend
And not all the highways from hell
Because I wanted to see you so badly during the weekend

Aldo Kraas
All Right Song

All right
I am going home now
Because it is getting late
All right
I will eat breakfast with you today
All right
I will give you all my love to you
All right
I will sing you a love song tonight
All right
I made some mistakes in my life
But you must understand now that I am not perfect
Like you think I am
All right
I paint now a picture of life on canvas
All right
I will share my life history with you
All right
I will always be your friend
All right
I will say a prayer for you everyday

Aldo Kraas
All Said And Done

All said and done after I learned to love my God
All said and done after I learned to forgive others
All said and done after I served my God
All said and done after I took care of my health

Aldo Kraas
All Souls Night

It is all souls might here at home because it was declared by God today
And if you have all have broken souls that were broken by your Girlfriends here
at home you can come to it
But remember that it is going to take place in God's home here onearth
So all of you must dress warm tonight before leaving home so all of you Don't
get ill or freeze to death

Aldo Kraas
All That I Am

All that I am for you
I got enough love from you and God
Your beauty shines in the sky
All that I am
Your man
The man you ever wanted
Don’t send me away
Because once I am gone
I will never come back again
And you will never see my face again

Aldo Kraas
All That I Had Fought For

All that I had fought for
Peace
Love
Harmony
Respect

Aldo Kraas
All That I Have

All that I have is you God
All that I have is the fresh air that I breathe
Thay Mother Natures gives me

Aldo Kraas
All That I Want

All that I want
Is that we
Welcome
Each other
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
All That We Have

You are
All that we have
In our lives God

Aldo Kraas
All That You Have Done

All that you have done
To save my life

Aldo Kraas
All The Aliens That I Saw Tonight Had Danced Beneath The Moonlight

All the alliens that I saw
Tonight had danced
Beneath the moonlight

Aldo Kraas
All The Angels Arrived For Trade Martin

All the Angels
Arrived
For
Trade Martin
Now I can
Rest in peace
And I don't
Have to
Worry about
Trade Martin
Being Left
Alone
Because
All the Angels
Will be there
To protect him
And
Also they will
Be there
To guide him all through
His life
Where he needs to go
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
All The Bluebirds Are Singing

All the
Bluebirds
Are
Singing
Inside
My mind
Right now

Aldo Kraas
All The Brazilian Souls

ALL
The Brazilian
Souls
Are now on fire
And the fire
Had burned
All the
Brazilian souls
Living them
Black like charcoal

Aldo Kraas
All The Calls That I Received In My Life

All the calls that I received in my life
From God
I will answer it
And I will do it for him
Because
I don't need to see my God
Sad
And angry with me
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
All The Christmas Trees

All the Christmas trees
You can see inside of my eyes

Aldo Kraas
All The Clouds From The Sky Are Watching Us

All the clouds from the sky
Are watching us
From above
And they can see us
Very well
With their eyes wide open
What we are up too
Some people hate it
Because they feel that
There is no privacy for them

Aldo Kraas
All The Dead Memories

I don't need to be reminded
Of all the dead memories
Because they had died with the time

Aldo Kraas
All The Expectations That I Have

All
The
Expectations
That
I
Have
In
My
life
I
Can
Share
With
You

Aldo Kraas
All The Familiar Faces

All the familiar faces
She can't remember at all
Because she is old now
And she has alzheimer's
It is so sad
Because we had to put her in
A nursing home

Aldo Kraas
All The Feelings

All the feelings
That I am
Feeling today
Are indescribable

Aldo Kraas
All The Fires Of The Night

All the fires of the night
Warms my body of that cold
All the fires of the night
Keeps my soul alive
Each night
That I am sleeping

Aldo Kraas
All The Forgotten Good Byes

All
The
Forgotten good byes
That I had said
So many times
For the
Victims
Of
September 11

Aldo Kraas
All The Grateful People

All the grateful people
Are so grateful
To have
God in their lives

Aldo Kraas
All The Hope Is Gone

All the hope is gone
Now that winter arrived
So fast here on earth
All the hope is gone
After I had prayed
For peace

Aldo Kraas
All The Islands In Our Souls

All the islands in our souls
Have plenty of water
So that birds can swim in it
Together with other human beings
In all the Islands in our souls

Aldo Kraas
All The Last Moments Of The Days

I will spend
All the last moments of the days
Sleeping away
Because I get very tired by the end of the days

Aldo Kraas
All The Masters Of Music

All the masters of music
Had composed
Beautiful music for us
So that we could enjoyed it for
The rest of our lives

Aldo Kraas
All The Medicine

All
The medicine
That we
Need sells
In the
Pharmacy
When
We
Need medicine
We must go
To the
Pharmacy to purchase
Medicine
Because the
Pharmacy
Is the only place
That sells medicine

Aldo Kraas
All The Memories I Will Keep Alive

All the memories
I will keep alive
And I will
Let it
Shine
Inside my head
Like
A
Television

Aldo Kraas
All The Men Of Mercy

All the men
Of mercy
Belongs to a large
Congregation
Where they worship
God
During the
Sunday morning service

Aldo Kraas
All The Painfull Days Are Gone

All the painfull days are gone
And I must remember that

Aldo Kraas
All The Passing Dreams

All the passing dreams
That had past through my head
Last night
Was beautiful and so relaxed

Aldo Kraas
All The People Had Asked

All the people had asked
For one more song
At the end of our show
While the sun was going down

Aldo Kraas
All The Pictures In My Mind

All the pictures in my mind are not so clear
That is because they are so old
And they aged with time
I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
All The Places I Have Lived In My Life

My home in Brazil had two balconies:
A little balcony in my mother's bedroom
And big balcony in the living room
My bedroom was small
With green walls.
My brother's bedroom was bigger than mine
With brown walls and a beige ceiling
We had maids that looked after the house
One prepared our food while the other cleaned the house and did laundry
At that time I lived with my brother, sister, father and mother
We were a busy household.
After that I lived in Boston with just my mother
And no maids.
I had to do everything with my mother
We lived across from the Charles river
In a 2 bedroom apartment
The kitchen was small
And my Mother prepared the meals
We were busy staying busy there.
After that I lived in Montreal with my mother
In a one bedroom apartment
I slept in the living room
My mother took the bedroom
And I had no privacy
There was little for me to do in Montreal except shop
Or eat in restaurants
I kept busy trying to fall asleep at night to the glow of the TV.
In Toronto I initially lived across from High park
I had my own bedroom
And my mother had hers
It was very nice to live across from the park because any time I wanted to go to the park
I simply crossed the street.
The trees had all their leaves on
And the flowers were out in full bloom
Beauty kept us busy.
In North York I lived in a condo
The condo had 2 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms
The kitchen was small
But the living room was big with 350 plants that mother looked after
Also we had a dog called Lilly
Who was always busy barking.
When we moved to Pickering, we had a big house
With a living room and a family room
The large staircase was located in the middle of the house
And to get to the bedrooms all you had to do was walk up the stairs
The master bedroom was my mother's
Mine was smaller and faced the street
With a view of a pond
Where turtles and gold fish swam.
There was tile on the kitchen floor and into the hall
There was carpet in the family room
And all 4 bedrooms.
There was a guest bathroom downstairs
And the basement was unfinished
Somedays I kept myself busy vacuuming all those rooms!
Later on we moved to a condo in Pickering
Called Discovery Place.
The condo had all the facilities:
2 swimming pools, 1 party room, and 2 tennis courts
24 hours security + laundry in our unit
We had a hallway with marble floors
But the rest was carpeted
The kitchen was small but the floor tiles were bright
We also had a den with a TV
And two bedrooms.
I was busy there, saying goodbye to my mother.
Later it was back to Toronto
A semi-detached bungalow
Upstairs was mine: 3 small bedrooms, 1 kitchen, a living room and dining room
The basement was finished and belonged to Margaret.
It had one small kitchen, 1 bathroom and a large bright living room
We had a front garden and a back garden
In the back garden there was a rock garden
At first poetry kept me busy
Because I missed my mother.
Later on I moved to where I live now
Alone
The suite has 1 bedroom with 1 bathroom.
The living and dining rooms are small
And there is no carpet.
All tiled wood.
The kitchen is very small. The condo has a balcony that looks out to the Ravine
And from the window of my condo I can see the trees
And here I keep busy
Writing poetry about life.

Aldo Kraas
All The Poets

All the poets
Carry
With them
A notebook
Wherever they go
So they can
Write their
Poems
And thoughts
Inside their
Notebooks

Aldo Kraas
All The Precious Moments Song

All the precious moments
I will remember

Aldo Kraas
All The Reasons That You Came

I know
All the reasons that you came
Here for
The first reason that you came here for
Is that you are drowning in debt
And you need somebody like me to bail you out
I am not so selfish and greedy
So I will give you some money
To pay your bills and buy other things that you need

Aldo Kraas
All The Roses Have Died

All the roses have died
Inside her heart today
That is because
Her angel
Had forgot to water
The roses that
God had planted inside her heart
And
I am sure that God is very upset
With her angel

Aldo Kraas
All The Scattered Needles

All the scattered needles
That had been scattered
All over the park
While I had walked in the park
I had found it

Aldo Kraas
All The Souls

All the souls are calling for God

Aldo Kraas
All The Streets

All
The
Streets
Are
Made
For
Walking

Aldo Kraas
All The Tension Inside Of Me

All the tension
That is inside
Of me
I am feeling
Right now
I am trying to release it
But I don't know how
Because
I keep other things inside
My heart
Like my feelings

Aldo Kraas
All the things that you are
Do you know?
You are down to earth
You have a kind heart

Aldo Kraas
All The Things You Have

All the things you have
You can't take with you
When you die

Aldo Kraas
All The Thoughts That Are Inside

All the thoughts that are inside of my head
Are happy ones
And they are leaving my head now
So now I am talking about my happy thoughts
To all the people who knows me

Aldo Kraas
All The Time In The World

All the time in the world
I have to spend
With someone that
Needs
My help

Aldo Kraas
All The Time Spent

All the time
Spent writing poetry
Today
And
That is not a waste of
Time at all
Because I write my poems
Using the computer

Aldo Kraas
All The Trees Are Leafless During The Winter

Now all the trees are leafless during the winter
But all the boats are docked at the marina for the winter right now
And all the country roads are covered with snow

Aldo Kraas
All The World Is Bleeding

All the world is
Bleeding badly
With violence
And war that doesn't
Stop here

Aldo Kraas
All The Worries That Are In My Head

All the worries that are in my head
That I can't let go
But my heart is so empty
Because I don't have any love
Or feelings to show

Aldo Kraas
All There Is

All there is the fresh smell of thr lilac tree im the air
During spring
All there is love inside my heart to give to my friends and my dear Loved ones

Aldo Kraas
All This Time

All this time
I waited for your phone call
And you never had the time to call me back
All this time
I waited for you to answer my letter that I wrote to you
Two weeks ago
But you still haven't answered my letter

Aldo Kraas
All Through The Day

All through the day
I am longing for you
But that is not all
That we should be focusing on
We should be focusing
On our friend
The Mother Nature
By keeping up with her demands
If it is our desire to do

Aldo Kraas
All We Are

All we are
Human beings
Living on earth

Aldo Kraas
All We Ask

All we ask
Is for forgiveness

Aldo Kraas
All We Ever Do Is Say Good Bye

All we ever do is say good bye
Because when we see each other is just for a while
Because we both have separated lives
That we live each day
Why?
Why can I be part of your life?
Don't I include you in my life?

Aldo Kraas
All You Ever Wanted

All you ever wanted is a friend
Not just any friend
But a friend that can be like a big brother to you

Aldo Kraas
All You Long For

All you long for is hope
All you hope for is a vital sign of life
All you hope is that you find some understanding when it comes to God
All you hope for is that one day you will accept the things that you can't change
Because you are not in control of them
God is

Aldo Kraas
All You Really Need

All you really need
Is to have faith
All you really need
Is to love somebody
All you really need
Is a good night sleep
Each night

Aldo Kraas
Allah

Allah
Give me some of your back
Allah
Teach me your wisdom
So that I can learn it from you
And take it everywhere I want to go

Aldo Kraas
Allah What's Taking You So Long?

Allah what's taking you so long?
I am waiting for you
Will you please hurry up
Allah
Because I need you
I am in pain
And lost
In a strange place

Aldo Kraas
Allan's Puddle

The rain fell down
From the sky at
Allan Garden's
And Good
Went for walk at
Allan Garden's
That day when the rain
Fell from the sky at
Allan Garden's
And left a puddle
At Allan Garden's
So that everybody that sees
That puddle will know
That God was
At Allan Garden's day

Aldo Kraas
Alleluia

Sing now alleluia to the Lord
Because he died on the cross for you
And he resucitated from his death
So that he can judge the men, woman, and child here on earth
And he will forgive your sins
When you commit sins here on earth
Sing now alleluia to the Lord
So that he can hear it
Sang by you
Sing now alleluia to the Lord
Because he was born on Christmas day
Sing alleluia to the Lord
And let the Lord into your heart

Aldo Kraas
Alleluia le soleil brilles!
For us today
And we have to keep in mind
That God cares about us also

Aldo Kraas
Alleys In The Sky

There are alleys in the sky
And the alleys are in the back of the houses
That God built
So that people could live in the sky
Across from the houses in the sky
Is a huge park
And in that park the kids can play soccer
On the grass
But the grass is always cut at the park in the sky
By God's personal gardener
And God's gardener doesn't use any pesticide on the grass or on the Trees
So the sky is a pesticide free zone that was declared by God
And God is happy to live in a pesticide free world
Also there are no cars in the sky
And the people who live in the sky ride horses
Because horses doesn't pollute the sky like cars do
And the horses are white
Like the clouds.

Aldo Kraas
All About God

God is the son of Joseph and Mary
God slept in a manger when he was a baby
God was born to rule the world

Aldo Kraas
All My Answers Song

I found all my answers inside the book that I was reading today
And that was by chance

Aldo Kraas
Allure

Just allure yourself when you get out of the bad
Just allure yourself when you write your poems
Just allure yourself when you sleep at night in your own bed
Just allure yourself when the thoughts keep coming inside your head
Just allure yourself when you walk outside
Just allure yourself when you take a deep breath
Just allure yourself when you eat your food

Aldo Kraas
Almighty God

Almighty God
We had been
Blessed by you
This morning
Almighty God
You brought down
The fresh spring
Rain
So you could cool
The earth a little
And we thank you
For it
Almighty God

Aldo Kraas
Almighty God Song

Almighty God
When are you coming home to save my soul, my body, my heart, my Mind
And my spirit from dying because I need my soul, my body, and my mind alive
so that I can use it all?
Almighty God
I love you very much from the bottom of my heart
And that is not a lie because I am telling you the truth
Because I would never lie to you my God
And you can trust me on that

Aldo Kraas
Aloha

Aloha,
My friend's
There is a time in
Life when we have to
Say aloha
Aloha,
Is a sad time
A time of loneliness
A time that a person is gone
A time when we will miss each other the most
Aloha,
I will never forget the good times we had
Aloha,
You will always be a part of my family
Aloha,
You are in my mind always

Aldo Kraas
Alone Blues

You are
Alone in this world
Can you find somebody to be your friend?

Aldo Kraas
Alone In My Sorrow

Everyday I am alone in my sorrow
And everyday my sorrow is there

Aldo Kraas
Alone In The Sky

He lives alone in the sky
Looking down on us
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Alone With You

Alone with you
She spends most of her life with you
Alone with you
She wants to be with you
And to feel your love
That love you have for her
And for yourself
Alone with you
For all I know
You are her man
Alone with you
She is happy as she can be
Alone with you
Loving him is easier than I thought
I am being honest to him
Alone with you
I want to walk
And be free
I want to be young again
And feel young again
And never be alone with out no one
Alone with you
I am a woman
Your woman
I am yours forever
Lean on me
Alone with you
I rather be
I rather see the lake with you
Alone with you
I rather take a trip to the other side of the universe
And see the rest of the world
Alone with you
Let’s grab the leaves from the grounds
And throw it up in the air
While the wind is around
So the wind can blow it away
Alone with you
I will always smile
And there is a picture of her in your wallet
So you can remember her

Aldo Kraas
A is for the one who loves adventure
B is for the one who enjoys the beautiful nature
C is for the one who loves chocolate
D is for the one who loves to dream
E is for the one who is very enthusiastic about Mother Nature
F is for the one that is exploring the forest
G is for the one that is searching for that beautiful girl
H is for the one that is honest and sincere
I is for the one that is very independent
J is for the one that is always jolly
K is for the one who saves the king
L is for the love that we have in us to give
M is for the men on the moon
N is for nothing more than words
O is for Ontario
P is for the fresh and hot slice of pizza
Q is for the Queen of England
R is for romance
S is for our savior
T is for Toronto
U is for the good understanding that you have about a particular subject
V is for the victory
W is for the long winter
X is for xylophone
Y is for the young generation of people
Z is for Zorro the cowboy of the west

Aldo Kraas
Already Gone

The night is here finally
And she is already gone
To bed
And it is funny because she doesn't miss a thing
And she knows every day when the night will arrive
That she will be in bed by then

Aldo Kraas
Already I Don'T Feel The Love

I just came in here today right now
And I already don't fell the love in this place
This place feels so cold to me
Maybe I just leave
And shut the door behind me
Because I am not welcome in here
I will not go into all the details
Because it is very hard to explain how I feel in details

Aldo Kraas
Already You Glow

Already you glow
My little angel of peace
Next to the stars
That shines at night so bright
I am watching you through my binoculars
That I am holding in my hands
From where I am standing here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Although I Do My Very Best

Although
I
Do
My
Very
Best
To
Love
You
In
So
Many
Ways

Aldo Kraas
Always

I am always trying to lend
A helping hand to others
I am always trying to make
Others
Feel welcome
When they see me around
I am always open to
Some suggestions
On how I can improve
Myself

Aldo Kraas
Always Have Courage

Always have courage my friends
Because it is not too late to built a better world
So that we can live it together with our families and friends

Aldo Kraas
Always Here

Always here
I am with you all
Praising God
The man who gave
My life
Always here
You will find me
Praying
For peace

Aldo Kraas
Always In My Heart Song

You will be always in my heart
Because I have a spot saved for you inside my heart
And my heart will glow with you inside

Aldo Kraas
Always In The Gray

He is always in the grey
And the grey that he is in is a sign of depression
But he didn't find a way to end his depression yet
Also if he finds one day a way to end his depression
I hope that he can live a normal life

Aldo Kraas
Always Near

Always near the sea I will be walking during the day
To discover that beautiful sea the God made full of marine life
So that people can go to the sea and fish some fresh sea with their Fishing Licence
Also the noise of the waves of the sea is beautiful to listen to
Because it is music to my ears and my soul

Aldo Kraas
Always On Time

God
Is always on time
When he comes to lend a helping
Hand to the poor, the ill, and the lonely

Aldo Kraas
Always Remember Song

Always remember
That God exists
Always remember
That was God that gave your life

Aldo Kraas
Always Silently

We
Are
Always
Praying
Silently

Aldo Kraas
Always Watching Out For Others

God is always watching out for others
During the night and the day
And I believe that he does that because he wants to make sure that they are
Safe at home during the night
Because at night time in their homes lots of things could happen from One
Moment to the other
For example they could be robbed during the night

Aldo Kraas
Always Without You

How come I always
Have to live my life without you?
Is that because I din't have any love for you
Or you don't have any love left for me?

Aldo Kraas
Am I Alive?

Am I alive?  
yes I am  
Am I alive?  
I am and I am waiting for a cool breeze  
Am I alive?  
Yes I am and I am waiting for my caregiver to come  
Am I alive?  
I am alive and I am little bored  

Aldo Kraas
Am I Good Enough For God

Am I good enough for God?
Because sometimes I wonder about that

Aldo Kraas
Am I In Love With You?

Am I in love with you?
As far as I know I believe that I am

Aldo Kraas
Am I The Dream

Am I the dream
That you
Are
Dreaming
Right now?

Aldo Kraas
Am I To Believe

Am I to believe
That out of something bad
Something good comes out?
Is it true?
Is it my imagination?
No because I heard it from so many people that I know
Am I to believe
That I am living in a dreamland?

Aldo Kraas
Am I Worth It?

Am I worth it?
The clothes that I wear
Plain and simple?
The shoes that I wear
Simple and comfy?
The socks that I wear on my feet
Very casual?
My pants plain and simple
That fits with my budget?

Aldo Kraas
Amada

Amada
By your friends you are
Amada
By your family you are
Amada
By God you are
And
You are so lucky
To be
Amada
By all the people that are in your life
You must be so happy that you are
Amada
By everybody in your family
And your friends
Yes you are amada by God
Also
And I hope that makes you feel
Good to know that you
Are amada by God also
Because God loves you very much

Aldo Kraas
Amadeus

Amadeus
Was born to play that
Piano that is in my living room
Every single day for me

Aldo Kraas
Amandla Blues

The people
Of Amandla
One day you will soar again
And Nelson Mandela
Will be free from jail
You all hope to see this day

Aldo Kraas
Amargura

There is
So much
Amargura
Going on in this
World
With the people that are
Living in this world

Aldo Kraas
Amaterasu

Amaterasu
You are the
Greatest shining
Goddess of heaven

Aldo Kraas
Amazed By Me

I am amazed by me
Because I can write poetry so well
I am amazed by me
Because I can cook very well
I am amazed by me
Because I am a christian
And I try hard to live in the right path
I am amazed by me
Because I know that I just love people
I am amazed by me
Because I know that I love music
I am amazed by me
Because I know that I love the sun

Aldo Kraas
Amazed By You

God
I am amazed by you
Because
All the things you do
Amazes me

Aldo Kraas
Amazing Dream

Amazing dream
How sweet you are
Amazing dream
You are so vivid and colorful at the same time
Amazing dream
You are peaceful also
Amazing dream
You are the dream that I will cherish always

Aldo Kraas
Amazing Holy Night

That amazing holy night
That amazing holy night
Is so beautiful
And so quiet to you and me
And I never heard anything like that before

Aldo Kraas
Amazing Sleeping Giant

Amazing
Sleeping
Giant
Standing on the shores
Of
Thunder
Bay

Aldo Kraas
Amazing Things Coming Out Of That Mist

Amazing things coming out of that mist
When we see
From the sky
When we look out of the
Airplane window

Aldo Kraas
Ambassadors Of The Nations

Send all the ambassadors
Of the nations
By plane
To
Bring aid
To the poor people
Over the world

Aldo Kraas
Don't let the day go by without fasting
Fasting is sacrificing your life for God
After all he has given you
This night is bright and so peaceful
Stars shine so bright
There are times that we always have to do some sacrifices
And take care of those in need first
Charity begins at home first
Keep a penny in your wallet for good luck, health, and fortune

Aldo Kraas
America Hear

America hear God's words
God truly loves you
And god gave your lives
And also put you here on the planet earth
That we share with our brothers and sisters
In the name of God

Aldo Kraas
America Won'T

America won't
Be the same anymore
Because they are fighting
In the Afghanistan
War

Aldo Kraas
American Dream

American dream
American dream
American dream
I must surrender to my American dream
Please do not call me
There is a wedding ring on my ring
And I am building my American dream
I found an American soul mate to love
And to share my life and my American dream
I am getting married and settling down
Good bye single life
Love is the best thing I can give to the people who also share my American dream
Soul mate give me a kiss
And let's dream the American dream
I want my self, you, and every body else to be a part of this American Dream
We are starting over with an American dream
What I lost before
It is not of any value to me any more
I can't replace it
But you are a part of me
And that is what matters the most
This American dream belong to us and every body else
My heart belongs to you my soul mate
Days will come and go
But I am here for you
We can make a difference when we claim the American dream
Maybe tommorow we will sail on a moon beam
My soul mate has blue eyes
Soul mate I ask no more than this
Please give me a warm kiss
Somewhere in the American dream roses will bloom
And ships will sail across the sea
Poets will write their poetry
Singers will sing in the boulevard cafes some love songs that touch Every body's heart
Flower girls will sell flowers in the streets of the American dream so
The man can buy some
Flowers for there girl friends and lovers if they have any
I can't let any body else steal our American dream
We must save this American dream for us and every body else
If you want to be a part of the American dream
You will have to be a good citizen of the American dream

Aldo Kraas
American Madame

American Madame
Is wearing her fur coat in the winter to keep her warm
And she wears so much make up that you would think that she is a younge but
the truth is that she is of a certain age
Also she wear so much jewelery that she looks to me like a christmas Tree
But who could that person be?
A movie star perhaps?

Aldo Kraas
Amistad

I have
A beautiful amistad
With God
And everybody else
That is in my life

Aldo Kraas
Eu amo
Mother Nature
Eu amo
The seagulls that looks so funny with their long bicks
Yes sometimes they even scream for food
Yes they eat anything you give them to eat
And they live in the parks
Eu amo
That blue sky above my head that I can see with my naked eyes
Eu amo
My hands that have lines in it
And every line tells something when I have palm reading
Eu amo
The food that I cook with my own hands every single day in my life
Eu amo
The music I play on my little radio
Eu amo
The flowers that God grows every spring in our gardens

Aldo Kraas
Amo Soprano

Amo
That God
Who made me
Amo
That moon
That is shining
In the sky tonight

Aldo Kraas
Amor

Today I fight
With all the kings
Of the
Ancient Rome
Inside the
Pisa Tower

Aldo Kraas
Amor E Mais Amor

Amor e mais amor
I hope that it will find you
Some day
During the lonely hours
Of the day or the night
Amor e mais amor
Belongs in your dreams
Every night
Because I am hopping that it will
Come through in your life
For you

Aldo Kraas
Amor Song

Amor
Dance with me tonight
Amor
Hold my hands
Amor
Show me your beautiful smile

Aldo Kraas
Amor Verdadeiro

Please show me
Your
Amor verdadeiro
For me
That lives
Inside of your heart
Every single day
And that
Amor verdadeiro
Sleeps with you
When you sleep at night

Aldo Kraas
Amore

Amore
is music to my ears
Amore
Is music to my heart
Amore
Is a box of chocolate
Amore
Is the sound of the wind blowing
Amore
Is the sound of the thunder and lightning
Amore
Is the beautiful sound that I hear coming from the birds
When they are singing

Aldo Kraas
Amorica

The sun always shine in the city of Amorica
But the city of Amorica is the city I love the most
And everytime that I come to the city of Amorica I feel so welcome
Because the people that lives in the city of Anorica welcomes me with Open arms
and I am a tourist in the city of Amorica
Also I love to go browsing in the public market of the city of Amorica
Because there are so many local artists that sells their crafts made by Them
And the crafts that the local artists of the city of Amorica sells are very Affordable
And the last time I was there was in 1979 and I bought a beautiful Water Color
painting that hangs in my living room at home
And I am very proud of it also

Aldo Kraas
Amy's Blues

Amy
The afternoon is here to stay with us
And the clean clothes are now hanging on the clothes line to dry
Amy
Don't be afraid to rest your head on the pillow tonight
Amy
The sun is shining outside again
Amy
Drive home safely
Amy
The green grass of home
Is all green once again

Aldo Kraas
An Act Of Kindness Is A Way To His Kingdom

An act of kindness is a way ahead to his kingdom
And what we need to do is to be kind to one another
So why can't we bee kind to one another?

Aldo Kraas
An Angel Came Song

An angel came
To keep you company
While you slept last night in your own bed
That is in your own bedroom

Aldo Kraas
An Angel To Me Song

She is like an angel to me
And she is very innocent
Also she is aware of her posture
And because of that she tries to sit straight all the time in her hair
It is a big accomplishment I can say
Even her parents think also
They also praise her every time she does that

Aldo Kraas
An Atheist

An atheist
Denies the existence of God

Aldo Kraas
An Elegy To A Good Christian

You are a good Christian
I can see that
You come
Every sunday
Early in the Morning
For the morning Service
In the house of God
You are a good Christian
You have no anger
And no sorrow in your eyes
It is wonderful to see that
You are not wearing any disguise
And allowing your face to be shown

Aldo Kraas
An Evening Blues

Evening
Why do you exist?

Aldo Kraas
An Interpretation Of My Love

There is a half part of me that is awake
And the other part are still sleeping

Aldo Kraas
An Open Mind Is An Open Book

An open
Mind
Is
An open
Book
That
Contains
The
Hystory
Of
Past
And
Present
Events

Aldo Kraas
An Unheard Prayer

An unheard prayer we heard
Today in church
Said by the pastor
For the first time

Aldo Kraas
Ana Sonata

Why do the birds
Go to sleep at night?
It is because it is night?
Or is it because it is dark out?

Aldo Kraas
Analogy

I see no analogy between your problem and mine
I am trying to be honest to you
Your problem is that you can't control your anger
My problem is that I have depression

Aldo Kraas
Ancestral Melody

We are very happy
To be alive
Today

Aldo Kraas
Ancient Greece Song

Everybody
Is waking up in
Ancient Greece
Right now
Because it is morning
And they need to start their day

Aldo Kraas
Ancient Woman

That ancient woman
Lived all the way through
The ancient times
When they didn't have any electricity
And they had to do everything by hand

Aldo Kraas
And I Don't Know What To Do

And I don't know
What to do
When she is in pain
Because she screams
Out of control

Aldo Kraas
And I Say Amen To That

Tonight the young man
Composes a song for peace
And I say amen to that
Because it is the words that brings peace to my heart
Let the fire glow in your heart
Pray for peace
See the beautiful world that we live in
So let us save this world today
Let us greet our neighbors that live across the borders

Aldo Kraas
And I Thank You Song

It was
A nice warm day
Even though
It is fall
And
We harvest the last crops
That we had planted this past summer

Aldo Kraas
And If Song

And if I have my evening meal now
Will I be hungry later?
When it will be the right time for me to have my evening meal?

Aldo Kraas
And So It Goes

And so it goes
When you are mad
Because when you are mad you get totally
Out of control

Aldo Kraas
And That Is The Way It's Going To Be

And that is the way it's going to be
I gave her away and now I'm free
But he was the life i meant to lead there's nothing left of me but this
Is my melody and why must the day crawl by
Like this and why do we dwell on what we'll miss
I've got to be careful in what I wish for
Because he has more than me
And I have less than him
Because he works hard for his money
I am just a poet that sends messages to God and my people

Aldo Kraas
And The End Is Near

And the end is near
She is old
And she is
Telling God
Please take me home
I am ready for you

Aldo Kraas
And The Time Will Be Our Time

And the time will be our time to pray
And the time will be our time to learn to love the people here on earth
And the time will be our time for us to learn to get along with the people Here on the earth
And the time will be our time to unite the world by bringing people together All over the world
And our time will be the time to share some food with the homeless people That lives in the street here at home
But also we have to learn that we could end up like them if we don't watch our money

Aldo Kraas
And The Truth Is Revealed

And the truth is revealed by me
Why?
Because I am getting a different picture
From everybody else
And God is sending me a clear picture than everybody else
That is amazing

Aldo Kraas
And Tomorrow

And tomorrow
I will see God again
And tomorrow
I will up early again
And to tomorrow
I will smile again
And tomorrow
I will be strong again
And tomorrow
I hope that somebody will hug me again
And tomorrow
I hope that somebody will sing me a song again

Aldo Kraas
And Winter Is Dying Right Now

And winter is dying right now
But I feel that there is nothing that I can't do
Because I didn't create the world and the seasons in this world
Even though God made the seasons in this world together with the Seasons in this world

Aldo Kraas
And You Became A Christian

The first time
I talk to you about
God
You don't want to hear it
You tried to change the subject
And then
Every time we meet
Almost every weekend
I talked to you about
God again
And
The following week
I dragged you to church
And that day
something happened in your life

Aldo Kraas
Anda Com Deus Meu Amigo

Anda com deus meu amigo
Because this area of the city is very bad indeed
And I am just warning you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Andrea Bocelli Rhapsody

My friend come with me
And let me take you to the mountain
So that we both can climb the mountain together
Because I feel that it is time for us to escape the city
By getting close to nature
In our everyday lives

Aldo Kraas
Angel Eyes

Angel eyes that are in heaven
Are looking down from heaven
And taking a peek at the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
Angel Eyes Song

Angel eyes
Are staring at me
From far away
And I don't doubt
For any minute
That they haven't seen a human being before

Aldo Kraas
Angel Love Come For Us

Angel love come for us
Because we are hungry for your love

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of Air

Angel of air
Don't you think that is ashamed
That the air that we breathe is polluted?

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of Bright Light

Angel of bright light
You brought me the bright light
And I was glad to be able to see the bright light again

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of Darkness

Angel of darkness
You are so beautiful
To me
Angel of darkness
I never saw you before
This is the first time
That I saw you
And you are beautiful
To me
An you will always be
Angel of darkness
You are full of life

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of God

Angel of God
Will you come tonight?
I hope that you will

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of Happiness

Angel of happiness
You gave me so much happiness
In my life already
And for that I want to thank you

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of Harlem

Angel of harlem
You gave me wings
So I could fly with you
Back to harlem
Today after lunch

Aldo Kraas
Angel Of The Real

I am an angel
With feathers
That came
To save
The children

Aldo Kraas
Angel Song

One angel had appeared
In the sky this night
And we saw him
When we looked into the sky
From where we stand here on earth
And we had forgotten about
About the things that stressed us out in our lives
For once
And then we everyone grabbed each other’s hand
And we all started to pray together
In this beautiful winter night

Aldo Kraas
Angel Touch The Sky

Angel touch the sky
While you are walking
In God's garden in heaven
Because the birds will do the same
As you

Aldo Kraas
Angel Walk

The angel walk with me here on earth today
And he is wearing his unusual purple robe with golden trim
It looks so beautiful
I am glad that the angel walks with me in the streets of Toronto Because I don't feel safe to walk in the streets of Toronto alone
Oh dear angel how I love you
I wished that You could walk with me every single day here on earth
But at the end of the day you must return to the sky because you have To follow your orders from God
And I know that God is your boss and you don't want to get into trouble From him
Yes angel here comes the end of the day and you better return now to Heaven
Bye for now my angel
See you tomorrow again

Aldo Kraas
Angel Walk Revised

The angel walk with me here on earth today
And he is wearing his unusual purple robe with golden trim
It looks so beautiful
I am glad that the angel walks with me in the streets of
Toronto Because I don't feel safe to walk in the streets of
Toronto alone
Oh dear anglel how I love you
I wished that you could walk with me every single day here on earth
But at the end of the day you must return to the sky
because you have To follow your orders from God
And I know that God is your boss and
you don't want to get into trouble From him
Yes angel here comes the end of the day
and you better return now to Heaven
Bye for now my angel
See you tomorrow again

Aldo Kraas
Angel Waltz

Angel is dancing the
Angel waltz
During that
Beautiful party

Aldo Kraas
Angeline

Angeline
had arrived in
Nova Scotia
Today
By boat
And the boat that
She traveled in from
Toronto
Was a fishing boat

Aldo Kraas
Angels And Demons

Angels and demons
Are always fighting
With each other
Every time they see each other

Aldo Kraas
Anger

Anger builds up inside of me like a volcano ready to explode
The anger inside of me grows like cancer spreading fast and Destroying me
But that anger has to come out some how
Before it kills me and builds up inside of me
There are times that is not good for me to show my anger to myself And others because it is very destructive
Sometimes it is difficult for me to control my anger

Aldo Kraas
Anjo Da Guarda

Anjo da guarda
You look after me
Every single day
By making sure that
I have plenty to eat

Aldo Kraas
Anjo Da Neve

Anjo da neve
You are now having a long break
Because you deserve a break also
Like us
Anjo da neve
You will be back again
Once the hot weather is over
And that will be the end of the beautiful weather
That I love so much

Aldo Kraas
Anna

Anna
You are graceful
Anna
You are so kind
Anna
You work hard for your money

Aldo Kraas
Anointing Flow Through Me

Anointing flow through me
And wash all the rivers
That I had swam

Aldo Kraas
Another

Another page turned on my life
Another page to fill with good things
And erase the bad ones
Another day filled with good wishes from friends
Another day to welcome my 48 year of life
Another day to embrace the sun
Another day to think about good things
Another day to drink decaf coffee

Aldo Kraas
Another Broken Heart

Another broken heart
It is not mine this time
Thanks god
That poor woman
Tries so hard to make this man happy
And he is not
She can't see that
She is playing the fool
And he hurts her more
Maybe she is asking for it
Another broken heart that will be hard to fix
She needs a wake up call
I don't think she understands that she deserves better
Another broken heart
It is so sad to see
It leaves me in tears
I just can't help it
By feeling this way
And he treats her so badly
He even takes advantage of her
She can't see that
It is so sad
He must be full of himself
Another broken heart that will be hard to fix
Because she will get badly hurt
And by the time she wakes up and realizes that
It might be too late

Aldo Kraas
Another Chapter Of Life

Another chapter of life
Is health
Because health is very important
And without health you won't be able
To do anything

Aldo Kraas
Another Day

Another day
To go to church in the morning
And to pray
For salvation, health, and peace for me
Another day
To put my mind to work
While I write my poems
Using my computer as a tool

Aldo Kraas
Another Day  And Another Hour

Another day and another hour
For this year to end
And this old chapter of my life will be closed
Soon as the new year starts
I am waiting for good things to come in the new year
This year every thing that went wrong
went wrong without warning
Black out,
Saars
Mad cow disease

Aldo Kraas
Another Day Another Time

I feel low,  
I feel lonesome  
I need my peace of mind  
My mind is wondering everywhere else  
Too many things going on in my mind at the same time  
I am not trying to be rude to you  
I need my space to grow,  
I need time for myself to relax and not do anything  
Another day, another time I will talk to you  
I can’t keep awake anymore  
It was a long day of hard work for me  
It is getting kind of late  
And tomorrow I have a busy scheduled plan ahead  
I feel like a machine that never knows when to quit  
Slowly breaking down and falling apart day by day  

Aldo Kraas
Another Day Gone By With You

Another day gone by with you
And that is fine
Because I wanted to spend this beautiful day with you

Aldo Kraas
Another Day In Paradise Was Given To My Dear Loved Ones

Another day in paradise
Was given to my dear loved ones by God
And I am grateful for that
Because now I can rest in peace

Aldo Kraas
Another Day Is Over

Another day
Is over
And now
I am going to bed

Aldo Kraas
Another Life, Another Day, And Another Prayer

Another life, another day, and nother prayer

Aldo Kraas
Another Men's Sin Is Not For You

Try to understand that you have
So much going for you now
That you are moving in the right direction in your life
And try to understand that another men's sins is not for you
Because it doesn't fit in with you and with your life

Aldo Kraas
Another Moment

Another moment
To enjoy peace

Aldo Kraas
Another Place

Another place
To come
And be blessed
By Good
Some will
Be healed
By Good
Here
Today
Because they were sick before
For many years

Aldo Kraas
Another Saturday That Is Available To Me

Another Saturday that is available to me
And that is great
Because I can have time for myself

Aldo Kraas
Another Song

Another song
For God
We are singing
Because we want God
To be happy
And we want to show that we love
To sing for him

Aldo Kraas
Another Voice Calling Out For Me

I
Can hear
Another voice
Calling out for me

Aldo Kraas
Answer All The Questions That I Have Asked Myself?

Answer all the questions that I have asked myself?
If I don't do it, will I be upset with myself?
I think that I will, be I will not give myself any credits that I am looking for

Aldo Kraas
Answer Me

Answer me
Oh Lord
Can my life change?
Is it moving through the right direction?

Aldo Kraas
Antes De Que Te Vayas

Antes
De
Que
Te
Vayas
Please
Give
Me
A
Kiss
And
A
Hug

Aldo Kraas
Anthem For God

I stand on guard
For my beloved God
And God I know that you left your tears
On earth
After you died
Here on earth so many years ago

Aldo Kraas
Anthem For The Poets

The new poets
Are learning how to write poetry
From the old ones
Because the old poets have more knowledge and experience
With poetry
Than the new ones
Poets don't give up your dreams
And your hopes of becoming famous

Aldo Kraas
Anthology

Good gave me all his blessings
Good let the rain washed my face
My face is wet
And the water is pouring down
My hair is wet also

Aldo Kraas
Anthony Theme

Anthony it is amazing that you are up
So early today
Don't you know tha it is Sunday today?
And Sunday is a day to sleep in

Aldo Kraas
Anti God Of War

I am one anti God of war
Because I am against war
And I already saw what the war
Did to people

Aldo Kraas
Antique Song

The antique song
That played in the radio
After we had dinner today
Was beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Anymore

Please don't scream anymore
Because it hurts my ears
Please don't cry anymore
Because you had cried
So much today already

Aldo Kraas
Anything And Everything

Anything
And
Everything
That
I
Can
Do
To
Save
The
Dolphins
From
Being
Torture
I
Will
Do

Aldo Kraas
Anything Goes For Me

Anything goes for me
It doesn't have to be a fancy dinner
Whatever you cook
I will be happy with it

Aldo Kraas
Anything In Life Can Be A Prison

Anything in life can be a prison
And we can be enslaved by anything
If it is time for a change
Start by changing the way you think

Aldo Kraas
Anyway

If
You
Can't
Love
Yourself
At
All
Just
Do
It
Anyway
If
You
Can't
Love
Others
Just
Do
It
Anyway
Because
Love
Is
What
Everybody
Needs

Aldo Kraas
Anyway Sonata

Anyway I am going to sleep now
Because it is getting late
And I hate to stay up late
During the night
Anyway I will do what I can
To improve my health

Aldo Kraas
Anyway Song

Anyway
Nothing is free in this world
Anyway
You have to know that life sometimes
Will make you feel like a prisoner
During the most tragic moments in your life
And that moment will make you feel that you are choking

Aldo Kraas
Anywhere But Here They Want To Be

Anywhere but here
They want to be
And that is what they are telling me

Aldo Kraas
Anywhere Else We Rather Be

Anywhere else we rather be
Even if we could hear the voice of our mother again
And see her face
Anywhere else we rather be
Where is no violence but peace and quiet
Here on earth it is very difficult to find peace and quiet
Anywhere else we rather be
Writing poetry
Filling that empty pages of our note books with poetry
Some people might think that we are a powerless poet
Anywhere else we rather be
Sleeping in a warm bed in the night
Anywhere else we rather be
Taking a ride in the car through the valley of San Francisco
Anywhere else we rather be watching the sky at night
Anywhere else we rather be picking up the wild flowers from the valley Of San Francisco
Anywhere else we rather be holding hands and walking together
Anywhere else we rather be praying
Anywhere else we rather be singing
The songs of praise

Aldo Kraas
Apologies To Myself

I gave so many apologies
To myself that it is unreal
Because to me it is not a joke
And I know that I am feeling sorry about myself
For many things that went wrong in my life

Aldo Kraas
Apologize Song

I will apologize to
Mother Nature
Because I never paid much attention to her

Aldo Kraas
Appealing For Peace

We
Are
Now
Appealing
For
Peace

Aldo Kraas
Appeals To Me

That style of clothes
That they are selling
In the store appeals
To me

Aldo Kraas
April

April
Is the time when the flowers will wake up again
From a long rest that they had during the long winter
April
Will introduce the flowers to the people
That lives here on earth

Aldo Kraas
April 13

April 13
I am glad that this day is over
Because this day is not a happy one
For me
Because I remember the bad things
That happened to me

Aldo Kraas
April Glory

April glory
Is coming home soon
But we still have to wait another 3 more months
For April glory to arrive

Aldo Kraas
April Showers

April showers
Are here again
And I can hear the loud thunder
Also

Aldo Kraas
April Song

April is here again
And I am sure that we will have some nice weather
For a change
April is always giving us
April showers all the time
So that from time to time we can cool ourselves of
From the heat
And also water the flowers, the grass, and the farmers fields.

Aldo Kraas
Aquarela Da Minha Vida

Aquarela da minha vida
Was painted by me
Using lots of colors
To describe my feelings
In so many details
That my life offers to me

Aldo Kraas
Archway

We are building
That archway
Today
And I am feeling so good about
My friend is vey proud of this archway
That we are building together
Today

Aldo Kraas
Are We Going To Have A Jolly God Night?

Are
We
Going
To
Have
A jolly
Good
Night?
Because
Today
It
Is
Christmas
Eve

Aldo Kraas
Are We Winning The Battle Against Aids?

Are we winning the battle against aids?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Afraid To Love?

Are you afraid to love God?
Because you are an atheist?
Are you afraid to love me
Because I love God?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Alone Tonight?

Are you alone tonight?
Do you need a friend tonight to keep you company?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Fond Of Me?

Are you fond of me?
In which way?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Going To Death Valley?

Are you going to death valley?
Is that because your final days are coming and you want to see it?
Because I don't blame you
If I were You I would have done the same thing myself?

Aldo Kraas
Are You In Love? Song

Are you in love?
Is he a good man?
Does he treat you with respect and dignity?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Living Again In Heaven?

Are you living again in heaven?
And is that the right place for you?
Because I remember when God took you to heaven
When you left me
So many years ago
Do you think that I am not happy that you are living in heaven?
Of course I am happy for you
Because you had suffered so much here on earth
With your life and your illness

Aldo Kraas
Are You Looking For Someone?

Are you looking for someone that wants to be your friend?  
Are you looking for someone that can help you?  
Are you looking for someone that can give you love?  

Aldo Kraas
Are You Lost?

Are you lost while walking outside?
Are you lost in your dreams this night?
Are you lost in your chores list?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Ready For A Peaceful Night?

Are you ready for a peaceful night?
Because I am my friend
And do you believe me or not?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Ready For God?

Are you ready for God?
Because God is ready for you
And he needs you now
Now is the time to change
To change what?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Ready? Song

Are you ready for spring?
Because spring is here
Are you ready to wake up?
Are you ready to start the new day?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Real?

Are you real to me my love?
That beautiful woman is lying down in bed next to me
Are you sleeping and dreaming away?
My life depends on you
I love you
The fire is burning inside my heart
Your life is in my hands
My life is in God’s hands

Aldo Kraas
Are You Suffering In Vain?

Are you suffering in vain?

Aldo Kraas
Are You There Lord?

Are you there Lord?
Lord please answer me?
Are you there Lord?
Can you hear my prayers Lord?

Aldo Kraas
Are You There Yet?

Do you know what happiness is?
Have you found it?
Have you wiped of your tears
From your eyes?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Thinking About Me?

Are you thinking about me?
Are you thinking about me during the nights
Of spring?

Aldo Kraas
Are You Willing Song

Are you willing
To go on a diet?
Because if you do
You will have to follow it
Everyday
And that is going to be for yourself only

Aldo Kraas
Aria For Bethoven

Bethoven is resting
in his plot
Now
And nobody can disturb
him anymore

Aldo Kraas
Aria Fresca

I am filling my lungs
With aria fresca today
During my walk outside
In this cold weather

Aldo Kraas
Arigato

When the long winter
Will be gone
It will be time
For me to say
Arigato

Aldo Kraas
Aristo Sonata

Aristo my guardian angel
Are you going to sing to me a lullabye that will put me to sleep tonight
Aristo my guardian angel
I am so happy that you are mine
Aristo my guardian angel
I love you very much and I hope that you love me also

Aldo Kraas
Arizona I Am Leaving

Arizona
I am leaving today
And I am going back home
Because my vacation is over
Arizona
Don't feel sad or angry at me
I live in another country

Aldo Kraas
Ark Angel Of Shadow

I saw
The shadows
Of
The
Ark angel of shadows
At the wall
Of the bus terminal
While I waited
for the bus
To arrive at the station

Aldo Kraas
Arrows

How many arrows
have you brought along
With you on this trip?
So the hunters can hunt for food?
Remember that I never asked you to bring
The arrows
Because I find it cruel

Aldo Kraas
Arthur

The songs that you played
For us
On your guitar
Are wonderful
But now you are trying hard to compose
Some songs
With your guitar
Arthur
We love your idea
And we support you with your idea all the way

Aldo Kraas
As A Sign Of Love

I had placed
A red rose
On your grave
Today as a sign of love
My dear loved one

Aldo Kraas
As An Offering To God

I give the fruits that I collected from
The farmers field to my God
So he can share with the ones that are hungry today

Aldo Kraas
As Emoções

As emoções
That lives inside my heart
Are beautiful
And everyday I feel
That blood rush
Going
Through my veins, my heart, and my entire body

Aldo Kraas
As Folhas De Outono

As folhas de outono
That belonged once to the trees
Are now on the ground
Covered with the white snow
Sometimes you can see some patches coming out of the snow
As folhas de outono
Are gold like gold necklace
That you were in your neck
Almost everyday

Aldo Kraas
As He Grows

As he grows
I hope that
He will
Learn to love
Life

Aldo Kraas
As I Go

As I go
To meet
My
Lord
Face to face
In the church
I will
Ask
Him
To forgive you

Aldo Kraas
As Lately As Yesterday

As lately as yesterday
I missed seeing you
And I missed your beautiful smile
As lately as yesterday
I had nobody to cry with
Because I was feeling a little down due to the weather
That doesn't help my spirits
As lately as yesterday
I needed someone at home to cheer me up
By singing me a love song
As long as yesterday
I wanted so badly to dream of tomorrow
And tomorrow is here now

Aldo Kraas
As Long As I Shall Live

As long as I shall live I shall live with other people
And god will be there for me
As long as I shall sleep in a warm bed during the winter
I shall have my dreams
As long as I live I shall have friends
As long as I live I will listen to music because music is healing
And sometimes I feel tha my sould and me can benefit with the music
As long as I live I shall see some Clear blue sky
As long as I live I shall have friends
As long as I live I will try to end my depression
As long as I live I shall sing the blues
As long as I live I shall have no depression anymore because there will Be people
to support me in my daily life
As long as I live I shall be hungry for God's word

Aldo Kraas
As The Blade Entered My Heart

As the blade entered my heart
Before
I died
I felt
Pain
And
It lasted
A few hours
Until I was
Dead

Aldo Kraas
As The Spirit Moves

As the spirit
Moves
In the air
The air quality
Changes

Aldo Kraas
Às vezes

I want to run away
From this world
That gives me so much suffering
And pain in return
But I don't even know what I did to cause
All that pain and suffering that I got in my life
I believe that came also from my enemies
Because my enemies are waiting for me to suffered
In my entired life
And I feel that it is not fair
Because I never wished anything bad to nobody
In my life

Aldo Kraas
As You Lie Here Exhausted

As you lie
Here exhausted
Beneath the tree
During
A
Hot summer night

Aldo Kraas
As You Like It

Do as you like it
Because I can't punish you
Because you are a men now
Do as you like it
If you don't like the kind of food
I cook you don't have to force
Yourself to eat
And at the same time trying to please me
That is not what I expect of you
Remember that I am not your father
I am just your friend

Aldo Kraas
Ash Wednesday

I have
Known
You
Since
Ash
Wednesday
God
But
Somehow
It
Feels
Like
I have known you
Longer
And
That is
Not true
Because
It is only
My
Imagination

Aldo Kraas
Ask Me Again Later

Ask me again later
When I have more time
To answer all your questions
Because I am busy right now
Doing something else

Aldo Kraas
Ask Me To Be Here

Ask me to be here
Because I am happy to do it for your
Ask me to
Take care of you
Because I am up to it
Ask me to love you
Because I will always do

Aldo Kraas
Asking No One

Asking no one for help
Because I have to
Learn to do things
On my own

Aldo Kraas
Assuring To Myself

Assurring to myself
And God that I am a responsible
Human being

Aldo Kraas
At Easter We Celebrate The Fall Of God

At easter we celebrate the fall of God
It was God that had fallen
To save us from our sins
That we commit every single day
During our lives
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
At Home

At home I love to cook
I like to write at my desk
I like to take a nap in my living room
And wake up when I want on the weekends
I like to have my own bathroom
I live my laundry on the floor
I live my dishes on the sink to wash up another day
If somebody else had to live with me I think they would hate some of My Habits
I would have to change my habbits just to make it liveable for both People
If they had bad habits I would like if they changed it too

Aldo Kraas
At Last

At last
Here
I am Lord
Worshiping you
And
I am lifting up
My holy hands
For you

Aldo Kraas
At Last Blues

At last
You will be in my dreams
And I have the feeling that you will be thinking about me
Everyday
At last
You will be in my prayers today
And I hoppe that I will be in your prayers also

Aldo Kraas
At Least I Am Not Like You Song

At least I am not like you
I am the opposite of you
And I don't think that I have to be like you
So that you can be my friend

Aldo Kraas
At My Father's House

At my father house
I came to be with my father at this day
Because I need a lift and I know the Lord will give me a lift
Any time now
But at the same time
I am happy to be at my father's house
Because I know that I always come in my father's house

Aldo Kraas
At My Paradise Island

At my paradise island
I live the good life

Aldo Kraas
At That Day

At that day
We had learned to pray
For ourselves and others

Aldo Kraas
At The Beginning Song

At the beginning
Everything was hard
Because I didn't know how to settle back
Again living that normal life
I realize that I have to make some adjustments to my life
In order to improve it
And that is always hard to do

Aldo Kraas
At The Bottom Of The Ocean

At the bottom of the ocean
You will find the coral rief
And the divers
Diving away

Aldo Kraas
At the bottom of the ocean
You will find the coral reef
And the divers
Diving away

Aldo Kraas
At The Cross Roads

Another opportunity
Arrived for me
At the cross roads
So I grabbed because it will move me
Further in my work
And not in my life

Aldo Kraas
At The Harvest Time

At the harvest time
I do nothing else
Than harvest my crops
I will know when they will be ready
To harvest
Because God gives me a call

Aldo Kraas
At This Time

At this time I came back here in another time
And in another year to visit you at this grave sight
But also I can feel the peace of this grave sight that gives me
And it makes me feel very welcome everytime I come here
It was a long journey for many years but I overcame the struggles that Comes with it
My grieving period for my mom and my stepfather is over now
But I never forget to come to the grave sight every year
But Easter time I spent alone at my home
And I am a proud home owner at the same time living all alone and Trying to connect with people on the Facebook
And the Facebook opened up another door to my life because it also helps Me to make friends and socialize with friends
I never said to anyone that friends doesn't matter to me
Because right there you would know that I am telling you a lie
And it doesn't take much to realize when people are lying like me or The other people because you can hear them in their tone of voice they use when they talk to me
And I have to be honest to myself and other people by telling them that Lies doesn't get them anywhere or they can't cover something with a Lie by saying I love going there and then you realize that in real life that They hate it more than you
There are things that I can share from my own experience
Everybody's road to hell is different than mine
Because I been there already and I gone through that road alone 4 Years ago and it was a lonely and sad road because there was Nobody else on That road but just me walking on it and at the same Time hating every minute of it but that time is over and I am glad it is Over
Because I can move on and face a new life with many different tasks For me to Try everyday
And I should be grateful for the new tasks

Aldo Kraas
Atlanta

Atlanta
I am coming
On a jet plane
To explore you
Today

Aldo Kraas
Atlanta On My Mind

Atlanta is on my mind today
And I can see atlanta inside of my mind
Atlanta is on my mind today
With that beautiful blue sky full of birds that are flying
All the way home
But I wonder if they will fly all the way to the gulf
Because of the oil spill on the gulf
And if they do they will die
And we are never going to see them again
Atlanta is on my mind
And I can see that Atlanta sky
Inside of my mind with that beautiful sunset

Aldo Kraas
Atlantis

Atlantis
Was an Island
That had
Existed
In the
Atlantic Ocean
West of Gibraltar

Aldo Kraas
Atomic Rain

I just can’t take this anymore
I won’t listen anymore
I just can’t hear you anymore
Everybody knows you should believe in yourself for the truth
Because people tells me that the atomic rain is good for the rain
But it is full of acid
And I wonder what acid will do to our clothes and shoes?
Yes I am aware that the atomic rain damage our shoes by turning it Yellow that is if you are wearing white running shoe on your fo

Aldo Kraas
Attention

Attention
I live at home and not in a shelter
Attention
I don't have any money to give you
Sorry
Attention
I am the poet here at home
Attention
I always share my poetry with others
Attention
I am a happy person
Attention
I love poetry and poetry is my life
Attention
I am not gaga yet
Because my mind is very sharp
Attention
I love music
Attention
I love God also
Attention I am not gay
So please don't call me gay

Aldo Kraas
Attila Ballad

Attila
The bed was made to sleep in
Attila
The morning has broken
Can you hear the beautiful sound of the birds
Attila
Open the windows so that the sound of the birds can come in
Through your window
Attila
God is always watching out for you
Attila
The sun will come out tomorrow
Attila
The world was made for you
And you belong in it
Just like me
Attila
Money talks
Attila
I am tired of agony
What about you?
Attila
I will be gone before you wake up
Attila
I can't go through with the doom and the gloom again
That is the truth my friend
Attila
Loving you is easy
Because we have each other
Attila
Are we just lost in time?
And I wonder if your love is the same
Attila
Open the door to the future
And go out through that door to discover your future
Before it is too late
Attila
Just believe in me
And I will believe in you
The road not taken
We will walk on today
Don't forget that my love is here for you
The dark is too hard to beat
You shine in my heart
And I shine in your heart
Your eyes are the sweetest eyes that I've seem
There are many things that I forget about in life
But I never forget about you
I hope that we will grow old together someday
Life is wonderful while you are in the world
We are both rich in spirit
And that is fine with me
You have your health
Your home is your castle
She'd light, on your better side
Reassure me that you'll wait for me, wait for me as long as it takes!
I will hold my breath
Until you see me in your dreams
We'll stay awake beneath the trees
We'll watch the buildings turn to dust
There is a sky full of diamonds just for us
Fight fires in your best clothes, touch skin with your eyes closed
Chase thunder...
With the volume down
Attila
Pack a suitcase and wonder to the next town
Attila

Aldo Kraas
Attitude Of Gratitude

I been thinking
A lot about
Attitude
Lately

Aldo Kraas
Attonic Kitten

That atomic kitten
Is a mascot
To the American space shuttle

Aldo Kraas
Au Clair De La Lune

Au clair de la lune
I will live forever
Au clair de lune
I feel that I will be blessed
Au clair de la lune
I will have lots of joy
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Au Clair De La Lune Revised

Au clair de la lune
I will not live forever
Au clair de lune
I feel that I will be blessed
Au clair de la lune
I will have lots of joy
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Au Revoir Long Winter

Au revoir
Long winter
Au revoir
The time that gets dark earlier
Au revoir
Snowstorm
Au revoir
Easter time

Aldo Kraas
Auf Wiedersehen

It is time for winter to go away
You make my body shiver
Every time when
I think of you
Winter
The snow still
Falling
From the grey
Sky

Aldo Kraas
Aurora In My Mind

Aurora you are in my mind today
And tonight you will be in my dreams
Through the whole night
But the clouds in Aurora will be dark today
Because there will be no sunshine in Aurora today
But in real life I live somewhere else and not in Aurora
But Aurora you take my breath away everytime that I dream with you

Aldo Kraas
Autum Anthen

It is getting dark
So fast during the autum
That breaks my heart
Into pieces
I am sorry to say
That God
Please understand that I mean it
On a good way and not in a bad way
God

Aldo Kraas
Autumn Is Full Of Relief

That is a good thing that
Autumn is full of relief
From the heat

Aldo Kraas
Autumn Prayer

The leaves
Of
The
Trees
Are
Falling

Aldo Kraas
Avatar

Avatar
You are the incarnation of my God
That left me behind
Here on earth
Avatar
I feel so hopeless
And so restless everyday
That comes my way
Because I have to live
My life everyday
Without the one that brought me
Into this earth
Avatar
I never knew my ancestors at all
And that is ok with me

Aldo Kraas
Ave Girl

Ave girl
Spread your wings as fast as you can
So that you can fly all the way above heaven
And be able to discover that beautiful heaven now
Because your master waits in heaven for you with open arms
And I know that is cold outside
And I believe that the effort is worth
Because I know that You will make to heaven in no time
Before it gets dark out there

Aldo Kraas
Ave Maria

Ave Maria
Our saint
She comes down from heaven
To proclaim
The birth of a king
The king and the ruler of the world
Ave Maria
Let the king rule the world
Ave Maria
The prophets came also to celebrate
The birth of our king
On Christmas Day
And that little Jesus
Laid down in a manger
Ave Maria
The star of Bethlehem is shining high above the sky
On a clear night in Bethlehem
Ave Maria
You and the prophets brought gifts to the king
Ave Maria
The little Jesus is the Son of Mary and Joseph
Ave Maria
We will crown our little Jesus
And we will call him king
Ave Maria
We may sleep safe under thy care
Ave Maria
Protect us from evil things
Ave Maria
Save us daily
Ave Maria
Listen to our daily prayers
Ave Maria
Answer our prayers
Ave Maria
Between the shadows
We saw you living with the prophets
Ave Maria
You returned back to heaven
Once more where you belong
Ave Maria
Lover of my soul
Let me sleep in peace

Aldo Kraas
Avenida São João

Avenida São João
You are in my dreams every night
When I am sleeping
During the night
And
Avenida São João
You belong in my dreams
Every night
Avenida São João
I know that I will never be lonely
because you are in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
Avenue Road Rock

It is now 6:30 pm in the evening
And it is almost night here at
Avenue Road
Where I walk
To get to the food bank
To pick up some food for an old sick lady
That is leaving in the old with me in the same floor
That I am
And at the same time I look up in the sky tonight
And I see the sunset
That is telling me that it is the end of another day
So far
But I still need to bless God
For giving me that beautiful spring night

Aldo Kraas
Aves

Aves voam
In the sky
That at the same time is invigorating
Because I keep looking at it
And wishing at the same time that I was the aves
Flying in the sky at a very high attitude

Aldo Kraas
Aware

I am aware of the things that
Make me upset
In my life
I am aware

Aldo Kraas
Away He Stays

Away he stays
And keeps away from trouble
That is a good thing I must say

Aldo Kraas
Babies Factory

The hospital is the babies factory
Because all the mothers gave birth in the hospital
And the babies factory are getting a little overcrowded
Because of so many deliveries every single day during the week
But I think the babies will stay two weeks more at the babies factory
And then they will go home with their mothers for good

Aldo Kraas
Babies Wishes

Here are
Two babies
That have wishes
Their wishes
Are that they have
Good parents

Aldo Kraas
Baby

Baby
Give me a smile

Aldo Kraas
Baby Blues

Sing
The
Lovely
Baby blues
To
Make
The
Baby
Fall
Aslep
Every
Night

Aldo Kraas
Baby Boy

Baby boy
Please tell me what is wrong with you
Because I need to know
So that I can fix it

Aldo Kraas
Baby Crib

A baby soon will sleep in that crib
He will have lots of dreams
Soon you will have those sweet dreams baby
And in your dreams you will be able to count the ships baby
While the angels come down from haven and watch out for you baby
That crib will be the place where he will go to sleep
That crib belongs to him
That crib is an old one
It is one of a kind
You don’t see it anymore
That crib will be nice and warm for him to sleep in the winter nights
And cool in the summer for him to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Baby Father

Baby father
Look after your child
Now that your wife gave birth
To your child
A minute ago

Aldo Kraas
Baby I Have Been There Before

Baby I have been there before
And that is true
So many people called me a liar
And a fool
After I tried to talk to them
About God

Aldo Kraas
Baby It's You Song

Baby it's you
That he loves
Because you are everything to him

Aldo Kraas
Baby On My Mind

Baby on my mind
I can't stop to think about you
It was hard for me to lose you
Half of me have died with you
But I know that you are free in heaven
Walking around
Being happy
Baby on my mind
I grieve the lose of you
Baby on my mind
In my dreams
I see you clear
You had blond hair and green eyes
You were a chubby baby
I hold you in my arms
In real life I will never see you
Or I will never know you
But I guess God was testing me for this
I've lost this battle this time
Baby on my mind
I hope I win the next battle
It is almost like being in a war
Lot's of worries goes through my mind
Baby on my mind
I will provide you with every thing you need when you come
Baby on my mind
I want to be your mother
Forever
And be around to see you grow strong
Baby on my mind
I worried right now if you are going to be healthy?
I hope so
Baby on my mind
I don't have the right to judge
Only God does

Aldo Kraas
Baby Please

Baby please don't go
Baby please don't stay up too late

Aldo Kraas
Baby Your Still On My Mind

Baby you still on my mind
And I can't forget all the
Things that you had done
For me

Aldo Kraas
Babylon Dirty Day

It is babylon dirty day
Because it is windy in babylon
And the wind blows the garbage, newspaper, and pop cans everywhere
And it makes a mess
But also it leaves a dirty appearance in babylon
Eventhough nobody works outside when the wind blows
Because the wind can push you to the ground also
And you could get hurt very badly

Aldo Kraas
Baby's Blanket

The
Baby's blanket
Is pink

Aldo Kraas
Baby's Eyes

Baby's eyes
Are looking at you
He may be wondering who I am
I am his uncle
Baby's eyes
So blue
Like the color of the sky
It sparkles
It has so much life
In that little baby eyes that I can see
And I know that his eyes are happy
I see it
That baby is a happy and healthy baby
I am so glad for that
Baby's eyes
Has not even a tear
Baby's eyes
Are so beautiful
To watch
Baby's eyes
Are getting tired now
Now it is the time for the baby's nap time
Babies
Need a lot of sleep us you know
Sweet dreams little baby
Count the sheep's
When you are having your nap

Aldo Kraas
Bacio

When
Two people
That are deep
In love
Give to each other
The first bacio
They hear the
Sound of a smack

Aldo Kraas
Back To Square One

It is hard for me to be back to square one
I know that I am carrying this heavy burden for a long time
It is hard for me to be back to square one
Because every time something happens to my life
I have to be back to square one
Starting over my life is hard
Planning my life is hard
And get back to my life the way it was
I don't know why I am so hard on myself?
I don't know why I keep punishing myself?
I think that is because I am so stubborn
That I keep doing it over and over again
Don't I get hurt with that?
Yes I do get hurt with that
I can't understand why I hurt myself so much
It is hard for me to go back to square one
So many bad things happened this month
That I am angry with myself
Why did I let this happen?
That is because I didn't see it coming my way
Why didn't I see it coming my way?
I guess I couldn't see the warnings coming
I can say to myself that this time there was no warnings
How will my life be now?
It will get better?
It can't get any worse than it is
It only has to get better again
I am the one that have to work hard to make it better
I want to live my life to the fullest
And do the best I can
I am so ashamed of the things I've done
It thorns my heart to pieces
And it destroys my life completely
Jail is not a place for me
I don't want to see that place any more
I am working hard to stay out of there
I suffered so much this month
I hope that I don't have to suffer any more
I want a little bit of peace
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I want some hugs
I want someone that I can talk with
Back to square one
Back to square one
Back to square one
Back to square one
Back to square one

Aldo Kraas
Back Again

I am back again
At this park
Where I spend
Most of my weekends
Walking around

Aldo Kraas
Back And Forth

I am flying back and forth on my airplane
So that I can remove the bodies of the dead people from earth to Heaven one by one
This job is a sad job but what can I do
This job at least pays well than working at Macdonald's that only gives You the minimum pay

Aldo Kraas
Back In The Ussr

I am back in the Ussr with the army
So I am a soldier in the USSR
I am very afraid of the war because of the fight that is going on
And also the situation makes me very nervous
But I am not planning to die in the USSR
In the war because I am very young for that
Here in USSR Are no phones were we are
We sleep in tents on top of the mountain
I find it very cold
At night I take my sleeping pill to help me sleep
But in the morning the cornel wake us up at 5: 30 in the morning
Yes at that time it is very dark outside
Our breakfast is eggs and bacon with bread and coffee to drink

Aldo Kraas
Back In Time

I am back in time for my medications
Because I take them at 9: 00 pm every night
Right after my alarm goes of at 9: 00 pm
But to be honest with you I don't like the sound of the alarm
Because it irritates me
But on the other hand it helps me to remind me to take my medications
Even though it is very important for me to take my medications
If I want to feel better
Also my health depends on that medication
And without it I can't live

Aldo Kraas
Back In Town For Easter

And as soon as I got out of the taxi when I arrived her I could smell the Smell of turkey been cooked insied the house from the driveway
And it sure it opened my appetite becauae bynow I was hungry like a Lion
But we never run out of turkey in this house
Also if you have any turkey leftovers you can make some turkey Sandwiches

Aldo Kraas
Back To December

God I wished that you could take me back to December
When it was 2010
Because this year I didn't celebrate Christmas at all
For the first time in years
And I missed Christmas so much
But I know that you can't do that
Because 2010 ended already and we are in a new chapter in life
So what I missed I have to live without it
And make up for it next year
But at the same time I hope that next year I will have a fine year

Aldo Kraas
Back To Sleep

I got up early today
And the house was so cold
I went to my living room window
And I watched out of the window
But what I saw was not surprising to me

Aldo Kraas
BACKSTAGE

We
Sing
To our
Audiences
This song that is full
Of hope
Because we want
To deliver a special
Message
To our
Audience

Aldo Kraas
Backstreet Poet

The backstreet poet
Is walking through the backstreets of Toronto
So he can get to Queens Park for the word on the street
Where he is going to do some reading of his poems
But I believe that he is going to draw crowds on the word on the street for sure

Aldo Kraas
Backyard Concerto

It is nice to be back in my backyard after a long winter
And finally I can enjoy some sun and have some fresh air at the same time
While I sit and rest in my backyard
But from where I am sitting in my backyard I can see the beautiful flowers That my lady friend Margaret had planted blooming again
Also the garden is a show of colors

Aldo Kraas
Balanced Life

What do we need
In order to have a balanced life?
We need God in our lives?

Aldo Kraas
Bali

Bali
You
Are
The
Song in my heart

Aldo Kraas
Ballad For John Lennon

You tried hard enough to change the world
You tried hard to send a message to the world with all your songs
You were an activist
The kind that the world needed
I don't think that the world was ready for you
But you worked hard
to send the message anyway
Because you believed deep in your heart that it would do
The world had been falling apart for sometime
You kept working hard to bring the world closer
You first attempt had failed
So you kept on trying
And you did
You were persistent
And in your mind you thought that you would achieve it somehow
You knew that peace
Was what the world needed
You worked towards peace
You wanted so badly to make peace with the world and the people
People misunderstood you
26 years later all the messages that was written in all the songs
You had composed lives on forever

Aldo Kraas
Ballad For Patrick Swaize

Dear patrick Swayze
I am sure you feel strange without seeing your fans
And your family
Now that you live in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Ballad For Patrick Swayze

Dear patrick Swayze
I am sure you feel strange without seeing your fans
And your family
Now that you live in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Ballad Of January

January
Is
A new month
A new start for me
To learn new things
To learn to let go of my anger
And open up my heart
And to listen to what my heart
Is saying
It is waking up
From a long painful journey
Of last summer
I love you all the time
Sunsets
January
Thanks god you are mild
Because I hate the cold

Aldo Kraas
Ballad Of The People

When will people
Treat each other with respect here on earth?
Why are we so against the black people?
Because they live among white people
We want schools to be separated
But the mayor doesn't want it
By the way who is paying the mayor?
The residents of toronto
And I think that the mayor always forgets that
I believe that if we have separated schools we can end racism
And be able to serve the white and black students better

Aldo Kraas
Ballad Of The River

You don't need to be afraid of the river
Because this river is shallow
And you can stand on it
Anywhere you walk

Aldo Kraas
Ballad Of Urban Cowboys

Every single day
I see the urban cowboys
Riding their horses down the street
In this little village
That I call Paradise

Aldo Kraas
Ballad To A Dear Baby

Dear baby
We need to go to sleep now
Because I can see that you are getting tired now
And to be honest with you
You need more sleep than me

Aldo Kraas
Ballad To An Unborn Child

The unborn child
That is not
Here yet
We are all waiting
For it to arrive

Aldo Kraas
Ballad To I Still Remember

I still remember
The bees that made honey last
Summer
I still remember
That you are that sweet apple of my life

Aldo Kraas
Ballad To Just Another Falling Star

Please
keep your eyes open
So you can see
Another falling star
That is falling from the sky
Today
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Ballad To Your Desire

Your desire
A warm bed to sleep in
Your desire somebody
That can love you
And do you think that I can love you?
Because I am not sure about that

Aldo Kraas
Banana Tree

Banana tree
Banana tree
Banana tree
Banana tree
There is a monkey
Up
There
He is
Eating Banana
Monkey
Monkey
I am hungry
Also
I tell
him
I make
sings
with my
Hands
to tell
him to share
it with me
He covers his
Eyes with his hands
And giggles
So I keep on trying

Aldo Kraas
Baptism

A baptism
Is taking place
In the holy land
In the Red Sea
Where
God was born
So many years ago
And lets bless the one
That is being baptized in
The Red Sea
Today

Aldo Kraas
The God news
Finally reached home today
That me and my older brother
Got into the Baraka School
And by september we will be leaving home
To kenya

Aldo Kraas
Barbara Blues

Let me sing to you
The Barbara Blues that will warm your heart
And give life to you spirit and soul
Barbara Blues
Is there a space for me in your heart?
Can you save that space in your heart?

Aldo Kraas
Barbaro

Barbaro
You won so many races
You run in so many race tracks
You will always be my Barbaro
I know that God is comforting you now Barbaro
Barbaro
My heart is with you
You will always be in my mind Barbaro
You will always be in my prayers
Barbaro

Aldo Kraas
Barbershop Blues

I go to the barbershop
To meet my barber
Every two weeks

Aldo Kraas
Barco Negro

Barco negro
Is leaving the seaport of
Lisbon today

Aldo Kraas
Barenaked Men

Barenaked men
Please enter the sauna
Barenaked
And enjoy the hot sauna
Because there is nothing better than a
Hot sauna durint the winter

Aldo Kraas
Basta Mama

Basta mama
Because I need to live my life now
And please understand that time is running out for me
Basta mama
Even though it is very hard for me to talk to you
I can't be your slave anymore

Aldo Kraas
Bat Lady

Bat lady
You are blind
Like the bat
Do you find strange when you meet
Other's that can see?

Aldo Kraas
Battles Blues

We all have battles
With our lives
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Battles Song

We have so many battles
Going on in our lives
Each day
Getting up in the morning during the winter is hard
Because when we get up in the morning outside it still dark
And it feels like midnight to us

Aldo Kraas
Be A Mentor To A Girl

Be a mentor to a girl
Because you are a woman
And she can learn from a woman like you

Aldo Kraas
Be at peace angels from heaven
Be at peace mother
Be at peace my friends
Be at peace my reverend
Be at peace my God
Be at peace my saints
Be at peace birds
Be at peace Mother Nature
Be at peace sea
Be at peace farmers
Be at peace little baby
Be at peace fisherman
Be at peace moon when you shine at night
Stars be at peace also when you shine at night
Birds be at peace when you fly in the sky during the day

Aldo Kraas
Be Aware

Be aware seniors
That down the street
There is a haunted house
It might scare you of
You have to keep in mind that this is halloween
And it is for children
Be aware
That there will be children wearing halloween costumes
Going around
They will visit the haunted castle
There they will receive a bag
Full of candies
There will be plenty of it for the children
Be aware
That the stores will make lot's of money selling halloween costumes
For the children
Be aware
That the children can't wait for this day to come
And when it comes they get so thrilled

Aldo Kraas
Be Brief

Be brief
When you are talking to someone

Aldo Kraas
Be Calm People

Be calm people
And rest in peace
Tonight
Because tomorrow
You will have a better day

Aldo Kraas
Be Careful With The Words

Be careful with the words
That you use
When you talk to people
Because some words
Might be very rude
To others

Aldo Kraas
Be Good Bob Dylan

Be good
Bob Dylan
Nice to
Meet you
Mr. Bob Dylan
Get up
Get up
Get up
Wake up
Wake up
Wake up
Because it is a
New day

Aldo Kraas
Be Good To Yourself II

Be good to yourself by looking after your health
Be good to yourself by meditating
Be good to yourself by going to bed every night at the same time
Be good to yourself by looking after your hygiene
Be good to yourself by exercising everyday

Aldo Kraas
Be Mine

Please be mine God
Please be mine stars
Please be mine moon
Please be mine blue sky
Please be mine white clouds in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Be My

Be my lover
Be my star
And sing
To me
All the songs that
You know

Aldo Kraas
Be My Light

God
Please be
Our light
When we are walking
Throught the alley at night
Because it is so dark
And we can't hardly see anything

Aldo Kraas
Be My Lover

Be my lover
Because I
Am waiting
For you to
Make up
Your mind

Aldo Kraas
Be My Salvation

God
Be my salvation
Each day
That I live my life

Aldo Kraas
Be Slow

Be slow
When choosing
A friend
And
Change
It slower

Aldo Kraas
Be Somebody

Be somebody in life
That respect each other
Be somebody in life
That is a role model to others

Aldo Kraas
Be Still

Be still
And wait
For the sun to rise
Be still
And wait
For the summer to arrive
So you can put your winter clothes and booths away
Be still
And wait
For the time that you will feel at peace
Be still
And wait
For somebody to play his guitar for you
Be still
And wait
For someone to love you

Aldo Kraas
Be Strong Song

Be strong
When people
Say bad things about you
That hurts you
Be strong
When people
Walk away
From you
And don't say a word
Be strong
When you are
Feeling run dow
Be strong
And be proud
About yourself
Be strong
And be proud of
Who you are

Aldo Kraas
Be The Best You Can Be Song

Be the best you can be
When you are trying to be good
To yourself
Be the best you can be
When you are trying to be a role
Model to others

Aldo Kraas
Be There For Her

Be there for her
Because she needs you now
And not tomorrow
I am afraid to say what might happen tomorrow to her
If you not there for her
She might not be here anymore tomorrow
If that is God's plan
I am afraid that you will have to accept that
Because her life is in God's hands

Aldo Kraas
Be There For Me

Be there for me
With that beautiful warm smile
My prince of peace
Be there for me
When I swim in your lakes, rivers, and oceans
My prince of peace

Aldo Kraas
Be Yourself No Matter What

Be yourself no matter what
Happens each day
And just think
I have to be grateful
To be alive
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Beam Me

Beam me
Some light
God
Because
I can't see in the dark
And I can't live in the dark either

Aldo Kraas
Beat Blues

I will beat my anger
I will beat the blues this morning
Because Sometimes I feel that I am not being me

Aldo Kraas
Beat Goes On

The beat goes on inside of my heart
Inside of my heart
And I can feel it
The beat goes on in the street
And from where I am standing I can't hear it
Because I am very far from the beat'

Aldo Kraas
Beat It

If you are feeling unsure
about something
Beat it
If you are feeling the blues
This morning
Beat it
With a nice cup of coffee
If you are having trouble falling sleep tonight
Beat it
By counting the sheeps

Aldo Kraas
Beat The Blues Song

Beat the blues
By drumming
Away
And listen to the sound that
Your drum is making
While you are drumming in your drum

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful

A beautiful
Beach
In
Rio
De
Janeiro
A
Beautiful
Bridge
That
Takes
From
On
Side
To
The
Other
If
You
A
Travelling
By
Car
A
Beautiful
Woman
Is
Swimming
On
The
Beautiful
Beach
In
Rio
The
Janeiro

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Butterfly

Beautiful butterfly
Is flying in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Day

I woke up this morning
And when I left the house
I saw the beautiful day
And I was grateful for that
Thanks God it is
A beautiful day outside today

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Dove

Beautiful dove
Fly away from here
And all the way to the sky
So God and I can see you flying
All the way to the sky

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Dreamer

Beautiful dreamer
Where are you?

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Girls

I found
So many
Beautiful girls
That are waiting
To meet their
Prince charming
Tonight
At this bar

Aldo Kraas
A
Beautiful lady
Is waiting
for the men to
Ask her for
A dance

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Lady Song

I would love to meet that beautiful lady
Today if I could
But it is too bad
Because she is with somebody else
That she is in love with
And she will never be mine

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Star

Beautiful Star
Shine
For me at
Night
Because
I love
To see
You
Shining
At night

Aldo Kraas
Beautiful Sun

The beautiful sun
Is a gift from God to us
And we are always glad
To see the sun shining each day
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
Beauty Is Only Skin Deep

The best
And most
Beautiful things
In the world
Cannot be seen
Nor touched
But are felt

Aldo Kraas
Beauty Song

I found beauty in the sky
I found beauty in the sky when
A bird is flying high above it

Aldo Kraas
Because God Lives

Because God lives
I can rest in peace everyday
Because God lives
All my fears are gone

Aldo Kraas
Because he said so
Kid
And you don't have
Any choice
When dad tells you
To do
Something you better
Do it
Or suffer the consequences

Aldo Kraas
Because I Believe

I go out of my way to help others
Because I believe that by doing that
I will be healed
And at the same time I will be stronger

Aldo Kraas
Because I Love You

You are the sweet sound in my ears
You bring peace and comfort in my life
You are my voice that I use to speak
You are the one who puts food in my table
You are the one who clothed me
You are the one who provides me with everything I need
You are the morning mist
You bring the rain that is needed in my garden
Because I love you
You are the everlasting light
You are the one who gives me confidence
You are the one who brings peace and joy in my life
You bring the good and bad days in my life
And I understand that both are required
You know what is best for me because you are the one who knows me Better
than anyone else
You know my daily needs
You bring the morning sunsets
You make my days run smoother
Because I love you
You are my father
You are my healer
You are my true friend
You bring the moon when the sky is clear at night
Because I love you

Aldo Kraas
Because I Love You II

I past in front of your house at midnight
You wore still up that time
I knew it because I saw the light in your bedroom on
I don't care about what the world think about us
Because I love you
I remember the parties that we used to go
We danced till dawn
We met our new friends
After all in this parties we had lots of fun
Because I love you
When we arrived at home
We saw the sunset
Below my window
Another day had finally arrived and the party was over
Now is the time to go to work but soon we will see each other
Because I love you
And you are so beautiful
Because I love you

Aldo Kraas
Because I Will Love You Tomorrow

Don't you worry my friend
Because I will love you tomorrow and always
And not just for today

Aldo Kraas
Because Of God

Because of God
The sun will
Always shine
Everyday
And that is true
Because of God
I have some tears in
My eyes
Because of God
There will always
Be light
And I will never walk
In the dark
Because of God
My eyes healed
After he put some
Eye drops into them
When they burned
From the air pollution
My vision was gone
I couldn't see.
Because of God
I have learned to enjoy every minute of my life
- I am living each day
Because of God
I am smiling everyday

Aldo Kraas
Because Of Him Song

Because of him
I will stay here
Because of him
I will sing
That love song

Aldo Kraas
Because Of Us

Because of us
You are here alive and well
Because of us
You are getting all the support that you need
Because of us
Your life will improve a 100%

Aldo Kraas
Because Of You

You wiped away my tears and told me all would be well
Then you took me in your life and I was changed
God
Now because of you I am somebody new
God

Aldo Kraas
Because Of You I Am A Better Man

Because of you
I am a better man now
That you worked so hard on me to change
The things that you hated in me

Aldo Kraas
Because Of You Sonata

Because of you I am alive each day
Because of you I am smiling everyday

Aldo Kraas
Because She Loved Me

Because she loved me
She did everything she could
To help me get through the bad times in my life

Aldo Kraas
Because That Is How I Love You

Because
That
Is
How
I
Love
You
By
Showing
All
My
Beautiful
Smiles
To
You

Aldo Kraas
Because There Is Nobody Else Song

You better keep this friend
That you made so far
Because there is nobody else
That appreciates you like she does

Aldo Kraas
Because This Is Happening To Us Right Now

The morning blues
We are feeling right now God
And we are having trouble staying awake
Because this is happening to us right now God

Aldo Kraas
Because You Asked Me To

Because you asked me to write a poem
I am writing one
Because you asked me to take care of myself I am doing it
Because you asked me to write her a short note I did it

Aldo Kraas
Because You Light Up My Life

Because you light up my life
And give me hope
To carry on with my life
When
I am feeling sad
I need to thank you
My God

Aldo Kraas
Become Free

I am so glad
That he become free
Now
And have the opportunity
To discover the things that he missed in life
When he lived with his mom

Aldo Kraas
Bedclothes Airing

The bedclothes airing
Outside the window
Where that person
Lives
I can see
When I am
Leaving the building

Aldo Kraas
Bedtime Blues

When you sing the
Bedtime
Blues
For me
That is the time
I love you
The most
My dear friend
Because
The bedtime
Blues
Puts me to sleep
Every night

Aldo Kraas
Beetle Rock

Beetle rock
Around the clock
Going for a walk in the middle of the night in search of a mate
I hope you find a good match
I hope you will be lucky
Beetle rock
Every morning you steal your master’s underwear
And comes and greets people by the door
With your master’s underwear stuck in your mouth
Beetle rock
If he is left in the car he will go nuts
He will finish with the car seat
And the whole car will be a mess
Beetle rock
A dog’s life is sleep, eat, and walk
Sometimes it is better than the human one
Beetle rock
Anyway he brings happiness to your home
Beetle rock
We love you
Beetle rock
He never wants to sleep in the kitchen in his own bed
He carries his blanket in his mouth back to the living room
Beetle rock
Beetle you are asking for trouble
Around here you are not the boos, your master is
So weather you like it or not you have to obey your master’s rules
Good night beetle
See you in the morning
Sleep tight beetle
Hello Good morning again
Are you ready to start the day?

Aldo Kraas
Before Dying

Before dying
He wrote a letter
To his family
And his kids
With great difficulty
Because he had suffered a stroke
But he was determined to do it
He needed help from other people
In the nursing home
And they offered it to him
Which probably made him happy

Aldo Kraas
Before I came to the age of reason
I was a young man
With good health
And now that I came to the age of reason
I don't have good health anymore
Because I have diabetes, mild asthma, and depression

Aldo Kraas
Before I Die

Before
I
Die
I
Hope
That
There
Will
Be
A
Last
Chance
to
See
You
All
My friends
Before
You
Get
The
Call
Because
You
Know
That
I
Am
Not
A
Spring
Chicken
Anymore

Aldo Kraas
Before I Leave

Before I leave
I will say good bye to this city
And move on to a new place

Aldo Kraas
Before It Gets Dark

Before it gets dark today
I expect to see the latest sunset
In the sky

Aldo Kraas
Before Me

Before me
Here on earth
Was the sun, the mon, and all the prophets

Aldo Kraas
Before My Time Stops Here

Before my time stops here on earth
I want to make sure that I see
The rest of the world
And I been planing for a long time to go
To portugal
But it never happened
Because of the time that I have
To live and to do the things that I love

Aldo Kraas
Before We Eat We Will Say Grace

Before we eat
We will say grace
Because we need
To thank God for the meal
That he provided us

Aldo Kraas
Before We Sleep

Before we sleep tonight
We will have a glass of wine
To help us go to sleep
Amd I am aware that sleep is very important for us
Because without sleep we can't function at all
And it gets very hard on our bodys because the bodywon't have the Energy
to do anything

Aldo Kraas
Before You Do

Before you do anything
In life that you will regret
For the rest of your life
Please think it over

Aldo Kraas
Before You Move On

Before you move on
Please understand
That I have nothing
That you can take for grabs

Aldo Kraas
Before Your Love

Before your love
Had found me
I was lonely
And In need of love
Now your love
Found me

Aldo Kraas
Behave Yourself

Behave yourself
When you are out in public
Because you don't neet to get yourself in trouble

Aldo Kraas
Behind The Mask Song

Behind the mask
She hides her face
because she doesn't want people to see that her face
Is full of wounds from her cuts

Aldo Kraas
Behind The Pain

Behind the pain
Is always suffering
And pain is something that we rather not talk about
But we have to go through with it
Sometimes pain help us to change the way we look at things
In our daily lives

Aldo Kraas
Beijing

Beijing
Is welcoming
All the athletes
From all over
The world
By hosting
The 2008
Olympics
And this
Moment
We will never
Forget
Because
We will
Be there
To support
All the
Athletes from all
Over the world

Aldo Kraas
Being Born With Dignity

A baby was born with dignity
His mother gave birth to a healthy baby
Gabriel yawned while he slept in his mother's arms
Gabriel brought joy to the world today
Just by being born
We don't know the color of his eyes yet
But we know it is worth waiting for

Aldo Kraas
Being Healthy

Being healthy
Eating healthy
Eat more veggies, fruits, and salads
Stop eating junk food
Full of fat and salt
Keep controlling your food intake
 Eat smaller portions
Keep a record of your calories intake

Aldo Kraas
Being Lonely Is Tough

Being lonely is tough
Because you feel that you are so Isolated

Aldo Kraas
Being Sorry For Myself

Right now
All I can handle
Is being sorry for myself
Because
I am having enough

Aldo Kraas
Being There For You

Being there for you  
Is something that I need to do  
Everyday  
Because I want you to grow up  
With a family  
And we two can be a family

Aldo Kraas
Bela Vista

Bela vista
We have every time we look
out of that window
Our house
Face the sea
Bela vista

Aldo Kraas
Believe

Believe in me because I am honest
Believe in me because In my poems are messages of hope
For everyone to read
Believe in me Brcause I believe in God
And God is not a racist either

Aldo Kraas
Believe Again

You need
To
Believe again
That God will
Heal you
When he comes
Back to earth
You need
To
Believe in people again
And trust them also

Aldo Kraas
Believe It Or Not

Believe it or not
But I am a christian
Believe it or not
But my mother tongue is Portuguese
Believe or not
But Casa Verde is my home
That I love so much

Aldo Kraas
Believe It Or Not Blues

It
Is
Not
Nice
To
Curse
At
People
And
It
is
Not
Nice
To
Take
Advantage
Of
People
Believe it or not
Believe it or not blues

Aldo Kraas
Believe What I Say

Believe what I say
A sonnet is a moment's
Monument,
Memorial from the souls's
Eternity to one's deathless
Hour
Shed a light
Don't shed a tear
Give a small praise
Don't dance with a stranger
Farewell to the soldiers
farewell to the world
As winter is coming
Believe what I say
A woman speaks with her heart
Save me
Even if
Is to really love you
Even if the love is to evaporate
The irresistible one you are
A rose
The Jasmin tree
Has the perfume of eternity
With these eyes
Full of raindrops
That had fallen from the sky
There is hope
For us so strong
God will carry us through
Our lives
And my hope for us is that we live and love each other
Like lover's do
What else can I say?
Believe in me
Let's get our act together
Because we don't know our destiny
It is hard to know if we are heading through the right direction
All I need is assurance
There are no disappointments for us I can assure you that
Everything is alright with me
And it will be all right for us
Take your time to be with me
There is somebody at your door
With not just a pretty face
This one is me
There are letters left unopened at my desk
You can always pull me through
I saw you in the mirror
I am grateful for you
Because you can always pull me through
My black dats
And lift my spirit
We are not afraid to die
We are not afraid to dream
We are not afraid to show the love we have for each other
We are not afraid to speak our mind
Once the morning comes
You can change your mind
Your love is like a river that runs through my heart and soul
When I am warm and thirsty
Nothing will change my mind
You are the one for me
And I am the one for you
I know that we can't live another day without each other
Let's make a wish for us
And I hope that life will be good for the two of us
I don't need to see the trust you have in me
Because I have so much trust for you
If there were no dreamers like us
What the world would be without dreamers
If we didn't have each other
What would our lives be?
It would be impossible for us to describe
Because we better not think about it
Let's enjoy life
Let's enjoy our love
Hope is what we need for each other

Aldo Kraas
Bella

Bella
The rainbow in the sky after the rain
Bella
I am glad that you are mine
Everyday I have grown to love you more
I hope we will be friends for as long as I live
Bella
You are God’s gift to me
Bella
Every time when I look at you in the night you are fast sleep in my bed Next to my feet
You are a part of my family
I love you
Bella from the bottom of my heart
You are so beautiful to me

Aldo Kraas
Bella Canzone

I hear that
Bella canzone
That the birds are singing right now
For me
And I just want to take the time to thank the birds
For their song
But at night
It is a different history all together

Aldo Kraas
Bells

All the bells are ringing
Inside of my head
Every two hours
And when they do
They send different signals
To my brain

Aldo Kraas
Belo Horizonte

Belo Horizonte
I live for you each day
Because you made me
So happy each day

Aldo Kraas
Beloved

Beloved people
You empower the people
Around the world

Aldo Kraas
Beloved Angel Mother

Beloved angel mother
Gave birth to her beloved children
On February 15
And that was 15 years ago
Also at that time she was very young
Besides being a virgin still

Aldo Kraas
Beloved Elephant Mac

Beloved
Elephant Mac
It was your time
To go to heaven
Because God had called you
To go to heaven
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Beloved Saint Valentime

Beloved saint Valentine
Is God blessing you the same way that he did to me
Yesterday?

Aldo Kraas
Beneath The Sheets Of Paper Lies My Thruth

You are my sweetest
Friend
I loved you first

Aldo Kraas
Benjamin

Benjamin
Do you still remember me?
Because I remember you
We have our lives to live
Benjamin
We can't dream all the time
Do you agree with me
Benjamin?
Life is tough
And sometimes we have to make some decisions for ourselves
Benjamin
Do you dream at night in your sleep
Benjamin?
Can you see me in your dreams
Benjamin?
Because I am talking to you in your dreams each night
Also in your dreams there are butterflies that are flying inside of your Heart
And I think that it is amazing
Benjamin
I understand that it is very important for you to be a role model to others
Benjamin
And I feel the same way that you do about being a role model to others
Can you see a man walking at the beach in your dreams?
If you do, that man is me
Can you see a man leaving his footprints in the sand while he walks at The beach?
If you do, that man is me

Aldo Kraas
Bereavement

You left me a long time ago
You are now in heaven
Resting in peace
And
You are looking down from heaven
At me
But I can't see you at all
I want to pray for you
And I hope it will be loud enough
So you can hear it
Coming out of my mouth

Aldo Kraas
Berlin Waltz

And all that I need
And all that I breathea
Is the air that is not pure
Why?
Because cars and factories
Polute the air that we breath
Also it is hot outside
But went with the flow

Aldo Kraas
Best Friends

Best friends
Love each other
Best friends
Support each other
Best friends
Talk to each other
Best friends
Forgive each other
For their mistakes

Aldo Kraas
Bethoven's Heaven Song

Bethoven's heaven
Is a peaceful place
Because there is no violence
Bethoven's heaven
Is a place where
You won't find any violence at all

Aldo Kraas
Better At Home

I am better together with people
Because when I am with people I become more stronger wth people
Because I have to reach out to people
And I done this already so I am ahead of others because the intervention Is God
But God doesn't intervene in my friendship
Because he is aware of my friendship because I let him know about it
And God is also aware that I have God friends now that includes me in Their lives
Because it is said that people don't care until you know they care
Spiritual healing is what is helps me to grow
But I used to have a list of dark clouds
And I learned to open up to others
And not be afraid to speak up
Also I stand up for my rights because I have some rights like Everybody else
because I am a human being and not a vegetable
Because I also have feelings

Aldo Kraas
Better Days Song

I saw so many
Better days in my life
And I lived it all

Aldo Kraas
Better With Friends

It is better to be with friends
Than to be alone
Because with friends
The time will go faster for you
And you won't be so bored out of your mind

Aldo Kraas
Between Me And You

There is nothing
To hide
Between me and you

Aldo Kraas
Between The Start And The End

Between the start and the end
There is a sweet taste
Of honeycomb
As I eat my doughnut
That I bought at the doughnut shop today
As a treat
I don't do that often
Because
There t o much sugar in the doughnut
And I am fat as I am

Aldo Kraas
Beyond My Control

The kids at home scream when I am on the phone
So loud that I can't even hear what the person is saying on the phone
But I even interrupt the person on the phone so that I can talk to the kids
To be quiet so that I can talk to the person on the phone
But that doesn't help at all
Because they still scream as loud as they can
And I feel that it is beyond my control
Because I can't even control my kids at all because they won't listen to Me at all

Aldo Kraas
Beyond That Horizon

It must have a pretty place
For us to live
In peace
Beyond that horizon
That has
Some forests

Aldo Kraas
Beyond The Lights

She can
Never see
Beyond the lights
At nights
That is because
Her eyes
Are not that good

Aldo Kraas
Big Change Song

There is a big change
With the weather
There is a big change in my life
That is going on everyday

Aldo Kraas
Big City

Everybody is afraid
Of the big city

Aldo Kraas
Big Sea Turtle

There is a big sea turtle
Diving under the water
On the sea

Aldo Kraas
Big Sky

I saw that
Big sky today
And I wanted to embrace it
Because that was the way that I was feeling today

Aldo Kraas
Bigger Dream

I am having bigger dreams during the nights
That I sleep in my bed
And I feel great about them
Because all my big dreams are different from one another
And by the next day i am still able to share them with people
But at the same time I feel that my mission was accomplished

Aldo Kraas
Biko

What a funny cat you are
Biko
You love when somebody rub your tummy
With their hands

Aldo Kraas
Billy Angel

Billy
Angel
What can you give me?

Aldo Kraas
Bipolar

Bipolar
I don't love you
Bipolar
I never asked for it
But I just got
Bipolar
And I have been diagnose a long time ago

Aldo Kraas
Bird Of Prey Song

Where are you
Bird of prey?
Because I wonder where you are flying
I am afraid that you might not be safe in the sky
Today
Bird of prey
I am concerned about your safety and well being in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Birds Rock

Birds rock
Oh yes
Birds rock
The birds are flying
High above the sky
Can you see?
Are you looking
In the right direction?
Because the birds are
Flying south
For the winter

Aldo Kraas
Birds Song

The birds
Sing to you
A beautiful
Melody
Every
Spring, summer, and fall
And I know that
You appreciate that
Yes the birds
Are beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Bitter Man

Bitter man
Feels very angry inside
That he wants to scream
Bitter man
Feels hurt
Bitter man
Hates to be put down
Bitter man
Doesn't know how to stop
The jealousy that other people feel about him
Bitter man
Doesn't have a peace of mind
Because the other people doesn't have respect for him
And he does have respect for other people

Aldo Kraas
This bittersweet melody I sing
I sing for my sweet heart
Because I am your man
Imagine yourself walkint at the forest
Everything at the forest is peaceful
Full of harmony
Listen to the sound of the bird and the wind
Feel the smell of the grove
Fell the contact of the earth in your bare foot
Walk slowly
Don't be in any rush
Breathe deeply
You are in the heart of the forest
Listen to the sound of the water that falls far away
Let this peace enter your heart
Let this beauty penetrate in your heart bringing you
The peace that you need
Breathe
Feel the water
Beating in your body
Breathe
Dive in a relaxing
Bath and
Take your body to your spirit
Wash your thoughts
Let all the negative thoughts go back to
The place where it came
Let yourself be at peace
For some time
Close your eyes
And think about how you feel
Thank God for your life
Breath one more time
This bittersweet melody
I am singing
And you find me here
At peace
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My soul so rested
I am now a different person
Than You knew a month a go
Finding you happy again
Is all that I want for many years to come
I have my secret identity
You have yours
We are seeing the cloudy Sky
The ground is warm
And all that mist we see
I haven't lost my love for you
This bietersweet melody I sing over and over again for you my sweet heart

Aldo Kraas
Black Bird Blues

Thanks
For
The
Black
Bird
That
Sing
Us
A
Lovely
Song
Every
Morning

Aldo Kraas
Black Dog Blues

The black dog is now going for a walk
With his owner arround the block
But I hope that his owner understand that the black dog feels the cold also
And doesn't stay out too long with the black dog
Because the black dog might freeze
And the snow is no good for the dog's feet
Because they hurt the dog's feet

Aldo Kraas
Black Field

The blacks have a the right to live in the black field
Because that field was bought by the blacks so that they could construct Homes
for low income families
And the blacks are the low income families
Yes the whites helped to built their homes

Aldo Kraas
Black Hole

Black hole
I've been there too long
Sometimes anxious
Sometimes sad
Sometimes depressed
Sometimes angry
Sometimes out of control
Is time for me to come out of this black hole
Wearing all the time dark clothes
It is like being in grieve
Lighter clothes gives me a lift
enough is enough
Black hole
There is no light in a black hole
I was only seeing black for a long time
Enough of this black hole
Enough of depression
Enough of suffering
Enough of trying to please everybody else
Enough of being used by everybody else
Enough of being mistreated by other people

Aldo Kraas
Black Ink

Writing a card to send to my friend
In black in
It took time for me to write the words
Down
Because I had to think about it
But soon
When it came out of my mind
I started to write it on the card
The kind words you would say
To a friend
Friend you mean so much to me

Aldo Kraas
Black Magic

Everything
Is dark
Inside my heart and my mind
Like black magic

Aldo Kraas
Black Monday

For me everybody appears to be tired from the weekend on Monday
And they look to me more like zombies
Black Mondays are not pleasant like other days
But we have to live sometimes in black mondays
Even when it is not pleasant like other days
To learn to appreciate what you hate
But I believe that once you go through a black Monday
You will not recover right away because it will take some time
To some the black Momday can sink you like a ship

Aldo Kraas
Black Shoes

These old black shoes I wore it everywhere
They are old and out of style
To me these black shoes are the most comfortable shoes I have to wear
It have gone many times to the Shoemaker to put a new heal
I could never part with these old black shoes
To me they are as good as new
Just a little cleaning and the black shoes will shine

Aldo Kraas
Black Zone

The black zone
Is an american neighbourhood
In Boston

Aldo Kraas
Blackfoot

That
Black
Men
Is
Bigger
Than
Me
And
He
Has
That
Big
Blackfoot

Aldo Kraas
Blade Sinfonia

When nature talks
I enjoy hearing her
When nature sleeps
At night everything is quiet
But during the day nature comes alive
With different sounds
And it feels like being in an opera house
The sounds soothe my mind and my soul
The sun also shines during the day
And it makes a big difference to me
At night the stars shine so bright in the sky
Here at home
But at home is where my heart is
And I rest my mind and my soul at home

Aldo Kraas
Blame It On Rio

The poverty is going out of control
Blame it on Rio
And the rich is getting richer everyday
Blame it on rio
The drug dealers make money selling drugs to people
And that is a disgrace to Rio
Blame it on Rio
The corruption is what makes people rich in Rio
Blame it on Rio
The poor doesn't have any rights
Blame it on Rio
The poor can't afford to go to school
Blame it on Rio

Aldo Kraas
Blame The Mirror

If I look in the mirror
And I look big and fat
I will blame the mirror
Because the mirror shows
How ugly I look
And wants to prove to me that I am out of shape also

Aldo Kraas
Bleeding Heart

I can't understand
Why the day before
You were fine
Walking with me
In the park
You were so happy
You felt like somebody
Had lifted you up
I think it was God
Anyway
And the next day
You had died
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
Bleeding Hearts

Today
God came
To repair
All the bleeding hearts from all the people
That live here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Blended Heart

Blended heart
With all
The beautiful
Fragrances
Of the spring
That
Fills
My heart
And the air

Aldo Kraas
Bless

God please
Bless
My community
God please
Bless
My Community

Aldo Kraas
Bless The Children Because They Are The Light

God bless the children because they are the light of the world
And the world needs the light also
Because the world can't live all the time in the dark

Aldo Kraas
Bless The Fall

Bless the fall
My beloved God
Because you change the color of the lives
In the fall also

Aldo Kraas
Blessed Are The Christians

Blessed are the christians
Who had joined us
In holy communion
Every sunday
In church

Aldo Kraas
Blessed Be Your Name

Blessed be your name
All my prayers are answered by you
Every song I hear makes me want you more
All this sleepless nights
All that light wasted
If I could traded my anger for peace
If I can sort out all my troubles
I love you this much
I have no other words to describe you
Your lights shine in me
Despite all my troubles
Every day I will put my faith in you
I will let my love grow for you
Lord I believe that you can take my anger away
And my word will change
I am waiting for this to happen
Can you give me a chance?
There is no other place I would rather be
watching the world spinning around in circles
If I lay here would you fly with me over the sky in a space shuttle
Let's not waste time
If this doesn't happen
This means that this wasn't the right thing for us to do or the right place for us to be
Blessed be your name
I just want you closer to me
I am looking in the mirror
That mirror image
That I see
I don't like
I will give Lord a chance
I will give Lord a change
One more time
If I take my time
I will have the chance to start over
And have a chance to make it perfect again
One thing that I need to learn to have is patience
Because patience is a virtue
I am not gone from this place
To tell you the truth Lord this is the place I love
Lord I am addicted to your love and kind words
Blessed be your name
Where is my heart?
Is it in the right place?
Because my mind is not clear
It is full of worries
I am thankful for your blessings
Because many times
I just feel like walk away
And let every thing fall a part
But you give me courage, hope, and understanding
That I can't just walk away and let things fall a part
Why it is so hard for others to see me the way you see me Lord?
Lord blessed be your name
Why is it so hard for me to make right the first time?
Yesterday the clock moved fast during the day
But at night it slowed down like an old man
When you tell me that you loved me
It brings me a little confort and joy to my life
Against all my odds
I played all the cards
Not much luck in card games, and in life
Every now and then I dream about something
Blessed be your name
I am amazed by you Lord
By your touch
By the love you have shown me
Blessed be your name
I walk down this road
were there is the train truck
When that train goes through
I can hear the sound of the engines
And the sound of the brakes
Blessed be your name
Can I gain peace
Is that too folish of me to ask you that?
Obviously I am waiting for that
What more can I hope for Lord?
I have no blue eyes
No blond hair that I love so much
I guess I created that hate for myself
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Do I have love for you Lord?
I have plenty
Is there any thing I can give you in return?
My sorrows, my guilt, and my pain
It still have that bag full of old coins locked in a ziplock bag
It is all my savings
Some day I will sell than when I will be broke
This will come nice and handy
Bring me alive to all my favorite colors
Because the hardest thing is not having you near me Lord
I know Lord that I will get through this
I just need some time
I must have a different outlook in life
Blessed be your name
I sometimes thing about things
And sometimes thoughts come to me
And it makes me wonder
Where that thought came from
I could see a new beginning coming to me
I know that I will flourish some day
And I will be feeling like I am on top of the word again
What is life with out the sun, the Lord, and the moon shining above the lake shore
Lord for now on I will live for you
Blessed be your name
I have to be strong and face my pain, my sorrow, my guilt, and my pain
I have to show respect for others and myself
I have my mind set on you
How many more years of struggle do I have?
How many more years of suffering must I go through?
Don’t you think I had so much already
Some times when I just think about it it makes me want to scream loud as I can
Yes Lord I need your help every day and I am not ashamed to ask for it
because I am asking for it right now
And I know you are going to give me
I will be aware of darkness
And walk on the right side of the street at night when there is dark
Because the right side of the street there is always bright
Lord I am not living in the material world
I want to share my wishes with you Lord
Blessed be your name
Aldo Kraas
Blessed Is He

Blessed is he
Who came
This morning and woke me up
With that sun shining so bright

Aldo Kraas
Blessed Is Me

Blessed is me
That worship my beloved God every single day
Blessed is me
That loves God from the bottom of my heart
Blessed is me
For being alive everyday
Because God keeps me alive everyday
Blessed is me
Because God keeps my heart pumping
Blood al over my body
That is necessary for survival
Blessed is me
That God also created me in his image 47 years ago
Blessed is me
To have the home that I have
Blessed is me
To be able to put my feelings down on my computer every single day

Aldo Kraas
Blessing

I have tried
So hard to find
A soul mate
That would walk
Beside me
In my entire life
But so far
I wasn't able to

Aldo Kraas
Blessings For Life

We give all our
Blessings for life
Today

Aldo Kraas
Blessings To You

Blessings to you my friends
Blessings to you Mother Nature
Blessings to you dear brother and sister
Blessings to you beloved birds
Blessings to you dear God
Blessings to you queen of England

Aldo Kraas
Blind Woman's Blues

The blind woman
Will never be able to see the roses
That we planted in her garden

Aldo Kraas
Bloody Canada

There are so many
People that
Are poor
And starving
In this
Bloody
Canada

Aldo Kraas
Bloody Mary Blues

Bloody Mary I will drink you
In no time
Because I feel like having you
With my dinner tonight
They even spiced you up
And that soothes me fine
Because you taste great

Aldo Kraas
Blu Waters Song

Blu waters
You are that
Native angel that God
Created to be here on earth
And to share life with me
And also with the other people
That lives here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Blue
You are a nice dog
Blue
They named you blue because you are a Blue puck begal
Blue
You are a very friendly dog

Aldo Kraas
Blue Angel Florida

Blue angel
Florida
You are so blue
Just like the sky
Blue angel
Florida
You belong to
Florida

Aldo Kraas
Blue Bird

Blue Bird
You are flying so high
Above the sky
Today
And I am watching you

Aldo Kraas
Blue Eyes Blues

Baby got blue eyes blues
Like the sky above home
That is full of life
And full of sparkles
Baby got blue eyes blues
That are so beautiful
But I wished that I had her blue eyes
But I wasn't that lucky like her
Because God made me with brown ice
And I guess you can say that I envy her blue eyes blue

Aldo Kraas
Blue Fields

Come and lets
Go for walk
In the
Blue fields
Because
I am dying
To show it to you

Aldo Kraas
Blue Island

Come with
Me
Because
I want you
To experiment
The most
Beautiful
Journey
Of your life
In the Blue Sea
We will be sailing

Aldo Kraas
Blue Lily Red Lotus

I have a pond
In my backyard
And inside of the pond
I placed the
Blue lily red lotus

Aldo Kraas
Blue Men

Blue men belongs here on earth
But he wasn't born blue
He was born as a white men
And when he grew up he painted all his body with blue paint
So that he can belong to the blue men show
That is taking place here on the streets at home
Every Sunday afternoon

Aldo Kraas
Blue Moon

Inside of my heart
There is the sky
And a beautiful lake
Full of water lillies
Inside of my heart
That sky at night
Is uliminate at night
By the blue moon
And the light of the moon
Reflects in that river

Aldo Kraas
Blue Moon Sonata

The blue moon
Is sinking inside my shower
While I am having a shover
And that is so fascinating for me to see
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Blue Print

My city has a blue print of every
Neighborhood
I had visit all of them
I am wearing a blue shirt like the sky
I am wearing my blue jeans that is blue like the sea

Aldo Kraas
Blue Ruby

Blue Ruby
You shine so bright against the light

Aldo Kraas
Blue Sunday Symphony

Today it is a beautiful day
Even thought it is
Sunday
And the sky is blue
Like a diamond ring
That I am wearing
On my finger right now
Also my diamond ring
Is not a wedding ring
It is only a diamond ring
To wish me luck
And nothing else

Aldo Kraas
Blue Velvet Angel

Blue velvet angel
Please be mine

Aldo Kraas
Blue Waters Symphony

Where are you God?
Because I am the lonely child
That is walking alone in the street
But I am lost now
Because I don't know which way is home
And I need your help now God
So that I can find my way home again
God I need to get home soon because I am freezing
And I am hungry also
But I don't have any money on me to buy me some food or even a drink
God can you please come and feed this hungry child that is me?

Aldo Kraas
Blues For Allah

I Am Singing The Blues For Allah My Dear Allah I Hope you Love The Blues That I am Singing For You

Aldo Kraas
Blunt Blues

Blunt
God lives inside oif you
In that house that is inside of you
He was the path way from the house to the sea
So he can go for swim
Im a hot day like today
And in that se are the tall ships sailing away
Don't you worry because God is very independent
And he likes to do things on his own
The trees are full of coconut
I believe that god will be back
Before it gets dark
God has money with him
He never leaves home without his money

Aldo Kraas
Boa Manhã Meu Deus

Boa manhã meu deus
And the sun is rising
Today
Just like you have promised me
Yesterday
God I know that you try so hard to please me
And I appreciate everything that you do for me
Every single day and night

Aldo Kraas
Boa Noite

Boa noite
My friend
And have a good night sleep
Boa noite
Beautiful shining stars
That are in my heaven

Aldo Kraas
Boa Noite II

Boa noite
My God
Boa noite
Doctors
Bos noite
Moon that shines so bright in the sky at night
Boa noite
Nuns
Boa noite
Sunshine
Boa noite
Birds that sings a symphony for me
Boa noite
Stars that shine at night
Boa noite
Angels

Aldo Kraas
Boardwalk Empire

Boardwalk empire
Is the richest place here in Toronto
Because only the rich could own a house or a condo
The working people like us would never be able to afford
Don't get me wrong because this area is the best area in Toronto
And it is a beautiful area also

Aldo Kraas
Bobcaygeon Hymn

Bobcaygeon
You are part of my
Life's vision

Aldo Kraas
Boca Grande

Boca grande
Is sipping
A little bit
Of wine at a time

Aldo Kraas
Body And Spirit

My
Body and spirit
is connected
With my mind
And my soul

Aldo Kraas
Bon Jour Mon Dieu

Bon jour mon dieu
Today you are going
From door to door
To wake up the people
In a Somalian village

Aldo Kraas
Bond

I have a strong bond with God
Because God lives in my life
And in me also

Aldo Kraas
The old lady bones are so fragile
Because she has osteoporosis in her bones
And her bones can break easily
Also she is not a spring chicken anymore
She is 88 years old
You better believe if you can
And if you think that I am lying just do the math
She was born in April 27 1923
And her grandchildren are all grown up and they don't live at home Anymore
because they are married by now
And they have also children of their own
But their children are her great grandchildren
However she is happy still that she is a grandma and a great grandma

Aldo Kraas
Bonne Chance

Bone chance
With your prayers for today
Bone chance
With your sleep today
Bonne chance
With your new life in heaven
My dear friend
Bonne chance
With the angels that you are going to meet tonight
Bonne chance
With the weather in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Booklover

Booklover
I never knew that you love books
Booklover
Do you love books because it helps you to keep busy
During the week?

Aldo Kraas
Boots Blues

I wear this leather boots
In this cold day
Boots blues
This boots are made of leather
I am the cowboy of the Americas
Boots blues
This boots keep my feet warm
It is in style
And that’s what the entire cowboy’s like me wear in America
I ride in this horse away
This horse gets me around where I need to go
It is hot there in Texas, but here it is cold
The trees and flowers grow wild out here in the desert
And when the night comes the cowboy’s in Texas sleep in the desert
Not me
I don’t like the desert
It is too quiet for me
It feels like being in another world
Away from people and away from the city
No telephone, TV, or radio here
The only thing that is available here is the stars and the deep silence

Aldo Kraas
Born

Born to enjoy nature
Born to swim in the body of Elora Gorge
With a life jacket of course
Born to sing songs to people and Mother nature
Born to try different foods
Born to be living among different cultures
Born to shine
Born to write how I feel from inside out
Born to have my own style of clothes
Born to dream about cars on fire one night
Born to dream about tricycle the second night
Born to wear a bandana
Born to dream about indian ladies wearing sahri and Muslin wearing Jihrads that cover their face
Why do they hide their beautiful faces?
Is it because they are trying to hide their identity

Aldo Kraas
Born A Man

I was born
A man
So I could have kids one day
That I am grown up
And mature in life

Aldo Kraas
Born Again

She been born again
She let God
Come into her heart

Aldo Kraas
Born Again Parents

Born again parents
Are so fanatic
About religion
That they
Preach 24 hours
About religion

Aldo Kraas
Born Cantata

Born to enjoy nature
Born to swim in the body of Elora Gorge
With a life jacket of course
Born to sing songs to people and Mother nature
Born to try different foods
Born to be living among different cultures
Born to shine
Born to write how I feel from inside out
Born to have my own style of clothes
Born to dream about cars on fire one night
Born to dream about tricycle the second night
Born to wear a bandana
Born to dream about Indian ladies wearing sahris and Muslin wearing Jihrads that cover their face
Why do they hide their beautiful faces?
Is it because they are trying to hide their identity

Aldo Kraas
Born To Love You

I was born to love you
God
After all you gave me
My life
My health

Aldo Kraas
Born To Pray

I was born to pray
For myself, for the sick, the poor,
And the people in my community

Aldo Kraas
Born With Pride

Born to enjoy nature
Born to swim in the body of Elora Gorge
With a life jacket of course
Born to sing songs to people and Mother nature
Born to try different foods
Born to be living among different cultures
Born to shine
Born to write how I feel from inside out
Born to have my own style of clothes
Born to dream about cars on fire one night
Born to dream about tricycle the second night
Born to wear a bandana
Born to dream about Indian ladies wearing sahris and Muslin wearing Jihrads that cover their face
Why do they hide their beautiful faces?
Is it because they are trying to hide their identity?

Aldo Kraas
Bosque Negro

Bosque Negro
You are a part of the world
That we live in

Aldo Kraas
Bossa Nova

Bossa nova
Party in the city
Summer’s hot and sticky weather is here again
The colorful floats coming down the road
For everyone to see
The crowds are cheering
The floats colorful and very impressing to the crowds
Barbecues are sizzling
Giving the crowds the taste of summer
You can hear and see the steal bands everywhere you go
The Caribbean music beautiful and relaxing
To the crowds
The crowds are happy and excited about the party in the city

Aldo Kraas
Both World

I lived in
Both world
The rich world
And the poor world
But to be honest with you
I am still living in the poor world

Aldo Kraas
Bottles And Diapers

Bottles and diapers soon I will have to have
When this baby will come
It will be a necessity for this baby
I will have to have plenty of bottles and diapers around
Because they run out fast specially the diapers
I don’t want to run out of the diapers when the baby is around
Bottles and diapers have to be around where I can reach
Bottles and diapers the baby will use it every day
Until he is a child
And when he gets to be a child
I won’t have to worry about bottles and diapers again

Aldo Kraas
Boy Drinkers

Boy drinkers
Don't understand
That driving
And alcohol
Don't mix

Aldo Kraas
Boy From Jupiter

Boy from
Jupiter you must be happy in jupiter
Because you live in jupiter
With mom and dad
And that is the home that they gave you to live in

Aldo Kraas
Boy In The Dark

In my dream there is a boy walking in the dark here at home
But he appeared to be lost because he might be walking in the wrong Direction
but there is nobody around for him to ask for directions on How to get back to
his home or to ask for somebody to take him Home
And also I believe that is late for a boy to be out at this time of the night

Aldo Kraas
Boy Power

I need some of that boy power
That boy has
To wake me up this morning
I feel that I am still tired
Even though I went early to bed last night

Aldo Kraas
Boys Fight

They say that boys
Fight more than girls
And that I believe

Aldo Kraas
Bradley

Bradley
You are
the sun
Of the earth
That keeps
Moving
Slowly
Across
My sky
Bradley
You are beautiful
To me
I don't care what other people tells me
You still my sun
Bradley

Aldo Kraas
Brain Teaser

Cross
World
Puzzle
A good brain teaser
That keeps you entertained
While you are riding
On a bus, train, or subway

Aldo Kraas
Brains

Brainss it is time for you to rest
And shut down it down like a computer does it for the night
If not you will overworked and you can be overheated just like a Computer does
We will see tomorrow what it will bring brain
Because tomorrow will be just another day
And you will turn yourself back on
And you will be ready to work again
Brain you are wonderful
Brain you process the thoughts that I have so fast
Brain you are very sharp and that is why you are mine and always will be Mine forever until the day I die
Brain you send messages all over my body
Telling my body when I am tired
Brain you tell me when I am hungry
Brain you tell me when I am happy or sad
Brain you tell me when I am thirsty
Brain you tell me when my blood sugar is low
Brain you send me Ideas to write poetry
Brain you allow me to drift away when I esleep
Brain you are a part of me
Because you are connected to my body
Brain you even tell me when I need to go to the washroom
Brain you even tell me when I feel anxious
Brain you even tell me
When I am overwhelmed
Brain you even tell me when I am sick
Brain you have electro codes
And each code represents something

Aldo Kraas
Brand New World

That young man
Started his new life
In a brand new world
Today
And he is looking forward to it
Because he wants to live his own life
By having his own freedom

Aldo Kraas
Brazil Is God's Land

Brazil is God's land
And we say that God is
Brazilian also
Like the rest of us

Aldo Kraas
Brazilian Bolero

The Brazilian Bolero
I will dance
With my beautiful girl
At the new years party
In Rio
And I am so thrilled

Aldo Kraas
Brazilian Mulato

He got no education
Because he is a Brazilian Mulato
His communication is not that great either
But I can understand some of his words
I think I can teach him some portuguese
So he can improve his portuguese
I can teach him some english so he can be better educated
Mulato
I can take him with me to Canada where is my home
And Give this Brazilian Mulato
A new life full of opportunities for him

Aldo Kraas
Brazilian Rhapsody

Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
There is nothing like
My brazil

Aldo Kraas
Bread Is The Staff Of Life

Bread is the staff of life
That is made with the finest
Ingredients that
Mother Nature grows here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Break Away Song

Break away
From that sadness
Break away
From the winter
Break away
From the peaceful night
Break away
From the anger that you are feeling
By transforming your anger
Into positive energy
Break away
Into meditation
Because that will help you to relax
And that is what you need
The most right now

Aldo Kraas
Breakfast In The Red Sea

This morning I am having breakfast in the Red Sea
And I am the lucky one because I can have the Red Sea
All to myself
But that is not a lie because there is nobody else enjoying the Red Sea
Except me
And this place is so beautiful like God intended it to be
This the place that I could stay all day
And never want to leave
But I have to leave sometime
Because the morning is almost over
And if I stay here much longer I will turn into a lobster
Also I don't to do that because my skining will be burned and I will be in Pain
And I won't be able to sleep at night

Aldo Kraas
Breakup Song

We are breaking up
After so many years
I know that things
Didn't worked out the way we wanted
And there had been so many fights
That left both of us in tears

Aldo Kraas
Breathe Upon The Sky

Just breathe upon the sky
Because the sky is giving you all the air to breathe

Aldo Kraas
Breathing In My Darkness

I am breathing in my darkness
While I am sleeping
In a different place
Where is this place?
This place is not my home
But this place is where it will help me to be myself again
And that is what I need right now

Aldo Kraas
Brent's Crows

Brent's crows
Are flying
In the sky
And he can see it
Every morning from
His bedroom window

Aldo Kraas
Brevity Is The Sister Of Talent

Brevity is the soster of talent
And if you have any talent in any areas
You better use it or you are going to lose it

Aldo Kraas
Brewer Ballad

There's a fire starting in my heart
And smoke is going up
But it is coming out through my years
And with my nose I can smell the smoke
Trust me it smell awful
Do I still have time to save my heart from burning?
Do I still have time to save my heart from burning?
I believe so if I run fast
But now I am in pain
And I can feel the pain
The pain is horrible because it is travelling all over my body
Can somebody please help me to put the fire out that is in my heart Because I don't think that I will be able to do it on my own

Aldo Kraas
Bridge Across The River

Take the bridge
Across the river
Because it is rush hour
Everywhere else

Aldo Kraas
Bridge Of Phantom

It is winter
And the view
From the top
Of the bridge of phantom
Is something to die for:
The view takes your breath away
Every time you look at it

Aldo Kraas
Bridges Over Trouble Waters

Inside of my heart there is a sky
And in that sky the birds fly high above the sky
But it is the wind that helps the birds to fly
And the sun is shine on the other side where there is a beach inside of my heart
also
And in the middle of the beach there is the bridge over trouble waters
Because of the rain in the sky that is inside of my heart we had some Rain
And that rain flooded my heart very badly that the bridge over trouble Waters are now destroid
But it is in the bridge that the trucks and cars travel all the way north
But the trucks that travel on the bridge over trouble waters are Transporting goods to be sold in the supermarkets north
And the cars are traveling north because some people live north and Work at north

Aldo Kraas
Bright Eyes

Bright eyes
Are so bright
Like the sea
Bright eyes
Are shining
Like the moon
At night
Bright eyes
Has so many sparkles

Aldo Kraas
Bring Back That Feeling

Bring back that feeling of love
Bring back that happy feeling
Bring back that feeling of joy
Bring back that feeling of harmony
Bring back that feeling of good spirit
Bring back that feeling of peace

Aldo Kraas
Bring Me

Bring me the enchanted
Morning everyday
Bring me the smell of fresh
Laundry every second week

Aldo Kraas
Bring Me Some Water

Bring me some water to drink please
Because I am totally dehydrated already
And I am not joking with you

Aldo Kraas
Bring On The Night

God go ahead
And bring on the night
Because I am ready to receive the night
Eventhough I am already tired and I want to go to bed now

Aldo Kraas
Bring Out The Pictures

Bring out the pictures
That are kept inside of your closet
So that we can hang them up
On the walls were they belong

Aldo Kraas
Bring The Soldiers Home For Christmas

Bring the soldiers home for Christmas
Because their families are waiting for their safe return home
From the war

Aldo Kraas
Brisbane Waltz

Brisbane waltz
How sweet you sound to my ears
Brisbane waltz
You are a wonderful waltz
That I want to dance all the time
With a beautiful girl from brisbane

Aldo Kraas
There are shadows in my dreams that I see
While I walk at night in the park in London riding my horse
But the shadows seem to follow me like a living ghost
Can I call this ghost the living ghost of London?
Or is somebody that is following me in the dark?
But don't try to ask me why it is because I can't see very well in the dark
Also the only light that is available in the park here in London comes from the moon in the sky
But the moon is doing a good job to guide me where I need to go from Point A to Point B here in the park at London

Aldo Kraas
There are shadows in my dreams that I see
While I walk at night in the park in London riding my horse
But the shadows seem to follow me like a living ghost
Can I call this ghost the living ghost of London?
Or is somebody that is following me in the dark?
But don't try to ask me who it is because I can't see very well in the dark
Also the only light that is available in the park here in London comes from The moon in the sky
But the moon is doing a good job to guide me where I need to go from point a to point b here in the park at London

Aldo Kraas
Britanica Hymn Revised

There are shadows in my dreams that I see
While I walk at night in the park in London riding my horse
But the shadows seen to follow me like a living ghost
Can I call this ghost the living ghost of London?
Or is somebody that is following me in the dark?

But don't try to ask me who it is
because I can't see very well in the dark
Also the only light that is available in the park here in London
comes From the moon in the sky
But the moon is doing a good job to guide me
where I need to go from Point a to point b here in the park at London

Aldo Kraas
Broken

I feel broken on the inside
The same way that a ship does

Aldo Kraas
Broken Clouds

There are so many
Broken clouds
In the sky today
Even though
It is the end of Thursday
Believe me or not

Aldo Kraas
Broken Glass

My life is like a glass
Broken to pieces
Piece by piece
The glass lies at the side of the road
The wind blew this glass
Like dust in the wind
How come this glass is broken?
It can't be fixed
But my life can
My life will be repaired someday
My life is my priority
It is my priority to fix it
Where did the wind go that blew this glass?
Why was this life shattered so many times?
Into so many pieces?
A broken glass is painful
A shattered life is hard to put back together
But I am trying.

Aldo Kraas
Broken Heart Song

Fix
That broken heart now
God

Aldo Kraas
Broken Hearted Me

Don't you feel sorry
For broken hearted me
Because I am broken hearted
And that wasn't what I needed now
Why?
Because I wanted my heart to be in good shape
And not broken

Aldo Kraas
Broken Hearted People

There are so many broken hearted people
That are waiting for answers
To their problems
That they have
That they don't seem to be abble to work it out

Aldo Kraas
Broken Hearted Son

Broken hearted son
has a broken heart that was broken by his girlfriend
That left him for somebody else
But he really loved that girl so much
That he was thinking about settling down
And marrying that girl
But now he has to look for another girl to marry
And that alone can take weeks, months, or even years

Aldo Kraas
Broken Hearted Woman

I can't understand anything
About that broken hearted woman
I have the feeling that she is making up
Histories about the people she knows
Also I believe that her mind is gone
And she won't be able to recover her mind anymore

Aldo Kraas
Brother To Brother Hymn

Brother to brother
I know that I can always coun on you
Because you are my brther
And I am your brother also
Brother to brother
Your life is different than mine
You live in Brazil
I live in Canad a country that is more advanced in technology
Brother to brother
I will pray for you
Eventhough you don't believe in God
Brother to brother I will email you more frequently
Brother to brother I will sing you a song
Brother to brother I hope the saints will go to Sao paulo and watch you While you are sleeping

Aldo Kraas
Brother Yan

Brother Yan
I hope that you are having a nice weekend
Relaxing at home also
Like me

Aldo Kraas
Brothers Forever Symphony

Brothers forever
Sharing a life
Brothers forever
Sharing a prayer
Brothers forever
Living together
Brothers forever
Going for a walk

Aldo Kraas
Brothers Song

Brothers re unite with each other
Brothers pray for each other
Brothers keep your comments to yourself
If you have some to do with your brotheres
Brothers make peace with each other

Aldo Kraas
Brown Eye Boy

Brown eye boy wake up, God brought me to you
To arrive at you place takes time
Because I leave the other side of the city
Brown eye boy
I want to show my feelings towards you
Without restriction
That sadness
Breaks my heart
Brown eye boy
Time doesn't wait for anybody
Time has no ownership
Time doesn't belong to anybody or waits for anybody
Time keeps spinning like the tire of a car
You will need to make up your mind when you want to have a rest
You will need to decide when you are going to bed
Sometimes it is good to go out for walks to get some fresh air
Healing will take place in your life some day
Time to see the wonders of the world
Is my hope for you
Time for you to appreciate me will come
Now you just have to walk with me
Not saying a word
Time is not an enemy
Or a friend
Time to be born again you will feel
When God will come
Time to appreciate life
You will do
Brown eye boy it is dangerous to gamble with life
You are too young to know if love really exists
Our love is irreplaceable
We are sharing it for a little while
Brown eye boy
Your embrace is so strong
Your silence
Is so sad
I am dreaming that you will wake up in my dreams
Let the brown eye boy
Not live in silence any more
His fears and pains
I feel in his eyes right now
I wished I could find a way to take his sadness away
But if you keep silent and don't communicate with anybody
How will they kow how you are feeling brown eye boy?
Poverty strikes every one and even you brown eye boy
You don't need to feel ashamed of it
Because it is not your fault that you are poor

Aldo Kraas
Brown Eyes Waltz

I believe that brown eyes
Are sending messages
And I feel that they don't look good
Because they are red and all swollen up
I have the feeling that has to do with her
Not having enough sleep every night
But that brown eyes belongs to that black lady

Aldo Kraas
Buddha's Gate

I had entered the
Buddah's Gate
That takes me
To his castle
Today

Aldo Kraas
Budhist In The Spirit

I am a budhist that is living in the spirit
And I also believe that was God that gave me that spirit
That keeps me alive
But it is the spirit that is always alive in me
And it is the spirit that makes me welcome around God and in the World
And also at home

Aldo Kraas
Buenos Aires

The people of Buenos Aires are waiting for me to arrive
In the square
And when I arrive in the square
They all come to greet me
And at the square I do my poetry readings
Every wednesday
And the people of Buenos Aires loves my poetry
After my poetry reading is over the people by my books
I sigm my books for them
And after that I go for lunch in a local restaurant
The weather was very good in Buenos Aires
It didn’t rain at all

Aldo Kraas
Buffy Sainte Marie

Buffy Sainte Marie
I know that you are the shore
That wants traffic all the time
But all the boats destroy all the nature
And take that little peace that we have away

Aldo Kraas
Built A Castle

God I wanted
So bad to have a castle
That we both could move in
Together
And live in the castle
Because
My beloved
Queen and I The king
Are asking you to built us
The castle
With your holy hands
And grant us that wish

Aldo Kraas
Bulls Blues

All
The
Cowboys of
Spain
Are
Riding the bulls
And fighting
With
The bulls

Aldo Kraas
Burca Blues

Burca
Have you visited the big castle here on earth?

Aldo Kraas
Burdens

Something got her down
But what?
Depression, sleepless nights, or cold
She fills that the doors are closing
And by then she gets into a panic attack
Because she can't get out of London
Show her where it all begins and ends

Aldo Kraas
Burdens Of The Hearts

All the burdens of the hearts
God had carried with him
And left the hearts without burdens
Today

Aldo Kraas
Burn Man

Burn man
How lucky you are to be alive
Burn man
You were lucky that you didn’t burn your face
Burn man
You were in too much pain to think about anything else
The shock was big to you
Burn man
Somebody was there protecting you
Burn man
Those long days and hours in the hospital weren’t fun
Burn man
Fire is no fool’s game
Burn man
You have to be more careful next time
How many people get a second chance to live again?
Burn man
You were brave at this horrible moment
Burn man
The drive in the ambulance must have been a bad one
Burn man
The nurses and doctors took good care of you when you needed them
Burn man
The sun kept you spirits up
Burn man
You did all you had to do to get well and get back on your feet again

Aldo Kraas
Burn Song

Burn all that wood now
Because it is no good for anything else
Burn all the old clothes
That is inside of that closet
Because we don't want to be reminded of that person
Never again

Aldo Kraas
Burnaby Lake

Burnaby lake is home
To me

Aldo Kraas
Burning Love

I feel that burning love
Climbing up my spine

Aldo Kraas
Burns For A Long Time

That candle burns for
A long time
I must say
Because I have the proof
Right here
Infront of me

Aldo Kraas
Burst

The girl that I know that is always talking is quiet today
I noticed it this morning
Today she is bursting in to tears
I will be nice and leave her alone
She sounds upset about something
It is the weather I believe
It does strange things to people
Sometimes it made people tired
Sometimes it makes people cold
Sometimes it makes people hot
The weather influences people's lives

Aldo Kraas
Bury Him Deep In The Ground

Bury him deep in the ground
During the halloween
Because he died a couple days ago
And it is time for him to be buried in the ground

Aldo Kraas
Bury My Heart Now

Please
Bury my heart now
Where it is deep
Enough

Aldo Kraas
Bury The War And Adopt Peace

It is time
To bury the war
And to adopt peace

Aldo Kraas
Busted Dreams

I have so many
Busted dreams
That I had shared with all of you
During the week
But I don't remember who busted all my dreams
During the week

Aldo Kraas
But For Now I Will Wait For You

But for now I will wait for you
Because I feel that you need
Somebody in your life
That you can talk with
And also socialize with

Aldo Kraas
But He Said Blues

But he said
That he was going
To make a difference
By bringing the people together

Aldo Kraas
But I Know Song

But I know
That I can play that game better than you
Because I know the rules of the game
And I am familiar with it already

Aldo Kraas
But I Thought

But I thought
You would never leave us
And now you are saying good bye for good

Aldo Kraas
But Maybe If You Had More Faith

But
Maybe
If
You
Had
More
Faith
In
You

Aldo Kraas
But Not For You

They will lend money for me
Because I always pay them back
But not for you
Because you never pay them back
They will cook for me
But not for you
They will clean the house for me
But not for you
They will do my laundry
But not for you

Aldo Kraas
But Still I Will Love You

But still I will love you forever
And I hope
That you will love me
Also
Because
I am not planing to forget
About you
You are everything to me
And I am everything to you

Aldo Kraas
But The Weather Is Becoming More Hospitable In This Part Of The World

But the weather is becoming more hospitable
in this part of the world

Aldo Kraas
But We Can Still Remember Song

But we can still remember
That you gave your love to us
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
But When Her Eyes Opened

But when her eyes opened
Right away when she got up
She saw me
And gave me a beautiful smile
That was so warm and tender
But without any resitation I smiled back at her

Aldo Kraas
But Who You Are Now

But who you are now
Is an impression
That will last
Because every one
Will be able
To see

Aldo Kraas
Butterflies

It gives me
Butterflies in my stomach

Aldo Kraas
Butterfly

Quill me in heart and I'll lose my breath,
Pen me in soul and I'm heaven-bound,
Dip me in ink and I'll revel in you
Til stars
Fall
In stellar rain

Aldo Kraas
By Day Or By Night

By day or by night
I will need during the winter somebody to console me
By day or by night
I will need somebody to phone me
And to check on me to see that I am allright
By dy or by night
I need somebody's reassurance that my energy will not run out like an Eveready battery because it is happening a lot lately
And I feel that I am disregarding the message that my body is sending
Because I have to work also
By day or by night
I need to stay focus when I write my poems
By day or by night
My mind races a hundred miles per hour like a fast car running on the highway 401

Aldo Kraas
By Mercy Sonata

By mercy
I am alive
By mercy
I am feeling a little bitter
By mercy
I am swimming in dangerous waters

Aldo Kraas
By Myself

I live by myself
And I can do
So many things by myself

Aldo Kraas
By Our Side

God is by our side
And we feel safe
Knowing that God is by our side

Aldo Kraas
By The Sea

Today I will walk by the Sea this morning
Because there will be Cooler there for me
And every where else will be hot
Enough to fry an egg

Aldo Kraas
By Turning Off All The Lights

By turning off all the lights
You will save enough energy
And Mother Nature
Will give you
Thanks for that also

Aldo Kraas
By Your Side

By your side
I will always be
In life

Aldo Kraas
Bye Boy

You told me
Once
That
They called you
Their hero
Bye boy
And
I know that you are
Very brave
Because the things
You do I can't do
At all

Aldo Kraas
Bye Bye Heron

Bye bye
Heron
Fly away
High in the sky
This is the end of
Summer
And it is time
To say
Good bye to you
Heron

Aldo Kraas
Bye Friends

Bye friends
I am sorry that I can't spend more time with you
But the night arrived so fast
And the day ended without warning
I also know that some of my friends feel that I let them down
Because I can see that they were crying when I said good bye to them

Aldo Kraas
Byeonsan Peninsula

The trees at
Byeonsan Peninsula
Are flowering
And it is a show of colors
That I can see
And enjoy it at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Cabaret Rock

What good will do you to spend the day all alone?
So come out of your nest to get some fresh air
Because your life should be like a cabaret Rock
What good will do if you don't have any fun in your life?
So come out and party for ounce like an animal
What good will do you if you spend all your money on alcohol?
You will damage your liver and eventually die
What good will do you if you brag about how expensive things are in life?
I am sorry but you are not living in 1933 anymore you are living in 2011
And the cost of life keeps going up
What good will do you to sleep in?
You will only waste the day
Cabaret Rock
Is music made in heaven
For everybody to listen and enjoy

Aldo Kraas
Cabbage Song

I know that it is hard to live without cabbage
Because my life becomes boring without cabbage
And I get bored very easily
But I try hard to entertain myself
Only cabbage can bring happiness into my life
I am afraid
Because potato need some happiness in his life

Aldo Kraas
Cache

The enemy
Never found
Our cache
Of food

Aldo Kraas
Cactus Song

There are so many cactus
In the desert to be found

Aldo Kraas
Cada Dia

Cada dia
I will just be happy
To be me full of life
Cada dia
I will be willing
To show my beautiful smile
Smile to everyone
Cada dia
I will give thanks to God
For the things that he
Offers me every day
Cada dia
I will think of my friends
Cada dia
I will pray for peace
So we all can learn
To respect each other
And live with each other

Aldo Kraas
Cada Momento

Cada momento is very special in life
So I write poems about it
And I post it in the internet
Cada momento I feel happy and I am full of joy in my life
Because cada momento delivers joy in my life
Cada momento brings a different picture in my mind that I can write about

Aldo Kraas
Cadillac Blues

I have a 12 years old Cadillac that is parked outside in the parking lot of Your condo and you hardly drive it
But during the winter it sits in the parking lot rusting away
Why?
Because you can't afford to fix your car
I think that you are so stingy when it comes to money
But one thing you do very well is to put people down
And you are so negative
It drives me crazy to be around you
That is why I don't go to cooking club anymore

Aldo Kraas
Caldo Verde

Caldo
Verde
Will
Warm
You
Up
And
Fill
You
Up
When
You
Are
Hungry

Aldo Kraas
Caliente

Nunca olvidaré
Este día
Caliente

Aldo Kraas
California Dude

The
California Dude
Seems to act a litte strange
To me
That is my opinion

Aldo Kraas
California Men

California men left California early morning before the early rush hour
By 7 am he was driving on the highway to the countryside
California men love the countryside
California men is a nature lover
He loves fishing and camping
Thanks good it is long weekend
So it gives him time to spend away in the nature
He doesn’t have much time for it anymore
Long weekends are special for the California men
This is his best day so far
California men fished a 16lb trout out of the lake
He made a fire and cooked his trout outdoor for lunch
He had a nice treat for a change
By Tuesday this long weekend is over and it will be time to go back to Work
California men will make the most out of this long weekend

Aldo Kraas
Calistia

Rest my poor
Calistia
In heaven

Aldo Kraas
Calistoga Dreaming

Calistoga dreaming
Dances to a different drummer that belongs to the Calistoga local band
That plays in the local pubs at night
And by night the local pubs of Calistoga is full of people
And most of the people that comes to Calistoga are the wine makers
Besides the local residents
Also Calistoga is a little town in the Napa Valley

Aldo Kraas
Call Me

Call me
When you need somebody to talk to
Because I will always be around
For you
Call me
When you are sad and lonely
Call me
When you need some company

Aldo Kraas
Call Me Paky

Go ahead stranger
And call me Paky
Because I don't care at all
And you don't even know where I can from
But I might look like a Paky to you
And that is ok
Because I am not offended by that

Aldo Kraas
Call On Me My God

Call on me my God
So that I can come and help you
To serve your people
With a hot meal
During this valentine's day
For the poor people
That are living outside in the cold

Aldo Kraas
Calling All The Hearts

God is calling all
The hearts
That are sick, hurt, and in pain
Today

Aldo Kraas
Calling All The Sinners

Calling all the sinners
To come to God
And offer all their sins

Aldo Kraas
Calling Me To Lie Down

God is calling me to lie down
Because it is midnight
And it is not a bad idea
Because I am getting tired already
And it was a long day already for me

Aldo Kraas
Calm See

Calm Sea
Calm Sea
Calm Sea
How great you are
After the storm

Aldo Kraas
Calma

Preciso de calma
In my life everyday
Preciso de calma
In my world

Aldo Kraas
There is
So much
Calor inside my heart
Right now
After you had made
A fire by using
Some newspapers and wood
And I can't believe that this fire
Is going on non stop

Aldo Kraas
Calypso Blues

My calypso king
I will offer all my gifts to you today
My calypso king
I am proud to be the calypso man
Because everybody here calls me the calypso men
My calypso king
I love you very much
And that is why I sing to you the calypso blues
That I compose it myself today
My calypso king
The weather is beautifull here in Barbados
My calypso king
You will see everybody jumping of joy
When I will sing the calypso blues

Aldo Kraas
Cambera

You live in my dreams
And I am a part of you
and you are a part of me
Cambera
When I see you in my dreams
Cambera I get a thrill
And my emotions fly high

Aldo Kraas
Camille

Camille
I will always be your friend
And I will walk with you
On your daily journey
And I don't care about the distance
Or how long that journey will take us to walk

Aldo Kraas
Campos Lindos

Today
I will walk in
Campos Lindos
Until I come close to the sea
Because I have a feeling
That we are going to
Find each other in
Campos Lindos
Closed by the sea

Aldo Kraas
Can Hurricanes Even Be Destroyed?

Can hurricanes even be destroyed?
I don't think that hurricanes be destroyed

Aldo Kraas
Can I Be Fully Satisfied With My Life?

Can I be fully satisfied with my life?
Can I be fully satisfied with my life by having God?

Aldo Kraas
Can I Count On You?

Can I count on you?
Will you be here when I need you?
Or you will just leave me and take off?
Are you going to help me like I helped you before?
I have been around longer than you have
I seen too much off life, the good things and the bad things
I have an Inner voice that speaks to me
When I don’t listened to it, I feel bad, and I know that it is a warning that something bad could happen to me
Sometimes I run away from a bad situation because I am afraid to face It
I am coward,
Sometimes I am afraid of my own shadow
And I ask my self who am I?
Why I am so afraid?
Because it is normal to be afraid and I am human

Aldo Kraas
Can I Forgive Her?

Another night with open eyes
Too late to sleep, too soon to rise
I am short of breath, is it a heart attack?
Hot and feverish I face the fact
I am in love, and it feels like shame
Because she's gone and made a fool of me in public again
I am in love, and it feels like pain
Because I know there's too much truth in everything she claims
So I ask myself now: Can I forgive her
If she wants me to?
I ask myself: Can I even deliver
What she demands of me?
I drifted into the strangest dreams
Of youthful follies and changing teams
She admist that she is wrong
Then I wake up and remember that you can't forget
She made me some kind of laughing stock
Because I dance to disco, and you don't like rock
She makes fun of me, and even in bed she said that she was going to get
Herself a real man instead
So I ask myself now: Can I forgive her
If she begs me to?
I ask myself: Can I even deliver
What she demands of me?
Or do I want revenge?

Aldo Kraas
Can I Get Close

Can I get close to you?
Are you ready for me to get close to you?
Can I get close to nature?
How long do I have to walk to get close to nature?

Aldo Kraas
Can I Have A Moment To Myself?

Can I have a moment to myself?
Because I just need to be by myself for a while

Aldo Kraas
Can I Like That Child?

Can I like that child?
Ei I don't know that child I can't; ike her
Because she is a stranger to me

Aldo Kraas
Can I Live

Can I live a normal life?
Can I be free?
Can I feel safe where I walk?
Can I smile now that some of my hurts are gone?
Can I be myself?

Aldo Kraas
Can I Live My Life

Can I live my life
Without feeling sorry for myself?
Or do I always have to feel sorry for myself?

Aldo Kraas
Can I Live With Out You?

Can I live without you my dear friend?  
No way

Aldo Kraas
Can I Stand A Chance

Can I stand a chance
To see the white clouds in the sky
On a clear day
Like today

Aldo Kraas
Can I Stop Being A Poet?

Can I stop being a poet?
No I can’t
That Is because I have so much to give to the world

Aldo Kraas
Can I touch the soul of heaven here at home?
Is it ok if I touch the soul of heaven at home with my bare hands?
Do I need to touch the soul of heaven at home with gloves?

Aldo Kraas
Can I Win Your Love Back?

Can I win your love back?
Are you going to give me that love back
That you took away from me?
Can I win your love back?
Do I have to wait a long time for you to do it?

Aldo Kraas
Can They Sing

Can they sing the song of love
For the whole world to her
Because what the whole world needs now is love
And it is love that they don't have

Aldo Kraas
Can We Let

Can we let our anger go
Even when we are feeling angry with each other?
Can we let our hostility go
Even when we can still feel it in the air?
Can we let go of hate
And learn to love each other?
Can we worship each other?
Can we congratulate each other on the big Accomplishments?
Can we stop putting people down?
Can we understand that everybody has the right to choose Their friends?
Can we understand that we need to look inside the box
And not only look in the outside?

Aldo Kraas
Can We Let Our True Colors Shine

Can we let our true colors
Shine into the sky
So that they can see us
Shining into the sky
Every single day
That we are living here
In this planet
That God made for us
With his holy hands

Aldo Kraas
Can We Rise Song?

Can we rise?
And climb the mountains today
So we can get a good view of the sky, God, and the birds
Flying away in the sky today

Aldo Kraas
Can We Try Rhapsody

Can we try to be friends with each other?
Is it too much to ask?
Can we try to love each other like friends?
Can we pray together to God?

Aldo Kraas
Can You Accept The Sweet Love Of A Child?

Can you accept the sweet love of a child?  
Because she is giving her sweet love to you

Aldo Kraas
Can You Ease My Mind God?

Can you ease my mind God
Because my mind is not working ok?
And at the same time God I think that I can't
Remember what I have to do now
Because my mind is not working ok

Aldo Kraas
Can You Feel Song

Can you feel the magic in the air
Tonight?
Can you feel the bitterness in my heart?
Please don't tell me that you caused the bitterness inside of my heart?

Aldo Kraas
Can You Hear God Calling? Song

Can you hear God calling you here on earth?
Because he is calling you from heaven
And I can hear him calling you from heaven all the way here on earth
But I believe that God needs you in heaven today only
Also you don't have to worry about being away from home for too long
Because I will promise you that God will bring you back when you will be Done in heaven
But it is up to God to decide in what he needs help with
And to tell you what he wants you to do for him in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Can You Hear Her God?

Can you hear
Her God?
She is calling you
Because she
Is going through
A hard time
Right now
And she
Doesn't
Have
Nobody
That
Can
Help
Her
So
She
Is
Coming
To
You
For
Help

Aldo Kraas
Can You Just Let Him Go

Can you
Just let him go
And live his life?

Aldo Kraas
Can You Lend Me A Hand?

Can you lend me a hand?
To put my house back in order
Because I am running out of time today

Aldo Kraas
Can You Paint Our World?

Friends
Can
You
Paint
Our
World?
So
Give
Us
Your
Smiles

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Beauty

I'm not sure all these people understand
The Canadian beauty
When they see it
The maple trees are growing in our backyards

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Bolero

wake up
Canada and smell the roses
Can you smell the beautiful roses in the air?

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Boy

So what else is new?
Canadian boy
Canadian boy
Sing me to sleep
Canadian boy
Uphill in the snow
Is the ski trails
Canadian Boy
Look me in the eye
Canadian boy
Too soon for love songs
Canadian boy
Has Canada in his pocket
Canadian boy
Hear Canada calling
Canadian boy
Stands for the glory of the flag
Canadian boy
Love his country
And he is proud to be a Canadian boy
Canadian boy
This is a land that is free
Canadian boy
Someone who believes in you is Canada
Canadian boy
You planted the trees
To beautify the neighborhood
Canadian boy
You are now going to join the army
And be a peace keeper
Canadian boy
This is our last good bye
Canadian Boy
I wish you luck overseas

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Concertino

Can you hear the birds singing
Today?
They are having a
Canadian concertino
And we are their guests of honour

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Life

What is
Different about
Canadian life
Is that we have
People from
All over the world
Living the
Canadian life

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Native Pride

You are a
Canadian native
And that is way you are
Wearing the
Canadian native pride

Aldo Kraas
Canadian Romance

That man
Is having a
Canadian Romance
With that beautiful Girl
And she reminds me of a
Movie star
All I can say is that
He is a lucky men
To have a beautiful girl like
Her

Aldo Kraas
Cancer Rising

His sign is
Cancer
And he was born in July

Aldo Kraas
Candy Lady

Candy lady keep selling the candies to the children here at home
Because the children here at home loves to buy candy
Specially from you everyday here at home
Candy lady the candies that you sell to the children taste just like Heaven to them

Aldo Kraas
Can'T Be Tire All The Time

I can't be tired all the time
But the truth is that I am
Because I am not used to the local zones of the world
Today I am in Telaviv and the time there is 1:16 in the evening
But outside in Telaviv it is very cold because it is winter
And if you out in the streets you have to dress warm
The grounds in Telaviv are covered with snow
And also the grounds looks to me more like a white carpet
More than anything

Aldo Kraas
Can'T Breathe

We can't breathe
And we are suffocating
The air is so thick in here

Aldo Kraas
Can't Go On Like This

You
Can't go on like this
Forever friend
Something has to change
You can't go on like this
Forever friend
Expecting me to pick up your tub
Every time you run out of money
You are using me for your own benefit friend

Aldo Kraas
Can't Hear Anyone

Can't hear anyone calling me
Can't hear anyone whispering into my ears
Can't hear anyone singing for me

Aldo Kraas
Can'T Say Much

I can't say much about my friends
Because I feel that I have to bite my tongue
Can't say much about the weather that we are having

Aldo Kraas
Can'T Stop

We can't stop
Singing to you
We want
To deliver
Our messages
To you
God

Aldo Kraas
Can'T Wait Song

I can't wait for tomorrow
I can't wait for the flowers to bloom
I can't wait for the grass to get greener

Aldo Kraas
Can'T You See That All My Castles In The Sky Are Burning

Can't you see that all my castles in the sky are burning
Out of control?

Aldo Kraas
Canta Mais

Canta mais
That song that
We had learned from God
The last time that he
Sang for us

Aldo Kraas
Cantarei Do Teu Amor

Cantarei do teu amor
For God
That is alive
In our lives each day

Aldo Kraas
Cante Mais

People
Cante mais
One song
That can bring happiness
To me and the people of this city

Aldo Kraas
Canterbury Hymn

Canterbury I am yours
Canterbury I dream with you every night
Canterbury please wait for me
Because I am coming soon
So that I can explore you
Canterbury will be a brand new world for me
But I don't know if it is going to be better than home
And I believe that I will

Aldo Kraas
Canto Della Terra

We sing together
The canto della terra
While we are working
On the farms
That are owned by other rich people
Here in Italy

Aldo Kraas
Canvas

Paint a picture of me
On the canvas
So that I can have a picture to hang up
By the fire place

Aldo Kraas
Canzone Per Lo Spirito

I sing that
Canzone per lo spirito
That will wake up
My spirit
That was sleeping for so long
And at the same time I believe that
My spirit had 13 hours of sleep
Last night
Canzone per lo spirito
Helps me to bring back the energy that I need
By singing the
Canzone per lo spirito

Aldo Kraas
Canzonetta For Easter

The
Canzonetta
For
Easter
Is
A
Wonderful
Canzonetta
With
A
Beautiful
Melody
Easter
Is here again
And it
Is
The beginning
Of
Spring

Aldo Kraas
Capable Minds

Capable minds
To insult one another

Aldo Kraas
Cape Town

Cape Town
Is waiting for my return
So that I can go back to work
On my fishing boat
Cape Town
Is where I left my heart
During the winter months
Sleeping away
Until the summer arrives
So that I can go back
To cape Town
To wake up my heart

Aldo Kraas
Cape Verde

I walked the shores of Cape Verde
On my bare feet
The sea water of the Cape Verde
Washed my bare feet

Aldo Kraas
Capital Sin

Capital sin
is becoming like the thid world countries
Because we have more panhandlers in the street
Than anything else
But if we fine the panhandlers from panhandling inthe streets
How would they pay their fines because they don't have any money to Pay the cops in the Capital sin
And also I don't feel that panhandling is a sin
I think the panhandlers pannhandle in yhe streets of the Capital city
Because they might have an urge to drink alcohol or they might have a Mental condition and that is difficult for us to say
But now it is winter at the Capital Sin and the panhandlers are living in Shelters also because it is too cold for them to live in the streets

Aldo Kraas
Capite

Capite
About God
Capite
About me
Capite
About the rain

Aldo Kraas
Captain

Captain
Sail your ship
It is getting dark
Captain
The sunset in the sky is beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Captain Home

Captain
Home
Had finally arrived today
Home from his
Sea journey

Aldo Kraas
Captivating

I am captivating her attention
While I talk to her
I am captivating her attention
While I swim in the sea
And then she comes after me to swim
Because she is too hot to stay in the sun and she is cooling of
I am captivating her attention for love
I am captivating her attention by praising her
I am captivating her attention by giving her my smiles
I am captivating her attention by watching the moon at night
I am captivating her attention by praying with her
I am captivating her attention by telling her that my life would never be
Complete without her
I am captivating her attention by telling how much she means to me
I am captivating her attention by telling her how special she is to me
I am captivating her attention by giving her this note telling her how I Appreciate
all the things she
Does
I am captivating her by taking her breath away
I am captivating her by telling her that I will never leave her
I am captivating her attention by watching her beautiful eyes
I am captivating her attention by watching the sunset at the end of this
Day

Aldo Kraas
Captivating Song

Because I see them very clear in my head
and I vision my dream to be of a very different place
That I never set my foot in it
But I remember seeing the ocean and in the middle of this lake there was a
Castle with iron gates and stained glass windows
The garden of this castle was very huge
And in the garden they had olive trees and all kinds of herbs in one side
On the north side of the garden they planted their fresh vegetables
To tell you the truth I don't know who owns this castle.
But in the balcony of that castle I could see a girl throwing flowers into the Sea
and ashes maybe of her beloved husband or her beloved mother
It was hard for me to tell or know
But the dreams had been good
And I wished that I could be in the dreams with that beautiful woman in order
to console her

Aldo Kraas
Cares Sonata

You are the child
Of yesterday's dream
You are the promise of the future we bring
Waving the banner of love to all
I am the world of the restless and young
But the restless world never sleeps
And you sleep through the night
She crossed that long road
Hopping to find somebody that she knew waiting
For her on the other side of that lonely road
The dark sky brings tears to her eyes
The cold weather outside make her shiver
Today will end soon
But tomorrow will be another day

Aldo Kraas
Caribou

The
Caribou
Was born
In the wild
And that is his home

Aldo Kraas
Caring Song

I am caring
For her
Old mother
Because she works
And she doesn't have the time

Aldo Kraas
Caro Suite

Caro
I hope we make through this night
Caro
If you are in need of warm hugs
I can give you some
Because there is no problem for me

Aldo Kraas
Men made the
Carousel that I found
In that park
Where adults have so much fun
With their children
And my life moves around just like the carousel does

Aldo Kraas
Carpe Diem

Carpe diem
Has long gone today
Another day will be born
Tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
Carrie Song

Hoping to shed city pain and strain
I wanted to let my sorrows drain
In a quaint little village miles away
I was in a thatched roof house to stay with friends for the weekend
But at the same time when I was sleeping there I was dreaming my life Away
and I found that to be so strange at the same time because when I Am at home
sleeping in my bed I never dream at all but maybe it is Because I am up early at
home so I don't get the chance to dream
Also I don't know if dreams can help me or if they can damage my mind?
But to be honest with you I am not educated in that subject and I don't Know
anything about dreams so I can't comment on that
Am I being ignorant?
No not at all
But I can say that I have stumbled on something
Look at me now
Am I really alone with God
And God is that you?
Did you come to lead me here on the earth?
Yes I came here to lead you on earth God answered me

Aldo Kraas
Carving The Heart Revised

There is an sculptor that is carving my heart
By using the carving tools
It is looking very good, as far as hearts go.
The design that he carved in my heart is a house with grass, a tree and
A girl taking her dog for a walk in the backyard
Under a blue sky.
Also in the sky is written, 'Peace be with you'
By seeing the drawings
I have the feeling that
He wants to say that
All the things that he sculpted inside
Are very important in life.

Aldo Kraas


Casa Verde

Casa
Verde
Belongs to me
And
I live at
Casa
Verde

Aldo Kraas
In this strange land I am with other people
This land is called Ethiopia
We came to Ethiopia in a small Fishing boat
The boat run out of gas
The tour guide said
Please remain in the boat all of you
You don’t want to be anybody’s supper
In this land are crocodiles in the water
And there are also cannibals
Cannibals eat humans
Can we have water at least?
No the water is too dirty to drink
I know it is too hot, and we all need water
To keep us from dehydrating in this heat
I will just have to row us back to Johannesburg
So the tour guide rowed the boat as fast as he could
So the cannibals would not catch us
The cannibals saw as and they were running after our boat
They were shouting in Armaky, which is the language of South Africa
They had missed us
We had all been happy that we were safe
The day was almost over
The sun was going down
Soon will be night
By night we had arrived in Johannesburg where we started the trip
We went back to our hotel to sleep
We will never forget this adventure in a strange land called Johannesburg
Before going to bed we had something to eat and we drunken water
Our thirst was now gone
The night was cool and refreshing
The beautiful breeze that came in through our windows kept us cool From the heat of the day

Aldo Kraas
Castelo Branco

Eu tinha construído o meu castelo branco
Yesterday
And yesterday
My castelo branco was born
On top of that Island of
Ninho

Aldo Kraas
Casting

I am casting the weather here in heaven
And everyday the weather is different here in heaven
There are times that I think that we are having crazy weather changes
And the other times I think it makes sense

Aldo Kraas
Castle In My Valley Song

There is a castle in my valley
That I had built for you
You can bring your loved ones also
You don't have to ask for my permision
Because the castle in my valley is yours now

Aldo Kraas
Catch Me

Catch me
When
I am up
And ready to go
First thing in the morning
Catch me
When
I am holding
My breath
Without saying a world
Because I am afraid
To upset you

Aldo Kraas
Catch Up

I will catch up on my sleep
I will catch up on my poetry writing

Aldo Kraas
Catching Up On Prayer

Now I am catching up on prayer
Because I had slept in my bed
For so many days
That I finally got tired of it

Aldo Kraas
Catrina Blues

It is time for you to smart up
Catrina
I hope that you learn to keep your cool
From now on
Catrina

Aldo Kraas
Caught

That boy was in the same train
With me that I was travelling on
When suddenly I noticed that this boy had his
Feet on the seat infront of him
And sleeping away
I had grabbed my digital camera
And tried not to wake him up
Or by making sure nobody else sees me
Taking that picture
But I was wrong because they could see it
On the security cameras that somebody was taking pictures
And guess what I got caught

Aldo Kraas
Cave Woman

It is a beautiful day
Right cave woman?

Aldo Kraas
Cayman Island

It is a romantic evening in
Cayman Island
Please dance with me this night

Aldo Kraas
Ce matin
I slept in my bed
Because I was tired

Aldo Kraas
Cease

cease our pain God
Cease our anger God
Cease the war God
Cease the dark days God
Cease the rain God
Cease the strong winds that are blowing everywhere God
Cease our hunger God
Cease our thirst God

Aldo Kraas
Cedars Of Toronto

Can you see
All the cedars of
Toronto
While you are
Walking?

Aldo Kraas
Cedarvale Park

Today is a special day
Because it is my birthday
And I spend the afternoon
Walking with my friend
At Cedarvale Park
After lunch

Aldo Kraas
Celebrate The Men Within

Lets
Celebrate the men with him
Because he loves to show his
Macho side to the women of the world
And some of the woman goes nuts when

Aldo Kraas
Celebrate The Power Of Woman

Celebrate the power of woman
In this world because they have a voice
That is powerful in this world also
When they are singing

Aldo Kraas
Celebrating Manhood

This summer
I will celebrate manhood
Instead of pride
Because I became the man I always wanted to be

Aldo Kraas
Celebrating Your Life Today

You are celebrating your life today
And that is amazing
Because you value your life so much today

Aldo Kraas
Celestial Tea

I went over to my
Friends house
And they
Made
A huge
Pot
Of Celestial Tea
And they gave me some to drink
I drunked it
And I loved it

Aldo Kraas
Celiac Lady

I feel so sorry
For the celiac lady
That lives in the hotel
With her cat called
Frisky
I am sure that
The celiac lady loves her cat
And I know that the celiac lady
Can't eat everything
Because of her celiac disease

Aldo Kraas
Celine

Celine
My diva
That had
Filled the world
With music
That
Helped to heal
The sick and the ones that are dying in the world
And the ones
That have
Broken and torn hearts

Aldo Kraas
Cellular Phones

All the people
That are in the
Bus today
Have cellular phones
And they are ringing
Heavy like lead
And I can hear all
The cellular phones from
All the people that are in the bus
Ringing all at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Celtic Man

When you go for walk
Into the woods during
The weekend
Please stop when
You feel tired
And take a good
Look around

Aldo Kraas
Celtic Warrior

Celtic warrior
Will soon
Fight for his glory
And his country

Aldo Kraas
Cemetery Blues

There are so many graves
In the cemetery
And all the graves
That are there
Are from people that I don't even know

Aldo Kraas
Certain Death Song

Certain death
Is hard to overcome
If has to do with your loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Chain

Our chain
Finally broke loose
After so many years
We can be free
The freedom
Is finally ours to enjoy

Aldo Kraas
Chain Prayer

They formed a circle
Around this big room
And now they are
Holding hands together
Now they all belong
Together in the
Chain prayer

Aldo Kraas
Chalk Soil

Chalk soil
Is the perfect soil to plant my roses
And also to grow
My roses
And the man
That is in charge
Of my roses in
My garden knows that also
Because he is the one who told me
He is a gardener
And he is an expert
When it comes to planting
Plants and roses
My Gardner has a green thumb
And my garden is a show piece
My next door neighbor is very jealous of my garden

Aldo Kraas
Challenges

Challenges comes every day to us by
Learning the things we don’t know
We struggle with things that we want to learn each day
We give our best shot in trying new things in our lives
Only after we learned it we will be able to move ahead by being Successful with the things we already know
Learning doesn’t stop here because the more we learn the more we Grow

Aldo Kraas
Chambre À Coucher

You only need
That
Chambre à coucher
To sleep
In every night
And in that
Chambre à coucher
You will find a bed
For you to
Sleep every night
And when you fall sleep
I hope that you will have your eyes
Closed by then

Aldo Kraas
Champs-Élysées

Champs-Élysées
Is all lighted up in the evening
At Christmas time
It is a show of lights
To me it is almost
Like being in a dream

Aldo Kraas
Change Me God

Change is a God thing God
God teach me to become a better christian
God teach me to love you

Aldo Kraas
Change Song

It is time to change the way you talk to people
Because I personally think it is very rude
And nobody else will tolerate that
Besides me
You need to respect people
If you want to get respect from them
Because it works 2 ways
First you have to give some respect
In order for you to get some respect from them

Aldo Kraas
Changes Everything

Wealth changes everything
In our life
Because it changes who we are
By making us more greedy
And more materialistic inclined
Luck of health changes everything
Because we can't do the things we want to do
And it becomes a burden to us

Aldo Kraas
Changing Men

Changing men
Went through so much in life
To understand what life is really all about

Aldo Kraas
Changing The Options That Are Available In My Life

I am changing the options that are
Available in my life
So that it can accommodate me
And nobody else

Aldo Kraas
Chanson D' Amour

I am singing
That
Chanson d'amour
For you
So listen
Carefully
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Chanson D'Amour

Chanson d'amour
I sing to you my love
I have lots of love to give you
I knw you have given me already
You gave me plenty
I don't ask you for anything anymore
Chanson d'amour

Aldo Kraas
Chanson De La Vie

I am the shipwrecked man
And I come from the country where the shipwreck took place
But I used to work on that ship
Also I was the captain of that ship
And that ship had sail with me to so many beautiful places in the world
Eventhough I am grateful for been able to see all the world
At that time that I worked in the ship as captain
I had 9800 people aboard of my ship before the shipwreck
And the accident with the ship wasn't my fault it was the weather's fault
Because all of a sudden it got foggy nd I was trapped in a fog
The fog made me a little nervous while I was driving the ship
Also I tried to stop when I heard a noise and right away I tried to stop the Ship
and that is when I hit the Island inthe middle of the sea
And I had the shipwreck
But my job now was to rescue all the 9800 people that was on board
Out of the 9800 people only 1800 people and including myself new how to Swim
the rest of the people tried to get out of the boat but They unfortunately didn't
make and they died in the ship when the ship sunk in The island of Barbados
So the number of the people that died was 8000
Today in la vie I do a different job and I am now a lawyer

Aldo Kraas
Chanson Que Me Resemble

chanson que me resemble
Is music to my heart
Chanson que me resemble
Is music to my ears
Chanson que me resemble
Is music for my soul
Chanson que me resemble
Is music to my heart
Chanson que me resemble
Is a song that God compose for me in his piano
Last night
Chanson que me resemble
Is the song of life that God taught me to sing over and over again
That never leaves my mind until today
Chanson que me resemble
Is a song that God will play on the background
While I have dinner with friends at home
Chanson que me resemble
Is very moving and a the same time a song about life
Chanson que me resemble
Is a noise that Mother Nature makes while she blows the leaves with The wind
to the ground
Chanson que me resemble
Is a song that relaxes me and puts me to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Charisma

The pastor
In the church is a man of charisma
He has an spiritual power
To lead his church
And his congregation

Aldo Kraas
Charlotte Blues

Charlotte
Learn to dance in the rain
Charlotte
Learn to smile
Because smile warms up the whole world around you

Aldo Kraas
Chase

Please
Chase my blues away
Please
Chase my sadness away
Please
Chase my hurts away
Please
Chase my sleepless night away

Aldo Kraas
Cheating

You are cheating
On him
Because you never go home
To him
And you have a family
Who needs you
And you tell me
That they can wait
You tell me that
You need only
One night with me

Aldo Kraas
Cherish

Cherish the life that God gave you
Cherish the sun that shines above you
Cherish the beautiful stars that is always shining in your sky
At night

Aldo Kraas
Cherishing Me

I am cherishing
Me
Because
I am so different
Than the rest
Of the people
On my planet

Aldo Kraas
Cherokee Man

Cherokee man
You are a native of this land
And this land is yours also
Cherokee man
Stand up for your rights
Because you have the right to live and work in the community
Cherokee man
You are unique in your own ways
Cherokee man
Participate in all the events in your community
By being involved in your community

Aldo Kraas
Chicago Blues

Sing the Chicago Blues
Sing the Chicago Blues
Chigago is the windy city

Aldo Kraas
Chicago Samba

I live in chicago
A very windy city
But tonight I will dance the Chicago samba
Once again
But when I dance the chicago blues
I sweat like crazy
And I feel like a kid again
But when I hear the chicago samba being played by the local musicians
In the streets of chicago I get very excited
Because I know that their music can be heard also from faraway
And bring me back memories of home

Aldo Kraas
Child Of God

Child of God
Res in peace
Child of God
Be a God servant
To God

Aldo Kraas
Child Waters

I will swim
In that child waters
For real
Because today is a warm day
And I also want to be able to cool of
From the heat
That is taking place today

Aldo Kraas
Children

Children look at the sky today and can you see how beautiful it is?
But your loved ones lives in heaven right now my children
Children come out right now because it is night and the stars are Shining in the sky so bright
Children can you see all the stars in the sky?

Aldo Kraas
Children Of God

Children of God love one another
Children of God please don't steal things
Children of God I hope that you know what is right and what is wrong
Children of God have respect for people

Aldo Kraas
Children Of Nature

Children of nature
Belongs with the
Nature

Aldo Kraas
Children Of Persia

Children of persia
Some are the brothers of human kind
And own them, whatsoever their estate;
And some for, for sorrow and self- scorn
Man's enmity with unguarded fate
Feel the love tonight
I will cherished you children of persia
Children of persia I put a smile on the faces of you all
So show your smile for me in return
I give you praises
For being the children of persia
I light up your life children of persia
I share this music that fills my heart with you children of persia
This is your song children of persia
So let's sing it along
The magic comes along
God will lift up your spirit children of persia
If you need to cry children of persia
I will understand
Go ahead and cry
If you want to laugh
Laugh your heart out children of persia
I won't let you fall
Children of persia
I will never abandon you children of persia
This is your song
Let all your fears die children of persia
I am your friend children of persia
What are you going to do at the end?
Children of persia I believe you all could fly
Won't you light the way God for the children of persia?
Children of persia believe in your dreams
Don't give up your hopes children of persia
When tears are in your eyes children of persia I will dry them
I am on your side children of persia when times are rough
Children of persia
I believe that somewhere in the darkest night a candle glows
Children of persia
I believe that the prayers you are saying will be answered
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Children of Persia
Children of Persia you all live from day to day
And you children of Persia don't borrow from the sunshine
Children of Persia your future is written in the stars
Children of Persia I don't want to watch you all drown
Children of Persia don't worry about tomorrow
Because tomorrow will worry for its self
I don't want to hurt you children of Persia
This is true
I am being honest with you all children of Persia

Aldo Kraas
Children of the world
Somebody love's you
Somebody care's for you
Live you life each day
Go on and have fun
Go on and discover what is there for you
You have the right to an education
And one day when you grow up
You will be somebody, just like me
Responsibilities you will have
One day you will find somebody you will love
Girl friends you will soon have
Than will come the time for you to marry
Children of the world
Don't cause trouble for others
It is not worth the aggravation

Aldo Kraas
Children Of Toronto

Children of
Toronto
It is time that you are brave

Aldo Kraas
Children Sonata

Children
Be good to your parents
And friends

Aldo Kraas
Chills Go Down My Spine

Today the chills
Go down my spine
And my spine is in pain
Because of the cold

Aldo Kraas
China Smoking

China has become so polluted
He told me
That it's better
To breathe through a cigarette filter
Than just take in the air on its own
And if your lungs are going to get
Shot you might as well enjoy it.

Aldo Kraas
Chinese Dumplings

Chinese Dumplings
Is what I am having for dinner tonight
Because they just came out of the oven
From the restaurant
Where I had ordered the
Chinese Dumplings

Aldo Kraas
Chocolate Song

Chocolate song
You are so sweet
And you taste just like heaven to me
The people that makes the chocolate bars
Are being paid to make that sweet taste of heaven
So that it will be sold in the store

Aldo Kraas
Choir

The choir was suposed
To sing on the stage at the choir
Right in the sanctuary
So I went there
A bit late
Thinking that there would be plenty of seats available

Aldo Kraas
Choo Choo Papa

Choo choo papa
You must be a good
Papa
Choo choo papa
And you must be proud
Of your kids
Because they finally
Graduated from
Junior kindergarden

Aldo Kraas
Choose Peace

Please choose
Peace for your life
And not war or violence
For your life

Aldo Kraas
Choose The Right Life For You Younge Man

Choose the right
Life for you younge man
Because there are so many
Choices in life for you
Younge man
Please don't listen to what other people is telling you
And don't buy it either
Because they might be pushing you to do something that you don't Want

Aldo Kraas
Choosing A Friend

Choosing a friend
Is a hard thing to do
Because first you
Have to know what you want
Your friend to be like

Aldo Kraas
Chop The Cat Up

Filipino people the cat is already dead
So all you will have to do is chop the cat up
And cook it for dinner
Trust me it will be a lovely dinner
Because cat taste just like chicken
And if you love chicken you will love cat
The same way that you love chicken

Aldo Kraas
Chopin Soprano

Look at the beautiful
Sky this evening
The sky this evening looks
Like a beautiful painting
That chopin had painted
For us
From the sky

Aldo Kraas
Chorus

The sky never cries for anyone
And why should it cry for me?
Is that because I am different
Or special?
Do I need attention from the sky?
Or the sky need my attention?

Aldo Kraas
Chorus Line

That
Chorus line
Had been
Sung in
The
Choir
By a soloist

Aldo Kraas
Christ Is Worthy

Christ is worthy of commemorating as that was commanded to be Remembered and important as it has paved the way for humanity to Become reconciled to their maker
Who gave us life to us
And a place to live that is called earth

Aldo Kraas
Christianity

Christianity
Is
The
Highest
Perfection
Of
Humanity

Aldo Kraas
Christmas At Massey Square

Christmas
At
Massey Square
Is the most beautiful time of
The year

Aldo Kraas
Christmas In Dublin

The sky is blue
And the day is cod with sone sun
But everybody is running in the city of dublin to do their christmas shopping
And I say let snow let snow let snow in Dublin
Because christmas without any snow is not fun
And we would love to have a whie christmas
Also the chuch bells ring while they walk in the streets of dublin

Aldo Kraas
Christopher

Christopher
Spend most of the days with me
Because I want him to be a kid
Just like the rest in his community

Aldo Kraas
Chronicle Of The Love

We are told that people stay in love because of chemistry, or because they remain intrigued with each other, because of many kindesses, because of luck. But part of it has got to be forgiveness and gratefulness.

Love is not afraid of peope
Love is not angry
Love is not sad
Love is a beautiful feeling

We are told that people stay in love because of chemistry, or because they remain intrigued with each other, because of many kindesses, because of luck. But part of it has got to be forgiveness and Gratefulness.

Love is not afraid of peope
Love is not angry
Love is not sad
Love is a beautiful feeling
Love is a feeling that comes straight out of our hearts

Aldo Kraas
Chuva

That Chuva Is Falling From The Sky And It Feels So Good Because It Is Summer

Aldo Kraas
Cicada

I see the
Cicada
On the branch of the three
At the park
And it is amazing
The sun is very hot
Today
And very bright also

Aldo Kraas
Cieli De Riga

The cieli de riga is still grey today
It looks like we are going to have some rain here in Riga
I think the grass and the flowers could do with some rain
I been here in Riga for few days and the sky was blue just once
And other days it was cloudy again
The grey days are miserable days but I have to live with them also
And that is hard to do
Cieli de riga God made
And the birds can fly also in the cieli the riga with the airplanes
At the same lattitude

Aldo Kraas
Cigars

Cigars
Smells
So bad
That they are banned
From the airplanne
That people travel in
And I think it is fair
If you want to smoke
The only thing you
Can smoke is
Cigarettes
In the airplane
That people travel in

Aldo Kraas
Cincinnati Rhapsody

Cincinnati
Do you get a lot of snow in the winter?

Aldo Kraas
Cinnamon Heart

I am here to stand up in the clouds
And are you ready saints, angels, and God
To eat the cinnamon heart that I made with fresh ingredients
And baked in the oven at home
Because I am coming and I will delivered the cinnanon heart just for You guys
But I beat that your stomachs are empty and also it is making a noise

Aldo Kraas
Cinnamon Man

Just follow the
Cinnamon man
To where he works
Because he might
Hire you to work for him
And you might be lucky
My friend
But you can't give up yet
Until you find a job

Aldo Kraas
Circus Of Laughter

Circus of laughter
It is not a place
That was made
Only for children
It is for adults
Also

Aldo Kraas
Citizen Of The Planet Earth

I am the citizen of the planet earth
And I am proud to be the citizen of the planet earth
Because God had made me a citizen of the planet earth
When I was born here on the planet earth
43 years ago

Aldo Kraas
Citizen Of The World

I am the
New citizen of the world
And I am glad
To be the
New citizen of the world
Friend you left your old
Pair of shoes, and your old clothes
For me
Because I came with nothing
From where I lived before
I am trying to start
A new life
In a new country

Aldo Kraas
City Of Beggars

The sky is always blue in the city of beggars
There is not much green in the city of beggars
There are buildings being built so fast in the city of beggars
In every corner that you encounter
The city of beggars are growing so fast
And in the city of beggars lives 30 million people
The air is not that good in the city of beggars
Because of the factories and the cars
The city of beggars never sleep
The noise goes on 24 hours a day
It is not safe to walk in the street of beggars
Because you can get robbed and killed at any time of the night or day
The traffic is chaotic in the city of beggars
Thanks God there is no snow in the city of beggars

Aldo Kraas
City Of Men

God
Gave
To men
The city of men
Where men
Work
In farms

Aldo Kraas
City Of Saints

This is our day, it has finally arrived
We don’t need to dream about the city of saints anymore
We came to meet our saints in this city
They protect us against evil and devils
Saints you can all be rest assured
That
We don’t worship the devil
We are humble people
We believe in our saints
They won’t let anything bad happened to us
At night the city of saints feels so deserted
Everything closes early
The saints value peace
They value friendship and honesty
This is one of the biggest accomplishments of the saints
Can you see the saints
Wearing the gowns with golden trim and satin ribbons?
Don’t they look beautiful?
The saints have curly hair, soft as silk.
City of saints
The sky is bright today
There is not even a cloud
We call it a miracle
We couldn’t ask for anything more
We feel so welcomed by the saints
The saints wished us peace and happiness from the bottom of their Hearts
Saints, saints, saints
We adore you
And we want to say that we love you
Saints, we won’t let you down
Neither will you let us down - we hope.
May our dreams come true?
Don’t forget to dream big each day
Put a little faith in your heart and in your mind
Do you believe that saints exist?
There are a lot of saints here!
No saints will judge you
They will be your true friend
Or even like a brother to you
Saints we will walk in your garden
And share with each other the fruits of the trees
Because the fruits are there for anyone to eat
They are our nourishment - to keep us going
They give us the strength we need.
We will be loyal to our saints
Saints, please never let us down.

Aldo Kraas
City Song

City
So expensive
City
Full of luxury
For those that can afford
Only if they have money
City
Full of parks
For the kids to play hockey for free

Aldo Kraas
Civil Rights

You have a right called civil rights
It was made for everybody
It includes White, Black, and Yellow
Also it includes people from all kinds of religion
Everybody deserves the same treatment
Everybody deserves the same education
Everybody deserves the same pay
Everybody is free to speak their mind without offending others
Everybody is free to express their self in art, music, and poetry
Everybody has the right to freedom
Everybody has the right to go to church, movie theatres, and etc
Everybody has the right to dress any kind of clothes they want
Everybody has the right to wear their hair any way they want
Everybody has the right to listened to any kind of music they want
Everybody has the right to choose there friends
Everybody has the right to tell others how they feel

Aldo Kraas
Claim The Love

Claim the love
From God
Because
He is
Giving it
To everybody

Aldo Kraas
Clayton Symphony

Angel of the sky do not fear me
Because I will not harm you
And I don't have anything in my hand that can harm you
But you have plenty of love in you
And you gave me some
And now I thank you kindly for your love
But your goal angel is to teach me about the power of love
And I am very interested to learn from you about the power of love
Angel of the sky I know that you promise God that you would take care of me
but to be honest I can take care of me
And I don't need anybody to take care of me and please understand That I am
not being difficult or selfish
But angel of the sky if you want to be just my friend I would love it

Aldo Kraas
Cleopatra Song

Cleopatra
Go to bed now
Because it is very late now
Cleopatra
You need to take better care of yourself
Cleopatra
Sweet dreams
Cleopatra
Good night
Cleopatra
See you tomorrow morning
Cleopatra
The sun will be out the first thing in the morning

Aldo Kraas
Clichés

Never use
Clichés
In your poetry
They say

Aldo Kraas
Climb

I Am Down Inside Your Heart And I hope To Be Able To Climb All The Way Up Inside Your Heart

Aldo Kraas
Climb Me Home

God please climb me home
Because I am dying to go back home
I have been here for 3 months
And that is more than enough
Also I've seem all the nature that I want to see
For now

Aldo Kraas
Climb The Ladder

Climb the ladder
That is in front of you
So you can get to another world
And I can promise you that you won't be disappointed
Because there will be people waiting for you on the other side of the world
Of course some of the people you already know
And others you don't
But sooner or later you will get to know them

Aldo Kraas
Climbing Every Tree

The child
That lives inside my heart
Found the trees
That God had planted there
A long time ago
The child that lives inside my heart
Is now climbing every tree that he sees

Aldo Kraas
Close Our Eyes Forever

God
Close our eyes forever
Because we don't want to see
That roon that was left unbandoned

Aldo Kraas
Close To Her

From the time I first met her I was close to her
The street light is on now
Because the day ended
She said there are no heroes in her planet
But she knows I am close to her
Hugging her and kissing her
We just met each other today
We are close to nature she said
And I said once again I am close to her
From far away I hear someone playing that calming and soothing music
It must be coming from one of the houses
Somebody must be playing the piano
If I could just dance beneath the street lights
It would be so cool
I am close to her
How long the street light will be on?
I am close to her
She run and bought a hot drink to keep us warm
She said there is a toast to the new couple
You and me
Look the moon is shining also in the sky
How beautiful it is to see her
It is a full moon
We are walking home
It is late
No body else to be seen but us
By now the music have died
And the noise has ended; it is quiet like a ghost now
A new day will soon begin
The sun is rising
The birds are singing at our window
Keep on singing birds
Because it is wonderful to hear you all singing again

Aldo Kraas
Close To Us

All the friends that
We have are very close
To us

Aldo Kraas
Close Your Eyes And Just Rest Now

Close your eyes
And just rest
Now
You seem to be tired
The summer wind
Is blowing on our
Faces
Right now
We both
Can feel it

Aldo Kraas
Closing Seasons Song

So many closing seasons
Took place
One after the other
And I didn't had a break at all
It seems so strange to me
But I can say that it is life

Aldo Kraas
Closing Song

I offer
My God
A closing song
Where I can
Show how good
I feel about my God

Aldo Kraas
Cloud Nine

Cloud nine
Dark in the sky
Like a
a ghost
wearing
A black coat

Aldo Kraas
Cloverleaf

I am the cloverleaf
That nobody pays
Attention
At the office
Where they work

Aldo Kraas
Coalville

I am stationed in Coalville
After I had signed up for the army
I became a soldier in the army
I don't like the war
I would rather stay at home
But I couldn't find any jobs here at home
And it is difficult for a younge person like me to find
a job at home
And that was the only thing that was available
I am a younge men
And I need some cash

Aldo Kraas
Cochrane Sinfonia

Do you have any regrets in your life?
Do you have any guilt feelings inside of your heart?
Do you sleep through the night?
Do you know that your life is not carved into the stone?
Do you know that we feel the cold the same way that the pets feel?
Do you know that we can't survive without love?
Do you know that we can't survive without water?

Aldo Kraas
Coconut Water

I am drinking today
The coconut water
Because I am very thirsty

Aldo Kraas
Cody Symphony

Cody
Would you like some scramble eggs for breakfast today?

Aldo Kraas
Coke

A coke is so refreshing
The taste of the coke is wonderful
Once I have one
I feel after that I need another one
Yes I can say that coke is very addictive

Aldo Kraas
Cold And Alone Song

Cold and alone
Walking the streets of
Toronto
During the late hours
Of the night
But there is only one thing
That is on my mind
And that is getting home fast

Aldo Kraas
Cold Blue Man

Cold blue man
His heart stopped
They are reviving
him
Let's pray hard
He will come out
Of this we know

Aldo Kraas
Cold Days

The
Cold days are back again
And we all have to dress up
For the cold days
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Cold Song

Cold face
Cold breath
Cold hands
Cold feet

Aldo Kraas
Cold War

When will the cold war that is going on in the world end?
I think it is so sad that the children have to live in the countries that they have
cold wars
But the children are the victim of this cold war because sometimes they end up
killed by bombs that they fired in the air
And the children becomes the innocent victim of the cold war
I also wished that I could bring some children out of the countries that are in
war to save them and give them a life here in Canada that they don't have at
home

Aldo Kraas
Cold War Kids

Cold war kids
Fight in the Somalian war in the army
And the Somalian Government use the kids as soldiers
And the Cold war kids
Are trained in the war to kill their enemies
By trowing granades to the other side of somalia where their enemies Are
Their enemies are the American soldiers

Aldo Kraas
Color

Color has nothing to do with it
It is the needle and the thread
That holds the black people together

Aldo Kraas
Color It

That is your home
That needs to be painted
So badly
Please color it green

Aldo Kraas
Colors

Colors
Red
Is love
Deep Burgundy
Unconscious beauty
White
Purity
Pink
Thank you
Yellow
Joy
Orange
Desire
Peach
Sincerity
Lavender
Love at first sight
Black
Death

Aldo Kraas
Colour Pencil

I am a colour pencil
I came to bring colour into your life
There is a beautiful rainbow in the sky today
It had all the colour except mine
I painted it blue
Now all the colours are there
Also I am blue like the sea

Aldo Kraas
Columbine

Columbine you never left my mind since last year
I still can feel there presence here
I never can forget this day that 13 people lost there lives by someone Who shot them
It hurts too much to think about it
It was someone who wanted to play God
Who gave him the right to take someone else’s life?
Does anyone realize how precious life is?
Give us a day of peace
And we will give thanks in return
It takes time to heal from this sad time
We spent many years of our lives here
Columbine you are a part us
We have grown up with you to love you
Columbine I know that you will never forsake us
Those who died here had been one of us
They spent time with us here
They didn’t want to leave us please understand
They can’t be replace, they are gone forever
Gone to another place
Let’s pray each day for those who died in here
No where is safe anymore
The world is coming to an end and it is not like it used to be
Let joy enter our hearts each day as we live our lives

Aldo Kraas
Com Certeza

Com certeza
I know that I will love you
From now on
Because you are so good to me
And I want to be together with you forever
Com certeza

Aldo Kraas
Comatose

Comatose
Comatose
Comatose

Aldo Kraas
Come
And meet me face to face
Come
And pray together with me
Come
And be a part of my life
Come
And bring your smile back to me

Aldo Kraas
Come And Dance Sonata

Come and dance
With the poet tonight
In the boulevard

Aldo Kraas
Come And Move With Me

Come and move
With me
Up north
Where we both can live together
In a nice apartment
And pay less rent

Aldo Kraas
Come And Take Me Home

Come and take me home
My darling
Because it is getting very late already
And I need to go home
Urgent
We can't sleep in the benches at the park
Because that is going to look very foolish
For both of us

Aldo Kraas
Come And Worship God With Us

Come and worship God
With us
Come and worship God
With us
Come and worship God
With us
By singing praises to God

Aldo Kraas
Come Away Clean

Come away clean
Without any prejudice
Against anyone
Come away clean
Without making any comments about anybody

Aldo Kraas
Come Back  Always My God

Come back always my God
Because right now
I need you
And I am having some trouble with my illness
Also
I am being brave God
Because it is very hard for me right now
But I hope that you can help me
God please support me with my illness
And make sure I get better soon

Aldo Kraas
Come Back Again Soon

Come back again soon
Because I know
That soon
You will belong to me
Again

Aldo Kraas
Come back always my God
Because right now
I need you
And I am having some trouble with my illness
Also
I am being brave God
Because it is very hard for me right now
But I hope that you can help me
God please support me with my illness
And make sure I get better soon

Aldo Kraas
Come Back Home My Child Before It Gets Dark

Come back home my child
Before it gets dark outside
Because it is dangerous to stay out at night
In this neighborhood

Aldo Kraas
Come Back Song

Mind please come back to me
Because you belong to my head and me
Also without you my head and me can't function
At all
Even though I need my mind to help me with my thinking
Daily

Aldo Kraas
Come Back To Toronto

Come back to Toronto
My dear poet
Any time soon
Because I can't stand to be away from you
For such a long time

Aldo Kraas
Come By Here

Come by here Lord
Open my eyes
So I can see you
Come by here Lord
Open my ears
So I can hear
Your voice

Aldo Kraas
Come Close To Me God Song

God you don't have to be afraid of me
I will not bite you
Or harm you
And what I am saying is true God
Because I hope that you believe me also
Please come close to me God

Aldo Kraas
Come Closer To Me Song

Come closer to me my friend
Because I want to talk to you
I have something that I want to tell you
You are a good friend to me
Come closer to me
Because I want to go for walk with you

Aldo Kraas
Come Cry With Us

Come cry with us
Because the weather outside is bad

Aldo Kraas
Come My Sister Song

Please
Come my sister
So you can get to know
My God
And see what he might be able
To do for you
About your lack of sleep

Aldo Kraas
Come On Aldo You Can Do Better Than This!

Come on Aldo you can do better than this!
By taking better care of yourself
Because right now you are not taking good care of yourself

Aldo Kraas
Come On Come On  Come On

Come on Come on Come on
God and bring me the sun
And not that horrible rain thet you are bringing me
Everyday here on the Planet earth
Come on Come on Come on
Save me tonight buy bringing me some cooler air
So I can open the windows of my house to let the air circulate in
Come on Come on Come on
An make the grass green again
Come on Come come
Let the trees and the flowers bloomagain because it is the right time to Start
Spring

Aldo Kraas
Come Out Alive

Come out alive of your nest baby bierds
Now that you were born in that nest for a long time
Come out alive sun
Because we need you now after a long winter
Come out alive rain
So that you can cool of the earth because today is already a hot day
Here on the earth
Come out alive at night
My beloved moom

Aldo Kraas
Come Out Of Issolation

Come out of isolation and darkness
Also open up to the community
Do you want the circumstances?
It is enough of begging God to do something for you
Because God did already enough
He gave your life

Aldo Kraas
Come Out Of The Darkness

It is not easy
For anybody to come out of the darkness

Aldo Kraas
Come Sailing In The Ship

Come sailing in the ship
With us
None of us are afraid of the water
And we all can swim

Aldo Kraas
Come See That Peaceful Waters

Come see that peaceful waters
That I swimm everyday
During the summer months

Aldo Kraas
Come To Me Song

God come to me today
Because I need you here by ny side
God come to me today
Because I want you in my life
God come to me today
Because I hate to be alone
God come to me today
Because I want to go for a walk with you outside

Aldo Kraas
Come To Me, O Honey Bee

Come to me, o honey bee
Bring me some honey
That you had made
Using the nectar from the flowers
That you had collected

Aldo Kraas
Come To My Window

Birds come to my window everyday
So that I can give you old bread to eat
Because I know that youn need to eat also
God come to my window everyday so that I can see you
And we can talk to each other
But we will pray together when you leave

Aldo Kraas
Come To That Beautiful Paradise

Come to that beautiful
Paradise so that I can meet you
In person because I am here
In that paradise for anyone that wishes to
Meet me face to face

Aldo Kraas
Come With Her

Come with her to the school graduation party  
It is father and daughter dancing together  
The last dance of the evening  
And that is her school  
Graduation party  
She made it  
She has her diploma now  
A new life for  
Her  
Will start after the summer  
It will be college time  
There are tears and happiness  
That fills the air  
You can see in  
Her class mates  
That some are happy and others are sad  
She will be a doctor  
That is what she is planning to be  
Life went fast  
She is grown up now  
Not a kid any more  
Her family is proud of her  
She finally said good bye to her teachers at the end of the evening  
And left that place forever

Aldo Kraas
Come With Me

Come with me
To the jewel of the earth
Where I will built a house for you
And your family to live forever

Aldo Kraas
Come With Me I'Ll Take You Here Dear

Come with me
I'll take you here dear
Where you will get
To stay over night at the shelter
And they will give you
Everything that you need
Also at the shelter you will be safe
Because you will be out of the streets

Aldo Kraas
Comets Of Kandahar

Comets of Kandahar I saw in the sky
While I was setting up my tent for the night
And It felt almost like being inside of a painting that was painted by God at Night
and me also being a part of that paint was cool
After I sat my tent for the night I prepared something to eat
And at the next morning I was fighting in this Kandahar war
But also the Americans had lost 3 soldiers and we lost none yet
But we keep our fingers crossed each day now that we don't lose any

Aldo Kraas
Comfort Zone

My home is my comfort zone
When I need a break
I will come back to my comfort zone
Comfort zone
I will be here when I feel I need to get away from the outside world
In my comfort zone
I am the boss
This is my space
No body will invade my comfort zone
In my comfort zone
I feel at peace
When I am in my comfort zone
I could not care less about what goes on out side
Because what goes on out side my comfort zone stays outside
What goes inside my comfort zone is my business

Aldo Kraas
Coming Along

All the poems
That I write is
Coming along fine

Aldo Kraas
Coming Out From The Past

She is
Coming out from the past
And she is having trouble accepting the future
Because she knows that she will have to adjust
Her life to the future everyday
By living her life to the fullest towards the future

Aldo Kraas
Coming To Rest

Coming to rest
For the night
In that
Queen bed
Where
I lay down
For the night

Aldo Kraas
Common Man

Common
Man
Loves to write poetry
And read poetry also
I am so happy that
I found somebody that
Have something in common

Aldo Kraas
Communicate With God

Communicate with God the same way
That I communicate with him
Because language is universal to God
And God speaks several languages and understands
Several Languages
You don't have to communicate only in English
But if English is the only language that you know
It is fine
Because he understands it also
Don't feel pressured to talk with God
Because it is not like being in school
Also please remember that God is not competing with you

Aldo Kraas
Community Garden

That community
Garden is located behind
The library

Aldo Kraas
Community Song

Please
Bring back the
Community together
By making it safe
For everyone

Aldo Kraas
Como Esquecer

Como esquecer
That I live a simple life now
And my rich life a put it on the back burner a long time ago
And I burned my rich life
That I had the best from the best many years ago
Now I can't afford the best from the best
So the simple clothes will do
Because I changed my style over the years

Aldo Kraas
Cómo Está Usted?

Cómo está usted?
My beloved God?
I am asking you that because I care about you
And I love you from the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Como Rasgones Pase

Como rasgones pase
My tears from my eyes
And they fall down on my face
And they run straight to my mouth
But I am getting upset every minute and every hour of the day
That I don't even now how to stop me from being upset
And that is true
Because I feel like a total loser
And I seem to worry a lot about silly things this days

Aldo Kraas
Como Vai Você

Como vai você
My beloved sky?
Como vai voce
My beloved God?
Because I want to know about you
And about everything that is taking place in your life

Aldo Kraas
Compared To Me

Compared to me
She is down to earth
Which I am not
Because I am like a volcano that is ready to explode
Any time
But compared to me
She doesn't seem to explode
Because she manages somehow to keep her cool

Aldo Kraas
I have my religious contemplation
And what about that?
What my religious contemplation has to do with me?
Because I just don't get it.

Aldo Kraas
Conceived

The Virgin Mary
Had conceived her baby
Jesus

Aldo Kraas
Concierto For Stojanovic

Stanovicj
Nobody is going to prey on you
They might prey on me instead
I might be more vulnerable and easy to be robbed
At any time than you because I am disabled
Stanovicj
Do we have to get mad or even at the ones that want to prey us?
Yes we have to get mad and even
The disable people don’t have enough money to survive
And it is hard for the disable to make ends meet

Aldo Kraas
Concierto Libero

I live
Libero in the planet earth
And I walk libero in the streets
Where I live and belong

Aldo Kraas
Concierto Para La Escuridad

La escuridad
Is so quiet
Like a ded mam
La scuridad
Is necessary for sleeping
When you sleep in your bedroom
at night

Aldo Kraas
Concrete Woman

Concrete women
Is demolishing one old home today
That was sold to developers
In order to make room for a new condo development
That will be built by the developers here at home
What a shame because the home was a very old one
And I will never see another home like that again
I don't know why they didn't declare that old home a historical home

Aldo Kraas
Concrete Women

Concrete women
Is demolishing one old home today
That was sold to developers
In order to make room for a new condo development
That will be built by the developers
What a shame because the home was a very old one
And I will never see another home like that again
I don't know why they didn't declare that old home a historical home

Aldo Kraas
Confessions Of A Person

confessions of a person
That is learning the real meaning of life
Life is not smooth like everybody thinks
Because life is full of bumps

Aldo Kraas
Confess Song

I confess
That sometimes I am feeling low
I confess
That when I am stress out
I get totally sick
And I can't function at all

Aldo Kraas
Connected

Stay connected to God
Through your life

Aldo Kraas
Consequences Song

There are other times
That I am so vain
And I forget that are consequences in life also
Also I know that I have a hand that cam kill
Anyone that wants to challenge me
Everyday in my life

Aldo Kraas
Consider Him Song

Consider him your friend
That will come in the late our of the night
To check on you
And let me tell you that there are not many people
Like him arround

Aldo Kraas
Consider The Real World

Friend
Please
Consider the real world

Aldo Kraas
Constant

Constant feelings
Of sadness, anger, and hate
Boiling up inside of me
Every second
That I stop to take a quick break

Aldo Kraas
Constant Cravings

I have that constant craving for samosa
I have that constant craving for music
I have that constant craving for coffee
I have that constant craving for diet coke

Aldo Kraas
Constantly

I need to remind me constantly to be optimistic
About things in life
I need to remind me constantly that thins will
Never be perfect
But I will work with what I got

Aldo Kraas
Contact Nature

We don't need a telephone
To contact nature
But what we can do is go for walk
And learn to appreciate nature

Aldo Kraas
Contemplation

I have my religious contemplation
And what about that?
What my religious contemplation has to do with me?
Because I just don't get it.

Aldo Kraas
Contrast Song

I see
The contrast
Of the sun
Shining against the mirror
And I think that it is
Awesome
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
Conversa

Conversa
With me my friend
Conversa
With my God
Conversa
With the cats and dogs
Conversa
With the fisherman
And ask how their fishing business is going
Conversa
With your friends
Conversa
With the moon
Conversa
With Mother Nature
Conversa
With the children
That are lonely

Aldo Kraas
Conversations Song

The conversations
That I had with the people
I loved very much
Because they taught me
So many things
That I didn't know

Aldo Kraas
Convince Me

Convince me that I am doing wrong
Convince me that I don’t have a good life
Convince me that I am shiny on the outside
And looking healthy on the outside
But in the inside I am rotten
And feeling a little ill

Aldo Kraas
Copacabana Men

Copacabana men
You are so lucky to live in Copacabana
Because there is no snow in copacabana
Like they have in other cities of the world
Copacabana men
The weather is beautiful in Copacabana
And I am hopping that you are enjoying this beautiful weather in Copacabana
Copacabana men
The weaves in the beach are high
Copacabana men
Do you like surfing?

Aldo Kraas
Coping Song

I believe that
I am coping well
With the fact that my place got flooded
During the christmas holidays
I know that I am not the one to blame
So many people told me that accidents happened
It is not because I am careless
Or I just don't have the brains to do certain things

Aldo Kraas
Cops Are Everywhere

Cops are everywhere
Trying to make a quick buck
The homeless are trying to make ends meet
By asking for money
In God's eyes it is not a crime

Aldo Kraas
Coração

CORAÇÃO
That is full of life
CORAÇÃO
That is full of feelings

Aldo Kraas
Corduroy Robe

I love so much my curdroy that I wear it
Inside the house
Every time that I get out of the shower
And it is the corduroy robe that keeps my body dressed and warmed at
The same time

Aldo Kraas
Cork Blues

All the lights
Are now on in cork
Because it is night time
Already in
Cork
And people are walking
On the streets of
Cork
During that
Winter night

Aldo Kraas
Corpus Christi

Now we came
Running so fast to meet
who died for us in the cross
Who has thought as to love
Who has thought as to leave in peace with each other
The love we have for God we will show him
We give this offering to the lord
We sing praises to the lord
We all worship you lord
This is you're birthday we celebrate
Happy birthday to the Lord
Give peace a chance
Give hope a chance
Give love a chance
Take care of the earth
Let us save the earth
The children will be baptized
in the waters of the Corpus Christi
We welcome the children to the gods house
It will be our duty to teach the children about our master
Praise the lord
Our savior
Our master
Put an end to the war
Lets unite the world
Don't let the power dominate us
Don't let us get carried away with our work
Give us a moment of silence
To understand how peace is important
We can work together for peace
Stop the sale of nuclear arms
Everybody loses at the end
The only ones that win is those who built the arms
We don't need nuclear arms in the world
We don't need any more war
The world doesn't need another Hitler or Saddam Hussein
Who loves revenge and kill his own people
The people and the world need peace and the love of God
We can't be dominated and controlled by other people
Not even the world
Because the world belongs to God

Aldo Kraas
Could I Could You?

Could I be less demanding?  
I don't know about it, may I am too demanding  
Could you be less demanding?  
Maybe you are and I am not able to see that in you  
Could I have more compassion for others?  
That I believe I have for others  
Could you have compassion for others?  
That I don't think you have  
Because I feel that compassion doesn't stick with you

Aldo Kraas
Could It Be God That Is Brightening My Days?

Could it be
God that
Is brightening my days?
Could it be God
That is putting
A smile on my face?

Aldo Kraas
Could You Be The One For Her?

Could you be the one for her?
Do you have a good heart?
Do you have a warm heart?

Aldo Kraas
Count Every Piece Of Sand

Count every piece of sand
So that you can find out how much I love you
In this world
And believe me that I am being honest to you
Just by saying I love you
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Count On Her To Stay

Count on her to stay
Here
Count on her love
Count on her prayers
Count on her to tell me about what she wants more
Count on her to sing
Count on her to show her happiness to me
Count on her to find out how beautiful she is
Count on her to find out that I need her
Count on her to find out that there is a place that she lay down and Closed her eyes
Count on her to find out that there is a crack in the mirror
Count on her to find out that the light outside is bright
Count on her to find out what is her world outside
Count on her to find out that she needs me
Count on her to find out that she needs to explore her world
Count on her teardrops falling down
Count on her feelings that is inside her heart
Count on her sweet memories

Aldo Kraas
Count On Me To Stay

Count
On
Me
To
Stay
Here
By
Your
Side
Because
I
Know
That
You
Want
Me
To
Stay
Here
So
Badly
By
Your
Side
And
I
Know
That
Your
Home
Is
my
home
Also

Aldo Kraas
Country Road

I walk
In the country road
I find all the farmers

Aldo Kraas
Country Song

That country song
Was composed
For the country lovers
Like you and me

Aldo Kraas
Courage

Where do I get the courage?
Where do I get the courage to go on living again?
To come out of my shell?
To pray again?
To smile?
Where do I get the courage to sing again?
Or laugh?
Where do I get the courage to go out again?
To relax again?
To breathe?
Where do I get the courage to love again?
To be free again?
To cook again?
Or look at the blue sky again?
Where do I get the courage to write again?
To wipe out the bad memories?
And put the past behind?
Where do I get the courage to make new friends?
Or watch flowers grow in the garden?
Where do I get the courage to write a letter to you?
To save money again?
Or read books?
I find it
Day by day.

Aldo Kraas
Courage My Friends

Always have courage my friends
Because it is not too late to built a better world
So that we can live it together with our families and friends

Aldo Kraas
Cover Me

I am lying
In my bed
But the problem is
That I am frozen
My body is going to turn
Blue if you don't cover me
With that woolen blanket
So I can be warm
While I sleep in my bed

Aldo Kraas
Crash Into Me

Please
Crash into me big waves
Because I am here
In this big
And beautiful ocen
With my surfing board
Surfing away
Today

Aldo Kraas
Crazy Boy

Crazy boy
Is acting strange
This days
I think
Crazy boy
Is loosing his mind

Aldo Kraas
Crazy For You

We Are Crazy For You God And We Are Crazy About The World That You Had Made With Your Own Hands

Aldo Kraas
Creations Song

The people are one of God's many creations

Aldo Kraas
Creative People

Creative people have a creative mind
They like to create new things

Aldo Kraas
Credi

Credi
In life
Credi
In the love
We have
For each
Other

Aldo Kraas
Creep Hymn

The creep
Goes to a restaurant
And order the food to eat at the restaurant
But when the food comes he eats a little bit of the food
Just so he can taste it
And he tells everybody very loud that the food that he order
Taste like shit
And then he takes the plate and throws it on the floor
But he lives the restaurant without pay
The waitress from the restaurant looks everywhere for him in the Restaurant
Sorry waitress he is gone out of the door
And he run away so that you couldn't catch him

Aldo Kraas
Crescendo

The Trees Are Crescendo Here On Earth And The Trees Helps To Clean The Air That We Breathe

Aldo Kraas
Criança Esquecida

Criança esquecida
Can I give you some of my love
Perhaps?
Criança esquecida
Can I be your friend at least?
Criança esquecida
Do you want to get to know me well
First?

Aldo Kraas
Deus te ama
The same way that I love you
But crianças do mundo I wished that you could be around in a world that
Doesn't have any war
But unfortunatly you belong to that world that is full of war
And you might never see peace like I seen now
But you also will never live in peace
Because the world is falling and thumbling down
With war and earthquake
I am afraid to tell you that you belong to this world
That is full of evil forces and evil people
But among the people you can still find good people
People will help you if you ask for help
There is not much time for you to play
Or you never had the opportunity to play
Because every time that a bomb is fired in the air in your country
You have to hide in the basement of your house
So that you stay safe
And at night when the bombs goes of in the air you have to sleep in the
Basement of your house to stay safe
That war is hell because all you see is the people who had their heads and arms
blown of by the bomb
While walking outside and at the same time trying to get away from it By making
sure that you don't get hurt

Aldo Kraas
Crisp Ballad

Right now I am in God's house
And I am praying for peace
Because I need peace in my life
The choir is also singing for God
Others are worshiping God in God's house

Aldo Kraas
Crossing The Pathway

You never know who you are going to find
When you are crossing the pathway
There might be people that you know
And some that you don't even know

Aldo Kraas
Crossings

All the crossings I know
I cross all of them
Some familiar grounds I know
Some crossings are more dangerous than others
Some crossings
I find different people
From different places
The welcoming feeling that gives
Some crossings there are restaurants
And some different meeting points
From the crossings, I can smell the different foods from the restaurants being cooked
And sometimes the smell of the foods make my mouth watering
Crossings are a part of every day life
As soon the lights turn red at all the crossings
The people start to cross all the crossings
The snow at the crossings makes it interesting
The colors blend in with the winter scene

Aldo Kraas
Crow Angel

Crow Angel
Born to fly
In the
Golden sky

Aldo Kraas
Crows Calling At Night

I hear
The crows
Calling
At night

Aldo Kraas
Cry Song

You don't need to ask
For my permission
To cry
Because you know when you need to cry
And you are big enough for that

Aldo Kraas
Crying

I was walking in the streets of home
When the rain started
And by then I was crying in the rain
Because I was feeling cold
But now the weather changed so fast from hot to cold
In a split second
And it sounds nuts tio me

Aldo Kraas
Crying In The Rain

Crying in the rain
Because
Summer
Is finally over
And it makes me sad
When I see
All the flowers going to sleep
And all the gardens look bare
That is the way God works
Sometimes it is hard for me
To understand

Aldo Kraas
Crying My Heart Over You

Now that you left me
And don't love me anymore
I am crying my heart over you
What is life without a friend?
What is life without a lover?
What is life without a prayer?
What is life without the blues?
What is a home without you?
It is empty

Aldo Kraas
Crying Over You

You rushed out the door this morning in this heavy rain
Without saying good bye
I was crying over you
You told me
You don’t love me anymore
I was mad like a lion
Ready to attack
I was crying over you
The next morning
I run after you
I was crying over you
Hopping that you changed your mind
I was crying over you,
Every day
I will remember our good times that we spent together

Aldo Kraas
Cuchara

That
Cuchara
Is stainless steel
And it is very cheap to buy
So I wouldn't worry if I was you

Aldo Kraas
Cuckoo's Nest

I been twice in two months
In the cuckoo's nest
Is not a fun place to be
But when you are sick with depression this is the place to be
Cuckoo's nest
Is a boring place
There is a Tv
And a bed for you to sleep
There is not much going on through the day
When I am at the cuckoo's nest
I have to wait for my meals
Is not like being at home
That you can just wake up and go to the fridge
And grab something to eat right away
I can wear my clothes on
But I can't have my belt in my pants
No metal cans or glass bottles are allowed to be brought in
If I bring in any drink has to be brought in a plastic bottle
My shaving gear I can't have with me
It has to be given to the nurse
And every time I need it
I have to go and ask for it
When time for the medication comes
I got to go to the nurse station
To get my pills
At home they are there
And I can just take it
It is much better at home than the cuckoo's nest
I hope that I don't come back
To the cuckoo's nest another time
Because I had enough of that place
At the cuckoo's nest the food is nothing like home
Bye bye cuckoo's nest for now
Cuckoo's nest
Cuckoo's nest
Cuckoo's nest
Cuckoo's nest
Cuckoo's nest
At the cuckoo's nest there is a shrink that comes and talk to you about your
problems
That is a good thing
Cuckoo's nest
Cuckoo's nest
Cuckoo's nest

Aldo Kraas
Cultured Pearls

Cultured pearls
Are sold
In the markets
Of the world

Aldo Kraas
Curtis Ballad

Falcon
Fly above the Red sea
And let Curtis see your bright colours in the sky
Because God made you to fly
And that is what you are for
But when you get tire of flying don't forget to take a break falcon
And land in Jerusalem right in the shade
Because the sun might be also hot for you because you have feathers
And Curtis doesn't have feathers because he is a human being
But he wear clothes on his body and that is the clothes that covers his Body
Falcon at night Fly to the Sea of Galilee

Aldo Kraas
Cyber Friend

Cyber friend
Do you have a sister? 
Cyber friend do you have a brother? 
Cyber friend
What do you know about computers?

Aldo Kraas
Dada

Oh let this child be born
And be brought to the sun
As the symbols of life
To me and to my world
And I will teach this child what is right and wrong
Also I will give this child love
So she will be able to give her love in return to me
And she will know that I am her Dada

Aldo Kraas
Dad's Prayer

Dear God
Please bless my family
Each day
Dear God
Teach my kids to forgive each other

Aldo Kraas
Daedal

This men is daedal
Because he is a very good sculptor
And he works well with his hand
Also he made so many beautiful scultures with his hand
And I saw all the statues that he carved with his hands
But all his statues are for sale in his studio
Because he needs to earn a living
So he can feed his family and pay the bills
When it arrives in his home

Aldo Kraas
Daily Teachings

Be good to yourself
Keep the promises that you make to yourself
Each day

Aldo Kraas
**Daisies In My Heart**

There are plenty of daisies inside of my heart
Blooming away in that field
That exist inside of my heart
And that field inside of my heart is a big field
That ducks and birds tends to land in there

Aldo Kraas
Damage Song

How much damage was done
To your life after he said that you were no good?

Aldo Kraas
Damaged Heart

My damaged heart
Had been damaged by lightning that
Mother Nature sended to damage my heart
But I am also in a lot of pain
Because my heart had been damaged by lightning
And the lightning had burned half of my heart
But thanks god the fire in my heart went out
Because of the wind that God had sended in the sky
Also I am grateful that God sended the wind in the sky to put the fire Out of My heart
But the pain still there in my damaged heart and I can still feel it

Aldo Kraas
Damned If I Do

Damned if I do
Go back
Being that
Person
That
Lived in
Loneliness

Aldo Kraas
Dance Through Life

Dance through life with me
Because I want to dance with you
Through life

Aldo Kraas
Dance To That Tender Beat

Dance to that tender beat
Tonight
Lady
Because I am sure that it will
Be just fine for you
Lady

Aldo Kraas
Dancing For God

We are dancing together for God
And I am so happy that we are able to
Dance for God today
Because the weather is perfect here in canada also
And God is not missing a thing
Even though he can see us with his eyes very well

Aldo Kraas
Dancing In The Dark

Tonight outside is dark
And she loves
To be dancing

Aldo Kraas
Dancing In The Light

I got up early this morning
And I took a lot at the mirror
And Isaw that my eyes was tired still
But I was yawning still
Now was a good time for a nice cup of coffee to wake me up
And to get rid of this awful yawning
Maybe I didn't had enough sleep last night but the night ended so fast
And who is me to blame?
I didn't made the night
But I just go to sleep when the night comes because it is the right thing To do
And now I am going out to dance in the light in the streets of Toronto all Day long and enjoy the beautiful sunny day

Aldo Kraas
Dancing King

Dancing King
Every one
Saw that
Handsome
Dancing King
Dancing
He is only 42

Aldo Kraas
Dancing King II

Dancing king
I s dancing the night away
Dancing king
Is dancing with a beautiful girl tonight
Dancing king
Looks very handsome tonight

Aldo Kraas
Dancing With Joy

I am dancing with joy
Because the first day of
Summer was yesterday
And I had my Camera with me
So I had the opportunity to take
Nice pictures and to be outside
For a while

Aldo Kraas
Dancing With My Grandmother

I used to be a real little gentleman
I danced with my grandmother
She was proud of me
I wanted to make her proud
Because it was one of her last wish
Before she died
Waltz was her specialty
She loved waltzes
Grandmother if you were here to day
I would still be dancing with you
That was a long time a go
That I danced with you
I can’t even remember how long it was
To tell you the truth I lost count

Aldo Kraas
Dancing With The Poet

Naomi
Is dancing tonight with the poet
Beneath the stars that shine in heaven tonight
Naomi is dancing with the poet tonight
And the poet and Naomi is having a good time tonight
Because Naomi had given a party to honour the poet in his Achievements
In life

Aldo Kraas
Dangerous Eyes

The dangerous eyes from somebody else
Is giving me a dirty look
And I don't know what I did wrong
Or if I misread the dangerous eyes from somebody else

Aldo Kraas
Daniel Song

Daniel
Let the song rhyme in your head
Daniel
Let God wash your heart and make it whiter than snow
Daniel
Turn of the lights in your home and light a candle
So that the light of the candle can glow inside of your home
Daniel
Every prayer that you say
Will be answered by God
Daniel
You have a home that is peaceful
Daniel
I will lift you up and carry you on my wings
Above the buildings, the trees, and The lake
Daniel
God is on your side
Daniel
God is watching out for you
Daniel
God is guiding you here at home
Daniel
You got a friend in me
Daniel
The sun will always shine for you

Aldo Kraas
Daniela

Daniela give me all your smiles
Because I know you can
All that smiles that you had given me is worth thousan dollars
That beautiful blond hair that you have
Is long

Aldo Kraas
Daniele Song

Daniel
Let the song rhyme in your head
Daniel
Let God wash your heart and make it whiter than snow
Daniel
Turn of the lights in your home and light a candle
So that the light of the candle can glow inside of your home
Daniel
Every prayer that you say
Will be answered by God
Daniel
You have a home that is peaceful
Daniel
I will lift you up and carry you on my wings
Above the buildings, the trees, and The lake
Daniel
God is on your side
Daniel
God is watching out for you
Daniel
God is guiding you here at home
Daniel
You got a friend in me
Daniel
The sun will always shine for you

Aldo Kraas
Dans La Vie

Dans la vie
We need to get along with people
And make them feel welcome around you
Dans la vie
We need to find a purpose
And to understand why we are here

Aldo Kraas
I am coming out of dark ages
And I lived half way through my life
Also I got my hand dirty in the mud a long time ago
I did it and got my tshirt and that job is over
I am coming out of dark ages
Because I spent most of my life in dark ages
And I saw so many dark skies while I went through my life in dark ages
I am coming out of the dark ages
To help the children in their daily life
By teaching what is right and wrong
Because the children needs to learn what is right and wrong
So they don't became a criminal when they grew up
Because here on earth are full of criminals already and we have more than What we can handle
I am coming out of the dark ages
To show my love to the children that lives here on the earth with us
I am coming out of the dark ages
Because I want to play with the children everyday here on the earth Because I know that I can make the children happy for once

Aldo Kraas
Dark Christmas

The dark christmas doesn't frighten me or upset me
But I find it very romantic indeed
Because if you hava a skilight in your place you can look into the sky And see the stars

Aldo Kraas
Dark Clouds

Dark clouds
Are drifting away
From the sky
Soon the sky
Will clear
Again
After the rain

Aldo Kraas
Dark Eyed Man

The dark
Eyed
Man
Is me

Aldo Kraas
Dark Eyes Are Crying

Dark eyes are crying
Tears are runnin down
Through my face
My thoughts are racing very fast
Darking eyes are crying the blues
Sadness I feel all over me
Because I am begining to understand that I am going
Through this sad face of life

Aldo Kraas
Dark Heart

Inside of that dark heart is dark
Because has no light
And the light doesn't shine in either
So that is why it is called a dark heart.
By me.

Aldo Kraas
I started to believe in myself
After I came out of that dark hole
That I was living for a long time
Where the light never came in
And there was dark all day long
But now that I am out of that dark hole
I saw the light for the first time
And I enjoyed seeing the light very much
Yes I found very depressing living inside of
The dark hole for so long
Now it is the light that gives me the energy that I need
And I consider myself to be very religious
Even though my life is now balanced
To the full scale

Aldo Kraas
Dark Nights Song

The dark nights are part of our world also
And the dark nights are part of our lives also

Aldo Kraas
Dark Road

You will never find me walking
At that dark road
At night

Aldo Kraas
Dark Road Song

Thanks god
That I recovered from
That dark road
Finally
Because when I walked
On that dark road
During my illness was tough
For me
Because at the same time
I was having so many negative thoughts
That was coming out of my head non stop
At that time I was feeling that my head was my biggest enemy
In my life
And the truth was that I wasn't getting a clear picture of my life

Aldo Kraas
Dark Winter Days

I hate the dark winter days
Because it is so cold
And so depressing

Aldo Kraas
Darker Sky Song

Once a while
The darker sky
Will show up in the sky
And that I can't avoid

Aldo Kraas
Darkness Approaches Me

Darkness approaches me
During the night
While I am walking outside
And suddenly I can't see anymore where
I am walking that I begun to panic

Aldo Kraas
Darkness Blues

I am
Surrounded by darkness
And I need to know why?

Aldo Kraas
Darkness In Heaven

We saw already plenty of darkness in heaven
To the point that we got tired of it

Aldo Kraas
Dart In My Heart

One evil man that I never knew
Came across to me in my direction while I was in the pub last night
With some friends minding my own business
But the strange men took the dart from his jeans pocket that he was wearing
Last night while he was at the pub that I was
And he throw the dart in the air which was a very dangerous thing to do
Because you never know who is going to get hit with it
But unfortunately I got hit with the dart
And the dart got stuck in my heart
But after that the strange men left the pub in a rush because he didn't want to get caught and charged by the police
But I try hard to remove the dart out of my heart because now I was feeling the horrible pain but also my poor heart was bleeding badly
Also other people in the pub came to my rescue
And at the end of the night they called for the ambulance and the ambulance drove me fast to the hospital where the doctor late at night perform the operation to remove the dart from my heart and I received a few stitches in my heart and after the operation I went to the recovery unit where I spend a few days
But after that I went to a normal room in the hospital also and I stay in that room sleeping most of the days because I was tired and still in pain
But the nurses came and gave me some morphine to take the pain away
And when I left the hospital I was fine and I was able to go home
And get back to my life but I never went to a pub again since the accident took place

Aldo Kraas
Davisville Song

I left
Davisville Subway Station
Early Saturday morning
And I was ready to start my work
I had my digital camera with me
That became my best friend
For a long time
And at that early Saturday
Morning I took out my digital camera
And I began to photograph
I had photographed
The Mount Pleasant Cemetery
And other things that was available there

Aldo Kraas
Dawson Creeck

Dawson creek
Has lots of
Ducks
That swim
Inside the creek
And people
Come
To feed the
Stale bread
To the
Ducks

Aldo Kraas
Day After Day

Day after day
When the day is over
I am grateful
For that day
Day after day
I keep wishing
That things
Will get better in
My life
Day after day
I think that I did something wrong
That was a bad thing to do
And I end up regretting

Aldo Kraas
Day And Night Blues

Day and night
I write poetry
And then I share
My poetry
With all my friends
From time to time
But
Day and night
When it is summer
I rather be outside
Enjoying the good
Weather

Aldo Kraas
Day And Night We Are Question

Day and night we are questioned
About our lives, our kids, our work, and what do we do for fun

Aldo Kraas
Day By Day

Day by day
We miss you more
Day by day
We can't stop to think about you
Day by day
We noticed that our world is very lonely without you

Aldo Kraas
Day Of The Dead

Today is the day of the dead here at home
Because it was declared today the day of the dead
By Toronto mayor Robert Ford
And some people are mourning their lose today
Because they lost somebody this week
And the others are remembering their loved ones here at home
But I see the tears coming down from their faces at the same time that Some people are mourning and others are remembering their loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Day Pass

She was in the hospital
For so long
And only today
She finally got a day pass
From the doctor at the hospital
And that is wonderful
Because she doesn't have to be stuck in the hospital
Unit anymore
And with the day pass
She is allowed to go out for the day
Believe me she was so happy
To be out of the unit for the day

Aldo Kraas
Daybreak Blues

I am going to stay up all night
So I can hear you sing
The daybreak blues
Because I was never home
When You were home
So today will be it
Men blues
I am here
So play the famous
Daybreak blues

Aldo Kraas
The people of the daydream nation is dreaming away
Of having things they can't have or can't buy
Because it costs more than the wages that they make in a day
That alone is a sin
Because the people of the dream nation have to work double hours just so They can buy the item in the store that they dream every single day
And the people of the daydream nation must understand that shoplifting Is a crime that puts the young people of the daydream nation in jail
That dirty and filthy little cell with only a toilette, a bed, a sink, and a door that keeps the young people of the daydream nation locked for 48 hours Or months
And now the young people of the daydream nation have a criminal record
For shoplifting in the store of the daydream nation
Also when the people of the daydream nation fills the application there is a question that asks them if they commit a crime against the law that was Pannishable? yes or no? the people of the younge will have to answer it.
And if they commit a crime and answer it no they will never get that job
Because they lie on their job application form
But the restaurant owner needs to choose their stuff with caution when They are hiring the young people of the daydream nation
Also I belive that this daydream nation is bleeding day by day
Because it is hard to find a young person tha is honest and wants to persuit A dream and a life by earning a honest life
The job of the adults are to be that role model and to guide the young People to that straight road or path
Because once the young people of the daydream nation makes a mistake
They will have to pay for it
One way or the other
But young people of the daydream nation look into my eyes and I will tell you who your friends are
Also for every action there is a reaction
Young people of the daydream nation the way you make your bed that Is the way you sleep at night
Daydream nation needs to be repaired and that is why we need the Cops we have in the daydream nation to make the dream nation a Safer place to live but don't go and point your finger at me by saying that I am the Problem at the daydream nation
So please keep me out of your decisions when you make one by saying that All the problems that we are experimenting in the Daydream nation to be my fault
But the whole truth it is not because I don't cause problems for nobody
Young men of the daydream nation
But the other factor in the daydream nation Is the high cost of living
That we have to go throw in life to make ends met
Sometimes we can and sometimes we can't
But when we can't we are forced to live without it
Or get a second job
Also it is the recession that burns a whole in our pockets because Sometimes we
even end up poor or homeless in the streets of the
Daydream nation
But than the homeless shelters fill up fast in the daydream nation
And when it is all filled up you have no choice but sleep in the streets of
Daydream nation

Aldo Kraas
Daylight

After so many hours of darkness
It is awesome to see the daylight
I get up and get ready
I can’t wait to put my foot out of the door
Daylight you are awesome
In the summer we have long hours of daylight
But in the winter we don’t get much daylight
Daylight is better than darkness
Darkness can be depressing
But there are both
In our world
Which one I do prefer?
I prefer the daylight myself
We need darkness to sleep
And daylight to bright up our days
Is daylight a gift?
It could be if you look at the way I look at
Is the darkness a gift?
No it is a necessity in our lives
Is the daylight a welcome friend?
To me it is
To you it might be a different history
I don’t take the daylight for granted
The darkness I don’t care much for it
I am longing every day to see the beautiful daylight
I truly love the daylight
I find it awesome

Aldo Kraas
Hello
Hello
Hello
People of the universe
Finally
Daylight again
A new day is here
It came so fast
Sometimes it seems like we didn't get enough sleep
But that is all not true
Because we slept the night away
Some of us are early birds
Others are night owls
Daylight again
Our body is waking up slowly
Like a turtle
Daylight again
Daylight again
We see it for maybe 8 hours a day
Than becomes night again by the time we come home again
Good bye daylight
Good bye daylight
See you early tomorrow again

Aldo Kraas
Days Song

I have so many days
To plan ahead
I have so many days
That I wished that I could sleep in

Aldo Kraas
Dead And Gone

She is now dead and gone to heaven
Where she will rest forever
Without feeling any pain for once
Now heaven is her home
But someday I will meet her in heaven again

Aldo Kraas
Dead Man’s Gun

I don't like the dead man's gun
Because
Today I found it on my bed in heaven
And
It was not me who left it there Lord
Because I don’t own a gun
And I hate guns
Because
They are very dangerous
And nobody has the right to take their life away
If they are in good mental condition
We leave it up to you Lord
But to my surprise
Just before I went to bed for the night
I discovered
They had removed the body of a young man
Who had killed himself with the gun
In my bed
I didn’t know this young man
But I am not happy that he laid on my bed in heaven
Because in my bed are all the blood stains
And that bed is the evidence to this case
And the police took it away with them together with the body
Of the young man
And what now?
Where am I going to sleep tonight?
Please don’t forget that I have no bed in heaven
Right now
Why do people destroy themselves in heaven?
Shouldn’t heaven be a beautiful place?

Aldo Kraas
Dead Man's Ghost

This man had been a long time in the hospital
He is quite old and sick
I hadn’t had a chance to come and visit him
But today I received a phone call from the hospital
Saying that this man will die any hour
They are shutting him down
I had dropped everything I was doing at home
I call the taxi
One hour later
I got in to the taxi
I was now heading to the hospital
Sadness filled my eyes
But when I enter this man’s room
The time just Arrived for him to die
I held his hand
I didn’t say a world to him
His body was shutting down slowly
He had a difficult time in breathing
He was gasping now for air
Then he began to close his eyes
And then he died
I was glad that I was able to see him for the last time
The man’s room in the hospital felt eerie
Now I was talking to the dead man’s ghost
The dead man’s ghost said to me
You know one thing he lived all he had to live
He worked all his life and now came his time to go
After that I had let my hand go
I left and they covered this man up

Aldo Kraas
Dead Philosopher's Blues

That dead philosopher
Was buried today
And God raised his spirit up to heaven with him
Amen amen amen
That philosopher is now resting in peace
At his grave

Aldo Kraas
Dead Poet's Bones

The dead poet's bones
Are buried in the ground at the cemetery
And I don't have any problem with it
Because they belong in the cemetery
I don't make a fuss like most people do about
The environment

Aldo Kraas
Deadly Sins

We have so many deadly sins
That we committed
During the weekend

Aldo Kraas
Deafening

You try to talk to her in worlds
And you can't get across to her
Why?
What is wrong with that woman?
She is being so rude?
Maybe she doesn't like me?
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Deamon

I am the deamon
That plays with people's mind
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Dear Beloved God

Dear beloved God
I love you also
Dear beloved God
Thank you for watching after me
Dear beloved God
I know that you love me also
Dear beloved God
Please stay here tonight with me
Because I want to spend some time with you tonight
Dear God
Nobody will disturb us tonight
Dear God
The phone will not ring tonight
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Dear Darkness

Dear darkness
You are now out of my life
And you no longer belong to me
So please go and find a new friend
That needs you more than me

Aldo Kraas
Dear God I Just Want My Mama Back

Dear God
I just want my mama back
That you took away from me
Last year

Aldo Kraas
Dear God I Wanna Make You Mine

Dear God I wanna make you mine today
Because I can't live without anybody anymore
And my heart is empty
But also my life is empty
Dear God
Can't you understand that I wanna make you mine today
Because I don't want to live alone anymore
And waste my life away or my time here on earth
That is so precious to me
Dear God I wanna make you mine today
So come into my life
And give me all your love in return

Aldo Kraas
Dear God I Wanna Make You Mine Today

Dear God I wanna make you mine today
Because I can’t live without anybody anymore
And my heart is empty
But also my life is empty
Dear God
Can't you understand that I wanna make you mine today
Because I don't want to live alone anymore
And waste my life away or my time here on earth
That is so precious to me
Dear God I wanna make you mine today
So come into my life
And give me all your love in return
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Dear John

The weather is beautiful today
And you should take advantage of it
By going for a walk on the boarwalk

Dear John
You need to get a life

Dear John
You can't sleep in all day
Because you are not sick
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Dear Lady Malaysia

Dear
Lady Malaysia
You are so younge
And you are so poor
Every day you work
In the fields

Aldo Kraas
Dear Lord
Take me the way
I am
I have changed
I have no more
Anger
I had thrown all
My anger away
Into the Sea
And the
Sea washed my anger away

Aldo Kraas
Dear Me Hymn

Dear me
I am so happy for myself
Dear me
I am honest to myself
Dear me
Your light is shining through me

Aldo Kraas
Dear Men

God is saying
Dear men
I have run out of room in my house
And that is why I can't take no one else
And I sended that poor lady to you instead
But please remember that is not an obligation
It is a challenge that you have to deal with it every day
In your life
Dear men
Also I don't want to her that you don't have time
Or you can't
Because you can make time
And that is all that I am asking from you
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Dear Mrs. Valentine

Is waiting for her date to arrive
At her door step
And she knows that he is late by now
Because he told her that he would
Be picking her up at 8: 00 pm
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Dear Nova Scotia

Dear
Nova Scotia
You are
My dream
That came true
And for that I give you
Red roses
In exchange

Aldo Kraas
Dear Old Man

Dear old man
Death arrived at your door today
And you died today
So come with me to heaven
Because I am ready to take you to heaven
Dear old man
I know that you lived a long good life here at earth
Dear old man
It is time to say good bye to your loved ones
That will never see you again
Dear old man
Now you can rest in peace forever
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Dear Soul

Dear soul are you thirsty?
Dear soul if I give you water to drink the thirst will go away
Dear soul do you believe me that your thirst will go away with a Drink of water?
This is the truth dear soul
Dear soul are you hungry for God?
Because God will keep you alive everyday

Aldo Kraas
Dearest Prince Blues

My dearest prince
I am looking after
The wine cellar
In your castle
Because that is what
You hired me for

Aldo Kraas
Death Among There Pears

Death among
There pears
I felt
For once

Aldo Kraas
Death Became A Nightmare To Me

Death became a nightmare to me
Now that I am facing it
Because I have no choice
Than to face it
Alone
And by having to face it alone
Makes it a lot harder to myself

Aldo Kraas
Death Doesn'T Ask

Death doesn't ask when I want to die
Death doesn't ask if I will die night or day
Death doesn't ask me which day I want to die
Death doesn't ask me if I am happy or sad to die

Aldo Kraas
Death In Venice

I have witnessed
A death in
Venice today
And the death that I have witnessed in
Venice was the death of a
Italian poet
That was working very hard
To make some money
Day and night
Without any sleep
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Death Is A Tragic Part Of Life

Death is a tragic part of life
And we are never ready for it
It is hard to face death
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Death Is His Wish Song

Death is his wish
And for me is very sad to hear that
Coming from him
I know that he needs help also
Because he is at the end of the rope
I tried hard to talk to him about life
But he had decided not to talk about his life in general
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Death Of My Heart

The death of my heart
Was very scary to me
Because i could feel that it wasn't pumping blood to
The rest of my body
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Death Of My Own Aggression

The death of my own aggression
Is taking place today

Aldo Kraas
Death Row Song

Death row song
She sings
Out loud

Aldo Kraas
Death Valley

That death valley
Is a very deep one
And all the death people
Are buried in there
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Death Will Approach Everyone Some Day

Death will aproach everyone some day
But I just feel that the human beings
Don't handle death very well
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Death Will Come To Us One Day

Death will come to us one day
So we don't have to wish for us to die
Or commit suicide to go to heaven right away
And can death satisfy us?
Not if it is a suicide
But if it is a normal death
I believe that we can be satisfied

Aldo Kraas
Debido A Usted

Debido a usted
I am alive because you made me and
Usted es mi dios
Debido a usted
I have my life here on earth because
Mi dios me dio
Debido a te amar
I will never stop to love you God
Porque usted es dios del amor
Debido a usted
I have the sun that shines here everyday on earth
Porque dios usted hizo el sol
Debito a usted I have my health that is precious
Because God you gave me my health
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Deceitful Song

He makes a wonderful Story
And he tells me That he just moved
From Nova Scotia To Toronto

Aldo Kraas
Deception

The weather was deceiving today
And my deception of today was no good

Aldo Kraas
Decide For Yourself

Just decide for yourself if you are pesimist
Just decide for yourself if you are a chauvinistic men
Just decide for yourself if you like to get expensive gifts

Aldo Kraas
Decisions

Decisions
Got to be made by me
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Declaration Of Life

Declaration of life
Is a written paper
That I keep in the drawers of my desk
It is a declaration of life that is truly an amazing gift
Sign, sealed, and delivered by God
At the time I was born
And at the time I had entered his world
I had grown and seen all his world
Today I am a believer
I am the one who is falling into God's footsteps
And God is life
This day was made for me
Bring it on I will
I will look on your side of the world
Because there are places
Which are brighter
Filled with thy love and peace
God tells me I will take care of you
Many years to come
Declaration of life
Live my child
Live well my child
Enjoy it my child
Drink my child
Eat my child
Sleep well at night my child
And don't forget about me my child
Child I am the one who signed the declaration of life
In your heart, mind, and soul I live
Child take time to consider grace
God the landscape grows green with your love
Eternity isn't something we wait for-it's what we breathe
God

Aldo Kraas
Dedicated To A Brave Men

Brave men
You did so many
Things to save the people
In your community

Aldo Kraas
I am singing this fado to you
With all my strength that comes out of my heart
Because the fado that I was singing for you
I dedicated with love for you
And when the sun leaves the earth and goes to sleep
it is a said good bye
Because all that is left is a dark cloud
And the water of the sea keeps rolling like thunder
And before you know it the night is here again
And another day is over

Aldo Kraas
Dedication Song

I am dedicating this Song to you Lord
May they see only the good in you
Give me your hand
Let me carry you on
Love thy neighbor as thy self
I am seeking the Lord
Imagine me praying for salvation
I am also praising you Lord
If you haven’t notice it yet
You hear me praying out loud
I will cast my burden on you Lord
You remain a part of me
Lord holiness is what I see in you
I won’t wait for another chance
Because I know that my chance has finally arrived
I can’t wait for one more day
Because that day is here
The air that I breathe is free
Do I need to tell you that I love you once again Lord in a song?
You will know it just by looking in my eyes
I know that you will be able to feel it in my heart also
It is wonderful for me to live a free life
And be me
I need you in my heart and in my life
I want to praise you every day
I need you every hour my Lord
Open now my eyes so I can see you
I need your touch
I need your cleansing
I need you to blessed me now
I give you all the love I can give you
So please give some love back to me
Always in this crazy world there is a place I call home
That is my home where the Lord is
My father is the Lord
The Lord is my call
Far away from this world
There is a father that cares for me
What holds for my future after today?
I have nothing to fear
I have everything and I am grateful for
When the holy spirit looked down at me and said
Seek my face
I looked upon his face and said I will seek your face
Amen

Aldo Kraas
Deep Blue Sky

Let me drift away
Into the deep blue sky
When I go to sleep tonight
Because I want to feel the same way
That the birds feel when they are in the
Deep blue sky

Aldo Kraas
Deep Down

Deep down
I know she loves me
Deep down
I know that she cares about me

Aldo Kraas
Deep In Your Heart

Deep in your Heart
There is a place For me
God
And
I know that this is true
Deep in your Heart I live
God

Aldo Kraas
Deep Inside

I can find you
Deep inside
My heart
Because I know that you
Live inside my
Heart God

Aldo Kraas
Deeper Than Words

Music is deeper
Than words
And music heals the broken heart
That was broken by people
That said nasty things to each other

Aldo Kraas
Defeated Song

I been defeated in life
By many people
Simply because I couldn't perform a simple task well
But tell me in which areas did I fail?
Did I failed in life?
Did I failed in making friends?

Aldo Kraas
Definition Of Happiness

1- the quality or state of being happy

Aldo Kraas
Deixar Para Ir Mais Altamente

Deixar para ir mais altamente
My dreams that I am dreaming tonight
While I sleep in my warm bed
Deixar para ir mais altamente
My thoughts that I am having during the day
Deixar para ir mais altamente
The song that I sing to the people here on earth so that they can hear it
Deixar para ir mais altamente
The breath of life

Aldo Kraas
Del Rojo Mar

The sun is out
But the day is cold
And the ducks
Will swim inside of Del Mar Rojo today

Aldo Kraas
Delilah

Delilah
I see your beautiful face
Shining in my bathroom mirror
Every day
And it makes me happy
To know that you are alive each day
Delilah
How are you?
I hope that you are doing fine

Aldo Kraas
Delirium

Assailant
Why do you want to kill me and poison me?
Where we are people are watching us
Can't you see that?
Do you want a show?
You are an evil man
Assailant you belong in jail!
Not in the community
The assailant
Poisoned me with rat poison
I am lying down now
On the ground
The assailant is beating me
I am bleeding badly
And after he did it 9 times he runs away
Someone stood there and watch it with horror
Somebody else called 911
Using their cellular phone
The ambulance
The fire truck
The police
All arrived
Soon
They took care of me
First they took care of the rat poison
Because if they had waited much longer
I would be dead
In no time
I had to vomit so the rat poison could come out of my stomach
I was glad
I was still sick to my stomach though
Than they took care of my bleedings
I was in pain also
Finally they put me on a stretcher
And took me to the hospital
In the ambulance

Aldo Kraas
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Dê-Me A Força

Dê-me a força
For me to live everyday
My beautiful God

Aldo Kraas
Déme Un Beso

Déme un beso
Tonight
My God
Before I go to sleep
Because I know that
Your beso
Will taste like honey
To me
Déme un beso
Tomorrow
When I wake up
Because the sun will be out
And shining all the way
To the earth

Aldo Kraas
Demons

I want to live a life free of demons
Because
The demons are messing with my life

Aldo Kraas
Demuéstreme

Demuéstreme
Your heart
Demuéstreme
The feelings that are inside of your heart

Aldo Kraas
Denial

I was many times in denial
I could not see my self loosing my temper
I was hurting those I loved the most
The devil got hold of me now
I see it is true
If I went to jail for beating up people
I know I would not survive a day in there
I would have lost my freedom for ever
Today I thank for Clonazepan and Apodivalproex
They saved my life
I am not the man I intended to be
What would be life in Jail?
Would I see the sunsets?
I would be isolated from the world
What life would I have in jail?
Hitting people is not right
It has finally stopped with me
Now once I admitted
And did something about it
I can live in peace
I just could not see the warnings coming before
Now I understand it better

Aldo Kraas
Dentro De Sus Ojos

Dentro de sus ojos
I see
The love
That
You have
For me

Aldo Kraas
Departed Souls

Departed souls
Are now living in Heaven

Aldo Kraas
Depending How I Feel

Depending how I feel
I write some poems
I want to send
A message
Of hope
To this
Sad and
Lonely world

Aldo Kraas
Depois das onze horas
I will have my lunch
Because it will be time for my lunch by then
Also I will probably be hungry at that time

Aldo Kraas
Depuis Que Tu M'As Quittée

Depuis que tu m'as quittée
It felt so empty in here
And I I was left without your love
I was heartbroken to see you go
So soon
And also there was no time
Anymore for me to tell you
The things that I wanted to tell you
Before you left here
Before I felt that God was being so selfish to you
and not paying any attention to me
But now it is clear to me
That you were his first priority
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Descending

The sun is descending
From heaven

Aldo Kraas
Desert Rose

At home in the desert
There is a rose
Blooming everyday
That is because I went to the desert
And watered the rose

Aldo Kraas
Deserted Heart

The
Deserted heart
Found a new owner today
And that deserted heart
Belongs to me
So now I feel that
I have to give some love
For the deserted heart

Aldo Kraas
Desire

I desire plenty of love to fill my heart
My friend
I desire to meet him
I see him walking far away from a distance
He waves at me
And say
Come you need sleep
Lay down
I will watch over you
No one will harm you
I am God
I am looking after you
You found me
And I found you last
Please try to sleep
And don’t worry about anything else
Because I will comfort you
Don’t fear me anymore
Don’t let the demons take control of you
Don’t be too greedy my friend
Greed is no good

Aldo Kraas
Desire Song

I desire
To have a good night sleep
I desire to
Cook some great meals
For lunch, and supper

Aldo Kraas
Despedida

Despedida
Will be
Tomorrow
Now that
I had
Died
Today
So unexpected
And people
Please
Understand
That it wasn't
My choice to
Die today
Neither
My wish
To die
Today
But
My heart
Had simply
Stoped

Aldo Kraas
Desperado II

I am desperado for the warm weather
I am desperado for the corn
I am desperado for the sun
I am desperado to hide one wild horse
I am desperado to sing the blues
I am desperado to move back home
I am desperado to find a woman to love
I am desperado to pray
I am desperado to sing the blues in a bar at home

Aldo Kraas
Desperate II

Are you desperate to get some sleep tonight?
Are you desperate for the winter to end?
Are you desperate to watch tv?
Are you desperate to go on a holiday?
Are you desperate for a cup of coffee?

Aldo Kraas
Destiny

Destiny where do I find you?
Destiny where can I look for you?
Destiny where are you hiding?
Why are you hiding from me?
Destiny what do you have for me?
Destiny what are my options?
Destiny which door is open for me?
Destiny do you have anything for me that I might want?
Destiny can I get any satisfaction from you?
Destiny are you my friend?

Aldo Kraas
Destiny And Love

Destiny and love
Are the two things
That connect me to my life
If you read between the lines
You will see it or you will find it
Written there

Aldo Kraas
Destiny Song

Destiny
Where can go that is bright?
Destiny
Can you take me along with you to that brightest place in the world?
Because I just want the light and nothing else matters much to me
Destiny
I want to go to a place that is warm also in order to escape that terrible
Weather?
So destiny please tell me where I can go to get that warm weather
Destiny
Take me to a warm home that in the Summer has Aircondition and in the Winter
has heat

Aldo Kraas
Details II

I try to write all the details
About my life on a piece of paper
Every single day
So when it is over I can mail it to you
Like I promised you
On our phone conversation that we had last week
And it is so far a hard task for me
Because sometimes I forget what I dead day to day
But at the same time I feel that I becoming so forgetful

Aldo Kraas
Determined

I am determined
To put a smile on somebody’s face today

Aldo Kraas
Devil On The Dance Floor

You
Got
The
Devil
On
The dance
Floor
Tonight
Dancing
Away

Aldo Kraas
It is as shame
But the devils live inside my brain
And now they will cut my electrocodes that sends the signals all over my Body
and there is no way to stop them from doing it
Because they want to inflict pain in me
But when they cut my electrocodes it paralizes me totally
Also I try to move my body but nothing moves
And I just have to be paralyze
Believe me the devils did a lot of damage to me already
And I feel that enough is enough because I am their victim

Aldo Kraas
Devil's Kiss

Devil's Kiss
I just received
It felt strange
I never expected it to happen
Because I always avoid the devil
And the devil follows me around
He is evil
Devi's Kiss
I don't like at all
I don't know why the devil follow me around

Aldo Kraas
Dia Bonito

I love
That dia bonito
Full of sun
That comes out everyday
And brights up the earth
Everyday
And I thank God
Everyday for the
Dia bonito

Aldo Kraas
Diamonds

Diamonds are forever
Diamonds are a precious stone
Diamonds are a woman’s best friend
Diamonds are full of sparkles
Diamonds are very shiny
Diamonds are found on earth
Diamonds have a sentimental value

Aldo Kraas
Diane Leah Sonata

Diane Leah
You belong
In the house of love
Diane Leah
Every sunday
In the house of love
During the service
You give us the gift of music

Aldo Kraas
Diary Song

Her diary
Is private
And I never bother to read
Her diary
Because once again
Her diary
Is private
And she wants to keep it that way
And I respect that
She keeps her diary inside of the drawer of her night table
And she write her feelings in her diary every night
Before she goes to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Did I Notice Anything New

Did I notice anything new?
I did
Today is the day to say farewell to my old friends again
But the truth I am old now and have so many experiences
About life
Some are good and some are bad
But I want to keep the good experiences of my life recorded in my computer
And the bad experiences of my life I well throw inside the garbage bags
I beat that I can fill 6 bags of garbage with my bed Life experiences
And it is the bad life experiences that it is more like punishment to me than anything else
But I find the good life experiences very rewarding because what I learn
I can take to the next level and there is too many levels for me to count
I have to get through the last level because by the time that I will be on the Next level I will be very knowledgeable because by than I will be able to Share everything that I know with people
And that last level I call it the comfort zone
Because when I will be in the confort zone I will be more myself
And I will be more relaxed and full of energy
Also my level of enthusiasm is very high
I know that I don't deal very well with presure in life
But stress is something that I don't handle very well either
And I must admit it to myself that I can only do so much to improve Myself because it is just like baby steps
You move little by little everyday

Aldo Kraas
Did You Know

Did you know that we are having summer
When South America is having winter?

Aldo Kraas
Did You Know? Song

Did you know that I am human just like you?
Did you know that I have feelings the same way that you do?

Aldo Kraas
Different Man

He is a different man than me
Have you noticed that?

Aldo Kraas
Different Pains

There are so many
Different pains that
We all experienced
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
Digging For My Soul

I am digging for my soul
Now
Because
My soul
Needs to be fixed
After so many
people had
Damaged my soul
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Digging Holes In The Sand Blues

The kids are digging holes
In the sand with their plastic shovel
In order to build a sandcastle
At the beach
During their summer vacation

Aldo Kraas
Diiscovery Sonata

You can see how beautiful I am
And I am the Discovery king of Dhaka
But I am so beloved py my people
And I live in a huge castle that my people built fo me
I an not rish in dollars but iam rich in Bangladessh Taka
And I am one of the most rich man in Dhaka
But don't worry about me because I have security guards in my palace
And I feel safe with my security guards
But the truth is I can live tha palace by myself because the people would Kill me for money

Aldo Kraas
Dime

Dime
That you love me
Any time
Dime
That you need me here
Any time sooner
Dime
That the sun is shining for us
Dime
That today it is a hot day

Aldo Kraas
Ding Dong Happy New Year To All

Ding Dong
Happy new year
To all
That are
Christians
And believe
In God

Aldo Kraas
Dios Construi Tu Casa

Dios construi tu casa
Soon
So that we can come and visit
You

Aldo Kraas
Dirty Air Song

Dirty air
You find in
Detroit

Aldo Kraas
Discover

Discover
Your hidden
Talents
Discover
Your
Culinary
Skills
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You can see how beautiful I am
And I am the Discovery king of Dhaka
But I am so beloved by my people
And I live in a huge castle that my people built for me
I am not rich in dollars but I am rich in Bangladeshi Taka
And I am one of the most rich men in Dhaka
But don't worry about me because I have security guards in my palace
And I feel safe with my security guards
But the truth is I can't live that palace by myself because the people would kill me for money

Aldo Kraas
Discovery Witches

We had a discovery of witches when we walked down the streets of Dublin Today and also all the witches were all different and that alone Made it Interesting to see and appreciate also
Because if all the witches were alike I don't think nodoby would batter to Look at them because they would be boring to look at

Aldo Kraas
Disrespectful

You are
Being so
Disrespectful
Towards me
And I want to know why?
Because
I believe that there are so many things
That you don't like about me
To me that is very sad
And that must be
Because I am
A christian
And you are not

Aldo Kraas
Distant

My mind is so distant that I can't even think straight anymore
My heart is so distant because I can't feel it
My thoughts are so distant because I am not being able to focus on my Work
My friends are so distant and I miss them

Aldo Kraas
Distant Memories

All
The
Distant memories
I can't reach anymore
Because they are so distant
And I don't care for them
At all

Aldo Kraas
Distant Shores

I can see
The distant shores
From wher I am standing

Aldo Kraas
Distillery District Blues

Come and march with me
All the way to
The distillery district

Aldo Kraas
Disturbed Mind

Disturbed mind
So confused
So disturbed
Loosing track of the day
Loosing track of the hour
Disturbed mind
Playing silly games
Not knowing if I am
Coming or going
Disturbed mind
So frustrated
So disturbed
Sometimes feeling over whelmed
Sometimes sending wrong messages
Sometimes my disturbed mind
is not functioning at all straight

Aldo Kraas
Disturbia

Today I am living in Disturbia with my mind
And the grey patches are showing inside my brain
And that alone is my dark side
Also the grey patches are the sign to be careful
And that is for me to know that when it comes 9:00 pm
It is time for me to rest for the night
Disturbia is not a nice place to be with myself
Because it changes who I am from one minute to the next
And that I also have to be aware of
But the real truth to me is that my life is not like the same way that a History
book goes or ends
I also believe that sometimes I need to let the reality of life to come to Me
But also there is two sides to life
The dark side and the bright side
Also I am like a volcano that is ready to explode at any minute

Aldo Kraas
Disturbing Dreams

All
The
Disturbing
Dreams
Kept me up last night
And it wasn't funny at all
Because I tried so hard to sleep
And I couldn't

Aldo Kraas
Dive Deep Within Our Higher Self

Dive deep within our higher self
So we can have some understanding
When it comes to life

Aldo Kraas
Dive in the sea
And you can seek
The pearl

Aldo Kraas
Divenire

Divenire
A better friend
You have to show
To your friend that you care about him

Aldo Kraas
Diversity

I like
To listen
To diferent music
There are diversity that I sometimes need to do while writing my poems
And myself
I love the diversity of this city called Toronto
That grows non stop
I love the diversity of the
People who live and share this city
With others
That is what makes this city so special
Here we have people from all over the globe

Aldo Kraas
Divine Love

Divine love
Is the love
Of the Lord

Aldo Kraas
Dnieper River

There is the sunset
Today at the
Dnieper River
This afternoon
And the
Dnieper River looks beautiful
Like always

Aldo Kraas
Do

Do your home feels like heaven to you?
Do your spirit and your heart rest at home?
Do you know if the winter bothers you
Like it bothers me?
Do you know if your feet ache all day after you walked all day long

Aldo Kraas
Do I Ever Sleep? Song

Do I ever sleep?
Yes I go to sleep sometimes late at night
That is because I stay up all night working on my computer
And I became like a night owl

Aldo Kraas
Do I Feel Again This Day

Do I feel again
This day that is ending?
Do I have the urgency to go to sleep?
Do I need to stay up until my alarm rings for me to take my pills?
Do I feel again
The need to kick the fruit that had fallen in the ground at the supermarket By
playing soccer?
Yes it helps to pass the time
And I have fun at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Do I Feel Loved?

Do I feel loved?
Yes I do feel loved in so many ways
Because I know that there isn't enough love to go
Around here on earth
Since God had left us

Aldo Kraas
Do I Have Any Motivation In Life?

Do I have any motivation in life?
I do and I try very hard to stay motivated
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Do I Have The Right To Speak?

Do I have the right to speak?
Should I speak out loud
Or should I just speak to myself?
What is the purpose?
The purpose is to communicate with the people in the world
Or just myself
I don't know if it is the right thing to do
To deliver the message to the people in the world
Or just to myself?
I don't know if that is the right thing to do
But if I can send the message to the people across the world
Why not?
Also if I keep the message to myself it will a private message and Nobody will be able to know it
Because I have to feel good about sharing it with somebody else
Is that wrong to do?
No it is not wrong to do

Aldo Kraas
Do I Know How To Smile?

Do I know how to smile?
Yes I do
And it comes naturally to me

Aldo Kraas
Do I Look Familiar To You?

Do I look familiar to you?
you can’t remember where you seem me before?

Aldo Kraas
Do I Need You Song

Do I need you in my life?
Yes I need you in my life everyday

Aldo Kraas
Do I Want To Be Your Lover?

Do I want to be your lover?
Yes I would love to be your lover any time
And do anything you ask me to do for you

Aldo Kraas
Do Not Envy His Hair

Do not envy his hair
Because he is blond
And you are not

Aldo Kraas
Do Not Fear Blues

Do not fear
The Lord
Do not fear me
Do not fear
The rain
Do not fear
The birds flying in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Do Not Speak Badly About The Dead

Do not speak badly about the dead
Because the dead earned their right
To rest where they are buried

Aldo Kraas
Do Not Wait For Another Chance

Do not wait for
Another chance
To come again
Because this might
Be your last one
So grab it while you can
And do something with it

Aldo Kraas
Do They Expect Forgiveness From Me?

Do they expect forgiveness from me?
Why?
Do you know?
If you do tell me
I don't know if I said something that gave them the impression
That I had offended them

Aldo Kraas
Do What You Feel In Your Heart

Do what you feel in your heart
To be right

Aldo Kraas
Do You

Do you
Like who you are?
Do you love yourself?
Do you trust yourself?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Believe

Do you love the cold weather that we are having?
Do you believe in miracles?
Do you believe in God?
Do you belive in angels?
Do you trust the police man?
Do you believe in the bible?
Do you believe in your pastor?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Ever Slow Down?

Do you ever slow down?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Get Enough Love From Your Friends?

Do you get enough love from your friends?
And are you happy with your friends?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Have A Problem With Religion?

Do you have a problem with religion?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Have Any Thoughts About Me?

Do you have any thoughts about me?
And I want to know if the thoughts that you have about me
Are any good?
Do you mind sharing the thoughts about me?
What are the thoughts about me like?
Are the thoughts about me sentimental?
Are the thoughts about me very romantic?
Are the thoughts about me full of love?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Have Something For Me?

Do you have something for me?
Can I guess what it is?

Aldo Kraas
Do you hear strange voices?
Is that in your dreams?
Are the people in your dreams acting strange?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know By Now

Do you know by now that God is your Father?
Do you know by now that God is watching over you?
Do you know by now that God will catch you when you fall?
Do you know by now that God created you in his image?
Do you know by now that God is the instrument of thy peace?
Do you know by now that God made the four seasons?
Do you know by now that God gave you your health?
Do you know by now that God made the night for you to go to sleep?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know Hymn

Do you know where to turn for help
When you are lost?
Do you know where you can find your friend?
Do you know that God exist?
Do you know that you are a child of God?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know My Restless Heart

Do you know my restless heart
That doesn't get any rest at all
Any day
Maybe my hear thinks that I don't allow my heart
To rest at all
Any day
And that is a misunderstanding
That may heart had caused
But I was smart to figure it out
All by myself

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know That I Love You?

Do you know that I love you?
And you are the person I admire
Do you Know that I love you?
Because you have a big heart

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know The Selfish Side Of Humans?

Do you know the selfish side of humans?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know What God Is Good For?

Do you know what God is good for?
God is good for saving us from danger
Do you believe in that?
Because I do

Aldo Kraas
Do You Know What I Live For?

Do
You
Know
What
I
Live
For?
I
Live
For
Peace
Every
Day

Aldo Kraas
Do You Love Me? Song

Do you love me
The same way that God loves me?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Love That Summer Breeze?

Do you love that summer breeze
When you sit by the lake?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Pratice What You Preach?

Do you pratice what you preach?
Do you pratice what you preach every Sunday?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Really Want To Praise Me?

Do
You really
Want
To
Praise
Me?
Do
You
Really
Want
To
Praise
Me?
For
Being
A
Macho
Man?

Aldo Kraas
Do You See Me? Songg

Do you see me?
I am so different now
I am more relaxed now
Why?
Because I meditate quite often
And that gives me the chance
The release all the stress that is building inside me

Aldo Kraas
Do You Spare A Thought For Us?

Do
You
Spare
A
Thought
For
Us?
When
You
Start
Your
Day?

Aldo Kraas
Do You Want To Be Stuck With Me?

Do you want to be stuck with me?
Do you love me for what I am or do you
Think that I am rich?
I am not rich
Do you think that I am prince charming?
I am not prince charming
I am tall and so fat

Aldo Kraas
Does Any One Care?

Does any one care about me?
Does any one care about the world
We live in?
Does any one care about their fate?
Does any one care about the climate change that
Is happening all over the world?
Does any one care about the high cost of living
That we are facing each year?
Does any one care about religion?
Does any one care about being respected by others?

Aldo Kraas
Does Her Heart Beat

Does her heart beat
Fast
Like
The
Drums?

Aldo Kraas
Does It Matter To Him

Does it matter to him
That I am fat?
Yes it matters to him very much
Because he is my brother
And he cares about how I look

Aldo Kraas
Dogwood Tree Song

How beautiful
Is that dogwood tree
Flowering away
With small white flowers
During the spring
In the
Missouri state
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
That dolce life
Was made by God
And given to me by God
So that I could live it
From one day to the next
But I know that in my life
There are things that
Are not so pleasant
That some people always do to me
By ignoring me, and not saying please or thank you
Also I find that people like that are not so sensitive to others
Or more selfish and hostile to others
Why?
Because I need to show my interest in them
And maybe by than they will have a wake up call
I need to remember that human beings have their faults also
In life
I feel that I need to worry about myself more
And not them
Even though they might have something against me
That is fine
If they do that they must keep to themselves
So they don't offend me at all
The piece of that dolce life
I want to give you
My dear friend
So you can live it to the fullest
Each day
Please remember that I don't expect any payment for it
Because life can't be bought with money
And life is a precious gift
That our father gave to us
Also remember that I go that extra mile for you
Each day
Also please remember that the things that I do for you
I do out of kindness
I am not planning to let you down
Or to starve
Because I want you to get well
And have a life
I know that we shouldn't treat a human being like an animal
And neither an animal badly
But please remember that we have consequences in life
And for every action there is a reaction
I know that in life there is a price to pay when we do bad things to Others my friend
But when we do good things to others God give us a reward my friend
I don't want to sit here and think about the day
That you will die
Because that is not my wish
My friend
And neither yours
I am not saying that you must die today my friend
Because that would be a nasty thing to say to you
And the thing that I want to tell you my friend it is
That you are not going to die when people are
Wishing you to die
But you are going to die in God's time
If your time comes
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, or Sunday
Please don't wait for me my friend
It is not that I don't care for you
I do
My friend just let yourself drift away
Because God will catch you when you fall
Also it will be ok for you to take your last breath
And I don't want to see you in pain and suffering
Anymore
My friend please let us know your funeral plans
And the way you wish it to be done
Like cremation, or burial
I will never be mad at you for dying my friend
Even though I have no control over death
Also I can tell you that here will be lonely my friend
But there comes a time when our lives must end my friend
Even when we lived that dolce life
My friend people are not kind to that dolce life
Because they abuse it by smoking too much, by taking too much drugs, and drinking too much
Also they are too greedy because they want more money or more Material things in life
Why?
Because they believe that money and material things will make them Happy
That is not true
Also my friend money brings comfort and nothing else
Yes my friend money is evil
And also money talks my friend

Aldo Kraas
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Don't Stop Believing

Don't stop believing in yourself
Don't stop believing in what you can do
Don't stop believing in God

Aldo Kraas
Don’t Cry For Me Africa

Don’t cry for me Africa
Because I will never let you out of my mind
I hear your voices people of Africa
I hear your cries people of Africa
I see pain in your eyes people of Africa
It is hard to describe what you people of Africa are going through
Poverty strikes you all people of Africa
Don’t cry for me Africa
Because I will keep you in my prayers people of Africa
Power to the people of Africa
People of Africa lift your spirit higher
Lord is the light and truth people of Africa
The Lord sends you a message from his heart to you people of Africa
He said because I love you
I will answer your prayers
I hear your prayers
Don’t cry for me Africa
Because you have a friend that is the Lord
People of Africa continue doing the Lords work
Make a wish people of Africa
The people of Africa are looking at the Lord face to face
Lord here is no paradise
We dream a little dream said the people of Africa to the Lord
The People of Africa Pray that the Lord will give each other strength every day
Don’t cry for me Africa
Save the people of Africa
Strengthened the people of Africa each day
Because I’ll be there in your dreams people of Africa
The people of Africa tells The Lord how much they love him
Don’t cry for me Africa
Lord comes when you are ready people of Africa
Feelings you have for your Lord People of Africa
And I know you will never let it die
Nothing but flowers the people of Africa will plant in the sea shore for the Lord
Don’t cry for me Africa
The people of Africa needs hope to heal there land
The Lord rose up on you people of Africa
Don’t cry for me Africa
My heart will go on
Once I close this door of the ship I will sail across the Atlantic Sea

Aldo Kraas
Don’t Feel So Bad

Don’t feel so bad my friend that you can’t come to see me this weekend
You can only be in one place at a time
And you can only do so much, because the day ends fast
I gave you a short notice this time
Don’t feel so bad, because we can still see each other another time
Let’s plan it ahead of time
Don’t feel so bad,
Because you upset me this time
Let’s not remind us of this bad day
I forgive you my friend
Neither of us is perfect
Don’t feel so bad
Because we can only take so much, and we are only humans
What is Important to me is your friendship
Your friendship is very special to me. Let’s keep this friendship going
Don’t feel so bad

Aldo Kraas
Don’t Let Me Down

I am feeling kind of low today
I need a boost from you God
Don’t let me down
I will keep on praying
Don’t let me down
I am having the blues this morning
Don’t let me down
I never loved you God like the other people do
Don’t let me down
I am not a saint
But lots of people think I am
They have seem the good deeds I’ve done
Don’t let me down
Tomorrow might be a better day for me
Don’t let me down
Feel my heart with love today and always
Don’t let me down
I don’t know if my faith will last for you
Don’t let me down
I am having a hard time getting out of bed today
Don’t let me down
Give me your strength today and always
Don’t let me down
Today I have a reason to smile
It looks like the sun is coming out
Don’t let me down
People now know the good side of me
Don’t let me down
The leaves in the trees and the flowers are coming out
Don’t let me down
Will the moon shine tonight?
Don’t let me down
I don’t know if my love will last for you

Aldo Kraas
Don’t Think About The Word Tomorrow

Don’t think about the word tomorrow because it still too soon
Don’t mention the word tomorrow
Don’t worry about tomorrow
Live for today
Tomorrow will come early in your door step
When you will see it
You will be wishing that it was the weekend still
But it has gone so fast
You can’t always be in bed
Sleeping like a cat
Monday is here and it is time to go to work
To earn the money to pay the bills and to buy food
You have to put food in the table
It is not always easy to make end meets
You have to have a daily routine if not life becomes so boring

Aldo Kraas
Done Song

I am done
For today
I gamble
All my money
At the
Casino
Now I am
Broke
I am going home
Now because
It is late

Aldo Kraas
Donne

Donne
Is beautiful
She has
A beautiful
Smile
Donne

Aldo Kraas
Don't steal my worlds that I am speakint to you
Don't steal my voice
Because without voice I can't speak
Don't steal my food
Or else I will starve
Don't stel my metropass
Or else I will be grounded
Don't steal my health
Because I need it
To do the things that I do

Aldo Kraas
Don't ask yourself
If there
Will be a day that
You will win in the lottery
Because before you win in
The lottery
You will need to play in the lottery
For many years

Aldo Kraas
Don't Be Angry Song

Don't be angry
With God
Because God
Is in control
Of what?
He is in control of our lives
You might be feeling the blues
From time to time
It is because of the weather

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Be Nasty With Me

Don't be nasty with me
Don't be nasty with God
Don't be nasty with your friends
Don't be nasty with your boss

Aldo Kraas
Don't Be So Mean

Don't be so mean to God
Don't be so mean to your mother, father, sister, and brother
Don't be so mean to your friends

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Change Me But Change The World

Don't change me
But change the world around you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Change Song

Don't change anything about yourself
Because you are fine
The way you are

Aldo Kraas
Don't change what you like in yourself
But change what you don't like in yourself

Aldo Kraas
Don't cry anymore because I am arriving soon  
At your doorsteep  
Don't cry anymore because we will be together soon

Aldo Kraas
Don't cry for me Brazil
Because I will never let you down
Don't cry for me Brazil
Because you are in my prayers
Don't cry for me Brazil
Because you are in my mind daily
Don't cry for me Brazil
Because you live in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Cry For Me Mother

Don't cry for me mother
Because I will always love you
Even now that you are dead
For so long
Don't cry for me mother
Because I know everything about life
And you don't have to worry about me anymore
Because you are in heaven
And I am here on earth still
Don't cry for me mother
But there are times in life that I would like to be dead
Because I end up having enough of life
From day to day

Aldo Kraas
Don't Cry Now Aldo

Don't cry now Aldo
Because I am your God
And I am watching all the evil people
In the world that
Can't wait for you to die
Let me tell you one thing
You are not going to die now
Because you still have a life in front of you to live
Aldo just be strong
And try to hide your weakness because when you show that you are weak people will walk all over you
And you don't need that

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Cry Song

Baby don't cry
Just because the men you loved
For so long broke your heart today
But what is the use for crying?
But deep in my heart I know that you will find somebody knew
That will love you all the way
And that will take all of you with him
Including your love, your charm, your beauty, and your honesty

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Dare To Dream

Don't dare to drem
When you sleep at night
Because you might have some nightmares
That will keep you up all night

Aldo Kraas
Don't despise me
Because I am a poet
Don't despise me because
I am a christian
Don't despise me because
I have no family here

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Ever Let Me Down

Don't ever let me down
In life
Because I don't have anybody else to rely on
And you made a promise to me
So many years ago

Aldo Kraas
Don't Ever Say

Don’t ever say that I didn’t care for you
Don’t ever say that I never wrote you a card or send you a get well card
I send you lots of get well cards to cheer you up
I knew that wasn’t easy to lay in bed all day not having any visitors or Not being able to Talk at all
I always cherished your friendship and I will always do
I will remember you; I never will forget you
You gave me a lot
You don’t need to worry about me
I just want you to know that you live in my heart
You now live in a better place then I
You don’t need to see violence and you won’t see it there where you Are
God will give you peace
I know that God is taking care of you
You are free to run
All your troubles are over
You are resting, rest my friend
Be happy because your friend is with you, the one who created you And made you in his Image
Don’t look back, or think of the old days when you lived here
Here on earth it is over
What matters now is that you are free and that God made you whole

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Ever Take Anybody For Granted

Don't ever take anybody for granted
Because they might not be here tomorrow
Anymore
And the things that You wished to tell that person
You won't be able to tell it anymore

Aldo Kraas
Don't Follow Her

Don't follow her
Because she is lost
And she doesn't know where she is going to

Aldo Kraas
Don't forget to fall in love
With the nature
When you are outdoors

Aldo Kraas
Don't give excuses
Because now is the right time
To move forward with your plan for life
Don't give excuses that you are not worth anything
For somebody else
We all have gifts and talents
Don't give excuses
By telling everybody that you can't take it anymore

Aldo Kraas
Don't give up your time
For me
If that is not convinient for me
Because your time is your free time
And that time was made for you
But nobody else I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
Don't give up yet
Because I know that
Sooner or later
You will have new friends
Around you

Aldo Kraas
Don't hate me if you can
Because I am not evil
And do you believe that I am evil?
I am sorry but I am not

Aldo Kraas
Don't Hurt This Child

Don't hurt this child
This child is a gift to the world
Don't hurt this child any more
I beg you to promise that child that you won't hurt her
She has that beautiful smile that every time I see it breaks my hearth to pieces
Give her the life she deserves
Teach her to love and not to hate
I can hear her breathe strong
I can see all the excitement she is feeling
She needs clothes, food, and shelter
It is your job to provide it to her
Award her for her good behavior when she is good
Teach her to respect the other kids
This child is the light of the world
The sunshine of everyone's life here on earth
Give her guidance in her life
And lead her to her life's journey through the beginning and the end

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Just Dream Of A Good Night Sleep

Don't just dream of a good night sleep
And don't just look straight up at the ceiling al night long
But drink some hot milk because that will help you to sleep
And go straight to bed and close your eyes and sleep
Also I say to you sweet dreams who ever you are

Aldo Kraas
Don't kill everybody in the planet
Because they have the right also to live in the planet where we live
Because God put them in here and we have no right to tell that they Can't live in this planet either

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Kiss Me Again

Please
Don't kiss me again anymore
Because you already kissed me enough today
And I am tired now
So please let me sleep in peace
It is getting late now

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Laugh At My God

Don't laugh at my God
Because he never laughed at you
And he knows that it is horrible to laugh at somebody
Because it will hurt that person very badly

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Leave Home Without The Diapers

Don't leave home without the diapers
Because babies use a lot of diapers
And you need to bring the diapers along
With you

Aldo Kraas
Don't Let God Down

What ever you do
Don't let God
Down
Because
He is
The one
Who gave
Your life
And life
Is what you
Take for granted
And I can tell you that
Life is so important
But you still take life for granted
Even though I tell you that
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Let Her Break My Heart

Don't let
Her break
My heart

Aldo Kraas
Don't let me run away again God
Keep me in your arms God
Save me from the rain
And keep me dry and warm
Also from the rain God

Aldo Kraas
Don't Look At Me That Way

Don't
Look
At
Me
That
Way
Because
I
Know
What
I
Am
Talking
About

Aldo Kraas
Don't lose yourself
In your daily thoughts
Because I know that can happen any time
Of the day

Aldo Kraas
Don't misunderstand her
Because she means well
When she is telling you
That you should take care of your health

Aldo Kraas
Don't panic
Because if you run
Out of clean clothes
You can always do the next day

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Prove Me Wrong

Don't prove me wrong
But I know God better than you do
Don't prove me wrong
By saying that I don't know nothing about life
Because I do
Don't prove me wrong
By saying that I don't know what love is
Because I know what love is
Don't prove me wrong
By saying that I don't love you enough
Because I love you

Aldo Kraas
Don't reply when there is nothing to say

Aldo Kraas
Don't sleep all day
Because you might not sleep at night
At all

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Song

Don't stay up all night
Don't eat so fast
Don't sleep in
Don't pray all the time
Because people might
Think that you are a religious fanatic

Aldo Kraas
Don't stop
To live your life
Don't stop
To dream
Don't stop
To complain
About the abuse
That you have to put up
In your life

Aldo Kraas
Don't Stop Believing

Don't stop believing in yourself
Don't stop believing in what you can do
Don't stop believing in God

Aldo Kraas
Don't take everything for granted
Like your health and your sleep
Because you need to have a good night sleep
And you need to take good care of your health also

Aldo Kraas
Don't take everything from her
For yourself
Without sharing some of your things
Because that is called greediness

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Take God Away From Us

Devil don't take God away from us
And don't try to play your games on
God

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Talk About Me

Don't talk about me
To your friends
Because they are not my cup of tea

Aldo Kraas
Don't talk to me about tragedies
Because I had all the tragedies
That are written in my books
And I had survived all of them
Don't talk to me about the bad weather
Because that weather makes me very tired

Aldo Kraas
Don't Tell Anyone

Don't tell anyone
That I found the inspiration
To write
You gave me the tools to write
The ideas I brainstorm fast in my head
The words I pick have to make a sentence
I feel that warmth heat going through my veins
I feel your gentle touch
I see your beautiful looks
Yes
This girl is mine
Don't tell anyone
She is the sunshine of my life
We love to dance
In our back yards
We plug the radio in the wall outlet and bring it outside
We put some cool cds in the radio
And than we dance
Your love is so real
It is wonderful to know that
When we walk holding hands together
It is so precious
We need to give each other some time to know the two of us better
Love doesn't come that easy

Aldo Kraas
Don't tell God
That she will be up all night
Don't tell God
That she works non stop

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Tell Me Good Bye

Please
Don't tell me good bye
All the time
Because it feels to me
Like you are banging
The door on my face
And I hate to say good bye
Because it is sad
And painful
But on the other hand
It is necessary to say god bye
So that we can go in peace

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Tell Me That Her Mind Never Wonders

Friend
Don't
Tell
Me
That
Her
Mind
Never
Wonders
Because
It
Does
Every
Time
That
I
Talk
To
Her

Aldo Kraas
Don't Think Twice

Don't think twice
That I am sad today
Because I am happy today
And I have the right to be happy
Don't think twice
That I am still feeling a little sleepy
Because I am awake like always
Don't think twice
That I need a cigarrete
Because I don't smoke

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Treat Me Like That Baby

Don't treat me like that baby
Because I am not your slave
Don't treat me like that baby
Because I am not your hostage

Aldo Kraas
Don't try to punish yourself
For the things that you don't have any control of

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Try To Change Us

Don't
Try
To
Change
Us
Friends
Because
You
Will
Never
Be
Able
To
Just
Tell
Us
That
You
Love
Us
Any
Way

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Try To Win Me Back

Don't try to win me back
Because you are nothing to me
And I never loved you before
But I know that you loved me
And I never felt loved by you
Even if that love was honest
And sincere on your part
There is something that
I want to tell you
I am sorry but you are not
My type

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Waste Your Money On Me

Don't waste your money on me
I appreciate that you were thinking about me
But I think that you should save your money
For a raining day

Aldo Kraas
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Don't worry
Because the dark clouds will not cry
Anymore today
After the rain
Come and look
Up in the sky
Can you see
What I see?
The sun is shining again

Aldo Kraas
Don't worry because
You have time

Aldo Kraas
Don't worry  
Because God will save you  
Today at any time  
And he won't let you die  
Or drown  
In this lake that you are swimming  
Right now  

Aldo Kraas
Don'T Worry Too Much

Don’t worry too much
Because everything is going to be fine again soon
Don’t worry too much
You have gone through so much in life
Don’t worry too much
About money
Because money only brings comfort
I know you need it to live
Don’t worry too much
You still doing your grieving
About that baby your lost
You had plan it ahead of time
And it didn’t work out
Don’t worry too much
Because soon there will be another one
Sometimes we plan one way and our plans don’t turn out the way we Want
It is sad
Don’t worry too much
Because your life will get better
It won’t get worst
God was testing you to see how ready you were for this
I guess God decided that you were not ready for this
That thing in life hapens
We don’t have all the answers
Don’t worry too much
You will find happiness and joy again
Start living
Start laughing
Start writing your feelings on a piece of paper
It is time to connect with nature and God
It is time to discover your true self
Don’t worry too much
There is love in the air
Can you feel it?
So winter arrived for you
It is a time for you to say good bye to summer
Your spirit is alive
And you cry out for help
God is listening
Don’t worry too much

Aldo Kraas
Don't you know by now
That I believe in God?
Don't you know by now
That I can make choices?

Aldo Kraas
Door Bell Blues

Door bell blues
Every time
That you
Hear that
Door bell
Ringing
You go
And answer
It
The dog
Chase after
You
And barks
Like crazy

Aldo Kraas
Doors Of Perception

We have so many doors of perception
That are connected to us
In our daily lives

Aldo Kraas
Dopy Girl

Dopy girl
Keeps
All her
Drugs
Inside her locker
At school
That she smokes during
Lunch hour

Aldo Kraas
Doubts

I have so many doubts on my mind
That are unfinished

Aldo Kraas
And the sun fills the sky
And tomorrow will turn into today
The time for our friendship feels so right
You were dreaming the morning away
And the world will be a better place for us
Because all I want and need is your friendship
I will look in your eyes the next morning
And I will be able to see that you were dreaming with me
This place is a good place because you are here for me
And I know what we can accomplish together in our lives
The snow will come down once again and will cover the streets of Toronto
And in your bed you will be sleeping the morning away
While having that sweet dreams
God love will fill the air for us
And we will grab that love from the air
And we will plant that love inside of us
When the night arrives
We will be able to take a look through our bedroom window
And we will see the moon shining
But if God could give us some wings
We would be able to fly higher into the sky
Just like a bird
We might see again the lake someday
When it will be warm outside again
We will walk and explore the city again
That we live in and love so much
Let's keep the friendship going
So don't let the friendship die
Because friends can open the door to the world
And we shouldn't put our lives on hold
Because life doesn't wait for us

Aldo Kraas
Down By The Seashore

Down by the seashore
Where life is a little easier
For the fisherman
To fish
And to sell their fish

Aldo Kraas
Downtown

There was a cool Glow coming off
The buildings
About half
An hour
After
Sunset

Aldo Kraas
Dr. Zhivago Hymn

Dr. Zhivago
I hope
That you
Take care of your people
And your land
That is
Russia

Aldo Kraas
Dracula Rock

Dracula
Rock
Dracula
Rock
Dracula
Rock
He lives
Inside
A
Haunted
House
Full
Of
Ghosts
That
Belonged
tTO
The
Dead
People

Aldo Kraas
Draw Me Closer To God

Draw me closer to God
Jesus Christ
Because I want to belong to his world also
And love him just like everybody else

Aldo Kraas
Dream Boy

Dream boy
You have so much
To offer to the world

Aldo Kraas
Dream Catcher

That beautiful
Dream catcher
That someone made by hand
And gave it to me
A few days ago
It is now hanging at my window
Where I can see it

Aldo Kraas
Dream Girls

Dream girls
Are
Competing
For
Miss Universe
It is a very hard competition

Aldo Kraas
Dream Hymn

I am
Dreaming
About
My
God
Today
And
In
My
Dream
It is
A beautiful
Summer
Night
And
I am
Sitting
By
The bay
Alone
Watching
That
Beautiful
Star
That is
Above
In
That
Clear
Sky

Aldo Kraas
Dream Maker

My dream maker
Is the sun
That shines
Every day
Here on
The planet
Hearth

Aldo Kraas
Dream Of Love Song

All I am asking you
To do is dream of love tonight

Aldo Kraas
Dream Of Yesterday Song

I can't remember the dream of yesterday
My God
Because it is gone now
And I don't even remember if that dream was pleasant or frightening

Aldo Kraas
Dream On

Dream on about your home
Dream on about Easter
Dream on about the easter bunny
Dream on about the flowers coming out in your garden
Dream on about sailing on the water
Dream on about the english castles

Aldo Kraas
Dream Song

Dream
A little bit
With me
Every night

Aldo Kraas
Dream Symphony

Dream the most beautiful dream that you can dream
While you sleep
And I hope that the dream that you are having at night while you are Sleeping is a happy one
I hope that you dream is vivid and full of colors also

Aldo Kraas
Dreamer Land

I live in the dreamer Land
And I saw all the dreamers of the dream Land
Some dreamers wished for peace
Other Dreamers wished for love for the other dreamers
Other dreamers prayed for the dream Land to be 0 tolerance in crime In the Dreamer Land
The Dream Land is a big land about the size of a fruit bowl

Aldo Kraas
Dreamer Song

Child of the earth
You are the dreamer of the earth
And peace is on your side today
Child of the earth
I know that you live inside your dream world
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Dreamers

The dreamers
In this world
Always spend their
Money
On lottery tickets
Because they believe
That they will win the lottery

Aldo Kraas
Dreamhouse

If I could afford a dreamhouse
I would have one buy now
But I am not rich
And I have my place already
that is a condo and I don't need to shovel the snow

Aldo Kraas
Dreaming And Dreaming Of You

Dreaming and dreaming
Of all my family members
And my friends
Every night
During the week

Aldo Kraas
Dreaming Of Peace Song

We are
Dreaming of peace
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Dreaming Of Water Song

We are dreaming of water
Because our bodies are made of water also
And the water can be very soothing when it comes to healing
Also the water can be very relaxing when we watch it

Aldo Kraas
Dreaming Of You

I am dreaming of you
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Dreams and reality
Are two different things
That needs to be explained to
You my friend
If you want me to talk about
Dreams and reality
I can with you
Because I have the feeling
That you are confused
About dreams and reality

Aldo Kraas
Dreams Rhapsody

Dreams will be dreams
That we can never get over
Jealousy is the thing that
Distory our lives

Aldo Kraas
Dreams That Had Vanished Last Week

I am so happy
About that dreams
That had vanished
Last week
Because
They were
Scary to me

Aldo Kraas
Dreamy Sunset

I saw that dreamy sunset today
And I wonder what the sunset
Is dreaming about right now

Aldo Kraas
Drifting

Drifting away
My last days are over
I am drifting away
I can’t breathe anymore
My lungs are weak; they are giving up on me
God is calling me
I can hear him calling me
I don’t know what to expect of heaven
Because I never been there before
I had a long life here on earth
I went to sleep now forever
I will never wake up again
I only have one life
And I only live once
I am happy in the sky
My Lord is beside me
He is saving me and protecting me
I don’t need any other medicine
God is the best medicine I have
He lifts my spirit
My spirit is in heaven
My body is the only thing that is left on earth
Buried in the cemetery
My spirit will die if there is no love
Endless love God gives me all the way
Airplanes and birds fly in the sky
The sky is clear today
Yesterday it was dark and gray
I am so glad that I’ve known him for a long time
My journey to heaven has finally come to an end
I am now finally at rest
I can say to my self-rest in peace
Please let me rest in peace my dear Lord

Aldo Kraas
Drink

Drink
So that yo can give God a toast
With the wine
Because the wine
Is the blood of God

Aldo Kraas
Drink That Summer Wine

Drink
That summer wine
That I had poured out for you
And remember of me
This is my blood
That I had sheed for you
My child
Because you are
Mine

Aldo Kraas
Driven To Tears

I was driven to tears when somebody stole my camera while I was walking on
the street here at home
But the strange thing is that I didn't feel anything and neither I saw who Stole
my camera that I paid so much money for with the digital film Inside
And I wonder what this guy who stole my camera will do with my camera

Aldo Kraas
Drowning

I am now drowning in my tears
Because you saw me crying
And decided to leave me alone
So that I would drown in my tears

Aldo Kraas
Drowning In The River Of Tears

I am sorry
But I feel that I am
Drowning in the river of tears

Aldo Kraas
Drugs Not For Me

Drug dealer
I am sorry to disappoint you
But I don't smoke drugs
Because I made up my mind
To follow God's rules
And to live by God's rules
That are so complicated
Even though I am a christian
That loves God
Drug dealer
I hope that you understood that
I am not a buyer
Because I don't agree with what you do
By selling illegal drugs to people

Aldo Kraas
Dry Desert Blues

I am going
Through the dry desert

Aldo Kraas
Ducklings In The Pond

There are so many ducklings
In the pond swimminig away
Today

Aldo Kraas
Ducks

I saw ducks flying
In my blue sky today
And to me that was a big surprise
That God made to me

Aldo Kraas
Two people in love
Singing duets
The songs they sing speak about love
They make beautiful duets
When they sing about love
They put a lot effort when they sing
They put their mind to it
It is really beautiful to hear two people singing duets together
They have a lot of feelings
And compassion for each other
Some songs are happy
Some songs are sad
Some songs you recognize when you hear it playing on the radio over and over again
They are good in singing
Singing is one of their strength
Other people love to hear them singing
I love to hear them singing also
They put their heart on it
Love keeps them together
It brings peace to their lives
After all they hold a strong bond
Love is so deep inside
Their minds and hearts

Aldo Kraas
Duke Of Toronto

I saw the Duke of Toronto in the Octoberfest drinking his beer
And at the same time he was eating his sausage
The duke of Toronto is a big man
He is bigger than me
Because I am 6 foot 3 and he is 7 foot 6
But the october fest is very noise indeed
And it gave me so much headaches
But I resitate about leving because I payed so much money for the Octoberfest
that I said to mysel I will leave when it ends
But the octoberfest finally ended at 12: 00 and everybody else was Totally drunk
but not me jose

Aldo Kraas
Dumping

Dumping all my problems on you
Dumping all my worries on you
Dumping all my emotions on you
Dumping all my pleas for help on you
Dumping all my hurts on you
Dumping all my fears on you
Dumping all my worries on you
Dumping all my troubles on you
Dumping all my complains about other people on you
Dumping all my guilt on you
Dumping all my hurts on you
Dumping all my troubles on you
You are my dumping ground

Aldo Kraas
During My Living Years

During my
Living years
I never felt
The pain
That my
Father
Is feeling
And
He
Was
Going
Throught
That pain
That
He didn't want to share
With anyone
During my living years

Aldo Kraas
During That Cold Month Of March

During
That
Cold
Month
Of
March
We
Hoped
Every
Day
That
The
Snow
Would
Melt
Right
Away
Because
It
Is
So
Hard
To
Walk
On

Aldo Kraas
During the night before you go to bed have a little talk with God
God will help you get through with the night
You may find relieve just knowing that he is there
It doesn’t have to be a long prayer, a short prayer will do
Sometimes we forget to thank God for the little things he did for us During the days
During the wake of the new day you may find joy in hearing the sweet Sounds of the Birds singing at your backyard
Sometimes we forget that somebody care’s
During the night rest in peace and be content that all your heart desires Have been filled with a gentle glow
The night for some might be a mystery that is too painful to endure
Go ahead and think of you loved one
Don’t feel sorry for him
He is resting in peace in a new place and having God in his side all Along

Aldo Kraas
Durme Durme

Durme
Durme
People of the land
In peace
Because by tomorrow
You will see the new day
That God made for you
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Dusk Or Dawn

Dusk or dawn
It doesn't make any difference to me
Because I already experimented both
And also I know how they feel like
Trust me on this issue

Aldo Kraas
Dusseldorf Repertoire

Taking the subway from Frankfurt to Dusseldorf
It was very interesting and exciting at the same time
Also it is interesting to see the different cities in Germany alone
Because every German city is different from another.
And all the cities in Germany have different things for you to do and to see
Yes every city in Germany has their own character
But I love being the ZyBreza boy
Also the Zynreza boy is a happy boy
And is a good boy

Aldo Kraas
Dying

I am dying of tears
I am dying to live a better life
I am dying to live a happy life
I am dying to live a peaceful life

Aldo Kraas
Dying Over And Over Again

Dying
Over
And
Over
Again
Without
That
Feeling
That
I
Haven't
Received
Any
Recognition
For
The
Hard
Work
That
I
Do

Aldo Kraas
Dying To See You

Dying to see you
My beloved
Spring
Can I ask you one question
My beloved
Spring?
Where are you hiding during the
Winter months?

Aldo Kraas
E Agora

E agora
I need to sleep
E agora
The day is over
And the night still here
I now I have 24 hours to sleep
It is long
But sleep will do me good
And I believe that is true

Aldo Kraas
Each Day

Each day is one day closer to peace for me
Each day is one day closer to Happiness for me
Yes I fill find happiness
Wherever it may be

Aldo Kraas
Each Kiss

That you give me
Warms up my
Heart
That was so cold
Each kiss
That you give me
Warms up my body
And I can feel
My heart beating fast
And my blood
Rushing through my body
Fast

Aldo Kraas
Each One

Each one lost their voice after they sung in the choir today
Each one lost their ability to perform today because they were having The morning blues

Aldo Kraas
Each Time You Say Good Bye

Each time you say good bye
It is so hard for me
But I keep forgetting
That you are not that
Little girl that I once knew
You are grow up now
And you don't live at home anymore
I remember when you were a little girl
I used to take you to the park
Every Saturday

Aldo Kraas
Early In The Morning

Early in the morning
The sun will rise
And all the birds
Will sing to you
A beautiful song

Aldo Kraas
Early Morning Hymn

There is nothing
More quiet than the morning

Aldo Kraas
Early Morning Rain

The early morning rain
Keeps coming fast
From the sky
Non stop

Aldo Kraas
Early Morning Song

I get up early everyday
And I start my day early everyday

Aldo Kraas
Early Morning Sun

I get the
Early morning sun
Everyday
At my
Balcony

Aldo Kraas
Early Night Wish

My early night wish
Is that we have a mild
Night tonight
Because I hate the cold
And the frost

Aldo Kraas
Early Winter

Early winter morning
I was snowed in
Because of the snowstorm
That was going on

Aldo Kraas
Earth

Lying here in my grave
there's nothing else left to save
I hope at least i've left my mark
Expressing a world that was so dark
Not even a light is appearing at my grave
And so far I am ok with it for a full days
And then now I could see some light appearing inthe sky
And it was that light that was blinding me now
I tried to move to another side of my grave and now the sun is finally at My back
and I am going to sleep for another hour
But I hope that I can sleep here in peace tonight

Aldo Kraas
Earth Song

The
Earth
Belong
To
All
Of
Us
So
It
Is
Our
Job
To
Take
Care
Of
Our
Earth

Aldo Kraas
Earthwalker

Earthwalker
Do you have a place
In mind that you want to
Walk today?
Because
Earthwalker
I have a place for us to walk
And I know that you will
Be fine with me
So lets walk fast
Earthwalker

Aldo Kraas
Ease

Ease
The
Tears
From
My
Eyes
Ease
The
Pain
That
Is
Inside
Of
My
heart

Aldo Kraas
Easter Parade

When the old folks
Marched at the parade
On Easter

Aldo Kraas
Eastern Star

Today when I walk outside in the streets
I walked in the east direction
And I stop for a while just so that I could catch my breath once again
But at the same time I decided to take a look at the sky
And I was so speechless when I saw the eastern star here in the sky at Home
And after that I continue to watch the eastern star when I started to walk
Again and I noticed that the eastern star was following me above in the Sky at home

Aldo Kraas
Eatable Flowers

Have you
Heard about eatable flowers?
Yes I heard it from many people before
Do they exist?
Yes they exist
Where do they grow?
They grow in our gardens believe it or not

Aldo Kraas
Educated Nuns

Educated nuns
Are living together
In the convent
And also working
Working at the boarding school
That they own

Aldo Kraas
Egg blues
Egg blues
I am singing about you
Egg is a protein
That your body needs
Younge men
I don't think
You know that
Younge
Men
And I don't
Mind at all
Telling you that
Because
That
Is
How
You
Learn
Things
From
A
Famous
Chef
De
Cuisine
Egg blues
There are
So many
Ways
To cook
That
One
Egg
That
I
Know
Of
Poached, scramble, sunny side up,
And boil
The
Choice
Is yours
Younge men
When
You
Place
The
Order
At
My restaurant

Aldo Kraas
Eglinton Blues

The saint Eglinton lives at Eglinton Go Station
And there he watches for the people that travels back and forth on the Go Train
every single day even when it is morning, afternoon, or night
And I want to bless my Saint Eglinton

Aldo Kraas
Ein Minute Bite

in einer minute
I am going to go to the kitchen to get a drink of water
Because my mouth is dry
And I think I am getting dehydrated already
in einer minute I will be back soon to greet my father
God again today

Aldo Kraas
El Amor

El Amor
That We Have For Each Other Will Grow Each Day Very Strong Like A Rose That God Had Planted Inside Our Hearts

Aldo Kraas
El Amor Theme

El amor
Gave me all the love that I needed
And taught me how to be happy
Everyday that I Lived my life
Knowing that
El amor
Will move me also
By removing my hurts that are inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
El Barco De Navegación

El barco de navegación
Is moving towards the island
And it will dock at the island
For the night

Aldo Kraas
El Beso

El beso
Sweet
That you gave
Me
The stars of Egypt
Shining in the sky
The same time
We give
El beso
To each other

Aldo Kraas
El Beso Sonata

El beso
So sweet
El besso
That I am dying for

Aldo Kraas
El Fuego

El fuego
feels so good
El fuego
Is warming my body from the cold
And I can feel all over my body the heat from el fuego
El fuego
Warms up my home also very nicely

Aldo Kraas
El Mirador

El Mirador
Is looking straight at me
From far away
And I can see that
El Mirador
Is very curious about me
Because I can also read his body language

Aldo Kraas
El Paso

It is time for us to put the past behind us
Even though it haunts us
When we think back about it
The past is useless because we are living in the future now
El paso
Life has a different meaning for all of us
Life has a different pace
Some of us walk it slowly
Some of us walk it fast
We have different feelings
But we have different knowledge
We do things differently from each other
Where is the past gone?
I hope out of our minds completely so we will never have to think about it anymore
where is it buried?
I hope somewhere where we can't never go back to it
We all have done mistakes in life
We all try to blame somebody for our mistakes because we don't want to admit that we did something wrong

Aldo Kraas
El Salvador

God will come
And save the people of
El Salvador

Aldo Kraas
Eli Sonata

Eli always remember that you are god's child
And that God loves you also

Aldo Kraas
Elizabeth Taylor Symphony

Elizabeth Taylor entered heaven today
And here is where she will live now
In her brass bed in heaven she will sleep
But her luxurious life will continue in heaven
At friday's night she will dance in heaven with God
And she will continue to enjoy her glass of wine in heaven with God
Her new life in heaven will be a better one for sure

Aldo Kraas
Elle M'A Dit

Elle m'a dit
That she will always be around for me
And I am happy to know that
She had made up her mind so fast
Elle m'a dit
That she will work hard with me
To get rid of my winter blues

Aldo Kraas
Elton John Rock

Elton John
Love lives inside of us
And we need to give love to the ones that we know
Elton John
Life is not always happy
Elton John
You have your life to live also
Elton John
Open that door that is in your heart
And let the light in
Elton John
You are God's singer
Elton John
God is on your side

Aldo Kraas
Embracing My Life

I am embracing
My life here on earth
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Emerald City Song

Here I come to
Emerald City again

Aldo Kraas
Emotional Girl

Emotional girl
Is feeling so
Emotional today
What a feeling
What a feeling
She is feeling

Aldo Kraas
Emotions

My emotions
Are moving high
Like the roller coaster in the park
They keep moving
Fast
My emotions
Run out of battery sometimes
Day and night
My emotions keep running high
I never seen that roller coaster breaking down in the park
My emotions sometimes breaks down
But roller coaster shuts down for the night
Not my emotions
My emotions
Are parts of me
They are who I am
Without emotions
I would be like a vegetable planted in the garden
I have to let my emotions shine
I have to let my emotions out
I can’t hide it inside
Like you do with a closet
Because my emotions don’t belong in a closet

Aldo Kraas
Emotions Of The Heart Song

Emotions of the heart
We can feel it
Almost like a fire that is burning inside of us
Who had ignited that fire inside of our hearts?

Aldo Kraas
Emotions Song

My emotions
This week had been
Up and down
Also I had a few tears coming down from my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Emperor Bob

Emperor Bob
Lives in his temple in china
And he rule his temple in China
Also he has a wife nd children of his own
That lives in the temple also with thier servants
That looks after the temple, their food, and their laundry

Aldo Kraas
Empty Bed

I will
Lay down
In that empty bed
To sleep

Aldo Kraas
Empty Inside

She feels
That her heart
Is empty inside

Aldo Kraas
Empty Song

That house had been empty for so long
The fridge in that empty house ha beem empty for so long

Aldo Kraas
Empty Without You

I am feeling enpy without you
And I know that you let me down so many times
Also I never saw your face
In real life
But only in the dreams
Because I know how you look in dreams
Yes I believe that in reality you must be different than in the dreams

Aldo Kraas
En El Último

En el último
Day you
Gave me your heart
And I gave you mine in return

Aldo Kraas
En la noche
I dream with you my God
And I am so happy to see the light the next day
Because I can't live in the dark
It is the dark that kills people
Because it brings depression to people like me
And others
But thanks God that Marie gave birth to you
And Marie was a virgin before she gave birth to you
She carried you in her womb for 9 months
And after she delivered you
You became the master of the universe
And now you will rule the world
That you named heaven and earth
Also at the night that you were born
That star of David had shown in heaven
And it was beautiful and peaceful at the same time
En la noche
I sleep in peace because you are there watching me to see if I can sleep
But if I drink coffee during the day I am in trouble at night because 12 cans of
diet coke is the same thing like smoking 10 packs of cigarettes a Day
But thanks god I never smoked in my life and my lungs are healthy
But everytime that I go somewhere and see someone smoking I say to Myself
they are killing themselves
It is ashame because they don't see it and I see it
Because people can't see what they are doing wrong
But others can
Yes it is up to them to decide if they want to smoke or not smoke
I won't tell them what they should do or not do
Because it is their business and every cigarette that you smoke reduces Your life
by 10 years
And if you are 50 it will reduce by 10 years instead of you living until You are 60

You might live until you are 50

Aldo Kraas
Enbrace Song

Enbrace
The nature that God made
For us

Aldo Kraas
Enchanted Days

All the enchanted days
That I spend here
On earth
Are beautiful
I just have
To open my eyes
And see
All the beautiful things
That is around me
That my master
Had made for me

Aldo Kraas
Enchanted House

That
Enchanted house
Is what I call home
And inside that
Enchanted house
Is where my heart is

Aldo Kraas
Enchanting Smiles Song

I love her enchanting smiles
Because they are so contagious

Aldo Kraas
End Of The Night

This is the end of the night
Because the day will soon be here

Aldo Kraas
End Of Us

I feel that it is the end of us
Because neither of us are
Contributing anything to our friendship
And I feel that we can't go on like that anymore

Aldo Kraas
End Poverty

End poverty
In the world now
Please
Come and work
Together to end poverty
In the world
So many people in the world are starving

Aldo Kraas
Enda

Enda
With peace my love
That is my wish for you
Enda
With peace my love
And I hope that you have
A good sleep tonight
In your own bed

Aldo Kraas
Ending In Tears Song

This day
And my life
Is ending in tears
Because so many things
Are taking place
At once
I am getting fed up
With the bad things
That I want to solve right away
But at the same time
I am asking my friends for support
In helping me solve my problems
But they procrastinate
And put my problems on hold
At the same time I feel that enough is enough

Aldo Kraas
Endings

There are so many endings to our lives
That are sad
That are a few endings that are happy in our lives

Aldo Kraas
Endless Prayers

We are saying
Our endless prayers

Aldo Kraas
Endure

How can you endure the heat
In the summer?
Because I sometimes wonder about that

Aldo Kraas
Energize

God please
Energize my body
With your energy
That will help me to walk
Anywhere I wil go

Aldo Kraas
Energy

Fill your body with energy

Aldo Kraas
Enfants De Étoile

Enfants de Étoile
Belongs to the Mother star and Father star
But they have a grandmother that is a Grandmother star and they have a Grandfather that is the Grandfather star
And they live in the star
But during the night they sleep because they need their sleep just like Human beings do
But at night they wake up and have their dinner
And then they shine in the sky
But when they shine in the sky it is like watching a television

Aldo Kraas
Enigma

To me he has
Always been an enigma,
One minute completely insensitive,
The next moment he moved to tears

Aldo Kraas
Enjoy Life While You Can

Enjoy life while you can
Because you will never know the day
After today
And you should know that you might not be here
The day after today

Aldo Kraas
Enjoy The Silence

Enjoy the silence
Of the morning hours
When the sun is rising
And the birds are flying
In the sky
Very high

Aldo Kraas
Enjoy This Holiday

Enjoy this holiday
With friends and family

Aldo Kraas
Enough Is Enough

I
Have
Enough
Of
War
And
The
Only
Thing
I
Hear
On
The
News
Every
Day
Is
About
War
So
Please
Don't
Talk
About
War
To
Me
Because
Enough
Is
Enough

Aldo Kraas
Emperor Bob

Emperor Bob
Lives in his temple in china
And he rule his temple in China
Also he has a wife and children of his own
That lives in the temple also with thier servants
That looks after the temple, their food, and their laundry

Aldo Kraas
Enquanto

Enquanto
I sleep the rain falls outside and I hear the noise of the rain
Enquanto
I sleep I dream with you
And you live in my dreams
La, la, la, la, la
Enquanto
I live I love you like a symphony
La, la, la, la, la
Enquanto
I live I know that life is not a bowl of cherries
La, la, la, la, la
Enquanto
Eu vivo I sing a song about love to you
La, la, la, la, la
Enquanto
I enjoy myself in my life
You sleep tight
La, la, la, la, la
La, la, la, la, la

Aldo Kraas
Ensine-Me

Deus
Ensine me
To sing
Deus
Ensime me
To pray
Deus
Ensine me
To laugh

Aldo Kraas
Entre Nós

Entre Nós
Good lives
Blessing us each day
That we live our lives

Aldo Kraas
Entretien À Moi

Entretien à moi
Mother Nature now that you have a little time in your hands
Because you already had woken the trees up to take part in the spring
Entretien à moi
God and tell him what you did because I already know what you did
Because I already know what you did so you don't have to tell me anymore
Entretien à moi
About the birds that are singing a spring symphony to the earth

Aldo Kraas
Epiphany

I speak to you
Because
God called me
And told me
To help you
Because you are
In serious trouble
And he said that
You are
Mixing yourself with the wrong crowds
That are teaching you bad things
And I decided
That I was going
To help you

Aldo Kraas
Erick Blues

Erick
You don't have to worry about your family anymore
Because you are in heaven
And they can take care of themselves

Aldo Kraas
Escape Hymn

Let your bad thoughts escape from your mind
Let your negative thoughts escape from your mind right now
Don't hold to them any longer

Aldo Kraas
Escape Song

Escape from your sadness
Escape from your little word where you feel safe
Because what you need is friends and not isolation
Also friends is what you need in your life
And not isolation

Aldo Kraas
Escaping

I am escaping from the city
And I am going somewhere
Where I can have some peace
And privacy for once

Aldo Kraas
Escaping The Negative Thoughts

I am escaping the negative thoughts
That made so much dammage to my life

Aldo Kraas
Escuro

I don't like you at all
Escuro
I can't see anything at all
Escuro
You are not my friend
Escuro
Please go away
Escuro
Please live me alone
Escuro
You did so much damage in my life

Aldo Kraas
Escuta
Me talking to God
Escuta me talking to the people
Escuta
Me listening to the rain falling down
Where I live
Escuta me hearing the thunder that comes along with the rain
Escuta me
Listening to the winds that are blowing hard on my face
Escuta me
Snoring loud when I sleep

Aldo Kraas
España Sonata

España
Waits for us
And we must be
On our way to
España

Aldo Kraas
Espanola
You are
The jewel
Of my life
Espanola
You are
A beautiful
Place

Aldo Kraas
Espera Para Mi

Espera para mi
In your dreams tonight
Espera para mi
To sing you a love song tomorrow night

Aldo Kraas
Espírito Santo

Espírito Santo
You live inside of me
Espírito Santo
You give me hope
To live my life each day
Espírito Santo
You are mine

Aldo Kraas
Essential

The things that are so essential
In life
Do you know?

Aldo Kraas
Esta Noite

Esta noite
Terminou sem você
And I am feeling so lonely
Esta noite
Que terminou sem você
Please remember that I love you
And that I would never hurt you
My beloved friend
It is love that is helping me
To get rid of my sadness, my anger, and my hate
That I feel for the ones that have broken your heart and mine also

Aldo Kraas
Este É

Este é o ar que eu respiro
Everyday here on earth
While I walk outside
On the streets of
Toronto
Este é o ar que eu respiro
That God made for me
So that I can breath
And live
Because I can't live without air
And without air I would be dead
Este é o Deus que Jesus
Had given to me
So many years ago

Aldo Kraas
Este Grande Amor

Este grande amor
That I feel for you will always be there
Este grande amore that I feel for you
Will last forever
Este grande
That I feel for you comes out of my heart so that I can give it to you
Any day and any time

Aldo Kraas
Este Seu Olhar

Este seu olhar is so romantic
Este seu olhar is beautiful
Este seu olhar is full of love
Este seu olhar is full of mystery

Aldo Kraas
Estou Falando

Estou falando
In general
That life is no longer a happy one here on earth
Because all we do is work and work
Even though the cost of living keeps going up
And when this happens we end up paying for it

Aldo Kraas
Estou Lembrando

Estou lembrando
About that beautiful day

Aldo Kraas
Estrange

But I am feeling that are things that are missing now in my home
The I would love to eat A piece of cake, a nice roasted steak, some potatoes, and
a nice salad to go with it
But I don't have any money now
And I would like t have my favorite drink that is a diet coke with my meal To
night but I have to take my mind of it
Now it is 11: 00 pm
And I am flying on the airplane
On a higher attitude tonight
That tomorrow night I will be in Dhaka
At 9: 00 pm I will be landing in the aiport
But I love to ravell on the airplane
But dinner on the airplane is never fancy
And it is not great either

Aldo Kraas
Eternal God

Eternal God
Do you remember me?
Eternal God
How are you doing with the time?
And can you spare some time for me
Eternal God?

Aldo Kraas
Eternal One Song

God you are the eternal one
And the love of my life
Also you give me your love

Aldo Kraas
Eternity Rhapsody

Looking at a picture of you in my hands
Wondering if I'm ever gonna see you again
Without you I don't know how my life will be
Because I can't forget about you

Aldo Kraas
Eu Acredito Nele

Eu acredito nele
Because he gave me my lite
That I am living each day here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Eu Canto

Eu canto
About my life
That I am so happy with
And in that life
I move on
While I am walking
Everyday
Past the beautiful
Parks in my city
That I live
Called
Toronto

Aldo Kraas
Eu Estou Falando A Meu Deus

Eu estou falando a meu deus
Why do I have to go through so much suffering?
Eu estou falando a meu deus
Do you feel that it is the suffering that will enrich my life God?
Is that how you see it?
Is that the way it should be?

Aldo Kraas
Eu Estou Ganhando

Eu estou ganhando
This life by having
Some peace from this mad world
That is always moving outside my free zone
Eu estou ganhando
Some patience from life
And life is teaching me also
How to have some patience
Because right now I am beginning to understand
That patience works both ways

Aldo Kraas
Eu Fecho Meus Olhos

Eu fecho meus ochos
When you sing to me that beautiful love song
That puts me to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Eu Luto

Eu luto
For my life
Eu luto
To keep my soul alive

Aldo Kraas
Eu Mesmo

Eu mesmo
Will give thanks for God
For what he gave me today
Eu mesmo
Will sing a song for God
Eu mesmo
Will walk with God everyday
Eu mesmo
Will dream with God
While I am sleeping
Eu mesmo
Will worship God everyday

Aldo Kraas
Eu Não Entendo

Eu não entendo
Why it takes so long
For the spring to arrive
Eu não entendo
Why the world is getting worst
Day by day
Eu não entendo
Why do I have to suffer
Each day
The cut in my finger is taking
A long time to heal
And also I wonder why

Aldo Kraas
Eu Quero Dá-Lo

Eu quero dá-lo
My world
That I will never leave you alone again
Eu quero dá-lo
My friendship to you
Because I feel that you need me
In order to survive in this world

Aldo Kraas
Eu Quero Levar Para A Casa

Eu quero levar para casa
That builtiful sunshine
So that I can bright up my house
Eu quero levar para a casa
A beautiful blue sky
Like an aquamarine
So that I can make a beautiful ring
To give to someone that I love
Very much

Aldo Kraas
Eu Quero-O

Eu quero-o
To be my father God
And I feel that I will always be the lucky one
After you give me the answer
Because I am hopping that you will say yes God

Aldo Kraas
Eu Sempre Vou Te Amar

Eu sempre vou te amar
And I will never let you down baby
Eu sempre vou te amar
Because I am crazy about you
And Eu sempre vou te amar
Com todo o meu coração
E é o E é o amor que nós precisamos que nós precisamos
Everyday in order to stay alive
Because it is amor that makes everyone including us stronger
But we don't need hate at all
Because hate is what kill us
And anger can destroy us in no time
Whenever we show it to others
And the next day when you get out of bad you will hate it
But probably you will hate yourself also more than they hate you
We don't need to seek justice because that alone will burn us in hell
And we don't want to burn in hell

Aldo Kraas
Eu Sinto Muito

Eu sinto muito
Because I go to sleep at 9:00 pm every night
Eu sinto muito
That I don't have time for you

Aldo Kraas
Eu Sou Muito Bem

Eu sou muito bem
Without the dark sky
Eu sou muito ben
When the sun is out
Because the sun will always
Warm up my heart that is cold

Aldo Kraas
Eu Sou O Vento Que Respira Em Cima Do Mar

Eu sou o vento que respira em cima do mar
So strong everyday
And don’t you know by know?

Aldo Kraas
Eu Sou Um Homen

Eu sou um homem
With a big heart
Eu sou um homem
That loves people
Eu sou um homem
That loves to joke with people
Eu sou um homem
That is a christian
Eu sou um homem
That prays for one another

Aldo Kraas
Eu Te Procuro

Eu te procuro
Meu Deus
When I am walking outside
In that cold weather
That was not made
For men, women, or children
That lives here on earth
With us
But for the animals
The cold weather is fine
Because they hibernate

Aldo Kraas
Eu Tenho Tanta Vontade

Eu tenho tanta vontade
To live this life that God gave me
But I want to live it without being sick
My sickness is my depression that is a real battle that I haven't won yet
But I have a feeling that one day I will win this battle with God's help
That I will be able to fire my psychiatrist on the spot
Eu tenho tanta vontade
To keep on fighting every single day with the help of my God because he Will support me in fighting this battle and I am not alone because I have The support of my God
Eu tenho tanta vontade
That you come with me my friends to the house of God
And meet my God face to face in his house
Eu tenho tanta vontade
To love my God from the bottom of my heart
Eu tenho tanta vontade
To celebrate God's life after he rose from the dead
So he could judge me and the people here on the planet earth
Eu tenho tanta vontade
To say to God today thanks for giving me the gift of life
That is so precious
That I can't even put a price on life
Eu tenho vontade
To live this life day by day
Eu tenho vontade
To go to bed early so that I can get a proper night sleep
An dream with you God while I sleep every single night
Eu tenho vontade
To drink the fresh spring water from God's waterfall
Eu tenho tanta vontade de
Worship my God with a song

Aldo Kraas
Eu Tenho Um Sonho

Eu tenho um sonho
That is beautiful
And I hope that dream will stay with me
All through the night
Eu tenho um sonho
That is so precious to me
Eu tenho um sonho
That I can see all the ones that
I never had the chance to say good bye
When they had left this earth

Aldo Kraas
Eu Visitei

Eu visitei
God's house today
Eu vistei
My heart
Tha had been splitted in two
With the saw
And now I feel the pain
All over my heart and my body also

Aldo Kraas
Europa

God had finally
Opened the gates in the sky
To let all the airplanes through
So they can fly all the way to
Europa any time of the day
And that is God's commitment
To the airplanes

Aldo Kraas
Eurovision

I have that
Eurovision inside of my eyes
That I can see it almost like a postcard

Aldo Kraas
Evan

Evan you were born asleep
But there must have been a reason for that
But the reason I don't know
But one day you will walk together in God's together with your mother
Evan you are the sunshine of your mother's world

Aldo Kraas
Evangelical Hymn

I am what I sing
To the world
I am what I preach
To the people here on earth
I am that evangelical men
That wants to give his soul to
God and the people here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Evangelist

Your Love Alone Is Not Enough That Is What I Am Feeling

Aldo Kraas
Even I Need Some Credit

Even I need some credit
For the poems that I write
And I also believe that my readers
Lost faith in me
And they are ignoring me
By not reading my poems anymore
It makes me so sad
When my readers
Don't read my poems
And give me credit that I deserve

Aldo Kraas
Even In The Winter

Even in the winter
I sleep in
Because my bed is so warm that I don't want to leave it
And it is not because I try to forget the outside world
Or that I exist

Aldo Kraas
Even Now Blues

Even now I think about you
Even now I say a prayer for you
Even now I count my blessings everyday
That I live my life
Even now I save some money for the rainy day
Even now I do my laundry at home

Aldo Kraas
Even When I Am Here

Even when
I am here this place
Is peaceful

Aldo Kraas
Even When I Bleed

Even
When
I
Bleed
I
Find
Hard
To
Stay
Calm

Aldo Kraas
Even When The Sky Falls

Even when the sky falls I will be around to catch it
On my hands
And carress it with my right hand

Aldo Kraas
Evening Has Broken

Evening has broken
At the end of the day
And if you didn't go outside today
To enjoy the beautiful weather
That is your own fault

Aldo Kraas
Eventhough

We don't see eye to eye
That is so sad
But I know that you know
That I can't please you at all
And I don't expect you to please me at all
Eventhough
You have your own qualities
I have my own qualities also
Eventhough
Life is not always easy for us
We still have to make the best out of it

Aldo Kraas
Eventually
There will be a day that I won't have any guilt feelings
For nobody
Because I think that is crazy
Eventually
I will learn someday to say no
And I will mean no when it is no
Eventually
I won't let anybody manipulate me anymore

Aldo Kraas
Ever Breath I Take

Ever breath I take
While I walk outside it fills my lungs with fresh air
And my lungs work the same way that the ballons do
Because the ballons gets inflated with air
And my lungs also gets inflated with air
But fresh air is god for me and my lungs also
But I am also very lucky to have healthy lungs

Aldo Kraas
Ever More Blessed

I am ever more blessed by God when I write my poems
I am ever more blessed when I sleep at night
I am ever more blessed when I pray for God
I am ever more besse when I sing to God

Aldo Kraas
Every Child Creates A Skylight Of Beauty

Every child creates a skilight of beauty in the sky at home
And from where I was standing here on earth I could see the skilight of Beauty in the sky
But I found it to be beautiful and amazing at the same time
Because the skilight of beauty in the sky had so many vivid colors that Blended very well with the sky

Aldo Kraas
Every Day I Die For You

Every day
I die for you
My Lord
Just thinking about you
Because there are things
That I want to tell you
So bad
But I am always running out
Of time

Aldo Kraas
Every Dream Blues

I had so many dreams
In my life
And every dream that I had
Was different from the other

Aldo Kraas
Every Kid Needs Their Hero

Every kid needs their hero
To be their role model
In their lives
But it has to be every single day
In their lives

Aldo Kraas
Every Moment

Every moment that I spend with you
I find it very special

Aldo Kraas
Every Moment Is Poetic

Every moment is poetic
In my life
And that is true
Because I put my feelings that comes out of my heart into poetry

Aldo Kraas
Every Now And Then Blues

Every now and then I say a little prayer for you
Every now and then I say a prayer to God
Every now and then I need to learn to save money
Every now and then I need to learn to relax
Every now and then I need to learn to eat healthy

Aldo Kraas
Every Now And Then Song

Every now and then I say a little prayer for you
Every now and then I say a prayer to God
Every now and then I need to learn to save money
Every now and then I need to learn to relax
Every now and then I need to learn to eat healthy

Aldo Kraas
Every Other Love Song

Every other love song
Is a declaration of love
To us
This love song is beautiful
The words are beautiful in this love song
A profoundly tender, passionate affection for another person
That we show
And for us we have love also
Our love is passionate
We are both ruled by intense emotion
Every other love song
Sends a different message to us
It puts that fire in our lives
Every other love song
Sometimes can be exciting
But when we have heard it too many times
It can be kind of annoying
Because the radio had played it over and over again
We want to put some romance in our lives
It is our desire

Aldo Kraas
Every Single Day

Every single day
We need to plan
Our lives ahead
And live our
Lives to the fullest
Every single day
We need to learn
To laugh
Every single day
We need
To dress up for the kind of
Weather that is outside

Aldo Kraas
Every Step We Take

Every step we take
We move forward
One inch everyday
But I believe that some of us walk like a turtle
And it doesn't matter if you walk slowly
Because eventualy you will get there
The others move fast like a bull
Because when they see red they charge
By moving fast
Also every time you move fast you get tired easily
Because you use a lot of energy

Aldo Kraas
Every Tear That I Had Shed

Every tear that
I had shed
Today
Was for my God

Aldo Kraas
Every Time I See You

Every time i see you  
In my dreams  
You make me so happy  
Also  
I see you kissing me  
And  
I see you lying next to me

Aldo Kraas
Every Time I Wish Song

Every time I wish for the stars
To shine at the end of each day
Because I know that the night
Will arrive soon here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Every Time Song

Every time
When I am sleeping
I wished that you were here with me
Every time
Y wished that I could see your beautiful face again

Aldo Kraas
Every Time You Say Good Bye I Say Hello

Every time you say good bye I say hello
And my life is empty without you
But you don't even care that my life is empty
And I told you that so many times before
I just wish that you could understand me
Or the way I think
I am a man
And sometimes I say things that don't make sense at all
I know that I am not down to earth
But you are down to earth
And you are a woman
So why do I have to think Like you?
Please tell me
By making it clear to me
That you are who you are
And I am who I am
I want to tell you that our life must go on
And that we can't put our lives on hold anymore
Because that is a fools game

Aldo Kraas
Every Woman

Every woman
Needs her freedom
And her space

Aldo Kraas
Every Woman Song

Every woman
Needs to know that
A men is good for something
And that the men is not just
An artifact that you collect over the years

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Believes In You

Everybody believes in you
And that is the truth

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Counts In My Life

Everybody counts in my life
Because I am not the only one around

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Has A Dream

Everybody has a dream
And if they want
To share it with somebody
They can
Because
They don't need to ask for their permission

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Hurts Me Blues

Everybody hurts me
Even when I am not aware of
The situation that I am
In with the people
That I don't know very well

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Is Talking About Praying

Everybody is talking
About praying
I just wonder when it is going to be?
Somebody must make the decision
Who will it be?
The members of the house of the Lord
Or the Priest himself?
On what date this event will be?
Who will decide?

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Is Trying

Everybody is trying to be happy
Everybody is trying to avoid the cold by taking a taxi to work
Everybody is trying hard to cope with their anger
Everybody is trying hard to cope with their resolutions that they made For the new year

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Needs A Place To Rest

Everybody needs a place to rest for the night
Everybody needs to eat when they feel hungry
Everybody needs to love one another
Everybody needs to pray for one another

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Wants To Go To Heaven

Everybody wants to go to heaven
Because they are tired of the violence here at home
And in heaven there is no violence
But once you are in heaven you will be able to escape the violence here at Home
But here at home it is impossible to escape the violence
Because once something bad happens at home
The next day it will make the headlines in the paper
And everybody here at home will buy the newspaper so that they can read About the tragedy that happened yesterday
And the jail fills fast with criminals here at home
But it is the taxpayers that pays to keep the criminals in jail
And the truth is that is better to keep the criminals in jail then to let Them Free
And why should the criminals be free?
I guess you forgot that the criminals commit crimes?

Aldo Kraas
Everybody Wants To Move Around

Everybody wants to move around in heaven
So that they can explore heaven together
And some areas in heaven are very cramped
Because in heaven they already have too many people living in there
And there is no more room for more people

Aldo Kraas
Everyday I Write A New Poem For You

Everyday I write a new poem for you
Because I want to share it with you

Aldo Kraas
Everyday People

Everyday People Are Running Out Of Luck And Hope They Are Lost In A Dangerous World Full Of Drugs

Aldo Kraas
Everyday Song

Just think that everyday
Is an opportunity
For you to get out of the house
And make new friends in the community

Aldo Kraas
Everything For Me

Everything for me is new
Because I am facing
The toughest challenges
That lies ahead
Every day in my life

Aldo Kraas
Everything I Do

Everything I do
Gives me satisfaction

Aldo Kraas
Everything I Long For

Everything I long for
Is the peace in my life

Aldo Kraas
Everything Is Fine

Everything is fine now
And you don't need
To worry anymore

Aldo Kraas
Everything Song

Everything that I wished for is that people would work together to Help me in my daily life
But it is not working right

Aldo Kraas
Everything That I Give You

Everything that I give you
I give you with all my love

Aldo Kraas
Everything That I Know About Love

Everything that I know
About love is true
Because love is caring

Aldo Kraas
Everything That You Need

Everything that you need
I can go out and get it for you
Please let me tell you that I have no problem with it

Aldo Kraas
Everything To Me

Everything to me is very important
And please let me speak about
The important things in my life

Aldo Kraas
Everything We Really Wanted We Found Here

Everything we really wanted
We found here
At home
Beautiful parks where
We can go for long walks

Aldo Kraas
Everything Will Be Forgotten

Everything will be forgotten
After you told us in a minute

Aldo Kraas
Everything You Have To Pay For This Days

Everything you have to pay for this days
Like a bottle of water
If you want to drink it
And I believe that is insane to pay for a bottle of water
Because the water that you buy is not 100% pure
Half of the water that you drink is bottle water and the other half is tap Water
But the water that you get out from your tap is just as good as the water
That you buy in the store
Why?
Because the water from the tap at home you don't have to pay for it
And you can drink as much as you like

Aldo Kraas
Evidence

I have the evidence
On tape
Because I managed to tape her
With my digital camera
And the incident was terrible

Aldo Kraas
Excelent Men For Her

I am an excelent men
For her
Because I have compassion, love, and romance
To give to her
But I have problems
In forgiving people
And I must say that it is not my strongest thing
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Excuse Me Hymn

Excuse me
Mother Nature
I want to talk to you
For a minute
In private
I understand your pleas
And I know that you are worried about the earth

Aldo Kraas
Excuse Me II

Excuse me my God
But it is getting late
So I must go to bed
Because I am felling tired already
Excuse me my God
I just want to tell you that I am not ignoring you
So go ahead and talk to me
Because I am listening to you carefully

Aldo Kraas
Exhausted Body

It is time to give
My exhausted body a rest
Because my exhausted body is sending
Me the warning signs
That my body is exhausted
And it needs a rest
So it is time to go to sleep
So my exhausted body gets a rest
For the night
But my exhausted body won't forget to thank me for it

Aldo Kraas
Exodus

I am a king Exodus
I have a sword in my hands
I am fighting
In that brutal competition
And I am wearing my crown
And my king costume

Aldo Kraas
Expecting Song

I am expecting
That the cold weather
That we are having will go on
For a long time
Because that is the
Canadian winter

Aldo Kraas
Experience The Joy

Experience the joy
After you gave
Your heart to God

Aldo Kraas
Explore

Explore your life
Explore your feelings
Explore your health

Aldo Kraas
Explore II

Hold your promises
Hold your gifts for God
Explore the living things
Dance to the music
Explore your ability to communicate with others
Explore your life
Explore your talents
Scream as loud as you can
Dream big right now
Praise God
Praise God
Praise God

Aldo Kraas
Express Yourself

Express yourself through poetry
Express yourself in your diary
Express yourself when you write your biography
Express yourself through music
Express yourself through art

Aldo Kraas
Eyes To Eyes

Eyes to eyes
They have eye contact
With each other
One can see their fear in their eyes
The other just look
And don't say anything
Eyes to eyes
It is almost like they are talking to each other
They are talking non verbal
Eyes to eyes
Sometimes you can see each other’s feelings
Eyes to eyes
The feelings are anger, sometimes sadness, Sometimes anxiety,
And sometimes happiness
Sometimes the eyes are tired
Sending a signal that needs its rest
eyes to eyes

Aldo Kraas
Faces Fall And Rise To Her World

Faces fall
And rise to her world
Her flames died out
And she is doing what she is told

Aldo Kraas
Faded Light Song

The faded light
Outside
Had fade so fast
And I wasn't aware of that
Until today
One thing that you can't say is
That I don't even remember it
Maybe the reason for it was that I didn't pay much
Attention to it

Aldo Kraas
Faded Love

The love that
We had once
For each other
Is now a
Faded love

Aldo Kraas
Fading Away Song

The sun keeps fading away
Everyday in my life

Aldo Kraas
Fado

This world is disappearing
And dying every day
Leaving my soul
To bleed
This world is taking my breath away
Because there is no more fresh air
And I find it hard to breath sometimes
This world is leaving me with dread
On how human beings
Are behaving today

Aldo Kraas
Faeries

She put
All her tooth
Under neath her pillows
For the
Faries
Today

Aldo Kraas
Failure Song

Failure is not for me
Because It doesn't belong in my world
And I never invited failure to come into my world

Aldo Kraas
Fairies Are Not Real

Fairies are not real
Because I don't see it in real life

Aldo Kraas
Faith

My friend is praying for you Lord
He needs you in his heart
So please Lord
Enter my friends heart right now
Because tomorrow will be too late
And I want you to
Find your faith in the Lord my friend
Be courageous my friend
And have faith in the Lord my friend
Because
Heaven is waiting for you right now my friend
And I wish you
Farewell my friend
And I hope that you
Will
Find your faith in the Lord my friend
Please
Be a good servant to the Lord my friend
My friend will you praise the Lord today?

Aldo Kraas
Faith Of The Sky

I need some faith of the sky
But in order for me to get
Some faith of the sky
I have to belong to the sky
And for me to do that
I must join the family members of the sky
And also become one of the family members of the sky

Aldo Kraas
Faith Song

Well I guess it would be nice
If I If somebody could touch my body
I know not everybody
Has got a body like me
Oh, but I've got to think twice
Before I give my heart away
And I know all the games that I avoid to play
Because I don't play them too
Oh but I
Need some time off from that emotion
Time to pick my heart up off the sky
And bring it down without to earth
Without any devotion
Well it takes a strong man, baby
But I'm showing you the door
'Cause I gotta have faith...
To come in to God's house
And to live a health life
That is full of energy

Aldo Kraas
Falando Sério

I will take advantage of this day
That God brought to me
I will take good care of my health for now
Because my health is very important
And I shouldn't mess around with my life

Aldo Kraas
Fall Apart Again

I fall apart again whenever I binge because I don't know how to stop Binging
I fall apart again when I am tired
I fall apart again when I am stressed out

Aldo Kraas
Fall From Heaven Song

If
Only money could fall from heaven
I would be walking down the street
With my arms wide open
Waiting for the money to fall
So that I could catch it
And give some to somebody
That needs it urgent
Rather than waste on something stupid
Or on me
Because I know that would be a sin
To not share the money with somebody that needs urgent

Aldo Kraas
Fall In Love Song

It won't be easy
For me to fall
In love with
Because first
I have to feel
Good with you

Aldo Kraas
Fall In My Dreams

God
Please
Fall in my dreams
Tonight
Because
I hope to see you
In my dreams
For the first time
In my life
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Fall On My Knees

The beby fall on my knees
He is hungry
It is time to call his mommy to feed him
After he eats
He will fall on my knees and sleep tight
Sweet dreams little baby
The baby will fall sleep on my knees
He has been doing it since he was born
If the baby is happy with that
Why don't I let him do that?
The baby wakes up by supper time again
We all must be quiet when he is sleeping
Because we can easily wake him up
And if we do it he will be so cranky for the rest of the evening
That is because his sleep was interrupted
This baby we love
He is gentle and kind to us
He is the light of our lives
Beautiful baby you are
Baby you were an angel that flown on earth when you were born
Baby we will hold you tightly and love you dearly
We will make these precious moments last baby
We will always smile whenever we see your face
And we will laugh when we feel like crying
Close your eyes baby
We will sing for you
In this world baby some things must come and go
God has blessed our world by loving you
Good bless you baby

Aldo Kraas
Falling

I am falling
In love with God
And it is not a secret
So let me spill the beans for you
My love for God
Is endless
And it has no price tag

Aldo Kraas
Falling Angel

Thank you for saving me from falling once again
God send us some sunny days and cloudy days also
Good night falling angel
And see you again tomorrow morning
Go and fly high
Let it shine above the cloudy sky
Falling Angel
You are wearing that beautiful dress with gold rim
That dress looks beautiful on you
It is one of a kind
I never saw anything like that before

Aldo Kraas
Charlie Sheen is falling apart again
You look in the internet and all you see is Charlie sheen's misery
Well he made misery for himself
He had everything a person could have
A good job as an actor and earning two million
But they fired him for his bad behaviour
Also you have to look at both sides when you make a decision
Because it has two side the bright side and the dark side
I feel sorry for Charlie Sheen because there is no ground for compassion
On his boss side and thy said they are on is the dark side
But on the other hand they didn't see the bright side
We all have limitations
But maybe Charlie Sheen has also limitation
And we have to remember that Charlie sheen is not a saint
He has his fault also
I can't believe that Charlie Sheen's boss didn't give him a second Chance
What Charlie Sheen needs is anger management

Aldo Kraas
Falling In Love With You

I am falling in love with you
Beautiful girl

Aldo Kraas
Falling Into Life

Falling into life
Falling into God's hands
Falling into the spirit of God

Aldo Kraas
Family

We are a family
And we belong together
We need to support each other
And encourage each other
Through life

Aldo Kraas
Family Blues

You can't choose your family

Aldo Kraas
Fantasy

That fantasy
We have inside of us
And we live it
Also we dream about that fantasy each day

Aldo Kraas
Fantasy Island

Fantasy Island
Is now a part
Of our dreams
Because we all
Had dreams
About
Fantasy Island
Last night

Aldo Kraas
Farewell Hymn

Today I am saying farewell to my God
But God cries when I say farewell to him
Because he thinks that I will abandon him
But I tell him that I will never abandon him
Because I love him so much
And I will keep God in my mind and in my heart
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Farewell I bid you my God
Because I am moving
Out of your house
Because it is time
For me to live on my own
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Farewell My Beloved God

Farewell my beloved God  
Please Go in peace my beloved God  
And look after the sick and the poor  
Because they need you now  
And not tomorrow  
Because tomorrow might be too late  
My beloved God

Aldo Kraas
Farewell To Thee

I say farewell to thee
Today
Because you are leaving
The city for good
And I am so sad about it

Aldo Kraas
Farting Like A Baboon

Farting like a Baboon
That is inside of the airplane that is flying to Poland
But the Baboon farts sounds more like a torpedo or a rocket
Poor passengers that have to hold their noses
Because men it smells like salphur gas
But I also wonder what they feed to this poor Baboom
I hope we arrive safe in Poland tomorrow
So we can get rid of that stupid Baboom
But for now we have to put up with this Baboon
God why us?
Are you trying to punish us with this Baboom?
Thank you for your consideration God
And rest in peace

Aldo Kraas
Fascinated Blues

I am fascinated
With
My fascinated blues
I want to sing
It as loud as I can
For all the people
To hear

Aldo Kraas
Fast Airplanes

Fast airplanes
Flying very fast in the sky
At 35,000 feet

Aldo Kraas
Father Dearest

Father dearest
You have been blessed
By God
Because God
Gave you
One of the best
Kid that you couldn't ask for
And you must be proud of him
Everybody tells you that your kid is well behaved
I must say to you that I also agree with the other people

Aldo Kraas
Father India

Father
India
Do you bless the children?
Father
India
Do you understand that
Food, water, and blood is what keep us alive?

Aldo Kraas
Father Mia

Father mia
Is going to be
A grandfather son
Because one of his son's
Girl friend is having a baby
And the son is going to be the father of the baby

Aldo Kraas
Father I know
That you can't sleep
At night at all
And evreyday
You wake up very tired
So today I went to the health store for you
And bought some melatonin to help
You with your sleep
I pray that this thing works for you just fine
I believe it is worth to give a try

Aldo Kraas
Father When All Is Said And Done

Father
When all is said and done
You will know
That there is
A child
That wants to give
Her life back to you

Aldo Kraas
Father Xmas

Father xmas
Will be working all night today
So that he can deliver all the christmas presents on time
To the children and their families
Father xmas
Is living his workshop now
In his reinder to deliver the Christmas presents
To all the houses here at home
Father christmas
Won't have any time to sleep at all
Because all the christmas gifts have to be delivered by christmas
And he has to follow the clause in his contract or otherwise he will get fired
And he could even make the children upset
Because there will be no presents to open at christmas
Father xmas
Goes down through the chimney
And then he comes out in the living room of the houses
Inside of the living room of the houses at christmas time
Father xmas will find the christmas tree decorated and lighted up
Father xmas
Eat his shortbread cookies and drink his glass of milk

Aldo Kraas
Father Xmas Song

Father xmas
Will be working all night today
So that he can deliver all the christmas presents on time
To the children and their families
Father xmas
Is living his workshop now
In his reinder to deliver the Christmas presents
To all the houses here at home
Father christmas
Won't have any time to sleep at all
Because all the christmas gifts have to be delivered by christmas
And he has to follow the clause in his contract or otherwise he will get fired
And he could even make the children upset
Because there will be no presents to open at christmas
Father xmas
Goes down through the chimney
And then he comes out in the living room of the houses
Inside of the living room of the houses at christmas time
Father xmas will find the christmas tree decorated and lighted up
Father xmas
Eat his shortbread cookies and drink his glass of milk

Aldo Kraas
Father's Day Prayer

God
Today is father's day
Because you made all the father's
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Father's Of Zion

Fathers's of zion
Lived in the seas
They have
Children to embrace
Father's of zion
Have children to raise

Aldo Kraas
Fathers Song

Fathers have so much in common
That
They all want the best for their children

Aldo Kraas
Fault

I can't understand why its my fault
Even if I didn't cause something to happened
I think that is crazy
Why?
Because somebody is blaming me for something that I didn't cause
And that is crazy
Don't you think that I don't feel hurt?
I do because I am human just like the rest of your guys

Aldo Kraas
Fe

Do you have
Fe in God?
Don't you believe that God is your savior?
God is your father

Aldo Kraas
Fears For Fears

Death promises nothing for me
And I don't expect nothing from death
Either than pain and sorrows
Fears for fears
Live in me
When I walk late at night on the road
Because I never know what can happen to me
But I believe that God is always on my side
Fears for fears
I will never trust the promises of a lazy man
Fears for fears
I will drink the one
With my food
So that I can give gheers to my God
Fears for fears
I don't fear the thunder or lightning
Fears for fears
The pond is home to all ducks
Because all the ducks lives in the pond
Swimming away
Fears for fears
What more can I give to God
Than myself
Fears for fears
The paths are not clear of the snow
In the winter
In the city where I live
Fears for fears
The harbour is so quiet during the winter
Because no boats are in the harbour during the winter
And everything sleeps away in the harbour
Also the night comes early during the winter months
But summer is different
Because the light shines all day
Fears for fears
Our bodies are made of water
And we need water to survive in this heat
Feather Ball

I am going to
Feather
Ball
Soon
And
Feather
Ball
Is my bed

Aldo Kraas
Feather Sky

One angel lost all his feathered wings
And it felll into the sky
And now he can't fly at all
To earth and save the one who needs help
The angel is not being selfish
He cares about others also

Aldo Kraas
Features

Her features are very similar to her mother
She has blond hair
She has green eyes
She has wrinkles on her face
She has makeup on her face
She is just like her mother

Aldo Kraas
February Concerto

I heard the birds
Calling for the arrival of the morning
Today
And it sounded amazing
To my ears

Aldo Kraas
Feed

Feed my mind
Some good thoughts
Some peace
Some energy

Aldo Kraas
Feed The World With A Silver Platter

Feed the world
With a silver platter
That contain some
Food that can feed
The hungry people
All over the world

Aldo Kraas
Feeding My Heart

I am feeding
My heart with the love
That God gave me
This morning

Aldo Kraas
Feel Better Soon

Feel better soon
Feel better soon
My child
I no that it is not nice to be ill
And it is not fun

Aldo Kraas
Feel Free

Feel free
To wander
Outside
And
Look
At the
Beautiful
Gardens

Aldo Kraas
Feel My Power

I was dizzy yesterday night
And later on yesterday night
You came and brought your power
That you injected with a needle inside my brain
Yes you hurt me a little bit with that needle
But at the same time I knew that it would be worth
The aggravation
Because everybody else will be able
To feel my power
That you have restored in my body
For once

Aldo Kraas
Feel Song

Do you feel tired today?
Do you feel sad today?
Do you feel angry at your self today?

Aldo Kraas
Feel The Heat

Feel the heat
Of the sun
Shining here on earth
Yes the earth is very hot today
Feel the heat
Touching your skin

Aldo Kraas
Feeling Good And Alive

I am feeling good
And alive

Aldo Kraas
Feeling Hymn

Feeling numb
Feeling tired
Feeling cold
Feeling lost
Feeling sad
Feeling angry
Feeling hungry
Feeling like going to bed early tonight

Aldo Kraas
Feelings

Sad feelings
Guilty feelings
Lonely feelings
Bad feelings
Angry feelings
Stressed out feelings
Happy feelings

Aldo Kraas
Feels Good Song

Feels good
to live in a place that I can call home

Aldo Kraas
Feels Like Me

What are you going to do with your broken dreams?
Are you going to damp your broken dreams in the trash?
Are you going to let god repair your broken dreams that you are having Every single night that you sleep?
Do you think it is worth to reapir your broken dreams?

Aldo Kraas
Feels Like Summer

It feels like Summer in my dreams
And I can see in my dreams all the trees and flower blooming again
Like it was yesterday
But the beauty of the trees and the flowers that are now blooming takes My
breath away only inside of my dreams
And the weather inside of my dreams are beautiful again
Because everybody is wearing just a tshirt, short, and running shoes
But all the dogs are playing in the park
And the I cream cart and the hot dog cart is back in business but only In my
dreams once more

Aldo Kraas
Feijoada

I had cooked
The feijoada this morning
Because I wanted to share
My feijoada
With my beloved Brazilian people

Aldo Kraas
Felicidade

Felicidade
Arrived at my front
Door steps
And I welcome
Felicidade
Into my life
Because
Felicidade
Is a beautiful thing to have
In my life
I don't want to be sad
But I want
To have plenty
Of felicidade in me

Aldo Kraas
Felicità

The sun
Is what I call
Felicità
Because it is beautiful
Specialy when it shines
Every morning
By the time I am up
Felicità
Is the Ice cream
That melts in my mouth
Every time that I eat
The Ice cream
Felicità
Is the beautiful
Fragrance that is coming
From the roses
At the garden
Of the houses

Aldo Kraas
Female Friend

I am happy
That you are enjoying
The company of your female friend

Aldo Kraas
Femme Fatale

Femme fatale
You are right a 100% percent by telling me that I need you
In your song that you sung last night in the bar
Also I remember the beautiful words of the song
And the song went like this
Homme
I need you a 100% porcent to live with you
Because I am tired to live alone
And also I am tired of being my own slave
Homme
If you want you have to have a gentle heart
And be kind to me
But love me with all your heart a 100%

Aldo Kraas
Fergus Sonata

Fergus you owe me so much
Already
That is because I did so many favours
For you

Aldo Kraas
Fiancée Sonata

Fiancée
Who ever you are
he or she
I hope that you are very lucky
with the partner that you choose
To spend the rest of your life with

Aldo Kraas
Fields Full Of Hope

I walk in the fields that are full of hope
But in the fields of hope I don't know what hopes are available for me or
For the people because maybe it is not for me to know or the others to know but only God
Because God wants us to follow the fields of hope
By walking in it so that you can find it
So it is more of a seek and you shall find game

Aldo Kraas
Fields Of Gold

I walk all around in the fields of gold
And while I walk in the fields of gold all around it
I was looking for gold also
But I don't know if this will be my lucky day
But I don't give up hope
And I keep looking around because I have the feeling that I am getting closer
and closer to the gold
But If I find gold today
I will be a millionaire
And I will be able to retire and buy my dream house
For my sweet heart Virginia

Aldo Kraas
Fields Of Hope

I walk in the fields that are full of hope
But in the fields of hope I don’t know what hopes are available for me Or
For the people because maybe it is not for me to know or the others to know but only God
Because God wants us to follow the fields of hope
By walking in it so that you can find it
So it is more of a seek and you shall find game

Aldo Kraas
Fight For Freedom Now

Lets fight for freedom
Now
By bringing the world together
And closer to us
With Obama

Aldo Kraas
Fight For Our Love

Fight for our love with God
Because god forget about us
And he never give us love
But it is for that reason that we have to fight with God
In order to get love
Also the truth is that we are not stealing love from God
But we are fighting for our love
Because we need love in our lives
And it is love that takes our pain away that is inside of our heart also

Aldo Kraas
Fight The Pain Song

It' is time for you
To fight the pain
That leaves you without energy

Aldo Kraas
Fiji Island Song

Fiji Island
When I wake up
Everyday
I will think about you

Aldo Kraas
Fill Me

Fill me with your love God
Fill me with your Grace God
Fill me with your song
Fill me with your song God

Aldo Kraas
Fill Me Hymn

Fill me with your love God
Fill me with your Grace God
Fill me with your song
Fill me with your song God

Aldo Kraas
Fill Me Sonata

Fill me with your love God
Fill me with your Grace God
Fill me with your song
Fill me with your song God

Aldo Kraas
Fill The Blank Pages Of Your Diary

Fill the blank pages of your diary
Each day with your daily thoughts
That you have each day
Because that is what a diary is for

Aldo Kraas
Filled By Light

My life is filled by light
And the light is coming
Direct from the sun above the sky

Aldo Kraas
Finally Song

Finally I bought my new laptop
Finally I am at peace
Finally I bought some furniture for my place
And I am very happy about it
Finally I am at peace with myself
Finally spring is here
Because now I will be able to enjoy the good weather

Aldo Kraas
Find A Place To Call My Own

I will find a place to call my own someday
It doesn't mother where it will be because I am not ready to have a Place of my own
But maybe the place of my own will be probably the church or heaven
Because there will be no violence and animal cruelty to see

Aldo Kraas
Find Me

Find me
In the house of God
Praying to God
Find me
In the house of God
Singing to God

Aldo Kraas
Find Me A Match Maker

Find me a matchmaker that can bring somebody for me to love
I hope that the match maker has the perfect match for me
Because I don't need an old lady
I need a person that is not over 40 with a big heart
Match maker
I hope that you find a women with good qualities and a big heart also

Aldo Kraas
Find Me If You Can

Find me if you can
Walking in the park
This is a beautiful day

Aldo Kraas
Find Me In Your Dreams Every Night

Find me in your dreams every night
Because I will be in your dreams every night
And I know that will make you happy

Aldo Kraas
Find The Last Gold

Just go out and find the lost gold
Because I lost it somewhere
But I don't know where I lost it
And that gold alone is worth a lot of money
To tell you the truth

Aldo Kraas
Finding Our Way

Finding our way through the valley of California
Finding our way to have patience with each other

Aldo Kraas
Fiona Blues

My
Darling
Fiona
Can you feel the wind blowing so strong outside?
It is winter outside and it is so cold
Do you believe me?

Aldo Kraas
Fire

My heart is burning with the fire
And also my heart is now in flames
But now I am crying out of pain
And I don't know if anybody can hear me or not
But I continue to feel the pain in my heart
And the pain is real
Also I don't know who is so cruel to put fire in my heart

Aldo Kraas
Fireworks

Tonight there are fireworks in the dark sky of Tel Avi
And they are making different colorful images in the sky
Eventhought the night is cold but there is no wind
And that is why the fireworks are working very well
But it is worth to see it at night because it is a show of colours in the sky

Aldo Kraas
First Light

I saw the first light coming out in the sky at 7:30 am today
And the light woke me up by that time
But I tried to go back to sleep but the light was so clear that bother my Eyes so I ended up getting up anyway

Aldo Kraas
Fisherman's Bay

I will go to the fisherman's bay
And fish for some fresh fish
To eat on
Good friday
Because that is the holy week
That we don't eat meat

Aldo Kraas
Fits Like A Glove

That shoes
Fits me like a glove
Thanks God
Because that
Shoes I love very much
And it is so comfortable
When I wear it on my feet

Aldo Kraas
Fix The Broken Wings

Fix the broken wings
Of this bird
Please
Because I want him to be able to fly
Again to where he belongs
He belongs to his family
The same way we belong to ours

Aldo Kraas
Fixer Of All Hearts Song

God is the fixer
Of all hearts
And there is no body that can fix hearts
Better than God

Aldo Kraas
Flanders

I will travel
To Flanders
Because that is my goal
That I had made for me
I don't even know if that is a realistic goal
To tell you the truth

Aldo Kraas
Fleur De Lis

Fleur de lis
I never saw anything
More beautiful than you

Aldo Kraas
Flew The Coup

Summer flew the coup
So fast
And the sun also flew the coupe
Together with the summer

Aldo Kraas
Flight

Guards keep their eyes on us inside this prison
Prisoner of Afghanistan war we are
Surrounded by walls
Inside those walls is only darkness
There are no windows to look out
Flight to freedom
From starvation
We haven't eaten for a long time
We look skinny as a tooth pick
We are finally let go by the guards
We are finally happy to be free
To see the light
A new life
A new beginning
A new hope
No more starvation
Plenty to eat for our hearts delight
No more prisoner of Afghanistan war
War goes on
But goes on without us
Because we left it behind
And we came to a new country
We took the long journey to freedom
In a new country
Happiness and freedom surround us
We don't know how many have died in Afghanistan
We don't care about it anymore
We can't do anything about it
What matter's is that we are free?
We are so grateful to be here
Canada is our home
We are proud to live in a country like Canada
War makes people rich
The innocent victim dies
There is always money for war
But for those who need medical attention there is none
War is a terrible thing
It doesn't make people happy
It makes people greedy
It destroys people’s life
The people loose everything they got

Aldo Kraas
Floating Silvery Clouds

Inside of my heart
There is a sky
And in that sky are floating silvery clouds
But no sign of rain today
That I can see
The temperature inside of my heart is 28
Even though it feels hot enough to fry an egg
Can you believe that?
I can because the temperature inside of my heart changes everyday

Aldo Kraas
Flower Child

Flower child
You are blooming so beautiful into the light
And growing so fast every year
That soon you won't be a child anymore
Than we will have to call you youth flower

Aldo Kraas
Flower Girl

Flower child
You are blooming so beautiful into the light
And growing so fast every year
That soon you won't be a child anymore
Than we will have to call you youth flower

Aldo Kraas
Flower Of The Sea

I even run in the water and try to get the flower of the sea
But I think I had arrived a little too late
because the sea started to wash the flower of the sea away
When I spotted the flower of the sea
And I never got the chance to grab the flower of the sea out of the water
Because I was planning to give the flower of the sea to somebody
That is very special to me
I believe that the effort was worth

Aldo Kraas
Flowers For The Dead

I don't think many people bother
To visit the grave of their dead ones anymore
Because they are preoccupied with their lives
But therefore the dead doesn't receive flowers anymore
And their grave are always abandone
And that is the way it appears to be
To me
Trust me it is very sad to see that
One thing that always comes to my mind
Is that
They don't have any love anymore for the dead
And also respect is totally gone

Aldo Kraas
Flowers Grow Out Of Our Grave

Flowers grow out of our grave
And we can't see it
Because we are dead
And buried underneath the earth
And on top of us
They laid the grass, tree, and flowers
But again we can't see it
Because we are dead
We parted from the earth some time ago
Our loved ones that are alived will be able to see
The flowers growing out of our grave

Aldo Kraas
Flowing Spirit

There is
A flowing spirit
That is flowing
Inside our hearts

Aldo Kraas
Fly Bird

Fly bird
Over the mountains and the sea
Fly bird
Over the blue sky
Open wide your wings
And let your beauty shine in the sky
Fly bird
Back home
When you are tired
Because I have food for you
Fly bird
And meet my master by tomorrow morning

Aldo Kraas
Fly Boy

Fly boy inside of your air balloon
All the way from Orlando to Sidney
And you will have a beautiul view of Orlando rom your air balloon
Fly boy youare so brave
And so younge
But you will fly alone from Orlando to Sidney
And you might spend days flying in your hot air balloon
You left Orlando today and it might take 48 days or more to arrive in Sidney

Aldo Kraas
Fly Me To The Island

Fly me to the island
In your airplane
Because I live
Right on the
The Island

Aldo Kraas
Fly Over The Cn Tower

Fly over the
CN Tower
On your ballon
Every day
During the week

Aldo Kraas
Flying Machine

I fly all over the world with my flying machine
And that flying machine never broke down before
Also I never had any accidents with that flying machine
The ride in that flying machine is very smooth
It takes me 28 hours to fly from Toronto To Johannesburg
And that alone is a long flight
The part that I like when I fly is the view from below it is amazing
Or I should say it is like being inside of a painting that God painted

Aldo Kraas
Focus On Coffee

I will focus on coffee
Right now
Because I need something to wake me up
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Focus Song

I am more focus daily
When I write my poems

Aldo Kraas
Fog

The fog
Gives me that eerie feeling
Today
And that fog sets the mood
Outside of my world also

Aldo Kraas
Fog Settling Into The Pit

Fog was settling into the pit
Tonight
When I drove from out of town
To this town
Called Mt. Prospect

Aldo Kraas
Folhas Secas

Folhas secas
Of the trees
I found laying
On the grass today

Aldo Kraas
Follow Me

Follow me
To a beautiful garden
Where we can be left in peace

Aldo Kraas
Follow That Feeling

Follow that feeling
That is inside your heart
Because your mind
Is playing some games with you
And not your heart

Aldo Kraas
Follow The Sun Wherever You Are

Follow the sun wherever you are

Aldo Kraas
Fools Are Searching For Love

Fools are searching for love
In the wrong places

Aldo Kraas
Fool's Rock

What a fool he is because she hurts him very badly
And he still loves her
What a fool he is because she always lies to him
And he believe her lies

Aldo Kraas
Foot On The Ground

I have my foot on the ground
And I am walking very far
In the direction of the sun

Aldo Kraas
Foot Prints On The Earth

God also left his foot prints here on the earth
When he walked on the earth
To find the people that believe in him
And trusted in him

Aldo Kraas
Footprints

Today it was a perfect day
To be outside
So I didn't waste my time
And
I went to the beach

Aldo Kraas
Footprints In The Sky II

Tonight I was dreaming
About a man that was walking on the clouds
In the sky
And in every cloud that he walked on he left his footprints
It was amazing
Because I could see it so clear

Aldo Kraas
For A Moment Song

For a moment I was having
Some nightmares
And then it was gone

Aldo Kraas
For All The Man That She Loved Before

For all the man that she loved before
That came into her life
And left
One after the other
Brought her pain
To her heart
And sadness into her life
They couldn't give her the
Love and respect she wanted
She is writing a poem
For all the man that she loved before
Because she wants to dedicate this poem for them

Aldo Kraas
For God Sake

For God sake
Try to make peace
With the ones that you hurt before
And acknowledge them by saying that you were wrong

Aldo Kraas
For Heaven Sake

For heaven sake God
Send us some rain
Because you are killing us with your heat

Aldo Kraas
For Him Song

I know that you want the best for him
And I get the idea already
Because you are always spoiling that kid
With new clothes and toys
Also when you go to a store you can't leave without buying something New for your kid
Like clothes or toys

Aldo Kraas
For Life Song

I want peace
For life
I want love
For life
I want hate to go away
For life
I want my thoughts to drift away
For life
I want a beautiful blue sky
For life

Aldo Kraas
For Marlene Dietrich

You
Are
The
Singer
In
Heaven
Wearing
The feathers
Of an Angel
In your hair
Marlene Dietrich
Sing away
In heaven
How pleasant it is

Aldo Kraas
For Me

For me
There is nothing more
Beautiful than the sun
That shine in the blue
Sky all day
And there is not even
A cloud in the sky

Aldo Kraas
For Me Song

For me
The holy water
Is the most sacred thing
That I came across so far
In this land
And God brought people
To this land
So they could be baptized
By him
With the holy water
And God said to them
While he was baptizing them
In the name of the father, the holy spirit, and amen

Aldo Kraas
For Men Everywhere

Men be patience
With the way things are going in your life
Men have patience
With people
Because I know that it is hard to do
Men have some time
For God

Aldo Kraas
For My Love

For my love I will sing out the blues
So that she can hear it
For my love I will give flowers
For my love I will give a kiss that taste just like honey
For my love I will light a candle so that it can glow in the dark here at Home
For my love I will write a letter

Aldo Kraas
For My Soul Only

For my soul only
You washed my soul and made it white as snow
My soul is hungry for you're love
And thirsty for thy blood
My soul is full of heartaches and pain
My soul is dying without you're love
My soul need's you Lord
In order to survive
The water soothes my dying soul
And takes the pain and heartaches away
My soul is too weak to fight any pain
My soul has no more strength left
My soul can't ever survive without you're love
Lord gives me love
Give me plenty of it
Let me drink thy blood because my soul need's it
Because that's the only way I can keep my soul alive if I must

Aldo Kraas
For Our Loved Ones Song

For our loved ones
We will sing the
Music of the night
Let the music of the night
Fill the heart of our loved ones
By wipping their sadness that was left behind
That they took with them
So many years ago
When they died

Aldo Kraas
For Real

I am talking for real
Don't you know
This Good Friday
We have to stay away from meat
That is for Roman Catholics
And
I find that in religion there are so many rules

Aldo Kraas
For Sabrina

I give my love for Sabrina
I give my prayers for Sabrina
I give my life for Sabrina
I give my sweet kiss for Sabrina
I give a helping hand to Sabrina

Aldo Kraas
For Salvation

For salvation
We pray to God
Almost everyday

Aldo Kraas
For Someone Out There

I write this poem
For someone out there

Aldo Kraas
For Spring Sonata

All the flowers
Will be out for spring
And let me tell you that
Everywhere you walk
You will see a massive show of colors
That will come out of the flowers
For spring

Aldo Kraas
For Sweden

I want peace for
Sweden
I want peace for the
Swedish people
I want spring for the swedish people

Aldo Kraas
For The Friend That I Love

For the friend
That
I love
So
Much
I want
To give
Him
A
Better
Life

Aldo Kraas
For The Living People

For the living people
We pray
For the living people
God gives love

Aldo Kraas
For The Love Of You

I write a song
For the love of you
I write a poem
In my scrap book
For the love of you

Aldo Kraas
For The Men In Your Lives

For the men in your lives
I wish happiness everyday
And I hope that
All the men in your lives
Treat you all with respect and dignity
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
For The One Who Was Here

For the one who was here
I will write a note

Aldo Kraas
For The Poors Of The City Of Thieves

Do you know
What we can do for
The poors of the city of thieves?

Aldo Kraas
For The Sake Of God

For the sake of God
I will not sin at all
I will obey his rules
Every day

Aldo Kraas
For The Sorrow

Music will always
Be good for the sorrow
Because it will always be soothing
The sorrow
Prayer will relieve the sorrow
That you have inside of you

Aldo Kraas
For You Love You Do A Lot

For you love you do a lot
Of meditation
For you love you do a lot
Of relaxation
For you love you do a lot
Of praying
For you love you do a lot
Of rest
For you love you do a lot
Of eating
For you love you do a lot
Of singing
For you love you do a lot
Of mantra

Aldo Kraas
Forbidden To Talk About Certain Things

I am forbidden to talk about certain things in a group
Why?
Because people are so different than me
And the things that I want to talk about is forbidden in a group
Because they come from a different background
Excuse me background is one thing
But not to talk about religion is evil
Because religion belongs together with life
Also I believe that God intended to do that way also
So that we have something to hold and prosper in our entire life

Aldo Kraas
Força Maior

God gave me a força maior
To live every single day my life here on the Planet Earth
That God made for us
God gave me a força maior to beat my stress every single day that I live my life
God Gave me a força maior
So I can beat my depression every single day

Aldo Kraas
Forced Smile

I saw his forced smile
That he gave to everybody
And it gave me the feeling that he didn't want to smile
But was forced to smile
Because he didn't want people to know that he is so hostile
Towards people
And the people get a difference feeling from him
That he is friendly

Aldo Kraas
Forced Smiled

I saw his forced smiled
That he gave to everybody
And it gave me the feeling that he didn't want to smile
But was forced to smile
Because he didn't want people to know that he is so hostile
Towards people
And the people get a difference feeling from him
That he is friendly

Aldo Kraas
Forever Dust In My Clothes

Forever dust in my clothes

Aldo Kraas
Forever Heard

Forever heard
That is what I want to be
By evryone
That knows me

Aldo Kraas
Forever I Will Be Strong

Forever I will be strong
Once spring is here for me
Forever I will be strong
Because I will make time for me
And that time will be available just for me
Whenever I want and need
Forever I will be strong
When I will need to plan my days
Every single day
During my life
That I am living here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Forever I Will Wait

Forever I will wait
For an answer
That I am looking for
That has to do
With
The endangered species

Aldo Kraas
Forever In Blue Jeans

That lady
Will be
Forever in blue jeans

Aldo Kraas
Forever In My Heart

You live forever in my heart
And in my heart there is a place for you
I am your sun
I am your light
I am your voice
I am the holy spirit
That lives in you
I am your sweet dreams
I am your tender kisses
That is sweeter than wine

Aldo Kraas
Forever Old

She wants to be
Forever old
She wants to be
Forever old
So she can have somebody who will look after her
24 hours a day
This time will not be me
Because I did it before
Now it is my choice for me to have a life
And I choose to have a live
And not being a slave of anybody
I feel that it is fair enough
And I am talking about reality here
I know that we will be old someday
But we can't give up the hope that there will be somebody
That will look after us
Because in life there is a price to pay

Aldo Kraas
Forever Song

You will be forever in my life
You will be forever in my dreams
You will be remembered by everybody
That knew you
Including me

Aldo Kraas
Forever They Will Sail

Forever they sail
On a cruise
The two couple
That just got
Married

Aldo Kraas
Forever Yours

Forever yours my darling
Forever yours
Here to stay
Forever yours
Loving you as much as I do
Forever yours
Bringing you happiness each day
Forever yours
Dreaming about you
Forever yours
Thinking about you

Aldo Kraas
Forget

Forget all your troubles
Forget all your hurts
Forget all the sad moments
And live at the present moment
Forget all your troubles and problems
Because you can't think about your problems the whole day

Aldo Kraas
Forget About Me And Move On

Forget about
Me and move on
With your life

Aldo Kraas
Forget Me

Forget me
Today
Because
I am
Not
A party anymal
You can go without me
I am tired
And I need some rest
I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
Forgetting Song

You are forgetting to take a break
You are forgetting that you health comes first

Aldo Kraas
Forgive Me

Forgive me for hurting you
Forgive me for screaming at you
Forgive me for making you cry

Aldo Kraas
Forgotten Dreams

We have so many
Forgotten dreams
In our lives
We can't even remember
Anything about the forgotten dreams

Aldo Kraas
Forgotten Men

Forgotten men
Left to starve
And left to sleep
On the streets
Of the world

Aldo Kraas
Forgotten One Song

God
You think that she is
The forgotten one

Aldo Kraas
Forse

Forse
I will battle this love
Because I want to win this love back
That I need from you

Aldo Kraas
Found In America

The boy that was missing for a long time all over the world
Was found in America today in New York wondering the streets of New York but
the cops quickly reconized him and phone the police at his Country that is Mexico
City and the cops here shipped him back to Mexico City where he lives and the
next day he was reunited with his Family
But his mother cried so much when she saw him
He said he run away so he could explore United States and also be able to dream
the american dream
But the mother said we are not planing to move to the states because they are
our enemies and we love our people the mexicans instead

Aldo Kraas
Found You In My Dreams

I found you in my dreams
While I
Slept
God
And in my dreams
You called out for me
I found out that you
Knew
That I was cold
Just by looking in my face
Yes God I was walking
Home on a cold winter day
And it was very cold outside
The cold wind was blowing in my face
In my dream I saw you coming
And meeting me on the road
I found that you had dressed me in a warm coat
So I would not freeze
It was a warm coat
I zipered up the ziper of the coat

Aldo Kraas
Fragile Things Song

We have so many
Fragile
Things like small art
That is our keepsake
That was given to us by our families
So we have to take good care
Of the small artt
Because it is fragile
And if it gets broken we
won't ever be able to replace it

Aldo Kraas
Francis Rooney Blues

Francis
We have four more weeks to go
Until the spring arrives
And then we can dress down again

Aldo Kraas
Fraser River

Fraser River
You are so peaceful
Today

Aldo Kraas
Free

Free hugs
I will give to everyone
That needs it
There are plenty of food
To go around
So help yourself
But remember to leave some for others

Aldo Kraas
Free Mind Song

My free mind is allowed to think
For myself and nobody else
My free mind sends me messages
That I can chose to share with my friends
Or keep it to myself
And I understand that I have to make the choice

Aldo Kraas
Free My Mind

Free my mind
And let me be free also
Free my mind
Because I want to run wild
Free my mind
Because I want to drown in my thoughts
Free my mind
So that I can escape this dark world and also unhapy

Aldo Kraas
Free My Soul

God
Free my soul
Because I want
To rock and roll
All night long
During this holiday
Season

Aldo Kraas
Free Somalia From The War Song

Free Somalia
From the war
My God
Let the people of Somalia
Live a free life now
My God
Because they never had experienced
Freedom before

Aldo Kraas
Free Will Song

I have the free will
To live my life
The way that I want
And nobody is going to stop me

Aldo Kraas
Freedom Isn'T Free After All

Men
And
Women
Good forgave you
So now it
Is payback
Time

Aldo Kraas
Freedom Takes The Open Mind

Freedom takes the open mind
Of the people

Aldo Kraas
Freedom To My People

Dear peacekeeper
Please give freedom to my people here at home
And in the world
Some of my people have families in the countries that are in war
But some of my people already lost their loved ones in the war in their Countries that are in war
That is because they served in the army of their country that is in the War
But they never returned home because they died fighting in the war in Their countries
So their loved ones had to pay a big price
Because at the same time they had to sacrifice their lives for their Countries at war
But my people here at home can't wait for the war to end at their Countries
So that they can go back to their countries that they came from

Aldo Kraas
Freedon Song

We will have freedon
When they will stop making bonb
To kill people of the same race
We will have freedom
Only when we stop being judgemental
We will have freedom
When we stop judging each other
By color, and race

Aldo Kraas
Freeing Myself From You

I am freeing myself from you
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Freely

I gave my heart freely to God
I gave myself freely to God
I slept freely on God’s arms

Aldo Kraas
Friend Hymn

Always remember
That a good friend
Will be there for you
Even when you are sick, or feeling down

Aldo Kraas
Friendly Song

Friendly people
We love to see you
Each day
I feel that the world
Needs more friendly people like you

Aldo Kraas
Friends

Friends
The world is always a better place for me
While I have friends
Friends please just treat me like your brother
With respect, honesty, and trust,
But don't lie to me
But you are only hurting yourself
Because what comes around goes around
And the way you make your bed it is the way you sleep in it

Aldo Kraas
Friends Forever

We will be friends of God forever
We know that he is a special friend of us
Just when we thought we had to make it on our own
You were there Lord for us
You are our friends forever
You were right there by our sides
We can’t live another day
Another time without you
We are struggling with our lives
We want to have some comfort
We need some peace in our lives
Can you give us that God?
We will be friends of God forever
How can you mend our broken lives God?
We will be friends of God forever
Don’t stop loving us
Because we love you with all our hearts
We will be friends of God forever
We will make a wish
Can it come true any time God?
You gave eyes so we can see
The perfect picture
Of your face God
God you are amazing
God you are our living force
You are the song of the mornings
You are an instrument of peace
We will be friends of God forever

Aldo Kraas
In my life you will always be friends
Because my life is much happier when my friends are around
And my friends are for life
Because my life would be so empty without friends
Yes it is very hard to make friends
But I finally made some good friends in 2011
2011 is so far a good year
My friends make me very welcome in their lives
But my friends love my poetry
And I am proud to be the poet I am
My friends are very supportive of me
My friends have their qualities
My friends also have limitations
The same way that I have mine
My friends have character
My friends have some dark and bright sides
My friends will not give me wrong advices
When I will need some advices from them

Aldo Kraas
Friends Till We Die

Friends till we die
We will always be

Aldo Kraas
Frisky Song

Good night
Frisky
And I hope that your mama
Will live another day
To see you
Because you are her beloved baby

Aldo Kraas
From Above The Sky

From above the sky
Everything looks so peaceful
And
The birds are flying away
In the sky
With this gentle wind
That is blowing away

Aldo Kraas
From Death To Heaven

I went straight from death to heaven
Some people might be wondering if the dead gets a break
When he dies
yes the ded gets a break when he dies
His break is heaven
Why does it have to be heaven?
It has to be heaven because God made that way

Aldo Kraas
From Her To Him

It is
Christmas time
And
Only today she had a chance to wrap his gift that
She made for him all by hand
12 months ago
To be honest a lot of work went into that
Sweater that she knitted by hand
The wool that she used is from the
Llama

Aldo Kraas
From Now On

From now on
I will be grateful
To be able to move on
To a new chapter
In my life
That is called forgiveness

Aldo Kraas
From Our Heart

We had used
The special words
That came out
From our hearts
To write this poem

Aldo Kraas
From Phantom

From Phantom
I got a box of Chocolate on Valentine's day
From Phantom
The other day
I got a beautiful love letter

Aldo Kraas
From Shelly And I Naomi

That love
That I send
With that angel above
To deliver for you today
Is from Shelly and I
That song that I wrote for you last night
And recorded today on the cd
So that you could play it on your radio
Everytime that you are sad
Is from Shelly and I
That beautiful smell of roses
Comes from our garden
And that smell of the roses from our garden
Is from Shelly and I

Aldo Kraas
From That Day On

From that day on
I had the courage to come
Forward and face the people
That I had punished so many
Times in my life

Aldo Kraas
From That Day On Song

From that day on
I had the courage to come
Forward and face the people
That I had punished so many
Times in my life

Aldo Kraas
From The Bottom Of His Heart

I wish that God gives you lots of love
From the bottton of his heart
I wish that God gives you lots of peace
I wish you that God gives you a God Sleep
This night

Aldo Kraas
From The Clouds

You can watch me
From the clouds in heaven
While you sleep in the clouds in heaven
And I am sure that you have a nice bed in the clouds in heaven
Because that is where your bedroom is in heaven

Aldo Kraas
From The Inside

From the inside of me
There are feelings
I have to go deep inside
All through my roots
To find out who I am really am in a spiritual way
My spiritual journey in finding my true self begins today
Inside of me are feelings of guilt, regrets, anxiety, and heartaches

Aldo Kraas
From The New World

From the new world
I am receiving a call
To do something new
But I don't know if it is right or wrong for me
I guess I have to keep on searching
Until I find all the answers that I am waiting for

Aldo Kraas
From The Sky

From the sky
Comes that beautiful sun
That warms up the earth each day

Aldo Kraas
From Your Fountain Song

I am a homeless in Rome
And I am dirty and smelly
And that is why I can't go to a mall or a restaurant and ask for food
But I hve no home also
And I live in the streets of Rome
But when the day comes in Rome I am already awake
Because the sun shines in my eyes when I am sleeping and it wakes Me up right away
So I go for a walk in the streets of Rome
And this morning I arrived in the square where I saw a fountain
But from your fountain I got all the coins that was inside so that I could Buy some food for me for the week
Without starving anyday that I live my life here on earth

Aldo Kraas
From Your Gate Of Gold

From your gate of gold

Aldo Kraas
Frontiers

All the frontiers that I came across
Connects to different places
That was what I found out today
While I cross the frontiers
Walking from one end to the other
Happily ever after

Aldo Kraas
Frost Meets Sun

Autumn fallen leaves
Took on new life
With the artwork
Of Jack Frost
And the morning Sun

Aldo Kraas
Frost Place

The truth is that nobody would survive at the Frost place because it is very Cold in there and I don't recommend that place to nobody
Because there they would be dead in no time because they are in Open space
And the cold can get through in that place

Aldo Kraas
Frozen

Frozen lake
Frozen tree branches
Frozen water

Aldo Kraas
Frozen River

That
Frozen
River
Is not far
From
Her house

Aldo Kraas
Frutos Do Mar

Frutos do mar
Are so tasty
Frutos do mar
Fills me up
Whenever I eat them
For lunch
Or for dinner

Aldo Kraas
Full Moon Blues

Look at that
Full moon shining
In the sky tonight
It is a dream
Come true

Aldo Kraas
Funny Men

He told us funny Jokes and entertained us when we felt down almost in Tears
Funny men
Knows how to bring our spirits up
Funny Men
Makes our day past away quickly and keeps our minds occupied for a While
Funny Men
Is everybody’s best friend and it is true that laughter is the best Medicine

Aldo Kraas
Fur Elise

Fur
Elise
Is the song
That is playing
Inside of my mind
And
I can see her
When I close my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Gaga Madame

Gaga Madame
Is so gaga that she repets the same thing
Over and over again
Twenty times a day
Gaga Madame
Is not younge anymore
And her kids won't come to visit her at all
At the nursing home
Because she is a gaga Madame

Aldo Kraas
Gaga Men Paparazzi

We don't even know if the gaga men
Can keep up with the demands of life
But one thing we know that our father also loves the gaga men
Just like the rest of us

Aldo Kraas
Gaga Women

Gaga woman
Is so gaga that she reapeats the same thing
Over and over again
Twenty times a day
Gaga woman
Is not younge anymore
And her kids won't come to visit her at all
At the nursing home
Because she is gaga

Aldo Kraas
Galagos

The
Galagos
Are native to
Africa

Aldo Kraas
Garden Of Oprah

In the Summer Oprah spends the late evening in her Garden relaxing
After a long day's work
And Oprah needs to relax after a hard day's work
Her garden is a show of colors and
But the fragrance in her garden is invigorating
That even Oprah loves
Her servants serves her dinner in the Garden after they cook it for her
She is lucky to have servants and also be able to pay them what they are worth

Aldo Kraas
Gathering

I am gathering
All the food scraps
And putting it
Inside the compost bin

Aldo Kraas
Gathering In His House

Today we a gathering in the house of my father
For the sunday service because everybody is hungry for God's words
Also we will worship our God
Because he is our father and we will give thanks to God
Our God is love
And our god give us love unconditionally every single day

Aldo Kraas
Gato Preto

Gato preto
You are
A wonder friend
To have around
You love to run
Outside in the hall
Of the condo
And that is good
For you because you get all
The exercise you need
Gato preto

Aldo Kraas
Gato Selvagen

Gato selvagen
Lives in the forest
He hunts durin the day and at night
For survival only
The fores is the Gato selvangen's home

Aldo Kraas
Gave Up

I gave up drinking coffee
Because that is no good for me
Because it keeps me up all night
I gave up on love
Because that is something that never works right with me

Aldo Kraas
Gazing Up Into The Sky

The trees
Were gazing
Up into the sky
Their bare arms
Stretched in
Prayer for
The snow

Aldo Kraas
Geneva Suite

The day is closin in at the Geneva Park here
At Orillia
But out there is not even a soul walking out there at the Geveva Park
But Geneva Park is now resting for the night
And the night is coming at Geneva Park
There are no birds flying in the sky at the Geneva Park
Because it is winter and the birds are away from Geneva Park
But the ground and the lake at Geneva Park is frozen with the snow
But tommorow will be adeus that I will say to you
Adeus is good bye in Portuguese to you
Because I haven't spooked Portuguese for a long time
And language is universal
But I know that you can hear it if it is said in Portugues also
Because I am not trying to be odd
Or to show you that I am a snob

Aldo Kraas
Gente Fina

Gente fina is another thing
Because they wear the designer clothes
Everyday
And I believe that designer clothes was made for the rich people
Like lawyers, teachers, and doctors

Aldo Kraas
George Argiris

George Argiris
I have heard so much about you
From your sister
And I know that you are the devil that God made you
At the same time
When he placed you here on earth
You don’t really deserve to live
Because you never did anything for anybody that you know
George Argiris
You are the biggest devil that your sister knows here on earth
George Argiris
You mistreat everybody that you know
And even your family
I think that is so ashame
You want people and your sister to feel sorry for you
No way
George Argiris

Aldo Kraas
Georgia Blues

I was having that cold night
Inside my hotel in Georgia
So I turned on the electric fireplace
That made the room warmer that night

Aldo Kraas
Get A Reality Check Men

Once somebody is dead
Soonebody is dead forever
Because there is no way
To wake up the dead
Please get a reality check men
Are you telling me that you believe in reicarnation
And you are telling that the dead will come back
To earth
Because I am going to see them walking around here on earth
So where is the proof my friend?
Do you have the proof my friend?

Aldo Kraas
Get Back

Get back to God's house for Sunday service
Get back home before it gets dark
Get back to your life
Because you need to get a life
And live it also

Aldo Kraas
Get Back Blues

Get back to the outside world  
Get back home before it gets dark  
Get back to your life  
And fix your life now because it is going out of control  
Get back to God’s home where you belong  
Get back to your normal schedule  
Get back to bed because it still to early to get up

Aldo Kraas
Get Back Blues

Get back to the outside world
Get back home before it gets dark
Get back to your life
And fix your life now because it is going out of control
Get back to God’s home where you belong
Get back to your normal schedule
Get back to bed because it still to early to get up

Aldo Kraas
Get Back Up

Kid get back up
From the floor
Because where you are sitting is very dirty
And your clothes will get dirty
But mother wants you so badly to stay clean
Eventhought it is the weekend and it is not laundry day at home
Also you don't have much clean clothes

Aldo Kraas
Get Hold Of The Night

Some fresh air will do your good
Get hold of the night
This is the last summer night
Before winter gets here
Still light out side
Isn’t this night incredible?
Or what?
It is too late now
I wished I knew it would had happened ahead of time
So I could get a picture
Of this summer night
Looks like the kids got the idea in the street to get out doors and play the last
Hockey game of the summer
On this spectacular and magnificent night
Get hold of the night
It would be silly to stay
In doors on a magnificent and spectacular summer night
It won’t last long
I kissed the summer good bye

Aldo Kraas
Get Hold Of Yourself

Get hold of yourself
When you feel like screaming away
Get hold of yourself when you feel like crying without stopping
Get hold of yourself when you feel like blaming others for your problems
Get hold of yourself when you feel pity for yourself
Get hold of yourself when you feel that you are getting out of control

Aldo Kraas
Get It Right

Get it right
God will save us tonight
Get it right
We are God's child
Get it right
We are the younger generation
Here on earth
Get it right
Because the time will be our time
So that we can love each other
Get it right
God walked on water

Aldo Kraas
Get Me Away From This Room

Get me away from this room
Where I lived for the last three years
With other people, inside
The men's shelter
And it is horrible because there are no windows
To look out
And the sun never shines in
To be honest with you I find it very depressing
Because the room is very dark

Aldo Kraas
Get Ready

Get ready
Get ready
Get ready
To meet God
He is the man
You will never be disappointed to meet
Once you meet him you will be glad that you had done
My christian sister
And my christian brother
And all the christian children

Aldo Kraas
Get Some Well Deserved Rest

Get some well deserved rest
My dear poet
Because you worked already 120 hours
So that you could stay on top of your work
Yes the stress come with your work load
And sometimes the work load is much heavier then you already know
Also I want to tell you that you shouldn't kill yourself over work
But sometimes it is ok to take a rest
And when you take a rest you will be able to work better
Also sometimes your mind gets overworked
And that is because your mind runs out of energy

Aldo Kraas
Get To Know Yourself

Just get to know yourself
By learning who you are
Just get to know yourself
By learning about your feelings
That you have for yourself

Aldo Kraas
Get To You

Get it right
God will save us tonight
Get it right
We are God's child
Get it right
We are the younger generation
Here on earth
Get it right
Because the time will be our time
So that we can love each other
Get it right
God walked on water

Aldo Kraas
Get Up And Get Moving

Get up and get moving
Because you need some exercise

Aldo Kraas
Getting Old

Getting old is never fun
It is a part of life
Because you get old every year
And some people age well
Others don't

Aldo Kraas
Getting Ready

I
Am
Getting
Ready
To
Wake up
By
Getting
Out
Of
This
Bed

Aldo Kraas
Ghaza Rhapsody

Ghaza
Will be saved
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Ghost Chorus Song

Imagine if
We could see ghost here on earth
Please let me tell you that is not posible
Because it doesn't even exist

Aldo Kraas
That
Ghost face
Is deceiving to me
I get very frighten every time
I go for walk around the block
Because I know that
I will come very close
To that ghost face any minute

Aldo Kraas
Ghost Road Blues

Ghost road blues
I walk down the ghost road
In the evening
Good thing it still day light outside
The reason is because it still summer
Ghost road blues
Ghost road is busy with lots of traffic during the day
But at night it is dead like a ghost
Not even a sound I hear
I find it amazing
Ghost road blues
There is no other road I would rather live on than on ghost road
That road is full of trees
And at the end of the road there is a park
The people who own dogs take them to the park for a walk while they go for walk also
Ghost road blues
Ghost road blues
Ghost road blues
Ghost road blues
Ghost road blues
Ghost road blues
Aldo Kraas
Ghost Ship

I boarded the ghost ship
Today
But I don't know where
This ghost ship will be sailing to
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Ghost Town

I am living it up
Dreaming away
Watching the night role in
The moon is shining
There’s no one else
In this ghost town
Just me
Everything seems so peaceful
It is late in ghost town
No body else around just me
Watching the moon
In this late April night
In a farmers field
It is hot enough
The water is dark
I am not going to swim late at night
It is not my plan
Ghost town
No one else to be seem
I just hear me breathing away

Aldo Kraas
Ghost Train

Today I am goin by ghost train to boston for the weekend
I had boarde the train at 6: 00 am
And now it is 7: 24 pm and the train is leaving the union station
Tomorrow the ghost train will arrive in boston at 1o: 00 am
I look out of the windows of the ghost train and I see the beautiful view
The scene change all the time
The train pass by parks, church, homes, and schools
I find the scene to be breathtaking

Aldo Kraas
Ghost Writers

The
Ghost writers
Live
Inside a
Haunted house
Where they work
Writing in there
Computers
Each day
About what it is going on in there lives
Inside the room where
They keep there computers
Are spiders running
And climbing on the walls
Making spider webs

Aldo Kraas
Ghostly Encounter

Have we seen a ghost today?
No but we felt the ghost of our dead
friend when we visited him this afternoon
At his grave in the cemetery
And we believe that it was
That ghostly encounter that we came across
Today
That gave us the chills in our spine

Aldo Kraas
Ghosts Are Gone

All the ghosts are now gone
From the dreams that I had last night while I slept in my bed
And in my dream one of the ghost was punching me into my stomach so I could fall and land on the ground
The other ghost got the knife and cut my skin so that the blood runs out of my body
The third ghost drunk the blood that came out of the cut
And then all the ghosts left me and left me there laying down on the grass
A gentle woman appeared from nowhere
She saw me laying there
She touched me gently and said
Oh my God you are bleeding badly
She was a doctor she said
I will save you
She put me in her car and drove me to the hospital
There right away I had the operation to close my cut with 44 stitches that was located in my tummy

Aldo Kraas
Ghosts Don't Exist

Ghosts don't exist in real life
But they exist in children's literature

Aldo Kraas
Ghosts Inside The Engine Of My Car

There are ghosts inside of the engine of my car
And while I am driving my car
I hear some funny noises that the engine of my car is making

Aldo Kraas
Gift From Nature

The
Flower
Is a gift
From
Nature
It is
Bloming in a tree

Aldo Kraas
Each one of us have gifts
And the gifts can be through music
Each one of us have gifts
And the gifts can be poetry
Each of us have music
And each gifts can be the gifts of Sculpting
Each of us have gifts
And the gifts can be photography

Aldo Kraas
Gigi

Gigi
You are so beautiful
Gigi
I wished that you could be my only girlfriend
Gigi
You got me tonight under your skin
Gigi
The touch of your skin feels so smooth like silk
Gigi
All the stars are shining now inside your eyes
Gigi
Rest your head on my shoulder while we sleep tonight in bed

Aldo Kraas
Gina
You are that beautiful angel
That came down from heaven above
So you could wake me up

Aldo Kraas
Gipsy Girl

Gipsy girl
You don’t stay in one place any more
The last time I saw you
You were living just
Down the street from me
Than one day came
I saw the sale sign in
Front of your house
Gipsy girl
I don’t know how you do it
You live like a gipsy
I give you praise for it
Gipsy girl
I got all your letters
I wrote you back several times
All the letters that I send you came back
It said no such person
No such number
I could never live like a gipsy
I guess you must be used to it by now
In life you got to do
What you got to do
Gipsy girl
Please write soon
I hope to hear from you
Soon

Aldo Kraas
Girl Of Lahore

Girl of Lahore
What do you have to offer me?
Girl of Lahore
Do you want to sell your heart to me?
Do you know what is the price tag of your heart?

Aldo Kraas
Girl Of The Sea

Girl of the sea
Is going for a swim
In the sea

Aldo Kraas
Give A Little Help To My God

Give a little help to my God
Give a little help to my God
Because my God needs it
And I know that you can do it
You don't have to be shy
Or afraid of God
God is not a criminal
God saves people

Aldo Kraas
Give A Moment Of Silence

Give
A
Moment
Of
Silence
And
More
Silence
While
We
Pray
For
Our
Loved
Ones

Aldo Kraas
God
Please give back my dreams
That you took away with you last week
Today

Aldo Kraas
Give Everything You Got

Give everything you got
When you are giving a sermon
At the church
During the service
Because you are trying hard to bring people together
To worship God
And at the same time to deliver a message

Aldo Kraas
Give Her A Pub With Open Doors God

Give her a pub with open doors God
Because that is her wish
She always wanted to own a pub

Aldo Kraas
Give It Up

What I gave up
Is drinking diet coke
And I find it difficult to live without it
Because I am crazy about the taste of diet coke
But in all honesty it is not good for me because of the caffeine
And when I drink it keeps me up all night

Aldo Kraas
Give Me A Chance To Be Your Friend

Give me a chance to be your friend now
Because what I need now is a friend
And I can do with a friend right now

Aldo Kraas
Give Me A New Brain

God give me a new brain or help me to improve my brain
Because my brain is not sharp anymore
Because now I am 66
And I always forget what I am going to do everyday
Or how to do it
Also my memory is failing because some people I recognize and others I Don't
and that makes me stressful and upset at the same time Because I Try harder
to remember but nothing comes to me

Aldo Kraas
Give Me A Reason

Give me a reason why I shouldn’t smile?
Give me a reason why shouldn’t I pray?
Give me a reason why shouldn’t I walk the street alone at night?
That’s because it is dangerous and there is always something bad happening all the time
We can’t pretend that this world is safe
It isn’t safe anymore
Give me a reason
Why I shouldn’t sleep in on the weekends?
Give me a reason
Why I can’t love you again?
Give me a reason why I can’t write my feelings down on a piece of paper?
Give me a reason why kids must keep away from cigarettes?
Because it is bad for their health
Give me a reason why can’t I be friends with him?
Give me a reason why I must cook everyday?
Because I can’t live on air and food is necessary for my daily living
Give me a reason why shouldn’t I hide my feelings and my pains?
Give me a reason why I can’t love my God?
After all he gave me everything I ever wanted
Give me a reason why can’t I keep the things I love?
Give me a reason why can’t I get the things I need?

Aldo Kraas
Give Me Give Me

Give me give me some praises
Give me give me some talents
Give me give me some dark nights
Give me give me some satisfaction
Give me give give me some ideas to write poetry
Give me give me some silence
Give me give me some friendship

Aldo Kraas
Give Me My World

Give me my world
That I choose to live
And that world is mine
To live any way I want
To live

Aldo Kraas
Give Me One More Chance

Give me one more chance to be your friend
Give me one more chance
You will see the day when I will smile again
Give me one more chance
I will rise again
And soon I will feel like I am on top of the world
Give me one more chance
I will talk to you in tongues
Give me one more chance
For me to hear the message you are sending me

Aldo Kraas
Give Me One Piece Of That Pie

Girl
Give me one piece of
That pie
And I will give you one
Piece of my sky
To you
I promise you that
Girl
You don't have to be so selfish
And eat the whole pie
If you don't want to give me
A piece of that pie
That is fine
But please don't come and ask me to give you
A piece of my sky
Because the sky belongs to me
And I am proud of it
Girl

Aldo Kraas
Give Me Some Bread

Give me some bread
To eat please
Because I am hungry
And I need to eat right now
I hope that you can do this favor for me

Aldo Kraas
Give Me Something To Remember?

Give me something to remember God?

Aldo Kraas
Give Me The Light Blues

Give me the
My beloved God
So that I can wake up in peace
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Give Me The Words So I Can Tell You How I Feel

Give me the words
So I can
Tell you
How I feel

Aldo Kraas
Give My Heart

It is time
To give my heart back to God

Aldo Kraas
Give Peace To Others And For Me Some Chance

Give peace
To others
And for me
Some chance

Aldo Kraas
Give Praise

Give praise to
The poet of the land
Because he uses the strong
Language to send a powerful message
To the people in his land

Aldo Kraas
Give Song

Give a song to the Earth
Give a smile to the people here on earth
And you will notice that some will even smile back to you
Give a tree to Earth so we can have fresh air
Give a drink to the thirsty people here on earth so that they won't get Dehydrated

Aldo Kraas
Give Thanks To The Holy One

Give thanks to the holy one
That created you in his image
Give thanks to the holy one
That gave you life
Give thanks to the holy one
That gave your health
Give thanks for the holy one
That invited you to his table
For holy communion
Give thanks to the holy one
That made heaven and earth
Give thanks to the holy one
That made the lake here at home
That connects you with the other part of the world

Aldo Kraas
Give The People In The World A Chance

Give the people in the world
A chance to embrace peace
Give the people in the world
A chance to make friends
Give the people in the world
A chance for a better education
So it can help them to get
A better paying job
Give the people in the world
A chance for them to love each other
Give a chance for the people in the world to pray
Give a chance for the people in the world to learn
To be happy
Give a chance for the people in the world to learn
To eat healthy
And to learn to take better care of their health
Give a chance for the people in the world to learn how to relax
And to learn how to cope with their anger

Aldo Kraas
Give This Child What She Needs

Give this child what she needs
Love
Give this child what she needs
Shelter
Give this child what she needs
Prayers
Give this child what she needs
Some food and water
Give this child what she needs
Good parents
Give this child what she needs
Good manors
Give this child what she needs
A smoke free home
Give this child what she needs
Peace and happiness
Give this child what she needs
To know God
Give this child what she needs
Your guidance
Give this child what she needs
Clothes
Give this child what she needs
Your support
Give this child what she needs
Some family time
Give this child what she needs
A nice bath every day
Give this child what she needs
Some discipline
Give this child what she needs
A warm bed to sleep on

Aldo Kraas
Give Us A Second Chance God

Give us a second chance God
For us to say that we love you

Aldo Kraas
Give Us This Day God

Give us this day God
So that we can worship you

Aldo Kraas
Give Your Best Friend

Give your best friend that warm hug
Even when she is feeling down

Aldo Kraas
Giving Everything You Got

Giving everything you got
To those that are starving in the world
Will make a big difference
Because you will be helping them

Aldo Kraas
Giving Up Nocturne

You are giving up so soon
Why are you giving it up so soon?
You are new to that sport
And you don't know how to play it
But once you learn you will enjoy it

Aldo Kraas
Giving Up On Me

It is sad that
I am giving up on me
And I want to know why I am giving up on me

Aldo Kraas
Glen Grove Suite

Hello
Glen Grove Suite
You feel like heaven to me
And that feeling feels wonderful to me

Aldo Kraas
Glimpse

I am having a glimpse
On the stars that are shining
In the sky tonight
I am having a quick glimpse
On the pictures of my family

Aldo Kraas
Glitter In The Air

The kite
Will glitter
In the air
That the boy
Is trying to fly
Very high into the air today
And if he gets that kite into the air
I will be surprised

Aldo Kraas
Glory Boys

Glory Boys
Are the
Ones
Who are
Sent overseas
To be
Peace keepers
In a war

Aldo Kraas
Glory Days

The glory days are here again
For me to go to the beach for a swim
The glory days are here again
So that I can ride the horse in the green fields
The glory days are here again
For the sun to shine strong
The glory days are here
For me to embrace the sky
The glory days are here again
For me to return back home

Aldo Kraas
Glory Days Glory Days

Glory days glory days
I feel so good
Because I am alive again during this brand new day that my beloved God Gave
to me alone
And I say thank you to God for giving me this brand new day
That I am starting to enjoy it very much
Glory days glory days
I am not a handsome men either
But also I am not a millionaire
Because women loves money and power
And women is more down to earth than men
Also women loves to show their feelings and affection
But men doesn't do that
And I believe that men is much rharder on them selves than on the Women
Also I want to say that I am happy being me

Aldo Kraas
Glory Song

Glory to God
Glory to Jesus
Glory to Mother Nature
Glory to the earth
Glory to the sky
Glory to the trees that gives the fruit
For us to eat

Aldo Kraas
Go

Go on and live your life
Go on and try to make friends with people
Go to bed early because you need it
Go and have a balanced meal
Go and have a treat once in a while

Aldo Kraas
Go Ahead And Just Ask

Go ahead and just ask her
For her opinion
On something that you are having a problem with
Lately

Aldo Kraas
Go As You Please Scotland

Go as you please Scotland
And late your people
See thy beauty

Aldo Kraas
Go Deeper With Your Feelings

Go deeper with your feelings
When you write them
On a piece of paper
Or in your computer
-when you do
You discover the music of your voice

Aldo Kraas
Go Easy On Yourself

Go easy on yourself
When it comes to love yourself
Go easy on yourself
When you feel that you need a rest
Go easy on yourself when you feel that you are stressed out

Aldo Kraas
Go For It

Go for it
My friend
Because I know that you will
Achieve that new goal
In no time

Aldo Kraas
Go Jump In The Lake

Go jump in the lake
And cool off from the heat
During the hot days of summer

Aldo Kraas
Go On With Your Life

Go on with your life
By living it
But don't be afraid to make mistakes in your life
Because every time you make mistakes it will give you a chance to get
Better with something that you are not good with or familiar with

Aldo Kraas
Go Tell It That The Jews Arrived In Israel

Go tell it that the jews arrived in Israel
To celebrate
The birth of Jesus
Go tell it that the jews arrived in Israel
To crown Jesus
Our king

Aldo Kraas
Go This Far Song

Go this far
To be with the one that you love

Aldo Kraas
Go To Heaven In Peace

Go
To
Heaven
In
Peace

Aldo Kraas
Go Told Me

God told me to love you
God told me to be your friend

Aldo Kraas
Go With The Flow

Go with the flow
When you live your life everyday

Aldo Kraas
God

God
Shine on earth
God shine inside of my heart
God shine in my life

Aldo Kraas
God Absolve Elysabeth Faslund From The Earth

God
Absolve
Elysabeth
Faslund from the earth
Because I am telling you it is the time

Aldo Kraas
God Already Knew

God already knew
That you loved him
From the bottom of your heart

Aldo Kraas
God And Me Wants To Love You More

God and me wants
To love you more

Aldo Kraas
God
And
My friends
Are both
Part of my life
Because they are always there
Helping me each day
To perform my daily tasks
That I need to do
In order to grow
Spiritually
And with
Maturity

Aldo Kraas
God As My Ally

I feel that is good
To have God as my ally
Because I am united with God
And my life is much better now
That this event took place today
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
God Be With Me

God be with me
When I am sleeping
Every nice
Because I want some peace
While I sleep every night

Aldo Kraas
God Bless Canada

This land strong and free
God bless Canada
While the sun shine across the sea
God bless Canada as we sing this song
God bless Canada
We stand together united as one
God bless Canada
Our hopes have never died for you
God bless Canada
We carry the flame with us in a long journey
God bless Canada
The eagles will soar high above the sky
God bless Canada
We show our true colors
God bless Canada
Our peacekeepers working together to bring peace home
God bless Canada
Home sweet home to us all

Aldo Kraas
God Bless Naomi

God please bless Naomi when she is at home
God please bless Naomi while she sleeps in her bed
God please bless Naomi while she reads the love letter that her mom wrote to her a long time ago
God please bless Naomi when her heart beats
God please bless Naomi even when her heart is blooming
God please bless Naomi even when she misses her mother dearly
God please bless Naomi even when she listens to music
God please bless Naomi even when she hears you whispering to her
God please bless Naomi even when she is kissed by you
God please bless Naomi even when she is serving you with all her heart
God please bless Naomi even when her emotions are running high
God please bless Naomi even when she is having her depression
God please bless Naomi even when she is going through hard times
God please bless Naomi even when she is feeling strong and powerful
God please bless Naomi even when her heart is pure
God please bless Naomi even when she is traveling on her private jet and at the same time she is going to heaven on a private jet to meet her Mother just for a day
God please bless Naomi even when she has the strong will to live
God please bless Naomi even when she doesn't give up her hopes
God please bless Naomi even when she swims in the sea that you made
God please bless Naomi even when her heart is broken into pieces
God please bless Naomi even when you are washing her heart by making it whiter than snow
God please bless Naomi even when she is crying out the blues
God please bless Naomi even when she is having plenty of love to give to her dear loved ones and friends
God please bless Naomi even when she needs to know that you are her Father
God please bless Naomi by telling her that she is your child
And that she is loved by you
God please bless Naomi by telling her that she is the light of the world
God please bless Naomi by telling her that you will never let her down
God please bless Naomi by giving everything that Naomi wants
God please bless Naomi and at the same time help her to put herself together
God please bless Naomi and at the same time please understand that she could never live without you
God please bless Naomi and walk with Naomi at the beach and let you both leave your footprints in the sand
God please Bless Naomi and let her fly her kite in the sky
God please bless Naomi now that she was told by someone that she had to
Choose what she wins and loses
God please bless Naomi and tell her that she has to have faith on you
God please bless Naomi and tell her not to watch her life passing by Her
God please bless Naomi and tell her not to put her life on hold
God please bless Naomi and tell her to light the candles and let it shine in The
dark in memory of her mother
God please bless Naomi while she touches the heaven
And at the same time touches the angel in the sky
God please bless Naomi because she knows that the world could Leave her any
day
God please bless Naomi while she is listening to the thunder and rain That Is
falling from your sky
God please bless Naomi while she says a prayer every night

Aldo Kraas
God Bless This Union

God
Bless
This
Union

Aldo Kraas
God Bless You

God bless you wherever you are
God bless you in your sleep
God bless you in your going out
God bless you in your life
God bless you at work

Aldo Kraas
God came to guide me today
Here on earth
Because he felt that I needed some guidance from somebody
And he knew that he was the one

Aldo Kraas
God Can See The Love In Our Eyes

God can see the love in our eyes
Now that is shining so bright
Like the sun that is rising
Every day
In the morning
When he comes
Every day
And greet us
With his smile
While he is
Looking at us
With his eyes
And we know
Very well
That he can't take his eyes
Out of us

Aldo Kraas
God Can We Try To Be Friends?

God can we try to be friends?
God can we try to make peace?
Because I miss having some peace around here
And that is bagging me so much
God can we just put our past behind?

Aldo Kraas
God Cleanse Me

God cleanse me
Tonight please

Aldo Kraas
God Dream

God
Dream about
Us
When you go to sleep tonight

Aldo Kraas
God Feels Like Home In My Heart

God feels like home in my heart
Where a garden was planted for me
In the sky of my heart there are some clouds
But the rain never lasts too long

Aldo Kraas
God Fly Me To Brazil

God fly me to Brazil
On a jetplane
So that I can be higher in the sky
And that I can see the view from my little window on the plane
God please tell me when I will be there in Brazil
Because my homeland is São Paulo
The land of the sun
Full of warmth for everyone to enjoy

Aldo Kraas
God Fly Me To The Sky

God fly me
To the sky
On a jetplane

Aldo Kraas
God Gave Me Everything That I Asked For

God gave me everything that
I asked for
And I am very lucky to have
Everything that I asked God for

Aldo Kraas
God Gave Me Today That Cloudy Sky

God gave me today that cloudy sky
And I can't tell God what to do
Because God is the owner of the sky
And the sky belongs to him

Aldo Kraas
God Give Me A Sign

God give me a sign
That shows that
You know me
Well
God give me a sign
That tells me
That the light will shine
In my life

Aldo Kraas
God Created Us In His Image Song

You might be thinking that I am telling you a lie
But that is not true
Because God created us in his image
When he put us here on the planet earth
Do you understand now what I am saying?

Aldo Kraas
God Has Truly Blessed Me Today

God has truly blessed me today
I open the door of this house
To let the fresh air in
You are the God of my life
Who may ascend
Meet God I will do when he comes
Victory for my God I will Give
Holy Holy
I truly love my God
God has truly blessed me today
Send my sin away
I will watch the sun going down
I watched when the fields were on fire
Trees burned up in flames
I know God how great is your love
I can’t get enough of your love God
I found hope on you so I can carry on with my life
I wish you were here God
It has been sunny all day outside
And I keep on praising you today
God has truly blessed me today
I am forever here to stay
I need your touch
I will call upon your name
I will walk on and take the challenge in life
God be merciful to me
Your lovely source of true light
I will love, sing, and wonder
All I can say is thank you God
God has truly blessed me today
Rescue me when I am feeling tired
Holy spirit fall upon me
After the music fades I will sleep well
I will open my eyes
I want to see that light
I will walk in your fields
I hope to see the raindrops falling after the rain
And my life to be as happy as it can be here on earth
God I trust in you
Long live my God
Holy Holy

Aldo Kraas
God Have His Eyes On The Sparrow

God have his eyes on the sparrow
Because the sparrow was just learnin to fly
Every single day but he is not good yet
And God thinks that the cats might come after him and attack him
By breaking his wings and eventualy the bird will day
And God will have to find a place to bury the poor sparrow
Here on esrth

Aldo Kraas
God Hear My Words

God hear my words
While I speak
To you directly today

Aldo Kraas
God I Am Giving You All Of Me

God I am giving you all of me
Today
And I hope that you are happy
With that God
Because I want you to belong to me
And I will belong to you forever

Aldo Kraas
God I Know That You Will Be There

God I know that you will be there
To fill my heart
God I know that you will be there
When I am ill

Aldo Kraas
God I Will Love You Everyday

God I will love you everyday
And worship you everyday
God you are so beautiful
Like a rhinestone

Aldo Kraas
God Ii

God most merciful
God the healler
God the maker of heaven and earth
God the father of the people

Aldo Kraas
God Is

God is our
Father
God is
The one who
Gave us
The gift of life

Aldo Kraas
God Is Always There For Me

God is always there for me
Watching out for me
God is always there for me
Keeping me away from the bad people

Aldo Kraas
God Is Faithful To Me

God is faithful to me
Because I am one of his children

Aldo Kraas
God Is Going To Perform Blessings In Many People's Lives

God is going to perform blessings in many people's lives today
That all the people will see their lives changed for once today
Because if they are ill they will be cure today forever
And if they are lonely God will tell them that they have him
But if they are poor God will offer than a job so that they can work and Earn some money and be a responsible citizen of this country

Aldo Kraas
God Is Healing A Wound

God is healing
A wound
That is big
And painful
That someone
Is feeling
For a long time

Aldo Kraas
God Is Healing The Family

God is healing the family
Today
And I feel that it is a miracle
For everyone to witness

Aldo Kraas
God Is Here For You

God is here for you my friend
And I hope that God can
Direct your life and enliven your faith

Aldo Kraas
God is in every poem that I write
Because I want to reward him
With my poems

Aldo Kraas
God is like a friend to me
That is always there for me
Because the time doesn't matter to God
And he comes day and night to be with me

Aldo Kraas
God is living within us
Every single day
And he give us peace
Everyday in our lives
That we are living
Every hour of the day and the night
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
God Is My Protector Song

God is my protector
And I am so happy that he is around me

Aldo Kraas
God Is Painting The Sky

God is painting the sky
With a sunset
At the end of
This day

Aldo Kraas
God Is Saying To Me

God is saying to me
I am very happy with you my child
Because you finally have grown
And moved away from sin
My child
You prove to me that you can do it
If you put your mind to it
But I know that you have health problems
Also I can see that you are just happy to get away from the city for a Few Days
And spend some time with old friends
Yes my child it is me that makes you stronger each day

Aldo Kraas
God Is Serenading To Me

God is serenading to me
Today
And when God
Serenades to me
I feel that he is trying to give
His love to me with a serenade

Aldo Kraas
God Is Successful

Before being prettiest
Don't just sit there and look pretty
Work hard in what you do
You will win
You and God will be successful
If you walk in God's shoes
If you proscratinate
You will feel bad all the time
Don't forget you owe that to God
God want us to be successful in our lives
And happy as well
There is no good in having everything
But being miserable
There must be moderation in life
You got to know how to play your cards in life
How to behave in public
What to say to people
And when to say
God is successful
Because he helped us and taught us to use the knowledge he gave us

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Captain Of This Ship

Good is the captain of this ship
And I feel so lucky
To be on board of his ship

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Greater Healer

God is the greater healer
I've known

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Hope

God is the hope
To us
And to our lives
Because he is always
There when we need him
Even when we are
Lonely, ill, and sad

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Keeper Of My Heart

God is the keeper of my heart
And he makes sure that my
Heart is always safe
From harm
God is the keeper of my heart
He makes sure nobody
Steals my heart
My heart is sacred
My heart is powerful
My heart is holy

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Ruler Of My Life

God is the ruler of my life
And he tells me when something is
Wrong with my life

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Sage, The Seer, And The Predictor

God is the sage, the seer, and the predictor
Of events
He can tell you when it will snow
He can tell you when he will bring a new baby in the world

Aldo Kraas
God Is The Witness To My Life

God is the witness to my life
And by God witnessing my life
Each day he knows
What I am doing with my life each day

Aldo Kraas
God Is The World To Me

God is the world to me
That I never had experienced before
Because that world is so peaceful
That I even want to belong in that world with my God
Alone
And I hope that nobody is going to come and disturb me when I am with my God alone

Aldo Kraas
God Is There For Us

God
Is there for us don't you know?
The world seems to be a lonely place
But that is not true
Because that is only in your imagination
And God is there for
Us
It is true
Why should I lie to you and everybody else?

Aldo Kraas
God Is Weeping At Your Grave Song

God is weeping at your grave
Today
And that alone sounds very familiar
To me

Aldo Kraas
God Is What Keeps Me Here

God is what keeps me here
Safe
God is what I need
In my life
Everyday
Also
God is the light
Shining
In an otherwise
Dark world.

Aldo Kraas
God Knows That I Am Human

God knows
That I am human
God knows
That I love being with people
Because that is my nature
God knows
That I make mistakes
Everyday in my life
Because I am human

Aldo Kraas
God Lives Above The Earth

God lives
Above the earth
And his home
Is called heaven

Aldo Kraas
God Lives Forever In Your Name

God lives forever in your name
My friend

Aldo Kraas
God Lover

I am God lover
And I want to prove
To you all
That I really love God

Aldo Kraas
God Loves You

God loves you very much my child
And please remember that

Aldo Kraas
God Loves You And So Do I

Please listen to it carefully
My friend
Because I want you to know
That God loves you and so do I

Aldo Kraas
God Luck Song

God luck with the lottery tickets
God luck in school
Good luck in making new Friends

Aldo Kraas
God Made The Women

God made the women
So she would clean after the kids
And her husband
God made the woman to be the slave of her husband
And that is the right thing that God did
By making the woman to be the slave of her husband

Aldo Kraas
God Meets The Soldiers

God meets the soldiers who had fought for our peace
In Afghanistan
While he walked around in the Gaza strip
He couldn't help
Because when he saw them
He remembered that he had gone through the same thing
When they had nailed him to the cross
And now God shows compassion for all the people he sees
That are now going through the same thing that he went through so Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
God Menages Our Lives

God menages our lives here
Because he is the only one who knows
Everything about us and our lives
To be honest with you

Aldo Kraas
God Never Let Me Go

When I walk with God
In the streets God
Never let me Go
He always hold my hand
I don't it very much
But I understand where he is coming from
He wants to make sure nothing bad will happen to me
So in a way he is protecting me from danger every time that
I walk with him in the streets
God never let me Go out of his life
Because he wants me to belong in his life
And I already made a commitment with God with that issue

Aldo Kraas
God Of Compassion

God of compassion
Have mercy upon me
God of compassion
Give me some compassion
so that I can give to others that
I love God of compassion
thanks for keeping me alive each day

Aldo Kraas
God Of My Life

God of my life
I want to get to know you more

Aldo Kraas
God Of The Good Side

God of the good side
Brought me some good luck today
In the weather
And in my life also

Aldo Kraas
God Plays A Big Role In Our Lives

God plays a big role
In our lives everyday

Aldo Kraas
God Plays A Important Role In Our Lives

Me watching you and you watching me
Walking in your gardens here on earth
And me watching you watching me at the same time

Aldo Kraas
God Please Listen To The Song

God please listen to the song
That I am singing for you right now

Aldo Kraas
God Please Save This Child With All your Mercy

God
Please
Save this child with all your mercy
Today

Aldo Kraas
God Return My Friend

God
Return
My
Friend
To
Earth
And
To
Me

Aldo Kraas
God Rock Me To Sleep

God rock me to sleep tonight
So that I can sleep better tonight

Aldo Kraas
God Save Me From Myself

God save me from myself
Because sometimes I get tired
Of myself
And I try to work hard to please me
But sometimes I find it difficult to do

Aldo Kraas
God saw your face on the water
While you were diving in the sea
He could see your beautiful eyes
Full of joy
He can tell by looking at you diving in the sea
That you love
His wonders
The wonders that he made

Aldo Kraas
God Send Me A Dream

God send me a dream
Not just any dream
God send me a dream
That will put a smile on my face
And bright up my eyes
Like the headlights of the car

Aldo Kraas
God Send Me Your Love

God send me your love
Any time or day
Because I am waiting for it

Aldo Kraas
God Sent Me

God sent me
To the ones
That
Are old,
Lonely, and sick
So I can give them
Confort and care

Aldo Kraas
God Set My Heart Free

God set my heart free today
And I am happy that my heart
Is finally free forever

Aldo Kraas
God She Is Calling You

God she is calling you now
Because she is sick
And she run out of options
So she decided to give you a try

Aldo Kraas
God Show Me The Path

God show me
The path that you want me to walk everyday
To get to where I must go
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
God Sleep With Me In My Ow Bed Tonight

God sleep with me
In my own bed tonight
Because I want you to be my room mate
And share a house with me

Aldo Kraas
God Smiled To Me

God smiled to me when he saw me
And
God had a beatiful
Smile
That I saw
Coming from his face

Aldo Kraas
God speeded everything here on earth
And I have noticed it lately
But the truth is that I know that the days here on earth
Had been speeded by God in the winter
Because God is in a rush to bring the night time
God doesn't give me much time to see the daylight
When he brings it to earth
I feel that the light is very important to me and to my health

Aldo Kraas
God Stand By Me

God stand by me
When I have the need to confront somebody
That is being rude to me
By helping me to stay calm while confronting that rude person

Aldo Kraas
God Still Loves Me

I am not a bad human being
I have feelings
Like everybody else
And when I get too upset
His words comforted me

Aldo Kraas
God Take Me Someday

God take me someday home with you, when I can no longer walk or talk
I will wait patiently for this day to come
When I will die and be gone, leaving my place here on earth
When I no longer will see my friends and my loved ones
For now I will just rest in my bed, and wait for your call
I won’t try to kill myself, or do crazy things with my life
Because I know that nothing good will come out of this
God you brighten my days
God you are the light that shines in my face
God you are the rainbow after the rain
God you are the bright sunshine on a blue sky in the summer
God you are the heavenly peace
God you are the seed that grows in my garden

Aldo Kraas
God Take Your Time

God take your time
Because I am not in a rush to met you
And I don't care if you are early or late
To met me
Because I have all the time in the world
Also time doesn't mean anything to me

Aldo Kraas
God Te Amo

God te amo
Muito
From the bottom of my heart
Because you are my master
God te amo
Muito
From the bottom of my heart
Because you gave me my voice to sing a song to the world
So that I can wake up the world with my song
God te amo
From the bottom of my heart
Because you are that great ball of fire that shine in the sky
During the Summer, Spring, Autumn, and fall
God te amo
Muito
From the bottom of my heart
Because you helped me to paint my dream on canvas
A long time ago
God te amo
From the bottom of my heart
And I promise you that I will worship you every day
God te amo
From the bottom of my heart
And I promise you that I will take better care of my health
God te amo
From the bottom of my heart
And I will promise you that I will go to bed at the same time every night

Aldo Kraas
God Tell Me That You Really Love Me

God
Tell
Me
That
You
Really
Love
Me
With
All
Your
heart

Aldo Kraas
God Tell Me Why?

God tell me why
There won't be any sun in the sky tomorrow?

Aldo Kraas
God Told Me

God told me to love you
God told me to be your friend

Aldo Kraas
God Touched Her Lips

God touched her lips
With his hands

Aldo Kraas
God Touched My Soul

God touched my soul
That was hungry for God
And needed a lift now
But the time came now
And I am very happy for it

Aldo Kraas
God Waltz

God
Dance
The God waltz
Tonight
With the woman
Who gave birth to you

Aldo Kraas
God Was Right

God was right when he made the women
Because men built house for the women to live in with their families
And he included a kitchen
But God knew that if the house had a kitchen the women would be better
The whole night cooking for her family
And God knew that the kitchen was the perfect place for women
God was right when he made women so that they can have babies
And feed the babies milk from her breasts and change all the babies
Diapers everyday
Because the only way babies communicate is by crying
And all the babies need their naps
God was right when he made the women
So she could be there to do the family laundry also
And women's job is never done at home
Because as long as she lives she will be the slave of home

Aldo Kraas
God was talking to me in the dark
While I was sleeping in my bed last night
And I was half asleep
Because I could swear that I even heard him talking to me
And it is not my imagination
Because I don't imagine things
Also I never had a dream that God talked to me

Aldo Kraas
God Went Back

God went back
To
Israel
My people

Aldo Kraas
God When You Meet Me In Heaven

God
When you meet me in heaven
For the first time
I just had arrived in heaven
By an eagle
That carried me

Aldo Kraas
God Will Always Be My Friend

God will always be my friend
Even when I am tired
And need a rest

Aldo Kraas
God Will Always Love You

God will always love you
He will never leave you behind
Where ever he travel
He will take you along
Don't you worry
Don't you worry
Don't you worry
God will take good care of you
He won't let you starve

Aldo Kraas
God Will Give My Life Some Validation

God will give my life
Some validation
During any day
That comes by
Without exemption

Aldo Kraas
God Will Set Me Free

God will set me free from my sickness someday
If that is possible
God will set me free from my anger any time

Aldo Kraas
God Will Take Care Of Us

We don't need to worry because
God will take care of us
Today

Aldo Kraas
God Will Walk Along With Me

God will walk along with me
Today, tomorrow, and forever
That is the promise that he made
To me

Aldo Kraas
God you always put a smile on our faces
When we are having the morning blues

Aldo Kraas
God You Are A Part Of My Soul

God you are a part of my soul

Aldo Kraas
God You Are A Song

God you are a song
That I sing everyday
With pride and honour
For all the people to hear

Aldo Kraas
God You Are Alive Inside Of Me

God
You
Are
Alive
Inside
Of
Me
Because
You
Live
Inside
Of
Me

Aldo Kraas
God You Are Everything That I Ever Wanted

God you are everything that I ever wanted
And need right now

Aldo Kraas
God You Are My Best Friend

God
You are my best friend
You empowered my life
You made me see
The things that I hated
In me

Aldo Kraas
God You Are My Everything

God you are my everything

Aldo Kraas
God You Are My Treasure

God you are my treasure that
I love the most
Because you are a memento
That can't never be replaced
If one day I lose you
For one reason or the other

Aldo Kraas
God You Are Present Every Hour In My Life

GOD you are present
Every hour
In my life

Aldo Kraas
God You Are So Beautiful

God you are so beautiful to me
And come to me the way you are
Because I don't fear you

Aldo Kraas
God You Must Know How I Feel Inside

God you must know how I feel inside
Because from the outside I feel very different

Aldo Kraas
God Your Light Is Shinning In The Sky

God your light is shinning in the sky above
For me and everybody else to see
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
God’s Gift

I am God’s gift
I am a fighter
I am your friend
I am your leader
I am who makes you smile everyday
I am your son
I am the one who takes you to different places
I am the one who enjoys your company the most
I am the sparkle in your eyes
I am honest
I am the one who brightens your day
I am the one who sings to you those old tunes

Aldo Kraas
God’s Song

They say that God has eyes behind his head
As well as in front
God knows what you’ve been up too
From the time you get up
And out of bed
From the time you get ready for School
From the time you have your breakfast
From the time you leave home and take the bus to School
From the time you arrive at School
Don’t forget he is watching you
You may not even notice him or feel his presence
God knows when you told someone a lie
You might not have much money, but one thing you
Must have is faith in order to survive in this
God’s world
Sunset, sunrise
Every day
God is every body’s master
And friend
Thou shall not kill
Sometimes when you feel angry
Walk away
Don’t sweat over the small stuff, it is not worth it
It is not worth to close the door on other people
Because there will always be a day when you will need them again
Let your feelings be known to people
Because they might only know your good side
You might not want to show them your bad side
Communicate with people
There are always two sides to every story
You need always two to tango
You can’t argue on your own
Sometimes you have to level out and compromise with other people
This is God’s song
My master is teaching you to fish
You weep for me
Yes child I see it
I am aware of your pain
I feel it and you share it with me
Sometimes you have to eat the crumbs also
My master is teaching you to fish
He took you on his fishing boat in the middle of the lake
He lay the fishing net in the water
Suddenly lots of fishes had appeared inside the fishing net
There is food for all of you just for now
You must eat first the left over because you or any body else can’t afford to waste food
There are a lot of people that don’t have what you have
Think about it every time you want to waste food
God’s song
Why is so much poverty in this world when the world is rich in oil and minerals?
There are lots of diseases in this world
You all must pray
You all must never give up hope
You all must wait and see the day when there will be a cure
For all the diseases that are going around in the world
You all are desperate for an answer
You all are waiting for a cure
Together you all can fight for a cure
You all must educate the people about Aids, Cancer, and other diseases that are going on in this world
The only way to reduce the risk of Aids is to use a condom before having sex
With your partner
You must not forget that Aids affects every one
You must not use dirty needles
Or share it with anyone
When you are disposing it
You must sealed it and write
Syringe on the label
If you and everyone else
Do that we will be able to reduce the risk of infecting somebody else with Aids in God’s world
God’s song
Walk with me
When you are in doubt, just pray
You never alone
Your master will save you
Health, love, and peace
Your master will give to you
Enjoy every minute of your life
You must live a worried free life
You must always walk
With your head up high
Be proud my child of
Who you are
And who created you
You have talent
You are gifted
You will be saved
You will never starve
You are never alone
Because your master
Is always watching out for you
Walk with your head up high
You will feel at peace
Knowing that someone is watching you always
Your master
Good bye my child
Give peace a chance
Give love a chance
You should love your neighbor as you love yourself
You should treat everyone else like the way you would like to be treated by them

Aldo Kraas
God's Chain Letter

God’s chain letter
Was sent with the Lord
To be distributed by him
For the people here on earth
That lives either in houses or apartments

Aldo Kraas
God's Chanteuse

God's chanteuse
Had sang
Well tonight
With the orchestra
For all the
Christians

Aldo Kraas
God's Destiny For Her Song

God's destiny for her
I don't know
Because I am not God
And I am just a human being
So please don't ask me
About God's destiny for her

Aldo Kraas
God's Embrace

God's embrace was very strong
When God come and embrace me
With his arms

Aldo Kraas
God's Endless Grace

We received
God's endless grace
Everyday
That we lived here on earth

Aldo Kraas
God's Essentials

God's essentials
Are the moon and the sky

Aldo Kraas
God's Grace

I had received God's grace
Today
Into my life

Aldo Kraas
God's Grace Through The Eyes Of Children

God's
Grace
Through
The
Eyes
Of
Children
You can see

Aldo Kraas
God's Peacekeeper

God's peacekeeper
Was sent by God
To earth
So that they can keep
The peace on earth
For every man
For every child
For every seniors
For every homeless
That lives at the homeless shelters
All year

Aldo Kraas
God's Silent Heroes Song

God's silent heroes
Try hard to give a good example
To the people in their communities
Where they live
By bringing fresh good to the needy
In their communities
Because the needy comes first in their lives
And also by doing that God's silent heroes
Want to show to the needy that they care about them

Aldo Kraas
God's Way Of Looking At It

God's way of looking at it
Is that human beings are liers
And they will lie because they know that they can get away with it
Human beings are not that honest
When it comes to being honest to themselves and their friends
But human beings will never admit that they are wrong to anyone
Because they believe that they are always right
Even if you say that you can't compare apples to oranges

Aldo Kraas
Going Down

Last night Chicago had a snowstorm and all the flights were cancel
But this morning in Chicago the snowstorm ended and by noon
All the flights were back to normal
And now one airplane is coming down and is going to land in the Chicago Airport
and all the tourists will have their vacations in Chicago The windy City

Aldo Kraas
Going Forward

Going forward
With the search for God
Going forward
With the trip to another land
So that we can bring
Some orphans home
That needs to be saved
For the land that lives in chaos
And I feel that God will bless us
For it

Aldo Kraas
Going In The Right Distance

Going in the right distance to meet God
Because I know that once I reach
That distance I will find God on the other end
Waiting to meet me

Aldo Kraas
Going on a hot air balloon ride
Slowly
We beging to fly
From earth
To the sky

Aldo Kraas
Going That Extreme

Turn of the light
Friend after
You go to bed
And get warm
Under the blankets
The same way that I
Did
While I went to bed
Yes I went a little
Earlier this time to bed
And I hope that you don't
Mind
Because
It is getting late
And I hate staying up late
So I am going that extreme
To give myself a good night rest

Aldo Kraas
Going To Heaven

In that dream that I am having tonight
While I am sleeping
I am going to heaven
And God is answering the door
When I ring the bell

Aldo Kraas
Gold Diggers

It is a cold winter morning here at home
And the gold diggers are digging for gold
Inside the gold mine here at home
I think that they will be lucky to day to find some gold
Inside of the gold mine

Aldo Kraas
Golden Crib

They say this men was born in a golden crib when he was a baby
So complicated about his clothes
Doesn’t seem to understand that I am conservative
My money doesn't grow on trees
I have to save money
I have to fight every inch of the way to get some clothes or to find the money to buy it
I am conservative
I wear second hand clothes because to buy brand new is very expensive
I don't mind to wear second hand clothes
The difference is that you pay less for it
And have more money in your wallet
I already give enough money to the government
Why give more?
They get enough from me already
I have changed over the years
I have learned that nothing is perfect in life
Not even human beings
I have my style
I am happy with the things I have
They are not the best quality anymore
But for me it will do
I am respected
I belong in the community
The people and the community accept me
For what I am
I am not George Bush, Prince Andrew Etc
I am me
I am myself
And I will continue to be myself
Don't try to make me in to what I am not
I live a simple life now
I am just grateful for that
I don't need to impress anybody
And I don't fit in with the rich
The rich loves to show of
I don't like that
If I have lots of money they will want me
I like my kind of people
Simple and conservative
I am not trying to insult you

Aldo Kraas
Golden Rain

There is no Golden rain in real life
But in our dreams you and I see it clear
It falls from the sky
It paints our face golden like the sun
It doesn’t matter in the dream
Because it is only in the dream that can happen
The trees and the flowers and the grass are golden also
Nothing like that would had happen in real life
Because in real life the rain is silver
And our face doesn’t change color with the rain
It only happens in our dream
Weird things happen when we are dreaming
The are no birds to see
What a strange land this is
No house
No cars
No bus
No other people
But you and me
That Golden rain keeps falling non stop
And keep raining down that creek
That Golden rain doesn’t look nice at all
Not even in our dreams
What about the weather
It is cold and miserable
It makes us even more tired
And we want to sleep more
It is happening now in our dreams
And that Golden rain in our dream is not going to hurt us
There is no acid in that Golden rain
And that land in our dream is not polluted like the land in real life

Aldo Kraas
Gomshall

The mountains
And the trees
Are beautiful in
Gomshall

Aldo Kraas
Gone Gone Gone

My high school days
Are gone gone gone
My past is gone gone gone
My healthy days
Are gone gone gone

Aldo Kraas
Gone Out Of My Sight

Gone out of my sight
The things
That were in my kitchen
Cupboard that I couldn't eat

Aldo Kraas
Gone Song

Gone to do my laundry
In the basement of my hotel
Because I run out of clean clothes to wear

Aldo Kraas
Gone Too Far

I never put any body down
So why do they put me down?
I don't understand how they can get any satisfaction when
They are putting me dow
What is the matter with them?
They are very jealous of me
Because I am a poet who wrote over 10,000.00 poems in 14 years
Also they will never get that far
Because I am the only one who did
And thanks God that I am the only one who achieved it
Even though I will never see anybody else achieving it than me
So I have a reason to be proud
And celebrate
People need to shut their manhole because they don't know anything about
poetry the way I know

Aldo Kraas
Gontier Blues

He can't hard
Believe that it is
Monday already
Because monday
Came so fast today

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Bad Father

I
Never
Knew
You
That
Well
You
Never
Had
Any
Love
For
Me
Or
Any
Time

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Charles

Good bye charles and rest in peace in heaven
Now that you are dead and gone to heaven
But remember that we loved you very much
And you are in our prayers everyday

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Coin Laundry

Good bye coin laundry
What a pain you were
For me

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Concerto

Good bye
Yellow bird
Good bye
Sunshine
Good bye
Beloved moon
Good bye
Night
Good bye
Candles blowing in the wind

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye God

God  bye my God
See you tomorrow again when you bring the sun to earh agfain
God bye my God
Becauase now I am going to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Heart Song

Good bye heart
That was torn
By some stranger
Good bye heart
That needs to be fixed
By somebody
That is qualified to do that job

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Mr. Poet

Good bye
Mr. poet
You are
So old now
And you aged
Very well
Through all
The years

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Sadness

Good bye Sadness
She is so happy now
That you are out of her mind
You finally vanished
Good bye Sadness
Why are you called Sadness?
Because that’s the name they given you
You make people cry
You even made her cry too many times
There was a dark cloud hanging in her eyes
For a long tine
And now it is gone
Good bye sadness
She doesn’t need to see you again
You are also painful
Good bye sadness
You belong in the sad Sea
Where the pain lays
Among the dead fishes
In that sad Sea
The oil from that big ship and vessels
Pollutes this sad Sea
She doesn’t want to be a part of the Sad Sea either
Because it is sad to see
All that wild life dies
Good bye sadness
You never had anything good to offer her anyway
Pain and more pain you brought her all through those years
But the truth is that she had to go through it
To appreciate the good stuff
Yes sadness I can tell you she went through with it
For a long time
Good bye sadness
Please stay away from her forever
She doesn’t need you in her life
Sadness breaks everybody’s hearts
Her heart was broken too many times
By you sadness
Good bye sadness
Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Song

I remember the day
Somebody had planted you my yellow rose
And I felt that I couldn't thank him enough
For giving me you
Yellow rose
I feel that now came
The time to say good bye
Because Mother Nature wants you to go to sleep
For the winter
And I have no problem with that
As long as you come back to me next year
Because I own you

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye To Our Heroes

Today
We
Are
Saying
Good
Bye
To
Our
Heroes
That
Are
Leaving
Home
To
Fight
In
The
Afghanistan
War

Aldo Kraas
Good Bye Yesterday, Hello Tomorrow

Good bye yesterday, hello tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
Good Day My Friends

God day my friends
Don't you love this weather?
I love this weather my friend
And also tomorrow is the weekend

Aldo Kraas
Good Feels Like Home In My Heart

God feels like home in  my heart
Where a garden was planted for me
In the sky of my heart there  are some clouds
But the rain never lasts too long

Aldo Kraas
Good For Her

Good for her
She left finally that man that abused the hell out of her
She was used and abused by him
She was his slave
He took advantage of her
And only now she had the courage
And she finally said
To him
I have enough of you
She now left him for good
She finally divorced him
She had the courage to leave for good
They were not made for each other
Love has ended
She haven’t lost her pride
She has finally gained back her confidence
Now she can be proud of herself
She can finally go on with her life
I don’t want another man
I will not make that mistake again
I have no love or feelings for him anymore
I have plenty of feelings for myself
I love myself
I have built my trust again
I can walk with my head up high
I was sitting on a high horse
And of course it hurts badly when you fall
But it was a good lesson to learn

Aldo Kraas
Good Luck Song

The stars might shine tonight
So you probably want to be in a
Moonlight field
Watching the stars
Shining in the sky
And I wish that you have
Plenty of Good luck
With the stars tonight

Aldo Kraas
Good Morning Blood Brother

Good morning blood brother
Are you alright this morning?
How is the war blood brother?
Do you think that you are winning the battles?
Blood brother
We have the same mother and father
And that is why we are called blood brother
Also please remember that we have the same flesh blood brother

Aldo Kraas
Good Morning Brazil

Good morning
Brazil
It is time to wake up
And start the day

Aldo Kraas
Good Morning Good Morning God

Good Morning Good Morning God
We Are Ready To Receive All Your Blessings That You Have For Us This Morning

Aldo Kraas
Good Morning Santa Lucia

Good Morning
Santa Lucia
The people of
Rome are waiting for
You at the Vatican Square
And calling out your name

Aldo Kraas
Good Morning Song

Good morning earth
I am so happy to see you again
This morning

Aldo Kraas
Good Night

Good night
Have a pleasant night
Into each life
A Good night
Needs to happen
365 days per year in life
Good night
Has its own dark secrets
Just like people
Good night
Goes to bed
When people
Are waking up
To start a new day

Aldo Kraas
Good Night Femme Moon

Good night Femme Moon
I know that you are so beautiful and so attractive
But Femme Moon
Everyday when you shine in the sky you tend to take our breath away
Because it is beautiful to see you shining in the sky
And you light up the Lake here in Toronto when it is dark at night
I also swimmmed inthe lake at night when you were out shining
You made the see and us swimming in the Lake Ontario to look more like a painting that we can't never forget unntil today because that Painting we keep inside of our minds

Aldo Kraas
Good Night For Now

Good night for now
My little darlings
Count all the sheeps
When you all
Sleep tight
At night

Aldo Kraas
Good Night King

Good night
King
And see you tomorrow morning

Aldo Kraas
Good Night Star

Good night star
I hope that you have some
Sweet dreams
Star you don't have to worry about me
Because I going to bed now
And I hope to see you tomorrow night

Aldo Kraas
Goodbye And See You Soon

Goodbye and see you soon
Stars
Because I want you so badly
To shine again
In that night sky

Aldo Kraas
Goodbye Song

Goodbye morning
Good bye afternoon
Good bye night
Goodbye day
Goodbye God
Goodbye mother
Goodbye father

Aldo Kraas
Goslings

Goslings are spending the day
With their mother
Enjoying the nice warm weather
That god brought to them today

Aldo Kraas
Gostaria

Gostaria
To kiss the sky
Gostaria
To get to know you well
Before I become your friend
Gostaria
To see the rest of thr world
Before I die
But in order for me to do that
I must save some money
Because flying is very expensive right now

Aldo Kraas
Got One Idea

Got one idea for me
Don't be afraid to share your idea with me
Because I welcome anybody's idea

Aldo Kraas
Gothic

I burn my past
The blood that is running from my cut
I drink it
Like a devil in the dark
What devil am I?
The Gothic devil
I survive drinking my own blood
I have no shame anymore
I am the Gothic devil
With a few words my heart is torn and in pain
Because there is a cut in my heart
All the lies I told to everyone
Now flash in my eyes
What once was my good life, now remains in ashes
My tainted ashes of love only feed the ashes
Of all lies
Blown in the wind to seek me to die
Under the sweet flowers I lay myself to sleep
Waiting for my life to end
I have grown old
I have grown weak
Because all the blood is running out of my heart that is cut
Nobody will stop the blood from running
The sun still shines where I lay under the sweet flowers
My life is now immortal
I am going soon
I am feeling more dizzy and weak each hour
Death is approaching me fast
This time I don't fear death
I accept it
Hurting other people was my sin
And not telling the truth was my second sin
All the things that I've done raise questions in my head
I don't do everything perfect
Why should I do?
Yes I can change my thinking
But I think I still have time for that
I still have time to say forgiveness
Before I go to my new home
I am the Gothic devil
And this Gothic devil is going home now to die
The hour arrived
I take one more look around where I am
I say good bye to mother earth
I shut my eyes
And now I feel myself going through a deep sleep
My breathing has stopped
Now the Gothic devil is dead and the Gothic devil is me
Nothing I can see anymore or feel
It was a wonderful day to die
It was a perfect time
Now I just lay down frozen like a stone beneath the sweet flowers where I Once stood
Someone carried me, the Gothic devil
And buried me in the cemetery
My body is there
But my spirit is in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Gothic Fairy

Gothic fairy
What can you offer me?
What can you do for me?

Aldo Kraas
Gothic Lady

Come
And wish
The gothic lady
Good luck
In her journey
The gothic lady
Is crossing the lake
At night in her fishing boat
The gothic lady is not afraid of anything
And she doesn't have anything to fear

Aldo Kraas
Gothic Vampire

Gothic vampire
You came out of the cemetery
At night

Aldo Kraas
Gountier Mobile

The weather outside is cold
But thanks God you have the Gountier mobile
So that any time you want to go out all you have to do is
Drive in the Gountier mobile
And inside of the Gountier mobile is always warm
Because you always put the heat on
But the gountier mobile travels miles and miles
In the streets of Toronto
But all the streets of Toronto are different from one another

Aldo Kraas
Grace

When you sit at the dinner table
It is time to have dinner with your family
But before you have your dinner
It is important to say grace

Aldo Kraas
Grace Song

The grace of the Lord will be with me when I am walking outside
The grace of the Lord will be with me when I write my poems
The grace of the Lord will be with me when I eat my meals
The grace of the Lord will be with me when I sleep

Aldo Kraas
Graceful God

Graceful God
Hear my prayers
Graceful God
I am calling out to you
Please help me get throught this day

Aldo Kraas
Gracias A Dios

Gracias a dios
I can live in peace
With myself and others
Gracias a dios
I am grateful for the time that I spend by myself
And others also

Aldo Kraas
Gramado

Gramado
Dark greene
Like the color of my sweater

Aldo Kraas
Grandfather's Hymn

Grandfather's hymn
We all sing to you
Your hymn
Because
We want to tell
Something

Aldo Kraas
Grandma

Grama
Who come you talk to me when I sleep?
Grama?
I always have nightmares about you when I sleep
How come?
Why is the world so cold?
But you were the best grama for me
Yes God created Gradma so they could take care of you little grandson
Yes I am grown up
And I found somebody that is like a brother to me
Thanks god
Because I won’t walk anymore the lonely paths
And I am Levon
And nobody else
Also I don’t let anybody walk all over me
I speak up when I have too
Also Don’t think that I am a fool
Because I am not
I went to school and
I learned what I could learn
In life.

Aldo Kraas
Grandma Blues

Grandma
We
Praise
We
Hope
That
She
Lives
A
Good
Life
Every
Day
Because
Every
Day
It
Is
A
Bonus
For
Her

Aldo Kraas
Grant Me

Grant me peace God
Grant me salvation God
Grant me some health
Grant me some sleep
Grant me some strength
Grant me some sunshine God

Aldo Kraas
Grant Me Peace

Grant me peace
Bring me hope
Let me shine
Let this light
This bright light enter my hearth
Let the bad thoughts go away
I built a wall around me
Behind this wall I feel safe
But what is in front of it I don't know
This wall is tumbling down
I am afraid to face the reality of life
When I see a problem coming I run away from it
I rather run away from it than face it
Life is too short
People came and gone
Memories fade away
In the blue sky
What about the courage to face it?
Do I have it?
I don't have much freedom
All my hope is gone
My fears keep rising in me
Anger builds up like a volcano inside me ready to explode
Anger grows inside me like cancer ready to eat the inside of me
Guilt never seems to end
Sometimes I wish things were different
My body is so fragile
It can break down if I don't take care of it
How can I mend my broken heart full of hurt and pain?
When will I see the light?
I embrace the future
I am living in the future
What does the future holds for me?
What can I learn from my mistakes?
Sometimes I feel like I am loosing ground
Sometimes I feel like I am loosing my mind
The rope is breaking
I am loosing faith, courage, and love
I am walking blind
I cannot see what I should see
I am walking with one foot in the ground
And the other one in the grave
The nights are dull
The days are too short
I don't have much joy of life
I take out what I can get out of it
I don't get much out of it
I have to work for a living
There is not much time for me
There are times when I am having fun and it ends so fast
The good things in my life don't last long
I know I will never be rich in money
But I will always be rich in spirit
The spirit of the Lord lives in me forever

Aldo Kraas
Grant Us Peace Lord

Grant us peace Lord today and forever more
Because nobody but nobody can make here alone
In you we find delight
You translate dreams of light
Angel of the holly ghost
Almost a gif in the sky in our destination
In you we found our beloved accomplishments
That we dream in life
In you we find the expression of the truth
You are our apotheosis of happiness
Your look fascinates us
Your smile is a saint smile in the line of its beauty
Grant us peace for today and forever
We love you very much as the flowers do in the cold dew that it cries infinitely
You do not forget that we love you
We love you as the bird of the beach loves the sanguine and flaring dawn
Oh you do not forget that we love you
Do not forget that we love you
As much as the waves loves the sea
We love you in such a way as the white pearl loves the sea
We love you very much as the breeze to the fields
And the bard to the moon spilling the light
Grant us peace Lord today and forever more
Give us this day our daily bread
We will come and watch the stars above the hills and above the sea
We will all cheer up
Hallelujah
The Lord is king of all kings
We will rejoice with open arms
We will sing glory to you
Hallelujah
Lord grant us peace today and forever
We hope you open our eyes today
We want peace more than ever
We fight for peace
We are never going to give up
Lord we want to kiss your face and hug you
Lord grant us peace for today and forever more
Hallelujah
Hallelujah

Aldo Kraas
Grapefruit Sonata

The sun
Is like a big grapefruit
In the sky
That comes up every morning
In the sky

Aldo Kraas
Grateful

I am grateful for your love
At night I can’t sleep
I look at the ceiling
I think of the old and happy times
I am grateful for the roses you put in my mother’s grave
I am grateful for your music that you sing to me every night
I am grateful
Your love will always win me
It will light the fire in my heart
Your face is beautiful
You always rested your head on my shoulders

Aldo Kraas
Gratitude Dinner

Today I had a gratitude dinner
For my God
And that felt so good to me

Aldo Kraas
Great Pretender Song

You are the great pretender
Here on earth
You can pretend anybody's future by looking into that crystal ball

Aldo Kraas
Great Things Are Going To Happen Here

Great things are going to happen here
Like the sun shining in the sky
Great things are going to happen here
Like my friend holding that toad in his hands

Aldo Kraas
Green Grass And Blue Sky

Green grass
And blue sky
That is all I want
For now
The rest doesn't matter now

Aldo Kraas
**Green Hills**

All the green hills have green grass  
And some wild flowers blooming at the green hills  
But the farm animals run freely on the green hills here at home  
Because the green hills belong to one farmer here at home

Aldo Kraas
Greenpeace

I want to print the blue sky
In the cinereous sky
Without birds
Clean up the air
Clean up the sea
Of muddy waves
Where
The whales
The sharcks
The turtles
The octopus
Lives
If we want to see
Than around we
Must clean up the muddy waves
It is our job
To protect our water
And to stop those who are dumping oil
Into the sea
Because this also can kill
The marine life

Aldo Kraas
Greetings

God
Is sending
All his greetings to you
Today

Aldo Kraas
Grief

Your passing
Inside my heart like a
Hurricane
And breaking my heart
At the same time into pieces

Aldo Kraas
Grieve For The One That You Loved And Lost

Grieve for the one that you loved and lost
Few days ago
Because it is ok to do it
Also keep it in mind that it is your business
And nobody else
God came and carried the one that you lost and loved
To heaven
And the Lord
Had opened up the door to heaven
So both of them could get in

Aldo Kraas
Grieving

God grant them the peace and serenity while they are grieving
God grant them the light while they go through with their grieving
Let them see the light at the end of the tunnel
And God please remind them that their loved ones are ok in heaven
But they are resting and at peace now
Because their battle is now over
But those that are left have to remember to take care of themselves Again
Also the grieving process is a long one
And everybody grieves differently than each other
Also they grieve at their own time
Celebrate the life of your loved one that you lost
Look through the old pictures of your loved ones
Let the memories of your loved ones live through you

Aldo Kraas
If you never had grilled goat
You are in for a surprise
Because that meal alone
Is fit for a king
I am ware that some people are vegetarian
And that is ok
Because they have the right to be vegetarian
And I have the right to be a meat eater

Aldo Kraas
Groovy Tuesday

I welcome
This groovy
Tuesday
Into my life
Friends
We can meet
Any time of
The day
On
Groovy Tuesday
Because today it is
Sunny outside
And I hate to be inside
When it is sunny outside
On
Groovy Tuesday

Aldo Kraas
Growing Up Was Always Hard To Do

Growing up was always hard to do
Because I had chores to do in the house
Which I hated
My mother was lazy when it game to cleaning

Aldo Kraas
Grudges

I only built grudges
When
People upset me
Or they tell me nasty
Things to me
That hurts me very deeply

Aldo Kraas
Grumpy

Who's going to notice that
I had been grumpy all day?
That is because lately I don't
Get much sleep

Aldo Kraas
Guadalupe Hymn

Guadalupe I will worship you
You are a saint in Mexico
I recognize you as a saint
And the Mexican people also

Aldo Kraas
Guanabara Bay

Guanabara bay
can be seen from the top
Of the Corcovado
And when you
Are at the Corcovado
You look down from up
There and what
You see is
The Guanabara Bay
This my Brazil

Aldo Kraas
Guardian Angel

Guardian angel
You came just
At the right time
Watching me is my guardian angel
You kept me alive all the time
I believe in my guardian angel
He watches me
There were times that were tough
There were days that I didn't know
If I would be alive
After all I've gone through this year
Guardian Angel
Stay and watch me
I like to have someone like you around
The light is shining
Twinkling, twinkling
Twinkling, star
Shining above
In the sky of
São Paulo
Guardian angel
Don't leave me lonely
Protect me and guide me
Against all evil things

Aldo Kraas
Gud Uses People Song

God uses people in the best way that he can
To teach the people in the world about him
And I must say that not everybody is a Christian in this world
Some are Jews, Muslims, Adventist. Baptists, Roman Catholic and so on

Aldo Kraas
Guest House

Lots of people satyed
In the guest house
Of that famous dr. that lives in a greek island
In grece because that is where his house is
Over looking the greek island
yes I also stayed in the dr. guest house
Once because he invite me also
some time ago

Aldo Kraas
Guildwood You Are In My Mind

Guildwood you are in my mind right now
While the Go Train is going through that way
And I just love to think about you
I wished that I go back and visit you once again this year
But it is impossible
Because I just don't have the time

Aldo Kraas
Hai

Hai
Swims in the water of Florida
And the sea is home to the hai
In my opinion I think that he hai is an ugly fish
But every time that I look into the hai
It gives me goose pimples

Aldo Kraas
Hail Holy Poet

There is the poet
Sitting at his desk
And writing on his computer
What comes to his mind
The poet is letting his thoughts drift away
And his putting his thoughts on the screen of his computer
By writing it
Hail holy poet
Somebody loves you
And that person who loves you is God
Because I am a 100% sure about that
Hail holy poet
That walks at night on the boardwalk
When the moon shines on the water
Hail holy poet
And ask yourself

Aldo Kraas
Hair Down

She will wear her hair down
Because she is tired to wear her hair in a knot
And she looks much better with her hair down in my opinion

Aldo Kraas
Haitians You Are A Disgrage To The World

Haitians you are a disgrace to the world
By not keeping your noses out of other peoples business
Haitians when other people people are helping you to solve your Problem like
the destruction of haiti's buildings
And the death toll of people that are buried in the rubel
They are not allowing you to solve your own problems by yourselves
And that alone is wrong

Aldo Kraas
Half Of My Heart

Half of my heart was filled with sadness
After a mother of a dear friend of mine had past yesterday
Today she no longer sleeps in her anusual bed that she slept for many Years
Because today she is sleeping in her new bed in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Half Of The Pain

I am still feeling
Half of the pain
That I was feeling before
And it is very hard for me to
Explain it

Aldo Kraas
Halfway There Song

I am
Halfway there
Already
So please wait for me
Because I am coming soon
to meet you today
I am halfway there already
Please remember that

Aldo Kraas
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Amen
We need you in our hearts
God please enter inside our hearts
Our hearts are full of pain

Aldo Kraas
Hallowen Blues

Hallows eve
It is tonight

Aldo Kraas
Hamdsone God

That hamdsome God
We all know

Aldo Kraas
Hamson Sinfonia

My heart is bleeding now
And I don't know how to stop the bleeding in my heart
God can you stop the bleeding in my heart?
God please do something about my heart?
Now my bleeding heart is also in pain
God can you stop the pain in my bleeding heart?

Aldo Kraas
Hands All Over

Your hands are dirty from the chocolate bar
And you got your hands all over dad's shirt
And now dad's shirt is dirty also with the chocolate bar

Aldo Kraas
Hands United In Circle

Hands united in circle
Are coming together
With each other
By bringing a form of healing
And relaxation with each other

Aldo Kraas
Handsome Song

Handsome flower
I am so happy that God
Had created you with his holy hands

Aldo Kraas
Hang On To Your God

Hang on to your God
My people
Because you will need him in life
To guide you wherever you are
And wherever you go

Aldo Kraas
Hanlan's Point Suite

In hanlands point
There is a nude beach
For men and women
And feels so good
To be naked in the
Hanland's point at the beach

Aldo Kraas
Hannover

Hannover
You are a very special city

Aldo Kraas
Hanson Sinfonia

My heart is bleeding now
And I don't know how to stop the bleeding in my heart
God can you stop the bleeding in my heart?
God please do something about my heart?
Now my bleeding heart is also in pain
God can you stop the pain in my bleeding heart?

Aldo Kraas
Happiness

Happiness uplifts me
Happiness fills my heart, my mind, and my soul
Happiness gives me the strength I need
Happiness is a good feeling that enters my mind each day
Happiness takes my sadness away
Happiness fills my eyes with joy
Happiness makes me excited and thrilled
Happiness warms my heart and soul each day
Happiness gives me a sense of relief each day
Happiness welcomes me each morning when I get up
Happiness can be seen in my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Happiness was born with me
So I could give some of
My happiness to the
People that are sad and lonely
In my community

Aldo Kraas
Happiness Was Meant To Last Forever

I always thought
That happiness was
Meant to last forever
And that is not true

Aldo Kraas
Happy Girl

Happy girl
I spending the
March break
With her family
That lives abroad
This time

Aldo Kraas
Happy Poet

Is anybody reading the poetry
Books from the happy poet?
The happy poet lives a very simple live?

Aldo Kraas
Happy Siblings

It is wonderful to see two happy siblings
Playing together with each other
And not fighting with each other

Aldo Kraas
Hard Living

Hard living
In the country
Planting the corn
In the fields
Living a dream
Where we see our corn grow
Hard living
Planting that corn in the fields
In this warm summer day
Hard living
We have while living in the country
Our dream
Is to see our corn grow
This earth is strong
The rain we need
To water our fields
We pray for the rain
We worship the rain
We praise God for the rain
The rain helps our crops to grow
Our dream is to have a good crop this year
We are proud of our country
We are the country man
We work hard with our hands in the fields
This is what we call hard living

Aldo Kraas
Hard Times

Some times
We have to go
Through hard times
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
Hard To Say Good Bye To My God

I realize now how hard it is for her to say good bye
To God
Sometimes she doesn't want to leave him
Because she is afraid that
She might never see God again

Aldo Kraas
Hardly Enough To Eat

There is
Hardly enough to eat
For somebody that
Is forced to live on the street

Aldo Kraas
Hardship

Hardship
Is something that comes out of context
And not out of the book
Hardship
Is hard to endure
In life
Even after a divorce

Aldo Kraas
Hark

Hark, hark
My father
Bring
People
Into
His
House
Every
Sunday
To
Get
Together
For
His
Service

Aldo Kraas
Harmonica Man

Harmonica man
I can't remember
Where I saw
You before

Aldo Kraas
Harper Land

I am scared to walk in Harperland because I am not so familiar with the Surrounds in Harperland
But Harperland I don't like at all because it is a very violent land
And I never knew it before I arrived here today to take part in a Conference just for 3 days and that alone for me is fine
Because I don't think that I could spent more than 3 days in Harperland
There is nothing that I would die for in Harperland so I don't have to Spend my money in something that I will not enjoy because that will be Money that I don't have thrown out of the window

Aldo Kraas
Hasta La Vista Mi Amor

Hasta la vista
Mi amor
I wish you happiness
And please go in peace
Hasta la vista
Mi amor
I hope that you made the right choice
By moving to a new place
And that you are going to be happy there
That is my biggest concern for you
Because when you move to a new place
You don’t know anybody there
And you become more isolated from the world

Aldo Kraas
Hate

Don't spread the word hate around
Don't talk about hate
Just say that you don't like
That when you are talking
To someone
Because hate is a negative word

Aldo Kraas
Hate Is A Bad Word Song

Hte is a bad world
For me
And erybody else
Please do me a favor and don't use it
When you are with me or anybody else.

Aldo Kraas
Hate Me Or Love Me

Hate me or love me
Because you can only choose one or the other
And you can only love me or hate me
You must know how to choose between hate or love
Also you must know if you have that hateful feeling or that
Loving feeling for me
I am not begging you to love me or hate me
However I can't help you to choose between the two feelings that you Have for me

Aldo Kraas
Hate Song

I hate winter
I hate the snow
I hate the rain
I hate noise
I hate pomegranate
I hate sweet potatoe
I hate turnip
I hate the dark days

Aldo Kraas
Hate Stay Away From Me

Hate stay away from me
Because I don't like you at all
And I don't need you in my life also

Aldo Kraas
Hated Night Fall

God finally buried the night fall
And we can say amen to that because we all dread the night fall
Because it gets dark earlier and is also very boring and cold
That if we don't dress warmly when we get out we can freeze or even Catch very fast a cold

Aldo Kraas
Hating Myself

Hating myself
Because I keep
Making promises
To myself
And I break it all
The time

Aldo Kraas
Have A Good Life Everybody

Have a good life everybody
Because we all deserve it

Aldo Kraas
Have A Joly Joly Season

Have a joly joly season
Shopping like
Santa
And saving like
A scrooge

Aldo Kraas
Have a little faith in me
My friends
Because I don't smoke and drink
And do you want to know why
Because I take medications
And the drinks interfere with my medication
Also smoking is bad for me.

Aldo Kraas
Have Faith In Us

Have faith in us
Because
We are praying
For you all

Aldo Kraas
Have Faith In Yourself

Have faith in yourself
Things will turn right
For you
You are being
Too hard
On yourself

Aldo Kraas
Have I Ever Been In Love?

Have I ever been in love?
Yes I have been in love with my God
Have I ever been in love?
Yes I have been in love with music
Have I ever been in love?
Yes with my poetry
Have I ever been in love?
yes I have been in love with my home

Aldo Kraas
Have Respect For Others

Please
Have respect
For others
Even if you don't like them

Aldo Kraas
Have You Ever Been In Love With God?

Have you ever been in love with God?
Because I have
And that is a wonderful thing to have
In Life

Aldo Kraas
Have You Ever Loved God?

Have you ever loved God?
Is it too late to love God?
Have you tried to love God?
You are walking in the beach
Not very well
Because both of your feet are swollen
And they are aching
Have you ever loved God?
Do you know that God was the one who gave your life?

Aldo Kraas
Have You Ever Seen The Snow?

Have you ever seen the snow
Coming down from the gray sky?
The looks can be frightening to us
Because there could be bad weather conditions
That makes harder for drivers
To drive on the road

Aldo Kraas
Have You Ever Wanted Something

Have you ever wanted something
That was hard to accomplish
In life?

Aldo Kraas
Have You Ever Wanted Something Song

Have you ever wanted something
That was hard to accomplish
In life?

Aldo Kraas
Have You Ever Wished

Have you ever wished
That you could afford
To buy a bigger house?

Aldo Kraas
Have You Noticed

Have you noticed
That poet in a manger
When we went to the barn?

Aldo Kraas
Have You? Song

Have you missed Summer this year?
Have you noticed how fast it ended?

Aldo Kraas
Hawk

In the sky
Flying at
full strength
With the help of the
Strong wind

Aldo Kraas
He

He is planning his life today with friends
Because he doesn't know how he wants to live his life
He doesn't have a clear view of his life yet
That will be the next step
That he and his friends will be working together

Aldo Kraas
He Agreed

He agreed
with me when I told him
That the world is full of injustice
He agreed
With me when I told him
About how I feel about life here on earth

Aldo Kraas
He Already Knows

Life was given to me
46 years ago
By my best friend that is called God
And some people say I am too religious
Others say that I am full of myself
Why should I turn a blind eye to religion?
And why shouldn't I love God?
I am me
And I am free to love who I want to love
That is fair
And I will continue to love the ones I love

Aldo Kraas
He brings her flowers every day
Because he wants to tell her that he love her with flowers
And the flowers releases a beautiful fragrance inside of her home
That she loves very much

Aldo Kraas
He Comes To Everyone Song

He comes to everyone
That calls out to him
Each day

Aldo Kraas
He Devil

He knew all his desires
But he wasn't sure if he could find all his desires
That he wants and needs

Aldo Kraas
He Didn'T Want To Go

He didn't want
To go
Through all
That pain

Aldo Kraas
He Had Changed Me

He had changed me
And now it is time
For him to change you

Aldo Kraas
He Had Vanished Today

He had vanished today
Without a trace
From Toronto

Aldo Kraas
He is a great person
Because he is always ready to help somebody
And also he is willing to help somebody without even asking for

Aldo Kraas
He is afraid of love
He is afraid of getting hurt again
By the ones he loved before
So that is why
He is waiting
A while
He doesn't want to rush into it

Aldo Kraas
He is an atheist
And he denies the existence of God
He is a lonely man
And he lives a sad life

Aldo Kraas
He is claiming back
All the gifts
He gave you
When he was dating you
It was a long time ago

Aldo Kraas
He is expressing his broken heart to God
By telling to God about the people who broke his heart
Into pieces

Aldo Kraas
He Is Focusing More On His Selfish Needs

He is
Focusing more
On his
Selfish needs
During the last
Days

Aldo Kraas
He Is God

He is God
The maker of heaven
And earth

Aldo Kraas
He Is God After All

He is
God after all
He
Gave us a new day
So we start
The day
With a
Fresh cup of coffee
And some home made
Bread
With
Butter and jam

Aldo Kraas
He Is Gone For Now

He is gone
For now
And I am so happy for that
Because I can go back to sleep

Aldo Kraas
He Is Here Tonight

He is here tonight
And it is good to know that he is God
Because I am crying now for God
God please warm me up
Because the winter night is so cold
He is here tonight
And I love him because he is God
He is here tonight
And I will not forsake him
Because he is my God

Aldo Kraas
He Is In Heaven

He is in heaven
And from heaven he watches me everyday
But I can't see him at all
Because the distance from heaven and earth is too far to see
But I know that he is happy in heaven living his life
Also I live my life here on earth every single day
God watches after him
And the angels serve his meals in heaven in God's dining room
After the meals he watches his tv every single day
Because he needs to keep up with the news from the world
If he was alive today he would be 109 years old
When he lived on earth he lived a modest life
And he was kind to everyone that he knew

Aldo Kraas
He
Is
Like
A
Piece
Of
Heaven
For
Us

Aldo Kraas
He is like the wind blowing fast in the sky
At all directions
He is like the wind that is cold at the same time
Because that wind is coming from the lake

Aldo Kraas
He Is Living Inside Of Me And You

He is living inside of me and you
Giving all his love every day

Aldo Kraas
He Is My God

He is my God and he watches me when I am sleeping in my bed During the night at home
He is my God and he guides me everywhere I go during the day

Aldo Kraas
He Is My God Revised

The flavor of my lips
Is the sweet nectar that all the birds love
And they come to collect the nectar from my lips
So they can feed it to their babies

Aldo Kraas
He Is My Opposite

I am friendly
I am outgoing
I am always happy
I never put people down
I never criticize people
I never put my nose in other people's business
I always treat people well

Aldo Kraas
He Is One Tough Cookie

He is one tough cookie
And if you have a debate with him about anything you will never win

Aldo Kraas
He Is So Ill

He is so ill
And we don't know what
Is wrong with him
Until he goes to
The doctor next week
For a check up

Aldo Kraas
He Is The Light

He is the light to the world
That is living in the darkness
And at the same time
He is our God

Aldo Kraas
He is the orphan child
And it is so sad
That his parents
Were killed in the war
That is going on
In a country like this
That is called
Afghanistan

Aldo Kraas
He Lies

At the nude beach
He lies
Naked in the sand

Aldo Kraas
He Lives And He Dies

He lives and he dies
That is the history
That I hear all the time
Why?
Because we only live once
And what happens to the rest of our lives?
How much time do we spent in bed?

Aldo Kraas
He Lives II All Of Us

He lives inside of us
He is our God
The one who gave our lives

Aldo Kraas
He Lives In You

He lives in you
Each day
By brightening
Your eyes
With the touch
Of the beautiful
Lights
That shines around you
And he is placing
All the smiles
That you can give
To everybody that
You want
In your mouth

Aldo Kraas
He Loves Me

He loves me
And he is God
Master of the earth and the universe

Aldo Kraas
He Never Caused A Scene

He never caused
A scene
Or a fight
Because he
Keeps to himself
When he is out
In the bars
And the good
Thing is that
He doesn't drink
Either

Aldo Kraas
He Never Knew

He never knew
That he can be a good christian
By giving a helping hand to other people

Aldo Kraas
He Rose From The Death

He
Rose
From
The
Death
The
Next
Day
And
His
Name
Is
Jesus

Aldo Kraas
He Song

He praise you so much
He shows how much he cares about you
Each day

Aldo Kraas
He Told Me

He told me that
Today wasn't going to be my day
Take a look at the weather
For instance

Aldo Kraas
He Turns Me On

He turns me on
Everytime he plays that guitar
Because the music that he plays in his guitar is beautiful
And it burns inside of me like fire does

Aldo Kraas
He Was A Dancer Of The Lord

He was a dancer of the Lord
A long time ago
And we were not around back then
But if he was the dancer of the lord
We would love to see him for sure
Even though he is too old to dance ballet, waltz, and samba.

Aldo Kraas
He Was Born In USSR

He was born in USSR
At the hospital there
At 5:30 am
And that was the time that his mother gave birth to him
But I remember that she said that giving birth was very hard
And I can say to that
Thanks God that men don't give birth
Because I don't think they would want to go through with it
Knowing that there is pain in giving birth to a baby
But when he was 13 he moved from USSR to United States
So that he could get a god education
And a good job in his life

Aldo Kraas
He Was Brilliant

I must agree
That he was brilliant
After he read a poem
That was written by
Pablo Neruda

Aldo Kraas
He Was Here The Other Day

He was here the other day
Visiting his sister
And they talked about the death
Of their parents

Aldo Kraas
He Will Never Get Over You

He will never get over you
Because you told him
You don't love him
Anymore
That dark light is shining over him
And that dark light
Is now hanging over him
And he feels very sad
Because
He can see that dark light hanging over him

Aldo Kraas
He Will Smart Up One Day

He will smart up one day
When he will get tired
Of mixing up with the bad company
Right now
He is just a teenager
And he has to figure out things for himself

Aldo Kraas
Heading South

I boarded the airplane now
And I am heading south with the airplane to escape this Canadian hard and long winter
This time I will visit the land of the sun that is China
And I am feeling so excited like a little boy again

Aldo Kraas
Headlines

All
The events
That took place
Today in the
World
Made the headlines
In the newspapers

Aldo Kraas
Headquarter

I work for the Jewish army
At their headquarters
And my job at the headquarter is security
I have to check everybody out the comes to visit our headquarters
I have to check if they don't have weapons with them or bombs with them
Because we fear all the people that lives in Israel
I don't do border security because I'm not qualified for that
And if I want to do that I will have to go to school again
But to be honest with you I am happy to be working as a security guard
At the Jewish army

Aldo Kraas
Heal My Wounds God

Heal my wounds God
Because they are very hard to heal
And also I have them all over my body

Aldo Kraas
Heal The Abused Children

Heal
The
Abused
Children
That
Lives
Here
On
Earth
God
Because
They
Had
Been
Abused
By either
Their mothers
Or their fathers
Because
Their parents
Are their devils
That always
Wants to hurt
Them by abusing them
Whem it comes
To beating them
With belts
Parents
You should know that it is not
The right way to educate
A child
When you are beating
A child with the belt
You are inflicting pain
And the belt
Causes to leave
Bruises
And scars
On their
Skin

Aldo Kraas
Heal The Earth Song

People here on earth
Are asking you to heal
The earth right now
My beloved God

Aldo Kraas
Heal The World

Heal the world
By saving the whales
That swimm in our oceans
Because the oceans
God gave to the whales
So they could be free

Aldo Kraas
Healing For The Heart That Is Full Of Pain

Healing for the heart
That is full of pain
God will do for you
Don't you worry
Because
God will take care of your heart
That is full of pain

Aldo Kraas
Healing Hands

I have the healing hands
Let me put my healing hands
Where you are feeling the pain
And you will see that it will go away
Like a miracle made in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Healing Loneliness

When
It
Comes
To
Healing
Loneliness
I know
That
The
Lord
Can
Deal
With
It

Aldo Kraas
Healing The Family Song

God is healing the family today
And I feel very happy about that
because everyone will be able to witness it

Aldo Kraas
Hear God's call?
What is it all about?
God is calling me to take part in a new adventure
And I am ready for this new adventure
But wait a moment because he never told me where is this new adventure
Maybe he forgot to tell me
God is this adventure at home or abroad?
No son it is not at home it is abroad God answered me
In what city God?
In Somalia
For crying out loud there is war in Somalia?
Do you want me dead?
No thanks God, I am not leaving home to go to same bloody place Called Somalia

Aldo Kraas


Hear Me

Hear me when I am breathing
Peacefully and slowly
Hear me when
I am speaking about
Love
Hear me
When I am
Telling you
How much
I love you

Aldo Kraas
Hear My Prayers

Hear my prayers Mother Nature
Hear my prayers God
Hear my prayers friend

Aldo Kraas
Hear My Song

I know I am getting weary
Eventhough the day is not over
And I have a lot to do still
Also I keep yawning
But the car that is driving down the highway is running out of gas soon
And that car will stop in the middle of the highway if the people that owns That
car doesn't get to the gas station at any minute
The cloudy sky keeps me in a low key
But at the same time I am excited about my work
So I try to take my mind of the cloudy sky because I just can't handle More than
one thing at a time because I am not Superman and I am just a normal man
living a normal life here on the planet earth
But I will rest my head on God's shoulder and God's shoulder will be My pillow
just for now because I am weary

Aldo Kraas
Hear God's call?
What is it all about?
God is calling me to take part in a new adventure
And I am ready for this new adventure
But wait a moment because he never told me where is this new adventure
Maybe he forgot to tell me
God is this adventure at home or abroad?
No son it is not at home it is abroad God answered me
In what city God?
In Somalia
For crying out loud there is war in Somalia?
Do you want me dead?
No thanks God, I am not leaving home to go to same bloody place Called Somalia

Aldo Kraas
Hearing The Spirit

I am hearing
The spirit

Aldo Kraas
Heart And Soul

I said thank you to God
For keeping
My heart and my soul
Alive
Each day
That I live my life

Aldo Kraas
Heart Beat Song

He will leave you
In a heart beat
If you treat him badly
Everyday
Like I saw you treating him badly
Just a few days ago

Aldo Kraas
Heart Bleeding Blues

Heart bleeding so badly
Because the blood from the heart bleeding is falling into the sea
And the sea is washing that blood at the same time here at home

Aldo Kraas
Heart Broken Girl

I feel so sorry
For the heart broken girl
Because the boy
That she loved so much
Had suddenly broken her heart

Aldo Kraas
Heart Like Mine

A heart like mine never learned to dance
A heart like mine never saw the daylight
Because it is always dark inside of my heart
A heart like mine is full of love to give to the ones that I love
A heart like mine loves the music

Aldo Kraas
Heart Of Glass

The statue has a heart of glass that shines against the sun
Everytime that statue is placed in the shelf by the sculpture every Single morning
for him to make room to place the other statues that he Finished working on
today and every single day

Aldo Kraas
Heart Of May

My heart is of
May
Of solidary trams
Transferred
Of codes
What it was not
Of the years
Of solitude
Men can make a speech
About comic books
On silver plated wires
That they decorated
The citizen
My heart
Has not much strengh
It is tired now
And guilty
of culprit
Crimes

Aldo Kraas
Heart Of The Matter Sonata

Her dear mother
Is finally resting
In that beautiful heaven
And I know that
her mother is the heart of the matter
Because her mother matters to her heart
And once her mother mattered so much to her
But now that spot is empty
Even though she can't find nobody to fill that spot with

Aldo Kraas
Heart Of The Sunrise

Heart of the surise
Beautiful
Shining
In the sky
So clear
It almost feels like a picture
That was taken with a digital camera
It is so bright
I can't hardly believe it
Sometimes I think that I am dreaming
Sometimes I think that I am dreaming

Aldo Kraas
Heart Rock

My heart beat so fast
And it beats so well
But there is nothing else wrong with my heart
Because my heart is a healthy hearth at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Heartaches

Heartaches are full of it in my life
Heartaches and pains
I am the only one who knows and feels it
Heartaches and pains
Don’t seem to go away
My eyes are crying
Who will take the heartaches and pains away?
Heartaches and pains never seems to end
Heartaches and pains are very painful and too hard to endure

Aldo Kraas
Heartbreak Part

I could live at
The heartbreak park
Forever

Aldo Kraas
Heartbreaker Blues

He is a heartbreaker
And he had broken the
hearts of all the women
That
He dated before
And then he waited one year
And after one year he found
Another women

Aldo Kraas
Heartless

She is a heartless women
And that is so ashame
Because her heart doesn't have any feelings for anybody else
She is a heartless women
Because she doesn't have any love inside her heart and therefore she Can't give love to anybody

Aldo Kraas
Heat Of The Day

Heat of the day
Hot and beautiful
It is nice to have some sunny and hot days again
It is a gift
To be able to be outside enjoying it once again
I am thinking that I am lucky
Maybe I shouldn't call it luck
Maybe it was meant to be
For me to enjoy the heat of the day
Summer is a little longer this year
And the heat of the day is a bonus
As long it is here it is wonderful to be able to feel it again
Every day

Aldo Kraas
Heath Ledger's Agony

Heath
Ledger's
Agony
Is
Now
Over

Aldo Kraas
I may speak of many things
But in the end it's only this
The journey of a soul to bring
Into the world some peace and bliss
For all of man I am a man
After all do we not need
Each one of us to lend a hand
To the other who still bleeds
From wounds inflicted by a force
Far greater than ourselves a blind
Energy that lost it's course
Before the advent of our kind
Upon this earth? We know not why
Pain is master of our lives
Therefore the soul must end this lie
And return to paradise
Not the one we left behind
Destroyed by ignorance and time
But another yet to find
In some distant future mind
Only a tool to take us there
Where the eagles have not dared
To fly the naked soul is bared
To the heart that climbs the stairs
Alone to heaven and brings back
To the earth the treasures found
In the darkness lays the tracks
For the train that's heavenbound
And I am inside that train that will take me to heaven today
To see my loved ones just for a day
But then I will be back with the train at the end of the day

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Help A Star

Heaven help a star to be famous
By discovering his voice
And by telling that he can sing
Because you don't have the right to tell people what to do
Because it is not your business first of all
And the second thing is that you want to create friends and no enemies

Aldo Kraas
Heaven In A Bottle

I can just picture
Heaven in a bottle
Why?
Because heaven in a bottle will not be able to breathe
Due to lack of air
And what we are doing is killing heaven
By using pesticides, hair spray, air freshner, and household cleaners
Until we can't breathe

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Is Closer To Us

Heaven is closer to us now

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Is For Real

Heaven was not made by men
Because it was made by God
And I don't think that men would be able to do a God job with heaven
Than God alone
But heaven was not made of glass, clay, or metal
But heaven is for real because it is not a dream or a fantasy
And it is home for the dead people also

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Is Here

heaven is here
And the only thing you hear are chirping
Birds

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Is Ours

Heaven is ours
And also there is a place for us
In heaven
That God kept
Specially for us
When we made a special
Request to God
Some time ago

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Is Singing Praises To Us

Heaven is singing praises to us
And we can hear it all over we walk here on earth
The song is beautiful
It brings peace into our hearts

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Was Not Made For Fools

Heaven was not made for fools
My friends
But for people that are christians

Aldo Kraas
Heaven Will Always Wait For Us

Heaven will always wait for us
And there will always be a place for us in heaven
Because heaven can't be left empty

Aldo Kraas
Heavenly Father

Heavenly
Father
We know
That you are watching us
From above

Aldo Kraas
Hebrew Song

All the dust the wind blew high
Appeared like gold on the sunset sky
But I was one of the children
That belonged to my father called God
But latter on the night arrived and my father called God
Took me home with him so that I could be re united with the rest of the Children
We have no luxury in God's house here in israel
But we sleep on the floor
Because it is cool
During the summer months

Aldo Kraas
Hell Broke Lose

Hell broke lose today
And came to greet me
While I was going to have a shower
Without even knocking at my door
I found that hell was very rude also
Because hell doesn't have any manners at all

Aldo Kraas
Hello beautiful Monday morning
Hello friends
Hello God

Aldo Kraas
Hello Again

Hello again
And we finally meet again
For the second time
Because that feels so strange to me
It seems to me that you are following me
Everywhere I go

Aldo Kraas
Hello Come Back To Me

Hello come back to me
My lovely lady
Because I love you very much
And you will have no doubts anymore
In your mind
Because I want to be your man
For as long as I am alive

Aldo Kraas
Hello Dad

Hello dad
Listen to the worlds of this song I wrote just for you
I sometimes question myself what are the things that I have from you
I don't have much from you
Just some old paintings and some Persian carpets
Nothing else
I never had the chance to say good-bye once more to you because I was too young to understand what death really was
You never called me back anymore, because you didn't want to frightened me about the hospital and you didn't want me to have seen you hooked to machines
I left home to start a new life
And to have a new chance to be somebody in life
I don't remember much of you because you died after I left
I don't know why you didn't want me to have a better life and just sit around and be a vegetable
For the rest of my life
I left it anyway, because I needed a new life, a new meaning in life
An opportunity came, and I went ahead and moved to a better place where others treat me like a human being, not like an animal
Don't you see that my life back home was worthless, because there was nothing for me and I could tell you that straigh to your face?
It wasn't life; it was just like rooting away in a cage like an animal
It was not reality but fantasy
If I had stayed back home, what life would I have today?
My life today is a happy one
I am somebody today
I am not rich in money, I am rich in spirit
I don't live the life of the rich and famous anymore, today I just live a simple life
The luxuries I had before, I will never be able to afford than anymore
Today I found the new meaning in my life for me After all the things that I experience in life
I have the true understanding about death because I had to face it so many times

Aldo Kraas
Hello Death Blues

Hello death
You are inviting me to die
Today
That will only happen if I don't take care of my health
Hello death
I won't let you have a piece of me
Because I still need to live
Can you understand that?

Aldo Kraas
Hello God, Its Me Mabel

Hello God, its me Mabel
The dog that you made
With your own hands

Aldo Kraas
Hello Good Morning Sunshine

Hello
Good morning sunshine
And you finally rose today
Early in the morning
Before I got up

Aldo Kraas
Hello It Is Me Song

Hello it is me
Are you waiting
For me God?

Aldo Kraas
Hello Mr. Clock Song

Hello mr. Clock
You move the time ahead
Without any breaks
In between

Aldo Kraas
Hello My Daughter Song

Hello my daughter  
You have grown so fast  
And you will always be daddy's girl  
Yes I know still living at home for now  
Until you finish you university  
And have a job  
But then you will have your own place  
Hello mydaughter  
You have my eyes  
And you look more like your mother than me  
Believe me there is nothing wrong with it  
Hello my daughter  
And always remember that I love you very much

Aldo Kraas
Hello My God

Hello my God
Please let me in
Because I am knocking
At your front door
Right now my God
And I understand
That I am disturbing your sleep
Also

Aldo Kraas
Hello My Life

Hello my life
I am glad that
You are running smooth now
Because after all that is
My life
Hello my life
I am happy with you now
Even with the exciting moments
That I had experienced from time to time
Hello my life
Yes I understand that there will be some boring times
Also
I can take that now
Because I am ready to accept that now
Better than I did many years ago
Hello my life
I am glad that you are balanced now

Aldo Kraas
Hello Song

Hello
Do you still remember me?
Hello
I am the poet tha lives here on the earth
Hello
Let me be your friend
Hello
Let me share my poetry with you
Hello
Let's have lunch together someday

Aldo Kraas
Hello World

Hello world
You are a crazy world
That never sleeps
The noise goes on for 24 hours
Hello world
You are very violent
And in your world people are killing one another
Hello world
Also the war is going on for too long
Hello world

Aldo Kraas
Hello God It Is Mabel

Hello God, its me Mabel
The dog that you made
With your own hands

Aldo Kraas
Helo God, It Is Mabel

Hello God, its me Mabel
The dog that you made
With your own hands

Aldo Kraas
Help

Help me to stay healthy
Help me to lose weight
Help me to sleep better
Help me to cook better
Help me to live a better live
help me to be a better christian

Aldo Kraas
Help

Help me to stay healthy
Help me to lose weight
Help me to sleep better
Help me to cook better
Help me to live a better live
help me to be a better christian

Aldo Kraas
Help Me

Help me to keep my diabetes under control
Help me to get a good night sleep
Help me to eat right
Help me to pray
Help me to stay alive
Help me to sing

Aldo Kraas
Help Song

Help me to relieve my stress
Help me to clean my house

Aldo Kraas
Help The Broken Wings

Help the broken wings
Of the bird heal now
So that he can fly back
Later to his family

Aldo Kraas
Help Who You Love

Help who you love
Each day to stay happy

Aldo Kraas
Helps Me Song

When I hear
That beautiful song
Being played on the radio
It helps me to relax

Aldo Kraas
Helps Song

Meditation
Helps me to get my energy back
Sleep
Helps me to improve my health

Aldo Kraas
Hensley Hymn

So many people told me
That Santa Claus
Was just a fairytale

Aldo Kraas
Her Broken Promises

I am tired of her broken promises
Because her promises
Are always broken promises
That turns to lie all the time
By creating unger in me
That I simply don't need

Aldo Kraas
Her Cold Blooded Heart

Her cold
Blooded heart
Seem dead
And frozen

Aldo Kraas
Her Dark Mask

She bought
Her dark mask
In a costume shop

Aldo Kraas
Her Death Bed

I was very sad
To see her in her death bed
But I knew that God had called her
And she was about
To die any minute

Aldo Kraas
Her Eyes Desire

Her eyes desire
My aproval
To look at the sky
Her eyes desire
My smiles

Aldo Kraas
Her First Death Anniversary

Her first death anniversary
We celebrated
And it was so hard for us
Because we found it hard to digest

Aldo Kraas
Her First Love Is Gone

Her first love is gone
It is sad
But the
Relationship that they had was
A poor one

Aldo Kraas
Her Fulfilling Phropyhecy

She never had whispered
Anything into
My ears
But she filled
My heart with her pure love

Aldo Kraas
Her Heart Is Mine

Her heart is mine
And it is full of love

Aldo Kraas
Her Heart Is Now Broken In Thousand Peaces

I will be a good friend to her now
Because her heart is now broken in thousand pieces
And I will also help her to put back her heart together
That is broken in thousand pieces
I am also aware that the task of putting back together a heart that was Broken in thousand pieces is hard

Aldo Kraas
Her Heart Is Now Broken In Thousand Pieces

I will be a good friend to her now
Because her heart is now broken in thousand pieces
And I will also help her to put back her heart together
That is broken in thousand pieces
I am also aware that the task of putting back together a heart that was Broken in thousand pieces is hard

Aldo Kraas
Her Iminent Departure From This City

Her imminent departure from that city
Was sad for me
Because I felt that I had lost somebody that was like
A family from me

Aldo Kraas
Her Last Words

Her last words to me was
Take care of yourself
And rest in peace

Aldo Kraas
Her Life In The Desert

Her life in the desert
Is more relaxed than mine
Even thought I don't live in the desert
I have the feeling that I would hate it

Aldo Kraas
Her Life Is A Battlefield

Her life is a battlefield
Because she is fighting everyday for survival

Aldo Kraas
Her Life Is A Highway

Her life is a highway
That is full of cars moving from
North to south
And some cars are going back and forth
On the highway
That belongs to her life
Also we want to travel on her life's highway
Because that is in the direction that we have to go
Not only today
But everyday

Aldo Kraas
Her Life Is Good For Once

I am amazed
That her life is good for once
Because I remember her
Complaining about her life everyday
In the past

Aldo Kraas
Her Love For Me

Her love for me is real
Her love for me is very special
Her love for me is sweet
Like honey

Aldo Kraas
Her Love Is Here

Her love is here
She gives
It to me
And I want
To enjoy
All the love
That she
Gives me

Aldo Kraas
Her Love Rises

Her love rises
The same way
That a fireplace
Does

Aldo Kraas
Her Nightmare

Her nightmare
Is the bills that she has to pay every month
After she gets paid at work

Aldo Kraas
Her Precious Memories

Today it is the day to remember her loved ones
Her dear precious loved ones
Her precious memories of her loved ones
She is sharing with me
And she is dedicating this poem to her loved ones
That went on a journey to the sky
Her loved ones are in heaven resting in peace
Every time she feels that the spirit of the Lord is
Moving her closer to her loved ones
Her loved ones shall rise to the sky
Her precious memories of her loved ones will live forever
There is a place in her heart for her loved ones
Her Loved ones are washed in thy blood?
My loved ones got to go to heaven and I had to stay behind
Going through the pain of loosing my dear loved ones
Sometimes she tells you how hard it is to let go
She was never ready to loose her loved ones
But it came one day
And it hit her like thunder
Her precious memories of her loved ones she is keeping alive
She can't hide what she can't feel
She is the only one who knows how she feels
She can share it with others
Or she can keep it silent
If she needs time by herself
So let it be
She may be hurt inside
The wounds from her loved ones have passed to her when she was Young
And that is where her trouble in life begun
Someday she will meet her loved ones in heaven
She had seen the light shine
She believes that her loved ones are in peace
She will live her life one day at a time
Her loved ones are buried in the grave yard
But she keeps there image alive in her dreams every night

Aldo Kraas
Her Pride

Her pride nobody can take it away
She is proud of the way she has been raised
Her pride of who she is she has
She takes her pride when she puts herself together
She wants to look her best
Her pride she has for herself
I don't know if she has any pride for me
I wonder
She has a strong character and a strong will
This I know

Aldo Kraas
Her Questions About Love

Her questions about love
Are so long

Aldo Kraas
Her Race

Her race
Started in her life
And she is racing fast
Because she wants to replace
That loneliness
With a good friend
She keeps searching
It every day
So far she found nothing

Aldo Kraas
Her Resurrection Day

Ave maria
Been resurrected
Already for 3 days
And her resurrection arrived 3 days ago
I don't know if
Ave maria
Feels any different after being resurrected
What do you say?

Aldo Kraas
Her Soft Lips

Her
Soft
Lips
I
Am
Touching
With
My
Hands
Now
She
Had
Applied
Lipstick
On
Her
Soft lips

Aldo Kraas
Her Song

Are we going to find some salvation for us?
Are we going to have peace in our lives?

Aldo Kraas
Her Song Of Joy

Her song of joy
She sings
Every morning
The joy of her
Spirit is uncaged

Aldo Kraas
Her Sweet Man

Her sweet man
Gives her roses and candies
On Valentine’s Day
That man of hers
Spoiled her rotten
She has a good man
Does she know he loves her?
Her sweet man is worth to be praise
Does she praise him for what he does?

Aldo Kraas
Her Things

Her
Pride
Is
Very well kept
Her heart
Is full of emotions
And inside her heart
There is
The angel of love
Who gives love to every one
Her mind
Is sharp like
A blade

Aldo Kraas
Her Unborn Son

Her unborn son
Lives now inside her tummy

Aldo Kraas
Here And Now

Here and now
I am thinking about you
Here and now
I am dreaming with you

Aldo Kraas
Here and now
I rest for the night
In peace
Because I am ware that nothing will bother me
This evening during my rest
That is so important for me

Aldo Kraas
Here Are All The Answers That You Want

Here are all the answers that you want from me
The sun shine in the earth every morning
And not at night
Because the night was made for sleeping
The coffee doesn't last in the house
Because we drink it all at once
And when it is finished we want more
But we have none left in the house
Coffee is the same thing like smoking a cigarette

Aldo Kraas
Here are the lines
For my poem that I added
This morning

Aldo Kraas
Here Comes A New Day Again

Here comes a new day again
And it is time for me to get up
Again

Aldo Kraas
Here Comes Good Bye

Here comes
Good bye
After the rain
For me and you

Aldo Kraas
Here Comes My Prayer

Here comes my prayer
Out of my head
To my God
And I am saying every words
The way my brain transmit them to my tongue
And I say every world of the prayer loud

Aldo Kraas
Here Comes The Day

Here comes the day
And it is finally here
Because it is going to stay here from 5: 30 am to 8: 30pm
And there will be plenty of daylight until 8: 30 pm

Aldo Kraas
Here Comes The Rain

Here comes the rain
To wash our sins away
That we have committed
Each day
While living our lives
Here on earth
The truth is
That we are not perfect
Because we are all human beings
And we know that the only person
That we know that is perfect is God
Eventhough he is holy

Aldo Kraas
Here Comes The Winter

Here comes the winter
That we hate so much
And in the winter the days are so short
And the night arrives early during the winter
And we don't get much sun in the winter

Aldo Kraas
Here For You

God
Is here for you
And he
Kept you safe
Last night
When you
Got of the bus
At the bus stop
And walked
Home late last night

Aldo Kraas
Here I Am Sonata

Here I am for you
Because you need me right at this moment
Here I am
Praying for you
And you can rest assure
That God will save you tonight

Aldo Kraas
Here I Feel

Here I feel I am challenged, challenging others,
Filled with the grace of God.
Here is a house of prayer for all people indeed.
Here I feel accepted unconditionally,
I am God’s vessel
When I serve communion;
Opening my arms and letting all my stories flow out.
Here I feel like turning myself inside out to share the light blazing within.
World –
Here I feel that I can move slowly and carefully
Without rushing.
Here I feel I am confident.
Here I feel like coming to pieces.
Here I feel we are all on the same path to enlightenment,
like a little girl just starting the journey of life,
Sometimes like an envelope
with a secret inside
- So glad to be opened.
Here I feel full.
Here I feel complete in the wholeness of who I am.
Here I feel like a dove flying above the sanctuary.
Here I feel blue:
A wide open sky
Stars hidden by daylight
My possibility waiting in the dark
For an opportunity to shine.
Here I feel fizzling pink and fluid.
I feel God’s presence and God’s love,
I feel I am able
To be a part
Of God’s life.

Aldo Kraas
Here I Go Again

Here I go again
Waiting for
The sun to come out today

Aldo Kraas
Here I Stand Beneath The Falling Sky

Here I stand beneath
The falling sky
Waiting
For spring to come
I am feeling
So anxious
That
I can't
Think
About
Anything
Else
Than
Having
To
Wait
A
Long
Time
For
Spring
And
I
Know
That
This
Winter
Is
Killing
Me
Softly

Aldo Kraas
Here Is

Here is me
Looking for you
Here is the love
That I want o give to you
Here is the sound of silence
That nature gave to us

Aldo Kraas
Here Is My Love For You

Here is my love for you
And I want to give you
Some of my love back to you
Because You have given me
Lots of love before

Aldo Kraas
Here Is Safe

Here is safe
Lost boys
Of
Sudam

Aldo Kraas
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life
Here is to life

A toast that I am doing
A beautiful baby that was born a while ago
Mother Nature because she is in control of the nature
My prayers
My love songs to the world
Here is to life all my hope
Here is to life
All my dreams
Here is to life all my sorrows
Here is to life
All my sadness and my grief
Here is to life
The fruit of my spirit
Here is to life
The body of Jesus Christ
Here is to life
The sunsets
Here is to life
The first sign of winter

Aldo Kraas
Here it is my life that I live
With such respect and dignity
Not only for myself but for others also
Here is my life that I live in a clean way
Because I don't do any street drugs
And when people see me that is the first thing that they will ask me
And by them asking me that question it gives me the feeling that they are
Not trustworth people and they are getting the impression that I am not Trustworth
But I don't have the courage to tell them that
Because I feel that I might be out of place
Here it is my life
And with my life going the way it is going I have to put up with a lot of things
like being sick like a dog
Even though it is not my fault
And I can't put the fault on me
That would not be fair
Here it is my life
That is grounded to this place
That I hate more than I love it

Aldo Kraas
Here On Earth

Here on earth I live
And the earth is my home
But the earth is very violent also
With lots of crimes that goes on everyday

Aldo Kraas
Here Tonight

God is here tonight with me
God cooked my dinner tonight
And I am happy that he did it
Because I was very tired to cook
After dinner God put me into bed
So that I could sleep

Aldo Kraas
Here We Go

Here we go again
For a long walk outside

Aldo Kraas
Here We Go Again

Here we go again
Waiting for the sun to come out again

Aldo Kraas
Here's To You Mama

Here's to you mama
My love letters that I wrote every single day
Here's to you Mama
My living spirit

Aldo Kraas
Heroes and friends worked very hard to rescue a child that almost drown In the swimmin pool and they manged ontime to save her by pulling her out of the water from the swimming pool.

After that they took her to the hospital for treatment.

And the nextt day she was rekease from the hospital.

The friends and heroes were wounderful.

Aldo Kraas
Hershey's Kisses

Hershey's kisses
Taste like heaven
In my mouth
And
It makes my mouth
Watery

Aldo Kraas
There is a big fire
Inside of that herz
And the fire is burning that
Herz very fast

Aldo Kraas
Hesitate

I would never hesitate
To tell her
That I love her
And
I want her to know
How much I love her

Aldo Kraas
Hey Melissa

Hey Melissa
Hey Melissa
I miss you
So much
Where have you been
Melissa?
Because
I wished
That
I could
See
You
Again
But
I
Know
That
You
Have
Your
Life
And
Sometimes
Life
Can
Be
A
Little
Overwhelmed
I have my life to live
Also
Melissa
But
At
The
Cooking
Club
A long time
Ago
You
Were
Mad
In
Love
With
Me
From
The
Moment
That
You got
To
Know
Me
That day
We had
Talked
With
Each
Other
And
Enjoyed
Each
Other's
Company
At
The same
Time

Aldo Kraas
Hey Mr. Men

Hey mr. men
You are so arrogant
And so cold
Like a walking fridge

Aldo Kraas
Hey Sandra

Hey Sandra
How much do you love God?
Hey Sandra
Are you a picture nut?
Because you have so many pictures of your kids

Aldo Kraas
Hey What's Up

Hey what's up
With you?
Are you ok?
You don't look ok to me
Are you ill?
Maybe you are having the
Winter blues
Today

Aldo Kraas
Hi Mom Song

Hi mom
I came to visit you today
At your grave
And I brought you that
Beautiful bouquet of roses
So that you could have something for
Easter

Aldo Kraas
Hickman Sonata

Baby Hickman I am mad about you
And I want to welcome you into my world every single day
Baby Hickman the night arrived now
And now it is the time for you to go to sleep
And count all the sheeps while you sleep
Baby Hickman you are so sweet
Baby Hickman tomorrow will be another day

Aldo Kraas
Hidden Love

Where can I find this hidden love?
To tell you the truth I don't even know where is this hidden love
That I am looking for
I might be looking in the wrong places

Aldo Kraas
Hidden Treasure

When I was
A little kid
I used to leave my
Shoes outside
By the hall
So Santa Claus
Could hide a chocolate
Bar inside my
Shoes
The next morning
When I picked up
My shoes
I found
A hidden treasure
Inside
A chocolate bar
I was delighted
With it

Aldo Kraas
Hide Song

Please
Hide your tears
That are falling down from your eyes
Right now
Because you don't want anybody else to see it
Also
Hide your sadness
And your anger
That you are feeling right now
Because you don't want to upset anybody right now

Aldo Kraas
High In The Sky Song

The birds are flying high in the sky today
And I know that I am the lucky
One to be outside
And being able to watch the birds
Flying so high in the sky
Today
Also I must say that it is breath taking for me

Aldo Kraas
High On Drugs

The people in this world are
High on drugs
And sometimes
I spot them
While I am
Walking at the
Sidewalk

Aldo Kraas
High School Hell Song

We live the high school hell every single day
Also the kids pick on you every single day
That you are in school

Aldo Kraas
High Winds

High winds are blowing the leaves of the trees
Once again because the Summer ended once again here on heart
And it is so sad to see the Summer leaving us here on earth
But fall will come and it will get cold again
That we won't be able to stand anymore at all
And then my enemy that is winter will arrive at our door step
But we never ask for winter to come back but she always comes back Anyway

Aldo Kraas
Higher Ground

Take me to the higher ground God
And let me preach today at the sunday service here at the city
Because I wan't to teach to the people of this city about you
So that the people of this city learns about you

Aldo Kraas
Higher Praise

The morning has broken
Very early each day
That we live our lives
And we want to thank God for this beautiful morning
That he gave to us already
And we have the whole day to enjoy this day
We are very happy because it is warm outside
But there is no sign of rain in the sky
And that also makes me happy
Now I take a look in the sky
And I see all the birds flying high in the sky
But they fly so beautiful in the sky
Now the sunsets are coming
And the sun is going down
But the night will be here soon
And we are going to praise God for the night today

Aldo Kraas
Higher Praise Song

The morning has broken
Very early each day
That we live our lives
And we want to thank God for this beautiful morning
That he gave to us already
And we have the whole day to enjoy this day
We are very happy because it is warm outside
But there is no sign of rain in the sky
And that also makes me happy
Now I take a look in the sky
And I see all the birds flying high in the sky
But they fly so beautiful in the sky
Now the sunsets are coming
And the sun is going down
But the night will be here soon
And we are going to praise God for the night today

Aldo Kraas
Highway

On top of that highway
There is a bridge
Where some of the people stood
Waving to the falling
Heroes
That arrived home from
Afghanistan

Aldo Kraas
His All Alone And Left To Die

His
All alone and left to die
In the electric chair
In the jail
In Oklahoma
He is a criminal
He killed so many people
And if somebody takes somebodies life
Away why should we keep them alive?

Aldo Kraas
His Beloved One

I am his beloved one
Because he told me that
So many times
And every time that he told me that
I broke down and cried
Infront of my God
Because I was so touched by it
And I never meant to cause an scene
Infront of God

Aldo Kraas
His Diamonds

His diamonds are on his shirt
That he is wearing today
For that special occasion

Aldo Kraas
His Eyes Are Watching Me Song

His eyes are watchinng me
From above the sky
And his eyes can see all the bad things that I do

Aldo Kraas
His Eyes Symphony

His eyes are so tired
And so red

Aldo Kraas
His First Sight Graced My Eyes

His first sight craced my eyes
And that was unbelievable
Because I saw it for the first time
Today with my naked eyes
To be honest with you
That sight gave me goosebumps
Also

Aldo Kraas
His Funeral Song

I remember
Like it was almost yesterday
His funeral
Because it took place
Many years ago
And the memories
Of his funeral still
Fresh on my mind even today
I am not being senical at all

Aldo Kraas
His Futile Existence

His futile existence
I don't know much about
But I see a man that might
Be doing a scam
By asking people for money
When he gets $250.00 / month
From welfare

Aldo Kraas
His Heart Sees For Me And My Heart Sees For Him

His heart sees for me
And my heart sees for him
He is also a man that is poor
And he plays everyday his violin
On the streets of
Toronto to get enough money so that he can get buy
Everyday
Because he can't live on air
And he needs to have food and water to drink

Aldo Kraas
His Majesty The Master

His majesty the master of
Earth and
Heaven

Aldo Kraas
His name is written in blood
And I can’t believe that
Because it feels so strange to me
Also
At the same time I wonder what he is trying to prove
To us

Aldo Kraas
His Night With The Prostitute

His night with the prostitute last night went ok
Because they had sex together in the bed of his hotel room and they drunk Also
lots of wine that made than drunk. At 2: 00 am they fell asleep in bed
Because they probably got tired of having sex
And the prostitute was making money

Aldo Kraas
His Senseless Death

His senseless death
Doesn't make sense to me
Whenever I think of it
Even though it brings back memories
Of him to me

Aldo Kraas
His Soulmate

His soulmate
Is really different
I don't think anybody else
Noticed it
But I did

Aldo Kraas
His Words Are Music

His words are music to my heart
And years
His words are music that takes the pain away
From the child that is suffering around the world
That we can't see, or hear, or touch

Aldo Kraas
His Words Spoke To Me

His words spoke to me
To be a better listener
And to be a better child of God
His words spoke to me to have a positive outlook on life and to love life
His words spoke to me
To dream the impossible dream every night
His words spoke to me to trust people
His word spoke to me that I have to make friends also

Aldo Kraas
Hnatuk Sonata

When will I see you again in life?
When will I see you again in my dreams?
But I know that you are not real in my dreams
And when I see you in real life you are real
When will I see you again?
You left with no goodbye, not a single word was said
And I hate to say goodbye anyway
But that is the whole truth
When will I see you again?
When was the last time you thought of me?
When will I see you again?
I gave you the space so you could breathe,
I kept my distance so you would be free,
I hope that you find the missing piece
To bring you back to me
When will I see you again?
Day is coming we won't be apart
Hope you realize you got my heart
So don't you worry I won't disappear
When you get back then I'll be right here
So I want you to know about the day that you go I'll be waiting for you
When will I see you again?
When you're feeling down just close your eyes
When will I see you again?
So don't you worry because I won't leave from here

Aldo Kraas
Hoje

Winter finally arrived
And I want everyone to know
That I hate winter
Because the weather is always bad
Also
I want to tell everyone that I am sad that summer had to go
Away for another year
Because I fell that it is very difficult for me to live without summer

Aldo Kraas
Hoje Song

Hoje
I am waiting for this day to end
Hoje
I don't want any revenge from anybody
Because when somebody is only seeking revenge
He ends up bleeding
And the other person
Won't be happy
Hoje
I want to concentrate on positive things
Hoje
I want to be happy
Hoje
I want to be blessed by God
Hoje
I don't want my thoughts to run away
Hoje
I want to have more freedom

Aldo Kraas
Holiday Symphony

My love is different dear
To me it's almost heavenly
Let me guard it ever preciously
Through this holiday season
And love is a better gift than
Store bought because it has more feelings
And the gift from the store is just one thing
To collect dust in the bookshelves in the living room
Or just to create more clater in the house
But clater is not welcome in my house
So recycle it where you can go and get rid of it
Lets drink some chanpagne and make a toast for the holiday
That we are celebrating right now

Aldo Kraas
Hold In Heart

I hold in my heart
That airport
And the airplanes take off from that airport
Also there is a sky inside my heart with so many hot air balloons
And on the left there is the ocean where people, and ducks swim
But I never been to that airport
And neither  departed from that airport on an airplane
But I heard from people that the fares from that airport are much Cheaper than the ordinary airport

Aldo Kraas
Hold Me

Hold me in your arms right now please
And give me some hugs
Because I am dying to have some hugs from you
Hold me in your arms right now
And kiss me on my face
Because your kisses taste just like honey

Aldo Kraas
Hold Me Close Song

Please
Hold me close
My darling
So I can give you a
Big kiss
Because I am
Dying to give you
A big kiss

Aldo Kraas
Hold Me God

Hold me God
While you are carrying me
To your home today
And I know that
Today I am your guest at your dinner table
While your servant serve us the dinner
That they prepared specially for this evening

Aldo Kraas
Hold Me Tight Song

Hold me tight
And never let me go
Because I feel
Safe with you
Specially
When you are holding
Me tight

Aldo Kraas
Hold On

Hold on
The roller coaster keeps on turning
Our lives are like a roller coaster
Hold on
To your dreams
Hold on
To your money and don’t spent it all at once
Because when it is gone it is gone for good
Hold on
To your relationships
Hold on
To your life
Hold on
The war has just begun
Did man never have enough of it?
What good is war for?
It is a mass of destruction
Violence only brings fear in us
Hold on
When will there be an end to this war?
Hold on
There is a lot more to life than work
Hold on
Take the time to relax
Hold on
Guns are no toys for kids
They are dangerous
And they can do a lot of damage if it is fired by mistake
Hold on
Smoking is bad for you and the kids
They don’t look glamorous anymore
Hold on
I think everyone seem enough of violence in the streets and in the world
Hold on
Where can the children play safe?
Hold on
Will there be enough food on earth to feed our children and the homeless that are living in the streets?
Hold on
The homeless have no way to escape from the cold
They freeze to death and eventually end up dead
Hold on
There will be clear days ahead
Hold on
Sometimes we think we know it all
But we only know some of the things
Hold on
When we are learning something there is only so much that our brain can grasp
Hold on
The pollution is killing the marine life and the wild life
Hold on
Who can we trust to take care of our children?
Hold on
With whom can we share our secrets?
Hold on
Who will be there to give us a helping hand when we need help?
Hold on
Who will be honest to us and value our friendship?
Hold on
The moon plays an important part in our lives
Hold on
To the good memories
Hold on
To the family album because there are pictures of you
From the time you were a baby, to the time you were a child
Hold on
To the family treasures
Hold on
To your love letters
Hold on
To your friends
Hold on
You can’t turn the clock and go back to yesterday
Because yesterday is gone
Hold on
You have to accept responsibility in your life
Hold on
It is not everybody who can accept changes in life
Hold on
Everybody grieves differently
Hold on
Candle light dinner
So romantic
So special just for the two of us
Hold on
The wood is burning in the fireplace
The house is warm and cozy
Hold on
To what you value the most in your life

Aldo Kraas
Hold On To Love, Peace, And Health

Hold on
To love, peace, and health
Because that is the biggest
Gift you ever received from God

Aldo Kraas
Holes In Her Socks

I saw all the
Holes in her socks
And she had
So many
Holes in her socks
That it was unbelievable

Aldo Kraas
Holiday

Holiday
Is a quiet one
That we celebrate

Aldo Kraas
Holy City

Holy City
We arrived here yesterday
Holy city
We sat foot here yesterday
Holy city
We felt in love with you already
Holy city
Is the city where our God was born
Holy city
Here we saw where God died in the cross with Pontius pilate
And risen from his death
Holy City
Today we end up in the Sea of Galilee
It is so good to breathe the fresh air from the Sea of Galilee
This sea is amazing
Holy city
This is a journey we will never forget in our lives
Holy city
Has been an interesting point in our lives
Holy city
Was a discovery of our roots

Aldo Kraas
Holy Ghosts Blues

Int that island
Lives the holy ghosts
And so many people claimed
That they saw the holy ghosts
From the beach
Early in the morning
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Holy Woman

Holy woman
Believes in God
Because she is very religious
And she is proud
To be the child
Of God

Aldo Kraas
Holy World

Why it is taking so much
Time for the
Holly world
To sign the peace treaty?

Aldo Kraas
Home Blues

It is midnight now
And I am at home
Playing the piano at this time of the night
Now I will compose the home song in my piano
Believe me I am like a night owl
That never sleeps
At home is where my heart is
The music from the piano vibrates the living room walls and the floor
But the music that is coming out from the piano fills the air
What a lovely melody
It even makes me cry
The music puts me to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Home Boy

I don't think
That the home boy
Will never leave
Home
Because at home
He has somebody
That looks after
His laundry
And his meals

Aldo Kraas
Home I'll Be

Home I'll be
Today
Looking
Out of the window
This morning
While I have breakfast

Aldo Kraas
Home Is Where One Starts

Home is where one starts
To built a family

Aldo Kraas
Homeland Waltz

My homeland Waltz
I am not proud of being
A Brazilian men
I am not proud of my country
Either

Aldo Kraas
Homeless Hymn

Why do the homeless have to sleep in the street and freeze?
Why do the homeless have to starve?
Why can we give something to the homeless to eat?
Because we choose to ignore the homeless
And turn our backs on the homeless
Why can we invite the homeless in to our homes?
Because we don't know if they will steal from us
Are we ashamed of the homeless?
Yes I believe that we are

Aldo Kraas
Homes

Yesterday
We had a big earthquake
In the city that we live
We had lost our homes
And our personal belongings
We are very sad about it
We are trying very hard to come to terms with it
But we are finding it very difficult to do
Tonight we are walking down the streets of our city
And searching for shelters also
Tonight we are comforting one another
Also we are caring for each other
Through this horrible thing
We never thought that such a horrible thing
Could happen to us
Tonight we are asking who can we blame?
Can we blame ourselves?
Can we blame God?
Can we blame mother nature?
Yes we can blame mother nature
Why is mother nature mad at us?
She is mad at us because we don't look after the earth

Aldo Kraas
Hommos Suite

Hommos
What a wonderful
Treat to have

Aldo Kraas
Honesty Is Just Too Much

Honesty is just too much
And love is not enough
Money is very hard to save

Aldo Kraas
Honesty Works Four Ways

Honesty
Works
Four
Ways
First
You
Have
To
Be
Honest
With
Yourself

Aldo Kraas
Honolulu

I found
A little paradise
Called Honolulu
And the nights
In Honolulu are filled with songs
All the beautifull
Hawaiian music they played for me
Which filled my heart with joy
Few days later
I became homesick

Aldo Kraas
Honor Song

We will honor
Our father today
Because we belong to his family
And we are his children, no matter what
We will honor
Our father.
The time will come today for us
To sing our songs to him

Aldo Kraas
Honor Thy Family

Honor thy family
For doing
The things
Your family
Does
For
you
Children

Aldo Kraas
Hooked On God

I got
Hooked on God
For the first time today
And I can't let go of God
Because I am hooked on him
And at the same time I love that feeling

Aldo Kraas
Hope Is Dying

When you leave your house
In the morning
To catch the bus
Take a good look around
Where you walk

Aldo Kraas
Hope Is Vital

Hope is vital for anyone
With a serious illness

Aldo Kraas
Hope Song

I hope to be your friend forever
I hope that you will trust me with that word
I hope that the day that we part from this earth that we
Will have the chance to see our loved ones again in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Hoping Not To Fail

I am hoping not to fail
In the things that I enjoy doing
Because when I fail in something I love
I just keep on trying until I get it right
And there is no point for me in giving up
Because If I give up I will not achieve anything
At all

Aldo Kraas
Horizon

That look will never be lost
Far away
On the horizon
That lips will never
Kiss the moon
Or me
Again
Because that lips are now gone
And today
Is a beautiful hot
Summer night

Aldo Kraas
Horizon March

God's soldiers that belong's to God's army are now marching on the Horizon and they are finding out that they are coming very close to a haunted house and in that hous there is a sign keep out and then they Spotted another signed that said if you are human and wants to be Eaten by Frenkenstein enter it at your own risk
Well frankenstein house was horrible I couldn't stay and watch it Because I was getting sick to my stomach now and the others just loved It I didn't like any minute of it and the others told me that I was too Serious and that I have to learn to have fun also
But the whole truth I am very upset with the Frankenstein house

Aldo Kraas
Horny Man

Horny man you dick is so hard like a juice steak
Horny man
I will beat anything that you are waiting for a man to give you a blow job
And if he does first you will have to pull your pants down
And then you will have to put your underwear down
But your horny dick will hang in the middle of your legs down
And the men that will give your blow job will put his dick into your ass
And you will move your legs back and forth
Also you will make some sounds
Maybe of excitement or pain
Then your sperm will come out of your dick and
the other men will suck your dick once the blow job is over

Aldo Kraas
Horse In The Water Song

The horse is in the water
Swimming right now

Aldo Kraas
Horse Serenata

Horse
Let me see you run
Free in the fields

Aldo Kraas
Horses

Horses are so special
Because they live here on our soil
And they eat hay and drink the water
That we provide for them
At the same time they can run and be free
Without any chains
Or any gates that surrounds them

Aldo Kraas
Horses In Heaven

I am not disappointed
That the horses
That are in heaven are running wild

Aldo Kraas
Hospice

Hospice
Is a place
that
Is kept by a religious order

Aldo Kraas
Hostility Blues

I don't have any sign
Of hostility im me
And that is a good sign
Because if I did I don't think
That I would be able to forgive myself
Or look at myself straight into my eyes
What I have is a way to communicate
With the people that is firm

Aldo Kraas
Hot And Cold

I am feeling
Hot and cold at the same time
And there is something wrong about it
Because I can feel it all over my body

Aldo Kraas
Hot Kisses

Hot kisses
Hot kisses
Are very hot
Specially
After your lips
Had touched
Mine
And I felt your
Warmed lips touching mine
It gave me a good feeling
Because at the same time I could feel
The adrenaline rushing all over my body
And that feeling was very special
Please give me more
Hot kisses
Because I
Feel that I need more hot kisses

Aldo Kraas
Hotel Toronto

Welcome to Hotel Toronto
And this is a wonderful place to be
You will sleep just fine in that bed in your hotel room
Have a good night people
And don’t forget to have fun in Toronto

Aldo Kraas
Hour Of Silence Song

Everybody needs
One hour of silence in their lives

Aldo Kraas
House Of Many Languages

In the house of many languages
You find people from all over the world
That speaks different languages

Aldo Kraas
House Of Pain

I live in the house of pain
And inside of that house of pain is very cold
But to fix it I had to buy a small heater
And now the house of pain is warm
But there are dust and dust mites
And the only way that I can fix it
Is by sweeping all over the house of pain

Aldo Kraas
House Of The Heart

So many people live in the house of the heart
And all the people that lives in the house of the heart
Are very at the house of the heart
Because they don't live alone
The house of the heart is a very big house
With 10 bedrooms, 1 kitchen, a dining room, 1 large living room, and 5
Bathrooms
At the house of the heart everybody sleeps in their own bedroom

Aldo Kraas
How Am I Supposed To Live

How am I suppose to live in this horrible hot weather that we are having?
How am I suppose to live without your love?

Aldo Kraas
How Are You?

How are you my friend?
Every story is a love story
The past is another land
And is another time
That has gone
A time that we already lived for
Work for and so on
Happiness Happiness
Let us show to our God, friends, and family
Our happiness is a testimony to God
We are both building our relationship with God
We can’t stop now
We have to keep on going
Work and work on it
We want it to be successful
If we stop now we will fail
And we will hurt our God
How hurt God would feel if we did it?
Yes he would feel hurt and we both know it
Yesterday we tried some blue lenses and we begun to
Understand why some people had big problems
We saw the problems they had
Ours are very small compared to than I told my friend
He told me what do you mean by small?
We have each other plus God
They have nobody, not even God
People are so set in there own ways
Not everybody wants something new,
They don’t even want to try something new
They look more dead than alive to us
Why are people so complicated?
Why are they unhappy?
We guess there needs haven’t been meet
Why some people are so false?
They are just like a snake; you don’t know which way they are going to move or turn

Aldo Kraas
How Are You? Hymn

How are you?
How are things going on in your life?
How do you like the winter months?
How do you like the homeless living on the streets?

Aldo Kraas
How Beautiful It Is Song

How beautiful it is
The aloha shell
That God had made

Aldo Kraas
How Beautiful You Are Song

How beautiful you are my God
You gave me the gift of life
45 years ago

Aldo Kraas
How Big Is My Love?

How big is my love?
It is big like the size of the moon
Shining in the sky Above Manhattan
At night
You can never live without my love
How big is my love?
It is big like the size of the moon shining in the sky above Manhattan
Do I have some love for you?
Yes I do in my heart
How big is my love?
It is big like the size of the moon
Shining in the Sky above Manhattan
The sky is beautiful
I wish I could take with me a piece of it and give it to you
Sorry I can’t reach it
It is too far
It is out of the question
But I can draw it on a piece of paper for you
You can keep it on your jacket pocket
It is nothing childish
It is a souvenir for you to keep
So that way you can always remember of me
How big is my Love?
It is big like the size of the moon
Shining in the sky above Manhattan
Do I need to say anything more?
I said it all over and over again
It is beginning to sound like a broken record
It still winter
You begun to cuddle me now, so we can be kept warm
This winter night is so special
I can tell how much you love it
By the look in your eyes
We are walking by that harbor in New York
It is fascinating
Isn’t it?

Aldo Kraas
How Can A Life Be Ruined By War?

How can a life be ruined by war?

Aldo Kraas
How Can I Control My Emotions?

How can I control my emotions?
Sometimes I feel very anxious
And I feel that I need to talk

Aldo Kraas
How Can I Resist You God

How can I resist you God
But my soul is full of fire
My mind is full
Wind sweeps the leaves from the trees
Hearts full of love
Running noses from all the people can be seem
Night is here to stay
I am sharing my prayers with all the people
Give me love love
The bright day I can see
Because it is showing
I always get upset when the night is over
But what the hell
A new day must start

Aldo Kraas
How Can I Stay Without You

How can I stay without you God?
That is impossible because I need you
In my life
And you need me in yours
How can I stay without seeing the outside world?
That would isolate me from the outside world

Aldo Kraas
How Can I Stop?

How can I stop my tears from falling
And washing all the rivers away?
How can I stop the rain from falling down?
How can I stop the snowstorm?
How can I stop the wind that is blowing at my face?
How can I stop the violence that is going on in the world?
How can I stop my heart from breaking into pieces?
How can I stop my eyes from going blind?

Aldo Kraas
How Can We Be Happy?

How can we be happy?
By making friends
By laughing
By praying
By talking with people

Aldo Kraas
How Can You Forget Me?

How can you forget me?

Aldo Kraas
How Come We Live So Far From Each Other?

How come we live so far from each other?
The reason is because you live in the country
And life is cheaper there for you
Also you can buy a cheaper home
In the country and fix it up
To be honest with you
I don't like the country
At all.
Because I am a city person

Aldo Kraas
How Could You?

How
Could you forget
About
The things
That
You had
Promised me?
Now I see
That it
Wasn't
Meant
To be
Because
You had broken
All
The
Promises
That
You
Had
Made
To
Me

Aldo Kraas
How Could You? Song

How could you
Walk away when somedy
Needs you right away?

Aldo Kraas
How Deep Song

How deep is the ocean inside of my heart?
I would say that the ocean inside of my heart is 30 feet deep
How deep is the valley that is in the back of my condo?
I would say that the valley behind my condo is 10 feet deep
How deep is the roots of my plant that is planted in the pot?
I would say that the roots of my plant that is planted in the pot is 20 feet Deep

Aldo Kraas
How Do I Feel At Home With, And Why?

I feel most at home with my friend Mark
And God of course
Mark is more like a brother to me and very supportive
And understanding
God is the one that keeps me going
Because I am a messenger by writing poems.
In everyone there is a strong message to share
Find yours
And share it.

Aldo Kraas
How Do I Feel?

How do I feel?
I feel sad because the summer is over
And summer is my favorite time of the year

Aldo Kraas
How Do I Get Close To You?

How do I get close to you?
Do I get close to you by praying?
By travelling on a train, plane, bus, or a ship?

Aldo Kraas
How Do I Song

How do I sound when I talk to you?
Do I sound angry?
Do I sound annoyed?
Do I sound frustrated?
Do I sound shy?
Do I sound relaxed

Aldo Kraas
How Do I Survive?

How do I survive?
Without seeing you?
Sometimes it is hard
But I have a life
How do I survive
Staying home?
I love my home
And I like to spend time
At home

Aldo Kraas
How Do You

How do you ever survive without God and me?
How do you ever survive without the sun?
How do you breathe the fresh air?
How do you sleep at night?

Aldo Kraas
How Do You Feel Now That Your Life Is Coming To An End

How do you feel that your life is coming to an end here
On earth?
Do you feel happy that your life is comming to an end here on earth?

Aldo Kraas
How Do You Hide The Hurts Inside Your Heart?

How do you hide the hurts
Inside your heart?
How do you hide the hurts inside your
Heart before anybody else can notice it but you?
Isn't that strange that you can do that?
Are you that strong
That nothing seems to bother you?
Or are you just pretending to be?

Aldo Kraas
How Do You Live

How do you ever survive without God and me?
How do you ever survive without the sun?
How do you breathe the fresh air?
How do you sleep at night?

Aldo Kraas
How Do You Love Someone?

How do you love someone?

Aldo Kraas
How Empty I Am?

How empty I am?
I must be very empty
Because nobody is paying any attention to me this evening

Aldo Kraas
How Far Do I Have To Fall?

How far do I have to fall for you to catch me?
If I ride a horse do I have to fall from the top of the horse for you to catch me?
Do I have to fall from the sky for you to catch me?
Do I have to fall slowly to the ground and before I hit the ground you
Will catch me?

Aldo Kraas
How Far Do I have To Fall?

Everybody wants to move around in heaven
So that they can explore heaven together
And some areas in heaven are very cramped
Because in heaven they already have too many people living in there
And there is no more room for more people

Aldo Kraas
How Far Will I Go

How far will I go
For walk just to find that friend
That cares about me today

Aldo Kraas
How God Inflames The Sky

I am just amazed
By how God inflames the sky
That inflames the earth

Aldo Kraas
How Great We Are

How great we are when we are together
How great we are when we worship God together
How great we are when we pray together for peace

Aldo Kraas
How Hard It Is To Leave Song

How hard it is to leave  
Our anger behind  
How hard it is to leave  
our fears behind

Aldo Kraas
How High Can You Fly?

How high can you fly
Silver bird in the sky?

Aldo Kraas
How I Long To Hear Your Voice Again

How I
Long to hear
Your voice again
My
Beloved God
The God
Of all names

Aldo Kraas
How I Wanted To Live

How I wanted to live
Without blaming myself
For the things that are not going so well in my life
My sleep is always cut
Because every time when I wake up early I feel
That I didn't get enough sleep

Aldo Kraas
How Lucky I Am

How lucky I am
That I have a computer
That I can use it
Any time I want
Without being inconvenienced
Because the time that I spend on the computer is precious
To me
And nobody else

Aldo Kraas
How Many Men

How many men showered her with expensive gifts?
How many men kissed her?
How many men dated her?

Aldo Kraas
How Many Will Share Christmas With Laughter? Song

How many will share
Christmas with laughter?
That I can’t tell you
All I know that christmas
Has a different meaning for everyone
Because they all have different
Knowledge about christmas
And that I respect

Aldo Kraas
How Much Longer Must I Wait Song

How much longer
Must I wait for the rain to stop?
How much longer
Must I wait for the night to arrive?

Aldo Kraas
How Sensitive She Is

How sensitive
She is to the comments
That she receives from the
People she knows

Aldo Kraas
How Should A Person Be

How should a person be
A person should be friendly and down to earth
How should a person be
A person should respect all creeds no matter what
How should a person be
A person shouldn't be an alcoholic
How should a person be
Not a snoob

Aldo Kraas
How Sweet It Is To Be Loved By God

How sweet it is to be loved by God
And we want to thank you
How sweet it is to be loved by God
Because we can now see how much you have changed our lives
For so many years
And at the same time we can say that it is amazing

Aldo Kraas
How To Confess My Love To God?

How to confess my love to God?
I believe that I have to tell him that I love him
In my own words

Aldo Kraas
How To Win Me Back

How to win me back
First I have to prove to you that I am trustworthy
And then I have to prove to you that I am lovable

Aldo Kraas
How We Feel Song

How we feel about God?
I hope that we feel ok about God?
How we feel about ourselves today?
It can make a big difference

Aldo Kraas
How Will I Know?

How will I know that you are still sleeping?
How will I know if you don't answer me what I ask you?
How will I know if you are mad with me?
How will I know that you are upset?
How will I know that I was mean to you?
How will I know when you never speak to me at all?
How will I know that I am not important for you?
How will I know that you don't want me around?
How will I know that you don't think of me as your friend?
How will I know when you are crying the blues away?
How will I know when you are gone?
How will I know if you loved me, if you tried?
How will I know if you ride your feelings?

Aldo Kraas
How Will You Kiss Me?

How will you kiss me?
Are you going to kiss me on my face?

Aldo Kraas
How?

How can we built
Our friendship
With the ones that
Had inflicted
Pain in our lives?
How can we
Be friends with the ones
That hate us?

Aldo Kraas
How? Song

How can I sleep longer in the morning?
Because sometimes I feel that I haven’t slept at all
During the night
And the next day when I wake up I am still tired

Aldo Kraas
Huge Painting

I am painting a picture of the sea
That is infront of me
In a canvas

Aldo Kraas
Hugs

I need hugs
And I want you to hug me

Aldo Kraas
Hugs And Kisses I Will Give To My God

Hugs and kisses I will give to my God
Each day
But if you want to give hugs and kisses
To my God
Go ahead and do that

Aldo Kraas
Hujambo

Hujambo
My beloved people of kenya
I will be good to you
I will spare some of my money to you
So you can have something to eat also
Because I know that it would be wrong to let you starve
My belove people of kenya
Hujambo

Aldo Kraas
Humam Race

The human race
Is going on
In the city
And we will run
All night long
Today

Aldo Kraas
Human Inperfection

Human inperfection
Is when you are too judgemental
Human inperfection
Is when you lie to yourself and others
Even though you know the truth
But would rather lie to yourself and others

Aldo Kraas
Human Nature Blues

The human nature
Is to still from another person
The human nature
Is to swear at each other
The human nature
Is to talk non stop
The human nature
Is to kill

Aldo Kraas
Humanity Hymn

Celebrate life
Everyday because
We are a part of the humanity
And we have to be kind to each other

Aldo Kraas
Humble People

Humble people
We both are
We are humble people
We are happy
We have someone that is watching out for us
Humble people
Are much happier than those who have too much
Humble people have little but they are happy
Humble people are rich in spirit
Humble people have more friends
Than those that are rich
We are not so materialistic either
Humble people
Like to enjoy other humble people also
That is the kind of people they mix with
Humble people don’t wear any expensive clothes
Humble people are good Christians
Humble people are hungry for the word of the Lord

Aldo Kraas
Humming Bird

Humming bird
Your color is so beautiful
You bring us love
To this poor world
Humming bird has flown away
But this love is beautiful
We are happy now that we found you humming bird
Humming bird
You are our friend
And the friend of the sky also
Humming bird today
Arrived back
And is getting the nectar from the flowers
The sweet nectar of the flowers attract the humming bird
There the humming bird is flying away once again
We are glad we saw him flying away
You left us breathless
And filled our eyes with amazement
For once there is something that we can appreciate
The humming bird
We are not the only one that is happy to see you
The kids are also
You light the fire in there souls
And brightened there eyes
Humming bird
You are beautiful
Like the sun in the sky
Your red colors we see
Only in the summer we see you
In the cold days of winter you are in another place
And we are lucky that you are back
Humming bird
We want you to shine in our sky
And swim in our harbor

Aldo Kraas
Hummingbird

Hummingbird
Fly high
Above the
Amazon River
Because
I can see
That you are flying
Away
So fast
From
The Amazon River

Aldo Kraas
Humphrey Blues

The sky is blue
Today without even
A dark cloud in it
If I had a digital camera
I would take you a recent picture
Of me and send
It by mail together
With my
Eater card
Just for you
But time had run out this time
And I wasn't even ready for
Easter
So I decided not to bother with
Easter this year

Aldo Kraas
Hungary Waltz

That beloved
Hungary

Aldo Kraas
Hunger Wide As Heaven

My hunger
Is wide
As heaven
That
I have
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Hungry Heart

Feed some love
To my hungry heart
Because my hungry heart
Is very hungry
And would accept anything
To eat
But remember that the decision is yours to make
And whatever you chose to give
You must give
From your heart
If not, there is no point in giving it

Aldo Kraas
Hunting

I am hunting inside my soul
For the hidden treasures
That had been kept
There for a long time
And now I figured
Out that some of the treasures
Must go
Because I don't use them
As much as I would love to
And they are taking space
Inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Hurricane Men

I am the
Hurricane men
And I dance fast
Through the hurricane
And tornadoes
That shape the earth

Aldo Kraas
Hurricanes

Hurricanes remind us
Of the sins that
We had committed
Through our lives
There are so many destructions going on in our lives already
Daily
And we don't need to see new ones
Because we have to face it every day in our lives
Wherever we go
There is no way to escape it
Any more

Aldo Kraas
Hurry

Hurry
So
You
Can
Find
Peace
Hurry
So
You
Can
Find
Love

Aldo Kraas
Hurting Song

Who is hurting who?
You put things off until last minute
I never leave anything for the last minute
I do it right away
Because I don't want to waste time
And you waste time by leaving things for the last minute
But you never do it right away
And later on you get hurt
Also you have to work twice as hard to get the job done

Aldo Kraas
Hush Darling

Hush darling
I am tired
I need to sleep
Because it is late
Hush darling
Darling try to get some sleep also
I am not trying to be rude to you
But I need my sleep
And so you
Darling
If we both don't get our sleep
We won't be able to function properly the next day
It is so important for us to have our sleep
The sound of the rain
Help us to fall sleep
It is a rainy night
Thundering outside
And the rain is falling hard
While we sleep
In this bed
Hush darling
Can you hear the sound of the rain?
Hush darling so we both can hear it

Aldo Kraas
Hush, Poet

Hush, poet
Because the
Little baby is having
His afternoon nap
And we can't wake him up
Because he needs his nap

Aldo Kraas
Hym For The Loved Ones

Dear loved ones
You are now in heaven
Resting in peace

Aldo Kraas
Hymn

A vessel
Moving
Across
The
Atlantic Ocean

Aldo Kraas
Hymn For Her Destruction

A woman that was so destructive
Was my mother

Aldo Kraas
Hymn For The Loved Ones

Dear loved ones
You are all in heaven
Resting in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Hymn For The New Year

I welcome the new year into my life
And for now on the new year will be a part of my life
But I could do with some warm weather
Because I am tired of this cold weather
And I don't enjoy this cold weather at all

Aldo Kraas
Hymn Of The Sun

Thy dawning is beautiful in the horizon of the sun,
Oh living God,
When thou rises in the eastern horizon
Thou fillest every land with thy beauty
Thou art beautiful, great, glittering, high above every land
And thou carriest them all away captive;
Thou bindest by your love
Though you are far away
The roster are crowing
And the people are getting ready to start the new day
Sunshine beautiful
When the sun is shining we are all happy
It put happiness in our lives
The sun illuminates the sky
It is a big ball of fire
Bigger than a soccer ball
The sun is perfect in the sky
White and pure, white and perfect
Radiant is the sun, to perfect to be hold, giver of light and life
Your light is like a memory, a dream that fills the eyes, be they open, Be they close
In the morning, you are new, in the evening old
Born in the morning, you deliver the sun, to the world also
We glorify you
We praise you
We worship you
Almighty Lord
There is no other like you

Aldo Kraas
Hymn To The Woman

Woman
You are God's gift to the world
Woman
You are
The flowers that grow wild
Around the river
Woman
The water of the river
Is flowing slowly
Woman
Your eyes are so beautiful
Woman
Your smile is like a rainbow
So let it shine
Woman
Don't be afraid to show your smile

Aldo Kraas
I Am Through With Your Love

I am through with your love
Even though you don't appreciate me at all
Because I did everything for you

Aldo Kraas
I Accept The Plan That God Made For Me Everyday In My Life

I accept the plan that God made for me everyday in my life
Because it is straight forward
And also it is easy for me to understand
What can I do more than say thanks to my beloved God

Aldo Kraas
I Admire People Song

I admire people
That have courage
I admire people that
Have respect for others
I admire people that stands up
For themselves and others

Aldo Kraas
I Ain'T Him Song

Please
Don't you worry
Because I ain't him
He doesn't have any feelings at all
His heart is so cold
Like a cold stone

Aldo Kraas
I Almost Had It All

I almost had it all
When all the birds arrived at my window
For the bread that I placed there
And I am sure I made a mistake when I broke up the bread in pieces
Because the pieces were big
And the birds couldn't eat that

Aldo Kraas
I Almost Had Run Out Of Love For You

I
almost
Had
Run
Out
Of
Love
For
You

Aldo Kraas
I Already Know

I already know that she is not
Coming today
Even though it is
Christmas

Aldo Kraas
I Always Meant Nothing To You

I always
Meant
Nothing
To
You
Younge
Men
I see
That
Fake
Smile
In
Your
Face
And
I
Know
That
You
Can't
Hide
It
From
Me
Because
I
Am
Aware
Of
That
Fake
Smile
Of
Yours

Aldo Kraas
I Always Remember Song

I always remember
About the beautiful sun
That God gave me each day

Aldo Kraas
I Am  Saving All My Hugs For You

I am saving all my hugs for you
I can tell you how much I miss you
And I keep hopping that I will see you soon
All this time I wished that we could see each other again because time moves on
and time go so fast
I keep on thinking that by next year I will see you again
I need my strength because I am falling apart
I waited for you until now and nothing happened
How much more can I keep wishing my life away?
And the more I wish the more upset I get
How much longer can I wait for you?
I am saving all my hugs for you
You tell me you love me,
So prove it to me
Years ago when we were growing up we had more time for each other
More time to play those silly games, we had fun
Mother screamed at us to stop, but we kept on going with it, it was somehow our
idea of fun
She indeed spoiled our fun
But we were happy with it and nothing else matter
We were foolish sometimes; I remember those games very well
Today we are grown up and having more responsibilities in our lives
I am saving all my hugs for you

Aldo Kraas
I Am A Dreamer

I am a dreamer
And I can say that I dream at night
Like the rest of the people

Aldo Kraas
I am a lot wiser now than in my childhood
Because in my childhood I always wanted my way
And sometimes in my childhood I used to get my way

Aldo Kraas
I Am A Man

I am a man
That you
Might fall
In love
One day
First
You
Have
To know me well
And
I have
To know you also

Aldo Kraas
I Am A Mirror

I am a mirror
That reflects your image
And you look at that mirror
That is me every day

Aldo Kraas
I Am A Wonder

I am a wonder
And I take pride
In what I do with my life
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
I Am Acquainted With The Day

I am acquainted with the day
Because I know that the day last longer during the summer
Than in the winter

Aldo Kraas
I Am Addicted

I am addicted
To love
I am addicted
To prayer
I am addicted
To food

Aldo Kraas
I am alive
And well
So please don't wish for me to dye
Any minute, any time, any day, any hour, and any night
Because I need to live my life
I know that you are thinking that I am fat and ugly
But that is your opinion
And you are entitled to it
I have my looks and my looks God gave to me
And I can't change them

Aldo Kraas
I Am Alive For You

I am alive for you God
Because you created me to be alive
Here on earth
I am alive for my friends
Because they need me alive

Aldo Kraas
I Am All Right

In the power of my ways
I am all right
I am feeling better now
That spring is here
It wakes me up feeling fresh
I am all right
I am just grateful to be alive each day
To see the beauty of the earth
I am all right
Today I am reflecting in my life
Because I am a child of God
I am all right
Tomorrow I celebrate the resurrection of God
I know that he came to save me
And to save my soul
And to wash my soul
I am all right
I think about you every day
I am alright
Life is chemistry
And I hope that my heart is full of passion
I am all right
My love is freeing
Where are all the good people gone?
I am all right
This is how I live
Thinking about others
I am all right
I never will stop being me
Because I am a person with feelings
And I am not a machine
I am all right
I won’t forget to remember you
I am all right
Will I have the eyes?
And have faith in me?
Will I be brave enough to support my dreams?
Will I be opened to invite the change?
Could I be satisfied to live the life I live?
Will I hold my faith?
Everything is a blessing that God gave me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Alone Again

I am alone again
Thinking of my friends that walked once again out of my life
But I still have friendss on Facebook
And thanks to God there are still skype that I can use to talk to people Abroad
I am alone again
But that is ok because I love the comfort of my home
My home is not that fancy but it is what I call home anyway
I am alone
Thinking about my best friend of the lonely our that is God

Aldo Kraas
I Am Alone Here

I am alone here
And I don't mind
Because i have things
To keep me busy
That alone is a good sign

Aldo Kraas
I Am Alone In Her Tears

I am alone in her tears

Aldo Kraas
I Am Alone Until My God Comes Home

I am alone until my
God comes home
Every night
To take care of me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Already Here Song

I am already here
And I will stay here
Because that is my place

Aldo Kraas
I Am Amazed

I
Am
Amazed
By
The
Way
That
You
Love
All
Your
Children
God
God

Aldo Kraas
I Am An Earth Bound Spirit

I am an earth bound spirit
That was planted
Here on
Earth by God

Aldo Kraas
I Am Aware Of My Feelings

I am aware of my feelings

Aldo Kraas
I am back at my heart
And also
Doing some spring cleaning
At my heart
Because I had accumulated
So many things that was given to me
Over the years
And I never had the time to clean my heart before

Aldo Kraas
I Am Back To Reality

I am back to reality
After I had beautiful dreams
For a week

Aldo Kraas
I Am Beautiful To You

I am beautiful to you
Because you had mention it
To me so many times

Aldo Kraas
I Am Being Fair

I am being fair
My friend
I know that
You don't see that way
Why?

Aldo Kraas
I Am Being Fooled By The Sunlight

I am being fooled by the sunlight
From the sun
That is what the sun is doing to me
The sun is fooling me today

Aldo Kraas
I Am Being Honest With Myself

I am being honest with myself
By saying that I have to control my food intake
I am being honest with myself
By saying that I have to go to bed everyday at the
Same time

Aldo Kraas
I Am Being Hugged By God

I am being hugged by
God today as he cried

Aldo Kraas
I Am Beneath The Harvest Moon

I am beneath the
Harvest moon
And I feel that I been
Crowned by the harvest moon
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
I Am Brave Enough

I am brave enough to admit tht I have a problem
I am brave enough to tell myself that I am not looking after
My health well

Aldo Kraas
I Am By Your Side

I am by your side
Every single day
That life moves around you

Aldo Kraas
I Am Calling Song

I am calling
Out for help
When I have so much to do
I am calling
Out for God
When I can't sleep
At night

Aldo Kraas
I Am Calling You God

I am calling you, God
Because I need you
Now
And
I am afraid that
Something might occur
While I walk the street at night
Because I never know what can happen
At the street

Aldo Kraas
I Am Changing

I am changing
Because this is a new year
I am changing
And I am hope to
Have a stronger faith in God

Aldo Kraas
I Am Chasing After The Sun

I am chasing after the sun
Today
Because I am so happy
That I can see the sun
Shining in the sky
Without any armor
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Am Cherishing Every Last Minute With God

I Am Cherishing Every Last Minute With God

Aldo Kraas
I Am Coming

I am coming to dinner
In the poet's house
Yes I believe I was invited by the poet
What the poet will make for dinner is a surprise
That alone will be a surprise I believe

Aldo Kraas
I Am Coming Back To You Easter

I am coming back to you
Easter
To spend some time with you
Nothing is going to split me from you

Aldo Kraas
I Am Confident

I am confident
That I can change the way I am eating

Aldo Kraas
I Am Counting All The Blessings

I am counting all the blessings that I received from God
And I am also counting the blessings that I received from the people
That I have known for such a long time

Aldo Kraas
I Am Counting The Days

I am counting the days
That I can have a normal sleep again
Because In the middle of the night when I am
Sleeping I wake up with back pain
I try hard to go to sleep
But my back keeps waking me up
Because it keeps hurting me so badly
Yes I try different options by moving myself to the floor
And I still can't sleep
It sounds awful
But that is the whole truth

Aldo Kraas
I Am Crying Out For You

I am crying out for you God
Because people are saying bad things about me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Dealing With My Emotional Stress

I am dealing with my emotional stress
Everyday
Because it is something that I need to deal with
Before it gets out of control

Aldo Kraas
I Am Death Song

I am death
And I bring to those who
Refuse to follow my rules and tradition

Aldo Kraas
I Am Deceased

I am decease now
So now I live in heaven

Aldo Kraas
I Am Delivering You All My Faithful Messages

I am
Delivering you
All my faithful messages
That God gave to me
Today
Because I felt that I needed
To share all the faithful messages
From my God
With the people of the community that I live in

Aldo Kraas
I Am Designing My Dreams

I am designing my dreams
While I sleep in bed
All through the long hours
Of the night

Aldo Kraas
I Am Discovering My Character

I am discovering my character today
And I feel that there is a lot that I need to learn about my character
So that I can learn
Everything that I need to learn about my character
To know who I am in life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Done For Now

I am done for now
With my sleep
I am done for now
With my eating

Aldo Kraas
I Am Dreaming My Dreams With You

I am dreaming my dreams with you
Every single night
That we are sleeping together in our bed

Aldo Kraas
I Am Dreaming My Life Away

I am dreaming my life away
And I feel that I have the right
To dream my life away
Because dreams are sweet
like honey
That the bees make
For us

Aldo Kraas
I am
Embraced by the cold
That blows all
Over my body
I won’t
Forget that this
Is winter
And that miserable
Cold
Is going all through
My body
And I can feel it
All the way

Aldo Kraas
I Am Enjoying All The Life I Have

I am enjoying all the life I have
Because I have a life now
That is not wasted
Everyday my life is different
Because everyday I have something new to do
That is different and exciting

Aldo Kraas
I Am Everything To God

I am everything to God That I can be
Like one of his children
Like one of his servant
Like one of his friends

Aldo Kraas
I Am Falling Down

I am falling down God
God please catch me before I hit the ground
And hold me tight in your arms

Aldo Kraas
I Am Falling For You My Friend

I am falling for you my friend
Because you have everything that I am looking for

Aldo Kraas
I Am Faraway From The Green Fields

And the reason why the fruits and vegetables
Cost so much is because they have to be transported
To the city also
Even though I am faraway from the green fields also
That makes me upset
Because I can't get cheap local grown food anymore

Aldo Kraas
I Am Feeling All The Above

I am feeling all the above lately
And I don't know if it comes in different stages
But I am wondering right now about it

Aldo Kraas
I Am Feeling Fine Today

I am feeling fine today
Once again
Because my headaches are gone now
And I slept very well
During last night
I am feeling fine today
Because I am going to do
Somethings for myself from now on
Nothing else for nobody else
Even though I feel that it is hard to say no
To other people

Aldo Kraas
I Am Feeling Good

I am feeling good
About myself
I am feeling good
About my new challenges
That I am facing now

Aldo Kraas
I Am Feeling In My Soul

I Am Feeling In My Soul That Feeling Of Excitement

Aldo Kraas
I Am Feeling So Empty

I am feeling so empty
Like a bottle of water
My friend
I am feeling so empty
So empty
Because I don't have
You right here by my side
Friend

Aldo Kraas
I Am Finally At Peace

I am finally at peace
Living the life that God gave to me
Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
I Am Finding Peace Again Song

I am finding peace
Again in my soul
I am finding peace
Again in my heart
I am finding peace
Again through God
I am finding peace
In my life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Finding That Song

I am finding that
I am more relaxed lately

Aldo Kraas
I Am Fine

I am fine
And you don't have to worry about me
Because I am taking care of myself

Aldo Kraas
I Am Fine Blues

I am fine today
And I am alive also
Even with so little sleep

Aldo Kraas
I Am Floating Above The Stars

I am floating above the stars
And I am Aldolangelo
A beautiful angel that is floating above the stars tonight

Aldo Kraas
I Am Following You Into The Dark God

I am following you into the dark
Just for the sake of it
I know it sounds a little strange
But that is true
To be honest I don't even know where you are taking me
You are the leader God
And I am following you into the dark

Aldo Kraas
I Am Forever By Your Side

I am forever by your side
Because I know that you need me
The most
In your life

Aldo Kraas
I Am From God's Land

I am from God's land
And I am God's servant
Everyday I go to work for the Lord

Aldo Kraas
I Am From The Earth

I am from the earth
And not from mars

Aldo Kraas
I Am Full Of Ambitions

I am full of ambitions
And I want to use them
In my daily life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Getting Settle At Home Again

I am getting settle
At home again
And I now that
It will take time
To get settle at home again

Aldo Kraas
I Am Glad To Be Here

I am glad to be here

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going Back To Being Myself

I am going back to being myself
Because I am tired to pretend that I am somebody else
That I am not

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going For A Swimm

I am going for
Swimm in God's
Swimming pool
And at the same time
I feel that I am being blessed by God
While I am swimming in his swimming pool

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going On A Journey

I am going on a journey
So that I can have peace
Away from home
Because peace doesn't live in my home
And at the same time I won't to have a break
From the one who hates me so much
And at the same time I feel that it is unreal to me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going Somewhere

I am going somewhere
Where there is a beach
That I can walk barefoot

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going To Find Myself At Peace

I am going to find myself at peace again
In God's house
I am not going to be a book
That is in the shelf creating dust
That book will be open
And all the things that is
Happening in my life
Day to day
Will be written inside
That book

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going To Live Again

I am going to live again
Now that my life was interrupted
For 3½ months
I will finally have my own space
To move around and to breath
Not like a mouse running around
Inside a cage a day
But I will be running free
By living my life again
By being happy

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going To Love You Just A Little Bit More

I am going to love you
Just a little bit more
Because I can see that you are starting to fall in love
With me
And I don't blame you
Because you know that I did so much for you already

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going To Show You

I
Am
Going
To
Show
You
How
To
Love
Yourself
Again

Aldo Kraas
I Am Going To Sing Until The Spirit Moves My Heart

I am going to sing until
The spirit moves my heart
To God so that he will be able to
Check my heart to see if that heart is in bad shape
Or to decide if I need a heart transplant

Aldo Kraas
I Am Growing Old Every Year

The truth is
I am growing old every year
And there is nothing that I can do about it
Because that is part of my life
And I accept that

Aldo Kraas
I Am Halfway To Heaven

I am halfway to heaven
My dear mother
And the good news is that I can't
Wait to see you again in heaven

Aldo Kraas
I Am Hanging My Tears Out To Dry

I am hanging my tears out to dry
Because they are very wet
and with the help of the wind my tears might try faster
Than I know

Aldo Kraas
I am
Having
A blue
Easter
Without
You my friend

Aldo Kraas
I Am Having A Rest Now

I am having a rest now
Because I thing I have done too much
For one solid day

Aldo Kraas
I Am Her Other Half

I am
Her
Other
Half
That
Is
Always
Shining
Against
The
Light
And
She
Is
The
Other
Half
That
Is
Always
Dark

Aldo Kraas
I Am Here

I am here
Praying for you
I am here
Helping you
I am here
Writing you a letter
I am here thinking about you

Aldo Kraas
I Am Here For God

I am here for God
Because god needs me
To look after the people that are not well
Living in the streets of
Baghdad

Aldo Kraas
I Am Here To Make Friends And Not Enemies

I am here to make
Friends and not enemies
People
Because I need friends in
My life and not enemies

Aldo Kraas
I am here with God  
And I feel at peace  
Today  

Aldo Kraas
I Am Holding On

I am holding on
To
Mother Nature
Because that is something
That is something that I am attached to

Aldo Kraas
I Am Hoping

I am hoping that God permits me to lose the romance
I am hoping that God allows me to choose my friends
I am hoping that I don't lose that shine in my eyes
I am hoping that I don't lose the balance that I have in my life
Because my life is well balanced

Aldo Kraas
I Am Hopping To Find A Better Life

I am hopping to find a better life
That is full of hope for me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Hopping To Find So Many Solutions For My Life

I am hopping to find so many solutions for my life
But I don't know where to begin
Because I feel that I am going in circles
And I am changing my mind all the time

Aldo Kraas
I am in deep trouble today
Because I didn't
Acknowledge
My pains
And my God
So he must
Be hurt today

Aldo Kraas
I Am In Love With The Poems That I Write

I am
In love with the
Poems that I write
I am
In love with the
Food that I eat
I am
In love with the
Summer
I am in love
With the music
I am in love with
The sky at night
I am in love
With the dreams
That I have at
Night
Because they paint
That visual image
Inside of my mind

Aldo Kraas
I Am In Need Of Love And Peace

I am in need of love and peace
Right now
From anyone
That can offer it to me
And I will accept it from anyone
Because that is my request
That I am making to anyone
And I don't think that it is too much
To ask for
To tell you the truth

Aldo Kraas
I Am In Peace Hymn

God
I am in peace with you
God
I am in peace when I am walking
Outside
God
I am in peace when I am praying with you

Aldo Kraas
I Am Just A Poet And A Photographer

I am just a photographer and a poet
and I can prove to you that I am good
In that field
I wasn't born to be a singer
Every time when I sing it sounds like somebody is pulling the cat's tail
That is awful
Trust me
So please don't ask me to sing in front of everybody

Aldo Kraas
I Am Just Adding That Final Touch

I am just adding that final touch
To my poems

Aldo Kraas
I Am Just Asking

God I am just asking
When will I have peace of mind?
When will I be able to have a normal sleep?

Aldo Kraas
I Am Just Closing My Eyes Now

I am just closing my eyes now
And I will dream with you tonight
But I still want to give you my sins by tomorrow
In exchange for peace
Yes I walked so many miles yesterday
To get back home
In that cold weather
Even though it was getting dark very fast outside

Aldo Kraas
I Am Just Loving It

The sun
I am just loving it
The blue sky
I am just loving it

Aldo Kraas
I Am Keeping Pace With My Life

I am keeping pace
With my life
Every day
Because
Things are changing every day in my life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Killing That Time

I am killing that time
With my prayers
I am killing that time
With my wisdom

Aldo Kraas
I Am Learning

I am learning to love myself
And the world that surrounds my life
I am learning to give more than to take
Than to take

Aldo Kraas
I Am Learning To Live My Life

I am learning to live my life
Again
Each day
And to be honest with you
It is hard
Because I have to make decisions
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I am leaving my brain in bed
So it can have a rest
And a break from all the problems that I am having lately

Aldo Kraas
I Am Letting Go

I am letting go
Of my fears
I am letting
Go of
My anger
I am letting
Go of my depression

Aldo Kraas
I Am Like An Angel In Your Life

I am like an angel in your life
Take me in your arms

Aldo Kraas
I Am Like The Sea

I am like the sea
That is full of waves
Because I am always moving around
Fast or slow

Aldo Kraas
I Am Like The Sheep In The Wild

I am like the sheep in the wild
That loves to explore my land

Aldo Kraas
I Am Living A Nightmare

I am living a nightmare
That is hard to describe to you
Using my own words that are coming out of my mouth
And even when I hear the words coming out of my mouth
They don't seem to be right
So I am trying another method to communicate to you
Because I feel that will be better to me
Right I am writing it down in words so it can come out more clear
To you and me
I don't need to feel like a fool
In front of you
Excuse me the way I am telling you
Because it might sound to you that I am a fool

Aldo Kraas
I Am Living Every Minute Of My Life

I
Am
Living
Every
Minute
Of
My
Life
With
Doubts

Aldo Kraas
I Am Living Now In The Future

I am living now in the future
And I Don't know
What will the future brings for me
I keep wondering about that
Every single day
And sometimes I think about my future

Aldo Kraas
I Am Living The Dark Behind Now

I am living the dark
Behind now
And I am so happy
For myself
Of course

Aldo Kraas
I Am Lonely Tonight

I am lonely
Tonight
And
I miss
You
My
Angel
With
Golden
Wings

Aldo Kraas
I Am Longing To Feel Your Warm Embrace

I am longing to feel your warm embrace  
Because my body is shivering from the cold  
And God you are the only one who  
Can warm up my body right now

Aldo Kraas
I Am Looking At A Farway Distance

I am looking
At a farway distance
From where I am standing
And I see
A men walking
On the sidewalk
And that men
Is a businessman

Aldo Kraas
I Am Looking At The Baby Blue Sky

I am looking
At the
Baby blue
Sky
While
I am
Sitting
At
A bench
In the park

Aldo Kraas
I Am Looking For My Voice

I am looking for my voice
That I lost suddenly
While I was reading my poems

Aldo Kraas
I Am Looking For Someone New

I am looking for someone new to be friend with but not with a budha
And not a black person either because they are not my cup of tea
But the truth is that I can't learn anything good from a black person
And they are evil and they do evil things like break the law all the time Here at home
But what I need is a white person to be friends with that is a good Listener
And has a good heart also

Aldo Kraas
I Am Looking For Someone To Love

I am looking for someone to love
And there is only one like you baby
When I am with you the time go so fast
I see love in your eyes
Do you see it in mine?
You are a part of my life
I want to spend my life loving you
Baby
It is a wild world out there
Baby
My days are brighter when you are around

Aldo Kraas
I Am Losing My Mind

I am losing
My faith
I am losing
My sleep
Every night
I am losing my mind

Aldo Kraas
I Am Me Sonata

I am me
And what else can I say?

Aldo Kraas
I Am Measuring Song

I am measuring my level of anger
And the dial is set at 35%
I am measuring my level of sleepness
And the dial is set at 45%

Aldo Kraas
I Am Missing You

I am missing you
My Sunshine
Queen
I haven't seen you
For so long

Aldo Kraas
I Am Missing You In My Life

I am missing you in my life
I am missing you in my dreams
I am missing you in my daily prayers
I am missing you in my heart
I am missing you in the song
I am missing you in this house
I am missing you in this room

Aldo Kraas
I am missing you today
Sun
Because you give me all
The energy I need
And you are the vitamin c that my body needs

Aldo Kraas
I Am Moved By Your Words

I am moved
By your words
In that song
That you sung
Today
At the church
With the church choir

Aldo Kraas
I Am Moving On

I am movin on with my life
I am staying out of trouble in my life
I am more positive now
I go to church every sunday
I write my poems everyday
I listen to music everyday
I cook almost everyday because I have to eat
I watch the moonevery night in the sky
I try very hard to be a role model to everybody here on earth
But I know that it is hard but I can do it without any problem

Aldo Kraas
I Am Moving On Also

I don't want people
To talk about my past
With me
Because my past is over
I don't want people to laugh at my face
Because it hurts
I don't want people to think that i am
A fool
I don't want people to call me
Cry baby
Because they will be insulting me
Now
I am moving on also
And I am living the good days of my life

Aldo Kraas
I Am No Longer 15

I am no longer 15
Do you realize that?

Aldo Kraas
I Am Nobody's Darling

I am nobody's darling
Because I am not their type
And they are looking for a rich men
And I don't have what they are looking for
To be honest it is very sad how the women thinks
That money will bring happiness to their life
And the more they have the happier they will be

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not A Dommy

I am not a dommy
But I have limitations
And I think that I can be happy
Exploring my weakest areas or loving God
And learning about God's weakest areas because I think God had some weakest areas in his life also
I think I am having a little bit of a hangover so when I will Go to bed
I hope that I will get over with my hangover
And while I sleep I will be dreaming
And you will be craying in my dreams
And I will be drowning in your rive full of tears

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not A Poet Who Loves To Sin

I am not a poet who loves to sin
Because I live by the rules that I had
adopted from my parents from the time I was born

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not A Politician

I
Am
Not
A
Politician
Besides
I
Am
Not
Interested
In
That
Job

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Afraid

God
I am not afraid
To walk with you down the street
God
I am not afraid
To face you
God
I am not afraid
To ask you for help

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Alone

I am not alone at all
Because I have so many
People in my life
Right now
And I can say it is a happy life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Alone Song

I am not alone
Because I know that somebody
Will walk with me today
Whenever I walk
I am not alone
Because the sky is above my head
And if I move my head up
I will be able to have a look with my eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Breaking Up With You

I am not breaking up with you
again
Because it doesn't make sense
And the truth is that
I want to make up to you
Because I feel that it is
Important to try to work our
Relationship again
I have some feelings left for you
I don't know if you have some feelings left for me?
Please tell me
Now
Before we proceed to the next step

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Building Any Grudges Against God

My friend
To be honest
With you
I am not building any grudges
Against God
Because I love God
And I have some respect for him

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Dependent On Anybody

I am not dependent on anybody
And I never wanted to be dependent on anybody
Because I would hate that

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Dreaming Anymore

I am not dreaming anymore
At night
Because there are
Nothing left for me to dream
At the moment
And that is the truth

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Giving Up On Me

I am not giving up on me
My friend
Because I believe that I will be able to
Achieve anything that I put my mind on
It is not about the question of being lazy
It is the question about making a commitment to myself
And keeping it
Sometimes I might feel that I am slacking of
And dumping my commitment inside of the waste busket
Without realizing that I am important also
By staying connected to the outside world as well as the inside world

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Going To Hide My Face In The Sand

I am not going to hide my face in the sand
And pretend that nothing happened today in my life
Because that would be a lie
Today many exciting things took place in my life
And I was just happy to enjoy my life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Going To Hide My Face In The Sand

I am not going to hide my face in the sand
And pretend that nothing happened today in my life
Because that would be a lie
Today many exciting things took place in my life
And I was just happy to enjoy my life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Guilty And I Am Not Ashame

I am not guilty
And I am
Not ashame
To return
To my father's
House

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Invisible

I am not invisible people
I live here on earth
And I share this earth with you also

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Made Of Iron

I am not made of iron
Because I am a human being
And no other man made me except
For God

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Mr. Perfect

I am not mr. perfect
Because I am human
And everything that I do can't be perfect either
But I try to do it the best way that I can

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not New To This World

I am not new to this world
My friend

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Strong Enough To Show You My Support

I am not strong enough to show my support
To you when you need it the most
In the times that you are feeling down
Is not that I don't care about you
Maybe I am feeling a little overwhelmed
With your situation
I am sorry to say that
But that is how I am feeling about your situation

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Super

I am not super rich
But I live in a tight budget
That overwhelms me

Aldo Kraas
I am not the forgotten
One this time
Becaue
God came
Back for me
This time
I think this time he
Finally realized
That I wanted
To follow him
All the way to the see
And that is what I did
And When I got there
Me
And all the rest of the people
Waited
For him to teach us how to fish
And learn to fish

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not The One

I am not the one
Who made the planet earth
It was God
I am not the one who built your house
It was the builder

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not The Same One Without You

I am not the same one without you
Because without you I feel isolated
Even when you left my house
Late last week
During the night
And walked the dark alleys

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not There

I am not there
To look after you
Because now
You live on
Your own
And you are grown up
I think that is good
That you live on your
Own and have your place
To live
Plus you are independent
That means that you don't
Have to depend on
Anybody

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not Trying To Forget You

I am not trying to forget you
But I am helping you
Every step of the way by welcoming
You into my world
Because I know that you live in
One empty and sad world
Also I know that I can make a difference in your life
By brightening your world and your life
Every single day
So don't worry for now
Because I will take care of you
Now it is the time that you need me more than ever
And for that reason I accept you as a friend
Yes friend we have a life to live also
We can't blame ourselves for everything that we went through life

Aldo Kraas
I Am Not You

I know that you are always
Angry with people that you know
And I can only say that
I am not you
Because I can control my anger
And you can't

Aldo Kraas
I Am Nothing

I am nothing without God
I am nothing without friends
I am nothing without my computer
I am nothing without sleep
I am nothing without food

Aldo Kraas
I Am On A Mission

I am a man on a mission that God
Asked me to do for him today
Without any guaranties that it would work
And for me it was a challenge because I know that I have a way to make
It work for God, forme, and everybody else

Aldo Kraas
I Am On My Way Back Home

I am on my way back home
Before the snow storm starts
Because I heard on the radio
That the snow storm could come at any time today
And
That is the weather for today
Also
All the stores are closed already
Because of the bad weather
They are going home early also
At 3: 00 pm I boarded the bus
Thanks god I was on the bus
Because the snow storm started
It was coming down fast and hard
I knew that it would be a long ride
Home on the bus specially when the weather is bad
Like today
On a good day I get home at 6: 00 pm
Today I got home at 9: 00 pm
It was a long day

Aldo Kraas
I Am One Step Away From Death

Now that
I am one step away from death
After the paramedics had revived me
Also
After I had my mild heart attack
Even thought I got my life back
I thanked them for it
Because now I can live again
And see my friends again
Once more
But please believe
That I am not that old yet

Aldo Kraas
I Am Only Human

I am only human
And I have the right to feel
The way that I feel
Also I have the right to say what is on my mind
Because I am only human

Aldo Kraas
I Am Out Of Love

I am out of love
My heart is empty
That is why I can't give you any
Love to you
I know that you have plenty of it
To give to me
You always made me feel welcome in your home
I know that you love me very much
And I don't want to break your heart
Because I am out of love
I am not lying to you
Can we just be friends?
I think this would be much better for us
Why should we hurt each other?

Aldo Kraas
I Am Overdue

I am overdue for a good night sleep
Because I had so many sleepless night
I am overdue for a good meal
So I will have it on monday

Aldo Kraas
I Am Powerful

I am powerful with my words
Because I use them
When I am talking each day with the people
That I come across with
And the message that I am sending to the people
That I come across
Is very powerful
I am powerful with the song
That I am singing
Right now
Because it is helping
The ones that are ill
And myself also
By transforming my life around with positive thoughts

Aldo Kraas
I Am Powerfull

I am powerful with my words
Because I use them
When I am talking each day with the people
That I come across with
And the message that I am sending to the people
That I come across
Is very powerful
I am powerful with the song
That I am singing
Right now
Because it is helping
The ones that are ill
And myself also
By transforming my life around with positive thoughts

Aldo Kraas
I Am Proud

I am proud when I look at the mirror
And I see the new human being
That I became
Because
I no longer argue with the people in my everyday life
I don't engage in self destructive behavior
Because it is very bad for me
When I think about the road to hell that I was walking on
I feel relieved to know that I am on a new path
I no longer dwell on negative stuff
Because it ruins my life and myself
Today I have a good reason to celebrate
All the good things that are going on in my life:
The support of my friends
The spiritual journey
The connection between earth and the people
- I can feel my feet on the ground and I live my life in the
Present moment.

Aldo Kraas
I Am Pursuing The Dream

I am pursuing the dream
Of becoming one of
The finest poets
Here in Toronto

Aldo Kraas
I Am Ready

I am ready to live another day
I am ready to breathe a little of fresh air
I am ready to work again on my poetry
I am ready to go for a walk outside
I am ready to spend another day at home
I am ready to worship God today

Aldo Kraas
I Am Ready Song

I am ready for you
My God
Because I want you to get to know me
And I need to get to know you also
I am ready
For the breath
Of fresh air
So please give me some fresh air God
And I will thank you for it
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
I am refusing to be God's enemy
Because he helps me with my daily problems
Also he is always there for me when I need guidance

Aldo Kraas
I Am Restful

I am restful
After having a long sleep
Since last night

Aldo Kraas
I am revealing my fears
And my fears are
That I will get stuck in an elevator one day

Aldo Kraas
I Am Running For God

I am running for God today
In order to raise money for my God
To help the people who are dying in Africa
I am also passing my pledge form
To the people I see
In order to raise money for my God
To help the people of Africa

Aldo Kraas
I Am Running My Fingers Through Your Hair

I am running my fingers
Through your hair
And your hair
Feels so
Soft
Like silk

Aldo Kraas
I Am Sailing

I am sailing
I am saling
Home again
Across
The sea
Just to be with you
Stormy waters

Aldo Kraas
I Am Saluting The Sun

Today
I am saluting the sun
While I am fishing
In the ocean

Aldo Kraas
I Am Saving My Good Byes For Later

I am saving
My good byes
For later
Because
I am not ready
To part
From her

Aldo Kraas
I Am Saying Good Night To Boston In A Song

I am saying good night to
Boston in a song
Because I really love
Boston

Aldo Kraas
I Am Saying That I Will

I am saying that I will
Do for many years to come
My work in photography and poetry
Because I enjoy that work
I am saying that I will help mother Nature
To heal again
Because many people had destroyed
Mother Nature with pesticides
And now she needs to be healed again
By God and me
And once Mother nature is healed by God and me
She will
Be back to normal again

Aldo Kraas
I Am Setting You Free

I am setting you free
From abuse and poverty
I am setting you free
From the streets where all
The crimes exists

Aldo Kraas
I Am Sick Of Running Away

I am sick of running away
From the rain
And at the same time
I am beeing a fool
Because the rain
Can't hurt me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Simple Letters

I am simple letters
That people wrote for friends
But some of the letters they never read
Because it is kept inside of their desk drawers at home
Maybe the reason for the people not to open the letters
Was because they might get upset with the things that are written in the Letters
And we have to keep in mind that when we write letters that people are very sensitive

Aldo Kraas
I Am Simply Alone Most Days

I am simply alone most days
Of the week

Aldo Kraas
I Am Simply The Best

I am simply the best
When I cook for you
I am simply the best
When I make jokes about you and the people that we know

Aldo Kraas
I Am Single Out

I am single out by friends
Because I am single
And most of my friends are married
But the others have girl friends
Which I don’t have
Even If I wanted to compete with them
In Life I would never be able to
Because I am single and Nobody is really interested in a single men
Or looking for a single man

Aldo Kraas
I am sitting on the shore
With God
Because last night I tried to go to sleep
But without any success
I couldn't
And now I am glad that I am here on the shore with God
Also God took a look at me and said
Young men you look so weary to me
And so warn out at he same time
At that moment I didn't hesitated
I closed my eyes and went to sleep

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Beautiful

I am so beautiful
And that is what the Lord
Told me
Right now when I saw him
A few minutes ago
But I know that it is because
God made me the way I am
Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Beloved

I am so beloved
By the people
In my community

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Exhausted

I am so exhausted
And right now I am thinking of getting home
And getting to bed right away
Because I am feeling that I am going to colapse
I am so exhausted
And I had my dinner
At Macdonald's because it was the fastest place to get a quick bite Before I starve any longer
But I know that Macdonald's hamburger's fries and diet cokes are not Very good for me
But it was the only restaurant that I came across while walking on the Road and i didn't want to lose anymore time looking for a place to eat
And to be honest Macdonald's will do for now

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Focused On My Life

I am so focused on my life
That I am afraid to make mistakes with my life
But I know that mistakes is something that I can't always avoid
Because for one reason or the other they seem to be a part of life
Weather I like it or not

Aldo Kraas
I am so full of life
And I want to keep that way
There is no reason that I should give up the things
That I enjoy doing

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Happy Because My Soul Is Finally Alive

I am so happy
Because my soul is finally alive
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Relieved

I am so relieved that my
Chapbook is done
Right now

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Young Blues

I am so young
To know anything about love
I am so young
To know anything about sex
I am so young to know
Anything about death

Aldo Kraas
I Am Somebody That You Can Trust

I am somebody that
You can trust a 100%
Because when you send me to the store
I will bring the receipt and the change back
So that you can keep track of your spending

Aldo Kraas
I Am Sonata

I am the moon that shines at night
I am the river here that you swim in
I am the bird that flies in the sky, each day
I am the bay where boats sail
I am that beautiful flower
I am the light that shines inside your heart
I am that heart that pumps blood all over your body
And I am love.

Aldo Kraas
I Am Song

I am one of the whales
That lives in the ocean
And in that ocean
I swim back and forth
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I Am Sorry

I am sorry
For not loving nature
As much as you
I am sorry
That I can’t sing at all for you
Because my voice is not that good

Aldo Kraas
I am sorry but I need
A kiss from God
And I know that it is crazy
Because I am dying for it
Already
And I am also feeling that I need it badly
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Am Sorry Sonata

I am sorry
That our hearts are broken into pieces
But I think our master
Will come tomorrow to fix it

Aldo Kraas
I Am Speaking On My Child's Behalf

I am speaking on my child's behalf
Because she is too young to speak
And all she can do is cry

Aldo Kraas
I Am Standing By The Sea

I am standing by the sea
Watching the birds and the seagulls
Flying in the sky

Aldo Kraas
I am standing
In a river that is warm
The warm water
Of the river
Keeps my body warm
From
The coldest
Spring day

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Alive Song

I am still alive
Even after my place got flooded.
I put my green winter coat inside my portable
Washing machine

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Alive To Move Closer

I am still alive to move closer
To the ocean
So that I can hear the sound of the water
Coming from the ocean

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Fighting

I am still fighting
To get out
Of the winter blues
That sinks me into a deep
Depression
And leaves a dark cloud
Into my eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Living By The Way

You thought
I had disappeared from the world
And found dead drowned in the lake
By somebody
But I have news to you
I am still living by the way
There is nothing out there that will kill me
Or harm me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Me

I am still me
With all that worries that live with me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Song

I am still waiting
For you to wake up
My dear brother
And
There is no need
For you to rush

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Waiting

I am still waiting
For the good moments
To come so that I have
Something good to celebrate

Aldo Kraas
I Am Still Waiting For The Morning To Come

I am still waiting for the morning to come
Every two hours I look at the clock
And I finally give it up
Because I get tired of it
And I go and look out of my window
Outside it is dark and depressing
Because it is night

Aldo Kraas
I Am Taking Back My Life

I am taking back my life
And I am going to fix it
So that I can be back to square one

Aldo Kraas
I Am Talking About The Road Side

I am talking about the road side

Aldo Kraas
I Am Thankful

I am thankful that
I own my own home
I am thankful that I am not starving

Aldo Kraas
I Am That Men

I am that men
Who needs to make sense of things
When I am thinking
I am that men
That gets angry easily

Aldo Kraas
I Am That Nameless Beauty

I am that nameless beauty
That God created
Here on earth that spits fire
When is annoyed
Just like a dragon does

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Boss Of Me

I am the boss of me
And I feel that I am living in the reality
Yes my feelings and thoughts change everyday
That is because I am human
And in order for me to be human I have to have feelings
My feelings are changing every single day
And I allow changes in my life to happen everyday
Because I am the boss of me
I am not a slave of anybody
I am simply a free man
And I enjoy being a free man

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Day Dreamer

I am the day dreamer
And I love to dream all day
About the things that I don't have

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Ferry Boat

I am the ferry boat
That is always travellin across the lake
To centre Island
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Kiss To Mother Nature

I am the kiss
To Mother Nature
Because God made me
Just for mother nature

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Love Song

God
Said to all of us before
I am the love
And I will fill your life and your heart
With my pure love

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Lover That Feels The Pain

I am the lover that feels the pain
After she had left me

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Midnight Man

I am the midnight man
After 11:00 pm
I deliver the midnight hours
Every day

Aldo Kraas
I Am The One Who Dwells In The House Of The Lord

I am the one who dwells in the house of the Lord
And I will always praise you every single day
And you will let the light shine during the day
So that I can see your bright light and the beauty of the planet earth that I Live

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Same One

I am the same
One that
You knew before
I haven't changed at all

Aldo Kraas
I am the seed
That God gave to the people
Here on earth
So that they could have something to plant
In their garden
That will grow
And you are the flower that had grown into a plant
That will flower
During the whole
Summer for everybody to enjoy

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Shadow Of A Man

I am the shadow of a man

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Soul Survivor

I am the soul survivor
Because I survived the battle with my soul
That people tried so hard to kill
But also God helped me
By reviving my soul
And keeping it alive for me
But that alone is God's mission
That is now completed

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Traveler

I am the traveler
And
I traveled
Through different parts
Of the world

Aldo Kraas
I Am The Tree Song

I am the tree  
That God had planted here on earth  
So that everyone can enjoy  
I am not a young tree anymore  
I am just like an old man  
Standing here  

Aldo Kraas
I Am There To Lift You Up

I am there to lift you up
When you are sad
I am there to lift you up
When you just need somebody to talk with

Aldo Kraas
I Am Through With The Prayer

Today I am through with the prayer
Because it is late
And I already prayed enough
For today
So I am taking a break right now
I can't pray all night long
Because I need to go to sleep also

Aldo Kraas
I Am Tired Of Being Your Shoulder

I
Am
Tired
Of
Being
Your
Shoulder
That
You
Cry
On

Aldo Kraas
I Am Tired Of The Pain

I am tired of the pain
That people have cause me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Floating Above The Stars

I am floating above the stars
And I am Aldolangelo
A beautiful angel that is floating above the stars tonight

Aldo Kraas
I Am Trying To Catch The Spirit Of That Episode

I am trying to catch the spirit of that episode
That took place in my life recently

Aldo Kraas
I Am Trying To Find A Meaning To My Life

I am trying to find a meaning to my life
It is hard for me not to be bitter when
I have to deal with the unexpected
I can't forget about the unexpected things that
Faces me everyday
Taking my hopes away
Or

Aldo Kraas
I Am Unique

I am unique in my ways
Because I can speak and write two languages fluently

Aldo Kraas
I Am Waiting For Tomorrow's Dawn

I am waiting for tomorrow's dawn
Because that will be the most beautiful
Hour of the day
That I will see the dawn breaking out over the valley

Aldo Kraas
I Am Waiting Here For My Prince

The darkness
That I am living
Each day
Is killing me
Because it is taking all my energy away
And leaving me at the same time very weak

Aldo Kraas
I Am Waiting Impatiently

I am waiting impatiently
For the sun to shine
For the arrival of summer
For you to come friend
Because I am missing you

Aldo Kraas
I Am Waiting On The World To Change

I am waiting on the world to change
Because I want the people
To work hard to save it

Aldo Kraas
I am walking alone
In the dark
At the streets
At night

Aldo Kraas
I Am Watching The Clouds

I am
Watching
The
Clouds
Running
Away
From
Her
Blue
Eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Am Watching You

Little boy
I am watching you
While you sleeep
Every night
In your warm bed

Aldo Kraas
I Am Wearing My Shirt Inside Out

I am wearing my shirt
Inside out
That is because the right side is dirty
And I didn't want anybody to see that

Aldo Kraas
I Am What I Do Song

I am what I do with my life
I am the owner of my heart
I am the owner of my life
And for that reason I want to have a confortable life

Aldo Kraas
I Am With Her

I am with her
Walking down
The road
For
A walk
Towards
The beach

Aldo Kraas
I Am With You

I am with you in my dreams
I am with you in my prayers
I am with you when I am thinking about you

Aldo Kraas
I Am Without

I am without a voice
I am without love

Aldo Kraas
I Am Yesterday And You Are Today

I am yesterday
And you are today
But the reason that I am not in big demand
It is that I am yesterday
Also because I am yesterday
I don't have anything new to give to the people
And everything that I have to give
All the people already have
And you are today
Because you have to keep up
With peoples demands
Every single day
That they are living here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Am Younger Than God

I am younger than God
If you are refereeing to my age
And God was born before me

Aldo Kraas
I Am Your Face

I am your face
That is full of pinples

Aldo Kraas
I Am Your Ferry Boat

I am your
Ferry Boat
I take you
Across
The
Lake

Aldo Kraas
I Am Your Future

I am your future
So come and grab it
Because that future is full of good things for you
That can help you to move ahead in your life
With school, work, friendship, and romance

Aldo Kraas
I An Giving Praises

I am giving praises to my God
And I am also giving praises to my friends
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
I An Waiting Here For My Prince

I am waiting
Here for my prince to come
And get me out of the darkness
That I live
Because it is not the darkness that I need
To see

Aldo Kraas
I Apologize Song

I apologize to God everyday
But to the people that made me mad
No way
Because I don't need to get hurt by them

Aldo Kraas
I arrived too late to say goodbye
To him
Because he was dead already

Aldo Kraas
I Became Your Heart

I became your heart
After they had transplanted me
Inside of your body
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Been Standing In The Rain

I been standing in the rain
Waiting for you
But you never showed up

Aldo Kraas
I Believe In Pakistany People

I believe in Pakistany people
And there is something good in every pakistany people that I see
I believe in Pakistany People
Because they cross the streets of Pakistan everyday
And they have a dream about God
I believe in Pakistany people
Because the right time will come for them to worship God
I believe in Pakistany people
Because God will help them to get through the difficult times
I believe in Pakistany people
Because they believe in God the same way that I do
I believe in Pakistany people
Because they are rich inspirit but not in money
I believe in Pakistany People
Because they were created in God's image
I believe in Pakistany people
Because they are God's Children also

Aldo Kraas
I Believe In Prayer

I believe in prayer
Because a prayer
Has the power
To heal the people

Aldo Kraas
I Believe In The Miracles That You Do

I believe in the miracles that you do
Because you work in the hospital
And the job that you do in the hospital
involves saving lives

Aldo Kraas
I Believe In You

I believe in you
Because you prove to me that you are strong minded

Aldo Kraas
I Believe Sonata

I believe that he can sing
As good as me
I believe that he will be my shade
When the sun is hot
In the afternoon

Aldo Kraas
I Believe That You Can Make A Difference

I believe that you can make
A difference in somebody's life
Just by visiting them

Aldo Kraas
I Belong To The Land Of The Poets

I belong to the land
Of the poets
And every time there is an event
At the land of the poets
I participate
Because I want to share my poems with the other poets
That lives in the land of the poets
Like me also

Aldo Kraas
I Belong To The Universe

I belong to the universe
That God made for us

Aldo Kraas
I Better Find Out For Me

I better find out for me
If I will have more
Disappointments in life
Because that is enough already for me

Aldo Kraas
I Better Move On

I better move on
And get out of my bed
And get ready so that I can start my day
I better move on and go for a walk
To get some fresh air
I better move on
And pray to my God
I better move on and learn to sing
So that I can heal myself
I better move on
And meditate for a while
I better move on
And worship my God
I better move on
And go to visit my mother's grave
And put a wreath on my mothers grave

Aldo Kraas
I Bow To You

I bow to you
My God
The savior of my
Dying heart
Because you
Saved my heart
That was dying

Aldo Kraas
I Breath

I breath the smoke
Of your
Cigarette
In my nose also
And it bothers me

Aldo Kraas
I Can Almost See It

I can almost see it
From near by it looks interesting

Aldo Kraas
I Can Be A Responsible And Happy Citizen Of The World

I
Can
Be
A
Responsible
And
Happy
Citizen
Of
The
World

Aldo Kraas
I Can Be Everything You Mention

I can be everything you mention
A proud person
A friendly person
A person that are very impatience

Aldo Kraas
I Can Be That Shining Light

I can be that shining light
In your life
I can be that shining light in your heart
I can be that shining light in your bedroom

Aldo Kraas
I Can Have The Final Word

I can have the final word
In everything
I do
I can have the final word
When I say something

Aldo Kraas
I Can Hear The Sound Of Your Voice

I can hear the sound of your voice
Blowing against the wind
So peacefully

Aldo Kraas
I Can Help You

I can help you
To
Find a new place to live
I can help you
To
Make you feel at home
And more relaxed

Aldo Kraas
I Can If I Want To

I can if I want to
Write a
Poem about
Something
That is in my mind

Aldo Kraas
I can make that light shine
In your eyes
I can make you feel
That special love
That I am
Giving it to you today

Aldo Kraas
I Can Make You Happy Again

I can make you happy again
If you give me a chance
Girl
I want to show you
What happiness is
If you give me a chance

Aldo Kraas
I Can Never Thank You Enough God

I can never thank you
Enough God

Aldo Kraas
I Can Now

I can forget the past
Because the past I failed in so many ways
And the ways I failed was very bad
I used to be naive and immature back at my past
I can now look forward to live in the future
Because in the future I am more mature
And more respected by people than in the past
I can now look forward to the future because I have a positive outlook in my life

Aldo Kraas
I Can Now Song

I can forget the past
Because the past I failed in so many ways
And the ways I failed was very bad
I used to be naive and immature back at my past
I can now look forward to live in the future
Because in the future I am more mature
And more respected by people than in the past
I can now look forward to the future because I have a positive outlook in my life

Aldo Kraas
I Can Only Change Me

I can only change me
Because I am me
And nobody else
I can only offer peace to myself
And my heart
But I can't offer peace to other people
Because the peace that I got
Doesn't belong to me
It belongs to God

Aldo Kraas
I Can Promise You

I can promise you
That I will not ignore
The ones that
Are poor and homeless
That came to church
For a free
Christmas meal

Aldo Kraas
I Can Run But I Can Hide

In the wasteland
I see all the city's garbage stored there
And the things that are stored there are
Old tires, dirty diapers, old tires, furniture and toys
And everything else that I can think of

Aldo Kraas
I Can Run But I Can'T Hide

I can run as fast as I can
But I can't run away from my problems
Because when I go I take my problems with me
And I can't hide my problems

Aldo Kraas
I Can Run But I Can'T Hide Revised

In the wasteland
I see all the city's garbage stored there
And the things that are stored there are
Old tires, dirty diapers, old tires, furniture and toys
And everything else that I can think of

Aldo Kraas
I Can Say Simply

God had brought
Me 44 years ago
Into this earth
And he saw
Many changes in me
From the time I was born
And from being a baby
That was being feed
Baby food by my babysitter
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
I Can See Behind The Mask That You Wear

I can see behind the mask that you wear
All the pain that you are feeling
Because it shows in your face
And in your eyes
It lives you in tears

Aldo Kraas
I Can See It In Your Eyes Song

I can see it in your eyes
That you are tired today

Aldo Kraas
I Can Still Break Your Heart

I can still
Break your heart
Even when we love
Each other
There times when I am weak
And there are other times that I am strong

Aldo Kraas
I Can Survive

I can survive
for a couple hours without spending any money

Aldo Kraas
I Can' T Compete With God

I can't compete with God
Because God does everything better than me
Of course he is holy
And I am not
But life is indeed a competition
Even though I hate competition
Because I believe that when I compete I have to prove to God
Or to the people here at home that I am good in what I do

Aldo Kraas
I Can Work Out With God

I can work out a plan with God
That he can help me to achieve my daily goals
And that doesn't have to be painful and stressful for me

Aldo Kraas
I Cannot Speak  Unkindly About That Person

I cannot speak unkindly
About that person
Because she is not perfect
And
She has her faults
Just like me
And I am not perfect either

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Always Get What I Want

I can't always get what I want
That is the true

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Be Happy With Everything And I Feel That Is True

I can't be happy with everything and I feel that is true
Because some things are happy in my life and others are not

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Believe That It Is Love

I can't believe that it is love
That my master
Is giving to me
I must be sad
I can't feel it at all
It seems strange to me
Maybe God knows
Something about me that I don't

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Break Free

I can't break free
Because I been
Chained to a tree
And also in my
Head they put a snake
It was a dirty trick
That the teenagers
Did to me

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Control Myself

I can't control myself
When it comes to coffee
Because I drink 16 cups of coffee a day
And that is a little bit too much
But the worst thing is that I am addicted to coffee
And it works the same way when you smoke
I can't control myself
When it comes to eating
Because I always over eat

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Ease My Pain

I can't ease my pain alone
So I take some medication to get rid of my pain
And it is not working

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Fight This Feeling Anymore

I can't fight this feeling anymore
That is inside of me dying to come out

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Forget About You Anymore

I can't forget about you anymore
Because when I live alone it is not fun
And why should I live life alone?
Life wasn't meant to be lived alone
I can't forget about you anymore
Because you made my world
A better place to live
And my world wasn't that good before
I can't forget about you anymore
Because you gave me so many beautiful smiles

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Forsake

I can't forsake the music
I can't forsake about love
I can't forsake about my dreams
I can't forsake about my hopes
I can't forsake about my home
I can't forsake about my hopes
I can't forsake about my mother
I can't forsake about my freedom here at home
I can't forsake about my emotions that are running high now
I can't forsake about my health
I can't forsake about my God
I can't forsake about my sleep
I can't forsake about the cold winter
I can't forsake about my life

Aldo Kraas
I can't go on
Living my life
Without you

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Hate You Anymore

I can't hate you anymore
Because of what
God had taught me
Today
That was the
Most important
Lesson for me

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Have The Sun Today

I can't have the sun today
But where is the sun today anyway?

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Kiss That Single Star

I can't kiss that single star
Because it is in the sky
And that single star in the sky
Is out of my reach also

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Let Him Go

I can't et him go
He is a men that is weeping in the wind
He needs my help now
What can I offer to the men that is weeping in the wind?

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Live Another Day Without You

I can't live another day
Without you
I can't spend
Another day without you
Because I feel that it is not fair
That I have to be left behind
While you go away
And never bother to call me to ask
Me how I am doing
I think that you are becoming
More selfish
Each day
Or maybe you don’t understand what I am trying to tell you
Or you just don’t care about me

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Pretend That I Am Your Superman

I can pretend that I am your
Superman
Because the poor people in our community
Is starving and I need to give them a helping hand
By sharing some of my food with them
I can pretend that I am your superman
Even though we are wasting so much food
That could easily feed the entire community
And it is shame on us
Because we don't think of the others that are poor
In our communities that are starving and living
On the streets of our community

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Release You

I can't release you
And let you go
Because it is not my job
It is God's job
To release you
And let you go
Free of this pain

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Resist All The Love

I can't resist
All the love that you had given
Me each day
Every day that I look into your eyes
I want to talk and laugh
And when I talk

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Run But I Can'T HıDe

In the wasteland
I see all the city's garbage stored there
And the things that are stored there are
Old tires, dirty diapers, old tires, furniture and toys
And everything else that I can think of

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T See You But I Can Feel You

I can't see you
But I can feel your presence
Everywhere
I go
And don't you think that is crazy?

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Shut Up

I can't shut up
When I get hurt by people
That is not me
I feel that people
Would Like me to forgive
Even when I am hurt
I don't think they understand me
Very well
When I tell them that I am hurt

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Sleep Anymore

I can't sleep anymore
Because I can't take you out of my head
You also are in my thoughts every second minute of the day

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Speak For Him

I can't speak for him
Because I don't know
What he is thinking
And what he is feeling

Aldo Kraas
I can't stop looking at you God
Because you do Good things to me

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Stop Loving Jesus

I can’t stop loving Jesus
He gave me my life
He made me who I am
He gave me health
He gave me a brain to think the way I do
He gave me a meaning to my life
He died for me on the cross
He died for my sins
He always forgives me for the mistakes I do
He choose me for this work
He opens another door to my life

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Wait Any Longer

I can't wait any longer for tomorrow
I can't wait any longer for the sun to rise
And warm me all over
Because I am feeling the chills all over my body
I can't wait any longer to have some time to relax

Aldo Kraas
I Can'T Wait To Kiss The Ground

I Can't wait to kiss the ground today
Because I am a bird that been flying for two hours now
Across the sky and over the ocean
And now my time arrived to land home
Because I can't wait to kiss the ground today
And eat some old bread
That the bakers had thrown for me on the floor

Aldo Kraas
I Care Hymn

I care that people have mercy for one another
I care that people learn to live together in this planet called earth and Around the world
I care that children will be breastfeed by their mothers because that is the Food that children after birth needs
And in this breast milk are all the vitamins and minerals that the child that Was just born needs
I care that people can't read my mind and know my thoughts because only I know my thoughts and I know myself

Aldo Kraas
I Care Hymn Revised

I care that people have mercy for one another
I care that people learn to live together in this planet called earth and Around the world
I care that children will be breastfeed by their mothers because that is the Food that children after birth needs
And in this breast milk are all the vitamins and minerals that the child that Was just born needs
I care that people can't read my mind and know my thoughts because only I know my thoughts and I know myself
I care that people will judge me by my actions of donating money to Help somebody in this world because I want so bad to heal somebody's life
And I don't want to see a young child going through his illness

Aldo Kraas
I Carry Your Heart With Me God

I carry your heart with me God
Everywhere I go

Aldo Kraas
I Chained My Bycicle To The Stars

I chained my bycicle to the stars
Last night in the sky
Because it was late already
And I also wanted to get home
So badly to cook my dinner
Even though I was very hungry last night

Aldo Kraas
I Challenge You

I Challenge you
My friend
By doing things for yourself
So I am here
Just to observe you
Because I want to make sure
That you can live soon
By yourself

Aldo Kraas
I Challenge You Song

I challenge you to exercise
I challenge you to have 8 hours of sleep a day

Aldo Kraas
I Chant For Peace

I chant for peace
So the world
Can hear my pleas
For peace

Aldo Kraas
I Come Again

I come again
So that I could
Get together with you
Not for the hell of it
Because I like you
And I value your friendship

Aldo Kraas
I Come To Offer My Heart

I come to offer my heart
To my people
I come to offer my heart
To my God

Aldo Kraas
I Could Be

I could be your castle
That you could live in
I could be your king
For a day
I could be the gentle wind
That is blowing all the leaves
Of the trees away

Aldo Kraas
I Could Be Right

I could be right
Because it doesn't snow in June
I could be right
Because there are no flowers blooming in the winter
I could be right
Because there are no sign of birds in the winter
I could be right
Because now is the time to put the christmas tree down

Aldo Kraas
I Could Be Yours Song

I could be yours if you
Wanted me
Any time

Aldo Kraas
I Could Have Done Something Song

I could have done something about
My sad state
But at the same time
I am not being able to recognize the warnings that my body
Is send to me

Aldo Kraas
I Could Love You Also

Yes I could love you also
If you stayed more at home with me during the night
Yes I could love you also If you didn't brag me about my house
Yes I could love you also
If you loved me also
Yes I could love you also if you could save some of your money
Yes I could love you also if you could pray for me the same way that I Pray for you

Aldo Kraas
I Could Spend My Entire Day Here

I could spend my entire day here
In this beach
Every single day
Because it is so relaxing in this beach

Aldo Kraas
I Could Swimm In That Muddy Waters

I could swimm in that muddy waters
Because the weather is so hot
And I am wearing my swimm suit right now
Also I just want to cool of my body from the heat

Aldo Kraas
I Couldn't Open My Own Vault

In said the vault is my ohip card, social insurance card, cheques, and birth Certificate but the problem is that I couldn't open my own vault
I also lost the combination for my vault and I feel so stupid because I am Going for a job interview today at Macdonald's Restaurant because I Applied a while ago and only yesterday they call me to say that I have a job
Interview with the menager and it is already late so I need to rush out of the Door and make on time for my interview but now I don't even know if I will Make it because right now I am on the bus stop waiting for the bus already 12 minutes and the bus didn't arrived yet at my stop
But I am already sick and tired of waiting for that stupid bus that Doesn't Even arrive on time at my stop
And the worst part is that I need that job badly so that I can move to a Better and cleaner apartment that doesn't have rats running around

Aldo Kraas
I couldn't take my eyes

I remember the first time that I saw that picture hanging on the wall
I couldn't take my eyes of that picture

Aldo Kraas
I Count The Colors In His Eyes

I count the colors
In his eyes
And to be honest
I find only two colors

Aldo Kraas
I Covered Up My Lies

I covered up my lies
When I dumped it in the trah can
For the cargbage man to pick it up today
And I am sure that the trash can is heavy to lift
Because it was filled with all my lies

Aldo Kraas
I Crafted My Life

I crafted my life
13 years ago
The same way
That the sculptor
Had sculpted his sculpture

Aldo Kraas
I Crave

I crave
For the sun
I crave for sun fresh air
To help me breath
I crave for hamburger
And french fries

Aldo Kraas
I Cried For Help

I cried for help for so many days now
And I am not sure if help is on the way
Right now

Aldo Kraas
I Cry For Them

During the holocaust
So many jews
Lost their lives
And I cry for them
Still today

Aldo Kraas
I Delivered The Spring Into Your Heart

I delivered the spring into your heart
Because I thought that you needed some of my spring
Also

Aldo Kraas
I Deserve To

I deserve to soar in the sky over New york during the nigh Like eagles
I deserve to be loved by God
I deserve to love my friends
I deserve to be in love with God
I deserve to be in love with mother Nature

Aldo Kraas
I Desire

I desire to say good bye to the old me
I desire to be finally myself again
I desire to wake up and see your face
I desire to make the best of every situation
I desired to handle my life with care because it is so fragile
I desire to live a healthy life
I desire to swim in the water of Lake Ontario
I desire to find my fortune
I desire to have a vacation
I desire to have a little time for myself
I desire to have happiness in my life
I desire to tell you that I am hungry for your love God
I desire to see God’s face
I desire to look for redemption
I desire to tell you that the reason I still here is because I belong here With you God
I desire to look forward to the power of love
I desire to learn that prayer is important
I desire to understand now what I could not understand before
I desire to materialize the myth
I desire to live in the heart of those I love and not to die
I desire to tell you that please understand that I have nothing to hide From you
I desire to tell you to touch my imagination
I desire to say good bye to the past and hello to the future
I desire to walk away after a long day and it is not easy
I desire to bury my head in the pillow after a long day

Aldo Kraas
I Didn'T Mean To Ofend You

I didn't mean to offend you
And I never said to you
That you were fat
I said to the other girl
That I saw coming towards me
The other day that we were together

Aldo Kraas
I Didn't Want To Set My Foot

I didn't want to set my foot
In this strange city
But I had no choice
Because the airplane
Had landed in this city at the airport

Aldo Kraas
I Do Believe In Love

I do believe in love
I believe that love
Can heal
Broken hearts

Aldo Kraas
I Do Know

I do know
That the water is cold in the lake right now
I do know
That the sun won't come out right now
Because here is the night
We all are waiting for
I do know
That the ones who greet us with a smile
Warms our hearts
I do know
That the birds will fly away
Towards their winter destination
I do know that fire burns like hell
I do know
That water puts of the fire
I do know
That nothing can convince her that she is
On the right path
I do know that
Mother's wont let their daughters grow up to be cowgirls
I do know that
I can see some shadows
I do know that
The heat coming out of the fireplace is very warm
I do know
That you got to give with all your heart
I do know
That the things that people do may not be always perfect
I do know
That the sky will sometimes be gray
I do know
That the happiness will be found

Aldo Kraas
I Do Pray My Friends

I do pray my friends
Because I believe in prayer
And I think it is very important to pray

Aldo Kraas
I Do What I Do For God

I do what I do for God
Because I don't want to let God down
I do what I do for God
Because God rewards me
For the things that I do for him

Aldo Kraas
I Don’t Know If Song

I don’t know if I can put this off for sometime?
Maybe I can do that for a little while
I don’t know if I can decide for me?
That doesn’t sound like me for sure?
I don’t know if I can keep quiet until tomorrow?
I think that it is a very difficult question for me to answer?
Why?
Because it has to do with my anxiety level
I don’t know if my heart feels kind of empty right now?

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Believe In Distances

I don't believe in distances
That separate us
From seeing each other
I don't believe that our life could be less painful
Because we life a painful life

Aldo Kraas
I don't even know
Who you are
Anymore
Anymore
After
All
The
Springs
That
You
Had
Left
Me

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Feel Alone Anymore

I don't feel alone anymore
Because God is present in my life
Each day
And he guides me everywhere I go

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Hate You Song

I don't hate you
At all
I love you so much
And at the same time it hurts me
When people tells me that I hate you
So badly

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Have A Secret Lover

I don't have a secret lover
But I have many friends
That loves me the same way
That a lover would
And that is not a lie
Because if you want to meet some of my friends
Just come over to my house any day
And ask them

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Have To Live Anymore Hymn

I don't have to leave anymore
Because I made friends right now
I don't have to leave anymore
Because here I have the music I love
I don't have to leave anymore
Because here I have my computer
I don't have to live here anymore
Because I have so much peace in this place
I don't have to live here anymore because
The rectory I call my home now
And it feel so Good to leave with people that cares about me
I don't have to leave
And spend my days alone anymore because my friends will include Me in their lives

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Have To Live With The Lie

I don't have to live with the lie
That somebody told me
Hoping that it would make me
Feel better
And I would smile in return
I feel that I am suffocating
Being around her after she told me
The lie

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know Anything About Her Lost Innocence

I don't know anything about her lost innocence
That is because she never told me anything about her lost innocence
And I don't dare to ask her about that
At all
But if she wants to share it with me
Than I will be happy
To listen to her
When she tells me about her lost innocence
Otherwise not

Aldo Kraas
I don't know when men
And women will be extinct
From the planet earh
Exactly
But I have the feeling that
It will be at the end of the world
That will probably come any time
Soon

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know Song

I don't know when
Spring will be here
I don't know why
The winter gives me the
Winter blues
I don't know why
It is so cold inside of my condo
Because I am always cold when
I am inside of my condo
That I have to wear a sweater and long johns

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know What Else To Say To You

I don't what
Else to say
To you
My God
Besides
The
Fact
That
I am doing
Fine
My God

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know What To Expect For 2008

I don't know what to expect for 2008
Because I have to wait and see

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know What's Around The Corner

I don't know what's around the corner
That is waiting for me
But
I hope that is something
That can change my life

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know Where Are You Going?

I don't know where are you going?
Are you going to have a cat nap
On the sofa?

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know Where Life Is Going To Take Me

I don't know where life is going to take me
But I hope it is not going to take me to my grave
Because I am very younge still
And I have a life to live still
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Don'T Know Where You Stand In My Life

I don't know where youstand in my life  
Because You have different opinions about my life  
And me 

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Know Why

I don't know why but shadow seeks me
Because wherever I move my shadow moves with me
And it seems to be stuck with me

Aldo Kraas
I Don'T Know, I Just Don'T Know

I don't konw, I just don't know
If I am thinking straight
Or if I am doing the right thing

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Love You Anymore

I don't love you anymore
Girl
The reason is because
You broke my heart so many times
And now
I moved on
Because
I am in love with somebody else
And she treats me with respect and dignity

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Mind You

I don't mind you God
Because you take good care of me
I don't mind you God
Because you love me
And I love you also
I don't mind you God
Staying here at night time
To keep an eye on me

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Need Song

I don’t need a bad reputation
I don't need to cry
I don't need to starve
I don't need any luxury
Because I can’t afford it

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Need To Live In Fantasy

I don't need to live in fantasy
Because it is not real
And it is just a dream

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Need To Whisper

I don't need to whisper to my God
I don't need to whisper to my God
I don't need to whisper to my God
He is here besides me
And he is listening to what I have to say
Please let me win a little peace
Let me get out of this depression
Let me live again
Let me be myself again
It hurts me when I am not heard by others
I realize now that I can't always be the centre of attraction
Because
Others need to talk also
I shouldn't do all the talking
But I do
Even though
I bored them all with my talking
I am not perfect
You have to understand that God
There are things I need to change
I don't need any more distraction in my life
I don't need any more violence in my life
God do it for me now
Give me a good night rest
My mind is like a computer
Garbage out
Good thoughts in
There is plenty of misery in my life that you need to get rid of for me
I have to recognize the signs
I have to tell myself
I am angry
Give me peace of mind
Yes I carry the heaviest burdens on my shoulders
Somewhere I know love is waiting for me
Because I am
Holding back the tears
Imagine me being free from depression
What's going on inside my head?
I am calling for help
The sky is crying
God don't tear my clothes
God all it takes is a leap of faith
God take me to the river
I only have eyes for you God
God I am running out of lies to tell
God sugar spilled on the floor
What a mess it made
God hold me with your hand
God I need to use my imagination
God take it to the limit
I rather go blind
And not see the bad things I did
Because I am so ashamed of it God
How deep is the ocean God?
I'll be seeing you in my dreams
God in the morning the time seems to fly
It does me good
A good drink of water is all I need God
I have nobody else with me but you God
God you see my soul shining through
God I have to praise you like I should
God my friends stole the sun from my heart
God right here right now I am waiting for a miracle to come
God I need you so
My life would not be complete without you God
Oh God I need you so
That I could take my worries out of my mind
And feel free and at peace

Aldo Kraas
I Don'T Own Death

I don't own death
And I don't know when you will die
If you ask me
Because I am not God
And don't you dare to call me God
Because that is not my name
So I would like if you called me by my name

Aldo Kraas
I don't take freedom for granted
Because I know about all the sacrifices that the soldiers had to do
While fighting in the war
So that I can have freedom
That can't be bought either

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want Any Friends For Money

I don't want any friends for money
Is it so hard for you to understand it?
Because I am not lying to you
And I am telling you the truth?
Is it so hard for you to accept it?

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want Hate

I don't want hate
Because
Hate
Doesn't
Want
Me

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Be At The Edge Of That Mountain

I don't want to be at the edge
Of that mountain
At any time
Because I am afraid of falling down from
That mountain
And I don't want to look down from the top of the mountain
Where I am standing
Even though I am afraid of height

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Fight Anymore

I don't to fight anymore
I don't want to live without you anymore
I don't want to sleep without you anymore
God
I don't want to wait any longer for the miracles to arrive for me
I don't want to cry anymore
But at the same time crying is healing
And crying helps me to heal my wounds any time
Sooner

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Have That Feeling Of Guilt

I don't want to have that feeling of guilt again
Because it was a bad experience for me
That brought sadness into my life

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Leave

I don't want to leave
This earth until God
Promise me
That my hands could always touch the face of
Anyone who suffered
From any kind of illness
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Leave My Comfort Zone

I don't want to live my comfort zone
Because I feel safe in there
And I am also happy by being inside my comfort zone

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Let You Go

I don't want to let you go
Because you are the only thing that I have
Friend
But God is asking me
To let you go
And at the same time I am afraid to let you go
I know that you are not well
And I hate to see you in pain
My dear friend
I try hard to get a hold of me
But I feel at the same time that I would be lost without you
Isn't that strange?

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To Lose Him Song

I don't want to lose him again
This time
Because the last time I did
And I was so mad

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want To See You Sad

I don’t want to see you sad no more
You are kind of depress
For now I will cheer you up
I want to make you feel special like you never did before
It is so sad when I see you sad
That’s why I don’t want to see you sad
Even when you are depress you are even worst
Be happy for once
I am here
Pack all your troubles in a suitcase and put it in the locker
And don’t think of it
You can fix it another time if you need to
But happiness is all you need right now
Once you are out with me
Your depression will be over
I understand what you are going through
Nobody needs to feel sorry for nobody
It will never happen
Beside it is a fools game
Lay your hand on my shoulders
And listened to that gentle music that is playing on the radio
It is calm and soothing
You never heard it before
Me either
I don’t want to see you sad again
Get a life
Go out and meet some people

Aldo Kraas
I Don't Want You To Go Away

I don't want you to go away
Because I love you
And I want to share my love
With you
For the rest of my life

Aldo Kraas
I don't wear the label of a saint
And please don't call me a saint
Either
Because I am not a saint
A saint is perfect
I am not perfect

Aldo Kraas
I Dream

I dream with the people I love every night
And I can see them in my dreams
From far and wide
But not near
Because the images
Are being shown from far away
And not near by

Aldo Kraas
I Dream A Dream

I dream a dream
That is so beautiful
During my sleep
I dream a dream
That is full
Of love in the air

Aldo Kraas
I Dream Of A Place Song

I dream of a place
That is quiet for me to live
And in my dream I see a place
That is quiet for me to live

Aldo Kraas
I dream of spring every night
That I sleep on my bed
But spring never comes
And I wonder why it is taking so long for spring to arrive here at home
Why is that?

Aldo Kraas
I Dreamed Of You Song

I dreamed of you
Last night while I was sleeping in my bed

Aldo Kraas
I Dreamed We Fell A Part

I dreamed we fell a part
When we said good bye
After we had fought so much
That there was nothing more to do to save our relationship
Than to say good bye

Aldo Kraas
I Dreamt Of You Song

I dreamt of you
So many times before
At night

Aldo Kraas
I Even Stand Alone

I even stand alone
And my emotions God puts into a taste
Because he wants to see what are my emotions like

Aldo Kraas
I Even Thought

I even thought
That the world
Ended after you died
And left
I even thought
How strange that
My world looks gray
I even though
How ungrateful I can be sometimes

Aldo Kraas
I Face Every Trouble Everyday

I face every trouble everyday
The alarm on went of today the alarm went of
I got up and turned it of
And reset the alarm again
I don't know why but I wanted to sleep more
I face every trouble every day
When I have a craving for something different to eat
Today it was pizza
Because I didn't had it for so long
I face every trouble every day
I always walk from my house to downtown
A walk will always do me good
I face every trouble every day
Today I received God's blessings
I needed it
I face every trouble every day
I am stable now
I take my medications for depression every day
Because I can't live without it
I face every trouble every day
Depression changes my personality
And I am not the same person
It plays with my feelings
I face every trouble each day
Sometimes there are days that I don't get enough sleep
I face every trouble every day
Sometimes I wonder what is wrong with me
That I am thinking about different things
That is normal
I face every trouble every day
I am not so convinced that the world wants me to be happy
I face every trouble every day
I know that is time for me to stay out of trouble
I face every trouble every day
Sometimes my world seems to be falling down
I know I am struggling to be myself again
And to have a say in what I do
I face every trouble every day
I feel that the world has changed
And the people are not as friendly anymore like they used to be
They just ignore you totally
The world has changed not for the better but for the worst

Aldo Kraas
I Fail You

I fail you my friend
Because I promised you that I would taught you how to play soccer
But I end up doing something else instead than helping you to learn how to play
soccer and be a better soccer player in life
You have all the reason to be mad with me because I fail you and I let you down
also
So you see now that I can't even keep my word to you

Aldo Kraas
I Fear The Worst

I fear the worst
And I fear that my soul
Will die soon
Because my soul is getting
Old with me

Aldo Kraas
I Feel Empowered

I feel empowered
And strong
Because I feel more relaxed
Lately
Than before

Aldo Kraas
I Feel Hurt

You must go back to your life
I must go back to mine
Because we don't belong
Together
I am different from you
And you are different from me
I am telling you the truth
Even though you don't believe me

Aldo Kraas
I Feel Like

I feel like
Living this life that God gave me
I feel like
I want to live my life without being sick
But my sickness is my depression that is a real battle that I haven't won yet
But I have a feeling that one day I will win this battle with God's help
Because I feel like fighting this battle everyday without an end
And for me it is an endless battle but deep down In my heart I believe in My God
because God will help me to win this battle and I am not alone in This battle
because God will support me in this battle everyday
In my life
And there will be a day that I will be able to fire my psychiatrist
I feel like
Celebrating God's life after he rose today from the dead
So that he could judge the men, women, youth, and children that lives in The
planet earth
I feel like
To gave my life back to God right now at this moment
Because I dread the days when I will be 50 years old
And I alreaddy past throught the golden years
I feel like
Drinking the fresh spring water from God's waterfall today
Because I am thirsty for fresh spring water
I feel like lighting a candle in the memory of God and my mother
I feel like
Saying that life is so precious that you can't even put a price tag
Because it was God who gave us our lives
And I feel like
Saying that the greatest reward in life is to grow knowing God
I feel like worshiping you every single day

Aldo Kraas
I feel like I am in heaven when you smile
But it is sad that you only do it for me
Because you don't like to smile to other people
To other people you rather be serious
Because you want them to take you seriously

Aldo Kraas
I Feel Like Nobody Cares For Me Sometimes

I feel like nobody cares for me sometimes
My world is going to crush right now
Like a volcano that is erupting

Aldo Kraas
I Feel Like Praising My God

I feel like
Praising my God
Today
Because I am so happy
And I am full of joy
Today
Because today I am not feeling the blues
Like yesterday

Aldo Kraas
I Feel Safe

I feel safe
In a city with lights

Aldo Kraas
I Feel So Close To You Song

I feel so close to you
My God
Because you are always here
Making sense of the things that
I am telling you every single day

Aldo Kraas
I Feel That I Don'T Need To Hear Your Confessions

I don't need to hear your confessions
Because I know that your confessions are not for me
And I don't belong in then
But it belong to the person you are mad with
Or the person that you are upset with
Because I don't know that person
And it is not my business
But you know that you are in a hot seat
By having to deal with it

Aldo Kraas
I Feel That Sometimes It Is Too Much

I feel that sometimes it is enough
When there are sleepless nights in my life

Aldo Kraas
I Feel The Monster Crawling In My Face

I feel
The monster
Crawling
In my face
And
It makes me
Nervous

Aldo Kraas
I Feel The Sorrow And The Pain

I Feel
The
Sorrow
And
The
Pain
Every
Time
I
Have
To
Walk
Along
This
Path
At
Night

Aldo Kraas
I Felt In Love With The Words In Her Song

I felt in love with
The words
In her song

Aldo Kraas
I Felt The Breeze

I felt the breeze coming from the lake
And that was the perfect time
To be near the lake
Because I had walked near the lake
At that time

Aldo Kraas
I Finally Got Some Hope Back

I finally got some hope back
From God because I felt that I was lucking it
And to me that is a good sign

Aldo Kraas
I Finally Had The Chance

I finally had the chance
To meet the soccer king in
Portugal after the
Soccer game that I went
To in the
Portuguese soccer stadium
While I visited
Lisbom

Aldo Kraas
I Find

I find that the deserted house
Is very frightening to me
Because it stands there
In a neighborhood like a ghost
Ready to frightened me or anybody
Else that walks into that neighborhood
But I don't think anybody lived in that house for a long time
Or if anybody knows who lived there before
But I somehow wonder about it

Aldo Kraas
I Find Myself Saying 'Amen I'M Alive! '

I find myself saying 'Amen I'm alive! '
Every day
To God
And I feel that is right to do
At least I could say that
I am also thanking God
For giving me a life
That is something I must do
Because I want to show God
That I am grateful for that

Aldo Kraas
I Forgot Song

I forgot to pray today
That is something that I don't do very often

Aldo Kraas
I Found Heaven To Be My Paradise

I found heaven to be my paradise
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Found My True Love Again

You can see me
Standing there
On the other side of the street
Waving to you
And I am so happy
That you finally saw me
Once again
At the other side of the street
I found my true love again
And now we will be together again forever

Aldo Kraas
I Found My Voice Through Poetry

I found my voice
Through poetry
God had
Inspired me
In so many
Ways

Aldo Kraas
I Found Myself Living In This Strange World

I found myself living
In this strange world
A long time ago
Because I never imagine
That I would be a part of the
American world
Either

Aldo Kraas
I Found Peace In Her

I found peace in her
Because when
Any situation gets bad
She knows how to
Stay calm

Aldo Kraas
I Found Saints And Sinners

I found saints and sinners
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Found The Clock In My Heart

Today
I found the clock
Inside my heart
That got rusted with age

Aldo Kraas
I Found The Moon

I
Found
The
Moon
That
Guided
Me
Towards
Salvation
In
That
Beautiful
Night
Sky

Aldo Kraas
I Found Today My Best Friend

I found today my best friend
And I told him that I am on his side

Aldo Kraas
I Found You Again Song

I found you again
After so many years
And that is a good news for me

Aldo Kraas
I Found You In My Place

I found you in my place resting in the sofa
So I believe that I came home just at the right time
To cook diner for us
Because we are all hungry for diner

Aldo Kraas
I Found You Song

I found you
Today
Under the coconut tree
Sleeping
Away

Aldo Kraas
I Gave The Flag To The Widow Of A Young Soldier

I gave the flag
To the widow of a young soldier
Who had died in the
Vietnam
War
Because I wanted to honour this young soldier's life
And also for the sacrifices that he made

Aldo Kraas
I Gave You All My Life Back

I gave you all my life back God
Because
You had given it to me God
When I was born

Aldo Kraas
I gave you enough love to you
And please be happy now
Because I want to see you happy
Everyday in your life
But you are not happy at all
And I can feel that
Also I am trying to tell you that

Aldo Kraas
I Gave You Love Instead Of Death

I gave you love
Instead of death
To heal all your wounds
That are in your body
And inside of your heart

Aldo Kraas
I Gave You The Paint

I gave you
The paint
So You
Can paint
A better picture of me
In the canvas
Because
Every time
I look in the mirror
I look fat and ugly
And I believe that
You can do a better job
Because you are a better
Artist

Aldo Kraas
I Gazed Into Your Eyes

I gazed into your eyes
And they were beautiful
Because they had so much life
Inside of your eyes also

Aldo Kraas
I Get Around

I get around
Either by walking
If it is just a walk around the block
In my neighbourhood
Or I have to get around
By bus if I have to travel a long distance
Because it would be too far to walk
And also too cold to walk outside in the winter

Aldo Kraas
I Give In

I give in on my cravings
That is because I don't have the money to buy the things that I crave
Here at home
So I have to live without it
But to be honest with you it is really difficult to live without the things that I crave
because I can't get them out of my mind not for today or any other day

Aldo Kraas
I Give My Love To You

I give
My love to you
I give
Myself to you
I give my heart to you

Aldo Kraas
I Give Some Time

I give some time
So
God can get to know me
Well
And take me into his house
For the Sunday service

Aldo Kraas
I give the world permission to punish me
By allowing anybody
That thinks that I am doing the wrong things
To punish me
Because I will accept that punishment
Knowing that what I did was wrong

Aldo Kraas
I Give You Full Control

I give you
Full control
Because
You are
The creator
Of
Heaven
And
Earth

Aldo Kraas
I Give You My Love

I give you my love
I give you my prayers
I give you my heart
I give you my song
I give you my life
I give you my sky
I give you my subway tokens

Aldo Kraas
I Go For Walks

I go for walks
In the sweet summer afternoons
And I see the beautiful
Flowers in the park
They make a beautiful carpet
That is very colorful
The colors are not dull at all
They are bright and beautiful

Aldo Kraas
I Go To Sleep With You In My Dreams

I go to sleep with you
In my dreams
Every night

Aldo Kraas
I Go With You To The Sea

My God
I go with you to the sea
Everyday
And I don't like what i see in the sea
And neither you
All the fisherman are after the sharks
They cut their fins of
And they throw the sharks back in the water
They use the shark fins in soups at the restaurants
To me and God
That is a disgrace to life
And that is a cruel death to the sharks
That lives in the sea
Don't we know?

Aldo Kraas
I Got

I got friends who loves me
I go a mouth and in that mouth I put food daily
To feed myself
I got a home and my home is like my castle
I got no fancy clothes to wear because I am simple
I got no lies to tell anymore because I told them in the past
And now I am a honest men
I got God who takes care of me

Aldo Kraas
I Got A Black Magic Man

I got a black magic man
And he is a good magician
He does good magic tricks
That makes everyone speechless

Aldo Kraas
I Got A Daybreak

I got a daybreak
And I am going to
Enjoy it for once
In my life

Aldo Kraas
I got a friend in God
And yesterday I cooled mysel in Ocean
From the heat
The water was nice and refreshing
I got a friend in God
Because I know that he will always be there for me
Guiding me and walking along with me

Aldo Kraas
I Got A Hungry Heart

I got a hungry heart that is hungry for God
I got a hungry heart that is hungry for love
I got a hungry heart that is hungry for sunshine
I got a hungry heart that has a hungry wolf inside searching for food

Aldo Kraas
I Got A Little Bit Of Heaven In My Heart

I got a little bit of heaven in my heart
Now that God gave me a little bit of his heaven
To put inside of my heart
Because inside of my heart there is a blue sky
But it was looking so boring because there wasn't a heaven
And now there is finally a heaven

Aldo Kraas
I Got A Lot More From God Than You

I got a lot more from God than you
Because I worship God
And I believe in God
But you believe in God just a little bit
And you worship the devil and not God
And that is why you got very litte from God
Go ahead and admit it
But don't be shy when you admit it

Aldo Kraas
I Got Mine

I got mine mind on my poetry right now
And it is going very well thanks God
Because I am getting inspired to write every single day
And I love it to be honest with you
Also I love being a poet

Aldo Kraas
I got no island or a car to share with you
The reason is that I am a city person
And not an island person
But also I don't have a car because I don't know how to drive
So you can consider me a very boring person
And that might be true
Also you are not hurting my feelings when you tell me that

Aldo Kraas
I Got The Girl

I got the girl
That I always wanted
Thanks God
Because she is my type
And I feel that I am being very blessed
By having her

Aldo Kraas
I Got The Power

I got the power to change my life around
I got the power to improve my health

Aldo Kraas
I Got The Power From God

I got the power from God
That he had given me
To use in my life

Aldo Kraas
I Got To Come Out Of This Dark Life

I got to come out of this dark life
That I been living for a while
Because that is not so interesting anymore
And I also lost interest in living in a dark life

Aldo Kraas
I Got To Let You Go Song

I got to let you go out of my mind
I got to let you go and live your life
Because I can't hold you hostage
In here

Aldo Kraas
I Got You On My Mind

I got you on my mind God
And I wonder if you are going to bring me more of the cold days still
I got you on my mind God
And I wonder if you are going to deliver more sunny and bright days During the winter days
I got you on my mind God
But I am wonder if you are going to warm up the earth just a little bit Because it is too cold for everybody and not just me
I got you on my mind God
And I can't wait for Summer to return here at home

Aldo Kraas
I Guess That Is Why They Call Him God

He rose from the death
And came to judge every men, woman, teenager, and youth
Here on the Planeth earth
He was also nailed to the pontious pilate before he rose from the death
He gave us the gift of life
He created the Planet Earth with trees, grass, lakes, oceans, and Waterfalls
I guess that is why they call him God
He washed people's feet on the sea shore
And he baptized the people with holy water

Aldo Kraas
I Guess That Is Why We Call It Earth

I guess that is why we call it earth
Because it is so badly poluted by
Car fumes, factories, and the garbage we throw on the floor
Because we never bother to look for the garbage can
And we rather throw it on the floor
We have no respect for the earth
The worst thing is that we live on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Guess The Questions Must Come From You

I guess the questions must come from you

Aldo Kraas
I guess you can say
That I am hungry for words
That I can use in my poems

Aldo Kraas
I Had A Enough Song

I had enough
Of other people's problems
Because I heard it a million times

Aldo Kraas
I Had A Vision Of Love Song

I had a vision of love
And that love
Was given to a little child
That also got a little dog
From his mon
That he loves very much

Aldo Kraas
I Had Built A Wall Of Lies

I
Had
Built
A
Wall
Of
Lies
For
You
To
Conceive
And
The
Worst
Thing
Is
That
All
The
Lies
That
I
Had
Told you
You
Believed

Aldo Kraas
I Had Emptied My Heart

I had emptied my heart today
And I had thrown out all the things
That was taking up space inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
I Had Failed To Notice

I had failed
To notice
The snow
On the branches
Of the evergreens

Aldo Kraas
I Had Fallen With Angels

I had fallen with angels
From the sky
And a saint
That was on earth
Had grabbed us

Aldo Kraas
I Had Followed All The Callings Of My Soul Today

I had followed all the callings
Of my soul today

Aldo Kraas
I Had Found True Love

I had found true love
After I had searched
For it in
All the places that
I had visited

Aldo Kraas
I Had My Share Of Problems

I had my
Share of
Problems
I try to solve
My problems
The best
Way I can
Of course
I get
Fed up with it

Aldo Kraas
I Had Never Before

I
Had
Never
Before
Thought
That
I
Would
See
The
Sunny
Days
Again
In
My
Life

Aldo Kraas
'I Had No Fear Of What The Day Might Carry

I had
No
Fear
Of
What
The
Day
Might
Carry
Because
I
Know
That
I will
Get
Through
This
Day

Aldo Kraas
I Had That Wonderful Dream Last Night

I had that wonderful
Dream last night

Aldo Kraas
I Had To Accept

I had to accept that I had inflicted so much pain into the people that I loved now and in the past
I had to accept that I needed to accept the changes that are going on in My Life

Aldo Kraas
I Had Walked This Path A Hundred Times

I had
Walked
This
Path
A
Hundred
Times
Before
And
This
Path
I know it
Very
Well
Now

Aldo Kraas
I Hand You My Heart

I hand you my heart
So you can have it
And keep it as a keepsake
For yourself
I believe that my idea behind it is wonderful

Aldo Kraas
I Hate It When Song

I hate when
The day is over in the winter
Because the night comes
Very fast
Without warning
From God or Mother Nature

Aldo Kraas
I Hate To Be Them

I'd hate to be them
Because they are so outcasted from their lives
And their friends

Aldo Kraas
I Have A Dream Song

I have a dream
That is so vivid
Inside of my mind
I have a dream that
Is very interesting
Inside of my mind
Because the image
That is showing is so bright
That I can see it without
Even wearing my glasses

Aldo Kraas
I Have A Hungry Heart

I have a hungry heart that is hungry for God
I have a hungry heart that is hungry for love
I have a hungry heart that is hungry for sunshine
I have a hungry heart with a wolf inside
Searching for food

Aldo Kraas
I have a hungry heart that is hungry for God
I have a hungry heart that is hungry for love
I have a hungry heart that is hungry for sunshine
I got a hungry heart that has a hungry wolf inside searching for food

Aldo Kraas
I Have A Poetic Mind

I have a poetic mind
I use all my abilities
That I have to write poetry
I have a poetic mind
That just keeps going on and on
Every time I write

Aldo Kraas
I Have A Vision About Love

I have a vision about love
And my vision about love is
That can take the pain away
That you are feeling each day

Aldo Kraas
I Have Been In Love

Have I ever been in love?
Yes I have been in love with my God
Have I ever been in love?
Yes I have been in love with music
Have I ever been in love?
Yes with my poetry
Have I ever been in love?
Yes I have been in love with my home

Aldo Kraas
I Have Been Searching

I have been searching
For the last thing that
I could get from
Mother Nature
That I could use
To improve my health
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
I Have Butterflies

I have butterflies
Inside my stomach
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Have Enough Of The Cruel World

I have enough of the cruel world
Because the world is so cruel right now

Aldo Kraas
I Have Everything To Give And Nothing To Lose

I have everything to give and nothing to lose
From the world I live in

Aldo Kraas
I Have Faith In The Angel

I have faith in the angel
That he will bring me some luck today
I have faith in the angel
That he will let me sleep in today
Because it is weekend

Aldo Kraas
I Have Faith In You

I have faith in you
That you
Will never
Leave
The choice
Of your faith

Aldo Kraas
I Have Found Your Song

Now that I have found you
I am happy
Because I want to get to know you well

Aldo Kraas
I Have Had My Say

I have had my say
And I don't think they are very happy with me
But now I can ret my case

Aldo Kraas
I Have Heard The Voices Of The Devil

I have heard the voices
Of the devil
In the night
And I know that the devil is calling out for me
During the night
Because he is dying to meet me
Face to face
But I refuse to meet the devil
Face to face

Aldo Kraas
I Have Left Some Feelings For You

I have left some
Feelings for you
For a long time

Aldo Kraas
I Have Loved

I have loved God
More than anybody else
And that is true
Because I show my love to God everyday
And he sees it
Everyday
And the truth is that I am nobody's fool

Aldo Kraas
I Have Loved You All Along

I have loved you all along
And I miss you
So much
Let your sun
Shine shine through my window

Aldo Kraas
I Have My Eyes Fixed On London Song

I have my eyes fixed on London
And everywhere I go in London
I see things that I never saw anywhere else

Aldo Kraas
I Have My Moments

I have my moments
That I am tired
I have my moments
That I want to scream

Aldo Kraas
I Have No Desire

I have no desire to fight
I have no desire to see the wild fires
In the forest
I have no desire to sing
I have no desire to cry
I have no desire to walk in the rain
I have no desire to set the alarm clock

Aldo Kraas
I Have No Fear Of God Blues

I have no fear of God
Because
God is my father
And I am one of his children

Aldo Kraas
I Have No More Time

I
Have
No
More
Time
To
Play
Foolish
Games

Aldo Kraas
I Have No Need Song

I have no need
To cry anymore
I have no need
For somebody that wants to hurt
Me all the time

Aldo Kraas
I Have No Reason To Fear God

I have no reason to fear God
Because he is my father
And I am his child

Aldo Kraas
I Have No Reason To Sleep In Song

I have no reason to sleep
In today
Because if I do
I will waste another day
And I will have to take the blame for that
But for that reason I decided
Not to do it
At all

Aldo Kraas
I Have Nothing To Hide From You

I have nothing to hide from you
And I know that you have nothing to hide from me either

Aldo Kraas
I Have One Religion

I have one religion
That I am happy with

Aldo Kraas
I Have One Wish And You Have Some Hope

I have one wish
And you have some hope

Aldo Kraas
I Have Peace Song

I have peace when I sleep
Every night in my bed
I have peace when I walk outside
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
I Have Plenty To Lean On

I have plenty to lean on
But now I am working
Hard to let my face
Shine
Through the saddest people of the world
Because I can feel how sad they are
Maybe some even lost a friend
Or a dear loved one

Aldo Kraas
I Have Poetry In Me

I have poetry in me
And I believe that I was born to be a poet

Aldo Kraas
I have seen the human heart
Beat the darkness and loneliness by reaching out to God and the world
Because I know that I am never alone because people are thinking of me in the world and praying for me at the same time
My heart bleaded manytimes before but now it is finally healing slowly
Because it was cut with the sharp edge razor
But I find peace knowing that God is alive and he is love

Aldo Kraas
I Have So Many Rules Made For Me

I have so many rules made for me
That I have to follow
Day by day

Aldo Kraas
I Have So Many Smiles On Me

I have so many smiles on me
That is contagious also
Because they make people happy every time they see me
Smiling

Aldo Kraas
I Have Some Admiration For God

I have some admiration for God

Aldo Kraas
I Have Some News For You

If you think I am dead
I have news for you
I'm still alive
And
I know that some of you hate
My guts

Aldo Kraas
I Have Some Trust In Him

I have some trust in him
And his color and race
Has nothing to do with me
Because God created him

Aldo Kraas
I Have To Believe In Myself

I have to believe
In myself more often
I have faith
In the world
And I will
Show to the
World what
Is inside of me

Aldo Kraas
I have to get out of my own skin
And start living again because I deserve to live a normal life
I have to get out of my skin
And see the beautiful bright light
Because I've seen already too much darkness in my life
And I experienced too much pain already from childhood to adulthood
Yes I suffered a lot in my life and I went through bad moments also in my life

Aldo Kraas
I Have To Know  Hymn

I have to know
That there is a God
That loves me
I have to know
That there is a God
That needs me now
In his life and
And I will not walk away from him

Aldo Kraas
I Have To Laugh

I have to laugh
So I can hide
My pain
Because
I don't want
Nobody
in the world
I live in
To know
That I am in pain

Aldo Kraas
I Have To Think Of Me Now And Nobody Else

I have to think of me now
And nobody else
Because if I don't look
After my health I will be in the hospital again

Aldo Kraas
I Have Wings And I Am Not Afraid To Fly

I have wings and I am not afraid to fly
Because I want to be free
And I can't stand when people are torturing me
For heaven sake I am just a bird
Can't I live also?
Why are you throwing rocks on me?
I don't hurt anybody
I have wings and I am not afraid to fly
I am flying and I am living now this horrible place
Yes I am flying now to another world
That might be peaceful and better than this one
Can you see me flying now?
Because now I am flying very high ontop of the sky
And there nobody can harm me
Thanks God

Aldo Kraas
I have wings and I am not afraid to fly
Because I want to be free
And I can't stand when people are torturing me
For heaven sake I am just a bird
Can't I live also?
Why are you throwing rocks on me?
I don't hurt anybody
I have wings and I am not afraid to fly
I am flying and I am living now this horrible place
Yes I am flying now to another world
That might be peaceful and better than this one
Can you see me flying now?
Because now I am flying very high on top of the sky
And there nobody can harm me
Thanks God

Aldo Kraas
I Have Written Poems On Napking Song

I have written poems
On a napking
Just to have something to do
For the time that I am waiting
At the doctor's office

Aldo Kraas
I Hear The Songs Of The Waterfalls Playing On The Radio

I hear the songs
Of the waterfalls playing
On the radio
And I can believe that the
Sounds of the waterfalls are
So soft

Aldo Kraas
I Hear The Voice

I hear the voice of the people
They seem to me that they are praying
And in their prayers they are asking you for forgiveness, to remove their sins,
and to heal them
And if you are God of many names can you deliver that to them?

Aldo Kraas
I Hear Voices In My Head

I hear voices in my head
That tells me to do
The things that I don't want to do
Or be apart of it
Because
The things
That the voices in my head is telling me
To do is wrong

Aldo Kraas
I Heard So Many Times

I heard so many times
That I am out of reality
I heard so many times
That I don't have any consideration for other people
I know that I try hard to make people understand what I want from them
But the truth is they don't even understand
They tell me that they can't be on the same page
Good for them
Because if they keep up
I will tell them to get lost
I heard so many times that I don't have any sympathy for them
Maybe I don't or maybe I do

Aldo Kraas
I Heard That Boys Will Be Boys

I heard that boys will be boys
From everybody that I know
And that is true

Aldo Kraas
I Hide In My Heart

I hide in my heart
That box of chocolate
Because I want to save it
So badly for
Easter

Aldo Kraas
I Hold For You

I hold for you
My feelings inside my heart
I hold for you my laughs
I hold for you my tears

Aldo Kraas
I Hold In You Arms

I hold in your arms
Because I feel that is the right thing to do
And now I am feeling like kissing you
Because I love you
From the bottom of my heart
And it is nice that you are at my home here tonight
And also that tonight we have time for each other
But there is a real problem that I am feeling right now
And the problem is that I don’t want this night to end
But it will end in another 5 hours
And we both have to get ready to go to work again
And work like a dog
But at night we will sleep like a log all night long

Aldo Kraas
I Hold The Rainbow In My Hands

I hold the rainbow in my hands
And the colour of the rainbow
Is beautiful
Whenever it shines against the light

Aldo Kraas
I Hold You In My Arms

I hold in your arms
Because I feel that is the right thing to do
And now I am feeling like kissing you
Because I love you
From the bottom of my heart
And it is nice that you are at my home here tonight
And also that tonight we have time for each other
But there is a real problem that I am feeling right now
And the problem is that I don’t want this night to end
But it will end in another 5 hours
And we both have to get ready to go to work again
And work like a dog
But at night we will sleep like a log all night long

Aldo Kraas
I Honor You

I honor you
I know you want the best for me
Every time you go away you take that little bit with you
I honor you
I wish I could see you again
7 years ago today
You left me and took a piece of me with you
I remember you face
Love will conquer it all
Love is strong
Love is inside of us all to give
It is the fruit of life
There is no life without it

Aldo Kraas
I Hope

I hope
That somebody is hearing me
Right now
Somewhere
Because
I have a desperate need
And right now
I need some inner peace

Aldo Kraas
I Hope God Will Save Me

I hope God will save me
From my sleep apneap
Because I don't believe that I have it
I think they are trying to brainwashing me
I hope god will save me
By giving me a good night rest
Every night
I hope God will save me before I fall on a dead trap
That somebody is setting up for me

Aldo Kraas
I Hope One Day That The World Will Be At Peace

I hope one day that the world will be at peace

Aldo Kraas
I hope
That we can
Feel at peace tonight

Aldo Kraas
I Hope That You Remember Us

I hope that you remember us
From school
That was a long time ago
Don't ask me how long ago it was because I lost
The account
Do you remember how long it was?
If you do please tell me?

Aldo Kraas
I hope that you will
Always be mine God
That is what
I wish for my entire life

Aldo Kraas
I Hope That You Will Be Alright With God

I hope that you will be alright with God
And if you fall
From heaven
I hope that
The Lord will catch you in his hands
So please don't worry
Because you are in good hands
When the Lord is around

Aldo Kraas
I Invite You Into My Heart

I invite you into my heart
So that you can live in peace inside of my heart forever
I invite you into my heart
Because God lives in my heart also
I invite you into my heart
So that you can swim in that lake
That is inside of my heart
I invite you into my
So that you can get away from the violent world called earth

Aldo Kraas
I Just Call To Say I Am Sorry

I just call to say I am sorry
For hurting you
Because I just want to live
In peace
And continue
To be your
Friend
If I can

Aldo Kraas
I just called to say that I need you
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Just Cease To Exist

I just cease
To exist
When I am lost in space
With my mind

Aldo Kraas
I just don't fit in that box anymore
I don't need any body to baby sit me anymore
Nobody know who I am
But me
I can take care of myself
I am capable to do more things than anybody else imagine
I am over the border limit
That little box is not for me
I just don't fit in that little box
Other people make me feel helpless
They don't believe that I can do things on my own
I do it own my own
Sometimes it might take time but I do it anyway
Because there is nobody else to do it but me
I have to show to others that I am capable
I love my freedom
The freedom to live free
I am a people person

Aldo Kraas
I Just Don'T Have Enough

I just don't have enough
Of all the things that you have given me
And the things that I don't have enough are
Friendship, love, courage, compassion,
Trust, tai chi, sleep, peace, music, and help with my diet.
I am not laying to you god
And I am not saying that you are too cheap.
Because if i said something like that I would be hurting your feelings

Aldo Kraas
I Just Don'T Want To Lock The Door

I just don't want to lock the door
Before I get another chance
To do something else

Aldo Kraas
I Just Had Sex

I just had sex with the most beautiful in town
3 hursa sago
And she is very good in sex
She did it to me
And It didn't hurt at all
Yes I felt very excited
And loved every minute of sex

Aldo Kraas
I Just Keep Loving You

I Just keep loving you
Until the day
I die
My love
I offer to you
Every day
In
The morning
In the afternoon
In the evening

Aldo Kraas
I Just Need A Little Bit More Of Sleep Song

I just need a little bit more of sleep
I just need a little bit more of coffee
I just need a little bit more of silence
I just need a little bit more of music

Aldo Kraas
I Just Need Some Time On My Own

I just need some time on my own
To reflect on my life
And to pray

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want

I just want to sit
Next to my God and wait for the rain to stop
Before I go outside again
Because I am not planning to get wet
I just want you to hold me and lift me
In the air God
I just want you God to carry me on your wings
And take me home with you

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want One Kiss

I
Just
Want
One
Kiss
From
Somebody
And
I
Hope
That
Somebody
Can
Give
Me
One
Kiss

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want To Be

I just want to be
With somebody
That can show me
There feelings for me
And love me at the
Same time

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want To Be Me

I just want to be me
And can you allow me to be me?

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want To Be With You

I just want to be with you
Every afternoon
Remember me when I am not here
Think of me when you are lost and feel like a hot kiss
You can come on over
I will always be here for you
Many times I often pray
I always bend down on my knees and pray
If you want to do something I am always available for you
I just want to be with you no matter what

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want To Find Some Better Days

I just want to find
Some better days
So I can deliver
Some food to a sick
Child around the world
During the holiday season

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want To Fly High Enough

In your dream
I am that butterfly
And I just want to fly
High enough
In the sky
So keep on dreaming
Because it is cool
To dream

Aldo Kraas
I Just Want You Song

I just want you
The way you are

Aldo Kraas
I Just Wished I Had A Soul Mate

I just wish
I had
Wished
I had
A
Soul
Mate
To
Love
But I
Know
That
In order
For
This to
Happen
I first
Have
To
Have
One

Aldo Kraas
I Knew That You Were Dead

I knew that you were dead
And the house
Feels so empty without you
And I miss you all the time
I feel lonely without you
I don’t feel your presence
In this house
Not even your ghost

Aldo Kraas
I Know

I know
That
I have
Some fears
It is normal
For me
To have
It

Aldo Kraas
I Know He Is The One

I know he is the one who will be my friend
I know he is the one who will rescue me if I drown in the sea

Aldo Kraas
I Know Him Song

I know him for a long time
To be honest I know him better than you

Aldo Kraas
I Know How To Live

I know how to live my life without upsetting somebody
I know how to live my life without hurting somebody
I know how to live my life without having a physical fight with somebody
I know how to live my life by loving somebody

Aldo Kraas
I Know II

I know that I am not rich with a lot of money
I know that I am rich in spirit only
I know that I am not a saint
I know that I am human like everybody else
I know that I have my faults also

Aldo Kraas
I Know II Revised

I know that I am not rich with a lot of money
I know that I am rich in spirit only
I know that I am not a saint
I know that I am human like everybody else
I know that I have my faults also

Aldo Kraas
I Know Now That I Don’T Belong Here With You

I
Know
Now
That
I
Don't
Belong
With
You
Right
Here
Because
You
Have
Other
Plans
For
You
And
For
your
Life

Aldo Kraas
I Know Sonata

I know that the weather
Can't please me at all
Or maybe I expect too much
From the weather
And what I want from the weather I can't get
At all
Because I am feeling that this isn't fair at all
For me

Aldo Kraas
I Know That God Loves Me Anyway

I know that God loves me anyway
And it doesn't matter what day or time it is

Aldo Kraas
I Know That I Love You

I know that I love you
Because I can feel it in my heart
And that is the truth

Aldo Kraas
I Know That She Is Feeling Dead In The Inside

I know that she is feeling dead in the inside
But alive in the outside
And to me that is not strange

Aldo Kraas
I Know That Sometimes My Mind Is Not In A Good State

I know that sometimes my mind is not in a good state

Aldo Kraas
I Know That You Are Heart Broken

I know that you are heart broken
Because you father
Never showed at your house
So that you both could celebrate his birthday
That day

Aldo Kraas
I Know That You Hate The Rain

I know that you hate the rain
But the rain washes your soul
And takes your sins
Away

Aldo Kraas
I Know The Amazing Grace Of God

I know the amazing grace of God
And I saw all the wonderful things that God gave to the people
Everyday here on earth
Also I must say that God is a wonderful creature that the Lord
Gave to us many years ago

Aldo Kraas
I know the guardian of my soul
Very well
Because he always keeps the gates of
My soul closed
So that no strangers gets in

Aldo Kraas
I Know The Pain Of Being Sad

I know the pain of being sad
Because I had gone through it
Many times in my life

Aldo Kraas
I know the power of my life

Aldo Kraas
I Know What God Made

I know what God made
He made the moon
He made the sun
He made the earth
He made the mountains
He made the lakes
He made the grass
He made the plants
He made the trees
He made the food we eat
He made the human beings
He made the animals

Aldo Kraas
I Know What I Don'T Need

I know what I don't need
To get all upset
About something

Aldo Kraas
I Know Which Door Is Open For Me

I know which door is open for me
That I can come in and get out
And find my way to the future
I know that I fear some things
And I know that I am not the only one
Because there must be others who
Have fears just like I do
I like the things that life has to offer me

Aldo Kraas
I Lack

I lack in fame
I lack in money

Aldo Kraas
I Lack Song

I lack
When it comes to reading the bible
That is because there are two sections
And I find it to be very confusing
Also I don't have much interested in the bible
I feel that what I believe is what I believe
And that is the whole truth
I lack
In happy thoughts
Why?
Because maybe I had suffered so much in my life
Already

Aldo Kraas
I Lay To Rest In My Bed

I lay to rest in my bed
Just for a while
Because I am tired

Aldo Kraas
I learned to be happy
I need to cherish
Every minute
In life
Yes my life
Is precious
I am not like
Pablo Neruda
And I never
Wanted to
Be him
Or wished
I was him

Aldo Kraas
I Learned To Live Without Any Regrets

It took me a long time
But I learned to live without any regrets
And I am much happier now in life
Because I can live in peace also

Aldo Kraas
I Left Home To Fight In The War

Last night
I received
A call from God
And the call
Was for me
To be a soldier in the
Afghanistan war

Aldo Kraas
I Left My Heart In Dhaka

I left my heart in Dhaka
But how I am going to get my heart back from Dhaka I don’t know
Can somebody please send my heart back to me
Because I am missing my heart and now I am living with one artificial Heart

Aldo Kraas
I Let You Go Song

I let you go
To sleep in peace
Because it is getting late
And you need your sleep also

Aldo Kraas
I Lie Awake In The Middle Of The Night

I lie awake in the middle of the night
Thinking about life in general

Aldo Kraas
I Like Being White

I like being white
Because I don't have to stumble
Over dead bodies
And also I don't have to know
How many bodies are black or white

Aldo Kraas
I Like Song

I like
To have
A litte rest
I like
To sing a little
Song

Aldo Kraas
I Like To Find Out

I like to
Find out
What
Is
Missing
In my
Life

Aldo Kraas
I Like To Think

I
Like
To
Think
That
I am
Not
Naive
But
I
Am
Because
I always
Thought
That
My
Wish
Would
Come
True

Aldo Kraas
I Listen To The Beat

I listen to the beat
Of my heart today
Because my heart
Is beating soft today

Aldo Kraas
I Live A Single Life

I live a single life
Each day
Every day
I find some
Some interesting things
About me
Every day I learn something new
When I am writing poetry

Aldo Kraas
I Live For Her

I live for her
Because she is a great friend
And she needs me
Also I need her in my life
I live for her because I can trust her
I live for her
Because I know that she has a very strong personality
And I have a very strong personality also

Aldo Kraas
I Live From Day To Day

I live from day to day
Don't you try to stand on my way
And stop me from
Doing the things that I must
Do it own my own

Aldo Kraas
I Live In A Holy Place

I live in a holy place
And I am grateful for that

Aldo Kraas
I Live In Constant Fear

I live in constant fear
I think someone wants me dead
Because sometime ago
Every time I went to sleep
Some images of an old man used to poop up in my head like a movie camera
The old man had no arms and no legs in a wheel chair
The images were so vivid
It kept playing tricks with my mind
Till today I ask myself if I know anyone who looks like that
I try hard to think, but I can’t come up with anything
I am not sure who wants me dead, but I know there must be someone
Someone wants to destroy me for sure
It is an evil force that comes from Satan
I tell Satan to go away and please don’t come back
Because I need the holly spirit to enter in my heart
But Satan still playing games with me and my mind
I keep asking myself why these crazy things happen to me
I don’t know what this old man has to do with me
Is it a warning by any chance? Or a reminder to take better care of myself?

Aldo Kraas
I Live In The Promise Land

Now
I live in the promise
Land
That
Is owned by God
And I am settle
In this land

Aldo Kraas
I Live In The Real Word

I live in the real word so that I can worship my God on the weekends in His house
I live in the real world so that I can reach out to the people that I met Everyday in my life
I live in the real life by making friends that includes me in there life
I live in the real life by listening to music and writing poetry at the same Time because music and poetry are the things that are therapeutic for Me
I live in the real world serving my God

Aldo Kraas
I Live Loving You

God I live loving you
God I live trusting you

Aldo Kraas
I Live My Life With The Foot On The Ground

I live my life with the foot on the ground
And I am not afraid to walk on the ground because the ground is safe
And it is not going to crack open

Aldo Kraas
I Live On

I live on today
To forget all my regrets
That I had many years ago
I am trying hard to put my regrets
Out if my sight
Because i don't want to see them again
Never again

Aldo Kraas
I Lived In Exile

I lived in exile
A long time ago
And I hated every minute
Because the country that I lived in was communist
Also the communist had controled the internet and what you wrote in The
internet
Even though I was afraid for my life and for myself
I had to live in exile
For a long time

Aldo Kraas
I Look For God

I look for God
Everywhere I walk
Everyday
Because I am God's servant
And I want to serve him
Everyday
That I live my life
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Looked Together With Her

I looked together with her at the bright moon
And then our tears come running down from our eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Lose My Breath

I lose my breath when I see you in my dreams
That lingerie inside that drawers were you placed that potpourri
The incense lighten in that living room where you spend most of the day
I loose my breath
When I walk somewhere where there is the smell of coffee
Hot chocolate sooths me fine, because I no longer drink coffee
I loose my breath
Just thinking about tomorrow
Time is running short
Life seems to be going
How fast I don’t know?
Those roses so vivid and colorful that is lying in a vase in that night table
You just brought a little spring inside your home
Even thought spring only comes once a year
The night is very dark in the winter
The cold I feel all through my body
I loose my breath when I hear songs that remind me of our childhood
Memories that lasted until now
I loose my breath when I see our childhood pictures again and again
I say thanks god for Grandpa for taking those pictures
Those pictures are a living proof of our lives
I loose my breath
When I say the wrong things at the wrong times
Peace of insanity I need when I am having a difficult day
Christmas is not easy for someone who have lost a loved one like us
The guilt we feel
Sometimes is hard to understand and even to cope with it
When my body tells me to take a rest I must listen to it
We need to recharge our body with energy
Taking care of ourselves is a first priority in our lives
I loose my breath
Every time when I get depress
The feeling of running always comes to my mind
I ask myself why?
That is how I feel that is why
Where can I run?
Nowhere, because I can’t run away from life and problems
When there is too quiet in the house, it is time to have the radio on, so I can hear somebody singing and help to put a little happiness in my soul
A new beginning for me
A new start
My own boss
My freedom that I love so much
To move, to walk, to talk
I played my cards too well
I lay then on the table
It doesn’t work for me to be friend with a homeless person
He doesn’t have anything, and when he does he tries to buy my friendship
Friendship can’t bee bought, it has to built from scratch
Why didn’t I see it coming?
Wishes not always granted
Things I take for granted too often
That I need help from time to time
Friends I have a few good ones, I am grateful for that
I am not shy to speak my mind
I have to speak my mind
I can’t be silenced
Sometimes I procrastinate, that is because of my depression
I feel hopeless when I am in a depression
I have to force myself to do something
Writing is therapy for me
It is nice to read once again

Aldo Kraas
I lost my soul mate
And now I am here alone
Having a hard time
On deciding what to do next

Aldo Kraas
I Lost Myself

I am sorry
But when you spoke to me
I had lost myself in my daily thoughts

Aldo Kraas
I Love All The Ways

I
Love
All
The
Ways
That
You
Show
Your
Love
To
Me

Aldo Kraas
I Love Hand Outs

I love hand outs
Because they are free
When it is given to me
Either by somebody that I know or a stranger
In a supermarket or in a food bank
At the community that I live in

Aldo Kraas
I Love Him Because He Created Me

I love him
Because he
Created me
In his own Image
And his name is God
The prince of peace
In heaven and on earth
Also

Aldo Kraas
I Love Myself More Than I Love You

It is very strange
But I love myself more than I love you
And I am not trying to tell you that I hate you
Because I have nothing against you

Aldo Kraas
I Love Still Song

I love you still
For being there for me
I love you still
For bringing the peaceful night
To me

Aldo Kraas
I Love To Dream

I love to dream
Every night
When I am sleeping

Aldo Kraas
I Love To Sing The Billy Boy Blues

I love to sing the
Billy Boy
Blues
Billy Boy
You are the
A treasure to the earth
Billy Boy
You are the youngest
Cowboy of Phoenix

Aldo Kraas
I Love To Wake Up With The Sunshine

I love to wake up with the sunshine
Shining in through my bedroom
Window everyday

Aldo Kraas
I Love You More As Time Goes By God

I love you more as time goes by God
Because you know everything about me
And I know everything about you
How cool is that God?

Aldo Kraas
I Love You More Than Ever

I love you more than ever

Aldo Kraas
I Love You So Much Song

Sunshine I love you so much
Specially at
Summer because that is my favorite
Time of the year

Aldo Kraas
I Love You Still Song

I love you still
For being there for me
I love you still
For bringing the peaceful night
To me

Aldo Kraas
I Love You Sweet Heart Song

I love you sweet heart
So much

Aldo Kraas
I Love You Too

I love you too
Sunshine
I love you too
Beautiful
Flowers
That
Comes
Out
During
The
Spring
Leaving
A
Show
Of
Colors
In
Our
Gardens

Aldo Kraas
I Love You Very Much

This is the right time for me to tell you that
I love you very much
The rose of my heart you are
When you smile at me
I see that warm gentle smile
Your smile is unspeakable
But so warm and tender
I love you very much
You are all these roses of mine
I want to pick them up
And place in the vase before they die on me
They are colorful
Like my heart
I love you very much
I will always love you tenderly
On the heat of the night I smell those roses
They have a beautiful perfume
They will last a couple days or more I hope
I love you very much
Especially everything I do for you
Those things are special
I love you
In a song
In a dream
In a prayer
I love you very much
I love you us much us the rainbow in the sky
I love you like the sun loves the earth

Aldo Kraas
I Love You Very Much II

I love you very much my friend
Because you listen to me
When I need someone to talk
I love you very much my friend
Because you are just like a brother to me

Aldo Kraas
I Made It

I am very lucky today
Because I could live
Without hamburgers and french fries
And to be honest to you
That was the promise that I made to me
And I kept it for once
In my life

Aldo Kraas
I Make No Mistake

I make no mistake when I talk about my friend Mark
That is like a brother to me
I make no mistake when I tell you that I can't wait for the arrival of spring
Because we had a hard winter
I make no mistake when I talk about my family
Because they live in another country
And I live here in Canada with no family
I make no mistake to tell you when I am having a depression
So that somebody of my friends can take me to the hospital
I make no mistake when I listen to music because I love all kinds of Music
I make no mistake about poetry because poetry is my life
I make no mistake when I take my pills at 9:00 am in the night every Night

Aldo Kraas
I Make The World A Better Place

I make the world a better place
By being friendly to others

Aldo Kraas
I Might Be A Confused Person

I might be a confused person
Because when I send out a message
People are getting 3 messages instead of one
And I feel that my messages are being misunderstood
By others

Aldo Kraas
I Might Dwell With You Friend In Paradise

I might dwell with you friend in
Paradise
If you are ready to go
I am ready also
So let's go
To paradise now

Aldo Kraas
I Miss Her Very Much

I miss her very much
And she is my sister also
She is sad now because two weeks ago she got divorced
And her husband was an alcoholic
But I think now she will be better living alone again at home

Aldo Kraas
I Miss Seeing The Colors

I am missing seeing the colors in spring
Because I spend most of my time inside
But the colors of spring are
The flowers that are blooming outside at full bloom
And the trees that have all their leaves on their branches

Aldo Kraas
I Miss You Song

I miss you
God
And I know that
You will save me
Each day
God
Even when you are
Living far away
I miss you
God

Aldo Kraas
I Mourn The Dead People

I mourn the dead people
Each day
In the mourning, in the afternoon, and in the evening
Because some of the dead people
Belongs to my family

Aldo Kraas
I Must Be

I must
Be the poet
Of the people
I must write
My beautiful
Poems
Each day
I must
Read my poems
From time to time
To myself
And practice
Reading it
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I Must Be Left Alone

I must be left alone
So that I can grieve
For the lose
Of My friend's mother
It is not because I don't care for anybody
Or for myself

Aldo Kraas
I Must Be Saved

I must be saved
By God
Because I know
That I wasn't the same for a long time

Aldo Kraas
I Must Get Home Soon

I must get home soon
And go to bed
Because I am feeling very tired

Aldo Kraas
I Must Go Song

I must go and find her
Because I need her here
Beside me

Aldo Kraas
I Must Remember You

I must remember you
In my sad days
I must remember you
In my time of strife

Aldo Kraas
I Must Say That It Is Hard To Live On A Shoe String

I must say that it is hard to live
On a shoe string
Because you have to stretch your money to go further than a dollar

Aldo Kraas
I Need Your Prayers Forevermore

I need your prayers forevermore
Because today I am feeling the blues
And I am crying non stop

Aldo Kraas
I Need A Chance

I need a chance
To discover my daily Journey
Here on earth
I need a chance to get
A good night sleep
Now
I need a chance to spread my wings
And fly away like a bird in the sky
I will also fly over the mountains, the lakes, the trees, and the flowers

Aldo Kraas
I Need My Precious Sleep

I need my precious sleep
If not I will be a mess the next day
And I won't be able to function without sleep

Aldo Kraas
I Need Real Love

I need real love
From somebody
Does it have to be
From a black person?
A black person is not my cup of tea
I rather stick with a white person
Because I know that their love will be real
And I need real love

Aldo Kraas
I Need Some Variety In My Life

I need some variety in my life
In order to make my life
More interesting for me to live

Aldo Kraas
I Need Someone

I need someone to comfort me
I need someone to pray with me
I need someone to give me a hug
I need someone to sing to me

Aldo Kraas
I Need The Light In My Life

I need the light
In my life
So that it can
Improve my life
By removing the darkness
Of my life forever

Aldo Kraas
I Need Thee

I need thee every hour dear Jesus
I need the Jesus Hour dear Jesus
To bless me everyday
Because I will come to lead you in my life dear Jesus
And you will shelter me from the winter and the cold my Jesus
Because I am bagging you jesus
I need thee every hour dear jesus
To bring me peace on my life
Because it is imposible to live another hour, another day and another hour
Without you because every time the hour passes somedays it goes by so fast
and somedays it goes by so slowly
I need thee lord to be my bridge so that I can cross over to the other Side Of the sea and go and fish a large salmon for dinner so that I can Feed my family
And I know that this sea has everything that I need in order to stay in life

Aldo Kraas
I Need To Have Some Courage

I need to have some courage
To break my bad habits that I have

Aldo Kraas
I Need To Live

I need to live
My life
I need somebody
That can understand me
I need somebody
That will fill my heart with love
I need to live
My live
Without being bitter
I need to live
My life
Without fighting
But I can't
Because that would put me
Down in the dumps
And also that is not me

Aldo Kraas
I Need To Love Her One More Time

I need to love her one more time
If you allow this to happen friend
And then when I am finish with her you can have
Her for good

Aldo Kraas
I Need To Open Up

I Need to open up
And be honest with myself
And the people that I know
Because I feel that they don't know
If I am telling them the truth
When I am speaking

Aldo Kraas
I Need To Redesign My Life

I need to redesign my life
And will to it today
Because that is my priority right now

Aldo Kraas
I Need To Turn

I need to turn
And face God
And look
Into his eyes
And make sure
I have a good eye contact
With God's eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Need You And I Miss You

I need you
And I miss you
Girl
I want you
And I
Need
You
Back
Why do I
Have to
Ask for
You to come back?

Aldo Kraas
I Need You In My World

I need you in my world
Because I believe that
I can offer you something that is very special
My friendship to you

Aldo Kraas
I Need You More Than I Need Him

I need you more than I need him
Because he doesn't care about me at all
And you love me and you care so much about me
That is the difference between you and him

Aldo Kraas
I Need You More Than Ever Honey

I need you more than ever honey
In this world
Because without you in this world
I would had been lost and lonely

Aldo Kraas
I Need You Now

God
I need you now
In my life
God
Please come
And guide me each day
In my daily life

Aldo Kraas
I Need You To Be Happy

I need you to be happy
With your life each day

Aldo Kraas
I Need You To Know

I need you to know that you will always be my friend
I need you to know that is ok for you to cry when you are feeling sad
Because when you cry when you are sad you feel better later
I need you to know that God loves you the same way that I do
I need you to know that I will never be mad at you for you being mad at
Yourself for being so desorganized in your life
I need you to know that the church is always open for you
I need you to know that we have the four seasons that God made for us
I need you to know that God grows our food in the garden

Aldo Kraas
I Needed You And You Needed Me

I needed you
When I had
The morning blues
And you needed me
To talk with you
About your feelings

Aldo Kraas
I Never Knew Song

I never knew
That her heart
Had so many feelings
I never knew
That she was so talented

Aldo Kraas
I Never Took The Time

I never took the time
To read the bible
I never took the time
To learn french
Because if I had learned
French I would had to use it
Everyday with people that speaks
French

Aldo Kraas
I Never Walk Alone

I never walk
Alone in this world
God
Because
You are always walking with me

Aldo Kraas
I Never Wanted To Say Good Bye

I never wanted to say good bye
To a dying friend
Because it is a hard thing for
Me to do
But on the other hand I feel that I am
Obliged to do
Because I will never see this friend again

Aldo Kraas
I offered my life back to God
And he accepted
Even thou he gave me my life
A long time ago
I am still living that life everyday
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Often Wonder Song

I often wonder
If you have any feelings for me?
I often wonder
If you are going to be around this week?

Aldo Kraas
I Only Came Across One Word Song

I only cane across one word
That is very bad
Because I find it very offensive
And the word is retarded
I find that you wanted to hurt me when you wrotte
This letter
So that is why you used that world in that letter to describe me

Aldo Kraas
I only counted my wishes and not the dreams
That I had last night
If you are dying to know

Aldo Kraas
I Only Love You

God
I only love you
Because you gave me my life
God
I only love you
Because I know that you love me also

Aldo Kraas
I Only Speak Of Peace

I only speak of peace
Because without peace your live
Will be in a turmoil

Aldo Kraas
I Only Want Some Love

I only want some love
I don't even want to read the newspaper anymore
There are too many tragedies in life
Young man destroying themselves
Carrying drugs in there back packs
While walking in the streets
In a word with so much indifference
So many contrasts
War and hunger walks side to side with pain
Write me a song about love
Life is my only destiny
The force of the truth
Don't tell me that the world walks badly
I miss you already
I can't stay only by myself
It is necessary for me to love right
A love of any skill
I only want some love
A love that burns like fire
Even if the light in the world ends
I only want some love
The bells at the cathedrals rings high
And my need and desired to be loved never seems
To end

Aldo Kraas
I Only Wanted To Stay A While

I only wanted
To stay
A while
I don't
Want you
To think
That I
Hate you
Please
Understand
That this
Is not true

Aldo Kraas
I Owe To You The Peace Train

I owe to you the peace train
That will help you to flee from
Africa
And get you out of Africa to a better
Place to live that is safe
And away from starvation and
Aids
Beloved people
Of Africa

Aldo Kraas
I Pass This Way

I pass this way almost everyday
And I never realized
That this part of the city is very dangerous
For anybody
During the day or night

Aldo Kraas
I Pledge My Life

I pledge my life to my God
Because he understands how I am living my life
And he knows when I am loosing my cool

Aldo Kraas
I Potem Jego Bohaterzy Przybywa Po

I potem jego bohaterzy przybywa po
To my church also
To worship God

Aldo Kraas
I Praise The Endless Nights

I praise the endless nights
Every night in my dreams
Only

Aldo Kraas
I Praise You

I praise you and I thank you
For the gift of life and love
Lord

Aldo Kraas
I Pray

I pray
That someone
Is wanting for me
I pray
That if
anyone
Needs a new friend
They can come to me
I will be glad to be a friend
Of this new person

Aldo Kraas
I Pray For You

I pray for you
Lonely and sad men
You life is torn
By the alcohol
That you drink
You are desperate
To find something that
Can make you happy for a while
And the only thing that you know
That can give you
A little happiness
Is to drink
That is your choice
Lonely men
I will not tell you what to do
But I will pray for you

Aldo Kraas
I Pray II

I pray that you will have a good sleep tonight
I pray that you will be able to forgive yourself and others

Aldo Kraas
I Pretend

I pretend
To go to bed now
Because
I am sad about
The world
That I am living in

Aldo Kraas
I Promise Hymn

I promise
That I will give you a hand
With anything that you need to have done

Aldo Kraas
I promise that I will always be your friend
That I will
Always be your friend
I promise
That I will never leave you
Alone
Because I will always be here for you
I will promise
That we will spend this life together
Growing old each day

Aldo Kraas
I Promise You

I promise you
That God will take good care of you when you are ill

Aldo Kraas
I Promise You Song

I promise you
That I will love you
I promise you
That I will take good
Care of you

Aldo Kraas
I Question Why

I question why God is my father?
Because he made me
I question why the weather is hot?
Because God plan and Mother Nature delivered to us that way
I question why yesterday ended?
Because there had to be room for a new day for the next day
Or another day in my life or in our lives I should say
I questrion why deciding what to cook can be difficult?

Aldo Kraas
I Really Love Him Song

Don't you know that I really love him?
Why do I really love him?
The reason that I really love him is because he is my God

Aldo Kraas
I Receive Song

I received
That never ending love
From God
That kept me awake
During the night
And at the same time
My heart was beating
Like a drum
Non stop

Aldo Kraas
I Received Song

I received
That never ending love
From God
That kept me awake
During the night
And at the same time
My heart was beating
Like a drum
Non stop

Aldo Kraas
I Refure

I refuse drugs
I refuse to give up hope

Aldo Kraas
I Refuse

I refuse drugs
I refuse to give up hope

Aldo Kraas
I Remain In A Song Unsung

I remain in a song unsung
Because
She hides her feelings
And I will never know
What she is feeling

Aldo Kraas
I Remember Hym

I remember that I have to get back on track
To improve my sleep

Aldo Kraas
I Remember Operetta

I remember the good things in my life
And I focus on it everyday
I don't bother with the bad things of life anymore
And I don't even bring up to anyone
Because I find that it could depress me and everybody else

Aldo Kraas
I Remember Song

I remember that
Summer day
When my
Birthday arrived
It was a quiet day
To walk
And discover
The other part of the city

Aldo Kraas
I Rest My Case With You Lord

I rest my case with you
Lord
Because I can't handle my case
Lord
To be honest to you Lord
I need your help
To work in solving my case
That is overwhelming to me

Aldo Kraas
I Return

I return to where I belong
My God
Because I belong in your house

Aldo Kraas
I rise to you my God
Not my sword
Not my warriors
Not the people who are against you
But
I rise early everyday
Just to worship you
My God
And I will never forget
To say thank you
To you my God
For the things that
You have given me
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I Run To You

I run to you
My Lord
Because
You
Are back

Aldo Kraas
I Said A Prayer

I said a prayer
To the world
I said a prayer
To my friends

Aldo Kraas
I Said Enough Already

Why are you procrastinating
You asked me?
In said enough already
Because you sound very demanding

Aldo Kraas
I Said Farewell To My Earth

I said farewell to my earth
I said farewell to the people here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I said the last good bye
Yesterday
Because I knew that you were ready to die
And death arrived yesterday for you
The same moment that I came into your room
And said the last good bye to you
I also remember that my eyes were in tears
While I watched you die
In peace
In your bed

Aldo Kraas
I Sat There Song

I sat there so many nights
During the summer

Aldo Kraas
I saw all the diamonds shining in the sun
Today
Like a florescent light
That God had turned on
For me and you

Aldo Kraas
I saw All the flickering images
In my dreams
And in my dreams
The images were different from each other

Aldo Kraas
I Saw So Many Oceans

I saw so many oceans in the sky
Only in my dreams
Last night
During my sleep
And I know that in real life
We don't have oceans in the sky but clouds
Instead

Aldo Kraas
I Saw That Vivid Colors

I saw that vivid colors
In the sky
And for me they are beautiful
Because they are taking
My breath away

Aldo Kraas
I Saw That Vivid Colors

I saw that vivid colors
In the sky
And for me they are beautiful
Because they are taking
My breath away

Aldo Kraas
I Saw The Devil

I saw the devil in my dreams every night
While I slept in my bed every night
The devil annoyed me so much during the nights

Aldo Kraas
I Saw The Face Of One Person

I saw
The face
Of one person
That was full
Of happiness
For
The first
Time
And
I was glad
That
The person
That
I saw
Was happy
For the first time
In her life

Aldo Kraas
I Saw The Light

I saw the light
Shuning through
The dark
Clouds
In the sky
The weather is cold still
I am still wearing my winter clothes
I saw the light shining through
The dark clouds
I need
Spring
I need a day of sunshine

Aldo Kraas
I Saw The Love In Your Eyes

I saw the love in your eyes
For the first time today
And I swear that it is true
Because I believe that God
Gave you that love in your eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Saw The Sign

I saw the sign
That God was sending me
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Saw The Stars In Calvary

I saw the stars in calvary
Tonight
Shining above in the sky
And they lit the city
As if to say
Happy Easter

Aldo Kraas
I Saw You In The Distance

I saw you in the distance
And you walked
The opposite
Direction
From me
And you never saw me

Aldo Kraas
I Saw You In The Moonlight

I saw you in the moonlight
Witch
And you had your broom
That you had flown
From earth all the way to the moonlight
That you are now
And the shadow of you with the moonlight
Reflects here on the ground

Aldo Kraas
I Say Amore

I say amore
To the children here on the planet earth
That they live
Because I want them to know that I care about them
I say amore
To mother nature
I say amore to our lives here on earth
Because our lives here on earth are beautiful
And God also tell us that he amore us
From the bottom of his heart
And god’s amore is a pure one that he give us every single day
That we are living our lives
We say also amore back to God
Because we want him to know that we amore him also
From the bottom of our hearts

Aldo Kraas
I Say Farewell Song

I say farewell
To all my bad days
I say farewell
To my lost love
I say farewell
To the strong winds

Aldo Kraas
I Say Yes To You

I say to you yes
When you ask me for a favor
And I will do it for you
Because I want to help you
In any way I can

Aldo Kraas
I Scream

I scream because I found joy in my heart
I scream because I found hope in my life
I scream because I discover God
I scream because I been healed by God

Aldo Kraas
I See All The Fears In His Eyes

I see all the
Fears in his eyes

Aldo Kraas
I See Life For What It Is

I see life for what it is
Because there is a purpose
In our lives
And what is the purpose in our lives?

Aldo Kraas
I See My Shadow On The Path

I see my shadow
On the path
That I walk every night

Aldo Kraas
I See So Many Shades Of Black

I see so many shades of black where I go

Aldo Kraas
I see
That apple pie
Flying in the sky
Like a saucer
Will that
Apple pie
Reach
Heaven
Soon?
I wonder

Aldo Kraas
I see that
Blue see from my living room window
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
I See The Boys Of Spring

I see the boys of spring
Riding their bikes
Again
Because spring is in the air

Aldo Kraas
I See The Boys Of Summer

I see the
Boys of summer
Riding their motorcycles
Around the town
And they belong to
The hell's angels

Aldo Kraas
I see the image that the mirror is reflecting
And right away I know that the image that the mirror is sending through
The mirror is of you
That at the same time I find it to be beautiful
Because it leaves me also speechless
In no time

Aldo Kraas
I see the large
Jungle inside of my eyes
And that is amazing

Aldo Kraas
I See Who You Are

I see who you are
My God
I can't believe it
But that is you
God
The man who gave me too many chances
One after another

Aldo Kraas
I See You

I see you now
And I know that you are
So agitated
Because I can even feel it

Aldo Kraas
I See You And I Am Not Blind Yet

I see and I am not blind yet
Because my eyes are very good so far

Aldo Kraas
I See You Song

I see you
Everyday inside my eyes
I see you
Sometimes at the church
Every second weekend
I see you in my dreams
Every night
That I am sleeping
Away very fast
Like a bear

Aldo Kraas
I See Your Children

I see your
Children
In my dreams at night
I see there
Image
Reflecting
In the
Mirror
At the
Bathroom
Every time
They are
In there
Brushing
There
Tooth

Aldo Kraas
I See Your Point

I see your point
You want to go out of your way
To help somebody today
To stay warm
So the best thing that you can do
Take that person to a restaurant
And buy her a hot drink so she can stay warm
While it is cold

Aldo Kraas
I Seek

I seek for love
I seek for peace
I seek for a friend

Aldo Kraas
I Seen Better Days

I seen better days
In Toronto

Aldo Kraas
I Send All My Hate To The World

I send all my hate to the people in the world
But the truth is that my hate is contagious
And is going to spread like crazy all over the world
Also I know that I don't have enough time to say sorry
Or to be sorry about sending hate to the people all over the world
Because I know that it is just a phase that I am in
And it won't last long

Aldo Kraas
I Shall Live Knowing Him

I shall live knowing him
For what he does
To the ones
Who serves him
And worships him

Aldo Kraas
I Shall Not Care

I shall not care anymore
About the people that are lonely
I shall not care anymore
About the grey clouds in the sky
Because I am not the one that controls the weather
Here on earth
I shall not care about the ones that are talking behind my back
Because I am not there in their presence
Listening to their talk

Aldo Kraas
I Shall Not Hate People

I shall not hate people
Because hate is a horrible thing
But I will try hard to learn to love people
But I can't see anything god in people that are from other creed
But maybe because I am blind or I just can read them or understand them and I also feel that is no harm in not being able to understand Them because they might feel to me that they are very empty

Aldo Kraas
I Shoot The Devil

shoot the devil that tried to break into my house
So he could steal my stuff and take it away
But when he came in the front door I had the gun ready in my hand
And I shoot the devil with my gun
The next door people heard the shoot and call the police
Minutes latter I was charged and taken by the police station
But I spend the whole night there

Aldo Kraas
I Should

I should make some
Friends
I should know by now
Who I can trust
I should know by now
Who I can love

Aldo Kraas
I Sing Of Fish

I sing of fish
That swims
In the lake
In the streams
In a river
But in the lake
Yesterday Saturday afternoon
The sky was grey
Nobody around
Not even me
In the streams
The water overflowed
And no one around either
The sea
Was high
And had lot's of waves
The sea
Had a brutal weather

Aldo Kraas
I Smell The Sea

I smell the sea
That beautiful
Sea smell
Is so fresh
I see the sunset
In the sky
The sky
Is beautiful
And the birds
Are flying in the sky

Aldo Kraas
I spend so many seasons in the snow
That I feel that the snow became now
A part of my everyday life

Aldo Kraas
I spilled my thoughts and then my soul
On the
Atlantic Ocean
Today
The Atlantic Ocean
Washed my thoughts
Away first
Then Afterwards
The Atlantic Ocean washed my thoughts
Away

Aldo Kraas
I Spoke To A Man Today

I spoke to a man today
And he predicted
My future here
At the poemhunter

Aldo Kraas
I Spy

I spy on you my friend
I spy on my parents
I spy on God

Aldo Kraas
I Stand By Me

I stand by me
Even when I lose the courage
I stand by me
Because this time is rather difficult for me
When I have to face this difficult battle
But the good thing is that
I need to solve it
Before it gets worst

Aldo Kraas
I Stand By You

I Stand by you
When you need someone
To remind you that life is worth living
So live it everyday

Aldo Kraas
I Stand In The Mountains

I stand in the mountains
And I feel taller than the sea
That is because the sea is right below the mountains

Aldo Kraas
I Still Desire You

God I still desire you to come into my house and watch me while I sleep
God I still desire you while I will in the streets alone to keep me Company
God I still need you to bless me everyday while I perform my tasks

Aldo Kraas
I Still Song

I still need you
I still love you

Aldo Kraas
I Summoned To God

I summoned to God
For help me
To get me through
This day

Aldo Kraas
I Surrender

Lots of good memories of you I have
All the sadness that I had felt once
You removed it
By bringing me happiness
When I couldn't speak you were my voice
When I couldn't see it anymore
You gave my vision back
Again
My guilt you took away
I surrender all to you
You had given me plenty of things that I had never expected
And I never had asked for it
I am glad that I know you like my savior
Where there was darkness you brought light
You walked on water
You shared your word with your people
You fed those that were hungry
You gave water to those that were thirsty
I will lay down in your fields
And water the flowers for you
I will give it back in return what you gave to me
You send me to deliver your word to the people of this city
I know you choose me because I am the right person for it
Mother nature is stronger than me, if I tried to fight mother nature I will
Never win
Even though
Mother nature can do more damage than I ever saw

Aldo Kraas
I Swear

I swear that
I will give you my heart
God
I swear that
I will give you my love to you

Aldo Kraas
I Swear It Is True

You are away in
New York
But you are always inside my mind
And I swear it is true

Aldo Kraas
I Take Steps To Return To This Place

I
Take
Steps
To
Return
To
This
Place
That
Had
Burned
Down
Because
I
Wanted
To
See
It
For
The
Last
Time

Aldo Kraas
I Take Your Breath Away

I take your breath away
Every time I give you a bouquet of roses
I take your breath away
Every time I play the record of Luciano Pavaroti
For you

Aldo Kraas
I Thank God For His Blessings

I
Thank
God
For
His
Blessings
Every
Day

Aldo Kraas
I Thank You People

I thank you people
For standing up for me
I thank you people
For being my fan

Aldo Kraas
I Think I Know You

I think I know you from
Inside out
I think I know how you think
I may be sweet

Aldo Kraas
I Think I Left My Brains In Bed

I think I left my brains
In bed today
But my body is here
Brainless
That is what I can say
And the truth is that I am not myself today

Aldo Kraas
I Think In Another Life

I think in another life
You will appreciate
Me more

Aldo Kraas
I Think It Is Going To Be A Long Time

I think it is going to be a long time to see you again
I think it is going to be a long time to be your friend
I think it is going to be a long time for me to learn to love you
I think it is going to be a long time for me to get to know you
I think it is going to be a long time for me to let the light shine into my life
I think it is going to be a long time for me to learn to love life
I think it is going to be a long time for me to learn about the bible
I think it is going to be a long time for me to save the children on the earth
I think it is going to be a long time for me to welcome the kids into my life
I think it is going to be a long time for me to learn that I have a choice
I think it is going to be a long time for me to learn that we have the four Seasons that God made for us

Aldo Kraas
I Think She Loves You

I think she loves you
And I don't doubt that for a moment

Aldo Kraas
I Think That I Love You Song

I think that I love you sunshine
I think that I love you God
I think that I Love you Mother Nature

Aldo Kraas
I Thought

I thought
You wanted
To start living again
by making some new friends

Aldo Kraas
I Thought Hymn

I tought
That the sun would come out today
And that was what I was hopping for

Aldo Kraas
I Thought It Was Good Bye

I Thought it was good bye
When you closed your eyes last
Night
When you rested in your bed
Before dinner
I could see that something was wrong
And you frighten me
So bad

Aldo Kraas
I Thought Song

I thought that I needed new clothes
For the summer
Because the ones that I had is old
And out of style
But at the same time I feel that when I go out
I have to look presentable to the community

Aldo Kraas
I Took Your Words

I took your words
And I will not interfere with somebody else's problems
Because that is not my business at all
And I think they can deal with it just fine
Like two adults will do

Aldo Kraas
I Tried To Visualise The Scene

I tried to visualise
The scene before I got there

Aldo Kraas
I Trust

I trust my body
To do the things that I want my body to do

Aldo Kraas
I Trust In My Faith Song

I trust in my faith
Because I have faith in God
And at the same time I believe in God

Aldo Kraas
I Trust The Presence Of Myself

I trust the presence of myself around my God
I trust the presence of myself around my friends

Aldo Kraas
I Try Hard To Save My Money

I try hard to save my money
But it never works with me
Because I don't know how to save money
And when I have it I spend it
It is one of my addictions
That I have

Aldo Kraas
I Try So Hard To Do It On My Own

I try so hard to do
It on my own

Aldo Kraas
I Turn Around

I turn around
And I finally I see you again
It is wonderful to have found you again
After so many years
Now we can start loving each other again
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Turned To The Lord

I turned to the Lord
When I was down
And when I was feeling sad
And lonely
In this lonely world
Because I didn’t
Know what to do anymore

Aldo Kraas
I Use My Mind To Explore My Feelings And My Thoughts

I use my mind to explore
My feelings and my thoughts

Aldo Kraas
I will never fall in love again
With his ashes that is buried under the ground
Of the library located at college street
Because when they built that library they had buried his ashes there Because he was a poet living int Toronto
With his wife hat was a librarian
And when he died that was the proper place to bury his ashes

Aldo Kraas
I wait for tomorrow
Because it is not in vain
And I also have the feeling that tomorrow
Will be much better for me than today
Even though I am having that intuition right now
That is coming out of my head to my mouth
And saying that tomorrow I will be more relaxed
With a lot more energy to do more things than I did today

Aldo Kraas
I waited all day for
The sun to come out
But the worst thing is
That the sun never came out
And what I got from God instead
Was the snow

Aldo Kraas
I Walk

I walk outside so that I can see the light
Because there is no point for me to stay where the sun doesn't shine
Unless I want to stay cool

Aldo Kraas
I Walk Because I Need The Walk

I walk because I need to walk
And it is nice to go for walk
When the weather is good outside

Aldo Kraas
I Walk Happy Now

I walk happy now
Because I am a free man now

Aldo Kraas
I Walk Into The Sunset

I walk into the sunset
At the end of the day
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
I Walked Miles

I walked miles
To the shore
To find
Peace for myself
For once
In my life

Aldo Kraas
I Wan To Blues

I want to walk with you everyday in the streets of Riga
I want to talk with you about my life in general
I want to worship you my God every single day
I want to give thanks to you my God for giving my life and my health
I want to thank you for clothing me God
I want to thank you for watching me at night and making sure that I slept all through the nights
I want to serve you every single day

Aldo Kraas
I Wanna Go Home

I wanna go home
I am not planing
To die in here
Frozen
I wanna go home
I am waiting for the bust to come
In the bus shelter

Aldo Kraas
I Wanna Have You

I wanna have you
And your babies so that they can spend some time with us also
Because I am almost like a family to you
But I am also so close to you more than your real family is
Because your family doesn't have much contact with you than I

Aldo Kraas
I Wanna Love Somebody

I wanna love somebody
The same way that you love him
How can I do that?
Can you please tell me?

Aldo Kraas
I Want

I want some peace and quiet
So I can go to sleep
This night
I want some of the stars to fall down
Right on my bed
And shine on the dark

Aldo Kraas
I Want A Peaceful World

I want a peaceful world more than anything
Because life is so precious and I believe that they are killing our world
With this war because nothing good comes out of the war
Only death, anger, nightmares and so on.
Why can't they accept peace I mean our neighbours that live in the Borders
What the world peace means?

Aldo Kraas
I Want Back My Life Song

I want back my life
So bad
Because I want to live
And be free
I want back my life
So bad
Because I want to live a simple life

Aldo Kraas
I Want Freedom

I want freedom in this world
I want freedom in my life
I want freedom in speech

Aldo Kraas
I Want II

I want to kiss the rain away
That is my desire right now
Because I am walking outside
At the present moment
During the day
To be honest I don't see
Anybody else
Walking outside during the day
Maybe it is very wet
For them
And I don't blame them

Aldo Kraas
I Want Out Of This Dark Hole That I Am Living In

I want out of
This dark
Hole
That
I had
Been
Living
In
For
A
long
Time
Yes
I saved
Some
Money
For
A
New place

Aldo Kraas
I Want So Much More

I want so much more
Than I can have in my life
And that is not a joke
Because I don't joke about things like that

Aldo Kraas
I Want Sonata

I want to breathe the fresh air
I want to sing my heart out
I want to speak the truth but only the truth
I want to swim in the dead sea
I want a taste of heaven
Chocolate

Aldo Kraas
I Want The Best Things In Life

I want the best things in life
For the people that are starving in this world
And that is my wish
For the people that are starving in this world

Aldo Kraas
I want the world
And I want it now
Because I am having an illusion about the world
I want the world and I want it now
Also I know that the world is not like it seems to be
I want the world and I want it now
Even if it is not perfect

Aldo Kraas
I Want This For You Song

I want this for you
So bad
That I even asked God
To give you
No that is not Insane
And please don't tell me that I am insane
Because I mean it well
And don't take it on the wrong side
You might be mad that I am interfering in your private business
But you know how I am
I love to help others
And I decided that it was time to help you
Now

Aldo Kraas
I Want To

I want to feel welcome in this world
I want to take care of my health
I want to live in peace with myself and God

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Be Around

I want to be around
And knock at your front door
Because I want to pay a visit to you
I want to be around
To lift you up
When you are feeling down

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Be Brave

I want to be brave
So I try not to cry in front of everybody
Because that would upset everybody

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Be Free

I want to be free
From the violence
That I see everywhere
I want to be free
I don't want to fight anymore

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Be In Your Wonderland

I want to be in your wonderland
So that I can kiss the sky
And let the sky kiss me back

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Be Myself

I want to be myself
I am happy
Being me
It is not
A lie
That I am telling
Myself
And you

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Be The One

I want to be the one to pray for the people here at home
I want to be the one to pray for the rest of the world
I want to be the one to sing a love song to Jesus
I want to be the one to follow God's footprints in the sand
I want to be the one to drive God's boat on the shore
I want to be the one to kiss God

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Come Back To You

I want to come back to you
But first you have to allow me
To come back to you
And do you think that we can put a bandaid
In our hearts where there is a cut?
Because the bandaid will help to heal the cut
Faster and it will prevent it from getting infected
Right away

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Cry But No More Tears Are Flowing

i want to cry but no more tears are flowing  
So the next day  
The sun came up  
And brought happiness in my life  
On that day  
I learned to appreciate  
The beautiful things that are here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Fill The World With Love Songs

I want to fill the world with love songs
And what's wrong with that?

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Give You Lullaby

I want to give you
A peaceful night
So that you can have a good rest
Because right now you need it
My little baby

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Go Over There

I want to go over there
Where my friends are
Because I want
To spend some time with them
God
And please don't worry
Because I will not have
A beer or wine with them
And to be honest with you
I don't drink beer or wine
Because the smell of beer and
Wine reminds me of hospital

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Have Song

I want to have
A good night sleep
Each day
I want to have
Some peace in my life

Aldo Kraas
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I Want To Help You So Bad

I want to help you so bad
To ease your pain
That pain you feel inside
And if you think about it you will get upset even more
And won’t do anything
I want to help you so bad
To make you feel special
To try and bring the family closer
To unite the family
We both see eye to eye
I want to help you so bad
Also to make you understand that
The way you make your bed that’s the way you sleep in it
I want to help you so bad
In helping you to put the bad thoughts out of your head
Do me a favor could you please put than in the shelves and never look At it again?
Yes it breaks your heart to pieces
Our family is so small
There is only you and me
I want to help you so bad
To give you strength
To give you my support that you need
I want to help you so bad
Because I don’t want you to live a lonely life
I feel more than sorry that our old brother doesn’t want you around and He shut
the door on you
But I do keep my door open for you
To tell you the truth he doesn’t fit in our shoes neither we fit in his
We are three different people
It gives me and you a good feeling that God is around
Giving us the love and the strength we need
Crying won’t help you now
I want to help you so bad
Because I believe in the better way
To learn to get along with people
By not being so hostile
And if one day you must go some place
I will be here waiting for you
I want to help you so bad
I hope your bad dreams are faded
You shall not walk alone
Because God is there with you
I want to help you so bad
When you feel helpless
I will be there to give you a lift

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Jump In To Heaven

I want to jump in to heaven
But the truth is that heaven is out of reach
Maybe God mad the heaven only for the dead people
And earth for the living people
So we could live separate
Since we don't get along with our neighbors

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Know Song

I want to know the face of defeat
I want to see the face of God one more time
I want to live in this earth everyday
Because I was born to live here on the earth
I want to know what love is
I want to reach out to the sky
I want to reach out to the people here on earth
And to prove to people that God exists
I want to be free and to live free
I want to breath this fresh air that God gave to me
I want to write a message of hope in the sky
I want to face life but not alone
I want to put out the fires in the forest

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Know What Compassion Is

I want to know what compassion is
Can you please tell me?
Is compassion a feeling of deep sympathy and sorrow for another
Who is stricken by misfortune?

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Know What Hate Is

I want to know what hate is
I want you to show me
I want to know what hate is
I want you to tell me
Even if it breaks my heart

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Laugh Together With God

I want to laugh together with God
So I can teach the people here on earth how
To laugh
Laugh takes away the sadness that is in our hearts

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Live Forever In This Land

I want to live forever
In this land
Because I feel that
I am contributing something towards this land
That can be mine
And at the same time I will get a reward
From Mother Nature
And God also

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Live Righteously

I
Want
To
Live
Righteously
With
My
God
And
I
Will
Keep
This
Promise
To
Me
And
God

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Love

I want to love
The world that I live in
I want to love
The people that are helping me
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Make It Clear

I want to make it clear
That I don't hate my God
But I love him form the bottom of my heart
I want to make clear
That I am not an atheism
I want to make clear
That God is a men
And not a women that many people call him
I want to make clear
That was God that made me
And placed me here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Say That I Love You

I want to say that I love you
In so many ways
I want to say that I love you
Because you are mine forever
I want to say that I love you
And that I know that you are the apple of my eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Say That I Love You Song

I want to say that I love you
In so many ways
I want to say that I love you
Because you are mine forever
I want to say that I love you
And that I know that you are the apple of my eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Share With You

I want to share with you
My love
I want to share with you
My happiness

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Stay Alive

I want to stay alive
For many years to come

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Tell You How Much

I want to tell you
How much I changed
Over the years
Since I last saw you
When I was
On the hardest journey of my life
Even though I know that sometimes
The changes were not complete
Maybe because I was not always ready for them

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Touch

I want to touch you
And never let
You go out of
My sight
My beloved
Banana tree

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Trust Again Song

I want to trust again
The people in the world

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Try

I want to try
To improve myself steem
Because it is very low now
I want to try
To get rid of my depression
Right now
Because it wears me out vey fast
By taking my energy

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Wake Up In The Dark

I want to wake up in the dark
In my bed
During the middle of the night
Hopping that you
Are lying down next to me in bed
Because just the tough of you
Lying next to me and snoring
Is wonderful
Because when you snore
I know that you are sleeping tight
And also I ban hear the sound of your
Deep breathing
To be honest with you
When you snore it doesn't bother me
And you don't have to be too concerned
About waking me up with your snoring

Aldo Kraas
I Want To Walk Like Friends Do

I want to walk like friends do
I want to sing like friends do
I want to pray like friends do
I want to sleep like friends do
I want to talk like friends do
I want to eat like friends do
I want to die like friends do
Because sometimes I am pessimist
And I end up paying for it in life

Aldo Kraas
I Want You

I just want you to be yourself tonight
And let all the wories out of your mine
For once
My dear friend
If you care for me

Aldo Kraas
I Want You Forever Sonata

I want you forever God
Because you
Keep me alive everyday
During the night and day

Aldo Kraas
I Want You Ii

I want you to sing to me
I want you to pray with me
I want you to kiss me
I want you to lay by my side in bed

Aldo Kraas
I Want You Song

I want you to be happy
For once in your life
Because you don't need
To be miserable all the time
And
Please think about it

Aldo Kraas
I Want You Theme

I want you to need me in your life
I want you to love me
I want you to give me some clouds in the blue sky today
I want you to kiss me like you never have before

Aldo Kraas
I Want You To Go

I want you to go
To church
So you can help
The people
At the soup
Kitchen
That is located
Inside the church

Aldo Kraas
I Want You To Have All Of The Fame

I
Want
You
To
Have
All
Of
The
Fame
Sir

Aldo Kraas
I Want You To Know Song

I want you to know
That I know that
You need me
In your life
Because you don't
have anybody to help you

Aldo Kraas
I Wanted

I wanted some love from God
I wanted a God night sleep
I wanted a smile on my face
So that The other people can see that I am happy also

Aldo Kraas
I Wanted To Have A New Hair Style

I went to the barber this morning
To get a hair cut
Because my hair was too long
And I had decided
That I wanted to have a new hair style
I know it seems a little crazy
Maybe I lost my mind
Or I got a little carried away

Aldo Kraas
I Was A Man That Was Made For The Earth By God

I was a man that was
Made for the earth
By God

Aldo Kraas
I Was Afraid To Lose You

I was afraid to lose you
My best friend
And
I know that we have problems
In our daily lives

Aldo Kraas
I was born in Pakistan
But in the back sit of the taxi my mother was sitting while the cab driver was driving my mother to the hospital
But due to heavy traffic in the road and at the same time bumper to bumper
My mother water broke and my mother screamed to the taxi driver in Hindu stop the cab I am about to give birth
He told her that the same thing hapened to a women that took his taxi last night and that he delivered a baby last night
So by now he had the experience in delivering babies
And I came slowly out of my mothers womb and at 6:35 pm indian time I was born and enter the world at 6:45 pm
Right away my mother breastfeed me in the back of the taxi
And the taxi driver asked her what she was gint to name the child just for curiosity in himdu
She said I love the name Pakistan and my child will be called Paky Ghafor
And the taxi driver said in hindu that is funny because my name is Paky Also and my mother said in hindu what a coincidence

Aldo Kraas
I Was Born To Give

I was born to give
Some friendship to others
I was born to bring
Laughter to others
I was born to give some
Support to others

Aldo Kraas
I Was Born To Live

I was born to
live a happy
Life here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Was Born To Scream At People

I was born to scream at people
And when I do I get some satisfaction
And I also feel good
because I tell them that they are my servant
And that they are paid by me

Aldo Kraas
I Was Happy To Be Free

I was happy to be free
From this dark shadow

Aldo Kraas
I Was Just Doing What I Had To Do

I was just doing
What I had to do
And nothing will stop
Me from doing it

Aldo Kraas
I Was Let Down Once Again

I was let down once again
By God
I was hopping to have
A blue clear sky
But what God gave me instead
Was a cloudy sky
Maybe there is a reason for it
And the reason is that God is trying to
Tell me
That he is tired of seeing me unhappy

Aldo Kraas
I Was Lost Before But Now I Was Found

I was lost in the sea
Sailing on my ship
During the bad storm
In the sea
For so many days
That I became even scared
And frightened of the sea
But now I was found by God

Aldo Kraas
I Was Not Made For This World

I was not made for this world
Because I am kind
And I am living in the world that is not
And at the same time I find that the people in this world are not kind
At all

Aldo Kraas
I Was Praying For My God

I was praying for my God
The other day

Aldo Kraas
I was told not to go there
Where the lady that was my friend is living
And I say to him that I wasn't going there never again
because the area is so dangerous where she lives
But I also made that promise to me
You see that lady is not the same anymore
Because she is sick and she lost her mind
To be honest to you yesterday it was my last time there

Aldo Kraas
I Was Waiting

I was waiting for the sun to rise
I was waiting for a miracle from God
Which never happened today
Why?
Maybe it wasn't meant to be
I was waiting for a friend to come
And comfort me
But no one showed up
Isn't that somehow strange?

Aldo Kraas
I Was Wrong

Was I wrong to choose my friends?
Was I wrong to keep the friends that cares about me?
Was I wrong to have my bed time every night?
Was I wrong to have a cold meal on a hot day?
Was I wrong to blame somebody else for my mistakes?

Aldo Kraas
I watch you look at me while I am working in the food bank
Sorting the food into different boxes so that it can be given to the poor people here at home

Aldo Kraas
I Went Outside

I went outside
To get some fresh air
For a moment

Aldo Kraas
I Went Outside Song

I went outside
To get some fresh air
For a moment

Aldo Kraas
I Will

I will rule your dreams
But not your world

Aldo Kraas
I Will Abide You My God

I will abide you my God
And from this god hour I will never leave you
But Got I will never forake you in my life
And I know that you will never forsake me in your life also
But keep my soul as thine, calm and divine
As some rear perfume in a vase of clay
And let the rear perfume all through the air inside of my home
So that people can smell it with their noses
Like I can with mine
I will abide you my God
And I will let you wash my heart and make it whiter than snow

Aldo Kraas
I Will Abide You My God Revised

I will abide you my God
And from this god hour I will never leave you
But Got I will never forsake you in my life
And I know that you will never forsake me in your life also
But keep my soul as thine, calm and divine
As some rear perfume in a vase of clay
And let the rear perfume all through the air inside of my home
So that people can smell it with their noses
Like I can with mine
I will abide you my God
And I will let you wash my heart and make it whiter than snow

Aldo Kraas
I Will Abide You My Lord

I will abide you my God
And from this god hour I will never leave you
But Got I will never forake you in my life
And I know that you will never forsake me in your life also
But keep my soul as thine, calm and divine
As some rear perfume in a vase of clay
And let the rear perfume all through the air inside of my home
So that people can smell it with their noses
Like I can with mine
I will abide you my God
And I will let you wash my heart and make it whiter than snow

Aldo Kraas
I Will Also Pay Tribute To My Friends

I will also pay tribute to my friends
After all they have done for me
In each of the journey’s of my life
That I have walked
Some of the journey’s have been tough
Others have been easy for me
But without my friends all the journey’s
Would never have ended
So what keeps me here now?
My friends that surround me
In this place
My friends have nurtured me and comforted me
In good times and bad times

Aldo Kraas
I Will Always Be Kind To Myself

I will always be kind to myself
By saying nice things to myself

Aldo Kraas
I Will Always Love You Just Like That

My
Dear
God
I
Will
Always
Love
You
Just
Like
That

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Like The Stars Shining In Your Heart

I will be like the stars
Shining in your heart
Each night
During the week

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Another Year Older

I will be another year older
This year when my birthday comes

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Engaged

I will
Be engaged
In prayer
Today
And I will
Make
Sure that
When
I pray
I will pray for peace
In the world
And for myself

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Faithfull To You

I will be faitfull to you
My friend
Because I am telling you the truth
You must believe me
Friend

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Grateful For This Day

I will be grateful for this day that God gave me
That is full of sunshine during this winter day that is cold at the same Time
But I wished that God would take the cold back with him and leave me with the warm weather
But maybe it will be too hot when he brings the warm weather
So I will have to live with the cold weather for now

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Here

I will be here waiting for you to come back
I will be here to pray with you for God
I will be here to cook a nice meal to you
I will be here to give you some fresh cut roses
I will be here to shower you with gifts
I will be here to give you a kiss

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Loving You

I will be loving you
Any day now
But first I feel
That I must
Get to know you
A little better
And I know that
You need to get to know
Me a little better

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Present In Every Hour

God
I will be present in every
Hour of the day
Because you need me
To help you

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Thankful

I will be thankful
For the food you gave me God
I will be thankful
For the water that you gave
Me to drink to take my thirst away
God

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be The Next Warrior

I will be the next
Warrior once the old
Warrior past away
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be With You

I will be with you
Any time during the weekend
But Monday to Friday are days
That are reserved for me only

Aldo Kraas
I Will Be Yours

I will be yours forever
As long as You give me a piece of your heart
Because I will return the favor to you
By giving you a piece of my heart

Aldo Kraas
I Will Bless Your Name

I will bless
Your name
My beloved
God
I will
Also
Lift
My holy
Hands
Unto your name

Aldo Kraas
I Will Break Your Silence Song

I will break your silence
With a song
That goes like that

Aldo Kraas
I Will Call It A Song

I will call it a song  
The poem I am writing  
Because it reads like a song

Aldo Kraas
I Will Carry You Through The Hurricane Waters

I will carry you through the hurricane waters
Today my friend in my ship
Also I know that this is not the time for you to be messing around with Your life in the hurricane waters
I can read your body language also my friend
And it is telling me that you could drown at any minute
I want you to know that you will not drown in the hurricane waters
Because I am holding on to you right now

Aldo Kraas
I Will Cast The Shadows Of The Evening

I will cast the shadows of the evening
Away
Because the new day
Will start soon

Aldo Kraas
I Will Catch A Falling Star

I will catch a falling star
From the sky
At night
It is a beautiful star that
Is shining and falling
From the sky at night

Aldo Kraas
I Will Celebrate The Life

I will celebrate the life
Of a beautiful young woman

Aldo Kraas
I Will Choose A Way

I will choose a way
To live in peace
I will choose a way to sleep in
In the mornings
I will choose a way
To find people who needs me

Aldo Kraas
I Will Come Back Song

I will come back
To give you
All my love
That you need

Aldo Kraas
I Will Cross The River In A Boat

I will cross the rive in a boat
To get to
Centre Island

Aldo Kraas
I Will Cross The Rivers Of Babylon

I will cross the rivers of
Babylon
Together with God
When he arrives with his boat
Today
I know that God will take me on his boat
Across the rivers of
Babylon

Aldo Kraas
I Will Cry A River Over You

People
I will cry a river
Over you

Aldo Kraas
I will deal with it
Because
I am getting tired of
Hearing
All the poets
That exist in the world are
Bad
I can tell you that
All the poets in the world
Have different styles
Of poetry

Aldo Kraas
I Will Die For Germany

Germany
My beautiful
Germany
So proud
I am of
You

Aldo Kraas
I Will Do What I Love

I will do what I love
And what I love is writing poetry
I will do what I love
And what I love is cooking

Aldo Kraas
I Will Dream Non Stop Just For This Night

I
Will
Dream
Non
Stop
Just
For
This
Night

Aldo Kraas
I Will Dream With You Whenever I Want You

I will dream with you
Whenever I want you

Aldo Kraas
I Will Face The Defeat Of My Soul

I will face the defeat of my soul
After the devil had tormented my soul
Today
And the devil wants to kill my soul so bad
Even though I am trying hard to keep my soul alive
Today
But the devil won't give up the fight
By tormenting my soul during the long hours
Of today

Aldo Kraas
I Will Get Up

I will
Get up
Late today
And I won't
See the sunrise
Because
When the sunrise

Aldo Kraas
I Will Give The Sky To You

I will give the sky to you
I will take the picture of the sky using a camera
That is the only way I can do it
If the sky was in the stores
Would they sell it?
No skies are in the stores
It is very high above us
We can’t even reach
We could reach it only by plane
How high is the sky?
It is very high
All I know
The sky is blue
If the sky was pink would it be nice?
No it would be ugly
I guess I could have a pinky sky only in my dreams
To me would not make any difference
It is in my dream
No body else can see it
Just me
The sky will never be for sale
It is ours, it belongs above the earth

Aldo Kraas
I Will Give You The Sky

I will give you the sky
if you want me to be your friend only
But remember that we have a lot work to do
In building a friendship with each other
And that starts with me
And then it is followed by you

Aldo Kraas
I will give you
The world
So you can
have somewhere
To live
And you will be mine
Forever
That is a promise that you made
To me
Because I am very happy and excited
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
I Will Go Straight To Heaven

I will go straight to heaven
For doing what I am doing
For an old lady
Out of kindness

Aldo Kraas
I Will Go With The Flow

I will go with the flow
When I am writing
A poem

Aldo Kraas
I Will Grow A Bear So I Can Be Like You God

I will grow a bear
So I can be like you
God
I don't mind the change
Sometimes change is good
And I feel that I am ready
For it
I don't think I am doing any harm
To let my bear grow
God

Aldo Kraas
I Will Hang My Tears Out To Dry

I will hang my tears
Out to dry today
Because they are wet
Just like the sea

Aldo Kraas
I Will Honour God Today

I will honour God today
Because he gave
Everything that I need

Aldo Kraas
I Will Just Be Myself For Now On

I will just be myself for now on
And I will not try anymore to be somebody else
That I am not
Because that will screw up my head
To the fullest

Aldo Kraas
I Will Just Make Believe

I will just
Make believe
That I am
Interested
In her
Conversation
That she
Is trying
To have
With me

Aldo Kraas
I Will Just Say Yes

I will just say yes
When you ask me
If I love you
I will just say yes
When you ask me to marry you

Aldo Kraas
I Will Keep My Eyes Out For You

I will keep my eyes out for you
Because You need some help
Getting around
And I am the only one that can help you
Because you can't do everything on your own
Because you only have two hands
Also you have to know that you have limitations

Aldo Kraas
I Will Keep My Promise

I will keep
My promise
That I made to you
God
And that promise
Was to come
To the
House of prayer

Aldo Kraas
I Will Let You Go

I will let you go now
Before I hurt you
More
I think we
Hurt each other enough
Now we must
Carry on
And live our lives
Not seeing each
Other anymore
Do you realize
This is Good bye?
This is our final good bye
I wish you all the best

Aldo Kraas
I Will Let You Know

I will let you know when I need you
I promise you
Don’t worry
Because I won’t forget about you

Aldo Kraas
I Will Live For Today

I will live for today
Because today is not over yet
And there is so many things that I have to do
Before I can dream about tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
I Will Live Song

I will live in peace
I will always love my God
I will always trust my God

Aldo Kraas
I Will Look Into Her Eyes

I will look into her eyes
Later on
And try to read her eyes
For you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
I Will Love You

I will love you
Any day now
But first I feel
That I must
Get to know you
A little better
And I know that
You ned to get to know
Me a little better also

Aldo Kraas
I Will Make It Happen

I will make it happen
And we shall see
About that
I will raise
Some
Money for my charity
Today

Aldo Kraas
I Will Make You Proud The Best Way I Can

God
Don't worry
Because I will make you proud
The best way I can

Aldo Kraas
I Will Move On

I will move on and live my life
I will move on and pray for you
I will move on and forgive people now and forever
I will move on and carry you on my wings
And lift you up
All the way to the sky
I will move on and kiss my beloved God
I will move on and I will reach the mountains above the sea
I will move on and cry for you one ocean full of tears
I will move on and say thaks to God
For giving me this life
I will move on and embrace peace

Aldo Kraas
I Will Nail

I will nail this song today by practicing until I get it right so that I can sing it to you during the week.
I will nail all my poems by reading it over until I get them right so that I can share with you and my friends on the weekend.

Aldo Kraas
I Will Need

I will need some snow so that the kids in my area can play hockey
The snow will put a little cheer in the kids' lives
I will need a little break from my computer, for the holidays
- and that suits me fine!
I will need to have sympathy for others
That is a long way to go
But I know that I will need faith and compassion
Because faith and compassion go together
Also faith and compassion are the essence of life.

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never

I will never
Forget to pray
I will never
Forget to write you a letter
I will never
Forget to hold back my tears
I will never
Forget to show you
My beautiful smile

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Be Anybody Else But Me

I will never be anybody else but me
Everybody thinks that I should be
Like bush, Eric Clapton, Pablo Neruda, or an activist
But I will never be that
A singer is not something I dream of
Poetry I understand
But Pablo Neruda is somebody else
I am me
And if they are not happy with who I am too bad
Because I will never be anybody else
Frankly I am geting tired of this all
And there is always something telling me who do they think they are?
To tell me who should I be?
To be honest the message that they are sending I am not good enouigh
Yes they are showing it of
But I am not
I am the simple kind of man

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Fall In Love Again Song

I will never fall in love again
With his ashes that is buried under the ground
Of the library located at college street
Because when they built that library they had buried his ashes there Because he was a poet living int Toronto
With his wife hat was a librarian
And when he died that was the proper place to bury his ashes

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Forget You My People

I will never forget you my people;
I have carved you on the palm of my hand
I will never forget you people because we will have a meal together Right after I go to the lake and fish the fish so we can have a meal Together
I will not leave you orphaned
I will never forget you people

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Give In

I will never give in to the uneducated people of this country
I will never give in to the ignorant people of this country
I will never give in to the people who have a drinking problem in this Country

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Give Up

I will never give up
Until the job is done
Because I know
That I have to do
The job right

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Know

I will never know if I will wake up tomorrow
But If I do I will be happy
I will never know if I thanked good enough

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Know How Long Love Will Last

I will never know
How long love will last
Will it last forever?
I wonder if it will?

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Let You Go Song

I will never let you go
Sun
Because you give me the
Vitamin c
I will never let you go
Friends
Because you are very close to me

Aldo Kraas
I Will Never Let You Leave

I will never let you leave
This world that we share together
And love very much
Yes in my world are true colors
And the true colors you can see reflecting
In that world
I will never let you leave
My life
Because we belong together
In our lives
Just like love birds do

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Fade Away

I will not fade away
not in the light
But I might fade away in the darkness
Of the day

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Give Anybody Some Saisfaction Or Some Doubt

I will not give anybody some satisfaction or doubt
For the people that work in my building
I didn't cause the flood that took place in my building
The washing machine caused it
They didn't consult me if I was going to pay them to have my place Clean
The reality they do whatever they like
And the board of directors treat the people that work like Gods
They are not God
They are servants to the people that live in the building
I pay their salary
And their salary comes from my pocket
Why is it so hard for them to understand it?
That is because they are ignorant
I am tired to deal with ignorant people
I feel that they want to get even
And they think that they can do whatever they want because they know That nobody will stop them

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Give Up On Him

I will not give up on him
Because I know that he can do it
Without my help this time
Because I had helped him so many times before
And I know that he had learned from me how to perform
His daily task

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Hide My Feelings

I will not hide my feelings
Because I want people to
Know that
I have feelings
And I am human
And not a vegetable

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Keep Silent

I will not keep
Silent
I will
Let my
Voice
Soar
Like
A bird

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Leave You Anymore Song

Dear friend
I will not leave you anymore
I will give you hope
And I will try to bright your life
Just a little bit longer
Dear friend
I will not leave you anymore
Because I am afraid that any hour I might lose you
And I don't know what is in store for you
Because I don't own your life
And the one that owns your life is God himself

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Put My Life On The Line

I will not put my life on the line
Because I have some health
Problems and I can't afford to do that

Aldo Kraas
I Will Not Use Your Time

I will not use your time
That is so important to you
Because my things can be done later
When I have my own time
I am not selfish friend
Believe me

Aldo Kraas
I Will Pledge This Song To You

I will pledge this song to you
My God

Aldo Kraas
I Will Pursue My Passions

I will
Pursue my passions

Aldo Kraas
I Will Put My Mind To Good Use

I will put my mind to good use
Instead of wasting my mind
On worries that could either
Drive me crazy or put me out of control
In order to make me feel like
The step tire of the car
A flat step tire is useless
And a mind that lost its memory
Is even worst
Because it can't think clearly or straight at all

Aldo Kraas
I Will Rest In Peace

I will rest in peace
Now that God
Gave me peace
Into my life

Aldo Kraas
I Will Say It Right From My Heart

I will say it right from my heart
Because it is not something that came out of mars
And it came straight out of my heart
Because you will only believe me
When I tell you
And I read that message that is comming straight from my heart

Aldo Kraas
I Will See

I will see if I will be able to forgive you
I will see if I will be able to love you again
I will see if I can sleep through the night
I will see if I will be able to save my money today

Aldo Kraas
I Will See The Light And The Dark

I will see the light and the dark
Each day
Because God made it that way
And to be honest with you
I can't change it

Aldo Kraas
I Will See You Tomorrow

I will see you
Tomorrow
My turban
Men
When you
Deliver
The goods
To the
Supermarkets
Around the
Neighborhood
in your truck

Aldo Kraas
I Will Shine

I will shine in your life
I will shine in the sky
And you will be able to see me
Everyday in that beautiful sky
Because I am La paloma blanca
That is flying miles away in the blue sky

Aldo Kraas
I Will Sing To You Canciones De Amor

I will sing to you canciones de amor
To you my love tonight
To put you to sleep
And I know that canciones the amor brings love
Into your heart
I will sing to you canciones de amor
So you will know that evey word in my canciones de amor is true

Aldo Kraas
I will sleep on her shoulder tonight
Because I am feeling very tired

Aldo Kraas
I Will Solve The Mystery

I will solve the mystery
Because I kow that I can solve it
I will solve the mistery because
I know that the mystery is inside of your eyes

Aldo Kraas
I Will Song

I will give you lots of hugs today
I will read my poems to you
I will cook for you
I will laugh with you
But if you cry I will cry with you also
I will paint a clear picture of you in my mind
So that I can remember you always
I will sing you love songs tomorrow
I will brush your hair for you tomorrow
I will bring you breakfast in bed tomorrow
I will give you red roses tomorrow
I will walk with you tomorrow
I will feed the birds on the boardwalk tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
I Will Step Back And Think

I will step back and think about my granfather
I will step back and think about my God
I will step back and think about tomorrow
I will step back and think about the future of my nephew

Aldo Kraas
I Will Stick With You Baby

I will
Stick
With
You
Baby
I
Want
You
To
Know
That
If
You
Fall
I
Will
Pick
You
Up

Aldo Kraas
I Will Still Love You Forever

I will still love you forever
Because I care about you
And you are everything to me
I am so happy that you are mine
Because
I will still love you forever

Aldo Kraas
I Will Still Love You Tomorrow

I will still love you
Tomorrow
I want you
To know
That
My God

Aldo Kraas
I Will Swallow My Pride

I will swallow my pride
And I will not fight with anyone
Every day
My God
I want to show you my pride God
I want to live in peace every day
I hope to find the treasures
That had been buried in the soil
Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
I will swim in the deep blue sea
Everyday
First thing in the morning
When the sun is coming up

Aldo Kraas
I Will Take Action

I will take action
And control my life
Because I am not planing to sit back
And watch it fade to gray
Neither will I sweep my life under the rug

Aldo Kraas
I Will Take You There

I will take you there
Where you need to go
Right now

Aldo Kraas
I Will Teach You Everything About Love

I will teach you everything
About love
Today my child
Because I want you
To know what love is

Aldo Kraas
I Will Try It On My Own

I will try it on my own
To make myself
Happy
And God also
I will try to keep myself busy
With my life
The way God wants me too

Aldo Kraas
I Will Wait For You Song

I will wait outside
Where is nice and bright
I hate that dark room
That you live in
I will wait for you in my dreams
Because I want to see you in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
I Will Walk

I will walk
I will fly
To see
The world

Aldo Kraas
I Wish

I wish for better things in my life
And how can I get better things in my life?

Aldo Kraas
I wish for love
Right now
Because I
Need it right now
And
I hope that somebody
Can give it to me
Right now

Aldo Kraas
I wish good tidings for all the people on earth
May all the stars shine above the sky
On Christmas day

Aldo Kraas
I wish I could be with you now
Because my life is always empty without you
But at the same time
I keep running out of time
That is my fault
To me
My life keeps running in circles

Aldo Kraas
I Wish I Could Be With You Song

I wish I could be with you now
Because my life is always empty without you
But at the same time
I keep running out of time
That is my fault
To me
My life keeps running in circles

Aldo Kraas
I Wish I Knew

I Wish That I Knew The Things That Made You Happy Every Day In Your Life

Aldo Kraas
I Wish Song

I wish that
I could replace your parents
But that I can't do
Because once your parents
Are gone
They are gone for good
And you only have two parents
Like a mother and a father
I wish that
I could be like a brother to you
That you never had

Aldo Kraas
I wish that I could dream about that naked feeling
While I am sleeping
On my bed every night

Aldo Kraas
I Wish That I Could Sing

I wish that I could sing
But I can't
Because God didn't give me the ear for music
And besides the point
If I sing for you
You will say stop
Because it will sound like somebody
Pulling the cat's tail

Aldo Kraas
I wish that I will be the one
To love you
And to make
Your dreams come true
Every day
And if one day you die
I hope that I die the same day
So that we both
Can go to heaven together
I am not sure if that will happen
But that is my wish

Aldo Kraas
I Wish That You Could Come Back Song

I wish that you could come back God
And help me with my dear friend
That is ill and starving

Aldo Kraas
I Wish You Were Here

I wish you were here
To cook for me
Because I feel that I need a break
And sometimes I am entitled to eat
I wish you were here spring
Because I am tired of the winter
Even though winter doesn't want to go away at all

Aldo Kraas
I Woke Up This Morning

I
Woke up
This morning
And I couldn't
Wait
To enjoy
The last days
Of summer

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder

I wonder
Why people are so nasty to me
Because I never did anything to hurt them
I wonder
What people have against me
I wonder why people hate me so much
I wonder
Why people are so jealous about me
I wonder
Why people don't understand that we share the planet earth
And it wasn't made for one specific person
It was made for everybody
When are they going to learn that?
I don't think they will learn that

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder How Come I Still Around

After one year past
I had gone through so much
I wonder how come I still around
I guess God loves me
And he didn't want me to die
One year ago I had a bad accident
I am alive and well now
Every time I see the ambulance and the fire truck
It reminds me of my accident
What a fool I was to have caused this accident
I feel guilty
From the inside I still the same
But from the outside I am different now
My skin is burned
It looks ugly
I can't fix it
It has to stay that way
Sun I can't enjoy you anymore
It hasn't been fun for me
It has been very hard for me to stay away from you
But for now I have to stay away from you for just for now
The shade is cooler
My treatment is not over
There still one week left
My pressure vest garment covers all my burned areas
It takes all the bumps and redness out of my skin
My skin is not smooth like it used to be
I take full blame for it
I did this accident
Now I have to live with it for the rest of my life

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder Hymn

I wonder if I can find
My destiny

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder Sonata

I wonder what she expects from God
In return for the death of her loved ones
What about you?
Do you wonder what she expects from God?

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder Song

I wonder how long it will take
For spring to arrive?
I wonder how long it will take
For winter to end?

Aldo Kraas
I wonder where my lions are?
I wonder where my lions are?
I wonder where my lions are?
They are safe running in heaven in that beautiful park that God own in Heaven together with the other animals
Also in heaven they are protected by God
Because God doesn't allow any hunters in heaven
Like here on the earth
But there is no animal cruelty in heaven
But the place that have animal cruelty is on the earth
The people that lives in heaven are more educated than on the earth
The people in heaven respect the animals in heaven
The people on earth don't respect the animals on the earth
The people in heaven have a lot of love for the animals
Even when I sleep I dream of heaven and I see the lions and other Animals
Living free in the park
And I must say that the park in heaven that God made is beautiful
But at the same time I thank God for giving the animals a beautiful Home

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder Where The Days Go

I wonder where the days go
because I never get to see the sun
Or spend some time outside enjoying the sun

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder Where You Are

I wonder where you are
My beloved friend
Because it is night already
And I am not planning to go out tonight

Aldo Kraas
I Wonder Why I Think Of You

I wonder why I think of you
Is it because we live so far?
Yes it might be
I wonder why I think of you
Because I love you
And how much?
Very much

Aldo Kraas
I Won'T Ask Anymore

I won't ask anymore
For people to give me peace
I won't ask anymore
For people to give me some compassion
Because I feel that I have to give to them compassion first
And that is not me
I won't ask anymore for people to tell me
If I am human or not

Aldo Kraas
I Won'T Ask You For The Impossible

I won't ask you for the impossible God
Because I will never get it from you
I will be fair God
When asking you for something
I won't be greedy either
God
I will be fair
God

Aldo Kraas
I Won't Be Ignored

I won't
Be
Ignored
By
You
Because
If
You
Think
That
You
Are
Doing
Yourself
A favor
You
Are
Not

Aldo Kraas
I Won'T Leave Too Soon

I won't leave too soon
Because I wont to be able to enjoy my life still

Aldo Kraas
I Won't Sleep All Night

I
Won't
Sleep
All
Night
Because
Today
While
I
Was
At
The
Subway
Station
I
Had
Spotted
A
Girl

Aldo Kraas
I Won'T Sleep Alone

I am soaking my foot in the water right now
But tonight I won't sleep alone in my bed
Because God will be with me
And by tomorrow it will be another day
That I will rise and give thanks to God
For giving me a life

Aldo Kraas
I Won'T Stop Until I Have Enough

I won't stop until I have enough freedom
I won't stop until I have enough love

Aldo Kraas
I Would Be Lost Without You God

I would be lost without you God
I depend of you in my life
God I may have found
In a plane
In a street crowd
In a maze
In churches
I would be lost without you God
Because you are everything to me
God you are an awesome wonder
You are beautiful to me God
God help me to be a better man
You are here God and present
In every place I go
God I have a strong bond with you
I would be lost without you
You keep me alive every day
What more can I ask for?
All my troubles are over
You made me a better man
You gave me love
When I needed
You comforted me
When I was crying out the blues
Now I have a reason to smile
Because you made me a better man
God it is not good for me to seek revenge
Because something bad I would get in return
And it may haunt me for life
I would be lost without you God

Aldo Kraas
I Would Be Song

I would be happy
If I could be included in your life
Because that is what I want more than ever
Believe me it is not a selfish thing
Or a selfish act on my part

Aldo Kraas
I Would Love To Be Your Friend

I Would love to be your friend
If you give me a chance
Excuse me
I need a hug from you
Even though you are a stranger to me
We are looking at each other's eyes
Without saying a world

Aldo Kraas
I Would Rather Not

I would rather not sleep through the day
Because If I do I won't sleep at night at all
I would rather not drink any coffee
Because it can interfere with my medication
And my sleep
I would rather not over eat
But it is attempting to over eat
Specially when the food is in front of you
And it is tasting so good
I would rather not lie to anybody because I will make myself look so
Stupid
Even thought they will be able to find the truth sooner than later
In any circumstance

Aldo Kraas
I Would Song

I would drink the grape juice
That the people made in the farm
With the grapes from the crops
That they collected today in the farm
I would eat to kill my hunger
Because I am already starving

Aldo Kraas
I Wouldn'T Want To Be Like You

I wouldn't want to be like you
Friend
You are always broke
You never have
Any money on you

Aldo Kraas
I’ve Gained Strength For Tomorrow

I’ve gained strength for tomorrow
My mind and my vision is clear now
Now I can do the things I need to do
Here is where I stand
And I will listen for your calling
You are a faithful friend God
Lamb of God that take away the sins of the world
Hear my prayer and take my sins away
God lives in me
God is in control
What am I without you?
Nothing
I will watch and pray
I will worship you God with my entire heart
Neither will I let you down God
The light is shining so bright in my eyes God
I am almost blind by it
Angel’s eyes are now watching me
This is a precious world

Aldo Kraas
I’ve Seen His Face

This Sunday morning Jesus Preached to his people his sermon
I never thought that Jesus was a good preacher until I heard him preach his
Sermon for the first time today
He was preaching to the people who were standing in the crowd
I’ve seen his face
He had blond hair, and a long beard
Let’s unite the world
Please listened my people
Please accept me into your heart
I am love
Don’t hate me
Walk with me
Put your guns down
Forgive one another
Have sympathy towards others
Thou shall not kill
Take me as I am
Take me into your life, walk with me
Peace is what you want from me I hope
Happiness for you I want to give you all
I want you to live as the irises lives
This is my wish to you my people
People I raise you from death
I want you all to feel harmony only to transmit joy,
Only goodness to offer me someday
Repent all your sins now
Your time in this land will be given in virtues by me
I want you all to love me my people
I want that pain does not exist, that the life blossoms seeing the love to win
I want to see my people happy, to see the light of the hope in this world to shine
Please let this light shine my people
Because I want it to shine on you my people
Lift up your hands my people
And shout my name above the sky
For all the people to hear
Let me hear all my people singing for me
I want you all to grow up loving me my people
My people one day you will all soar like eagles in the sky
Beneath my winds
Fly fly fly
Higher than the ocean
Lower than the mountains

Aldo Kraas
I Am So Sorry

I'm so sorry that I can't spend the day with you
I'm so sorry that I didn't have the time to read my friend letter
That he wrote to me

Aldo Kraas
Ame amen
It is a new day that God gave to us
And let us enjoy this new day by living it
It is 6:01 in the morning and it still dark outside
But to me it looks and feels more like midnight outside
Also it is very cold outside
Because it is winter now and I wish that winter was gone for good
But the ground outside is covered with snow

Aldo Kraas
Ice Queen

Ice queen
You are beautiful
And that costume looks wonderful on you

Aldo Kraas
Ice Tea

Ice tea
With full of spices
And lots of flavours
To cool us of
From the heat

Aldo Kraas
Iced Earth

I live in that Iced earth
That God made for every man
That lives on earth

Aldo Kraas
Ich Liebe Dich

The sea
Ich liebe dich
Mother Nature
Ich liebe dich
My God
Ich liebe dich
The stars that shine at night in the sky
Ich liebe dich
A home cooked meal
Ich liebe dich
Mother
Ich liebe dich

Aldo Kraas
Ich Liebe Dich Amsterdam

Ich liebe dich
Amsterdam
Ich liebe dich Amsterdam
Because you are a beautiful city
And I just landed at the Schiphol Airport
And my driver that was provided for me from work will drive me
To the hotel
And I am very lucky because inside of that limousine there is a computer
So I can do my work while my driver takes me to my hotel
And my work won't be wasted
Rather than to have the work done on time
Ich liebe dich
Amsterdam
And now I am arriving at my hotel where I will stay for couple nights
I don't know what to expect from downtown Amsterdam

Aldo Kraas
Ich Liebe Diech

The sea
Ich liebe dich
Mother Nature
Ich liebe dich
My God
Ich liebe dich
The stars that shine at night in the sky
Ich liebe dich
A home cooked meal
Ich liebe dich
Mother
Ich liebe dich

Aldo Kraas
Icy Volcanoes

The Lake Ontario is
Frozen during the winter
With icy volcanoes
That everybody can see
While they are skating
On top of the frozen
Lake ontario

Aldo Kraas
I'D Hate To Be Them

I'd hate to be them
Because they are so outcasted from their lives
And their friends

Aldo Kraas
I'D Like To Make Myself Believe

I'd Like to make myself believe
That nothing can harm me
But that is not true because there are things in this world
That can harm me

Aldo Kraas
I'D Much Rather Live Than Die

I'd much rather live than die
Because in life there is
A bit of everything
And in death there is nothing
More to say
Except that the things that happens after death
Is in memory of a loved one only
I

Aldo Kraas
Identity Crisis

There are so many
People that are going
Through that Identity crisis
Right now

Aldo Kraas
If

If we can find a solution
To live in peace in this world
If we can find a minute to help somebody else that is in need
If we let go of our worries
Don't you think we can live a better life?
If the sky could talk what would he tell us?
The sky can't talk
Don't have a voice
Don't have a face
Don't have a body
Like humans do
When the sky is shining
It is breathtaking
I don't think we are close enough to the harbour
Don't you think so?
Because we can't hardly see The Tall Ships from here
In order for us to see it we must move closer to the harbour
The Tall Ships are sailing On Lake Ontario
At full mast
If God is right for us
Why would we turn against him?
Is it because of the fear that rises in our lives?
If we could understand that drinking and driving don't mix
If we could understand that if you drink and drive you can kill someone
If we could understand that we are responsible for our actions
If we could understand that everything you do in moderation is fine
If we could understand that is time to stop playing God
If we could understand that we have no control over the weather
If we could understand that guns are not toys
If we could understand that they kill people
If we could understand that guns are not for children
If we had saved that $1 bill that went out of circulation
We would had extra money if we sold it today
If we had sympathy for those who lost there loved ones
If we had some respect for each other
If we had some kind of faith
If we know that we have some bad habbits
If we could quit our bad habbits
We would be much healthier by now
If we could listen to music more often
We would be more relaxed
If trees could stay green forever
This is not possible
Because they are bare naked for winter
This is how God does things
If we could make a wish
If we could give somebody a token of appreciation
If we could listen to our heart
If we could listen to the sound of silence
If we could understand that it is quiet like a dead person
If we could understand that we can't control time
If we could understand that time moves fast
If we could understand that some of our loved ones made their choices to be cremated
And the others to be buried
If we could understand that the anthology of our loved ones will be read
When they die
If we could understand that we need blood to live
If we could understand that without blood we would be dead
If we could understand that our bodies are made of water
If we could understand that we need water to survive
Because we can't live without it
If we could understand that we have a duty to the community by being good citizens
If we could understand that love will keep us together
If we could understand that earth is no paradise
If we could understand that there is violence on earth
If we want to end violence we must work together to end
If we could respect each other's rights
If we could respect each other's religion
If we could respect what others believe
If we could put our mind to rest and let our problems vanish for the night
If we could feel our thoughts drifting away
If we could know what hurts the most
Is it loneliness?
Is it isolation?
Is the feeling that you are unlovable?
If we could see that our dirty laundry is just scattered all over our bedrooms
Our empty wallets sit at the dresser in our bedrooms
If we could know how deep is the wound in our fingers
If we could know that a band aid helps to heal the wound faster
Aldo Kraas
If A Tree Falls

If a tree falls I hope that it falls on the grass
If a tree falls I hope that it falls in the lake
If a tree falls I hope that it doesn't fall on top of me
If a tree falls I hope that it doesn't fall on the roof of the houses

Aldo Kraas
If All The Mornings

If all the mornings
They molded in clouds your forms
The Sun would shine smiling
And the birds feeling your beauty
In the sky

Aldo Kraas
If God Could Give Us A New Brother?

If God could give us a new brother?
What type of broyher would he give us?
Would he be a very friendly brother?
If God could give us a new brother?
It would be nice to have a brother that listens to us
If God could give us a new brother?
Could he be our friend?
Could he share his feelings with us?
If God could give us a new brother?
Could he stop to put us down?
Could he show us his love?
If God could give us a new brother?
It would be impossible
Because there would had to be our mother and father
They would be the ones that could do it through God
Now it is history for us
Unless it is a friend that is humble
A friend that has some feelings and understanding
He could be our new brother
Brothers we can never change
Or get rid of
They are a part of us
Weather we like it or not

Aldo Kraas
If God finds me here in distress
I will blink my eyes
And hope that he
Finds me here.
The month is gone
I can do nothing about it
I am sure that there are a lot of poets living with depression
I feel a little guilty about it.
Everything that I love has been put on hold
I hope that I have a quick recovery
Because I need to be back home
And on my own two feet again.
From the hospital window
I can see the CN Tower
And what a beautiful view it is.
If God finds me here in distress
I will not cry in front of him
- so many people told me that I am
A wimp
And I don’t believe that
- neither does God.
If God finds me here in distress
I hope that he will be loyal to me
- I am loyal to him.
If God finds me here in distress
Day or night
I hope that it will end
Because I am tired of suffering.
Please believe me God
I am telling you the truth.
If God finds me here in distress
I hope that he will help me change
Because I want to live without sickness
And know what I have been paying for
All this time.
Can you tell me?
Because I don’t think that it is fair
Do you God?
If God finds me here in distress
I hope that he can heal me soon
Because I have been praying for that day to come
For a long time
God why can't you do that for me now?
I know that I have been a pessimist
Or said the wrong things
But I feel that I have been paying for it, for too long
God can you tell me when I will stop paying for it?
Maybe God, I was cruel to you
Is that what you are trying to tell me?
Do I need to accept it?
Do I have to carry the blame?
God I think that you are being hard on me
Is that true?
If that is not true
Than it is a lie
That we must forget
Before it hurts me and you.
To be honest with you
None of us wants to be hurt
I understand God that I am not the only one here on earth
So I will put it to rest now
And wait for you to heal me
When the time is right.
Yes, my God, did you hear what I said?
If you didn't, maybe I didn't say it loud enough
For you to hear.
God, I don't know if I will be stuck with this sickness
That has taken it's toll on my heart.
Is this how I have to live my life?
Is this how you want me to live my life?

Aldo Kraas
If God gives you another chance
To change the way you eat
Do it
Because the reason might be
That you don't make the right choices
When you eat
And you and up eating the wrong kind of foods

Aldo Kraas
If God Will Send His Angels Ii

If God will send his angels
To visit me at home just for the day
That would be nice because I would have some company
And I would not be alone at home the whole day
But I must tell you that it is very boring to be the whole day alone at Home

Aldo Kraas
If I Ask You

GOD
If I ask you to
Give me more time
To be on my own
Are you going to accept it?
God if I ask you
To have more patience
With me
Are you going to have it?
God
If I ask you for your sympathy for me
Are you going to have?
God
If I ask you for your love
Can you give it to me?

Aldo Kraas
If I Can See Past Tomorrow

If I can see past tomorrow
I will be happy
Because I will be able to stretch every dollar that I have
I am not saying that I am a jew
By thinking like that
I know that I am sounding like that
Jews count every dollar they earn
And I live on a budget
And jews don't need to live on a budget
Because they have so much money
That if they wanted they could own the whole
Toronto if they wanted
Also Toronto has a price tag
That the jews could afford without any problems

Aldo Kraas
If I Can'T Have You No One Else Will My Friend

If I can't have you no one else
Will my friend
Because you only think of yourself
And nobody else
Do you get the picture?

Aldo Kraas
If I Could

If I could
Give you my heart
If I could
Brighten up your days
If I could
Put a smile on your face
If I could
Open your eyes
So you could see my face

Aldo Kraas
If I Could Bring You Back

If I could bring you back
I would mother
So you could spend life with me
But that is impossible because I don't own you now
And God owns you now
So it is up to God to decide where he wants you
And not me

Aldo Kraas
If I Could Change Your Life

If I could change your life
If I could make you smile again

Aldo Kraas
If I Could Change Your Mind

If I could change your mind
And make you understand
That I am not after your money
Like most people do
I am just a simple man
With a big heart
I don't want to hurt you at all
You need money to live
You don't own a home
You live in a homeless shelter
Remember I am the one that brought you there
If it wasn't for me you would be dead by now

Aldo Kraas
If I Could Find A Reason

If I could find a reason
Why I never wanted to go to the psychiatrist
I would be happy
Because that would be interesting for me to know
And at the same time I would learn more about myself

Aldo Kraas
If I Could Learn From You God

If I could learn from you
Lots of things I believe that my life would be transformed
In so many different ways

Aldo Kraas
If I Could See You Again

If I could see you again
I would give you roses and candies wrapped in a box
I can never let you out of my mind
I still look forward when the day will come and I will meet you again
The bad weather and violence you don’t need to see
But my love for you will never end
The nights are too long
I dream every night with you

Aldo Kraas
If I Don'T Have You

If I don't have you
I won't have anybody to kiss me on Valentine's day
If I don't have you
In my life
I will cry like a baby
But my life will continue empty
And lonely at the same time

Aldo Kraas
If I Had

If I had to change my thinking
It would be done by now
If I had to change my eating behaviour
I would change it right away
Because I can't believe how much wait I gain
In no time
And I have the feeling that I won't fit in my clothes anymore
If I gain any more weight

Aldo Kraas
If I Just Lay Down Every Day Here

If I just lay down every day here
Would you lay with me?
And help me chase the blues away?
If I just lay down every day here
Would you lay down with me
And help me to forget about the world?

Aldo Kraas
If I Let You Stay For Good

If I let you stay for good
I hope that you will
Not try to change me for who
I am not
I believe that you saw so many bad things in me
But I am telling you now
That I am me
And not somebody else
I am not that person inside your mind
Your mind is telling you
Bad things about me
Can you just ignore
What your mind is telling you about me

Aldo Kraas
If I Looked Good In Real Life

If I looked good in real life
Than in the picture
That would be a bonus too
But I can't change my looks in real life
Because I was born that way
And I take after my dad or mother

Aldo Kraas
If I Rest I Rust

If I rest I will rust like an old 1979 Volkswagen bettle
So I rather not rest at all but keep moving and enjoying my life at the Same time
because things in my life looks so promesing to me
And I want to live every minute of my life and not waste any minute of my life at all because I want to get the most out of my life
And why shouldn't I? because that would be the most stupid thing by Not getting the most out of my life
Because my life was meant for me to live everyday that I live here on Earth

Aldo Kraas
If I said I love you
I hope
That you will change
And open
Your heart to me
And say I love you
Also
Is it too much to ask
For you to do?
Maybe you feel
That you are going against your pride

Aldo Kraas
If I Shall Die Before My Time

If I
Shall die before my time
All my poems
Will be left unpublished
And nobody
Will be able to get
A copy of my chapbooks

Aldo Kraas
If I Song

If I
Don't sing
It is because
I don't know
The words to the song
If I
Don't go for walk
Outside
I want
Get my exercise
That I need

Aldo Kraas
If I Was Your Man

If I was your man
Would you love me
The same way that you love him?

Aldo Kraas
If I Was Your Man Hymn

If I was your man
I am sure that you would be happy with me

Aldo Kraas
If I was a bird I would be flying by now
In the blue sky

Aldo Kraas
If It Kills You

If it kills you
Don't drink it
Because it might be poison to you
If it kills you
By not having a rich man
Why compete with others?

Aldo Kraas
If Man Had Wings

If man had wings
He would be flying now
In the sky
Like a plane or a bird
All the way
To San Francisco
Every summer
To be honest to you
Man doesn’t have wings
Because God made man without wings
And that is why he can’t fly
Also there is no reason for man to be sorry about that

Aldo Kraas
If My Tears Were Laughter

If my tears were laughter
I think the whole world would live with me
Instead of crying
The blues away
But my tears only comes out when I am tired, sad, in pain
Or when I can't sleep at night

Aldo Kraas
If No One Hears Me Song

If no one hears me
That is fine
Because I would rather talk to myself
At this time
Than to talk to other people
Because the message that I get is
That I can make decisions or I am not ready for it
That is a bunch of bull
Excuse my language
But it is the real truth

Aldo Kraas
If One Hesitate To Love

If one hesitates to love
It means that he never learned to love somebody
Or he never knew what love is all about
Also he doesn't want to love somebody
Because he is afraid to get hurt
But what is love without getting hurt?

Aldo Kraas
If Only My Walls Could Talk

If only my walls could talk
To me
How would they talk to me?
In a gentle whisper?
Maybe not
Maybe they would talk just like a person
In plain english

Aldo Kraas
If Only You Could See Into My Eyes

If only you could see into my eyes
You would see that blue sky
Inside my eyes
With some white clouds

Aldo Kraas
If Only You Knew Sonata

If only you knew
That I look forward to the new days
That God gives to me each day
If only you knew
That it is God that gives me strength to carry on
Because I must have it everyday
In order for my life to run smooth and efficient

Aldo Kraas
If She Could Give Me Wings

If she could give me wings to fly away,
Which direction should I fly?
She would see me flying above ground zero in New York
The light still shine on Ground zero
Ground zero you taunt me
It still feels like the world was lost
If she had a place for me to go and rest
If she gave me a computer how much time would I spent on it?
If you could communicate in Portuguese what could you say to me?
It is no need to communicate in Portuguese because I speak English Like you do
And it is good enough

Aldo Kraas
If She Dies Tonight

If she dies tonight
You can count on me
Because I will be right here
And I am not planing to leave her alone
Until she dies

Aldo Kraas
If The Elephants Ruled The World Song

If the elephants ruled the worlds
I think they would be treated like GODS
By us

Aldo Kraas
If The Stars Shall Fall

If the stars shall fall
In your dreams
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
If The Things Don'T Work Out

If the things don't work out
That you had planned already
You can change you plan
And start it over
Belive me I don't think that it will hurt you to start over
But you need to be willing to do that
Otherwise it will not work

Aldo Kraas
If They Don'T Want Her

If they don't want her
I will take her in
To live in my house
I know that she is homeless
But I feel that I have to give her a place to sleep
Out of the cold
Or otherwise she will die out there
I am aware that she is a youth that run away from home
And was living on the street until I rescue her today
To be honest with you
She is happy with me and that is fine with me

Aldo Kraas
If this is
The heat that is killing me
I don't want it
Because it is giving me so
Many headaches each day
And tell me why do I deserve it?
So that I can be punished by you
Mother Nature

Aldo Kraas
If We Ever See That Garden Again

If we ever see that garden again
I will be happy
Because I will know that all the plants will be there
Because nobody took our plants of the garden
That we planted
This summer

Aldo Kraas
If We Only Get One Chance

If we only get one chance
To do the things that we love to do
We better take this opportunity
Right away and do that

Aldo Kraas
If We Owned The Sky

If we owned the sky
I believe that we would kill
It with pesticides, household cleaners, and bleach
So that is a good thing thing that we don't own it

Aldo Kraas
If We Shall Meet Again

If we shall met again
While I walk outside in the sidewalks here at home
I will greet you with my beautiful smile
So that you can see that I am happy
And at the same time I will hide my sadness inside of my heart
Also I won’t show you my sadness
And you will never see my sadness
Because why should I be sad?
And to tell you the truth I prefer to be happy
Because when I am sad I get stressed out very fast
And when I am happy I feel more relaxed

Aldo Kraas
If We Shall Met Again

If we shall met again
While I walk outside in the sidewalks here at home
I will greet you with my beautiful smile
So that you can see that I am happy
And at the same time I will hide my sadness inside of my heart
Also I won't show you my sadness
And you will never see my sadness
Because why should I be sad?
And to tell you the truth I prefer to be happy
Because when I am sad I get stressed out very fast
And when I am happy I feel more relaxed

Aldo Kraas
If You Are

If you are happy
I am happy also
If you are sad
I am sad also
If you are sick of the cloudy days
I am sick of it also
If you are singing just for the fun of it
I will sing with you
If you are tired and want to go to sleep
I am going to sleep also
If you are going to the bakery for breakfast
I am coming with you
If you are waking up now
I will wake up also

Aldo Kraas
If You Are Not Here Tomorrow

If you are not here tomorrow
I will understand
That it was your time to go
I know that I can't hold you hostage to this place
I must let you go and be free
If you are not here tomorrow
I will understand that you died
And left the planet earth for good

Aldo Kraas
If You Ask Me

If you ask me to be your friend
I will be your friend
If you ask me to be your lover
I will consider to be your lover

Aldo Kraas
If You Could Read My Mind What Would You Say?

If you could read my mind what would you say?
Would you say that I am a little dopey or tired?
If you could read my mind what would you say?
Would you say that my mind is working fast like a train that is moving Fast

Aldo Kraas
If You Don'T Know Where You Are Going Any Road Will Get You There

If you don't know
Where you are going
Any road will get you there

Aldo Kraas
If you don't love me at all
Why are you here?
Is it because you feel guilty?

Aldo Kraas
If You Give Me Love

If you give me love
You will make me feel better
Because love tastes like cherry wine
And love is also sweet like cherry wine
If you give me love
You will make my day
By making it a better day
Filled with love all around me
And that will be your love that will surround me
By protecting me from the people that are so jealous of me
Because I am a spiritual person and I don't sin anymore
Because I want to live in peace by making peace with the people I hurt In the past

Aldo Kraas
If You Had Only Seconds

If you had only seconds to say I love you to me
Would you say it?
If you had only seconds to pray to God
Would you do that?
If you had only seconds to feed a hungry homeless men that is living in the Streets of Dublin
Would you do that?
If you had only seconds to write a exame to enter the university
Would you do that?
If you had only seconds to go grocery shopping
Would you do that?
If you had only a few seconds to get out of bed
Would you get out of bed?
If you had only seconds to save a child that was drowning in the sea
Would you save her?
If you had only 30 seconds to practice a song before singing
Would you do that?
If you had to give one of your organs
Would you do that knowing that you could save somebody's life?

Aldo Kraas
If You Hymn

If you had the brains
You would be the
Premier of Ontario
But even the
Premiere of Ontario messes things up

Aldo Kraas
If You Love Me

If you love me
Prove it to me
Right now

Aldo Kraas
If You Love Me Let Me Know

If you love me let me know
If you don't love me at all
Please let me go
Because it will be a total waste to be with you
And I don't want to waste my life or my time with you
Because I will prefer to spend the time with somebody that loves me Here at home

Aldo Kraas
If You Need A Reminder Of What You Missed

You told us
That you had decided
To stay at home
For the weekend
And you didn’t want to go to the cottage of our friends with us
To be honest with you
That is a waste of weekend
And
You will never get the opportunity to see the fall colors
Again
Because the leaves of the trees are changing colors
Right now
To red and gold

Aldo Kraas
If You Rather Go Or Stay

If you rather
Go or stay
It doesn't
Make
Any
Difference
To me

Aldo Kraas
If You Really Knew Me

If you really knew me
You would love me
And appreciate me

Aldo Kraas
If You Said She Could Die In Your Arms

If you said that she could die in your arms
Any day or any time
I would agree with you any time
Because you are the one that holds her future
And plan her life

Aldo Kraas
If You Said So

If you said so
I will not argue with you
Because you are older than me
And you have more experience in life than me

Aldo Kraas
If You Stay Here You Will Make My Day

If you stay here you will make my day
Because my life without you is empty

Aldo Kraas
If You Stay In My World

If you stay in my world
There will be a revolution
That will kill everyone around my world
And everyone will use gans and bombs
To blow up my people
That lives in one country
And one city that is free

Aldo Kraas
If You Stay With Me Song

If you stay with me
Please treat me with respect
Because respect works both ways

Aldo Kraas
If You Want Love Come To Me Right Now Song

If you want love
Come to me right now
Because I am ready
To give you my love

Aldo Kraas
If You Want My Heart Song

If you want my heart
I will give it to you
My best friend

Aldo Kraas
If You Want My Sympathy For Him

If you want my sympathy for him
You won’t get it from me
He made my life hell at work
Why should I give my sympathy or respect for him if he doesn’t have any?
I am afraid that you must be dreaming?
I don’t miss that place
Two years ago it was paradise
And I was proud of this place
Not today anymore
Today it is hell

Aldo Kraas
If You Want To Break Me

If you want to break me
First you have to break my heart
That is intact

Aldo Kraas
If You're Not The One

If you're not the one
With that big heart
Please tell me
Before I make a fool of myself

Aldo Kraas
If we shall met again
While I walk outside in the sidewalks here at home
I will greet you with my beautiful smile
So that you can see that I am happy
And at the same time I will hide my sadness inside of my heart
Also I won’t show you my sadness
And you will never see my sadness
Because why should I be sad?
And to tell you the truth I prefer to be happy
Because when I am sad I get stressed out very fast
And when I am happy I feel more relaxed

Aldo Kraas
Iglesias

All the iglesias
Belongs to God
And we also belong
To all the iglesias
That God owns

Aldo Kraas
Ignite Your Brilliance God

Ignite your brilliance God
Because I want to see your brilliance
Also I beat it will be a show of colors
In the dark

Aldo Kraas
Ignored Song

I don't know
How many times
People had ignored me
And I got frustrated with it
And can I help?
I don't think so because
Sometimes people ignore me

Aldo Kraas
Il mio cuore accenderà
When You will leave me behind
And board on this boat
To discover the new world abroad

Aldo Kraas
Ilha Dos Amores

Ilha dos amores
Doesn't belong to me
But to God

Aldo Kraas
I'LI Be Away For Christmas

I'll be away for christmas
On the North Pole
Where I will be staying
With friends

Aldo Kraas
I'LL Be Good

I'll be good my
God
Because I am telling you the truth
And I promise you
That I will never talk badly about you
To anyone

Aldo Kraas
I'll Be Seeing You Every Day

I'll be seeing you every day
Walking your dog at the park
During the day
The dog you have
Is a loyal friend to you
He keeps your company
And never leaves your side
He shows his affection to you
By licking your face
And by placing his face in your lap when you are sleeping
In your bed at night
I'll be seeing you in my dreams
Every night
When I am sleeping

Aldo Kraas
I'll Be The One

I'll be the one
To give you
Hope

Aldo Kraas
I'll Be There For You

I'll be there for you
In your prayers
In your dreams
In your life
In your journey

Aldo Kraas
I'll Be There For You Song

I'll be there for you
To give you another chance in life
I'll be there for you
In your dreams
I'll be there for you
In your life
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
I'll Be There Hymn

I'll be there to comfort you
In times of trouble
I'll be there
As your friend
I'll be there to give you a helping hand

Aldo Kraas
I'll Be Waiting

I'll be waiting
For love
To arrive for me
At my front door
Someday

Aldo Kraas
I'll follow you to the shore fisherman
So that we can prepare a party for God
When he comes
But I feel that he will come soon
How soon?
Any minute
That is what my intuition is telling me
If I am right

Aldo Kraas
I'll Go Crazy

I'll go crazy
If I have to wait
Much longer for the rain to stop

Aldo Kraas
I'll learn to be me
By walking with my head straight up high

Aldo Kraas
I'll Remember You

It's funny how time slips away
On those long summer nights,
I had sat down at my balcony,
I had gazed at the stars,
I had cried all night,
I had cried tears of 'Good -bye': But
I had to keep on going without your love
Living my life the way I choose to
Discovering the things that are left for me to do
Doing the things that I love
Let there be light
Don't give excuses
Don't wait for answers
Don't wait for tomorrow
Don't ask me why
No need to be angry anymore
No need to wait anymore
For this special day, special hour,
No need to fight, just follow him, because
The Lord has come to set you free
The Lord has come to take you home
A place with no more pain and sorrows
Where you will find comfort and peace
Maybe someday, you will meet me again
A time has come to say” Good-by‘
I'll remember you in my dreams
I'll remember you in my sleep
I'll remember you each day and every hour of the day
I'll remember you for all the good things you have done for me
I'll remember you for the special time we spent together.
I'll remember you in my prayers
I'll remember you for the kind of person you were
I'll remember you every night
I'll remember you for your special smiles and laughter
I'll remember you

Aldo Kraas
I'll Save The World Tomorrow

People give me a break today
Because it is the sabbath today and it means a day of rest
For me and all the Jews that lives in Telaviv
But tomorrow I'll save the world by spreading God's loving world
To everyone that comes to God's house
Because God's house is open for everyone and everyone is welcome To God's House

Aldo Kraas
I'll Say Yes God

I'll say yes God
To your love that you are giving me
I'll say yes God
To your warm embrace that you are giving me

Aldo Kraas
I'll Try To Be Myself

I'll try to be myself
For now on
I'll try to rest for a while

Aldo Kraas
I'll Walk With God

I'll walk with God everyday
In the streets of Toronto
So that we both can get some fresh air
I don't mind the walk
Neither God
I love to walk
And God likes to walk also
But we both know that walk is good for us
Because when we walk it circulates our blood

Aldo Kraas
I'LL Walk With You

I am with you in my dreams
I am with you in my prayers
I am with you when I am thinking about you

Aldo Kraas
Illusion

That
Illusion
Had deceived me
Because
When I saw her
I had the
Illusion
That she hated me
Because
That thought was going
On in my mind all day
She is rude to me
And she always
Ignores me
When I am talking
I am not important to her
She wants to talk about herself all the time
She never gives me a chance to talk
I try hard to say something
And make sure that she will listen
But it is impossible
Because she is full of herself
And she thinks she knows it all

Aldo Kraas
I'M A Believer

I'm a believer of myself
I'm a believer of my emotions
I'm a believer in the good poetry that I write
I'm a believer of my heart
I'm a believer of my friends
I'm a believer of God

Aldo Kraas
I'M Closer To The Future My Friends

I'm
Closer
To
The
Future
My
Friends
Because
I know
That
I
Have
To move
Towards
The
Future

Aldo Kraas
I am dying
Slowly each day
And do you know that
I am very ill?
So please
Understand
That I don't
Want people to see
Me like this
Because I look so bad
Can't you see that I lost so much
Weight also?
That is because I am ill
And I have very little appetite

Aldo Kraas
I'M Just A Cry Baby

I'm just
A cry
Baby
Because
I am
Always
Crying
About
Something

Aldo Kraas
I'M Learning Everything From You My God

I'm learning everything from you
My God
Each day

Aldo Kraas
I'M Living My Life, Not Yours

I'm living my life, not yours
My life is different
Than yours
You live a wild life
I live a modest life

Aldo Kraas
I'M Not Exactly Sure

I'm
Not
Exactly
Sure
If
I
Will
Live
Through
Another
20
Years
I'm
Not
Exactly
Sure
If
In
Another
20
Years
I
Will
Remain
Healthy

Aldo Kraas
I'M Not Ready To Let Go

I'm not ready to let go
Of the things that
Makes me sad sometimes

Aldo Kraas
I'M Quite Relieved

I'm
Quite
Relieved
That
The
Bad
Weather
Is
Over

Aldo Kraas
I'M Sorry Song

I'm sorry
But is getting late
And I must go home
Because tomorrow
Morning I need to go to work
Early

Aldo Kraas
I'M Still In Love With God

I'm still in love with God
For the perfect reasons in my life

Aldo Kraas
I'M That Lost Little Boy

I'm that lost little boy
In my own world
Because I enjoy being lost in
My own world
That gives me so much excitement
Everyday in my live
Yes it seems strange
But it is true
And that is how I feel about my own world

Aldo Kraas
I'M Waiting For You To Gently Touch My Heart

I’m waiting for you to gently touch my heart
God
While the sun warms up the earth

Aldo Kraas
Images

I saw beautiful
Images
In my dreams
All the images
That I saw in my dreams
Reminded of
Michelangelo Buonarroti

Aldo Kraas
Imagine Being Dead Song

Imagine being dead
For a while

Aldo Kraas
Immoral

Immoral things the young girls do today just to get attention from the Boys
They don’t seem to have any shame of what they do
They don’t have any way of defying moral principles
They are desperate for money
They are more money hungry than ever
It is sad
They get into the world of prostitution
They think they will have a better life by doing it
And they will have all the fame and fortune
It is totally wrong they have a wrong Illusion
For the girls may be attempting
The sad part is that they don’t know who they are working for
Or that some times they can end up dead
And some can even abused than
They color there hair purple
They wear some gang clothes today
The girls lost the sense of belonging
They are tired of being themselves
They want to be like everybody else
They say it is cool
I don’t believe it is true
I am not running than down
I am just making a statement
It can’t hurt any body
Some girls like to get high
I find it immoral
I think they deserve better
I don’t think the girls see it my way

Aldo Kraas
Immortal Sky

That immortal sky belong to
You and me

Aldo Kraas
Immortality

Destruction and violence is the worst thing I can do because there is Lots of it already in this world and I don’t need to see it

Immortality
I am successful in everything I do today in my life
I think fast and work fast not to loose anytime in what I am doing because time is very precious to me
I never did bad things in my life like smoking marijuana or drinking
Drinking will destroy my liver and marijuana will destroy my brains Because I won’t be able to think straight anymore and my whole Personality will change
I am not a coward
I don’t give up easily
I keep on trying even if it doesn’t work out the first time
I keep on persisting and working on it over again
Who knows maybe I will get it the second time around?
Something’s are easy for me others are not
I give all I can give to others
Others come first in my life before me
I am not selfish
I have wishes and desires like all the rest of the human beings do
Immortality
I don’t like winters
The winters are too long and too cold
The winter puts me down
When I don’t have enough sleep I get depressed
When I am tired my body is telling me that enough is enough now have A rest
I need a rest so I can start fresh each day
My inner voice sometimes speaks to me and sends different messages to me
Some I listened to and some I just ignored
I am very friendly to others and myself
I don’t have the energy to fight with others anymore
It is a waste and I won’t gain anything good from it
I think positive everyday and only the good thoughts I keep with me
I don’t envy others because I have all I need and want
I don’t want no more or less
I have plenty in my life
I have no right to criticize them and talk badly about them

Aldo Kraas
Impossible Song

It is not imposible to love the sun
It is imposible to feed a big family
On minimum pay

Aldo Kraas
Improvisation

I am just looking for a new direction
And I am planning to do something for fun just for today
Because I need a break from work
And I worked already 320 hours
Also I hear God telling me that I should sing
But I keep telling God that singing is not my strength
And I can't sing because it sounds like somebody that is pulling the Cat's tail
And besides I don't want to sing in front of people because I don't want To offend them with my singing
On the other hand I don't want to make a fool of myself either
So I live it to Gordon Lightfoot and Neil younge

Aldo Kraas
Impulse Song

Don't do anything
On impulse
Because you might regret later

Aldo Kraas
In A Better World

The day I leave this earth
There will be nobody always to help me in my life
And nobody else will need to look after me here on earth
Because I will be in heaven
In a better place than earth
But I must say that I can't wait for this day to arrive
And when this day arrive I will be ready for God to take me home
To his abode in heaven
My life will end here on earth
But it will continue in heaven inside of God's abode
And in the garden in heaven I will go for walk any time that I feel like
Without being disturbed by the other people that lives in heaven
Also the dogs in heaven will come and great me while I walk in the garden In heaven
Of course I won't see anymore violence or homeless people here in the sky
At all and that to me will be a relieve
Also my pain and my life strugles will be over

Aldo Kraas
In A Bus Song

In a bus
I see so many kids
That are going
To summer camp today

Aldo Kraas
In A Cold Morning When Everything Is New

In
A
Cold
Morning
When
Everything
Is
New
Like
The
Snow
That
Needs
To
Be
Shovelled

Aldo Kraas
In A Heart Beat Song

I won't forgive
In a heart beat
But I believe at the same time
That this is what they want
And I can't do that
Because for me
That would prove to me that I am a fool
But at the same time I would lose out
By not being human to myself
And kind to myself at the same time

Aldo Kraas
In A Lush Forest

In a lush forest
Wild grapes grow
In a grape tree
There are
All kinds
of wild
Animals

Aldo Kraas
In A Magic Kindom Song

She lives in a magic kindom

Aldo Kraas
In A Matter Of Time

In a matter of time you can decide
how you are going to live your life from Now on
If you want fancy coffees or the regular one why not go for one
But I believe that first you must be dying for one to help you stay Awake

Aldo Kraas
In A Moment Song

In a moment
I will pray to God
And ask God in my
Prayer
For peace
In my life

Aldo Kraas
In A Perfect World

In a perfect world
I think everybody would be treated with respect
An they would live with each other in peace
In a perfect world
Religion would not separate us from it
Because people from all different religions would be accepted

Aldo Kraas
In A Restless World

In a restless world
We live
And
Some of us
Take things for granted

Aldo Kraas
In A Time Of Yesterday

In a time of yesterday
When nothing was new to me
Because I was doing what I do almost everyday
I know that it sounds so boring to be talking about yesterday
Even though yesterday is gone
And might come back soon
But I don't count on it

Aldo Kraas
In All The Earth

In all the earth today
Human beings
Are celebrating Christmas
We are gathering here on earth
We are holding hands
We are all praying for each other
And we are welcoming our Lord Jesus
Christ to the earth
Because we are his people
We are showing our love to God
Each fellowmen are sharing the wine
And braking the bread and sharing the bread
The bread is the body of the Lord Jesus Christ
The wine is the blood that was shed for us

Aldo Kraas
In An Apricot Sky

In an apricot sky
The white dove was flying
High
Above the sea
I saw it with my naked eyes

Aldo Kraas
In Another Time Song

I might not be here
In another time
So for now on
I will enjoy what I have
Because my life is not always perfect

Aldo Kraas
In Better Times Song

In better times
I will be me again
I now I am not acting like a normal
Human being
That is because
I am dealing with a bad situation
And I am dying for that bad situation to end
Any time or soon

Aldo Kraas
In Bloom

I am in bloom in your garden
That now it is Summer again
And I am that Lilac tree that perfumes your garden so beautiful
And gives you shade also

Aldo Kraas
In Darkness I Stand Song

In darkness
I stand because I feel
That the darkness is so inviting

Aldo Kraas
In Denial

In denial
She lives
She doesn't
See the picture
The way I see
She believes
Everybody is her friend
That is not true
Tell me who gets hurt?
She does

Aldo Kraas
In Desperation

In silent desperation
I feel the heat rising through my body
In silent desperation
I cry out for help
Because I feel the pain inside of my heart
Whem she left me
Without saying good bye
In silent desperation
I went to sleep because there wasn't anything else than to sleep

Aldo Kraas
In Dreams Hymn

In dreams I believe
Because my mind is like a big screen
That is showing the images of my dreams
And my head is being used just like a projector
That projects the image of my dreams
On the big screen
For me and everybody else to see

Aldo Kraas
In God We Trust

In God we trust
In God we must
In every day
We got this world
In everything that happen to us

Aldo Kraas
In God's Eyes

I don't see any sadness
In God's eyes
I find it remarkable
After he had gone through so many
Hard times in his life

Aldo Kraas
In Good Times Or Bad Times

God
Will be here for us
In good times or bad times

Aldo Kraas
In Her Child Like Eyes

In her child like eyes
I see her fears
Growing inside her eyes
And at the same time
I see the tears coming
Out of her eyes

Aldo Kraas
In Her Own Little World

In
Her
Own
Little
World
She
Lives
And
She
Is
Proud
To live
In
Her
Little
Own
World

Aldo Kraas
In Just A Moment Song

In just a moment
I will get ready to go to bed
Because I am tired
And it was already a long day for me

Aldo Kraas
In Life Song

In life
Not even
An animal
Can survive
Without food or water

Aldo Kraas
In March

I put the snow to bed
In March
I buried the snow with that old witch

Aldo Kraas
In My Bed

In
My
Bed
I
Sleep
Every
Night

Aldo Kraas
In My Daughters Eyes

In my daughters eyes
I see the fire burning
All the trees
That are available
In the wild

Aldo Kraas
In My Dream

In my dream
I was God
And I was wearing a white laced gown
But I had powers to change the world that people lived in
And the things that I saw in the world that people lived in bothered me so much
that even made me very upset
So I punished the people that used to fight with each other
And also kill each other and steal from each
And believe me they stopped fighting, killing each other, and stealing from each
other
But they never accepted each other for what they were
That is very sad
And why is that?
Because they are different and they have a different outlook on life

Aldo Kraas
In My Dreams Song

In my dreams
You will swimm
L'océan
That God made
Many years ago
In my dreams
L'océan
Will always be there
For the ships to come
From a long distance
To deliver food and merchandise
To the stores
So that the owners of the stores
Can sell their food and merchandise
To the consumer

Aldo Kraas
In My Eyes

In my eyes
There is the shadow of a woman
That I once knew
And I can see it very well
With my eyes
I wish that I could embrace that woman again
And say hello to her
But what is the use because she can't hear me anymore

Aldo Kraas
In My God's Mind Or My Mind

In my God's mind
Or my mind
There is
A large
Amount
Of energy
Flowing

Aldo Kraas
In My Heart You Will Always Be

In my heart you will always be as long as I am alive
Because you belong inside of my heart
Where is safe for you

Aldo Kraas
In My Mind I Am Going To Brazil

In my mind I going to Brazil
But in reality I am not
In my mind I am going to Brazil
On an airplane that is leaving Pearson International Airport
And flying all the way to Brazil
But at the same time I am so relieved to leave the cold behind
And fill my body, mind, spirit, and soul with the warmth of Brazil
In my mind I am going to Brazil
But the airplane will land in Sao paulo Brazil early in the morning
And I won't have to wear winter clothes while I am in Sao paulo Brazil
In my mind I am going to Brazil
And there I will dine in the best restaurants in town
That will end my crave for a good steak

Aldo Kraas
In My Mind I Am Still In Saigon

In my mind I am still in
Saigon
But I had returned back home from
Saigon
3 months ago

Aldo Kraas
In My Opinion Alone Song

In my opinion alone is
That we don't give our ears
When we are listening to somebody talking
And at the same time we are being rude to somebody that is talking
Also I feel that we are always rude to the person that is talking and we don't
want to admit it because we think that we will be foolish by doing
It

Aldo Kraas
In My Own Terms

In my own terms
I will love her
In my own terms
I will guide her through life
And make her happy

Aldo Kraas
In My River Of Tears

In
My
River
Of
Tears
Johnny
Deep
Had
Drowned
By
The
Time
I
Made
A
Move
He
Was
Gone
And
Nobody
Else
Could
Understand
What
Just
Had
Happened
Except
For
Johnny's
Parents
But

Aldo Kraas
In My Sketch Book

In my sketch book
I have so many drawings
That I did when I was a child

Aldo Kraas
In My Veins Song

I have blood
In my veins
That are so thick
Like a smoothie

Aldo Kraas
In My Whole Life

In my whole life
I always wanted a silver dollar
And that day finally arrived
When I had walked down the street
On a beautiful sunny afternoon
That day I received a miracle from God
But there was a men that also walked infont of me
At the same sidewalk
That I walked on

Aldo Kraas
In Never Never Land

In
Never
Never
Land
I live
And
I
Feel
Safe
In
My
Never
Never
Land

Aldo Kraas
In Order For You To Be Saved

In order for you to be saved
You must come and find God
Waking in the pathways that connect you to his life
And seek for salvation
Once you are saved and found salvation
You will know who God is
And what God does for you and the people
Of this earth

Aldo Kraas
In Order For You To Sleep Better

In order for you to sleep better
You need to drink a cup of hot milk

Aldo Kraas
In Order To Connect With God

In order to connect with God
All you have to do is pray
Because God can hear your prayers
Very well
And God doesn't have a computer
So he doesn't have internet either
You see he is not like the rest of us
That needs to have everything
Go lives without luxuries
Because he is a simple man

Aldo Kraas
In Our Eyes

In our eyes
The light
Of the day
Shines
Bright

Aldo Kraas
In Peace

I found
Everybody in peace today
With themselves
And with their friends

Aldo Kraas
In Poetic Tieship

In Poetic tieship
With another poet
I give feed back about
Her poems
After I read them

Aldo Kraas
In Praise Of The Poets

In praise of the poets
I dedicate a poem for the poets
That I know

Aldo Kraas
In Remembrance Of A Step Father

In remembrance of a step father
I write a poem
Because deep
Down
In my heart
I have love for him

Aldo Kraas
In Saint Gabriel's Wings

In saint gabriel's wings I will fly all thre way throught the sky
But first I will past through living waters here on earth
And soon I will enter the gate of heaven
But once I am inside the gates of heaven I will be inside God's abode Forever
because I will be dead
My spirit will be in heaven
But my body will remain on the planet earth
And please don't go looking for me because I will not be on the planet Earth anymore
I will cry and water the earth with my cries every time that I will cry in Heaven

Aldo Kraas
In Saint Gabriel's Wings

In saint gabriel's wings I fly over living waters
And all over the mountains all the way to the blue sky above
The people here on earth
Yes with Saint's Gabriel I will be in Heaven tomorrow
And I will enter the gate of heaven
And in God's above I will be because now I am dead
So don't look for me on the earth because I am not there
I am now resting in heaven forever
I shall cry in heaven
And my tears will run down from heaven
Also my spirit will be in heaven
My body is the only thing that will remain on the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
In silent desperation
I feel the heat rising through my body
In silent desperation
I cry out for help
Because I feel the pain inside of my heart
Whem she left me
Without saying good bye
In silent desperation
I went to sleep because there wasn't anything else than to sleep

Aldo Kraas
In That Adorable Night

In that adorable night
I dream with you
And I think that I am being very lucky to have you
In my life

Aldo Kraas
In That Hollows Eve

In that
hollows eve
The kids

Aldo Kraas
In That Lonely Island Song

I live a wealthy life
In that lonely
Island everyday

Aldo Kraas
In That Silent Room

The baby
Sleeps in that
Silent room
Every night inside his crib

Aldo Kraas
In the city of sorrows
Is where we see so much
Racism
Against
Men and women
In the city of sorrows
There are so much injustice

Aldo Kraas
In The City Of The Dead

So desolate
Is that possible?
The lone tree
In the city of
The dead

Aldo Kraas
In The Corner Of My Heart

In the corner of my heart
There is a dark shadow
And one artificial
Palm tree
A little boy
Sits under
That palm tree
And he is crying
Away
And now he is covering
His face with his hands
Because he doesn't
Want people to know
or notice that he is crying

Aldo Kraas
In The Dark Song

In the dark we can sleep
very well
Because we were not meant to sleep with the light

Aldo Kraas
In The Darkest Hours

In the darkest hours
I need someone
To console me

Aldo Kraas
In The Deep Blue Sea

I am the captain of
A red submarine
That travels
In the deep blue sea

Aldo Kraas
In The Fantasy

In the fantasy
Of all the
People that we know
Lives a tooth fairy

Aldo Kraas
In The Girl's Young Heart

In the girl's young heart
You life
My taylor

Aldo Kraas
In The Heart Of The City

In the heart of the city is where I want to be
Walking around on a sunny
Sunday afternoon

Aldo Kraas
In The Heart Of The Night

I was feeling fine
In the heart of the night

Aldo Kraas
In The Heat Of The Night

In the heat of the night
I went for an Ice cream
Because I just needed
A little taste of heaven
Inside of my mouth

Aldo Kraas
In The Hour Of Solitude

In the our of solitude
I am always present

Aldo Kraas
In The Inside And In The Outside

In the inside
I feel that I am broken to pieces
And also I can feel the sharp edges
Where I was broken
In the outside
I feel that I am getting old
With the years

Aldo Kraas
In The Late Evening Rain

In the late evening rain
God said to the people love each other as God loves you
And during the late evening I was bored to death at home
And my best friend was a bottle of Seven up with rum
It was not because I am one alcoholic it was just to kill the evening that was so boring
But the rain kept coming down from the sky and I could hear it during my sleep

Aldo Kraas
In The Middle Of The Hearts

In the middle of the hearts
I see a river
That divide the hearts in two

Aldo Kraas
In The Midnight Hour

I'm gonna wait till the midnight hour
That's when my love comes tumbling down
I'm gonna wait till the midnight hour
When there's no one else around
I'm gonna take you girl and hold you
And do all the things I told you
In the midnight hour
I'm gonna wait till the stars come out
And see that twinkle in your eye
I'm gonna wait till the midnight hour
That's when my love begins to shine
I'm gonna take you girl and hold you
And do all the things I told you
In the midnight hour

Aldo Kraas
In The Moment

In The moment
I see no
Dark clouds
Hanging
In the sky

Aldo Kraas
In The Old Days

In the old days everything was cheaper than today
And the reason that everything is more expensive today
It is because of infestation and the high cost of living

Aldo Kraas
In The Outside

In the outside of my heart my skin is dry
Due to the heat of the sun
In the outside of my house are trees that
The people who lived here before me had planted
And I must say that I enjoy them

Aldo Kraas
In The Sands Of Passion

In the sands of passion
A family of turtles layed their eggs
One by one

Aldo Kraas
In the sea of dreams
I will die one day
When God gives me the time to die
In the sea of dreams
And when that day arrives I will die
In the sea of love
And after that I am dead
In the sea of dreams
I hope that you will be my ghost

Aldo Kraas
In The Shadow Of The God

In the shadow of the God
I will see no more violence
He will save me
From harm

Aldo Kraas
In The Skies Song

We can see so many things in the skies
And that feels great

Aldo Kraas
In The Sky Tonight Song

In the sky tonight
I see all the airplanes
Flying high while I watch
The air show
And I feel that there is love
In the sky waiting for me

Aldo Kraas
In The Wasteland

In the wasteland
I see all the city's garbage stored there
And the things that are stored there are
Old tires, dirty diapers, old tires, furniture and toys
And everything else that I can think of

Aldo Kraas
In The Woods

There must be me
Walking in the woods

Aldo Kraas
In Their Own Time

In their own time
I hope that they
Can learn
To forgive
Some day
Because
When
I see
Them
They
Are always
Fighting
With each other

Aldo Kraas
In This Life

In this life have you
Ever stand the rain
Until the clouds disappeared?

Aldo Kraas
In This Life We See So Much Violence

In this life
We see so much violence
In this life
We see so much war

Aldo Kraas
In This World

In this world
I want you
So that I can spend some time with you

Aldo Kraas
In This World Ii

In this world I haven't seen much progress
And I believe that I am not the only one who seen much progress

Aldo Kraas
In Time

I arrived in time to praise God
By singing him a tune
I arrived in time to pray for
The ones that I know that are sick
I arrived in time
So that I could see my God blessing the people
That are sick, lonely, and dying

Aldo Kraas
In Time And Time Again

In
Time and time again
I will be there for you always
In
Time and time again
I will be praying for you

Aldo Kraas
In Time Like This

In time like this
I hope that people will have compassion toward others
In time like this
I hope that people will learn to use their good manners
That their parents taught them
In time like this
I hope that people will have somebody to lean on
In time like this
I hope that people will reach out to others that are in need
Of food, clothes, money, and shelter
In time like this
I hope that people will pray for each other
In time like this
I hope that
People will be grateful for what they have
In time like these

Aldo Kraas
In Time Song

I will wake up in time
To see the sun rise early in the morning
I will wake up in time
To give the poor people a meal
So that they don't starv because they are people just like me
And they need to eat also

Aldo Kraas
In You I Place All My Trust

In you I place
All my trust God
You are my father
And I respect you
God
All the nights
That you came
I had been so
Tired

Aldo Kraas
In Your Eyes There Is Hate

In your eyes there
Is hate
Because I can
See it
And you are showing it
Right in your eyes

Aldo Kraas
In Your Heart

God I live in your heart
Every single day
And I plan to be there in your heart forever

Aldo Kraas
In Your Honour

God
We sing to you
In your honour today
God
We pray
In your honour today

Aldo Kraas
In Your Sleep

In your sleep
You don't see me
Or hear me

Aldo Kraas
Indian Woman Blues

Indian
Woman
It is time that
You live like the rest
Of the people in
North
America
Because You don't live
In
India anymore
And
North
America
Is not
India
Indian
Woman

Aldo Kraas
Infidelity

He has a lack of
Religious faith
Especially in
The Christian faith

Aldo Kraas
Infinite Prayer

There is an infinite
Prayer that is going on
In this world that is confused
With so many things that
Are going on
But are we listening to it?
Or are we just ignoring it?

Aldo Kraas
Inflicted

There were people that inflicted pain in my life
for a long time including my mom
And it made me so sad back then
But the people that had inflicted pain on me I never saw them again
Or crossed their path again
Because I don't know where they are
And it doesn't matter to me anymore because it is now history
Eventhough the past is the past

Aldo Kraas
Influenced

I was always influenced
By other people
That always wanted
Me to prove to them
That I am a person also

Aldo Kraas
Inject

Inject my love
With a syringe into your heart
Because I know that you need it badly
And also I feel that you won't reject it

Aldo Kraas
Inside My Dark Head

Inside my darken head
There are bad thoughts
Hanging like dark clouds

Aldo Kraas
Inside Of A Dark Cloud

Inside of a dark
Cloud I live
And
The cloud
Is dark and grey
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Inside Of Me

Inside of me
Lives that red sose
That God will water for me
Every second dy of the week

Aldo Kraas
Inside Of My Heart

There is a dark sky inside of my heart
And there is raining inside my heart
Also that dark sky brings me all fears
That I had
But now I am trying hard to let my fears go
Because I want to live a good life
Without any fears

Aldo Kraas
Inside Of The Bottle

Inside of the bottle
There is a sky that is blue without the clouds
Inside of the bottle
There is a lake that is very calm
Inside of the bottle there is the sun in that blue sky

Aldo Kraas
Inside Of Your Heart

Inside of your heart
All
The wild animals
Run free
And they are protected from the poachers

Aldo Kraas
Inside Song

Inside of her heart I leave
And there is a sky inside her heart that is full of gray spots
But also I think that the gray spots in the sky of her heart is indicating that it is going to rain any minute but the rain is not going to hurt me because I am not made of frozen ice

Aldo Kraas
Inside The Veins

There is blood
Inside the veins
That are thick
Like watermelone
And red like the roses
Of the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
Inspirational Song

God's face is shining
In the sky so bright
And the river is moving so is slowly
But I am walking fast on holy ground
If the dark clouds arrive now it will take God away
From the sky and all my joy will be gone

Aldo Kraas
Inspiration's

Inspiration's
To write
To sing
To cook
To speak
To dream
To Walk
To make friends
To wish
To laugh
To be grateful
To explore new opportunities

Aldo Kraas
Inspire

What inspires you to get up in the morning
What inspires you to look neatly dressed when going out

Aldo Kraas
Inspired By Reality Song

How many times you been broke?
How many times happened that you wanted to buy a drink
But didn't have enough money?

Aldo Kraas
Inspired By You

I always get inspired by you God
Every time that I live your abode God

Aldo Kraas
Instead

Instead of cookies
Please give me a hug

Aldo Kraas
Instead Of Counting All The Ships

Instead of counting all the ships
At night
While I am sleeping in my bed
At night
In a hotel room
That is located in a strange
Town

Aldo Kraas
Instead Of Tears

Instead of tears
Please give me some smiles
And let me see all that beautiful
Smiles that you have

Aldo Kraas
Instead Sonata

Instead of getting worried
Why don't you try to rest for a while
Instead of blaming somebody else for your mistakes
Wy don't you take the blame?
Instead of being miserable why don't you try to change
So you can have more friends
That will support you in your life

Aldo Kraas
Interpreted As A Song

Compassion brings people together
We must need to forgive each other and ourselves
For all the bad things that we did to each other
Some of us are Christians
And the others are Muslims, Jews, and Catholics
Everybody has their own religion
And they have the right to choose their religion
We can't force religion on people
They will come to us when the time is right
For them to go to church

Aldo Kraas
Intimidated

Do you feel intimidated by others?
Do you feel intimadaded by me?
Do you feel intimidation by God?

Aldo Kraas
Into A New Day

I am
Waking up
Into a new day

Aldo Kraas
Into The Heart Of A Child

Into the heart of
A child
I put some love

Aldo Kraas
Into The Wild

Into the wild I was born
And I live in the wild
Because that is the place I was born
To be

Aldo Kraas
Invega Song

Invega was made for me
And I can say that invega was made
For the people like me
That lives with bipolar disorder
In this world

Aldo Kraas
Invisible Man

Invisible man
We can’t see you
We don’t know how you look
You don’t have a body or a face
Because you are an invisible man
You can’t tell us how tall you are
Because you don’t even exist
Invisible man you are in our minds
You are a fantasy in our minds
If you don’t exist invisible man
You don’t have a spirit
Invisible man
You don’t have any voice
Invisible man
Lives in our minds

Aldo Kraas
Irreplaceable

My eyes are irreplaceable if one day I lose them and become blind
My nose is irrepeceable if there comes a day that I can't breathown my Own and needs to use an oxigen thank
My legs are irreplaceable if one day I get gangreene in my legs they Will have to amputate it and I will be in a wheelchair
My arms are Irreplaceable if I lose my arms I will lose my hands and Than I won't be able to write poems anymore or do anything anymore

Aldo Kraas
Irreplaceable

God is irreplaceable
My health is irreplaceable
My bones are irreplaceable

Aldo Kraas
Is Anybody Out Here

Is anybody out here
That wants to go for a walk?

Aldo Kraas
Is Anybody Out There

Is anybody out here
That wants to go for a walk?

Aldo Kraas
Is Christ Without You?

Is
Christ
Without you?
My lover
My Teacher
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Is Death And Night To Me Very Scary

Is death and night to me
Very scary

Aldo Kraas
Is It In The Air?

Is it in the air that we breath?
Toxics?
Air spray?
Hair spray?

Aldo Kraas
Is It Love?

Is it love?
That I feel for you

Aldo Kraas
Is It So Hard For You To Love God?

It is so hard for you to love God?
You walk in that sea
Not very well
Because your feet is swolen

Aldo Kraas
Is It Too Late

Is it too late to change my mind?
Is it too late to go outside?
Is it too late to eat dinner?

Aldo Kraas
Is It?

Is it because I am white?
Is it because I am tall?
Is it because I am a Christian?
Is it because I am not the Rich men you are looking for?

Aldo Kraas
Is Song

Why is the sky dark again?
Is there any solutions for my sleepless nights?
Is there any solution for the heat and humidity that is in the air?

Aldo Kraas
Is That A Dream?

Is that a dream that you dream last night?

Aldo Kraas
Is That All You Can Think Of?

It is raining
And your hair will
Get wet
Weather you like it or not
And is that all that you can think of?

Aldo Kraas
Is That Silence So Golden To Me?

Is that silence so golden to me?
No that silence is not always golden to me
Because I find that silence sometimes a bit sad

Aldo Kraas
Is That What I Really Want?

Is that what I really want
Peace in my life?
Is that what I really want
To volunteer?

Aldo Kraas
Is That Where You Are Now?

Is that where you are now?
Dreaming your life away?
And waiting every day
For a miracle?

Aldo Kraas
Is there a place that I can call home?
yes there is and I will call my home home
Is ther a place that I can love more than home?
No there is not
Is there a place that I can feel at peace?
Yes there is and it is at home
Yes there a place that I can walk alone?
Yes there is the sidewalks of home

Aldo Kraas
Is There A Dictator In All Of Us?

Is there a dictator in all of us?
Yes I believe that there is a dictator in all of us
That represents our character or personality

Aldo Kraas
Is There A Way?

Is there a way to connect with you?
is there a way that I can show my love to you?

Aldo Kraas
Is There Another Time

Is there
Another
Time
That
You and me
Can enjoy
The
Arrival
Of spring?

Aldo Kraas
Is There Any Reason

Is there any reason for this?
Is there any reason for staying up?
Is there any reason to sing?

Aldo Kraas
Is There Any Reason For This?

Is there any reason for this?
Is there any reason for staying up?
Is there any reason to sing?

Aldo Kraas
Is There?

Is there
Someone that you can trust?
Is there someone that you know
That will always be there for you
Any time of the day?

Aldo Kraas
Is This My Life?

Is this my life?
Monday I go out a bit
To the supermarket and then to have lunch
Because it is my treat day
And it doesn't hurt to have a treat once a while

Aldo Kraas
Is This World My Home?

Is
This
World
My
Home?
And
Can
I
Call
This
Home?
To
Tell
You
The
Truth
I
Don't
Even
Know
It
Anymore

Aldo Kraas
Isabelle Song

Isabelle
I hope that one day
You will receive a call
From God
That will change your life
Forever

Aldo Kraas
Isolate Song

Don't isolate yourself
Inside of that house all day
Because you need fresh air

Aldo Kraas
Istanbul

Istanbul
You are
That
Vision inside
My eyes
That I see

Aldo Kraas
It Ain'T Christmas

It ain't christmas without christmas carols
It ain't christmas without Santa
It ain't Christmas without gingerbread cookies

Aldo Kraas
ItAppealsToYouToFly

My bird
It appeals to you to fly
In that beautiful sky
That God made for you
And all of us

Aldo Kraas
It Could Be Her

It could be her
Because she was acting so
Strange on
Mondays and tuesdays

Aldo Kraas
It Depends On You

It depends on you
How you feel
About going for walk on
The beach today
It depends on you
How you feel
About going out for lunch

Aldo Kraas
It Doesn'T Take Long

It doesn't take long
For me to learn to love myself
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
It Dwells In Me

It dwells in me
Happiness
It dwells in me
God
It dwells in me
The freedom I have

Aldo Kraas
It Feels So Great To Win

It feels so great
To win
Back some confidence
To me

Aldo Kraas
It Had To Be Me

It had to be me
Who came into her life
And before that she didn't had
Much of a life
And
It looked
To me that she was dying slowly
Each day
By being isolated

Aldo Kraas
It Hurts Me So Much To Think

It hurts me so much
To think about other things
Like suicide
Like winter
Like depression
Like luck of sunlight during the winter
Like death
Like a funeral

Aldo Kraas
It Hurts Me Song

It hurts me
When you tell me to get lost
Why do you do that?
Am I in your way?
Or I am invading your space

Aldo Kraas
It Hurts To Love You Little Mr. Men

It hurts to love you little mr. men
Because you are living in a world that is full of fantasy
And you are fantasizing about that world that you live in that is
Full of fantasy

Aldo Kraas
It Is  Dream Time

When you are sleeping
It is dream time

Aldo Kraas
It Is 5: 00 Am

It is 5: 00 am
And I am quiet awake
By that time
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
It Is 8: 30 Pm

It is 8: 30 pm
And I am commited to my sleep
Because it is my bed time for today

Aldo Kraas
It Is A Better World

The day I leave this earth
There will be nobody always to help me in my life
And nobody else will need to look after me here on earth
Because I will be in heaven
In a better place than earth
But I must say that I can't wait for this day to arrive
And when this day arrive I will be ready for God to take me home
To his abode in heaven
My life will end here on earth
But it will continue in heaven inside of God's abode
And in the garden in heaven I will go for walk any time that I feel like
Without being disturbed by the other people that lives in heaven
Also the dogs in heaven will come and great me while I walk in the Garden In heaven
Of course I won't see anymore violence or homeless people here in The sky
At all and that to me will be a relieve
Also my pain and my life strugles will be over

Aldo Kraas
It Is A Fact In Life

It is a fact in my life
That
My nose gets plugged during the day
And at night
But thanks god I discovered saline nasal spray
That helps me to breathe better
The best time of use is at bed time
And I always sleep with my fan on
Because It keeps me cool from the heat
I think it is also the hot weather that is giving me problems
With my breathing
Yewsterday when I was out at night I looked at the sky
And it showed signs of rain
But the rain never came
And I feel that I need some relief from the heat
Yesterday I almost got my wish
I saw a few drops of rain
But Mother Nature kept the sun shining because she made a commitment
To the sun
She kept persisting that the sun had to stay
Yesterday I spend most of my day inside the library
Reading my Dr. phill book
At least that way I could keep cool for the last 3 hours
Also yesterday I treated myself to a few hamburgers and fries
While I was in the shopping mall buying my saline nasal spray
I must say that I get bored out of my mind very easily
And that is what I been noticing latelly with myself
I also treated myself for an Ice cream because I was craving one
I also know that I am a unique individual
And that is a fact
It takes a long time to get dark in the summer
That is what I begun to notice lately
I have a sharp mind
That races non stop when I am thinking and writing something
And that also is a fact of life

Aldo Kraas
It is a fact in my life
That
My nose gets plugged during the day
And at night
But thanks god I discovered saline nasal spray
That helps me to breathe better
The best time of use is at bed time
And I always sleep with my fan on
Because It keeps me cool from the heat
I think it is also the hot weather that is giving me problems
With my breathing
Yewsterday when I was out at night I looked at the sky
And it showed signs of rain
But the rain never came
And I feel that I need some relief from the heat
Yesterday I almost got my wish
I saw a few drops of rain
But Mother Nature kept the sun shining because she made a commitment
To the sun
She kept persisting that the sun had to stay
Yesterday I spend most of my day inside the library
Reading my Dr. phill book
At least that way I could keep cool for the last 3 hours
Also yesterday I treated myself to a few hamburgers and fries
While I was in the shopping mall buying my saline nasal spray
I must say that I get bored out of my mind very easily
And that is what I been noticing latelly with myself
I also treated myself for an Ice cream because I was craving one
I also know that I am a unique individual
And that is a fact
It takes a long time to get dark in the summer
That is what I begun to notice lately
I have a sharp mind
That races non stop when I am thinking and writing something
And that also is a fact of life

Aldo Kraas
It Is A Lovely Night

It is a lovely night here in singapore
That I even go for walks in the street of Singapore st night
And the streets of Singapore is much cleaner than in Toronto
The air quality in Singapore is very good
And the AI never saw any fog in the air in Singapore yet
But at the same time I am enjoying my stay in Singapore

Aldo Kraas
It Is All In Her Head

It
Is
All
In
Her
Head
And
She
Believes
That
She
Is
A
Loser
Compare
To
Her
Other
Friends

Aldo Kraas
It Is Almost Paradise Here On Earth

I feel that
It is almost paradise
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
It Is Always Good For Me To Wait And See

It is always good for me to wait and see
Because I don't know how things will turn out today

Aldo Kraas
It Is Always Hard To Be Alone

It is always hard to be alone
During the day
Or the night
Because
During
The night
Or day
You are always
Wishing for company

Aldo Kraas
It Is Amazing

It is amazing how much we can do
When we make a list of things to do
Because in that list everything is written
In order
And all we have to do is read it and follow it
And after we finish a task we have to cross
It off from the list and go to the next one

Aldo Kraas
It Is Babylon Dirty Day

It is babylon dirty day
Because it is windy in babylon
And the wind blows the garbage, newspaper, and pop cans everywhere
And it makes a mess
But also it leaves a dirty appearance in babylon
Eventhough nobody works outside when the wind blows
Because the wind can push you to the ground also
And you could get hurt very badly

Aldo Kraas
It Is Beyond Our Control

It is beyond our control
The earthquake

Aldo Kraas
It Is Chow Chow Time Filipino People

It
Is
Chow
Chow
Time
Filipino
People
Right
Now
In
Philippines

Aldo Kraas
It Is Easy To Lose At Any Cost The Money That You Saved

It is easy to lose at any cost
The money that you saved
Your entired life

Aldo Kraas
It Is Enough

It is enough
For me to cry
When I get upset
With the people
That are playing
Some kind of games
With my feelings
Because I can see
That they are trying very hard
To hurt me
And by doing that they think that
They will get even
Or they will be more poweful
Than me

Aldo Kraas
It Is For You To Decide

It is for you to decide how you want to live your life
And what time you want to get up every morning

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard

It is hard to be alone
It is hard to wait for the time to change
It is hard to go to sleep during the day
It is hard sometimes to stay up during the night
It is hard to live without taking showers
It is hard to resist that voice that is always talking to us inside of our heads
It is hard sometimes to find happiness
It is hard to discovere the things you like

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard For Us To Lie

IT is hard for us to lie
Because we been thought
By our parents
To tell the truth always

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard To Admit That You Done Wrong

It is hard to admit that you done wrong
Because it takes time for you to feel it
And then comes the moment that you might feel sorry
Or feel guilty

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard To Be Honest

It is hard to be honest
Because people don't think that
You are honest when you talk to them
Either they take you for granted
Or a liar
That happens in most cases

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard To Come By In This Crazy Town

It is hard to come by
In this crazy town
Without violence

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard To Kill Time

It is hard to kill time
Why?
Because the time takes a long time to move
And to change
It can be boring sometimes
Waiting for the time to move or to change

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard To Live Without You

It is hard to live without you
It is hard to smile without you
It is hard to be away from you
For just a day or a moment

Aldo Kraas
It Is Hard To See Everything

It is hard to see
Everything without your eyes
Because you need your eyes
To see things

Aldo Kraas
It Is Impossible Song

It is impossible
To be in two places at the same time

Aldo Kraas
It Is Impossible To Live Life Without Faith

It is impossible to live life without faith
Because faith is something that you must have in life

Aldo Kraas
It Is In All Of Us

It is in all of us to be wise
It is in all of us love to give
It is in all of us feelings inside of our hearts
It is in all of us thrust to give
It is in all of us emotions that fill our hearts, mind, and soul
It is in all of us the need to have a friend
It is in all of us the need to be loved
It is in all of us some limitations
It is in all of us a gift that god gave us
It is in all of us to work with what we have
It is in all of us to wish for god health and strength
It is in all of us happiness
It is in all of us honesty
It is in all of us sympathy for ourselves and others

Aldo Kraas
It Is Just A Song

It is just a song
To welcome the new month
And spring

Aldo Kraas
It is just a thought
That came to me
Early this morning

Aldo Kraas
It Is Like She Died And Gone To Heaven

It was like she died and gone to heaven
The day she meet me
Because
She was so thrilled
That she found me

Aldo Kraas
It is love that I feel for you
My friend
Not just any day
But everyday of the week

Aldo Kraas
It Is More Emotions Than A Subject

The cold turns my body into a popsicle
That at the same time I start to shiver like crazy
Due to the cold
That is coming through my windows

Aldo Kraas
It Is My Choice

It is my choice
If I want to lose weight
It is my choice
If I want to cook or not
It is my choice
When I am going to sleep

Aldo Kraas
It Is My Life That I Am Living

It is my life that I am living
And I am not going to waste it
Because I am just going to live it day by day
As it comes to me

Aldo Kraas
It Is My Life That Matters To Me

It is my life that matters to me
Right now
Because I don't want to be back in the hospital
With crisis
And I do what is right for me and my health
Every single day
By following my prescribed diet
That was prescribed by my dietitian

Aldo Kraas
It Is My Right To Be Free

It is my right to be free
And to live free here on eatyh

Aldo Kraas
It Is My Time To Stay With God

It is my time to stay with God
Because he needs me now
And I need him also
So that is fine with me because it worked ok for us

Aldo Kraas
It Is Never Easy To Say I Am Sorry

It is never easy to say I am sorry
To somebody that you don't like
that mistreated you
But at the same time you say it to her to make her feel good
Remember that you are not responsible for her actions
You are responsible for your actions my dear
Don't forget that actions apeak louder than words

Aldo Kraas
It Is Nice And Easy

It is nice and easy does it
When you have a moly maid at home
You come from school
And everything is done for you
Mothers do the cooking, do the washing, do the cleaning, do the shopping, Do the ironing
Mother's were born to be moly maids for the rest of their lives
Nice and easy does it
Nice and easy does it
Nice and easy does it
Nice and easy does it

Aldo Kraas
It Is Nice To Be At Home

It is nice to be at home
And having some time at home
Jus for myself
To do the things that I love

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not Black Or White

It is not black
Or white
That you are seeing
With your eyes
But the color that you are seeing with your eyes is red
Rather than black or white
And red is the color of the heart

Aldo Kraas
It is not everything that I do
Right or wrong
Because when I do something wrong I admit
It to myself and other
When I do things right I
Compliment myself
And others congratulate me

Aldo Kraas
It is not hard for me to tell you
That I need you
And that I love you
From the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
It is not just justice that we wonder about
We wonder about us also
We wonder about the
Police that works hard to keep our streets
And community safe
We wonder if one day we will run out of
water in
North America
Because we all depend on it
We wonder if we can save our natural beauty that
Mother Nature and God had created together just for us

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not My Mistake

It is not my mistake
Or my fault

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not My Opinion

It is not my opinion
And I can't comment on it

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not My Opinion

It is not my opinion
And I Can't comment on it

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not So Easy Song

It is not so easy to move on in life
It is not so easy to find happiness in life
Because it doesn't matter where you search for
Some might be lucky in finding it and others might not be so lucky

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not That I Don’T Care For You

It is not that I don’t care for you
Because I do
And I can’t be 24 hours with you
Because I have my life to live also
And I am not thinking only about myself
Please understand that

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not Too Late

It is not too late to make some
Amendments to the ones that
You had stolen money from
By saying I had stolen money from you in the past
And I am very sorry

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not Too Late To Repair That Broken Heart

It is not too late
To repair that broken heart of hers

Aldo Kraas
It Is Not What I Think

It is not what I think
That matters to others
That keeps me busy
To be honest to you

Aldo Kraas
It Is Ok To Stay Up Late

It is ok to stay up late
When you live alone

Aldo Kraas
It Is Over

The summer
It is over
And I feel
Heartbroken
And sad
I feel that
My favorite time
Of the year
Is so short
And fall
Arrives fast
And before
I know
I have to change
The clock
One hour back
I don't mind that I get
One hour extra sleep

Aldo Kraas
It Is Raining Outside

Today it is a day
That you won't see any fisherman
Around in this island
Because it is raining in this island
And also the fish will have a break from the fisherman

Aldo Kraas
It Is Ready For The Graveyard

I think that old car
That we drove
All over town is ready for the graveyard
Right now
Because the engine keeps breaking down
All the time

Aldo Kraas
It Is Right To Kiss God

You are God's child
And it is right to kiss God
Each day
Whenever you meet him

Aldo Kraas
It is so hard
To take the blame
When something happens to me
That I have no control of
It is so hard
For me not to feel bitter
About something that took place in my life
It is so hard for me to find compassion
Because that is not me
I need to fight until the other person bleeds
And that is seeking justice
For what the other person have done to me
That is not revenge
Revenge I don't want
Justice yes
And I choose justice any time
Over revenge

Aldo Kraas
It is so quiet
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
It Is The End Of Him

I am afraid it is the end of him
Now that he past away so suddenly

Aldo Kraas
It Is The Little Things In Life

It is
The
Little things in life
That brings me so much
Joy

Aldo Kraas
It Is The Rain

It is the rain that
God dedicates
To the
Trees, plants, and grass
That is planted in our earth

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time

It is time for me to kiss the earth
And let the leaves rain from the skies
It is time for me to let my rich life run through my roots

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time For Me To Clean Up My Act

It is time for me to clean up my act
And I know that people don't like to see me angry
Because that is what frightens then

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time For Me To Let You Go

It is time for me to let you go

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time For Self Care

It is time for self care
And the only way that I can do it
Is buy having lots of sleep
And there is nothing wrong with it
Because without sleep I can't function properly
Trust me I am not a machine
I am just me
Trying to do what is right for me
And healthy

Aldo Kraas
It is time for you to disappear from my face
By respecting my boundaries
It is time for you to disappear from my face
Because you are annoying me
By telling me rude jokes
Your jokes might be funny to you
But not to me
Can't you see that I'm not laughing at your jokes
And the only one that is laughing is you

Aldo Kraas
It is time to tell the people in the world to disarm
Because there are so many nuclear weapons
It is time to tell the people in the world to accept peace
And to embrace the peace
It is time to tell the people in the world to put the clock back one hour
Because winter is coming again
It is time to tell the people in the world that they have to respect
Each other

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time To Change The World

It is time to change the world
By working together with the world
In order to bring peace for the people in the world
But first we need to accept each other
In real life
And not in a dream world
Because in the real world
We find things that can upset the black people
And the white people as well

Aldo Kraas
It is time to forgive each other
When they are sad
It is time to forgive each other
When they are hurt

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time To Rise

It is time to rise
And start a new day
Good morning sunshine
Good morning sunshine
Good morning sunshine
Good morning sunshine
It is time for a good breakfast

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time To Say Good Bye

It is time to say
Good bye
To my audience
And
Tonight I had
Promised them
That I would read
My last poem
Before
I wrap up
My reading
Tonight
Because it is getting late tonight
Already

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time To Say Hello

It is time to say hello to winter again
It is so depressing to me
There is no escape for me
I have to live with it now
Because I can't control the weather
And the only person
That can do it is God

Aldo Kraas
It Is Time To Shine

It is time to shine
Here in the world
That God made for us
It is time to shine
And for us to show our pride
To God and everybody else
In the world

Aldo Kraas
It Is Too Early To Tell

It
Is
Too
Early
To
Tell
If
I
Had
Made
A
Difference
In
The
Community
By
Volunteering

Aldo Kraas
It Is Too Late

It is too late
To sleep in
It is too late to say
Good bye
It is too late
To say I am sorry
It is too late
To save your money
Because it is now gone

Aldo Kraas
It Is Too Late Song

It is too late
To forgive
Your best friend
It is too late
To pray

Aldo Kraas
It Is Too Much Of A Temptation

It is too much of a temptation
For me
To stay away from sweets
I am diabetic
And I can't eat chocolates anymore
Now that you had placed
The chocolate box infront of me
You keep telling me half of a chocolate want hurt
Sorry
I am not lying to you
I am telling you the truth
I am diabetic
And I can't have it

Aldo Kraas
It Is Too Much To Ask You

It
Is
Too
Much
To
Ask
You
About
Anything

Aldo Kraas
It Is Wonderful

It is wonderful
For me to be loving you
Each day

Aldo Kraas
It Is Wonderful That I Am Alive Each Day

It is wonderful that I am alive each day
And that I can worship my God
Each day

Aldo Kraas
It Is Worth To Live For God

IT is worth to live for God

Aldo Kraas
It is wrong to steal
It is wrong to kill
It is wrong to hit a child
It is wrong to abuse a child

Aldo Kraas
It Is Your Business

It is your business
The way you live your life
And nobody elses
It is your business
The way you eat your food
That you made for yourself
And nobody elses

Aldo Kraas
It Makes One Ask

It makes one ask
Where is home?
Where is your heart?
Where is peace?
Where can I find love?
When will I have time to do the things that I love?

Aldo Kraas
It Might Work

It might work
Only if you include us
In your life also
Because we already included you
In our lives already
And that is true

Aldo Kraas
It Must Beem Mrs. Moon

It must been Mrs. Moon who brought me to you
My beloved moon because you move around in the sky at night
And Sometimes it seems like you've got legs because you move fast from One
direction to the next
Are you happy being a moon?
Are you happy that you shine at night so bright?
Are you happy that you are living in the sky everyday?

Aldo Kraas
It Never Left Me

It never left me
Anger, guilt, bad health, and the cold

Aldo Kraas
It Seems That The Only Blessings

It seems that the only blessings I am gettin everyfay
Is from god
And I am very happy to receive god's blessings
Because Goods blessings makes me fell very strong

Aldo Kraas
It Seems That We Don'T Learn The Lesson

It seems that we don't learn the lesson
Which is we shouldn't kill, we shouldn't steal, we should love people,
And we should not judge people

Aldo Kraas
It Seens That The Only Blessings Ii

It seems that the only blessings that I am getting everyday
Is from God
And I am very happy to receive god's blessings
Because Goods blessings makes me fell very strong

Aldo Kraas
It Shows How Much You Love Me

It shows how much you love me
By your simple gestures

Aldo Kraas
It Was A Good Evening

It was a good evening when I danced with you tonight
And Lima you dance very well
And I don't dance that well

Aldo Kraas
It Was A Moment For Me Song

It was a moment for me to sit down and just to close my eyes
And relax for a day

Aldo Kraas
It Was Nice

It was nice to get together with you
Because so many years have past
And we haven't seen each other since

Aldo Kraas
It Was Not My Home

It was not my home
That I love so much
But for the weekend is good
Because It is out of the city
And there is no noise
Also for that reason it is good

Aldo Kraas
It Was Not Until The Day You Left Me

It was not until the day you left
That my happiness died
Now I am a lonely
Man
I am too scared
To tell to myself
That sometimes
Things just don't work out

Aldo Kraas
It Wasn'T God

It wasn't God who sent me away
it was the rain
Because the rain couldn't wait to get rid of me

Aldo Kraas
It Wasn'T Her Intention To Hurt Me

It wasn't her intention to hurt me
If you know what I mean

Aldo Kraas
It Won'T Be Easy

It won't be easy
To live this place
It won't be easy to live without you
Because I know
How much I mean to you
You tell me that I mean the world to you
It won't be easy
To forget about the people
That I trust so much

Aldo Kraas
It’s Never Lost

It’s never lost
My love for you
It’s never lost
Our friendship
It’s never lost
The understanding we have for each other
It’s never lost
The support we have for each other
It’s never lost the honesty we have for each other

Aldo Kraas
It’s Worth To Pray

When it is the loneliest time you feel
It’s worth to pray
When you are feeling down
God will be there
He will give you a lift
It’s worth to pray
God understands how you feel
There must be dark days in our lives
So we can appreciate the brighter days in our lives
It’s worth to pray
Never give up hope
Don’t think you are alone
You have a friend in God
With God you are never alone
It’s worth to pray
All your prayers will be answered
Please wait patiently
It’s worth to pray
When you don’t know how to solve an issue
It’s worth to pray
When you feel that you are loosing hope and faith
There is time when you need a break
Take time for yourself
Make friendship with yourself
Be there for you first
You can’t walk with your head down
Because you won’t see anything
And you won’t learn anything
It’s worth to pray
When you are having the winter blues
It’s worth to pray
For peace
It’s worth to pray
For Good health
God is always here for you

Aldo Kraas
It’s Your Choice And Your’s Alone

It’s your choice
And your’s alone
That you have
To make
In deciding
What
You
Want to give
To
A
Charity

Aldo Kraas
Italian Sonata

You said
Good bye to me
And broke all my dreams
Into little pieces today
Baby
It makes me so sad
To see you go
Because I remember
When I met you
While you had been
On vacation here

Aldo Kraas
Italy

Italy I am dreaming of you
Almost every night now
And I find you beautiful
At this time of the year

Aldo Kraas
It's All Counted In My Life

It's all counted in my life
My health and my sleep
It's all counted in my life
The peace and all the blessings
That God Gave me each day

Aldo Kraas
It's All Yours Now

I can hear that voice
Inside my head
That is telling me
It's all yours now

Aldo Kraas
It's Far Worse Than A Lover's Breakup

Why do you have a family that are never there for you?
Don't they understand that you need their support
To get through life?

Aldo Kraas
It's Full Of Stars

It's full
Of stars
In that beautiful sky
I can see it
How lovely you are

Aldo Kraas
It's Funny The Things That I Can Remember Still

It's funny the things that I can remember
Still
Old phone numbers
They are in my head
Memorized very good

Aldo Kraas
Its hard sometimes to be strong
And to say no
When you need to have sometime
For yourself

Aldo Kraas
It's Killing Her

It's
Killing
Her
Every
Day
Because
All
She
Does
After
Work
Goes
Home
And
Sit
By
The
Phone
Waiting
For
The
Phone
To
Ring

Aldo Kraas
It's Like Stepping Through A Magic Door

It's like stepping through a magic door
When we can see our future clearly

Aldo Kraas
It's Me Again Lord

It's me again Lord
I am not joking with you
I am not Lying to you
I am telling you the truth
Lord I know that you are no laughing matter
And it is not nice to joke about you

Aldo Kraas
It's Not Easy

It's not easy
To change
Your lifestyle
From the one that you are used
To living
To a healthier lifestyle

Aldo Kraas
It's Not That I Don'T Like Living Life

It's not that I don't like living life
But life is sometimes so hard to explain
It is not that I don like living life
Sometimes there is pain
And suffering that comes along with life

Aldo Kraas
It's Not Worth

It's not worth
To save a few bucksWhen you have to eat
A well balanced meal

Aldo Kraas
It's only love that gets you through with God
And not hate or evil

Aldo Kraas
It's Personal How I Feel About Him

It's personal how I feel about him
Believe me
Because
I prefer not to discuss him with you

Aldo Kraas
It's Raining

It's raining
Inside my heart
The rain that is falling
From that sky
Inside my heart
Is watering the trees, the flowers,
And the grass

Aldo Kraas
It's Rough

It's rough
When I run out of money
It's rough
When I run out of food

Aldo Kraas
It's Too Late

It's too late
To call her now
Because she is already sleeping in her bed
And it is wrong to call somebody in the middle of the night
And wake them up

Aldo Kraas
It's You God

It's
You
God
That
Brighten
My days
It's
You
God
That
Makes
The sun
Shine
Every day

Aldo Kraas
Its You Song

Its you that needs
To change
And very fast
Because you have a bad
Relationship with me

Aldo Kraas
I've Got It All Figured Out

I've got it all figured out
It is raining cat's and dog's
This weather is for the birds
I say
But God water's the grass and the flowers
In the people's gardens
He look's after the farmer's crop's

Aldo Kraas
I've Got The Best Song

I've got the best support that
Money can buy
Because without support I can't live my life

Aldo Kraas
I've Held On

I've held on
To my pains
I've held on
To my sufferings
I've held on
To all my hurts
That I was
Feeling
Inside of me

Aldo Kraas
I've Seem Enough

I've seem enough of you sleeping all day in bed
I've seen enough of you complaining
I've seen enough of you crying

Aldo Kraas
I've Seen Enough

I've seem enough of you sleeping all day in bed
I've seen enough of you complaining
I've seen enough of you crying

Aldo Kraas
I was Waiting

The songs that you wrote for me
And sang with the orchestra
At the bar every night
- I loved very much
The words of all the songs
That you sang
Blew me away
And took me by surprise

Aldo Kraas
J' Ai Besoin De Dieu

J 'ai besoin de dieu
J' ai besoin de dieu
In my life every single day
J' ai besoin de dieu
J'ai besoin de dieux
Even when I am sleeping

Aldo Kraas
J 'Ai Besoin De Dieu

J 'ai besoin de dieu
J’ ai besoin de dieu
In my life every single day
J' ai besoin de dieu
Jai besoin de dieux
Even when I am sleeping

Aldo Kraas
Jack Dinsdale Symphony

I know that you can't quit
Living in this world
Because this world is so addictive
Eventhough it is full of punks walking everywhere
And you wonder what is wrong with them
The punks are the knew generation
And is that what we have to accept?
No way
Because their hair cuts looks horrible
And we have to be happy that we don't have hair like that
But maybe they do it to get attention
Please tell me who will hire the punks?
Nobody
I believe that the people in this world are totally out of control
Do you?
We are old fashion Jack Dinsdale

Aldo Kraas
Jackie
You are a beautiful princess
And tonight you are going to
A cocktail party
Jackie
I love your cocktail dress that you are wearing
It is very feminine
And I think that the cocktail dress was made for you

Aldo Kraas
Jackie Blue

Good morning Jackie blue
And I am so happy that you are finally home
For Valentine's day
Jackie blue
Come and open up your Valentine's day gift
That I am giving to you
Jackie blue
Do you like your Valentine's day gift?
Jackie blue
You are the apple of my life

Aldo Kraas
Jacko

Jacko
Was famous
One time

Aldo Kraas
Jacob's Lullaby

Jacob
You are
A gift
To us all
And
We thank God
Everyday for given
You to us

Aldo Kraas
J'ai Besoin De Vous

J'ai besoin de vous
Even when I am having the blues
During the long winter
That we have to live on
J'ai besoin de vous
Even when my heart is broken
Into a million pieces
J'ai besoin de vous
Next to me
Even when I sleep
So that I can have some company
During the night

Aldo Kraas
Jail

Jail
A place for the criminal who broke the law
The price that he has to pay for braking the law
Sometimes the cell doesn't have any window at all
The criminal has lost his freedom
Where is his remorse?
Does he shows it?
Never
He never show it to others
The criminal
Is a bad man
Or a man worst than an animal
At least an animal have feelings
The innocent victims always pays for the crime
And their lost loved ones
Their lost loved
Lost their lives
Lives will never be the same again

Aldo Kraas
Jakarta Symphony

I am alone walking in the desert of Jakarta
But my life is out of fire
And my own desire is to be a bush men here in Jakarta
Also I want to prove to myself that I am brave
But in reality I am not brave
However it seems strange for me to be walking in the desert of Jakarta
Because I don't know the danger that is in the desert of Jakarta
But something is telling me that I am playing with fire
And on the other hand I will be a bush men just for once in my life
Because that is not going to be forever

Aldo Kraas
Jake's Hymn

Jake
It is not safe for you
To enter the forest
That belongs to the
Macaon natives
And I feel that the macaoan natives
Feel that you are coming to
Destroy their forest
Any time now

Aldo Kraas
Jamaican Men

Be careful with what you say
To the Jamaican men
Because you can easily hurt their feelings
The Jamaican men belongs to Jamaica
Because Jamaica
Is their birth place
And they have the right
To live in Jamaica

Aldo Kraas
Jamaican Song

All
The
Jamaican
Is getting
Ready
To
Sing
The
Jamaican
Song
Can they feel the heat of the sun?

Aldo Kraas
To right the wrongs
To survive each day
To stay alive
And show the way
To the women of this city, this province, and the world
That you must stand up for your rights
And not be afraid to speak up and show your emotions
And recognize that you are God’s child
And to know that someone is watching you from above
Strengthening you every day
And guiding you each day where you go
Praise yourself for what you do each day
And look at the mirror and say I love you, Jane Doe
And know who you are
Have a relationship with yourself before you have with others
Don’t try to be better than others, just be your own true self
Just live your life one day at a time
Don’t try to do everything at once,
Live your life one day at a time
Think positive each day, and leave the negative thoughts behind
You are the one to make the changes in this world

Aldo Kraas
Janice's Cradle

My beloved grandchild
To you I give my world
And the sky that is above my world
I will hold you close to my heart

Aldo Kraas
J'attendrai

J'attendrai
For God's calling
J'attendrai
For God to give me a sign

Aldo Kraas
Jazmine

Jazmine
You are
Like
A purple
Flower
That grow
Wild in the
Grass
Next
To
The highways

Aldo Kraas
Je crois
That you will be good for me
And that you will change
Me for the better
And not for the worst

Aldo Kraas
Je Me Souviens

Je me souviens
Of the golden leaf
That had fallen
From the trees
Into the ground
At fall
Je me souviens
Of the beautiful
Blue sky
Without a grey cloud

Aldo Kraas
Je Parle

Je parle avec mon dieu today
For making me see what I did wrong to so many people
That had to put up with me
And my violence over the years
Je parle avec mon dieu about myself growth that I am doing everyday
Je parle
Avec mon dieu about my life in general
Je parle avec mon dieu
About my health because sometimes it goes out of hand
Because I sometimes binge when food is in front of me

Aldo Kraas
Je Pleure

Je pleure
During all the times
When things
Started to bother me
Je pleure
When the sky was dark
And the rain was falling
Je pleure
When my heart had
 Been stubbed with many knives by so many murders
And I am very lucky that I menaged
To removed all of them
My heart was bleeding badly
And I worked hard to stop the bleeding
And I did it
So thanks God I am alive
And after that I went to the hospital
Where I had a day surgery on my heart
The doctor had stitched the wounds on my heart
And
I went home
Once it was over
Je pleure
Because of this accident
Je pleure
Because of all the pain I was feeling on my heart

Aldo Kraas
Je Suis Un Home

Je suis un homme
And you are my kind lady

Aldo Kraas
Jealous Woman

Jealous woman
I don't know if I can trust you again
Because you can't never keep your nose out of somebody
Else's business
Yes it is so sad that you are like that

Aldo Kraas
Jersey Boys

All of the
Jersey Boys
Are greeting
All the people
That are in the
Stadium

Aldo Kraas
Jerusalem Is My Brother

Jerusalem is my brother
That I am very proud to have
Shallon shallon shallon
Jerusalem is my brother
Sometimes I borrow some clothes and shoes from my brother to wear
When I am tired of my own style and he doesn't mind because I borrow my
Clothes and shoes for him to wear in return
So we are both doing a favor for each other
Shallon shallon shallon
Jerusalem is my brother
And I couldn’t ask for a brother better than Jerusalem
Shallon Shallon Shallon
Jerusalem is my brother
And we are swimming in the Red Sea
Today but the good thing is that we will not sink in the Red Sea
Shallon Shallon Shallon
Jerusalem is my brother that I love very much
Shallon Shallon Shallon
Jerusalem is my brother
And he is the leader in everything we do together
And I am the follower

Aldo Kraas
Jessica Sonata

Jessica
Try to take care of your health
For now on
Because you are always ill

Aldo Kraas
Jessica Soprano

Jessica
The girl that God made
So she could make something of her self
And to show that she is more educated
Than the rest of the entire world

Aldo Kraas
Jessie

The angel came down from heaven and he carried Jessie in his wings
And once they arrived there the Lord open the gate of heaven so Jessie and the
angel could get in to heaven
And it is only now that Jessie is running free in the Garden in the sky With other
cats that lives in the sky
But Jessie is not suffering anymore in heaven because she can run Around in
heaven and play also with other cats
There are no rats for Jessie to catch in heaven so Jessie will have to Catch the
live birds instead

Aldo Kraas
Jesus

Jesus
Come by my front door
When you come to visit me today
Please
But remember not to bang the door
Because it still too early
And people are still sleeping
Jesus

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Christ

Jesus Christ
I am here
I give my life and my sacrifices to you
Heaven on my mind
Everything is all right
I know how to love him
Jesus Christ must live
He must come
To show his love
Jesus Christ is the friend of
The dying, the lonely, the sick, and the homeless
We can’t live only on bread and water
Jesus Christ
Faith will not weaken me or anybody else
Open the door
Please Jesus Christ
The homeless needs shelter
Let then in
Shelter then from the cold
The sick needs you to heal then
The lonely needs your friendship
You seem kind of awesome to me and everybody else
Jesus Christ
He is breaking the silence
And I want to tell you how proud I am of you
Yes I am saying it
It is true
It is not a lie
Jesus Christ
To live is better then to love?
Or to love is better then to live?
And if we join this love with a life
Of a great love
Love is like the juice of grapes
Sweet all over
Love knows no boundaries
Love has no shame
Love keep as together
Like a rose that had been planted on earth
Sometimes love speaks for itself
Jesus Christ
Moves me
Lifts my spirit higher above the sky daily

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Christ Forgive Me Song

Jesus christ forgive me
But I must fight back
Whem somebody hurts my feelings
Or they have humiliated me
Infront of other people
Jesus christ forgive me
Bu I don't know how to forgive
Because I am not the type that forgives

Aldo Kraas
Jesus I Will Be Around

Jesus I will be around every
Sunday morning
During the sunday morning service

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Is

Jesus is
The one
Who ruled
The world
Jesus is
The one
Who gave us
Fresh water
To drink

Aldo Kraas
Jesus' Prayer

My people
Please
Give thanks to me
Because it is the right
Thing to do

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Show Us How To Reconcile

Jesus show us how to reconcile
With each other
And Jesus we you love you very much
But what a wonderful people
Yes I think to myself what a wonderful worl my people

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Song

Jesus I want to hear you say
That you love me
Jesus I want to know
That you will always be here for me

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Taught Me Song

Jesus taught me
That I have to be grateful
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Jesus We Love You

Jesus we love you
So much
And we are saying
It to you
Right now
Because we want you
To know that

Aldo Kraas
Jesus Will Return

Jesus will return
Soon
And when he
Is back
I will
Announce
His return
To earth
To all
The men
And women
Here
On earth
So many people
Are not aware that
You will return soon
Jesus I am your messenger
And it is my job
To tell
The women and the men
Here on earth
About you

Aldo Kraas
Jesus You Are My King

Jesus you are my king
That came to save me today

Aldo Kraas
Jewels

I found
All the jewels
That we need
For sale at
The flea market
Last Sunday

Aldo Kraas
Joe's Handsome Smile

All the girls are crazy about
Joe’s handsome smile

Aldo Kraas
Joie De Vivre

We must know where our kids are at all the time
And protect them from danger
We must teach them not to talk to strangers

Joie de vivre

The kids are part of our family
We raise them from babies to adult
Sometimes we wish they would grow up fast
Sometimes we wish they never grew up
They do things that drive their parent crazy at times

Joie de vivre

It is important that they socialize with kids of their own age group
On the weekends it is time to get the family together
Dad’s drive there kids to soccer games
They cheer for there soccer team
When there soccer team wins it is a celebration
All the dad’s scream of joy
Dad’s are proud of there kids achievement

Aldo Kraas
J'Oublie Toujours

J'oublie toujours
That the world is not the same anymore

Aldo Kraas
Journey Of Hope

Where does my journey of hope begin?
Where can I find it?
Will I be lucky to have some hope in my life?

Aldo Kraas
Journey Song

Do you know your journey?
Have you planed your journey?
When are you going on your journey?

Aldo Kraas
Journey To Light

I went through with God on the journey to light
And I felt more awake while I was going through the journey to light
Also the light of God gave me some energy that I needed to do my simple Work today
But it made me so relaxed once again and it recharged my brain also Back to normal because my brain was drained from so much thinking Lately

Aldo Kraas
Journey To Light Revised

I went through with God on the journey to light
And I felt more awake while I was going through the journey to light
Also the light of God gave me some energy that I needed to do my simple Work today
But it made me so relaxed once again and it recharged my brain also back To normal because my brain was drained from so much thinking lately

Aldo Kraas
Joyous

The
Joyous
Sounds
Of
Children
At
Play

Aldo Kraas
Jude Blues

Jude
Remember that you will not find earth to be the paradise
Jude
You will see things that you will not approve here on earth
But you have to remember that we all share the earth

Aldo Kraas
Judy

Judy
Sweet like
Ice cream

Aldo Kraas
Julia

You are wearing a perfume
That is made of spring flowers
And I love the smell of the
Perfume that you are wearing
Because I am attracted to that smell
Also

Aldo Kraas
Julio Caesar Blues

Julio Caesar
We are
Ready for you
So come and meet us
Face to face
Because we know that
You have something that you
Want to share with us that is
Very important to you
The history about your trip
Around the whole world

Aldo Kraas
Jus Can'T Get Enough

I just cn't get enough sun
I just can't get enough coffee to wake up
I just can't get enough kove
I just can't get enough rest
I just cssn't get enough sleep

Aldo Kraas
Just

Just
To say
I am alive
I am ok
I love you
I miss you

Aldo Kraas
Just A Boy In A Line Up

Just a boy in a line up
In the movie theatre
Buying movie tickets for him
And his friends
Today

Aldo Kraas
Just A Dime

Just a dime
Is not enough
For me
Because I can't buy
Anything with just
A dime

Aldo Kraas
Just A House

Just a house
That is full of peace

Aldo Kraas
Just A Hug Song

Just a hug will do
For a friend that is lonely and sad
All day long

Aldo Kraas
Just A Little Bit

Just a little bit of tea  
To keep me warm from the cold  
Just a little bit of  
Your love I want and need  
Just a little bit of music  
I need so I turn the radio  
On to break away from the silence  
Just a little bit of  
Home made soup I want  

Aldo Kraas
Just A Note

Just a note
To the beautiful dreams
That I am having now
The silence that fills
My mind
And my bedroom
Where I sleep
In a warm bed at night

Aldo Kraas
Just A Song

Just a song
To keep me busy
While I am working
Just a song
For me to sing along

Aldo Kraas
Just A Taste Of Life

I just want
A taste of life
And
I know that this life
Is not going to be
So easy for me

Aldo Kraas
Just Another Day

Just another day
That is so cloudy

Aldo Kraas
Just Another Day And Another Death Song

Just another day
And another death
That happened one hour ago
Living me shaky
For the entire week

Aldo Kraas
Just Because Song

Just because somebody
Had jumped of the bridge today
You are going to go and do the same thing
It doesn't make sense
Maybe he was depressed
Or his family dumped him

Aldo Kraas
Just Blame Him

Just blame him
Because he is not a good cook

Aldo Kraas
Just Call Me

Just call me
When you can't sleep at night
Just call me
When you are feeling lonely
Just call me
When you need to talk to somebody

Aldo Kraas
Just Call My Name

Just call my name
When you need me
Because I will come right to you
To see what you need

Aldo Kraas
Just Clear Your Head

Just
Clear
Your
Head
Of
Your
Negative
Thoughts
That
Are
Inside
Of
Your
Mind

Aldo Kraas
Just Close Your Eyes

Just close your eyes
And trust me this time
Because I will be here this time

Aldo Kraas
Just Cry Baby Boy

Just cry baby boy
Because we are poor
And your mother's breast is dry
So she doesn't have any milk
On her breasts to breastfeed you
But God will come any time
That is if he is listening to your agony
Today
I don't doubt for a minute that he is not
Listening to your agony today
Also I know that the clocking is tickling
Every single hour of the day and the night

Aldo Kraas
Just Do It

There is so much that can be done
To keep our parks clean
By placing the garbabe in the place
That is provide in the park for it
Just do it
It doesn't take any time at all
Everytime you throw the garbage
On the ground you are littering the park

Aldo Kraas
Just Fits Me

The shirt that you gave me for my birthday yesterday
I tried them on and they fit me just fine
And after I tried them on
I looked at myself on the mirror
And I couldn't believe that I looked so good in them
But you did a good job in picking the shirts out for me
Because the colors of the shirts were bright
And it matched with my blue jeans
But I also want to thank you for the lovely shirts

Aldo Kraas
Just For A Few Hours

God
Just closed my eyes
And let me sleep for a few hours
Today
Because I need a rest

Aldo Kraas
I sing this song
Just for you and me
I will kiss God today
Just for you and me

Aldo Kraas
Just Friends

Just friends
Talking with each
Other
About things
That are
Important to us

Aldo Kraas
Just Get By Song

Just get by with a few friends
Because that is better than nothing
Just get by with little clothes
Just get by with little money
Until you get payed at work

Aldo Kraas
Just Go

Just go
And find a way to be happy
With you life
Just go
And take a break
From work
If you are feeling a little stress out
Because when you can be
You will be refreshed again
And you will be able to work better again

Aldo Kraas
Just Hang In There My Friend

Just hang in there my friend
Because your life will get better
Trust me

Aldo Kraas
Just Have Faith

Just have faith
In God
My people
And please wait
To see what God can do
For us
Because
You will be surprised

Aldo Kraas
Just In Case

Just in case
You forgot who I am
I am human like you
Just in case
You forgot that
That I make mistakes
Just like you

Aldo Kraas
Just In Case Song

Just in case you don't love me anymore
And you are playing games with me
Leave my house now
And don't forget to shut the door of my house behind you
Just in case I belong in your dreams
Please forget all the dreams that you had with me
Just in case I live in your fantasy world
Please get out of your fantasy world
And get back to reality
Just in case you are pretending that everything is fine with us
Please remember that nothing is fine with us anymore
Because we are getting in each others nerves
And it is not worth to pretend that everything is fine with us anymore
So just go and live your life
And I will live mine
But I will try to get you out of my mind for good
Do you get that?

Aldo Kraas
Just In My Dreams

Just
In
My
Dreams
The
Men
Who
Gave
Me
The
Gift
Of
Life
Lives
Forever
More

Aldo Kraas
Just Kiss Your Sweetheart

Just
Kiss
Your
Sweetheart
My friend
Every
Time
You
Get
Together
With
Your
Sweetheart

Aldo Kraas
Just Like Me

You are just like me
God
Bringing people to your home
Like I do also

Aldo Kraas
Just Like You I Am On Her Side

Just like you I am on her side
Because I feel that we want
Her to have a good life

Aldo Kraas
Just Live

Just live for peace
Just live for love
Just live for happiness

Aldo Kraas
Just Make A Difference

Just make a difference in my life
By giving me support

Aldo Kraas
Just Make Believe

Just make believe that you are
Prince Charles
Just make believe that you are the
Queen of England
Living in the palaca

Aldo Kraas
Just Make Me Happy

Just
Make
Me
Happy
My
Friend
By
Doing
Anything
For
Me

Aldo Kraas
Just Me

Just me
Back at home
Feeling so happy to be home
It has been
A long time away from home
A place that I was missing a lot
Just me
Living now a complicated life
Trying to fix the mistakes I've made
Just me
Hopping for a change in me
Just me
Working to improve myself and my life
Just me
Going back and living my life
Just me
Trying to make sense of all the bad things I've done this month
Just me
Feeling more relaxed now
Just me
Being back to my normal self again
Just me
Trying to control that temper again
Just me
Being glad to be alive
Just me
Being glad to sleep in my own bed
Just me
Having something to say
I regret the things that I did
That kept me behind bars
Just me
Still feeling angry and hurt with myself
Just me
Writing this poem for myself
Just me
Thinking about the weekend
Just me
Realizing that is time to wake up and start living again
Just me
Trying to put the negative thoughts out of my mind
Just me
Knowing that my feelings are coming straight from my heart
Just me
Wanting to enjoy the sun again
Just me
Wanting the fresh air
Just me
Wanting to hear a new song on the radio

Aldo Kraas
Just Me And You Song

Just you and me
Wondering why are they making so much fuss about Haiti

Aldo Kraas
Just Me II

Just me living in my apartment
Just me living in this lonely world
Just me praying for peace

Aldo Kraas
Just Me Song

Just me seeking for God
Just me seeking for a friend
Just me seeking for a way to stop me from over eating

Aldo Kraas
Just Move On

Just move on with your life
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Just One Minute More

Just one minute more and I will be out of the shower
Just one minute more so that I can finish my breakfast
Just one minute more and then I will go to sleep
Just one minute more and than I will sing
Just one minute more and then I will swim in the lake

Aldo Kraas
Just Poets

Just poets
Meeting each other
In a local bar

Aldo Kraas
Just Remember

Just remember
That I am human also
Just remember
That I want to be treated with respect

Aldo Kraas
Just Say

Just say that you are going
To love me everyday
Until the day that I die

Aldo Kraas
Just Saying A Prayer

I am just saying a prayer to our world
Dear Lord
The world is getting worst every single day
Why?
Why can't there be peace?
Why can't people love you also Like I love you
Dear Lord
Don't you abandon me
Because I will not abandon you also
Dear Lord
Love your children
Because you are a good father to your children
Dear God please feed the hungry children in the world
Because there are so many children that are starving in the world today
Amen

Aldo Kraas
Just Sing For The Love Of It

Just sing for the love of it
All the beautiful songs
With the beautiful
Melodies and words
For us to hear
All the words of the songs
Are powerful
And we are writing some down
For you
Here it goes

Aldo Kraas
Just So I Know

Just so I know
That we don't have the same
Feelings about her
Just so I know that
We think differently from each other

Aldo Kraas
Just Take A Look

Don't ask where
The moon is
In the sky
Just take a look
And you will be
Amazed

Aldo Kraas
Just Take My Hand

Just take my hand
And lets go for walk
Until we find the house of God
Because I know that the Sunday service
And all the prayers that takes place in the house of God
Will be good for us

Aldo Kraas
Just The Way I Am Song

Just the way I am
Beautiful in God's eyes
Because he created me
Just the way I am
Because my mother Give birth to me 47 myears ago
Just the way I am
Gifted with my poetry
Just the way I am
Enjoying volunteering where I volunteer every second tuesday oft he week
Just the way Iam
A christian that never miss a day in church
Just the way I am
A gourmet cook
Just the way I am
A tshirt designer
Just the way I am
A shoes deigner
Just the way I am
A postcard designer
Just the way I am
A good photographer

Aldo Kraas
Just The Way It Is

Just the way it is
When it comes to life
You are born
And one day you die
Do you have control over that?
No you don't
Who controls that?
God controls that

Aldo Kraas
Just the way it is
When it comes to life
You are born
And one day you die
Do you have control over that?
No you don't
Who controls that?
God controls that

Aldo Kraas
Just To Be Different Song

Just to be different
I try to dress
Like a mannequin
And that is so cool

Aldo Kraas
Just To Know That I Care

Just to know that I care
About the people in my life

Aldo Kraas
Just Words Symphony

Just words of inspiration
just words to breathe elation
For a words symphony
Into the poise of page and pen
Sweet words to flow like rivers then!
Just a moment silent, still
Just a sunrise on the earth
Birds awaking with a words symphony
Nature making right the wrongs
Of the night with golden dawn
Just the smile of beauty seen
When men, children, deacons, pastors, and singers merge in dreams
Is all I need to seize the day
Make it mine, let words display the words sinphony
The power of poetic ways
Just a lines to lift my mind
Empty thought, the muse divine
Adorn the heart with gems of love
Settling gently like doves
Of peace and beauty from above!
I've never been in love with someone else
Rather than God
Have you ever seem my soul rise?
And stand naked in the sky?
Have you ever seen the soul arise
And stand naked in the skies
Reviewing all below on earth
Its gentle gaze upon rebirth
Cast aside its timeless past
Into a golden age at last
A body of the sun descends
To a new life in the end
And a world we've never seen
Except perhaps in deepest dream
A world of beauty and the sun
That never sets, and all is one
Have you seen this day before
Mind surrendered to the shores
Of a blissful day that comes
When life’s struggle is all done?
I am confronted by a blaze of color
In a field forever flowers
The heart sees what the mind cannot
For it is not the field of thought
To love, be one with all that is
Beautiful, a secret kiss
Is the nature of the hour
Granted to the poet, lover
Of the world within, without
Felt and grasped when soul steps out
Beyond the boundaries of doubt
Into the sunshine calling out
From everywhere to who can see
The other side of mystery,
Magic moments making one
The soul with its parental sun
Of beauty, bliss and harmony
In the field of life set free
To be itself and never be
Afraid to sail the changing seas
Of time towards eternity
That wondrous place much like this breeze
Plays with sunshine and the trees
The dance of flowers and the ease
With which death dies and life begins
For a poet or his whim
To write, in joy, of beauty sing
Forever as she brings him in
From solitude and shattered thoughts
Of a past he’d never sought
To console, from grief he wroughts
These moments that all life forgot
Are always there just like these flowers
Waiting for the destined hour
A poet takes his pen to write
And bring the world back to the light!
Great is this moment let it be
Call peace and calm
Like the oceans of love and mercy
when the world was young
When innocents flourished throughout the lands
A time when love was grand
It revealed to me your beauty so precious indeed
As I moved from tree to tree
This is the world which is free
That only my soul can see
Every reach of my words
I feel overcome by your stare
And my soul has awakened to embrace your beauty
The winds shall blow and every tree shall bend
But I tell you we shall be to the end
Two souls as one
Looking into the eyes of an angel
My love grows for you into a everlasting dream
Afraid to open my eyes that you may disappear
Never to see you again
The reality of knowing and hearing
You breath like the soft swoosh of a dove in flight
My friend, my companion
I will never break your heart
For you are my life
My hope, my dream
I love you for your my ever lasting soulmate
My breath taken by your beauty
The innocence of the child stands
In the mist of angels
And your radiance give light unto the secrets of hearts
So fair indeed
A princess to be I stand at the gate
And wait a peasant in your kingdom
Only a glance a moment
I pray in tears just to know that you are near
I break like ice and melt back together
Rephrase my words
When I find myself tethered
In a spot where I am pulled
In two different directions
Without a clue invisible veins
That hold me by my mind
Sometimes its hard to concentrate
On the words that I feel sometimes I create it feels so new
When I plug them in
to the things that other people do
It doesn't fit like a misread clue to society
Like a blue and pink variety
Standing on a bleeding dagger
How so peaceful and yet so tethered
So forceful and will-less
So beautiful and we forget
Something important
What is it that stands there mocking our chains
From the other side of something
That appears to be as if it were always there
But yet its still so new to me
Where am i in this eternity am i awoke or asleep
What is it that this force is trying to tell me
I need something more there is a door
Its invisible to the stair inadvertently I am their
And not here where I stare awkwardly
Until someone notices that I am not myself
Or... was i ever me
Or am I a projection of all the things around me
Have I created this world
Of dazzled beads and bees
Of honey and thorns that sting in a realm of victory and misery
Weighing desires on a scale
That chases something more
Like a cloud hovering over a door
Asking me, is there something more
Why ask me before I go threw
Is there something more
What is it you want me to do
And the door goes into flames I touch the knob
And its cold and reeks of pain
A smell I've smelled before
But it has no shape
Or color
No visibility
Its there
But... is it just me
Or am i just being silly
I shake my head and smile
I grab the door knob again and turn it i push through
And with faith I step over a threshold and onto a stool to look down
At not a floor but my palms
Covered in red and there's that smell
But what was it again? I think I remember. But I
Can't seem to tell
I must be being silly
Probably just something from a dream.
I fill my ego with love.
My ego is the prince of darkness that has hindered my way to the light.
I now recognize all reactions are attached to ego. I bless, I praise, and Give
thanks, for I know I am walking in the light when I see the shadow behind me.
I choose to respond lovinly and harmoniously, for I now Know that I exist only in
the light of God-
And that is love.
I am at one.

Aldo Kraas
Just Yesterday

Just yesterday
I was wondering
If there would
Be a time

Aldo Kraas
Just Yesterday Morning

Just yesterday morning
You left this island
Before the earthquake
Took place
And by the look in your eyes
I had sensed that there was
Something going on
But the look in your eyes was so scary

Aldo Kraas
Just You And Me

Just me and you at home
Sleepin in our beds still for another 2 hours
Mon and dad are going to work
I can hear them talking in the hall way in past my room
They are talking about the weekend
And I think it will be great this time

Aldo Kraas
Just You Song

I need
Just you by my side
To take my blues away

Aldo Kraas
Justin Bieber Sonata

Justin you still younge and handsome
But here at home all the girls are crazy about you
And I think that your music is cool

Aldo Kraas
Kandahar

Kandahar
Put your weapons down
It is time to stop killing each other
And embrace peace
Is it hard to do?

Aldo Kraas
Kansas

Kansas
I got the rhythm
In my voice
All figured out
And now
I can sing
The kansas song

Aldo Kraas
Kara

Kara
You are the queen
Of the earth
Kara
We hope that you find someone
To be the king
Soon

Aldo Kraas
Karate Girl

The karate girl
We all love to see
When she is taking part
In the karate lesson

Aldo Kraas
Karuma Sonata

Today I am knocking on heaven's door
So let me in God
Because I want to come inside of heaven
So that I can find that girl named Karuna
But I also need from you love, peace, and freedom at the same time
Can you give me all the things that I asked Go?
If you can it will be great because I want them very badly

Aldo Kraas
Karuna Sonata

Today I am knocking on heaven's door
So let me in God
Because I want to come inside of heaven
So that I can find that girl named Karuna
But I also need from you love, peace, and freedom at the same time
Can you give me all the things that I asked Go?
If you can it will be great because I want them very badly

Aldo Kraas
Kathmandu Blues

I don't know why
Anybody that came from Kathmandu
To Canada to have a better life
Would return back to Katmandu?
I personally think that is crazy
And I must confess that I don't know nothing about
Kathmandu myself

Aldo Kraas
Kaya Ni Nususi Ya Mambo

Kaya ni katika nususi ya mambo
Of life
That people can't get along with each other here on earth
And that is not what God
Told us to do

Aldo Kraas
Keep A Place For Me In Your Heart And In Your Life

Keep a place for me in your heart
And in your life
Because that is all I need from you
Each day
That I am living my life
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Keep Breathing

Keep breathing
On your own
Because you are doing
Just fine

Aldo Kraas
Keep Dreaming Symphony

Keep dreaming
My little girl
Because I believe
That your dreams will
Come true anytime
During your life

Aldo Kraas
Keep In Touch

We are keeping in touch
With you
By praying for you
Everyday
And we know that God is
Delivering our prayers to you
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Keep In Touch Song

Keep in touch with your friends
Daily
Keep in touch with nature
Keep in touch with your parents
Because they are the ones that support you

Aldo Kraas
Keep Me Alive

God
Keep me alive
Each day
God
Give me hope
To carry on
God give me peace
Every day and every night

Aldo Kraas
Keep Me Safe In Here

Keep me
Safe in here
My God
Because
I don't want to go
Out in this weather
Because outside is raining
And there is lightning also

Aldo Kraas
Keep The Wheels Moving

Keep the wheels
Of the car moving slowly
Because we want to get there
Where we must be
On time
And we can't be late
Because we are getting paid
To be on time at work
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Keep Trying Song

Please
Keep trying to improve your life
Please
Keep trying to improve your health
Please
Keep trying to improve your money situation

Aldo Kraas
Keep Walking

Keep walking until you come to the park
Keep walking until you find God at the bay

Aldo Kraas
Keep Your Change For A Rainy Day

Keep your change for a rainy day
Because when it is raining outside
You won't like to walk outside
Because you will get wet if you walk outside
And if you have some money in your pocket
You will be able to ride on the bus
Without getting wet

Aldo Kraas
Keep Your Eyes On Me

Keep your eyes on me
And don't look
Into the storm

Aldo Kraas
Keep Your Faith For God

Please
Keep your faith for God

Aldo Kraas
Keep Your Head Up

Keep your head up
While you are walking
Outside
Because you have
So many things to be proud
About you

Aldo Kraas
Keeping In Mind

I am keeping it in mind
That there is only 24 hours in a day
And not 36

Aldo Kraas
Keeping In Touch...

We are keeping in touch
With you
By praying for you
Everyday
And we know that God is
Delivering our prayers to you
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Keith Blues

Keith
You are having your birthday today
And you are a lucky man
Keith
Because now you can go and learn how to drive a car
Keith
Once you have your drivers licence
You will have more freedom and independence
From mother and dad
Won't that be nice?

Aldo Kraas
Kentucky King

Kentucky king
Lives in a castle
That was built in the middle of a forest
At the end of the forest there is a lake
And in that lake the Kentucky king goes fishing on the weekends
Kentucky king
Is the ruler of his world
But his world is better than mine
Because it is less violent
Than mine
But my world is very violent
Kentucky king
Makes the laws for everyone here in Kentucky
And he has people that enforce it every single day
But if you break the laws of the Kentucky king
Be prepared to pay the price

Aldo Kraas
Kerala

Kerala
God's
Own
Country
That he
Is so proud
Of it

Aldo Kraas
Kijiji

Kijiji
You are a small village
That warms my heart
Every single day
Even in kijiji
I found some nice people
That lives in kijiji
And they greated me with their smile
I didn't mind at all
Because their smile are so catchy
And you feel good around them

Aldo Kraas
Killer Blues

Killer look at what you did to my son
That I loved very much
And Know I don't have him anymore
Since you crossed my path
You killed my son
And still running free in the streets of Toronto
But I am always crying for the lose of my son
He never made to his 13 birthday
This year would have been his 13th birthday
Yes I know that the cops are looking for you still

Aldo Kraas
Kindle Fire

That kindle fire
Had burned her heart
And I tried to extinguish
That kindle fire

Aldo Kraas
Kindred Spirit

Kindred spirit
Kindred spirit
Live inside of us

Aldo Kraas
King David

King David
Is
watching a woman bathe across
A rooftop
During
The Summer

Aldo Kraas
King Issac

King Issac
I hope that you will
Rule your throne still
And have some faith in God

Aldo Kraas
King Of Sorrow

King of sorrow
Please remove all my sorrows
From my life
Because I am feeling
That it is too much for me to bare
Each day
That my life is going on

Aldo Kraas
Kings Queens and Poets

Kings Queens and Poets
Gather together in the Irish pub
For a feast that the king gave to the poets
From around the world
So tonight at the feast it was a multicultural evening also
And I was one of the luckiest poet to be at the feast
The pub gave as large portions of food that you couldn't even finish
So I believe that the king got his money's worth
When he payed the bill
But it cost the king L$ 150.00 Irish pounds

Aldo Kraas
Kings Quest

All the kings
Are fighting
In the kings quest
Today

Aldo Kraas
Kinney Sonata

Close your eyes
Take a deep breath
And meditate for a while
Because you will find that you will be less stressed out after that
But other people will not understand how you feel
But I do because you and me are in the same boat
And we have a hard time dealing with stress
You better believe that nothing else will be standing in our way
Because we have to work together as a team
And sometimes it feels like the work day will never end

Aldo Kraas
Kiss A Girl

Don't be shy
Kiss a girl

Aldo Kraas
Kiss A Poet

God
Kiss a poet
Because he is dying to be kissed by you God
At anytime that you are available

Aldo Kraas
Kiss Good Bye Song

Kiss good bye to the night
Kiss good bye to the moon

Aldo Kraas
Kiss In The Soul

I gave a kiss in the woman's soul
That was so alive and jumping with joy
And waiting to be kissed by a men like me
That is so humble and honest

Aldo Kraas
Kiss Me Honey

Kiss me honey  
So that I can kiss you back  
Because we need to give each other a warm and gentle kiss

Aldo Kraas
Kiss The Breath Of Sunset

I kiss the breath of sunset

Aldo Kraas
Kiss The Rain Away

Kiss the rain away
Clear the dark clouds in the sky
Bring a little bit of sun
To warm our hearts

Aldo Kraas
Kiss To A Life

Give a kiss to a life
That deserves to be kissed
By someone
That wants to share a kiss
To a life that is full of hate
Because that person only knows
How to hate each other
That they come across in life

Aldo Kraas
Kissed By Nature

We have been
Kissed by nature
Today

Aldo Kraas
Kissing You

It feels very rewarding to me
When
I am kissing you
I love to feel your warm lips
Touching my cold lips

Aldo Kraas
Kitty Cat Heaven

Kitty Cat Heaven
Blues
Heaven welcomes
All the kitty cats
After they had died
On earth

Aldo Kraas
Knock On Wood

Knock on wood
I am sleeping just fine
Knock on wood
I can cook for myself
And the food that I cook is not fancy
But I must say that it is better than in most restaurants

Aldo Kraas
Know The Place

Know the place
That God had given to
That beautiful
Child that you gave birth to
A few hours ago
I know it was painful
But the worst is over now
And you have
A beautiful baby
To love

Aldo Kraas
Knowing Song

Knowing that
I will be ok
Once my ordeal will be over
Will be ok to me
Because than I will be well rested

Aldo Kraas
Knowing You

Knowing you was the best part in my life
You encourage me to live
You encourage me to be happy
And to set myself free
From my shell

Aldo Kraas
Knowing You Song

Just knowing you
For the things
That you do for other people
Is wonderful
Just knowing you
For the way you treat other
Is wonderful

Aldo Kraas
Knowledge Is Power

Knowledge is power
And if you have
The knowledge
Use it
Before you forget

Aldo Kraas
Knowledge Must Be Shared

knowledge must be shared
In the classroom
knowledge must be shared
With the people that you know
knowledge must be shared
With the rest of the world

Aldo Kraas
Komichiwa

Komichiwa
To all the people
That lives
Here on
The planet
Earth
I am saying
Every day
When
I meet them
Early
In the
Morning in the streets

Aldo Kraas
Koran

Give me liberty
Or give me death

Aldo Kraas
Kraas On Kraas

I am feeling tired by the moment
And I think that I am having the winter blues
That doesn't want to go away
I keep yawning non stop
And my brain is getting tired already
So I must put my brain to rest for today
So she can be recharged
So that she can be back to work tomorrow in a fine tune

Aldo Kraas
Kraas On Kraas Revised

I am feeling tired by the moment
And I think that I am having the winter blues
That doesn't want to go away
I keep yawning non stop
And my brain is getting tired already
So I must put my brain to rest for today
So she can be recharged
So that she can be back to work tomorrow in a fine tune

Aldo Kraas
Kraas Sonata

This is me
It is not the man in black keather jacket
Because he is rich
And I am poor
Now again on the other hand
I look like a million dollar
But I didn't pay that much money for the black winter jacket
Yes I know that the black winter jacket was a luxury to me
But it was affordable
When I go out I try to look presentable to the people I come in contact With
And I never know who I am going to come in contact with
It could be a stranger, a homeless, a flower girl, or a musician
But they all have the right to live in this world
Because the world is not own by me and we have to share this world With others
But when I walk ouside on the sidewalk I also have to share the Sidewalk with others
And I am trying very hard to say that we have to share everywhere we Are with other and we can't have our own space
Because it doesn't work like that

Aldo Kraas
Krakow Melt Blues

Krakow melts my heart
Every time that I look up the sky
Above Krakow

Aldo Kraas
Kyle

Kyle
you are music to my ears
Kyle
You aew a lovely boy
Kyle
You are having you snach right now

Aldo Kraas
Kyoto

Kyoto
I have beautiful dreams
Of you
Every night
When I sleep

Aldo Kraas
L' Amore

L' amore
Is everything that we need to live

Aldo Kraas
L' Amour De Loin

L' amour de loin
I can feel it in the air
And God brings me
L' amour the loin to me
And I' amour de loin feels my heart
But at the same time I. amour the loin
is very warm
That God gave me
And it warms my heart also

Aldo Kraas
La Capella

We built this place called La Capella
So people could come and worship the Lord
We built it with our own bare hands
In the altar of the La Capella has stained glass windows
And when the sunshine through it
It is like paintings on the wall
La capella was our dream
We dream about it for a long time
Now we finally have a place to worship the Lord
And now La Capella is the Lord’s home
We are so proud of what we achieved
Our dream finally came true
La Capella

Aldo Kraas
La Esperanza

Do you believe in
La
Esperanza
Do you dream every night
About
La
Esperanza?
Do you believe it is fair?

Aldo Kraas
La Grotta Del Vento

La
Grotta
Del
Vento
Belongs to the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
La La La Song

La la la
Spring is here
And it is the most beautiful time of the year
For me
La la la
Let me dream about the spring today
Because I am can't wait to see the flowers
Blooming in my dream and in real life at the parks

Aldo Kraas
La Lluvia

La lluvia
Is falling down from the sky
Together with lightning and thunder
It makes a dreadful noise

Aldo Kraas
La Mañana

La Mañana
Arrive today so soon
And it is here
I don't know if I am ready
To receive
La Mañana
I know lots of people that say that
La Mañana
Can be lonely sometimes

Aldo Kraas
La Mano Negra

La mano Negra
Is very big
Compared to mine
My mano blanca
Is very small
Compared to
La mano negra

Aldo Kraas
La Manzana De Mi Ojo

You can see
La Manzana de mi ojo
When you look
In one of my eyes very closely
I don't know if you will find
La Manzana de mi ojo
Inside of my right eye or my left eye
So please do me a favor
And keep looking very closely
Inside of my eyes

Aldo Kraas
La Mia Preghiera

La mia preghiera
I pray to God every night
Before I go to sleep

Aldo Kraas
La Neige

La neige
Is white
Her skin is white
And pale
Like
La neige
God gave her a
Special gift today
That is called
La neige
And she loves it very much
But
She wishes that we had winter all year
So she could ski all year
But that is impossible
Because we have four seasons
That God made for us
And we only have
La neige
In the winter time
She wishes that we had winter all year
So she could be
In the mountains
Where she lives
And every time when winter ends
She gets sad and gloomy
also
She gets angry with God
And she believes that God is being cruel to her
And when she finds out that la neige is melting
It is like death to her
- she feels like a good friend of hers has died.

Aldo Kraas
La Nuit

I embrace
La nuit
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
La Obscuridad

La obscuridad
Is what I need in this room
To help me with my sleep

Aldo Kraas
La Peña

La Peña
That I found
At the seashore
I picked it up
From the seashore
And I had a good look
At it
It was amazing
To see
La Peña
With a beautiful
Design
And beautiful
color to it

Aldo Kraas
La Plus Forte

La plus forte
Moon that shine at night in the sky

Aldo Kraas
La Seine

The poet
And his mother
Had a lunch
At la seine
Where they sat
Down by the edge
It was a long time ago

Aldo Kraas
La Terre

La terre
Belongs to God
Because he created la terre
With his holy hands
And gave it to us
So that we could live also in la terre
But I am a 100% sure that God is not happy with us at all
Because we are killing la terre everyday with
Car pollution that goes into the air and into the sea
Polluting the sea
That fish lives in also
But the truth is that human beings dammaged everything that God made And
Gave to us
Also the air that we breathe is not pure anymore
And with that comes asthma that kills babies and people also
Why don't we have respect for la terre?
Don't you enjoy what God made with his own hands?
Are with so selfish that we only think of ourselves but not la terre?

Aldo Kraas
La Vida

The greatest
Gift
That God
Had given to us all
Here on earth
Was
La Vida
I thanked God for
Giving me
La Vida
And I am so happy
That I have a
Great life
Here on earth right now

Aldo Kraas
La Vie

La vie
Was given to you by God
La vie
Is full of romance
La vie
Is full of love
That you can give to who you want
La vie
Is a never ending dream
La vie
Is my song
La vie
Is a painting
That I paint for you
With bright colors

Aldo Kraas
La Vie En Rose

La vie en rose
You have given to me
And I planted
La vie en rose
At the Newton Brook Park
And every summer I see it
Blooming away
And I can tell you that
It is beautiful to see
La vie en rose
Blooming away
The smell of
La vie en rose
Is so strong
That I can smell it from miles away
after I leave
Newton Brook Park

Aldo Kraas
Ladies Of Hurricane

Ladies of hurricane
Are going through the garbage that the hurricane did here at home
The hurricane here at home destroy all the homes
And left everybody homeless
But after 15 days the hurricane ended here at home
And everybody went back to were their homes once stood
And they went through the garbage that the hurricane did
But they never found anything that still was good and that they could still
Perhaps use again
And then they realized that they lost everything in the hurricane they became
desperate

Aldo Kraas
L'adieu
Lovers
See you next year when you
Will be at the boardwalk
Walking your dogs
Yes lovers
The summer is over
And I know how much
You all enjoyed it
But there is something that
I have to say
To you all that we need to say
L'adieu
To Summer

Aldo Kraas
Lady Diana

Lady Diana
Lives now in heaven
Because her life here on earth ende
So soon
But she was a brave lady
And she did a lot of charity work in her life

Aldo Kraas
Lady Diver

Lady diver
Is diving under the sea
And is discovering the sea world
Lady diver
Knows that there is a lot to see
Under the sea

Aldo Kraas
Lady Liberty

lady liberty
Is 125 years old today
Lady liberty
Kept an eye in the
New york harbour
For 125 years
By watching over the boats that come in
The new york harbour
Everyday
Lady liberty
You were a gift from the Chinese people
To the American people
So long live
Lady liberty

Aldo Kraas
Lady Luck

Lady luck
Will be dancing
Tonight around
The clock

Aldo Kraas
Lady Of Guadalupe

Lady of Guadalupe
I will live my life to the fullest
Every day
And if you have to choose
Me for your ministry
I will be honored
To serve in your ministry

Aldo Kraas
Lady Of My Dreams

Lady of my dreams
I had seen your
Face
And
It is so ugly
Because it is full
Of scars
But in the inside
You are warm

Aldo Kraas
Lady Of York

Lady of York
You wear
Flowers
In your hair

Aldo Kraas
Lady Rose

LadyRrose
You have a beautiful smile
And I feel that you should smile more often
Lady Rose
You smell just like a rose
Lady Rose
You are very friendly

Aldo Kraas
Lady Simple

Lady simple
Uses symple words
To describe how she feels
Everyday
While she is living her life
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Lady, Lady, Lady

Lady, lady, lady
You are so charming
I want to walk the shores
And give you a French kiss
Lady, lady, lady
That dress you are wearing tonight is stunning
Lady, lady, lady
I don't want you in my bed
I don't want to make any planing
Lady, lady, lady,
I can't make you a promise either
If I do and things don't work out I will be very hurt
So I rather not do it than get hurt
Because I am no good in keeping promises
Lady, lady, lady
While I walk with you along the shores
I sing this song about love
So I can prove my love to you
Listen carefully
Lady, Lady, Lady,
The rainbow of my life just for this night
My dream just for this night
My Lady just for this night
My princess just for this night
Lady, lady, lady
I am your man just for this night
We better have another French kiss before the night is over
Lady, lady, lady

Aldo Kraas
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Lago Lago

The
Lago lago
Dried out today
And all the marine life
Had died also

Aldo Kraas
Laguna

I will swim in the laguna today
because the day is very hot
And the laguna will help me to cool off
Also the water in the laguna is cold
Which is very good in a hot day like today
Above the laguna there is the blue velvet sky

Aldo Kraas
Laissez Vous

Laissez vous
The nature to God
Because he is always looking after the nature
So you don't have to worry abou it anymore
And I promise you that

Aldo Kraas
L'Amore È Che Cosa Voglio

L'amore è che cosa voglio
To say alive any day, any hour of nay day, or any time of the night
Will be just fine for me
But I don't know who will give me
L'amore è che cosa voglio

Aldo Kraas
L'Amour De Loin

L' amour de loin
I can feel it in the air
And God brings me
L' amour the loin to me
And I' amour de loin feels my heart
But at the same time I. amour the loin
is very warm
That God gave me
And it warms my heart also

Aldo Kraas
L'Amour Du Femme

L'amour du femme
Is very hot indeed
Because it is very hard to get
From
Le femme

Aldo Kraas
Lancashire

Lancashire
You are
In my thoughts
When I sleep
Lancashire
You are
That
Beautiful
Vivid
Picture
That
I can see
In my dreams
When
I sleep

Aldo Kraas
I am running out of clothes to wear
Because I had put on so much weight
And most of my clothes don't fit me anymore
I know that if I keep going on like that
I will have a heart attack
It is sad
But I love to eat well

Aldo Kraas
Las Calles De Vietnam

Las calles de vietnam
Doesn't impress me very much

Aldo Kraas
Last Breath Of A Dying Heart

I imagine the last breath
Of a dying heart
Inside of my eyes
And that could be very painful
Because that heart is in pain
and agony

Aldo Kraas
Last Embrace

I got the last embrace from God
That I wanted so badly today
And I was very happy that I got the last embrace from God

Aldo Kraas
Last Night

Last night
I had the night to myself
And I went for a walk after dinner
Here at home so that I could have some fresh air
Into my lungs
Last night
Was quiet like a ghost
And I don't remember the neighbourhood being that quiet before
But I must be wrong
Last night
Was a warm night
And a perfect night to go for a walk

Aldo Kraas
Last Night I Dream About A Moon Whispering To Me

Last night I dream about a moon whispering to me
During my sleep

Aldo Kraas
Last Night I Dream That I Was A Butterfly

Last night I dream
That I was a butter fly
That was collecting the nectar of the flowers

Aldo Kraas
Last Night Song

Last night
I went to bed very early
Than the night before
Because I was tired already
From the long day that I had
Running around non stop

Aldo Kraas
Last Promise Song

I will keep
The last promise
That I made to a friend

Aldo Kraas
Late Wife

The photo album of your
Wedding
You still have
In the bookshelf
At your living room

Aldo Kraas
Laundry

I must do my laundry
If not I won’t have any clean clothes to wear
I like the smell of clean clothes
Clean clothes always smell nice and feel beautiful in my skin
I don’t like wet clothes
It takes a long time to dry
Laundry got to be done once a week
It is not good to leave the laundry pilling up in the laundry basket
Dirty laundry smells bad
I know, oh how I know

Aldo Kraas
Laundry Bags

My Laundry bags
Are being filled
With my dirty laundry
Every day
And there is one laundry bag for dark clothes
And the other for white clothes
I put the white clothes inside the laundry bag that contain the white Laundry
And the other laundry bag is for dark clothes
And now the two laundry bags are sorted to go

Aldo Kraas
Laundry Money

Bad Boy
Can't wait for the sun to shine
When he wakes up in the morning
He gets up and gets ready to start his day
He is wearing his gang clothes for the day
Because he is the leader of the Bad Boy gang
All that the Bad Boy thinks is about making money fast
Dirty laundry money he needs it to pay the rest of the gangs
Bad Boy sells drugs in one street
The other gang members sells drugs in different streets
He makes more money selling drugs in the streets than working in a Store
And he knows it is addictive
Once you start to sell it you never want to stop it
In good days he makes over $3,000.00 dollars
In bad days he makes only $550.00 dollars
It depends on the weather also
If the weather is good the business is booming
But when the weather is bad the business is slow
Sometimes it is necessary to get a few days of
It makes than mad
Because they need the money for living
And to stay in business
They like the job very much
They can't be bother with a job they hate because they know it is not Worth all the effort
People that buy drugs from them
Are people from all walks of life
Some are heavy drug users
Others use it in moderation
These days the Bad Boy sells drugs and you never know his real name
Because he never used that name when he is doing that business
Bad Boy make his living with his members in the street
They have no dignity for others
Dirty laundry money is a dream come through for the Bad Boy and its Members
They can never wait for it
Thursday it is pay day for its members
Good work guys
Bad boy tells them
Laura

Laura
I would love to be a kid again
Laura
I would love to speak more languages
Laura
Count your blessings everyday
Laura
Don't forget to pray every night

Aldo Kraas
Lawrence

Lawrence it is
A new day
That is here
For you
And I know
That you
Will love
This day

Aldo Kraas
Lay Down The Words

Please
Lay down the words
So that I can sing you a song
Because I am not promising you the mon
But I am promising you
To sing you a song
I know that you are not saying that I am not good
Enough for God or you

Aldo Kraas
Lay My Burden Down

I lay my burden down in my God's hands
And he discard my burden in the land fill sight without any problem
Thanks God because I don't want to see it again
Because it was soo painful too live with it
And now that my burden is gone I am very happy again
Because I am living free of burden

Aldo Kraas
Layla

Layla
You are
That beautiful whale
Swimming
Across the
Sea
All the way to the
Coast line
Layla
What do you do when
The storm hits
The sea?

Aldo Kraas
Lazy Boy's Lullaby

Lazy boy
You don't have the time to sleep in today
Because you have to shovel the snow
Because your parents are very old and they can't do it anymore
Because they have a heart condition
Lazy boy
You are young and healthy thanks god
So you can shovel snow without any problem for your parents
Eventhough the drive way needs to be shovel sothat they can park their Cars there and be able to get out of the house safely
Without falling and breaking their legs

Aldo Kraas
Lazy Boy's Lullaby

Lazy boy
You don't have the time to sleep in today
Because you have to shovel the snow
Because your parents are very old and they can't do it anymore
Because they have a heart condition
Lazy boy
You are young and healthy thanks god
So you can shovel snow without any problem for your parents
Eventhough the drive way needs to be shovel sothat they can park their Cars
there and be able to get out of the house safely
Without falling and breaking their legs

Aldo Kraas
Le Coeur Sacré

Le coeur sacré
Is mine
Because it belongs
To me
Do you have the
Key to
Le coeur sacré
So you can open it
And you can let
Some sunshine
Inside
Le coeur sacré
That is mine

Aldo Kraas
Le Femme Du Jour

Le femme du jour
Wonders everyday about the weather
Because she has to dress up for the weather

Aldo Kraas
Le Gentleman

Le gentleman
That was born here
On earth
Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
Lead Us To Calvary

Lead us to
Calvary God
Because we don't know the way to
Calvary
And the only person that can take us to
Calvary is you God
Because you know the way to
Calvary

Aldo Kraas
Lean On Us

Lean on us for support
Lean on us when you need a friend
To give you love
To help you to get your life back in pieces
To put a smile in your face
Lean on us for comfort
To give you love
To share your pain
To brighten up your day’s
To carry you on through the tough times that lay’s ahead

Aldo Kraas
Learn To Embrace The Shadow

Learn to embrace the shadow
Because you have one
Learn to embrace the shadow
That affect your life

Aldo Kraas
Learn To Love Life

Learn to love life
Because life is full of
Challenges
For us to do
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Learning Not To Lie

I am finally learning not to lie
For all those years I lied a lot
Because by lying I thought I could hide it
And make it sound better to me
It was not true
I was not hurting anybody else but me
In return
By lying I am the one who loose the trust in myself and others
To tell the truth for me sometimes is difficult
Even when the questions pop in my mind
The answers may be there but I prefer to ignore it
I am now begginning to get sick of lying
Because the lies I told
Is finally hurting me deeply
It hurts me to tell the truth also
So which ones are better the lies or the truth?

Aldo Kraas
Learning To Live

I am learning to live
My life
Each day
By making changes
To my life
And by improving the quality of my life

Aldo Kraas
Leave

Leave all your guns out of reach
So the children won't play with it and kill you buy mistake
Leave all your guns out of reach
So the children won't bring it to the school
And be charged for having a gun

Aldo Kraas
Leave Him Alone

Leave him alone
He is not like you
Can't you see?
He study very hard
Everyday
And he gets his homework
Done in time

Aldo Kraas
Leave Me Alone Song

Leave me alone tonight
Because I need to have
My sleep tonight
So I can feel better the next day
When I get up

Aldo Kraas
Leave Me Or Love Me

Leave me or love me
By takin your pick now
Yes I am putting a little pressure on you
So you have to decide now
And know that you can't gamble with your life

Aldo Kraas
Leave The World

Leave the world behind that is full of depression
Leave the world behind that is foggy
Leve the world behind that is angry
Leave the world behind that is full of violence
Leave the world behind that s full of sadness

Aldo Kraas
Leaving

Leaving the turkey
In the Oven
To cook
For supper

Aldo Kraas
Leaving Home

My two sons
Have been called again
To serve in the
Afghanistan war
Which I hate so much
Because it is such a waste of life
When I think of it
But my two sons have to go
That is a job that they hate so much
But when the
Canadian
Government had called them
They had to comply with them
I am very worried about my sons
Because they are young
And they are peacekeepers
They are not going to be home this year
Because they will be in
Afghanistan
I will be alone this
Christmas
And my sons are very worried also about
Afghanistan
They tell me that they are afraid of the war
And that they feel that they might never come
Back alive again
To be honest when I hear them telling me that they might never come Back alive again I now that they think that they will end up dead in the
Afghanistan war
Yes I understand that everything is possible in
Afghanistan

Aldo Kraas
Leaving Song

I am leaving my sadness
Behind
I am leaving the world hate
Behind
And I will never mention
The world hate to anyone
I am leaving my worries
Behind

Aldo Kraas
Lebanon

My heart cries out for the
In war we all loose
In peace we all win
Lebanon
Every country has its own problems
To deal with
Love is all we have for Lebanon
Angels of Lebanon
We see than walking in the streets
And we can feel this awful heat
Why should we allow somebody else
To destroy Lebanon?
What good is war for?
Only to make people rich
While others die in vain
Why can't we get along with our neighbors?
Because sometimes they just don't like us
Why can't we respect one another?
Because this is too much to ask
Why can't we forgive others?
Because this is hard to do
Why do we judge people?
Because we don't think some of them are good enough for us
There is bad and good criticism
We tend to criticize people a lot
This is the human imperfection
And we don't see the whole picture
We just see a part of it
Sometimes we don't see eye to eye

Aldo Kraas
Left Undone

That bed is left undone
And it looks very messy
But I am feeling very lazy today

Aldo Kraas
Legacy Song

What are the dreams of the poet?
Should we talk about the legacy of the poet?

Aldo Kraas
Leonardo Davinci's Ghost

Where is
Leonardo Davinci's ghost?
Is it buried in his house?

Aldo Kraas
Les amis
Of God
Are my
Les amis
Also
That is because we all have
The same interest when it comes to God
And we want to love God more
Each day
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
Les Jardins

Les Jardins
Where children
Played
On a Sunday
Afternoon

Aldo Kraas
Les Uns Et Les Autres

Les uns et les autres
Living together
Here on earth
Les an et les autres
Sharing their love with each other

Aldo Kraas
Les Voyages

Les voyages
In the ships
That I took
All over the
Atlantic Ocean

Aldo Kraas
Less Than A Memory

My life
Is less than a memory
I would say

Aldo Kraas
Lessons Song

The lessons for life
Are the lessons that you have learned
So many years ago
That was thought by your parents, grandparents, baby sitter, and School teacher
The lessons for life
Are the lessons that you use everyday in your life

Aldo Kraas
Let Go

When you are feeling sad
You should try and let the sadness go
Because you don't want the sadness to hang
Arround for the whole day
So that is why you should let it go

Aldo Kraas
Let Children Be Children For Once

Let children be children for once
By letting them play
Where is safe
And by letting them know
That you will protect them always
Because you are their parents
Let children be children for once
By allowing them to show their love for you
Because you are their parents
And please tell your children that you love them
Because that is what they want to hear
From you

Aldo Kraas
Let Go

Let go
Of your sadness
Let go
Of your troubles in life
Because life is not a circus
And you are not a clown
That is living
In that sarcastic world

Aldo Kraas
Let God Into Your Heart

Let God into your heart
And say amen
Let God into your life
And say amen
Let God purify your soul
And say amen
Let God deliver you from evil
And say amen
Let God shine into your life
And say amen
Let God guide you in your life
And say amen

Aldo Kraas
Let God Lead The Way

Let god lead the way in our lives
What we can’t fix in live let god handle it alone
We have enough problems of our own already
We don’t need any more aggravation
Let God lead the way in our lives journey from the beginning to the end
We will repent our sins
We know we done wrong things in one time or another
Let god lead the way into his house
We will worship him with all our hearts, minds, and souls

Aldo Kraas
Let Her Be The Thin Woman

She always tells me that
She is so fat
And that she has to loose
Wait
Please
God
Let her be the thin woman that
She wants to be
I try to tell her
That there is nothing wrong
With her
Maybe I don't see it right
God

Aldo Kraas
Let Him Teach Me Song

Let him teach me some good lessons of life
Because I can do with it right now
I am not joking or making fun of him
But at the same time
I see that he has so much empathy for the people

Aldo Kraas
Let It Be Her Prayer

Let it be her prayer
That she will pray every night
Before she goes to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Let It Be Sung

Let it be sung
By God to us

Aldo Kraas
Let life 
Be a part of you 
Let life 
Be peaceful to you 

Aldo Kraas
Let Me

Let me live for another day
Let my single thoughts drift away every single day
Let me praise my God every single day
Let the answers be found in a song
Let the candles shine in the dark at night

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Be Blessed By God

Let me be blessed by God
Every single day
Because I need his blessings

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Be That Lightpost In The Street

Let
Me
Be
That
Lightpost
In
The
Street
That
You
Walk
At
Night

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Be There

Let me be there in your dreams
Let me be there in your life
Let me love you like I never loved you before
Let me play the guitar for you
Because I just wrote a song for you
Let me admit that I am crazy about you
Let love enter in our hearts
Love is precious
Give me a chance to show you my love for you
I never thought I would love you this much before
Let the light shine in our hearts
God is with us
And god brought you to me
I found you long time ago sitting in the sand at Pompano Beach
I looked at you
And I begin talking with you
And our friendship begun
Today you are my girl friend
And I am your boy friend
Sometimes I am sure that you saved me from dying when I was all-alone
My life have changed for the better
We make a beautiful couple
We have so much going on for us
Life is very special
I found the girl I love
It has been now one year ago
I am happy
I am telling you the truth
I am being honest to you
What more can I give you?
What more can you give me?

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Belong Also In That Spiritual World

Let me belong also in that spiritual world
Because you belong in that spiritual world
And I don't see why I should be kept out of your spiritual world

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Chase The Rainbows

Let me chase the rainbows
In her dreams tonight
While she sleeps in her own bed
And have some dreams tonight

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Dream Hymn

Let me dream with God
Let me dream with you my friend
Let me sleep in during the day
Let me sing you a new song
Let me comment on your new dress
Let me go for a walk in the park
Because this will give me some time on my own

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Go To Song

Let me go and have my diner
Because I am starving right now
And also my stomach is crawling

Aldo Kraas
Let Me In Hymn

Let me in your life
Let me in your world
Because I want to belong in your world
Every single day
That you are living your life

Aldo Kraas
Let Me In Your Life Song

Let me in your life
Because I want to belong in your life
And there is no reason
Why I shouldn't be in your life
Even though you are not better than me

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Know If I Can Help You In Any Way Song

Let me know If I can help you in any way
That I can
Let me know if I can be there for you
Any time that you need a friend

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Live

Don't take
A piece
Of my heart
because you
Had done it already
And there is nothing
Left for you to take
And I feel that my
Heart was torn
When you took that
Piece of my hear
Now
Please
Let me live in peace
Go and live your life
That is all I am
Asking you to do

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Speak To You All About Peace

Let me speak
To you all
About peace
Because that
Is a very
Important message
That I want to deliver
To you
So please listen to it
And remember that one thing I need is your
Attention

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Stay Young

Let me stay young
At heart my God

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Tell You

Please let me tell you something
I am going to make the sun shine in your life
I will be honest to you

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Touch Your Heart

Let me touch your heart
So that I can remove
The pain that is in your heart
With my hands

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Tumble And Fall

Let me tumble and fall
With the strong winds
Because I am not afraid
And the reason is that
God will save me
Even if I don't tumble
On the Grass

Aldo Kraas
Let Me Win Another Day

Let me win another day
That is full of sunshine
Let me win another day
That will be peaceful for me
Let me win a day that will be happy
For me

Aldo Kraas
Let My Conscience Be Your Guide

Let my conscience
Be your guide my people

Aldo Kraas
Let My People Come

Let my people come
Into the church
And find peace

Aldo Kraas
Let our hearts
Soar
All the way to heaven
My friend
Because I know that
This journey will
Be a hard one
For us

Aldo Kraas
Let Our Prayers Rise Like Incense

Let our prayers rise
Like incense into the air
After it is said by the people
Of a large congregation
During the service

Aldo Kraas
Let The Broken Wings Of The Bird Heal

Let the broken wings of the bird heal
So that soon he can fly back home
And be with his family again

Aldo Kraas
Let The Children Remember

Let children remember summer
Let the children be children
Let the children play safe in the park

Aldo Kraas
Let The Future Arrive For You Now

Let the future arrive for you now
So that you can live in the future now
Because I feel that the future will be very exciting for you
By giving you lots of opportunities in finding a new job
Or having a career change

Aldo Kraas
Let The Power Of The Sky

We slashed the sky
With our hopeless
Cry
Let the power
Of
The sky
Bleed down on us

Aldo Kraas
Let The Public Judge Me

Let the public judge me
By the way I speak two languages
Let the public judge me
By the way I make friends
Let the public judge me
By the type of person I am
Let the public judge me
By the way that I dress
Because to some people it might be the most important thing

Aldo Kraas
Let The Snow Fall Down

Let the snow
Fall down from
The sky to the ground

Aldo Kraas
Let The Sunshine Inside Of You Shine Out

Let the sunshine
Inside of you
Shine out
To earth
So everyone
can get some

Aldo Kraas
Let The Sunshine Shine In

Let the sunshine shine in the sky at home
Let the sunshine shine inside of my heart
Let the sunshine shine through my life

Aldo Kraas
Let The Sunsine Shine In

Let the sunshine shine in the sky at home
Let the sunshine shine inside of my heart
Let the sunshine shine through my life

Aldo Kraas
Let The Things That You Feel In Your Spirit

Let the things that you feel
In your spirit rise
All the way out
So that people can see it
And experience also with you

Aldo Kraas
Let The Women Decide About Abortion Men And Mind Your Own Business

Let the women decide about abortion men
And mind your own business
Because it is the women that gives birth to babies
And not the men

Aldo Kraas
Let Them Know Song

Let them know that I am ok
I have a roof over my head
And I am not sleeping in the street
Or in a shelter
I have a place that I can sleep
And cook my meals
Any time that I want
So there is no need to feel sorry for me

Aldo Kraas
Let There Be No More Wars

Let there be no more wars
Here on earth anymore
Because we want to see the end of it
And we hope that our loved ones that are
Fighting in the war will come home safe
Because we want to see them again
Without our loved ones our lives will
Never be the same

Aldo Kraas
Let This Just Wash Over Your Soul

Let this just wash over your soul
Because it is
The holy water
That will purify your soul

Aldo Kraas
Let Us

Let us put the bad stuff behind us
I acknowledge that I done wrong
I was at the edge
I don’t miss this place
I don’t have the right to punch you, neither you have the right to punch me
I couldn’t think straight anymore
It came to a point that I couldn’t cope with the job anymore
It is time for me to move on
This chapter of my life is closed
This door is closed for me forever
I never wanted to hit you
I’ve lost my head
I am sick now with depression
Please forgive me
You won’t see me again
This is a lesson for both of us to learn
What can we learn from it?
I have to walk this new path alone
I was no longer happy with this job
Now it is my job to build my life again
I don’t need you help anymore
I have to do it on my own
My anger and frustration took control of me
I am responsible for my actions daily
I am sure I’ve cause you a lot of pain
I guess you felt betrayed
You can no longer trust me
That trust is gone forever
Let us go in peace now
What I’ve done is done now
I can’t repair the damage
You no longer feel safe
I’ve lost myself worth, my self-esteem
The satisfaction of hitting you took control of me
But that satisfaction only lasted a while
It had to end this way
It wasn’t a good picture
It doesn’t make me a man to hit you or a hero
Aldo Kraas
Let Us Allow Our Emotions To Run Free

Let
Us
Allow
Our
Emotions
To
Run
Free

Aldo Kraas
Let Us Rejoice Hymn

Let us rejoice in our lives
Let us rejoy in the lord
Let us rejoyce with music
Let us rejoice inone God
Let us rejoice in one hope for us

Aldo Kraas
Let Us Rejoice In The Lord

Let us rejoice in the lord
Let us respect everyone
Including their wishes

Aldo Kraas
Let Your Tears Come Out Frown Your Eyes And Run Dow Your Face

Let your tears come down from your face
And run down through your face
All the way to the earth

Aldo Kraas
I know that you hate
Cleaning
And Cooking
So let's compromise
Today
By changing chores
My beloved son
Today you do our laundry
And dad will do the cleaning
Of the house
And I will do the cooking for us

Aldo Kraas
Let's Do It Again Baby

Let's do it again baby
Because I need
To prove
My love to you
And I want to show
What love is

Aldo Kraas
Lets Eat For The Cure

Lets eat for the cure
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Let's Go

Let's go and live a life
Let's go so we can find the meaning to our lives

Aldo Kraas
Let's Have A Country Christmas

Let's have a country Christmas
In the country
Because I am
Ready for it

Aldo Kraas
Let's Hope Song

Linda
Let's hope that we can spend the
Easter together
Linda
It is the thought that counts
And also I don't want you
To miss out on
Easter

Aldo Kraas
Lets Hope That Things Will Get Better

Lets hope that things will get better for us
Because right now all we do is fight with each other

Aldo Kraas
Let's Leave All The Windows Open Of This House

Let's
Leave all
The windows
Open
Of this house
So the love
Of God can come
Inside of this house

Aldo Kraas
Let's Live The Moment

Let's live the moment
Right now by
Being happy
With each other

Aldo Kraas
Lets Meet In My Dreams

Lets meet in my dreams
Every night
Because in real life I can't see you
Anymore

Aldo Kraas
Let's Meet In Wyoming By Next Summer

Let's meet in
Wyoming
By next
Summer

Aldo Kraas
Lets Rock With Him

Tonight we have
So much energy
And we need to burn it
So lets rock with him
Tonight
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Lets Seize The Day Right Now

Lets seize the day right now
Because the evening
Is on its way

Aldo Kraas
Lets Take A Look At The Time

Lets take a look at the time
Because it is getting late

Aldo Kraas
Lets Talk About Prayer

Lets talk about prayer
Lets talk about what a prayer can do

Aldo Kraas
Lets Talk Song

Let's talk; about happy things for once

Aldo Kraas
Letter To The Sky

Dear sky
I am so happy that you exist
And that you belong to my world
That is my heart
That are full of diamonds that are called aquamarine
Also I know that my life and my heart would not be completed
Without you
Because my life and my heart deserves you
Intact or whole
But at night my heart appears to be dark and also my life appears to be dark
because it is night time inside of my heart and in my life
At day time my heart and my life is very bright
That even the diamonds called aquamarine are shining
At the fullest capacity
By bringing me joy to my heart and my life
Sky I also know that you were created long before me
By the same men that made me
And after you came the trees, the grass, the birds, the fish,
The turtles, and the sharks
That men are trying very hard to put an end to it

Aldo Kraas
Letters To Anne

People wrote so many letters to Anne wishing that she has a quick Recovery after her operation that she had two weeks ago.
But she read all the letters that she received from her family and friends.
Already

Aldo Kraas
Letting Go And Letting God

Letting go and letting God
Take care of your life

Aldo Kraas
Letting Go II

I am letting go of my negative thoughts
By bringing positive thoughts

Aldo Kraas
Letting Go Song

I am letting go of my anger
I am letting go of my sadness
I am letting go of my crying sections

Aldo Kraas
Levántese a los cabritos
Because it is time to get ready for school
And I know it is a drag
But the weekend is over already
Today is Monday and a knew week already started
The kids say mom
We are finally ready and up
So now it is breakfast time in the house
Yum yum yum
We are going to have finally french toast, hot chocolate, and orange juice
Mother thanks for the breakfast
And now we are finished eating our breakfast
Here are your lunches kids and don't forget to put it inside your backpacks
Mon said
And don't forget your schoolbooks because you have to take them to School
Mon said
Also don't forget to take your calculator, pens, paper, erasers for the Subjects that you have in school
Mon said I hope that you have your gim clothes with you because when you have gim you have to change into them
Yes mon we have our gim clothes said the kids including our jockstrap And another pair of running shoes that are clean
Also we have soap, towel, socks, underwear, tshirt, street shoes

Aldo Kraas
Levas Me

Levas me
To the
House
Of the Lord

Aldo Kraas
Levon

Now came the right time to go to that paradise
That is on the other side of the world
But you climb on the unicorn first
And I will climb after you on the unicorn
But I hope that the unicorn can handle our weight
Because the unicorn alone is 820 lbs
And we are 460 lbs
Yes our weight is fine for the Unicorn
Levon
When we get to the paradise it will be on the other side of the world
But I hope that we get the paradise the way we want
And we can take a bath in the lake in the paradise
Levon
How big is the paradise?
The paradise is the size of a soccer field
Levon
Sleep now and I will sleep with you also
In the paradise
That paradise belong to us now
And nobody else will be able to share this paradise with us
Because it has room just for the two of us
But we are not going to see cars or ambulances in paradise
Because paradise is not like the earth
And paradise is much better than earth

Aldo Kraas
L'Hiver Sonata

L'HIVER
Is not going to leave
Alone
And I am dying to be left alone
But
L'HIVER
Doesn't understand that

Aldo Kraas
L'Homee Que Je Suis

L' home que je suis
Not so forgiving
L' home que je suis
A christian
L' home que je suis
Born to reach ou to others
L' home que je suis
Friendly and warm

Aldo Kraas
L'Homme Que Je Suis

L' homme que je suis
Not so forgiving
L' homme que je suis
A christian
L' homme que je suis
Born to reach out to others
L' homme que je suis
Friendly and warm

Aldo Kraas
Liberty Song

I found out that
I have that liberty today in me

Aldo Kraas
Libre Men

Libre men
Is living here on the earth
For a long time

Aldo Kraas
Libre Song

Come on daylight
Because I am tired already of staying in bed
And I slept through the night
Libre song
I want to have a million friends
So that I can sing the libre song to them
With my strong voice
But I don't care if it will sound good or bad
Because I will just sing it the way I know
Libre song
I was born to be free here on earth
And walk here on earth everywhere I want too
Because I have the right to live on earth also
Libre song
Will I see the stars tonight shining in the sky?
Libre song

Aldo Kraas
Libre Song Revised

Come on daylight
Because I am tired already of staying in bed
And I slept through the night
Libre song
I want to have a million friends
So that I can sing the libre song to them
With my strong voice
But I don't care if it will sound good or bad
Because I will just sing it the way I know
Libre song
I was born to be free here on earth
And walk here on earth everywhere I want too
Because I have the right to live on earth also
Libre song
Will I see the stars tonight shining in the sky?
Libre song

Aldo Kraas
Lidia

Lidia
Your sweet mouth
Kissed the wind tonight
That was blowing in
The air
In Sao paulo

Aldo Kraas
Life After You

That life is so empty
Without you my friend
But God is the one that gives me
Healing touch every
Sunday
And for that I am thankful

Aldo Kraas
Life And Death At Some Point

We all
Need to learn
About life
And death
At some point

Aldo Kraas
Life Begins Again Everyday

Life begins again everyday
When the sun is rising
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
Life By The Drop

My life must go on forever each day
Living life by the drop
Each day
I am loosing control
And than someday I finally found hope in the Lord
And the power you are supplying Lord it is electrifying
Living life by the drop
Sometimes it is hard to do
I better shape up
Because I need a Lord
And my heart is set on the Lord
I better shape up, I better understand
To my Lord and my heart I must be true
Lord you are filled with affection
Lord you are the one that I want
Lord you are the one that I want
Lord you are the one that I want
Lord you are the one that I want
Living life by the drop
I don't know what is there for me in store
Lord you are the one that I need indeed
Living life by the drop
I will wake up this morning
I am hoping to see you again
Face to face
I want to pay tribute to you Lord
The Lord knows the shape of my heart
He knows in what bad shape my heart is
It needs fixing
Because it is broken in too many pieces
Living life by the drop
I could be sick any time in a dropp of a hat
That is if I don't take care of my health and myself
Living life by the drop
I am glad that somebody is with me
Yes sometimes I forget that
It seems that the world was lost forever in my mind
Sometimes it seems that I am seeing the dark clouds in my mind
Sometimes I am lost for words
I have a different picture of me
But when I look at the mirror
Somehow it doesn't look right any more
There comes that guilty feeling
And that question why did I let myself down?
I feel that I am punishing myself each day
For the things I should do, but it never gets done

Aldo Kraas
Life Comes And Goes

Life comes and goes
Like buses
That are travelling with a load of passengers inside
On the highways of Ontario

Aldo Kraas
Life Doesn'T Slow Me Down

Life doesn't slow down for me
And only death will slow me down
But I am not in that stage at all
That stage will come one day
Life doesn't slowdown for me
Because I have to write as much as posible to have lots of poems
For my readers to read
Life treats me good

Aldo Kraas
Life Expectancy

I want to be the cloud
That feels like
A soft matress
In the sky
Where the
Stars sleeps
While the moon
Moves around slowly
Without making
Any noise
Not to wake them up
Who is the oldest
The moon
What is her life expectancy?
I don't know
Who are the young ones the stars
What are there life expectancy?
I don't know

Aldo Kraas
Life Goes By So Fast

Life goes by so fast
Each day
Every time when I think about life
I wonder why it goes so fast

Aldo Kraas
Life Hymn

Every moment of your life
Must be lived
In peace
Every moment of your life
Must be celebrated
With friends and your loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Life In General

LIfe in general
Is very hard for everybody
Because everyday
Everybody needs to follow
A certain routine
At work and at home

Aldo Kraas
Life Is

life is sometimes sad
Life is sometimes lonely
Life is sometimes full of tragedies
Life is sometimes full of sickness
Life is sometimes full of bad habbits
That we get hooked on it so fast

Aldo Kraas
Life Is All About Happiness And Peace

Life is all about happiness and peace
And if you find happiness and peace
Your life will change forever

Aldo Kraas
Life Is Confusing For All Of Us

Life is confusing for all of us
Because there are so many things
That we have to accomplish
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Life Is Even More Solitary Song

Life is even more solitary than I know
The reason is because
I had experienced loneliness
And it is not fun

Aldo Kraas
Life Is Full Of Challenges

Life is full of challenges
And in life
We need to have the skills
For the job that we want
To work

Aldo Kraas
Life is full of surprises for me
And I know that there are some good and bad ones because I am aware of That myself
But I have trouble dealing with the bad surprises in life because I have Problem in handling it
But when the good surprises comes in life I use it all and I try to get the Most out of it
Like writing poetry, taking pictures, sleeping and so on

Aldo Kraas
Life Is Not A Bed Of Roses Blues

Life is not a bed of
Roses
Because life is full of challenges
That we have to face each day
And
The challenges are not easy
Because sometimes we encounter
Situations that we are either frustrated, bored, annoyed, overwhelmed
We need to experience the sad moments
So we can appreciate the good moments

Aldo Kraas
Life Lived And Gone

Life lived and gone
A day at a time
we can't live and complained
What good it will do to us?
Life lived and gone
A day at a time
When we are sick
We seem to blame everybody else
When we are going to learn to take better care of us?

Aldo Kraas
Life paints a picture of me
And I don't know how I look
In the picture that life paints of me

Aldo Kraas
Life Passes By

Life passes by everyday
If you don’t live it
And don’t get outside
To get some fresh air

Aldo Kraas
Life Sonata

Life can be hard some times
Life can be full of regrets
Life can be full of loneliness

Aldo Kraas
Life Song

There is more to life
Than money
There is more to life
Than hate
Because when you hate somebody
You are closing that door
On somebody's face
And please think it over before
You are closing that door on somebody's face
Because once you do
You will never be able to go back to that person
Or ask that person for help again

Aldo Kraas
Life Starts Now

My life starts now at home
And I am not going to spend the rest of my day sleeping in bed
Because I want to get the most out of my life by being active
But also for me to remember to take care of my health that is so vital And so important because without health I can't live

Aldo Kraas
Life Starts Now Revised

My life starts now at home
And I am not going to spend the rest of my day sleeping in bed
Because I want to get the most out of my life by being active
But also for me to remember to take care of my health that is so vital and So
important because without health I can't live

Aldo Kraas
Life Surprises

Life surprises us
With so many
Good things

Aldo Kraas
Life was given to me
46 years ago
By my best friend that is called God
And some people say I am too religious
Others say that I am full of myself
Why should I turn a blind eye to religion?
And why shouldn't I love God?
I am me
And I am free to love who I want to love
That is fair
And I will continue to love the ones I love

Aldo Kraas
Life Was Not Born To Die

Life was not born to die
But to live in us
And with us
Because without life we can't live

Aldo Kraas
Life Without Me

People I know that life without me is hard for all of you
My death came so fast without warning
God had call me and I had no choice
But to leave you all behind and go with God
Now I am happy
And there is no hate, no violence, no fear, but love
That surrounds me
And tonight I love you my God
I feel at peace once more
God told me I will give you love
And I will eased your pain
Nothing could be better in heaven than earth
If you all saw me today in heaven I don't think you would reconize me Anymore
Since I been in heaven I been more relaxed and I don't need any Medications anymore
God is the best medication there is
It is salvation, peace, and love that he gives
He gives it to me without me asking for it
I wear every day this white rope
My eyes are no longer weary and weepy
I am full of joy
There is no other place like this
People I can't go back to earth, because this is my home now
You all have to live a life without me
I am not a part of your lives anymore
I understand that we had good times before
We laughed and we cried
To some the reality have not set into there minds
Some might still looking for me
I have a new home now
Please remember me in your daily life
Don't be upset that I am gone
I turned a new leaf
A new soil

Aldo Kraas
Life Without You Is Not Life

God
Life without you is not life
Because it is just impossible
For me to live without you God

Aldo Kraas
Life, Hopes, And Dreams Songs

Life is a gift
Without the price tag
That God had given to us
And the hopes that we have
Are so different from each other

Aldo Kraas
Life, What Is The Life?

Life, what is the life?
That many of us complain about it
That many of us refuse to take better care of our lives?
Life, what is the life?
Is it a gift?
Or it just happen by coincidence?
No way jose?
this is not true
Because you have all the facts wrong?
Someone gave life to you
And in order to do it he had to sacrifice his
It is our master
Remember this people

Aldo Kraas
Light A Light

God please light a light
In our path so that we can see where we are walking
Because it is so dark during the night and also hard to see
But we keep on trying eventhough it is hard for us to see
The dark give us a creepy feeling in us

Aldo Kraas
Light And Dark Song

There is
Light and dark
In our world

Aldo Kraas
Light And Shade

Light and shade
My dark and gray hair
Some people
Go crazy for it
Because it is curly
It is not fair

Aldo Kraas
Light Breaks Where No Sun Shine Today

Light breaks where
No sun shine today
And it is a big improvement

Aldo Kraas
Light Me Up

God light me up today
Because I am feeling low
God light me up today
So that I can have some energy to move like an everady battery

Aldo Kraas
Light Me Up God

Light me up God
Because I am feeling low

Aldo Kraas
Light Meal Of Degree

A light meal of degree
Will be better for me
Because I will be able to sleep better
At night
If I do that
If I have a heavy meal of degree
I will be up all night
And heaving
A heard time to digest it

Aldo Kraas
Light My World

Light my world that is full
Of darkness my God

Aldo Kraas
Light The Way Song

God
Please light the way
For me
So I don't have to walk on the dark
And I will be able
To see the way
Where I walk better

Aldo Kraas
Light Up Song

God please
Light up the sky at night
God please
Light up my heart
That is dark
God please
Light up
The flames
When somebody will
Carry the torch
While running
In the marathon of hope

Aldo Kraas
Light Up The Night God Sonata

God please
Light up the night for us
We don't care how you light up the night God
God please Just do it for us
If you send a moon to the sky to light up the night
We will be greateful to you
If you send one angel that is holding two candles in his hands
We will jump with joy

Aldo Kraas
Lighting A Candle Is A Kind Gesture

Lighting a candle is a kind gesture
To the dead ones
That left us a long time ago

Aldo Kraas
Lightning Has Flashed My Sea

Lightning has flashed my sea
That is inside my heart
Turning it into a nightmare
During this night

Aldo Kraas
Lightning Storm

We had a lightning storm today
Because the storm had struck the sky this evening

Aldo Kraas
Lightning Striked My Heart

Today the lightning struck my heart
And a minute later the rain came down inside my heart
Leaving that village flooded
But at the same time the residents of that village
Had to leave their homes
And find some shelter
Nearby

Aldo Kraas
Like A Bird

I will spread my wings
Like a bird
And I will fly
High
Like a bird
In the sky
Over
The rainbow
Also
Because I am
One of God's creation
And
I was meant to fly
Like a bird
Over the ocean

Aldo Kraas
Like A Dream Come True

The sun came
Out today from the sky
Like a dream come true

Aldo Kraas
Like A Lover

I am like a lover to her
Eventhough she is already married
With some other guy
And he gets mad and jealous about her
But also he hates when I am at their home
Because they can't have the evening just for themselves
And I believe that he gets hurt when she invites me to her place
He treats her so badly
And she is like his slave because she cleans the house, wash the clothes, and
cooks for him

Aldo Kraas
Like A Rainbow

The beautiful images in my dream
Just keep poppng up like a rainbow
In my mind
Almost every night that I am sleeping
The night away

Aldo Kraas
Like It Or Hate It

Like it or hate it
The snow will come any day
So you have to be prepared
For it

Aldo Kraas
Like Me

Like me
Loves the sun
Hates the winter
Loves to write
Loves to sleep
Loves to go for walk

Aldo Kraas
Like The Sun

She is
Like the sun to me

Aldo Kraas
Like The Unspeakable Dreams

Like the unspeakable dreams
I see all the good things
That are inside of you

Aldo Kraas
Lil Aldo

Lil aldo
Would never be a sunshine boy in the Toronto Sun
Poor lill Aldo
Because he is out of shape and also too fat to be the sunshine boy
Also the Toronto Sun would never hired him
Lil aldo
Will never be a model either
Because to be a model you would have to starve yourself and be also like An amorexic
But the truth is that it is dreadful to look at it
Because that would make anybody ill just by looking at it
Lil Aldo
Is better to be a poet
Because he can be his own boss

Aldo Kraas
Lilies Of The Field

I saw the lilies of the field
Growing in all the fields
That I had walked today

Aldo Kraas
Lill Aldo

Lill aldo
Would never be a sunshine boy in the Toronto Sun
Poor lill Aldo
Because he is out of shape and also too fat to be the sunshine boy
Also the Toronto Sun would never hired him
Lill aldo
Will never be a model either
Because to be a model you would have to starve yourself and be also like An amorexic
But the truth is that it is dreadful to look at it
Because that would make anybody ill just by looking at it
Lill Aldo
Is better to be a poet
Because he can be his own boss

Aldo Kraas
Lime And Tequila With A Splash Of Pineapple

Lime and tequila with a splash of pineapple
Is a refreshing drink
That nobody can resist
Not even me

Aldo Kraas
Limitations

So many letters had been written for my soul
By some people I know

Aldo Kraas
Linbergh Baby

Linbergh Baby
I hope that you are happy
Playing in the sky your favorite games
With God
Linbergh Baby
You can be happy in the sky
Because there you can play as long as you want too
And nobody will bother you in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Linda Flor

Linda flor eu sou
Because somebody made me
The way I am

Aldo Kraas
Lined Papers

Lined papers
That I had
Used to write
My poems
Last night
Are
Now
Spoiled
Because
My friends
Cat
Had
Jumped
At the table
And knocked
My coffee
And all
The
Coffee
Had
Spilled

Aldo Kraas
Lines For Spring

Spring
You warm up my heart
That is so cold
And that cold that was inside of my heart
Is now gone
But now my heart can live a normal life
Because of God

Aldo Kraas
Lions Blues

Lions I wonder where you are?
Lions I wonder if you are safe right now
Where you live?

Aldo Kraas
Lisboa The Queen Of The Sea

Lisboa
The queen of the
Sea
Lives by the sea
In
Lisboa

Aldo Kraas
Lisbon

This beautiful city
My mother, my saint is you
My saint Lisbon
That saint that welcomes me
Lisbon
Your love is unspeakable
Your warmth overwhelms me
Lisbon that saint is you
Giving me luck
And offering good things to me
Lisbon
I can never part away from you
Lisbon
Give me thy roses
I will sing those fados
That speaks about my love to you
Lisbon
I always wait for the sun to rise every morning
With my arms outstretched
Lisbon
You will never know all the joy you given me
Just by seeing that sun rising in the morning
Lisbon don't you abandon me
I will never leave you, I will never forsake you
My mother, my saint Lisbon
This house is mime; this house is the house of my saint Lisbon
The windows wide open
The fresh breeze from the sea is coming in
That gentle wind is moving slowly
Fados I will never stop to sing to you
I will put my heart, my mind to it
Lisbon let my sun shine every day
The water of the sea
Moving slowly and gently
Like a child learning to walk
Lisbon
My mother, my saint
I worship you
Good night my mother, my saint
Let you
Be known to me and to the people of Lisbon
Sometimes there is someone patting me in the shoulders
And I know it couldn't be anybody else
But my mother, my saint
Lisbon
My mother my saint
I give my life
My love

Aldo Kraas
Listen Now

Listen now
It is time to end the war
And learn to live with each other
It is time to share the harvest with others

Aldo Kraas
Listen To God's Song

Listen to God's song
That the people are singing in the church choir
Today

Aldo Kraas
Listen To My Jesus Call

People
Listen to my Jesus Call
Because that will be for you

Aldo Kraas
Listen To Our Heart

We have to listen to our heart
That is because our heart talks to us each day

Aldo Kraas
Listen To The Child In Your Heart

Listen
To
The
Child
In
Your
Heart
Because
There
Is
Something
That
She
Is
Dying
To
Tell
You

Aldo Kraas
Listen To The Children Hymn

Listen to the children
Because they want to tell you something
That is very important to them

Aldo Kraas
Listen To The Cries

Listen to the cries of God
And by hearing the cries of God
You will know that he is not so happy
With his people
Listen to the cries of mother nature

Aldo Kraas
Listen To The Music

Listen
To
The
Beautiful
Music
That
Is
Playing
Inside
Your
Mind
Right
Now

Aldo Kraas
Listen To The Wind Blowing Outside

Listen to the wind blowing outside
Because the wind that is blowing outside
Sounds more like a machine gun

Aldo Kraas
Listen To Your Heart

Listen to your heart
What is your heart
Telling you?
Do you know?

Aldo Kraas
Listen To Your Heart And Your Soul

Listen to
Your heart
And your soul
What they are trying hard
To tell you

Aldo Kraas
Lithium

Look what did lithium did do the whale
Made her so fat that she could not swim
And every time I swam I got stuck
So I had to go on a little diet
And I did with the help of my trainer
And in a few weeks I lost 150 pounds and before that I was 455
So now I am 305 pounds on the way to my normal diet
But I love to swim in my pond
And if there are people around in my pool they will get splashed too
Because that is my idea of fun
And I am not a depressed while anymore
And now I can go back to perform my duties

Aldo Kraas
Little Black Girl

Little black girl
Your life will get better some day

Aldo Kraas
Little Boy Of Mine Song

Littke boy of mine
loves chocolate cake
And junk food also

Aldo Kraas
Little Dancing Girl

Little dancing girl
Would you like to dance with me

Aldo Kraas
Little Devil

That
Little devil
Had
told me something
That had made me so angry
Today
And I don't think that
He understands that
I have feelings
And that my feelings were hurt
By him

Aldo Kraas
Little Genious

Little genious finaly learned to play the guitar
And it took months for him to learn how to play the guitar
But slowly he is learning
And he is practicing it everyday so he doesn't forget how to play the Guitar

Aldo Kraas
Little Honey

Little honey
You are my beloved little boy
I want to play with you every day

Aldo Kraas
Little India Rhapsody

I am in the heart of
Little India
And I see so many different things
Like Indian restaurants and places to shop for clothes
Also in Little India I found
Supermarkets, video stores and much more
That part of the city is so different
From the other part of the city that I live in

Aldo Kraas
Little Infant Song

That little infant
Still inside that woman's
Tummy

Aldo Kraas
Little Mister Fairy

Little mister fairy
You are so good
With the children
That the children loves you
Very much
And I can see why

Aldo Kraas
Little Princess

Little princes
You are very well behaved today
And today it is your birthday
So you are allowed to pig out in your birthday
Little princess
Always remember that I will always be your dad
And that I will always love you from the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Little Things

It is the little things that matters to me
And not the big ones
Because the big ones doesn't have much value to me
Like sentimental value
Like a ring, a love note, a cd, and a box of chocolate

Aldo Kraas
Live

I was born to live a normal life without sadness
I was born to be happy in God's world
I was born to live at this present moment each day
I pray for forgiveness
I know that my mother broke all the rules that were written in the book
And she got away with it
But not me
I ended up paying for it the harder way
I feel that all my needs have been meet right now in my life because I have
Support in my life

Aldo Kraas
Live And All Shall Be Forgiven

Live and all shall be forgiven
By God
God forgive you
And everybody else
For there sins

Aldo Kraas
Live And Let Live

God let my spirit live and let live
God let my mind live and let live
God let my heart live and let live
God let my eyes live and let live
God let my nose live and let live
God let me live and let me live in peace always

Aldo Kraas
Live And Let Live Song

God let my spirit live and let live
God let my mind live and let live
God let my heart live and let live
God let my eyes live and let live
God let my nose live and let live
God let me live and let live in peace always

Aldo Kraas
Live Deep Inside Your Higher Self

Live deep inside your higher self
By discovering the energy which travels
Unabated through our bodies each day
Called life

Aldo Kraas
Live In Harmony

Live in harmony
And
Worship God
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Live Now Song

Live now your life
And don’t waste it today
Because tomorrow you might not even be here

Aldo Kraas
Live One Day At A Time

Live one day at a time
Dream one day at a time

Aldo Kraas
Live Those Days

Live those days
That comes and goes in your life
Because I know that you will never regret than
And those days wasn't given to me
I t was given by God specially for you
So take the time to enjoy those days
Because I know that it will be good days

Aldo Kraas
Live To Be Alive

Live to be alive
And to be grateful
That you are alive

Aldo Kraas
Live To Love Song

Live to love God
And the things that he gave you
Here on earth
Live to love
The song of the birds
Specially when they are singing
In the morning
Their never ending symphony

Aldo Kraas
Live Your Life Song

Live your life
Because I can't live it for you

Aldo Kraas
Lives

Lives are a four leaf clover
Lives are sometimes full of tragedies
Lives are sometimes full of suspense
Lives are sometimes full of hate
Lives are sometimes full of bitterness
Lives are sometimes sad
Lives are sometimes happy
Lives are sometimes full of stress
Lives are sometimes full of love
Lives are sometimes full of pain

Aldo Kraas
Living Above

It would be cold
Living above a garage
And living above a restaurant would be noisy
Because of Karaoke or loud music.
Living above a store
Would be fine because
There wouldn't be a lot of noise
Unless it was a fish store
- that wouldn't be fine
Because I would tire of the smell of fish!
Living above a grocery store
Would be fine
But it would be difficult
If I lived above a doughnut shop
.....as a diabetic it wouldn't be good....
......I would forever be tempted
to eat those doughnuts!

Aldo Kraas
Living Evidence

The dolphings are dissapearing every day in Japan
By the fisherman

Aldo Kraas
Living For The Cause

Living for the cause
Today
That we support
Each year
Because we want
To make a difference

Aldo Kraas
Living God

Living God
Maker of all the heaven and earth
We want to worship you
Living God
You are the prince of peace
The master of the universe
Living God
We are your children
We will never forget you
And you will never forget us either
Living God
We give all the glory to you
Living God
You take away our sins
Living God
We are not perfect like you
So I hope you understand this
Because we are human beings
And we have our faults also
Living God
You are worth to be praise
Living God
Take the place of all the power
Living God
Behold, it comes in might,
The power that is power,
The light that is in darkness,
The shade in dazzling light
It is joy that never spoke,
Living God

Aldo Kraas
Living In Her Dreams

Her dead mother's
Ghost is living
In her dreams
And every time
She sees her mother's
Ghost in her dreams
She gets so frightened
By it

Aldo Kraas
Living In The Dark Against Living In The Light

God feels like home in my heart
Where a garden was planted for me
In the sky of my heart there are some clouds
But the rain never lasts too long

Aldo Kraas
Living In The Dark Vs.. Living In The Light

The poet gets depression when he is living in the dark
Also it is depression that it is hard for the poet to control in his life
Basements are usually dark and reminds me of a subway station
But sometimes it gets too hot and the poet has to open all the windows
Of the house so the house can cool of
The dark doesn't feel safe for the poet
But the light feels safe for the poet
When the poet lives in the light he is more energetic
And he can do a better work when he works on his poetry

Aldo Kraas
Living My Dreams With The Poets

I am living my dreams
With the poets of the city

Aldo Kraas
Living With Others

Living with others is almost like being in a marriage
You have to know others well before living with them
You can't jump in on that right away
Because if you live with others you have to make a commitment
And be flexible also
I feel that you would have to include the others in your life
But there will also be times that you will want some space or time just for Yourself
What about the others?
Will they understand you when you need space or time just for yourself?
I believe that you have to see it from both angles before you make a Decision
Sometimes when you live with others, it might make knowing them, a Different ball game
They might stay up very late when you want to sleep
Or they might listen to music very loud which would disturb you
If I lived with other people, I would need:
Some friendly and caring people
Not the quiet type of people who always keep to themselves
I wouldn't want to live with people that listened to loud music
Or stayed up all night watching tv
I would like to share the tasks of cleaning and cooking
With others

Aldo Kraas
Lo Siento

My God
Lo siento
That You feel
That I don't love you
But the true is that I love you
My God
From the botton of my heart
My God
Lo siento
That You know
That I am not taking good care of myself
That is almost true
Because when I am not in stress I feel that I take good care of me
But when I take good care of me I take better care of my health

Aldo Kraas
Lobsters In His Bath Tub

Lobsters in his bath tub
Somebody placed it inside
There
They played
A joke on him

Aldo Kraas
They tell me that I better watch my money
Because I might end up like the rest of
The scumbags of
Toronto that are living in the streets
And than they say to me
Lol
I find that very insulting
Because that is comming out from their mouth
Why are they comparing me with the scumbags of Toronto?

Aldo Kraas
Lola Ridge

Lola Ridge
Today the sun is out
For you and your Jesus
And for that you should say
Amen
Lola Ridge
Today the sky is blue
Without even a cloud in it
And for that you should say
Amen

Aldo Kraas
London Fields Song

London fields
Are covered with snow
Today
Because they just had
A snowstorm last night

Aldo Kraas
Lone Star

Lone star
In her blue sky
At Christmas
That was a wish that she made
The night before Christmas
Before she went to bed
And Now she is up
And watching the lone star from he bedroom window
This night
So silent
She is happy that her wishes came true
Now she can rest in peace
And let go of her worries
Tomorrow
Tomorrow
Tmorrow
Is Christmas day

Aldo Kraas
Loneliness

Depression hit me hard this time
Loneliness comes my way
Sadness fills my heart
I am the one that is lost in an empty world
My life has turned upside down
And I only see this gray picture on my mind

Anger
Brings pain and hurts to my heart
Worry
Brings uncertainty
The time is going by
I can’t stop the clock from moving
My mind is empty
Regrets
I have lots of them
Tears
Makes me want to cry
Sleep
Puts my mind to rest

Aldo Kraas
Loneliness Blues

Sometimes
It is hard to beat
The loneliness

Aldo Kraas
Loneliness
is the thing that Isolate us
From the outside word
And also from the community

Aldo Kraas
Lonely Days

During
All
The lonely days
That I had spend
Alone

Aldo Kraas
Lonely Dialog

I am having a lonely dialog with myself
I am talking to myself
I know that I should never do that outside
Because the people may look at me and think that I am crazy
And if I do it at night I do it quietly
Inside my house so no one sees I and I don't disturb the people living next door to me
Nobody else wants to hear me talking to myself
This lonely dialog is just for me anyway
I would be ashamed of myself if anybody else heard or saw me having a lonely dialog with myself

Aldo Kraas
Lonely Man

Lonely man you need to
Discover this world which is
Beautiful
Be a part of this world
You are setting your foot on the ground
There are many opportunities out there for you
Do you know what you are looking for?
Lonely man
Grab a tissue paper out of your pocket
And wipe the tears that are falling from your eyes
It must be the cold weather that is doing it to your eyes
You don’t know yourself at all
You need to learn to be open to yourself
And to find out who you really are
This will be a mystery for you to learn about yourself
Lonely man
The night soon begun
And you went to bed right away after I had given you supper
Lonely man
Don’t you know it is Christmas?
Lonely man
I don’t judge you
Lonely man
I know that you don’t judge me
Lonely man
See you tomorrow
Have a good night
Lonely man
Do you believe in God?
Lonely man
Are you a christian?

Aldo Kraas
Lonely Nights Song

Are you going
To spend
The lonely nights alone
Watching tv?

Aldo Kraas
Lonely Shepherd

I am the lonely shepherd
That is going to Israel
I Will not be walking because it is too far
Instead I will be riding on my camel
All the way to Israel

Aldo Kraas
Lonely Song

Must be so lonely for the drunk man

Aldo Kraas
Long Walk Home

I had a long walk home
And know I am so exhausted
That I will go to bed without having any dinner
Knowing that it is bed for my diabeties

Aldo Kraas
Longing For Our Ideal World

We are longing for our ideal world
That should be without violince
And that people learn to respect each other
By living together with each other by not judging one another
By saying I am better than you
Because that is not true
We have different qualities and lets focus on that first
And then we can say that we have different skills
In some areas we are stronger than others

Aldo Kraas
Look

Look
Look
At
Me
Because there is something I want to say
It is honest and sincere

Aldo Kraas
Look Ahead

Look ahead when you walk
And see the beautiful sky
Infront of you

Aldo Kraas
Look At All The Lively People

Look at all the lively people
Because they are at the church
Praising God
During the Service
That is going on during this
Sunday morning

Aldo Kraas
Look At Me

Look at me
I want you to know
That you can always trust me
Look at me
I want you to know
That I love you always

Aldo Kraas
Look At Me God

Look at me God
Can you see
How happy I am
After you save me
From dying
You gave me my life
Back

Aldo Kraas
Look At Me I Turned All Right

Look at me and I turned all right
You can still see
That I am
A christian

Aldo Kraas
Look At Me Song

Look at me
I feel alive today
And I am ready
To start the new day
Right now
Look at me
I am all dressed up
For that special occasion
That is happening at
Lunch time today

Aldo Kraas
Look At That Crystal Moon

Look at that
Crystal Moon
That lives inside
Of my heart
And that always shines so bright
In the sky that is inside of my heart also
Because you will never regret that
in your life
Also that crystal Moon will leave you breathless
And that I swear it is true

Aldo Kraas
Look At That Sky

Look at that sky
The night is finally here
And the end of the day is over
But it is time to rest once again
And God is happy for me
Because I can relax with friends
And I will sleep like a baby in the retreat tonight

Aldo Kraas
Look Forward To Many Things

Look forward to peace
Look forward to receiving love from someone
And also giving it to someone

Aldo Kraas
Look How I'Ve Grown

Look how i've grown friends
Because I am more mature now
And I don't engage in bad behaviour anymore
But my life is changin day to day and I keep living it day by day
Because I want to live my life to the fullest and be able to get the most Out of
my life

Aldo Kraas
Look On The Brighter Side Of Life

Look on the brighter side of life
Because on the other side
Of the fence the grass is always greener

Aldo Kraas
Look Out

Look out
I am getting tired
Of fighting for survival

Aldo Kraas
Look Through Our Eyes

Look through our eyes
And you will see
That perfect blue sky
Without a cloud

Aldo Kraas
Look Up To The Moon Sonata

Look up to the moon tonight
And you will feel that you are standing tall
Below the moon

Aldo Kraas
Looking Back  Blues

I am looking back
At that ocean
And I can't imagine anything more beautiful
Than that

Aldo Kraas
Looking Back Song

I am looking back
When I had started
To write my poems
And it was 13 years ago
Now
And I feel that time went so fast
But the good thing is that
Through my poem I had learned so
Much about me
And also I have learned things about the messages
That God gave me so many times

Aldo Kraas
Looking East

If you are looking east you will see
That God is having a feast
And everybody is invited for the feast
It doesn'r matter if you are white, black, chinese, japanese, or a native
Because God loves you all
Eventhou he is your father

Aldo Kraas
Looking For The Answer

Looking For The Answer?
Do you know where to find it?
Is it written in the sky?
Is it written on the clouds?
Is it written on the sand at the beaches?
Is it written inside a book perhaps?

Aldo Kraas
Looking For The Words

I am
Looking for the words
That they wrote on this page
To edit for them
But the problem is that
The words that are written on this page
Are so small that I can't see at all

Aldo Kraas
Looking Forward To The End Of This Year

I Am looking forward to the end of
2007
This year was a very good year for me
I feel that things went
The way I wanted
My life is more balanced now
And it makes a big difference
Because when I go to church
It gives me a boost to my life

Aldo Kraas
Looking In The Sky

Looking in the sky
What can you see?
The mountains are taller than him
And who is he?
The light is comming and it is shining

Aldo Kraas
Loosen Up And Relax

I feel myself going angry
Out of control again
I have to learn to relax
And be less angry
I have to learn to deal with my anger
It is out of control now
Now I am in trouble more than ever
Sometimes I don't know why I loose my head
And my anger comes
It comes in so fast
Out of the blue
I need sometime to loosen up and relax
My legs are kind of shaky right now
Loosen up and relax watching the television I will
I find it to be my best companion these days
The television can't talk back to me
A good thing it is not human like I am
So it doesn't have feelings
But I do
Sometimes my feelings get mixed up
Inside my head
So once again I have to learn to loosen up and relax
I feel so tight inside
Like I am going to explode any minute
That is what I am beginning to see and feel right now

Aldo Kraas
Loosers Rush In

Loosers rush in
To the Casino
The next day
After they
had lost a pile
Of money
The night before
Thinking that they might
Get that money back

Aldo Kraas
Loosing Her Ways

Loosing her ways
With apologies
Loosing her
Ways with respect
Loosig her ways
With love
Loosing her ways
With romance
Loosing her ways with
Punctuality
Loosing her ways with friendship
Loosing her ways with communication

Aldo Kraas
Loosing In Life

She is loosing in life
Her friends
Because her friends are tired of her
And they don't know about her addictions

Aldo Kraas
Lord Come By This Way

Lord come by this way
And bring God with you
So he can heal her
And he can wash
My feet

Aldo Kraas
Lord Here I Am

Lord here I am to be your servant
And to serve you everyday
Lord here I am to help those in need

Aldo Kraas
Lord Here I Am II

Lord here I am to be your servant
And to serve you everyday
Lord here I am to help those in need

Aldo Kraas
Lord I Am Not A Perfect Man

Lord I am not a perfect man
I will never be a perfect man
Because I know
That perfection can't be found in me
I know myself very well
And I know the things that
I can do well

Aldo Kraas
Lord I Don't Want To Be Bored

Lord I don't want to be bored
So please give me something to do
I will do it
Because I want to help
You in anyway I can
So you can get the job done
Today that you are doing

Aldo Kraas
Lord In All I Do

Lord
In all I do
May the glory go to you
Because I worship you each day
Each day I lift up my heart to you

Aldo Kraas
I am the Lord of the dance
I dance beneath the sky
On a clear night
I can see the stars
Shining above the sky
I am the Lord of the dance
God rewards me everyday
I dance for my Lord
The sky is clear
The moon is shining in the sky
This is a beautiful fall night
The peace fills my mind and my heart
I feel at peace
It is good to know that God cares
I want to serve my lord with all my heart
I am God’s Child
I am gifted
God brings peace into my heart
I am the lord of the dance
He gave me peace
He gave me life
He gave me health
He gave me a spirit
He gave me a mind
He gave me a body
He gave me hope
He open’s my ear
And let me hear the sound of silence
He gave me eyes
For me to see more of him
I trust the Lord with all my heart
I am the Lord of the dance
I was born a Christian
And I will die as a Christian

Aldo Kraas
Lord Of The Day Blues

Lord of the day
You are still bringing
Me that cold weather
That I can't bare anymore
Because that cold is running
All the way through my spine
Giving me the chills at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Lord Of The Earth

Lord
Of
The
Earth
Bring
Back
That
Love
That
Is
Now
Gone
From
The
Earth

Aldo Kraas
Lord Show Me The Way Song

Lord show me the way to find some comfort
Lord show me the way to find some happiness for me

Aldo Kraas
Lord We Praise You

Lord
We
Praise you
Every
Sunday
At your house
By singing
Your hymns
And praying
For you also

Aldo Kraas
Lords Of Poison

The Lords of poison came down from heaven
And when I was walking in the street here at home
The lords of poison attacked me first
Then they sprayed poison into my skin
But a few days later my skin became itchy
So I scratched it all the time until it bleded non stop
By now it was a real mess because it was dripping all over my shirt
And I finally decided to go to the doctor
The doctor did some skin test
And when he gave me the result he said that somebody had sprayed acid On my skin and now I have malacoma which is skin cancer
And I was very scared at the same time
And a thought came to my mind you are so young and you might die soon

Aldo Kraas
Lose My Soul

I lose my soul
After the heat had fried my soul today
Because the weather was too hot to bare
And I kept praying for somebody to help me on the streets to revive
My soul but nobody helped me at all
And it was so ashamed that nobody could help me on the streets Because the people in the streets were too busy to care for me
But also I have to worry about me and that alone is a fact

Aldo Kraas
Lose Song

It is bad enough
To lose your friend through
Cancer
Because
Cancer had killed your friend

Aldo Kraas
Lose yourself
In your dreams
And your sleep
Because
It is all right to do
And
You don't have
To punish yourself
But
Please
Remember
That it is not a crime

Aldo Kraas
Losing It All Song

They are losing
Everything they have

Aldo Kraas
Lost

I am lost in your shadows
I am lost in your dreams
I am lost in conversation that I am having with you

Aldo Kraas
Lost In Her Brains Song

I am lost in her brains now
And
That is too bad
Because I belonged once to her brains
And I was the memory in her brains

Aldo Kraas
Lost in Space

Columbia space shuttle
Lost in space
What was everyone’s dream it is shattered now
Because it was lost in space forever
What is the beginning it is now the end
Too many lives lost
Those lost in space can never be replaced by anyone
This dream is faded away in the blue sky
It all happened so closed to home

Aldo Kraas
Lost In You

God I am lost in you
God I am lost in your world
God I am lost in your life
God I am lost for words

Aldo Kraas
Lost In You Revised

God I am lost in you
God I am lost in your world
God I am lost in your life
God I am lost for words

Aldo Kraas
Lost Kingdom

The lost kingdom I used to own it once
And I used to ruled the lost kindom
But the reason why the kingdom was lost
Was because of the floods that we had during 1857
That dammaged the kingdom
But I could never recovered from my lose
Or built a new kingdom again because I needed money to built the Kingdom
which I didn't have

Aldo Kraas
Lost Myself Forever

Lost myself forever
In meditation

Aldo Kraas
Lost Song

Lost some sleep
Lost my appetite
Lost my patience
Lost my sympathy for the people

Aldo Kraas
Louder Than Ever

The music is louder than ever
And I live next door to a pub in Dublin
The sound of the sound of the music can be heard through my walls
Because my walls are not sound proof

Aldo Kraas
Louisiana Is On My Mind

Louisiana is on my mind
Each day
At sunrise, sunset, and in the evening
Louisiana is on my mind
When I am sleeping at night

Aldo Kraas
L'Ours

L'OURS
Lives in the forest

Aldo Kraas
Love

Love my God the way he loves me
Love me like you never loved me before in your life
Because I need some love also

Aldo Kraas
Love And Peace

God will give me love and peace everyday
Because when I talk to him
That was the promise that he made to me
And I hope that he keeps that promise to me
If not God will break my heart
And upset me also
But right now I know that all I have to do is to wait and see
I love love and peace very much
And I am hopping to get it from God soon

Aldo Kraas
Love And War

I can't keep away from love and war
I seen too many people having there heads blown up,
Especially when I heard the shoots of the gun being fired too many Times
It gives me butterflies in my stomach
I am a soldier in this Bosnian war
I am not sure if I will return home safe and sound
If I don’t, my fellow soldiers will remember me
A long time ago I decided to join the army and take my chance
It was the only choice I had
I don't like what I see
There is no way out of this Bosnian war
I heard the desperate cries of the children,
Starving and in misery
There is nothing I can do
I just hope that there pain will ease someday
There entire favorite toy's buried in the ground
All there possessions lost
Left with nothing
Too many people dead and gone
Why this brutal war is going on I don't know?
All I know is that I have enough of this Bosnian war
It seems like no end
I have lots of nightmares about this war
And I don't get much sleep anymore
The day start too early,
And I am up and gone by then
Many nights I think about those I left behind back home

Aldo Kraas
Love Bird Song

Love bird
We are hoping that you will
Sing to us
A love song

Aldo Kraas
Love blooms through care and
Affection
Can you show your affection to me?
I am ready to show my affection to you

Aldo Kraas
Love comes quickly to me
Because God send his love inside a parcel
By courier yesterday
And it arrived today at my home by courier
This morning

Aldo Kraas
Love Comes Quickly II

Love comes quickly to me
Because God send his love inside a parcel
By courier yesterday
And it arrived today at my home by courier
This morning

Aldo Kraas
Love Eat And Pray

Love your friends
Love God
Love your dear loved ones
Eat healthy
Eat a well balanced meal
But don't eat any junk
Pray for the ones that are ill here at home
Pray for your friends
Pray for your dear loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Love Eat And Pray Revised

Love your friends
Love God
Love your dear loved ones
Eat healthy
Eat a well balanced meal
But don't eat any junk
Pray for the ones that are ill here at home
Pray for your friends
Pray for your dear loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Love Even Exist

Love even exist
For us
Can we learn to embrace love?
Love even exist
Can we give it
To the lonely one
Love even exist
For the one that is dying
And is going soon to embark to another world

Aldo Kraas
Love Found Me Also

Love found me also
So we are two lucky people that
Found love today

Aldo Kraas
Love Heals

Love heals my broken heart
Love heals my lonely times that I spent here at home
Love heals the dark sky that I see when I look out of my balcony here at My
hotel in Latvia
Love to me is like a breath of midnight air

Aldo Kraas
Love Her Even After Death

Love her even after death
because I know that she wasn't perfect either
And that she wanted your love back

Aldo Kraas
Love Him Like Me

Please
Love him like me
Because he is not evil
And you are just saying that
I understand that I can't force you to do that

Aldo Kraas
Love Hymn

God
I will love everyone
Regardless of their
Color
God
I will love everyone
Regardless
of their financial situation

Aldo Kraas
Love Is

Love is like
A gentle
Breeze
Love is like
A red rose
That
I am
Giving you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Love is a ring
That I wear around my finger
With pride and joy

Aldo Kraas
Love Is All That You Can Have From Me

Love is all that you can have from me
But don't ask me to forgive people

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Calling Me

Love is calling me
And I hear it
But I am also ready to receive any kind of love
From any white person
That comes through my front door

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Coming Back For Me

I don't know what to say
But love is coming back to me
And I don't know who is giving my

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Everything

Love is everything that I need in my life
To live in peace
Because with peace I can have a good night rest
And not worry about tomorrow
Love is everything that brings the essence to life
Like a bottle of perfume
Love is everything that contains that melody

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Explained

Love is explained as honesty

Aldo Kraas
Love Is In The Air Song

Love is in the air
And
Can you feel the love in the air to night?
It was God that put that love in the air
Don't you know that by know?

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Like A Cappuccino

Love is like a cappuccino
That is topped with whipped cream
And powdered cinnamon

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Like A Cappuccino

Love is like a cappuccino
That is topped with whipped cream
And powdered cinnamon

Aldo Kraas
Love Is My Gift To You

Love
Is
My
Gift
To
You
That
Will
Bring
Peace
Into
Your
Life

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Not Fake

Love is not fake
Love is real
And our love
Is stored inside
Of our heart
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Not Gone

Love
Is
Not
Gone
So
You
Don't
Have
To
Worry
Love
Is
Not
Gone
Because
It is in
The
Air
And
I
Am
Sure
That
Everybody
Can
Feel
It?
Can

Aldo Kraas
Love Is So Hard, Life Is So Simple

Love is so hard
For whom?
For the ones that lost a loved one
By a murder
And for the criminal
Life is easy
Because all he does is seat in jail
While we pay to keep him in jail
But to be honest it is better to have a murder in jail
Than in the streets
Does the murder have any sympathy for the person he killed?
No

Aldo Kraas
Love Is Song

Love is
A red rose
Love is
A bird that sings
Love is
That perfume bottle
Love is
That red dress

Aldo Kraas
Love Is The Blue Clear Sky

Love is the blue clear sky
That is shining
High above me
And that blue clear sky
that is shining
High above me is shining so
Beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Love Is The Key

Love is the key
That you have to search and find it
To open the treasure chest
That are full of toys
For your little children

Aldo Kraas
Love Is There For Us

Love is there
For us
Because God is giving
It for us
And he is being
So kind to us
By giving his love

Aldo Kraas
Love Is What I Need

Love is what I need
Right now
Believe me
Because
I am not lying to you
And I don't want to make a fool of myself either
Trust me
You must think that I am not being honest
To you
But I think you know me better than this by now
Don't you?

Aldo Kraas
Love Is What You Take For Granted

Love is what you take for granted
Because you just don't believe in it

Aldo Kraas
Love Lift Us

Love lift us
Specially when we are feeling down

Aldo Kraas
Love Me Like There Is No Tomorrow Song

Baby
Love me like there is no tomorrow
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
Love Me Like You Never Did Before

Love me like you
Never did before
If you don't love me
Please let me go
And let me find the right
Person to love
Because love doesn't
Come easy
However
It is very hard to shop
Around for love
And sometimes it
Is time consuming

Aldo Kraas
Love Me Now God

Love me now God
Because I always do
The things that you want me to do

Aldo Kraas
Love Might Not Live Forever

Please understand
That love might not live forever
So grab all the love that is available to you right now

Aldo Kraas
Love Of My Life

God you are the love of my life
God you are my vessel
And I am the captain of this vessel
That I am sailing over the pacific ocean
God you are the love of my life
And I can never live without you
God you are the love of my life
And also the strength that I need in my life

Aldo Kraas
Love Or Hate Symphony

What are the things that I love or hate?
I hate to clean
I love to cook
I love to write poetry
I love to listen to music
I love to go to church
I hate the cold weather
I hate winter with the passion

Aldo Kraas
Love Potion Theme

Give us a love potion
To take away the sadness and anger
Yes we are feeling bitter also

Aldo Kraas
Love Sonata

God love the two of us always
God protect us from those who don't love us but hate us
God protect us from the evil spirit
God protect us from those who makes fun of us
God protect us from the cold days and nights

Aldo Kraas
Love Song

Please
Sing
A
Love
Song
To
The
World
That
Sends
The
Message
About
Love
To
The
World

Aldo Kraas
Love Story

Your love story
Ended here on earth
With a sad end

Aldo Kraas
Love Symphony

I will love myself
I will love my music
I will love my poems
I will love prayers
I will love life
I will love candles
I will love my computer
I will love the internet
I will love people
I will love my family
I will love life
I will love peace
I will love to sing
I will love sheltering myself
I will love the church
I will love the farm
I will love to travel
I will love Coffee
I will love seven up and rum
I will love the time pasing by me
I will love hearing the sound of the birds
I will love learning what Life can offer me
I will love taking care of me
I will love nurturing me

Aldo Kraas
Love The One Your With

Love the one your with any time of the nigh, afternoon, or night
Love the one your with in real life

Aldo Kraas
Love The Time

Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
You have for you
Love the time you spend outside
Because this nice weather won't last very long
Fall is on its way soon
Love the time
To listen for the song of the birds
This might be the last time
Love the time
You have to reflect on your life
Love the time
You are worshiping God
Love the time that you are discovering your feelings
Love the time that you are learning about yourself
Love the time
Your soul waits in silence for God only
He is your rock and your salvation
Love the time
To dream
Love the time to paint a picture in your mind
Love the time
When you have a positive attitude
Love the time
When you are in the valley of the shadow
You will fear no evil
Because you are with God now
Love the time
Because you belong together with God
Love the time
That you are being yourself
Love the time
That you are moving on
And doing better things to improve your spirit
Love the time that you are gaining your trust back
Love the time that you are gaining self respect
Love the time that you are building your self esteem up
Love the time that you are watching the gold star at night
Love the time that God carried you to solidarity
Love the time that God will bear you up
So that you will not strike your foot against a stone
Love the time that you saw the great light
Because there were people that were sitting in the dark
And you were the lucky one
Love the time that God has opened up the door for you
Love the time that God has given you a chance
Love the time to know that the past is a part of you
Love the time that God is comforting you when you are sad
Love the time when you see writings on the wall
That you can read
Love the time to enjoy your freedom
Love the time when you are flying on the airplane
And looking out through the Airplane window
The sunset in the sky
Love the time when you sing out the blues
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time that God will set you free
Love the time when the sun will rise early in the morning in the summer
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time
Love the time to know that age is no barrier to beauty

Aldo Kraas
Love The Way

I love the way you preached at the church today
I love the way you sing today with the orchestra at the church
I love you for being you
I love you for your smile
I love you for your honesty
I love you for your friendship

Aldo Kraas
Love Then

Love then
Like I love you
Show that you love then
with all your heart
Sing then the song
About love

Aldo Kraas
Love Trap

I am inside
That love trap
That belongs to somebody
That I don't even know
I don't even know
How I got inside that love trap

Aldo Kraas
Love Unfolds

Love unfolds
For me today
Finally
Because I had
Waited all
My life for this
And Now
I don't have to be
Alone
And be afraid anymore

Aldo Kraas
Love Welcome Us

Love welcome us
To release
The anger
That is in our bodies

Aldo Kraas
Love Will Be All I Need

Love will be all I need
Love will be all I need
Love is sweet as honey
I will gamble everything for love
Because love is all I need
I am willing to make a change in my life
Now that I've seen what jail is like
I didn't like it at all
The drive in the back of the police car was bad
And being handcuffed was even worst
This was my worst nightmare
Sleeping inside a jail cell with the light on and being frozen
There was no confort at all
I didn't get any love or sympathy for what I did
I know I broke the law
And now I have to pay for it
I have no reason to lie
Because love will be all I need
I have to break free
I have to run
There is not much freedom for me
God I need you back
God take me back
I need you back God
To take all my fears away
I have lips of an angel
The time you think of me God
I will need an answer
Beautiful lights
Are shining
And you God are on my mind
The man I am you know
And love will be all I need
God call It love
Because he knows that love will be all I need
Every time I try to explain my feelings to you
It seems all strange
Sometimes I feel like I am loosing my mind
And when it happens I no longer can think straight
My brains no longer works
It is almost like a computer without its hardwear
My love is pure God
I am offering it to you
Don't stop loving God this is what every body tells me
My body is a wonderland
The lake is bigger than my body
If I was a painter I would paint you a picture
But I am no good at that
I am being unfaithful to myself
I don't want to do it any more
Let me get back to my life
Here I go again
dancing in the rain
Here I go again to find my Lord
God makes me want to pray
Ain't no other God that I know
I am here to stay
And I am standing tall
I am rooted like a tree
In the park
I am back to basics
And I am in love with my God
I hope you understand it
And I hope that you will understand that love will be all I need
Cold fingers are finally in my tired eyes
No confort
Infamiliar faces are near by
Sister if you wake up in the night just call me
Because love will be all I need
There is a river that washes me clean
And washes all my tears
Water freezes under the bridge in the winter
And the ducks swim in it
Time has come today for me to find love
I think is time that I moved on
In my life there are consequences
I am hanging on
To my beliefs
To my responsibilities
Blood is flowing through my small heart
Every beat of my heart I hear
I am showing my true identity to God
Keep it coming God
Bring me the sun
bring me the moon at night
I am no stranger to shame
I will follow the sun
My friend planted the evergreen in the back of my house
The snow storm is coming
Time to get ready for bed
Tomorrow will be time to welcome the snow back
My eyes seek you Lord
I know all the love secrets
I dwell in the dust
Wait for me my God
I am coming
I will be soon with you
Today
Once again I am telling you that love will be all I need
Your smile is in my heart God
Hold back the night God
I got to learn that crime does not pay
I'll be there for my God always
A blue like the blue of your eyes
Is falling from the sky

Aldo Kraas
Love Will Keep Me Alive

Love
Will
Keep
Me
Alive
After
I
Had
Found
It
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Love Will Never Die

I feel that
Love will never die
Because it is inside of us
To give to our friends
And family

Aldo Kraas
Love Will Never Last Hymn

Love will never last
Because you got some love
By chance
But the trouble with you is that you
Never give it back
To the one that gave you
So I can't understand why should you get
Love at all
Since you don't care about anybody else
Rather than yourself

Aldo Kraas
Love Without Good Bye

Love without good bye
We are staying together
Showing our
Love to our friends
And love is on our side
We must be having good luck
Love without good bye we are living
I have plenty that God has given me
Now I share it
With you and among friends
They need it too
It is nice to be loved
And it feels good
It is something that keep us strong alive
It is an assurance that God give us
That he love us
Always
And we give that message from God
To our friends
Because this love is a love without good bye
That will never die
This we will promise you friend

Aldo Kraas
Love You Madly

I love you madly God
Because you love me also because I am one of your children
That you created in your image
I love you madly God
Because you gave me the gift of life
And I live my life to the best way that I know how to live it
But I always try very hard to be kind to people

Aldo Kraas
Love, Love, Love!

Love, love, love!
Is very special
And so warm
Because it is
A feeling
That comes
Out from our hearts
That we give
To the ones that
We love and cherished
The most in our lives

Aldo Kraas
Lovechild

Lovechild
Is loved by her parents
Lovechild
Loves to play in the snow here at home
With her brothers
Lovechild
Built snowman when she is playing in the snow
With her brothers
And it is lovely to see them playing together in the snow

Aldo Kraas
Lovegirl

Have you found somebody knew to love yet?

Don't way too long because you will be gray like me in no time?

You will get more wrinkles each year and you will be very ugly

Don't wait for your life to end before you get married

Aldo Kraas
Lover Dearest

Lover dearest
Let me pray for you today
Lover dearest
Let me catch my breath
While we walk outside
Lover dearest
Let me write a letter to send for my sister

Aldo Kraas
Lover Stay Here With Me

Lover stay here with me
Because I am crazy about you
And the word lover
Is very special to me

Aldo Kraas
Lovergirl

Have you found somebody knew to love yet?
Lovergirl
Don't way too long because you will be gray like me in no time?
Lovergirl
You will get more wrinkles each year and you will be very ugly
Lovergirl
Don't wait for your life to end before you get married

Aldo Kraas
Lovers In Dangerous Times

Lovers in dangerous time
Because they are seem all the bad things that are goingin the world
Also they show on tv
And they make so much propaganda about the awful war
That damages people's lives
Even if some of the lovers wanted to go back to their country
They would never be able to go back!
Because of war
And it is war that makes the people rich
Because somebody has to be pay to make the bombs that are used in the war
But they day that they stop paying the people who makes the bombs Only then the war will stop

Aldo Kraas
Lover's Paradise

We are no longer strangers to this place
Lover’s paradise
I hope you find what you are looking for
Me also
Here is peaceful is it?
The only noise we can hear is the water
We are walking in this lover’s paradise in this winter
No body else to see but us
I was hoping to find someone to love
What about you?
I kind like this place
What about you?
Lover’s paradise
Where are all the lovers gone?
That cloudy sky
Is here in Lover’s paradise
I can see it
Can you?
My breath is cold
What about yours?
My face is frozen
What about your face, is it frozen like mine?
We walked almost for an hour
I am tired already
What about you?
Let’s go home
It is time to leave lover’s paradise

Aldo Kraas
Loving

Loving you
I will always do
Loving you
I will do
Loving you
From the bottom of my heart
Loving you
Forever

Aldo Kraas
Loving Ii

I am loving my little own world
I am loving my dreams
I am loving my own fantasy

Aldo Kraas
Loving You

Loving you
I will always
Be loving
You

Aldo Kraas
Loving You For What You Are

I am loving you for what you are
My friend
And I want you to know
That you are so strong
You have that strong will to live
In you

Aldo Kraas
Luciano Pavarotti's Hymn

Sing
The
Luciano
Pavarotti's
Hymn
Loud and clear

Aldo Kraas
Lucky Song

I am lucky to be alive for another day
I am lucky to see some light today
I am lucky to have a computer at home
I am lucky to have my little radio at home because I can listen to my Own music
I am lucky to have some work to do
I am lucky that I am in good spirits

Aldo Kraas
Lucy

Twinkling Stars
Shining
Above
At
Night
Can
You
See
It
Lucy?

Aldo Kraas
Lucy Please Don'T Wait Any Longer

Lucy please don't wait any longer
Than you have too

Aldo Kraas
Lullabies For Our Slepless World

We will sing lullabies
For our slepless world
Everyday
And in that slepless world we live in
Each day of the week

Aldo Kraas
Lullaby For The Found

Now that God found you
I can assure you that you can rest in peace
Because you are no longer lost

Aldo Kraas
Lumieres

It is geting late
It is now the end of the day
And everybody is closing down their shops
For the evening
And at the streets
They are turning on
All the lumieres

Aldo Kraas
Luna Nueva

Luna nueva
Is shining in my sky
At night today

Aldo Kraas
Luna Samba

Luna
You are shining inside of the sky that are in my eyes
And on the ground of my eyes are the sea
But your light is reflecting on the water
Luna
You are painting a beautiful image inside of my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Lunar Keeper

Lunar keeper
You are shining in the sky at night
And at the same time
You are keeping an eye
On the graves
Of the fallen soldiers
And you
Lunar keeper also want to make sure that nobody else
Disturbs the soldiers grave

Aldo Kraas
Ma Lumièrè Est Tout Claire

Ma lumière est tout claire
Because I am the angel
That is shining above the sky
During the winter night
And everybody can see me
From the earth
If they look up into to the sky
During the winter night

Aldo Kraas
Macho Women

Macho
Women
Wants
To
Be
Like
A
Men

Aldo Kraas
Machu Picchu

Machu Picchu
I come here to meditate

Aldo Kraas
Made For Me

This weather was made for me
Because I like the hot weather
And I was born in the hot weather month

Aldo Kraas
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Get well soon
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Don't you ever forget that the people of Africa are praying for you
And that they love you

Aldo Kraas
Madibla Song

Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Get well soon
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Madibla
Don't you ever forget that the people of Africa are praying for you
And that they love you

Aldo Kraas
Madre Deus

Madre deus
Nice to meet you
Where can I begin to tell you my hidden secrets?
I have lots of them to tell you
You have to promise me that what I tell you is confidential
Please don't repeat my story to anybody else because it is not yours to Tell
Madre deus
The Ocean sounds so peaceful
The water is rolling like thunder
Madre deus
I always got a friend in you
You brought hope in my life
You brought life to my eyes
You dried my tears
Madre deus
It is never good to talk bad about a friend like you or somebody else
Because nothing good I will gain from it
Madre deus
My mouth is full of bad curse
Of fraud and violence
My tongue is full of oppression and decoy
You took that anger and violence away
You almost cure me
You gave me a new life
A new meaning in my life
Madre deus
Walk with me
Show me your love to me
Madre deus
I don't worry anymore because I have you
Madre deus
When I get mad I get mad like a crazy dog
Running in the street
Madre deus
I don't know why I got mad so easily and so fast
Like a crazy dog running in the street before
This thing I got to let go
Before it ruins my life again
Aldo Kraas
Mãe

That is the most beautiful
World that I heard before
Mãe
You are like gold
That is always shining against the sun

Aldo Kraas
Maestro Of Main Street

Maestro of Main Street
Died and went to heaven
He finally found his
Final resting place
It is so good that he is in a safe place called heaven

Aldo Kraas
Magic Moments

The flowers that you planted
Last year in the garden
Is a show of colors
They smell
Beautiful
In the spring

Aldo Kraas
Magnificent Song

I listened
To that magnificent song
Today
That the men
Had played
Inside his store
And that magnificent song
Had brought me memories

Aldo Kraas
Magnifico

It is
Magnifico
When the sun is up first thing in the morning
And when I see it
I loose my daily thoughts
It is
Magnifico
The way the tree is
The leaves even shines so bright

Aldo Kraas
Mail Box Blues

Everyday
I check my mail box
For my mail

Aldo Kraas
Mail Man Rhapsody

The mail man is the one
Who delivers the mail to
The houses in your area
Including yours
Mail man rhapsody

Aldo Kraas
Main Cemetery Trier

How sad and lonely
Was my visit in a
German cemetry
At that German cememetary
I entered it through the main cemetery trier
I had no intentions to interfere with the strange dead
People that I never knew or saw in my life
Many times that I visited
Germany
But I must say that in this
German cemetery there is an eerie feeling going on in the air all the Time at this
German Cemetery

Aldo Kraas
Mais
Mais
Love I need from God
Mais
Fresh air I need to breathe
Mais
Money I need in order to survive
Mais
Food I need to eat
Mais
Paper, pen, and stamps I need

Aldo Kraas
Mais Tarde

Mais tarde
I will have my dinner
Mais tarde
I will kiss my God on the face

Aldo Kraas
Mais Uma Vez

Mais uma vez
I will sing the song
That God had taught me to sing to the people
In my city
And I hope that the people in city will like
The song
Because that song is peaceful
There are no bad worlds in that song

Aldo Kraas
Majesty

Majesty
His name is
Majesty
The maker of heaven and earth
Majesty
We want you to know that we love you
Very much

Aldo Kraas
Make Do

Make do
With the weather
Make do with
The little food you have today
Make do
With your pride

Aldo Kraas
Make Him Fall For You

Make him fall for you today
But remember that you have to give him your love first

Aldo Kraas
Make It Easy For You

Make it easy for you
When you know that
You have to get up early the next day

Aldo Kraas
Make Me An Offer

Make me an offer
That I can’t refuse
But before you do that
You must understand
That my love you can’t buy

Aldo Kraas
Make My Day

Please make my day
By ending this day the fastes way that you can
My Lord

Aldo Kraas
Make One Wish

Please
Make one wish today
That will change your life forever
Please
Make one wish tomorrow
That will change the world

Aldo Kraas
Make Peace

Make peace
With yourself
Make peace
With the world
You live in
Make peace
In your community
That you live in
Make peace
With your loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Make The Most Of Your Life

Make the most of your life
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Make The Time Song

Make the time
To celebrate
The life of our dear loved one
Make the time
To celebrate life
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Make Up Your Mind

Make up your mind
Either you get up or go back to bed
But if you go back to bed you will be wasting your weekend
Make up your mind
Either you have breakfast now or later
Make up your mind
Either you have a shower in the morning or at night

Aldo Kraas
Make Up Your Mind Cat

Make up your mind
Fussy cat
Because the cat food that
I gave you
Is all that you are going to get
And nothing else

Aldo Kraas
Makeda

Makeda
I hope that you find some peace
In your life
Because I wish you
All the happiness
In this world
Makeda
When the clock strikes every night
At midnight that is the time when the holy night arrives
And you are never up that late anyway
Because you go to bed early
Makeda
You heart never learned to dance
And you heart never took the chance
But you do everyday in life
Makeda
Your love is not dull
You have a love that is sharp
Not to kill either
Because love is not a weapon at all
And don't compare love to a gun
Makeda
There is plenty of love in your heart
To give to your friends and family
Makeda
Everything is beautiful
Because God made this world
For us to live in
And to appreciate it

Aldo Kraas
Makes Me Wanna Say That I Am Home

Hold me in your arms right now please
And give me some hugs
Because I am dying to have some hugs from you
Hold me in your arms right now
And kiss me on my face
Because your kisses taste just like honey

Aldo Kraas
Making A Difference Sonata

I am making
A difference
Every time I volunteer
Or just by helping somebody

Aldo Kraas
Making Peace With You

Making peace with you
Is hard for me to do
But I got to feel it first in my heart
And wait
If it bugs me to the point that
Annoys me than I will make it
I feel that forcing someone to do it is not good
It doesn’t have to be right away
I want to make peace with you now
I am not just saying for the luck of saying
I realize that we need each other now
Fighting is not good for us
I have to show my sympathy towards you
Give you my love
And reward you for what you do best
Knowing you for so long now
You are my friend, my other family
Our dark days are now over

Aldo Kraas
Malanga

Malanga
You are a beautiful music
To my broken heart
Malanga
My heart is dying for you

Aldo Kraas
Malicious

That boy is so malicious he goes every sunday for a walk around his neighborhood and there he goes into the front of the variety sore because they are closed that time and steal all the newspapers that are there Infront of the variety store and then he sells it in the next block and next Block people buy all his newspapers And when he finishes selling his newspaper he makes $ 600.00 But he gets all in cash and he goes and deposit the money in his bak Acount

Aldo Kraas
Mama Blues

Mama
Take good care of her kids
Each day
She pack their lunches every night
So the next day when day go to school
They will take their lunches with them

Aldo Kraas
Mama Said That Everything Will Be Alright

Mama said
That everything
Will be alright
To the kids

Aldo Kraas
Mama Song

Mama
It is sad
When you go to bed
And I must leave
Go to home
Before it gets too late
Mama
Please don't worry about me
because I am a men now
And I am reponsible for myself

Aldo Kraas
Mama Toronto

Beloved
Mama
Toronto
I think it is wonderful
That you are beloved

Aldo Kraas
Mama You Gave Love To Me

Mama you gave love to me when I was a baby
Mama you gave love to me when I was a child
Mama you gave love to me when I was a teenager
Mama you gave love to me when I was a grown up men

Aldo Kraas
Man Enough

Man enough
To face
The truth
And tell
The truth
Man Enough
To face
The
Enemy
That
Is running
After me

Aldo Kraas
Man Of Joy

The man of joy lives in his home here at home
The man of joy always gives joy to everyone that knows him
The man of joy has 5 grandchildren already
The man of joy spend time with his family on the weekends
The man of joy has a big heart also

Aldo Kraas
Mandela

Mandela
Let the sun
Rise in your country
Mandela
You are lucky to have
Lived that long
Mandela
I wished you all the best
On your 90th
Birthday

Aldo Kraas
Manhattan Men Blues

Manhattan men
The weather is so strange
Lately
Manhattan men
It is raining today
And you are telling me that it is a good day
To wash the tears away
That are falling from
The eyes of
The manhattan men today

Aldo Kraas
Manhattan Skyline Song

During the 8th anniversary of the September 11
The manhattan skyline looks beautiful with the sun
Everybody is paying tribute to September 11

Aldo Kraas
Manila Bay

I want to swim
At the manila bay
And be a part of the
Filipino community
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Man's Paradise

Heaven
Is man's paradise
Also

Aldo Kraas
Many Colors Paint The Rainbow

Many colors paint the rainbow in the sky
At home
And from where I stand here at the park I can see the rainbow that was painted with many colors
And I find that rainbow to be so interesting that I keep watching it for for Hours and I think my kneck will hurt soon by the way

Aldo Kraas
Many Generations

Many generations
Are
Living in this world
All the new generations
And
All the old generations
The old generations
Have
More experience
When it comes to life
The
New generations have their own
Life to live
And they
Need a hand
From the old generations
Because
They are lost
And they don't know
How to plan
For
Their future
The old generations
Are now retired
Because
They worked
All their life
In what
They had
Plan for
Their
Life
Since
They were
Younge
The new
Generations
Are
Dropping
Out
Of
School
Before
They
Are
Even
Graduated
Because
Of
Luck
Of
Skills
Or
Interests
The old generations
Had
Kids a long time ago
That they had
To raise
And today their kids
Are adults
And the
Old Generations
Today
Have
Grandchildren
And their Grandchildren
Are now part of the new generation

Aldo Kraas
Map Of The Invisible World

I see
The map of the
Invisible world inside of my head
And the reason for this is that
The map of the invisible world is stored
Inside of my head

Aldo Kraas
Maple Leaf Coins

The maple leaf coins
That my grandfather worked so hard for
Is now gone
It is so sad when I think about it
Because the more I think about it
The more I wished I had it
It is not a lie
Because I feel sad about it

Aldo Kraas
That beautiful Mar belongs to me
And nobody else will steal that Mar from me
Because that mar was a gift
From God to me
That I love very much

Aldo Kraas
Mar E Sol

Mar e sol
I see infront of me
With the help of my naked eyes

Aldo Kraas
Marble Walls

The marble walls
Are beautiful inside the church
Because they have different designs
That was carved by hand

Aldo Kraas
Margaret Alice Song

Margaret Alice
Come and follow me
All the way to that soccer field
During the nigut
I know you think that sounds crazy
But just trust me for once
And follow me all the way to that Soccer field
Because I want you to see the stars that shines at night
In the sky at the soccer field

Aldo Kraas
Maria That Sweet Name

Maria that sweet name
That was given to you
By the master of heaven and earth

Aldo Kraas
Marinheiro

I am not from here
I am the marinheiro
From Bahia
I fish so many different types of fish
That lives here in the ocean
Of Santos everyday

Aldo Kraas
Mark Sonata

Ever since I can remember
I have seen you in my dreams
And the chance to be a part of you
I can't tell you what it means
But it is beautiful to be able to dream with you at night
And the air that we breathe everyday is filled with love
I would love for me and you to have that love that is in the air
But we can't reach because heaven is far
The sky is beautiful today
And the sun is out for both of us
So let us enjoy the sun once more
I give you all my love and that is all I do
And if you saw my love you would love me too
A love like ours
Could never die
As long as I
Have you near me
Bright are the stars that shine,
Dark is the sky
I know this love of mine
Will never die for you
Wise men say only fools rush in
Should I stay here with you or should I go
Because I have a life to live also
But there is no place to lay the blame
Because time slips away

Aldo Kraas
Markita

Markita
You are dad's little girl
Markita
You can always tell me the truth why you want to sleep in
On a nice Saturday
Markita
God loves me the same way that he loves you
Markita
God create me and you in his image
Markita
It is now 12:00 pm and you just got out of the bed
Markita
Dad is going to give your breakfast that is fit for a little princess

Aldo Kraas
Marry The Sea

Marry the sea St George  
Because the sea is looking for a husband just like you  
Have you been at the sea Saint George?  
Have you ever felt in love with the sea?  
How many times have you been inloved with the sea Saint George?  
Once, twice, or three times

Aldo Kraas
Mary Ivy

Mary Ivy
I hope to see you
In the new year
Happy again
In the
Nathan Philips square
Singing the blues away

Aldo Kraas
Maryann's Heavean

One day when we can't no longer
Walk the journey of hope
We will walk up the stairs
To Maryann's Heaven
And we will see
Maryann the way we knew her
But now she is resting away
And no sticks and stones will break her away
Her soul is intact and at peace
Her tears fall from the sky
And wash the earth away
And it gives a new life
To the seed that we planted here on earth
We will wait everyday for Marryan's tears to fall from the sky
Because Maryann is now in charge of our garden here on earth
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Massey Square By Night

Massey square by night
Looks so different
Than in the day time
Because the street lights shine
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Masterman Sonata

The world was made for us
And we belong in this world
But this world is very violente today
And to tell you the truth I don't even know if the violence in this world will End
But I have the feeling that we will never be able to live in a world without Violence because the only thing we know is violence
And we never learned anything else than violence
But I believe some enjoy the violence and they welcome the violence Into their lives

Aldo Kraas
Masturtium

Don't forget to plant some
Masturition
In that beautiful garden
That you own
My dear friend
Once spring is here

Aldo Kraas
Material Men

Material men
Doesn't care about his health
Material men
Only care's about material stuff
Material men doesn't care about life

Aldo Kraas
Mato Seco

I don't want
To walk in that
Mato seco

Aldo Kraas
Now I am gone and she can't remember
How to live without my touch
Hoping to die but surely living to tell
because when it comes to matters of the heart
There is nothing I won't get used to my beloved Girl
But you only make excuses that I am not Good enough for you
You were crying for so long that you wanted a man
You found a man and I found you
But you still saying that I am no Good
Why can't you be happy with me?
Maybe how you feel about me is a matter of your heart
Maybe you don't have any feelings for me
But I have feelings for you
So make up your mind
I will give 24 hours to come back to me
Or else I will be gone after 24 hours and you won't see me never again
You got that

Aldo Kraas
Matured Men

That matured men
Is not a kid anymore
I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
May

May you find peace
May you find love
May you find health

Aldo Kraas
May Angels Rest Beside Your Door

May angels rest
Beside your door
Tonight
And I hope
You can hear
The beautiful sound
Of the rain
Don't you be worry
About the angels
Because they will
Be fine
During the rain fall
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May I Kiss Your Face?

May I kiss your
Face?
The reason I am asking you
Is because it
Feels so attempting
To me
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May I Say A Prayer For You

May I say a prayer for you
Upon this lovely day?
Because I want you to
Go in peace and be in peace
I can feel that you are not at peace
And that is something that is on your mind
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May I Sing You A Song

May I sing you
A song that will put you
To sleep
After the long hours of the night

Aldo Kraas
May I?

May I sleep in today?
May I keep my mouth
Shut and not say anything
About her private business?
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May Our Desires Be Directed To God This Christmas

May our desire be directed to God
This christmas
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May Our Minds Rest In Peace

May our minds res in peace  
While we sleep at night  
In our beds
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May Peace Be With You Now And Forever

May peace be with you now and forever
We hope that you are now safe in heaven
Mary Ann

Aldo Kraas
May Song

May you find the right time
To forgive the ones who hate you so much
May you rest in peace tonight

Aldo Kraas
May The Good Lord

And when they need something from me they will appear
I feel a little hurt that the new friends that I made at the retreat don't call Me
But I have to understand that they have their lives to live and I have mine
I may be a poor soul
But at the same time I am strong because I am doing spiritual growth and Self
growth everyday
May the good Lord be with me when I have my cravings that kills me Because I
don't have the money to get it
Because if I had money on my hand I just would blow it
And I am a compulsive shopper
May the good Lord be with me when Spring arrives
May the good Lord be with me when he reminds me that I am free
And that in my life all the road blocks have been removed a long time Ago
May the good Lord be with me when I will start to sing

Aldo Kraas
May the grace of the Good Lord
Be upon you
When you sleep

Aldo Kraas
May We All Ask Forgiveness To God?

May we all ask forgiveness to God?
Sometimes we are just too busy with our lives
And we forget about you
And the worst part is that when
We remember that we forgot about you
Is too late
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May We All Ask Forgiveness Too God?

May we all ask forgiveness too God?  
Sometimes we are just too busy with our lives  
And we forget about you  
And the worst part is that when  
We remember that we forgot about you  
Is too late

Aldo Kraas
Maybe

Maybe this time
Everything is going to work out
All right
For me to win back her love
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Maybe I Am Insane To You

Maybe I am insane to you
Because that is how I appear to you
Or look to you
You might got the wrong impresion
When you saw me now for the first time

Aldo Kraas
Maybe I Will Go

Maybe I will go
To sleep now
Because it is getting late

Aldo Kraas
Maybe In Another Time

Maybe in another time
We will be born under
The same sign
In heaven
If you get to heaven
Before or after me
Than we can at least
Meet each other again

Aldo Kraas
Maybe Never

When will
My dreams
End
Maybe never

Aldo Kraas
Maybe you are lost in this world
Maybe you are sad
Maybe you need a friend
Maybe you need a reminder
To be more grateful for the things you have

Aldo Kraas
Maybe Today

Maybe today
The dark clouds will move
Away from the sky
Beyond our expectations
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Maybe Tomorrow

Maybe tomorrow
I will decide
What I am going
To do for tomorrow
That sounds good to me
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Maybe You Could Be The One For Me

Maybe you could be the one for me
And I can see that
You have all the qualities in a woman that
I am looking for
I have a feeling that sounds strange to you
But not for me
Because for me it sounds perfect
I wonder who will make the first move
Is it going to be you or it is going to be me?
I am ready to make the first move
Besides I feel that there is no problem for me
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Maybe You Miss Me Too

Maybe you miss me too
I am wondering
If that is true
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Mcc Hymn

So many times
We felt lonely
While we walked
The narrow path
That leads us to our God
But the funny thing is that God was with us the whole time
And we were never alone
We were safer than we knew
On our journey
It is amazing how God takes us to different places
That we had never travelled before
And equally amazing that we take God with us also
Through our journey
But in our lives God transforms us daily

Aldo Kraas
Mcgimn Sonata

Mother dearest
You live inside of my heart
And inside my heart I made a special place, just for you
So that you could live inside of my heart and be left in peace
Mother dearest
You don't have to worry about pollution and violence
Because there is no pollution or violence inside of my heart
Mother dearest
You are now an angel with wings
And inside of my heart you can fly
Mother dearest
Inside of my heart
I created a garden for you so that you could smell the flowers any time you like
Mother dearest
You can sleep near that pond there
Because near the pond it is always cooler than in the garden
Mother dearest
I forgot to tell you about the sky inside of my heart
In that sky you will see stars that shine like diamonds
Mother dearest
I will always love you
From the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Mother dearest
You live inside of my heart
And inside my heart I made a special place, just for you
So that you could live inside of my heart and be left in peace
Mother dearest
You don't have to worry about pollution and violence
Because there is no pollution or violence inside of my heart
Mother dearest
You are now an angel with wings
And inside of my heart you can fly
Mother dearest
Inside of my heart
I created a garden for you so that you could smell the flowers any time that you like
Mother dearest
You can sleep near that pond there
Because near the pond it is always cooler than in the garden
Mother dearest
I forgot to tell you about the sky inside of my heart
In that sky you will see stars that shine like diamonds
Mother dearest
I will always love you
From the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Mcheaven Suite

I am sorry because When I am talking with you I am missing all the words
Please understand that I need to go back to sleep
Because it is very late already
And if I don't get my proper sleep
I won't be able to function properly tomorrow
So we can talk tomorrow again
But I now that the stars will shine in the sky tonight while I sleep
And I will miss it
But you will be able to see it
I have a feeling that we should be getting a snowstorm tonight
And if that is the case everything will be closed
I will be dreaming with you tonight
And I hope that I can see you in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
Mcqueen Sonata

Mother dearest
You live inside of my heart
And inside of my heart I made a special place just for you
So that you could live inside of my heart again and be left in peace
Mother dearest
You don't have to worry about pollution and violence
Because there is no pollution or violence that you will see inside of my heart
Mother dearest
You are now my angel with wings that lives inside of my heart
And inside of my heart you will be able to fly if you want too
Mother dearest
Inside of my heart
I created a garden for you so that you could smell the flowers any time that you liked
Mother dearest
You can sleep near that pond that is inside of my heart
Because near the pond it is always cooler than in the garden
Mother dearest
I forgot to tell you about the sky inside of my heart
Because in the sky inside of my heart you will see all the stars that will shine just like diamonds
Mother dearest
I will always love you from the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Me Against The World

Me against the world
That is always
Fighting in that brutal war
That never ends

Aldo Kraas
Me Aguarda

Me aguarda
In my room
Me aguarda
In my bed resting for a little while
Because at the same time
I am hopping
That we can reunite again
For the night
In my room
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Me And God

Me and God
Are good friends
And we treat each other with
Respect and dignity
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Me And You

Me and you
In God's world
Me and you
Living together in God's world
Me and you
Worshiping God together
In God's world
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Me Blues

I will be honest to you
And tell you
The truth
Why I am singing
The me blues
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Me Dreaming

Me dreaming
About a better life
A better place to live
Where can I just be me
Where I don't have to worry about tomorrow
Where I won't run out of the things I need

Aldo Kraas
Me Now

I am dreaming with you right now
And I can see you lively in my dreams
But in reality you take my breath away
Because you always have something to say to me
Not in a rude way but in a nice way

Aldo Kraas
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Me Olha Nos Olhos

Me olha nos olhos
Because I want you to have eye contact
With my eyes
While I am talking with you
Please remember that
You are my fountain that are full of hope
For both of us
And everyday that we live our lives
I hope that we can see the good things that we have to offer
For each other
We even know that the silence is lonely sometimes
But it is only needed
When we go to sleep
Thanks God

Aldo Kraas
Me Puse Pensar En Ti My Love

Me
Puse
Pensar
En
Ti
My
Love

Aldo Kraas
Me Watching You And You Watching Me

Me watching you and you watching me
Walking in your gardens here on earth
And me watching you watching me at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Mean Man Blues

Mean man blues
Mean man blues

Aldo Kraas
Meditation Song

Life is a series of problems. Do we want to moan about them or solve Them? Without discipline we can solve nothing. With only some discipline we Can solve nothing. without discipline we can solve only some problems. With total discipline we can solve all problems. Problems are the cutting Edge that distinguishes between succes and failure. Problems call forth our courage and our wisdom; indeed, they create Our courage and our wisdom.

Aldo Kraas
Mediterranean Boy

He just
Doesn't want
Any kind
Of girl
He wants
A beautiful
Mediterranean girl
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Meeting Song

He is meeting his God
For the first time today
And also he is not sure of what to make out of God
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Mein Hertz Song

Mein hertz needs love
From God
Every single day
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Melancholic Dream Song

I am having a melancholic dream
Tonight
The pictures that I see in that melancholic
Dream
Are all gloomy
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Melodia

When the rain falls
It is a beautiful
Melodia
That helps you to sleep
At night
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Memories Of Her Will Live With Me

Memories of her will live with me
forever
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Memories Of The Sea

Beautiful memories of the sea
I have
I miss the sea
I miss seeing that child that used to swim in the sea
And make sand castle
Where is she?
She is no longer a child
Why
Because
Her
Childhood ended a long time ago
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Memories Of You  Song

We have
Good memories
of you God
And we remember
The best moments
That took place in our lives
God
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Memory Song

His memory is lost now
And his memory can't be recovered
Anymore
It is sad
Because he can't reconize us anymore
We try to talk to him
Just to see if he will reconize us
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Men

Men
Cheer up
And never lose your faith in God
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Men Africa

Men Africa
God had ceased the night
And God had brought you the morning
Right now
Can you hear the birds singing in the sky?
Soon the birds will land in Africa
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Men I N Red

Men in red
Is dancing tonight
With the chinese girl
Can't you see it?
Isn't that beautiful?
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Men In Control

Our love is not only for us
It is for everyone
And we want everyone to have some of our love
Specially those that are our closest friends
That does a lot for us in our daily lives
That we are living here on the planet called earth

Aldo Kraas
Men In Red

Men
In
Red
Is
Dancing
Tonight
With
A
Beautiful
Girl
Men
In
Red
Is
Wearing
A
Red
Shirt
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Men Is The Sexual Beast

Men is the sexual beast
In life
Because he is always looking for sex
At the end of his working day
He plans to hunt for women
That wants to have sex with him
If he can get his way
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Men Looks Much Better With Grey Hair

Men looks
Much better
With grey hair
Because
Grey hair
Makes the men looks
Handsome

Aldo Kraas
Men Of The Canyon

Men of the canyon
Lives not far from the canyon
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Men Of The Canyon Blues

I saw all the men of the canyon
Hunting in the wild today
While I drove through the wild
In my friends truck
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Men Of The Lake

Men of the lake
So many years ago
Someone gave birth to you
All in the lake
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Men With Words

There are so many men with words
And I kind remember all the men
That had the kindest words
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Mend Her

Mend her
God
Mend her heart
Mend her life
That is full of experiences
That are not good
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Mennonite Rhapsody

I Want to dedicate
The mennonite
Rhapsody
To the mennonites
By singing it
To them
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Men's Tears

You want to talk
About
Men's tears
Today
With me
I will be honest with you
I don't know much about it
To tell you the truth
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Mental Asylum Not For Me Thanks

Mental
Asylum
Not for me
Thanks
But no thanks
Because
I am not crazy
I suffer from depression
And that doesn't mean that I am crazy
I am not
Believe me
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Mental Block

Mental block
I am having
I am too scared
That I am afraid
Mental block
Is there I can see it
I can feel it
Of course, I have done wrong things
I am afraid to admit it to others and myself
There are problems that keep rising day by day
There are times that I need hope
There are times that I feel alone and lost
Everything in life is hard
I have choices to make in my life
The reason I lie to myself is because by lying I can hide my problems and everything will be all right
The truth is if I lie to myself, I will hurt myself
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Mental Thought

Too many horns from the cars
That are being driven by the people
On the road
And it is driving me crazy
I know it is the olympic fever
I don't care for the olympics myself
I don't consider myself an olympic fanatic or olympic nut
To tell you the truth
I have the feeling that the noise will keep me up all night
Well at least they will waste their energy on the car horn
If I could I would break their fingers
And that would stop the honking

Aldo Kraas
Mercy Blues

Dear God have mercy upon us
Because some of us sin
And I am not the one that sin
So please live me out of your list
Because we know God that you have a long list of the names that sinned
So God please free us from our sins
And we will not hold you up or make you our prisoner in a jail cell
Neither because we will let you be free
And we know that you already went through so many events in your life
And Easter is a time of liberation
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Mercy Street

Let's go
For walk
Down the
Mercy
Street
Because I believe
That we can find
God at Mercy
Street
And if we see God there
We can ask him
To give us mercy
Because we need
It badly
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Merry Christmas To You

Merry christmas to you
From the
North pole
Where Santa
Lives
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Messages Of Faith

He came
And took my sadness
Away
And replaced it with his love
He repaired
My heart that was torn
Now my heart is fixed
He held my hand
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Metropolis

That
Metropolis
That I live in
Is huge
And it is growing so fast
Every day
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Meu Amigo

Meu amigo
I will wait here for you
Every single day
So we can go for a
Walk
And a cup of coffee
Meu amigo
I could never live without you
Meu amigo
You always used the right words
To calm me down

Aldo Kraas
Meu Amor

Meu amor
I wish that I could dream
With you every night
Every hour during the night while I am sleeping on my soft and warm bed my thoughts of you keeps going on inside my head
Meu amor

Aldo Kraas
Meu Anjo

Meu anjo
Loves me
And he thinks highly
Of me

Aldo Kraas
Meu Deus (My God)

Meu Deus
I don't want to die today
Even if it is in the morning or at noon
Meu deus
Open my eyes
So that I can see more of you
Meu Deus
Open my ears so that I can hear you when you call me
Meu Deus
The night arrived already
Meu Deus
I need to know about your life
Tell somebody to tell me about your life
Meu Deus
I love you more than me
Meu Deus
You changed my life around
And it is better now
Meu Deus
I need you to make me happy again
Meu Deus
Somethings are hard to talk about
Meu Deus
Somethings are hard to leave behind
Meu Deus
The reason for my peace is already forgotten
Meu Deus
I am dying for your love
Meu Deus
I never know if I will get through any day
Lately
Meu Deus
I Can't get used to live without your kisses
Meus Deus
I don't know how to live without your hugs
Meu Deus
I learned that little time is a lot
Meu Deus
In your face I see that beautiful smile
That warms my heart and my soul
Meu Deus
That's why I reach out to you
So that I can say to you I love you one more time
Meu Deus
I am aware that you know so much about my life
Meu Deus
I try to connect myself to you
But the only way I can connect with you is through prayer
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Meu Mundo

Meu mundo
Had changed now
And It is a happier place now
For me to live
Meu mundo
Is a beautiful place
I want people to belong
To meu mundo
Full of happiness
Do you want to know how I do it?
I had improved meu mundo by getting hid
Of my negative thoughts
And by replacing it with possitive thoughts
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Meus Sonhos Lindos

Meus sonhos lindos
I have them every night when I sleep
And I am always happy
when I am sleeping and
I am having meus sonhos linhos
Meus sonhos lindos
Paint beautiful images
Inside my mind
That I can see so perfect
And what do I see
When I have meus sonhos lindos?
I see the menonite families
Riding in their wagon or in their horses
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Mexico Blues

Mexican children
All your emotions are running high
And I can feel it by talking to you
Mexican children
There are rays on the weather
But it never rain on you
Mexican children
But remember that you have to be strong
And to learn to say no
Mexican children
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Mi Amor

Mi Amor
I want to let you know
That I know that you need me
In your world
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Mi Pelo Blanco

Mi pelo blanco
That is getting blanco every single day
I don't mind anymore
Because I finally got used to it
And I believe that I look much handsome
With my pelo blanco
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Mi Vida Está Quebrada

Mi vida está quebrada
And I am trying so hard
To fix my life everyday
But I feel that I am not having
Any luck in fixing my life
Everyday
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Miami Bay

The sun
Always shine
In Miami Bay
During the spring
Months
That we are living
Our lives
Here on earth
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Miami Rhapsody

Miami is delivering the heat to me
And I am enjoying every minute of the heat in Miami
Because I came to Miami to escape the bad winter that we are having in Toronto
Also Miami warms my heart
And at the same time it gives me energy
The energy that Miami gives to me is in vitamin c that I was missing it for a long time
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Michael Jackson's Blues

Michael Jackson
Is no longer with us
Here on the planet earth
And his fans are grieving for him
All over the world
Michael Jackson is now in heaven
Please remember that if you are a fan of
Michael Jackson
Also remember that heaven is
Michael Jackson's new home
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Michels Operetta

God when will I see you again?
Because my heart is crying out for you
And I give you all the glory
God when will I see you again?
Because I am hungry for your love
God when will I see you again?
Because I want you in my life
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Michel's Operetta

God when will I see you again?
Because my heart is crying out for you
And I give you all the glory
God when will I see you again?
Because I am hungry for your love
God when will I see you again?
Because I want you in my life
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Michigan Song

Michigan
I am coming
Back where I belong
Many years ago
I had decided
That I needed a little break from you
So I moved to a big city
And it felt so strange when I left at that time

Aldo Kraas
**Mid Day Blues**

Mid day
Arrived so fast today
Leaving me in shock

Aldo Kraas
Midday Blues

I can't leave
Because I am waiting for God to come
And kiss me at midday
That kiss sweet
Who cares for me my God
I know you care God
The air feels fine
Here outside
I am dealing with God know
Can't you see
I am busy with him?
Once I open my ear
I heard your gentle words
The little flowers that
Are planted in the neighbor's garden is called daisy
I haven't got a woman yet
I am not interested in it
Deep down I am a good person
I am a good hearted man
The answer that you always give me is
Don't worry
Everything will be fine
As long as I am here walking with you
Guiding you along with me
You tell me you have nothing to fear
You assure me that nothing bad is going to happen to me
When your gone
I will love you the right away
I believe that somethings are better left undone
When you are just too tired to do it
The rain falls like water from the sky
Hear, soul and song is what I am hearing
somebody playing that tune in the guitar
I recognize it because I heard it a thousand times before
I never run wild
I am too old for that
My younger days are over
I want to know what I am doing wrong
Please tell me God
What kind of man I am?
A man with feelings
A man who thinks of others and not only himself
I am gaining control of my life God
I am not loosing it
God is my empire
My home is like heaven to me
God
If you could just understand that
It is where my heart is
I am not always brave God
You have to understand that
I never lied to you
I never lied to you
I have to plan for my future
I have to stop feeling sorry for myself
And take some action
The nights are cold now
Amd when I sleep I think of you
And every day when is midday I know I will see you again
Having a good friend is important to me God
And that good friend is you
The next day at middday I heard the rain
It was coming down hard
I guess we just have to stay inside today
It is fine with me
Saturday I am going away
And I will board the midnight train
And when midday comes no matter where I will be
you will always be there with me
And by your side I will always be
In the morning I look out of the train window
And I see that the train
Is passing by the indian shores
Moving skies I see
They are bright today
Not a cloud in the sky
God I might be fooling myself
Sometimes I don't think I am being honest to myself
Inside my eyes I see that bright light
It is called the sun
The more I see it the more I like it
I am wearing my silk shirt
And my dresspants
And my dress shoes
I do it because I want to feel good and be presentable to others
I will lift up my hands towards your commands which I love
And I will meditate on your statue
Teach me oh God the way of your statue
And I will keep to the end
Give me understanding that I may keep your law
And observe it with my whole heart
When I think on my ways
I turn my feet to your testimonies
At midnight I rise to praise you
Though the cord of the wicked ensnare me
I do not forget your laws
I long for your salvation
I will sing a joyful song to you God
God I know that my eyes don't lie
to you
You see me
A tired man
God please take my anger away
Please don't tell me where the sun goes
I demand a better future from you
Please make sure I get all this pain and all this sorrow
Out of my life
How many thoughts must I think?
When will I learn to laugh again
And be me?
What can money bring me?
Only comfort
What violence can bring me
Pain and shame
I am the one that have to live with it
What Loneliness brings me sadness
What Issolation brings me
No hope
God I carry no gun loaded with bullets
I don't owed one either
There is a whole new wide world for me
Waiting to be discovered by me God
God your so good to me
Music can heal me God
And put happiness in me
God I have no strings attached to the mobsters
I will show the world that I care about God
I had finally arrived the next morning in Montreal
It was early in the morning and the sun was shining in my eyes
My eyes was getting sore from the sun light
I boarded the taxi and drove to the hotel
When I got there into the hotel I checked in
And went to sleep
I needed a rest badly
I didn't even unpacked my suitcase
I am having more faith in God now
Shadows shadows
Stop me from being a mad fighter
And turns me into a man
Step step up
This is the change
For step up
And be a man
And stop the brutal fight
And learn to control my emotions
I know God that you will help me with that
My heart quivered with a silent of anxiety
Even if I was banished to the darkest place
My love will never let be a lonely spirit
Because God will brighten my world
And the darkness would end
God I will give a chance to life
To pray
To listen to your loving kind words
To listen to the sound
I will give myself a chance to see the flowers that you made it grow
In the parks for everybody to see
You have grown it with your holly hands
God today is the day for me to built a better tomorrow
It is my only chance and hope
That you have given me
And I am going to use it
I am not going to waste it
Because God I want to built a better tomorrow
I will not think about my failours
But I will think about my accomplishments
God
I won't put myself down any more
God thank you for this day
And this day you are here walking beside me
At Night I enjoy looking at the stars
It takes courage for me to be the best I can be
It takes strength for me to conquer the world
It takes strength for me to surrender when a bad thought enters my mind
It takes time for me to decide in what I want
It takes time for me to fit with the crowd
It takes strength for me to surrender to my anger
What lies before me are small matters
As it is promised by the wind
As it is tender in my heart
As it is written in the sky for me and everybody else here on earth to read it
Love makes all things possible
Love is hope's shining star
Faith sees my day shining through
God a song is no song until I sing it
God yesterday was history
God tomorrow will be a mystery that waits for me
Today God is a gift that you gave me
Precious memories tender memories
Could comfort me next time I am in sorrow
Giving me a reason to look towards tomorrow
I can recall a word or deed
From an unexpected source
That helped uplift my spirit
As I travelled on life's course
So I will never dwell on my troubles
Of a cross I had to bear,
Search deep within my heart
And find sweet memories there
My life is full of mixture
Full of sunshine and rain
But memories of sunshine I can keep
Memories of rain I can let go
because I find it so sad
I will not quit even if things didn't work out for me God
Because there might be something that is better for me
I will wait for something else to come
It won't be the end of the world

Aldo Kraas
Middle Age Song

I live in Toronto
And I am not a middle age men yet
Because I haven't reached that middle age yet
But I know that some day I will reach middle age
And I will be a senior by then
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Midnight

Winter rain is cold
And the train is now moving empty on the tracks
Now it is the midnight hour
And it is the only lonely hour that I know
Now I rest in peace during this midnight hour
And I want to embrace all my dreams that I am having during the Midnight hour
The midnight hour doesn't upset me
But it does the contrary to me
It keeps me in silence while I sleep and dream
But I am not sure if the silence is more powerful than love or love more Powerful
than the silence
I think it has to be one or the other
But it can't be both for sure

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Cowboy

Hello midnight cowboy
What are you doing at this time of the nine?
It is midnight
Midnight cowboy

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Hour

We will pray during the midnight hour
We will dream at midnight
And allow our dreams to send message to our brain
That is sleeping right now

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Mass

The midnight mass
At the church
On Christmas Eve

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Operetta

Midnight
You are so quiet
And beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Stroll Blues

I am having a midnight
Stroll on the beach tonight

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Sun

The midnight sun is only shining in my dreams
In Iceland
Now the people in Iceland can't sleep because it is day all night
And the midnight sun is very bright that it almost blinds them
The might sun is very hot
That the people of Iceland sweat like crazy
And they have to have three showers a day so that they can cool Themselves of

Aldo Kraas
Midnight Sun Revised

The midnight sun is only shining in my dreams
In Iceland
Now the people in Iceland can't sleep because it is day all night
And the midnight sun is very bright that it almost blinds them
The might sun is very hot
That the people of Iceland sweat like crazy
And they have to have three showers a day so that they can cool themselves of

Aldo Kraas
Mile Davis Blues

Mile Davis
Is playing in his orchestra
In heaven
For God
And all the saints in heaven
Mary and joseph
Is praising
Mile Davis
For his beautiful
Music that he brings to heaven with him

Aldo Kraas
Milky Way

Milky Way
We are walking in this Milky Way
It is almost like rubber foam in the sky
We have no time for consultation
It takes our breath away
It leaves us speechless
We visit Venus, Mars, and Jupiter
We seen that big ball of fire from far away that is called the sun
Milky Way
There is a beautiful sunset in the sky on top of the Milky Way
There is a garden
Full of flowers
Different colors
Our Milky Way
A place where we can drift away
This Milky Way is a distant place from earth
It is our Oasis
Milky Way
Thou great you are
So peaceful
We want to feel like a kid again
To run and be free
Here we can again
In Milky Way we can let our imagination and fantasies go
We want to be ourselves in Milky Way
That castle in Milky Way we entered
We were curious to find out who lived there
It was empty, lucky for us
We slept the night in this castle
The beds are beautiful
I can’t believe it
We even have a butler
Now we can live like a king
Our souls are rested
Now we have peace of mind
This castle is a heavens delight
This castle is our dream
We never dream that we would live in a castle in the Milky Way
There is a path and a stair that take us back to earth
Who wants to go back to earth?
Forget it man?
None of us want it
Look at that sky at night

Aldo Kraas
Millionaire Road Blues

I won't be able to buy
A house on
Millionaire Road
Because I can't afford it

Aldo Kraas
Mind And Spirit

My mind and my spirit is connected to my body
My mind sends messages to my body
But my spirit is alive and it is a fountain that is full of positive energy
That travels all through my body all the time
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Minds Song

Confused minds are everywhere
Disturbed minds are everywhere
Lost minds are everywhere

Aldo Kraas
Mine Forever

Sunshine
You are mine forever
Friends
You are mine forever

Aldo Kraas
Mine Liebe Chris

Mine liebe Chris
I wanted so much to tell you how
God and me likes you in a song
Mine liebe Chris
So listen careful to the worlds of this song
Mine liebe Chris
You and I will fly in the sky like Eagles in the sky
At night when the stars are shining so bright
So that everybody can be able to see our bright colors in the sky
Among the stars
Mine liebe Chris
During the days in Germany we travel to different towns or cities in Germany to
pay our full respect to the German soldiers that fought in
World war II
Mine Liebe Chris
Our lives are like pages in a book
And every pages are good and bad memories written in it
But throw the bad memories in the garbage because it is not worth to keep it
And neither it is worth to think about it
But think about the good memories instead
Mine liebe Chris
God is watching out for you everyday
Mine liebe Chris I want you to remember always that God and me likes you
For who you are
Mine liebe Chris
And you are fine by just being yourself
Mine liebe Chris
You also have a reason to be proud of who you are
Mine liebe Chris
When you need to cry just cry
Don't hold your tears for me, for God, and for your friends
Our lives are like pages in a book
And every pages are good and bad memories
Written in it
Mine liebe Chris
Keep the good memories alive
But throw the bad memories in the garbage because it is not worth to keep it
And neither it is worth to think about it
But think about the good memories instead
Mine liebe Chris
Laughing is the best medicine that there is because it releases the stress in You
Mine liebe Chris
Let's pray for one another by joining hands
Let's unite the world now
Because we can change the world
Mine liebe Chris
Let's thank somebody who made a difference in our lives through all The years
Years
Mine liebe Chris
We need to do some self growth and there is no better time than now
Mine liebe Chris
I think Spring is in the air
And let's give thanks to God for the Spring

Aldo Kraas
Miracle

A miracle doesn't happen everyday in my life
But when it happens I get very happy
Because I know that something good is about to happen to me

Aldo Kraas
Miracles

Love your life
That
And always remember that you are
The miracle that God
Brought into the earth God gave to you
Full of miracles

Aldo Kraas
Mirrors To Heaven

Can we send all the stained glass
Mirrors to heaven?
All the stained glass mirrors was made by hand
And we are proud of it

Aldo Kraas
Misery

Misery
Kids
Starving
Kids
Crying

Aldo Kraas
Misery Loves Company

Misery loves company
And not a good one
Because a good company thinks positively
And bring good things to people
But misery brings negative thoughts to people

Aldo Kraas
Misery Needs To Be Discarded

Misery needs to be discarded
Out of our lives

Aldo Kraas
Misery Song

That man
Is married
With a lovely wife
And a beautiful kid
He is always working
And never home
So they don't get a chance
To spend time with him at all
Do you get the picture?
The wife is always home with the kid
Loking after him
Because he is small
And he is not in school yet

Aldo Kraas
Miss Bad Valentime

Miss
Bad Valentime
Have bad manners
And she doesn't see that
To her it is ok
I don't think that she never payed any attention to her
Bad manners

Aldo Kraas
Miss Lonely

Miss Lonely
Is always lonely
She never goes out of her house
Except when she has to do grocery shopping

Aldo Kraas
Missing Song

How many things are you missing in your life
Do you know?
Are you missing your friends?

Aldo Kraas
Mist

That mist
Is something out of that world
To me

Aldo Kraas
Misty Moon Song

There is a misty
Moon shining over
Manhattan this evening

Aldo Kraas
Misty River

This morning
Me in this Misty River
All the happiness
I am feeling inside myself
Misty River
The mist is coming
From this Misty River
There are clouds
In the sky
And the mist
Is caused by the condensation
Of the heat mixed in the cold water
Misty River
I am in a fishing boat
That boat is moving slowly in this
Misty river
It is early in the morning
I am eating my breakfast in the fishing boat in the middle of this
Misty River
I hear the birds singing early in the morning
In this Misty River
There must be trees because the sound of the birds is coming from the Branches
Misty River
So peaceful
It looks so different with the mist
No one is around but me
With my fishing boat
And the beautiful sound of the birds
It is so nice
To have a place to come to
Where I can
Hear the sound of the birds
And be left alone
With no one disturbing me
Misty River
This is my special place
And by afternoon
No clouds I will see
The birds are beautiful
Their song is just beautiful like mother nature intended it to be
If nobody else appreciates this Misty River
I do
Misty River
I will die for you
Misty River
I will shed my tears for you
I have been coming here for so long now
Misty River

Aldo Kraas
Mitternachtsblau

I hope that my friend
Will sing to me today
Before we will go to sleep
The Mitternachtsblau
That is my wish for her
To sing the Mitternachtsblau
That I love very much
And I hope that she will keep her promise
And not disappoint me
Because if she does I will get badly hurt
The clock keeps tickling
And 12:00 am is fast approaching
Friend I will sing the song you love
Because I don't want you to hurt
And I want to be your friend forever
Until the day I die

Aldo Kraas
Moça

Moça
You are the beauty
That God made
Moça
Your past is so painful
Why don't you throw your past away
Because I am ready to catch if
With my hands
And I promise you that I won't let it fall

Aldo Kraas
Mockimbird

The
Mockinbird is flying
High above the sky
And hopefully
The little child
Will be able
To see
The mockinbird
Flying
In the sky
From his house

Aldo Kraas
Mockingbird

Mockinbird
At the beach
Today
The setting
Sun
Illuminated
His face
His face
Shined like
A mirror
Against
The sun

Aldo Kraas
Moi Cherrie Mamon

Moi Cherrie Mammon,
I didn’t appreciate you when you were alive
Many things you did, I took for granted
You were always right about that
We spent many weekends together; we sure had lots of fun
Now those times are over
I remember taking Lilly for walk
Everybody went crazy about her
All the things I loved I lost all at once
I think that was a lesson for me, to know that nothing lasts forever
Mother I know that you didn’t had much patience for me,
There were times that we both were running in circles
I remember very well the beautiful drive in the country,
The fall scene was splendid
The leafs on the trees were golden brown
It was for sure something worth to be seen
Deep in my heart I knew that you always wanted the best for me
There were times that we fought, because we cared about each other
Time for sure went fast
I don’t want to end up the way you did, sick in bed
This wasn’t fun because you didn’t had the time to enjoy the summer Anymore
You life ended fast, it is too bad
Moi cherrie mammon.

Aldo Kraas
Mole Woman

Mole woman
doesn't want to have
Anything to do
With the other people

Aldo Kraas
Moment By Moment

Moment by moment
I pray to God non stop
But to be honest with you
I don't know where my desire to pray come in
Or if it is just something that I am doing to pass the time
Moment by moment
I can feel the adrenaline rush going through my spine

Aldo Kraas
Moments Song

Moments can be lonely
Moments can be sad
Moments can be full of guilt
Moments can be full of worries

Aldo Kraas
Mommy
Mommy
I want to know If I am beautiful to you?
Mommy
I want to know if you love me?
Because I feel that you don't love me enough

Aldo Kraas
Mommy Song

Mommy are the cats eating our plants?
Mommy what is wrong with our cats that they eat our plants?

Aldo Kraas
Mon Couer

Mon couer
Is waiting for someone
To sing a song
That will take the sadness and the hurts
Away soon
Because there are so many hurts and sadness
Inside of
Mon couer
And my mon couer
Is waiting for that moment each day
That never comes

Aldo Kraas
Mon Couer Continuera

Mon couer continuara
Giving you lots of love
Tonight for the last
Time because
Tomorrow
You will leave
For your cruise
I will go with you
To see you leave
Tomorrow came
Early
And we had gone to the ship
You were the last one to climb the stairs
That takes you inside the ship
They closed the door of the ship
And the ship
Started to sail
The Canadian waters
After a while you went out to the deck
Of the ship
And you had blown a kiss
With your hand
After you did that you waved good bye
And I waved good bye to you

Aldo Kraas
Mon Dieu Chéri

Mon Dieu chéri
I will never forget about you
Mon Dieu chéri
You are the love of my life
Mon Dieu chéri
The life that you gave me
Is so precious

Aldo Kraas
Monday Morning Prayer

God
I welcome this new day called
Monday
Into my life

Aldo Kraas
Monday Morning Song

Monday morning it is time
For the grocery store
Because I need to buy more groceries

Aldo Kraas
On Monday, I had prayed for the people of the world. Believe it or not.

On Tuesday, I went to work.

On Wednesday, I finally had some time for myself. So, I had slept in.

On Thursday, I had prayed for the people that are sick. Believe it or not.

On Friday, I clean my house. It is terrible, but it needs to be done. And also, I do my laundry at the same time.

Aldo Kraas
Monday's Child

Monday's child
Was born
Early monday morning
At the hospital

Aldo Kraas
Money Can'T Buy You Class

Money can’t buy you class
Happiness or respect
Just remember that
Money was made
To buy you some comfort
That you need in life
That is all

Aldo Kraas
Money Money Song

Money money
Is going to get me a girl
Money money
I am going to use it to buy me a cup of coffee
Money money
Is going to take me to Paris
Money money
Is going to buy me some new clothes
Money money
I am going to use it to do my laundry
Money money
Is going to buy me some groceries
Money money
Is going to pay to fix my house
Money money
Is going to send me to the rich men's world
Money money is going to buy me a cellular phone

Aldo Kraas
Money You Can'T Take With You When You Die

Money you can't take with you when you die
So before you die I hope you decide
To whom you are going to live your money to
I hope that you are not going to spend all
That money on yourself

Aldo Kraas
Monsieur

Monsieur
Is taking his dogs
For walk today

Aldo Kraas
Montañita

Montañita
Is that fluid paradise
That God made a long
Time ago
And in Montañita
I see Rebeca climbing the mountain
All the way to the took
Rebeca
You are so brave
And don't tell me that you are not afraid of height
Because I am

Aldo Kraas
Monterey Boys

Can you see all the
Monterey boys
Walking down the streets in
Monterey?
And they are so happy
Because the hot weather is here
Again

Aldo Kraas
Montserrat

The priests, nuns, and monks
Lives at
Monserrat

Aldo Kraas
Moods Song

My moods change everyday
The same way that I change
My clothes everyday

Aldo Kraas
Moody Blues

I am
Being
So
Moody
Lately
That
Is how
I feel
And the
Reason
For
That
Is
The
Weather
That
Makes me
Feel
So moody

Aldo Kraas
Moon Blues

Moon Blues
Is just
Another
Blues
That I love
To hear
When
It is being
Played
By
A local
Band
At the
Bars
Here
In
New York

Aldo Kraas
Moon Boy

Moon boy
Come and visit me here on earth
Some day
Moon boy I am aware that you live in the moon

Aldo Kraas
Moon Rise Song

Moon rise
For me tonight
Please
Because I can't stand to be without you
In the sky

Aldo Kraas
Moon Rising

There is a moon rising
In the sky at night

Aldo Kraas
Moon Shining Over The London Bridge

The sky is dark now
And the night is here again
But there is a moon shining over the London Bridge right over the sky
And I keep watching that moon while I rest for a while at the Thames River
But I can't take my eyes of the moon that is shining over the London Bridge right
over the sky because it is beautiful to see
And at the same time it is getting late now but I don't mind at all because I
Rather stay all night at The Thames river watching the moon shining over The
London Bridge right over the sky
Yes the Big Ben chined midnight now and London is going to sleep
But I am falling asleep now at The Thames river below the naked three That is
there at the Thanes River
Also all the buildings near The Thames river have their lights out
And I am sleeping in toall darkness and at the same time enjoying the Peace
and quiet of the Thames river during the night
But near the Thames River is always cold and I don't mind at all Because I am
dressed for this kind of weather
But this night at the Thames River I will always remember because it Will be the
best sleep I ever had in years

Aldo Kraas
Moon Song

During the winter time
At night I saw the moon
In the night sky
Shining all the way for me
At the same time the ground
Was full of snow

Aldo Kraas
Moondog

At home in the sky the moon is shining
And inside of the moon the moondog lives
But I don't know for what reason the moondog is barking tonight
Because it can be heard here all the way from the sky
Yes moondog I wish that you could shut up
Because it is midnight now and the people are trying to sleep
And you are keeping them up with your barks
That is very annoying moondog

Aldo Kraas
Moonlight

Moonlight
Moonlight
Shining over the manhattan sky line
He tells you that he loves you over and over again
Moonlight
So precious
Full of life
His love for you is from his heart
You take his breath away
He wished that he could take you home with him moonlight
But like I say
It is impossible for it to happen
Because you are out of reach
High up in the sky
But moonlight
To know that you are loved is one thing
That is the magic word
He is telling you
You bring peace to his life
He wished that he could stand there
At the manhattan bridge all night
Watching you
Moonlight
Shining so beautiful at night
He was lucky to have seen you
He is fascinated by you
Moonlight
You are the love in his eyes
Moonlight
You are a gift that God gave to him
So precious
Moonlight
Of his life
Moonlight
I hope that you will
Be in his dreams
And in his life
Moonlight
What would be the sky without you?
It would be lonely
Just like he would be too
Moonlight you play an important role
In his life
Moonlight
Keep shining
Above the manhattan sky line
Moonlight
You are free
There is nobody holding you back
You move in the sky
Slowly
Moonlight
He can't take his eyes out of you
Every day he comes here
Just to watch you shine over the
Manhattan sky line
Good bless you
Moonlight
And keep you free

Aldo Kraas
Moonlight Dance

The moonlight dance
I will dance with the moon in the sky
Moonlight dance
Moonlight dance
I am crazy also about the moonlight dance
And I am also crazy about the moon
Also I believe that I am falling in love with the moon
While I am dancing the moonlight dance
Moonlight
I find you amazing
And you shine so bright in the sky
Moonlight dance
Moonlight dance
Moon it is getting late
And soon it will be time for us to go to sleep
Moonlight dance
Moonlight dance
It is now time to say good night to each other
Because we need to sleep
And I need to go home now

Aldo Kraas
Moonlight Lullabies

The moment
I grab hold of you
Moon
I give you hugs

Aldo Kraas
Moonlight Rhapsody

Monlight Rhapsody
You are a beautiful song
That I love to sing
When I am tired
Or when I am having the morning blues

Aldo Kraas
Moonlight Sonata

Moonlight
You shine
So beautiful
At night in the sky
But when
I look at
You at
The sky
And see you
You leave me
Breathless

Aldo Kraas
Moonlight Waltz

Moonlight
I am surrounded by you
Every night
I am so glad that you shine
Most every night
In the sky
Moonlight
You are surrounded by the sky
Because it was Good who
Brought you there

Aldo Kraas
Moonshot

I will take a shot on the moon
By flying my spaceship
Around the moon
In a few weeks

Aldo Kraas
More

More energy I need from God to do my work
More alertness I need from God to do my work daily
More thoughts I need from God
More fresh air I need from God
More inspiration I need from God
I need God to give me more rest
More songs I need from God So that I can sing it to him

Aldo Kraas
More April Sunsets

We are going to see
More April sunsets
Every single day
At the end of
The days that we are living
Here on earth each day
And I don't doubt for a minute
That the sunsets won't take our breath away
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
'More Blue

More blue skies we want to see God each day
We love the blue sky
The color blue is very soothing to us
We hate the gray skies
We find it is so depressing
The gray sky put us to sleep
Every time when we see the gray sky that is what happens
Please God send us more blue skies each day
We love the color blue
The blue wild flowers that grows wild in the forest
Our blue violets that is growing each day in the windowsill of our home
It is amazing to see it grow
The blue flowers are big now
And what about the dark sky
It is like death to us
Yes God we have seen enough of death
All through our entire life
And with death there is grieve to do
Send us more blue skies God
Can you promise us?
We are here waiting for it
Today and always

Aldo Kraas
More Love Is Needed

More love is neede in this world
Because people are so uncaring in this world
I don't know why people are so uncaring in this world?
I don't think that is what God wanted the world to be?

Aldo Kraas
More Mountains To Climb

You found more mountains to climb
So you could be tall

Aldo Kraas
More Than I Can Bare

The sound of silence
During the day
Is more than I can bare

Aldo Kraas
Morning Clouds

I am ok
With the morning clouds moving towards the mountains
Becaue I can see it
And at the same time I feel that they are uplifting

Aldo Kraas
Morning Comes Around

Morning comes around
So fast every day
By the time you had noticed it
The new day is hear already

Aldo Kraas
Morning Fog On Halong Bay

I have arrived at
Halong Bay
Yesterday with my sailed boat
After I had sailed so many days
Just to get to halong Bay

Aldo Kraas
Morning Has Broken

Morning has broken here in Latvia
The sky is gray
And all the birds are back from the south to Latvia
That is the birds home also
But in the morning the birds wake us up here in Latvia with their morning symphony
And that morning symphony that the birds sing is so beautiful and peaceful to us that helps to soothe our minds, hearts, and souls,
Morning has broken
And now let's discover what God has to offer us today
By serving him today also
Let us repent our sins to God today
In return for peace
I know that the sun will not shine here today in Latvia
But I accept the rain
Because the rain is not going to hurt me

Aldo Kraas
Morning Kisses Sonata

I received morning kisses from a beautiful girl this morning
I received morning kisses from my God this morning
And I was happy to be kissed by God again
Because his kisses taste like sweet wine in my mouth
I received morning kisses from the angels that are in the sky
But at the same time I believe that the angels in the sky love me dearly

Aldo Kraas
Morning Sunrise Sonata

There is one thing that I want you all to know
That I am proud of my God
For making the sun
And every morning when
The morning sunrise comes
I feel so happy to be able to see it everyday
With my eyes that God gave me

Aldo Kraas
Mornings, Afternoons, And Nights

Mornings, afternoons, and nights
The buddha will always be available for you
Everyday
So lets see if this morning the Buddha will give you luck to start your day
If not you are walking in the wrong direction or doing something wrong
Afternoon will arrive at 12:00 pm and by than we should know if you will have
some luck or you continue going through bad luck
If luck doesn't come during the end of the day you should get it by the Afternoon
If you doing get any luck in the evening it means that your life is in Turmoil
And you will have to make some adjustment to it

Aldo Kraas
Morris Cantata

God fill her up with your love
Inside of her heart
So that she can give some of that love to her wife, friends, and family
God lift up her spirit everyday
God please watch over her when she is sleeping or walking outside

Aldo Kraas
Morris Contata

God fill her up with your love
Inside of her heart
So that she can give some of that love to her wife, friends, and family
God lift up her spirit everyday
God please watch over her when she is sleeping or walking outside

Aldo Kraas
Moses Hogan Rhapsody

What is wrong with Moses because he is one human being just like the Rest of us
But he doesn't seem to be so happy with himself those days
Maybe there are things that he is getting frustrated with his private life
But what about outside his private life?
He will not talk about his private life with anybody else at his work
Because work is a place to work and not socialize

Aldo Kraas
Moses Song

Moses the
Hebrew prophet who led the Israelites out of
Egypt

Aldo Kraas
Mosquitoes Rock

Mosquitoes
Are always
Attacking you
Non stop
And the heat is even worst
Because it attracts them also

Aldo Kraas
Most Confident Man

I am the most confident man
Because I know so much about poetry
And I know what my readers are lookin for in my poetry
It is the message that I send out to my readers in my poetry
That is so powerful
But all the worlds comes out of my head
And I write than down in my computer as fast as I can
So I don't lose them

Aldo Kraas
Most Merciful People

Most merciful people
Take pride in what you do everyday in your life
Most merciful people
Know that God
Is looking after you each day
And he is following you
Every where you go

Aldo Kraas
Most Of The Days

Most of the days
I spent alone
Walking outside
And going out for fresh air
Most of the nights
I spent alone
Cooking my dinner

Aldo Kraas
Most Of The Time

Most of the time
I take things for granted
And I forget that
I am lucky to live where I live
Most of the time
I been so ungrateful to
God and all the people
Around me

Aldo Kraas
Mother And Child Song

God
Save the mother and the child

Aldo Kraas
Mother Don'T Preach

Mother don't preach at the church
Please
Because you are not a preacher
And you will never be
Do you understand?
Is that so hard to understand?
Besides you preach all the time to us
And we are sick of hearing it

Aldo Kraas
Mother Earth

Mother earth
What can I offer you
In return

Aldo Kraas
Mother I Am Scared Of The Dark

Mother I am scared of the dark
And can you protect me from the dark?

Aldo Kraas
Mother Is Giving Birth To Your Brother Or Sister

Mother is giving birth
To your sister or brother
I know that you are mother's little girl
And you want a brother so badly
Mother can't tell you if you are going to have
A brother or a sister right now
And I am excited for us also

Aldo Kraas
Mother Mercyful

Mother merciful
Are you full of mercy
And can you show your mercy for the people
That are suffering from all kind of illness
And problems
Because their problems are so complicated
That they can't even solve on their own

Aldo Kraas
Mother Nature Is Crying

Mother nature
Is crying out for
Us for help
But we human beings
Had decided to ignore her
Because we are so selfish
And the only thing that
Matters is us
Not mother nature
I am afraid to tell you
Human beings
That this is the truth
And it is not a lie

Aldo Kraas
Mother Nature You Are God's Eyes

Mother Nature
You are God's eyes
And with that eyes God can see all the beautiful
Things that he created with his own hands
For us

Aldo Kraas
Motivation

We need
Some motivation
Everyday to do our tasks
And also we need some
Motivation in our lives
Because we can't live our lives
Without motivation

Aldo Kraas
Mount Pleasant Cemetery

Today I had
Walked through
The
Mount Pleasant
Cemetery

Aldo Kraas
Mountains Are Lovely

Mountains
Are
Lovely
And
On
Top
Of
The
Mountains
We
Are
Camping

Aldo Kraas
Move Down To The Sea

Move down to the sea
Because the air quality is better there
And if you have asthma
The sea is the best place for you

Aldo Kraas
Move on with life
And don’t feel sorry for yourself
Because there is no time to feel sorry
For yourself and anybody else in life

Aldo Kraas
Moving To New York

She will be leaving
Toronto soon and she will be moving to
New York

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Chatelaine

Mr. chatelaine
You are a fine men
With a big heart
Mr. Chatelaine
Yesterday it was Valentine's Day
Did you buy anything for your swetheart?
Did you buy flowers?
Did you buy a box of chocolate?
If you bought flowers and chocolate I am sure you made her very happy

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Cocaine

Mr. Cocaine
A
Few years
Ago
You used
To be addicted
To cocaine

Aldo Kraas
Mr. February

Mr. February
How cruel
You Are
To me
You Want
Me To Go
On
And Suffer
Every Day
During The winter
Mr. February
Let me tell you
Something
In the winter
All the days
Are So cold

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Friendship

Mr. friendship
You gave
Everybody a hug
And made
Them feel
Welcome
Around you

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Gaga

Mr. Gaga
It is sad to see what is happening to you
Every single day
Because old age is keeping up with you
And that is a fact of life
Mr. Gaga
I am not God
And that is what I want to admit to you
Mr. Gaga
I can't cure you
Because I am not a doctor

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Grace

Mr. Grace
The other day
I run into the beautiful ladies
That knew us
In the street
And I was so delighted
To see them
Once again that day

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Handsome

Mr. Handsome
All the girls call me
They are mad in love with me
At
This beautiful night
The
Stars are shining high above the sky
They call me Mr. Handsome
They say I look better now than I did many years ago
There are times that I just want to sleep the day away
And hide away from the outside world
There are times that I am too scared
To face the world alone
I don’t know where to turn

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Heavenly Father

Mr. Heavenly Father
We are your children
And we are praying
Every day to you
Mr. Heavenly Father
We love you very much

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Independent

Mr. independent knows how to take care of himself
And he takes good care of himself also.
He wears simple close everyday
And everyday he changes his clothes so he doesn't smell
Mr. independent knows that hygiene is very important
So he takes every day a shower to wake him up in the morning

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Loveable

Mr.
Loveable
You are so loveable
Mr.
Loveable
I don't think that
You will have
Any problems
In finding
Any women
That will love you

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Nothing

Works during the night to earn his money
So that he can buy his alcohol
And drinks all the alcohol that he bought until he gets stoned
But the next morning the alarm rings at 5:30 in the morning
And at that time he goes and takes a shower to wake up
And then when he comes out of the shower he dries himself with the Towel
And then he gives himself a shave because he has to look clean and Shaven for work
Mr. Nothing earns 23.00 / hour working in an office
And there he is the receptionist of a lawyers office
So he has to wear a suit and tie plus dress shoes
But Mr. nothing is not easy to get along and sometimes you have to be Careful when you say something to him because you can even upset him Without even you wanting to upset him
And Mr. Nothing doesn't have any friends
But Mr. Nothing's best friend is alcohol

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Of Time

Mr. of time
I an not
Mr. of time
But I know it is going to rain
I feel well when I am with you
It is a bad habit that I have to tell bad history
To people

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Pilot

Mr. Pilot
Fly me back
Home
In your
Private airplane

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Rainbow

Mr. Rainbow
Are you going to come out of your hidden place
After the rain?
Because I want to see you so badly

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Robinson

Jesus loves those who pray
Mr. Robinson
I believe that you will be saved by Jesus
One day
Mr. Robinson
Come over for dinner one day
Mr. Robinson
Go out and enjoy the summer

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Shotgun

Mr. shotgun
How many shotguns do you own?
un do you know how to shot a gun?

Aldo Kraas
Mr. Understood

Mr. Understood
Will never be understood
By people
Because he is full of himself

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Bojando

Mrs. Bojando lives at home with her daughter
And she is now finally retired
But she keeps busy living her life everyday
Mrs. Bojando is a fine lady
Mrs. Bojando is down to earth
Mrs. Bojando is also very friendly with the people
And she treats people with respect

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. December

Mrs. December sat on my lap while I sat in the leather coach in the living Room and she gave plenty of kisses one after the other
But I believe that she was mad in love with me
Or she was just trying to win me for the night
While the christmas music is playing on the background softly
And I must say that this is a wonderful Christmas night that I am having With
Mrs. December
Mrs. December is a beautiful girl that was made for me
And she has everything that I am looking for in a women

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Lovergirl

Mrs. Lovergirl
Do you have

MRS. LOVERGIRL
Have you found a boy friend yet?

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Masterman

Mrs. Masterman
God loves your dirty dishes
More than I do
Mrs. Masterman
Your bath tub is so dirty
That it reminds me of the sewage
Mrs. Masterman
Your dirty laundry is
A mistery
That waits to be washed up
By a woman
Like Mrs. Masterman
And long live
Mrs. Masterman
The queen of the mess

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Misfortune

Mrs.
Misfortune
You
Brought
Me lots
Of misfortune
To my life

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Moon

Mrs.
Moon
You are a fine lady

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Nyman

Mrs. Nyman
God loves you every day
Because you pray to God
Every day
Mrs. Nyman
You are God's child
And he had created you in his image
Believe it or not
Mrs. Nyman

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Sandman

You brought me the sun in the sky
And the sun is shining here on the earth also

I know that I won't see the sun everyday here on earth
Because it is not you that plans the weather
And it is God that plans the weather for us
Because that is God's job to do
Also I am afraid that we can't steal that job from God
And if God gave us that job of weather planing that would be fine
With us
But I am afraid that he is not going to do that

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Santa

I hope that
Mrs Santa
Will be kinda
To the little children in the world
Because the little children
Gets so excited when they hear
About Mrs. Santa

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Stranger

Mrs. Stranger
We are two strangers
Riding the
Subway

Aldo Kraas
Mrs. Sweet Valentine

Mrs. Sweet Valentine
Please do me a favor
And never change your heart for me
Or break mine
Because I know that you are known
For breaking people's hearts
Mrs. Sweet Valentine

Aldo Kraas
Much, Much More

I cry much, much more
This days
The tears that run from my eyes
I can't stop it
They fall and they fall
Non stop
When I sleep
I see images
That haunt me still today
Images of my time in jail
Me confined to a cell
I hate small spaces
I feel that I can't breath in it
I try to block that image out of my mind
And that thought of the jail also
But I still have a hard time dealing
with it because it still fresh on my mind
I did my time in jail
And that was the worst lesson in my life
That I had to go through
I am not happy about it
I think I will have to live with it for the rest of my life

Aldo Kraas
Muchacho

The muchacho plays with a local band in Africa
And in that local band he plays the drums because he is good in playing the
drums and the drums is the only instrument that he knows How to play well

Aldo Kraas
Muito Obrigado

Muito obrigado
My God for being so caring to me
Muito obrigado
My God for understanding what I am going through

Aldo Kraas
Muito Obrigado My God

Muito obrigado my God
For the last days of summer
That were full of sunshine
They were enough to take my breath away
Muito obrigado my God
For giving me the time to be on my own
Muito obrigado my God
For keeping your eyes on me
Muito obrigado my God
For giving me back the energy that I needed
To live every summer
Muito obrigado my God
For the beautiful sky that you created
So that birds and men, like snow birds, can fly
In the air
Muito obrigado my God
For the bible that you wrote
Many years ago
Muito obrigado my God
For allowing me to be your poet
Muito obrigado my God
For the oceans that you created
So that boats could travel all over the world
To deliver food and other goods
Muito obrigado my God
For trusting me
Because you know by now
That I trust you
Muito obrigado my God
For allowing me to see a clear picture of the city
That I live in
And some areas that I walk on don't look that great
I had never seen so many homeless
Sleeping on the streets
- I understand that my case is different from them
Muito obrigado my God
For being there for me
When I am feeling down
And you give me a boost - right away
Just like lightning over my body
Then it takes time for me to realize that I am fine
And alive again
Muito obrigado my God
For the days that are coming
Because
I understand that I have to be prepared for them
Muito obrigado my God
For the singers that are available in the world
Because I know that without music
It would be impossible to live
Also I feel that I need music to relieve my daily stress
Muito obrigado my God
For giving me the moon that shines every night in the sky
Muito obrigado my God
For understanding that I have fears
They scare me
And then I am panicked again
Also I wonder if it is normal for me to have fears
What do you think God?
Muito obrigado my God
For allowing me to walk free on the streets of downtown
In the city that I live in
Muito obrigado my God
For creating all the beautiful parks that are in my city full of trees and Flowers
That I can see with my eyes
Muito obrigado my God
For allowing me to see far away with my eyes
Also my eyes are like a digital camera
That paint a digital image inside of my mind
Muito obrigado my God
For loving me
And I love you also
Muito obrigado my God
For giving me that empty cup
So that I could fill it with things that bring me luck, each day
Muito obrigado my God
For keeping me warm during the winter that I hate so much
Why do I hate winter?
Because the winter is always hard and cold
Also I don't get to see the sun
Like in the summer months
Muito obrigado my God
Because if I need something tomorrow or any day
I can just give you a shout
I remember my promise to you
Muito obrigado my God
Because I know that tonight I will rest in peace
And I feel that right now all I need is peace
Muito obrigado my God
For allowing the church bells to ring loud and clear
I can hear them from far away
Those bells are amazing
It is almost like a symphony that is being played over and over again.

Aldo Kraas
Muito Obrigado Senhor

Muito obrigado senhor
For that sunny day

Aldo Kraas
Mundo Uno

Mundo Uno
People need to
Understand that
That there is nothing
Better than peace

Aldo Kraas
Munich

Munich you are in my life
Munich you are in my dreams
Munich you are in my prayers
Munich you are in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
Mural Of The Poetry

Down the road there is a house
And on the back of that house
There is the mural of poetry
And in that mural of poetry there are so many poems
But all the poems have different subjects
All the poems were written by youth that lives in the area

Aldo Kraas
Music For The Living

When it comes to music
I don't find much choice
Of music for the living
Because musix is limited
In this country

Aldo Kraas
Muslims

There
Are
Muslims
Living
All
Over
The
World
And
They
Live
By
Their
Bibles

Aldo Kraas
Must Be Sinking Now

It is hurricane
Season in Jamaica
And the bridge
That we
Travel on each day
To go to work
Must be sinking now

Aldo Kraas
My Angel Lives With Disability

Why does my angel
Lives with disability?
That I will never ask him
Because that is a personal question
And I feel that I would be interfering
With his own private life
But if he wants to share it with me
I will let him

Aldo Kraas
My Ankle Bracelet

My ankle bracelet
Gives me so much luck
Each day

Aldo Kraas
My Arms Are Outstretched

My arms
Are
Outstretched
Into the air
And there are no
Bravery
In my eyes
But only
Sadness

Aldo Kraas
My Baby Came Back To Me

My baby came back to me
Today
Because she had made up her mind
To give me a chance again
And to forgive me for my mistakes
I believe that she understood that I am not perfect
Because I am only human

Aldo Kraas
My Baby Found The Perfect Blue Sky

My baby found the perfect
Blue sky today

Aldo Kraas
My Balls

My balls
Are in the middle of my legs
And they are my sexual organ
Also
I love to wear a jock strap
On my balls
Every saturday
Because it feels good
And I can say that the jock strap is the best thing that the men
Ever invented in life
For their balls

Aldo Kraas
My Being

The blue of the eyes of the eagle
That hipnotizes me
Leading me to the skies of the stars
Your songs fills me with emotions
Your songs soft to the touch
And clear as a bell
To my ears

Aldo Kraas
My Birth Sign

My birth sign is cancer
And I get along with people very well
Because I love people
And I am a people's person
By nature

Aldo Kraas
My birth took place in this place
And I must die in this place
Because it is only fair that I die where I was born

Aldo Kraas
My Blood Song

My blood is vital
And it is blood that I need to stay alive
Because I can't live without blood
My blood is red just like the roses that grows in the garden

Aldo Kraas
My Blue Eyed Savior

Let's go and meet
My blue eyed savior
Today because I believe
That he is God

Aldo Kraas
My Blue Heaven

I want to stay
In my blue
Heaven
All by myself
Because
My blue heaven
Belongs to me
And I feel safe
There
Because nobody can harm
Me in such a wide open sky
And the birds are always watching
Like God's eyes

Aldo Kraas
My Body Is So Alive

My body is so alive
And is sanding me
A warning sign that is very tired
At the same time that I am almost
Ready for a nap

Aldo Kraas
My Boy

Please
Do not wish your life away
My boy
because you still have
A live to live
And be grateful that
You do
My boy

Aldo Kraas
My Brasil Brasileiro

My
Brasil
Brasileiro
Is
The
Country
Of
The
Samba
Of
The
Carnival

Aldo Kraas
My Brazil

My Brazil
Is waiting for me everyday
But I live away
From my
Brazil
And my Brazil
Cries all day long for me
That is what I heard
From my brothers and sister

Aldo Kraas
My Bridge Of Dreams Song

My bridge of dreams
I will built in the sky
With God's help
Any day now

Aldo Kraas
My Brother Is A Part Of My Family

My brother
Is a part of my family
Because
My mother gave birth to us
Also
And
My brother
Belongs to my family
And he will always be
We all have the same flesh

Aldo Kraas
My Brother Said

My brother said that I am complicated
And difficult
He said that out of a little problem
I make a big issue
He sees me in a different way them me
Maybe he sees just one side of me
And avoid the other side

Aldo Kraas
My Child

My child
God
Is
Watching
Out
For you

Aldo Kraas
My Childhood Faded Away

My childhood faded away
So fast
Because I became a man so quickly.
I have more responsibilities
In my daily life
Then I ever did
As a child.

Aldo Kraas
My Choice

It is my choice
If I want to lose weight
It is my choice
If I want to cook or not
It is my choice
When I am going to sleep

Aldo Kraas
My Choices

My choices
Are very well
Distributed
And spreaded out
In my life
Because if I don't like
Any of the choices
That I have made before
I can change anytime
Sooner or later

Aldo Kraas
My Clouded Hearts Are Reigning

My clouded hearts are reigning
For the queen of England
And also for the
English people that live in canada

Aldo Kraas
My Cold Bones Ache

My cold bones ache
Why?
And I am a 100% sure that it is the
Cold that bothers my bones

Aldo Kraas
My Cold Hands And Warm Hearts

Do you know my cold hands
And warm hearts?

Aldo Kraas
My concept of life
Is that I have to embrace every moment in life
And live every moment as it comes to me
Why?
Because life was meant for me to live
Who set the rules?
I don't have any rules for me
Why?
Because living with rules can be tragic in life
Because I lived with rules when I was growing up
And now I just live without rules
Do I like better that way?
Yes I do because I have my own schedule and I don't have to follow any Rules
I live a free life
I am glad in some ways that my mother is dead
Because I have freedom now
And I have a life that is excellent and I enjoy every minute of it
In my life there are no more roadblocks and I can be free

Aldo Kraas
My Concept Of Life Revised

My concept of life
Is that I have to embrace every moment in life
And live every moment as it comes to me
Why?

Because life was meant for me to live
Who set the rules?
I don't have any rules for me
Why?

Because living with rules can be tragic in life
Because I lived with rules when I was growing up
And now I just live without rules
Do I like better that way?

Yes I do because I have my own schedule and
I don't have to follow any Rules
I live a free life
I am glad in some ways that my mother is dead
Because I have freedom now
And I have a life that is excellent and I enjoy every minute of it
In my life there are no more roadblocks and I can be free

Aldo Kraas
My Country Men

My country men
Loves the country
And he is happy
Living in country
That is the life
He had choosen
To live

Aldo Kraas
My Crisis Are Connected To My Crossroads

My crisis are connected
To my crossroads
That are full of speed bumps

Aldo Kraas
My Cry Song

My cry will wake up everybody
Today
For sure
Because my cry is very loud
And very sad also

Aldo Kraas
My Crystal Cathedral

My
Crystal Cathedral
Is inside of your heart
And I am very proud of it
Because God
And all his people built it
Inside of your heart
And that is my
Crystal Cathedral
That is protected
And won't ever break

Aldo Kraas
My Dark Ambient

You are not aware
Of my dark ambient
And for that reason
You won't know what you will find
In my dark ambient
Until you have a chance to explore it

Aldo Kraas
My Darkness Must Leave My Body And My Life

My
Darkness
Must
Leave
My
Body
And
My
Life
Because
Of
You

Aldo Kraas
My Day Isn'T Complete Until I Hear Your Voice

My day isn’t complete until I hear your voice
My sweet Jesus
Your voice is sweet
Like music to my ears
Your voice is sweet
Like a gentle wind
That is blowing in the sky

Aldo Kraas
My Day Started

My day started with some breakfast today

Aldo Kraas
My Dear Child Song

My dear child
I will comfort you when the thunder strike in the sky
With the heavy rain
Because I know that it will frightened you
And also it makes a bad sound

Aldo Kraas
My Dear Friend I Will Never Cry

My
Dear
Friend
I
Will
Never
Cry
Anymore
In
Front
Of
You
Because
Now
I
know
That
It
Upsets
You

Aldo Kraas
My Dear Tree

My dear tree
I am feeling so sorry
For you because the bugs
Are eating all your leaves away

Aldo Kraas
My Dearest One

My dearest one
I am so glad
That
You love me
From the
Bottom
Of your heart
My dearest one
Now it is the right
Time for me to tell you
That I love you also

Aldo Kraas
My Death

My death will not take place any time
But when the day will come
I hope that it will be a quick death
And not a death that will take months
Because I don't want to suffer any further
Even though I already suffered enough in my life

Aldo Kraas
My Deepest Sorrows

Who will take my deepest sorrows away?
Don't you know that my heart is full of deepest sorrows right now?

Aldo Kraas
**My Departure**

My departure
Is not a happy one for you
But I must go
And sort my life out
That doesn't mean that I don't love you still

Aldo Kraas
My Destiny Song

My destiny
I don't know much about because God never mentioned
Where I will go through my destiny
But I have the feelings that in my destiny I will find so many surprises Each
single day that I live my life here on the earth
What does the earth have to offer me?
Fresh food and fresh water every single day
What doors are open in that destiny?
I know that God will let me enter that doors in my destiny
But in every door that I go through I will find so many happy moments in My life
And also I have the feeling that God wants to see me happy
Friendship sometimes causes pain
Don't talk about hate
Don't spread hate over the internet
At the harbour I walk alone to get to that Island that is called Barbados
Barbados shine so bright and beautiful today
But in Barbados I shall fish the fish
To feed all the Barbadians

Aldo Kraas
My Dolphin Tour

A few weeks ago
I sailed across the
Ocean on my friend's sail boat
From
Toronto to San Jose

Aldo Kraas
My Door Is Open

My door is open
For God
And everybody else
Please don't resitate
Because my door is open
For God
And everybody else

Aldo Kraas
My Dream

My dream
Is a dream
That will
Always
Be alive
Because I will
Never let it die
And it will be
Kept inside my mind
Forever

Aldo Kraas
My Dream Home

My dream home would be a log home in the city
Downstairs would be the kitchen with the laundryroom in it
And a storage area
Also there would be a family room with a living room
The log home would have 4 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms
In the hall of the log home would be the linen closet
At the front of the log home there would be the stone driveway
But at the back of the log home there would be the indoor garden so that We could use it all year round
The floor in the log home would be wood
And the walls in the log home would be beige
There would be Ikea furniture inside of the log home
Also the neighbourhood would be a well established neighbourhood
But very quiet indeed
Not too much traffic
The parks nearby would be very sophisticated with colorful Flowers and beautiful trees

Aldo Kraas
My Dream Palace

You are invited to
My dream palace

Aldo Kraas
My Dreams

I will catch up
With my dreams tonight
And I will go over the dreams
That I had last night also
So I can have all my dreams complete

Aldo Kraas
My Dreams Are Made Of Your Tears

I am afraid that my dreams are made of your tears
Because every time you cry
Your tears comes out like rain
And it is making my dreams

Aldo Kraas
My Dreams Came True

Last night
My dreams came true
Because of God
And at the same time my dreams became alive

Aldo Kraas
My Dreams I Will Let Go

My dreams I will let go
Because they are
Broken
To peaces

Aldo Kraas
My Dreams Of A Perfect Love

My dreams
Of a perfect
Love
I had last night

Aldo Kraas
My Earth Doesn'T Inspire Me Anymore

My earth doesn't inspire me anymore
To look after it
Because it is difficult
And it is a lot of work also

Aldo Kraas
My Egyptian Lover

My
Egyptian
Lover
Is
Very
Hot
My
Egyptian
Lover
Is
A
Beautiful
Women

Aldo Kraas
My Emotions Are Extinct Today

My emotions are
Extinct today
And I don't mind it at all
Because for so long now
I had very high emotions

Aldo Kraas
My Estate Of Mind

My estate of mind
Is now clear
And It is functioning properly
That is a good sign for me

Aldo Kraas
My Eternal Life

My eternal life
Changes everyday
And I am ok with that
Because I need change in my
Eternal life everyday

Aldo Kraas
My Evening Prayer

God I am going to sleep now
And I want you to protect me
This night
During my sleep
God I want to wake up
Tomorrow feeling rested

Aldo Kraas
My Existance

My existance
Here on earth is real
Because I am not fake
I am real
And I hope that you can see that

Aldo Kraas
My Eyes

In the middle of my eyes there is the moon
On the right side of my eyes there are stars
On the bottom of my eyes there is a big lake
And there is a couple inside of the fishing boat
Fishing at night on the lake

Aldo Kraas
My Eyes Are Shutting So Fast

My eyes are shutting so fast
And I find that
It is hard to keep it open
No matter how hard
I tried to keep my eyes
Open

Aldo Kraas
My eyes remembers heaven
And I remember being tortured
By many people
As a child

Aldo Kraas
My Eyes Song

My eyes are tired
And my eyes are sending me
A message
That they need a rest

Aldo Kraas
My Eyes Will Never Know

My eyes will never know
If my mother can see me from heaven
Because I can't see her from the earth
Even if I try to look up in the sky

Aldo Kraas
My Face Tells It All

My face tells it all
And if you want to know
How I feel
Just take a good look
At my face

Aldo Kraas
My Faint Cry

Do you hear
My faint cry?
Because I had cried
A while ago
And it was a faint cry

Aldo Kraas
My Faith And My Hope

My faith and my hope
I have lost for my people
The society doesn't
Help my people
They turn there
Backs against
My people

Aldo Kraas
My Faith Lives With You

My faith lives with you God

Aldo Kraas
My Faith Song

I Know my faith
Because I got
My faith from God

Aldo Kraas
My Fate Is Sealed

My fate is sealed
Inside the envelope
That contains
The note
That I wrote
About my fate
That is
Kept
Inside the safe
At the church

Aldo Kraas
My Feelings Are Hurt

My feelings are hurt
By so many people that you won't believe
Because they say so many rude things about me
And that alone hurts my feelings
But I know that they want me to get hurt
So they do everything they can to hurt me even more
Than I expect

Aldo Kraas
My Feelings For You Song

My feelings for you are very special
And they are sincere
My feelings for you are kept
Inside of my heart
So nobody else
Will steal it from me

Aldo Kraas
My Feelings That I Have For Her

My feelings
That I have for her
Still the same
And will never change

Aldo Kraas
My Few Thoughts

My few thoughts are better expressed
When I write them down on a piece of paper

Aldo Kraas
My Final Hour

So many times I kept
Telling God to give me
My final hour
That was when I was in my darkest hours
Of my life
But God never gave it to me
What was the answer that he wanted to offer?
Maybe the answer is:
Don't be forced to do something
That I know that you are not ready for

Aldo Kraas
My Final Reason

My final reason to stay here
Is the luck of money
I would prefered to pay more and be in a nicer place for Easter
But the problem of moving to another place
Is the availability
Also I know that this coming Friday is a holiday

Aldo Kraas
My First Love

My first love
is
Mother Nature
Sometimes
She comes down in a
Fury
She has the right
To do

Aldo Kraas
My First Thought

My first thought
That comes to my mind
Is love

Aldo Kraas
My Flesh And Blood

God
Do you know my flesh and blood?

Aldo Kraas
My Foolish Heart

My Foolish Heart Is Lying In The River And The Current Pushes My Foolish Heart Away

Aldo Kraas
My Fridge Is Bare

My fridge is bare
There is hard anything
To eat in
My kitchen cupboard
Except for
Chicken Noodle soup
And I had it
All this week
For Breakfast, lunch, and dinner

Aldo Kraas
My Gentle Soul

My
Gentle
Soul
Is
Waking
Up
Now
Fill
My
Gentle
Soul
With
Your
Love
My God

Aldo Kraas
My Gifts To You Song

I Offer
My gifts to you
Today
And I hope that you
Can use the gifts that I gave you today

Aldo Kraas
My Glorious Death

My glorious death
I don't know
When it will be
Because
I am still alive
And I need
To live
A few more years

Aldo Kraas
My God Is An Awesome God

My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
And I have my eyes fixed on him today
While I am walking to school
Because God is coming towards me
To greet me
And there is something going on with my mind
But I don't know what my mind is trying to tell me
Or if God is coming to give me a message
Or to walk with me to school
And to make sure that I am safe while I walk to school
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
He forgives everyone that sins here at home
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
He lives inside of my heart everyday
Because I made room for God inside of my heart
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
He will let the sun shine here at home every single day
And I look forward to the sun every single day
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
My God is an awesome God
Because he is the maker of heaven and earth

Aldo Kraas
My God Song

I had a white mother and father
And in this case I was very lucky
But God made me white also
With black curly hair
And brown eyes

Aldo Kraas
My God The Man He Is

My God the man he is I never forgot
Because he is the man who created heaven and earth
My God the man he is I never forgot
He created the trees, the grass, and the plants here on the earth
My god the man he is I never forgot
Because he created me and the people that live here on the earth

Aldo Kraas
My Good Is In Control Song

My God
Is in control
Of the birds that flies in our
Sky everyday

Aldo Kraas
My Greatest Expectations

I feel that I can
Discovered my greatest expectations
By being who I am

Aldo Kraas
My Happiness Song

I hope that my happiness
Will last forever
But I have a strong feeling
That my happiness won't last very long
Why?
Because that little voice that is inside of my head is telling me that
It won't
And I feel that it might be true
Or maybe it is a mistake after all
Who knows about that
Is my mind playing dirty games with me?
I believe that my mind is
And what can I do about?
Can I blame myself?
No I can't
Because that is not right either

Aldo Kraas
My Hate List

My hate list goes a long way
Becuse I wrote in it all the names of the people I hate
And can't stand in general
But one good thing is that you
Rebeca are not in my hate list

Aldo Kraas
My Heart And Prayers Are For You

My heart and prayers are for you
So touch my heart
And enter inside my heart
And discover a place
That you never knew it existed
Also don’t forget to listen to my prayers
While you are inside my heart
Because my prayers will make you strong again

Aldo Kraas
My Heart And Wisdom

My heart and wisdom
I know that are two different things

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Belongs To God

My heart belongs to God
My heart is full of love
My heart is red like the rose
My heart belongs to God
And my heart is full of life

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Burns With The Fire

That heart burns with the fire
And I can feel the heat of the fire rising
And burning my heart like hell
That heart burns with the fire now
And is no longer red because
Due to the fire my heart became black

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Goes Out To You

My heart goes out to you
in times of struggles
That you are facing in your life

Aldo Kraas
My Heart II

My heart is still young
And as long as I am alive
I hope to receive that love that comes straight from your heart
But my heart is still young
And full of dark clouds inside
My heart is still young
But that lake that is inside of my heart
Has that warm water that you like
So why don’t you swim in it?
Even though the flies are coming out of the water
Because of the weeds

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is Beating Fast

My heart is
Beating fast

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is Going To Sleep Now

My heart is going to sleep now
Because it is tired
And my heart knows that the night is here

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is Heavy

My heart is heavy
Due to all the pain
That all the people
Had inflicted into my heart

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is Home To The Birds

My heart is home to the birds
Because God made my heart for the birds
And I am happy that the birds live inside of my heart
Because my heart is always warm and the birds will never die inside my Heart or they will never have to fly south to the winter
Also the birds will always be safe inside of my heart
Because nobody will be able to harm the birds

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is Overflowing

My heart is
Overflowing with water
And today is the first
Day of winter

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is So Cold

My heart is so cold
With all the red roses
That even the red roses gets frozen with the solid ices
And I feel that is so ashame that it happened
But I have no control over it
Because God does

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is So Cold

My heart is so cold
That even the red roses in it
Freeze
And turn to solid ice.
It is such a shame
But I haven't learned yet
To control the weather
In my soul.

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is So Cold Revised

My heart is so cold
With all the red roses
That even the red roses gets frozen with the solid ices
And I feel that is so ashame that it happened
But I have no control over it
Because God does

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Is Yours God

My heart is yours God
Because I want you to have it
For real
And
I am not laying to you God
Please understand that I am being honest to you
And I don't joke about serious things that matters to you
God

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Misses You Blues

My divine Lord
My heart misses you
Very much

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Wants To Be Loved

My heart wants to be loved by you
I hope that you can understand
That

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Will Be There

My heart will be there
For you always
In the middle of the war

Aldo Kraas
My Heart Will Never Grow Old

My heart will never grow old
Because it is alive and well preserved
But I am going to grow old
All the time
Because there is no medication that will stop me
From aging
I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
My Heartfelt Prayer

That is
My heartfelt prayer
That I am
Praying for all of you

Aldo Kraas
My Hero Is You God

My hero is you God
Because you gave me my life
Many years ago
And the reason that I am alive today
Is because of you God
And nobody else

Aldo Kraas
My Hiding Place

My hidding place
Can be anywhere
That I want to be in
And most of the times
I find that all my hidding places
Are very peaceful
And that is important to have
During my life here on earth

Aldo Kraas
My Highs And Lows

Do I know anything about my Highs and lows?
Can I feel my highs and lows?

Aldo Kraas
My Hometown Song

My hometown
Doesn't look the same anymore

Aldo Kraas
My Humble Request

My humble request
Please don't tell people
That they are no good at what
They do
Because everybody is good at something

Aldo Kraas
My Ideal Friend

My
Ideal
Friend
Is
The
One
Who
Listens
To
Me

Aldo Kraas
My Image

My image
Faded
In a picture
That was
So old
Now

Aldo Kraas
My Imagination Song

My imagination
might not be
That interesting to you
I am just warning you
Before we proceed
With that

Aldo Kraas
My Intention

My intention
Is to support him
In any way I can
In his life
By being available to him
In the mornings and nights

Aldo Kraas
My Irrational Thoughts Are With Me

My irrational thoughts are with me

Aldo Kraas
My Juliet

My Juliet
I know what you are thinking about
You are thinking about the
Summer
And I want to tell you that
Summer will be here soon
But first we have to get through
Winter and then
Spring

Aldo Kraas
My Kind Of People

I am sorry but you don't
Know my kind of people
So you can't invite anybody to my house
Before you talk to me
Do you understand me?

Aldo Kraas
My Lady Song

My lady
Is crazy about pink
And she is wering pink
Can you believe me?

Aldo Kraas
My Land

This is my land
You are welcome
To my land bird
Please
Go ahead
And fly
Bird
Because
You are free
To fly
Fly higher
Than the
Airplane
And
The
Spaceship
Bird
Today

Aldo Kraas
My Last Thoughts Song

My last thoughts
About the world
My last thoughts
About love
Is that sometimes it is painful
Because it is like a hard pill
That is hard for us to swallow

Aldo Kraas
My Last Words To God

My last words to God
That I had spoken
Came straight from my mind

Aldo Kraas
My Legacy

My Legacy
Is to see
That I can give
Something back
To my community
That always
Supports me

Aldo Kraas
My Letter To Saint Dominic

Saint Dominic
Thank you
For coming
And showing your
Face at my door
Early this morning

Aldo Kraas
My Life And The World

My life and the world are two different things
Because
The world is in trouble
But if you ask me about my life
it is sweet

Aldo Kraas
My Life Breaks With The Past

My life breaks with the past
And that is why I dare not to think about the past

Aldo Kraas
My Life Goes On And On

My life goes
On and on
With so many worries
That I have everyday

Aldo Kraas
My Life Goes On Everyday

My life goes on everyday
And there are fears
That I have

Aldo Kraas
My Life Hymn

My life is in a mess right now
Also I am living in this messy life
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
My Life Is Full Of Wonders

My life is full of wonders
And all the wonders in my life I get to see

Aldo Kraas
My Life Is Not That Good

My life
Is not that good
Compared to yours
Because you live that extravagant life
And I live that simple life

Aldo Kraas
My Life Is Poetry

My life is poetry
And I live my life for poetry
I get very hungry for poetry in my daily life

Aldo Kraas
My Life Will Never End Until I Die

My
Life
Will
Never
End
Until
I
Die
Do
You
Get
That
My
Friend?
You
Are
Always
Telling
Me
That
I
Will
Die
Tomorrow
And
I
Feel
That
You
Can't
Wait
For
Me
To
Die

Aldo Kraas
My Light

Shine in my light people
Because I now that I can't live in the dark also
And neither you
But the dark is only necessary for us to go to sleep
At night
And nothing else

Aldo Kraas
My Lips Are Sealed

My lips are sealed
So that
I can't get mad at you

Aldo Kraas
My Living Flower

My living flower
That God had planted
In my garden with his own hands
Is growing so beautiful
And I am so happy to see
My living flower

Aldo Kraas
My Living Saviour Song

My living saviour
Will take care of me each day

Aldo Kraas
My Lonely Black Heart

My lonely black heart
Needs some company
Now
I would love if you could make some company
For my lonely heart

Aldo Kraas
My Lord

My Lord
Belongs to me
My Lord
Is my light
That is always on
At night
My Lord
Is like a father to me
My Lord
Is like
A rainbow
In the sky
After the rain
My Lord is
The sweet wine

Aldo Kraas
My Lord Song

My Lord
Come to my house today
And I want you to know
That you belong here in my house
Like I belong to yours also

Aldo Kraas
My Love

My love
I am not used to be
Without your love
In that night
The peace was found
My love
Will never fade away
My love
You will feel as long as I am around
And in that night
This happy night
I showed how much I loved you
I don’t know how to live without your hugs
My love
Is honest and pure
I do everything to be with you my love
My love is strong
I feel that I want to hug and kiss you
Once more

Aldo Kraas
My Love Concerto

My love I will give you all the world to you
My love I will give you some flowers
My love I will sing you a song
My love I will cook a meal for you
My love I will sunbath with you

Aldo Kraas
My Love Goes Through So Many Stages In My Life

My love goes through so many stages in my life
Every single day
That becomes so difficult to abandoned it

Aldo Kraas
My Love Hymn

God
I will love everyone
Regardless of their
Color
God
I will love everyone
Regardless
of their financial situation
God
I will love everyone
Regardless their ethnic

Aldo Kraas
My Love II

I will come back
Another day
My love
I am sorry
But today
I can't
Stay with you because I have to go to work soon
Please
Remember
That this is not good bye

Aldo Kraas
My Love III

My love
The road is long
My love
I want to spend the rest of my life with you
My love
I need you in my life
My love
You heart is beating so fast
And you are full of joy
My love
It is a beautiful day outside
Please wake up now
Because you don't want to waste your day sleeping in
My love
God painted the sky with his paint brush
And the sky looks lovely today
My love
Wait outside for me
Because I am going back to your place
To get your camera
So that we can take a picture of you against that sky
That God painted with his paint brush
My love
You have so many good things going for you
My love
Tonight we will go for a walk outside
And we will watch all the stars
My love
The night is not over yet
My love
You brought so much joy into my life
My love
Rest in peace tonight

Aldo Kraas
My Love Is Over For You

My love for you
Is now over
And
I don't know
How I lost
That love
For you

Aldo Kraas
My Love Sonata

My love
I will offer you some red roses
On valentine's day
My love
You are everything to me

Aldo Kraas
My Love Song

My love
Set your heart on fire
Today
It pains us both
Somehow.
Let us dampen the flames
Somehow
And not be burned
By love.

Aldo Kraas
My Love Story

You wrote a love story
And I live in your love story
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
My Love Will Conquer All

My lovee will
Conquer all the people who doesn't believe
In love
Because they believe that you can have everything without love

Aldo Kraas
My Love You Had Brought Luck Into My Life

My love
You had
Brought
Luck into
My life

Aldo Kraas
My Love, Your Love, His Love, And Our Love

My love, your love, his love, and our love
Are all different from each other
Let me tell you about my love first
My love is very weak
Like the baby
That had just been born
Today
Your love
Is very strong
Like the thunder
That is going on in the sky
Right now
His love
Is very special
Because he is giving
It to us right now

Aldo Kraas
My Lover Took Me By My Hand

My lover took me by my hand
And walked together with me holding hands
Today

Aldo Kraas
My Loyalty To God

My loyalty
To
God
I
Had
Payed
In so many ways
My people
I will cheer
The day
That
Everybody
Will
Be able
To live
With
Everybody

Aldo Kraas
My Luscious Life

My luscious life
Is a good one
And I can say that to anyone

Aldo Kraas
My Magical Carpet

I use my magical carpet to fly around the world
The good thing about it
Is that it only needs the strong winds
And it doesn't polute the air
Because it is not like the airplane

Aldo Kraas
My Man Blues

My man
I would give everything
To have a nice friend
My man
I wish it was sunny outside
My man
I wished that you could own a house
But that is never going to happen
Because you lost your job
And know you are forced to live in a shelter

Aldo Kraas
My Mended Heart

My mended heart
Is now recovering
Slowly each day

Aldo Kraas
My Mind Is Fixed, Don'T You See?

My mind is fixed, don't you see?
It is fixed with so many ideas
I don't know how will I cope with all of that
Can you tell me?
Where are the answers that I been looking for?

Aldo Kraas
My Mind Is Overloaded With Worries

I am sorry
But my mind is overloaded with worries
And I feel that I can't let my worries go
Because I feel so overwhelmed by my worries
At the present moment

Aldo Kraas
My Moment

My moment arrived
For me to be
One activist
And try to repair the world
That is broken for good

Aldo Kraas
My Monologue

I don't want any revenge
Because if I choose revenge I will bleed in no time
And all the bad things I will get in double or triple
Because somebody made make a smart move and even kill me on the Streets
when I am not looking here at home
And I am not saying that it is not going to happen because I can just be In the
streets here at home and all it will take a lunatic that comes out of Nowhere to
pull the trigger and fire at me

Aldo Kraas
My Most Humble God

My most humble God
Hear my prayers that I am praying to you
And can you hear them my God?
And are you willing to answer all my prayers today?
If not tomorrow?
Because either way I will be waiting for you to answer my prayers
God I humble repent my sins to you and I've known that I've done many Wrong things in my life

Aldo Kraas
My Mother Is Your Mother Also

My mother is your mother also
Because she gave birth to us
And she raised us

Aldo Kraas
My Mouth Is Taking A Real Breath

My
Mouth
Is
Taking
A
Real
Breath
Of
Fresh
Air
From
The
Sea

Aldo Kraas
My Name Is Hope

My name is hope
Hope where can I find it?
I do not know
This world was made by God
God gave life to the men and the ladies of the earth
God you are the love of my life
You world is calm, sweet, and peaceful
You are the instrument of my life
My angel of peace
This night you rose from the dead
You came again to save the men and ladies of the world

Aldo Kraas
My Name Is Peace

My name is
Peace
And I
Want to share
It with you
By giving it to you

Aldo Kraas
My Namr Is Raj

My name is Raj
And I am one indian prophet that still alive
And practising budhism
Because I live in the budha temple
And the buddah temple is mine
My name is raj and AI don't have any kids butI have 1 beautiful wife
That tries very hard to please me with what ever she cooks almost everydayMy
name is Raj
And I treat my wife wth respect

Aldo Kraas
My Never Ending White Lights

My never ending white lights
That they placed on the
Trees at the sidewalk
For the holidays
Keeps shining all night long

Aldo Kraas
My Neverland Hymn

My neverland
Will never be the same without summer
Because summer is the bussiest time of the year
For my neverland
And in the summer I get so many visitors from all over the world
I was so lucky to have inherited
My neverland from
The pop of king

Aldo Kraas
My New Clothes

My new clothes
Are different
Than the ones that I had before
And the style of my new clothes
Are so different
Because they look and feel so good
On my body
Also I love the bright colors of my new clothes

Aldo Kraas
My New Family

My new family I am starting to build
This is the biggest opportunity for me
I don’t want to die alone
I have seem too much loneliness
And too much sadness in my life
I had gone through it all alone
Not even the evil force can destroy me anymore
My new family soon I will have
I can say that now I am the luckiest woman in the world
Happiness found my way
And it is here to stay
I can’t wait for this moment to arrive that I will have my new family
That I can call my own
I hope my new family will be united
And that I can really love than more
I hope I can be closer and united with my new family
I won’t be lonely anymore
Because my new family will be here soon
And life without a new family is devastating to me
So when this happen I will put together a photo album of my new family
For every one to share

Aldo Kraas
My Observations

People are becoming more selfish
Than ever
People are so ungrateful
In this world
People have no respect for others
And they treat others very badly

Aldo Kraas
My One And Only God

My one and
Only God
Who gave
Me so many
Chances
To straight out
My life
And give me hope
To move on
Living my life

Aldo Kraas
My One And Only Love

My one and only love I give to you
On the weekends that we spend together
Laughing, walking, and surfing

Aldo Kraas
My Only Love Song

My best friend
I will give you
My only love
That I am carrying with me
Today
I hope that you enjoy
My only love
That you had received from me
Today

Aldo Kraas
My Only Medicine Would Be You

My only medicine would be you
God
Because
I know that you are the best
Medicine
That is available in the world

Aldo Kraas
My Only Medusa

My only medusa
Lives here on earth
And she is quite old
Compared to me

Aldo Kraas
My Own Happiness Belongs To Me

My own happiness belongs to me
And nobody else
I also feel that I have the right to be happy
When good things are happening in my life

Aldo Kraas
My Own Love Theme

My own love I will spread
On earth
And watch it grow
Each day

Aldo Kraas
My Own Thoughts I Had Treasured In My Mind

My own thoughts I had treasured in my mind during the night
And the thoughts were very pleasant thoughts
And not negative thoughts
But the thoughts alone were of love, home, poetry, nature, God, and my Health
that is so vital and so important

Aldo Kraas
My Own Voice

My
Own
Voice
Had
Been
Heard
Here
On
Earth
By
All
The
People
Here
On
Earth

Aldo Kraas
My Passion Found Me

My passion
Found me
Many years ago
And what is my passion?
My passion is poetry

Aldo Kraas
My Past Is Dust Blowing In The Wind

I am so relieved now
That my past is dust blowing in the wind
Because I don't care where the wind blows my past
Either
And I need my past out of my sight so I don't think about it, don't see it, and don't haunt me.

Aldo Kraas
My Peace Lives In You

My peace lives in you
Because i give you the
Gift of peace
That God gave to me
And I feel that I need
To share the gift of peace
With others also
I don't need to be greedy
And keep it all
You know
Because I feel that I have more than you
And that wouldn't be fair

Aldo Kraas
My Piece Of Advice

My piece of advice
Don't interfere with other people
And their problems
Because they are the ones who have to deal with their problems
And not you

Aldo Kraas
My Place Is Here

I feel that my place is here
Where it is full of freedom
And not war
I feel that my place is here
Not by choice
But somebody put me in here
So I have to be thankful for that
Anyway

Aldo Kraas
My Prayer For Israel

Let the jews live also
Because they are our brothers
And if you knew that
You would not kill our brothers
Because that is a sin alone
Also the jews were created by God
Just like me

Aldo Kraas
My Precious One Is God

My precious one is God
Because he gives me all his love to me every single day
My precious one is God because he looks after me everyday and make Sure that
I am ok every day
My precious one is God
Because he also prays for me each day

Aldo Kraas
My Princess Of Sunsets

My princess of sunsets
You are so beautiful

Aldo Kraas
My Promise To My Self, To The World, My Friends, And God

My promise to myself, to the world, to my friends, and to God
Are all different ones
My promise to myself is that I will take better care of my health
And I will listen to when my body is sending some warnings

Aldo Kraas
My Promise To You

Please be calm
And go to sleep
Tonight
Because I promise
That I will never let you down

Aldo Kraas
My Prophecies

My prophecies are
That we are going to
Run out of water very soon
And nobody can live without water
That is a 100% truth indeed

Aldo Kraas
My Questions

Can I feel at peace?
Can I rest in peace?
Can I sleep in today?
Can I give myself a break?

Aldo Kraas
My Quiet Time Song

My quiet time was reserved for me
By God
And I can use it
Any time I want
Or by night or day
Because it doesn't matter to God
And I know that when I use it
It will not interfere with God
Or his plans

Aldo Kraas
My Random Thoughts

The sky is dark outside
And it feels that he is almost in tears
And at the same time the dark sky makes people feel very sleepy

Aldo Kraas
My Randon Thoughts

When will I be able to put the woman who took
Advantage of me to rest?
Why do I feel so guilty about
Not taking care of her anymore?
Can't I see that I need to live also?

Aldo Kraas
My Relationship With God

My relationship with God
Is a good one
And I hope to keep that way
For a long time
Because I feel that we need each other
And I am sure that good feels this way about us two

Aldo Kraas
My Replies To The Moon

My replies to the moon are
I hope that you will always shine at the sky at the same night
Every night
Like you promise me and everybody else
If not you will upset everybody else and even me
That puts so much trust in you

Aldo Kraas
My Road Ahead

I will search
For my road ahead
Because I know that
God will help me to find
My road ahead

Aldo Kraas
My Sacred Heart

My sacred heart lives
Because of you God
And it was you that made my sacred heart
Also it was you who gave my sacred heart God

Aldo Kraas
My Sacred Trust

Nobody knows
About my sacred trust
Because I never told them

Aldo Kraas
My Sanctuary

My sanctuary
Is God's house
And the door
To get in
To God's house
Is always open on
Sundays

Aldo Kraas
My Sermon

Every now and then we all
Feel a little bit lonely
And stressed out
About the things
That are going on
In our lives
Every now and
Then we get
A little bit
Tired of
Hearing
People
Crying
In
The
Background

Aldo Kraas
My Shepherd's

My Shepherd's were
Illuminated by the street lights
While they went out for
A walk around the block
After dinner

Aldo Kraas
My Silence

My silence
nobody pays attention to it
They don't seem to care
They don't even notice
My silence
Yes I am deep in my silence
And I am not sharing it with nobody
Because my silence is personal

Aldo Kraas
My Simple Diva

My simple diva
Doesn't wear any fur coat
Or leather coat
Because she is against animal cruelty

Aldo Kraas
My Simple Life

In my simple life
There is no luxury
Such as a vacation
To South America
Or Europe
And never mind a suit
Because a suite I have to wear with a shirt
And tie
Besides I am not a rich men
And suits, shirts and tie were made for rich people

Aldo Kraas
My Smiles Will Last A Life Time

My smiles will last a life time
And you will see that
For now on

Aldo Kraas
My Sonnet To The Night

My sonnet to the night
I am writing down
On a piece of paper
Tonight
Here at the camp ground

Aldo Kraas
My Soul

Deeply inside
My soul
Rest the secrets
From the ancient times
My soul
Is waiting for the light
To shine in the world
My soul
Can't wait for the dawn
Behind all the black clouds
And so on
So I let it go away
Returning to my endless highs
I am spreading the seeds of life again
In the land I live on
All the good thoughts
Are going through my mind
And I know that there will be one more chance
For us to live again

Aldo Kraas
My Soul Ached

My soul ached
As good parted from my life
But there were positive things that I saw
I saw the color of pride flashing right in my eyes
And that colours alone were so bright and beautiful to me

Aldo Kraas
My Soul Blues

My soul
Found that liberty
That you talked to me about
So many times before
And I so glad that my soul found that liberty today
Just because of you

Aldo Kraas
My Soul Can'T Live Without Life

My soul can't live without life
Because it wasn't meant for my soul to live without life
And if my soul could live without life

Aldo Kraas
My Soul Fear

My soul fear the heat
My soul fear the lack of the wind
So that can keep cool

Aldo Kraas
My Soul Is Going To Fly Away

My soul is going
To fly away
One day
To heaven
When I die

Aldo Kraas
My Soul Was Eaten

My soul was eaten today
By the holy ghost
And I feel that I am going to be ok
Without my soul
Because I never cared for my soul at all

Aldo Kraas
My Soviet Union

My
Soviet
Union
Is different today
There is no more
Communism

Aldo Kraas
My Special Song

Oceans
Are cristal blue
And the waves are higher
Than me
Besides I am just a little man
Instanding next to the waves

Aldo Kraas
My Spirit

My spirit is alived
And now I have to feed my spirit
Some healthy food
Because if I feed my spirit unhealthy foods
I will kill my spirit
And I can't live without a spirit
So I mind as well be dead
In the graveyard

Aldo Kraas
My Spirit Turns Black

My spirit turns black
After it was set on fire

Aldo Kraas
My Spirits

My spirits
Will live in you
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
My Spiritual Wisdom

My spiritual wisdom
Is that everybody will give with their hearts
And thank everyone with their hearts

Aldo Kraas
My Stairway To Heaven

Young men
Climb my stairway to heaven now
Not just half the way
But all the way to the top

Aldo Kraas
My Starlight

My starlight
You shine so beautiful at night

Aldo Kraas
My Stepfather Was Like A Father To Me

My stepfather was like a father to me
But the sad thing is that he is dead
And that is why I don't have him anymore

Aldo Kraas
My Strength

I use my strength when
I write my poems
Daily

Aldo Kraas
My Strife Is Not Over Yet

My strife is not over yet
And what I am supposed to do?
Do you think that I should be more reasonable
With other people?

Aldo Kraas
My Sugarplum Fairy

My sugarplum fairy
Sleeps with me
On my bed at night
Everyday
Because she is afraid of the dark
Also
And I don't mind it at all

Aldo Kraas
My Sun Has Slept

My sun has slept all day
And the sky is cloudy today
To be honest I feel a little jealous about my sun

Aldo Kraas
My Sun Is Bright

My sun is bright
It hurts my eyes
Just to look
At it
So I try
To look
At the sidewalk
With my eyes
To make sure they don't
Hurt

Aldo Kraas
My Sweet Dreams

I hope that
I can remember
All the sweet dreams
That I had last
Night

Aldo Kraas
My Sweet Smile

I believe
That my sweet smile
Will win everybody
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
My Sweet Sorrow

My sweet sorrow
I had shared with
My God
And Now I will
Share it with you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
My Talk With God Sonata

Hello God do you remember me?
I know that sometimes I run out of energy
And I make excuses
Sometimes I sound tough
Other times I sound weak

Aldo Kraas
My Tears

My tears are wet
Just like the rain that comes down from the sky
On a rainy day

Aldo Kraas
My Tears Are Flowing For God

My tears are flowing for God

Aldo Kraas
My Tears Will Dry On Their Own

My tears will dry on their
Own
After I had cried so much today
Of pain
And sadness
So there is no need for kleenex

Aldo Kraas
My Teddy Bear Blues

My teddy bear is very old
I had it since I was a baby
When I was a baby I used to go
To sleep with that teddy bear

Aldo Kraas
My Testimony To You And God

My testimony to you and God
Is that I sometimes stay up too late
Writing in my computer
And by the time I go to bed is 2 or 4 in the morning
My weakness is around food
Because sometimes I don't eat healthy
And the other times I over eat
That is bad for me because I am a diabetic
On a diet

Aldo Kraas
My Thoughts

My thoughts
Moves my emotions up and down
My thoughts
Are my strong feelings that are available inside of me
So that I can share it with the other people that I know
My thoughts
Are beautiful because they are my pwn exclusive thoughts
And nobody else
My thoughts
Are a never ending history
My thoughts
Makes me happy
Because when I need to elaborate on them
I can with no problem at all

Aldo Kraas
My Time

My time
Was reserved for me
You can't have my time
Because my time
Is my time
My time
Nobody can steal it

Aldo Kraas
My Top Words Of Wisdom

My top words
Of wisdom
Are here for you
Can you read it
Now my friend?
Every day I will do my part
To make you happy my friend
Each day I will touch
Your heart my friend
Because inside of your heart
Is full of pain
That you can feel
My friend

Aldo Kraas
My Touch

My touch
Will heal you
Right now
Just wait and see

Aldo Kraas
My True Colors

My true colors
Shine like a shadow in the dark light at night
My true colors
Shine after the rain
My true colors
Have some bright colors
My true colors shine above the sky
After the sunset comes out
My true colors
I show it to you
My true colors are full of sparkles
My true colors are amazing to see
My true colors I will let it shine for you

Aldo Kraas
My Turn Song

It is my turn
To sing to you
The song about love
It is my turn
To pray to you

Aldo Kraas
My Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

My
Twinkle twinkle little star
Is shining above the sky of
Bethlehem tonight
And I am looking at you
Because you are so beautiful
And at the same time I feel that you are a very special gift to me
My twinkle twinkle little star
Where do you hide when the day arrives?

Aldo Kraas
My Unchangeable Thoughts

My unchangeable thoughts
Are staying with me everyday
Because they like me
And also they are being comsumed by me

Aldo Kraas
My Uncontrollable Emotion

My
Uncontrollable
Emotion
Is
So
Hard
For
Me
To
Control
Because
I
Always
Feel
Like
A
Train
Wreck

Aldo Kraas
My Unspoken Thoughts

My unspoken thoughts
Doesn't matter
To you
But what
Matter's to you
The most
Is the kind of
Love that I have for you

Aldo Kraas
My Views About My God

God is my father
And I am one of his children

Aldo Kraas
My Views On Atheists

My views on atheists
Are different from you
Because atheists are people
Who don't believe in God
And they tell me that God doesn't exist
By telling me that God is a fairytale
Yes they love to make fun of God
But the truth is that they laugh at you every time that you mention
Jesus to them

Aldo Kraas
My Vision Is Not To Be Question

My vision is not
To be question by anyone
Who knows me
Because I know that I need glasses
To read

Aldo Kraas
My Wild Days

I don't want you to
Talk about
My wild days
To anyone
Please
Because
My wild days are over
And I am so ashamed about them
I hope that you will respect it

Aldo Kraas
My Wild Wild World

My wild wild world
Is very different from your world
Because in my wild wild world
You find lots of action
Day and night
Even though my wil wild world
Is a world that never sleeps
But your world is a quiet one
Made for seniors just like you

Aldo Kraas
My Wish Song

My wish is that
People will help each other
Out
My wish is that
People won't be so selfish

Aldo Kraas
My Woman Is Like The Moon

My woman
Is like
The moon
She stands
Out in
The crowd

Aldo Kraas
My Wonder Star

My wonder star
Is even beautiful
When she shines
In the dark sky
At night
Not just during the holiday season but every year

Aldo Kraas
My Words Are Written In Her Soul

My words are written in her soul
Because I wrote it in her soul
So nobody would be able to steal
My wonderful words that I wrote
In her soul

Aldo Kraas
My Words Ii

If the lake is so polluted
Why do we swim in the lake?
If the water from the tap is pure
Why do we buy bottle water?
To be honest to you it doesn't make sense to me

Aldo Kraas
My Words Of Inspiration To Others

Please remember that your health is very important
Also please remember that you need to look after your health
Because without health you can't do anything
Never mind going to work

Aldo Kraas
My World

My world
Is a sad little world
It is falling down
Not much hope for me
My world
Is full tears
That runs down
The sea
washes my tears away
My world is full of dark clouds

Aldo Kraas
My World Doesn'T Belong To You

My world does'nt belong to you
Because it belongs to me
Now that God
Gave it to me

Aldo Kraas
My World Song

My world could be better
But I believe that I attract problems
Because everybody comes to me with their problems
And they don't know how to get out of a bad situation in life

Aldo Kraas
My World Spins Around

My world spins around
Like a turtle

Aldo Kraas
My Worthiness

My
Worthiness
Is
To
Live
My
Life
Serving
My
God
And
My
People

Aldo Kraas
My Worthless Song

My worthless song
Is good for nothing
But I keep trying it any way
Because inside of me
There is a voice that is telling me
Please don't give up

Aldo Kraas
My Wounds

My wounds
Haven't healed yet
So far
But I know that my wounds are superficial

Aldo Kraas
Myrtle

You will see the sun again
I can't tell you when the sun will
Come out

Aldo Kraas
Myself

I am myself
And I am a men that is humble
With a big heart
That likes to help people who needs help

Aldo Kraas
Mysterious Woman

That
Mysterious woman
Is a mouslin woman
So she has to cover her had and her entire face
But the only thing that she can show are her eyes

Aldo Kraas
Nada

Nada
Will change today anymore
Believe me
Because I will stay over for the night
Yes it is late now

Aldo Kraas
Nada Muda

Nada muda
With the weather
Nada muda
With my wishes
Nada muda
In my life
Nada muda with my diet
Nada muda
With the time
And that alone is sad
When I have to think about the time
What the time offers me
Do I know?
Yes I know
Pain and suffering
Sometimes loneliness
That breaks my hear in two

Aldo Kraas
Nadia

Nadia
You made me use my brains
And made me think

Aldo Kraas
Naiyamotso Sonata

Naiyamotso
Do you know what life has to offer you?
Naiyamotso
Do you think that life is always kind to you?
I don't feel that way about life?

Aldo Kraas
Naked Land

Naked Land
No house
No trees
No road
Just debris from the road
And Ilegal dumping

Aldo Kraas
Nao Diga Adeus

nao diga adeus
To Mother nature
Because we need her
So that she will be able to bring
Spring to us
nao diga adeus
To God when you go to sleep
Because you might never see him again
And that will be sad

Aldo Kraas
Não Mais Amargura

Não mais amargura
For whom?
For aldo Kraas
That would be a joke
Why?
Because I live my life with so much
Amargura
Every single day
And that armargura
I can't get rid of
Because it lives in me
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Naomi Song

Naomi
You are a motherless child
But you always have a friend in Jesus
The night will be here soon
Naomi
I will always be your friend forever
And I will keep my word to you

Aldo Kraas
Naomy you finally rose
With the help of your
Beloved God
And what did you see when rosed up?
The beautiful things that your beloved God
Made for us
Naomy now it is time for you to spread tyour wings
And fly away
All the way to heaven
Because mama bear
Is waiting to see you in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Naqueles Dias

Naqueles dias
I slept all day
Not because I was trying to avoid
The people
But it is because I was always tired
And I knew that people would appreciate
Being around somebody that is always tired

Aldo Kraas
Narrow Door

The narrow
Door
Of
This
House
Give
Us
A lot
Of problems

Aldo Kraas
Now I am gone and she can't remember
How to live without my touch
Hoping to die but surely living to tell
because when it comes to matters of the heart
There is nothing I won't get used to my beloved Girl
But you only make excuses that I am not Good enough for you
You were crying for so long that you wanted a man
You found a man and I found you
But you still saying that I am no Good
Why can't you be happy with me?
Maybe how you feel about me is a matter of your heart
Maybe you don't have any feelings for me
But I have feelings for you
So make up your mind
I will give 24 hours to come back to me
Or else I will be gone after 24 hours and you won't see me never again
You got that

Aldo Kraas
Nature Girl

Nature girl
Goes
Camping
In the
Summer

Aldo Kraas
Nature Is Calling

Nature is calling you
And you got to go to the boy's room and empty your bladder
It feels like you have drunked all the Lake Ontario
Please don't empty the Lake Ontario because there has to be some Water for the birds, the fish, and the boats to go through the water
The Lake Ontario will dry out and all the fish will die and that will be the End of the Lake Ontario
And we won't be able to get anymore supplies into Toronto Harbour

Aldo Kraas
Nature Is Crying

Nature is crying
Because she is dying
And we are not taking good care
Of the nature

Aldo Kraas
Nature Needs Tender Loving Care

Nature needs tender loving care
Now
Why it is so hard to send this message to people?

Aldo Kraas
Nature's Tunnel

I walked that nature's tunnel
On the night
Of that bad storm
So that I would be able
To be with you
At thanks giving day

Aldo Kraas
Naughty Little Children

Naughty little children
Had screamed so loud in your ears
Living you almost deaf
And that alone is so awful to hear

Aldo Kraas
Need Song

I need a voice
That is louder
I need a voice
That will make people
Listen
And not shut up people
I need a voice that is firm
So that I can speak in a firm tone

Aldo Kraas
Need To Melt A Heart

Need to melt a heart send in the hamster
And do you know which heart you need to melt?
Does the heart that you want to melt belongs to your boyfriend
Or just one of your friend?

Aldo Kraas
Negro Rock

Negro Rock
Negro Rock
Negro God created you
And it wasn't a mistake
That God had made you
To live here on the planet
Earth with other races

Aldo Kraas
Nehrlich

Nehrlich
I beat that you are
Now walking in the
Black forest
Enjoying the nice weather
That God gave you

Aldo Kraas
Neon Lights

In new york where I live across the streets
Are the horrible neon lights from the top of the restaurants that keeps On
And it shines on my bedroom window by keeping me up all night
But when I turn the lights of my bedroom the make my bedroom also Feel
So romantic in the dark and it keeps getting later
By then I have to take 4 lorazepan with a glass of wine
And sometimes when I sleep I dream and other times I just I hallucinate
By hearing voices of my loved ones or my friends in my head that are Telling me
to do things that are not right
So I refuse to do them

Aldo Kraas
Nervous Breakdown

Nervous breakdown
Comes to everyone
That tries to do so many things at once

Aldo Kraas
Netherlands

I want to go to
Netherlands and see
The other side of the world also

Aldo Kraas
Never

Never tell yourself
That you can't do
Something
Until you've tried out
Never
Tell yourself
That you can't
Cry at all
Because that is ok
To cry

Aldo Kraas
Never Enough Time

Never enough time
To clean the house
Never enough time
To sleep in

Aldo Kraas
Never Forget

Never
Forget
To follow
The
Wonderful
Dreams

Aldo Kraas
Never give up on dreams
Because dreams are just like breathing
Never give up on your sleep
Because sleep is very important
And you need to get a good night sleep everyday
Never give up on God
Because he is the one who gave your life and your health
Never give up when you make a mistake
But try it again by doing it over again

Aldo Kraas
Never Let Me Go Song

God
I hope that
You never let me go
of your sight
Please
God
Never let me go
Back to work in the slams
Of the third word
Because that is not what I need
And that is not what I am asking you to do for me
Good I am talking common sense right now with you
Because my mind is not confused
And my my is clear
Like a thinker bell

Aldo Kraas
Never Mind

Never mind
About that rain
Because I can't do nothing about it

Aldo Kraas
Never Quit Loving Her

I will never quit
Loving her

Aldo Kraas
Never Say Good Bye

Never say
Good bye
To
The one
Who needs
You now

Aldo Kraas
Never Say Song

Never say that
Freedom is not important
Never say that
The sun light
Is not needed
Because without it
You only have depression
And nothing else
Never say that
Love is crueless
And doesn't have any feelings
For us

Aldo Kraas
Never wish anything bad to anyone
Because every time you wish something
Bad to anyone
That thing could happen to you

Aldo Kraas
Nevermind

Nevermind
My old mistakes
Because I had learned from
Them already
And I am not going to make
Them again

Aldo Kraas
Nevertheless I Shall Love You

Nevertheless I shall love you
My friend
With all my heart

Aldo Kraas
New England Song

Every time
That they play
That
New England
Song on the radio
It reminds me
Of you

Aldo Kraas
New Heart Song

Thank you God
For my new heart
That is working fine now
After my heart operation

Aldo Kraas
New Heaven

New heaven
I want to
Move inside
of you
New heaven
I want to grab you
New heaven
I want you to be mine

Aldo Kraas
New Light Song

God brought mew
Light to our lives
Each day

Aldo Kraas
New World

New world
You are my home now
And I am happy to be in this new world
That is far from home
But I Know that I will appreciate this new world soon
Also I believe that the new world will be much better for me than the one I Am used too
Birds will be around in this new world
No snow will fall in this new world
But trees are going to be much greener than in the world that I am already Used too
Also the water will be much cleaner in this new world
And I will be able to drink it without getting sick

Aldo Kraas
New York Anthem

New
York
You rise
And shine
Everyday
In the eyes of the
American
People
And the
Americans
Who live
In
New
York
Are waiting
Quietly
For the predictions
Of the ground hog
During the ground hog days

Aldo Kraas
New Zealand Nevever Leaves Your Mind

New zeland nevever leaves you
Because it stays always in your mind with you
Even when you sleep at night in your bed
And you can see the whole New Zealand in your mind just like a Postcard
Mountains, lakes, and trees
Because the images are also clear like a postcard that you can mail to your friends at any time

Aldo Kraas
Newman Sonata

You know the one who created you in his image
He gave you the gift of life
So live it
He love you
Because you are one of his children
Open your heart and let him come into your heart
Worship the man who created you
Love him the same way that he loves you

Aldo Kraas
Next To You

Girl
God walks next to you
While you are walking outside
Do you realize that?
If you don't I am trying to tell you that
So you don't need to be afraid of him
Because he is not going to harm you
While you are walking outside

Aldo Kraas
Next Year It Will Be 2008

Next year it will be 2008
I don’t need to worry
About it for
Another 12 months

Aldo Kraas
Nice Homage!

Nice homage!
Let us hope that its human heritage

Aldo Kraas
Niente Ma Morte

That is
Inside
My head

Aldo Kraas
Nigeria Sonata

When you call me Nigeria
To ease the pain of the
Dying and ill people
I will be on my way to nigeria
With the airplane
That is flying me to Nigeria

Aldo Kraas
Night And Day Hymn

Night and day
I sing about you
Night and day
I will always love you

Aldo Kraas
Night Anthem

Today it is a peaceful night finally here at home
And the stars are shining in the sky here at home
Can you see it?
Take a look in the sky here at home so that you can see the star
Because they are shining so bright like diamonds in the sky
The trees at home is covered with snow
And the roads here at home are also covered with snow
The squirrels are eating their nuts here at home

Aldo Kraas
Night Dreamer

Night dreamer
Dreams every night
That she sleeps in her bed
But I don't know if the night dreamer remember her dreams the next day
Or if she talks about her dreams to the other people
Because I don't know her very well
And besides that I never been to her house

Aldo Kraas
Night Feeders Song

The family of racoom
Comes out at night from hiding
To haunt for food
Because they are the night feeders

Aldo Kraas
Night Hymn

That dark night
Is so dark
To me

Aldo Kraas
Night Lullabies

The night
Can be so could
The night
Can be so dark
Like a phantom
In the winter

Aldo Kraas
Night Synphony

The night will not end right away
Because we have 24 hours in a day
And God made the night and the day

Aldo Kraas
Nighthawk

Nighthawk
Keep flying in this sky
During the night
And keep moving your wings
Night hawk
I think you are beautiful
And you deserve to be free while flying in the sky at night

Aldo Kraas
Nightmares Blues

I had so many nightmares
This evening while I was sleeping
It woke me up several times

Aldo Kraas
Nightstars Song

Nightstars
Are so beautiful to me
Because
They warm
My heart
During the winter months

Aldo Kraas
Nikki

I can see the stars inside of your eyes shining at night
Because inside of your eyes there is a beautiful sky
That allows the stars to shine at night

Aldo Kraas
Nirvana Song

Nirvana
Is 5:30 am in Telaviv
And you are already up and ready to go out
To enjoy your day in Telaviv
And outside still dark and cold
Nirvana
But you told me once that you love the winter
And you can't get enough of the winter
But that alone is your problem Nirvana
And not mine
Nirvana
Your hair is done to perfection
Nirvana
Your make up is done to perfection also
Nirvana
Your nails are done to perfection

Aldo Kraas
Nivedita Bagchi Sonata

Nivedita Bagchi
Everytime that you smile
You bring people closer to your life
And everytime you cry
People run away from you
Because they might think that you are ill
But sometimes we need to cry
And it is ok to cry
When we are feeling the blues
Nivedita Bagchi
Have a good sleep tonight
Because you need it
Badly

Aldo Kraas
No And Yes

No
Respec for others
Yes
Loves to put people down
Yes
Because he feels very important
And likes to show off

Aldo Kraas
No Answers But Only Silence

I find no answers
To my questions in life
But only silence in my life
And that seems to me a little crazy
And hard to believe that it is happening
Right now in my life

Aldo Kraas
No Candle Shall Burn Inside Of My Heart

No candle shall burn
Inside of my heart
Because inside of my heart is very wet

Aldo Kraas
No Chains For You Song

There will be no chains on you
While you are at the school

Aldo Kraas
No Champagne For Me Thanks

No champagne for me
Thanks
Because it will mess up
My medications
That I am taking
For my diabetes and my depression

Aldo Kraas
No Doubt

We can't live without water
Because I don't doubt that
For a moment or a minute
We can't live without the sun
Because without the sun
We only have depression
And cold days

Aldo Kraas
No Harm Song

There will be no harm
For your children
Because I will never harm your children
Because they are so little
And so precious

Aldo Kraas
No Hay Nada Mas Que Queiro

No hay nada mas que queiro
Besides that the leaves of the trees change to golden and yellow
And that fall starts

Aldo Kraas
No Hope For The Children In Africa

I see no hope for the children in Africa
Why are we ignoring the poor children
In Africa?

Aldo Kraas
No It Is Not Me

No it is not me
That is sending the negative messages
To the people around me
And in my community
The negative messages
People get through the media

Aldo Kraas
No Longer Song

I am no longer afraid
To say something to somebody
I am no longer afraid of the loneliness
I am no longer that strong
But to some people I appear strong
And that is not who I am
I am 45 years old
My body is rusting away
But my mind is intact

Aldo Kraas
No Men's Island

I am living the city today
To go to the men's island

Aldo Kraas
No More

No more
Sadness
I will see
No more
Rain
Will fall
On my
Bare chest

Aldo Kraas
No More Blood Transfusion

No more blood
Transfusion
For me please
Because I am afraid to get
Aids
From a blood transfusion

Aldo Kraas
No More Heroes

There are no more heroes in this city now
Because I believe that they died when Vienna Got ir's own indepence From
Germany a long time ago

Aldo Kraas
No More Lonely Days

No more lonely days
You will spent alone
Because any time now
You will find somebody that you can be a friend
With
And your life will change forever
Just believe in that
Because that is no joke
And that cak happened at any moment

Aldo Kraas
No More Money

No more money
To throw out of the window
And now what?
I am happy because I am poor
The way good made me

Aldo Kraas
No More Song

I have no more tears to cry
I have no reason to complain
Because my life is not bad at all

Aldo Kraas
No One

No one will break your heart
Because I will not allow it
No one will make you cry
Because I don't want to see you crying

Aldo Kraas
No One Cares

Bo one cares for other people's feeling
No one cares's about phoning somebody and inviting somebody to come To his or her place
No one care's about making friends or reconection with friends
No one care's if somebody needs their help or not
No one care's if somebody is sick or not
But they tend to care more about themselves more than other people
That is the humn imperfection that won't change
And if it doesn't change it will only get worst with the time

Aldo Kraas
No One II

No one told me that it is hard to adjust to changes in life. No one told me that is hard to keep silent. No one told me that guilt is hard to accept. No one told me that death is hard to accept. No one told me that here will be people that will look in your eyes and be able to tell the truth. No one told me that I could be safe in this world. Because in tis world there is a lot going on. No one told that I would see the days that my struggles would be over. No one told me that I would hear the cries of the abuse children. No one told me that I could be my best friend. No one told me that I could trust just anybody. No one will tack me in bed anymore. No one else will come and spent the night at my place. No one else will give back what they took. My peace, my trust, my respect, myself worth. No one will say that I am what I am. No one can say that I will solve my problems over night. No one will say that the mirror shows my true identity.

Aldo Kraas
No One Listens To God Anymore

No one listens to God anymore
And people are turning away from God
And closing the door on God
No wonder
That they are getting more miserable each day
Can't they understand that they can't live without God
In their lives?
I wonder about that also?

Aldo Kraas
No One Really Sees Me Song

No one really sees me
As much as you do

Aldo Kraas
No One Told Me

No one told me
That I would suffer some day in life
No one told me
That somebody one day will treat me like a slave
No one told me
That somebody would take advantage of me
No one told me that I would have to take care of somebody that is ill
No one told me
That somebody that I was taking care of was going to lose her mind

Aldo Kraas
No Prisons In Heaven

There are no prisons in heaven
So you don't have to worry about it
There is no violence in haven
And that is why you won't need a gun in heaven
Because everybody behaves like human beings
And not like animals when they live here on earth
Excuse my language please
If you find that so offensive

Aldo Kraas
No Reason

No reason
To be
Alone
In this universe
Because
Allah
Is
Always there
For you
And when
You need
Someone
To count
Your tears
Allah will do that

Aldo Kraas
No Room Song

No room for sadness
No room for hostility
No room for anger
No room for tears
No room for angry words
No room for sorrows
No room for poverty
No room for depression
No room for rain

Aldo Kraas
No Sign

No sign of the dark night yet
No sign of rain in the sky
But the sky is gray
No sign of people crying

Aldo Kraas
No Tears In Heaven For Us

I am glad that there are no tears in heaven for us
Because here on earth are full of tears
And we can't stand to see people crying anymore
We find it very annoying
Because when people cry they become very emotional

Aldo Kraas
No Time For Forgiveness

No time for forgiveness
Right?
Are you trying to tell me that you have better things to do with your Life than to forgive?

Aldo Kraas
No Time For Good Bye Song

When we walked down the road
We got knocked down by the heavy storm
That came in to our city a few hours ago
And there is no time for good bye
Because we have to get up and run for shelter
Right away if we can

Aldo Kraas
No Title Song

There are so many things
To think about in my daily life

Aldo Kraas
No War Will Stop The People From Singing

No war will stop the people
From singing

Aldo Kraas
No Way No Way Blues

I am not rich
And I can't afford to feed all the homeless in Toronto
But there is food banks that they can go and get some food to eat
So that they do'n t starve
But the homeless instead of going to the food bank they stay in the streets
Of home and begs for money at the streets of home
But I don't give money because I know that they are not going to use it for Food
but they will use it to buy alcohol and destroy their liver in no Time
What ashame
And for that I say no way no way

Aldo Kraas
No Way Out

There is no way out of the violence in the community that we live in
There is no way out of the violence in the world
There is no way out of the drug dealers because they will sell drugs in the
Community and they will make the community more dangerous to Live in

Aldo Kraas
No We Never Made Love

No we never made
Love because
We just wanted to be friends
Nothing else
I didn't want her to be my girl friend
She didn't want me to be her boy friend
Either
If I want her to be my friend
I have to respect her wishes
And she has to do the same for me

Aldo Kraas
No Woman Is Like An Island

NO
Woman
Is
Like
An
Island
Full
Of
Trees
And
Birds

Aldo Kraas
Noah's Ark

Noah
Had
Built
The
Noah's
Ark
In
Which
He
Saved
Himself,
His
Family,
And
A
Pair
Of
Every
Kind
Of
Creature
During
The
Flood

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Cares Song

Nobody cares if you are tired
Nobody cares if you lost your mind
Nobody care if you are angry at yourself

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Does Any Better Than God

Nobody
Does
Any
Better
Than
God
I don't know anybody
Else that does
Besides God

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Else Supposed To Be Here

Nobody else supposed to be in her bedroom than the servants
That cleans up her bedroom each day
Here in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Enjoys The Pain

Nobody enjoys the pain
That they have to go through with it in life

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Knows Santa Better Than God

Nobody
Knows Santa
Better than God
Santa is an old man
That has white
Hair on his head

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Song

I don't know anybody else
That loves me
Better than God
I don't know anybody else
That can forgive me
Better than God

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Wants To Be Lonely

Nobody wants to be lonely anymore
Nobody wants to be lonely even if they live alone

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Wants To Be Lonely II

Nobody wants to be lonely anymore
Nobody wants to be lonely even if they live alone at home

Aldo Kraas
Nobody Will Lose Faith On Earth

Nobody will lose
Faith on earth because God
Will help everybody on earth to keep the faith
Just by asking God
If everybody do that
God will be most thankful
And he will be happy to give everybody that

Aldo Kraas
Nobody's Earth

When they had the Berlim wall berlim was divided into two parts
West Berlim and East berlim
And I went with my mother on the bus to east Berlim
We crossed Berlim wall by bus to east Berlim
And East berlim looked like nobody's earth
Because from the bus window I saw a land at East berlim that had just a house
and no tress or grass on the land
It was indeed very issolated back them because they had the Communist party in
power

Aldo Kraas
Nocturne

In
That
Nocturne
Sky
Her
Love
Is
Concealed
For
Me

Aldo Kraas
Nocturne De Nuit

I look at that
Belle nuit
During the winter
And I see
That I must be happy
With what
God
Gives me
But deep down
I am not
And I am telling it to you
Because I don’t want
God to hear it from me
Because if he does
He will tell me that I am
Ungrateful to him
Do you get that?

Aldo Kraas
Nocturne Sonata

What a beautiful nocturne
Full of stars shining so bright like a diamond
And also it is full of sparkles like a diamond that I have noticed now
Nocture so beautiful and so precious to my own and only heart

Aldo Kraas
None Of You

None of you
Will be alone
Anymore
Because
God
Call
All
Of you
Into his home
Can you all
Hear God calling
You all
Into his home?

Aldo Kraas
Noon At North

This is as high
As the sun
Gets at
Noon
In the winter
When you
Live up
North

Aldo Kraas
Norfolk Lake Blues

It is winter in
Norfolk
The Norfolk Lake
Is now frozen with ice
And the kids are playing hockey
On top of the Norfolk Lake

Aldo Kraas
North Carolina

I am moving
I am moving
To North Carolina

Aldo Kraas
Nós Estamos Com Você!

Nós estamos com você!
When you are singing the blues
During your show
Nós estamos com você!
When you are flying away
In that airplane
That will take you to Berlin

Aldo Kraas
Nossa Canção

A nossa canção
Is beautiful
Can you hear a
Nossa canção?
That I sing for you
With my best intentions
For you

Aldo Kraas
Not A Land For A Poet Like Me

This is not a land
For a poet like me

Aldo Kraas
Not A Tear In My Eyes

I find amazing
That there is not even a tear in my eyes
To be honest with you

Aldo Kraas
Not Angry With Myself

I am not angry
With myself anymore
And that is a good thing
Because I can live a normal
Life again

Aldo Kraas
Not Being Able To Love You Again

Not being able to love
You anymore
Is the pain
That is
Driving me crazy

Aldo Kraas
Not Enough For Me

What is not enough for me
Is love
What is not enough for me
Peace
What is not enough for me
Your understanding
What is not enough for me
The way you do things

Aldo Kraas
Not Enough Happiness

There is not
Enough happiness
In the world
To go around

Aldo Kraas
Not Even A Single Star In The Sky

What a strange night it is
Because there is not
Even a single star in the sky
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Not Everyone Song

Not everyone likes changes
And it is hard to accept changes
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
Not For Sale Song

My heart is not for sale
And I am not for sale
Because we can't sell humans anymore
Because slavery is over
Also my feelings are not for sale

Aldo Kraas
Not Having A Chance To Say Good Bye

Not
Having
A
Chance
to
Say
Good
Bye
to
Our
Loved
Ones
When
They
Die
Is
Very
Hard
For
Us

Aldo Kraas
Not Here Today

You are not here today
Because you left the planet earth yesterday
Too early in our opinion
But not in God's opinion

Aldo Kraas
Not In Love Again

I am not in love again
Because I don't want to get hurt again
Even though woman loves material things
That I can hardly afford for myself or for her
And that alone is sad
But painful also

Aldo Kraas
Not Just Praying For Peace

I am
Not just praying
For peace God
I am singing
With the choir
Today
And I am preaching
Also
So my plate is full
Today

Aldo Kraas
Not One But Two Kisses

She gave me
Not one
But two kisses
That was
Sweeter than wine

Aldo Kraas
Not Related

Even though we have the same last names
We are not related to each other
She comes from one family
And I come from another family

Aldo Kraas
Not So Forgiving

I am not so forgiving
Because I have a hard time with that issue
And I feel that I am not so forgiving
Because I am not that kind of person

Aldo Kraas
Not That Kind Of Flowers

Not that kind of flowers please
I am trying to send something
Better for her
I know that she hates
Chrysanthemum, tulips, and
Carnation

Aldo Kraas
Not Too Far Away From Here

Not too far away from here a friend live
Not too far away from here we will find happiness coming our way
Not too far away from here we will find a lost soul needing our help
Not too far away from here is a park where we can walk
Not too far away from here we can hear the birds singing a song
Not too far away from here you live
Not too far away from here we will find the God’s house
Not too far away from here we will find a reason for living
Not too far away from here we will find a reason to love each other
Not too far away from here we will find a reason to pray for one another
Not too far away from here we will meet our savior once again
Not too far away from here we will hear somebody singing a love song for us
Not too far away from here we will hear the trains moving slowly in the tracks
Not too far away from here there is a pond were the ducks swim inside
Not too far away from here is the wild life to be seen

Aldo Kraas
Not Too Late

I was lucky
Because I was not too late
To catch the bus
The bus came in time
I got on the bus
And while I was inside
The thoughts of you came to my head
And I was thinking about you

Aldo Kraas
Not Waving Good Bye To You

I am not waving
Good bye to you
Because I hate to say good bye
Please understand that
I won't you to know that I am not trying
To de difficult or arrogant

Aldo Kraas
Not Worth Dying For

It is not worth dying
For jalapeno peppers
Because they are too hot
And they will even burn your eyes, nose, and your mouth

Aldo Kraas
Notes From The Prison

All the notes
From the prison
He found today
Inside of the drawer
of his night table
And all the notes
Were written
15 years ago
When he was
In jail

Aldo Kraas
Noth Worth Dying For

It is not worth dying
For jalapeno peppers
Because they are too hot
And they will even burn your eyes, nose, and your mouth

Aldo Kraas
Nothing

There is
Nothing
That can break our hearts
There is
Nothing that
Can separate us

Aldo Kraas
Nothing But Peace

Nothing
But
Peace
God
Will
Deliver
To
You
But
First
You
Have
To
Serve
God
And love
God
With
All
Your
Heart

Aldo Kraas
Nothing But Words

Nothing but words
Comes out of our mouths
Sometimes too fast
When we talk

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Can Come Between Us

Nothing can come between us
My dear God

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Else Matters

The family photographs sit
On top of the piano in
The living room

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Good Comes Out Of Anger

Nothing good comes out of anger
Because sometimes anger can turn to insults very easily
And can hurt people very fast

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Great Ever Came That Easy

Nothing great ever came that easy because we have to work hard to obtain The things that we want in life
Also without money we can't buy the things that we need in life
Because they cost money also
And without money and food we can't survive

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Is Going To Stop

Nothing is going to stop you now from living the life you want. Nothing is going to stop you from moving ahead in your life. Nothing is going to stop you from making the choices in your life. Nothing is going to stop you from saying I am hurt also. Nothing is going to stop you from saying I am one adult and back then I was a child that lost my inner peace.

Aldo Kraas
Nothing is going to stop you now From living the life you want. Nothing is going to stop you from moving ahead in your life. Nothing is going to stop you from making the choices in your life. Nothing is going to stop you from saying I am hurt also. Nothing is going to stop you from saying I am one adult and back then I was a child that lost my inner peace.

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Is More Festive Than A Street Of Slash

Nothing is more festive than a street of slash

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Left To Do Song

Nothing left for me to do
Anymore because
I had finished all my tasks that I needed to do
Today

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Left To Do

There is nothing
Left for me to do
Anymore
Today
Because I had finished all my tasks
In time

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Left To Do Song

There is nothing left to do
For today anymore
Because I complete al the things that I had
To do today
And that is wonderful

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Left To Lose

There is nothing left to lose
When it comes for me to speak up
And make sure I am heard

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Like The Sun

There is nothing like the sun
That is like a big ball of fire that burns in the sky
But at the same time it is warming up the earth
Because people like me and others
Live on the earth
And nothing can grow without the sun

Aldo Kraas
Nothing More

Nothing more to cry about
Nothing more to complain
Nothing more to read
Nothing more to write about
Nothing more to sing about

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Or All

Kids take nothing or all
Because you can't waste any food here at home
But kids don't you know that we have lots of homeless people that don't have
Nothing to eat and they have to go hungry all day
But we have food in the house thanks good kids
Because mother and dad woks to support all of you
And our job as parents is to provide the necessary things to you kids

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Song

Nothing will change your mind today
Because I know that you want me
To make your breakfast today
So that you can have some time
With me

Aldo Kraas
Nothing That She Write Is As Good As Mine

Nothing that she writes is as good as mine
Because she has no ear for poetry
And also no talent for poetry
But she think she does have talent for poetry
And I must say that she is wrong
Besides I wonder who she is fooling?
I don't know if she is fooling herself, myself, or her readers

Aldo Kraas
Nothing To Hide

There is nothing to hide
From God
Because God will never judge
Like the human beings do

Aldo Kraas
Nothing To My World

There is nothing to my world
That needs improvement

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Will Be The Same

Nothing will be the same
Now that my good friend
Has left me
It broke my heart when
He left me
It felt like somebody
Was stubbing me
In the back

Aldo Kraas
Nothing Will Stop The Making Of This Poet

Nothing will stop
The making of this poet

Aldo Kraas
Nothing But Blue Skies

Nothing but blue skies
For us
Friends
That is what we
Keep hoping
For each day
We just have to have some
Faith in God
I would say friends

Aldo Kraas
November Begins Song

November begins today
The hour changed back yesterday
And it is now the beginning of winter

Aldo Kraas
November Blues

It is almost the end of november now
Now it is time to get our winter clothes
Out of the storage room
And bring it home again

Aldo Kraas
Now

Now
I am going to rest
Now
I am going to write my thoughts on a piece of paper
Now
I am going to take the time to praise God
Now
I am just going to have a quiet day for once

Aldo Kraas
Now All The Trees Are Leafless During The Winter

Now all the trees are leafless during the winter
But all the boats are docked at the marina for the winter right now
And all the country roads are covered with snow

Aldo Kraas
Now And Forever

Now and forever I will love God
Now and forever I will always be a christian
Now and forever I will always be God's poet
Now and forever I will speak
Now and forever I will make friends
Now and forever I will dream

Aldo Kraas
Now And Forever Song

Now and forever I will love God
Now and forever I will always be a christian
Now and forever I will always be God's poet
Now and forever I will speak
Now and forever I will make friends
Now and forever I will dream

Aldo Kraas
Now And Forever Song II

Now and forever
I will sleep tonight in peace
Now and forever
I will worship my God
Now and forever
I will love my God forever
Now and forever
I will pray for the ones that are dead and ill here at home

Aldo Kraas
Now Blues

Somewhere I will find a girl to love
Somewhere I will find a girl who wants me
Somewhere I will find peace
Somewhere I will find your love letters

Aldo Kraas
Now I Let My Guard Down

Now I let my guard down
To fight the enemy
Who cross my boundaries

Aldo Kraas
Now I Stand Where You Once Stood

Now I stand where you once stood
Sitting on a bench
At the park
Drinking your coffee and smoking
Your cigarette
It looked so glamorous
In the past

Aldo Kraas
Now Ii

Now she lays herself to sleep
The night is here
Late and late it is

Aldo Kraas
Now Is A Good Time

Now is a time to say to someone I love you
When you see him or she
Now is a good time to celebrate who you were born to be
Now is the good time to say forgiveness to someone that you hurt in the past
and move on with your life
Now is a good time to put money for your retirement away
So you can have a pension
Now it is a good time to learn to love yourself
Now it is a good time to discover what you love to do
Now it is a good time to worship God
Now it is a good time to pray for the people of the world
Now it is a good time to lend a hand in the community
Now it is a good time to write your feelings in your note book
Now it is a good time to plant the seeds in the garden so that they Come up
during the summer
Now it is a good time to celebrate life

Aldo Kraas
Now It Is The Right Moment For Meditation

Now it is the right moment for meditation
Please close your eyes right now
And take a deep breath
So your lungs can be filled with the air

Aldo Kraas
Now It Is The Right Time To Say Forgiveness

Now it is the right time
To say forgiveness
To the ones that you hurt
Now or in the past
Because tomorrow
Might be too late
Also

Aldo Kraas
Now It Is Your Time

Now it is your time
To meditate
And after you meditate
You will feel better
Because you will gain back your energy

Aldo Kraas
Now Sonata

Now I give back my life to God
Now I give back my heart to God
Now I give back all my love to God
Now I give back some money to God
Now I give back my dying soul to God
So that re can revive it
Now I pray to God by myself at home

Aldo Kraas
Now Sonata Revised

Now I give back my life to God
Now I give back my heart to God
Now I give back all my love to God
Now I give back some money to God
Now I give back my dying soul to God
So that re can revive it
Now I pray to God by myself at home

Aldo Kraas
Now it is dark outside
Now it is night time already
Now it is time to eat

Aldo Kraas
Now That She Doesn'T Understand

Now that she doesn't understand
That she is not going to make
Through the other side of life
Because she is very ill
And the other side of life is the healthy side
That she is not on

Aldo Kraas
Now That We Are Dead

Now that we are dead
We will meet God in
Heaven
The Lord came for us today
And he brought us to heaven
Today

Aldo Kraas
Now The Day Has Just Begun

Now the day has just begun
She got out of the bed
And she begun to say thanks for this day
I am healthy also
She said it to the Lord
Now the day has just begun
And she is looking forward to spend some time with the one she loves
With his health
There would be nothing that she could do
Health is so important she realizes that today
Is not something that you can play with it
Now the day has just begun
And the sun has risen early this morning
It is nice that she can see the sun rising up early
It lifts up her spirit
And it gives all the energy she needs
Now the day has just begun
And today she is happy with herself
Her home is her little oasis
She should be proud of her little oasis
Now the day has just begun
And she is living a busy life
When she has a busy life it makes the time goes by fast
It is better that the time goes by fast than slow for her
Because when it goes slow for her
The time drags on for her

Aldo Kraas
Now The Only Thing That Is Missing

Now the only thing that is missing is Santa clauss
And we are witing for him
But we didn't see him at all here
He must be stucked on the traffic for sure

Aldo Kraas
Now We Are Having A Silent Farewell Together With God

Now we are having a silent farewell
Together with God

Aldo Kraas
Now You Got Me Thinking; I'Ll Never Get To Sleep

Now you got me thinking; I'll never get to sleep!
Because my mind is wondering

Aldo Kraas
Now You See Why There Is Fear In My Eyes

Now you see why there is fear in my eyes
Because I am living
In a planet that
Went totally crazy

Aldo Kraas
Nowhere To Run

I have
Nowhere to run
From my daily problems
Because I can't find any solutions
To my problems
And I feel that I am beggining to be the victim of my problems
Everybody else wants me to put my problems
To sleep and don't do anything about it
Believe me it makes me mad
Just thinking about my problems
That can't be solved in one simple solution

Aldo Kraas
Ns For A Long Time

It burns for a long time

Aldo Kraas
Nuit Noire

It is very late
And I walk
In that
Nuit Noire
In
That nuit
Leaves nothing behind
Not even my shadow
For nobody else to see
Never mind me at all
Because I can't see that
Nuit Noire

Aldo Kraas
Number 5 Symphony

Dear people
Have a good sleep tonight
Because today you all lost one hour of sleep
And in order to get the sleep that you lost
You must go to bed early

Aldo Kraas
Nyayo Kativa Mchanga

There was so many
Nyao kativa mchanga
That I saw today at the beach

Aldo Kraas
Nyc Blues

You will never get to know
NYC like I do
If you don't walk around
NYC like I do
Because the only way to get to know
NYC is by walking around everywhere
And that is a good exercise because it helps you
To stay slim
I do that also when I go out for a walk in
NYC

Aldo Kraas
O Amor

O amor
was made by God
For us
And he gave it to us
So we could share
O amor
With others
That live here on the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
O Amor Pode Mover Montanhas

O amor pode mover montanhas
And that is what I know
Because I can feel the love moving
Inside our hearts
O amor pode mover montanhas
When the lava comes out
Of the montanhas

Aldo Kraas
O Most Glorious Light

O most glorious light
I want to see you so badly
Because I want you to shine
Inside my bedroom
To take away that darkness that is in there

Aldo Kraas
O' Reilly Sonata

She began dreaming with some angels
While she was sleeping last night
All through the night
And she could see the picture of the angels in your dream very clear
But she saw that they were flying down from heaven to a place called Loveland
and she knew that if she wanted love so badly
All she would have to do is go to Loveland
And explore Loveland until she finds love or somebody to love
But I sure that in Loveland there are lots of people looking for somebody To love forever

Aldo Kraas
O Sol

O sol que eu lhe darei
Will shine every day
And will go to sleep
At the end of the day

Aldo Kraas
O Sol De Inverno

O Sol de Inverno
Is never that hot
But is beautiful to see
O Sol de Inverno
Coming up in the sky
In the inverno
That I live every year

Aldo Kraas
O Tempo

O tempo
Muda
Everyday
Without
Giving me any notice
And I wonder why
O tempo

Aldo Kraas
O Vento

O vento
Is very strong

Aldo Kraas
Obama's Oath

The date for
Obama’s oath
Will be
January 20th, 2009

Aldo Kraas
Obsessed

Obsessed with prayer
Obsessed with singing
Obsessed with cleaning
Obsessed with gardening
And the list goes on
Believe me

Aldo Kraas
October Awakening

I saw october awakening right infront of me
And it was amazing
Because I Knew that I was going to be a part of october

Aldo Kraas
October Night Blues

I remember the
Beautiful
October night
It was so peaceful
That
We had sat on the bench
At the park at night
And watched
The constellation
In the sky
It was amazing

Aldo Kraas
October Night Song

That October night Is very cold

Aldo Kraas
Ode To A Beautiful World

Let's take good care
Of that beautiful world
That we live in each day
And that beautiful world
Is like a soccer ball

Aldo Kraas
"Ode To A China Doll"

She bought her first  
China doll today  
And she was excited about her purchase  
She hopes soon to have a collection of  
China dolls

Aldo Kraas
Ode To A Sunday Morning

During
That beautiful
Sunday morning
I got out of bed
And got ready to go
To church
To hear that
Special message that was
Being delivered
By the pastor of my church

Aldo Kraas
Ode To Baby

Ode to baby
In some small ways when you think about it
How much happiness he will give you when he arrives
But as we look around everything will change when he will be here
The baby will need my attention than
He will need me there to take care of him
And I will give him all my love
I will than hear just a whisper of what the heart of this baby needs to say
It will make a difference in some small ways
In that baby’s heart will lay the key
That unlocks his destiny
You will be a miracle baby
You will sleep tight my precious one
In that crib
Beautiful Baby
Every day
Will get better
Lullabies I will sing to you
And you will sleep tight every night
And when you come we will share that beautiful world together
That baby will live with the one he loves
And I hope one day when that baby is grown up we can be all proud of him
Of course we will be proud of his parents also
And I will be proud to be your uncle always
This baby’s spirit will always be alive
For now I just have to wait for you first to come to my world
And than to be a part of my life
Baby you are in my prayers
Every day
I believe that this baby will be my future
I will teach him well
I will teach him what is right and what is wrong
I will belong to you once you will arrive

Aldo Kraas
Ode To Benazir Bhutto

Benazir Bhutto
You are resting
In that empty garden in the sky
The bird is flying above you
And it is wonderful to know that you are there
Benazir Bhutto
I can't believe
That you are watching
Your people down from heaven
Your country grieves for you

Aldo Kraas
Ode To Man

Man will always get drunk
After he had so many beers to drink
And what about his liver?
Man will always get nasty with the people
And also will insult the people

Aldo Kraas
Ode To My Yellow Tshirt

I bought a yellow tshirt
Just a few days ago
And I wore it already
But yellow is a color that doesn't do nothing for me
Maybe it is not a color that was made for me

Aldo Kraas
Ode To Someone Out There

Someone out there
Is waiting
For the evening
To come

Aldo Kraas
Ode To The Moon

Moon you are the best thing
That good created
Because you shine in the sky at night
And every time we see you in the sky at night
We are left breathless
Moon can you tell me how many more years you are going to
Shine in the sky?

Aldo Kraas
Ode To When I Die

When I die
Will be the day that I will sleep in forever
And I will never wake up again
But the good thing is that I will not suffer in vain
And I will not see the ones who hates me the most
Never again
Or the one that are jealous about me
Because I will still have a life to live
Not on earth anymore
But in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Odla

Odla
The son of the king
Of Portugal
Odla
You are the finest poet
In the world
And God everybody
Else are proud of you

Aldo Kraas
Of Your Hands

Of your hands
That hanger chief that you had in your hands
After you wiped your eyes from the tears
There were happy feelings that you showed me
And I knew how happy you were to see me again
Of your hands
The green grapes you were holding you gave to me
We shared that little treat together
Of your hands
Came that flower that you placed on the vase
A little spring is inside your home
Of your hands
A love note came for me
That you wrote last night
The words had been so touching
You expressed your feelings for me
Of your hands
That little piece of bread fell to the ground
It was for the birds that you gave it
Something to make than feel special also

Aldo Kraas
Oh Boys

Oh boys
You are all ready
For mischief
And I know what is coming already

Aldo Kraas
Oh Canada

Oh Canada
It is time to wake up
And smell the coffee
Because prime minister Harper
Got ants in his pants
And can't sit for a while
Another thing about prime minister Harper
Is that he gave himself a big salary
By putting a hole in our wallets

Aldo Kraas
Oh Death Song

Oh death
Please don't come near me
Because I can't face you right now
And I am not being
A bully
But to tell you the truth oh death
I prefer the life than you

Aldo Kraas
Oh God

Oh God we are alive and feeling well today
Oh God we slept well last night
Oh God we woke up a little late today because it is weekend
Oh God hw we love you you must know by now
Because we love you very much

Aldo Kraas
Oh God Where Were You When I Needed You?

I was lost in space
Frightened by the out come
I was ready for the worst
Oh God where were you when I needed you?
For so long I was trapped in a no win situation
So many times I was looking for an answer
So many times I waited for a miracle
Where are all those years gone of pain and suffering?
Oh God where were you when I needed you?
When will my hurts go away?
God have mercy upon me
Oh God where were you when I needed you?
Show your love to me
Please God; give me peace at these hard times
Oh God where were you when I needed you?

Aldo Kraas
Oh How I Wish

Oh how I wish
That some people
Would understand
My poems
And not send
Bad comments about my poems
Oh I wish
My readers knew how hard I work
To write my poems
Oh how I wish
My readers would enjoy my poems
But not all my readers love my poems
And this is something that I have to consider

Aldo Kraas
Oh L'Amour De Dieux

Oh l'amour de dieux
That I had received today
From God
Was wonderful
Because
He gives it
Without conditions

Aldo Kraas
Oh Lord

Oh lord grant me peace
Oh Lord grant me a nice day
Oh Lord grant me that beautiful peace
Oh Lord grant me your love today and always
Oh Lord grant me some music so that I can sing you some songs
Oh Lord grant me once again peace because peace is a good gift
Because it is so rewarding
Peace gives me the strength
Peace is powerful
How can I use peace?
How can I respond to peace
How can I get peace?
Can I buy peace?
No peace can't be bought
Peace was given to us by the soldiers that died in the war
It is peace that we take for granted
Why?

Aldo Kraas
Oh Maker

Oh maker of heaven and earth I love you very much
Oh maker you created me also
And I am so happy to be myself
If I was a girl I would had to wear make up, panties, dresses, shoes with High heels, and brass
But thanks God that you made me a male
Also I am happy to be the men that I am

Aldo Kraas
Oh Mandy

Oh mandy
You are
A flower
That grow
In a tree
Oh mandy
You are
A flower that
Is delicate

Aldo Kraas
Oh My Blues

Oh my
You are so brave
To go for walk in that
Bad weather

Aldo Kraas
Oh My God

Oh my God
I need your touch
In my heart
Oh my God
I need your love
To enter into my heart
Oh my God
I humble repent my sins
To you
Oh my God
I hope that you
Will bright up my life

Aldo Kraas
Oh My Soul Song

Oh my soul is so weak
Today
And my soul needs blood transfusion
Oh my soul is so weak
Because it is dehydrated

Aldo Kraas
Oh Nadine

Oh nadine
You have the right to be a kid

Aldo Kraas
Oh Nanny Blues

Oh nanny blues
Oh nany blues
She is going to change the diaper of the baby
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Oh Sister

Oh sister
Don't you know that I miss you
So much?

Aldo Kraas
Oh Sweet Angel

Oh
Sweet
Angel
Welcome
To
This
Place
Called
Earth

Aldo Kraas
Oh That's Right Your Just Another Girl

Oh that's right
Your just another girl
That loves to show off
And to feel important at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Oh, Oh, Oh, Oh

Oh, oh, oh, oh
Listen to the music
That is going to take your sadness away
Oh, oh, oh, oh
Listen to the music
That is going to take the pain away from your heart

Aldo Kraas
Oh, Yesterday

Oh, yesterday
That is now gone
And that I can't bring
Back to life anymore
Because it is dead
For good

Aldo Kraas
Ohbijou

Ohbijou
Don't be sad
I am not ready yet for you
First I need to sort things out in my life

Aldo Kraas
Ojos Azules

Ojos azules
They are blue
They are crying
They look so sad
Ojos azules

Aldo Kraas
Oklahoma Rising

It is wonderful
To see
Oklahoma rising
Early everyday
And love to
Be a part of the
Oklahoma rising

Aldo Kraas
Old Death Blues

All the old people are now dead
And God came here on the planet earth
And took the old people away from
The planet earth
So that God could make room
For the new people to be born
On the planet earth
Even thought it is over populated

Aldo Kraas
Old Farts

All the old farts in the city
Get up early in the morning
And they have their breakfast
After that they go for a long
Because fresh air is good
For the farts

Aldo Kraas
Old Highway

That old highway is in terrible shape
Because it is full of potholes in it
And when you drive you have to avoid hitting it
If not you will hit it and damage you car
And the damage of your car could be costly
For one thing I can't understand why they don't fix this old highway
I pay enough taxes to the city already as it is

Aldo Kraas
Old Photos

Received the old photos of you
But never knew they existed
And I don't even remember it being taken
The old photos are in my powers
I had scanned them in my computer

Aldo Kraas
Old Poet

Old poet is full of wisdom
Old poet is full of life's experiences
Old poet is full of histories to share with other people
Old poet is full of knowledge about poetry that he can share with who
Wants his opinion and his experience in writing poetry

Aldo Kraas
Old Sewing Machine

Old sewing machine is on the bookshelf here in the retreat
As a decoration and nothing else

Aldo Kraas
Old Woman Is Waiting Now

Old woman is waiting
Now for God
Because she wants to be there when he arrives
So she will get to meet him face to face
And she will ask him for forgiveness
Because he had sinned so many times in her life

Aldo Kraas
Olhos Verdes

Olhos verdes
Like the sea or the trees
Olhos verdes
Are full of peace right now

Aldo Kraas
fortune smiled and came my way
bringing love
I never thought I'd see
I'm so lucky to be me
Because my father made me in the way I am
And I sing to the world a love song
On Valentines day
And it is through music that I express my thoughts and feelings

Aldo Kraas
Olympia

Olympia
That beautiful girl is our friend
She loves to entertain us
Olympia
Your smile is beautiful
Olympia
You are a beauty queen to us
You should had been a movie star
You have the looks and the beauty
Olympia
We love to have you around
You are so pleasant and nice
Olympia
You hair is so blond and curly
Olympia you don’t know how much we value your friendship
Olympia don’t forget that we care for you
Olympia don’t forget that we are always here for you
Olympia
Go now in peace

Aldo Kraas
Olympic Medals

All the athletes
Won so many
Olympic medals
That they will take home with them
And the olympic medals
Will be a good thing
Because they will be able to remember
How hard they worked for it
During the olympics
Also they must remember that winning is not everything
But the most important thing is to compete

Aldo Kraas
Omaha Rising

Omaha Rising
Will rise
Up first thing
In the morning
To see the sun

Aldo Kraas
On A Day Like This

ON
A
Day
Like
This
I
Decorated
The
Altar
In
The
Church

Aldo Kraas
On A Rainy Day

On
A
Rainy
Day
There
Is
Nothing
Else
That
Goes
Through
My
Mind

Aldo Kraas
On A Rocky Beach

On a rocky beach
I fished my fresh fish
From that rocky beach
Some time ago

Aldo Kraas
On A State Of Omeme Mind

I am on a state of Omeme mind
Sittin in my friend's living room and writing at the same time
My thoughts on a piece of paper
I am on a state of Omeme mind
And I finally got a drive to the country after such a long time
That I am welcoming the country to my life once more
But I feel that my life is getting a special gift
That is the country because God made the country also

Aldo Kraas
On A Train During The Day

On the train during the day

Aldo Kraas
On Her Way To Heaven

On her way to heaven
She met me
And I was so thrilled

Aldo Kraas
On His Way To Heaven

On his way to heaven
He stopped and took a good
Look around
And he saw all the people that he mistreated so many times
And he felt ashame
None of the people that he knew forgave him

Aldo Kraas
On My God's Wings

On my
God's wings
I will rest while
He is carring me

Aldo Kraas
On My Own

On
My
Own
I
Live
And
I
Rely
On
Somebody
To give
Me
A
Helping
Hand
To
Put my place in order
Because
I am not
Like
The
Superman
That can do everything
Own his own
Because
I am human
And
Superman
Is
Only
A
Phantasy
That doesn't exist
But
I am a human
Being
That is real
With
Two
Arms
And
Two
Hands

Aldo Kraas
On My Way Out Ballad

On my way out of the house
I took a quick look into the sky
And I saw how beautiful the sky was today

Aldo Kraas
On My Wounds

On my wounds
I put a bandaid so that it can heal faster
And at the same time the wounds won't get infected
Also I believe that the bandaid was one of the best thing that the human Beings created so far

Aldo Kraas
On The Clouds Women Are Sleeping

On the clouds women are sleeping today
And they look so happy to me

Aldo Kraas
On The Front Line

I am a fireman here at home
And I put my life on the front line everyday
To save the people from burning buildings
Or from car accidents
Someday I am very lucky because I am able to save people from burning
Buildings and car accidents
But other days I am not so lucky because it depends where the fire is on The
building
Sometimes I have to climb all the way to the top of the buildings
Very fast to save the people from the burning buildings here at home
Other times the fire on the buildings happened on the lower floor
Yes there had been times that I could not save the people from the
Buildings here at home because the buildings here at home had been Engulfed
with smoke and all the people that live there died
Yes that was a very bad scene to see
At the end of the night I go home for my kids and my wife
When I arrive home my kids and my wife are already sleeping in bed
I don't have very much time to spend with my children
Because of my work
I don't enjoy being a fireman but the pay is good
So I don't have anything to complain about
I never talk about my work at home
At home I talk about different things to my wife and kids
But I know that my day starts very early everyday

Aldo Kraas
On The Inside

On the inside
I see that dark room
That is so empty
Because nobody lives
There anymore

Aldo Kraas
On The River Song

On the river
I get so much satisfaction
Because on the river
I can get the best kind of fish
To grill on the barbecue

Aldo Kraas
On The Run Away

On the run away
I am taking off
On my airplane today
My responsibilities are the safety
Of everyone on board of my airplane
Also I am the pilot
Of the boing 747
That is my airplane

Aldo Kraas
On The Theme Of Asia

A girl
And a man
Is inside of that fish boat
In the middle of
The hong kong harbour
Having their lunch

Aldo Kraas
Once Again

Once again
You showed me your eyes
And I could read your eyes
The message that your eyes
Had send me
Left me very sad

Aldo Kraas
Once Again I Can'T Sleep

Once again I can't sleep
And I continue glazing at the ceiling non stop
But only the time keeps moving fast
And the time on the clock keeps changing non stop
Now I am telling myself
That I can't make the same mistakes again
But I also believe that there must be some medication for sleep
That I can buy
That will do the work for me

Aldo Kraas
Once Along A Velvet Sea

Once along a velvet sea
I was sailing inside of a sailing boat
The sky was perfect for sailing

Aldo Kraas
Once I Loved

Once I loved that useless land
When I had the Idea to turn that useless land
Into a community garden
So that everybody would have something to enjoy
But it was a lot of work at the beginning
And I had tried for months
After I had planted so many plants there
But nothing came up in that soil at all

Aldo Kraas
Once I was the softness
In your hands

Aldo Kraas
Once More

Once more
I open the door
For my God
To enter
The ship
That is now sailing in the sea

Aldo Kraas
Once Song

Once I am in bed
I am sleeping
And nothing will wake me up
Trust me

Aldo Kraas
One

Can one person be happy in this world?
Can one person be thankful for what he has?
Can one person lend a helping hand to another?

Aldo Kraas
One Word With God

One word with God
I am having with him
I am hopping for better things
I am searching
I am open for your suggestions
I want to improve my life
I am insecure still
I feel like myself now
I haven't smiled for a long time
I haven't felt so relaxed in a long time
I am looking forward to a new start
I am hopping that God will give good results in my life
Is that new door going to open now?
Are you ready to open that new door now?
I am hopping that I am walking in the right track
I want to do things in the right way now
You filled me with energy
I can feel it rushing through my body
God thanks once again
I am starting to see the brighter side of me
And the brighter side of life also

Aldo Kraas
One American Man

One american man
That wants to be president
Of the american dream

Aldo Kraas
One Ancient Blanket

One ancient blanket I still have today
I keep my ancient blanket inside of my hall closet
That ancient blanket had a lot of use over the years
And there are some holes
In that ancient blanket
But I don't mind at all
Because it is an ancient blanket

Aldo Kraas
One Big Hill

I am walking
In one big hill
That is so steep
Today

Aldo Kraas
One Body One Life

We have one body
That contains one heart, one spirit, one soul, and one mind
We have one life
That is precious

Aldo Kraas
One By One

I will wipe
The bad thoughts
Out of my head
One by one

Aldo Kraas
One Day I Will Pay Back My Debt

One day
I will pay back
My debt to my God
My beloved friend
So please don't worry about it
My beloved friend
Because I will be able to pay back my debt to God
One day

Aldo Kraas
One Day I Will Song

One day I will not regret
That I fought
The ignorant and my enemies
Until they bleed to death
The ignorant people and my enemies
Must learn to face the reality of life
And get the taste of the bitter pill
That is sometimes so hard to swallow
Because sometimes
It might get stuck in the ignorant and my enemie's throat

Aldo Kraas
One Day Song

One day song
To take the sadness away
That everybody is feeling today
Because that's all it takes
One day song
To sing to everybody
That needs a song to bright up their day

Aldo Kraas
One Day We Will Be Riding

One day we will be riding
On a non stop train to
Germany

Aldo Kraas
One Dozen Of Doghnuts

I don't want
Even
A dozen of doughnuts
Because I am diabetic
And also I am on a diet
So please don't even attempt me with food

Aldo Kraas
One Great Night For Me To Stay Up Late

One late night
For me
To stay up late
So I can watch
The beautiful sky
That is full of stars

Aldo Kraas
One In A Million Song

One in a million will pray for God
One in a million will sinn each day
While they are living their lives each day
One in a million will be kissed by God
One in a million will be able to forgive others
One in a million will be able to live with each other
One in a million will be able to live in peace

Aldo Kraas
One Last Kiss

I got one last kiss from God
And I am very happy about that
Yes God last kiss was warm
And the best thing he gave to me without
Asking if I want one

Aldo Kraas
One Last Wish

You blink your eyes to him
He is one of the dream boys
That you want so badly
That you are so crazy about
You blinked your eyes so many times today
Everytime you saw one of the dream boys

Aldo Kraas
One Life One Body

We have one body
That contains one heart, one spirit, one soul, and one mind
We have one life
That is precious

Aldo Kraas
One Light In The Dark

God is going to turn one light in the dark
So that the path that I walk tonight will be bright
In order for me to see the path
And to know if I am walking on the right path to go home
Because it is late now
And tomorrow I will have to get up early to go to work again
So that I can pay my condo maintenance, by my food, and pay the bills

Aldo Kraas
One Look Into My Eyes

Take
One look into my eyes
And you will see how tired
They look

Aldo Kraas
One Love

One love
That
Is pure
This love I
Rely on

Aldo Kraas
One Love Blues

Give that love
To God
That you have inside of your
Heart
Because that one that is left in your heart
Is a spare
Also don't worry because you have so many left
And the number of love that you have is 14 minus 1
That makes in total 13

Aldo Kraas
One Love Sonata

I have one
Love that
Will bring people together
In this world

Aldo Kraas
One Man’s Treasure

One man’s treasure
On Christmas time I collected
It while I was driving around with my friend in the van
I had spotted one man’s treasure that I could not resist
So I asked my friend to stop
She did
I got out of the van
And to my surprise I found lot’s of neat things at the curb
One good thing
It saved the environment
It saved it end up in the land fill sight
It saved us money

Aldo Kraas
One Mission

We have one mission
And our mission
Is to help each other
In the world that we live
Each day

Aldo Kraas
One More Day To Live It Up

I have one more day
To live it up
To my desires and needs
And my desires are

Aldo Kraas
One More Kiss God Is Giving Us

One more kiss
God is giving us
Because we are his children
And he is our father
So it is right
For God to kiss
His children
We don't have to ask that
Do we?

Aldo Kraas
One More Less Lonely Potato

One more less lonely potato left inside of the fridge to cool of
So that doesn’t get soggy
Because the heat might spoil that lonely potato
And that lonely potato needs a friend anyway

Aldo Kraas
One More Love

God give me one more love
Because I want to be loved by you once more
And I feel that I am not getting enough love from you
God have you run out of love lately?
I need love God
And I need right now
So Go ahead God and give me one more love right now
If you have love left to give

Aldo Kraas
One More Night To Dream

I just found out that
I have one more night to dream
So I will use that one more night to dream
Tonight during my deep sleep

Aldo Kraas
One More Song

One
More
Song
We
Will
Sing
To
God
Today

Aldo Kraas
One New Year

One new year
To make new friends
And discover what you had missed
All the years

Aldo Kraas
One Of The Girls Love Me

One of the girls love me
Because she told me

Aldo Kraas
One Of Those Days I Will Get Back My Energy

One of those days
I will get back my energy
And I will be able to do things
At full speed

Aldo Kraas
One Scent Can Be Unexpected

One scent can be unexpected
Of the flower that
You are smelling in the air
During the
Summer time

Aldo Kraas
One Should Not Ask For More

One
Should
Not
Ask
For
More
But
Be
Happy
With
What
They
Have

Aldo Kraas
One Small Victory For Me

One
Small
Victory
For
Me
That
I
Need
To
Celebrate

Aldo Kraas
One Song

One song
One heart
One prayer
One love
One poem
One world
One tree
One whole sky

Aldo Kraas
One Step Closer

I am one step closer to God
And for me to be closer to God
All I need to do is to get inside of his house
And once I am inside
He will invite me to his table for holy communion
But I am happy to be able to come to God's table for holy communion
And at the same time be able to serve my God

Aldo Kraas
One Time

One time to smile
One time to laugh
One time to pray
One time to teach the people in
The world to be humble
One time to sing
The songs that you love
I bet that you mother would
Love you to sing to her also

Aldo Kraas
One Two Three

One two three
Love is what I need
One two three
I need some chocolate so that I can get rid of the blues
One two three
London is cold also like my home In Toronto
One two three
A cup of coffee will warm me up from this cold weather
One two three
The ground is covered with snow
One two three
Highpark looks beautiful in the winter also

Aldo Kraas
One Two Three Revise

One two three
Love is what I need
One two three
I need some chocolate so that I can get rid of the blues
One two three
Londom is cold also like my home In Toronto
One two three
A cup of coffee will warm me up from this cold weather
One two three
The ground is covered with snow
One two three
Highpark looks beautiful in the winter also

Aldo Kraas
One Week

One week to write
I keep aside
One week to sing
My love songs
That is something that I don’t do so well
One week for me to go out
And enjoy the nature

Aldo Kraas
Only A Dream For Her

Only a dream for her
That she dreamt
While she slept
At night

Aldo Kraas
Only Believe In What You Can Achieve

Only believe in what you can achieve

Aldo Kraas
Only Cry When You Feel The Need

Only cry when you feel the need
Because there is no need to cry
When you don't feel the need

Aldo Kraas
Only Faith Is The Thing That Is Missing From Our Lives

Only faith is the thing that is missing from
Our lives
Because we have everything else

Aldo Kraas
Only God knows my destiny
And only God knows when it is the right time to arrive
At my destiny
When the time arrives god will come and get me here at home
And he will take me to my destiny
That will be the final day and the final hour here at home
Because I might be dead at that time
And the only thing that will be left are my tears
Here on earth
So when that day come
Don't come and look everywhere for me here at home
Because I migh be dead
And you don't have to worry about me anymore
Because I will be living in heaven by them

Aldo Kraas
Only God Song

Only God
Will send the sun to warm the earth everyday
Only God
Will forgive the men who committed a sin
Only God
Will wash our souls and make it whiter than snow
Only God
Will make a man humble
Only God
Will wake up the flowers that were sleeping during the winter in the Spring
Only God
Will welcome the birds in the sky everyday

Aldo Kraas
Only Her

Only she can make my life run smooth
She knows my needs
And my desires
She knows me like a book
She can read me like a book
Just by reading my body language
She knows what I am trying to say
Only her try hard
To make sure I have a good life
She knows me now
Only her try hard to calm me down
When the need arises
Only she is in my dreams
Day and night
I shared all my fears
All my troubles
All my disappointments
With only her

Aldo Kraas
Only His Love

Only his love will
Set me free
Because to me that is the reality
And I know now that the reality
Has sat in now
With me

Aldo Kraas
Only Human

I am only human
I do make mistakes

Aldo Kraas
Only In A Dream

Only in a dream this happened
In reality it never happened
We entered a dark room
The curtains were closed
So we could have some privacy
We lay down naked in bed
The picture was clear only in a dream
The two naked bodies were of a man and a women
It was clear to me
The women breasts I could see clear only in a dream
They were big and beautiful
I touched her breasts with my hands
They felt good
I also touched her nipples on her breasts
I also drunk her milk
By sucking her breasts with my mouth
And at the same time every dropp of milk entered my mouth
I felt happy like a little kid again
That alone took place only in a dream

Aldo Kraas
Only Love

Only love
Will strengthen my life
Each day
That I am living my life
Only love
Will bring peace to my heart

Aldo Kraas
Only Love Will Keep Me Alive

Only love will keep
Me alive
After so many people
Had tried to destroy me
And I knew that I had to fight
Back
So I can keep my peace
Of insanity

Aldo Kraas
Only My Heart

Only my heart
That is broken
And full of pain
Only my heart
That is full of hurts

Aldo Kraas
Only My Love

Only my love
Will remove the pain
That she feels inside her heart

Aldo Kraas
Only One Day

Only one day
To hide
The sadness
Only one day
To hide
The blues away
Only one day
To hide that
Anger
Away
Only one day
To hide
That you
Are afraid of
Your fears

Aldo Kraas
Only Peace

Only peace will bring us together
That is if we choose peace
Because peace is the best gift we all can have

Aldo Kraas
Only Rosebuds

Only rosebuds you want
So that you can plant in that
Little garden of yours

Aldo Kraas
Only The Christians Live Longer

Only the christians live longer
Because they know
The difference from right and wrong

Aldo Kraas
Only The Good Die Young

You know what people say
Only the good die young
And that is true
Because the young people don't seem to
Live very long

Aldo Kraas
Only The Sound

Only
The
Sound
Of
The
Waves
Will
Help
Me
To
Sleep
During
The
Night
While
I
Lay
In
My
Bed

Aldo Kraas
Only When It Is All Done

Only
When
It
Is
All
Done
That
I
Will
Be
Able
To
Have
A
Break

Aldo Kraas
Only You

Only you
Know what my life is like
And I can tell you that
Things are not going so well in my life right now

Aldo Kraas
Only You Sonata

Only you can be so mean
Only you can be so passive

Aldo Kraas
Only You Song

Only you
Will grow
Only you
Will discover
New things
In your life
That you like
Only you
Will know
Who are
Your friends

Aldo Kraas
Onward Journey

Onward journey
That we
Walk in our lives

Aldo Kraas
Open

That place is an open
Invitation for thieves
Because it has so much traffic
At once

Aldo Kraas
Open My Heart

Open my heart
God
And remove
All the hurts
And the scars

Aldo Kraas
Open That Door

Open that door
So that some air can come in
To cool of this house
That is so warm

Aldo Kraas
Open The Door For Us

Open the door
For us
Because
We came
To visit you

Aldo Kraas
Open The Windows And Let The Fresh Air In

Open
The
Windows
And let
The fresh air in
Because it is hot
In here
And I need some
Fresh air

Aldo Kraas
Open The Windows So The Love Of God Can Come In

Please
Open the windows
So the love
Of God can come in

Aldo Kraas
Open Your Eyes Hymn

Open your eyes
And see
All the beautiful
Things that
Our Master
Made

Aldo Kraas
Open Your Eyes Song

Open your eyes
And see that poet
That is sitting on the next table
To yours having dinner
In the same restaurant than you

Aldo Kraas
Open Your Mind

Open your mind and let all the positive thoughts in
Because with the positive thoughts you will be able to work better
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Opening The Door

Opening the door
Of a castle in heaven
That castle was built by me
And it is own by my master
My master is the one that gives the orders

Aldo Kraas
Operetta

The times are changing
And the seasons are changing also
The leaves of the trees are changing also
The days are shorter now

Aldo Kraas
Optimistic

I
Am
Walking
Alone
In
The
Park
And
I am
Optimistic
That
I
Will
Be
Able
To
Have
A
God
Walk

Aldo Kraas
Options

There
Are
So
Many
Options
That
You
Can
Choose

Aldo Kraas
Ordeal

The ordeal
Is not over yet

Aldo Kraas
Ordinary Words

All the
Ordinary words
Had been
Used in this
Poem
That I am writing now

Aldo Kraas
O'Reilly Sonata

She began dreaming with some angels
While she was sleeping last night
All through the night
And she could see the picture of the angels in your dream very clear
But she saw that they were flying down from heaven to a place called Loveland
and she knew that if she wanted love so badly
All she would have to do is go to Loveland
And explore Loveland until she finds love or somebody to love
But I sure that in Loveland there are lots of people looking for somebody To love forever

Aldo Kraas
Orillia

Orillia I welcome you to my world
And I am happy to be able to spend some time
Exploring you because you are just a small town with a lot of charm

Aldo Kraas
Orphanage

All the children
That lives in the orphanage
In South Africa

Aldo Kraas
Orphans Blues

Orphans
The Canadian Government
Decided to bring you to a new land
By plane

Aldo Kraas
Os Meus Desejos

Os meus desejos
For you my love
Is that you find peace
With yourself first
And that you get rid of that anger
That is going out of control

Aldo Kraas
Osaka Bay

I have
Great respect
For
Osaka Bay

Aldo Kraas
Osama Bin Laden Rock

Osama Bin Laden rock
Osama Bin Laden rock
Osama Bin Laden rock
Osama Bin Laden is not a saint
He is a devil
Don't you know by know?

Aldo Kraas
Ostia Antica

Ostia Antica
Is a beautiful place that
God created for the dead
To be buried
And also for the living to visit it
Whenever they feel like it
Because God will not force them to come to
Ostia Antica
If they don't like it

Aldo Kraas
Other Dreams

Other dreams
I remember
But some
I forget
The one that I remember very well
Is the one that I danced with Princess Diana
Inside the hall of the Backinham Palace
Yes Princess Diana was no beauty
But she was kind
She had a big heart
That was what was important
The music was lively
And the waitress serving cocktails
And hors d'oeuvres

Aldo Kraas
Other Things To Do

I have other things to do
That is worth for me
I don't watch

Aldo Kraas
Others

Others don't know that I need hugs from them
Others don't know that I am a christian
Others don't know that I am a poet
Other's don't know that I speak two languages
Others don't know that I like coffee
Others don't know that I like a home cooked meal
Other's don't know that I know how to do my own laundry
Other's don't know that I know myself better than they do

Aldo Kraas
Others Revised

Others don't know that I need hugs from them
Others don't know that I am a christian
Others don't know that I am a poet
Other's don't know that I speak two languages
Others don't know that I like coffee
Others don't know that I like a home cooked meal
Other's don't know that I know how to do my own laundry
Other's don't know that I know myself better than they do

Aldo Kraas
Others Who Need Prayers

Others who need prayers
Follow me into the church
Because the church service is going on now
And they will pray for you

Aldo Kraas
Our Lives Are So Confusing

Our lives are so confusing
Because sometimes we get the wrong signals
From our lives
And the problems in our lives escalate all the time
Because we choose to ignore it

Aldo Kraas
Our Babies Blues

Our babies
Will enjoy the earth
From now on
And for that we are grateful
Because the earth will be a part
Of their lives
From now on

Aldo Kraas
Our Bodies Work Hard Every Day

Our bodies
Work hard
Every day
Digesting
The foods
We eat
During
The day
And in
The
Evening

Aldo Kraas
Our Cherished Moments

We had our cherished moments
That we lived each day
Looking after our family

Aldo Kraas
Our Christmas Wish

Our christmas wish
Is that everybody
Puts a smile
Into the
Faces of the homeless
And share a christmas meal

Aldo Kraas
Our Death

Our death
Will arrive
Soon
Weather
We are ready or not
I can't promise you that all of us will go
At the same time
Or day

Aldo Kraas
Our Dedication

Our dedication
To Our God
Is a poem
That we wrotte
For him
Because we wanted
To tell him how we feel about him
And here wr wrotte everything that we feel about him

Aldo Kraas
Our Deepest Fears

Our deepest fears
Is that we will always be alone

Aldo Kraas
Our Duty Song

Our duty is
To look after our people
That are homeless
Because they are people also
And the government doesn't see that
So they are being forced to beg for money
Some people will give them money
Others will avoid them
Because they look like hell

Aldo Kraas
Our Eyes Are Locked

Our eyes are locked
For the night
With a chain
And a lock
So no
Light can get in

Aldo Kraas
Our Faded Years

You don't know
About our faded years
That is because we never
Mention it to you
So how can you know?

Aldo Kraas
Our God Is Never Faraway Song

Our
God
Is never faraway
From us
And everyday
He is there for us
Because our
God is never faraway from us

Aldo Kraas
Our God Is Our Soul

Our God is our soul
That is dying for love
And thirsty for the fresh water that God
Gives to everyone that is thirst
And also they drink it and use it to keep their soul alive

Aldo Kraas
Our Heart Desire Song

Our heart desire
Some peace
Our heart desire some love
Our heart desire some nourishment
Our heart desire
Some sleep
Our heart desire some sun
Our heart desire the healing touch of God
Our heart desired some prayers

Aldo Kraas
Our Hearts Ache

Our hearts ache
Not because it is lonely
Or it doesn't get plenty of tender care from us
But what our hearts doesn't get is plenty of nourishment to survive
And that is the reason why our hearts ache
So badly right now

Aldo Kraas
Our Hearts Can'T Do Anything Else

Our hearts can't do
Anything else
Because it was broken
Into pieces by somebody
That we loved so much
And cared so much about
For our entired life

Aldo Kraas
Our Inner Soul

Our Inner soul
Needs love
To be kept alive
Each day
That is what we expect
From our friends

Aldo Kraas
Our Life Is Music

Our life is music
That we sing every single day
To our God
Because our God gave us the gift of music
And gave us the ear for music

Aldo Kraas
Our Little Angel

Our little angel
Will save you today
From dying in that cold
Now
Because we told our little angel
That you had run out of money
And he told us that he would take you
Inside to a nearby church
So you could sleep in the church for the nights

Aldo Kraas
Our Little World

You and me are the
Only ones that are left in
Our little world

Aldo Kraas
Our Lives

Our lives
Are very different
Because we don't live in the same house

Aldo Kraas
Our Lives Can Be A Blessing Song

Our lives can be a blessing
If we learn to get along with the people we don't like
And when we want to say something to the people we don't
Like we should keep it to ourselves
So we don't hurt their feelings
Remember that the people we don't like have feelings also
And that they might be feeling the same way that we feel about them

Aldo Kraas
Our Love

Our love is not only for us  
It is for everyone  
And we want everyone to have some of our love  
Specially those that are our closest friends  
That does a lot for us in our daily lives  
That we are living here on the planet called earth

Aldo Kraas
Our Love Blues

Our love blues
Is a song that we wrote to each other
The other day

Aldo Kraas
Our Love Has Broken Here

Our love has broken here
Beneath the ever green
And when we did it
We had engraved our names
In the trunk of the evergreen

Aldo Kraas
Our Love Is Like The Wind

Our
Love
Is
Like
The
Wind
That
Is
Blowing
Strong
In
The
Air

Aldo Kraas
Our Love Song

we can say that we love each other
We will say that we will not judge each other

Aldo Kraas
Our Memories Sonata

Our memories
Of the world war 2
Are still alive and fresh
Inside of our minds
And also we feel that
The memories of the world war
Are terrible
Even though we saw horrible things
That are so hard to digest

Aldo Kraas
Our Moon

Our moon
Always comes back to the sky
For us
Because she wants to say hello to us
Every evening
That God sends her back to the sky
To greet us by just saying hello

Aldo Kraas
Our Nature

Our nature invites
Everybody to come
And to see for themselves
What she has to offer to everybody

Aldo Kraas
Our Painful Hope

Our
Painful
Hope
We
Are
Sharing
With
Each
Other
Right
Now

Aldo Kraas
Our Saying

our saying
We can't be happy without a friend
We can't live without friends
We can't live without air
We can't live without water
Because water is the most important thing in our lives

Aldo Kraas
Our Shadow And God

Our shadow and God
Are two different things

Aldo Kraas
Our Solitary Life

Our solitary life
Can be sometimes boring
Because we keep to ourselves
And we don't have much time for anybody else

Aldo Kraas
Our Song

God
Don't try to please us
Just for the hell of it
God just let us leave our lives from time to time
God
We won't mind your help when we are stuck in life
By solving a very important issue
That could be taking place in our lives
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Our Stroke Of Inside

Our stroke of inside

Aldo Kraas
Our Struggles

We all know
That
Our struggles
That we face each day
Are different
From each other

Aldo Kraas
Our Superstar

Our
Superstar
Is
Shining
High
Above
The
Sky
Tonight
Welcoming
Spring
To
Everybody
That
Lives
Here
On
Earth

Aldo Kraas
Our Thoughts

Our thoughts are happy thoughts today
Our thoughts are full of inspiration for us to write our poems for those That are poets.
Our thoughts are racing nonstop all day by giving us ideas in what to Sing

Aldo Kraas
Our Tooth Fairy

Our tooth fairy
Arrived today
And went to visit
Different homes

Aldo Kraas
Our World Is Unbelievable

Our world
Is
Unbelievable
And
It
So sad
That we have
Climate
Change
In
Our
World

Aldo Kraas
Our World Would Fall Apart Without You

Our world
Would fall
Apart
Without you

Aldo Kraas
Out Of Sight

Put all the chocolate bars
Out of sight
Because we have children
And chocolate is bad for them
Because of the sugar and caffeine

Aldo Kraas
Out In The Fields

Out in the fields I go to collect Tobacco because it pays well
And I became a tobacco farmer just last week
The work alone is very hard to do because I stay in the heat all day
And there is no shade at all so I have to wear a heat so I don't get Heatstroke
But I also need to drink plenty of water so I don't get dehydrate
After work I go to my little cotage at the tobacco farm
The cottage at the tobacco farm is very simple and clean

Aldo Kraas
Out Of His Mind

He must
Be out
Of his mind
Because
He spend
All of his
Money
On
Alcohol
And
When the bill's
Come in the mail
To be paid
He is always broke
He has an addiction
That got out of hand
He is a heavy
Drinker

Aldo Kraas
Out of my head comes a new poem
That is so interesting to me
Because I can see all the words coming together out of my head

Aldo Kraas
Out Of My Head Comes A New Poem

Out of my head comes a new poem
That is so interesting to me
Because I can see all the words coming together out of my head

Aldo Kraas
Out There Song

Out there I don't feel safe anymore
I don't enjoy leaving my house and going
For walks anymore

Aldo Kraas
Outside Song

After I got out of my bed at 4:44 in the morning  
I went over the living room window  
And I looked outside of my window  
But it wasn't so thrilling  
Because outside was still dark  
And it looked to me more like midnight than 4:44 in the morning

Aldo Kraas
Over And Over

I keep dreaming
Every night
Over and over
Again
I can't hardly wait for this day to end
And that is all that I am thinking today
Over and over
Again

Aldo Kraas
Over And Over Again

I've watched the sand run through my hands
Over and over again
When I picked some sand in my hand
At the beach
And let the sand run of from my hands
To the ground

Aldo Kraas
Over My Shoulder

That little squirrel
Climbed over my shoulder
And he walked on my shoulder

Aldo Kraas
Over The Rainbow

Today while I walked outside
I saw your face shining over the rainbow
And you looked very happy to me
But here at home it is winter

Aldo Kraas
Over The Rhime

I walk over the rhime
To met my swetheart that lives over the Rhime
Because there is where she lives
And the rhime is home to her
Butr I always feel very relaxed when I walk over the Rhime

Aldo Kraas
Over To You

I will turn God over to you
So that he can repair your life for once
I will turn God over to you
So you can get some courage to speak up
When you are hurt
So that you can tel others when you are hurt
No you don't have to remind silent when people hurt you
But what you have to do is to speak up and tel the people that they hurt You
And your feelings also

Aldo Kraas
Overloaded

I am overloade with problems
I am overloaded with worries
About paying my bills

Aldo Kraas
Own It

Do you want o own it?
So you have to buy it
Because that building is beautiful
And was built in a perfect spot

Aldo Kraas
Own My Own

Own my own I prayed to God every sunday during the sunday Service At church
Own my own I lived in a house that was full of mouse and I had to put The mouse traps down to catch them
Own my own I get dressed every morning
Own my own I cook for myself
Own my own I sleep
Own my own I write my poems
Own My own I walk the streets of Toronto during the day
Own myown I write poems on my computer
Own my own I make my Crystal light to drink

Aldo Kraas
Oxymoron Sonata

They call this poor disable boy at school in the building maintenance class oxymoron but he is not and he is a poor disable men just like me
But I get instruction from my building maintenance at school and I have To follow it if I want to learn something because I am not there just to Waste my time and the teacher tells me to take the other men with me And teach him how to clean the windows
But all the other people do is laughing about the two of us that are Trying so hard to learn how to clean the windows at the school cafeteria
And I also find it very sad because they don't have respect for anybody And they behave like animals also
But when the school principle comes into the class and evaluates how The teacher is teaching than the whole behaviour changes
And they behave like saints

Aldo Kraas
Pablo Sonata

Come
To me pablo
When I call you

Aldo Kraas
Pablo Suite

Pablo
The time flies
And every year you get old

Aldo Kraas
Padre

Padre
You are a part of me
You are the one who cares for me
Padre
I am your son
You confort me each day

Aldo Kraas
Pages Of Shame

I write
So many
Pages
Of shame
In my diary
Every single
Day

Aldo Kraas
Pain Is Not Like Love

Pain is not like love because love doesn't hurt
Like pain does
And sometimes pain is very hard to bare
Because it is hard to stop the pain
Eventhough you never know exactly were it is hurting in your body

Aldo Kraas
Pain Might Go Away Soon

Pain might go away soon
Because that is what I am hopping for
But to be honest with you I have so much back pain

Aldo Kraas
Painful Hour

Life seems to me
Like
A endless war
Tha keeps going on
And each hour that the clock changes its hands
It is a painful
Hour
Our daily duties
That we must take care each hour
Is a painful hour

Aldo Kraas
Paint My Face Song

Please paint my face now
Because I want to be
The phantom of the night

Aldo Kraas
Paint Our Soul

Paint our soul
Black and white

Aldo Kraas
Paint The Life You Want For Me

Please
Go ahead
And paint the life you want for me

Aldo Kraas
Pakistan Angel

Pakistan angel
Lives in the pakistany sky
And when I walk the streets of Pakistan at night
I stop for a minute just so that I can take a look at that Pakistany sky
To see the Pakistany angel
But the Pakistany angel looks so lovely in the sky
That makes me cry
And my tears run to the earth
And from the earth they run to the Sea of Pakistan
But the Sea Of Pakistan washes my tears away
And I know that is a sad history that I live everyday
But this pakistany world is lonely to me
And I live alone in this Pakistany world
Because I don't know anybody in Pakistan
And now I have to call Pakistan home

Aldo Kraas
Pakistany Father

Pakistany father
The slum world Is all you know
Because you live in the slum of Pakistan
And you worry everyday if you are going to have enough food for your Children
so that they don't starve
Pakistany father
You are the Garbage men of Pakistan
But even being the garbage men of Pakistan you don't earn much money To feed your children
And that alone is a disgrace
But a job is a job
And any job is better than having no job at all
Pakistany father
You dream every night about being rich
And you buy some lotery tickets everyday hopping that someday you will win the lotery and get out of the slum world that you know

Aldo Kraas
Pakistany Father Revised

Pakistany father
The slum world Is all you know
Because you live in the slum of Pakistan
And you worry everyday if you are going to have enough food for your Children
so that they don't starve
Pakistany father
You are the Garbage men of Pakistan
But even being the garbage men of Pakistan you don't earn much money to feed your children
And that alone is a disgrace
But a job is a job
And any job is better than having no job at all
Pakistany father
You dream every night about being rich
And you buy some lottery tickets everyday hopping that someday you will win the lottery and get out of the slum world that you know
And I should never forget that someday I will be reunited with my loved ones in heaven here at home

Aldo Kraas
Paky Market

The paki market here at home
Is so dirty
And it smells so bad that you die
The moment that you come inside
Sometimes you even have to hold your nose with your hand
The paki market here at home
Is very expensive
And every thing that they sell is over priced
I think they are criminals
Because if you shop anywhere else it is much cheaper

Aldo Kraas
Palm Tree

During my moments of loliness
I take a look
At the palm tree
That is fading to a charming bronze color

Aldo Kraas
Panhandler Rock

Panhandler if the weather was a little warmer
I would joining you also by panhandling because I am always broke
At the begining of the month but ODSP is not enough to live on
It is just like a little scrups that they feed us
Maybe we don't bark enought when it comes to Welfare and ODSP
But if I had the necessity of panhandling and being really desperate I would do
that and I am not joking because I am talking seriously

Aldo Kraas
Papa Will Be There

papa will be there
In your voice
Papa will be there
In you dreams
Papa will be there
Inside of your eyes
Because he will live inside of your eyes

Aldo Kraas
Pape Blues

Pape I just can sing for you
About everything that I saw on Pape Avenue
And Pape Avenue you never leave my mind

Aldo Kraas
Paper Hearts

She made lots of paper hearts
With a string for you to hang
Anywhere you want it to be hang

Aldo Kraas
Para la mala señora inculta de la tierra
That lives in Philpines thanks God
She eats dog also
Because she is so poor
And she is la mala señora inculta de la tierra
Her name is Cynthia Buhain
For desert she eats Creamy turd
That comes right from the oven
Baked with raisins
And vanilla custard
It is very yummy

Aldo Kraas
Para Los Niños

Para los niños I offer a prayer each day
Para los niños I offer some toys so they can play with each other like Niños do
Para los niños I offer clothes and shoes that they can wear it everyday to walk outside while they go to school
Para los niños I will give some food so that they won’t starve Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Para Nancy

I wrote this poem
To tell her that she is a beautiful Brazilian girl
And if she wants to go out one evening for dinner with me I will be Available any day of the week

Aldo Kraas
Para Sempre

Para sempre
I will love you each day
Because you love me also
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Para Sempre I Will Watch The Moon And The Stars

Para sempre
I will watch
The moon
And the stars
Every night
From my bedroom window
Para sempre
I will dream every night with you my love

Aldo Kraas
Para Sempre Sonata

I will be around
Para sempre
I will be your friend
Para sempre

Aldo Kraas
Para Sempre Song

Para sempre
I will be your friend
Para sempre
I will be there for you when you need me
Para sempre
I will be honest to you
Para sempre
I will show you my happy face

Aldo Kraas
Parabens

My God
To have given me the wisdom that I have
Parabens
My God
To have given me the knowledge that I have about poetry

Aldo Kraas
Paradise

It will be interesting
To see
The day
That God will take
Me to his
Paradise

Aldo Kraas
Paradiso

We
Need
To
Save
Our
Paradiso
That
We
Live
In
Time
Is
Running
Out
We
Must
Do
Something
Now
To
Save
Our
Paradiso

Aldo Kraas
Paranoid Park

Paranoid Park
Is home
To the homeless

Aldo Kraas
Pardon me
But my mind is wondering all over the place
And I don't know where I am exactly
Pardon me
I am taking a lot of time
When I am asking questions

Aldo Kraas
Paris

A wonderful city
A place for lovers
Paris
A city to dream wild
Paris
In that river the boats are moving with lovers inside
Watching that beautiful sky above the river
And the moon from that beautiful sky
Is shining in
The river
Paris
A city that never sleeps
Paris
The romance is in the air
Paris
The lovers are feeling the love that are in the air
Paris
That smell of the roses the lovers can smell
Paris
This is the sign that spring is here
Paris
Spring is the most beautiful time of the year
Now that winter has finally gone to sleep
Paris
The lovers welcome spring with open arms

Aldo Kraas
Paris so beautiful at night
And during the day is beautiful also
The Eiffel Tower is located in the center of Paris
But all the flowers in Paris are blooming in the parks
And at la seine
Yes spring is heret in Paris
And I am enjoying the spring
But the flowers in the parks here in Paris are beautiful
Because they are a show of colors

Aldo Kraas
Paris you are always in my heart
And you shine inside my heart
Just like the rainbow
Paris you are a part of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Parking Blues

It is always a nightmare when you drive your car downtown
Because you can't find a parking spot

Aldo Kraas
Passage To The Future

Lets walk the passage
To the future together
Once again
For good

Aldo Kraas
Passing Through

Falcon
Fly above the Red sea
And let Curtis see your bright colours in the sky
Because God made you to fly
And that is what you are for
But when you get tire of flying don't forget to take a break falcon
And land in Jerusalem right in the shade
Because the sun might be also hot for you because you have feathers
And Curtis doesn't have feathers because he is a human being
But he wear clothes on his body and that is the clothes that covers his Body
alcon at night Fly to the Sea of Galilee

Aldo Kraas
Passion Fruit Blues

The edible fruit of the passionflower is called Passion fruit

Aldo Kraas
Passion Has A Voice

Passion has a voice in the sky
Passion has a voice in my heart
Passion has a voice in my life

Aldo Kraas
Passionate Letters

He received by his girl friend
She expressed all her emotions in
All that passionate letters that he
Received

Aldo Kraas
Past

The past is
Gone
Gone
Forever
You can't change it
You can't bring it back
It is dead and buried where it should be
Don't even think about mentioning your past to no one

Aldo Kraas
Pastor Symphony

Today it is Sunday
And God had
Given the opportunity
For the pastor to preach
His sermon
And also to deliver
God's World

Aldo Kraas
Patrick

Patrick
Take good care of yourself
Patrick
Smile for another day
Patrick
Say a little prayer after every meal
And when you go to bed
Patrick you are going into your senior years
Patrick walk together with God
Patrick God bless you and keep you healthy
Patrick
Go out for walk just to get some fresh air into your lungs

Aldo Kraas
Paul you annoy everybody
You talk too much non-stop
Wherever you go, wherever you are
People can only take so much from you
People ask you all the time to keep quiet, especially when they are Eating
People want a little peace and quiet; they work all they and they are Tired
You don’t seem to get our point
You interrupt our conversation when we are talking with everybody else
When you are going to learn to listened and shut up
Where are you manners? Didn’t you parents ever give you some?
The truth is you have no friends
You have no respect for anybody else
If you want to have friends around, you must learn first to respect them
You better change your attitude, if not you will die alone
Wake up, and be a man
You are not a child anymore
So act your age
And behave like a human being, not like a fool
When people scream at you, you laugh at there faces
It hurts them, and annoys them
Everybody is stupid for you; you think you are the only smart around
Life is not funny, life is hard
Life is not always pinky like you see

Aldo Kraas
Peace

Peace
Is hard
To image
Because the world
Is falling down
And crashing
Like
Flies

Aldo Kraas
Peace Be With Us

Peace be with us
When we go to sleep at night
Let us have a good night sleep

Aldo Kraas
Peace In My Valley

I
Hope
To
Find
Peace
In
My
Valley
Where
I
Walk
Today

Aldo Kraas
Peace In Your Life

We hope that
You find peace in your life in heaven
My dear friend

Aldo Kraas
Peace Land

God was to win over evil
Here on peace land
Because he is fighting to end war, violence, racism and sickness
Here on peace land
But he never gives up the fight because he knows that some day he will win It
And he will say
Give me all the glory in heaven and earth

Aldo Kraas
Peace Like A River

We have peace like a river in our hearts
We got peace like a river in our hearts
But we have love like an ocean in our souls

Aldo Kraas
Peace March

That is
The peace
March for the
World

Aldo Kraas
Peace On Earth

Peace on earth
For the women, the men, and the children that lives here on the earth
And the earth is their home
So they belong here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Peace Song

I hope that you can live in peace with each other people
I hope that you can accept each other

Aldo Kraas
Peace To All Creds

God said
Peace to all creds that lives on earth
Because I created all creds
And I love them all
From the bottom of my heart
Because all the creds I created are my children
And everybody else can be mad at me that is God
But I created all creds
And they have the right to love who they want
But also they have the right to marry who they want
The earth doesn't belong to one person only but it belongs to everybody
And the earth should be treated with respect
But what about the people said God?
The same way goes for the people

Aldo Kraas
Peace To All Creeds

God said
Peace to all creeds that lives on earth
Because I created all creeds
And I love them all
From the bottom of my heart
Because all the creeds I created are my children
And everybody else can be mad at me that is God
But I created all creeds
And they have the right to love who they want
But also they have the right to marry who they want
The earth doesn't belong to one person only but it belongs to everybody
And the earth should be treated with respect
But what about the people said God?
The same way goes for the people

Aldo Kraas
Peace To All Creeds Revised

God said
Peace to all creeds that lives on earth
Because I created all creds
And I love them all
From the bottom of my heart
Because all the creds I created are my children
And everybody else can be mad at me that is God
But I created all creds
And they have the right to love who they want
But also they have the right to marry who they want
The earth doesn't belong to one person only but it belongs to everybody
And the earth should be treated with respect
But what about the people said God?
The same way goes for the people

Aldo Kraas
Peace To You Mate

It is great
That you got a
New job
In Nova Scocia
And you are now a
Fisherman
So I want to say
Peace to you mate

Aldo Kraas
Peace, Love, And Happiness You Can Give To A Child

Peace, love, and happiness
You can give to a child
That is suffering in the world
It will change her world forever
And it doesn't cost much

Aldo Kraas
Peaceful

Can they sing the song of love
For the whole world to her
Because what the whole world needs now is love
And it is love that they don't have

Aldo Kraas
Pearl Of The Ocean

The
Pearl of the ocean
That
Lives deep in the
Portuguese
Ocean

Aldo Kraas
Peça

Peça
For Gpd to help you
In your daily life

Aldo Kraas
Pedro
I hope you will take care of me when I am old
I live far
I don’t see much of you
If I live to see you grow
There is so much I want to tell you
My love
Let it enter your heart
Let the peace of the Lord enter in your heart
Pedro
I love you forever more
The night is bright
The sun will shine each morning early in your window
Play all you can
Because it is ok to be a kid
Because when you are older you won’t have much time for it anymore
So enjoy it while you can

Aldo Kraas
Pegasus

Pegasus
Is a beautiful horse
That belongs to a
Rock singer
And that rock singer
Rides it everyday after work

Aldo Kraas
Pelo Amor De Deus

Pelo amor de Deus
I am always having a hard time
In my life
Is that normal?
Can somebody answer me that or God please?
I am always feeling that I am being punished by people
That hate me so much
Please tell me what do they have against me?
Pelo amor de Deus
I would love to have peace for once
Can somebody or God give it to me?
I don't think I am being selfish by asking for peace
What do you think people and God?

Aldo Kraas
Pensando Em Você

Pensando em Você
Everyday in my life

Aldo Kraas
Pense bem
About your life
Pense bem
About what you are going to do today
Pense bem
About the person that you are looking after today

Aldo Kraas
People Enter Your Life

People enter your life
And encourages you
To live your life

Aldo Kraas
People Have Their Ways

People have a way to decide who are their friends and enemies
People have some dissapointments in life
But do they recognize their dissapointments in life?
Can people go through moments of despair alone?
Or do they need God?
Do the people live making promises but they are neve able to keep it or Deliver it
Do people fear people?
Yes they fear people because they think that they might be mistreated or Robed by new people
Their souls, their feeling, and their love
Do people make us welcome in their lives?
Not all the time because we are different
But unique in different ways

Aldo Kraas
People In Trance

Are people in trance with God?
Are people in trance with the devil?
Are people in trance with their friends

Aldo Kraas
People Leave The Poet Alone

Hello people
Can you please leave the poet alone?
Can you treat the poet with respect?
Because the poet will treat you with respect also
And that is not a joke

Aldo Kraas
People mature and memories
Fade away
Forever

Aldo Kraas
People Need To

People need to grow up
People need to start living
People need to learn not to be so negative
People need to learn to smile

Aldo Kraas
People Say A Prayer

People say a prayer to the veterans
That gave our freedom
On remembrance day

Aldo Kraas
People Tell Me Song

People tell me that I am good in what I do
People tell me that I am kind
People tell me that I have a big heart

Aldo Kraas
People Understand Me Song

People understand me sometimes
That is true
Because I talk fast
And they can't make out what I am saying

Aldo Kraas
People's Lives Are Like Rain Drops Song

People's lives are like raindrops
They just don't fall in one place
They fall all over the place

Aldo Kraas
Perdido

Estou perdido
In God's world
Why?
Is that because God doesn't love me anymore?
Is that because God is feeling that I don't love him anymore?
That is a crazy thing for God to be thinking right now?

Aldo Kraas
Perfect Day

In the summer of 2009
We had a perfect day
That wasn't either hot or cold
So it was wonderful to be outside when the weather is not too hot or too cold
But when it is too hot outside it gets unbearable
And nobody can stand the heat

Aldo Kraas
Perfect Love

We have for each other
We give to each other
And we tell each other
How much we love

Aldo Kraas
Perfect World

The perfect world
Is only perfect in my dream but in real life it is full of violence and poverty

Aldo Kraas
Perfection In My Eyes

You saw perfection in my eyes
That I can't see
Maybe that is plain ignorance of me
Or I never took the time to take a closer look
Into my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Perhaps

Perhaps I will sing together with a diva
Perhaps I will have my lunch soon
Perhaps the sun will be out
Perhaps the Summer is here already
Perhaps is better for me to eat healthier

Aldo Kraas
Perhaps A Prayer

Perhaps a prayer
Will eliminate the anger
That you fill towards others

Aldo Kraas
Perhaps Love

I can't forget about you anymore
Because when I live alone it is not fun
And why should I live life alone?
Life wasn't meant to be lived alone
I can't forget about you anymore
Because you made my world
A better place to live
And my world wasn't that good before
I can't forget about you anymore
Because you gave me so many beautiful smiles

Aldo Kraas
Perhaps Of Love

Perhaps of love
I will think about today
I don't want to think about death anymore
Because death is so sad
And death makes me cry a lot
Perhaps of love
I will dream tonight

Aldo Kraas
Perhaps Someday We Will Be Appreciated

Perhaps someday we will
Be appreciated for the things we do

Aldo Kraas
Perhaps Song

Perhaps I said too mush already
Perhaps it is time for me to mind my own business
Perhaps it is time for me to go for walk
And enjoy nature
Perhaps it is time for me to open my heart to God
So he can come in

Aldo Kraas
Pet Cemetery

Can I be happy that pets are buried in the pet cemetery?
I believe that I can
What happens when a pet comes to the end of life?
They get old and maybe sick
And eventually they die
Is that something that we want for a pet?

Aldo Kraas
Peut-Être Amour

Peut-être amour
Is all we need in our lives

Aldo Kraas
Phantom Of The Morning

Phantom of the morning
Gets up everyday at 5:00 am in the morning
Feeling refreshed again everyday

Aldo Kraas
Phantom Of The Morning

Phantom of the morning
Gets up everyday at 5:00 am in the morning
Feeling refreshed again everyday

Aldo Kraas
Phantom Of Cape Horn

I am the phantom of
Cape Horn

Aldo Kraas
Phenomenal Man

Phenomenal man
Is a man of high standards
It was taught to him by his parents
He comes from a good family
He has good morals

Aldo Kraas
The sad images of Philadelphia popped out of my eyes today
And I could see the streets of Philadelphia where the homeless sleeps
And freeze to death
While Politicians, doctors, Dentists, lawyers, teachers, and nurses get rich
Day by day
But the homeless freeze to death in the streets of Philadelphia and even die
But I have to ask all of you fellow americans where is your heart?
And doesn't charity starts at home first?
Don't you have anything at home that you could give away to the Homeless so
they could have something either to wear or to eat?
Why can't we feed the homeless?
I can't understand you fellow Americans?
Please put yourself in their shoes for a day and try to picture what do they Have
to go throw everyday
Is it right for the homeless to sleep in the streets and freeze and eventuaily Die in
the streets of Philadelphia?
Would you fellow Americans go few days without eating?
I don't think so
Why should the homeless that lives in the streets of Philadelphia starve?
Fellow Americans it is time to think about others and not just yourself Because
others live In America just like you
Fellow Americans do you have a heart?
Fellow Americans did you ever learned to share what you have with Others?
Fellow Americans America is a sad world because we waste 98% of Our food at
home, restaurants, and supermarkets
And all that wasted food ends up in the dump
It is so ashame and so sad at the same time
But the truth is that we are running out of food
And there is not enough food to feed anyone in America
But the cost of food keeps going up
Because we have to pay the American farmers who plants the food and transport
the food to the supermarkets

Aldo Kraas
The sad images of Philadelphia popped out of my eyes today
And I could see the streets of Philadelphia where the homeless sleeps
And freeze to death
While Politicians, doctors, Dentists, lawyers, teachers, and nurses get rich
Day by day
But the homeless freeze to death in the streets of Philadelphia and even die
But I have to ask all of you fellow americans where is your heart?
And doesn't charity starts at home first?
Don't you have anything at home that you could give away to the Homeless so
they could have something either to wear or to eat?
Why can't we feed the homeless?
I can't understand you fellow Americans?
Please put yourself in their shoes for a day and try to picture what do they Have
to go throw everyday
Is it right for the homeless to sleep in the streets and freeze and eventualy Die in
the streets of Philadelphia?
Would you fellow Americans go few days without eating?
I don't think so
Why should the homeless that lives in the streets of Philadelphia starve?
Fellow Americans it is time to think about others and not just yourself Because
others live In America just like you
Fellow Americans do you have a heart?
Fellow Americans did you ever learned to share what you have with Others?
Fellow Americans America is a sad world because we waste 98% of our Food at
home, restaurants, and supermarkets
And all that wasted food ends up in the dump
It is so ashamed and so sad at the same time
But the truth is that we are running out of food
And there is not enough food to feed anyone in America
But the cost of food keeps going up
Because we have to pay the American farmers who plants the food and Transport
the food to the supermarkets

Aldo Kraas
Philosophy Of The Time

Lived in the past
Returned to the future
Empty space
Anxiety
Disillusion
It does not have temperament
Nor the soft one to hear of the song
Love must be accepted
Like a form of solution

Aldo Kraas
Phoenix Rock

Phoenix
Rock
At night
I will sing the
Phoenix
Rock
When the
Day is over
And the night
Will arrive

Aldo Kraas
Piccolo

My
Piccolo
Rest now
In heaven
My piccolo
Don't worry about us
Anymore
Because we can take care of ourselves

Aldo Kraas
Pick Me Up

Pick me up at my house
And don’t forget it

Aldo Kraas
Pido Solamente A Dios

Pido solamente de dios
Para darme una cierta salud
Pido solamente de dios
Para darme un cierto amor
Pido solamente de dios
Para darme un poco de sol
Pido solamente de dios
Para darme la luna en la noche

Aldo Kraas
Piece By Piece

It is hard to put
Things together
Piece by piece

Aldo Kraas
Pieces Of Me

When you died
You took some
Pieces of me
With you
To your grave

Aldo Kraas
Pine Crest Lake

Started on a hike
Around Pinecrest lake
Saturday in bright sunshine
The clouds moved in and just
Formed God's eyes in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Pink Panther

Pink panther
Do love being a famous movie star?
Is your life a paradise?
Or your life is a tough life?

Aldo Kraas
Pinky Sonata

In the day we sweat it out in the streets of a runaway Jewish dream
At night we ride through mansions of glory in suicide machines
Sprung from cages out on highway 9,
Chrome wheeled, fuel injected and steppin out over the line
Baby this town rips the bones from your back
Its a death trap, it's a suicide rap
We gotta get out while were young
`cause tramps like us, baby we were born to run
And not to sit around
Because when we run we born fat

Aldo Kraas
Pittencrief Park

Take me to
Pittencrief Park
Where I would love
To go for walk today with you
Because there at pittencrief park
We will see all the different birds
That share the earth with us
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Piut On Your Shoes

Put on your shoes
And go for a walk outside
When the weather is nice

Aldo Kraas
Places I Have Lived In My Life:

My home in Brazil had two balconies:
A little balcony in my mother's bedroom
And big balcony in the living room
My bedroom was small
With green walls.
My brother's bedroom was bigger than mine
With brown walls and a beige ceiling
We had maids that looked after the house
One prepared our food while the other cleaned the house and did laundry
At that time I lived with my brother, sister, father and mother
We were a busy household.
After that I lived in Boston with just my mother
And no maids.
I had to do everything with my mother
We lived across from the Charles river
In a 2 bedroom apartment
The kitchen was small
And my Mother prepared the meals
We were busy staying busy there.
After that I lived in Montreal with my mother
In a one bedroom apartment
I slept in the living room
My mother took the bedroom
And I had no privacy
There was little for me to do in Montreal except shop
Or eat in restaurants
I kept busy trying to fall asleep at night to the glow of the TV.
In Toronto I initially lived across from High park
I had my own bedroom
And my mother had hers
It was very nice to live across from the park because any time I wanted to go to the park
I simply crossed the street.
The trees had all their leaves on
And the flowers were out in full bloom
Beauty kept us busy.
In North York I lived in a condo
The condo had 2 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms
The kitchen was small
But the living room was big with 350 plants that mother looked after
Also we had a dog called Lilly
Who was always busy barking.
When we moved to Pickering, we had a big house
With a living room and a family room
The large staircase was located in the middle of the house
And to get to the bedrooms all you had to do was walk up the stairs
The master bedroom was my mother's
Mine was smaller and faced the street
With a view of a pond
Where turtles and gold fish swam.
There was tile on the kitchen floor and into the hall
There was carpet in the family room
And all 4 bedrooms.
There was a guest bathroom downstairs
And the basement was unfinished
Somedays I kept myself busy vacuuming all those rooms!
Later on we moved to a condo in Pickering
Called Discovery Place.
The condo had all the facilities:
2 swimming pools, 1 party room, and 2 tennis courts
24 hours security + laundry in our unit
We had a hallway with marble floors
But the rest was carpeted
The kitchen was small but the floor tiles were bright
We also had a den with a TV
And two bedrooms.
I was busy there, saying goodbye to my mother.
Later it was back to Toronto
A semi-detached bungalow
Upstairs was mine: 3 small bedrooms, 1 kitchen, a living room and dining room
The basement was finished and belonged to Margaret.
It had one small kitchen, 1 bathroom and a large bright living room
We had a front garden and a back garden
In the back garden there was a rock garden
At first poetry kept me busy
Because I missed my mother.
Later on I moved to where I live now
 Alone
The suite has 1 bedroom with 1 bathroom.
The living and dining rooms are small
And there is no carpet.
All tiled wood.
The kitchen is very small. The condo has a balcony that looks out to the ravine
And from the window of my condo I can see the trees
And here I keep busy
Writing poetry about life.

Aldo Kraas
Plain Sunset

That plain sunset
Is inside of my heart
Shining away

Aldo Kraas
Planting The Seed

We are planting the seed
That will grow into a flower
Here on earth
And we will be able to see that flower soon
Growing here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Play The Nurse

Now you just got home from work
And it is time for you to make dinner
And after dinner
It will be time for you
To
Play the nurse
Today at home
Because
Your husband is
Sick with a flu

Aldo Kraas
Playing Hide And Seek

There are kids
Walking inside of my heart
Because inside of my heart there is a park
And in that park are kids playing hide and seek
Even though we know that hide and seek are kids favourite game

Aldo Kraas
Please

Please understand
That some of us can't
Swimm at all
So please
Take us with you
When you leave
In order
To avoid drowning
Because we don't want to
Have an accident like that
Where lives are involved

Aldo Kraas
Please Accept Me

Please accept me
Because I am
Trustworthy

Aldo Kraas
Please Be Good To God People

Please be good to God People
By worshiping him each day

Aldo Kraas
Please Be Honest

Please be honest
To yourself
And listen
To what your body is telling you

Aldo Kraas
Please Be Patient With Me

Please be patient with me
Because I am still sleeping
And it is only 6:50 am

Aldo Kraas
Please Break Her Heart

People
Please break her heart
Into pieces
Because she is so mean to everyone
That comes to greet her

Aldo Kraas
Please Bury Me Under That Old Oak Tree

Please
Bury me
Under
That
Old
Oak Tree

Aldo Kraas
Please Come And Do It Fo Me

Please come and
Do it for me
I hate to clean my house
And I don't get any enjoyment
Out of it
Go ahead and tell me that I am lazy
Because I need to hear it
More often
From you

Aldo Kraas
Please Come Back God

Please come back God
Because I am feeling so lonely
And I need your help

Aldo Kraas
Please Come Back To Me

I learn that short time is a long time
Please come back to me
I have things in life that has to be thought and sort out
Please come back to me
We can’t live separate lives
I have scars in me that life has made
I don’t want for me
Any new plans if you
Don’t want to be around any more
Because life was meant to be spend
With someone that we love
I don’t want to make any other plans now
And latter I will regret
You were my wishes
You were the honest lies that you said
You were the best person I had
I forget to forget you
Please come back to me
I miss you and I still love you
The nights are too long and sad
Please tell me so if you
Don’t want me any more
Don’t keep hurting me any more
Or don’t keep saying things
Just for the hell of it
My big love you were once
Those pretty flowers you wore
In your hair when you had done French braids
To make you look younger
And to give you a lift

Aldo Kraas
Please Don't Believe In Him

He tells everyone that I am a liar
Including you
Please don't believe in him
I want to clarify something to you
And I hope that you can understand that
I am telling you that I am not a liar

Aldo Kraas
Please Don't Feel Sorry For Me

Please
Don't feel sorry for me.
Because I am human just like you
And I make mistakes
Just like you

Aldo Kraas
Please Don't Go Tonight

Please don't go tonight
Because I want you by my side
Tonight
And the night is not over yet
Even though we still have
A long time to go
Before the day comes

Aldo Kraas
Please Don't Say That You Hate Me

Please
Don't say that you hate me

Aldo Kraas
Please Don'T Wake Me Up

Please don't wake me up
Today because I set my alarm clock
To wake me up
At 10: 00 am

Aldo Kraas
Please Follow Her

Please follow her
Now
Because she wants to take you
To that special place

Aldo Kraas
Please give me real
Love
Not a fake one
Because fake love I don't want it
And I don't need it
The reason for this is
That it will only bring pain to my life

Aldo Kraas
Please Give Me Song

Please give me a beautiful smile
Please sing me a song

Aldo Kraas
Please Give Us Just One More Day Lord

Please give us just
One more day
Lord
So we can decide
What is better for us
But on the other hand
We are afraid that we might
Disappoint you

Aldo Kraas
Please God Bless Me For The Things I Do

Please God
Bless me for the things I do

Aldo Kraas
Please Help

Please help us
To bring the world together
Please help us
To bring the people together
Please help us to bring people
Into the church

Aldo Kraas
Please Help Us

Please
God
Help
Us
To
Understand
That
We
Are
Killing
Our
Planet

Aldo Kraas
Please Kiss Me Good Bye My Love

Please kiss me good bye my love
Every time you go to work
Because I hardly see you at all

Aldo Kraas
Please Leave Me Alone

She won’t listened to me
She bugs me all the time
I tell her, it is over between us
I tell her, please leave me alone
I tell her, please respect my wishes
She still keeps phoning me
I know that she never loved me
She told me she doesn’t love anybody else but me
It is all a lie
She can’t make up her mind
Whom she loves, and whom she wants
She uses everyone like a foot mat
She is confused and lost, in her own world
She is nothing but a lier, and I know that I can’t trust her
I can read her mind like a book
And I know what she is thinking about
She was once my girl friend, it was a long time ago

Aldo Kraas
Please Listen To God

Please
Listen to God
Everybody
Right now
Because he is
Talking to you
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Please Live Your Life

Please
Live Your Life
Also
Because I feek that
You deserve to live your life
Now

Aldo Kraas
Please Look After Yourself

Please look after yourself
And take good care of yourself

Aldo Kraas
Please Quit Smoke Now

Please Quit smoke now
And don’t give up now
Because I know that you can do it
And once you done that
You will feel much better
Because your health will improve

Aldo Kraas
Please Release Me And Let Me Go

Please release me and let me go
Because
You make me feel like a prisoner
We don't have anything nice to say to each other
Only bitter words
That comes out of our minds
Please release me and let me go
Because I want to be free
And
I hate being a prisoner
Also
You treat me like one

Aldo Kraas
Please Return

Please return
Your love to me
In exchange
For what I do for you

Aldo Kraas
Please Say Hymn

Please say that you will love me
Please say that you need me
Because I need you

Aldo Kraas
Please Say Please

Please say please
Before you ask somebody for anything
Because that should be a part of your manners
That your parents thought you

Aldo Kraas
Please Sing Your Song

Please sing your song
Because everybody is
Coming in from the rain
To hear your sing
The worlds of the song
Goes like these
My father bless me
This world is spinning
Out of control
And it leaves me
Sad to know
That this is going on

Aldo Kraas
Please Snow Only In My Dreams

Please
Snow only in my dreams
Because in real life
I am tired of the snow

Aldo Kraas
Please Song

Please
Bring me
Some warm weather
Please
Warm my body
With the sun
Because I can't stand the cold weather
Anymore
And
The cold weather makes me shiver

Aldo Kraas
Please Stay With God

Please stay with God
Because I can't take you back
Anymore
But remember that you died a long time ago
And you can't be resuscitated anymore either
By me or anyone here on earth
That is life my friend

Aldo Kraas
Please Stop

Please stop blaming me
Please stop blaming others
And take the blame

Aldo Kraas
Please Take Care Of Him

Please take care of him
Because he is your brother

Aldo Kraas
Please Take Courage And Never Give Up

Please take courage and never give up
When you do the things that you love to do

Aldo Kraas
Please Tell Me

Please tell me
That I can put my trust in your love
God
Because
I know that your love exist
But
I just don't know if I can put my trust in your love
Please tell me
That I can built my trust in you
I want to do that
Because I feel that I need

Aldo Kraas
Please Tell Me If I Am Beeing Realistic

Please tell me
If I am beeing realistic
Please tell me
If You think I am beeing rude
To you
Please tell me that I am beeing rude
To other people
Because I am not acknowledging them

Aldo Kraas
Please Tell Me What's Left Of Me?

Please
Tell
Me
What's
Left
OF
Me

Aldo Kraas
Please Tell Me You'll Stay

Please tell me you'll stay tonight
Because that would make me so happy
Please tell me you'll stay here for the weekends
Because that would be nice for us

Aldo Kraas
Please Watch Me Fly

Please watch me fly
Above the sky

Aldo Kraas
Plenty Of Anger

There is plenty of anger inside of me
It has to stop
Why is there so much anger inside of me?
My anger is part of my frustration
I have to control it now
My anger causes me plenty of trouble
There is plenty of anger inside of me
And what is anger do I know?
Anger is a strong feeling of displeasure
It is a grief that I have inside of me
How can I control it?
What triggers my anger?
Can I recognize it?

Aldo Kraas
Pleure J'Um Fleuve

Pleure j' um fleuve
Full of your tears
And your tears will be washed away
In the fleuve
And the fleuve is very big
But in the fleuve you can travel for many hours
And reach so many beautiful destinations during July
Pleure J' um fleuve
Now again that is winter
And your tears will fall down from your eyes
Into the fleuve
But the water in the fleuve is frozen now until the spring
My love
But I still can do ice fishing in that fleuve
And that Fleuve was made by God for you and me

Aldo Kraas
Please Tell Me

Please tell me
Do you care about me?
Do you care about us?
What do you have to offer me?

Aldo Kraas
Pockets

Pockets full of wallets
Pockets full of loose change
Pockets full of candies
Pockets full of keys
Pockets full of gum
Pockets full of rum
Pockets full of handkerchieves
Pockets full of a pack of cigarettes
Pockets full of lipstick

Aldo Kraas
Poco A Poco

Poco a poco
We will contribute
To the world that we live in

Aldo Kraas
Poemhunter

I am the poemhunter
And I hunt for poems
By using the search engine
When I am using the internet

Aldo Kraas
Poems And Candlelight

She is incredible
Because she is reading her poems
With candlelight
And that makes more romantic
For everybody else
And even her

Aldo Kraas
Poetfreak Man

I am a poetfreak man
And I must say that this site
Is one of the best poet sites that I've seem
In a long time
Here at poetfreak I get good comments about my poem
Also that is the thing that helps to put my hopes higher
Than anything else
No I am not sitting on a high horse
And I am not saying it just for the hell of it
Or to make me look pretty
That is true
Because that is how I feel about poetfreak
Even though I will never stop to be a poetfreak man
That has a warm heart full of good feelings for me and everybody else

Aldo Kraas
Spring is here
And I think spring is here to stay
The cold days of winter God took away
And winter is resting away for the summe
But now spring is working hard
Than when summer arrive spring will be able to rest all through the Summer
The nights are beautiful during the spring because they are mild

Aldo Kraas
Poetry And Me

Poetry and me
It is the most important thing in my life

Aldo Kraas
Poetry Helps Me To Forget

Poetry helps me to forget
When I am feeling the blues
Poetry helps me to get rid of my sadness

Aldo Kraas
Poetry Is The Human Voice Of The Poet

Poetry is the human voice
Of the poet

Aldo Kraas
Poet's

Poet's
Should focus more on their work
Poet's
Should not concentrate so much on their appearance
Poet's
Work should be original and not a copy
Poet's
Should use their imagination to make poems more interesting

Aldo Kraas
Poets And Demons

The poets
never invited the demons
Into their homes

Aldo Kraas
Poet's Dialog

Poet's dialog
Is taking
Place
In
A
Book reading
At the Library

Aldo Kraas
Poisoned Apples

I will not dare
To eatr all
The poisoned apples in the tree
Because if I do I will be ill
All day

Aldo Kraas
Pondering Song

Wishing like a mountain and thinking like a men
But how I wished that I was clinbing the mountain again
And next spring I will go to the beach
But not now because it is winter and the beach is not open for swimming

Aldo Kraas
Poria

The people of
Poria will travel with
Me on the airplane
To where I live

Aldo Kraas
Porque Dios Vive En La Tierra Santa

Porque dios vive en la tierra santa
And you all will go with him
To the shores
To be baptized
So that you can belong to his family

Aldo Kraas
Porque Você Me Amou

Porque você me amou
Once that I was crazy about you
And I felt that that you were crazy about me
But that was just for a while

Aldo Kraas
Porquoi Je Ris

Porquoi je ris
Because I am happy that the sun is out
Porquoi je ris
Because the weather man said on the radio that we would have rain
Porquo je ris
Because it is better to laugh than to be sad
Porque je ris
Because God is laughing hystericaly

Aldo Kraas
Pour Aujourd'Hui Song

Pour aujourd'hui
I want to sleep
And forget about the world
Pour aujourd'hui
I want to give you a red rose
So that you can remember me
Each day
Pour aujourd'hui
Lets cry on each others shoulders
Because we are on the same boat

Aldo Kraas
Pour Moi

Pour moi
I give a good night rest
Pour moi
I give a good shower to me

Aldo Kraas
Pour Que Tu M'Aimes Encore

Pour que tu m'aimes encore
And I know that I will be every day
In your life
Knowing that you will never let
Me down
Because
I am your friend

Aldo Kraas
Pour Toujours Jeunes

Pour toujours jeunes
Will be only my spirit
Pour toujours jeunes
Will be only my heart
Pour toujours jeunes
Will not be me
Because I age gracefully every year
And I can’t stop that
Because that is part of life
When I come to think about it
It makes me feel a little sad
Because I wished that I could go back to my youth years
and some of my adult life had been stolen from me
Because I spent my whole life looking after my mother
And when she was alive I could never live my life
Because she depended on me
Pour toujours jeunes
It is not a happy tune for me
But rather a sad and depressing one
Because I start to get white hair

Aldo Kraas
Poverty Shouldn'T Be A Life Sentence

Poverty shouldn't be a life sentence
To the poor
So why do we want to punish them?

Aldo Kraas
Powell Symphony

September 17
For a boy I know, it is mother's day
And he say I love you to his mon
By giving her 12 red roses
When he comes home
But his mon gets very happy to receive flowers from his boy
That works very hard for his money in the night at a restaurant
But during the day he goes to school
And he is a good student
Because he gets good marks in school for his assignments
And he is powell boy

Aldo Kraas
Power In My Blood

There is
Power in my blood

Aldo Kraas
Prairie Dogs

Prairie dogs
Have a high
Pitched bark
Like call

Aldo Kraas
Praise The Lord

Praise the Lord
Because he gave us the food that we eat every single day
Praise the Lord
Because he create the lanet earth where we live everyday
Praise the Lord
Because he gave us our health
Praise the Lord
Because he gave us the body and the spirit

Aldo Kraas
Praises Song

You gave so many
Praises to the child
Because she behaved very well today

Aldo Kraas
Pray

Pray
For the sick
Pray
For the lonely
Pray
For the homeless
Pray
For the
Ones that are in jail
Pray
For the Queen Mother
Pray
For the ones that are fighting in the war
Pray
For the ones that lost their lives in the war

Aldo Kraas
Pray For Me

Pray for me that I get my health back
Pray for me that I make new friends
Pray for me that I have a good year with my poetry
Pray for me that I get through three days of the week

Aldo Kraas
Pray For Me Brother

Pray for me brother
And ask God to save me
And to give me a lift
Because I am seeing the dark
And the dark lives with me 24 hours

Aldo Kraas
Pray For Me II

Pray for me that I get my health back
Pray for me that I make new friends
Pray for me that I have a good year with my poetry
Pray for me that I get through three days of the week

Aldo Kraas
Pray For The World

Pray for the world
Pray for the children of the world

Aldo Kraas
Pray In Any Language

Please
Pray in any language
That you like
Because God can understand any language
And it doesn't have
To be in
English because language is universal

Aldo Kraas
Prayer Ii

My beloved God
You are so beloved by me
First I want to ask you to work with me on my anxiety
Because I feel anxious lots of times
My beloved God
I feel lonely
So please be there for me
Amen

Aldo Kraas
Prayer Request For The Humans

Humans please stop fighting with each other
Humans learn to love each other instead of fighting

Aldo Kraas
Prayers At The End Of The World

We wont hear any more prayers
At the end of the world
Because all the changes
That are happening now in the world we are seeing now
Right infront of our eyes

Aldo Kraas
Pre Paid Credit Card

It is very expensive to use a pre paid Credit card
Because of the interest they charge you
Every time you use the card
And they charge you 2.50% for interest
So it is not a card that you can use everyday
And throw the money down the toillet like it was water

Aldo Kraas
Preachers Song

All the preachers came from all over the world
T preach to us
In God's house

Aldo Kraas
Precious Lover

Precious lover
Don't give up on me
Because I never gave up on you
Precious lover
Be honest with me
Because I am being honest with you

Aldo Kraas
Precious Poet

God created the precious poet in his image
And the poet is a lucky men to be able to live here on earth
And write his poetry to his readers and fans that are crazy about his poems

Aldo Kraas
Precious Stones

The precious stones that I have in my collection at home
Are different diamonds that I had bought all over the world when I went On my
holidays when I was a younge lad
But today I am not yonge anymore and I am not able to travel anymore Because
of my heart problems and I also was forced to retired early From work

Aldo Kraas
Prescription For The Planet

The good
Prescription for the planet would be
If everybody left their car at home
And rode their bikes to work
That would be good because
It would clean up the air
And reduce pollution

Aldo Kraas
Preserve The Tree

Preserve the tree
Because it give us fresh air
For us to breathe

Aldo Kraas
Preserved Song

That old photograph that I had of me
Had been preserved
By being framed
And it is sitting on my desk at home

Aldo Kraas
Press Rewind

Press rewind
On the
Video cassette recorder
Where all
The bad events in my life
Had been recorded on the video tape
Because I don't want anybody else to see it
It is bad enough that every when
I see it
It turns my stomach
And makes me sad
And I feel that nobody else
Should watch it

Aldo Kraas
Pretender

I pretend to be mr. right
Not judgemental and prejudice
And I am not a vicious man anymore
In 206 I broke the law and I payed the price back them
By stayng in jail 48 hours
Hell it was because it was cold like an igloo
And the light stayed on all night
But I never slept the whole night
Also in jail you better follow their rules or you will get beaten up by the Jail guards
But When I got out of jail I got out on bail
And my nerves were shoot
Also I remember that I was screaming like a maniac
But today I want to pretend that I am your friend
Also I wan to pretend that I am your lover
Would you like me to be your lover?

Aldo Kraas
Pretty Song

The sky is pretty today

Aldo Kraas
Pride And Solidarity

I have pride and solidarity in my life
Also you won't believe how it feels to me
Because to me it feels great
And I have every reason to feel that way

Aldo Kraas
Pride In Woman

I have pride in women

Aldo Kraas
Priest you shouldn't come over
To this area at all
Because this area is very bad
And so many people had been
Killed here
Also you can't imagine what goes on in this area
I am telling you
Because I have seem it all

Aldo Kraas
Primavera

Primavera
You are beautiful also
And
This is the time
Of the year
That all
The trees turn green
And the flowers are out
Giving that beautiful smell

Aldo Kraas
Prince Edward Island

In Prince Edward Island
I am in a fishing boat
Working
With the rest of the
Other fisherman
On board

Aldo Kraas
Prince Of The Night

Prince of the night
I wonder if you need me tonight
Because I need a break from you
Just for tonight

Aldo Kraas
Princess Ashleigh

Princess
Ashley
Is a beautiful
Woman
She takes good care of herself

Aldo Kraas
Princess Wonderful

Princess
Wonderful
Please be my princess
Tonight
And
I will be your king
It will
Be my honor
To dance with you
Before
The party ends

Aldo Kraas
Prisoner Of Her Love

She made me prisoner
Of her love
And I hate her for that
But there is a question that is coming straight out of my head
What gives her the right to make me a prisoner of her love?

Aldo Kraas
Prisoners Of Conscience

We are all
Prisoners of conscience

Aldo Kraas
Projector

My eyes are like a projector  
They project images out of my head to my eyes  
Like sea escape

Aldo Kraas
Prolific Pen

My prolific pen
Was a birthday gift that I received from a friend
Because she wanted to congratulate me on my second book launch so she gave it to me as a gift
And that prolific pen I take with me everywhere I go because I can't live without it

Aldo Kraas
Promise Land

We live
In this promise land
And we must share
This promise land with everybody
Because God gave it to us
And if we don't like this promise land
We are saying out loud
That what God had made was no God
And we should be ashamed of ourselves
For offending God
How low can we fall by offending God?

Aldo Kraas
Promise Land Sonata

You are very ill
But you tried all medications and nothing worked for you at home
And here is your last call
To come to the promise land to be cure by God
Because only God can cure you now if you believe in him
But don't waste your time and procrastinate
Because if you don't come and procrastinate you will die
So come now to the promise land to be cure
Because only God will be able to cure you with his holy hands

Aldo Kraas
Promises During The Night

I made so many
Promises during the night
To myself
While I slept last night

Aldo Kraas
Proposal

I am ready to spend the rest of my life
I am ready to count the days we were together
I am ready to remember all the smiles you gave me
Also the hugs
I am ready to tell you how many love letters I wrote to you
I am ready to have you in here
I am ready to be with you
I am ready to tell you how much I need you
I am ready to let you know that I care for you
Because I showed it to you too many times
Here is my proposal I wrote to you
Please be a part of me
I want your friendship to continue
That’s all I need

Aldo Kraas
Protector Song

God is my protector
He protects me when I am sleeping
The night away

Aldo Kraas
Psychopath

Psychopath dressed as a clown
And walking on the streets where I live
But I get the message that he is not welcome in my street
Because the people know that he is disguised as a clown
And I know that he is a psychopath walking free in the streets of Toronto
But I saw this men in the newspaper
Eventhough the journalists wrote about him on the newspaper
And they said in the paper that this men was a psychopath dressed as a Clown and to be very dangerous
So we shouldn't aproach him
But report him to the police
So he can get help

Aldo Kraas
You will never feel
Alone
When you are
In Pueblo
Because
Everybody
Will make
You feel
Welcome
Be strong
While you are getting used to
Pueblo
It will be hard
To be in a
New country
After you retired
And got
The opportunity
Of a life time
To start a new life
In Pueblo
Living in a house
That over looks
The beach

Aldo Kraas
Puerto Vallarta

Puerto Vallarta
To get
To you
I have
To
Take
My
Boat
Across
The
Shores
So
I can
Get
To
You
Puerto
Vallarta
The beautiful
Memories
Of you
I have
Puerto
Vallarta

Aldo Kraas
Pure Silk

I am wearing that pure silk tie
With my dress shirt

Aldo Kraas
Pure Thoughts

When it is hot you lose your appetite
Go where it is air condition on a hot day

Aldo Kraas
Purple Cloud Song

Inside of my heart
There is a big sky
And the clouds in that sky is purple
And that is amazing because the people
that is walking inside of my Heart can see it

Aldo Kraas
Purple Clouds Song

Inside of my heart
There is a big sky
And the clouds in that sky is purple
And that is amazing because the people that is walking inside of my Heart can see it

Aldo Kraas
Purple Mist

The purple mist is inside my nose now
And for once my nose is not dry
And I can breathe normal again
Eventhough it feels great again
The nose is running a little because it is expose in the cold

Aldo Kraas
Purple Violet

Purple violet
You live in my garden
Druring the summer months
And that girl
That lives next door
Is wearing a purple violet dress today
so that she can go to school in style
Like the rest of the other kids
But one thing that I have noticed
Is that she is not as rich like the other kids
In her school

Aldo Kraas
Put A Little Life In You

Put a little life in you
Because you need a life
And you are not a prisoner in your home
That is kept in custody

Aldo Kraas
Put A Smile On Your Face

Put
A
Smile
On
Your
Face
Every
Day
And
Be
Grateful
For
The
Food
That
You
Are
About
To
Eat
In
The
Morning
For
Breakfast
Because
We
Take
Our
Food
For
Granted

Aldo Kraas
Put On A Happy Face

Put on a happy face
And let all your loved ones see it
Put on a happy face
And show it to the world
Because the world wants to see your happy face

Aldo Kraas
Put On Your Shoes

Put on your shoes
And go for a walk outside
When the weather is nice

Aldo Kraas
Put Some Life Into My Heart

Put some life into my heart
God
Because my hear is dead
And I need you to revive my heart again
God
I hope that you can do me that favor
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Put To The Test

Put to the test
Your writing skills
Your skills in making friends
Your kissing skills

Aldo Kraas
Put Your Love Back On The Line

Put your love back on the line
And I will take it back
You and your love

Aldo Kraas
Put Your Troubles Behind

Put your troubles behind
And live your life
To the fullest

Aldo Kraas
Qu' Appelle

Qu'appelle
To my dreams
To my life
To my believes
That I know
And trust
Qu'appelle
To God's Calling
To the message
That he is
Giving me

Aldo Kraas
Quality Loses In Quantity

Quality loses itself in quantity

Aldo Kraas
Quando

Quando I tell you
About my heart
I am telling you about
The message that
My heart is sending you

Aldo Kraas
Quando Eu Morrer

Quando eu morrer
I only want the candle to light up my face
Against the dark
I don't want any moon in the sky
Because I am already tired of the moon
Quando eu morrer
I don't want any flowers at my grave
Because they will die also
And what's the use seen I can't see them at all
Quando eu morrer
I hope that I will still have some gratitude left in my heart

Aldo Kraas
Quando Sento La Vostra Chiamada

Quando sento la vostra chiamata
Dios
I know that I will be awake the next day
Before you ar up

Aldo Kraas
Quantas Lagrimas

When we had cried
Quantas lagrimas
That had fallen out of our eyes
That we never saw
In our lives before

Aldo Kraas
Quartz Concerto

I bought some quartz stone
For my beloved friend that are getting married
Next month to give to her as a wedding present
Because stone is a good investment
And she could sell it any time that she needs money also

Aldo Kraas
Que Lastima

Que lastima
Is the statement that pops up
Always in his head
No matter where he is

Aldo Kraas
Que Lindo

Que lindo
Was that day
That I
Found you
Lost
Walking
In my direction
And that was the day
I got to know you
And now we
Are best friends
Que lindo
To see your smile
Your smile
Is like jewel
To me

Aldo Kraas
Queen Be Sonata

She will be
The queen bee
Of the
Yonge uptown

Aldo Kraas
Queen Be Song

She will be
The queen bee
Of the
Yonge uptown

Aldo Kraas
Queen Of All Hearts

Queen of all hearts
You are gone, but not forgotten
You gave us so much
You gave us your precious time
We can never repay you for what you gave us
You brought the world together
By playing an important role in your life
You should have been our queen
Loved by all the people all over the world
You had a big heart, you were a kind person
You touched so many lives of young and old
You brought tears to there eyes
You brought happiness into there hearts
The times we had together was indeed special, but too short
Every moment with you was exciting, Queen of all our hearts

Aldo Kraas
Queen Of His Heart

You are
The queen of his heart
And that is why he loves you very much
The queen of his heart is ready to take care of him
Any time of the day or the night

Aldo Kraas
Queen Of Pain

The queen of pain always fall in love with the wrong men at home
Because they always hurt her
And then she breaks up with them
And the next day she has a new man already
But what does he do?
He hurts her again
But the truth is that she is not good in finding a man to love
But she is good with other things like budgeting her money, cooking, cleaning, and gardening

Aldo Kraas
Queen Of Rock

In this country
They love you very much
Queen of rock
But we must say that you play rock very well
And that kids go crazy for rock
Also I think they would be dead by now
If there wasn't rock in this world
And what about me?
I belong to a very old generation
And when I was born there was no rock yet

Aldo Kraas
Queen Of The Day

She is the queen of the day
And she is so beatiful also

Aldo Kraas
Queen Rock

The Queen of rock
Is going down to the river at home
And that is the worst thing that she can do
Because she doesn't know how to swim
But she finally decided to learn to swim on her own
Because she wants to prove to herself and to the world that she can learn On her own and she doesn't want anybody to tease her about it
But I think she is out of her mind
Because if she drowns who will save her
Because right now there is nobody around at the lake

Aldo Kraas
Quel Luna È Brillante

Quel luna è brillante
In that big sky
And I wish that I could
Wrap my arms around that
Luna brillante
That Is in the sky
But I can't
Because
That luna brillante
Is out of reach for me

Aldo Kraas
Quem É Você

Quem é você
My God
Because I want to met you
Face to face
Someday
That my time allows me to met you

Aldo Kraas
Quesadilla

Quesadilla
When I eat you up
You melt inside of my mouth

Aldo Kraas
Questions For God

I don't understand why people are so against you God?
Can you tell me why?
Have you done anything wrong?
I don't think so God

Aldo Kraas
Quick Remedy

A quick remedy for sadness
Is music
A quick remedy
To find someone who guides you
In the right direction
Is God
A quick remedy for friendship
You will find it
Buy building it slowly

Aldo Kraas
Quick Challenge

I took the quick challenge that waited for me in my life
It was hard to write a poem using the words that was given to me in the Quick challenge but I think I past through the quick challenge alright
And the good thing was that I could keep my cool

Aldo Kraas
Race With The Devil

Today I will race with the devil in a marathon that is taking place in the Park here at home
But I train everyday for that race
And I am not holding any horses or grudges
Because I am just trying to participate
And that part is more important to me than winning the marathon

Aldo Kraas
Racing Against The Wind

Once again the strong wind blew in my face
And after that I started racing against the wind
Because I wanted so badly to get rid of the wind in my face
That was extremely cold and making my face sore
Because my face was getting frost bite now
And that alone is no good for me or anybody else
That is crazy like me to go out inthat extremely cold weather

Aldo Kraas
Radvanovsky Sonata

Gentle winds blowing at my face when I walk outside to get some fresh Air
During the winter
Also my nose doen't stop running
But I notice that the lake is frozen also
But above the sky the noon shines so bright
And that is my sweet radvanowsky moon
That seems to be smiling and looking down at us from the sky at night

Aldo Kraas
Raft

Raft in this beach
Sailing away
In this rough water
The water is high
This man in this raft
Is sailing fast
Like an airplane
The water is helping him to move fast
This man is from the north
He is going back home to Bahia
To meet the God of the sea
This is the time that he goes home
This raft boat made of wood is only found here in Brazil
Give the God of the sea all the flowers you have for her
Give all your prayers for her
Worship her with all your heart
At the sun down when night begins
All the candles are lighted up
In memory of the God of the sea
God of the sea
You gave him the fresh breeze
And that beautiful smell of the ocean air
That clean air he breaths
It fills his lungs
You hair beautiful
Your dress hand made
With fine white lace
Your dress Ironed
Before you wired it
You pay attention to every little detail
You try to look your best and
The typical food of Bahia you serve for your people
God of the sea
He thanks you for the food you offer him
You have a golden hand
You feed him
The food you gave him satisfied his hunger
It was just what he needed after a long journey
To Bahia
To help him gain his strength back
God of the sea you are so kind
To this man who only have a raft
His only way to travel across the sea
His grateful once again for what you gave him

Aldo Kraas
Rag Baby

Rag
Baby
You are wearing
That rag
That
You
Aunt
Made for you
And
What a lucky
Rag
Baby
You are

Aldo Kraas
Rag Town

Rag Town
Rag Town
Rag Town
Is just like any other town
The
Rag Ladies
Walk in the streets of
Rag Town
In a beautiful
Summer weather
In the shops of
Rag Town
You see the
Rag Ladies
Working in the stores
Also
Selling their food, clothes, and groceries
To the local
Rag Ladies
Who come to shop in their stores
In
Rag Town
In
Rag Town
You will find some
Indian
Restaurants where
Rag Ladies
Work as waitress serving tables
There are
Mosques in
Rag town
So the
Rag
Men can bring their
Rag Ladies in
If you go to
Rag Town
You will see the
Rag Ladies
Wearing rags and you won't be able to miss them
Because
They will
Come out from all the directions straight to you
And you will find houses in
Rag Town
Just like any other part of the city
The sun always shines in
Rag Town
Rag Town
Rag Town
Saturday is the day for
The
Rag Ladies to do the house work
And to do the laundry
So they can have clean rags to wear
During the week the dirty rags piled up in the laundry baskets
Until
Saturday comes
Sunday is the time for the
Rag Ladies in
Rag town to have a rest
Rag Ladies
Have to serve their husbands if they have one
That is their duty to do
And when the night comes in
Rag town
All the
Rag Ladies
Settle in for the night
Because when monday comes the
Rag Ladies
Have to go to work
In order to support their families and themselves
Rag Town
Rag Town
Rag Town
Yes I been there myself
While
Rag Town
Was quiet like a ghost at night
I walked the streets
When I reached the end of the streets
I looked up
And I saw that beautiful sky
So clear like a jewel
Rag Town
Rag Town
Rag Town
I just love coming back to
Rag Town
For a visit
I just keep coming back and back again to Rug Town
But to live In
Rag Town
Would be impossible for me
Because
I am not so used to
Rag Town
And I feel much better where I live
Because
Rag town is
So run down
And
I don't think I have to give any explanation do I?

Aldo Kraas
Raging Dreams

Right now
I am sleeping
And I am
Having
All the raging dreams

Aldo Kraas
Rain Smythe

Rain Smythe
She is a terrible poet
You will all agree people
After you read all her poems

Aldo Kraas
Rain Song

Rain is not going to spoil our day
Because we are going to have fun
With the rain in place

Aldo Kraas
Rainbow Warriors

Rainbow warriors
Are the natives
Of our country

Aldo Kraas
Rainman

Rain man you are running over Brookline Bridge so fast like thunder And like rain
The sun is shining in your face
And the wind is blowing strong
You just love to run
And running is your life’s passion
You are a brave man
You have a lot of courage
People are running behind you also for the love of running
Good Bless America
And you are in my prayers and in my mind
I like you for what you are

Aldo Kraas
Rainy River

Rainy river
It is hard to
Imagine that
In the winter
You are
The biggest skating ring
There is in town

Aldo Kraas
Rainy Season Song

Rainy season
Gives me the blues
And for me that is true

Aldo Kraas
Ramble

Ramble is a boxer and he is fighting in the ring with Mad dog who ever win the boxing fight will take home $ 76,000.00 dollars And it would be nice for Ramble but not Mad dog because Mad dog is already a boxing champion and he already won 20 boxing fights But his boss is trying hard to push him to win this fight and Mad dog is A Jamaican guy and Ramble is a American guy But on the first, second and third round of the boxing fight Ramble knocked down Mad dog and Ramble by now was winnin the fight and Mad dog kept trying hard to knock Ramble down but mad dog got up And knocked Ramble down and than Ramble knocked down Mad dog on the Fourth round, fifth round, and the six round and Mad dog Won his first Boxing fight at the Mapple Leaf Gardens here in Toronto And he got the $76,000.00 dollars to take home But he got congratulated by his wife and his kids Also the good news is that now they can pay their debts of and Eventualy buy a house to live in

Aldo Kraas
Rani Sonata

Rani
It is the last day of
January
February will be here on
Monday
People are saying that spring will be here
In 3 months

Aldo Kraas
Rat Face Blues

Rat face
Before you say anything
Take a good look at yourself
In the mirror
And see how nasty you are
By taking a closer look into your
Because your face desn't lie at all
Even though it shows to you what your are feeling at the present Moment in you life
Rat face
Why don't you have any compassion for others?

Aldo Kraas
Rather

I rather love people than hate people
I rather control myself than get angry at people
I rather go to bed early at night than late

Aldo Kraas
Raven In The Palm Of My Hands

A raven
Had
Landed
In the palm of my
Hands
Today

Aldo Kraas
Reaching Out

Reaching out to all the children that was abuse before
Out there is not a safe place to hide
Here at least is safe and our fathers will not come out and look for us
Here is like home to us
Everybody here understands our pain and sorrows
We all got scared thinking that our fathers would come out and look for Us all over town
Yes, we had been abused badly
We almost died from the beatings of our fathers
Our fathers never had a nice word to say to us
We had been his enemies for a long time
Our fathers had no one else to take there anger out on anybody else But except us
Our fathers were violent
Our fathers had been like beasts beating us every time they were mad
There was never peace or happiness
We had been ashamed of where we lived
We didn’t want anybody to see our houses
Our houses were like a broken home
We left one day and never came back until the day our fathers had died
One day after so many years we decided to take a trip to hell’s garden, It was what we used to call our homes.
Hell’s garden was an awful place; it was all left in shambles
We had to go away because we couldn’t stand to look at it any longer Because of the pain that was left
We lived in the streets of Toronto for many years, of course it was Dangerous, but it was better than hell’s garden
We were poor, hungry, and lonely
There was something that we could never forget about the image that Was left in our brain from the days of abuse
We knew that someday everything would be in place for us
We don’t have much, but what we have is sufficient for our daily living

Aldo Kraas
Reaching Out II

I am reaching out to those that are sick
I am reaching out to those that are hungry
I am reaching out to those that are lonely

Aldo Kraas
Read Between The Lines

Read between the lines when you read one article in the newspaper to make sure that you got all the facts straight before you discuss the newspaper article with your friends or your family.

Aldo Kraas
Reading The Questions In Her Eyes

I was reading
The questions
In her eyes
And all the questions
That I read
In her eyes
Had been
About
Love, friendship, dying, challenge,
And commitment

Aldo Kraas
Ready?

Are you ready to eat?
Are you ready for bed?

Aldo Kraas
Reality Of Today Hymn

The reality of today  
Is that we don't live in harmony  
And we don't see eye to eye  
When it comes to other person  
We don't give much credit for what tht person does for our community  
And for their lives  

Aldo Kraas
Reality Strikes You

Reality strikes you like
Thunder
And you get the shock of your life
But it helps you to get back to reality
That is a positive thing
That is going on right now in your life
You may need to make changes to your life

Aldo Kraas
Rebel Blues

We denied food for the poor
Because we want to have all the food
Just for ourselves
Also we denied housing for the poor
Because we said only the working man should have a house
And not the poor

Aldo Kraas
Receive

Receive Gods gifts that he gave you today
And use it to your best knowledge
But don't waste the gifts that God gave to you

Aldo Kraas
Recipe For Life

The recipe for life is
Keep your nose out of somebody else's business
And everything will be alright with you
Respect others the same way that you would like to be
Respected
Treat others the same way that you would like to be treated

Aldo Kraas
Recollection

A recollection of my life
I have in pictures
A recollection of the events in my life
Are very painful to me
So I rather skip it
Because I know that I won't be happy
If somebody else brings it up
When I am talking to them
A recollection of my poetry
I have and it goes down very deep inside my heart
Because I know that I have to dig very deep inside of my heart
To get my feelings out

Aldo Kraas
Recovery Song

My heart is in recovery
And so my life

Aldo Kraas
Recuerdos Song

Recuerdos
Of this summer I have

Aldo Kraas
Red Between The Lines

Read between the lines when you read one article in the newspaper to make sure that you got all the facts straight before you discuss the newspaper article with your friends or your family.

Aldo Kraas
Red Leaves Serenata

The Red leaves You can see On the branches Of the trees And they are Beautiful At this time Of the year

Aldo Kraas
Red Rose

Somewhere
There is a red rose
Growing in the garden

Aldo Kraas
Red Roses For You

Red roses for you I am sending along with a card
To bring happiness to you
Sorry I was a fool last night
But I feel kind of guilty
Because you drank so much and could not walk straight any more
I was the one who paid for the beers
I didn’t realize that you had a drink problem
So the only way to express my feelings
And to say I am sorry
Was to send red roses along with a card
Written I am sorry for being a fool
I was too busy with myself
I didn’t pay much attention to you
It was getting late
And I was getting tired also
So we went home
Walking
I can be glad that she doesn’t drive
She doesn’t have a license either
Or even a car
I don’t know how she can afford to live
The next day the telephone ranged in the morning and it was her on the Telephone
She said I was trying to buy her with some red roses
And she even told me how cheap I was
Now I knew that she had hurt me so bad
I sad good bye on the telephone
I told her honestly to forget about me
She had used me badly and taken also advantage of me
What is next for me?
A crazy man
That didn’t know what he knows now
And I know now that this thing makes me sick
Just thinking about it

Aldo Kraas
Red Wing Black Bird

There is a red wing black bird
Flying inside of my heart
In that sky that is inside of my heart
With white clouds
Soft like cotton

Aldo Kraas
Redemption

Somebody envited me
To shake hands with the devil
When he comes out of his grave
And I politely said
No to that person
But the worst thin is that person persisted
That I should shake hands with the devil again
This time I was getting annoyed with that person
Hey listen you
And you better listen to me for the last time
I am not crazy about the devil
And I don't want to have anything to do with the devil
I am a christian
And I worship my God
I hope that you got it now
My men
You sound mad with me
And you don't even acknowledge me anymore
I beleive it is getting late
And that means it is time
For me to go home.

Aldo Kraas
Rediscover your life
Rediscover the nature
That God gave you
That you take for granted
Rediscover your sins that you had committed
In your life

Aldo Kraas
Rediscovering Communion

We
Are
Rediscovering
Communion
Today

Aldo Kraas
Reedemer

I know that my reedemer lives in me
And he shines through me
And I also see God shining in the sky every single day
I know that my reedemer loves me
And I give to my reedemer my love back to him every single day

Aldo Kraas
Reflecting On 2008

I am reflecting
On 2008
Now that I will enter
Into my 12th
Year of poetry

Aldo Kraas
Reflection Blues

Look at me
Because I don't think that
You can see who I really am
And I believe that you think that I am a selfish
An uncaring person
But that is not me
At all
Can you see that?

Aldo Kraas
Reflections

The reflections of me
And the golf house in the water is
Amazing

Aldo Kraas
Reflections In Our Lives

We are having
So many reflections in
Our lives right now

Aldo Kraas
Reflections Of A Poet

It is nice to see
The ducks swimming on lake Ontario
The sun is always hot at 12:00 pm

Aldo Kraas
Reflections Song

I have so many reflections of my life
And they are good ones
I have so many reflections of the world
And that are not good
Because that haunts me everyday

Aldo Kraas
Regent's Court

Regent's court
Is the court were the police brings the criminals to be sentenced
Every singe day during the week
Some criminals caused serious offences in the city
That they need to be punished by the Regent's court
Also some of the Judges will be hard on the criminals
Because they need to pay for what they done to their victims
And the crown prosecutor also works with the judges at Regent's court
But the criminals have their lawyers at the court that defends the Criminals
because the criminals are their clients
When the day comes for the judges at the Regent's Court to deliver The sentence
for each criminal every single day they will be there At The Regent's Court every
single day giving the sentence to the criminals depending on what crime they
commited like assault, Domestic violence, child abuse,
Drug trafficking, manslaughter, and murder
For first degree murder is 25 years and for the second degree murder is less

Aldo Kraas
Regina's Sonata

Regina
You are the one
That was made
For a prince charmer

Aldo Kraas
Rejected Rose

The Rose that the Lord was trying to give
You last night
You rejected

Aldo Kraas
Release Them From The Demons

Release them from the demons
My God

Aldo Kraas
Releasing

Every time
You
Meditate
You
Are
Releasing
The
Stress
In
Your body

Aldo Kraas
Relief Song

I got some relief from the cold
After I had a warm shower
During last night

Aldo Kraas
Relieving The Anxiety

I am relieving the anxiety that I feel today
By taking the medication for anxiety that the doctor prescribed for me
And it helps me to relieve my anxiety

Aldo Kraas
Relight The Fire

Relight
The fire
That
Is inside my heart
Please baby
Because
I want to feel the heat
Rising inside my heart

Aldo Kraas
Religion or poetry
What do I choose?
I know that I can 1 or both
Because I love the two things
And I find that I need to balance my life
With religion
But poetry helps me to bring my feelings out
That are inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Rema

Rema
Give a helping hand
To the ones that are
Poor or sick
In your country
Rema
How far can you stretch one dollar
In your country?

Aldo Kraas
Remember

Remember that God created you in his image
Remember that God created heaven and earth

Aldo Kraas
Remember Song

Remember
That the longer days
Will be back soon
But
For now all you have to do is wait

Aldo Kraas
Remember That You Are Special Hymn

Remember that you are special
Because you also belong to God's family
The same way that I do

Aldo Kraas
Remember The Day Song

Remember the day that you became my friend?
I remember that day that you became my friend very well

Aldo Kraas
Remember These Lines

You hurt me so many times
Before
And even tonight
Can't you see that I am crying?
I need a moment alone
Please

Aldo Kraas
Remember Us

Remember us folks
Because we are human also
And we have fears also

Aldo Kraas
Remembering Sonata

I am remembering that
I am very fortunate because I have a home

Aldo Kraas
Rememembering

We are remembering that
Obama
Is the voice of the black
People
Of the united states of america

Aldo Kraas
Remorse For Anybody Song

Do I have remorse for anybody?

Aldo Kraas
Renato's Dream Song

Renato
Dream big today
When you go to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Repeat After Me

Repeat after me
I am human
And I have feelings
Inside my heart

Aldo Kraas
Repentance

I repent my sins to God

Aldo Kraas
Reprise

Everyday is a happy day

Aldo Kraas
Reprise Sonata

Are you so surprised
To see me living in a hotel?
Do you think that I have won the lottery?
No I haven't won the lottery
Because I never bothered to buy a lottery ticket
And I feel that the people who makes the lottery tickets are making
A scam just for you to buy their tickets

Aldo Kraas
Republic Square

Republic Square
We all walked together before Christmas
On a Sunday afternoon
The local vendors selling there crafts
To the people
There are full of things that you could never imagine you would find There
Republic Square
Inside that pond had turtles swimming
They were little
Around the pond was full of Palm trees
It was indeed an interesting afternoon
Local Brazilian musicians playing music at Republic Square
You could see all kinds of people at Republic square
This is the place where all the local people spend there time

Aldo Kraas
Requiem Hymn

The souls of the dead
Are safe in heaven
And you don't have to worry
About that
Because God is in heaven
And he is keeping an eye on them

Aldo Kraas
Rescue Me Song

Rescue me from the cold water
Rescue me now that I am feeling cold
Rescue me now that I can't go back to sleep

Aldo Kraas
Rescue The Sky

Can anybody rescue the sky today?
Because the sky is so dark

Aldo Kraas
I turn away resentfully and I take the blame for my vulgarity
But last December I wasn't even myself
Because I was out of touch with the reality of life
And depression sunk me very deep just like the Titanic did in the sea
But I was also sinking in that sea that the Titanic did
But suddenly somebody came and rescue me before I sunk even deeper or all
The way to the bottom of the sea and eventually die in That sea
But thanks god that God came to me and rescue me by holding my hand and
Pushing me all the way to the top
And when I was at the top God gave me cpr
And thanks God I was fine and alive again
But that moment I will never forget as long as I am alive
Because I have so much to thank God for
Each day and each hour
But the truth is that I will never know what can happen to me today and
Tomorrow
Besides I better just live one day at a time
And I should not gamble with my life
Or throw my life out of the window

Aldo Kraas
Reshma Song

Reshma
Don't be coward
Don't faith with your hands
The same way that a murder will do
Reshma
the difference between you and the murder
Is that you have a conscious
And the murder doesn't

Aldo Kraas
Resigned

I resigned from gambling before it turned to an addiction
Because I knew that I could get hooked on it fast
I gamble $ 100.00 in the slot machines
Before each night
And I never won anything
The sound of the slot machines drove me crazy
To tell you the truth
I was getting tired of the casino life
And the casino crowds
I finally decided to resigned from the casino life
I don't regret at all
Nobody else made that decision for me
I done it myself
I hate going without eating
And having an empty fridge in the house
And being left without money also
Because when the bills come
There is when the headaches starts
In my life
And I know lots of people who gambled there life
Away and lost there homes
There cars
And there retirement pensions
Gambling didn't made me any richer
Neither it changed my life
I am happy being who I am
I don't need any more
Because I have plenty

Aldo Kraas
Resist

Resist the temptation of hitting your kids when they miss behave
Because that is conceder abuse
And every time that you are hitting your kids you are hurting them more
Resist the temptation to shoplift because if you do that you will have a Criminal
record forever
Resist the temptation of missing school because you won't learn Anything in
School

Aldo Kraas
Resolve My Life God

Resolve my life God
Because there are things that I can't resolve im my life by myself
And for that I need your help

Aldo Kraas
Respect

Rejoice
Educate
Sympathy
Pride
Energize
Connect
Take the time

Aldo Kraas
Respiración

Mi respiración está mucho mejor
Since I left the city yesterday
And I came here to the mountains

Aldo Kraas
Respire

Go outside for walk
And respire
That fresh air
That God gave us to breathe

Aldo Kraas
Rest In Heaven

Rest in heaven
My dear loved ones
Because now you are
Safe in heaven
And I know that
Is true
Because I believe it

Aldo Kraas
Rest In Peace My Friends

Rest in peace my friends
Right now
Because another work day is over
And this day is over also

Aldo Kraas
Rest In Peace My Loved Ones

Rest in peace my loved ones
In heaven
Because that is your home
And also I know that the soul of my loved ones are at peace

Aldo Kraas
Rest On The Poet's Wings

Little baby if you are tired
Just rest on the poet's wings
And let the poet take you home to heaven
To be with the Lord
Because you need some quiet
And by the time you wake up it will be night
And it will be time for your dinner

Aldo Kraas
Restart Your Day

Restart your day
With happiness
In your heart
And in you

Aldo Kraas
Resting In God's Love

We are
Resting in
God's love
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
Restless

In this restless crazy world I live
Do you believe me?
Yes I live in this restless crazy world
Why do I live in this restless crazy world?
Do I have a choice?
No I don't have a choice
Because I have to live somewhere
So I rather live in this restless crazy world
Than to live in a slam

Aldo Kraas
Resurrection

The state of
Those
Risen
From
The
Dead

Aldo Kraas
Return

Return
Some health
To me
Return
Some love to my life

Aldo Kraas
Return Sonata

Return the dust that is in my home to the streets at home
So that I can have a dust free home
Return the mice to the streets at home
So that I can have no mice in my home
Return some warmth to my home
So that my home can be warm also
Return peace to my home
So that I can live in peace at home
Return freedom to me
So that I can live free
Return the fresh air to my home
So that I can be able to breathe the fresh air
Return the sound of silence to my home
So that I can have some silence while I sleep

Aldo Kraas
Return To Innocence Song

Men please return to innocence
Because you didn't do anything wrong here at home
So you have nothing else to worry about
Rather than enjoy your day with me
But maybe it is your conscience that is bothering you
And you feel guilty at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Return To Me My Lover Song

Return to me my lover
Because you belong to me
And there is nothing more
That I want in my life than you
My lover

Aldo Kraas
Return To Paradise

God
Please return to paradise
Before winter gets here
Because I don't want to
Be reminded of the winter
Every year
Because I hate the winter
And that is all I have to say
To you
God

Aldo Kraas
Return With Energy

Return
With energy
And color in the soul
Of my people
My master

Aldo Kraas
Returning To Mars

I am returning to mars
On a spaceship
After my break from work had finished here on earth
I am the astronaut

Aldo Kraas
Revelations

God's disclosure of himself
And his will to his creatures

Aldo Kraas
Revenge

He is seeking revenge
He is a real killer
Do not aproach
Him if you see
Him on the street

Aldo Kraas
Revival

Revival
Revival
Revival
A restoration of my life
A restoration of my soul
A restoration of my spirit moving in the clouds above

Aldo Kraas
Rewards

Some
Rewards
You
Should
Get
From
Your
Parents
Kids

Aldo Kraas
Rewards Song

Give my best rewards
To the sky please birds

Aldo Kraas
Ricky Nelson Medley

Ricky Nelson's one and only love
He found today where he works as a bartender
She is already mad in love with him
And can you see how things move so fast in Rick Nelson's life

Aldo Kraas
Right Here

Right here is her waiting
For me to
Show her
Love to her
Right here is her waiting
For me to be her friend

Aldo Kraas
Right Infront Of You

Right infront of you
If you look at the sky
You will see the thunder and lightning
Striking like a mad lion
And I begining to feel the rain coming down
From the sky
What about you?
I think you can feel it also
That is my understanding
Now we are both like a wet ducks under the rain
And our hearts are now twisted
Because of the rain

Aldo Kraas
Right Now

Right now
All I need is
A good night sleep
Right now
All I need is God's love

Aldo Kraas
Right Now All We Need Is You God

Right now all we need is you God
Because
We are running out of energy
And we need that energy to keep us going God

Aldo Kraas
Right On I Am With You

Right on
I am with you
When you
Talk about
The way our sharks
Are dying in the world

Aldo Kraas
Rihanna Rhapsody

Rihanna
You are so beautiful the way God made you
Rihanna
Your eyes are full of sparkles and they shine like the sun
Rihanna
You sing like a bird in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Rihanna Rhapsody

Rihanna
You are so beautiful the way God made you
Rihanna
Your eyes are full of sparkles and they shine like the sun
Rihanna
You sing like a bird in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Rio Grande

I am flying
Over the Rio Grande
In an helicopter
Today
And the water of the Rio Grande
Is brown
Just like the earth

Aldo Kraas
Rise Above

Rise above the sky my black bird
Because I will help you to rise
All the way to the sky

Aldo Kraas
Rise Above Sonata

I will rise above in the sky
Because I am the bird that God gave to the planet earth
And when I am not flying I am on the planet earth
But i prefer to fly because I can escape that way
From the animal cruelty that the people here on earth do to animals
I also know that the people here on earth doesn't have any respect for me here on the earth
I believe that the people here get some kind of satisfaction when they hurt me

Aldo Kraas
Rise up to a new day
Rise up to see the sun that is beautiful but the weather is hot as hell
And people are out doing thre own thing
Rise up tonight to see the moon

Aldo Kraas
Risking

You are risking your life
By walking late at night
On the streets
Is that worth?

Aldo Kraas
Ritiene Come La Casa A Me

Ritiene come la casa a me
Because I felt the warmth in here
Right after I started the fire on the fire place
And I had turned the lights
When the night arrived
To see the beautiful glow of the fireplace

Aldo Kraas
Ritual

My rituals I perform each day
While I am living my life

Aldo Kraas
River City

The sky is bright
In River City
And right now
It is the holy week
In River City

Aldo Kraas
River Of Love

Come
Come
Come
Come
Come
Come
And meet me in the river of love
Love is a river
That flows gentle
River of love
is cristal clear
Let all your worries go

Aldo Kraas
River Rat

River Rat swims so fast in the river
Where is the rat planing to go?
I don't know and all I know is that he is swimming very fast

Aldo Kraas
Riviera Blues

Let me swim in the Riviera
To cool of my body from the heat
My beloved Riviera
The water is blue and I can see it though all the way through the deep
End of the Riviera
And it also takes my breath away

Aldo Kraas
Robert The Horse

Robert the horse you are a very old horse
You owner feeds you every day
Carrots and apples
You love carrots and apples
Rober the horse
It is too cold to go out
And if you go out you might even die
Robert the hore
It is better for you to stay in your stable
That is in the basement of a house

Aldo Kraas
The sky is taller than the tallest three
And also it is out of reach to us
The sky is like a painting
And we didn't paint it
It was God who painted it
My language all the Brazilians can understand
Because they speak the same language that is Portuguese
But when we translate Portuguese to English
The translation gets kind of lost
Why?
Because the words are not the same
Walls can't talk, see, walk, or hear
Because they are not human like us
And they are just a thing
But it is the walls that separate us from the outside world
When you get mad you can't just smash your head against the wall and pretend
that your anger will get better
It won't
Trust me
Because I experienced anger before
And we have to know how to cope with anger

Aldo Kraas
Rock In Roll Graveyard

There is a pile of dead bodies
To be buried in the graveyard
People just keep dying every hour of the day
And night
That is the reality of life
In the graveyard

Aldo Kraas
Rock World

Teenagers
Welcome the
Rock
World
Into their lives
And the
Rock
World
Belongs to their lives
Every day

Aldo Kraas
Rockabilly Song

My rockabilly
Man
Dressed up
In a taxedo
For the school
Graduated
He is taking his

Aldo Kraas
Rockabye Baby

Rockabye~Baby
Because I am rocking you to sleep
And the night arrived early to night
And bay
Please understand that I don't have any control over that
The comes when it comes
And by then it is time for us
To go to sleep
Also sleep is not painful
Sleep is necessary for us
So that we can start a brand new day the next day

Aldo Kraas
Rocks

Rocks and more rocks on the ground
But I can't count them because there are
so many of them and they are all like little soldiers on the ground
Can I spell some words with them?
I think I could
But what about the effort?
The effort might not be worth it
So who made the rocks?
God made the rocks
Why God called the rocks rocks?
Because it is a mineral matter of variable composition, consolidated or
unconsolidated, assembled in masses or considerable quantities in Nature, by the
action of heat or water.

Aldo Kraas
Rocks Of My Necklace

All the rocks of my necklace
Are of difference colours
I wear that necklace in my neck
For healing purpose

Aldo Kraas
Rocky Mountain Man

I traveled miles away,
To see the Rocky Mountains
I am indeed a Rocky mountain man
The view is beautiful, and breathtaking
I climbed the Rocky Mountains
From the top of the mountain, I see the greenery and the wild life
The animals keep on moving fast, and sometimes they stop for food And water
The rocky mountain is my refuge, the sky is bright
The fresh breeze is coming; it feels like magic in the air
The first day of fall is here
The sun shines on the water, and reflects my image
Save this mountain, save the wild life
The rocky mountain is a part of my Canadian heritage, which I am Proud of
Because I am indeed a Rocky mountain man

Aldo Kraas
Rolling Days

The rolling days
Comes and goes faster than you know
Or you ever seen
The rooling days
Are not always sunny the way you wished it would be
Because there are some gray days that are available for us
And we have to live with it and go through with it
Eventhough it puts us down in the dumps
The rolling days
God made and God plans the rolling days also
So we don't have any control of it or any say about it
Because God is in control of it
And when it comes to the rolling days we just have to trust God

Aldo Kraas
Romancing The Sea

I always loved the sea
The beautiful water
The swams
Swiming in the sea

Aldo Kraas
Romeo

Romeo
Are you enjoying your life every single day?

Aldo Kraas
Ronald Reagan Concerto

The angels are serenading to you tonight
In that big heaven
Can you hear the angels serenading to you in that big heaven?
Isn't that sweet?
The words of their song
Are very romantic indeed
But I don't know if they made up this song just for you?
Or if this song is an old song that is very familiar to you
But we know that you don't want to live in the dark
So we are going to let the light shine into your life forever more
And we are going to wipe your tears with a klenex when you cry tears of Good bye
But life was never meant to be easy
Because life is hard for everyone that lives here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Rosa Bonita Song

Rosa bonita
That God planted
In the park
So that everybody can enjoy it

Aldo Kraas
Rose Rouge

Inside of my heart
There is a beautiful
Big garden
And in that garden
Somebody planted
The rose rouge
That will bloom
Next year

Aldo Kraas
Rosebud

Rosebud
You are so special
Because God made you
With his holy hands
So that it could beautify
The earth
That all the people live in
And I believe that the earth
Without a rosebud would look awful

Aldo Kraas
Roses

I don't have to worry about
My roses in the garden
Because they are covered and protected from the frost

Aldo Kraas
Rotten Tomato

Poor
Rotten tomato
Is going bad
And I am sad
That I wasted a tomato
That was given to me before
By the farmers in my area

Aldo Kraas
Rouge Hill State Of Mind

I an now in a Rouge Hill state of mind
By sleeping on the Go Train
And seeing you in my dream so vivid
And the air is also fresh inside of my dream
But the trees inside of my dream are still bare
And the ground is frozen still with snow
That is because it is winter
Lake Ontario you are so big
An on one side I can see the Pickering Nuclear Station
That was made by man to give us the hydro that we need to power our homes
and the small businesses in the community
So we have to be thankful that we have hydro to power our homes and Small businesses
And save energy also because one day we might run out of energy

Aldo Kraas
Roxame Blues

Roxane
When I come home from work tonight
You will be already in bed sleeping
But I have a favor to ask
Could you please wear that sexy nightgown to bed tonight
Because I love you in it
Eventhough you hate that nightgown
Yes I know it was a Christmas present that you got from your mother
Last year at Christmas
But to be honest with you it still in the closet
And you never worn it to bed once
Roxane
I hope that you have a good night sleep
And see you in the morning
Roxane
Good morning
Please go and get my newspaper that is at the front door of the house

Aldo Kraas
Roxane Blues

Roxane
When I come home from work tonight
You will be already in bed sleeping
But I have a favor to ask
Could you please wear that sexy nightgown to bed tonight
Because I love you in it
Eventhough you hate that nightgown
Yes I know it was a Christmas present that you got from your mother
Last year at Christmas
But to be honest with you it still in the closet
And you never worn it to bed once
Roxane
I hope that you have a good night sleep
And see you in the morning
Roxane
Good morning
Please go and get my newspaper that is at the front door of the house

Aldo Kraas
Roy

Roy
Reach out to the stars
That shine above
Roy
Fly higher than an eagle
Above the sky
Because
We hope to see you fly
In the sky
With our naked eyes
And to know that none of us
Are holding you back
And we wish you well
Roy

Aldo Kraas
You keep counting your steps while you walked in the stone road
Here at home
And while you walked in the stone road the sun was shining
But the sky was blue
And at the same time the sweat was pouring down on your face Because
Of the heat
Yes my friend you need to drink lots of water during a hot day like Today
Or you will get dehydrated very fast
So you better stop somewhere and buy yourself a drink to kill your Thirst

Aldo Kraas
Roy Orbinson Concerto

You keep counting your steps while you walked in the stone road
Here at home
And while you walked in the stone road the sun was shining
But the sky was blue
And at the same time the sweat was pouring down on your face because of the heat
Yes my friend you need to drink lots of water during a hot day like today
Or you will get dehydrated very fast
So you better stop somewhere and buy yourself a drink to kill your thirst

Aldo Kraas
Ruby Ruby Red Grapefruit

Ruby
Ruby
Red
Grapefruit
Helps
You
To
Lose
Weight

Aldo Kraas
Rude Awakening

I had a rude awakening
First thing this morning
When I got up

Aldo Kraas
Rue De La Paix

Rue dela paix
Is very quiet at night
And at
Rue the la paix
I came to contact
With another woman
That just stood
There while I walk around
The corner of
The rue de la paix

Aldo Kraas
Rufus Wainright Sonata

No one wants to lose his conscience
No one wants to lose his mother
But there is a time when our mothers need to go
And the reason for that is that her work is over here

Aldo Kraas
Run

Run and
Take a
Look
In the sky
And see
The beautiful
Sunset

Aldo Kraas
Run Away For Freedom People

Run away for freedom people  
Because you all can find countries  
That have freedom

Aldo Kraas
Run Wild

That child
Is going to run wild
Before you know it
Because she is full of energy today

Aldo Kraas
Runing Away

Runing away from what?
Runing away from the rain?
Runing away from the beggars at the street?

Aldo Kraas
Runing On Empty

I am running on empty like a car
I hardly stay home anymore
I am always on the go
I don’t have the time for nothing else, because I am always busy
I go to school, and by the time I get home
I have my supper and go to bed
The night is long, and the day is short
Life has to go on
I enjoy going to school
I never learned so much in all the years I was in school
I had accomplished so much in so little time
I am proud of myself
I feel so tired lately; I don’t get enough sleep anymore
I don’t want to think about my past, because it is gone, and I can’t Change it
I had failed so many times in my past life
Sometimes I don’t even know if I am coming or going
Time moves on
And every year I get older and wiser

Aldo Kraas
Running Away From Problems

Running away from problems she is
While she is driving
Her sports car
In the highway
This is a perfect day
To go on a ride
In her sports car

Aldo Kraas
Running Into The Light

Running into the light
Because I want
To catch the
Heat of the sun
All over my body

Aldo Kraas
Runway

My airplane
Is taking off
On the runway
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Rushmore

See
Rushmore
Through
God's eyes

Aldo Kraas
Russel

Here at home buildings stand tall in every corner that you walk
But when you look at heaven
You will see Russel weaving  good bye to us from heaven
And now Russel is resting in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Russian Night

We
Want to
Belong to the
Russian night

Aldo Kraas
Russian Rhapsody

Russia
I open
My door
To you
So please
Come in
And
Don't be afraid
To come in
Because
My door is open for you
And I want you in my life

Aldo Kraas
Rusty Eyes

Can you see
That rusty eyes?
Because they are rusty just like nails
That had been put inside of a coke can

Aldo Kraas
Ruver's Edge

We will be
Camping at the river's edge
During this long weekend

Aldo Kraas
Sábado

Is the day that
I go for my tai chi class
Early in the morning
Sábado
Is the day that I don't sleep in
At all
Because of my tai chi
Sábado
Afternoon I just rest
Here in the hotel

Aldo Kraas
Winter arrived today
Today we got our first
Snowstorm of the year
Nobody was ready for it yet
It came without warning

Aldo Kraas
Sacred Sea

I travelled
In that sacred sea
Every Easter
On board of God's
Fishing boat
Catching fish from that
Sacred sea
To feed the women, the men, and the children
That are starving
In different parts of the world

Aldo Kraas
Sacred Valley

I want to climb
The sacred valley with you
And also be able to feel at home
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
Sacrifice

You sacrificed all your life for me
You sacrificed all your love for me

Aldo Kraas
Sacrifices And Decisions

I made so many sacrifices in my life
And now is time for me to make some decisions
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Sad Love Songs

Sad love songs
Are being
Played on the radio
Over and over
Again
And they make me cry

Aldo Kraas
Sad Sad Boy

Sad
Sad
Boy
Is
Sad
Because
He
Didn’t
Get
His
Toy
That
He
Wanted
So
Bad

Aldo Kraas
Sad To Be Without You

Sad to be without you
Sad to laugh without you
Sad to live without you
Because I feel that
The umbilical cord
Broke after you died
And I was left behind
Feeling sad that
I was not connected
To that umbilical cord

Aldo Kraas
Sad Truth Song

The sad truth
Is that everybody have their life to live

Aldo Kraas
Saddle Creek

How long it will take me
To get to
Saddle Creek?
I am just wondering if I will have to drive
From Toronto
To Saddle Creek
All night?
Because it will be a long trip for me
And my friends

Aldo Kraas
Sade

I don't know why you are complaining about your life?
Sade
Don't you love your live?
Sade
Do yu know how to change your life around?
Sade
Do you know how to hunt for the wild animals that are alive
In that land that you live in?

Aldo Kraas
Sadness
Sadness
I don't want to hear
That I need you
Sadness
I never invited you
In my life
Because I have
What you call
A happy life

Aldo Kraas
Sadness Song

Do I have to show my sadness to other people
That I don't know?
Do I have to show my sadness to other people
That doesn't concern me?

Aldo Kraas
Safe

We are all safe
In God's house
We are all safe
With God

Aldo Kraas
Sahra Loves Rhapsody

Sahra
A rhapsody has a gentle
Melody to it
It is very soothing when you
Listen to it
That will even put you to sleep
At night

Aldo Kraas
Sail Away With God

Sail away with God
In his sailing boat
All the way
To Israel
And God will claim a city
That he will call
Jerusalem

Aldo Kraas
Sailing Away

Sailing Away
On the water
In a sailing boat
That is me
Now doesn't that look peaceful

Aldo Kraas
Saint Amnesia

Saint Amnesia
Come down from the sky
And help the woman that is about to give birth
In a public washroom of the Arena during a Sunday Afternoon
That seems to be so strange that a woman would give birth to a baby in a public place in the afternoon
Don't you think so Saint Amnesia?
It sounds to me like a soap opera
Don't you think so Saint Amnesia?
But the truth is that life must go on
And when the woman's water breaks it means that the baby will be Born anywhere she is

Aldo Kraas
Saint And Sinners

Saints and sinners are two different things
The saints don't make any laws they just obey it like the rest of us
But the saints lives on the earth like us
And they share the earth with the rest of us
Also the saints have different names just like people do
But the people are the sinners of the earth
And they don't take good care of the earth and the earth is being Damaged by
the people everyday
That is too bad
But the laws here on earth are tough
Because if you break them you will have to pay it
Buy doing double time in jail
And while you are in jail you will spend your time in a cell
But God's law is different because he doesn't put anybody in jail or in Cells
Because there are no jail or cell in God's world

Aldo Kraas
Saint Dominic

Saint
Dominic
Came
AT Christmas time
And carried
Me on his wings
To the sky

Aldo Kraas
Saint Jean Baptiste

Saint jean
Baptist saw that dark clouds
In his eyes

Aldo Kraas
Salach Operetta

The words comes from my heart straight to my mind
And my job is to transmit the words to the scream of my computer by writing
with my computer
But I am God's messanger and with mypoem I send the message out to my
Readers and fans
And one thing that I should know is that I need to make the poem more
Interesting by giving it some flavor or spice
And I never write about the same subject over and over again
But I select my subject and I make it interesting for my readers and Fans to read

Aldo Kraas
Salsbury Blues

New York is on her mind
She got New York on her mind
And she got New York in her dreams
But she can't wait to go to New York again
She loves New York to pieces
She tells me that New York is a friendly place
And she feels at home in New York

Aldo Kraas
Salud

Salud
To my friends
Salud
To me
Salud
To mother nature
Salud
To my reverent
Salud
To my God
Salud
To my sister
Salud to my nephew
Salud
To my brother
Salud
To my sister in law
Salud
To the sky
Salud
To the birds that flies in the sky here at home

Aldo Kraas
Salud Revised

Salud
To my friends
Salud
To me
Salud
To mother nature
Salud
To my reverent
Salud
To my God
Salud
To my sister
Salud to my nephew
Salud
To my brother
Salud
To my sister in law
Salud
To the sky
Salud
To the birds that flies in the sky here at home

Aldo Kraas
Salute

Salute the babies of the earth
Salute Mother Nature
Salute Our Jesus
Salute the rain
That touches your skin

Aldo Kraas
Salute To God

We salute God
Today

Aldo Kraas
Salvation

We are all
Seeking for
Salvation
Today
While
We
Walk
The
Long Journey
We are all
Seeking
For salvation
And we hope
To find it where we
All live

Aldo Kraas
Salvation Song

We found
Salvation
When we got to know
God

Aldo Kraas
Same Path

She walks the same path that I walk
On the weekends
But she can't remember where the path ends
And I do

Aldo Kraas
San Juan Blues

San Juan
What do you have to offer me?
San Juan
Ca you offer me the warm weather?

Aldo Kraas
Sand Grains

I had the feeling that I would find you here
Sand grains
In the beach
Where else
Would I find you?

Aldo Kraas
Sandman

Sandman
You are a handsome man
And you are so gifted
Sandman you made sand sculptures in the sand
And that alone is a beautiful exhibition of your world here
And I must say that I also love your sand sculptures

Aldo Kraas
Sandy

Sandy
Open your eyes
And see that beautiful sky
Above your head

Aldo Kraas
Sangre

Sangre
Very red
Sangre
So pure
Sangre
That keeps me alive

Aldo Kraas
Santa

Santa
I need you
At christmas
To stay around
And bring lots
Of joy
To
The Ladies and gentlemen

Aldo Kraas
Santa Barbara

Santa Barbara
You are a beautiful saint
Santa Barbara
I want to offer all my love to you

Aldo Kraas
Santa Claus

Santa Claus
I want a cleaning Lady
To come and clean
My house at Christmas
I hope that you can make
My wish come true

Aldo Kraas
Santa Fe

Santa fe
You are so different from home

Aldo Kraas
Santa Inga

Santa Inga
Santa Inga
Santa Inga
Lives in heaven
She wears her black dress
With some white pearls
She has a crown on her head that she wears
Her make up
Is done to perfection
And her hair also
Her purse and shoes are white
With white pealrs
She looks very elegant
For
A saint
Well
She is
Santa Inga
A very special saint
Indeed

Aldo Kraas
Santiago

Santiago
Is my beloved home
Santiago
I think about every day
And I get home sick when I just think about Santiago
Santiago
I left at christmas for holidays
And I came to Canada from Santiago just for the holidays
I been already 3 months in canada
And I will return to Santiago at the end of this month
Santiago
I miss you so much
Santiago
You have no snow
And it is summer in Santiago right now
Santiago
All the trees in Santiago is at full bloom right now
And the grass is green right now in Santiago

Aldo Kraas
Santo Domingo

Santo
Domingo
You
Had
Blessed
Me
Today
And
I
Am
Grateful
For
That
Santo
Domingo

Aldo Kraas
São Paulo

São Paulo
The city that I was born in
I never liked you since I was a child
São Paulo
Now that I am grown up I still don't like you either
I don't feel safe being in the streets in São Paulo
To me São Paulo is very ugly in real life
It is only beautiful in the postcards
There is no in between
Either you are rich or poor
There are too many contrasts
São Paulo
A city that never sleeps
São Paulo
I am glad that you don't have snow
One thing that is great in São Paulo is summer, the hot weather
I would go insane if I lived in here forever
For me it is like a prison
Because it is too dangerous to walk on the streets
It is a very depressing city
São Paulo
It is a real cement city
Buildings and more buildings
Hardly any green
It is an old city
450 years old
For me São Paulo
Is like a prison cell

Aldo Kraas
São Paulo Samba

We will dance the
São Paulo Samba
In the middle
Of Paulista av.
Until the morning comes
And 07
Will start

Aldo Kraas
São Paulo Song

São Paulo
you rain down on me
And on earth
That I walk on everyday
I just have to accept what you do
Because you are the only one who have the power
To do the things that you do
São Paulo
I have no right to tell you that what you doing is wrong
Because you have the power
To do whatever you want to do

Aldo Kraas
Satan Has A Job To Do

Satan
Has
A
Job
To
Do

Aldo Kraas
Saturday Blues

Saturday
Blues
Saturday
Always
Feels
Like
Sunday
To me
And Sunday
Always
Feels
Like
Monday to me

Aldo Kraas
Sauna

In the sauna
Is the place that I want to relax
And to feel that wonderful
heat comming out of the sauna
By warming my whole body

Aldo Kraas
Save

Save me my God
Save my life God
Save the trees God
Save the grass God
Save the sky God
Save the clouds God
Save the moon God
Save the stars God

Aldo Kraas
Save Me Song

Save me
Now that I am going
Through some tough times
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Save My Plight

God
Save my plight
Don't let
Me die in this ocean
I am swimming in this ocean
I am trying hard to be brave to day
It is not an easy thing for me to do
Because the water of this ocean is rough

Aldo Kraas
Save One Life My Friend

Save one life
My friend
And you will
Save the world

Aldo Kraas
Save That Dying Love For Me

People
Save that dying love
For me

Aldo Kraas
Save The Earth Song

It is time to save the earth
Because it was made by God
And that is the only thing we have
Also we live on earth

Aldo Kraas
Save The World That I Live In

Save the world that I live in
By helping the poor
Save the world that I live in
By giving the poor some shelter
Because they can't stay outside in the winter
Or otherwise they will freeze and even dye

Aldo Kraas
Save Us Save Us

God
Save us save us

Aldo Kraas
Save Your Brains My Lord

Save your brains my Lord
And in order to do that
You shouldn't worry about anybody else
But worry about yourself for now

Aldo Kraas
Save Your Nights For Me

Save your nights for me
My love
I want to spend those nights with you
Those enchanted nights
Are ours
Save your nights for me
Those are the nights I miss you most of all
Some nights I am here alone
Wondering what you are doing
Or where you are
Save your nights for me
My love you mean happiness for me
You deserve me my darling
The more I see you the more I love you darling
Save your nights for me
Kissing you my darling
How romantic it is
For once in my life I am very happy to have you with me my darling
Save your nights for me
Put your head on my shoulders
Save your love for me
The look of love we know
Our love is no ordinary love my darling
There is someone to watch over me and that someone is you my Darling
Make someone happy darling
And I hope it will be me
Save your nights for me
And let’s swing into the music
Save your nights for me
My darling any instant that I miss seeing you
It increases the homesickness that I feel of you my darling
Then I run excessively, I suffer excessively, and I run excessively again My darling
Only to see you my darling
You ask me not to run so much
If I move slowly I may lose that chance my darling
And I am afraid that the night could end without me seeing you
Save your nights for me
Save Yourself

Save yourself some time
By planing your daily schedule ahead
Of time

Aldo Kraas
Save Yourself Song

Save yourself
From not being able to sleep
By not drinking coffee
Save yourself
By meditating
Before you go to sleep
Because that will calm you down
And will help you to be more relaxed

Aldo Kraas
Saving Private Ryan

Saving private Ryan
He is a soldier
Representing America
He is fighting for his country
He is fighting for the love of his country
America
In the Afghanistan war

Aldo Kraas
Savoi Sonata

My light in the stars are the beauty in the flowers
The sea is alive everyday
The water of the sea moves back and forth
That golden castle is in the middle of the sea
Don't worry because the floor that we are walking on is safe
And we don't know where this floor that we walk on will take us
But it is not too late to keep walking
Because I have the feeling that we will end somewhere
Our spirit is alive and that give us a good feeling in the inside of us
We can feel our heart beating fast
And our lungs filling in with fresh air
Let's not worry about anything else but enjoy this moment right now
Our feet touches the floor as we walk
Our minds keep in silence
This is not a death sentence
And don't think of it as a death sentence
The sun is going away now
And the night is on its way now
We get sad when we have to say good bye to the sun
But it is not for too long
Because he is going to return tomorrow
And we can say amen to that

Aldo Kraas
\textbf{Savoi Sonata Revised}

My light in the stars are the beauty in the flowers  
The sea is alive everyday  
The water of the sea moves back and forth  
That golden castle is in the middle of the sea  
Don't worry because the floor that we are walking on is safe  
And we don't know where this floor that we walk on will take us  
But it is not too late to keep walking  
Because I have the feeling that we will end somewhere  
Our spirit is alive and that give us a good feeling in the inside of us  
We can feel our heart beating fast  
And our lungs filling in with fresh air  
Let's not worry about anything else but enjoy this moment right now  
Our feet touches the floor as we walk  
Our minds keep in silence  
This is not a death sentence  
And don't think of it as a death sentence  
The sun is going away now  
And the night is on its way now  
We get sad when we have to say good bye to the sun  
But it is not for too long  
Because he is going to return tomorrow  
And we can say amen to that

Aldo Kraas
Say A Prayer

Say a prayer
Before you go to bed
Say a prayer
When you get up
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Say Good Bye And Say Hello Song

I say good bye
To the world tonight
I say good morning to the world today
And I dream of a better world today
Full of peace and love
I say good bye to the night tonight
And tomorrow night I will say hello to the night
But I know that the night will be peaceful tonight

Aldo Kraas
Say Good Bye To Toronto

Say good bye to
Toronto in a song

Aldo Kraas
Say What You Will To Me And To God

Say what you will to me and to God
Because God and me are interested in what you have to say
I am not lying and to God
Besides I am telling you and God the truth

Aldo Kraas
Say You

Say you want to move out from home
Say you want to live alone
Say you want to do your own laundry
Say you want to cook for yourself whenever you want to
Say you want your own freedom
Say you want to be a man just like the rest of the ones that are here on The planet

Aldo Kraas
Saying Good Bye Song

It is always sad
When you are saying good bye
Because you are having that feeling
That you might never see that
Person again in your life

Aldo Kraas
Saying Nothing New

You are saying nothing new to me

Aldo Kraas
Scarbaria

Scarbaria
Is in the middle of no where
There is the subway
And the Buses
That takes you everywhere
You want to go

Aldo Kraas
Scarlet Road

The bus
Stop
Everyday at
Scarlet
Rd.

Aldo Kraas
Scarlett Letter

Scarlett
I received
Your letter today
In my mail box
It arrived at the right time

Aldo Kraas
Scars Are Left

Scars are left inside
Of my broken heart
That was broken into pieces
By everybody that hates me

Aldo Kraas
Scary Monster

Scary monster are walking down the streets of Dubling and searching the Pipes for mouse
But for now there are no mouse to be found
And the scary monster try also to get in into people's garage in Dublin And there the scary monters finds a few mouse to eat
But now the hunting started and the scary monster haunted every mouse that was in the people's garage in Dubling
Also the scary monster was satisfied with his dinner

Aldo Kraas
Scent Of Flowers

In the spring
You can smell
The scent of
Flowers in
The air

Aldo Kraas
Yes flying is grand
And I am flying
On an Airplane
Today
The airplane is now
Taking Off
From
Schiphol Airport

Aldo Kraas
Score

Score big in your life
Score big when making friends
Score big when you find something that is more challenging
And that you love to do

Aldo Kraas
Scream

When that crazy devil appears in the night in my dreams
I just let out a scream as loud as I can
Because that crazy devil gives me nightmares
Every single night
And the nightmares are horrible for me to deal with it
Because sometimes it keeps me up during the night

Aldo Kraas
Screams

Screams will not wake up the dead
Or frightened them
Because they are simply dead
Even if you try to speak with the dead
They will not hear you
Because the dead are simply dead
If you are asking me
If I can bring the dead back
I will have no option but to tell you
That I can't

Aldo Kraas
My scribblings
On a piece of paper
Don't make sense at all
And at this point I don't care
Because I am writing
Like a mad man
Just to past the time
Because today is Saturday
And I have nothing else to do
So this keeps me occupied
For a while

Aldo Kraas
Scrivo La Canzoni

Scrivo la canzoni
That had made the girls cry
Non stop tonight

Aldo Kraas
Se Eu Posso Ensinar Este Coração

Se eu posso ensinar este coração
Not to cry
Se eu posso ensinar este coração
Not to bleed

Aldo Kraas
Se Ora Podeste Soltando Se Me

Se ora podeste soltando se me
Praying for my good
Se ora podeste soltando se me
That I am free now
And that I can move around
With no strings attached to me
Now I know that to move without strings attached is a bonus for me

Aldo Kraas
Sea Birds

Sea birds
Flying high
Above the sky
And the sea
Let your colors
Shine in the sky
Like a magical lamp

Aldo Kraas
Sea Child

Sea child
Go swim in the sea here at home
Because it is very hot outside
And the only way for you to cool down
Is to swim in the lake
But the water is not hot in the sea
Because it is nice and cold
Sea child
Why don’t you start a collection of sea shells?
And what you will need to start a collection of sea shell
Is to pick up the sea shells outside the sea here at home
Also the seashells are made of any marine mollusk

Aldo Kraas
Sea Of Chocolate

Sea of chocolate
We swim in it
We dive
In the sea of chocolate
And at the same time we
Tasted the chocolate
So sweet
The chocolate is
Like pure love
And pure passion
That fills our heart

Aldo Kraas
Sea Of Dreams Song

I will swim
In the sea of dreams
Everyday
Because swimming is good for me

Aldo Kraas
Sea Plant

The sea plant lives inside of the sea here at home
And it was God that created the sea so that the sea plant could live in it
But if you dive in the sea you will have to dive all the way to the bottom of the sea so that you can see the sea plant

Aldo Kraas
Seagull

You are always
Ready for food
When people
Are eating there food
And droping it on the floor
By mistake

Aldo Kraas
Search

For love
Search
For your life destination
Search
For the music that is hidden inside your heart

Aldo Kraas
Search Song

Search
For peace
Search
For some understanding
Search
For answers
That you are dying to know
Search for the truth
Because only the truth will set you free

Aldo Kraas
Searching

Searching for happiness
Searching for a friend
Searching for God
Searching for Mother Nature
Searching for the stars in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Searching For A Better Life Or A Better Day

I
Am
Searching
For
A
Better
Life
Or
A
Better
Day

Aldo Kraas
Searching Song

I am searching for love
I am searching for peace
I am searching for a place to live
And to call it my own

Aldo Kraas
Seashells

The seashells
Are so beautiful
And so colorful

Aldo Kraas
Here at home it is the season of love
And we are living now in the season of love
Can you feel the love in the air right now here at home?
And Saint Valentine came down from heaven during the season of love
People do you have love to give to one another?
Because people need love also
Do you know the power of love
It is love that takes the pain away
It is love that bound us together
It is love that is so warm
It is love that comes straight from our hearts
Do you know the definition of love?
Love is a strong affection for another arising out of kinship or personal ties

Aldo Kraas
Season Of Depression

I am living in the season of depression right now
Because in the winter at home I don't get enough sun
And I find very difficult to get up of bed in the winter
But at the same time my body is telling me that I need to stay longer in bed
But sometimes I don't mind because I want the day to end very fast
And if I sleep in the day end very fast
But on the other hand it is a waste of a day
When I could have a productive day at the same time
And that would make much sense than to sleep in

Aldo Kraas
Season Of Hate

You are leaving now in the season of hate
Because now it is the season of hate
And how many times have you heard from people that they hate you?
How does that world feels to you when you hear it?
I am a 100% sure that you feel hurt and upset with the people
Who told you that they hate you?
But the truth is that hate is very contagious an spreads like crazy from
One person to other
And the truth is that hate turns to anger
And anger turns to violence

Aldo Kraas
Season Of Hope

This is the season of hope
That we are now living in
And there are so my hopes that we have for us
During this seson of hope
We hope to find love
We hope to have peace during this seseon of hope
We hope to be healthy during this season of hope
We hope that we can be happy in our homes during the season of Hope
And we should know that hope will never die for us
So that we must keep on hopping each day that we live our lives here On earth

Aldo Kraas
Season Of Hope Revised

This is the season of hope
That we are now living in
And there are so my hopes that we have for us
During this seson of hope
We hope to find love
We hope to have peace during this seseon of hope
We hope to be healthy during this season of hope
We hope that we can be happy in our homes during the season of Hope
And we should know that hope will never die for us
So that we must keep on hopping each day that we live our lives here On earth

Aldo Kraas
Season's Full Of Hope

There are season's of hope
That everybody needs
And in every hope
Everybody will find something for them

Aldo Kraas
Season's Of The Goat

Season's of the goat
I am not sure where I will
Find my goat
Do you know where I can find my goat?

Aldo Kraas
Seattle Rock

Seattle rock 24 hours a day
With the younge people and the teenagers
In their popular place in seattle
Because the younge and the teenagers love to party all night in their popular
Place but they only do it on the weekends but not during the School days
Because they have to get up early during the school days to go to School
And their parents would never allow them to party during school days
Besides they get their freedom on the weekends and they get a little Break From
their parents

Aldo Kraas
Second Chance

God gave me a second chance so that I could repent my sins
God gave me a second chance so that I don't beat up people anymore
God gave me a second chance so that I can get some coffee and Drink it without getting ill
God gave me a second chance so that I could learn how to pray

Aldo Kraas
Secret

All my secrets
Had been revealed
By the people
Who can't stand me

Aldo Kraas
Secret Place

In that secret place I live
And I am prout to call this secret place my home
Also during the day I walk in the gardens of this secret place
And I smell the beautiful smell of the flowers while I am walking
But I never get tired of this secret place because it is very quiet in this Secret place

Aldo Kraas
Secret Secret

Secret secret
If you can't keep it to yourself
Is no good
Because the whole world doesn't need
To know your secret
And if you spill it out you might be saying to the wrong people
In the world who doesn't even know you

Aldo Kraas
Secret Winnipeg

Secret Winnipeg
Is very interesting

Aldo Kraas
Secrets Are Wrapped Around My Tongue

Secrets are wrapped around my tongue
That I can't say
Because somebody told them to me
And it doesn't belong to me
So it is not up to me to tell them
Somebody told it to me in confidence
That I wouldn't spill it out to no one

Aldo Kraas
Secrets Song

The whole world
Doesn’t need to know
About my secrets

Aldo Kraas
Sedillo Sonata

Man
You have done more bad things
Than good things
By helping to clean up the area where you live
Man
You are inviting the violence in your area that you live in
Why?
Because you think it is cool and you think you can impress the big Gangs by
bringing them to the area that you live in

Aldo Kraas
Seduction

You seduce me fast in a heartbeat
The raindrops are falling from the gray sky
The winds are blowing the leaves of the trees
And the trees start to lose its leaves in a heartbeat
The birds make its nests on the branches of the trees
The trees are bare as Mother Nature prepares them for the winter
Your seduction light up the sparkles in my eyes
And my heart is beating fast like a drum
You put your head in my chest when you lay down in bed
And caress the hair in my chest
I feel your silky hair touching my chest
I caress your soft silky hair
It feels almost like silk
That hair of yours is beautiful and shiny
I wish that mime were like yours

Aldo Kraas
See For Yourself Song

See for yourself
The one that sleeps in the streets
During the winter

Aldo Kraas
See Me Growing

See me growing
In God's faith
See me growing
Into a new human being
Because I am not the old
Human being I used to be
I have changed for the better
And you will be surprise
Once you meet me again

Aldo Kraas
See On Your Way

See on your way
To the country side
The beautiful fall colors

Aldo Kraas
See That Bright Light

See that bright light
Shinning inside your room
And to me it feels like somebody just
Turned the lights on
Inside your room
What about you?

Aldo Kraas
See Who I Am

Come into my world
And see who I am for yourself
Because than you will
Be able to know about me

Aldo Kraas
Seeds

Yesterday I visited the farmers fields
Where the seeds had been planted
By the farmers of Africa

Aldo Kraas
Seeing Him Song

We love
Seeing him
When he greet us
when we are walking
On the streets
With just a simple
Hello

Aldo Kraas
Seeing The World Through Her Eyes

I am seeing the world through her eyes
And the way that her eyes shows the world is beautiful
Because it paints a clear picture
To me
So that I can see the real thing
That is not like seeing in my dreams
I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
Seeing You Again

It is
Wonderful
To be
Seeing you
Again
My sunshine
Shining
In a
Harbour
And your
Light
Shines into
My eyes
Also
Leaving me almost blind

Aldo Kraas
Seek The Lord

Seek
The
Lord
All
My
People
Until
You
Find
Him

Aldo Kraas
Seek The Poet's Prayer

Seek the poet's
Prayer

Aldo Kraas
Seeking

I am seeking for God
I am seeking for God forgiveness
I am seeking for God's guidance in my life

Aldo Kraas
Seems Like Yesterday

Seems like yesterday
When I met you
For the first time
Not knowing what
To say to you
You didn't know what to say
To me either
So we just looked at each others
Eyes
I remenbered that I felt so tired by
Being in silence for so long
So I started to talk with you
I first talked about myself
To you
I had told
You everything about me
Than
When all my talk was over
You said
That you knew that I was the right man for you
I had felt very good
When I heard it coming out from your mouth
After that
You were nervous and anxious
And you kept quiet all through the evening

Aldo Kraas
Segregate

We are being segregated in the community
That we live in
And that is so sad
Because not everybody is accepted in the community
That they live in

Aldo Kraas
Self Destruction

Self destruction
Is very sad
Because
You always
Become
The centre of self destruction
By hearing
Negative things
Coming from
Other people's
Mouth
And you will
Always end up
Caught in it

Aldo Kraas
Self Motivation

Self motivation
Is a hard thing to have
Because you have to be committed to it

Aldo Kraas
Self Pity

I am having a self pity party for myself
Who is invited no one but me
It is myself pity party and I can cry laugh sing or smile
The choice is mine because there won’t be anybody else to see it but Me
My life has ups and downs
Sometimes I feel anxious
Sometimes I feel tired of waiting
Sometimes I just want to sleep the day away
I am hurt by the people who mistreated me so many times in my life
Do they stop and think about my feelings? Do they stop and think About whom are they hurting?
Do they take the time to care about someone else or me?
Do they care about the word please or thank you to me or anybody Else?
Do they understand about how rude and ignorant they been to me or Anybody else?

Aldo Kraas
Self Reflection Song

I think self reflection is more like reflecting on yourself
Or thinking about yourself
Like I have brown eyes, brown hair, and white skin

Aldo Kraas
Sell Me The Moon

Sell me
The moon
Sir
I have
Plenty
Of money
To make
You happy
Sir
This
Is not a lie
I am
Telling you the thruth

Aldo Kraas
Sem Você

Sem você
My world is not the same
Sem você
I Can't have any love
That will warm my soul
And my life

Aldo Kraas
Send Her An Angel

Send her an Angel
Down from heaven
To wipe down all
The tears from her eyes

Aldo Kraas
Send Me A Kiss

Send me a kiss
With your angel
When he leaves the sky
And comes to the earth
To greet every men, women, and child

Aldo Kraas
Send Me Songs

Send me
Some smiles
Send me dew stars at night
Send me the moon
Send me the rainbows
After the rain
Send me the silence at night

Aldo Kraas
Senorita

Senorita
You look so beautiful tonight
Senorita
Would you like to dance with me tonight?
Because I would love to dance with you
And I am ready now to dance with you
Senorita
Are you going to be my senorita
Firever?
Or do you have somebody else that you love here at home?
Senorita
Your eyes have so much sparkles on them
Senorita
Why don't you give me a kiss?
And I will give a kiss back to you

Aldo Kraas
Sentimental Men

Are you ready for the sentimental men?
Because he is coming and he is the centre of attention
Sentimental men is very sentimental and emotional at the same time
The life of the sentimental men is a free one without road blocks
And he can move free anywhere on earth that he likes
Because he is free
And there is no strings attached to the sentimental men

Aldo Kraas
September

September
Why do you bring me so much sadness?
September
Why do you bring me so much pain?
September
Why do you want me to cry?
September
Why do you want me to let my tears fall out of my eyes?

Aldo Kraas
September 11 Hymn

Our prayers are with you today
During this sad day
The sad memories of this day lives
In our hearts and in our minds
God please take our hurts away
And heal our hearts

Aldo Kraas
September Had Greeted Me Today

September had greeted me today
But I wasn`t ready yet to greet
September back
Because I can`t believe that summer is over
And I feel that I am still in shock due to the end of Summer

Aldo Kraas
Serenade To Earth

Serenade to earth
This peaceful song
Believe in what you can do
To improve the earth
We have the power in our hands to do it
Together we can make it work for all of us
If we work together like in a team

Aldo Kraas
Serenade To Life

Serenade to life
Because life is worth living
And it is a God gift that God gave us
But death is not going to arrive any time or sooner
Than you think
Because first we have to work to earn the right to die here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Serenity Song

God grant me the serenity
That I need right now
To feel at home

Aldo Kraas
Serious

She is serious
When it comes
To worshiping God
She is serious
When she is
At work
Doing her best
To serve her customers
Because she wants them
To come back to the store

Aldo Kraas
Sertanejo

Sertanejo
Every day
Thousands of people
Are invited
By the people
Who live
Next door
To them

Aldo Kraas
Set Aside Time And Have A Chat With The Lord

Set aside time and have a chat with the Lord
You will feel good after you had done

Aldo Kraas
Set Me Free Song

God
Set me free
Today
Because I want to be free

Aldo Kraas
Set Of Traffic Lights

Inside of my heart
There are a set of traffic lights
And some roads
And avenues
That cars move fast
The roads are narrow
But the avenues have double lanes
I feel that the sounds of the cars moving
Either on the roads or avenue are very pleasant to my ears
And I can leave with the
Because my heart was made for traffic

Aldo Kraas
Settle

I will settle
For love
Friendship
Peace
For a good meal
For some fun
For romance
For a nice walk on the park
For a good cup of tea
For some nice music
For a nice warm bath
For some peace and quiet
For a good night rest
For some snow
For a lucky penny

Aldo Kraas
Seven Nights

Seven nights to pray
Seven nights to rock all night until you go deaf and blow your brains out
With the music
Seven nights to kiss the black moon that is laughing at me in the sky
I am sorry but I find it annoying and direspectful to me
Seven nights to shop until you dropp dead

Aldo Kraas
Seven Thoughts About You Song

I have seven thoughts about you
You are very honest
And I am telling you the truth
You have a big heart

Aldo Kraas
Shadowland Song

The road that I walk on
Is a dirt road
Here in shadowland

Aldo Kraas
Shadows Of The Moonlight

Watch
For the shadows of
The moonlight
That are shining in the
Ganges
I am telling you that you will
Be surprised

Aldo Kraas
Shadows Of The Ships

The sky tonight
Paints a beautiful picture
On Canada Day
And
All the fireworks display is great
Because it leaves
All the shadows of the ships
On the water
And I can see it
Without any problem

Aldo Kraas
Shadows Song

I don't allow the shadows of the dead people
To penetrate in my life
And why should I allow the shadows of the dead people to be a part of My life?
But I allow the shadows of the trees to reflect against my life everyday
Because that is fine with me

Aldo Kraas
Shake Your Head

Shake your head
Friend
Because this poem is good

Aldo Kraas
Shaken

Your shaken with grief
Your shaken by death
Your shaken with horror
Your shaken with the cold
But no matter how you feel, life must go on
The word will not stop and wait for you
After all you are human
You are afraid you will be laughed at
Remember that everyone is entitle to there opinion
And you to yours
Move on and don’t look back in the darker days when you were shaken by grief, death, horror, and cold
Death, horror, and grief you have no control of it
But you have control of your emotions, feelings, and fears
Put a little laughter in your life
Learn to laugh from the inside out
Behind the mask you hide your face so no one can see how you feel
You are afraid of your fears and don’t want other people to know how You feel
It’s okay to feel the way you feel
Remove the mask from your face and let your fears and feelings be shown

Aldo Kraas
Shall I Say To You Be Still

Shall I say to you be still
And become a christian
Your anger
And hate towards people
Will be gone
Because
I know that God can
Change people
And make them a new person

Aldo Kraas
Shalon Aleynu

I am saying
Shalon yenu
To my friend
That I will not see anymore
Today
And it is also a sad day
Becayse I can't stop to think about her
Also Mother Nature
Is saying
Shalon yenu
To my friend
I don't even know
How my friend
Had meet Mother Nature
To be honest with you

Aldo Kraas
Shane

Shane
Is a honest person
And I would never lie to you
You can trust him a 100%
Because I would never
Bring over to you a
Person that I didn't trust
Shane

Aldo Kraas
Shanghai

Let's send our prayers for
Shanghai
And the children of
Shanghai
That are waiting
On a heart operation

Aldo Kraas
Shanghai Symphony

Shanghai
Shangai
You are a different world
For me

Aldo Kraas
Share And Enjoy

Share and enjoy
The gift of
Peace you
Got from
God with
Others

Aldo Kraas
Share The Land

Share your love with your friends
Share the land with the natives
Share the food with the homeless
Share a prayer with the people
Share a song with the people so they can sing together with you

Aldo Kraas
Sharp Mind

My sharp mind
Is working everyday
Even though I am not
Young anymore

Aldo Kraas
Shattered

Shattered life
Shattered window
Shattered car
Stattered cross
Shattered heart

Aldo Kraas
She

She believes in me
She believes that I have a big heart

Aldo Kraas
She Always Finds A Way

She always finds a way
To say that she loves me
In her beautiful worlds

Aldo Kraas
She Believed In Yesterday

She believed in yesterday
Because she knew that
She could win somebody
Back by showing her love

Aldo Kraas
She Broke My Heart

She broke
My heart
Yesterday
And
Today
It seems so strange
Because
I don't remember it anymore
I will go
And try
To
Find her
And forgive
Her

Aldo Kraas
She Can'T See The Kingdom Of God

She can't see the kingdom of God
From here
Because it is a long way
From here to there also

Aldo Kraas
She Can'T Wait To Die Next Year

First she wants to get through spring
And than she wants to get through summer
Because she wants to see her family once more before she dies

Aldo Kraas
She Comes

She comes to me
Out of the crowd

Aldo Kraas
She Comes To You

She comes to you
Because she doesn't have anybody else
Also she is in distress right now
God
She comes to you
Because she is hungry
And can you give her some food please God?
Please don't let me and her down
I know that we are not related
But we are just friends

Aldo Kraas
She Cried On My Shoulder Song

She cried on my shoulder last night

Aldo Kraas
She Doesn’t See Him Any More

She doesn’t see him any more
It is a disgrace
The way he treats her
Even though he is her brother
He always puts her down
She tries her best
To look good
But he always finds something wrong with her
The way she dress
She is simple and conservative
I would say
Every time she goes to his place
She doesn’t feel welcome there
She gets very upset
And depress also
I do understand her
Because I feel the same way that she does
To tell you the truth
We only live once
And the simple life is the happy one
The one’s that have everything are miserable
And sometimes they even end up killing themselves
Or divorcing there wives
I say it is better to be simple and kind
She doesn’t see him any more
Even though they used to live very close to each other
She doesn’t see him any more
She doesn’t need the aggravation
She rather be away from him
It makes more sense to me
And to her also

Aldo Kraas
She Doesn'T Know How To Feel Mad

She doesn't know how to feel mad
And the person that she loved once
Had broken her heart
And know she is mad with herself
Because she doesn't know how to be mad
And what does it mean the world mad
When you look it up in the dictionary?

Aldo Kraas
She gave me a beautiful
Snapshot of her orchid
That she had framed
Today
Especially for me

Aldo Kraas
She Got A Crush On You

We have the whole night to ourselves
Love songs I hear on the radio
We sing together the love tunes
The melodies stick in our heads over and over again
She got a crush on you
She is your sweetheart
She got a crush on you
You two make a wonderful couple
You two are made for each other
You two enjoy each other
She got a crush on you
Our love is here to stay
Who needs to worry about tonight?
Her smile brake your heart
The moon and the stars will shine for a million years
We are dancing beneath the stars on a clear night
I am so happy again because we can wear shorts and t-shirt again
Don’t be a fool
Don’t loose her now
Take care of you both
Keep this relationship alive
She always talks to me about you
I know how much you two love each other
I can see it in your eyes
I can feel it in your voice
Your place is here with me
You and I don’t have to go anywhere else
You and I will make our love last forever
Because love is the greatest gift of all
If one day our love dies there won’t be a need for us to be together Anymore
What good is love for when two people don’t love each other anymore?
We will be making a fool of ourselves pretending that we love each Other when we don’t love each other anymore
There is a gentle breeze blowing in our faces
Please moon and star shine all night for us
Breeze keep on blowing for us because it is too hot and sticky without You
No other sound we can hear than our voices
The breeze we can feel
She Had Traced Her Roots

She had traced her roots
And she had found
Some of her old
School friends

Aldo Kraas
She Has A Smile Of A Goddess

She has a smile
Of a goddess
Because
She is the goddess
Here on earth
Don't you know?

Aldo Kraas
She Has So Many Possessions Song

She has so many possessions to
Take care of
That she doesn't know where to begin
And that is crazy
Because that is enough to fit
In two trucks alone

Aldo Kraas
She Has The Final Hour Here On Earth

She has the final hour here on earth
She is aware that she is ill
And the doctors told her that
They did all they could for her

Aldo Kraas
She Is A Dreamer

She is a dreamer
That is never
Awake
At night
Because she sleeps
Through
The night

Aldo Kraas
She Is A Fool To Want Me

I don't have any fancy clothes to wear
I haven't bought any new clothes in years
All my clothes are old looking like an old rug
She is a fool to want me
I don't have any car either
Because I don't drive, why should I learn to drive?
It is expensive and I have no interest in that
Also taking the T TC is a lot faster
She is a fool to want me
I am not rich either, If I was my life would be a lot different now
She tells me that money is a secondary thing
But she loves me for real
It only brings confort that's all

Aldo Kraas
She Is A Good Kisser

She is a good kisser
I am telling you
Because when she kissed me
Her lips felt like the taste of honey
When it touched my lips
And two lips found each other
My lips found her lips
And her lips found mine

Aldo Kraas
She Is A Keeper Of That Fire

She is a keeper of that fire
That I made a while ago
For us
So we all could sleep
Infront of that beautiful fire
While we camp
At Algonquin Park
During the week

Aldo Kraas
She is a night dreamer
And she dreams a lot at night

Aldo Kraas
She Is All Grown Up Now

She is all grown up now
And she is ready
To move on with her life
After she had graduated
From High School

Aldo Kraas
She Is Calling To Say Good Bye

She is calling
To say good bye
Today
And I know that is tough for you
Because you love her deeply

Aldo Kraas
She Is Chasing After The Sun

She is chasing after
The Sun
All over the town today
Because she doesn't
Believe that the sun
Will shine today
And she is desperate
For the sun

Aldo Kraas
She Is Chasing Her Dreams

She is chasing her dreams
Tonight while she is sleeping away
In her warm bed
In heaven

Aldo Kraas
She Is Devastated

She is devastated
With him
Because he eats too much

Aldo Kraas
She Is Drawing My Face On The Pavement

She is drawing my face on the pavement
Today
And right now

Aldo Kraas
She is dying for me
My friend
And the reason is
That she is lonely right now
So I will be her friend
Because I believe that I can fill her lonely spot

Aldo Kraas
She Is Faking

She is faking her death
She is faking her smile

Aldo Kraas
She is like the wind
Of a distant lover
That lives
Far away
In another
Land

Aldo Kraas
She Is Looking Down From Heaven At Us

She
Is
Looking
Down
From
Heaven
At
Us
And
She
Can
She
That
We
Have
Changed
All
Through
The
Years
That
She
Had
Known
Us

Aldo Kraas
She Is My Soul And Inspiration

She is my soul
And my inspiration
Every time
I sit infront of the
Computer
To write my poems

Aldo Kraas
She Is Not Good At Playing Solitaire

She
Is
Not
Good
At
Playing
Solitaire
Please
Understand
It
But
She
Is
Good
When
It
Comes
To
Love
You
With
All
Her
Heart

Aldo Kraas
She is not in love with the devil
Because the devil doesn't respect her
And neither her wishes

Aldo Kraas
She Is Not Right In Her Mind

She is not right in her mind
That is what I am trying
To tell you all
And also she is unbalance
She is not happy at all
And we can see that it is true
Because that she can't even hide
From us
Because it is visible
And so real

Aldo Kraas
She Is Now Dead

She is
Now dead
And she can't
Come back
Some people
Tell me
That they
Can still
Hear her voice

Aldo Kraas
She Is Our Angel Now

She is our angel now
And our angel
Lives in heaven right now
Our angel is not suffering anymore
The way she suffered before
Now our angel can move freely in heaven

Aldo Kraas
She Is Persuing Her Dream

She is pursing her dream
Because since she was a little girl
She was talking about becoming a vet
Nothing can stop her from becoming a vet
She loves animals
And she wants to spend her life taking care of them

Aldo Kraas
She Is Pretending To Be Happy

She is pretending
To be happy
When she is not
I think that is crazy

Aldo Kraas
She Is Sleeping Away In Heaven

She is sleeping away in heaven
And you don't have no doubts that she sleeping away in heaven
After a long battle

Aldo Kraas
She Is So Cool

She is so cool,
She has her head on her shoulder
She has her heart on the right spot
She talks with confidence
But she is not perfect either
She has her strength and weakness
She is a tough lady
You can never fool her
She is aware of everything that goes around her
You can never joke with her because she will take it the wrong way
And she will think that you are making fun of her

Aldo Kraas
She Is That Living Shadow

She is that living shadow
That is following me
Everywhere I go

Aldo Kraas
She Is The Evil

She
Is
The
Evil
Woman
That
Rapture
My
Heart

Aldo Kraas
She Is The Evil Woman

She
Is
The
Evil
Woman
That
Rapture
My
Heart

Aldo Kraas
She Is The Love Of Your Life

She is the love of your life
And she is everything to you
So take good care of her

Aldo Kraas
She Is The One

She is the one
That can bring peace
And Joy into your life

Aldo Kraas
She Is The One Song

She is the one
For God
Because God
Made the right plan
For her life

Aldo Kraas
She Is Trapped In His Magig Spell

He is a magician
And she is trapped
In his magic spell

Aldo Kraas
She Is Trapped Inside Your Heart

She is trapped inside your heart
And she is asking you
To let her go
Because she needs to live her live
Like everybody else

Aldo Kraas
She is trying to say the right things
Without offending us

Aldo Kraas
She Kept Calling My Name

She
Kept
Calling
My
Name
And
I
Went
Over

Aldo Kraas
She Knew At That Moment

She knew at that moment
That she wanted this man
When she spotted
Him inside the coffee shop
While she was buying
A coffee

Aldo Kraas
She Knew Him

She knew him from the time
She was born
And his name was Jesus

Aldo Kraas
She Left From Here

She left from here
2 days ago
And God was holding her hands
While he took her to heaven
So she could rest forever
And be left in peace forever
The water of the sea here
Is calm now

Aldo Kraas
She Left Me With A Broken Heart

She left me with a broken heart
When she left my place today
Because she was in a hurry to get home
Before it gets dark outside
And now my broken heart is in pain
But I take some Advil to relieve the pain that is in my broken heart

Aldo Kraas
She Lied Through Her Teeth

She
Lied
Through
Her
Teeth
To
Me
By
Telling
Me
That
She
 Doesn't
Have
Nothing
Exciting
Going
On
In
Her life
At
The
Moment

Aldo Kraas
She Likes The Way I Move

She likes the way I move
I move slowly like a turtle
I can't run in the heat
Because I will run
Out of energy

Aldo Kraas
She Looked Back

She looked back
To the horizon
She saw that
Great peak
She climbed that one
Well
The one I climbed
Is down a little
It is just
Behind those trees
At the Pico Island

Aldo Kraas
She Looks So Dazzling

I haven't
Seen
Her
For
So
Long
And
Now
I
Finally
Got
To
See
Her
Again
While
I
was
At
The
Theatre

Aldo Kraas
She Lost Her Words

She lost her words
When she saw
Her new place that
She is going
To
Spend her summers
Every year
She looked very happy
And excited

Aldo Kraas
She Loved Me

She loved me
Until
The night ended
After we had
Tasted a glass
Of red wine
And the wine that we had tasted
Was Good's own blood
That was shed for us

Aldo Kraas
She Must Go

She must go
And find someone who can make her happy

Aldo Kraas
She Needs A Fresh Start

She needs a fresh start
Because she is working for an
Employer that doesn't pay very much money
And all she does is work
For a employer that is not happy with her work

Aldo Kraas
She Painted The Devil

She painted the devil
In everybody's life
And that is a awful thing to do
Because it sounds so sick
You know what
She is not thinking straight anymore

Aldo Kraas
She Parts Song

She parts from me
Everyday
About this time
Because she is afraid of the dark
And she hates to walk in the dark

Aldo Kraas
She Promised Me Ballad

She promise me
That she would be loyal to me
And God

Aldo Kraas
She Said

She
Said
Is
Time
To
Break
The
Bread

Aldo Kraas
She Said A Prayer

She said a prayer to her saint
She said a prayer to all the angels in heaven
She said a prayer to herself
She said a prayer to Mother Nature
She said a prayer to her friends
She said a prayer to God

Aldo Kraas
She Saw Her Grandpa

She saw her
Grandpa
Being flown
To heaven by one
Of the angels
That had lifted him up
And carried him under his wings

Aldo Kraas
She Sings Her Own Songs

She sings her own songs
That is very sad
Because it is full of sadness
And that is how she
Must feel
When she is
Walking outside
During the lonely
Hours of the night

Aldo Kraas
She Song

She is the light of the world
She is the music inside of my soul

Aldo Kraas
She Still

She still younge
And beautiful
She still
Reading books
And worshiping God

Aldo Kraas
She Waits Song

She waits for her lover
She waits for the night
She waits for the moon to rise

Aldo Kraas
She Wants To Be A Good Girl

She wants to be a good girl
But she doesn't know how
To be a good girl

Aldo Kraas
She Wants To See Me Happy

She wants to see me happy
And I think she is right about that subject
She tells me that I am always bragging about things in life
That she gets so tired of hearing it
And I don't blame her
She has a lot of patience with me and other people
Which I don't have for her and other people

Aldo Kraas
She Was Born To Lose

She was born to lose her husband through a divorce
She was born to loose her friends in life
Because she doesn't know how to play her cards well in life
And neither she has luck with her men and her friends

Aldo Kraas
She Was Found In The Darkness Sonata

She was found in the darkness last night

Aldo Kraas
She Was The Morning And I Was The Night

She was the morning and I was the night
She was the cloudy morning and I was the rainy night
She was the foggy morning and I was the bright night with all the stars Shining in the sky
She was the cold winter morning and I was the stormy night
She was the bright sunny morning and I was the peaceful night

Aldo Kraas
She Was The Morning And I Was The Night Revised

She was the morning and I was the night
She was the cloudy morning and I was the rainy night
She was the foggy morning and I was the bright night with all the stars Shining in the sky
She was the cold winter morning and I was the stormy night
She was the bright sunny morning and I was the peaceful night

Aldo Kraas
She Was Touched By An Angel Today

She was touched by an angel today
While she walked
The streets of
Toronto

Aldo Kraas
She Will Always Hold A Spot In Our Hearts

She will always hold a spot in our hearts
Even now that she is in heaven

Aldo Kraas
She Will Be A Japanese Tree Song

She will be a
Japanese cherie tree
Once the seed that I planted today
Start to develop the roots in the soil
And I know that a
Japanese Cherie tree can't grow overnight
Because it takes months and years for a tree to develop

Aldo Kraas
She Will Be The One

She will be the one waiting here inside of my heart because she wants To love me more
She will be here waiting here inside of my heart because she will Water the flowers I planted inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
She Will Be There For Us

she will be there for us in our lives
She will be there for us during the nights
She will be there in our dreams that we will dream at night
She will be there to share her love with us

Aldo Kraas
She Will Be Waiting In Her Grave

She will be waiting in her grave
For the day that you day
So that you two can be together as a couple
Inside the grave

Aldo Kraas
She Will Follow You Under The Sun

Some day
When you will wake up
And go for walk after you had your breakfast
She will follow you under the sun
And this day will be a happy one
Because God will be there to witness it

Aldo Kraas
She Will Help Me To Forget

She will help me
To forget all the bad times
That I went through life
Because I went already
Through hell with all
The bad times that I went through
My life

Aldo Kraas
She Will Never Walk Alone

She will never walk alone
She has God on her life
She will never walk alone
God is on her side
She will never walk alone
Because God is always watching out for her
She will never walk alone
Because she has a friend that is God
She will never walk alone
She has someone who loves her and that someone is God
She will never walk alone
Because God is a good friend of her
She will never walk alone
She will always have someone to keep her company
And that someone is God
She will never walk alone

Aldo Kraas
She Will Not Return

She will not return
To the place that she lived before
She gives me all kinds of histories
That the people that lived on that building
Stoled things from her
And I only know one side of the history
So that could be true or false

Aldo Kraas
She Will Only Look Into My Eyes

She will only look into
My eyes so that she can find out
That I am honest

Aldo Kraas
She Will Run To You

I make no mistake when I talk about my friend Mark
That is like a brother to me
I make no mistake when I tell you that I can't wait for the arrival of spring
Because we had a hard winter
I make no mistake when I talk about my family
Because they live in another country
And I live here in Canada with no family
I make no mistake to tell you when I am having a depression
So that somebody of my friends can take me to the hospital
I make no mistake when I listen to music because I love all kinds of Music
I make no mistake about about poetry because poetry is my life
I make no mistake when I take my pills at 9:00 am in the night every Night

Aldo Kraas
She Will Take The Pain And The Glory

She will take the pain and the glory
While she is running
In this marathon

Aldo Kraas
She will whisper in the dark
Every night
To me
While I am sleeping
I got used to it by now

Aldo Kraas
Sheleg

Sheleg
Is coming down from the sky so hard
And I know that we are having a snowstorm today
And all the roads will be covered with the sheleg
But in my heart will never be any eyze sheleg
Only in the strees during the winter
Eyze sheleg makes driving very difficult for everyone that drives
And the trees will be covered with eyze sheleg
Also the sidewalks will be covered with sheleg

Aldo Kraas
Shelly Sonata

Shelly
What do you need from God?
Shelly
What do you expect from God?

Aldo Kraas
She's All That You Have

She's all
That
You
Have
As
A
Friend

Aldo Kraas
She's Gone

She's gone back home
In that snowstorm today
And I am very afraid of her having an accident
Because she is a new driver
And doesn't have much experience driving in bad weather
Also I am praying that she gets home safe
The reason she left today is that tomorrow she has to go back to the University for her exams
I know that she studied yesterday for the exam the entire day

Aldo Kraas
She's Gone Again

She's gone again to bed
Because by the time she comes home from work
She is tired
And doesn't want to do anything else than sleep
She works everyday from 9 to 5
Like a slave
She tells me that she wished that she could sleep
Everyday like a bear
Underneath the tree
In the wild

Aldo Kraas
She's Gone But I Am Here

She's gone
But I am here
Because I belong here
And she wasn't happy in here

Aldo Kraas
She's Gone But I Am Hjere

She's gone
But I am here
Because I belong here
And she wasn't happy in here

Aldo Kraas
She's Too Good For God

She's too good for God
Because she is always serving God
And she always repent her sins to God
She's too good for God
Because she worships her God

Aldo Kraas
Shimmer

God is a shimmer to the world we live in
Called the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
Shine Brother Shine

Shine
Brother
Shine
In
The
World

Aldo Kraas
Shine Without Envy My Sunshine

Shine without envy my sunshine
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Shining Stars

There are shining stars
Shining in the sky
That is inside of my heart
And the shining stars
And the sky that is inside of my heart belongs to me
Because God gave to me the sky and the shining stars
A long time ago

Aldo Kraas
Shocking Truth

The shocking truth
Is that I am not skinny anymore
And I used to be very skinny
But with all the medications that I take
I gain weight like crazy
And I can't help it
Because I have diabeties, rhinitis, and depression
But when I go on the scale I am always out of control
Because either I gain weight or I lost weight
Also my weight goes up and down like an yoyo

Aldo Kraas
Shoes

Shoes made with soft leather
Dirty with mud
Worn out a million times
The sole is gone and there are holes everywhere ready to be thrown out
And it is time for a new one

Aldo Kraas
Short Of Money

Don't come to me
And ask me to
Lend you some money
Because I am broke also
And that is not a lie
I have bills to pay
Like the condo insurance, the telephone, and the condo maintenance
I know you work and when you get your pay
You spend it all on beer

Aldo Kraas
Should I Blame Myself

Should I blame myself
Because I am always broke?
No it is not the whole thing my fault
Some part it is some part it is not
It is my mother's lawyer who doesn't
Follow the rules that you give him

Aldo Kraas
Shout A Big Amen

Shout a big amen
To the Lord
All of you

Aldo Kraas
Show A Little Compassion

Show a little compassion
Towards others
That are stricken by misfortune

Aldo Kraas
Show Me The Meaning Of Home

Home is your paradise
Home is your sanctuary
Show me the meaning of home
A home is the person residency
And in your home you can rest in peace
Because you won't find any violence inside of your home
Also at home during the Summer months the birds will at your porch
And you will be able to hear them singing early in the morning
But the good thing about Summer is that the days are longer

Aldo Kraas
Show Me The Meaning Of Life

Show me the meaning of life
Violence is everywhere today
It is something that never seems to end
The media does more good than bad
Let’s protect our community
And let’s make our community safe
It is time to put down the guns and make a better place for us to live
Show me the meaning of life
Times are tough
Times are changing not for the better
Let’s learn to live with each other
Let’s respect each other’s feelings and opinions
Let’s not hurt each other anymore
Life can be beautiful if we can learn to bite our tongues and not say Bad things about each other
We can’t go on anymore hating each other
Let’s learn to love life
Let’s make everyone welcome into our community
We can learn from each other
Everyone of us have different experiences in life
Let’s put our troubles behind us and enjoy each other’s company
Everybody needs to be praised sometimes for what they do
Violence is the thing that destroys our lives and keeps us away from Each other

Aldo Kraas
Show Of Man

Show of man
You love to show of
Show of man
I can write better than anybody
Show of man
You like to put people down
And that is so childish
Show of man
If you would only behave like a man
And not like a child
Show of man
You say that you ar 18
So act like one
Show of man
You don't know nothing about poetry
The way I do
I am an expert at poetry
Show of man
I can read you know

Aldo Kraas
Show To The World That I Am Alive

Brothers and sisters
Show to the world
That I am alive

Aldo Kraas
Show Your True Face To Me

Show your true face to me
My beloved God

Aldo Kraas
Show Your True Patriot Love

Show your true
Patriot love for your country

Aldo Kraas
Showdown

I took my camera
With me when I went for a walk
On this beautiful day
And while I was walking I came to
China town
Where I saw a very interesting subject for a picture
So I didn't resitate for a moment
Because the subject was a very old
Chinese man standing
Infront of his house
And I must say that this old chinese man was very handsome
And that was a bonus for the picture

Aldo Kraas
Shower Me

Shower me with your gifts
My God
Because I can use them right now

Aldo Kraas
Showers In My Dreams

There are showers in my dreams
That won't go away
Because it is raining away
And the ducks and birds are very happy with the rain
But not the people
Because they have to wear their raincoats all day so that they stay dry
Also they have to have their umbrella open when they walk in the Streets
everywhere they go

Aldo Kraas
Showers Might Fall From The Sky

Showers might fall
From the sky
Soon
Because the sky
Is dark
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Shropshire Waltz

My
Little
Shropshire
Shines
In
The
Heart
Of
All
The
English
Ladies
And
Gentlemen
That
Lives
In
My
Little
Shropshire
I invite
You
All
To
Dance
The
Shropshire
Waltz

Aldo Kraas
Shut Out The Burning Light

Shut out the burning light
That is burning my eyes
That light is too strong
For my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Shut The Windows Of The Past

Shut the windows of the past
And look forward to the future
Because the future is here
Right now for you
And you can take it with you

Aldo Kraas
Shut Your Mouth

Shut your mouth
And don’t say anything
But please open your ears
And listen carefully
Because I have something
That I want to tell you

Aldo Kraas
Shy

She is shy
She all dressed up for the night
And she doesn't have any one to hold
And give that warm gentle kiss
She is shy
And that is the inside that counts
You can't tell me that she can't do things for herself
I think with a little encouragement
She will change
And do the things you want her to do
She is just shy
Some people may think that she is being anti social
But she needs to learn to socialize with other people of her own age
She needs to built up her trust and confidence
She is shy
We hope she will continue to sing for us our love songs we adore
She knows all of the words to the love songs
We taught her a long time ago
She has a beautiful voice
She has talent
That talent would be ashamed to waste
If she doesn't pratice she will loose it
And she might even forget the words
She is wearing her lucky charm that gramma gave to her
It is very special to her
She only wears it on special ocasions or
At the weekends
Because if she loose it
It will never be able to be replaced

Aldo Kraas
Shy Lady

Shy
Lady
I am
Coming
Over
To
You
To put
An
End
To
That
Shiness
That
You
Have

Aldo Kraas
Shyness

Shyness
Is just egotism out of its depth

Aldo Kraas
Si Seulement

Si seulement
The flowers that we see here on earth
During the summer would
Bloom all year
But that is not possible
Because Mother Nature
Looks after the flowers here on earth
And God is the one that send the flowers to bed
During the winter
So we have no say in that

Aldo Kraas
Si Te Vas

Si te vas
To another place
Don't you know
That you will
Break our hearts

Aldo Kraas
Si Tu Me Miras

Si tu me miras
Watching the sunset
Si tu me miras
Taking a picture
Of the sunset

Aldo Kraas
Si Tu No Estas Aquí

I don't want to be without you
si tu no estás aquí

Aldo Kraas
Sibelius Sonata

The winds are going
To change the direction today

Aldo Kraas
Sierra Leone

Sierra Leone
How great
Is the love
We have for thee

Aldo Kraas
Sigh

I let out my sigh
When I am frustrated
Because I am feeling that I have enough
Of the bad things that I am experimenting in my life
Sigh
That sigh the I let out one our ago
Won’t let me down
By getting me all worked up
And at the same time I am feeling that I am going to boil up
Inside of me

Aldo Kraas
Silence

Silence is powerful and yet my worst enemy
Sometimes I feel that I am loosing ground
I am loosing my mind yet I am fighting for what I believe
If I can make someone happy for just being in there, let me be there
Don’t push me away from where I am
We don’t have to talk all the time
It is good to know that someone need us out there
In my home is where my heart is
There is nothing like home sweet home
At late night I write in my diary
What I am thinking and feeling
Sometimes when I read over I get amazed at what I written
I feel the need to be there for somebody
I sometimes go out of my way to make this person happy
I give to those in need what I can give
And what I get in return a big smile and thanks
Thanks is a big word that means so much
And it gives you a good feeling when you come home that you’ve done So much for someone

Aldo Kraas
Silence In The Sky

Silence in the sky
Silence in the sky
Silence in the sky
I don't hear any sound at all
Not even a sound of the birds
Silence in the sky
Silence in the sky
Silence in the sky
I don't even hear the sound of the Airplane flying in the sky
Silence in the sky
Silence in the sky
Silence in the sky
It is quiet like a dead man
All the black clouds hang in the sky
That sky is dark
It make's me want to go to sleep just when I look at it
But there is no light
It feels like five in the morning
But it is not
I can say that it just feels that way to me
Dead men's winter
It is so cold
If you don't wear the proper clothes you can catch a cold and even catch pneumonia
And will have to be transported to a hospital
Where you will be treated for this cold and pneumonia
Hospital is not a nice place
But it is there when you need it

Aldo Kraas
Silence Is The Only Thing We Hear

Silence
Is
The
Only
Thing
We
Hear
During
The
Night

Aldo Kraas
Silence Sonata

The silence can't speak
Because is not human like us
The silence doesn't have a face
Because is not a person like us

Aldo Kraas
Silence Song

Please give me
Some silence
Because all that noise is driving me crazy

Aldo Kraas
Silencio

Silencio
In my life is what I need
Silencio
When I sleep I need
Silencio
I need when I dream
Silencio
When I walk outside I need also

Aldo Kraas
Silencio Revised

Silencio
In my life is what I need
Silencio
When I sleep I need
Silencio
I need when I dream
Silencio
When I walk outside I need also

Aldo Kraas
Silent Dreams And Silent Tears

Silent dreams
I had almost
Every night
Silent tears
Is running down
From my eyes

Aldo Kraas
Silent Heart Song

Our heart
Is not beating
At all tonight
Because I don't hear a beat
And our heart is silent for once
My love

Aldo Kraas
Silent Poetry

Silent poetry
Is not read
It is just written

Aldo Kraas
Silent Song

Silent night
Silent sleep
Silent prayers

Aldo Kraas
Silent Tears

I saw her
Silent tears
falling from
Her eyes

Aldo Kraas
Silky Sea

God gave me a silky sea
So that I can go and fish
On that silky sea

Aldo Kraas
Silent Alley

The lost Spirit
In the Silent Alley
Rules The Silence Of
The night Every day

Aldo Kraas
Silver Rain

Im my dreams
I see the silve rain
That is falling from the sky

Aldo Kraas
Silver Spirit

Silver spirit
That lives
Among the Harbour
High in the Sky

Aldo Kraas
Silverstine

Silverstine
You are that beautiful
Silver stone that is always shining so bright

Aldo Kraas
Sim Miedo

Sim miedo
I want to live my live
Sim miedo
I want to walk the streets of Toronto
Sim miedo
I want to see the sky
Sin miedo
I want to sleep in my bad every night
Sin miedo
I want to dream every night
While I sleep in my cozy bed

Aldo Kraas
Simple As Breathing

Dreaming is
Simple as breathing

Aldo Kraas
Simple Song

I am travelling by bus on the lonely highway
And there is no other cars or truck in this lonely highway because it is Easter
and everybody else is spending Easter at home
But I am travelling by bus on the lonely highway and I am going by bus to
Mexico city so that I can have a break from the long winter
But I will be back in May home when it will be spring at home by then
And I am so happy at the same time to get away from home
But also my heart jumps with joy

Aldo Kraas
Simple Words

Simple words cannot explain the way I feel about you
It is very hard for me to explain to you how I feel about you
I don't want to make a fool of myself
Because I might get hurt
Also if the bad things comes out when I tell you how I feel about you
You might get upset
Even though I am telling you the truth

Aldo Kraas
Simply Because Hymn

Simply because I can't live without you
Simply because I can't smile without you
Simply because my live would be empty without you

Aldo Kraas
Sin City

I left sin city
A long time ago
Because I couldn't stand that the people
Who lived in sin city were sinners

Aldo Kraas
Sin Miedo

Sim miedo
I want to live my live
Sim miedo
I want to walk the streets of Toronto
Sim miedo
I want to see the sky
Sin miedo
I want to sleep in my bed every night
Sin miedo
I want to dream every night
While I sleep in my cozy bed

Aldo Kraas
Sinatra's Eyes

Sinatra's eyes
Are dead now
And lost it 's color
Forever

Aldo Kraas
Since I Been Gone

It was
Eight hours
Ago
Since
I been
Gone from home

Aldo Kraas
Since She Lives There

Since she lives there in Brazil
The cheapest way to communicate with her is by the internet
It bring us closer to each other
Since she lives there I don’t get to see her at all
I have my life here
And she has her life there
Since she lives there she has somebody to clean her house
I clean it myself
Since she lives there in Brazil
She has her friends there in Brazil

Aldo Kraas
Since You've Been Gone

Since you've been gone
This place
Doesn't feel the
Same anymore
I know that
Your love
For me is lost
What I am supposed to do?
Because I love you so much
And deep down I care for you
I chase
You in my dreams
Every night
And in my dreams
You return to me
But in life it is not the same
Like in the dream

Aldo Kraas
Sinful

The people that live here on earth are so sinful
Because they waste so much good stuff that could go to somebody in need
Instead they just throw it away
Without even thinking about somebody else’s
To me that is a sin
And I call them a sinful person
Also I believe that they don’t care if we call them a sinful
Person
Because they have a different mentality
Than what we have
And there might be things that we just don’t agree with them

Aldo Kraas
Sing A Song To The World

Sing a song to the world
Embrace the people around you
Love the people around you

Aldo Kraas
Sing For A Change In The World

Sing for a change in the world
If if believe that you can make a difference in the world
Lets work together for peace

Aldo Kraas
Sing In The Blues

You are never alone
Because God exist
You are never alone
Because God protects you during the night
You are never alone
Because God walks with you
When you walk in the streets
You are never alone
Because God is your father
You are never alone
Because God is the healer

Aldo Kraas
Sing Me A Song

Sing
Me
A
Song
To
Lift up
My spirit
Sing me
A song
That will take the sadness
Away that is in my life
And will bring happiness
Into my life
Because I need it right now
Sing me
A song that I can sing along
With you also

Aldo Kraas
Sing Me To Heaven

Sing me to heaven so that I can rest in peace in heaven
Sing me to heaven so that it can break the sound of silence in heaven
Because when you sing it is almost like talking to me in a song

Aldo Kraas
Sing Of Love

Sing of love
I will
Because
I want you to hear
Those lovely words
Coming from me
But nobody else

Aldo Kraas
Sing That Sunday Song

Hello
Everybody
Lets
Sing
That
Sunday
Song
Sunday
Is
Another
Day
For
You
To
Spend
With
Your
Family

Aldo Kraas
Sing The Jingle Bell Blues

Sing the jingle bell blues
While the bells are ringing
In the city
Everybody is getting
In the Christmas spirit

Aldo Kraas
Sing To Me Moon

Sing to 
Me 
Moon 
Tonight 
A song 
That will 
Take 
All the 
Worries 
Out of my head 

Aldo Kraas
Singapore

Singapore
Is so stunning
To me

Aldo Kraas
Singing A Happy Song

I am singing today
A happy song for the ones that are sad

Aldo Kraas
Singing For Salvation

I am singing for salvation
Today my God

Aldo Kraas
Sip Of Wine

A sip of nice cold wine
I can taste the grapes
That had been used
To make this wine
It has a nice taste to it

Aldo Kraas
Sipping Strawberry Wine

I am sipping strawberry wine at the communion at the church
Because God invited me to his table and I went there because I felt More than
honoured to be there at his table sharing a meal of wine and Bread during the
Sunday service at the church

Aldo Kraas
Sips Of Hot Coffee

She takes a few sips of
Hot coffee
While she eats her croissant

Aldo Kraas
Sir

Sir
You are selling the Sea
One of the most important
Piece of possesion
That you have and own
Is that Sea
That Sea is full of minerals
In that Sea all the marine life lives
I am sad to see that you are selling it

Aldo Kraas
Sister

I thank you
For your telephone calls
It is nice to hear your voice again
Gentle and sweet
Like the morning rain
Sister
My sister you will always be
You are the only one I have my memories and my love with
I see your picture in the wall
Bright and beautiful
You look so beautiful in it

Aldo Kraas
Sister Can You Hear God Calling You?

Sister can you hear God calling you?
Because God has a new work plan for you

Aldo Kraas
Sister Catherine

You have made a commitment to the Church
And I have made a commitment to God
My role is to be a good christian
And your role is to be a good servant to God

Aldo Kraas
Sister I Weep

Sister I weep
Because
I want
To
Relieve
The pain
That is growing in my heart
You don't have to be upset
Sister
I am not angry or mad with you
I am telling you the truth
Yes I am

Aldo Kraas
Sisters

I see the two sisters
Together and that is
So beautiful to see

Aldo Kraas
Sit And Think Back

Sit and think back
About your childhood
Sit and think back
About the old days

Aldo Kraas
Sixty Seconds To Go

Ther is only sixty seconds to go
That is what the clock is telling me
And I am not sure that I can be ready
And out of the house in sixty seconds
Because I will be in a mad rush
To get out of the house
And then I have to make time to walk to the bus stop
And I believe that it will take another sixty seconds

Aldo Kraas
Skeptical

I am feeling
Skeptical
About the out patient clinic
At the hospital where I stayed
When I had my depression in 06-08

Aldo Kraas
Sketches

The
Local
Artist
Decide
To go for a walk

Aldo Kraas
In the wild park the family of Skrillex dinosaurs lives
And they are about 10 ft and they run wild in this park during the day
Also in this park are trees full of apples, pears, and plums
The park keepers give them meat because they need protein in their daily diet
In the winter the Skrillex mother dinosaur gives birth to babies Dinosaurs
And the park keepers keep an eye for the dinosaurs that are giving Birth
During the winter but the male Skrillex dinosaur tries to protect their babies by not allowing anybody to come near their babies because They feel that people might hurt their babies also

Aldo Kraas
Sky
You
Are
So
Peaceful
Today
Sky
You are
Blue
Like
The
Color
Of
My
Grandfather's
Eyes

Aldo Kraas
Sky High

The buildings
In my city
Are being built
In every corner you walk
That is because
The population of my city is growing
Very fast each year

Aldo Kraas
Sky Kissing

The sky above home is kissing me
Other people fell jealous about me being kissed by the star
And what nonsense is that?
Why other people want the same thing that I want?
Is that right for other people to have the same thing that I have?
No I can't comment on that?
Why?
Because I don't realy know and I don't want to make a fool of myself at The Same time

Aldo Kraas
Sky Lounge

In a tall
Building
There is
A sky
Lounge

Aldo Kraas
Sky Yard

Hurry please
Because it is time to go to that sky yard
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Skyline Christmas

Do you see
That beatiful skyline
When you look at the sky?
That is the skyline christmas
That you see when you look
At the sky
Any time of the day

Aldo Kraas
Skyline Dove

Gloria
Gloria
Gloria
In the name of God I fly Like Skylen in the sky now that the beautiful day Arrived
Skyline dove belongs to this world that God made with his holy hands Also I am 100% sure that God is proud of his own achievements like man is to their achievements in many years to come Skyline dove
Fly over the sea and the mountains to the top of the sky So that you can shine against the sky and I will be able to see it Skyline dove I promise never to hurt you but to love all living things that God Created here on earth Skyline dove may God bless you and keep you strong everyday that you Live your life here on earth
Gloria
Gloria
Gloria
Amen, Amen, Amen,

Aldo Kraas
Slash

I will slash the bills
When it comes
In the mail
I hope that I will
Be able to slash the bills
because the bills
Are always
A headache
for me
Sometimes they leave me short
Of cash

Aldo Kraas
Slater Man

Slater man
We are so happy
That we have you
To fix all the roofs
In all the homes
That are located in
This big city

Aldo Kraas
Sleep

Sleep in peace
Sleep with the sound of the rain
That is falling from the sky at night

Aldo Kraas
Sleep My Dear Child

Sleep my dear child
Of Joseph and Mary
In a manger

Aldo Kraas
Sleeping Child Song

Sleeping child
I hope that you are having a good sleep

Aldo Kraas
Sleeping With My Eyes Wide Open

I am sleeping with my eyes
Wide open right now
It sounds so strange to me
Because I never had that happened
To me before

Aldo Kraas
Sleepless Song

God you know my weakness
And that is why I am sleepless here in California
But God I am thinking of your love now
God I told you everything about my sleepless night here in California
And then I unlocked the door of my hotel room here in California so that I Could
let you in my God
And you accept my invitation God
Also I am very happy at the same time God because you accept My invitation
and came into my hotel room
And at the same time you helped to go back to sleep
And for that I say thank you lord
Yes God I had some tatto in my body
But at the same time I know how much you hate them
So I had them removed with laser
So that I could make you happy again

Aldo Kraas
Sleppless Lullaby

This is my sleppless
Lullaby
That I am singing
Tonight
Because
I am so sleppless tonight
To tell you the truth
I know it is late
But there is nothing I can do
I don't hear any noise either
Coming from outside
Like a car going by
In the street
Where I live

Aldo Kraas
Slippep Into The Skin

I am the bird that slipped into your skin
While you were laying down in the sand and sunbathing
And after that I walked all over your body
And stopped for a while
I suddenly picked with my bick your skin
Because I wanted you to feed me some food
And you gave a loud scream
I heard your scream
But I can't speak because I am a bird
And you are a human being
After that I left your skin
And than you went back to your sunbathing
That you loved very much

Aldo Kraas
Slipping Away

Slipping away
Into this crazy
Dream
Of mine
That
I just had
A few
Minutes
Ago
In my sleep

Aldo Kraas
Slovak Sinfonietta

The
Spring weather
Is beautiful
Because I don't have to wear
Any jackets, sweaters, and coats
And neither boots

Aldo Kraas
Slow Move

Slow move
You made a slow move
When that door of opportunity opened for you
You didn't see it coming your way
You waited too long
And you made a slow move
Now it is gone
You lost it friend
You may never get another opportunity like that
Wasn't that silly?
You would be having a better job now
And earning a better salary
But maybe you got cold feet
Were you afraid of the competition
That you would had to compete with other people if you had apied for this job?

Aldo Kraas
Slowly

Slowly I am getting up
Slowly Iam recovering from my luck of sleep
Slowly I am recovering from my jetleg
Slowly I am recovering from my nightmares
Slowly I am recovering from my dream world

Aldo Kraas
Slowly Fading Away

It
Was
A
Beautiful
Sunny
Day
But
At
The
End
Of
The
Day
The
Beautiful
Sunny
Day
Was
Slowly
Fading
Away

Aldo Kraas
Slum Dance

I go out of my way today
Just so I can dance the slum dance
With the poor people that live in the slum
Because they love to dance the slum dance
With other people
And they get very excited when they have other people
To dance the slum dance with
There is a fine weather in the sky
Where the slum is
Also in the slum there is no clean water to drink
But they have no choice rather than to drink the dirty water full of flies And mosquitoes

Aldo Kraas
Slum Dog

I am the slum dog
I live in the slum of India
And in the slum where I live is full of garbage
I have a outside house that is the toilet
One day I covered my body with shit
My mother was not impressed at all
She had to give me a bath
Because I was smelling real bad
But I thanked her for doing it
After all that is what mother's are for
I spend my days stealing car tires, the shoes that belongs to people, And the handbags that belongs to the ladies
Then I sell all the things that I stole
And get some cash to feed my family
But sometimes the cops comes running after me and try to catch me
But they never do
Because I can run faster than they can
After I get all the money together I bring it home to my mother so she Can buy food to feed us
Unfortunately we are very poor and don't have much to eat
Or to spare

Aldo Kraas
Slut Queen

That girl
They nick named her
Slut queen
And the slut queen
Dress very badly
Because all her clothes are full of holes
And I don't know why she doesn't see it
Or see that the clothes that she is wearing now needs to go to the Garbage

Aldo Kraas
Small Mercies

All the small mercies
Took place in my life today

Aldo Kraas
Smile For The People In The World

Smile for the people in the world
Because the world needs people who can smile

Aldo Kraas
Smile Sonata

Smile even though you are just getting up
And feeling a little grumpy this morning

Aldo Kraas
Smile The Day Is A New Gift

Smile the day is a new gift
That God gave to us
But the day already started and the sun is out
And the trees are at full bloom
Also I can smell the smell of the flowers in the air
And the smell of the flowers are beautiful
But the flowers of the trees are white

Aldo Kraas
Smile To The Man Who Gave Your Life

Smile to the man who
Gave your life
His name is God
Don't you know?

Aldo Kraas
Smiles Are Given To God By All His People

Smiles are given to
God by all his people

Aldo Kraas
Smiles Are Welcome

Smiles are welcome
It is
Beautiful
To see
The smiles
You give
To me
And everybody
Else

Aldo Kraas
That kid is smiling back at you
His smile is so radiant
Because he smiles back at you without making any effort

Aldo Kraas
Smooth Sailing

Smooth sailing in a sailing boat on the Caribbean Sea
It is Christmas and the spirit of giving is in the air
In other parts of the world it is snowing
Here it is sunny and bright
Smooth sailing in a Caribbean Sea, what a wonderful place to be
The palm trees are all over the Island
I felt in love with this place already, you can tell by my body language
The Caribbean is like home for me
I wonder what lives in that Caribbean Sea so crystal clear that you can see the bottom of this sea
At the end of the day the sun goes down and I take pictures of the Caribbean Sea
Memories of my sailing trip in the carribean to keep and to share with Others
I fished a few times in the carribean sea
I have everything on board of my sailing boat

Aldo Kraas
Snake

The snake is like hate
And the snake sits in the corner
Ready to attack anybody that will come buy

Aldo Kraas
Snake Blues

Be extra careful
When you walk in the forest
There are some snakes that
Are poisonous
That can bite you
Snake blues

Aldo Kraas
Snake II

Snake your bite hurts
So much
That is what I want you to know
God has been told about it already smake
Because I let him know about you
I wasn't so happy to be bitten by you snake

Aldo Kraas
Snake Rock

He breeds some snakes in his apartment
Don't worry
They are kept in cages
Snake rock
He sells it to the local pet shops
And also to the local people

Aldo Kraas
Snap Song

Snap that picture
With your digital Camera

Aldo Kraas
Snapshot

I am taking
A snapshot
Of the country side
Where I went for a drive today
I could not resist it
It almost felt like

Aldo Kraas
Snow Owl

Snow owl
I see you
On the branches
Of the evergreen
Tonight
While I am walking
Down the street

Aldo Kraas
Snow Snow Snow

Snow snow snow
Is
Falling
From
The sky
And
It is a
Winter
Wonderland
Out there
Believe
Me

Aldo Kraas
Snowbird Theme

Snowbird
Fly back to
Toronto from Nova Scotia
Because you were made to fly
By God

Aldo Kraas
Snowflakes

God is loosen up my conscience
Because my consciense is so tight
And it feels like it is going to explode with that headaches
Also my consciesce is full of worries and guilt
And out of my living room window at home I watch the snowflakes fall
Into my driveway where I park my car everyday
And it is white like a white carpet
But the good thing is that I don't have to shovel my driveway at all
Here at home
Because if Mother Nature put it there she will get rid of it eventualy

Aldo Kraas
Snowflakes Blues

I am sleeping
In my warm cozy bed
During the late night
That is almost over
And Now I got the opportunity
To dream about snowflakes

Aldo Kraas
So Attached To Him

I feel so attached
To him
That is because
He is almost like a brother to me

Aldo Kraas
So Be Our Friends People

So be our friends
And
Don't be shy people
Because we are very friendly

Aldo Kraas
So Beautiful Or What

The nature here on earth is so beautiful or what?
The noise of the beach first thing in the morning is so beautifu or what?
The sunshine raising ealy in the moring in the sky is beautiful or what?
The flowers bloming on the trees are beautiful or so what?
The sea turtle swimming on the sea is so beautiful or so what?
The sunsets that forms on the sky when the sun is going down is so Beautiful or what?

Aldo Kraas
So Beautiful So Wonderful

So beautiful So wonderful
My God is because he created me 47 years ago
And I still have left to live that wonderful life that God gave me to live
Here on the earth every single day
So beautiful is the sky that my God created
So that airplanes and birds could share it together with each other
So beautiful and so wonderful God is for saving the God days for me

Aldo Kraas
So Close

We are so close to the beach
And because we live so close
To the beach
It take us only ten minutes to
Walk to the beach

Aldo Kraas
So Close To You All I Am Tonight

So close to you all I am tonight
My beloved moon
My beloved star
My beloved white cloud

Aldo Kraas
So Deep In Love

So deep in love
With nature
I am
It is so wonderful
To me that
I can be a
Part of
The nature

Aldo Kraas
So Do I

You are enjoying this Summer
So do I
You are enjoying a nice cold drink on a hot day
So do I

Aldo Kraas
So Do You Want To Be Me?

So do you want to be me?
Why?
What do you like so much about me?

Aldo Kraas
So Each Night I Say My Good Byes

So each night
I say my
Good byes
To that
Evil force
That is trying
So hard
To get a hold of me

Aldo Kraas
So Fast

So fast
I am falling sleep
In my bed
You are no longer here with me

Aldo Kraas
So Here I Am

So here I am
To worship you
My God
Of all names
I will bow down
My God

Aldo Kraas
So I Have Become The Middle Man

So I have become the middle man
In this world
And I have so much gray hair on my head
That I don't like at all
I love blond hair
And I find it to be so attractive in men
But the truth is that I have that ugly gray hair
That God gave me
For a reason

Aldo Kraas
So I Think To Myself

So I think to myself
That I live in a beautiful home
That is very simple to me
But to be honest with you it is all I need
So I think to myself
That I am very lucky to have the friends that I have
Because they support me in my life
And they are the circle of friends that I created for myself
So that I don't have to live my life alone
So I think to myself
That I am very lucky to live in the country called Canada
Because we have a good health system in Canada

Aldo Kraas
So In Love

I am so in love
With my world
I am so in love
With myself

Aldo Kraas
So leb dein leben
Or the highway
Kid
Because you don't do
Anything physical
To improve your health kid
And you don't look
That healthy to me
Do you agree?

Aldo Kraas
So Long Blues

So long
My dear friend
That went now to heaven
And never will wake up again
Or see the planet earth again
Because he is dead
But I feel that I need to say
Once more so long
To my dear friend
That went to heaven

Aldo Kraas
So Long Mars

Now that the bird that was flying in the sky
Past by you
I have to say so long mars

Aldo Kraas
So Many Attempts

I had so many attempts
With my singing
Because the more I sung
The worst I sounded
I had so many attempts
When I tried to cut my own hair
Because I thought it was going to be easy
And let me tell you
That I was wrong

Aldo Kraas
So Many Boken Hearts For God To Fix

There are so many broken hearts for
God to fix lately
And that is good because God will not be without a job

Aldo Kraas
So Many Chances And You Blew It

You had so many chances
To get rid of your bad habbits
But you blew it
One by one

Aldo Kraas
So Many Days Lost Including The Times

So many days lost including the times
That I had felt that I was losing my mind
While I was waiting to start the new day

Aldo Kraas
So Many Dreams To Follow Song

So many dreams to follow
Each day
That we live our lives

Aldo Kraas
So Many Emotions That I Am Feeling

So many emotions
That I am feeling this time
While you are hitting rock bottom
With your health
But not your life
Thanks God

Aldo Kraas
So Many Faces Ask Me

So many
Faces ask me
When
We will see
A
Rainbow shining
In the sky
Somany
Faces
Ask me
When
People
Will
Turn to God
For peace

Aldo Kraas
So many feelings expressed in a poem
That
I write daily
To bring out my heart
And
To let it be seen
Because there are feelings
That are worth
Showing
The feelings of love
The feelings of happiness
The feelings of gratitude
The feelings of forgiveness
The experience of being reborn
And I share this poem with you
Because I have some talent
And insight to offer
To you all

Aldo Kraas
So Many Nameless Souls

Today I came to the
Tokyo harbour
Because I wanted to get away
From the crowd here in Tokyo
But instead when I arrived in
Tokyo harbour
I found the bodies of so many nameless souls
That are resting inside of so many caskets
Floating inside of the
Tokyo Harbour
For me that was very disturbing
And so painful to watch all the bodies of the nameless souls
Floating away
Also I have to remember that the bodies will sink
All the way to the ground of the
Tokyo's harbour

Aldo Kraas
So Many Prints Are Left In My Heart

So many prints are left in my heart
And I am grateful for that

Aldo Kraas
So Many Things Written Inside My Head

So many things written inside my head
Because my head is a lap top
That is available for anyone to use
From day to night
But when I sleep I turn my head of that is a lap top
And I recharge my battery again

Aldo Kraas
So Many Thoughts

So many thoughts
About my life
So many thoughts
About my medications
So many thoughts
About god

Aldo Kraas
So Many Thoughts About My Life

So many thoughts
About my life
So many thoughts
About my medications
So many thoughts
About God
So many thoughts about peace
So many thoughts about swimming

Aldo Kraas
So Much History

So much history
In this big city

Aldo Kraas
So much love lost in the world
Why?
Why can't we find that lost love?
Where is it now?
Is it in the true forest of deceits?
Are we all having a bad vision
That we can't see it clear?
Are we all being cruel to one another?
I believe so

Aldo Kraas
So Naive

I am so naive
That
I had given things
Away before
And later
Regretted
And
Wanted it back
But I would never ask
It back
Because I had to live
With the mistakes that I did
And to know that
The things that I gave
Away I should never
Had given away
At all

Aldo Kraas
So Nesta Terra Vive Eu

So nesta terra vive eu
So happy
So nesta terra vive eu
Singing the blues
To make the ones
That are sad
And lonely

Aldo Kraas
So Right

It is so right
To give
Thanks
To God

Aldo Kraas
So Seldom

It is so seldom that I walk on the ravine
Either because it is so steep
That once I am down I will have trouble to get up again
It is so seldom that I watch the flowers blooming in the garden

Aldo Kraas
So Sick

I am so sick of the cold weather
I am so sick of the winter

Aldo Kraas
So That You Like Me

I am working hard
To change
So that
You like
Me

Aldo Kraas
So They Say Song

So they say
That fall is here
And it is very cold outside
So they say
That you don't know what to wear anymore
Because the weather is very strange
And you agree with them

Aldo Kraas
So This Is Good Bye

So this is good bye my God
God why are you leaving us?
Don't you like us anymore?
Don't you like the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
So What Is Life? Hymn

So what is life?
Life is a wonderful
Gift that God had
Given you
Each day
So live your life
And be happy with it
When God gave you
The gift of life
He included
The gift of blood
Because you can't live without blood
Also
Even though blood is the thing that keeps you alive
Each day

Aldo Kraas
So You Are Made From Scrap Paper?

So you are made from scrap paper?
You are very different and interesting at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Soak Up The Rain

I got caught in the rain today
And I didn’t had my umbrella today
Because I had left my house in a hurry
Suddenly it started to rain
And I got caught in that strong rain
That fell from the sky
And I got soaked and wet

Aldo Kraas
Soap Queen

You are the Soap Queen

You are the only Soap Queen in Canada

The Soap Queen lives at the Soap Palace that her husband the Soap King built in Canada for them to live inside.

The Soap Queen loves to eat a good steak with potatoes.

The Soap Queen watches her soap every afternoon.

The Soap Queen has 2 kids.

And they are the Soap Prince.

The Soap Queen has 2 daughters in law and they are the Soap princes.

The Soap Queen loves to eat cake and she could eat cake all day.

Aldo Kraas
Soaring Through The Sky

That airplame was soaring through the sky

Aldo Kraas
Soaring Through The Sky Song

That airplame was soaring through the sky

Aldo Kraas
Sofia

Sofia
Are you getting ready to go to bed?
Because it is very late and you need
To get up early
Tomorrow
Please don't forget that

Aldo Kraas
Soft Music

Someone
Tonight sings a
Soft music
While the two
Of us is
Having
A romantic dinner
With candle lights
In a restaurant
When I heard the words
Of this song
Which is called soft music

Aldo Kraas
Softly I Had Whispered Into Your Ears

Softly I had whispered into your ears
And
I had sung a song to you
Also
We heard the wind blowing
Outside
Very strong

Aldo Kraas
Softly II

Wind blowing softly across my face
The wind I can feel moving fast like a jet plane

Aldo Kraas
Sogni Di Ieri

Sogni di ieri
That I had
Yesterday
All of them were
Beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Soldier Of Love

Soldier of love
Come and rescue
The dying children of this land
That I live in

Aldo Kraas
Soldier Of The Dance

The soldier of the dance
Will dance now for my God
Because God had blessed him
Once more
And I worship my God also
While the soldier of the dance
Is dancing for my God

Aldo Kraas
Soldier's March

God guide our soldiers
In Afghanistan
During their fight
For peace
For our country

Aldo Kraas
Soldiers That Are Away From Home

Soldiers that are away from home at
Christmas in
Afghanistan
Fighting in that war
Have given us the gift of freedom
That nobody can take away from us

Aldo Kraas
Soledad

Soledad
I am waiting for you
Because all I want is soledad
Soledad
Is already my friend and like a brother to me
Soledad
Is not a game
Soledad is a feeling that comes out of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Solid Ground

It was God that made that solid ground
For me to walk on
And that solid ground goes on for a mile
But don't mind to walk for one mile in this solid ground
because there are so many beautiful things to see
Like trees, pond, and houses that so many people live in

Aldo Kraas
Solidão

Needed a friend badly so she came to me today
And we finally got know each other

Talk to me about her life that was kind of lonely
Because all the friends stayed back in her home land
And she made a move to move to Canada

Loves Canada and Canada is her home now

said she only knows me here and nobody else
But slowly I will introduce Solidão to my friends

Aldo Kraas
Solitary man had built a big house to live here at home
A long time ago
Solitary man
Now lives in that big house that he built a long time ago by himself
Solitary man
Doesn't live with anybody but he lives alone
Solitary man
Thinks that living with people would be a disaster

Aldo Kraas
Solitary Devil

Solitary devil
You are a solitary devil
You beg every one
And asks for them to be your friend
Solitary devil
Friendship doesn't work that way

Aldo Kraas
Solitary Man

Solitary man had built a big house to live here at home
A long time ago
Solitary man
Now lives in that big house that he built a long time ago by himself
Solitary man
Doesn't live with anybody but he lives alone
Solitary man
Thinks that living with people would be a disaster

Aldo Kraas
Solitude In The Wet Sand

So many hours
I walked the wet sand barefoot
Alone
It is winter
So many lonely hours for me
I didn't see any swimmers around either
Solitude in the wet sand
I still continue to walk in the wet sand
Barefoot
But the waves of the sea
Broke foamy
In the cold sand
Where my feet stepped on
For a moment
I wished until I died
I moan
I don't even know why
A wave came to me
In a good moment
Washing my spirit

Aldo Kraas
Solo

Solo I walk the streets
I see the moon in the sky shining like a big globe
I wish I had a camera so I could have a picture of this to remember of This night
for the rest of my life

Solo
I dream
I sleep and night part away

Solo
I wish that tomorrow were a better day

Solo
I see this year coming to an end

Solo
I wait for the New Year to come

Solo
I live

Solo
I hear the songs in the radio

Solo
I hope for a new beginning

Aldo Kraas
Solo Tú

Solo tú
Praying for God today
Solo tú
Sleeping in your warm and cozy bed tonight

Aldo Kraas
Sombrero

The sombrero I wear it
On my head
So I don't get a heat stroke
The heat sometimes can be too much
The sombrero is nice and cool
It protects me from getting a heat stroke
The sombrero is a large Mexican hat
Made of leather with hand made designs
Lots of people think I am a local man
I tell than no
I am not a local man
I am not a Mexican
I am a foreigner
The sombrero makes me look so handsome
I love to wear it
I just feel like one of than

Aldo Kraas
Some Day I Will Exist Only To Myself

Some
Day
I will
Exist
Only
To
Myself
Because
Everybody
That
I
Used
To
know
Will
Be
Gone

Aldo Kraas
Some Days Are Sad

Some days are sad
Some days are happy
Some days are like diamonds
Some days are sad
Because it is hard to get
A taxi specially when the weather is bad

Aldo Kraas
Some Degree Of Comfort

I am asking you to give me
Some degree of comfort
That is not because I am greedy
Or selfish

Aldo Kraas
Some Hearts

Some hearts
Are shining
With the light
And you can
See
That red heart
Shining so bright
With the light

Aldo Kraas
Some Kind Of Ghosts

Some kind of ghosts
Are living in my dreams
But I don't know if it is the ghost of the past, the ghost of the present, or The
ghost of future
Also they have a scary face
And that is all I know
Because I already seen their faces

Aldo Kraas
Some Of Us

Some of us
Will always be by your side
My beloved God

Aldo Kraas
Some Peace Of Mind

God
Please give me some peace of mind
Because I am feeling so anxious
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Some People Song

Some people don't have any feelings
For others
Some people can't live in peace
With themselves and others

Aldo Kraas
Some Say

Some say
That I don't have any respect for anybody
But I do
Some say
That I don't have any compassion for anybody
Bu I think I do

Aldo Kraas
Some Stars Will Forever Shine So Bright

Some stars will
Forever shine so bright
Every night in the sky
And I hope that you all
Will be there to catch
A glimpse of some of the stars
That will shine at night so bright

Aldo Kraas
Some Way Somehow

Some way somehow
We will work together
To give a hot meal
For the poor
Because we feel that they shouldn't starve

Aldo Kraas
Somebody

Somebody
Told me today that God loves me
Somebody
Is singing me a beautiful song
Somebody
Is in love with me tonight
And I can feel it

Aldo Kraas
Somebody Found Salvation Today

Somebody found salvation today
When he meet God today for the first time
First he didn't believed that he would be saved by God
But then God saved him
And he found finally salvation

Aldo Kraas
Somebody Got To Give

Somebody got to give a chance for you and me to catch up with them
Somebody got to understand that there is a different meaning of life And
meaning to your life and mine
You and I have different point of view about life
Whether you and I have a friend or not that watches out for you and I, We both
should be so lucky if we had it
Sometimes there might be no need for someone to be around other Than you
and me
Sometimes I feel too proud to ask for help and I think I can do it all on My own
I got to stop being so proud and learn to ask for help because there is No way I
can do it on my own
I have to let go of my selfishness because that is what pushes you and Other
people away from me
We both need to give each other a helping hand
Who will be there to pick up the pieces when the hell break loose?
Who will be there to fill our shoes?
I need to give to give attention to you and others
We have to help others
What do we have to loose?
What do we have to gain?
A sense of accomplishment
Somebody got to give meaning to our lives because life is a never Ending battle
almost like being in a battle ship, fighting for a life
Fighting for a change, fighting for peace
Fighting for love, fighting for a cure
Somebody got to give a moment of silence and recognize that the Happy
moments last only for a while
Somebody got to praise you and me for the good things we do
Somebody got to tell the government that it is time to wake up
Too many falling heroes lost and killed in this war
We can’t just put a band aid to every problem that comes along in our Lives and
pretend that nothing happened
There is a price to pay in our lives,
For every action, there is a reaction
The way you and I make our beds, that’s the way you and I got to sleep
Somebody got to keep the lights on
Somebody got to keep the sidewalk clear so we can walk on it
Somebody got to work to end violence in the streets and work towards Protecting
the people in the streets
Somebody got to keep the mail coming to our houses
Somebody got to give us energy
Somebody got to give us health
You and I can plan for tomorrow, but are we sure that we will be here Tomorrow?

Somebody got to feed the birds
Every day is a bonus if we can wake up feeling good
It is hard to put on a happy face early in the morning when you and I just Woke up and got out of bed
Somebody got to give us a pat on our backs sometimes when you and I are doing something good
We got to support each other whether you go before me
I will remain here nothing else will change in our house
But the only thing that will change is not having you around
Somebody got to give us a chance to show them who we are and what We can do
Myself with your help accomplished quiet a lot, we have a better Understanding now
My depression I no longer have,
I have more energy now
Somebody got to give back and praise each other
Somebody got to treat us with respect and dignity
We were put here on earth by our master called God
Somebody got to water the flowers in the garden because without Water they will die
Somebody got to leave the flowers alone and not pick them up out of The garden, because there will be nothing to enjoy
A bare garden looks so ugly
Somebody got to give us peace of mind
Somebody got to give life a chance
Somebody got to stop making bombs
Somebody has to put an end to war because war has gone on for so Long and so many lives have been lost
Somebody got to unite the world as one
Somebody got to give peace a chance
Somebody got to understand that you been with me for a long time Now even when we had our bad times
Somebody got to understand that I had months of hell
Somebody got to understand that it takes time to put the puzzle back Together
Somebody got to understand that I have to built my life again
Somebody got to understand that I have some self esteem now
Somebody got to understand that as much as I made you crazy or you Did it to
me
I still love you
Somebody got to understand that it is hard to climb up the ladder and Be back to
where I was before
Somebody got to understand that there is too many road blocks in my Life
Somebody got to understand that I don’t want to hurt nobody any more I think I
hurt enough people already too much
Somebody got to understand; I don’t think of the bad things anymore, Finally it
is out of my head
Somebody got to understand I am trying so hard for me to change
It is hard for me to do it
I have to work to do it
Somebody got to sing with the children so they can bring happiness to The
people around the world
Somebody got to give the homeless some shelter, the street is not a Place to
sleep
Bedrooms were made for sleeping
Somebody got to understand that I have you
Without you where would I be today? Where would I live today?
Somebody got to give us some directions in which road to take?
The long one or the short one, it does not matter to me, what about You?
Somebody got to understand that I only have you around that care for Me
To understand that neither of us are getting any younger
Somebody got to understand I always keep hoping that I can live a Worry free
life
Good bye, so long, see you again next morning
God bless you and keep you strong and healthy for many years to Come
Thanks for everything
Friends forever
It is too hard for me to control and hold my emotions as I write this Poem on a
piece of paper
Somebody got to understand that I am afraid to end up without a home
Somebody got to understand that I am not so sure of my future, but I Know you
understand that nothing could be better than have you Around for all this time
I am saying from the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Somebody Lost Their Shoes

Somebody lost their shoes
At the park
And I found it on the tree tranks
At the park
It was amazing
to see it

Aldo Kraas
Somebody Must Love

I am sure that
Somebody must love her
But he doesn't know how to tell her

Aldo Kraas
Somebody Out There

I hope that
Somebody out there
Will have some sympathy
For me
I hope that
Someone out there
Will hear me
When I am calling
For help

Aldo Kraas
Somebody's Song

Sing me a somebody's song
Because I am crying so much today
Even though I lost a good friend today
I am feeling sad
And I know that my friend has a life to live also

Aldo Kraas
Someday I Will Be Out Of This Winter Blues

Someday I will
Be out
Of this
Winter
Blues
That I am in
Trust me
You will
Not be around to see
It
This I know
You tell me that
Not everybody
Feels the
Winter blues

Aldo Kraas
Someday I Will Not Run

Someday I will not run
Because I will be too old to run

Aldo Kraas
Somehow I Am Always With You

Somehow I am always with you
When you need to solve your problems
I feel that I am the sleeping pill
That you take to sleep every night
Somehow I am always with you
During the winter

Aldo Kraas
Somehow My Life Lights Up Like A Blaze

Somehow my life lights up like a blaze
The blaze that lights up my life comes from the sky

Aldo Kraas
Someone Is Waiting For You

Don't be afraid stranger
Because someone is waiting
For you

Aldo Kraas
Someone Else's Song

God please don't you give up on me
God have faith in me because I have faith in you
God please don't you let me down
Because I won't let you down either
God please answer my prayers when I am just praying to you
God how many night's I will spend alone?

Aldo Kraas
Someone Had Made My Day Today

Someone had
Made my day today
By calling me
On the phone

Aldo Kraas
Someone Here Knows You

Someone here knows you
And came to your funeral
To pay his last respect to you
Now that you left us

Aldo Kraas
Someone Is Going To Come

Someone is going to come
To take care of you

Aldo Kraas
Someone Is Praying

Someone is praying
Because he needs peace with God
And his people
Someone is praying
Because he needs love from God
So he can give to his people

Aldo Kraas
Someone Is Waiting For Her

Someone is waiting for her
In front of her house
It is the man she loves
He is holding a bouquet of flowers for her

Aldo Kraas
Someone is waiting for me at home
That loves me very much
But that someone is the one that I want to spend the rest of my life with

Aldo Kraas
Someone Is Waiting For You

Someone is waiting for you
Someone thinks highly of you

Aldo Kraas
Someone Like You God

I can't
Forget someone like you God
Because you belong to me
Every single day that I am alive

Aldo Kraas
Someone Rhapsody

Someone will love me someday
And I know that for sure
Someone might be waiting for me
On the other side of the world

Aldo Kraas
Someone Song

I need someone to laugh with me
I need someone to walk with me
I need someone who will forgive me
I need someone who will take care of me

Aldo Kraas
Someone To Understand

I
Need
Someone
To
Understand
Me

Aldo Kraas
Someone Wrote This For Me

Someone wrote this for me
To tell me that
I have to learn to be myself
And not someone else
Because it will never work

Aldo Kraas
Somerset

Somerset
Spring
Had
Arrived
At
Your
Door
Today

Aldo Kraas
Somerset Hymn

I can hear all the angels serenading in heaven
Because the music can be heard all the way from heaven to the earth
And the angels have a beautiful voice
That soothes my heart, mind, and soul

Aldo Kraas
Something

Something
Brought
Peace
Into
My life
Something
Brought
Joy
Into
My life

Aldo Kraas
Something Bad Song

Something bad happened to her life
Yesterday
And she is still in shock today
That she will not be able to drive her car at all today

Aldo Kraas
There is
Something dark in me
That I don't like
At all
It is my dark side
That seems to frighten
Me
All the time
Even when I look at it

Aldo Kraas
Something In Her Voice

There is something in her voice
That wakes me up
Each morning
With joy

Aldo Kraas
Something Is Missing Here On Earth

Something is missing here on earth
And what is missing is more green empty space
Something is missing here on earth
What is missing is the preservation of trees

Aldo Kraas
Something Must Be Done

Something must be done
To clean our air
Something must be done
By building more affordable housing
For the people who have low income

Aldo Kraas
Something Pretty

Something pretty
Something pretty

Aldo Kraas
Something Tells Me Song

Something tells me
That you think that I am not worth to be mention
Because I don't have good values
Or good attitude in life
Something tells me
That you think that I am not human
Because I have to be perfect
I am sorry but I can't
Because I am human and I am not perfect

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes

Sometimes we have to let it go
Sometimes we have to let our imagination go

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes I Loose My Train Of Thoughts

Sometimes
I loose
My train of thoughts
And I wonder where
I am
Because
I Know that
I do that
All the time

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes I wish
That I could find
Something else to do
That doesn't involve
Food

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes it is hard to resist a good book
Sometimes it is hard to resist a good meal
Sometimes it is hard to resist a good laugh
Sometimes it is hard to resist the sleep
Sometimes it is hard to resist the star that shines so bright
Up in our sky

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes It Hurts Song

Sometimes it hurts when you want something to eat that is different
And you don't even have the money for it
The worst part is that you keep thinking about it and
You become depress right away
It is funny how your mind works

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes It Is Hard To Swear

Sometimes it is hard
To swear that I am on the right track
When I am living my life

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes Song

Sometimes I complain too much
Sometimes I find that I can't be satisfied

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes there is nothing we can do
To past the time
Because the time
Moves very slowly

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes We Cry

Sometimes we cry because we are in pain
Sometimes we cry because we are sad
Sometimes we cry because we lost our loved ones

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes We Think That We Can Fly

Sometimes we think that we can fly
When we are doing our tasks each day
And that is not true
Because we need to take our time
When we are doing our tasks
So our tasks are well done
To our perfection

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes When I Have Nothing To Expect

Sometimes when I have nothing to expect
That is the time when things will happen in my life.

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes When Searching For Answers

Sometimes when searching
For answers we find
In a quiet night

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes You Break

Sometimes you break
When the heat is too much
And you can't breath properly
Because of the heat

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes You Just Have To Break Free

Sometimes you just have to break free
From the things that are holding you hostage
In your life

Aldo Kraas
Sometimes You Just Have To Dream Big

Sometimes you just have
To dream big

Aldo Kraas
Somewhere

Else the sun is shining today
But not here at all
Here the sky is grey
And I feel hurt that the sun is not shining today

Aldo Kraas
Somewhere Hymn

Somewhere on the other side of the world
It is summer now
While we are having our winter now

Aldo Kraas
Somewhere I Hope That I Will Find You

Somewhere
I hope that I will find you
If not in the winter garden
Where all the evergreens
Are covered with the white snow

Aldo Kraas
Somewhere II

Somehere you will find somebody to love
Somehere you will be able to buy good food to eat

Aldo Kraas
Somewhere Song

Somewhere I will find a girl to love
Somewhere I will find a girl who wants me
Somewhere I will find peace
Somewhere I will find your love letters

Aldo Kraas
Somewhere Where You Lived Before

Somewhere where you lived before

Aldo Kraas
Son of Shabib!

Son of Shabib!
Should you
Weep for
Husain
In the measure
That tears
Roll down
Your cheeks
Allah
Would forgive
All the sins
Committed
By you
Wether they be
The great sins
Or the small sins

Aldo Kraas
Son Of The Moon

Son of the moon
You are brilliant
You are bright
We wanted so much to apologize because we didn’t know you that Well before
Son of the moon
Yes we are both guilty of that
Son of the moon
We had been more occupied with ourselves
Son of the moon
We think that it was so silly and selfish
Only now we realize that
Son of the moon
You are a friend of the sky
The sky would be lost without you
We would be lost without you also
Son of the moon
We know the real you
Son of the moon
We know this innocent world that it is only in our minds
In reality it is not an innocent world
It is an ugly picture that we all paint
And of course it will always remain in our minds
Son of the moon
Dear Lord you know the son of the moon
You created it also
Let’s embrace
The son of the moon
Son of the moon
If we will ever find love we hope it will last forever
Son of the moon
We are the warriors of the earth
We fight for freedom
We fight for love
We fight for peace
We fight for what we believe in
Son of the moon

Aldo Kraas
Sonata 102

I have some appreciation
For my God
Now that I am walking
On the hills
Here in
Dublin

Aldo Kraas
Sonata 69

Inside of my heart
There is a beautiful sonata
That I only found out today
By chance
That the sonata exists
And is inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Sonata For Easter

Easter bunnies
Come and deliver
The easter eggs
To the children
In all the different areas
Of the city
That you live in

Aldo Kraas
Sonata For My Life

Life
What do I owe to you?
Perhaps a thank you?
Perhaps just myself?
Perhaps a commitment to you?
Perhaps I need to show my respect?
Perhaps I need to take good care of my life?

Aldo Kraas
Sonata For Simon Cowell

The stars will shine tonight
In our sky
Simon cowell
Yes the sky will be very bright with all the stars
And for that we need to be thankful

Aldo Kraas
Sonata For You

You need to have companionship
You need to have a vocation
You have to frame yourself
You have to take the world with you
You need to set boudaries
You live in that fish bowl and you need to come out
I am the plant inside that fish tank
You need to spend time with people
And get to know people

Aldo Kraas
Sonata Without My Love

My hearth is thorn and in pieces
Because the devil of New York came and play with my heart until
My heart was thorn and in pieces
And also it wasn't enough that the devil of New York thorn my heart into Pieces
but he also took all my love with him
By not leaving any for anybody else because the devil is greedy and so selfish In
his part
But the truth is that I don't have any love to give to anybody else
But if anybody tries to punish the devil it will be God alone
And not me or the rest of you

Aldo Kraas
Song About Us

I wrote a song about us
And when it was finished
She was working hard to find the perfect
Melody

Aldo Kraas
Song Dream

She found the reason to dream
The impossible dream
She found the reason to smile again
She found the reason to sing the love songs to you
She found the reason to be happy again
She found the reason to start over by loving you and me
She has learned her lesson
And she would not be here today if it wasn’t for God
God forgave her once again
And gave her one more chance
The chance of a lifetime
Song dream
Is her song
The song she sings
Before she goes to sleep every night
Her life has turned around
It became better
She showed more respect and love to others
Love is the best gift you can give your boy friend
Love is putting your hand out to help your boy friend
Love is all the little things to put in to a dream
My heart is yours forever
It is a part of the dream
In her dream one night
She saw the ships
Sailing in the harbor
And you and her
Was sailing in this ship
The harbor so big and so beautiful
The song dream
Is her favorite song
She found dreaming to be peaceful and relaxing
When she sleeps
The song dream
She has more joy out of her life now
Than she did before
The song dream will never end
It is part of her life
Let’s sing along once more
The song of dream
Because that is her song

Aldo Kraas
Song For Lolita

Lolita how are you?
Nice to meet you
I heard a lot about you
And only now I can put face
To the name
Lolita you are the one and only

Aldo Kraas
Song For The Natives

When the sun
Will rise
In the native lands
It will be the time
For the natives to praise God

Aldo Kraas
Song From The Earth

Men
You are killing the earth
Men
Do you know that the earth is one of God's creation?

Aldo Kraas
Song Of Long Ago

A long time ago I dream that I was going to be a dentist when I was going to grow up
But now that I am grown up that never took place in my life
A long time ago I dream that I was going to be rich someday
But that never happened in my life

Aldo Kraas
Song Of A Mad Boy Who Lost Her Lover

Song of a mad boy
Who lost her lover at sea
I sing
For all of them
So that the mad boy's girl friend that was lost at sea
Can be remembered

Aldo Kraas
Song Of Admiration

I have so much
Admiration
For you God

Aldo Kraas
Song Of Life

This is the song of life
That we composed for our God and the children

Aldo Kraas
Song Of Long Ago

A long time ago I dream that I was going to be a dentist when I was going To Grow up
But now that I am grown up that never took place in my life
A long time ago I dream that I was going to be rich someday
But that never happened in my life

Aldo Kraas
Song Of My Loved

My loved woman
At least you are loved by me
And not any other man
Who always breaks your heart
And brings so much pain into your life

Aldo Kraas
Song Of Summer

Today it is officially the first day of summer
Because it arrived at 7:00 pm
And the heat will get worst
But for those that have heart problems and asthma
Would be a good idea to avoid the heat

Aldo Kraas
Song Of The Exile

Song of the exile
It is painful to listen
It is my shame
Written all over my head
Brings guilt to me
It kills me
Just thinking about it

Aldo Kraas
The sky was gray today  
When she woke up and got out of the bed  
She walked out into her balcony  
She saw the rain pouring down fast  
It washed her tears away  
And washed her sadness away  
Rain I hope you will stop soon  
It will make the grass grow green again  
It will water the flowers in the garden  
This is the song of the rain  
God created the rain and the sun also  
How lucky  
You have heard her prayer  
It finally stopped raining again  
I always found peaceful the sound of the rain  
The sound of the rain is music to my ears  
And puts me to rest  
Any time of the day or night  
I am not frighten of the rain  
I know that the rain is not going to hurt me  
And I am not going to melt either  
Because I am not made of ice  
The song of the rain I sing  
I wrote it for the rain  
I had the rain on my mind today  
Honestly I did  
The rain washes all the mud away, the side walk, and the street away  
The song of the rain I keep singing on and on  
Until I run out of voice  
And tired myself out  
People say the rain is for the ducks  
Some say it is raining cats and dogs  
Every time it rains out  

Aldo Kraas
Song Of The Sea

Our faith
Lies in the
Sea
And we search
The sea
Everyday
Of the week

Aldo Kraas
Song Retraction

I sincerely apologize for my earlier posting-I am writing this with the help of a friend who cares for me and doesn't want me to be seen in this light; I understand now, that what I wrote is hateful and this is not the place for it. I love poetry and sharing it with others, I work very hard at it and it brings me great joy. Again, sorry to those that read my posting, and thank you to those that responded; encouraging me to remove it.

Aldo

Aldo Kraas
Song To The Men Around The World

The men around the world
Must be loyal to their pets

Aldo Kraas
Songbirds

And the songbirds keep singing
Like they know the score
And I love you, I love you, I love you
Like never before
And to you song birds I will give my world
So that You can live free and to be protected from the one you lived Before
because the world you lived before was full pollution and my Word Is a pollution free world

Aldo Kraas
Songs From The Road

I sing the songs from the road for the people of the road
Here in my community
And the songs of the roads make the people of the road very excited every Time
that I sing the songs of ther road
The songs of the road have so many flavors from mexico to North America
Sometimes the people of the road sing along the songs of the road also

Aldo Kraas
Songs Of Hurt

I feel hurt inside of my heart
Because you hurt all my feelings so fast
With what you just said to me
That I don’t care about you
And that is a lie that is coming out of your mouth
But the truth I am speaking right now
And the truth is that I care about you
Then you jump right into the next word
And then you tell me that I hate you
But the is a lie again
Because I don’t hate you
And I like you very much for who you are

Aldo Kraas
Songs Of Hurt II

I feel hurt inside of my heart
Because you hurt all my feelings so fast
With what you just said to me
That I don't care about you
And that is a lie that is coming out of your mouth
But the truth I am speaking right now
And the truth is that I care about you
Then you jump right into the next word
And then you tell me that I hate you
But that is a lie again
Because I don't hate you
And I like you very much for who you are

Aldo Kraas
Songs Of Praise

Songs of praise
We sing
To our
Beloved
God

Aldo Kraas
Songs Theme

I heard so many songs that spoke about love
And others that spoke about break ups
The songs about break ups
Leaves a bad taste in your mouth
And the songs about love are just fine

Aldo Kraas
Sonhos

I always thought
That I was born
To have
Beautiful
Sonhos
Every night
During
My entire life

Aldo Kraas
Sonnet

Climate change
So strange for January
Not a single dropp of snow
My Mother Nature
Is listening to me
She knows how I hate the snow
It becomes very hard to walk
In the snow specially in the winter
The sidewalks can be icy and slipery
Sometimes i have to climb over the snow bank
That is on the sidewalks
Very high
The noise of the trafic on the road is all I hear
No Other sounds that I can hear than the cars

Aldo Kraas
Sonnet For Our Mother Nature

Mother Nature
We love you
So much
Mother Nature
You brought us
Fall
So fast
Mother Nature
You will be
Celebrating
Thanksgiving
With us

Aldo Kraas
Sonnet For The Green Eyes

The beautiful green eyes
Of that lady is shining so
Bright and beautiful
Like the leaves of the trees

Aldo Kraas
Sonnet To Barbara Fowke

If the trees could talk
What would they say to us?

Aldo Kraas
Sono Così Spiacente

Sono così spiacente
That the night is here
Sono così spiacente
That the sun is not out today

Aldo Kraas
Soon Love

Soon I will
Receice love
From God
That I been
Asking for

Aldo Kraas
Sooner Or Later

Sooner or later
I will recover
From
All the hardships
That
I had gone through
Life
Because
None of my hardships had been fun

Aldo Kraas
Sophia In My Dreams

It is beautiful
To have Sophia in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
Sophie's Theme

Sophie
Look into my eyes
Because I want you to have eye
Contact when I am talking to you
Sophie

Aldo Kraas
Sorrowful Man

The sorrowful man
Is full of sorrows
And he lives his life with sorrows
But he tried many times to get rid of his sorrows
From his life
But he wasn't able to do that
Because his sorrows decided to say with him forever
But they won't go away either

Aldo Kraas
Sorry For Many Things

Sorry for many things
I never feel like cleaning my place
I always feel like sleeping in
And I never do

Aldo Kraas
Sorry For What?

Are you saying sorry for what?
And do you know what you feel sorry for?

Aldo Kraas
Sorry God

Sorry God
For not coming to your house tomorrow
Because
I don't have any excuses for it
But I have to go to work
And put my house in order
Please understand that God
Because I hope that you heard what I was trying to tell you
All right
Because it is coming straight from me
And I just don't put words into your mouth God

Aldo Kraas
Sorry Symphony

We have to feel sorry for wasting food

Aldo Kraas
Sorry, Blame It On Me

Sorry, blame it on me
Because I drank all the coke that was available in the house
Sorry, blame it on me
Because I had all the popcorn to eat
Sorry, blame it on me
Because I snore when I sleep

Aldo Kraas
Sorry, Blame It On Me

Sorry, blame it on me
Because I drunk all the coke that was available in the house
Sorry, blame it on me
Because I had all the popcorn to eat
Sorry, blame it on me
Because I snore when I sleep

Aldo Kraas
Soul

The full moon
That is inside
My soul
Shining away
In my soul
There is a river
And the rays
Of the moon
Shine on
The water

Aldo Kraas
Soul Child

Soul child
Is a gift to our world
God delivered the soul child
To this world
Soul child
Remember
That we are all brothers and sisters
In Gods world

Aldo Kraas
Soul Mates

Soul mates
Please love one another
Soul mates
Enjoy the company of each other
Soul mates
Enjoy the things that you have

Aldo Kraas
Soul Sister

Soul sister
You are my soul sister
That God gave to me
And in return God gave you
A soul Brother
That is me
Soul sister
Take god care of yourself
Soul sister
Give yourself a treat once
But don’t do it all the time
Because too many treats are not good
And you can end up even being a diebetic like me
Soul sister
God loves you and I
Soul sister
We will grow old someday
Soul sister
Let’s give a hand to a senior
Soul sister
Let’s worship God together
Soul sister
There are people out there that will hurt us
But we have to keep our eyes open for that
Soul sister
Let’s take good care of the earth
That God gave to us
Soul sister
Money doesn’t grow on trees
And that is why we have to learn to save money also
Soul sister
Our spirit is alive
And it will be alive each day
That we live our lives here on earth
Soul sister
God bless you
Wherever you are today and always
Soul Surfer

My soul is the soul surfer
And is now surfing on the beach
But the weaves on the beach are very strong and very high at the same Time

Aldo Kraas
Soul Survivor

I am the soul survivor
Because I out lived my mother
And I became the soul survivor
All of her state became my
And her written will
State what was to be done with every item that she left
I inherited her things though

Aldo Kraas
I will be waiting
With a song in my soul
A fortunate weakling
Which I have foretold
To everyone here at home
And then I will raise my arms up
So that I can climb on that tree
But my soul is thirsty for that love
And my spirit is at rest here at home
Also my mind is filled with thoughts of home
And the thoughts about home are pleasant

Aldo Kraas
Soup Kitchen Song

The soup kitchen is open
And the homeless is welcome to come to the soup kitchen
To have a bowl of soup for lunch or dinner by paying only $0.40 for a Bowl of soup
And soup is very good in the winter

Aldo Kraas
Sour Note

Kind words don't hurt anybody
Nasty words hurt the most
Save that jar of coins for a rainy day
Because you never know when you will be short of money
I no longer talk about dying
Because there is more to life than I know
The snowstorm is coming
Dress warm if you are going out
Soon the streets will be covered with snow
And the snow ploughs will come
Cats watch from the living room window
As the flakes fall
A bowl of soup is good on a cold day like today
I have a spirit that is alive
I have a voice that soars;
A place here on earth
And I belong here

Mothers will give birth to babies
And every life will be a mystery
Silence can be broken with music
In my heart there is a blood stain that can't be washed
God calls out for me
And I hear it very well
With my own two ears
Angels watch out for me

My life unfolds everyday
I feel breathless
So let me have some of that air
Let me change the world around me
By bringing people closer to me
So that I won't be alone in this world
Give me some of your peace God
Give me some health God
So I am able to do your work
And enjoy life again
I see no evil God
I hear no evil God
Wherever I walk I feel your presence God
And I know that I am never alone
I also know that you have a place for me in heaven
And someday I will be able to call heaven home
So many battles lost and won by man
In the name of freedom

Freedom is
Having the time to smell the flowers
So today I will plant the seeds that will grow into a tree
And that alone is my gift to the world

But that sour note that I just wrote a little while ago
I will cherish
Always

Aldo Kraas
Source Of Confort

God is a source of energy
God is a source of light
God is a source of love
God is a source of peace
God is a source of comfort
God is a source of hope
God is a source of freedom
God is a source of praise

Aldo Kraas
Sous Le Vent

The airplanre
Is flying
Sous le vent
At 30,000 feet
Above the sky

Aldo Kraas
South Africa

Frost lying like a blanket
On the farmers fields
It is winter here
In South Africa
And it is a hard winter

Aldo Kraas
Southern California

You are so beautiful
Southern California
To me
In Southern California
I found the wine makers
Planting their grapes in their fields

Aldo Kraas
Soy Vivo

Soy vivo
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Sparkling Water

Sparkling water
Is good to drink cold
With a slice of lime
On a hot day
Like today

Aldo Kraas
Speak About That Love

Speak about that love
That feels so soft
That she had given
You
My friend
You don't have to hide it
From me
Or keep it a secret
From me
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Speaking To You

It is me
Speaking to you God

Aldo Kraas
Spectral Image

Spectral image
Is the image of a ghost
That lives inside of my heart
At night he sleeps inside my heart
Because he goes to bed early
And at the same time it is good for me
Because I can have some peace during the night
But during the morning while I am trying to sleep
He is bouncing around
and at the same time I have to knock or bang at my heart
And then he stops bouncing around
Thanks god

Aldo Kraas
Spiriit In The Sky

My spirit is in the sky
And it is alive
But at the same time my spirit is flowing
Inside of that river that is in the sky
That everybody swims in it everyday
But at the same time I am proud to call heaven my home
Because heaven is the only home I have

Aldo Kraas
Spirit

Spirit moves
Like a gentle wind
Inside of my heart
Spirit lifts me up
Above the mountains
And the oceans

Aldo Kraas
Spirit Blues

Spirit
That
Lives
Inside
Of
Me
Spirit
That
Was
Placed
Inside
Of
My
Heart
By
You
God

Aldo Kraas
Spirit Crushed

My spirit was crushed with the cold weather today
And it took me by surprise when it happened
Because I never expected it to happened
But the strange thing was that blood was coming out from all over my body
And running to the sidewalk
I knew at that moment that I wasn't ok and needed to do something quickly
To save myself from that ordeal
Suddenly I felt the pain all over my body
But I decided to pray for a miracle
Suddenly the miracle happened
The pain went away
And the blood stopped from running
By that moment I realize that I was alive
And my mind told me
What a relief

Aldo Kraas
Spirit In The Sky

My spirit is in the sky
And it is alive
But at the same time my spirit is flowing
Inside of that river that is in the sky
That everybody swims in it everyday
But at the same time I am proud to call heaven my home
Because heaven is the only home I have

Aldo Kraas
Spirit Song

My spirit
Is alive
Today
And
I feel
Strong
Today
God

Aldo Kraas
Spirit Wind

Spirit wind cool me off
From the heat of this dreadful hot day
That even kills me
When I am walking outside in the street during this horrible summer

Aldo Kraas
Spitfire

The
Dragon
Will spitfire
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Spitting Fire

The dragon scaped from the Irish zoo In Dubling
Because the zoo keeper maybe forgot to look his cage
And than the dragon left the Irish zoo and run away to the streets of Dubling
Also all the people that walked on the streets were followed by the dragon
By now the dragon was spitting fire like mad non stop
And the people by now got their shirts on fire and then they got down on the
Grass in Dubling so that they could put the fire out right away by rolling on The
grass and on the other side of the street people were screaming like mad
Get that beast get that get that beast
Get that get that get that beast out of the streets before anyone dies
But some kids decided to throw rocks at the dragon and the dragon became More
mad and started to chase the kids down the streets of Dubling
By midnight somebody had the brains to call the Dubling police to put Order In
the streets of Dubling again
But the police use the taser to get to the dragon but it was a real battle
Because the taser didn't work because the dragon was more powerful Than the
taser
So they try to set a stron steal trap to catch the dragon with a sleeping pill And
the dragon saw it and licked the pill and sudenly the door of the trap Shut
automatic and the dragon slept and than they took him back to the Irish zoo in
dubling

Aldo Kraas
Split Apart

Why
Did we had to split
Apart
After we had been together for a long time?
Can't we just try to work things out
Rather than split apart?

Aldo Kraas
Splitsville Sonata

Today I arrived in
Splitsville
And I was hopping to find
My old friends
That I left behind in
Splitsville
When I moved
To another city
Like Toronto

Aldo Kraas
Spoken From The Heart

There are so many
Beautiful messages
That are spoken from
The heart

Aldo Kraas
Spooky Town

You will find me
In that spooky town
Living a mile away
From downtown

Aldo Kraas
Spread The Word

Spread the word
Into the world
By telling them
That we have enough
Of the war
And that we want
To see the world
Living in peace

Aldo Kraas
Spring

Spring
Hurry up and come
Please let the snow melt first
And than the flowers will come out for spring

Aldo Kraas
Spring Arrived And Arrived

We all complained
By saying that we would never
See spring
But spring arrived
And is here

Aldo Kraas
Spring Awakening

Spring Awakening
It is nice to see you again
Finally you are back after a hard winter
It is too bad that you don’t stick around much longer because when Summer comes you are gone again for another year that is long
I am always sad wen you go away to sleep for another year
Spring awakening
The sun shines in my face
You warmth I love
I also love the sunsets at the end of the day
When I arrive home I can smell the smell of the flowers from my Driveway
I can’t bug you to stay because you belong to mother nature
Mother Nature has a special way to do things for the people here on Earth
Spring Awakening
The days are longer and beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Spring Come

Spring Come
I need you
I am tired of the cold weather
I am old like a wash cloth
My face is white like cottage cheese
I am fading away
Lost in my own world
So selfish
I want more each day
Spring come
Spring come
I need you now
I can’t wait anymore for you
Hurry and come
No birds singing any more
Without those songs I am sad
I depend of your songs birds

Aldo Kraas
Spring Evening

I remember that
Spring evening
That was so special
Because the sun was still
Shining late that evening

Aldo Kraas
Spring Hymn

Spring
We welcome
You back
With
A spring hymn
That we sing
Loud and clear

Aldo Kraas
Spring Is Also In The City

Spring is also in the city
And everyone has the right to enjoy it
Because spring is her for everybody
And not just you

Aldo Kraas
Spring Is Here

It
Is
A
New
Year
And
Spring
Is
Here

Aldo Kraas
Spring is here
Giving life
Back to me
Once again

Aldo Kraas
Spring Morning

Please wake up angels right now
Because if you sleep in you will only waste this
Beautiful day away
And spring arrived today at our door finally
But I want to enjoy this day you all of you angels
By waking in the
Black Forest here in Germany
And also I would like to go inside of the castle at the Black forest
So we can visit it

Aldo Kraas
Spring Night

Spring night
I find you very peaceful
While I am walking on
Queen street
With my caregiver
I took my camera
Out of my camera case
And I took a picture
Of that spring night

Aldo Kraas
St Edmunds Drive

St Edmunds Drive
You are beautiful
Regardless of the season

Aldo Kraas
St. Cecilia

Dear st. cecilia
You are my beloved saint

Aldo Kraas
St. Germain

St. Germain
You are a lovely saint
That came from heaven
To the earth
To make peace
With the people
Here on earth
And also
To protect them
And to take the ones that
Are sick straight to God
So God can look after them
St. Germain
Gives water and food to the
People here on earth
And
St. Germain
Doesn't care if you are rich or poor
Because to him you are all the same
And
St. Germain
Know's that God Had created you all
In his own image

Aldo Kraas
St. Valentine's Hymn

St. Valentines
Just as long as my heart beats
Slowly like drums

Aldo Kraas
Stains

Stains
Are hard to remove
From shirts and socks
Because it needs to be scrubbed
A lot with your hands

Aldo Kraas
Stand Beside Me

Stand beside me
Wherever I go
And don't let me go alone

Aldo Kraas
Stand By God

If you don't want to be alone anymore
So the best thing that you can do
Is to sand by God
And he will support you in your daily live
Stand by God
Because you will never be alone
I can tell you that God will take care of your daily needs
And he will never let you down

Aldo Kraas
Stand By The People

God
Stand by the people who lost faith in you
God stand by the people who don't believe in you
Because they tell everybody that you don't exist
And to me it is a sin to tell people that you don't exist

Aldo Kraas
Stand By Your Woman

Man stand by your women
Treat her with respect and dignity
Because she is not your slave
She does everything for you
She is good to you
Don’t beat up your woman
She loves you
Have some understanding for her
She needs you more than ever
She would never hurt you, or lie to you
She will be honest to you
Stand by your women
She is your woman
The women you ever dreamed of
She is crazy about you
Don’t leave her,
Because she might be gone and never come back again
Stand by your woman

Aldo Kraas
Standing Alone Here In Heaven

I am
Standing alone here in heaven
Even though nobody else is watching me
But God
And that is fine with me

Aldo Kraas
Standing On Higher Ground

We are
Standing on higher ground
Welcoming God
God spoke to his people

Aldo Kraas
Star Of David

Star of David
You are shining in my sky
So bright

Aldo Kraas
Star Of David Song

Star of David
You are shining in my sky
So bright

Aldo Kraas
Star Of The Sea

Star of the sea
Your home is the sea
On the bottom of the sea
You live
The sea is clear
Just like a window of a house
You can see through it
At the sea
When you look through it
You can see the bottom of the sea
Very clear
And it is
Also like a window
Star of the sea
There in your
Home are other fish
That belong in your home with you
So you all have to share it
Star of the sea
I hope nobody steal you from your home
Because that would be ashamed
In the sea is where you belong
Sometimes there are scuba divers
Diving down in your home
I hope they leave you
All alone
Let me tell you something
If the sea didn't existed
None of you would be around
Good bless you
Star of the sea

Aldo Kraas
Starbuck's Blues

There is nothing
Better than
Starbuck's coffee
In this world

Aldo Kraas
Stardust Blues

There was sturdust in her eyes
Baby
What do I have to do for you to love me?
How can I get to you?
How can I get you to love me?
I remember the good old times
When you used to sing the blues at the bars in New York
I know that the pay was not good
But you had a voice
Of a bird
That was singing
Stardust blues
Have you read the letter that I send you lately?
I tried to call you so many times
I could never get through
The telephone was always busy
Woman can't live without the telephone
I think they would be dead by now
Stardust blues
What more do I have to do for you to love me?
Why can we be friends?
If is that what you want it will be fine with me
I can't force you to love me
I can't force you to be my friend
You have to make your mind
You have to choose who you want to be around
Before it is too late
I can start over looking for new friends
Stardust Blues
Baby
I think we have nothing in common
No love for each other
No hope for each other
I have nothing more to say to you
I have nothing else to offer you
To never despair my life
As I return to my empty room
I don't dream any more
I swear to myself that
This night will be a lonely one
Who know's when mrs. Right will knock on my door
Stardust Blues

Hey
The best thing in my life
Is the peace that I have found
The love that is in my soul
The love I have for myself
It is endless
I believe in God
And friendship does not exist for me
It seems so hard to find
It can't be bought with money either
Stardust Blues

Aldo Kraas
Starry Night

Starry night
I wonder if you will have some stars to show to the people tonight

Aldo Kraas
Starry Starry Night

Starry starry night
Let me dream with you
Every night

Aldo Kraas
Stars Tonight

The stars will shine tonight
Inside of my heart
And the stars will be friend with my heart
That is what I hope for today
But I don’t stop to pray for that
For any second
The stars will shine tonight
Inside of my heart
Abd I know for a fact that inside of my heart will be bright
The stars will shine tonight in my heart
And my heart will be home to the stars
The stars will shine tonight
And I am so excited about that
Because I can’t even sleep
Even though I can’t stop to think about that moment
I wondering if somebody will tell me when the stars will shine inside of my heart
because I don’t want to miss that moment
The stars will shine inside of my heart
And they are so precious
Because God made them
With his holy hands
The stars will shine tonight inside of my heart
Just like a sparkling diamond

Aldo Kraas
Start All Over My Friend

Start all over my friend
By taking care of yourself first
Because you are in charge of
Your well being

Aldo Kraas
Start And End Song

I will start my early morning with a nice warm cup of coffee
That will make me up fast
And that will take all my tiredness away
Because coffee works like a magic pill for me
And keeps me back on track again
But it also helps me to stay alert for the day
Eventhough the weather doesn't look very promising outside
So I have to take my mind away from the weather
And concentrate more on me
Because the weather can't do much for me
And I understand now that the weather has its own mind
And I have mine
So I have to stay focus on my life and on my daily jouney
I need to go for some walks early in the morning
And grab a free coffee at Macdonald's

Aldo Kraas
Starting Over Blues

I am starting over my life here at home
By making some changes to my life
So that I can improve the quality of my life
I am starting my life over
Because I made so many mistakes in my life
But I finally learned all the lessons in life
I am starting over my life
By going out more
And socializing more with people
Because I love people
And I get along with people very well

Aldo Kraas
Stay Alive Song

Stay alive
And look after yourself
Stay alive
And look after your health

Aldo Kraas
Stay Away From My Daughter

Stay away from my daughter mark
Because my daughter is a young lady
And she is too young for you
And you're too old for her
Besides she is not a sex toy
That you can fool around with
You already made her pregnant before
And she lost the baby because of you

Aldo Kraas
Stay Here Tonight

God
Please stay here tonight with me
So that I can get to know you better
Every night
Because I want to love you also my God
And I need you
To stay here tonight with me
God
Please don't you ever let me go out of your sight
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Stay Strong While Living Your Life

Stay strong while living your life
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Steal A Piece Of My Heart

I am not worried
About my heart right now
Because I have other things on my mind
And I can take care of my heart another time
That doesn't mean that I am being selfish
And at the same time that I am only thinking of myself
I am feeling that you might feel that way
It doesn't make any difference for me
If you steal a piece of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Step Into The Door Way Of My Heart

Step into the door way of my heart
And come into my heart
Because inside my
Heart is the
Amazon Forest
With all the animals
That live there
The Amazon Forest
Is your place also
To live
So be happy

Aldo Kraas
Step Right In My Heart

Outside of my heart is raining
But inside of my heart is not raining
And if you are the people that are looking for shelter from the rain
You came to the right place my people
And please step right in my heart people
So that I can shelter you from the rain
And keep you warm inside of my heart
But I don't know how long it will take for the rain to stop
Before you can return home people

Aldo Kraas
Step Right Into My Heart

Outside of my heart is raining
But inside of my heart is not raining
And if you are the people that are looking for shelter from the rain
You came to the right place my people
And please step right in my heart people
So that I can shelter you from the rain
And keep you warm inside of my heart
But I don't know how long it will take for the rain to stop
Before you can return home people

Aldo Kraas
Stepping Out

I am stepping out of my dark heart for the first time
So that I can reach to people
And at the same time I can spread my wisdom in this new world
That I came in contact with for the first time
But I got the first taste of this new world by walking arround and
Exploring this new world
Also I found the people in this new world to be very friendly and carring People

Aldo Kraas
Stepping Out Into The World

We are stepping out into the world
And we are going to live with God
Because he is a friendly men
Why is he God?
Why is he God?
Why is he God?
Because he was born to save us
And protect us each day
Because he is God
And we are proud of God

Aldo Kraas
Steven

Steven
You are like thunder in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Stick By You

God I will stick by you every day
Because I belong to you
And you belong to me

Aldo Kraas
Stick With The Poet

Stick with the poet
So that he can share his poems with you
By reading out loud to you
Also I believe that the poems from the poet
Will be an inspiration to you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Still

I still love you God
I still need you in my life God
I still want to walk with you today
I still want to come to your house today God for the worship service
I still need you in my life God
I still need you at home God

Aldo Kraas
Still Alive

The trees
Are still
Alive
Here
In this land
But the
Fire
Inside
Me
Still
BURNS
All
Night
Long

Aldo Kraas
Still Life

Still life on earth
For how long more?
I can't say
Still life on earth
For how many years more?
I can't tell you that

Aldo Kraas
Still On My Brain

The good memories of home
Still on my brain
The song that they played on the bar at home last night
Still on my brain
But I also remember the words to that song
And if you want me to sing to you again today
I will be able to sing it without any problem
The good memories about mom and dad
Still on my brain
The good memories of Christmas
Still on my brain

Aldo Kraas
Still Silent

It is very early in the morning
And outside it is still silent
Also I love the silent hours of the day

Aldo Kraas
Still Song

Still dark outside
And the night is not over yet

Aldo Kraas
Still Song II

I still have to live
And I still have to get the most out of my life
I still have to get through this cold and horrible winter
I still have to put up with all my sickness
I still have to eat
I still have to sleep and get through the night
I still have to get through with the day the next day

Aldo Kraas
Still Time Song

I still have some time so I can sleep in a little
And wake up a little late
I still have time to meditate for a while

Aldo Kraas
Stinger Rock

Stinger I don't want to get too close to you
Eventhough you may want me
Stinger I am not planing to get married with a man
Because it doesn't fit in my plans
Besides I would look foolish if a dated a man
Stinger what I am really looking for is a nice girl to marry
Any time tonight or next week

Aldo Kraas
Stinky Sterling Blues

Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
You sting a miles away
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
When I get out of my apartment I can smell the bad smell of you
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Go take a good look in the mirror
And see how you look because you look like hell
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Sometimes you smell can travel all the way to the loby
And it almost kills the people that are walking in the loby
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
You are falling to pieces
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
Stinky sterling
And I think that your body is rooting away on you

Aldo Kraas
Stop Before You Break Her Heart Again

Stop before you break her heart again
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Stop By My Window

Stop by my window
Because I have old bread to feed you
And I know that you are going to enjoy it
When I give you the old bread

Aldo Kraas
Stop Dreaming Now And Start Living

Stop dreaming now
And start living

Aldo Kraas
Stop Thinking

Stop thinking and just do it
Stop complaining because it could be worst
But you have no right to complain
Because you are living in a country that has no war
And so much freedom
And what do you know about freedom?
Because we all take it for granted
What does freedom mean?
It could mean so many things in so many words big or small
In french it is la paix
In portuguese it is a paz
And who care about Germany
Because Vienna is Hittler's land and all Germans loved hittler
And Hittler was their God
But for the jews he was the devil
Because he killed so many jews during the war
In the concentration camps in the gas chambers
And the jews that survived the war had been haunted
By Hittler until today
But Hittler was born in April 20
Also hittler sended the disabled people to the gas chambers

Aldo Kraas
Storms Song

So many storms
Took place inside of my heart
And you see
That inside of my heart there is a blue sky
That has so many birds flying in it
Also inside of my heart you will see a village
With so many house

Aldo Kraas
Stotrm

A storm is going om imside of my hear
And the strom is very bad because it is flooding my heart
With water
and if we don't get out right away we will day right awat

Aldo Kraas
Straight From Heaven

God came down straight from heaven
To take care of business here in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Strange Behavior

Time stand still
And my strange behavior
Is sometimes surprising to me
There are times that comes without warnings to me
Now I understand that my strange behavior is not acceptable
I am the only one who can control my strange behavior
If I don't control my strange behavior where will I end up?
I am sure that my strange behavior frightens people and turns than Away

Aldo Kraas
Strange Dreams Blues

She had noticed
That I had so many strange dreams
That kept waking me up
During the night
And they were very frightening to me

Aldo Kraas
Stranger In The Day Song

A stranger in the day
Going for a short walk outside
Of his condo
Just to get some air

Aldo Kraas
Strangers On The Shores

Strangers on the shores
Of Lake Ontario
Swimming away

Aldo Kraas
Streetcar

You move like An old woman Very slowly In your tracks If I take you I have to give Myself time To get There But If I walk I can get There faster Than you Streetcar

Aldo Kraas
Streets Of God

Every day
I walk the
Streets of God
And the things
That I see I don't like
It at all

Aldo Kraas
Streets Of Philadelphia

Tears
Are
Falling
From
The sky
And
Washing
The
Streets
Of
Philadelphia
Today

Aldo Kraas
Streets Of Rage

I walked
Across the streets of rage
And it wasn't safe to be there at all
Because I could get killed there
Any time

Aldo Kraas
Strengthened Song

God you
Strengthened
Me today
Because I was feeling so weak
For a long time now
And I had no energy to do anything at all
That was because I was so weak

Aldo Kraas
Strip Clubs

Strip clubs
Are a bad thing
For the neighborhood
Because it brings violence
And it increases the crimes
In the area

Aldo Kraas
Strip Me

God I am so smelly
And so stinky at the same time
Because I sweat a lot in the heat
So God go ahead and strip me from the top to the botton
Because I am sure that you will do a god job by striping me
Eventhough I am your child
And after you strip me I will go in the shower and wash my hair first
And then my body
Also when my shower is over you can dress me again with just a tshirt and My jockstrap to sleep in my warm bed for the night

Aldo Kraas
Striving Soul

My striving soul
Is trying very hard to heal
From a very bad illness
And it is not all my fault

Aldo Kraas
Struggle

I struggle
With my diet
That I suppose to do
In order to lose
Weight
Because
I have
Diabetes
Now
And if I don't
Get
My
Diabetes
Under
Control

Aldo Kraas
Struggling To Find Love

I am struggling to find love at home
And I already looked at the church but at the church everybody got their Partners already
I also looked in the internet for love but I couldn't find any girl that was of my type
So I think for now I will just stay single

Aldo Kraas
Su Mentira Theme

Soy cansado de sus mentiras
That you told me everyday
And I fount that
Sus mentiras are not true
You telme that you rather be with somebody else than me
And than You come back to me for a while
Wanting fy forgiveness
But to be honest with you
I don't know how to forgive you
Soy cansado de sus mentiras
I have a feeling that you are trying to make me ill
Because all I do each day
I go for walks around the block
And I can't stop to think about you
My conscience is telling me
That you will come back again
Any day and knock at my front door
Begging me to take you back
Also my conscience is telling me that
You will tell me that you need me
But I won't believe for a moment that is true
Soy cansado de sus mentiras

Aldo Kraas
Suave

The angels are whispering
So suave into my ears
Bright and early in the morning
And I don't mind at all
As long as they talk quietly
And suave
So it doesn't disturb me
While I am still sleeping
That is all I am asking from them

Aldo Kraas
Submerged

All the
Creatures of the sea
Had submerged
Around the
Coral reef
Early this morning

Aldo Kraas
Succeeding

I am succeeding
With my life everyday
By getting the most out my life
That I can get

Aldo Kraas
Such A Perfect Day Song

It is such a perfect day
To go for a walk outside
Because the sun is shining
So bright and the weather is good

Aldo Kraas
Such A Strange Sensation

Such a strange sensation
That I feel in my heart
Today

Aldo Kraas
Such An Ordinary Man

Such an ordinary man
That is so devoted to his church
And to his people

Aldo Kraas
Sudbury Dreamer

Sudbury dreamer
He is not the only one in Sudbury
There are a few alike him in Sudbury
Sudbury dreamer
This morning, and everyday may we be reminded
Of the blessings we enjoy as a result of
Living in America
May we remember the price that has been paid
For that freedom
All through the years
Let us realize that this freedom is not guaranted
We can loose it someday
But for now Sudbury dreamer we must enjoy it
Of one of the things you make who gets that special piece?
Who gets the best and most cherished?
I never meet anyone that has courage like you do
Besides you stand high
Because you are sitting in a high stone
Sudbury dreamer
You got to get right
And see it for yourself
You are living for God
And when you tell your
Story about God
It is so rewarding when I listen to it
It is wonderful to know that God has changed your life
And you are somebody new
I saw you looking in the mirror and adjusting your hair
Sudbury dreamer
You are not rich enough to buy your past
But lets not get into it
In the past you were immature
And today you are more mature
You know what life has to offer you
You are not a fool
You don’t look to me like one
Sudbury Dreamer
Tingly grip the quill
Puncture the wrist
Sign your name on the dotted line
Appease the devil's wish
Or stand up and fight
Pull out the fiery sword
Pick up the shield of life
Fend of the devil's hordes
The first path is simplest
Living with ease on earth
But the perpetuity after death
Is infinitely without mith
Sudbury dreamer
Waiting for you is like
Waiting for a rain in the drought, useless and disappointing
Because I want to spend sometime with you
But I can understand
We walk different paths
You always take the shortest path Sudbury dreamer
I always take the longest path Sudbury dreamer
Because I live further Sudbury dreamer
And you live near that bay
Sudbury dreamer
Each broken promise
The shattered dreams
Cascading down
In glistening stream
Deep beneath the surface
An abundantly supply
A revoir of despair
Never to run dry
If only the Sudbury dreamer could clutch it
That outward shell
Fold it in on myself Sudbury dreamer
Like an imploding cell;
Hold my breath as I watch you Sudbury dreamer
My sorrows drown,
The weight of your sins Sudbury dreamer
Pulling me down
Sudbury dreamer found you
And he is searching for your hand
Sudbury Dreamer
The constellation will change
Big dipper's handle
Will be pulled to the south
And orion lose his sword
Before the last pain is gone,
Says the stone
I
Am allotting my share
As the fountain glittering dust
Springs up and falls back into itself,
All the Sudbury dreamer's days come from somewhere inside me
Dole out in a bowl of stone
There is a calm light around old trees
They let the wind flow through there leaves
And the star pas high over their crowns
In majesty procession
Sudbury Dreamer
Now you have to learn to love yourself
You will lift up your eyes
Sudbury Dreamer
I can say to you
We have our share of troubles
Sudbury Dreamer
Love is letting go of fear
Lift him up God
Bring peace to his home
The home of the Sudbury dreamer
Sudbury dreamer
Your love is deeper than a river
Sudbury dreamer
A little more love you can give to the ones who care's about you
I don't think it would hurt personally
This is my opinion
Sudbury dreamers
Trust yourself
For the last ten years the atmosphere was heavier outside
The Cellular replaced the phone
Sudbury dreamer
Has no eyes that can't see in the dark
Sudbury dreamer
No body else in the world but you know
What is pain and heartaches
Sudbury dreamer
Other's don't know you at all
Sudbury Dreamer
Keep your cool
Keep Your cool
And just hang in there
Sudbury dreamer
You are good in the job you do
Construction work
The rain is falling of the face of the earth

Aldo Kraas
Suddenly

The night was over
And the stars in the sky went to sleep
For the rest of the day
But I am getting out of bed now
And starting my day
With a healthy breakfast
Because I know that I owe it to myself
But I can't stop to think about the stars
That had vanished so suddenly from the sky
Also I finally realized that every time I think
About the stars it makes me more sad
But I know that the sky would be empty without the stars
And God gave the stars to the sky as a gift

Aldo Kraas
Suddenly Song

Suddenly
I am hungry
Suddenly
I am tired
Suddenly
I am broke
Suddenly
I am crying non stop

Aldo Kraas
Sueño

My Sueño
That I have everyday
When I sleep in my bed
At night is beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Suffer

Why do
I have
To
Suffer?

Aldo Kraas
Suffering From What?

Suffering from what?
Suffering from loneliness?

Aldo Kraas
Sugar Daddy

Sugar daddy
Is an old man
The ladies
Tell me
That sugar daddy
Is a sweet man

Aldo Kraas
Sugar Mommy

Sugar mommy
Is a tough lady
She doesn't put up with nonsense
From her kids
Sugar mommy
Gives her kids tough love
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Suicide Is Not A Good Thing To Do

Suicide is not
A good thing to do
If you are a christian
Because life is so precious
You must live with God
And be in good terms with God
Because God wants to be in good terms with you
I know that in life there are so many adjustments that you have to do
In order to live a happy life

Aldo Kraas
Summer Is Almost Over

Summer is almost over
And it is time for me
To say good bye
Yes it hurts
But I know it won't be forever
Because summer will
Return again next year
And summer needs
A break
Like you and me

Aldo Kraas
Sun Of Oslo

Sun of Oslo you shine
So beautiful during
The day in the sky
You brighten my life
And my days
Sun of Oslo
You are a wonderful
Gift to me
As long as I am alive
I am hoping to enjoy you
And nothing is going to
Stop me
From doing it

Aldo Kraas
Sun Seeker

I am the sun
Seeker
Because I am always seeking out for the sun

Aldo Kraas
Sunday Morning Prayer

God
Thank you
For the
Food
You
Offer me
Today

Aldo Kraas
Sundays

Sundays
Are very
Quiet for me
Because
That is what I call
My quiet time
And my quiet time
Happens all the time
On Sundays
And
It is better than nothing
To be honest with you

Aldo Kraas
Sundown In The Valley

The sundown in the vally is beautiful now
Because it was dark for 24 hours before
Now I am much happier that there is sunshine
Because it is the sunshine that brights up my days and my life

Aldo Kraas
Sunlight Glistens In That Perfect Sky

Sunlight glistens
In that perfect sky
Today
Not even a dark cloud
I can see today

Aldo Kraas
Sunny Afternoon

I will make the most of this sunny afternoon today
Because I don't want to miss that chance
And I feel that if I do
That chance might never come back again
So I must go outside and enjoy
The sunny afternoon
Before the night comes

Aldo Kraas
Sunny Boy Song

Sunny boy song
I am trying to tell
Every one about
You in a song
You made
My life so sweet
It's just like honey, boy
And I love you so much till it ain't funny boy
My cloudy days have been declouded
I hope you keep on shining
Since you are here
Sunny boy
Sunny boy
My pride and joy
Hey, sunny boy
My honey boy
Now only your sweet love
Can give me joy
I am trying to tell
Every one
About you
In a song

Aldo Kraas
Sunrise At My Neighborhood

The sunrise at my neighborhood
Is so uplifting
And at the same time I can't believe that the
New day is here for us

Aldo Kraas
Sunrise Blues

Sunrise
I can't imagine
Life without you
Sunrise
I can't imagine
Me being without you
Sunrise
I know that the sky needs you
More than me

Aldo Kraas
Sunrise Sonata

Everyday I look forward
To the sunrise
And I know that the sky will be lonely
Until the end of the next day
Also I can say that the sunrise is almost human
As me
Because it appears to me that way

Aldo Kraas
Sunrise Song

Last
Night
I heard
The
Other
Tenant's
Snoring
Like
A
Locomotive
While
I
Slept
In
My
Bed
During
The
Night
The
Next
Day
I
Saw
The
Beautiful
Sunrise
Right
In the
Sky
Early
In
The
Morning

Aldo Kraas
Sunset Is Calling

Sunset is calling for the night to
Wake up
And come in
The sky is getting dark
And soon the night will start again

Aldo Kraas
Sunset Trails

God left
The sunset trails
Behind in the sky
And that orange sky is breath taking
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
Sunsets Blues

At night
I dream about the sunsets
And at the end of the day
Each day I see the sunsets

Aldo Kraas
Sunshine Of My Life

Sunshine of my life
I am so glad that God
Had created you
Sunshine of my life
You belong to my life

Aldo Kraas
Suny Skies

Sunny Skies
All over town
Shining so bright
I see so many happy faces
From strangers
While I am walking around town
Everybody loves to go out and enjoy the nice weather
Everybody had enough of snow including me
It will come again soon
Forget about the snow for a while
Let's think about the blue sunny skies around town

Aldo Kraas
Superman My Hero

Superman my hero
Is just like my friend
It was just what I want him to be
Superman my hero
Is giving us hope
He is keeping us free
God's nation
Is in chaos
But there is one man that
Can save us all
Superman my Hero
He flied many times a day in the sky
He touches heaven
Just like the birds do
Superman my hero
I am so proud of him
Superman my hero
I pray for you every day
You have a job, I have one too
I will tell you what gets me through
Strenght, love, and peace
I pray for peace where I am going to be
For you and me
Kids at school
Sending Postcards to those who died overseas in the war
Superman my hero
Keeping busy is what I need to do
And keeping busy these days seems to be the tool
I want to make the hour go fast
So I have to keep myself busy
Superman my hero
Doesn't live in fear
But I do
Superman my hero
Makes sacrifices also
Like I do
Superman my hero
Is landing from the sky right now
He had a perfect landing
Superman my hero
I light a candle for you
May God always bless you
Superman my hero
To the world you gave so much love
Superman my hero
You are an hero
Superman my hero
What are we going to do when our time is up here on earth?
Superman my hero
Your spirit will always be alive in me
You have given your spirit to me and everybody else here on earth
Superman my hero
I am dreaming every night
With you
I know someday my dreams may come true
That's why we are fighting for and doing what we do to save our world
Superman my hero
I hope that others will learn to love you and respect you like I do
Superman I hope others
Will respect our believes and not judge us by what we do
Or by what we haven't done yesterday, today, or tomorrow
Superman my hero
Stands in a shiny sea
Superman my hero
Wants a world were he dominates
And he knows that our land will liberate
A shiny city on top of the hill
Superman my hero
Fighting evil and saving people also
Superman my hero
Has a free will
To help those in need
Superman my hero
It is time to remember what freedom means
It is time to choose freedom
And embrace the future
It is time to choose life
It is time to look after those in need
Because charity begins at home
Superman my hero
I know that together we will get through tough times
Sometimes we just need some courage
Sometimes we need a little prayer
Sometimes we need a helping hand so we can finish our daily tasks
Superman my hero
Let the light shine in your heart, my heart, and all the people here on Earth
Superman my hero
It is a lucky day
Because you are of flying again like a bird in the sky
Superman my hero
Miracles we will see one day
Superman my hero
Black outs
All the town is out of lights left in the dark
Traffic lights are not working
We can't cook our food
We have to eat can food for a few days
We have to survive some how
Some how we will get through this ordeal
And you are flying high above in the sky
The only thing that is shining at night is the moon
Superman my hero
I know that nobody will live forever
Superman my hero
You were meant to fly
Superman my hero
I sometimes feel powerless
Superman my hero
Once I need to get out
And put my foot out of my door
I know that fresh air is good for me and everybody else
I have dreams and desires
Superman my hero
Once a while I just need to get away from the computer
My desk and my computer my favorite hide away
Superman my hero
Will take me to a place that I never been before
Superman I believe that we were meant to be friends
Superman my hero
I must speak now or forever hold my peace
Superman my hero
Snow, wind, and rain won't bother superman my hero
Because he always dress up for the kind of weather
He is smart and wise
Superman won't melt but he might freeze in the winter
Because the days are much colder than you ever imagine
Superman my hero

Aldo Kraas
Supermarket Blues

Everybody is waiting at the supermarket for the chicken to be reduced
But they can't reduce it before 4:00 pm so the people have to wait at the
Supermarket until 4:00 pm
God send a sign to the people in the Supermarket to reduce the chicken
Because my tunny is crowling already and I am hungry for chicken

Aldo Kraas
Sur La Terre

All the wild mushrooms
Are growing very fast
Sur la terre
Like weeds
It is hard to tell which ones are wild mushrooms
From the poisonous mushrooms
That you may find
Sur la terre
At any time that you are walking
Sur la terre

Aldo Kraas
Sure there are always complications in life
But I think we need to move past that point in life
By having some consideration to others

Aldo Kraas
Sure There Are Always Complications In Life

Sure there are always complications in life
But I think we need to move past that point in life
By having some consideration to others

Aldo Kraas
Surrender

Surrender
All your love to God
Surrender
All you fears to God

Aldo Kraas
Surrender Song

Women
Please
Don't
Feel
That
Way
By
Being
So
Afraid
Of
Men
Because
I am
Not
That
Type
Of
Man
You think
I am
I am
Waiting
For
You
To
Surrender
Yourself
To me
Women

Aldo Kraas
Surrender Yourself To God Now

Please
Surrender yourself to God now

Aldo Kraas
Surrogated Mother

A woman
Is pregnant

Aldo Kraas
Susie Sunshine

Susie
Sunshine
You
Are
The
Beautiful
Sun
That
Shine

Aldo Kraas
Susie Sunshine Blues

Susie Sunshine
Give me a beautiful dream
While I am sleeping
The night away

Aldo Kraas
Suspicion

I have the suspicion
That he lied
To the government

Aldo Kraas
Swan Waltz

In the park
On a Saturday afternoon
We danced the
Swan waltz
While the orchestra played the
Swan waltz
At the same time while
We danced the swan
Waltz at
The park we saw
The swam swimming in the pond

Aldo Kraas
Swapnil Singh Hymn

Trust me people
Because I will never lie to you
Trust me people
Because I will be loyal to you
Trust me people
Because I am stressed out
Trust me people
I believe in God
Trust me people
Because I believe in God
Trust me people
I will never steal from you
Trust me people
Because I am honest
Trust me people
But I need your love also
Trust me people
I am very tired today
And I am going to sleep now

Aldo Kraas
Sway

Sway into the dance
Sway into the music
Sway into the life
Sway into the romance

Aldo Kraas
Sweeping The Ashes

I am sweeping the ashes from my fireplace today
Because today is cleaning day at my house
And I want to have a clean house for the weekend also

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Adam Gountier

Fly fly fly
High in the sky of Toronto
The same way that birds do
Don’t be afraid to spread out your wings
Never forget that you are that beautiful bird flying in the sky
Go ahead and show your true colors in the sky
And I will wave to you
If I see you flying today
The sun is shining now
Thanks god
You have your life
I have mine
I hope you get home safe before the night arrives
And I will always think about you

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Alabama

Sweet Alabama
I am coming
Sweet Alabama
I know that I belong in
Alabama

Aldo Kraas
Sweet California

A place to go on holidays and escape the winter chills
And you would do anything to lift up your spirits especially when the end of the year is coming
Sweet California
A place for the young, the old, and the lonely
You see the young people running wild in California
The sweat pour down there faces
Of the young, the old, and the lonely in this warm climate
Where your heart is filled with warmth that runs through your body
And fills your mind with excitement
Sweet California
Places where we can just relax and forget about our problems for once
Sweet California
The place of my dreams
Where we can have fun also

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Child Of Mine Hymn

Sweet child of mine
I love you very much
Sweet child of mine
I am always here for you
Remember that

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Emotion

The sweet emotions are flying high inside me
That I can even feel it
Leaving me hot and thirsty at the same time
And putting me on high at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Emotions

The sweet emotions are flying high inside me
That I can even feel it
Leaving me hot and thirsty at the same time
And putting me on high at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Home Toronto

Sweet home Toronto
I wish that you were a little warmer
But you are not
And you are cold as hell
The sky is bright and blue during the winter day
The parks are covered with snow
Dogs are going for walk in the parks
Because they need to get out and get their exercise
The children play in the park by making snowman
The trees during the winter are totally bare

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Home Toronto Revised

Sweet home Toronto
I wish that you were a little warmer
But you are not
And you are cold as hell
The sky is bright and blue during the winter day
The parks are covered with snow
Dogs are going for walk in the parks
Because they need to get out and get their exercise
The children play in the park by making snowman
The trees during the winter are totally bare

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Love

God please give me some of your sweet love
So that I can get rid of my depression today
During the morning
Because that depression is killing me very smoothly
And I am having a hard time today to get out of bed

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Lullaby

I played that old record today
That had the song called sweet lullaby
On the granophone that I own

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Mary

There comes my Sweet Mary
To the place that she belongs in the sanctuary of the church
Every Sunday
And I am always happy to see my Sweet Mary in the church
Sometimes she reads in the service

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Melodies

All
The
Sweet melodies
Are
Sung by the
People in a choir
Just for me

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Memories

I have sweet
Memories of God

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Nancy

Sweet nancy
Please remember that God loves you also
Because I love you too
Sweet nancy please don't cry
Because you have me
And you are not going to be alone tonight
Because I will stay with you in your home just for tonight

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Souls And Sour Souls

I found so many
People here on earth that
Have sweet souls
I also found many
People that have sour souls

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Sound

Let me hear
The sweet sound
Of that music
That is being played
So softly

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Sweet Friend Of Mine

You
Are
A
Sweet
Sweet
Friend
Of
Mine

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Sweet God

Sweet sweet God
Come home to me today
Because I am waiting to be saved today
Sweet sweet God
Let me spread my wings and fly away
Over the mountains, the sea, and the sky
Where it feels like home to me

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Tooth

That child
And that
Sweet tooth

Aldo Kraas
Sweet Vampire

Sweet vampire
You scratch my skim
With your finger nails
Until my skin bleeds
And then you dine
On my blood
That is coming out of my skin
Sweet Vampire
I trully hate you for that
I want you to go
And leave me in piece
But you want leave me in peace
Because you love dining on my blood
Sweet vampire
You are so cruel
You have no respect for human beings

Aldo Kraas
Sweetest Girl

Sweetest girl
Is playing in the mud today
Sweetest girl
Is eating mud
Sweetest girl
Is all dirty
Because she has mud all over her
And incudling her clothes

Aldo Kraas
Swept Away

Swept away in my dreams
Swept away in my fantasies
Swept away in my daily thoughts
My fantasies are part of my dreams
My dreams are just dreams
My dreams have finally vanished
My mind is now clear
I can’t remember my dreams as unusual

Aldo Kraas
Swiss Chalet Rock

A friend of ours own a swiss chalet
In the swiss alps
Also in the winter we go and spent some time in the swiss alps
In his swiss chalet
But the view of the alps into the frozen lake with the evergreens are beautiful
Also when the sun is shining during the cold days in the winter
Makes it perfect to take some pictures
And keep it inside of your computer in your facebook acount album

Aldo Kraas
Swiss Lullaby

My sweet
Swiss little baby
Sleep tight
In that warm
Crib that is
In that
Room of yours

Aldo Kraas
Sylvia Plath

Sylvia plath
A women
That wanted
To be hugged by the angels
And at the same time
She wanted the dark

Aldo Kraas
Symbols

There are
So many
Symbols
Flashing
Inside of my head
All at once

Aldo Kraas
Sympathy For God

Do you have any sympathy for god?
Because I have some sympathy for God
Do you believe in God?
Because I believe in God
Do you know who created you in his image?
God created you in his image
And that is not a lie

Aldo Kraas
Sympatico

Do you think he is?
Girl if you think that
That is ok
Because you are
Entitle to your opinion

Aldo Kraas
Symphony

It is summer time
And it takes a long time to get dark
Because I am waiting impatiently
Also I look at the clock every second
But the time moves very slowly

Aldo Kraas
Symphony For Suceava

Suceava
I have my eyes on you

Aldo Kraas
Symphony In The Heart Of The Stars

Stars
Are
Shining
In
My
Blue haven
If the blue sky wasn't around
No stars would be around either
And I would not had my blue heaven
That I am so proud of
Blue haven
Is home to the stars

Aldo Kraas
Symphony Of Dawn

The dawn
Arrives early in the morning
Before we get up
The dawn
Welcomes the new day
Right ouside of our
Front door every single day

Aldo Kraas
Symphony Of Love

Friend whenever you are near me
I hear the symphony of love
That is being sang by the choir here at the Nathan Philips Square
But the symphony of love plays on and on
For friends and lovers
Friend I hear a crescendo when you hold me
when I think of all the things you've told me
I know it's me for you,
it's you for me
But we found the symphony of love
That speaks deeply to our hearts
That are full of love
To give to one another
So that we can share that endless love that we have for each other
Every single day
Violin fills my head
And I want to tell you
That I will always be here for you
As long as I live
Every single day here on earth
I wanna hear your heart beat
And of course you can hear my heart beat also
But don't forget to live for today
And live at the present moment
And plan for tomorrow before it ends

Aldo Kraas
Symphony Of Love Revised

Friend whenever you are near me
I hear the symphony of love
That is being sang by the choir here at the Nathan Philips Square
But the symphony of love plays on and on
For friends and lovers
Friend I hear a crescendo when you hold me
when I think of all the things you've told me
I know it's me for you,
it's you for me
But we found the symphony of love
That speaks deeply to our hearts
That are full of love
To give to one another
So that we can share that endless love that we have for each other
Every single day
Violin fills my head
And I want to tell you
That I will always be here for you
As long as I live
Every single day here on earth
I wanna hear your heart beat
And of course you can hear my heart beat also
But don't forget to live for today
And live at the present moment
And plan for tomorrow before it ends

Aldo Kraas
Symphony Of The Trees

In the fall the trees are always losing their leaves
And the leaves on their branches are like hair
Just like the human beings have on their heads

Aldo Kraas
Symphony Waves

It is now fall
And it is not warm anymore
Also it is very cold to go for a swim in the lake
If you do that you body will get into a shock
And you cold even die
But the waves in the Lake Ontario is very high
And the water is splashing agains the rocks that are in the middle of the Lake Ontario
Eventhought the sky is blue
But the people are walking on the boarwald in The Lake Ontario
With their dogs
Some people are also walking with their kids

Aldo Kraas
Synphony Of Light

God I know that you will let the light shine everyday in the world
That we are living on
And also the earth will move slowly
The way you want it to move

Aldo Kraas
Tadun, Tadun, Tadun

When my heart beats
It makes that sound
Tadun, tadun, tadun

Aldo Kraas
Tai Chi Men

Tai Chi men
Hello
Welcome
To
The world

Aldo Kraas
Take

Take me in your dreams
Take me to a paradise
Take me to the rainbow
Take me to place where I can have a good night sleep
Take me to church
Take me to join in Communion in church and drink the wine from the Chalice

Aldo Kraas
Take A Chance Song

Take a chance on me
Take a chance in life
Take a chance in love
Take a chance in friendship

Aldo Kraas
Take A Look Past The Smile And See The Tears

Take a look past the smile and see the tears
That are falling from my eyes
My eyes are so red
And so sore
I cry so much
That is because

Aldo Kraas
Take A Moment

Take a moment to pray
Take a moment to sing
Take a moment to write a letter to someone

Aldo Kraas
Take a moment
To understand why you feel so bitter
Take a moment
To understand why you feel
That your world is ready to collapse
Infront of you

Aldo Kraas
Take A Step Song

Take a step
And move towards the door
So that you can come outside
Because you need some fresh air
But don' forget that you need friends also
And for that you have to take a big step
To get here in order for you to be able to find some friends
That can support you in your life

Aldo Kraas
Take A Walk On The Riverside

Take a walk on the riverside
And discover all the neighbourhood has to offer!

Aldo Kraas
Take Away

Take away
All the dark
shadows on the walls
Take away
All the nightmares
That I am have
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Take Away Song

God take away all the stress that I am feeling
God take away all the tears that are falling from my eyes
God take away all the pain that I am feeling in my body

Aldo Kraas
Take Back

Take back the night that you lost
Last night today
But you can't take back the years that you lost
In your life
Because they won't come back

Aldo Kraas
Take Back What You Just Said

Take back what you just said because
I am not deaf and I heard it very well what you just said
It is very sad that this will not end up in a nice way
My heart is bleeding
The pain I feel inside is greater than you will ever know
You live in fantasies
I life in with the reality of life
You are playing God with me
You say nasty words to me
If you want me to leave, I will leave you now
I am packing my bags now and I will be soon out of your life
I am on my way to the bus stop
I have a long way to go but in a couple hours
I will be in the hotel sleeping in a warm and cozy bed
I am on my own again
I have no luck with women because all they want is a rich guy and they
Will sack you dry

Aldo Kraas
Take Care

Take care of yourself first
Take care of your health
And have a good night sleep
Take care of the garden
Water the garden once a while so the flowers can grow
Take care of the land
Pick up all the litter flying around
Because it looks messy
Take care of the oceans
By cleaning all of the oil spills
If not we will kill all the fishes
Take care of the fire place
It needs wood to keep the fire going
Take care of the wild life
We need to save than

Aldo Kraas
Take Her The Way She Is

Take her the way she is
Because there is nothing wrong with her

Aldo Kraas
Take Him With You Hymn

Take him with you
So that I can clean
The entire house today
Right away

Aldo Kraas
Take His Advice

Take his
Advice
That
He
Is
Giving
You
Younge
Men
Because
It
Is
Honest
He is
Telling you
To
Put
Money
On
The
Side
For
Your
Retirement

Aldo Kraas
Take It And Run

Today
It is pay day
So take it and run
Because
The next pay day
Will be in two weeks
And sometimes
It takes a long time to have it
Processed by the company
That you work for

Aldo Kraas
Take It Like A Man

Take it like a man
And be strong
Don't sweat over the small stuff

Aldo Kraas
Take Me There

Take me there
To see
The casket
That she will
Be in
When she will die
I know that you
Think that it sounds evil
But I need to see it
Because I want
To follow her wishes

Aldo Kraas
Take Me To The Coal Harbour

Take me to the coal harbour goad
Where I can be free again
And teach me to fly that airplane God
So that I can fly over the coal harbour
And see the rest of the land

Aldo Kraas
Take Me To The Riverside

Take me to the riverside
Where I am going to be baptized
By the Lord
Take me to the riverside
Where I am going to lay down
And rest for the night
Until the early morning arrives
At the riverside

Aldo Kraas
Take Me To The Waterfall

Take me to the waterfall so that I can see the
Happy children
Because I want to see the better days ahead that
Might come to the children
Me and the children will battle together for a better world

Aldo Kraas
Take Me To Your Heart

Take me to your heart
And let me fill your heart
With my love today

Aldo Kraas
Take Me With You

God take me with you
Because I don't want to stay behind
And live without you
What my life will be without you my god?
God can you picture me without in my life?

Aldo Kraas
Take Me With You My Sailors

I had tried
To find
A decent
Job
For
A
Younge
Men
Like
Me
But
I was
Out
Of luck
Because
The
Jobs
That
I can do
Well
Don't
Exist
Anymore
And
I had
Been
Layed
Off
From
My
Work
For
A
Long
Time
Now

Aldo Kraas
Take More Of Your Life With You

Take more of your life with you
By going to new places
On the weekend

Aldo Kraas
Take My Breath Away

Take my breath away
And I will give you
Hugs in return my dear friend
Because I know how much you love to receive hugs from me
During the winter months
That is cold
And every time I hug you I am keeping you warm
My dear friend

Aldo Kraas
Take My Hands Song

Take my hands
Take my heart with you
Take my dreams with you
Take my kisses with you

Aldo Kraas
Take My Love

Take my love with you
Because my love is very strong

Aldo Kraas
Take My Word For It

Take my word for it
Because in life you find
All types of people

Aldo Kraas
Take One Breath At A Time

Take one breath at a time
And let your lungs fill up with air
While you are enjoying
A walk outside

Aldo Kraas
Take That Step

Take that step
To improve your life
Take that step
And listen to your inner voice

Aldo Kraas
Take The Evening Train To Montreal

Take the evening train to montreal
Because you need some sleep

Aldo Kraas
Take the hint
My friends
Because you don't follow
The instructions that comes
Furniture you won't be able to put it together
Also you have to do it step by step
Or else it won't work

Aldo Kraas
Take The Long Way Home

Take the long way home
Because we have plenty
Of time today
I want to see some of
The country side
Today

Aldo Kraas
Take The Plunge

Take the plunge
In the lake today
Because today it is a warm day

Aldo Kraas
Take The Time To Solve Your Problems

Please
Take the time to solve your problems
And hope
That the things in your life will improve
Day by day

Aldo Kraas
Take To The Limit

Take me to the limit in my life
Take me to the limit in my spiritual journey

Aldo Kraas
Take Us Home Dear Father

Take us home
Dear father
Because we are ready to dye
And we saw enough of this place

Aldo Kraas
Taking A Closer Look On Life

Taking a closer look on life
From God's view
And not the view of humans

Aldo Kraas
Taking Diamonds

We are taking the diamonds
That we found today at the bech

Aldo Kraas
Taking My Breath Away Song

God Is taking
My breath away

Aldo Kraas
Taking Over Song

God is taking all the work
Over from the Lord
Because the Lord is very Old
And he can't work anymore because he is old

Aldo Kraas
Taking You Along To My Grave

God said
To her
Few days ago
I am taking you along to my grave
Because I know that you are ill
Nobody else can take your pain
That you are feeling now
Because I am your God
And I am the only one that can take your pain away
No doctors could save you
But it seems to me that I am the only one that can save you

Aldo Kraas
Talk This Way

I can't lose my brain or my head
But I can lose everything else
And what a stupid thing to do
Like losing my wallets with all the documents
But that alone is frustrating
And it leaves me stressed out
But the truth is I can't do three things at the same time
Because that leaves me more frustrated
And at the same time I feel that it is hard to cope

Aldo Kraas
Talk To Her About

Talk to her
About love
Talk to her
About the white dove
That is flying
Back to her cage
Where she lives
 Alone

Aldo Kraas
Talk To Me

God talk to me about health
God talk to me about hygiene
God talk to me about my home
God talk to me about my sleep
God talk to me about my depressiom
God talk to me about love, peace, and freedom
God talk to me about music
God talk to me about my eating habbits
God talk to me about your life
God talk to me about the four seasons that you made

Aldo Kraas
Talk To Me My Brother

You are waking up today
Feeling so refreshed because it is spring
And spring is here
Also the sky is beautiful to look at

Aldo Kraas
Talk To Yourself

Talk to yourself
And tell yourself
Positive things
That will make you feel good

Aldo Kraas
Talk With Me

Talk with me about love
Talk with me about religion
Talk to me about Mother Nature
Talk with me about friendship
Talk with me about culture
Talk with me about cooking
Talk with me about God
Talk with me about the forest
Talk with me about the oceans

Aldo Kraas
I am talking about poems with Jesus
But Jesus never heard of poems in his life
And that is what came out of the conversation that I had with me
But my dear Jesus poetry is a feeling that comes out from the heart expressed and written in a piece of paper Yes Jesus that is what poetry is?
So let's a song is also poetry? No Jesus a song is a composition that is made by lyrics? yes Jesus Lyrics Lyrics are worlds to the music
So I am not that stupid said Jesus? Not at all Jesus
Because there are things that we know and there are things that we Don't know
Thanks my friend you helped me so much
No problem Jesus any time

Aldo Kraas
Talking About The Fire In Your Eyes

I Am Talking About The Fire In Your Eyes That I Can See

Aldo Kraas
Talking To Him

I know that
The night
Is beautiful
And it is a perfect time
To go for walks
With your friend
And you can
say anything
You like
Because
There is no one
Else listening
To your conversation than
You friend
When you are talking
To him

Aldo Kraas
Talvez

You had forgotten that
I am independent

Talvez

You will learn to understand me

Talvez

You will love me the way I am

Talvez

I will take better care of myself

Talvez

I will love others

Because I know that you love me also

Talvez

The light will shine over and over again

Here on earth

Talvez

The birds will land on my balcony

Talvez

I will have more respect for others

And for myself also

Talvez

I will dream about the midnight blues

Talvez

I will cherish all the sunny days

Talvez

I will be grateful for the things that I have

Aldo Kraas
We are God's Tartan Army
And God's people plus God's Tartan Army soldiers
Are marching all the way from Telaviv to Lybia
And God's Tartan Army will take over Lybia
And soon the civil war will begin
But the people that are Americans, Canadians, and Lybia
Will leave home
But the Americans will go back to America
And the Canadians will go back to Canada
But where will the people from Lybia go?
Which country will accept the people from Lybia?
And I believe That Gods Tartan Army will fight through the end
And there will be bloodshed and deaths through the end of the civil war in Lybia
because God and his Tartan Army is in control of Lybia now

Aldo Kraas
Tarzan Is The King Of The Jungle

Tarzan is the king of the jungle
And he lives in the jungle
Tarzan tells everybody that the jungle is his home

Aldo Kraas
Taylor Creek Park

Taylor
Creek
Park
It
is
Amazing
That
You
Are
Not
Far
From
Where
I
Live

Aldo Kraas
Te Amo

Te amo
Because you are my father
Te amo
Because everybody is calling out for you
Te amo
Because you are my God
And you understand that I am sick
Te amo
Because you know that I am here in the hospital
And you are blessing me at the same time
Te amo
Because
I know that you are going to heal me
And help me to recover as quickly as possible
So I can go back and live a normal life
Everyday that I am living my life

Aldo Kraas
Te Amo Because You Are My Father

Te amo
Because you are my father
I get very excited
When I hear all the people
That I see shouting your name
Te amo
Even now that you gave me so much

Aldo Kraas
Te Debo Este Sueño

Te debo este sueño
My beautiful child
Because you are my child
And I am your father
My beautiful child
You will be blessed by me
Everyday
Just wait and see
My beautiful child
Because I am your father
And I give you my world

Aldo Kraas
Te Quiero

Te quiero my friend
Because you have good things to offer
To the world, to your family, and your friends

Aldo Kraas
Te Quiero Mi Amor

Te quiero mi amor
Your love is beautiful
That you give to me every day
It is so special
It is the best thing you could give
To me every day
That is why
I want you to know
That I love you

Aldo Kraas
Te Vas

Te vas
Con dios
Today
While you walk down the street
To the bus stop
Hopping to make it

Aldo Kraas
Teach People About Remorse Song

Don't teach people about war
Because if they want to start a war
They will start a war with the people that lives next door to them
And they will always have something to complain abouth the people
That is living next door to them

Aldo Kraas
Teach The Song Of Hope

Teach the song of hope
To the christians
All over the world

Aldo Kraas
Teaching The Rights And Wrongs

You are teching the kids
The rights and wrongs
At an early age
To they learn from the early age
I don't know how much they can understan
But I think it is a good thing

Aldo Kraas
Tear down all The four walls
That isolate people
That are disable
And wants to be free
By not being judged by anyone
Because judgement is the evil thing
That we always do to the disable people
And we should know that it hurts the disable people
That are living here on the earth
Because God put them on the earth
Where they belong

Aldo Kraas
Tears Are Trapped

Tears are trapped
Inside of my eyes today

Aldo Kraas
Tears Fall Hymn

Inside of my heart
There is home to you
And you live inside of my heart
Prince William
And above you inside of my heart there is a beautiful sky
That have falling tears
Also in the ground inside of my heart you will find trees that have birds On their branches Prince William
But the birds will sing you their love songs
So keep listening to the love songs of the birds everyday Prince William

Aldo Kraas
Tears For Japan

The river of Japan is full of tears
Because the people of Japan are grieving for the people who died in the Earthquake
And my heart goes out to them
And my prayers are with them
May the people of Japan find peace again through their loss and grief

Aldo Kraas
Tears Hymn

Tears are falling from the sky
I can see them falling from the sky
Today
It seems so strange to me that tears would fall
From the sky

Aldo Kraas
Tears II

Why do I cry?
Why are my tears running down from my eyes like waterfall?
Why do you leave me here in the cold?
Why do season changes?
So that we can have all of them
The different seasons gives different opportunities for all the people
Why do you live me to die and freeze to death in the street?
When I walked with you on a Tuesday afternoon on Spadina Ave. I stop And I took a look in the sky
The sky looked like sea waves on one side

Aldo Kraas
Tears III

Why do I cry?
Why are my tears running down from my eyes like waterfall?
Why do you leave me here in the cold?
Why do season changes?
So that we can have all of them
The different seasons gives different opportunities for all the people
Why do you live me to die and freeze to death in the street?
When I walked with you on a Tuesday afternoon on Spadina Ave. I stop And I took a look in the sky
The sky looked like sea waves on one side

Aldo Kraas
Tears In The Jailhouse

I cried so many tears in the jailhouse
When I was there
Because all I saw
Was four empty walls

Aldo Kraas
Tears Of A Child

I see all the tears falling
From this child eyes
She sits in the corner
And cry alone

Aldo Kraas
Tears Of Joy

I felt the tears
Of joy
That was falling
Out from his eyes
Today
For the first time

Aldo Kraas
Tears Song

That
Tears washed
The islands in the stream

Aldo Kraas
Tell It Like It Is

Tell it like it is
To others
Like the way you
Told to me
Lately you had been
So depressed
And you locked
Yourself in your room
Even when your mother
Stayed over your place

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me Can You Feel It?

Tell me can you feel it?
Can you feel the rain coming down from the sky?
Can you feel the strong wind blowing on your face?
Can you feel your shoes starting to talk to you?
Are the soles coming unglued?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me Can You Fell It?

Tell me can you feel it?
Can you feel the rain coming down from the sky?
Can you feel the strong wind blowing on your face?
Can you feel your shoes starting to talk to you?
Are the soles coming unglued?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me How To Win Your Heart

God tell me how to win your heart
Do I have to show my love first in order to win your heart God?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me How You Feel

Tell me how you feel about our relationship?
Tell me how you feel about God?
Tell me how you feel about religion?
Tell me how you feel about your life?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me How?

Tell me how I can satisfy my hunger?
Tell me how I can satisfy my thirst?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me Ii

Tell me do you love me?
Tell me do you miss me?
Tell me do you want me in your life?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me Song

Please tell me
When will the snowstorm be over?
Because at the same time it is blowing strong wind
At 30 miles per hour

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me That You Will Open Your Eyes

After you
came
Into this
World
Just two weeks ago
Beautiful baby
Boy
I want you to tell me that
You will open your eyes
Because I want you to
See my eyes
Beautiful baby boy

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me There Is A Heaven

Tell me
There
Is
A heaven
For me
To go
When
I will
Die

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me What I Supposed To Do With Dreams

Tell me what I supposed to do with my dreams
Should I keep it inside of my head or should I empty my head and let my dreams
be recycled in the recycled box?
Or should I video tape my dreams with the camera?
Either way I can do one thing or the other
But God give me some instructions because I will be happy to follow it

Aldo Kraas
Tell Me Why Song

Tell me why
There are days that the sun doesn't shine at all?
Is that because it is the time for the rain to come out and watter the Grass, the flowers, and the farmers field?
Or the rain must cool the earth to get rid of the humidity?

Aldo Kraas
Tell Us

Tell us where he is
If you know
Because we need to know

Aldo Kraas
Tell Your Father

Tell your father that you love him
With a song
Tell your father that you love him
With a note
Tell your father that you love him
With a meal that you cooked

Aldo Kraas
Temple Of Love

Today I went to visit
The temple of love

Aldo Kraas
Ten Commandments

Always talk less
Than you think
And when you talk
Have a low key voice
Think
Before you make a promise to yourself
And after that don't break it
Because it doesn't matter how much that promise cost you
Never let the opportunity to say something happy to
Someone instead of saying something negative to someone
Show some interest in others
In their occupation, family, their homes, and their well being
Always be happy with the ones that smile
And show sympathy to the ones that are crying
Also feel that you are paying attention to the ones that you meet
And I hope that they also will give attention back to you
Be happy
Smile about the good history
And learn to tell them also
Save all your thoughts with an open mind
And please don't argue with your friends
Always be careful about the feelings of others
Because it is not worth to criticize others

Aldo Kraas
Ten Feet Of The Ground

I jumped ten feet of the ground
Into the pile of mud
Because I wanted to feel like a kid again
I know it sounds crazy
Because I am not a kid anymore
And what I am saying is true

Aldo Kraas
Tender Kisses From Above The Sky

Tender kisses
From
Above the sky
I had received
Today
And I was happy
That I had received
The tender kisses
From above the sky
Today

Aldo Kraas
Tender Mercies

If I could take away your tears
I would wipe your eyes
Away
And fill your eyes with happiness
My brothers and sisters
In the house of the Lord

Aldo Kraas
Tenemos Que Hablar

Tenemos que hablar
With God everyday
By praying
Because that is the only way that we can
And there is no other way
Than praying
Tenemos que hablar
With the people that we know
So that we can continue to be friends
And have a relationship
With the people that we know

Aldo Kraas
Tennessee Sky

Look at that beautiful
Tennessee sky
It is bright and sunny
Today

Aldo Kraas
Tennessee Sky Blues

Look at that beautiful
Tennessee sky
It is bright and sunny
Today

Aldo Kraas
Tequila Girl

Tequila girl
You are so sweet
Tequila girl
You must be happy that you are a christian just like me
Tequila girl
It is winter here on the earth
But if you go outsid to play you have to dress warm
So that you don't get ill
Tequila girl
You are lucky that you were born here on earth
After your mother had given birth to you 12 years ago

Aldo Kraas
Terra Brasilis

The animals live
At Terra Brasilis
Because Terra Brasilis
Is their home

Aldo Kraas
Terracota Blues

The sun
Will come out
Tommorow in
Terracota
People
So you don't have to worry about it
And you can rest assure to night

Aldo Kraas
Testimony

All my testimony to God
Is that sometimes I forget to take care of my health
And I let my self go
But when I sleep, my mind always races for a while
And then is shuts up for the night
But then it is the time that I am sleeping through the night
In my warm bed
My air purifier stays on in my room all the time
And that is to clean the air and get also rid of the dust
Because I am allergic to dust
My mood is ok lately
But I still have the jetleg from the airplane
Tonight we change the clock forward by one hour before going to bed
But I believe that spring is on its way
Oh I can't wait for that

Aldo Kraas
Texas Holds Me

Texas holds me in a room
Like a prisoner
Why?
Because they think that I am a prisoner
And the people think that I rob them
So that's why they made me a prisoner
But that is not true
Because I didn't steal from them

Aldo Kraas
Thís Must Be Love From God

This must be love from
God to us that we are
Feeling inside of our hearts
Today

Aldo Kraas
Thank You

Thank you
God for
Giving me a new
Meaning to my life

Aldo Kraas
Thank You For The Gift Of Life

Thank you for the Gift of life
That I had received from God
How I am happy to be alive every day
How I am happy to be alive every day
How I am happy to be alive every day
How I am happy to be alive every day

Aldo Kraas
Thank You For Your Cooperation

Thank you for your cooperation God
In helping me with my daily life
Thank you for your cooperation God
In helping me to get through this most difficult time
That is happening right now in my life

Aldo Kraas
Thank You For Your Cooperation God

Thank you for your cooperation God
In helping me with my daily life
Thank you for your cooperation God
In helping me to get through this most difficult time
That is happening right now in my life

Aldo Kraas
Thank You, Thank You

Thank you
Thank you
For the beautiful
Music that you are singing
Today
You have a beautiful voice
When you sing
You been blessed by God

Aldo Kraas
Thankful Song

I am so thankful
For the food that
I have to eat
Each day
I am so thankful
For the sleep
That I get
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Thanks Be To God

Thanks be to God
For giving me another chance to make it right once again
Thanks God be to God
For guiding me here on earth
Thanks be to God
For giving me a good night sleep

Aldo Kraas
Thanks For Letting Us Know

Thanks for letting us know
That we are not going to see you tonight
You are going to miss out the fun
But if you have other plans for today
We understand
It is not our job to tell you
How to run your life either
So we leave it up to you to do it
All we know that you have to feel happy with the things you want to do
Any time during the week

Aldo Kraas
Thanks God

Thanks God for watching over me
Thanks God for giving me the gift of life

Aldo Kraas
Thanks God For Soup Kitchen

Thanks God for soup kitchen
Because that is the only meal
That the poor will have for the day
And if it wasn't for the soup kitchen the poor would starve

Aldo Kraas
Thanks Lord For Wipping Our Tears

Thanks Lord for wipping our tears
Because our tears came down from our eyes
So fast while we had cried today

Aldo Kraas
That Achy Achy Heart

That achy achy heart
That is mine
Was inflicted with pain
And the person that had
Inflicted that achy achy heart is you

Aldo Kraas
That Alma River Sonata

That alma river
Kept my spirit alive
Every time that I had visited
That alma river everyday
And also I feel that it is rather
Impossible for me to believe
Because I have a problem with reality
And for reality to sit inside of me
I feel that I have to be present
At that alma river

Aldo Kraas
That Ancient Woman

That ancient woman
Lived all the way through
The ancient times
When they didn't have any electricity
And they had to do everything by hand

Aldo Kraas
That Angel From Heaven

That angel from heaven
Is very beautiful
And he is very special to me

Aldo Kraas
That Angel Of Salvation Theme

That angel of salvation
Came down from heaven
While I walked alone in the street
Today
I was not afraid of the angel of salvation
Also he stopped me while I was walking
And he caught my attention
That angel of salvation meet me face to face

Aldo Kraas
That Beautiful Melody

That beautiful melody
Comes out of my head

Aldo Kraas
That Beautiful Sunlight In Our World

That beautiful sunlight in our world
Finally arrived today
After we had so many dark days
That left us depressed
Due to lack of sunlight in our world

Aldo Kraas
That Bird Shall Be Released

The wings of that
Poor bird that had
Been broken now
For a while
Is now fixed
Due to the vet's
God work
And that bird
Shall be released
Tomorrow
Back into the wild
Where he belongs

Aldo Kraas
That Black Lady Loves You More

That black lady
Loves you very much
Because I can see how happy she is with you
And
Sir
I want to congratulate you
For having somebody that loves you
The way
That black lady does

Aldo Kraas
I don't know where that blazing light is coming from
But all I know is that blazing light is keeping me up all night long
Every time when I try to go back to sleep
That blazing light keeps waking me up
Every second
Believe me right now I am getting frustrated with the blazing light
My sleep is very important for me
Without it I can't function at all.

Aldo Kraas
That Body Of Water Is Mine

That body of water is mine now
Because God gave it to me
So that I could swim
In that body of water
But he said that I am not allowed
To let the boats in
The body of water
Because that would pollute the water
And he wants to have
That body of water protected
And I told God that I was going to do that
By declaring that body of water
A natural habitat for marine life
God had answered me back by saying
That would be a wonderful Idea
And I was pleased by his answer

Aldo Kraas
That Bright Light

That bright light
Always hurts my eyes
When I look straight at it

Aldo Kraas
That Broken Heart

That
Broken
Heart
I
Will
Fix
It
Slowly
Every
Day

Aldo Kraas
That Canadian Moon

That
Canadian
Moon
That
Shines at night
Every single day
We love to see it
Because that is so beautiful to our naked eyes
And we are also proud of it
Because that
Canadian Moon is ours

Aldo Kraas
That Child Is Dressed In A Cotton Rag

That child is
Dressed in a cotton rag
That is full of holes
She is so poor
She is his slave
Her family sold her to the factories
Here in Nepal
She makes persian carpets
She works 16 hours a day

Aldo Kraas
That Child Is My Guardian Angel

That child is my
Guardian
Angel
And she looks out for me
Every day

Aldo Kraas
That Coffee That He Had Maded

That coffe that he had maded
Tasted to me like dish water
And let me tell you one thing
He can't even make a decent cup of coffee
For people to drink
Maybe he doesn't have any brains
Or comonsense at all

Aldo Kraas
That Cold Hands Song

That cold hands
Are frozen also
And I can feel some pain in
Them
Right now

Aldo Kraas
That Corner Of The Empty Heart

That corner of the empty heart

Aldo Kraas
That Double Rainbow

That double rainbow
I saw in the sky after
The rain ended today
Late in the afternoon

Aldo Kraas
That Drives You Crazy

I know that loud music
Drives you crazy
My lady
But today's new generation of young
People listen to music very loud

Aldo Kraas
That Eagle

God gave
To me that eagle
And now that eagle belongs to me

Aldo Kraas
That Ending Dream

That
Ending
Dream
Ended
So
Sad
Because
In
That
Ending
Dream
I
Thought
That
I
Had
Lost
You

Aldo Kraas
That Evening Song

That
Evening
That comes
Each day
I always look forward to
Because I find it very special

Aldo Kraas
That Evil Eyes

That evil eyes
That we all saw
Looking at us
Is full of hate
And is sending us
A hateful message
Every time
When we look
Back at that
Evil eyes

Aldo Kraas
That Excessive Silence

That excessive silence
I can feel it inside my condo
Where I live
And I am very happy to have that excessive silence
But outside my condo it is a different feeling

Aldo Kraas
That Exotic Black Sky

I saw that exotic dark sky
And it was amazing
That I was able to see it infront of me
And not miss a thing

Aldo Kraas
That Eyes

That eyes are so tired
That eyes are so red

Aldo Kraas
That eyes that can't see in the
Dark was not made to see in the dark
At all
Because they are not powerful at all
To see in the dark

Aldo Kraas
That Feeling Of Being Home

That feeling of being home
Is wonderful

Aldo Kraas
That Flaming River

There is a flaming river inside my heart
And there is also a men swimming in that
Flaming River

Aldo Kraas
That Fountain Is Rising

That fountain
Is rising
In the sky
With you inside

Aldo Kraas
That Fountain That Is Full Of Tears

That fountain that is full of tears
I saw it in
Saint Peter's square
While I visited Moskow
It wasn't a pretty sight
Let me tell you
The tears that are inside of that fountain
Are the tears from the people who had committed suicide
And also the people who had died from drug overdose
So many people come here to grieve their loss
This I know because while I was there I saw another man
That stood by my side
He never talked to me
And I never talked to him
He was probably a
Russian man
And beside the fountain that is full of tears there is a wall
That lists all the people that had committed suicide and died of
Drug overdose

Aldo Kraas
That Funeral Procession

That funeral procession  
Was very long  
And sad also

Aldo Kraas
That Gift Of Love

That gift of love
That God had given to us
From the time we were born
Lived with us all through the years
In our lives and in our hearts

Aldo Kraas
That God

That God loves me
Because i am one of his children
That God has a big heart
And he tells me that I have a big heart also
That God looks after me every day
That God is trustworthy
That God walks with me every single day

Aldo Kraas
That Great Big Hill Of Hope

I want to
Climb
That big hill
Of hope
That is waiting
For me
Today

Aldo Kraas
That Great Love

I am going for my walk
Around the block
In Tokyo
And at the same time
I can feel that love
In the air

Aldo Kraas
That Great Moment

That great moment
Had arrived for me
To pray
For my God
And now it is the right
Moment
Because I feel it inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
That Gut Feeling

When I get that gut
Feeling in my gut
I know that things are getting
Worst for me

Aldo Kraas
That Hateful Game Is Hard To Play

That hateful game
Is hard to play
And it is not
A good game to play
At all

Aldo Kraas
That Heart

That heart is full of joy
And that heart belongs inside of you
But your heart lives inside of your chest where the heart calls it home

Aldo Kraas
That Heart Belongs To Me

That heart belongs to me
That is full of people
And inside of my heart
There is a telephone
That is ringing all the time
But I can't understand why nobody is answering that
Phone when it is ringing

Aldo Kraas
That Heart In The Sky

That heart in the sky
Was made by the clouds
That are in the sky

Aldo Kraas
That heavenly light is
Shining so bright
Over the sky
But not on earth

Aldo Kraas
That Hero In Me

That hero in me
Is alive
Inside of me

Aldo Kraas
That Higher Power

God
Is
That
Higher
Power
That
Guide
Us
Every
Day
Through
Our
lives

Aldo Kraas
That House Is Full Of Me

That house is full of me
Because in every room that
You walk
You will find some of my favorite pictures
That I took with my digital camera
And I am proud of it

Aldo Kraas
That Immense Love

That immense love
I have inside of me
And where do I keep that
Immense love?
I keep it inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
That Immortal Child

That immortal child
Will never bother
Anybody else
That he doesn't know

Aldo Kraas
That Is A Part Of You

That is a part of you
The love that you have glowing inside of
Your eyes
That me and everybody else can see
That is so special

Aldo Kraas
That Is A Poem That I Just Wrote For God

That is a poem
That I just wrote for God
Today

Aldo Kraas
That Is All For Now

I can think like a normal person can
I can see far and wide with my eyes
I can laugh about the old day and the new day
I can breathe that fresh air that god gave me to breath
Through my lungs

Aldo Kraas
That Is Enough For Me

That is enough for me
A computer that I use to write my poems
On

Aldo Kraas
That Is Life

When you have nobody else at home
Living with you
You are all by yourself
And you have to cook for yourself
Sometimes it becomes a pain
But that is life

Aldo Kraas
That Is My Good Nature

That is my good nature
To help people
Who need help
From me
They should not feel that
To ask for help is wrong
They should understand what help really is
Help is giving something back to others
Help is caring for others
Help is offering support to others
Help is committing to others
Help is finding strength in others
When they are not sure it exists

Aldo Kraas
That Is Not What I Said

That is not what I said
I said that
I don't want to commit suicide
Never in my life
Because My friends need me
And I need people that will help me
When I am going through hard times in my life

Aldo Kraas
That Is Not You

That is not you
Because there is something
That is distracting you when you are thinking

Aldo Kraas
That Is The

That is the Lord that blessed me today
First thing in the morning
That is the cloudy isky that appeared today first thing in the morning
But I also found it very sad also
That is the voice that is in me to sing
And I shall sing to my friends and my God with pleasure
That is the love that I received from the Lord today
And I am also going to give some love back to the Lord

Aldo Kraas
That Is The Coldest Winter Night

That is the coldest
Winter night
That I seen so far

Aldo Kraas
That Is What God Is Good For

That is what God is good for
As a friend
As a protector

Aldo Kraas
That Is What She Means To Me

That is what she means to me
Very friendly and outgoing
And she loves people
But also she has a big heart

Aldo Kraas
That Is Why They Call Them Jews

Because they are God's brother
And they belong to the same creed as the jews
They are not cheap at all
And that is why they call them jews
Best piano players, actors, and singers are jews

Aldo Kraas
That Is You

That is you
Singing
That is you
Praying
That is you
Crying out the blues

Aldo Kraas
That Little Child Is Trapped Inside Of My Heart

That little child
Is trapped inside of my heart
Now that the wind had blown the door shut
Of my heart
And that little girl can't reach the door or the door handle
Because she is so little
But all she needs to do is to scream
Very deep and loud
So the people outside my heart will be able to hear her

Aldo Kraas
That Little Piece Of Happiness

That little piece of happiness
Is mine
Thanks God

Aldo Kraas
That Lonely Funeral

That lonely funeral
Of a woman who lost
Her mother right away
From cancer took place today

Aldo Kraas
That Lost Love

That lost love
Is lost forever
Because
Baby I know
That you don't love me anymore
And that is a very sad news for me
Because you had brought so many tears into my eyes

Aldo Kraas
That Love Is Not Dead

That love is not dead
Because it is alive
Inside of my heart
And I feed my heart healthy foods
And also I water my heart with spring water
Because inside my heart there is a beautiful garden
That is ready to bloom any time now

Aldo Kraas
That Love Is Not Dead II

That love is not dead
Because it is alive
Inside of my heart
And I feed my heart healthy foods
And also I water my heart with spring water
Because inside my heart there is a beautiful garden
That is ready to bloom any time now

Aldo Kraas
That Love Won'T Last

That love won't last
Because only one person
Is giving all the love
To the other person

Aldo Kraas
That Loving Eyes

That loving eyes
Is so warm and caring

Aldo Kraas
That Midwestern Sky

That
Midwestern
Sky
Is
So
Bright
And
When
I
Look
At
It
I
Become
Breathless
And
Speechless
At
The
Same
Time

Aldo Kraas
That Mind

That mind
Belongs to me
Because God gave me that mind
That is sharp
And I have no illusions about that

Aldo Kraas
That Morning

That morning
Was Beautiful
It was also perfect
Because the sun was shining

Aldo Kraas
That New Leaf

That new leaf
Came out today

Aldo Kraas
That New Light Song

That new light
Is shining in the sky
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
That Night Is One Of God's Art

That night is one of
God's art that he crafted with
His own hands

Aldo Kraas
That November Magic

I dream
Every night about that
November magic
But in reality it is over
And november is a long time away

Aldo Kraas
That Old Flame

That old flame
That was burning my heart
I can feel all over my body now

Aldo Kraas
That Overstuffed Brain

That overstuffed brain belongs to me
And that overstuffed brain
Has a lot of memory
That I can use just like the computer

Aldo Kraas
That Pale Sky

That pale sky
Is so pale like
Cottage cheese

Aldo Kraas
That Path To My Soul

That path to my soul
Is open for anyone
That wants to enter my soul
To find some peace for themselves
Because I don’t ask for anything in return
And I don’t expect anyone to give me anything in return

Aldo Kraas
That Peaceful Time

That peaceful time
Arrives when I am sleeping
In that small couch
Inside a bachelor suite

Aldo Kraas
That perfect dream
We had last night
While we slept in our beds

Aldo Kraas
That Perfect World

I will enter
That perfect world
When I die
Please don't ask me when that will be
Because I don't know right now

Aldo Kraas
That Poor Sky

That poor sky is all alone today
Because there are no trace of birds, airplane, or sun
In that poor sky

Aldo Kraas
That Purple Haze

That purple haze
Is a mystery to me

Aldo Kraas
That Quiet Sea

I love that quiet sea
On
Sundays
Because there is nobody around
Rather than me

Aldo Kraas
That Red Tulip

That
Red
Tulip
That
I
Had
Bought
Yesterday
At
The
Flower
Shop
I am
Giving
You
Right
Now
My
Lady
Friend

Aldo Kraas
That River Full Of Love

You don't need
To look any further
For that river full of love
My friend
Because it is right here
In front of you

Aldo Kraas
That Sacred Child

That
Sacred
Child
Belongs to God
And she lives
In God's world

Aldo Kraas
That Sacred Love

That sacred love
God gave to us today
So that we could give some
To the people that we love the most
Because they loved us first
And they belong here at home with us

Aldo Kraas
That Sacred Place

That sacred place is very old
And that is why I love to visit it
Also inside of it I find so many different saints

Aldo Kraas
That Same Day Song

That same day
I realized that if I want to be healthy again
I have to follow my health pan

Aldo Kraas
That Scar

That
Scar
Had
Been
There
Inside
My
Heart
For
So
Many
Years

Aldo Kraas
That Sea Of Fears Song

I swim in the sea of fears
Everyday
And I understand that
I am not the only one swimming
In the sea of fears

Aldo Kraas
That Secret Song

That secret
You just told me
Will be buried in here inside the four walls

Aldo Kraas
That Seed That Was Planted In My Tummy

That seed that was planted in my tummy inside
By God with his hands two months a go
It started to grow slowly
It started to flourish slowly
And spreading slowly
Getting a little bit of nourishment
Not getting enough oxygen
Not getting enough life
It died suddenly
It needed tender loving care
I feel so helpless
I feel so sad
That this little seed that was planted in my tummy inside died
It is a big lose
A tragedy
Too much to bare
Because that seed was supposed to have grown into a baby
And it never did
It died spontaneous on me
I guess that seed that was planted in my tummy inside wasn’t healthy
Or it was a bad one
If it was a bad one it wouldn’t have survived any way
I don’t think it would be fare to blame me for it
Or blame God for it
I can say it was meant to be that way
I wonder why
It won’t be lonely times
Because I forgive God for this
I am a christian
And I feel it is the right thing to do

Aldo Kraas
That Shadow Of A Broken Heart

I tried to fix the shadow of a broken heart
But I had no success in fixing the shadow
Of a broken heart
Maybe God will have better luck with it
Than me
I feel that I am not skilled enough for that kind of work
And I believe that God is more skilled than me

Aldo Kraas
That Sinking Feeling

I have that sinking feeling
That is going on right now
Inside my heart
And something is telling me
There is
The Titanic
Inside my heart
Crusing that that Atlantic Ocean
That is inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
That Sky Is Sealed With That Special Kiss

That sky is sealed
With that special kiss
That is mine

Aldo Kraas
That Sky Is Unbelievable

That sky is unbelievable
I never saw anything like it
The golden sunset
Beautiful to my naked eyes

Aldo Kraas
That Slow Dance

I love
That slow dance
And I am so happy
When I am dancing
That slow dance

Aldo Kraas
That Song

That beautiful song
Has touched my soul
And brought so much joy
Into my soul
That was dead before that
But now my soul had
Found that beautiful song

Aldo Kraas
That Song II

Nobody swims in that cold water anymore
The leaves that fell from the trees now float on the water
People drink their beers
I drink my can of diet cola
And that suits me just fine.
When you throw a party, everybody is there
But when you need them, they are nowhere to be found
-That is the whole truth.

Another day is almost over
The silence is my only companion right now
The sun will blind me tomorrow
The moon will take my breath away when it shines
At night.
Horoscopes will be read by people
But I keep my life as simple as possible.
Cars will travel for miles and miles on the highway
I get the picture
Man travelled to the moon
Lonesome animals travel inside trucks for hours, without drinking
Any water
All the way to the slaughter house
The vegetarians won't eat them
I eat them for survival
And am lonesome too.

I am not short of words
All of the words from my mind are typed into this computer
I song I write
That saves me
That song is mine
And mine alone.

Tomorrow the Russian pianist will play his piano again
The flowers will need watering
In a dark room I sleep with my CPAP machine on
My mind drifts away....

Today I am wearing my red shirt once again
With my blue jeans  
I no longer travel by car to the country  
Lights are turned on in the living room  
Making the room brighter  
All my food is kept in the fridge  
The dining room table is filled with papers  
The radio is turned off once again  
The drawers of my desk are wide open  
I don't go after fortune tellers  
And I let life be  
I don't gamble with my money  
I don't know who will cross my path tomorrow  
Nobody sits in the living room couch anymore  
My foot does the walk  
My mouth does the talking  
The recycle bin is now empty  
So many trees saved....  
My shoes walk so many miles everyday  
I am lucky in so many ways  
Because I have a home to live  
And there are so many people that don't have a home  
So many places I have visited  
And the memories of the places that I have visited, lives on  
The clock at the old city hall chimes  
The streetcars are moving along in the tracks  
And the Starbucks are full of customers that come into buy a cup of coffee  
My green winter coat is hanging on the back of my office chair  

The phone rang once today.

Aldo Kraas
That Sophisticated Song

I remember that sophisticated song
During 1968
Because they used to play
On the radio stations
All the time
Back tham
But now they don't anymore

Aldo Kraas
That Sound Of Silence

That sound of silence
Is so invigorating
That sound of silence is what I need right now
That sound of silence is so peaceful right now

Aldo Kraas
That Star Is Shining So Bright

That star is shining so bright
In that sky that is inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
That Strange Life

I don't want
To know anything about that strange life
That she is living
And also I don't want to belong to her
Strange life

Aldo Kraas
That Summer Rain

That summer rain
Will never stop
Because I blieve
That God had too much to drink
And had to go to the bathroom
So many times in one day

Aldo Kraas
That Sunny Day Inside My Heart

That sunny day
Inside my heart
Is beautiful
Because it takes the darkness away
And it brights up my heart

Aldo Kraas
That Sweet Melody

That sweet melody
Is so different
Because it brings peace to my life
That sweet melody
Puts me to sleep every night

Aldo Kraas
That Sweet Sound

That sweet sound
Is playing inside of my head
All day long
And at the same time I feel so lucky
Because I had memorized
All the worlds of that sweet
That is playing inside of my head

Aldo Kraas
That Sweet Thing

That sweet thing
Is called love

Aldo Kraas
That Tainted Soul

That tainted soul is mine

Aldo Kraas
That Thing Called Snob

That thing called snob
If he didn’t had that thing called snob it would be much better
But even when he was young he had that
I don’t think it will ever go away
It is in his blood
He was born with it
He just doesn’t see eye to eye like we do
That thing called snob
It thorns as to pieces
Bring anger in to us
Bring sadness in to us
He won’t come down to our level
So we have to come down to his
It is difficult to adjust
That thing called snob
He will die with it
We can’t change it
We just have to let it be
It is very painful
If we think about it
To tell you the true we can’t change him
That thing called snob makes him feel important
He likes to feel important
He doesn’t see anything wrong with being snob
That thing called snob
Makes him more greedy
Makes him work more

Aldo Kraas
That Unforgettable Day

It is hard to explain that unforgettable day
So I have to put down in words
In order to make sense to you

Aldo Kraas
That Voice Within

That voice within
Sends me different messages
Everyday
But some are easy to understand
And others are harder to understand
Because that is the whole point I am trying to make
When I am speaking directly to you

Aldo Kraas
That Was The End Of Her Song

That was the end of her song
When she sang
I will return someday
That brought tears into my eyes
And everybody's eyes also
Because the end of the song
Was meant to give us a message
And it did give us a sad massage

Aldo Kraas
That Was Written Inside My Soul

There is a poem
That was written inside my soul
By you
So many years ago
And do you remember the day that you wrote that poem?
Because I can't
My grown up one

Aldo Kraas
That Wicked Game

I am sorry
But I don't want to play
That wicked game
At all

Aldo Kraas
That Wonderful World

That wonderful world
Is my heart

Aldo Kraas
That Yellow Spaceship

That yellow spaceship
Is flying in the sky
Carrying some of the orphans
From another country
And I wonder how the orphans from another country
Will survive
Because we have a very cold winter

Aldo Kraas
That’s All You Have To Be Content With

Since you don’t get much support from your family
I hope you get it from your friends and the man you love
That’s all you have to be content with
That’s the reality of life
He prefers not to deal with you any more, I mean our brother
It is a family that is so dysfunctional
That’s all you have to be content with
I hope everything turns all right for you
That’s all you have to be content with
The little dog you loved so much
Has gone to dog heaven
It was her time to go
She will be walking in heaven
And meeting other dogs in heaven
That’s all you have to be content with
Don’t stop hoppin that some day things will change
That’s all you have to be content with
You have a place that you can call home
That’s all you have to be content with
Trust in him
And trust her burden
That’s all you have to be content with
Settle in the night
In that bed
You and that man you love
And I am begging for mercy
If he could understand now
That’s all the life she has until she dies
That’s all you have to be content with
The prayers she does for her
That keeps her alive
That’s all you have to be content with
There is a place for you in my mind and in my heart
That’s all you have to be content with

Aldo Kraas
Thats All We Can Do

Thats all we can do
Live our lives
And help others that are in need
Because what comes arround goes arround
And you never know what we are going to get inlife
In life
Even though life is full ups and downs
Because it doesn't run always the way we want it to run

Aldo Kraas
That's Alright Reverent

That's alright reverent
God loves you also
That's alright reverent
Preach your sermon
During
The Sunday service

Aldo Kraas
That's How I Know

That's
How
I know
That
You
Love
When
I
Kiss
You
On
Your
Face
Because
I
Can
See
The
Happiness
In
Your
eyes

Aldo Kraas
That's Why I Can Be Me

That's why I can be me
Because God made me
And he wants me to be me
And nobody else

Aldo Kraas
The moon is always shining at night
For you and for me
The birds always sing their song for us
The sun always wake us up in the morning

Aldo Kraas
The Abyss Of Time

The abyss of time
We don't know
We wonder
Sometimes if we
Are running out
Of time
To
Tell our loved ones
That we love
Them very
Much

Aldo Kraas
The Aclaimed Poet Requires No Audience

The aclaimed poet requires no audience
That is because he is now retired
And he decided to devote his time to his family
Now that he is retired

Aldo Kraas
The Adieu Hymn

Adieu
Summer
I know that you are living me now
And the only thing I must do before you go
Is to
Say adieu to you
Adieu
Lovely sky
I want you to know that I am not happy with you
Because you are gray now

Aldo Kraas
The African Princess

The African Princess
Lives in
Ethiopia
Where she takes care
Of the poor and the sick

Aldo Kraas
The Afternoon Just Begun

The afternoon just begun
And I am havin a ball today
Writing one poem after another
But my mind keeps racing a 100 miles per hour non stop
Also it is raining hard outside
But I don't mind at all
Because I am a poet
And my job is to deliver my poetry to my readers

Aldo Kraas
The Agreement That I Made With The Sun

The agreement that I made with the sun
A few days ago
Was for him to shine on my petals
Because I am somebody's flower
And I am on somebody's garden
Growing away and blooming away

Aldo Kraas
The Air Yesterday

The air yesterday outside when I was walking outside it was indeed
Very Cold
And today the air outside was mild when I was walking outside

Aldo Kraas
The Alarm Goes Of Inside Of My Head

The alarm goes of inside of my head
Every day
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
The Alphabet Song

A is for america
B is for that beautiful
America
C is for the country side
That we love to go

Aldo Kraas
The American Dream Song

The american dream song
Is to protect their borders
And hope that people will shop
Over their border
So that they can get more business
That is fair
And I respect that

Aldo Kraas
The Ancient Woman

That ancient woman
Lived all the way through
The ancient times
When they didn't have any electricity
And they had to do everything by hand

Aldo Kraas
The Angel And The Poet

The angel and the poet
Met each other today
On Good Friday
So they could work
On poetry together

Aldo Kraas
The Angel Of The Dark

The angel of the dark  
Came to guard my house  
During the dark hours of the night

Aldo Kraas
The Art Of Love

What is the art to love?
Do you have to love art the same way you love love?
Do you have to love yourself first?
Do you have to pretend when it comes to love?
Do you have to dream about love?
Do you have to fantasize about love?
Do you have to be a better lover?

Aldo Kraas
The Art Of Seeing

The art of seeing is beautiful
Because the eyes were made to see everything from different angles
Where ever you look but you can't see behind

Aldo Kraas
The Art Of The Human Beings

We all know
The art of the human beings
Because we know
Their personalities
Very well
By know

Aldo Kraas
The Art To Love

What is the art to love?
Do you have to love art the same way you love love?
Do you have to love yourself first?
Do you have to pretend when it comes to love?
Do you have to dream about love?
Do you have to fantasize about love?
Do you have to be a better lover?

Aldo Kraas
The Awakening

The awakening took place this morning while he was waking up
But falling sleep again

Aldo Kraas
The Beat Goes On

The beat goes on inside of my heart
Inside of my heart
And I can feel it
The beat goes on in the street
And from where I am standing I can't hear it
Because I am very far from the beat

Aldo Kraas
The Beautiful Blues

I know that somebody is playing
The beautiful blues
With his trumpet
In my dreams tonight

Aldo Kraas
The Beautiful Face That Belonged To Her

The beautiful face that belonged to her
Always greeted everyone with a big smile

Aldo Kraas
The Beautiful Land

One day I will visit the beautiful
Land again
But I know that I don't have anybody to go with
And I keep saying it to myself over and over again

Aldo Kraas
The Beautiful Lands

One day I will visit the beautiful
Land again
But I know that I don't have anybody to go with
And I keep saying it to myself over and over again

Aldo Kraas
The Beautiful Mother Nature

The Beautiful Mother Nature That Makes Everything Grows Here On Earth

Aldo Kraas
When
You
Are
Walking
Outside
Stop
For
A
Minute
To
Pay
Attention
To
The
Beutiful
Nature
That
God
Gave
Us

Aldo Kraas
The Beautiful People Song

The beautiful people
Are always around
When so many people are going through some rough times
In their lives

Aldo Kraas
The Beauty That I See Song

The beauty that I see
Are the flowers that God crafted with his own hands
For us to enjoy
At the parks

Aldo Kraas
The Believers Blues

The believers are those
Who believe in God

Aldo Kraas
The Belove Saints

The beloved Saints
Will be back again
At christmas
Once they fall from the sky
And land here on earth
Safely

Aldo Kraas
The Beloved

I know the beloved
God very well

Aldo Kraas
The Best Day Of Your Life

The best day of your life
Is the one on which
You decide your life is your own
No apologies
Or excuses
No one to lean on, rely on, or
Blame
The gift is yours
It is an amazing
Journey
And you alone are responsible for
The quality of it
This is the day your life
Really begins

Aldo Kraas
The Best Friends On Earth

The best friends on earth are the ones
Who understands you
And knows when you need help

Aldo Kraas
The Best Thing

Is that the best thing that you can do for me
Leave me here with all the dishes to wash
After I feed you tonight
Is that the best thing that you can do for me
To go out every day
And you are never home
You don't seem to understand
What I am trying hard to tell you
It doesn't seem to be so important to you
Like it is to me

Aldo Kraas
The Best Thing That Happens To My Radio

The best thing that happens to my radio
Is that when I turn him on
he plays one song after another

Aldo Kraas
The Best Time Of My Life

The best time of my life
I am living now

Aldo Kraas
The Best Way That I Can Express My Feelings

The best way that I can
Express my feelings
Is through poetry
Because in poetry
I don't need to pause
And I can let my thoughts
Drift one by one
Like a symphony

Aldo Kraas
The Black Forest Song

The
Black
Forest
I always
Found so interesting
And at the same time
Amazing

Aldo Kraas
The Black Ghosts

The black ghosts
Had visited
Her grave today
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
The Bleeding Feet

The bleeding feet
Belongs to me unfortunately

Aldo Kraas
The Bleeding Heart Song

I planted
The bleeding heart
Last year
In my
Garden
Do you remember?

Aldo Kraas
The Blessing

I got the blessing
That I needed from
God today
And I am very lucky
To have gotten the blessing from God

Aldo Kraas
The Blessings Of Children

Children of mine
You will always be safe
In the kingdom of God
Children of mine
You are the light of the world

Aldo Kraas
The Blind Man Hymn

The blind man hym
The choir is singing
And dedicating it
To the blind man
That is the leader
Of our church

Aldo Kraas
The Blossons

The blossoms
Of the trees in the spring
Have a beautiful fragrance

Aldo Kraas
The Bohemian One

The bohemian one
Is proud of his heritage
Because he belongs to European parents
And his parents are very strict with him
But at the same time he knows that they love him very much

Aldo Kraas
The Bond That I Have With God

The bond that I have with God
Is very strong
And I hope to keep that way

Aldo Kraas
The Bones Of The Dead People Are Burried In My River

The bones of the dead people
Are buried here in my river in
Japan because they run out of
Room for the dead people here
In the cemetery
In Japan

Aldo Kraas
The Border Without Any Sorrow Or Regrets

I will cross the boarder
To the
United States
Without any sorrow or regrets

Aldo Kraas
The Bottle Song

The bottle is his only luxury
That he can afford with his own money
He doesn't see anything wrong with it
And others do
Believe it is sad
Because he has a family to support
But instead of doing it he spends all his money on alcohol
He works hard for his money everyday
And not a cent goes to the bank
That is because he feels that the bank will rip him of

Aldo Kraas
The Bottom Of The Death Valley

The
Bottom
Of
The
Death Valley
We
All
Had
Found
It
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Boy

The boy is happy now
Because he is safe now
And he lives with the children's aid
The reason is that the father abused the boy before
But the boy is living a normal life now
Even though he is in good hands
And he is receiving good care from the children's aid
That makes him happy everyday

Aldo Kraas
The Boys Blues

The Boys Blues
Let the band
Play all night
We can hear
The Boys Blues
That the band is playing

Aldo Kraas
The Braveheart Lady

The braveheart lady
Rides her bike
Everyday in the road everyday
In india

Aldo Kraas
The Bridal Blues

Birs are singing
For the couple
That are getting
Married today

Aldo Kraas
The Bridge To Sunset

The bridge to sunset
Is located inside a beautiful golf course
And the man I know goes golfing every weekend
With his friends

Aldo Kraas
The Brigh Light Song

The bright light
Hurt my eyes
Very much

Aldo Kraas
The Broken Hearted Poet

The broke hearted poet feels that
Mother nature broke his heart
By not delivering a warm and sunny weather

Aldo Kraas
The Buried Horizons

The buried horizons
Had been buried by the dark clouds
In the sky today
And that upset me so much
Because I couldn't see the horizons at all
And a good friend drove me in his car
All the way here
Just to see the horizons

Aldo Kraas
The buried life belonged to somebody else
But it unfortunately ended some time ago
Because that somebody else used to gamble with his life
And he was a playboy in real life

Aldo Kraas
The Burial Of Her Child

The burial of her child
Was last saturday
And was very sad for her

Aldo Kraas
The butterflies
That had flown
All the way from the sky
Had landed in my hands

Aldo Kraas
The Call Of Duty

I got the call of duty from my God
To be the role model to the younge people
But I decided to give a try on the job that God instructed me to do
Because I don't want to let my God down at all
But I try hard enough to please my God in everything that I do
Let me see if I can please God this time by doing the job that he asked Me to do
Because I don't want to fail in the job that God ask me to do
I think he trust me with this job
More than I trust myself with this job

Aldo Kraas
The Captains View

The
Captain's view
Was perfect
After a short rain

Aldo Kraas
The Carpet Of Dead Leaves

I walk on the carpet of dead leaves today
And I love the noise it makes
When I walk on the carpet of dead leaves

Aldo Kraas
The Casting Crows

The casting crows
Are casting the weather by flying
Either south or north
During the winter

Aldo Kraas
The Castle Song

That castle is in the middle of the ocean
And it is in the American side
And not in the Canadian side

Aldo Kraas
The Cat From Hell

The cat from hell
I have
I put up the
Christmas tree
This morning

Aldo Kraas
The Catchers Of My Dreams

The catchers of my dreams
Are sometimes the butterflies during the morning
When I sleep in

Aldo Kraas
The Chances Are

The chances are
That you don't get much sleep anymore
And you will always be tired because of that
The chances are
If you over work
You will give yourself a heart attack

Aldo Kraas
The Change In You

Finally
I saw the change in you
And I am so happy for you
All the bad habits that you had you gave up
And you are on the way to a fresh new start

Aldo Kraas
The Change Is Coming To Babylon

The change is coming to Babylon
Because of the fire in the forest at Babylon
That had destroyed so many trees
And houses near the babylon forest had to be evacuated
But they are still looking for people that are missing
But some are even dead because they didn't make out in time when they Got out of their homes
The ones that got hurt in the fire are now bein looked after by the Paramedics here in Babylon
But the forest and the houses continue to burn
And from where I am standing I can see the black smoke in the sky

Aldo Kraas
The Changes In Her Life

The changes in her life
That she made some time ago
I can see it right now
Because it is clear to me
That she made changes in her life
So she can feel better about herself

Aldo Kraas
The Child Blues

The child
Is not my child
Thanks God
Because she is so strange

Aldo Kraas
The Church At Home

The church at home burned down today very fast
And they don't know the cause of the fire yet but the firemen and the Police are investigating it
Also right now they think it is arson
But if you drive you car on the road you can see it from miles away that The church is burning dust to dust
The most interesting thing about the church it is that it was declared an Historical building 10 years ago
But the church itself was built in 1812 and it is 199 years old
The architecture of the was very interesting
Inside the church the walls are all carved wood
But today they don't do that work anymore and that building alone must Be worth a fortune

Aldo Kraas
The Circle Of Friends

Go ahead and join the circle of friends
Be responsible for your actions
Keep in touch with your new friends
Don't let those friendships end
Don't be frightened to dream,
Because dreaming is like breathing
Don't throw away this opportunity by joining the circle of friends
Don't bother to think about those old friends, and those old days
Because those old days are long gone
And those old friends have changed over the past years
So their lives
Know who your friends are
Keep the good friends around
Don't sit around and waste your life away, because you still young
Think positive
Give some encouragement to your friends
Be a role model to the young people you know

Aldo Kraas
The City Of Darkness

In the city of darkness
At night
They turn off the lights
Because of the global
Warnings

Aldo Kraas
The City Of The Poet

You will find good things
In the city of the poet
And also you will find bad things in the city of the poet
Also

Aldo Kraas
The Clock Strikes 6: 00 Am

The clock strikes 6: 00 am
And it is time for me
To get up

Aldo Kraas
The Clouds Said A Brief Farewell To The Sun

The clouds said
A brief
Farewell
To the sun
Today
While I stood
Outside

Aldo Kraas
The Codes Of The Native People

Never take what doesn't belong to you
Be kind to people

Aldo Kraas
The Cold Breeze  Stings My Ears

The
Cold
Breeze
Stings
My
Ears
And
I
Have
a
Coat
That
Got
A
Hood

Aldo Kraas
The Cold Song

When
All
The
Cold
Winter
Nights
Will
Be
Gone
Because
During
The
Winter
Nights
My
House
Gets
Cold
And
I can
Feel
It

Aldo Kraas
The Color Of My Heart

Nobody else knows
The color of my heart
But except me

Aldo Kraas
The Colors Of The Spirit

Nature always
Wears the colors of the spirit
And the sun brings
The light to nature

Aldo Kraas
The Colour Of Our Love

The colour of our love
Is red like the dress
The colour of our love
Is red like the rose
The colour of love
Is red like the human blood

Aldo Kraas
The Colours Of My Life

The colours of my life
Are so many colours
Blended all together
To paint a colourful picture

Aldo Kraas
The Core

After I had the apple for a snack
Because I was hungry and I needed a little bite
To kill my hunger
The only thing that was left was the apple core

Aldo Kraas
The Crazy Night Hymn

Monday nights
At the bar where
I work is
Where the crazy night is
Customers come in and out of the bar
Sometimes it is hard for me to keep track
Of the drinks that have been ordered by the customers
Of course the more customers come in
The more money the bar will make
The bar can't survive without customers
Because they bring in the money and the business
The crazy night hymn

Aldo Kraas
The Creation Of My Poems

The creations of my poems
Are wonderful
To read again once
I am done with them

Aldo Kraas
The Creator Of Heaven And Earth Will Speak Now

The creator of heaven and earth
Will speak now
Because he wants to give us
A verry im

Aldo Kraas
The Crying Game

I also want to
Be in
The crying game
That you are participating
Right now

Aldo Kraas
The Cyber Angel

Every day
When
I
Turn
My
Computer
On
I
See
The
Cyber
Angel
On
My
Screen

Aldo Kraas
The Danube River

Long live the danube river
Where every man from all over the world sail
Just to be with you
Danube river

Aldo Kraas
The Dark

Everything looks different in the dark
Sometimes I imagine that things that are standing still are moving
And they are not; it is only in my mind
The dark sometimes can be frightening
The dark is like a burned paint
The dark must grieve alone for its lost friend
No one around to hear its silence
But the silence so peaceful that tears the heart
I look back as I am walking to see if anyone is following me
But thanks god no one is
Only the sound of my footsteps I hear
The trees in the dark looks strange to me, I only see a dark shadow

Aldo Kraas
The Dark Angel Song

The dark angel
Woke her up this morning
And she was a little mad
Because she wanted to stay in bed
A little longer

Aldo Kraas
The Dark Changes Everything

The dark changes everything
And you can't see it
Very well
Because
Everything in the dark looks different

Aldo Kraas
The Dark Clouds In The Sky

The dark clouds in the sky
Are so scary
And I get so frightened by it

Aldo Kraas
The Darkest Days Song

In the winter we see
The darkest days
All the time
And the darkest days last longer in the winter

Aldo Kraas
The Darkness Of The Night Song

The darkness of the night
Blinds me every night
When I go for walk
Outside during the winter night

Aldo Kraas
The Davinci's Ghost

Where do we find the
Davinci’s ghost?
Do we find it buried in the cemetery
With him?

Aldo Kraas
The Day Came

The day came so fast
And I got out of the bad so fast like a lion
The day was cold but sunny
And the sky was blue like quartz
The day I had enjoyed very much because I was able to see my friends Again

Aldo Kraas
The Day Dream

The day dream
That I had when I had
Layed down for a while
To have my siesta
Was peaceful

Aldo Kraas
The Day I Discover You

The day I discover you
Shining high
In the sky
Sun

Aldo Kraas
The Day I Held Your Hand

The day I held your hand
For the first time

Aldo Kraas
The Day That She Forgot God

The day that she forgot God
I remember it very well
Because it was the day that she lost her eye sight
From one moment to the next
She was so mad
That she started to curse
At everybody even God

Aldo Kraas
The Day That You Had Left Me

The day that
You had left me
You
Had
Broken
My
Heart
Because
My
World
Became
Dark
And
Cold
Without
Your
Love
That
Meant
So
Much
For
Me
And
Now
I
Am
Alone
Without
Anybody
To
Love

Aldo Kraas
The Day You Found Me

The day you found me
I was lost in my daily thoughts

Aldo Kraas
The Day You Gave Up On Me Song

The day you gave up on me
Because I was supposed
To have met you
At the coffee shop
But I never got there
That day
The reason was that I missed
The bus
And I had to wait for the next bus

Aldo Kraas
The Day You Took My Hand

God
The day
You
Took
My
Hand
And
Lift
Me
Up
Into
The sky
It felt
So
Good

Aldo Kraas
The cars
Can't go through
The dead end road of my conscious
Because over there is a park
For dogs, people, and children
To walk and play

Aldo Kraas
The Dead Leaves

The dead leaves had fallen
From the branches of the trees now
They remind me of
The old men that I know
That doesn't have any hair anymore
Left on his head

Aldo Kraas
The Dead Rose Petals Song

Could please pick up the dead rose petals
And put it together
With the rest of the floors to make

Aldo Kraas
The Dear John Song

Dear John
Do you love the world?
So try to save it

Aldo Kraas
The Death Of Mother Nature

The death of
Mother
Nature
Is very sad
To
See

Aldo Kraas
The Decision On Poverty

Make due without it
Or choose between one and the other
Because you might not be able to afford it

Aldo Kraas
The Deep Ocean

We saw the
Deep Ocean
For the first time
Today
And we both wondered
How deep was that ocean?

Aldo Kraas
The Deep Well Is Full Of Water

The deep well is
Now full of water
Because it rained
Inside the well
And the rain filled
The deep well

Aldo Kraas
The Delightful Poet

The delightful poet
Was so delighted with the book launch
Of his first book

Aldo Kraas
The Demons Are Inside Of Us

The demons are inside of us
And they are living inside of us

Aldo Kraas
The Departed One

The departed one
Was my best friend
That I am so lonely now
Without his trace

Aldo Kraas
The Depression Days

I will have
To live with
The depression days
That comes and goes
Because that is a part
Of my life

Aldo Kraas
The Designs Of My Thoughts

Who designs my thoughts?
Is it God?
Is it me?
Is it my brain?
My memory?
Or just a signal
From a higher place

Aldo Kraas
The Desire To Love God

We have the desire to love God
Because we don't have anybody to love
In our lives
And we hope to get some love back from God

Aldo Kraas
The Devil Is The Great Deceiver

The devil
Is the great deceiver
Because
He plays with our minds every day

Aldo Kraas
The Devil Man

The devil man
Is very dangerous
Because he is always
Screaming when I see him
On the street
I think he lost his marbles
Or he might be drunk

Aldo Kraas
The Devil Speaks In Your Dreams

The Devil Speaks In Your Dreams While You Are Dreaming Away During Your Sleep At Night

Aldo Kraas
The Dialogue Between People

The dialogue between people
Never works well
Why?
Because the dialogue between people are misunderstood
Or not taken too serious

Aldo Kraas
The Difference Is Jesus

The difference is Jesus
Between people that are violent and full of hate

Aldo Kraas
The Divine Engineer

God
Is the
Divine engineer
And he made
Us in a unique
Way

Aldo Kraas
The Door Inside Of Her Is Open

The door inside
Of her is open
And you all can enter it
If you all are in need
Of a place to stay
During the winter
Because
Inside of her heart
You all will be kept warmed
For the winter
Inside her heart are showers available
And a garden with organic food
For all of you to eat
So consider
That heart your home

Aldo Kraas
The Door Is Always Open To Us

The door is always
Open to us
When we go to church
Because we are always welcome there

Aldo Kraas
The Door That Opens To My Life

The door that opens to my life
Is now wide open
And you can see everything
That is going on in my life
Right now
If I shut the door that opens to my life
Right now
I won't have any sunlight coming in
And it will be very dark
In my life
Also it will make me feel very depressed
So I rather keep
The door that opens to my life
Wide open
So that I can have sunlight

Aldo Kraas
The Doors That Are Full Of Nightmares

I don't want
To enter the doors that are full of nightmares
Because it is not a pretty scene
To see
And
I can tell you that it scares me
By keeping me up all night long
And I don't need that
I believe that I am being honest with you
By trying to explain how I feel about
The doors that are full of nightmares

Aldo Kraas
The Doors That Opens To My Life

The door that opens to my life
Is now wide open
And you can see everything
That is going on in my life
Right now
If I shut the door that opens to my life
Right now
I won't have any sunlight coming in
And it will be very dark
In my life
Also it will make me feel very depressed
So I rather keep
The door that opens to my life
Wide open
So that I can have sunlight

Aldo Kraas
The Dream Sonata

last night I had a big dream
And you were in it

Aldo Kraas
The Dream Watchers Song

The dream watchers
Came into my room
Last night
During my usual sleep
In my bed

Aldo Kraas
The Dream Woman

The dream woman
Lives in your dream
And you can see her in your dream
Every day

Aldo Kraas
The Dreamer's Land

I fit right in
The dreamer's land
Because I am a dreamer just like the rest of them

Aldo Kraas
The Dreams Of A Man Song

I don't know
The dreams of a man
That is because I don't share the bed with him
And also I don't live where he lives

Aldo Kraas
The Dreary Days Are Over

The dreary days are over
Now that you lived them before
Here at home
By sitting alone in the living room most of your days
Wasting your days
Waiting for your sweetheart to come back
Because she made a promise that she would come back again someday
But she never came back
And you were a fool
Because you believed her and you believed everything that she told you over and over again

Aldo Kraas
The Dry Desert Blues

I am going now
Through the dry desert

Aldo Kraas
The Dying America

Every day I pray
For the dying America

Aldo Kraas
The Earth Endures

The earth endures
All the traffic noise that we make with our cars

Aldo Kraas
The Earth Is Gulping Down The Rain

The earth is gulping down the rain
After that strong rain
That we had last night

Aldo Kraas
The Earth Is Not Ours

The earth is not ours
Because the earth belongs to God
Why does the earth belongs to God?
The reason why the earth belongs to God is that he made it
And we only live hee on earth that's all

Aldo Kraas
The Earth Shout

The earth shout to God
And the people of the earth shout as well
They are in pain
They are hungry
They are starving

Aldo Kraas
The Earthquake

The earthquake
Is not our friend
It is our enemy
It puts a stop on our lives
When it happens

Aldo Kraas
The Earthquake Song

The earthquake
Is something that disrupts
The lives of people
Here on earth
They look forward to live a life
But when the earthquake happens
Their lives are broken to pieces

Aldo Kraas
The Easter Chorus

Jesus did not come to make God's love possible
But to make God's love visible
To all the people here on earth

Aldo Kraas
The Echoes Of Silence

I always get to enjoy
The echoes of silence
When I sleep
Believe it or not

Aldo Kraas
The Emotional Tool

The emotional tool
Is our hearts
Because our hearts are always holding our emotionals
Inside
And our job is to let our emotions out
So that we can share it with the world

Aldo Kraas
The Enchanted Melody

The enchanted melody
Belongs to a song
And that song
I dedicate to you
Today

Aldo Kraas
The End

The end
Taking a good loot at myself in the mirror
The end
I always ignore the warning signs
That my body is sending to me
The warnings signs are almost
Identical to the traffic lights in the street

Aldo Kraas
The End Of My Sadness

I went throught the end of my sadness
A few minutes ago
Because I lived very sad for a long time
And I finally discovered happiness
Once God gave me a miracle
And that miracle ended my sadness
But for now on I will live happily ever after

Aldo Kraas
The End Of The Day Is Here Blues

The end of the day is here
And I am grateful for that
Because I can say that I had a wonderful day
With my friend

Aldo Kraas
The Entire Human Face

The entire human face
Just laughs at me
Maybe because the entire human face
Thinks that I am
Just another clown
And forgets that I am human also

Aldo Kraas
The Entire Life

I spent my entire life
Wondering if one day I may find peace
I spent my entire life
Hoping to find some confort in the Lord

Aldo Kraas
The Eye Of The Sky

The eye of the sky
Looks strraight at me today
And wants to say something to me
Like what?
It is going to be a nice day for sure

Aldo Kraas
The Eyes

The eyes are full of tears
The eyes are crying non stop
The eyes are now tired from lack of sleep
The eyes are sad
The eyes are having now that worry look

Aldo Kraas
The Eyes Revised

The eyes are full of tears
The eyes are crying non stop
The eyes are now tired from lack of sleep
The eyes are sad
The eyes are having now that worry look

Aldo Kraas
The Faith Song

I have faith in God
I have faith in my life

Aldo Kraas
The Faithful People Song

We are the faithful people
And we belong to this church

Aldo Kraas
Inside of Aldo's life
The cuurrtain doesn't rise anymore
After 14 years
And it is so painful for me to see the fall
And to live with the fall every single day
I am aware that I can't get rid of the pain now
Because I have to live with it every inch of the way
Even though the curtain that rose in my life
For 14 years is not there anymore
Because
Somebody ripped all the way into rugs
That is so ashame
Because it was part of my fame
That somebody is dying to have
But I wonder who?
Of course who else would rather have my fame
Than my enemies
Here in the world of poetry

Aldo Kraas
The Farther I Go

The farther I go the lonely I became
The farther I go I become more lost
The farther I go the more connections I lose with the people

Aldo Kraas
The Father Of The America

My dear friend
You are married and retired
And also so rich
But you never had any children of your own
So you shower the poor children that lives
In the street of the america
Also for the children of the America you are like a father to them
Because they call you dad

Aldo Kraas
The Fears In Our Lives

We all know
The fears in our lives
Because we live in
Constant fears
In our lives

Aldo Kraas
The Feeling Of Summer

The feeling of summer
Is wonderful
I just wished
That this feeling
Could last
A long time

Aldo Kraas
The Feeling That I Don'T Get Anymore

The feeling that I don't get anymore is anger
Because I learned to control it

Aldo Kraas
The Feelings Song

It is necessary for you to express your feelings
You need to know about your feelings
And you should know that you are the only one that knows about your Feelings
because nobody else knows about your feelings
Young men

Aldo Kraas
The Feelings We Are Feeling

The feelings we are feeling
Seems to me a little odd

Aldo Kraas
The Fight Is On

The Fight Is On For Me To Find Peace

Aldo Kraas
The Final Hours Of The Night

I spend
The final hours of the night alone
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
The Final Poem

The final poem
That I am writing
Is dedicated to
All of you
With love

Aldo Kraas
The Final Visitor

The final visitor
Came before
He died
And said some
Prayers for him

Aldo Kraas
The Fire Men

The fire men
Works every day
Saving the lives of the people
And they put their lives on the front line
For us

Aldo Kraas
The First Break Song

The first break I got after I did overtime
At work this year
because I felt that I deserved a break
Even though I work long hours

Aldo Kraas
The First Flight

The first flight
Of that particular bird
Took place in the spring
And I was very lucky to be around that day
Because I was able to watch the first flight of that particular bird

Aldo Kraas
The First Time Song

Do you remember the first year at high school?
Do you remember the first time that you found a girl friend?
Do you remember the first time that you went out with your first girl friend?

Aldo Kraas
The First Time That I Saw God's Face

The first time that I saw God's face
Was at the church here at home
And my beloved God came to me
But I cried nonstop of joy
Because I never seem my beloved God before
And God had wiped all my tears that was falling from my eyes right now
He said to me Just believe in me
And I answer him I do believe in you
Then he said to me
Just love me the same way that I love you
And I answer him I do love you the same way that you love me

Aldo Kraas
The First Word That I Said When I Got Up

The first word that I said
When I got up
Is I love you my dear friend
And the last word I said
When I went to sleep
Is I love you my dear friend

Aldo Kraas
The First World That Comes To My Mind

The first world
That comes to my mind
Is heaven
The abode
Of God
Is heaven

Aldo Kraas
The Flame Of Love

Ingrid
We are glad
That you past through
That door in heaven

Aldo Kraas
The Flavor Of My Lips

The flavor of my lips
Is the sweet nectar that all the birds love
And they come to collect the nectar from my lips
So they can feed it to their babies

Aldo Kraas
The Flavors Of My Lips Revised

The flavor of my lips
Is the sweet nectar that all the birds love
And they come to collect the nectar from my lips
So they can feed it to their babies

Aldo Kraas
The Flower Boy

The flower boy
sells flowers to the public
Outside of the Gerrard Square

Aldo Kraas
The Flower Of Love

The flower of love
Shines against the sun

Aldo Kraas
The Flower That Grew In My Driveway

The flower that grew in my driveway
It had seeded in the driveway before
It looks like artificial but it is not, it is real
This flower is my pride, my joy
I am even afraid that I will step on it and ruin it
This is really a miracle
Who else could put that flower in there than the Lord?
The Lord has a place for everything
If there is no place he will find a place for it I can assure you that
Who else grows everything so perfect and beautiful than the Lord?
What the world would be without flowers?
It would be a boring one

Aldo Kraas
The Flowers Lay Upon The Sky

The flowers lay upon the sky
And I not sure who left it there
Was it God perhaps?
Was it left just for me?
No I don't think so
I think it was left there for everybody to enjoy

Aldo Kraas
The Flowers Of My Youth

The flowers of my youth
That we had planted
Once in the garden

Aldo Kraas
The Folk Man

The folk man makes beautiful music everyday when
He plays the guitar in the streets and he gets $ 90.00/ day for his Singing
And the money is given to him by the strangers that are walking on the Sidewalk
where he plays his guitar
And the strangers that walk in the sidewalk goes crazy for his music
His music leaves people breathless
And the folk man got the gift of music from God

Aldo Kraas
The Forces Of Nature

The forces of nature bring us the rain

Aldo Kraas
The Foreign Languages

The foreign languages
I don't speak at all
That is because my parent's never tought me
Their foreign language
What a waiste

Aldo Kraas
The Forgotten Season Song

Summer
Is the forgotten season
I must say
Because that is the way that I feel
That has nothing to do with me being selfish
And I must understand that I don't own summer
God made summer and God is the owner of summer
When God is calling summer back
It is the time for summer to go back to God
And have a break from the earth and from the people here on earth also
Because everybody needs a break from time to time

Aldo Kraas
The Fragile Warriors

The fragile warriors
Are fighting for peace
In that brutal war that never ends

Aldo Kraas
The Fragrance Of The Spring

The fragrance of spring
Comes out of the flowers in spring
And I also can smell it in the air

Aldo Kraas
The Free Man Prayer

Dear God
That men is the free man
Because you helped him
To get rid of his anger today

Aldo Kraas
The Future Is Not Ours To See

The future is not ours to see
Whatever the future
Bring to us
We should be grateful
For that

Aldo Kraas
The Gates Of Hell Will Open Wide

The Gates Of Hell Will Open Wide Today To Let The Dead Criminals In

Aldo Kraas
The Gentle Guidance

There’ll always be tomorrow
But never yesterday
There’ll always be the moments life brings into play
To heighten latent gladness
Exciting us to say
This moment now
It never was what it says today
Like a ray of sunshine
These moments are like this
Unexpected and divine
A lover’s sudden kiss
Lifting us to heights
Beyond our dreams of deepest bliss
A gift to those who wait in peace
And nothing is amiss
And to those who pray to God
Will get their prayers answered
Those who lovew themselves and their neighbours
Will also be loved by God
Those who sin will be panished by God
Despite the slow and steady march of time
That passes by
Like a ticking clock
Reminds us of the reason why
Our minds are empty of all thought
When all life’s questions die
And all we’re left with is ourselves gazing at the sky
And suddenly
Our eyes begin to feel that timeless thrill
Of the soul in motion
And standing on a hill
We cast our gaze across the vast landscape of a will
Guiding us through our long walk
To all our dreams fulfill

Aldo Kraas
The Ghost In My Dream Is Faceless

The ghost in my dream is faceless
Because he was born with a birth defect
When he came out of the mother ghost tummy
Also he had a body with arms, legs, and everything else that he needed
In ordered to be alive

Aldo Kraas
The Gift

Give us the gifts of love and good humour to pass
Along to others
Give us the gift of health
So we can live a healthy life
Give us the gift of peace

Aldo Kraas
The Gift Of Freedom

The gift of freedom
Is so pricy
Because the tax payers
Pay for people to fight
In the war
But the truth is that you can't put
A price to human life

Aldo Kraas
The Gifts

The gifts
Are the things
That
You have to offer
To others

Aldo Kraas
The Given

The given thoughts
The given hours
That you spend
Doing the things
That you need to do
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
The Glass Castle

The glass castle was build by God's people
11 years ago and it is still standing frree here in the neighbourhood
Where all the jews live
And also the jews and God are very proud of the glass castle because of The
walls of the glass castle are made of glass
And there are 44 bedroms in the glass castle and God can accomodate who he
wants to accomodate in his glass castle

Aldo Kraas
The Glazy Apple Tarts

The glazy apple tarts
That my sister baked last night
For the dinner that we had tonight
With all the family
Was excelent
Even though she tries so hard to bake things
And they never come out right
But this time she got it right for once
I can say that she is not much of a cook

Aldo Kraas
The Golden Pond

You don't always have
To leave
To find a quiet place
Because
This place
Is our place
The
Golden Pond
At the shore of
The Golden Pond
There is our house

Aldo Kraas
The Good Life

The good life I live everyday
Because I don't have to go to work like the other people do
My job is being a poet
And to deliver messages to people through my poetry

Aldo Kraas
The Grace Of My God

I know the grace of my God
Very well
Please don't try to test me on that

Aldo Kraas
The Grace Of The Holy Spirit

May the grace
Of the holy
Spirit
Be with us
While we
Must go
And serve
The Lord

Aldo Kraas
The grace that was given to me by God
I had accepted
From God
And It made me so happy

Aldo Kraas
The Grass Is Growing In The Fields

The grass is growing in the fields
Each year during the summer

Aldo Kraas
The Graveyard In The Sky

Dad's, mothers, grandmothers, grandfathers, brother, sisters, aunt, and Uncles
died at their home here on earth some time ago
And then they were all buried in the graveyard in the sky
But their in the sky nobody steals the grave in the graveyard
Also there are trees in the graveyard in the sky and flowers in the garden
But the road that takes to the graveyard in the sky is paved
And sometimes you will see the memonights in their horse carriages Passing by

Aldo Kraas
The Graveyard In The Sky II

Dad's, mothers, grandmothers, grandfathers, brother, sisters, aunt, and Uncles
died at their home here on earth some time ago
And then they were all buried in the graveyard in the sky
But there in the sky nobody steals the grave in the graveyard
Also there are trees in the graveyard in the sky and flowers in the garden
But the road that takes to the graveyard in the sky is paved
And sometimes you will see the monuments in their horse carriages Passing by

Aldo Kraas
The Gravity Men

The gravity men
Are flyin inside of their
Spaceships
To the other side of the world
Who knows where the other side of the world might be
Do you know?
Because I don't

Aldo Kraas
The Grayish Sorrows

I am glad that the grayish
Sorrows were left
In my homeland

Aldo Kraas
The Greatest Giver Song

God
Is the greatest giver to me

Aldo Kraas
The Green Green Grass

The green green grass
That was laid
Down
On the
Irish hills
A month ago
Is growing
Strong
Each day

Aldo Kraas
The Green Green Grass Of The Church

The green green grass
Of the church
Is always green
I never saw it yellow once
And that is great

Aldo Kraas
The ground is like a carpet
Of wild flowers
All the wild flowers
Have different colours

Aldo Kraas
The Guitar Lady

The guitar lady
Is a beautiful women
And I love the way she plays
That guitar
Her fingers move so fast
And so precisely

Aldo Kraas
The Half Of Me

The half of me that you took with you is not the good one
I am so sorry friend because I remember you telling me that you Wanted my
good half
But I made a mistake and gave you the bad half of me instead
Because the bad half of me is full of pain and is bleeding non stop
And I end up with my good half that is in perfect shape
You can try to clean it up with water and soap and put a bandaid so the Wound
can heal faster

Aldo Kraas
The Half Of Me Revised

The half of me that you took with you is not the good one
I am so sorry friend because I remember you telling me that you wanted My
good half
But I made a mistake and gave you the bad half of me instead
Because the bad half of me is full of pain and is bleeding non stop
And I end up with my good half that is in perfect shape
You can try to clean it up with water and soap and put a bandaid so the wound
can heal faster

Aldo Kraas
The Hand Of The Woman

The hand of the woman
Is full of wrinkles
And not soft like silk
But the good thing is
That it doesn't have
Any callus like the hand of the men
The hand of the women
Might have some cats and bruises
That's all

Aldo Kraas
The Hands Of God

The hands of God
Are so precious

Aldo Kraas
The Head Of The Fish

We use the
Head of the fish
To make fish broth

Aldo Kraas
The Healing Touch

Give me the healing touch
That you have in your hands
God

Aldo Kraas
The Heart

The heart doesn't have eyes
Because it is not human
And it is a thing that lives inside of our body

Aldo Kraas
The Heart Of A Man

The heart of a man
Is not cold at all
If you think that you are wrong

Aldo Kraas
The Heart Of The Canadians

I feel that the hearts of the
Canadians are so empty
Compared to mine

Aldo Kraas
The Hearts Of The Canadians

I feel that the hearts of the
Canadians are so empty
Compared to mine

Aldo Kraas
The Heroes Of Our Land

The heroes of our land
Are remembered
On remembrance day

Aldo Kraas
The Hidden People Song

I can't see the hidden people
That you can
And I think that you are dreaming
Because I know for a fact that behind all the trees
That you see
You won't find anybody there
Please trust me in that one

Aldo Kraas
The Highway Of The Future

In
The
Highway
Of
The future
I
Follow
All
The
Cars
That
Are
Going
Through
The
Highway
Of
The
Future

Aldo Kraas
The Highway Woman

The highway woman
Is hitchhiking in the highway
But she doesn't give up
Even though it is getting late

Aldo Kraas
The Holy Man

I am the holy man of the church
I baptize babies together with their families
With the holy water
I am the holy man of the church
Who married the same sex people
And it doesn't matter if I am marrying a man with a man
Or a woman with a woman
I am the holy man of the church
And I do funerals of the people who past away
And moved on to heaven

Aldo Kraas
The Holy One Is God

The holy one is God
And not me

Aldo Kraas
The Holy Silent Day

In
The holy silent day
We
Payed respect
To our God
And we all
Prayed in silence to
Our beloved
God

Aldo Kraas
The Hour

The hour arrived for us to go to sleep
The hour arrived for the night to start
The next morning
The our arrived for the sun to shine
And the day to start

Aldo Kraas
The House Of Blacks

Even though it is cold and it is winter
The blacks that are living inside of the house of blacks
Had invited me and other strangers inside of the house of blacks
It sounded to me very strange because the blacks are not my cup of Tea
And I am not their cup of tea either
Maybe they felt that we needed a warm place to stay for the night
But at the same time I felt that I shouldn't refuse their offer
Because I would have hurt their feelings
Also I wasn't by myself because I was together with other strangers
And they felt the same way that I did
But the truth is that I was waiting for the bus in the cold
And instead of waiting for the bus that never came
I had accepted the invitation just to please them
And the rest of the people were homeless
For the homeless it was a good deal
But for me it wasn't a good deal

Aldo Kraas
The House Of Love

The house of love
Belongs to God
And I want
To invite you all
Into the house of love
So you can receive
Some love from God

Aldo Kraas
The Human Soul Song

The human soul
Can't live without food

Aldo Kraas
The Human Spirit Song

The human spirit
Is alive today
And I can feel it today

Aldo Kraas
The Hunt

The lion is going now to hunt for his food
Before it gets dark here in Kenia
And the lion’s hunt is the buffalo tat is running around minding its business
But the lion doesn’t lose anytime or any chance when it comes to the Hunt
Finally the lion runs very fast and catches up with the buffalo
But than the buffalo tries to run away from the lion but now it is too late
Because the lion got the Buffalo killed
And now the lion is eating the buffalo
Also the monkeys are resting on the trees in Kenia
Now it is time for the snake to go for the hunt in kenia
But it is now 4: 03 am in Kenya
The lion and the monkeys are sleeping still
Eventhought the grass still green in kenya

Aldo Kraas
The Hurricane

The hurricane
Is moving fast
Inside my heart

Aldo Kraas
The Hymn Of Our Feelings

We all have different feelings
For each other

Aldo Kraas
The Ice

The ice will melt today
Because the sun is shining
And that is what the sun does to the ice
The sun is hotter than the ice

Aldo Kraas
The Image Of The Night Song

The image of the night
Is so different than the day

Aldo Kraas
The Imagination Of The Poet

The imagination of the poet
Was used in this poem
Because when he wrote this
Poem he was trying hard
To create the image for this poem

Aldo Kraas
The Imagination Of Who You Portray

The imagination of who you portray
Is that of a man who takes good care of his money
Buy saving as much as you can

Aldo Kraas
The Ink Of Your Eyes

The ink of your eyes
Is writing on the sky
Something for the lovers
To share with each other
On valentine's day
By reading it
To each other
At the same time
That they are expressing their feelings
And their feelings are the same that
The ink of your eyes had written
On the sky today

Aldo Kraas
The Innocent Poet

The Innocent poet
It is me
I don't even hurt a fly
The Innocent poet
It is me
And I have feelings
Just like everybody else

Aldo Kraas
The Intended One

The intended one you are
That one I love so much
I had been hidden out of sight
Living in the closet
Seeing only the dark
I carried a heavy load for a long time
Now I finally found you the intended one
And I came out of the closet
I saw the light for the first time in so many years
And that heavy load became lighter
I learn to worry less
And be much happier with the little things I have
The little things mean the most to me
The big things I don't care about
And I can live without than
The intended one you are
The one I love
Our heart is full of passion
Our love is so deep
It is sharp like a razor blade
The intended one
You need my love
And I need you love also
The intended one
We don’t mind the love
We feel for each other
Reach for me
Kiss me and kiss me again
The intended one you are
Hold me now
I am amazed by you
The intended one
You are the lucky one
Because you have me
The intended one
I want to love you more
Stay with me
The intended one you are
You are my harbor
My dream of tomorrow
My promise of sunshine
My sweet companion
The intended one
I will never be lonely again

Aldo Kraas
The Intersections

The intersections
That we come into contact
Each day divide us
Into 3 parts

Aldo Kraas
The Irish Rose Song

The
Irish rose
Grows in
The garden
For all the Irish ladies
And gentlemen
To enjoy
Every summer

Aldo Kraas
The Irony Of Our Lives

The irony of our lives
Is
When we have to deal
With the death of a friend
Or a family member

Aldo Kraas
The Island Queen

The island queen
Is looking for you all over the town
I don't know why?
But I have a feeling that she wants to tell you something
Don't you think so?

Aldo Kraas
The Japanese Garden

The japanese garden
Is a show of colors

Aldo Kraas
The Jazz Lady

The jazz lady
Sings the jazz
At the bistro were all the young couples
Come for dinner
And also they love how the jazz lady
Sings the jazz

Aldo Kraas
The Joy Of Love

I felt so much joy in my life
When God
Forgave me for my sins
I found that when God
Gave me his love
I had smiled back to him
And I had noticed how smiles are powerful
For the first time in my life
Because it had brighten my days

Aldo Kraas
The Joy Of Silence

The joy of silence doesn't kill me
But it keeps me company
And helps me to stay focus on my work
Also I can say that I love the silence
And I just treat the silence like a good friend

Aldo Kraas
The Joy Of The Day

The first joy of the day
Is the sun
Because it feels
Almost like somebody is smiling
At you
From above

Aldo Kraas
The Judging Eye

I saw
The judging eye
That is judging me
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Justice Is Done

Justice is done
And now Osama bin Laden
Is restin in Hell
Because hell is for the bad people
Like Osama bin Laden
And heaven is for the Christians like me

Aldo Kraas
The Keeper Of Our Heart

God
Is
The
Keeper
Of
Our
Heart
Our
Heart
Is
A
heart
That
Is
Dying
And
We
Feel
So
Ashame
About
It

Aldo Kraas
The Key To Life Is

The key to life is
Live your life the way you want it to be
Because there is a right way and a wrong way to live life
The wrong way is when you get mixed up with the wrong crowds

Aldo Kraas
The King Of Africa

The
King
Of
Africa
Is
Me
And
I
Had
Travelled
To
India
By
Airplane

Aldo Kraas
The Kiss Of Heaven

Every day
We are
Ready to receive
The kiss of heaven

Aldo Kraas
The Kiss Song

The kiss that you gave me
On my face today
Is wet just like the rain
That falls from the sky almost everyday

Aldo Kraas
The Knife

That smooth criminal stabbed my heart with his knife
And now I am dying away
And after that the smooth criminal killed me he ssearche my pockets for My wallet that had my metropass and run to catch the bus
So he can disappear of the crime scene that he had commited

Aldo Kraas
The Knowledge About Life

Do I have some knowledge about life?
Yes I do because I seen so many things in life
That are not good at all

Aldo Kraas
The Label That We Use On The Child

The label that we use
On the child
Can be so damaging
To him
Or she

Aldo Kraas
The Labyrinth Hymn

I walked in the labyrinth for so many days
Because the labyrinth was used to help me to heal
All of my illness
That I sufered through all my life
But I don't regret that I walked inside of the labyrinth because I felt better
Right away afterwards
The begining of the labyrinth was for my anxiety
The middle of the labyrinth was for my anger
And the end of the labyrinth was for my diabeties and my depression

Aldo Kraas
The Labyrinth Hymn II

I walked in the labyrinth for so many days
Because the labyrinth was used to help me to heal
All of my illness
That I suffered through all my life
But I don't regret that I walked inside of the labyrinth because I felt better
Right away afterwards
The beginning of the labyrinth was for my anxiety
The middle of the labyrinth was for my anger
And the end of the labyrinth was for my diabetes and my depression

Aldo Kraas
The Lake

The lake
Is the mirror of the earth
Because you can see it through
All the way to the bottom of the lake

Aldo Kraas
The Lake Of Dreams

The lake of dreams feels like home to me
And today the day is very hot and humid
So tonight I will sleep at the lake of dreams
At the lake of dreams the trees are starting to bloom
And the flowers are coming up slowly
But that means that spring is on its way
Also the sky is blue without any clouds

Aldo Kraas
The Land Of Dreams

We
Live
In
The
Land
Of
Dreams
And
We
Believe
In
Dreams
And
Our
Dreams
Are
Different
From
Each
Other

Aldo Kraas
The Land That I Vision

That land that I vision
In my dreams I wished that was real
Because I would like to see it in real life

Aldo Kraas
The Languages In The World

What are the languages in the world?
The languages in the world are
Portuguese, English, Italian,
Greeck, German, Polish

Aldo Kraas
The Last Evening

The last evening
Was beautiful
The sky
Had a full moon
That was
Shining like
A lighted
Crystal
And the stars

Aldo Kraas
The Last Flower On Earth

Today
I saw the last flower on earth
Because everything else died already
Due to drought here on earth

Aldo Kraas
The Last Gift

The last gift
That good gave me
Was his life
So that I can live
A normal life

Aldo Kraas
The last helicopter to leave saigon
Left saigon with me on board today
At midday

Aldo Kraas
The Last Hymn

Behold He comes riding on the clouds
Shining like the sun at the trumpet call
Blessing and Honor,
Wisdom and Power,
Riches and Glory,
Be unto the Lamb!

Aldo Kraas
The Last Kiss

I gave God
My last kiss
Yesterday before he left me
To work
And I was very happy
That I was able to give
My God
My last kiss

Aldo Kraas
The Last Minute

The last minute
I had decided
To board on God's
Airplane

Aldo Kraas
The Last One To Be Born Today

I hope that the last one
To be born will be healthy today
And that he doesn't have any complications today
With his health

Aldo Kraas
The Last Person

The last person
Had walked away from me
When I told her that I have depression
And I felt that she thought that she was going to catch it

Aldo Kraas
The Last Rose Of Summer

The last rose of summer
Had received the last kiss
From God before the end
Of Summer

Aldo Kraas
The Last Survivor

She is
The last survivor
Of that ship

Aldo Kraas
The Late Ian Bowen

The late Ian Bowen
Already lived his life here on earth
A long time ago
And now he is finally gone forever
Because that is the way life goes

Aldo Kraas
The Lavender Nun

The
Lavender
Nun
Is getting
Ready for the
Christmar
Baazar
At the convent
By making
All sorts of things
From potpourri

Aldo Kraas
The Leaves

The leaves
Are turning
Green in
The trees
At the park
Where
I walk

Aldo Kraas
The Library

The library shelters me
From the outside heat
Because the library is airconditione

Aldo Kraas
The Light At The End Of The Tunnel

One day
I will see the light
At the end of the tunnel
And I believe that my life will
Get better with time

Aldo Kraas
The Light At The End Of The World

The light at the end
Of the world
Will shine
One
When the war is over

Aldo Kraas
The Light Comes Together With Earth

The light comes together
With earth
So that the earth can bright up
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Light Of My Life

It is not easy to talk about
The light of my life

Aldo Kraas
The Light Of Our Lives

God is the
Light of our lives
And his light shines
In our hearts also
Everyday that we live our lives
In this world
That he made for us

Aldo Kraas
The Light Of The Wintry Sky

The light of the wintry sky
Shows up through the sky
And it sends me a peaceful message to me
Even though I know that the sky looks peaceful today

Aldo Kraas
The Light Shines In The Dark

The light shines
In the dark
And I can see
Your face
Shining against the dark
Tonight
I am not lying to you
My friend
I am telling you the truth

Aldo Kraas
The Light Song

Let the ligh bright up your life
Because you are living in the dark ages for so long
And now is the time to get over the dark ages
And bury it some where that you will never find

Aldo Kraas
The Lighthouse

The lighthouse
That is in the middle
Of the Sea
That was made for you and for me

Aldo Kraas
The Lights In July

The lights in
July will be kept on
in your house
And on the streets at night
So you don't have to worry
About being without hydro

Aldo Kraas
The Listener

The listener
Is my God
I find him to be a good listener
Because he listens to me when I am talking to him

Aldo Kraas
The Little Prince

The little prince
At cuba
Is in the beach
Relaxing
During the weekend

Aldo Kraas
The Lives Of The Saints II

The lives of the saints are very good
Because the saints takes care of their health and Hygiene very well
The saints always changes their clothes everyday because they transpire Very fast in heaven due to the heat that is turned on in the Winter in heaven
Yes it gets very hot in heaven that sometimes they have to open the Windows just a bit so they can get some fresh air
And heaven is home to the saints
But the saints love living in heaven because there is no noise or violence
During the day the saints leaves heaven and come down to earth to Help in a food bank and they get paid for their work

Aldo Kraas
The Living And The Dead

The living and the dead reside in a different area
The living lives on the planet earth
That is over populated by people
The dead lives on the cemetery
Where they were buried by their relatives or friends

Aldo Kraas
The Lonely Girl

The lonely girl
Wished that she had so many friends
But she has known
Because she is new in this country
And she left her friends and family
In Iran to come to Canada
To have a new life full of freedom

Aldo Kraas
The Long Serender

The long serender I had to do today
And the list was very long
But first when I had to do the list of the things I had to serender to God
It was very hard and painful at the same time
Because the things that I put in the list was my anger, my depression, Sadness, hurt, and guilty feelings

Aldo Kraas
The Long Serrender

The long serender I had to do today
And the list was very long
But first when I had to do the list of the things I had to serender to God
It was very hard and painful at the same time
Because the things that I put in the list was my anger, my depression, Sadness, hurt, and guilty feelings

Aldo Kraas
The Long Steep Road

When I go down
The long steep
Road of
Darkness
I shall not fear the
Everlasting shadows
Nor cry in terror
If I can find God
I will find him
If not
I will wait for you
To come and
Get me

Aldo Kraas
The Longest Road

Today I finally made up my mind
It took me sometime
I wasn’t ready before
I was so busy with myself
But today I am going to walk the long road to the house of the Lord
The sun is not up yet
It still dark outside
While I am walking I am eating my breakfast and drinking my tea also
I am carrying my back pack in my back
I want to know more about God
I want to be a part of the God’s people
I don’t want to be in isolation
I want to be a member of God’s house
The longest road is though to walk because it is not paved
And it is hilly
I have to climb up to the top of this hill
At the end of this hill there is the house of the Lord and a beautiful palm Tree
By now the sun came up
In another minute the mass will begin

Aldo Kraas
The Lord Gave The World

The Lord
Gave the world
To the people
Of the world

Aldo Kraas
The Lord Took Her

The lord took her
Because he was afraid
That nobody would love her
Because she was a big woman
And he didn't care
But everybody else cared about it
He felt that he didn't want to let her down
Or upset her

Aldo Kraas
The Lost And Found Forest

Today I went for walk
Int the lost and found forest
and I felt lucky that I had brought my digital camera with me
I had taken some pictures with my digita camera of
The lost and found forest

Aldo Kraas
The Lost Boy

The lost boy
Was found by
The bus driver
Wandering around
Inside the subway station
And the
Bus driver knew that he had to
Do something about it

Aldo Kraas
The Lost Hidden Treasure

I don't know
Where is the lost hidden treasure
I wonder if the lost hidden treasure was lost in the sea?
But my intuition is telling me that I am wrong
And I don't feel that way
Why?

Aldo Kraas
The Lousy Pretender

I am the lousy pretender
Because when it comes to pretending
I just don't do it right
Also other people laugh in my face
And I get a little angry
Because I wished that they would help me in pretending
Like love, hurt, ashamed on
That I can get rid
But the truth is that I can't pretend about it
But at the same time I tell them that they are disrespecting me
And hurting me a lot
But if I say good bye to them they will know not to come back again
And they will understand it
By saying that I am not a clown or a bully

Aldo Kraas
The Love

Feel the love
In your heart
That God
Gives you every day
And that love
Wars up your heart
That was once cold
Like a stone

Aldo Kraas
The Love Is Like One Day

The love is like one day
That she never forgets
Romance fills the air
And that smell of spring is in the air
The flowers growing
And blooming again
The love is like one day
That she gives her love to those she loves
The love is like one day
That she wears that diamond ring in her finger
That diamond sparkling all the way
The love is like one day
That she gets a rose from her boy friend
The love is like a day that she dances the night away
The love is like one day that she sings love songs to me and her boy Friend

Aldo Kraas
The Love Of My Life

God
Is the love of my life
And I want to keep that way
God
Is the love of my life
Because he gave me love
And I gave him love back

Aldo Kraas
The Love That I Have Gained From God

The love that I have gained
From God
Is wonderful

Aldo Kraas
The Love That We Can Offer

The love that we can offer
To our friends
Is deeper than an ocean

Aldo Kraas
The Love That You Receive

The love
That you receive
From your friends
Is one kind of love

Aldo Kraas
The Luckiest People In The World

The luckiest people in the world
Are the ones who have good friends

Aldo Kraas
The Lucky One

I am the lucky one because I found you today
And you are now my girl
The good thing is that you live here at home
And we can date on the weekends when you are not working
I am the lucky one because I found a beautiful girl like you to love

Aldo Kraas
The Magic Flute

The young man
Played his magic flute
For his audience last night

Aldo Kraas
The Man I Will Never Want To Be

The man I will never want to be like
Is a real procrastinator

Aldo Kraas
The Man Of God

All the man of God
Had decided to serve him
And offer their sins to God

Aldo Kraas
The Man Who Made The Sky

The man who made
The sky is God
And he gave the sky to every one
Also the birds fly in that sky
Without any problems
They move their wings fast
Against the winds that are blowing in the sky

Aldo Kraas
The Many Phases Of Life

The many phases of life
Can be recognized by me
Because I been there before

Aldo Kraas
The Meaning Of Luck

I am trying to
Find the meaning
Of luck
But
I am geting
Nowhere
Because
I have
The
Feeling
That
I am
Not searching
In the right
Place
For it

Aldo Kraas
The Meaning Of That White Rose

The meaning of that
White Rose
Is heavenly

Aldo Kraas
The Memory In The Grave Song

The memory in the grave is not mine
Thanks God
I must say
And that memory in the grave is hers
Unfortunately because it is very bad
And mine is in good shape

Aldo Kraas
The Memory Remains Inside My Head

The memory remains inside my head
Because that is where my memory is kept
I don't have alzheimers it
And I don't want that for myself either
Let me tell you
My memory is very sharp

Aldo Kraas
The Men In Me

The men in me
Simple
And down to earth

Aldo Kraas
The Mermaid Song

Today it is
Friday
And I saw
The mermaid
Swimming on
Lake Ontario

Aldo Kraas
The Message About Earth

The message about the earth
That
God is sending
To all the people
Here on earth
Doesn't seem
To be understood
By the people
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
The Message From The Father

Kids I don't love you more or less
I love you both the same
And I love you because you are my kids

Aldo Kraas
The Message Of God I Understood Very Well

The message of God I understood
Very well when he deliverd it
To us today

Aldo Kraas
The Middle Kingdom Is The Centre Of The World

The
Middle
Kingdom
Is
The
Centre
Of
The
World

Aldo Kraas
The Midnight Song

I stay up everyday
Until midnight
Because I want to hear
The black shadow choir
Singing beneath my window

Aldo Kraas
The Mighty Sparrow

The
Mighty
Sparrow
Is the one
That I call
Friend

Aldo Kraas
The Milk Of Life

The milk of life
Is inside of the women's breasts
That God had given her
To nurse her baby
Each day

Aldo Kraas
The Mission Of The Christians

The mission of the
Christians
Is to bring
People
Into the house
Of the Lord

Aldo Kraas
The Moment Came

The moment came
For us to pray
For the world
And send a
Strong message
To the world

Aldo Kraas
The Moment I Saw God

The moment I saw God
I knew that he was for me
Because I felt that
My life was so empty
And that God could
Change my life forever
By giving me comfort, peace, health, life, and love

Aldo Kraas
The Moment Of Truth Arrived

The moment of truth arrived for him
And now he has to admit that he lied
To his friends by telling them that he knew that
Something was wrong with his friends when nothing was wrong with Them

Aldo Kraas
The Moment We Met

The moment we met
Our lives changed forever
And I new right away that you were my kind of girl
And I was your kind of men
But at the same time we felt in love

Aldo Kraas
The Month Of June

The month of June
Doesn't wait for me anymore
Because it comes and goes
And everyday is a different day on the June calendar
But I don't mind it at all

Aldo Kraas
The Moody Blues

People are feeling the heat
The weather is affecting their mood
Today
The moody blues
That everybody is feeling today
Is different

Aldo Kraas
The Moon And The Stars Song

The moon and the stars keeps
Their promises to each other
That they have made to each other
And I feel very good about that
Because it shows to me
That they have a strong intimacy towards each other

Aldo Kraas
The Moon Knows Who I Am

The moon knows who I am
Because we met each at the coffeee shop just down the street
From were we live
And I always enjoy ealking to the moon because I learn so much from Her
While we are drinking our coffees

Aldo Kraas
The Moon Represents Her Heart

The moon represents her heart
And I am so glad

Aldo Kraas
The Morning After Christmas

The morning after Christmas
Santa left town
In his sleigh
Rudolph the red nose

The morning after
Christmas
Santa left the town

The morning
After Christmas
Santa left the town
Riding in his sleigh
And the poor
Rudolph the red nose
Reindeer
Pushed the sleigh

Aldo Kraas
The Morning Dew

Our
Dear
God
Will
Walk
Us
Out
Of
The
Morning
Dew
We
Heard
The
Baby
Crying
Next
Door
And
By
Now
We
Are
Used
To
It

Aldo Kraas
The Morning Light Song

The morning light
Comes through my windows
Each day
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
The Morning Song

The morning song
Is so beautiful to hear
It is the time when
All the birds
Are singing
The morning song
For us

Aldo Kraas
The Morning Sunrise Blues

The morning sunrise
Gives me a lift everyday
When I get out of bed
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
The Most Beautiful View

I woke up this morning
And I watched
From the window of my hotel room
In Rio de Janeiro
The most beautiful view

Aldo Kraas
The Most Important Contact

The most important contact
That you have in your life is
God
Because that is the truth
If you believe in God

Aldo Kraas
The Most Precious One

The most precious one
Is God himself

Aldo Kraas
The Mounlight Dance

The moonlight dance
I will dance with the moon in the sky
Moonlight dance
Moonlight dance
I am crazy also about the moonlight dance
And I am also crazy about the moon
Also I believe that I am falling in love with the moon
While I am dancing the moonlight dance
Moonlight
I find you amazing
And you shine so bright in the sky
Moonlight dance
Moonlight dance
Moon it is getting late
And soon it will be time for us to go to sleep
Moonlight dance
Moonlight dance
It is now time to say good night to each other
Because we need to sleep
And I need to go home now

Aldo Kraas
The Mouth

The Mouth
Is what Feed us
The Mouth
Is what we Use
To Communicate
With each other
The mouth
Is a part
Of our lives
The mouth
Is what we Use to kiss
Each other

Aldo Kraas
The music from the darkness
Had entered my soul
And brought peace into my heart
The music from the darkness was so peaceful
That helped me to sleep
All night long
Also that peaceful music from the darkness
Is playing now inside of my head

Aldo Kraas
The Music Of The Day

One more day that we can feel your love
One more day that we can rest
Knowing that you are fine
One more day for her to sing the music of the day
One more day for her to live up to her words
She has a way with words
Do what he wants you to do
Follow God’s rules
Take that step of faith
Do you see the vision of tomorrow?
You are making her more like you God
Bring her to your house God
God of the stars, the moon, and the sea
It is so amazing that he can be here with her
Being a part of her little world
God washes all her sins away
In the heart of God there is love for her
She will follow you God
To your house
How wonderful heaven will be the day she will see God waiting for her
That will be the day she will leave earth and meet him face to face
That day she will have no more pain
And no more regrets
The music of the day
Will be comforting for her
Will take her mind away from her stress that she is feeling now
The times are changing
She is a woman now
Not a child anymore
Her love is not in vain
Her love is for real
Prayer is the biggest opportunity to change tomorrow
Behind every cloud is a silver lining
Dark clouds, flashing lights
The cleansing waters flow from her gentle soul
May her clouds be gentle filled with treasures
And I hope that she will know
That the storm will pass leaving her blanketed in joy
Thousands of candles can be lighted from a single one
And the life of the candle will not be shortened
Her happiness is never decreased by sharing with others

Aldo Kraas
The Music Of The Earth

The music of the earth
Is a beautiful gift to humas
You don't have to agree with me if you don't like it
Because that is my own opinion

Aldo Kraas
The Music Woman

The music woman
Had worked
For a long time
In the record studio
Recording her new song

Aldo Kraas
The Nasty Words

Nobody needs
To hear the nasty
Words that are coming
From you
Because they know that
It is coming out of your mouth
Straight to them

Aldo Kraas
The Nature Of A Women

Nature of a women
Was to make babies
And feed them
One by one

Aldo Kraas
The Necessity

I have the necessity
To find something else
That is more challenging
Besides the poetry that I am already doing
For the last 13 years
And I believe that I have to search for that

Aldo Kraas
The New Year

I made my resolution for the New Year
I should loose some weight
I keep putting it off for so long
Later on in life I will have to do it no matter what
Why I put it off I don't know
I think it's because of this weather, this might be my excuse
This weather puts me down a lot
I make excuses all the time
There are some clothes that I wanted to wear only on
Special occasion
Do you think they fit me?
No they don't fit me because I am fat like a cow

Aldo Kraas
The Night Has Fallen Asleep

The night has fallen asleep
And the city has fallen asleep also
The snowstorm started

Aldo Kraas
The Night Is Mine Today

The night is mine today
And I am glad that I can spend this night
Anyway I want

Aldo Kraas
The Night Is Over

The night is over
And soon
The new
Day will begin
With sunshine in the sky
I hope

Aldo Kraas
The Night Storm Is Over

The
Night storm
Is over
Thanks
God
Because
It was a
Bad one

Aldo Kraas
The Night That My Angel Cried

I remember the night that my angel cried
So much
Because of the bad weather
That stopped him from going out
To rescue a woman that was buried in the snow

Aldo Kraas
The Nile Song

Take
Your
Boat
Across
The
Nile
River

Aldo Kraas
The Number Song

I hat
2 shorts
3 socks
4 underwear
5 towels
6 pijamas
7 books to read
8 oranges to eat
9 cans of Diet coke to drink
10 barbecue chicken
11 sweet corns
12 crab legs
20 taxis parket outside the subway
21 trees planted in the park
22 restaurants to dine in
23 cds
24 jackets
25 drerss shoes
26 ties
27 bottle of French wine
28 stars in the sky
29 clouds

Aldo Kraas
The Nun Is Driving Her Cadillac

The
Nun
Is
Driving
Her
Cadillac
To
Town

Aldo Kraas
The Ocean

The
Ocean
Is
Inside
Of
My
Heart
And
There
Are
Full
Of
Fish
Swiming

Aldo Kraas
The Old Red Barn Song

I had built
The old red barn
Many years ago
And today it still the same

Aldo Kraas
The One

The
One
I love
Is God
And I
Praise
Him
Because
Gave
My life

Aldo Kraas
The One For Me Song

God
Is the one for me

Aldo Kraas
The One I Looked Up Too

The
One
I
Looked
Up
Too
Is
Good

Aldo Kraas
The One I Turn Too

The one I turn too
The one I depend on
Is you my God

Aldo Kraas
The One You Think Of Song

The one you think everyday
Do you know him well?
Or you are not so sure?
Because if you are not so
Sure you need to find out about him?

Aldo Kraas
The Ones Against The World

The ones against the world
Are the terrorist

Aldo Kraas
The Ones In The Tower I Know

The ones in the tower
Are my friends
And they are not
Going to cause
Another war

Aldo Kraas
The Only Energy I Give Is To My Feet

The only energy I give is to my feet
Because that is the only energy that I have left
And I will give it to my feet
So my feet can walk a few miles today

Aldo Kraas
The Only Energy Is To My Feet

The only energy I give is to my feet
Because that is the only energy that I have left
And I will give it to my feet
So my feet can walk a few miles today

Aldo Kraas
The Only Gift

The only gift you can give me is love because this is all I want
I don’t want any big house or a new watch
This doesn’t have any value to me because it is the little things that Matter to me, not the big ones
Because it is love that is missing in my life
Without your love I feel that I am dying each day slowly one day at a Time
And nothing else you will give me will replace that
I feel breathless each day
And I am suffocating each day
You are only killing me
Because you have no love to give to me
You are full of lies
You tell me lot’s of nice stories which none are true, they are al based On lies
That comes out of your mouth
I am dying for your love because your love is all I want
And the truth is nobody can live without love
Think about it for a while
And I am telling you that the greatest gift of all is love

Aldo Kraas
The Only God We Know Is Called Abba

The only God we know is called Abba
And we love him so much every single day
Because we know that we belong to God
And we are still with God in our lives

Aldo Kraas
The Only Man Who Understood Me

The only man who understood me was God
He understood everything I told him
When I spoke to him

Aldo Kraas
The Only One

The only one
That we want to be around with is God
The only one
That we need to worship is God
The only one
That we want to worship each day
Is God

Aldo Kraas
The Other Half Of The People

The other half of the people
Thinks that I am lebanese
And also they tell me that I look a bit
Like Lebanese
And that is not true
Because I was born
In Brazil and
Not Lebanon

Aldo Kraas
The Outsider

The outsider is a man
That doesn’t fit in the society
He can be rich or poor

Aldo Kraas
The Owl

The
Owl
Will always
Fly in the sky
When it is dark
At night

Aldo Kraas
The Pain By The Hour

The pain by the hour
Is falling awake
And that is just the away
It goes

Aldo Kraas
The Pain Of Our World

The war
Is the pain of our world
The orphans
That are left without parents
Is ashame
Because they are the pain of our world
We can't bring their parents back
Because they have died in the war
That is taking place right now
To tell you the truth I don't understand why anybody
Would kill anybody that belongs to their race
Is that insane or what?

Aldo Kraas
The Painter

The painter
On the
Boulevard
Paints
A Dream
On his canvas
That he had last night
While he slept
In bed

Aldo Kraas
The Palace Gates

The palace gates
Are always kept closed
Every single day
And the guards are responsible
For the palace gates
You can only come in
If you are invited
By the queen
otherwise you are not welcome without
An invitation from the queen

Aldo Kraas
The Pallbearers

The pallbearers carried
The casket
That had my stepfather inside
The church

Aldo Kraas
The Passing Of A Sad Thought

The passing of a sad thought
That died today
In my
Head
I will let it go out of my head
And burry it in the cemetry

Aldo Kraas
The Passionate Man

The passionate man
I s full of passion inside of him
And he has to keep on moving everyday back and forth
On the planet earth
The passionate man
Needs to find somebody like him that has passion also in order to love Somebody to work
Otherwise it won't work at all for him and that is the whole truth

Aldo Kraas
The Passionate People

The passionate people
Have a passion for poetry
The passionate people have a passion for books
And they read books
In their spare time

Aldo Kraas
The Passionate Time Song

The passionate
Time in a men's life
Is when he turns 18
And starts to date a girl

Aldo Kraas
The Peace

You can find
The peace
Inside this church
And
Also inside my heart

Aldo Kraas
The Peaceful Chorus

Rejoice
In
The
New
Day
That
The
Lord
Had
Given
To
Us
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Pendulum Swings Blues

The pendulum swings
Non stop in that
Grandfather clock

Aldo Kraas
The People I Love

Because
I have
The people
I love
Always around helping me everyday
I feel so lucky
In my life

Aldo Kraas
The People Of All The Nations

The people of all the nations
Are waiting for the arrival
Of Jesus

Aldo Kraas
The Perfect Dream Song

I am
Having the perfect dream
Each night
During my sleep

Aldo Kraas
The Perfect Life Song

I know that I am always trying
To beat the time in life
By having all my tasks done on time
In life
But at the same time I feel that
Life is beating me very fast
Without any warning

Aldo Kraas
The Philadelphia Story

The
Philadelphia story
Is a story that I can’t forget
At all

Aldo Kraas
The Picture Of Your Smile

The picture of your smile
I have in my dreams
And they are so poignant
To me

Aldo Kraas
The Pictures

The pictures are back on the walls at home
Because I just finished to hanged than up on the walls
But the whole truth is that I couldn't stand to look at the bare walls Anymore
because it looked awful
And it gives that cold appearance to my home
But now that I have hanged all the pictures up in the wall
My home feels nice again
And it was very tricky to hang up the pictures on the wall because the nail didn't
want to stay the first time
And it kept falling out of the wall
But I didn't give up so easily
So I kept doing it over and over again until the pictures were hanged

Aldo Kraas
The Pieces

Don't bother to pick up the pieces
Of my broken
Life
That is
At the
Sidewalk

Aldo Kraas
The Pink Lady

The
Pink lady
Got caught in the rain
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Pirate

The pirate sail inside of my hear today
Because inside of my heart there is an ocean
And if he keep sailing south he will end up in the island the are inside Of my heart

Aldo Kraas
The Pitfalls Of Sins

Do we know the pitfalls of sins?

Aldo Kraas
The Place That You Lived Once

The place that you lived once
Was very bad

Aldo Kraas
The Place Where We Belong

Earth
Is the place where we belong
And we live inside our homes
That is good enough

Aldo Kraas
The Poet Of Her Dreams

I am the poet of her dreams
Because she dreams with me

Aldo Kraas
The Poet Of Notre Dame

The poet of
Notre Dame
Created the spirit wall
Last week
And he had displayed all of
His beautiful poems
For everybody to read
And to share with the ones that loves
Poetry also

Aldo Kraas
The Poet Recognition

I am a self
Published poet
And I got finally my recognition
After 13 years of work
I am very proud of
My first chapbook
It was indeed a big hit

Aldo Kraas
The Poetry Didn’T Abandone Me

The poetry didn't abandoned me
It was me that abandome poetry
Because I had lost some interst in poetry
And I decided to take a break for a while
But now I am back writing poetry again

Aldo Kraas
The Poetry Didn'T Abandoned Me

The poetry didn't abandoned me
It was me that abandome poetry
Because I had lost some interst in poetry
And I decided to take a break for a while
But now I am back writing poetry again

Aldo Kraas
The Poet's Bride

The poet's bride is a beautiful women
And she is looking so beautiful in her purple wedding dress
But the weather was beautiful
And they were very lucky
But at 12:00 pm on that they the poet married his bride
Which was his wife to be
And now I had finally a family again
Which I was looking forward too
We also got beautiful wedding gifts
So we were very blessed by God I believed
My father in law was a man that was 69 years old I believe
And my mother was a women that was at least 73 years old I believe

Aldo Kraas
The Poet's Lonely Island

I never saw
The poet's lonely island
So quiet
And so empty
I had

Aldo Kraas
The Poet's Pride

The publisher
Is the poet's pride
Because the publisher
Reads a lot of manuscripts that are
Submitted

Aldo Kraas
The Poets Rushed In

The poets rushed in from the snowstorm
Into a bar where they were having an open mic
To hear the other poets read their poems
To their audiences at the bar

Aldo Kraas
The Poet's Solitude

The poet's solitude
You find in the
Mountains
Where the poet's
Spend most of their times
By
Getting connected with mother nature
And
Seeing the wild life that lives in the mountains also

Aldo Kraas
The Polulation Of Our City Is Growing

The population of our city
Is growing every year
That is because all the women in the city is giving
Birth to babies nons stop
Why don't they make it mandatory for the women
To take the birth control pill
In this city
Than the population of the city would not grow every year
And that would make sense
Because we wouldn't have to build new homes

Aldo Kraas
The Pot Of Gold Hymn

Could somebody give me the pot of gold?
Because I need it now so I can pay my debts that I have in the Community

Aldo Kraas
The Power Of A Prayer

The power of a prayer
Is indeed powerful
Are you in doubt?
When you want to talk to God
The only way you can do it is by praying
Oh yes oh yes
The power of a prayer
You will understand how powerful it is
After God answered all your prayers
You may be sick
Or in need for an answer to solve a problem
The best thing is to let God handle it for you
The power of a prayer
Somewhere somebody is praying tonight
For a loved one who wandered away from the light
But faith reaches heaven and God is aware
And forever it's changed in
One moment of prayer
Oh there's power in prayer
Power to spare
Is waiting right there
With just a few words
Child of God
Are you seeking God’s help?
Don’t be afraid to do so
What is by hiding that we receive
It is by loosing that we find
It is by dying that we rise again in Jesus Christ the Lord
Amen
God has given you new eyes
Take care of her for me Jesus Christ the Lord
She selected you to be her master Jesus Christ the Lord
Can you give her all your love?
For all the joys this child of you shall sing
She knows that you will never give up on her
You will keep watching out for her
She will keep praying for you
It seems to me I heard them say,
Dear Lord, Thy will be done.
The risk of grief will run
You will shelter her with tenderness

Aldo Kraas
The Power Of Faith

Do I know the power of faith?
I am afraid that I don’t know that very well
So don’t hold your breath for my answers
Because I can’t tell you anything about it
But if you ask me about the power of love
I will be able to answer you
What is the power of love?
The power of love you use to lift the people up
All the way above the seas and the mountains
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
The Power Of The New Year

Can people make their life predictions based
On the
New year?

Aldo Kraas
The Power Of Your Voice

Do you know the power of your voice?
Your voice will carry all the way to the sky
And echoes can be heard loud enough

Aldo Kraas
The Precious Moments

I always
Remembered
The precious moments
In my life

Aldo Kraas
The Price Of Giving

What it is the price of giving?
Can we put a price when we give?
Do we give just to keep others quiet?
Do we give because we don't want others to talk badly about us?

Aldo Kraas
The Pride That I Have In Me

You will
Never know the pride
That I have in me
That is because you never discovered it

Aldo Kraas
The Prison Of His Heart

The prison of his heart
Is a very sad place
Because there are so many
Criminals occupying
The prison of his heart
Some of the criminals
Got first degree murder
Others got second degree
For murdering people

Aldo Kraas
The Promise In Your Prayer

Do you remember the promise
That you made to somebody
In your prayer?

Aldo Kraas
The Promise That You Made To Someone

The promise that you made to someone
Is hard to keep
Why is it so hard to keep the promise that you made to someone?

Aldo Kraas
The Purple Rose Of Cairo

The purple rose of Cairo is in my vase
Blooming away
I am enjoying this rose
The purple rose of Cairo
I know it won’t last long
But that is the perfect gift you gave me
It brightens up my dining room table
Thanks once again for giving me the
Purple rose of Cairo
A rose is so beautiful
It is one of God’s creations
Nobody can make a rose bloom so beautiful than God can

Aldo Kraas
The Pursuit Of Love

I am looking for the pursuit of love
Because I am hopping to find love
Anywhere I can find it
But so far I found more misery than anything
And I kept wondering what was wrong with me
Eventhough it made me feel like a real loser
Why?
Because I can’t find love
Why can’t I find love?
Because I might be looking in the wrong places

Aldo Kraas
The Pursuit Of Love

I am looking for the pursuit of love
Because I am hopping to find love
Anywhere I can find it
But so far I found more misery than anything
And I kept wondering what was wrong with me
Eventhough it made me feel like a real loser
Why?
Because I can’t find love
Why can’t I find love?
Because I might be looking in the wrong places

Aldo Kraas
The Pursuit Of Peace

I want the pursuit of peace to be mine also
Like the other people here on earth have the persuit of peace
And I am also planing to get the most out of the pusuit of peace
Because peace is something that me and everybody else needs here on the Earth
and I agree with it a 100% percent
But I believe me and others that live in peace here on earth have a Great life and
they will continue to have a great life also

Aldo Kraas
The Queen And I

The queen and I
Was just crowned today
By the people of
Portugal

Aldo Kraas
The Queen Of Pain

The
Queen of pain
Is living in pain
Because her heart had been
Broken
By every one that she knows
There was a man that she loved so much
And the queen of pain
Selected him to be her king
And he told her
I am sorry
But I am a simple man
And my people need me
I am a police officer
And I need to protect the community
Plus my people
So I can't be the king

Aldo Kraas
The Queen Of The Dances

I met the queen of the dances
At the festival last week
That took place
In my area that I live in

Aldo Kraas
The Queen Of The Kitchen

Good
Made
The
Women
And
Men
Built
A
House
For
The
Queen
Of
The
Kitchen
And
We
Know
That
The
Kitchen
Is
The
Queen
Of
The
Kitchen's place
That is here
She
Belongs
Nowhere
Else
But
In
The
Kitchen

Aldo Kraas
The rain is falling
From the dark sky
And washing
All my tears away from my eyes
The rain is falling
From the dark sky
And washing all
The hurts away that I have
Inside my heart
The rain is falling
And washing all the pain I have
In my life

Aldo Kraas
The Rain Must Fall From The Sky

The rain must fall from the sky
To water the crops
From the local farmers
Because they depend on the rain
To grow their crops

Aldo Kraas
The Rain Song

The sky is gray
The sound of the lightning and thunder
I hear
The rain
Is coming down fast

Aldo Kraas
The Rain Will Fall And Wash My Tears Away

The rain will fall
And wash my tears away
Today I hope

Aldo Kraas
The Rain Will Fall Until You Drown

The rain will fall until you drown
In your tears today

Aldo Kraas
The Razor's Edge Is So Smooth

The
Razor's
Edge
Is
So
Smooth
That
After
I
Had
Used
That
Razor
My
Skin
Becomes
So
Soft
Like
Silk

Aldo Kraas
The Real Me

It is time to discover
The real me
And to find out
My good qualities that
Are hidden inside me

Aldo Kraas
The Real You Song

Find the real you
My friend
And try to understand yourself better

Aldo Kraas
The Realities Of War Song

The realities of war
Lives inside of our minds
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
The Reality

The reality
Is that everything
Can happen
In life

Aldo Kraas
The Reflected Image Of Me

I saw
The reflected image of me
When I took a good look
At the bathroom mirror

Aldo Kraas
The Reflecting Pool

The reflecting pool is being
Illuminated by the moon that shines above in the sky
And at the same time my image is being reflected
In the reflecting pool
Now I feel alive again
And light gets me out of the deep dark hole
That I lived in for so long

Aldo Kraas
The Ressentiment

The ressentiment
I always feel in my life

Aldo Kraas
The Rest Of My Life

I will spend the rest of my life
With you God
Also I will spend the rest of my life
Eating right

Aldo Kraas
The Rest Of My Life II

The rest of my life
I will spend with my God
And nobody will have the right to tell me that is wrong
Because that is what I am planning to do for the rest of my life

Aldo Kraas
The Rest Of The World

The rest of the world doesn't need to know that she is disable
Because if the people finds out that she is disable they will mistreat her
And they will say nasty things to her

Aldo Kraas
The Resurrection Of Her Mother Song

She believes in the resurrection of her mother
She tells me that her mother had died before
And now she rose from the dead

Aldo Kraas
The Return

I was glad to see
The return of the sun today

Aldo Kraas
The Revelation Blues

You had a big
Impact in the world

Aldo Kraas
The Reverends Souls

The reverends souls
Are they clean
And free of sins?

Aldo Kraas
The Rhythm

Do I know
The rhythm
Of life?
I do
Because in life there are so many
Rhythm
And the rhythm are
Happy, sad, anxious, angry,

Aldo Kraas
The Right Place For Me

The right place for me
Is the church
Because when I go to church
I get some time to talk to God
And I feel that I am always welcome
In God's house

Aldo Kraas
The Right Words To Say

I have the right words to say
To you

Aldo Kraas
The Risk Song

We all have to
Take some kind of risk in our lives
That is true
But most of us are afraid to do it

Aldo Kraas
The Risks That Are In My Life

The risks that are in my life
Do I know?
Should I make a list of all the risks that are in my life?

Aldo Kraas
The River

The river is very polluted
And nobody can swim at this river
The level of pollution is very high
And all the fish is dying
But the people couldn't care less about the river

Aldo Kraas
The River Of Dream

The
River
Of
Dream
Belongs
To
Me
And
Her
In
The
River
Of
Dream
Is where
I had
A beautiful
Dream
That
Came
True

Aldo Kraas
The River Of Life

I swim in the river of life today
And in the middle of the river of life there is one island
With palm trees and a hut
But from where I stand in the river of life I can see the ships
Sailing away

Aldo Kraas
The River Of My Heart

You are swimming in the river of my heart
And all that I can say to you is that you are brave
The water is so cold
And it is fall
I can't believe that you don't feel the cold water against your body
And please don't even ask me to try it
Because the water is cold
Also I am not brave like you

Aldo Kraas
The River Song

Once God
Shows up
Today
I hope that he can baptize
Me
In the river
That
He made
With his own hands

Aldo Kraas
The Road

The Road
Goes ever on and on
And we must follow it
Because there may be
More moves ahead for us

Aldo Kraas
The Road End Here

The road end here
I finally reach the end of the road
And I feel that it was a short walk
I was planning to walk a long distance
Because I have plenty of energy today

Aldo Kraas
The Road Of Sorrows

Grab our roads
And let't
Go for walk
In the
Road of
Sorrows
Before
The night
Arrives
I hope
That
We still
Have time

Aldo Kraas
The Road Side

I am talking about the road side
Where I used to walk

Aldo Kraas
The Road Taken

The road taken
By warriors
I don't even walk on
Because that is were the fight is going on

Aldo Kraas
The Road That Was Taken Back By God

The road that was
Taken back by God
Was not paved at all
And it is called a dirty road
The kids love to play in that road
When it is raining
Because they get cover all over with mud
And their clothes and shoes are all covered with mud also
That is their idea of fun
Believe but that it is

Aldo Kraas
The Road To Life

I walked all the way
Down to the road of life
And there I meet so many people
That I never meet before in my life

Aldo Kraas
The Roots Of Her Ancestors

I don't know the roots
Of her ancestors
But I know her
And that is the only thing that matters
To me right now

Aldo Kraas
The Rose Song

There is a red rose
That is growing inside of my heart
And that red rose needs to be watered everyday by God
But my heart is home to the red rose
And I know that the red rose will always bloom inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
The Route Of Desire

I want to walk
The route
Of desire
Because
I had
Heard
So many
Good things
From everybody
That had been
There

Aldo Kraas
The Rules In My Life

If you are planning to be with me
You will have to respect the rules in my life
That I made for me

Aldo Kraas
The Rush Notes

You wrote the rush notes in a rush in your notebook
Because they had interesting points while you visited The Taj Mahal in India

Aldo Kraas
The Sacrifice Song

The sacrifice
That God made
Was unbelievable

Aldo Kraas
The Sad Planet

We live at
The sad planet
And things get worst
Each day at
The sad planet that we live in

Aldo Kraas
The Sad Sky

I think that is the sadest
Sky that I saw in months
But her blue eyes are full of sparkles

Aldo Kraas
The saint resembles that man in real life
Also they have two things in common
They are both crying
And they have tears falling from their eyes

Aldo Kraas
The Same Mistakes Again

I don't want to make
The same mistakes again

Aldo Kraas
The Same Sacred Soil Inside Of My Heart

When people
Searched for soil
Inside of my heart
They found the same sacred soil
Inside of my heart

Aldo Kraas
The Sand Girl

Dad
Took the sand Girl

Aldo Kraas
The Scarborough Song

Scarborough
You are a peaceful place

Aldo Kraas
The Scattered Fragments Of The Broken Vase

The
Scattered
Fragments
Of
The
Broken
Vase
I can see
All over
The floor

Aldo Kraas
The Scent Of Another Men

The scent of another men
Revenge
The scent of another men
Money and more money
The scent of another men
Money is his God
The scent of another men
No friends but enemies
The scent of another men
More misery than ever

Aldo Kraas
The Sea And You Song

The sea and you were
God friends once

Aldo Kraas
The Sea Is Very Peaceful

The sea
Is very peaceful to me
My God
And also
The
Tides are very low
At this time
Of the year

Aldo Kraas
The Seagull

The seagull
Most of the time
You are found in parking lots
Chasing after food
That people leave scattered on the ground
It is as though you are attacking life
With your throat and wings

Aldo Kraas
The Seal Lullaby

The seal lives in Alaska
Where it is very cold for human beings like us
The eskimos are living in igloos
The temperature in alaska is -4 in the winter
The seal hunt for fish
And they swim in the water

Aldo Kraas
The Search Song

It is heard to search
For sometine in the stores
If you don't know what you want
Or need ahead of time

Aldo Kraas
The Seasons That Are Full Of Hope

lets celebrate
The seasons that are full of hope

Aldo Kraas
The Seasons To Explore

The
Seasons
To explore
The beauty
Of the nature
It is now

Aldo Kraas
The Secret

My secret
Belongs to me
And I don't want
No one else
To know
But me

Aldo Kraas
The Secret Of Flight

The secret of flight
Do you know the secret of flight?
The birds fly high in the sky
They need the wind
The wind helps than to fly

Aldo Kraas
The Secret Of The Light

The secret of the light
I don't know

Aldo Kraas
The Secret Passageways

The
Secret passageways
We found while we had
Been walking in the park
During a beautiful fall day

Aldo Kraas
The Seeker

The seeker is seeking for somebody to love
The seeker is seeking for a friend
And I know that I can be the seeker
Friend if he wants to

Aldo Kraas
The Seekers Of My Soul

I don't know
Who are the seekers of my soul yet
But I heard that there are so many people
That could be the real seekers of my soul
Are the seekers of my soul planning to buy my soul?

Aldo Kraas
The Separation Of My Feelings

The separation of my feelings
I know all about it
Because I am the one
Who had placed
It into
The computer
Desk
Drawers

Aldo Kraas
The Shanghai Night

The shanghau night was very special
Because all the buildings
Had the lights turned on at night
Which made a wonderful show of lights

Aldo Kraas
The Shattered Heart

The
Shattered
Heart
Belongs
To
Me

Aldo Kraas
The Shattered Pieces

The shattered pieces of the broken
Window is all that I can remember
After we had to live the house
Because of a bed fire

Aldo Kraas
The Silence

The silence
During the lonely times
That I spend here
Will be my guest
Of my lonely hours
The silence
Will not break me
Or destroy me
The silence doesn't have power over me
And I don't have the power over the silence
The silence doesn't have the power
To tell me how I need to live my life

Aldo Kraas
The Sip Of Rain

The sip of rain
That cool
The earth
On a hot summer day

Aldo Kraas
The Sky

The sky
That is
Always
Silent
Never
Speaks
A word

Aldo Kraas
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The Sky Belongs To God

The sky belongs to God
And not me
Because God created the sky with his holy hands

Aldo Kraas
The Sky Belongs To God II

The sky belongs to God
And not me
Because God created the sky with his holy hands

Aldo Kraas
The Sky Is Clearing Now

The sky is clearing now
That the rain had stopped
From falling from the sky
That frightened us
Every time that we looked at it

Aldo Kraas
The Sky Song

The sky is falling inside of one
Of my coat pockets
And I am not sure which pocket it is

Aldo Kraas
The Sky Wrote Me A Song Today

The sky wrote me
A song today
And I am grateful for that
But I am sure that the sky
Is proud of his accomplishment today
Also

Aldo Kraas
The Skyline Man

I saw today
For the first time
The skyline man
Flying his airplane
30,000 feet in the sky
And it was amazing
Because at the same time the birds were flying in the sky
How could I forget that birds and airplane share the sky with each Other?
The birds own the sky but the skyline man doesn't own the sky
So who owns the sky?
I am afraid that God owns the sky
And God gave the perfect name to it
He named it sky
He also created the skiline man
So he could fly his airplane into the sky
The skyline man
Is the lucky one because he can fly all over the world
In his airplane
Also I believe that the weather plays a role in his life
While he is flying

Aldo Kraas
The Slow Waves Creeps Inside My Heart

The slow waves creeps inside my heart
Very slowly
And my heart gets filled
With that blue water

Aldo Kraas
The Smiling Buddha

Believe me
He is the smilling buddha

Aldo Kraas
The Snow Man

The snow man
As happy that the snow is falling in shanghai
The snow puts a smile on the face
Of the snow man
Even though the snow is falling non stop
And it paints
A picture of the winter in
Shanghai

Aldo Kraas
The Socks Lady

The socks
Lady
Who
Used to
Knit
Socks
To
All
The
People
Here
On
Earth

Aldo Kraas
The Solution For Me

Get some rest tonight
Eat a nice meal fit for a king

Aldo Kraas
The Sonata Of Life

What does life have to offer me?
Most of the times life offers me satisfaction
What does life have to offer you?
Nothing at all?
Is life useless to you?
What does life have to offer to them?

Aldo Kraas
The Song For Struggles

We all had so many struggles in life
But we all had to go through all that struggles
And during the struggles we supported each other

Aldo Kraas
The Song II

The song
That somebody is singing upstairs
Above my apartment I can rear it very well
Because it is coming through my ceiling
And I don't mind at all
Because it is helping me
To deal with my pain
That I am feeling now

Aldo Kraas
The Songs Of My Life

The songs of my life
Are so old
Because I used to sing them
Very well
When I was growing up
In Brazil
And I knew all the words
Of the songs of my life

Aldo Kraas
The Songs That I Love To Sing Are Full Of Passion

The songs that I love to sing are full of passion

Aldo Kraas
The Soul

The soul
Needs healing
The soul is
Sick
The soul

Aldo Kraas
The Soul Of A Poet

The soul of a poet
Went to heaven today
After the poet died today
It is gone to rest
He is not suffering any more
It is indeed a blessing
Today it is the day that we pay tribute
He worked so hard to give us the best poems
That has ever been written in history
Nobody could have done better than him
The poet is now free
Of pain
He is in his new home
Living a new life
Although you have unchained his hands and his feet God
He has fully accepted God in his heart
He is your child
And your child came to heaven
Where he lay to rest
We are saying our final good byes to the poet

Aldo Kraas
The Soul Of The Priest

What is inside the
Soul of the priest?

Aldo Kraas
The Sound Of The Birds

The sound of the birds
That the birds make are beautiful to me also
Even though they sing a beautiful song of their own

Aldo Kraas
The Sound Of The Rain

The sound of the rain
Puts me to sleep today

Aldo Kraas
The Spring Season Is Upon Me

The spring season is upon me
And me having to live without my comfy pair of shorts

Aldo Kraas
The Star Burns Bright In India

The star burns bright in India right at the sky
And from where I am standing here in the Indian village I can see the star That
burns bright in India right at the sky
And I must say that it is beautiful to my naked eyes

Aldo Kraas
The Star Burns Bright In India Revised

Hear God's call?
What is it all about?
God is calling me to take part in a new adventure
And I am ready for this new adventure
But wait a moment because he never told me where is this new adventure
Maybe he forgot to tell me
God is this adventure at home or abroad?
No son it is not at home it is abroad God answered me
In what city God?
In Somalia
For crying out loud there is war in Somalia?
Do you want me dead?
No thanks God, I am not leaving home to go to same bloody place Called Somalia

Aldo Kraas
The Star Burns In India

The star burns bright in India
And I must say that it is beautiful to my naked eyes

Aldo Kraas
The Star Of The Sea

Star of the sea
Your home is the sea
On the bottom of the sea
You live
Let me tell you something
If the sea did not existed
None of you would be around
God bless you
Star of the sea

Aldo Kraas
The Starfish

The starfish
Is one of the wonders of the sea
Because it belongs in the sea
With the rest of the other fish

Aldo Kraas
The Starry Sky Sonata

God made
For us the starry sky
That are full of stars
That shines at night
So bright that we all can see
When we look straight up into the sky
And we are grateful for
That beautiful Gift that God gave to us

Aldo Kraas
The stars are out
And they are coming to be with you
In the sky
My beloved sky

Aldo Kraas
The Stars In Her Eyes

The stars in her eyes
Are shining so bright
Like sparkling
Diamonds

Aldo Kraas
The Statue Of A King

The statue of
A king
Had been
Placed

Aldo Kraas
The Storm Is Coming

Inside my heart
There is a river
And the storm is
Here
The rain is coming down from
The sky
And the river is raising

Aldo Kraas
The Storm Is Over

The storm is over in town
We are very happy now
But we are still without power
In the city

Aldo Kraas
The Stream Of Time

That stream
Is the stream of time

Aldo Kraas
The Street Of Hope

Today I found hope in the street of hope
Because I was looking for hope for such a long time
But I never found until today
And I still have the feeling that I was looking in the wrong places for hope
But maybe I was confused before
Or afraid to make a move to the street of hope
To find hope
But I learn something that you have to go that extra mile to get where you want to go
But sacrifices have to be made
Now that I found hope in the street of hope I can be more relaxed
I know what I was hopping for
I was hopping to move to the street of hope

Aldo Kraas
The Suffered One

The suffered one
Who have
No place to
Run
No where to hide

Aldo Kraas
The Summer Breeze

The breeze of the sea enter through my bedroom window
And the the touch my gentle skin while I sleep in bed in the middle of The night
like a baby
But also I can see the light of the moon shining so bright and almost waking me
up in the middle of the night but I keep tossing in bed back and forth and I fall
asleep again like magic
And now the moon finally moved away from my window to the middle of the bay
here in Barbados

Aldo Kraas
The Summerland Is Mine

The
Summerland is mine
And I want to welcome you
To my Summerland
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Sun

The Sun Is Kissing Her Non Stop Today And She Is So Happy Today Because She Is Getting What She Wants From The Sun

Aldo Kraas
The Sun And Me

The sun and me
Are good friends

Aldo Kraas
The Sun Is Going Down

The sun is going down
Right now
Because it is the end of the day
And soon the night will be here

Aldo Kraas
The Sun Is Hot On The Other Side Of The World

The sun is hot on the other side of the world

Aldo Kraas
The Sun That Shine

The sun that shines in the sky of Telaviv today is beautiful
And spring is here already in Telaviv
Because God couldn't bring spring any faster than we thought
And the sun in Telaviv is hot enough to fry an egg on the sidewalk

Aldo Kraas
The Sun Will Always Shine

The Sun will always shine
In our world
The sun will always shine
Inside of our hearts
The sun will always shine
In our lives
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
The Sun Will Shine Someday Again Song

Please
Don`t worry
Because the sun will shine
Someday again

Aldo Kraas
The Swallow River

I can't even swim in the swallow river
Because it was not made for swimming

Aldo Kraas
The Sweet And Good Side Of The Men

Don't just see
The sweet and good
Side of the men
Because
Mem
Sometimes can be evil
Also

Aldo Kraas
The Sweet Anointing

The sweet anointing
Is flowing into this
Church

Aldo Kraas
The Sweet Month Of June Is Now Gone

The sweet month of June is now gone
Can you believe me?
In June
We sat almost everyday
During the day
In our patios
And
The bumble bees
We heard going by
And at the same time they
Had collected the nectar from the flowers
Of our gardens

Aldo Kraas
The Sweet Music Song

I hear the sound of the sweet music
That is coming from their violin
and that is because the angels are playing their violing
For you and for me

Aldo Kraas
The Sweet Thing Called Freedom

The sweet thing called freedom
Is a wonderful gift from the
Soldiers that fought the war
For you

Aldo Kraas
The Sweetest Gift

The sweetest gift
That God gave us today
Was life in general

Aldo Kraas
The Sweetest Songs Of Peace

The sweetes songs of peace
Had been sung
By the God's choir
Today in heaven

Aldo Kraas
The Sweetness That Comes After Grief

The sweetness that comes after grief
You will find
After you had gone through grief

Aldo Kraas
The Taste Of Cold

The taste of cold
Is only nice when you drink a cold diet coke
The taste of cold
Is only nice when you eat some Ice cream
The taste of cold is only nice when you drink a beer

Aldo Kraas
The Things I Have

I have sympathy for others
And there are so many people that don't have that
I respect people's feelings
I try hard to stay out of people's business
Because what is taking place in their lives is not my business

Aldo Kraas
The Things That Hurts You The Most

Please speak about
The things
That hurts
You the most
Don't keep
It inside

Aldo Kraas
The Things That My God Said

The things that my God
Said to me today
I will watch over you
And please do me a favor
Go to bed each night at the same time
Because you have to keep up with your sleep Routine

Aldo Kraas
The Time Goes By

The time goes by
When you go to bed
The time goes by
when you are cooking your supper

Aldo Kraas
The Time Is Not On My Side

The time is not on my side
I am afraid
Because I want to get rid of my old place so bad
It is old and it needs so much repair

Aldo Kraas
The Time Keeper Blues

God is the time keeper of the sky
God is the time keeper of all seasons
God is the time keeper of the people here on earth

Aldo Kraas
The Time Song

I don't keep track of the time
When I am by myself
Because I just want to have my own free time
And I don't want the time to interfer with my free time
Maybe I can say that my free time was reserved for me
And nobody else
But me

Aldo Kraas
The Times In My Life Are Changing

The times in my life are changing
I am a fine poet
The messages I write in my poems
Are all different
They have different meanings

Aldo Kraas
The Timing Is Everything In My Life

The timing is everything in my life
Because my life moves everyday
With the timing

Aldo Kraas
The Timing Is Right

After all I had worked so hard
When I wrote my poem book
That needed also
The manuscript to be written

Aldo Kraas
The Tomb

It is time to leave the tomb
You get dissapointments
But it is time to get out of the tomb
Into the light
But the sickness might not go away
So lets meet the Lord of the sea and sky

Aldo Kraas
The Toronto Sky

The toronto sky is bue today because he is feeling much better today
Yesterday the Toronto sky wa sick due to carbon monoxide
And all the cars on the road sends their carbon monoxide to the sky
And the sky couldn't breathe and it is the same wy for those who have Asthma
like the sky feeling that they are suffocanting
But me tell you that was exactly how the sky was feeling yesterday
Also I believe that the factorie releases a lot of dirty air into the air
Human neings use all kinds of sprays to clean their homes that affects The ozone layer also

Aldo Kraas
The Tought Of Yesterday

The tought of yesterday is gone
Removing wallpaper of the walls of the bedroom of the rectory
The view of the city outside my window
The rectory is located in downtown and it is 3 minutes walk from Everything
Removing wallpaper from the wall is not an easy task
On the way back past every hotdog cart wishing for a hotdog
But no money on me
Got back home cooked dinner late and went to bad
And yesterday ended fast

Aldo Kraas
The Train Of Love

I am leaving home right now
To catch the train of love
That will leavy any time now from Union station now
But I don't know if I can still make it
Because I am running behind
And if I miss this train I will have to sit at the Union Station and wait
For the next train of love to come in
Which will be at 11:00 am
And what will I do from now until 11:00 am at the Union Station
It is boring to wait at the Union Station
Maybe I will be forced to go for a walk around the block so that I can kill Time
Is that going to be enough to kill time?
Maybe not

Aldo Kraas
The Tree Is A Part Of The Nature

The tree is a part of the nature  
Because it give us clean air to breathe  
Each day  
By removing the pollution that is in the air  
From cars and factories

Aldo Kraas
The Tristesse De La Lune

The
Tristesse de la Lune
Makes me so sad to see
Because she is all by herself
In the sky shining this evening
None of her friends are with her
This evening
Tristesse de la Lune
Tells me that her friends are the stars
And the clouds

Aldo Kraas
The Tropical Sun

The Tropical Sun
Is Everything I Want
While I Am Having My Vacation Here
In Barbados

Aldo Kraas
The True Flame

The true flame was made by God
And the true flame is a big ball of fire
That brights up the sky here at home
And warms up the earth here at home
So that everybody can have some warmth that lives here on the earth

Aldo Kraas
The Twilight Song

Twilight
When I am with you
I will be with you
And that will be our
Time together
Twilight
I won't let nothing else interfere
With us
And I will keep that promise that I made to you

Aldo Kraas
The Twilight Water Song

The twilight water
That is in the sky
Belongs to God

Aldo Kraas
The Umborn King

Virgin Mary
Conceived the umborning
Inside her womb
For 9 months now

Aldo Kraas
The Unbidden Voice

The unbidden voice
Belongs to
Mother Nature

Aldo Kraas
The Underground Sonata

The subway moves underground
In the city that I live
every single day
Because the subway carries all the passengers
To different parts of the city that I live

Aldo Kraas
The Unforgettable Walk

The unforgettable
Walk
We had done
Today
While
We had walked
By foot
All
The way
To
Memory lane

Aldo Kraas
The Unforgiven

The unforgiven
Man that is afraid
Of his shadow

Aldo Kraas
The Valley

The valley is the Caribbean passion

Aldo Kraas
The Victory Is Mine!

Now I finally
Had learned
That I have to respect
Other peoples boundaries
That they had set for them

Aldo Kraas
The Vienna Hymn

The
Vienna
Hymn
Brings
Back memories to me

Aldo Kraas
The View From My Room

The view from my room
Is very stunning

Aldo Kraas
The Virus Of Life Song

The virus of life is aids
Because there is no cure for it
And so many people are dying with aids

Aldo Kraas
The Virus Of Life

The virus of life is aids
Because there is no cure for it
And so many people are dying with aids

Aldo Kraas
The Vision Of Aldo Gabbay Kraas

The vision of Aldo Gabbay Kraas
Is that the women belongs in the kitchen
And God rules the world
But politicians create laws
That are harder for people to live with
The police officers are always ruling the streets
And that is how they make the most money

Aldo Kraas
The Voice

Hear the beaautiful
Voice of the people
When they sing
A beautiful hymn
At the church
During the
Sunday morning
Service

Aldo Kraas
The Voices Within

The voices within sends me some good messages
That I don't want to forget so I write down in my computer
The voices within that gave me the messages was so powerful that after I Wrote
on the computer I read over and over again
Because I wanted to know if it was making sense to me
But the truth is that it was making sense to me a 100%
The messages talks about peace, love, death, emotions, and so on

Aldo Kraas
The Waking Eyes

The
Waking
Eyes
Of the bird was so beautiful
To see
Because it was so expressive
And it was almost like he wanted
To tell me something when I saw his
Eyes wide open that was full of expression

Aldo Kraas
The Wall Of China

To the similarity
Of other nights
To remember strange words
Of an old popular phrase
To the similarity
Of other rites
To reconstitute its noise
Scorpion around the bed
To the similarity
Of other songs
To imagine stars
To feed the signs of the night
To illuminate its sleep
Jailed behind windows
Dreams
To invent the happiness
That we construct continuously
Exactly without knowing
That each one of its walls
Can be seen from the Chinese mountains
And through the forests of China

Aldo Kraas
The Walls Of Silence Song

The walls of silence
Are only silent at night
But when the day arrives
It can be very noise
That is because the noise
Are travelling all the way through the walls
And you can hear every noise
That goes on in the apartment above you or below you
Giving you no time to rest

Aldo Kraas
The Walls That Surround Us

The walls that surround us
Were made of
Pure love
That we received
From God

Aldo Kraas
The Waltz Of The Sunshine

I spell out the name
Sunshine to you
My friend
Because that is the first thing
That I think when I get up
Early in the morning

Aldo Kraas
The War In My Mind Song

The war in my mind is going
And I am aware of it
Because every part of my mind is sending messages
That is so vivid

Aldo Kraas
The War Of The Children

The child abuse has been the war of the children
It is going on for too long in a world like this
The children is the victim of it
It is the children who suffers more each day
Stop the child abuse now
We want to put an end to this war
Make the public aware that this exists
Love the children with all your heart
Make the children feel worth
Make them feel special
Show them respect and let them respect you
Because respect and love is a two way thing
Respect the children wishes
Make this world a safe place for our children
Teach them to listened
Let them feel welcome in this world
Let the children live there lives
When you abuse the children
You break there hearts, you are destroying there dreams
And the respect they have for you is lost
What do you get when you abuse the children?
You get no satisfaction
The children have lost there sense of worth
They don’t feel special anymore
And they don’t feel safe anymore
The children know whom they can trust and whom they can’t
Help the children to grow in a safe environment
Feel there hearts with laughter and take there sadness away
Give them the support they need each day as they live there lives

Aldo Kraas
The Warmest Night Of The Year

During the warmest night of the year
I walked along the
Yonge Street
The weather was perfect
And I felt that it was a blessing from God

Aldo Kraas
The Warsaw Polka

Polish People
Living in Warsaw
Drink Vodak
And make
A toast to Warsaw
While you dring the vodka
And sing out loud the
The warsaw polka

Aldo Kraas
The Wasted Youth

The wasted youth
Rather spend their entire lives in jail
Because they tell you that jail is paradise

Aldo Kraas
All
The waves
Are inside of my heart
Because all the waves
Are now living inside of
My heart

Aldo Kraas
The Way

The way you look at me
It is like you want to say something to me

Aldo Kraas
The Way I Feel Song

The way I feel about the winter
Is terrible
But I have the right to feel that way about the winter
Because the winter is very hard for me
And it takes a long time for my body to adjust from the summer
To the winter
Also in the summer the days are longer so I get plenty of sunlight
But in the winter there is hardly any sunlight

Aldo Kraas
The Way Of Wisdom

The way of wisdom
Starts with every good word that I hear
Also wisdom makes its way alone to find me
Here waiting for something knew or somebody knew
But wisdom is something totally knew
That I grab for myself because I know that with wisdom
I will be much smarter in my life
Than having no wisdom at all
Yes wisdom turns to knowledge if used properly
And I am planing to use that wisdom properly
By not abusing it or over expose it to the pulic or to the community
Because bythen everybody will try to steal my wisdom
Also I will keep it private
By not sharing any information with others
After all it is my business and no body else

Aldo Kraas
The Way She Is

That is the way she is
So narrow minded
That is the way she is
So frustrated with herself
That is the way she is
So angry with herself

Aldo Kraas
The Way That I Am

The way that I am
Has nothing to do with you
And everything to do with them
I am honest
I am a christian
I have believes
I never join them in the bar for a drink or a meal
I just don't like them at all
They seem to be rude
And they have a big mouth
Which I can't stand that
So I stay away from them

Aldo Kraas
The Way Things Stands Right Now

The way things stands right now

Aldo Kraas
The Way We See It

The way we see it
Is always judged by others
Why is that?
Can you please tell me?

Aldo Kraas
The Way You Look Today

I can forget the way you look today
When you met me in the mall today
Because you looked so beautiful in your outfit
And I think that outfit was made for you

Aldo Kraas
The Way You Make Her Feel

The way you make her feel
Bad
How bad?
Very bad?
You don't make her feel welcome in your place
Like she does in her place every time you come to visit her

Aldo Kraas
The Weakest Defence Of The Human Beings

The weakest defence of the human beings
They never listen to people
They never show appreciation
They talk behind people's back
And they lie to people
because they can't face the truth
And also it always hurts to tell the truth

Aldo Kraas
The Wedding Song

As we walk this aisle in hand and hand
Today we will be husband and wife
We are united as one
Today with this ring I shall be wed
I will be here forever
In sickness and in health
You are my wife
And I am your husband
I will not let anger and jealousy get in our way
We shall live in peace and harmony
Have respect and dignity for me and I shall have the same for you
It is beautiful when two people fall in love
Love is caring
Love is a four-letter word
I will always love you no matter what
I am so glad that I have you by my side
I will carry you in my wings
To health and happiness
We are made for each other
God send you to me
And I was lucky to have found you
I hope we will always be happy together
Together we shall be forever
I made a commitment to marry you and you said yes
Don’t you ever break my heart
And I will never break your heart
Our love is the foundation of our lives
Kiss me
And hug me gently
And I will hug you and kiss you back
Life without you is no life
Our love is strong
Let the Lord enter in our hearts and keep as healthy and strong
I can see the happiness in your eyes
I can see your beautiful smile in your face
You look beautiful tonight in your wedding dress and it makes me Speechless

Aldo Kraas
The Whole Note

He played the whole note
On his piano this morning
And I fount it so invigorating
While I was listening to it

Aldo Kraas
The Whole World

The whole world needs a reality check when it comes to violence
And where did the people from the world learned about violence?
They learned from tv
And the sadest thing is once you bring violence in the world it will spread From
country to country
But I must say that some people in the world enjoy violence
But not me
Because it is the violence that makes people crazy and it kills us also
So we can't win

Aldo Kraas
The Whole World Will Learn To Smile

The whole world will learn
To smile with us
When we teach the whole world to smile

Aldo Kraas
The Wife Laments

The wife lament is that
Her husband doesn't give her enough money to buy food
And she likes to cook a good mean
But it is hard to cook on a budget because everything is very expensive
In the supermarkets right now
Also she likes to her nice clothes
And she doesn't have money to buy new clothes
Because clothes are very expensive right now

Aldo Kraas
The Wind Drifts

The wind drifts
The wind drifts south
And what a relief
Because in the south part of the city
Was the heat wave
That everybody was feeling today and yesterday

Aldo Kraas
The Wind Won'T Shake Me Down

The wind won't shake me down
But it will blow and push me
The won't won't freeze me
Because I am not a liquid
But I am a humain being made of flesh and bones

Aldo Kraas
The Windows Of My Soul

The
Windows
Of
My
Soul
Needs
A
Good
Scrubbing

Aldo Kraas
The Winter Came Back Once Again

We had some days
That the weather was mild
But the winter came back once again
I feel that is some kind of punishment to us
Or maybe somebody is trying to fool us
If somebody is trying to fool us
The only person that I can think that would do that
Is God
Because he has the power in his hands
To change the weather
Whenever he wants
You see he doesn't need to ask for permission
Because he owns the earth
And that is fair enough

Aldo Kraas
The Winter Season Is Over

The winter season is over  
And I can put my winter clothes away  
Because I won't be wearing it until the winter comes back again  
By the end of the year

Aldo Kraas
The Winter Thoughts Hymn

I find very hard to get rid of
The winter thoughts
Because the winter thoughts
Lives inside of my mind
And I don't like it at all

Aldo Kraas
The Winter Time Blues

The winter time is no fun
Because it is very cold outside
And you can't go for walk outside
Also people get sick in the winter time
And if they are not careful they can spread their germs to other people

Aldo Kraas
The Witch Of Poemhunter

The witch of poemhunter
Lives in the
Philippines and she is the biggest garbage that God
Created on earth

Aldo Kraas
The Woman's Prater

Hello God
She is a woman

Aldo Kraas
The Women

The Women
Was born
To be
The Slave
Of the house
The woman's job
Is
to do
The dirty work
Like
Cleaning, cooking, and
Washing the clothes

Aldo Kraas
The Women That I Wait For

The women that I wait for
Never arrives
Isn't that terrible

Aldo Kraas
The Wonder Boys

The wonder boys
Are all wearing their rabbit suit
And delivering all the easter eggs
In the different areas of the city
And then later on came the angels
With their violing

Aldo Kraas
The Wonder Of You

Every day
I give thanks
For all the things
That you gave me
My God
You never left me
Without food, water, and clothes
To wear each day
My God

Aldo Kraas
The Wonderful Days

The wonderful days
You will discover soon

Aldo Kraas
The Words

The words
Just came out of my
Head
Today

Aldo Kraas
The Words Came Out Right

I know that the words came out right
In her song
That she sung to me

Aldo Kraas
The Words In Life

The words in life
Can be full of jargons
To some people
And for that reason they can't understand it
The words in life can be misinterpreted
By some people
If you don't speak clear to them
Because they won't understand you at all
And for that reason you will be frustrated
With them
And in the other hand you might be hearing
That voice inside of your head that is telling you
Hey don't you know that you are dealing with
Illiterate people here on the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
The Words That We Don'T Say

The words that we don't say
To our friends
Even if we wanted to say to our friends badly
That would hurt them

Aldo Kraas
The World

The world is happy when I am happy
The world is sad when I am sad
The world is tired when I am tired
The world is waking up when I am waking up
The world will go to sleep when I will go to sleep

Aldo Kraas
The World And The End Of The World

I see the world
And the end of the world

Aldo Kraas
The World Can'T Hurt Me Now

The world can't hurt me now
Because I am at home now sleepin in my bed
And dreaming at the same time about my God
That saves me from the outside world

Aldo Kraas
The World Cantata

The whole world is waking up to this new day
That God gave to the whole world
I don't know if all the world will be ok with this new day
But I know that I like the new day that will start after I have my breakfast
Than I will be fine
Also I am looking forward to go back to work refreshed

Aldo Kraas
The World Goes By My Cage And Never Sees Me

The world goes by my
Cage and never sees me

Aldo Kraas
The World Got In My Way

The world got in my way
So I feel hopeless
While I am living my life

Aldo Kraas
The World Hymn

Are you a victim of the world?
Are you the slave of the world and the community
That you live in?

Aldo Kraas
The World Inside Of My Heart

The world inside of my heart is a happy one
But the world in real life is full of violence

Aldo Kraas
The World Is Against Me Song

The world is against me
And I live in the world that
Is against me
I don't have any choice about that
Because the world that is against me
Is not the same anymore
What about the people that lives
In the world against me?

Aldo Kraas
The World Is Yours

The world is yours
So be happy to live in your world
The way that pleases you
Or the way you like to live it
Because nobody has the right to tell you how you should live
In the world that is yours
And yours alone

Aldo Kraas
The World Needs Me Song

The world needs me
To call my own
The world needs me to
Give some compassion to others

Aldo Kraas
The World Needs Our Prayers More Than Anything

The world needs our prayers
More than anything
Each day

Aldo Kraas
The World Outside

The world outside
Is next to me
The world outside is a
Part of me
And my life

Aldo Kraas
The World Sonata

The world
Is going to sleep now

Aldo Kraas
The World Song

The people in the world spoke to God
And they asked what is going on with the world
But God was extremely busy with other things

Aldo Kraas
The World That You Embrace

The world that you embrace
Each day and every hour of the day
Sea

Aldo Kraas
The world will always be a ghetto
Because it is over populated already
Full of crimes and violence

Aldo Kraas
The Yellow Half Moon

The yellow half moon
Was lost today at sea
While I walked barefoot at the sea
This evening

Aldo Kraas
The Young Me

The young me
Is now buried at the grave
And the old me
Is now around
Moving just like an old lemon
Going no more than 50 kilometres
Each day

Aldo Kraas
The Youth Song

The youth always wants to look older
Than what they are

Aldo Kraas
Their Confessions

Their confessions
Are not for me
But for God
Because the atmosphere in the room
Feels very heavy

Aldo Kraas
Their Confessions

Their confessions
Are not for me
But for God
Because the atmosphere in the room
Feels very heavy

Aldo Kraas
Their Love Is For All

Their Love is for all the poets
That gave them the beautiful gift that is called poetry that speaks to their Heart
also
Their love is for all the singers that made the beautiful music that heals their
Hart from pain and sorrow
And they know that he world would be a boring one without the music And the
singers that made the beautiful music that exists here on earth
Their love is for all their friends that cares about them
Their love is for all the children that lives here on the earth because Their
Mothers brought them to the earth when they gave birth to them

Aldo Kraas
Their wish
Is totally different
Than mine
Because we don't think
The same way
And we don't have the same tastes

Aldo Kraas
Theme From Annabelle

Annabelle
I came to your rescue
When you are so broke
And starving to death
It was good who told me about you
Yesterday
And he send me offer here
With the basket of food for you
But I don't mind at all
Because I can't stand to see people suffering like you do

Aldo Kraas
Theme From Casasandra

Cassandra
You are the most beautiful
Girl that I ever met
So far

Aldo Kraas
Theme From Guns And Roses

Guns had killed so many
People that lived in this
Quiet community

Aldo Kraas
Theme From Haitian Masacre

I remember the last
Time that
I was in haiti
For a vacation
There was the
Haitian massacre going on

Aldo Kraas
Theme From Take A Chance

Take a chance
On love
Take a chance
To find
Mr. right

Aldo Kraas
Theme From The City Of Beggars

Free the beggars from poverty today
Free the beggars from the slam today
Free the beggars from slave labour
Give the beggars some hope today
Put a smile on the beggars face
The beggars are starving today
So go ahead and feed the beggars some bread and water
Because that is better than nothing
Give the beggars the same right
That the rich got

Aldo Kraas
Theme From Thibodaux

I am in another place
That I never had seem before
And it feels so strange to me
Being in that place

Aldo Kraas
Then A Poet Comes Along

Then a poet comes along
to deliver the message of hope
To the world

Aldo Kraas
Then The Rain Came

First we heard the thunder
And then the rain came
Down very fast
For us

Aldo Kraas
Theology

God's disclosure of himself and his will to his creatures
Was done many years ago
When he came to judge the man and women of the earth

Aldo Kraas
There aint no other God
Because you are the only one that lives in heaven
And comes everyday down from heaven
To feed the homeless here at home that are starving
And thanks God is here at the planet earth finding the homeless
So they won't starve every single day
But I hope that the homeless are grateful for the food that God brings For them every single day

Aldo Kraas
There Are Angels Dancing

There are
Angels dancing
At Nathan Philips Square
During the Summer
Months
That the orchestra plays
At The Nathan Philips Square

Aldo Kraas
There Are Critical Moments In Life

There are critical moments in life
That we spend more time in bed than anything else
And that happens in the weekend

Aldo Kraas
There Are Dark Clouds At The Back Of My Mind

There are dark clouds at the back of my mind
Because it looks like it is going to rain
Any minute
Yes it is a very hot day
And I think we can do with a little rain
So it can cool us from this heat

Aldo Kraas
There Are No Black Roses To Be Found

There are no black roses
To be found
Here on earth

Aldo Kraas
There Are No Boundaries

There are no boundaries in my life
There for I don't believe in boundaries
Because I know that is the worst thing that I could do
And I have the feeling that if I hat sat boudaries I would be a slave
To my life
For that reason I chose to run free
And take every chance I get to see the beautiful things that
God created for me

Aldo Kraas
There Are No Mountains Where I Live

There are no mountains where I live
To hide my shame
And my fears

Aldo Kraas
There Are No Perfect People

There are no perfect people
In this world
Because you will never find any perfect people
And that is true
So take a good look around
When you go for walk outside

Aldo Kraas
There Are Remedies Song

There are remedies for
All kind of illness
Available here on earth

Aldo Kraas
There Are Sayings That Never Leaves Our Minds

There are sayings that never leaves our minds

Aldo Kraas
There are so many actions in life
That belong to us
Each day

Aldo Kraas
There Are So Many Choices

There are
So many choices
That we need to make
When we make
Friends

Aldo Kraas
There Are So Many Things In That Seashore

There are so many things in that seashore
That you will find if you take a closer look

Aldo Kraas
There Are Some Things That I Can’T Say

There are some things that I can’t say
In public
And I have to keep to myself
Because I could easily offend somebody
If I said nasty things

Aldo Kraas
There are people
That are never happy
In this life
There are people
That are starving in this life
Is that because they love to starve?
No they don't
It is because they run out of money

Aldo Kraas
There Are Two Sides To Life

There are two sides to life
The dark side and the brighter side

Aldo Kraas
There Are Very Huge Stars

There are very huge stars
Inside of my heart
Because inside of my heart there is a huge sky
Which is perfect for that huge sky

Aldo Kraas
There Are Wolves In God's Heaven

There are wolves in god's heaven
Because I saw their reflection
Against the moon tonight
And I believe that all the wolves are happy to be
In God's heaven

Aldo Kraas
There Comes

There comes a day that I will have to learn to forgive others
There comes a day that I will have to learn to be less judgemental
There comes a day that I will have to make choices in my life because Nobody else will make for me
There comes a day that I will have to choose the friends that I will want To be friends with

Aldo Kraas
There Comes A Time Song

There comes a time
That I must send the day
To sleep
And be ready to receive the night
So that I can go to sleep
Until the next day
But at the same time I hope that I will be fine

Aldo Kraas
There Comes The Day

There comes a day that I will have to learn to forgive others
There comes a day that I will have to learn to be less judgemental
There comes a day that I will have to make choices in my life because Nobody else will make for me
There comes a day that I will have to choose the friends that I will Want to be friends with

Aldo Kraas
There For Me Song

I know that you will
Always be there for me God

Aldo Kraas
There Has To Be A Better Way

There
Has
To
Be
A
Better
Way
For
Us
To
Learn
To
Communicate
With
Each
Other

Aldo Kraas
There Is

There is a spirit that lives in me
There is a light that shines in me
There is blood that runs through my thick veins
There is some energy that runs through my body
There is a pure smile in me
There is some love in me to give to others
There is some sympathy in me for others
There is some gratitude in me
There is some kind of understanding in me for others
There are some good qualities in me
There is some openness and honesty in me
There is a God that lives in my heart
There is a special gift in me that God gave me
There is a beautiful human being in me full of feelings

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Blank Point In Everyone's Life

There is a blank point in everyone's life
And what is the blank point in everyone's life?

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Breeze

There is a breeze
That is coming
From the lake
And the lake
Is the coolest
Place
To be right
Now

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Fraser Canyon

There is a fraser canyon
For everybody that loves nature
To come close to nature
And also to be able to worship nature

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Harbor Inside My Heart

There is a harbor
Inside my heart
That all the boats
Dock for the night

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Highway Inside My Soul

There is a highway
Inside of my soul that was built by God
So you could travel on that highway safe
Back and forth
Day and night

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Land

There is a land that waits for me
To discover
I am going there now
I hope to find that land
That opens up another door for me

Aldo Kraas
There Is A New Feeling In My Heart

There is a new feeling in my heart
That I can live with
For the moment
And that is all that I have to
Say for now

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Part Of Me

There is a part of me
That is rusting away
Just like
That old car
That sits in
My neighbor's driveway

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Place

There is a place
That we can walk for miles
Without even being disturbed
By the other people
That walk also for miles

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Place Deep Down Inside Her

There is a place
Deep down inside her
That is full of hate
Towards others

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Place In My Mind Song

There is a place in my mind

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Place That I Can Come

There is a place
That I can come
And be myself
And show
What a good person I am

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Reason For Everything

There is
A reason
For everything
And
The
Reason
Is
That
God
Gave
Me
A
Head
With
Hair
So
I
Can
Brush
It
with
A
Brush

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Time For Every Season

In spring
All the flowers that we planted
The year before comes up in our garden
The sweet smell of the roses and the flowers
We can smell it in the air
In the summer the bees and the birds
Come to collect the nectar from our flowers and roses
The colors of the roses and the flowers
Look beautiful
To our naked eyes
To us it is a great sense of achievement
That is how we feel
In the fall
The seeds fall of the flowers
And the plants go to sleep
Until the spring and summer
Arrives again the following year
In the winter
We cover our roses to protect them
From frost

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Time When I Need A Certain Call

There is a time when I need a certain call from God
To go and wake up the people in the community
There is a time when I need a certain call from God
To give the people that I know a helping hand

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Tower Inside Her Heart

There is a tower inside her heart
And after I had walked the stairs
That takes me inside of the tower
That is inside her heart
I was united with her

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Voice Inside Of Me

There is a voice inside of me
That is telling me don't think about bad things
And don't wish any bad things to anybody

Aldo Kraas
There Is Always Room

There is always
Room for happiness
In my heart
Good
Go ahead and fill my heart with happiness
There is always
Room for love
In my heart
Please fill my heart with love
And take all the aches and the hurts
That are inside my heart God

Aldo Kraas
There is confusion in my mind
Because my mind wants to do one thing
And I want to do the other
Also my mind doesn't own me
And I don't own my mind
Even though my mind is owned by my brains
But I feel that I am loosing my mind now
That I have to deal with the stress, and lose of memory

Aldo Kraas
There Is More To Life Than I Will Ever Know

There is more to life than I will ever now
So I will raise my glass of wine with you
And do a toast to life

Aldo Kraas
There Is More To Life Than Work

There is more to life than work
Because if you only work
You won't have the time to enjoy life
And you will be the slave of money

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Better Abode Than God's One

There is no better abode than God's one

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Life Without Love

There is no life without love
Because everybody needs love
And everybody wants love from God
And the people

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Need

There is no need to measure our love
There is no need to test our love
Because it is strong
That is something that
I am proud of
What about you?
Are you proud of that?

Aldo Kraas
There Is No One There To Raise Hell

There is no one there to raise hell
When the kids are killed by criminals
There is no one there to raise hell
When the kids skip classes at school
There is no one there to raise hell
When the kids play in the mud
There is no one there to raise hell
When the kids steal
There is no one there to raise hell
When the kids won't eat their food
And their food end up in the garbage
There is no one there to raise hell
When the kids stay up late
And refuse to go to bed

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Place To Hide From Sadness

There is no place
To hide
From sadness

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Relief

There is no relief for her sadness today
Because she is crying non stop
And she is having the blues today

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Sunshine When I Am Gone

There is no sunshine when I am gone
Because the sunshine disappear when I go

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Sunshine When She Is Gone

There is no sunshine when she is gone
And that is so sad
To think about when she is gone
Because she takes the sunshine away with her
And she give us the darker days everyday
To be honest with you I don't want to think about the sunshine anymore

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Time In A Poet's Life

There is no time in a poet's life for
Racism
Racial slurs
Jealousy
Procrastination
Negative comments

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Time In A Poet's Life For

There is no time in a poet's life for
Racism
Racial slurs
Jealousy
Procrastination
Negative comments

Aldo Kraas
There Is No Way To Hide Your Crying Eyes

There is no way to hide your crying eyes baby
Because everybody that meets you at school knows that you are crying
About your sweetheart that broke your heart last night
And know you can't get over your sweetheart because he is inside of your mind

Aldo Kraas
There Is Nobody Else That You Can Replace Me With

There is nobody else that you can replace me with
Because I am telling you the truth
And if you want me I am rich in spirit
But in money no way

Aldo Kraas
There is nobody to call
My own
In this crazy planet
Called earth

Aldo Kraas
There Is Not So Much About Love

There is not so much about love
That we talk about
And try to understand about love
But there is more about peace
That we talk about

Aldo Kraas
There Is Nothing

There is nothing that will break my heart
There is nothing that will make me cry

Aldo Kraas
There Is Nothing Better Than A New Pair Of Socks

There is nothing better than a new pair of socks
When you put it on your feet
Because it feels like silk on your feet
And absorbing the bad odor of your feet
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
There Is Nothing Better Than Love

There is nothing better than love
To give to somebody
That is feeling down, sad, and hurt

Aldo Kraas
There Is Nothing That We Can See In The Sky

There is nothing that we
Can see in the sky rather than
The fog

Aldo Kraas
There Is Nothing To Be Sorry About

There is nothing to be sorry about
When you are tired
Because your body will send you a message
That you are tired

Aldo Kraas
There Is Only One That I Love

There is only one
That I love so much
And the one that I love so much is God
And why God?
Because he gave me my life

Aldo Kraas
There Is Plenty Of Love

There is plenty of love
Hidden somewhere
In this place
And that love
That is hidden somewhere
In this place
Belongs to God
So please go and find
That hidden love
That is hidden in this place

Aldo Kraas
There Is So Much That I Have Left To Give

There is so much that I have left to give to the people here at home
There is so much that I have left to give to God
There is so much that I have left to give to my children

Aldo Kraas
There Is So Much That I Have Left To My Children

There is so much that I have left to give to the people here at home
There is so much that I have left to give to God
There is so much that I have left to give to my children

Aldo Kraas
There Is Something Good Inside Of My Heart

There is something God insid of my heart
That is called feelings

Aldo Kraas
There Is Something I Can’t Explain

There is something I can’t explain but I see you in the sky
You landed in that tree that is in my backyard
Your singing wakes me up with delight; it feels my soul with joy
It is wonderful to see you again after a long hard winter
Your message of love is written all over in the sky
Fly away home
Fly and be free again
I know you are not far and I know that nothing will break us apart
I will always think of you
You were my only hope
You were my only voice
You were the only one who brought peace into my life
I know you will come back again and again day after day
Every day I will look forward to see you again and I will see your true Colors in the sky
The sky looks clear and beautiful, there is not a cloud in the sky
There is no sign of rain or thunder
This world was made for us friend and remember that you were all I got Because you were my inspiration
You inspire me
You gave me strength, but most of all you gave me joy
You thought me to listen careful and listen well
You showed me what I missed in all those years
You thought me what was like to be in your shoes for all those years

Aldo Kraas
There is something in their eyes
That is so beautiful
And what is inside of their eyes is so vivid

Aldo Kraas
There Is Something That Is So Cool About You

There is something that is so cool about you
And that is your hair style

Aldo Kraas
There Is Song

There is so much jelousy
Between you and her
There is so much hate inside of you
That you feel for her

Aldo Kraas
There Is The Dark Night Inside Of My Heart

There is the dark night inside of my heart
But I am hopping that God will come this way and bright up my heart With a candle an a lighter so whe can light the candle and bright up my Heart
So the kid that sleeps in my heart doesn't have to sleep in my heart
Because that is the first night and the first time that the kid sleeps Inside my heart and he is afraid of the dark to be honest with you

Aldo Kraas
There Is Time

There is time to go for a walk just to the park
There is time to spend some time at home today
There is time to love somebody today
There is time to help somebody today
There is time to sing a new song
There is time to turn a new leaf
There is time to pray
There is time to laugh
There is time to eat a good balanced meal
There is time to have a warm bath

Aldo Kraas
There is winter in her heart
And it paints
A beautiful picture
The branches of the trees are covered
With snow today
Because inside of her heart is snowing

Aldo Kraas
There Isn'T Much Else To Say

There isn't much else to say
Rather than that we are
Fighting non stop
We don't seem to accept
Other people

Aldo Kraas
There Must Be Hell In Heaven

There
Must
Be
Hell
In
Heaven
Also
Because
Good
Had
Created
Heaven
And
Hell
That
Belongs
Together

Aldo Kraas
There Was Nothing After The Gold Rush

There was nothing after the gold rush
Because the gold mine in cieszin
Closed and me being one of the
Polish people that worked there for 8 years
Was left in the cold

Aldo Kraas
There Was Something

There was something hidden in her heart
And in her voice
I could feel it when she was talking to the people

Aldo Kraas
There Was Something

There was something hidden in her heart
And in her voice
I could feel it when she was talking to the people

Aldo Kraas
There Was This Woman

There was this woman
Singing at the corner
When I walked at the corner that she was on
I had spotted her there
And she was singing away
Her favorite song

Aldo Kraas
There Were Shadows In The Garden

There
Were
Shadows
In
The
Garden
That
Were
Mine
And
Yours

Aldo Kraas
There Will Be Another Chance

There will be another chance
For all of us
To see God again
Because we missed
Him the last time
He was here

Aldo Kraas
There Will Be No More Tears In Paradise

There will be
No more tears
In Paradise
Coming out
Of our eyes
But the lakes
In paradise
Will be saved
No dead fish
We will see

Aldo Kraas
There You Are

There you are in my dreams
There you are in my mind
There you are in my life

Aldo Kraas
There You Are God

There you are God
Together with me again
There you are God
Keeping me company
Today

Aldo Kraas
There You Are In My Dreams, My Mind, And My Life

There you are in my dreams
There you are in my mind
There you are in my life

Aldo Kraas
There's A Lot To Think About When You Are On The Move

There's a lot to think about when you are on the move

Aldo Kraas
There's Nothing Waiting For Me

There's nothing waiting for me
To see
Tonight
That I haven't seen before
Because I saw it all
Already

Aldo Kraas
These Are My Words

These are my words
That I am writing down on a
Piece of paper
These are my words
That comes from my heart

Aldo Kraas
These Arms Of Mine

These arms of mine
Are getting tired
Because I am carrying a heavy load

Aldo Kraas
These Nights

Sorry but these nights are reserved for me
And I just stay home during the nights
Because I don't get to enjoy my home
The way that I do in the winter
Because in the winter my home is cold
But in the summer it is hot as hell
And I have to go out so that I can cool off
By going either to the mall or to the library
The mall is more fun than in the library

Aldo Kraas
They Are Not Aware

They snore
So much
At night
That they
Are not aware of it

Aldo Kraas
They Are Not My Words

They are not my words
Trust me
Because I don't write down
Anything that can hurt anybody
All the words
That he is using here
Are very insulting
And I would like to know
who thought him all the bad words?

Aldo Kraas
They Are So Greedy

They are so greedy
And so selfish

Aldo Kraas
They Are Trying To Point Their Finger At Me

They are trying to point their finger at me
By saying
That everything that goes wrong in life
Is my life
Come on people
Wake up
And smell the coffee
Or the roses
Are you trying to tell me that
Everything that went wrong in life
Was caused by me?
Because I am not
Jesus Christ people

Aldo Kraas
They Both Agreed Song

They both agreed
That in life you find
Bad things
That can destroy you
Emotionally
And physically

Aldo Kraas
They Can Get From Me

Love is what they can get from me
At any time
Friendship is what they can get from me
Smiles are what they can get from me
Any time
Prayers they can get from me
At any time

Aldo Kraas
They Can'T Tell Me What Is In My Heart

They can't tell me what is in my heart
Because the other people don't know my heart
And I am the only one who knows my heart
Also my heart is home to my feelings
And my feelings that are inside of my heart are
Happy feelings, sometimes sad feelings, and guilty feelings
But when I have happy feelings I think more positively
And when I very sad feelins I feel very low
Also when I have guilty feelings I feel guilty
Because there are things that I should do for myself
But I keep putting it of

Aldo Kraas
They Cried At Her Funeral

They cried at her funeral

Aldo Kraas
They Don't Have Any Sympathy For Me

They don't have any sympathy for me
Because when I try to explain something it goes in in one ear and Comes out the other
Sometimes I even wonder if they got the message at all
It is even hard to say
Maybe they don't speak english well enough to understand me
Have I tought of that?
No I never consider it
Maybe that is a fact

Aldo Kraas
They Don'T Song

They don't smile
They don't laugh
They don't talk with each other
They don't live together
They don't pray
They don't believe in anything

Aldo Kraas
They Envy Me

They envy me
Because I can write poems
Better than anybody else
They envy me
Because I have respect
And dignity for everybody else

Aldo Kraas
They Have Found Me

They have found me
And got to know me now
So now we are just friends for life

Aldo Kraas
They Praise Me

My readers and God also praise me everyday for my poems
And I just believe that I am not praised enough still
Maybe I need to get a standing ovation when I read my poems
They praise me for the photos I took with my own camera

Aldo Kraas
They Raised The Flag For Me

They raised the flag for me
Infront of the city's tallest buildings
So now my job is to keep the flags flying
All the time
Infront of the city's tallest buildings

Aldo Kraas
They Rest In The Sky

They rest in the sky
Why?
Because they live there
And who are they?
They are the clouds, sunshine during the day
But at night it is a different scene
Why?
Bewcause the scene changes at night
And who rest at night in the sky?
The moon and the stars rest at night in the sky?

Aldo Kraas
They Say

They say that I can't think straight
They say that I am laughing alone
They say that I sleep in my messy bed
They say that I live in a messy condo
They say that I laugh at people's misery
And enjoy to see people suffering
They say I am hostile
They say I don't sleep enough

Aldo Kraas
They Say That It’s Alright Blues

They say that it is alright
To have a day for yourself!
They say that it is alright
To have a treat when you need

Aldo Kraas
They Want To Get Away From This City

They want to get away from this city
Where rent is so expensive

Aldo Kraas
Thief Of Hearts

Now that the thief of hearts arrived in Toronto from China
All the staffs of the hospitals are very afraid and very worried about the hearts
that are kept in the fridge in the emergency rooms of the hospitals
Yes they have patients that wait months for a heart transplant
Because first they have to find a donor that will donatetheheart so that They can
transplant it inside of their heart
But the next day one of thispotal already had been robbed
The thief of hearts made his way to the emergency room by using a Disguise and
telling every patient that he is a doctor in the hospital
And the patients believed the thief of hearts
But when the real doctors arrived at the emergency room to pick up the 20
hearts for the operation
The 20 hearts had been stolen from the hospital
It is too late now because the thief of heart is making his way to the second
hospital to steal the hearts so he can send them to china so that the hearts
Will be sold for much more money than what is worth here in Canada

Aldo Kraas
Things

Sky
Birds
Sun
Ocean
Whales
Dolphins

Aldo Kraas
Things are not meant to be
The way I want them to be
And that is the truth about life
Some things about life only looks good in the paper
And that is the real truth

Aldo Kraas
Things II

Sky
Birds
Sun
Ocean
Whales
Dolphins
Crystal clear water that you can see through
The floor of the sea
Coral reef
Palm trees
Coconut trees
Sand dunes
Kites flying in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Think About Freedom

Close your eyes
And think about freedom
For a minute
Do you know what freedom means to you?

Aldo Kraas
Think It Over Song

Think it over
Before you risk your life
For something that may not be worth a dime
Or fighting for

Aldo Kraas
Think Of The Lonesome Children

Think of the lonesome children
That lives in the third world countries that lives in adoption centre
Waiting to be adopted by somebody
But if somebody wants to adopt a child it takes two years to adopt a child
Because the adoption papers have to be processed and that alone
Also takes two years

Aldo Kraas
Thinking Out Loud

Thinking out loud
About how I spent my days
Thinking out loud
About how I can plan my days
Thinking out loud about how I can keep my days occupied

Aldo Kraas
Thinking Sonata

Think about
The good things
That are happening
In your life

Aldo Kraas
This Alone Is Love

This alone is love
Baby

Aldo Kraas
This Are My Hands

This are my hands that are full of bruises

Aldo Kraas
This Could Be Your Lucky Day

This could be your lucky day because it is raining money from the sky
I can see it falling from the sky
God is so generous that he is giving it away to those who needs it
I will get there first before anyone else and catch some for you and me
I am not being greedy I just want a little bit for you and me
I can’t believe it
It is like being in a movie
It is noon time and it still raining money from the sky
I imagine by night all be gone
I can’t imagine how much we can buy with this money or how long this Money will last us
But that is not everything in life
First you have to have good health and a good job
And somebody to love

Aldo Kraas
This Day

This day gone so fast
Out of my sight
This day is quiet like a ghost
This day is rising
This day is brand new
This day is the day that I won't miss the train
This day is the day that I will rest
This day is the day that I will reach out to someone

Aldo Kraas
This Dream

In this dream that I am chasing
All night long you live in
And I know that it is you that I want to be with
Because my heart desires you

Aldo Kraas
This Feeling Is A Good Feeling

This feeling is a good feeling

Aldo Kraas
This Hidden Feeling

This hidden feeling
I don't want to disclose to anyone
Because if I disclose that feeling to anyone
I am afraid that they will just laugh at my face
Yes I am being honest to myself
And I am telling the truth to myself
Even though I know my feelings and myself very well

Aldo Kraas
This Human World

This human world is
Not the same anymore
Things have changed in this human world
Humans don't care about the other humans anymore

Aldo Kraas
This I Promise You

I will always be your friend
I will always love you
I will always be here for you
I will always put a smile on your face
I will always be honest to you
And this I promise you

Aldo Kraas
This I Shall Do

This I shall do
Give thanks to my
God
Each day
For being alive
This I shall do
Rest in peace
Each night

Aldo Kraas
This Is A City

This is a city
That is
Growing fast

Aldo Kraas
This Is Between Us

This is between us
What I tell you stay in here
It is our business
No one has the right to know except us
It took time for you to convince me that we are doing the right thing
There is nobody holding us back anymore
We are free at last
Free to do our own thing
I agree that we want to be respected by everybody in today’s society
We have believes
We have different values
We have different views of things we see
We have our own hidden talents
We have our own voices to speak and to tell them how we feel
We own what we say because it is our own words coming out from our Own mouth
We are not going to be shut out by anybody in society because it is our Right to speak out loud and clear with dignity and honesty.

Aldo Kraas
This Is For You Song

Morning has broken
Here on earth
Today
And It is a fantastic day
To worship our God
Not only today but every single day
That we live our lives here on earth
Because God is everything to us
And we will belong to his life also
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
This is good-bye
This is a love relationship that has gone wrong from the beginning
I know that I am not the right one for you
I hope you have lots of new friends out there
I hope you find happiness out there
I hope you have nice things to wear
I have no feelings left for you, neither you have for me
We were suffocating
We had no kind words to say for each other
Our world felt apart when you said good-bye
This is good-bye
I read your love letters that you wrote and send to me a few years ago
It has no meaning for me
I read out loud for the last time
Ashes to ashes
I burned it inside the fireplace
I won’t see it again, never again
I don’t have it anymore
Late at night I take the train to Toronto from Montreal
I am leaving you behind
Our lives must go on
Now that we live separate lives
Of course good-bye is a sad word
Our love relationship is over forever
I take you out of my mind
Leaving my mind blank
I can’t save what is lost

Aldo Kraas
This is hard to deal with
Specially the heat
Inside of my hotel room
Because I can't sleep
And for that reason
I had to lend a fan
From one of my friends
That helped to cool my room of
So I could sleep

Aldo Kraas
This Is How My Heart Breaks

This is how
My heart breaks
After it was defrosted from the snow

Aldo Kraas
This Is It

This is it
A time to get ready for the swimming pool
And go for a swim
Because it is
Summer now and that is good for you

Aldo Kraas
This Is It Sonata

Winter is here
To stay
And this is it
Babies needs their dianger to be changed every single day
And this is it

Aldo Kraas
This Is Life

This is the life that I want to live so badly
By being the best poet of the earth
And I already know that I am a very good poet of the earth
Because the people love my work
And they love the poet Aldo Gabbay Kraas
That shares the earth with other poets also

Aldo Kraas
This Is Love

This is love
A pure love
That God
Had shared
With all of us
Through his entire life
That lasted all through his
Entire life

Aldo Kraas
This Is Me

This is me
A poet
writing his feelings down
On a piece of paper
My poetry is my feelings
That comes from my heart
This is me

Aldo Kraas
This Is Me Lullaby

This is me living at home
This is me writing my beautiful poetry
This is me loving God each day
This is me worshiping God each day
This is me listening to music at home
This is me cooking a meal at home

Aldo Kraas
This Is Me Sonata

This is me
I rather scream
With people
When they are men
Because that works well for me

Aldo Kraas
This Is Me Song

This is me
I rather scream
With people
When they are men
Because that works well for me

Aldo Kraas
This Is My New Face

This is my new face
Do you like it?
I have a beard now
I like it

Aldo Kraas
This Is My Silence

This is
My silence
That
I don't
Need
To
Share
With
Anybody

Aldo Kraas
This Is My Song, This Is My Hystory

This is my song
This is my history
That I wrote
About my master
And I sing in a song
I want the people
To go ahead
And sing the song
Along with me
Because my master
Gave me my life
Here on earth
That I live every single day

Aldo Kraas
This Is Not Our Last Prayer

This is not our last
Prayer God
But excuse us God
We need a break now
Because we prayed all
The prayers that we
Will pray today

Aldo Kraas
This Is Not The End

This is not the end
We're not ready to lay down and die
Because we all have our lives to live
Still here on earth

Aldo Kraas
This Is The Day That My God Made

This is the day
That my God made
For me
And I am very happy
With it

Aldo Kraas
This Is The House

This is the house
That we built for the Lord
With our own hands
And we are so proud of it
Be cause we put our love into it also

Aldo Kraas
This Is The Life

This is the life
That God gave me today
And therefore I am here today
So I take this opportunity that
God gave me to live this day
In anyway that I want to live my life
Eventhough I must make the decision
Right away
Also I must remember that there is no right
Or wrong decision

Aldo Kraas
This Is The Way I Am Theme

This is the way I am
I hate to let people down

Aldo Kraas
This Is Who I Am

This is who I am
I like to be with people

Aldo Kraas
This Is You

You always leave the dishes piling up on the sink
And they smell the next day
Also this is you and it is not me

Aldo Kraas
This Lake I Will Save

This lake I will save
Before the climate change
Dries it up
I hope that it is not too late for me to do that

Aldo Kraas
This Life Is Filled With Pain

This life is filled with pain
That is because
So many people had inflicted pain on others
All the time

Aldo Kraas
This Look

This look on my face
Everybody can see it
And they know
That I am sick right away
With a bad cold
This look
I can't hide from
Everybody
Because they see it every day
And
This look
Shows that
I am sick
And tired

Aldo Kraas
This May Be The Last Time

This may be the last time
That I will be home for Easter
This may be the last time that I will see you
This may be the last time that I will hug you and kiss you
This may be the last time that we will have dinner together

Aldo Kraas
This Mild Weather

This mild weather I can cope with it well today
And soon I will board on the go train from Toronto
And I will go with the train to Ajax go station
Now the go train is running on the tracks and whistling to warn the people That
the go train is coming
Also I have the little suitcase that I packed last night with all my belongings
Inside it
But it is a little heavy to carry but there is nobody else to carry it,
So I have to carry it myself
And it is also a bonus that the sun is shining because at the same time I am
Getting some vitamin C
And I am wearing my green winter jacket that I washed last night Before I went
to bed
On the left pocket of my jacket is my lunch for today
And today I will have some chicken samosas
That is my favorite and I always die for samosas because they are so Delicious
and it taste just like heaven to me
On the other side pocket of my jacket I have some klenex and my diary to write poems for me because it helps me to pass the time while I wait outside in the platform for the go train

Aldo Kraas
This Must Be Love From God To Us

This must be love from
God to us that we are
Feeling inside of our hearts
Today

Aldo Kraas
This Must Be My Destiny

This must be
My destiny
That God
Wants me
To walk
On
Through
The end of my life

Aldo Kraas
This Old Church Is For Sale

This old
Church is for sale
Can you believe that?
The construction of that old
Church is beautiful
Because it is one of a kind
And
I never saw anything like that
Also
I love the brick work of that church

Aldo Kraas
This One Is For You

This one is for you my friend
A plate of homemade pancakes
With maple Sirup
I hope you like it
Because I made it just for you
And I used the best quality of maple syrup
That I could find at the local market
I want you to get the best breakfast every morning
So you can be healthy
You are already strong my friend
This one is for you
A blue sky without dark clouds
And the sky reminds me of the blue diamond ring
That you always wear each day around your finger
This one is for you
A wonderful cup of coffee that I had made just for you
With the fresh coffee bean that I had roasted a while ago
This one is for you
I am sure that you will enjoy a walk through the valleys
Because winter is on its way

Aldo Kraas
This Path I Know

This path I know
Because I walk on this path
Everyday
And I see beautiful things
That I don't see anywhere else
Here on earth
To my surprise

Aldo Kraas
This Path I Know Song

This path I know
Because I am familiar
With this path

Aldo Kraas
This Piece

This piece I will write now
My mind is racing so fast that I can't put it in neutral
The same way that people do when drive a car
But the through is I don't drive so I don't have to worry about the traffic
Because the traffic will slow down whenever the night ends
I don't want to go to bed before I can write my thoughts down

Aldo Kraas
This Poem Isn'T About Hate

This
Poem
Isn't
About
Hate
Because
I don't
Want
To
Spread
Any
Hate
There
Is
Enough
Hate
Already
In
The
world
We
Live

Aldo Kraas
This soul of mine
Is alive now
After a long
Rest
And my soul is full of energy
Also I am happy for that
Because my soul is ready to dance
With a nice music

Aldo Kraas
This Summer

This summer
I am living day by day
And there are things that I am dying to accomplish
In my life and for myself also

Aldo Kraas
This Thing Called Luck

This thing called luck
I found it today

Aldo Kraas
This Time Sonata

This time
We will make a big
Donation to the church
Because I don't want them
To think that I am cheap

Aldo Kraas
This Time Song

This time she is working hard to hold her tears
This time she is working hard to cope with her lose
This time she is working hard to hide her emotions

Aldo Kraas
This Town Of Mine

This town of mine
Is so deserted in the winter
The business in
This town of mine
Don't make much monie in the winter
And there is no point for them
To be open 24 hours
If nobody will come to shop
During the late hours of the night

Aldo Kraas
This Way Before

The air feels heavy in here
And the atmosphere feels havy also

Aldo Kraas
This Will Be My End When I Am Ready For It

This will be my end
When I am ready for it
I am a 100% sure of it
Because I can picture it
Very well

Aldo Kraas
This World Is Watching You

Do you know that
This world is watching you?

Aldo Kraas
Those Hands That Never Took A Dime

Those
Hands
That
Never
Took
A
Dime
Helped
To serve
A
Meal
At
Christmas
Time
For
The
Poor

Aldo Kraas
Thou Art My Lord

Thou art a glinting light at the dark sky at night
Thou inspire me to write each day about my feelings
Thou art my Lord
Thou art the fruit of my lips
Thou art my voice
And I have every reason to believe in you
You provide me with all the things that I need
I was created in your image
I am your child
You have given me the gift of eternal life
There are lots of things that I can’t explain but
You keep me well and alive each day

Aldo Kraas
Thou Great I Am

Thou great I am when I am fully awake
That is because I can concentrate in what I am doing
And also I got all the sleep I needed
So I am thankful for that

Aldo Kraas
Thoughts About The Fure Song

Do you have any thoughts about the future?
Do you know what you want to be when you grow up?

Aldo Kraas
Thoughts Are Coming Out Of My Head And Hitting Me

Thoughts are coming out of my head and hitting me
Like a shot gun

Aldo Kraas
Thoughts Of God

I have so many thoughts of God
Inside of my mind right now
That I feel that it will be hard for me to digest right now

Aldo Kraas
Three Days Grage

God
Give me
Three days grase
So that I can put my life in order
There are things in my life that I need to fix
And to prioritize

Aldo Kraas
Thriving

Thriving to succeed in life
Thriving to discover a new route in life so that I can walk in it everyday
Thriving for laughter instead of sadness
Thriving towards remorse so that I can show it to those that I hurted in the past
Thriving to forget and to forgive those who mean the most in my life
Thriving for sunny days
Thriving to get through the end of this route
And can I make it?
Thriving to see the stars at night in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Through A Men's Eyes

Through a men's eyes
We can see if he is healthy or not
Through a men's eyes
We can see what he is feeling
Each moment that life is going by
Each day that he is living his life

Aldo Kraas
Through Her Eyes

Through
Her eyes
I see
All
Her
Sufferings
That
She
Is going
Through

Aldo Kraas
Through The Eyes Of A Poet

Through the eyes of a poet
You can see if he is alert or not when he is writing
Throught the eyes of a poet
You can see all his affection that he has for people
Throu the eyes of a poet
You can see how hard he tries to stay focus in his work

Aldo Kraas
Through The Eyes Of A Poet Revised

Through the eyes of a poet
You can see if he is alert or not when he is writing
Throught the eyes of a poet
You can see all his affection that he has for people
Throu the eyes of a poet
You can see how hard he tries to stay focus in his work

Aldo Kraas
Through The Eyes Of The Poet

Throught the eyes of the poet
They all see his fears
That is coming out of his eyes
While he is living his life
Here on the earth

Aldo Kraas
Through The Hard Times Song

We learn through the hard times
And what do we learn when we are
Going through the hard times?

Aldo Kraas
Through The Lens Of Grief Song

Throught the lens of grief
I can see that you are suffering
With your grief

Aldo Kraas
Through The Woods

The poet
Walked
Through
The woods
In the winter
Time
With
Other people
That had
Walked
With him

Aldo Kraas
Throw The Bath Towel

Throw the bath towel
Inside the wash machine
Because is is dirty and smelly

Aldo Kraas
Thunder Boy

Thunder boy
I am not so happy with you
Because you brought
The thunder and the rain
To my city
The rain felt so cold when it hit my skin
Today

Aldo Kraas
Thunder In My Hearts

There is a thunder
Going on inside of my heart today

Aldo Kraas
Thy Word

Thy word
Is beautiful
And soft to my ears

Aldo Kraas
Thy World

Thy world is mine also
And is full of love
Thy world is worth a lot to me
Because I enjoy so much living in thy world
Thy world is full of energy
And you give some of that energy from thy world to me
Thy world is full of spring water
And I go and get some spring water from thy world to drink
Thy world is full of fish to fish
So I go and fish the fish from thy world
So that I can eat some fish with your bread

Aldo Kraas
Thyodar

Thyodar
I can see that you are very tired
This morning
And you are feeling grumpy this morning also

Aldo Kraas
Tibetan People

Tibetan people
Open your eyes
And take a good look at
That blue sky
And you will see
How beautiful that blue sky is
Because you won't find dark clouds
And only white clouds you will find

Aldo Kraas
Tides In The Ocean

All the tides
Are high
In the ocean
During
The winter
Months

Aldo Kraas
Tierra Madre

Tierra madre
You look after the grass
Tierra madre
You make the flowers bloom in everybody's garden
Tierra madre
You are friends with everybody that leaves here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Tiger's Blood

Man is like a tiger that is ready to attack
And he attacks when he is mad
Because he is full of rage and anger inside of him
But inside of him he has the tiger's blood
That can race up to a 100 degrees celcius
And when it reaches that level
He is boiling already like a tiger does

Aldo Kraas
Till The End Of Time

God I will always love you
Till the end of time
God I will not rock the boat
Till the end of time
I will try to live a healthy life
Till the end of time
God I will try to save my money
Till the end of time
God I will try to worship you
Till the end of time
God I will give you a helping hand
With the people that are ill, lonely, and homeless
Till the end of time

Aldo Kraas
Time

Time is on my side
Time is working for me

Aldo Kraas
Time After Time

Time after time
I had wished
That I could
Understand that
I am doing the right thing
Because
Time after time
I had said I am sorry
So many times to you
Because
I know that I had failed you so many times

Aldo Kraas
Time Again Song

It is time again to be alone
It is time again to go to sleep alone
In my own bed

Aldo Kraas
Time Back Machine

Here it is my new invention
The time back machine
It takes you back to the years that you missed in your life
Also the time machine can make you young or old
It depends on you wish or how you set the machine when you go in
I will be the first one to try out kids
Don't do anything yet
Just wait here for your turn
I first have to see if this machine really works
Let me see I was born in 1944
We are in 2011 so I am 67
I want to take 3 years of my life
I programmed the time machine to do that
She is going to take me back to 1941
Now let me go inside of the back time machine
Kids shut the doot of the time machine
Now I turned the back time machine on
Finally i turned the back time machine on
And the engine started to spin and the machine moved
the inventor of the back time machine was very happy that his invention worked
After one hour he came back fro 1941 to 2011

Aldo Kraas
Time Can Only Do So Much For Me

Time can only do so much for me
By giving back my energy
But I know that I have to do my part also

Aldo Kraas
Time Capsule

A receptacle containing documents
That has all my life history
From the time that I was born to the time I was an adult
There is a time capsule in my life
There are times that my needs have to be meet
There is a time capsule
That tells me
When the day is coming
And it is ending
My life must improve
I am a simple kind of man
You don't know the tender side of me
I have a soft heart
I have the gentle touch
All that documents I kept
Don't you know that they are 42 years old?
And I kept all this time
They are interesting to me
All the facts are written in there
Time capsule
Tells me the time that I must go to sleep
I keep myself clean
I look after myself well
This I can give credit for
Don't you agree with me?
I got to look on the bright side of life
The other side of the grass always looks greener
The way I make my bed that is the way I sleep on it
Look into my eyes and I will tell you who your friends are
Time capsule
Time capsule

Aldo Kraas
Time For A Prayer

It is time for a prayer
Right now
So lets pray for the world
That is in trouble

Aldo Kraas
Time For Gentle Light

It is time for gentle light
And God knows that
Because he deliver us
The gentle light first thing in the morning
and by the time that we are up
The gentle light we will see
Through the rest of the day

Aldo Kraas
Time For Miracles

Now we are feeling
That it is the right time for miracles

Aldo Kraas
Time Goes By Day By Day

Time goes by day by day
Playing that game with your mind
There are times that the words
Are twisted in your mind
And you try very hard to communicate
Your needs

Aldo Kraas
Time Is Going By So Fast

Time is going by so fast
And to be honest with you I can't believe it
Because we just put summer to bed
But every time I think about summer I get sad and lonely

Aldo Kraas
Time Is Never On Her Side

Time is never on her side
And time is always working against her
To be honest with you I don't know why
Is time her worst enemy?
I wondre sometimes if time is her worst enemy

Aldo Kraas
Time Is Running Out

Time is running short
And I have
To be on time
At God's house
God doesn't like
When I arrive
Late for the service
I try to be on time
But I always fail
On that
That is something
That I need to work on

Aldo Kraas
Time Is Running Out For Me

Time is running out for me
Because I had planned to plan my life today
In full colors

Aldo Kraas
Time Pieces

I am stressed out
I am tired
I am angry
I am upset
I am hungry
I am nagged to death
I am a little down
I am cold
I am frustrated
I am treated like a child

Aldo Kraas
Time Rhapsody

The time can't help him at all
Because he is not going to change with the time
Unless a brick falls into his head
And I doubt that very much
The time can't take his anger away
Because he is angry at everybody at all
And also he snaps at everybody all the time

Aldo Kraas
Time Seems Like A Race

Time seems
Like a race
For me
More than
Anything

Aldo Kraas
Time Should Heal Us

Time should heal us
From our sickness
Time should heal us
From our sadness

Aldo Kraas
Time Song

You got too much time in your hands
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Time To Go Song

It is time for me to go
And think it over
I won't make any quick decision
So I think it is time for me to sleep on it
Until tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
Time To Put The Past And The Worries Behind You

It is time to put the past and the worries behind you
By not allowing the past and the worries to take over your entire life
But if you allow your past to take over your entire life you will be drowned in your sorrow
And if you allow your worries to take over your life you will be Overwhelmed

Aldo Kraas
Time To Reflect On Courage Yesterday And Tomorrow

It is time
To reflect
On courage
Yesterday and tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
Time To Stop Song

It is time to stop fighting with people
It is time to stop hating people

Aldo Kraas
Time To Talk With God

Now it is the right time for me
To talk to God
Because I have the time
And it feels perfect for me to do it
Are you ready for me?
Are you ready to hear me?
So can I please talk without any interruptions?
My depression came back again

Aldo Kraas
Time Will Tell

Time will tell me
Which one I love
And which one I hate the most
Time will tell me
About the things that I have to concentrate in my life

Aldo Kraas
Time, Time, Time, Time,
Sometimes I don't know how to make use of it
Time, time, time, time,
Sometimes I am worn out
Without energy

Aldo Kraas
Tired

I am tired of feeling tired
I am tired of feeling sad
I am tired of always feeling hungry
I am tired of always hearing the same song being played on the radio
I am tired of hearing about war

Aldo Kraas
Tired Of Living Song

I am tired of living
Sometimes I am
And I have to admit it
To all of you
That it happens when I have enough of the things that I am doing

Aldo Kraas
To Enjoy

To enjoy life
We need friends
A little money
We need to keep ourselves busy
We need to socialize with people
We need to develop that intimacy
We need to pray
We need to take care of our health
We need to take care of our daily hygiene
We need to take care of our daily diet
We need to meditate
We need to go for walks
We need to get some fresh air
We need to fill our minds with positive thoughts
We need to believe in ourselves
We need to trust ourselves
We need to love ourselves
We need to care for each other
To enjoy the songs of the birds
To enjoy the peace and harmony
To relieve the stress that is in our lives
To be ourselves

Aldo Kraas
To Achieve And Exceed Our Goals

To achieve
And exceed
Our goals
We first
Need to work
Hard at them

Aldo Kraas
To Add To Life

There is music
To add to life
That brings peace into our lives

Aldo Kraas
To Arrive At The Sky

To arrive
In the sky
The bird
Has to fly
High

Aldo Kraas
To Be Able To Dream Of Love

I first have to know you well
And then I have to see you how you look in real life
So that I can be able to dream with you every night
And I hope that the dreams that I will have with you will be sweet
Because I am dying already to see you in my dreams
And I know for a fact that you will live in my dreams every night
But in my dreams every night I will see you going through different Faces of your life because some of the faces of your life
Are sad, complicated, happy, guilty. and lonely

Aldo Kraas
To Be Alive

In order for me to be alive I will need love
In order for me to be alive I will need a friend
In order for me to be alive I will need to love myself

Aldo Kraas
To Be Happy

In order
To be happy
You need to live in peace
In order
To be happy
You need to exercise daily

Aldo Kraas
To Be Human

To be human
Do I need to trust in humans?

Aldo Kraas
To Be Left Behind Song

It is not easy to be left behind
Specially when you are a kid
And you mother and father goes
On a vacation without you
And your grandmother and grandfather is the one
That have to take care of you
Sometimes the kid feels heart broken

Aldo Kraas
To Be My Enemy Song

To be my enemy
You have to charge me for something that
I don't want or need
And that alone would upset me
Because I am human
Just like everybody else

Aldo Kraas
To Be Or Not To Be In Bed Sleeping

To be or not to be in bed sleeping
That is your choice
And I leave it up to you when you want to go to bed
When you are tired you need to go to bed
When you are not tired you don't need to go to bed
Because that is not going to do you any good

Aldo Kraas
To Be Somebody

Today in the world
You need an education
In order to get a job

Aldo Kraas
To Bring You Home Is Wonderful

To bring you home is wonderful
Because you belong at home with me
And I want you to live home with me
Because you are my daughter
And you are dad's girl also

Aldo Kraas
To Care Song

To care for others
Can be so rewarding
Because you are giving your time to them
When they need you the most

Aldo Kraas
To Confront Our Fears

What can we do to confront our fears?
First we have to know our fears

Aldo Kraas
To Connect With God

What do we have to do to connect with God?
What we have to do to connect with God is to pray
Because prayer bring us closer to God

Aldo Kraas
To Earn A Living

He said that he enjoys visiting this place again and again
This place is wonderful
This place is breathtaking
There is nothing like the sea
He loves nature
He wishes he could just live near the sea
But there would not be no work for him to do
He must work
To earn a living

Aldo Kraas
To Embed Our Deceased

Nobody lives forever
We only live once
And we never know when we are going to die
There will come a day to embed our deceased
In the cemetery
Were they will rest forever

Aldo Kraas
To Embed Our Deceased

Nobody lives forever
We only live once
And we never know when we are going to die
There will come a day to embed our deceased
In the cemetery
Were they will rest forever

Aldo Kraas
To Escape The Pain

To escape the pain
I will try not to think about it
To escape the pain
I will try to hide it from others

Aldo Kraas
To Fade Away Song

The sun wants to fade away
And even though it is hard for me to accept it
I must not hold the sun back
Or make the sun a prisoner of mine
Because the sun needs to live his life
And I need to live mine
I need to put and end to my selfishness
Because if not it will make me sour and bitter in the inside

Aldo Kraas
To Go This Far Song

To
Go this far
To be with the one that you love
Is worth
More than a thousand words

Aldo Kraas
To Heaven

To heaven I will go some day
And that I know for sure
But before I go to heaven I need to be dead
In order to go to heaven

Aldo Kraas
To Hell

To hell with the house work
To hell with the grocery shopping
To hell with the home work
It is New Years Day,
A good excuse to party all night
It is junk food day all right

Aldo Kraas
To Her Daughter

I know I am sounding
Like I am nagging at you
So please clean your room tonight
It is a mess

Aldo Kraas
To Hold My Hand

Dear God
I need you to hold my hand while we walk outside
Because than we can walk together
And you don't have to walk in front
And I won't have to walk behind you
But besides that we can have a talk while we walk together holding Hands

Aldo Kraas
To Hold You Close

I want to hold you close
To my heart
My dear friend
Forever

Aldo Kraas
To Hurt My Heart

You planned to hurt my heart
For a long time
You did it friend
Know what?
Are you satisfied?

Aldo Kraas
To Know What Love Is

To know what love is
You will need to love someone
And after you do
You will find out what
Love really is

Aldo Kraas
To Know Who We Are

To know who we are
We have to learn about ourselves first
And explore our roots

Aldo Kraas
To Learn To Grow, To Move, To Love, To Live

To learn to grow, to move, to love, to live
To learn to grow you have to take risks in your life
Because life is full of risks
To learn to move you have to be active
To learn to love you must be loved by somebody
To learn to live you have to learn to explore everything that is available
And not be afraid to make mistakes
Because you only learn when you make mistakes

Aldo Kraas
To Love

To love music
You first have to like it
To love a person
You have to show it
To love poetry
You have to read it
To love sea food
You have to try it

Aldo Kraas
To Love Once More Theme

I want to love once more God
I want to love once more the sun

Aldo Kraas
To Love Song

You got to be inspired
By somebody
To love the things that you do
Each day

Aldo Kraas
To Me Song

The best thing that could happen to me
Was God
Honestly
Because he guided me everywhere I needed to go
And he made sure that I walked the right paths
So I could get there faster
And without any problems

Aldo Kraas
To Merge

It is not a problem
For me to merge
With the sky
At night
Because I am that
Beautiful moom
Even though
I am dying to be with the sky

Aldo Kraas
To My Brother

We known each other for a long time
We grow up together
We live in different countries
But never the last we love each other
We have a great thing going for us
We can still talk on the phone or email each other
For sure time goes by fast
You are married now and have a lovely wife and a beautiful son
That God gave you
Without Good in our lives, our lives are empty
Good keep us going, he give us the peace and strength we
Need to grow
God died for us, he gave us our life
The best gift he could give us
God is protecting us from the evil things that comes into our ways
God love is special because his love never dies
We are his children and he made us in a special way
God never let us down, he understand us because he made us

Aldo Kraas
To My Dearest

To my dearest
Friend
You mean
So much
To me

Aldo Kraas
To My Juliet Song

I
want to say
To my Juliet
That I love her
And that I will always do
From the bottom of my heart
I want to say
To my Juliet
That I will go for walks with her to the river side

Aldo Kraas
To Our Hearts

It will be so hard
To take that pain away
That is inside our hearts
Because so many people
Had inflicted our hearts
With pain
And we still feel the pain in our hearts

Aldo Kraas
To Our Heart's Keeper

To our hearts keeper
Please take good care of our hearts
Because that is the only thing that we have

Aldo Kraas
To Our World

To
Our
World
I
Pray
Each
Day
And
I
hope
To
See
The
Color
Of
The
Rainbow
Each
Day
After
The
Rain

Aldo Kraas
To Paradise

To the paradise we will go today
Because we are tired of living in Toronto
And we feel that we need a change from Toronto

Aldo Kraas
To Piece Together A Hundred Dreams

It is very hard for me
To piece together a hundred dreams
That belongs to different people

Aldo Kraas
To Release Myself

Now
Came the time for me
To release myself from the darkness
And learn to embrace the light
That God is ready to give to me
And I accept the light from God

Aldo Kraas
To Rely

It is
Hard
When
You rely
On
Somebody

Aldo Kraas
To The Brothers Fields

We walk in the road
Until we reach the end of the road
And there
We will
Find
The brothers fields

Aldo Kraas
To The Children Of The World

We wish happiness
To the children of the world
And also peace

Aldo Kraas
To The Devil Of Her Life

The devil is the one
who is always running after her
Even when she is sleeping
At night in her own bed
The devil wants her to suffer
Every day

Aldo Kraas
To The Eagles

To
The
Eagles
I
Am
Singing
A
Song
All
The
Eagles
I
Can
See

Aldo Kraas
To the people of China
I send love
And a special prayer
That I am writing right now
Dear God
Please watch after the people in China
That had lost so much
During this earth quake
Dear God
I ask you
To comfort those who had lost their homes
And their loved ones
During this earth quake

Aldo Kraas
To The Person

To the person that hates me so much
Please stay away from me
And please don't write any letters to me

Aldo Kraas
To The World

To the world
I am very important
Because I travel all over the world

Aldo Kraas
To Understand Me

To understand me
Is to talk to me
And also to let me be me
And not put me down
And not judge me
And not laugh at me
And not put words into my mouth
And not control me
Yes there might be things that you don't agree
How I dress myself
How I communicate
What I am talking about
My opinions about things
The songs I like
The foods I like
The way I live my life
The friends I have

Aldo Kraas
To Understand You Song

To understand you
I have to read about you
In books
Or meet you face to face
If that is posible

Aldo Kraas
To Watch Watch A Young Child Growing

TO
Watch
A
Young
Child
Growing
Is
A
Wonderful
Gift

Aldo Kraas
To Whom He Had Sung

To
Whom
He
Had
Sung
A
Beautiful
Song
That
Had
A
Strong
Message
About
Freedom
And
Hope

Aldo Kraas
To Whom It Makes Me Happy

When the ask me  
About what I love  
Right away comes my heart  
And tells them  
The night stars

Aldo Kraas
To Whom It May Concern

To whom It may concern
I could never leave you behind
or homeless
I have a place for you
There is a room
In my house for you
So you don't have
To live in the streets any more
I will feed you also
And you have a nice warm bed

Aldo Kraas
To Whom We Are Allowed To Love

To whom we are
Allowed to love
Because our
Parents gave us
Their permission
And we can love
Each other
Just like
A perfect couple

Aldo Kraas
To You

To you
I give thanks
My God
To you
I pray
My God
To you
I ask
For forgiveness
Every day

Aldo Kraas
To You Sonata

I write a poem
To you
To you
I sing a song
So that can bright up your life
Today
Because I know that you are sad today
And also crying right right now

Aldo Kraas
To You Song

The people
Of the land brought to you
A wonderful gift from the land
And the wonderful gift that the people
Of the land gave to you
Is the anise so you could use it in your own cooking
Or to make a liquor

Aldo Kraas
To You, My Love

To you, my love
I give you a
Beautiful
White
Rose
From my garden
And there
Is no better
Way to
Express
My feelings
To you
By giving
You a rose

Aldo Kraas
Tobacco Fields

Tobacco fields
Are own
By the tobacco farmers

Aldo Kraas
Tobby Blues

Wake up
Sister
And
Don't
Forget
To
Sing
The
Tobby
Blues
Because
You need
To
Practice
It
My
Sister
Every day
And the more you sing
Every day
You will get better
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Toda a madrugada
I stay up late
And I wait until you come home
Because when you arrive
At the madrugada
At home it gives me the thrill
Just to see you come in through the front door
Of our house
And the thrill climb all over my spine
Giving me the chills

Aldo Kraas
Today

Today
I am touched
I am feeling
So emotional
I am grateful
To be here
In this planet
To live and be
Free

Aldo Kraas
Today And Forever

Today and forever I will
Celebrate my achievements
Because when I see the big picture
I get so proud of me
And one thing that I have to remember is that
Once I finished one achievement.

Aldo Kraas
Today For Instance

Today for instance
It is the 3rd day of lent
And we give up meat for the whole week

Aldo Kraas
Today I Laughed

Today I laughed
Without any resignation

Aldo Kraas
Today I Took You Under My Wings

Today I took you under my wings
And I brought you into my home
That is heaven
Also remember that heaven
Is your home now
Where you belong now

Aldo Kraas
Today I Will Believe In Tomorrow

Since nothing is going right today
Today I will believe in tomorrow
Because I think tomorrow
I will have a better luck in completing all my tasks
And I know that I will have more energy tomorrow
If I can get my sleep back in control
Because right now it is not
To be honest with you and myself I am getting up
At different times everyday
And I also feel that it is killing me slowly everyday
By having no energy to do anything
I feel emotional and physically drained at night
I don't believe it is all my fault
My sleeping pill doesn't seem to work anymore

Aldo Kraas
Today I

Today I serve my God
Today I give myself to God
Today I give my gifts to God

Aldo Kraas
Today Is Just Another Day

Today is just another day
That is very bright
In the morning and afternoon
Today is just another day
That will be bright also for a long period

Aldo Kraas
Today Is Not A Good Day

Today is not a good day to talk
Today is not a good day to laugh
Today is not a good day for you to ask me
To do any favors
Because today I just can’t deliver them

Aldo Kraas
Today Is The Day And The Time Is Now

Today it is the day and the time is now to go to sleep
Today it is the day and the time is now to eat a healthy breakfast
Today it is the day and the time to enjoy a little peace at home
Today it is the day and the time to grow spiritually
Today it is the day and the time to welcome all creeds to the church
Today it is the day and time to compose a love song for friends, couples, Lovers, mothers, and daughters and sons
Today it is the day and the time to pay tribute to those who served in The army
Today it is the day and the time to pay tribute to the fellow police men Of our country that makes our community safe and keeps the criminals In jail

Aldo Kraas
Today Sonata

Today it is the day that you will be strong again
Today is the day that you need to be proud about you

Aldo Kraas
Today There Is A Moment Of Silence

Today there is a moment of silence
So lets embrace it
Because tomorrow might be too late
That silence can be peaceful today
And what about tomorrow?
We don't know yet
The reason we don't know yet it is because we
Are not there yet

Aldo Kraas
Today We See You

Today we see you smiling finally
And that is a good news to us
Today we see you up early
Because we never saw you up early before

Aldo Kraas
Today You Heard My Silent Pleas God

Today
You heard my silent pleas
First thing in the morning
God

Aldo Kraas
Today's World Needs Him Song

Today's world needs him
To clean up the mess that is
In this world
How is he going to clean up the mess that is going on in the world?
I believe that is a good question

Aldo Kraas
Todo Mi Corazón

Todo mi corazón
Is without love
Todo mi corazón
Is feeling so lonely

Aldo Kraas
Todos Los Dias

Todos los dias
I know where to turn for help

Aldo Kraas
Todos Os Dias

Todos os dias
I think about you all
And
Todos os dias
It makes me a little sad
Because all you
live in different places

Aldo Kraas
Together Forever

Together forever
In life
And in dreams

Aldo Kraas
To love and be loved
To hold and be hold
To smile and be happy
To live a normal life is to take the risks
To do the job well
You have to prove to yourself that you can do the job
And to take the challenge that comes with it
To have wisdom
Is to keep what you learned from work and life experience with you
To do a good job
It is needed for you to be relaxed
By being relaxed you will perform much better
To gain respect from others you must first give
Because respect is not given it has to be earned
To lie about something it is not good
Because you are only hurting yourself
To explore new ways in life
It will help you to grow and achieve your goals
To talk about somebody behind his or her back is destructive
To have some friends in life
You have to first meet them
And let the friendship grow, because it can’t grow overnight
To forgive someone for his or her mistakes it is hard to do
But sometimes it is needed for you to do so you can live in peace with Yourself and others
To have confidence
Is to trust yourself
And to know yourself and know your weakness and strength
To walk a new path
Is to discovered something new
Because when one door closes the other opens
To thank someone for what they done for you
Will let them know how much their help is appreciated for what they Done for you

Aldo Kraas
Tomorrow I Will Soar Into The Night Sky

Tomorrow I will soar into the night sky
Like a
Seagull
And
The night will still be bright until 8: 00 pm
Because it is summer
And it will only get dark at 9: 00 pm

Aldo Kraas
Tomorrow Morning Song

Tomorrow morning
You will celebrate
Christmas
Finally

Aldo Kraas
Tonight

Tonight
I give
My life
To Good
Tonight
I celebrate
My life
With God

Aldo Kraas
Tonight I Am Watching The Stars

Tonight I am watching the stars
That are shining in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Tonight I Can Write The Good Lines

Tonight I can write the good lines
In my poems
Because I am not tired

Aldo Kraas
Tonight I Need A Drink

Tonight I need a drink
To forget my pain and my lonely hours
That I spend alone
Looking
At the four walls
Sometimes
The drink is the
Companion
Of my lonely hours

Aldo Kraas
Tonight II

Tonight
I am hoping that I can fall asleep
And have a good night sleep
Because sometimes I have problems with my sleep

Aldo Kraas
Tonight Is The Night Sonata

Tonight is the night
To stay warm inside
Tonight is the night
To rest
Tonight is the night
To make peace
With everyone
That sad bad things about you

Aldo Kraas
Tonight Song

Tonight
I am going to cook
A very good meal
For myself
That I can’t find anywhere else

Aldo Kraas
Too Deep

My sleep is too deep
My dreams at night are too deep
And the silence of the night is too deep

Aldo Kraas
Too Distant

I am too
Distant
From
My friend
From
The
Ocean
From
The
Church

Aldo Kraas
Too Early

It is too early for you
To say good bye
To all the people you
Know here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Too Late Song

It is too late
To apologize to someone
For breaking their heart

Aldo Kraas
Too Late To Realize

Too late to realize
That none of the other people
Believe in God
Because they are atheist

Aldo Kraas
Too Many Flaws In My Life

I Have Too many Flaws To deal with my life

Aldo Kraas
Too Many Rivers For Me To Cross

Too
Many
Rivers
For
Me
To
Cross
It
Will
Take
Me
A
Long
Time
To
Do it

Aldo Kraas
Too Many Words To Write Down

Too many words to write down
In no time
That is because the words are coming out of my head very fast
And I have to be able to write it down fast
And also I have to concentrate when I am writing the words down so I don't make any mistakes

Aldo Kraas
Too Many Worries Theme

Too many worries
Are coming out of my head
And it leaves me overwhelmed

Aldo Kraas
Too Marvelous For Words

Today is a sunny day
And it is too marvelous for worlds
I must confess to anyone that is prepared to listen to me
That I don't know what to say about the sun
But I am happy to have it
At the same time

Aldo Kraas
Too Much Fire On My Brains

Too much fire on my brains
And I can feel
My brains burning away
The pain is going on
Non stop

Aldo Kraas
Too Much Of A Temptation

Coffee left inside the coffee maker
Orange juice left inside the fridge
Bread left on the toaster
Cookies left on top of the coffee table
And all the things that are mentioned in here
Are too much of a temptation for me
Because I am a diabetic

Aldo Kraas
Too Much Song

I had too much coffee to drink
I had too much sleep lately
And that is good

Aldo Kraas
Too Old For What?

Are you too old for what?
Are you too old to climb
Mount Everest?

Aldo Kraas
We light the torch
And we carry it
In our hands
To bring
Light
To where we
Walk at night

Aldo Kraas
Torn

Torn
Life
By sadness
By loneliness
By sleepless nights
By bad dreams
By eaching heart

Aldo Kraas
There Is A Women Out There That Is Torn Between Love And Hate

Aldo Kraas
Toronto

Toronto you are in my mind always
Because I think about you everyday
And you never leave my mind
I also dream with you every night Toronto
Toronto you are a part of my everyday life
Toronto I call you my home

Aldo Kraas
Toronto My Kind Of City

I can't imagine me living
Anywhere else than Toronto
Because Toronto is my kind of city

Aldo Kraas
Toronto Symphony # 1

Toronto is growing everyday  
Because new buildings in Toronto is going up everywhere  
And I believe that soon the view will be blocked  
But I believe that one day we won't have the green space anymore  
Because the green space will be filled with buildings  
Can we save the green space in Toronto?  
Does anybody cares about the green space in Toronto  
And Toronto is not a clean city  
it is very dirty indeed and the reason for that is that everybody litter the Street everywhere they go  
And the streets in Toronto are full of potholes

Aldo Kraas
Toronto's Theme

Make
Toronto
A part of your daily life

Aldo Kraas
Toss A Coin On The Pavement

Friend lets
Toss a coin
On the pavement
And see what happens

Aldo Kraas
Touch

Touch my hair and feel how soft it is
Touch the sky bird and fly away
Touch the bed sheets in my naked skin
Touch my beautiful face
Touch my hands and feel the warmth
Because in my hands are the power to heal you
Touch the sunset
Feel the fresh air
Touch my back and massage it
It will make me feel good and relaxed again

Aldo Kraas
Touch Me Song

God
Touch me
With your healing hands
My heart
And please heal my heart
Because my heart is in pain

Aldo Kraas
Touch My Soul

Touch
My soul
And heal
It
With your
Holy hands
You have

Aldo Kraas
Touching Song

God is touching our faces  
With his hands today  
And we feel relieved at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Tout De Suite

I will see the sunrise
Every morning
When I get up
Tout de suite

Aldo Kraas
Towards Her

We are moving towards her
Every time that we walk
And that is good
Because if she needs to talk
While we are walking
We can hear her
without any problems

Aldo Kraas
Town In You

I see that town in
And that town
Is not the right place
For me I am afraid

Aldo Kraas
Toys

Toys
Are there for the pleasure of the toddlers
And the toddlers have lots of fun with the toys
Because they play with them

Aldo Kraas
Trace

Trace your footsteps
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Traces

The traces of my life that I leave behind
You can see
And notice it

Aldo Kraas
Traces Of Autumn

Traces of autumn
Traces of autumn

Aldo Kraas
Traces Of Hate

I see traces of hate inside of your eyes
I see traces of hate also when you talk about her
And I sympathize with you
Because you have the right to hate somebody
Also she must hate you
The same way that you hate her

Aldo Kraas
Tracking The Life

It is hard for me to keep
Tracking of my life
Because sometimes it is a long day
And sometimes it is a short day

Aldo Kraas
Trade Song

Trade your pain
With God
Trade your anger
For meditation
With the people
That you have contact
In your life

Aldo Kraas
Trail Is It A Long Way To Go?

I am sorry
For the sky
Again
But today
I wanted
To say
Something
About peace

Aldo Kraas
Trail Of Broken Hearts

All the broken hearts from the people
Are buried in the trail of broken hearts
And I am the only one that is walking in the trail of broken hearts
Because I am hopping to find my broken heart and dig it up
And take it with me to God’s house to see if good can revive my heart
Or give me a new heart because I need one or the other

Aldo Kraas
Train Of Happiness

The train of happiness
Is leaving down any minute
Hury hury
You don't want to be left behind
If you want to find happiness
You have to board the train of happiness
Like everybody else
I am boarding it

Aldo Kraas
Train Rhapsody

The train is moving
Out of the city
Into the country
And every scene
That I see
When I look out
Of the window of the
Train is different
And to be honest
With you
It lifts up my spirit
During this beautiful journey
Of my life

Aldo Kraas
Trains And Winter Rains

I remember very well
The trains and winter rains
From the time that I was young until now
Back than i used to ride on the old fahion trains
And the winter reins
Were not that pleasant as the summer

Aldo Kraas
Trains In Heaven

There are trains in heaven
Running in the train tracks
Every half an hour
Transporting
Your loved ones
While the trains are moving
To different places
The scene in heven
Changes

Aldo Kraas
Transformations

I am going through
Some transformations
In my life
That God
Is making in my life
Right now

Aldo Kraas
Trapez Inside Your Heart

There are so many
Animals that are
Trapez inside your heart
And they are trying so hard to get out of your heart

Aldo Kraas
Treat Me Like A Men

Treat me like a men
And not like a child
Because I am not one

Aldo Kraas
Tree Of Knowledge Song

I belong to that tree of knowledge
Because I have so much
Knowledge in poetry
And that knowledge I use everyday
In my life
To write my poetries

Aldo Kraas
Trials

I am going through
All the trials
God
Made me do
And God
Will see
That I get through
It

Aldo Kraas
Tribute To Me

I am a fine men
With a big heart
I am not young anymore
I love to help others that need my help
And I get lots of satisfaction back

Aldo Kraas
Tribute To My God

God
I am so thankful
For the new day that you brought to me
The night is now finally over
And soon the morning sky will clear

Aldo Kraas
Dear Neil Young
I hope that you can live a healthy life
And be around for a few more years
I also hope that you live a free life
You have the right to speak your mind
Because you live in a free country

Aldo Kraas
Tribute To Princess Diana

I love the marble garden
And there is where
I come and pay
Tribute to Princess Diana
After she died
Ten years ago

Aldo Kraas
Tribute To The Women

Women wash the dirty laundry at home
They satisfy there desires
Of women on human beings in the streets
Women wash
Women iron
Women is needed the whole time
To cook also

Aldo Kraas
Trio

There are
Three people
In the orchestra
Singing the trio

Aldo Kraas
Tristesa

Tristesa leaves in the sky
And when the sky turns gray
The planet earth becomes full
Of tristesa

Aldo Kraas
Tristeza Fado

Tristeza
I don’t you like a friend
Because all you give me is tristesa
That kills my happiness everyday
And the moment that you arrive everytime
Is when I am happy
But you try so hard to destroy the happy times
That I am happy
Every time when you arrive
Also when you do that you make me angry
Tristeza
But you seem to love to see me angry also
Tristeza

Aldo Kraas
Tropicália

Tropicália
A home
Where
All the tropical
Birds and animals
Live
How is the global warming
Going to affect
Tropicália
Tropicália
Is our roots
There are nattives that live
On Tropicália

Aldo Kraas
Trouble

God is in trouble because he is trying very hard to end the war in the world
But nobody in the world is listening to God anyway
And God is trying very hard to interfere with the people that are causing the war
And also they are threatening God by saying if he doesn't stay out of it they will kill God
I am in trouble already because it is not even the end of the month and my money is finished

Aldo Kraas
Trouble Is My Only Friend

Trouble is my only friend
It seems
Because one way or another
It comes to me
I am not the cause of the trouble
There are other things involved

Aldo Kraas
True Goodness Comes Out From The Heart

True goodness comes out
From the heart
Every time you help somebody
You will feel good
Knowing that you did a good deed for the day

Aldo Kraas
True Love Hymn

Who can show her that true love?
Who can give her that true love?

Aldo Kraas
True Love II

I got that true love
From God

Aldo Kraas
True Love Song

We found
True love
Inside of our hearts
Today to give to
Each other
Because
We felt good about
Each other

Aldo Kraas
Trust In Me

I never made you cry
So trust in me

Aldo Kraas
Trust In Me Hymn

Trust in me
Trust in me
Because I am
Your God
And you all are my children
That I had created in my image

Aldo Kraas
Trust In The Lord

Trust in the Lord
Because he is always watching out for you

Aldo Kraas
Trust in yourself
Because
That is the biggest thing that you can do
For yourself right now

Aldo Kraas
Trust Me

Trust me with all your heart
Tonight it is the night I ask you to marry me
Come and be my wife
Lot’s of smile’s you gave me
I see happiness rising in your eyes
I am happy
I want you my lovely wife
You are my wife from today on
Life is too beautiful
I need someone to share that beautiful life with
There are times that I am too scared to face the world alone
I don’t know where to turn

Aldo Kraas
Trust Me Hymn

Trust me
Because I want to be
Friends with all of you
And you all are choosing
Somebody else
Don't you stop and think
For a minute
Because you all are hurting me
And what do you want me to do?
Change the color of my skin?
I can't do that
Why because my parents were white
And that's why I am white

Aldo Kraas
Trust Me Its Not Fun

Trust me its not fun
To be fat
But I am doing
Something about it
I am going on a diet
Because I have diabetes
And I need to loose weight

Aldo Kraas
Trust Song

Trust your God
With all your heart, mind, and soul
Trust your instinct
When something is wrong
Or when Something you want so bad
But you don't know how to get it or achieve it

Aldo Kraas
Trust Your Instincts

Trust your instincts
If something
Doesn't feel
Right to you
It means
That
It is not safe
For you to do it
So please
Let somebody
Else do that

Aldo Kraas
Truth In My Own Words

Now
I always tell the truth
In my own words
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
Try

Try to be yourself
Try not to judge others
Try to live in peace
With yourself
And others

Aldo Kraas
Try Song

Try to be happy
Try to smile
Try to go to sleep
For a while
Because you look so tired to me
Again

Aldo Kraas
Try To Remember

Try to remember to include others
When you are doing something
Why should they be left alone?
Try to remember that they did things for you
So now it is pay back time

Aldo Kraas
Try To Remember God

Try to remember God
Because he gave your life
That you are living now

Aldo Kraas
Try To Understand Others

Please
Try to understand others
When they are talking
To you
Because what they want to tell you
Must be very important to them
Another thing you have to be a good listener
And when you are a good listener you can understand
Others better
This is a fact

Aldo Kraas
Trying To Catch Your Last Breath

So you are trying to catch your last breath

Aldo Kraas
Trying To Forget

I am trying to forget

Aldo Kraas
Trying To Forget Song

Try to forget that he was never in the picture
Even though he is you father
I can understand where you come from
My father was never in the picture either
He was not a family man
He was married to his job and he was an workaholic
He never took a day of from his job
He was very rich and miserable

Aldo Kraas
Trying To Get To Her

Trying to get to her
To tell her that there is so much in my mind
That I want her to know
She is now in heaven with Alan
That happiness that was finally found
There are no mountains low enough for them
No roads wide enough for them
Yes peace surrounds them everyday
Yes I still have there love in my heart, my mind, and my soul
Birds are singing for them in heaven
A song
So peaceful
So beautiful and relaxing to hear
They never get tired of hearing it
God is now on their side
Protecting them and keeping their spirit alive
Their soul is at rest in heaven
The sun always shines in heaven during the day
But at night it is a different thing
The moon and the stars come out in full force
Heaven is a paradise for them
They found it a long time a go
What else could be more beautiful than heaven?

Aldo Kraas
Tu Amor

Tu amor
Is what I need
In my life

Aldo Kraas
Tuesday Evening

The time
That is mine
And nobody else can have
Is
Tuesday evening
And
I like when
My tuesday evening
Is not busy

Aldo Kraas
Turban Men

Turban men
When do you wash all your turbans?

Aldo Kraas
Turkish Lost Love Song

That Turkish
Lost love song
I remember it very well
Because all the words
Are very simple

Aldo Kraas
The child Abuse survivors
Wished that they could have their childhood lives again
But their childhood lives are over
And they were abused by their mothers and fathers
But if I could turn back the clock I would
And I would give their childhood lives back once again but I would never be Able
to look at their mothers and fathers eyes again
It is so ashamed that their mothers and fathers
Had sexually abused them
But I ask myself who can the Child Abuse survivors trust today and always
Also I believe that they know that life is full of roadblocks and pain
Let me do a favor for the child abuse survivor of Canada by working Together
with them to help them relieve their pain of child abuse
Also I will remove the roadblocks from their lives
So that they can live a normal life again by playing their cards safely in their Lives
Because every card represents something new in their lives
Child abuse survivors don't be afraid to dream because dreaming is like
Breathing and you need to breathe in order to survive
Child abuse survivors meditate everyday because by meditating you will get Your energy back
Also child abuse survivor have a positive outlook on life and leave the negative
Thoughts behind or discard the negative thoughts in the Threshold
God I ask you to protect the child abuse everyday and guide them wherever they are
And I say to that long Live the child Abuse survivor

Aldo Kraas
Turn It On Again

Turn it on again
My friend
And I mean the lights
Because I can't change in the dark
So I need the light so that I can see what I am supposed to do when I Am changing so that I can go straight to bed

Aldo Kraas
Turn Me Away

Turn me away
From the devil
That wants a piece of me
Dead or alive

Aldo Kraas
Twelve Red Roses

She put the twelve red velvet roses in a vase
That was on top of her dining room table
And it looked so beautiful inside of the vase
The twelve velvet red rose cheer her up
And she said to me I love the red velvet roses very much
But they are my favorite

Aldo Kraas
Twelve Red Velvet Roses

She put the twelve red velvet roses in a vase
That was on top of her dining room table
And it looked so beutiful inside of the vase
The twelve velvet red rose cheer her up
And she said to me I love the red velvet roses verymuch
But they are my favorite

Aldo Kraas
Twice I've Been Told

Twice I've been told
That it takes
Time to built
Friendships

Aldo Kraas
Twilight And You Song

The twilight and you
Belong together in this world
And I have realized it now
To tell you the truth

Aldo Kraas
Two Different People

Two different people
Black people, white people
Black world, White world
A black person thinks different from the white people
White people thinks highly of himself
White people works very hard for his living
Black's are lazy
They don't want to work, they just want the money
You have to work for the money, they just don't get it
White people knows that there are no free ride in life
Black's want a free ride, there are no free ride in life
Nothing is free in life except for the air that you breathe
The white people have to be careful of what they say to the black People
Whatever you say to the black people if they don't like it they will say it Is discrimination
We can't understand them
They have a mind of their own
The white people are loving and caring
What about the black people?
Not a hope in hell
I don't want any part of the black world
The black world is not safe for me
So I rather stay in my white world where I feel safe
We can't trust them
The reason why there is violence in this world is because the black People cause it
Now they don't like it because they have to live with it
We want a safe world for our people
The black people don't care about it because the only thing they know And seen is violence
There is too much violence on TV
They like it
They like the feeling of danger
We white don't like the feeling of danger
The blacks hate the white people and the white people don't like them Either
The white people knows when to shut up
The black people never knows when to shut up
There is why there are always problem with them
They make life miserable for us
The white people will always be a good friend
The black people can never be your friend
They will take everything they can get from you for free

Aldo Kraas
Two Hearts

Two hearts that can't be broken
Two hearts that are floating in the
Sea of Galilee
Today

Aldo Kraas
Two Lonely Hearts Song

Two lonely hearts
Found God
And they are not lonely anymore
Because they have God
Now

Aldo Kraas
Two Lovely People

Look at the two lovely people
One is God and the other one is me
Can you believe it?
Because I am spending the whole
Saturday with God

Aldo Kraas
Two Of Us

Two of us finally meting face to face
Again in 2011
How lucky we are because we are poets
That lives under the same sky and on earth
Among other poets

Aldo Kraas
Two Signs Song

Two sings
That you are tired
You are falling sleep
And you are having trouble while doing your task
Because you are not able to concentrate in your task

Aldo Kraas
Two Tombstones

Two tombstones
I had found today
At the end of the road
Where I had walked
I never went near it
Because I didn't want to
Disturb the dead ones

Aldo Kraas
Two Years Ago Today

Two years ago today it was the last time we saw each other
From that day on I never left you side
I looked into your eyes and said it repeatedly I love you
Two years ago today we spent our last Christmas together
So many things that you wanted to do, but you couldn’t do it anymore Because of your condition
We had our last Christmas meal together
This time never seems to fade away from my mind; I still remember it Until today
Two years ago today you died at 1: 55 PM
This was the last hello and the last good bye we said to each other
I had done all the crying I needed
Slowly my pains are getting away
My anger is all gone now
It is easier now to talk about you
To tell you the truth, it doesn’t seem like two years

Aldo Kraas
Why mention
The sad things
While there
Are so many
Sad things

Aldo Kraas
Tyrone

Tyrone
You searched for me everywhere
While you walked for 2 hours today
Because you needed me
To help you find a job
Tyrone
I gave you a job in my farm
And you said
I will accept this job
Because I am a farmer

Aldo Kraas
Ubuntu Wine

In my fields in South Africa
Is where
I grow
The grapes
To make
The
Ubuntu wine

Aldo Kraas
Ufo's

Ufo's
I saw it landing
At High park
I saw strange people
Coming out of there space shuttle
I went ahead
To see what was that
And the others follow me
I was surprise
Others were in shock
They were aliens
I don't know which planet they live on
I don't know the nane either
If you ask me

Aldo Kraas
Um Beijo

Um beijo
That God gave me
That was so sweet
Just like honey
I remembered it very well
Because it happened last night
Before I went to bed

Aldo Kraas
Uma Historia De Amor

Uma historia de amor
We live each in uma historia de amor
That is filled with love
Because God fills our lives with his love
And we have plenty of love to give to each other
Uma historia de amor
Is a beautiful history of two people that are deep in love with each other

Aldo Kraas
Un Jardin Sur La Terre Theme

God gave us
Un jardin sur la terre
So that we could plant
Our food daily
From seeds
And at the same time we have to water the seeds
That we planted
Or otherwise it will die without water
Also we believe that would be a waste
For us and for God

Aldo Kraas
Una Historia De Amor

Una historia de amor
That she is reading to us
Is about the love that God
Have given to us

Aldo Kraas
Una Serata Speciale

Una serata speciala
That had a beautiful sunset
In the sky
That I had watched
From my balcony
Was beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Unavailable

Unavailable for a date
Unavailable to help you out
Unavailable for comments

Aldo Kraas
Unbalanced Life

My life is unbalanced
And it needs
A lot of different things
Spiritual healing
Strong bond with God
Love from people

Aldo Kraas
Unbreak My Life

Unbreak my life
That was
Left with so many
Scars
That are hard to heal
Unbreak my life
That was left with so many hurts
Because the people had given it to me
And
All the hurts that the people had given
To me I feel in my heart
Unbreak my life
Because sometimes
I am afraid to get hurt even more
And I don't want to have anything
To do with the people that I don't know

Aldo Kraas
Unbroken

My heart is umbroken
My life is umbroken
My heart is umbroken
My brains is umbroken
My chest is umbroken
My back is umbroken
My legs are umbroken

Aldo Kraas
Uncaring People

Uncaring people
Why can't you all change?
That is because none of you couldn't care less
About others
And you all think that the only thing that matters
Are all of you
Except others

Aldo Kraas
Uncharted Water

have the feeling that what they call the unsinkable boat will sink this time On
the Atlantic sea
But I am sorry darling we will no longer go on that journey together
We will go on a different journey by plane and not by boat
Because the boat doesn't sound safe to us anymore because it travels Through
uncharted waters
And if it is for us to be together and live together
Let us do it right for once
By traveling by air and not by boat
And that alone doesn't mean that I am only thinking of myself
I am thinking for both of us
Because I want the best for us
I want to wake up having you near me
I want to tell you my histories of childhood
And I want to grow old loving you
I want us to master our lives the best ways that we can
And let us not point the finger at each other by saying you are always Wrong
Or right
But let us accept that we make mistakes also
And that is normal
Because we only learn by making mistakes

Aldo Kraas
Uncharted Waters

I have the feeling that what they call the unsinkable boat will sink this Time on the Atlantic sea
But I am sorry darling we will no longer go on that journey together
We will go on a different journey by plane and not by boat
Because the boat doesn't sound safe to us anymore because it travels through uncharted waters
And if it is for us to be together and live together
Let us do it right for once
By traveling by air and not by boat
And that alone doesn't mean that I am only thinking of myself
I am thinking for both of us
Because I want the best for us
I want to wake up having you near me
I want to tell you my histories of childhood
And I want to grow old loving you

Aldo Kraas
Unconsolable

Sometimes
We feel
That we are
Unconsolable
Because
We might
Had lost
A loved one

Aldo Kraas
Under Age

You are under age my little men
And there is no fun for you
Because where the grown ups go
You can't go
Like the bars, the liquor store, or pubs

Aldo Kraas
Under My Feathers

Under my feathers
On the grass
I find some worms
To feed my younge babies
And me

Aldo Kraas
Under The Black Skies

She is my friend
And she walks the street of Toronto with her husband and Mabel her Belog Dog
under black skies
But the rain keeps falling down non stop
And poor Mabel gets wet from the rain
And my friend and her husband is wearing their raincoats amd they have Their
umbrella open and they are holding it while they walk
But my friend and her husband and Mabel are the only people that are Walking in
the streets of Toronto
Also I believe that the rain will clean the air today and will make it Easier for us
to breath for once

Aldo Kraas
Under The Blanket

The cat is hidden under the blanket
Because he loves that blanket very much

Aldo Kraas
Under The Blanket Song

The cat is hidden under the blanket
Because he loves that blanket very much

Aldo Kraas
Under The Dark Tree

Under the dark tree
I rest mo by and my mind
Today
Because my body is tired
And is pleading for me
To give it a rest
But my mind is worn out
Today
Even though my mind did a lot of work

Aldo Kraas
Under The Rose

The bird lives under the rose
Because I see him everyday
When I come to the park
So that I can get some fresh air at the same time

Aldo Kraas
Under The Sea Symphony

Under the sea
The octopus, sharks, sea turtle, and water snake lives
And they all swim on the water

Aldo Kraas
Understand Song

Please understand that you belong to me
Please understand that I belong to you
Why?
Because God Gave you to me
And he also offered me to you
Please understand that we are both unique

Aldo Kraas
Undo The Hurt

God
Please
Undo
The
Hurt
That
Is
Inside
My
Heart
That
Is
Giving
Me
So
Much
Pain

Aldo Kraas
Undone

So many things are left undone
That is because of the time
That seems to fly away so fast

Aldo Kraas
Une Autre Vie

She died this morning
And I know that it is said
To see somebody's mother die
But that is not our will or our wish for anybody's mother
To die
But we can't forget that God gave her
Une autre vie
In heaven
Where the birds sing everyday
Very happy

Aldo Kraas
Unexpected

The
Unexpected
Freezing
Rain
That
Falls
Into
The
Ground
Making
It
Impossible
For
Us
to
Walk

Aldo Kraas
Unexpected Love

You gave me
That unexpected love today

Aldo Kraas
Unexpected Song

The fire man is rushing in from the rain inside this chapel
Inside this chapel we are
There they are playing an unexpected song
The world is falling a part
The world needs our help
We can save the world by working together
Why don’t we?
Because human beings don’t think it is our problem
Do they forget that this world is ours?
We all say it is not our problem; nobody wants to do anything
Time is running out people
The world needs our help
How can we help it?
By stopping the war from going on
It is killing our people
It is destroying our world
Destroying our lives
There are people living outside our world that doesn’t have anything
They are starving and living in the streets
Why can’t we help them?
Is that because we are too proud of ourselves or afraid to do it?
Human beings don’t realize how lucky they are to have what they have
Today in this world human beings are becoming more materialistic
Why?
Because they never are satisfied with what they have
This is greediness
Why are human beings becoming greedy?
Because there is always something missing in their lives
Children in this world are being used as soldiers in the war
This is so wrong
Children have the right to be children
Children is our hope
Our future
We are the father of the nation
We all need to say no to war
War is killing our people
Stop the propaganda about war
We have seem too much of it
We human beings have lost our senses once it comes to war
Why can’t we live in peace with each other?

Aldo Kraas
Unforgettable She

Unforgettable she
Because she is my sister
That got divorce from her husband 2 weeks ago
Unforgettable she
She has trouble sleeping at night
Unforgettable she
She just gets sick every time she looks at that leather sofa that her ex Husband slept
Unforgettable she
That has to live alone again with her dog
But her dog keeps her company
And it becomes a friend to her also
If she can't have a good relationship with people
At least she can have a good one with her dog

Aldo Kraas
Ungrateful

How come you are so ungrateful?
Don't you know that God is your creator?

Aldo Kraas
United I Stand

United I stand
Together with other
That is fighting for the same rights
That I have

Aldo Kraas
Universal Home

Our
Universal home
Is the planet that
We all live
In
But we are not cleaning up
Our acts

Aldo Kraas
Universal Song

That universal song
That keeps playing
Over and over again
On the radio
Is extremely boring to me
Because the melody is
So repetitive
That makes me want to fall sleep

Aldo Kraas
Universal World

I hate to say that I haven't found one universal world that doesn't have Any criwes or war
But I feel that everybody wants the piece of the action even when it comes to war
When you are in the war you are killing people
And all the people died like flies
But the truth was that God made the universal world so that people can Live in that
But what do we do to the universal word?
We destroy it with bombs and bullets from guns
And sometimes we even kill the innocent children of the universal World
And let me ask you all a thing?
How can you sleep at night knowing that in the war you killed that innocent child that belonged to the universal world
And the parents of that innocent child prays to God for mercy
And they grieve for their son who died in this brutal war
I speak against war
And I know now it is the time to come together and unite the world
Let's choose peace and not war

Aldo Kraas
University Ave. Blues

University Ave is the heart of downtown
There is plenty of action there.

Aldo Kraas
Unknown Soldier Song

That unknown soldier
Left his footprints on the sand

Aldo Kraas
Unknown Soldiers

So many unknown soldiers
That had died in the war
So we could had peace
And live in peace
They had sacrificed there lives
For us

Aldo Kraas
Unleash Her

Unleash her
Because you made her feel that she is your victim

Aldo Kraas
Unless Song

Unless you give up alcohol for lent
Because of your heart condition
I will give up coffee
For lent
And I also feel that it will be a little sacrifice for God
Because God have given us
His live many years ago

Aldo Kraas
Unlikely China

Unlikely China
Will have freedom of speech
For the chinese and the tourists

Aldo Kraas
Unlock the doors of the church
And let me in and the rest of the people also
Because they have no where to go
And they are in worst shape than me
I have a home and they don’t
Also I believe that we need to be kind to one another
We must have respect for each other also

Aldo Kraas
Unloved

He is feeling so unloved in this world
And the truth is, that he knows that no one will give their love to him
It seems to me like a sad life that he is living
He desperately wants love
And doesn't care who from

Aldo Kraas
Unlucky Beggar

The unlucky beggar
Lives in the streets of Toronto
And begs for money everyday
But nobody gives him any

Aldo Kraas
Unpainted Walls

Staying inside
Behind these
Unpainted walls
Looking through
The window pane
I visualize
The colors of autumn
Soon the winter winds
Will be whispering
To me again gently

Aldo Kraas
Unravel

The bat unravels  
His life  
By flying high inside the dark caves  
But also people went into the dark caves where the bats were  
And they never made a sound  
Also I congratulated them because they are brave  
Eventhough inside of the cave was water and they went for a splash Also  
But they caught some eel for them to have for dinner  
But the german men that went in the cave found so many water snakes and He caught some water snakes for his dinner and he grilled The water snakes Outside the caves but the other people had to eat The eel raw  
But the German men said that the snakes tasted so good that Reminded him of grilled chicken  

Aldo Kraas
Unrestricted

There is so much
Unrestricted love
That God give
To us
There is so much
Unrestricted sun
That God send to us

Aldo Kraas
Unseen Beauty

The unseen beauty we never see
Because we are so preoccupied with ourselves
That we miss seeing the beauty around us

Aldo Kraas
Unsubject Heroes

The disability doesn't stop you
from being who you are.
It is a part of who you are.
It is a part of the way you were made.
You were made to show and share your gifts and talents: to take every step
along the road ahead of you.
But remember one thing: the road that you walk is never fixed
There will be holes, bumps, curves and sharp turns
But keep moving -
Keep proving to yourself and to others that you are a part of
The miracle of life.
By working with what you have got,
You can overcome the obstacles,
Eventually the road that you walk will become repaired
- or at least easier for the next person to travel.
You cannot turn the clock back
To the time when you were a baby
In your mother's womb.
At that time
You were shielded by her tummy
And you were warm and safe.
Once you came out of that dark tunnel
That connection ended
And a new life began.
You finally discovered the light
And your life's journey.

Aldo Kraas
Until

Until the night is here
I will be sleeping
Until 5:00 am comes
The light won't be here

Aldo Kraas
Until Death Do Us Part

My friend
I will always love you
And I know now
That you will always
Be honest with me
And I will be honest
With you also
Until death do us part
My friend
I don't know the date, the time, or the hour
That we will die
Because
Only Good knows that
My friend
But for now own we must live the rest of our lives
Without thinking about dying
It will happen when God is ready to take us home

Aldo Kraas
Until I Am Yours

Until I am yours
You will not sleep
And rest

Aldo Kraas
Until I've Found You Song

God
I was lonely
Everyday
Until I've found you

Aldo Kraas
Until Our Hearts Take Flight My Friend

I will be here
Until our heats
Take flight
My friend

Aldo Kraas
Until The Day That We Will Open Our Eyes

Until the day
That we will open our eyes
And see the community that we live in

Aldo Kraas
Until The Day We Die

Save
The
Sympathy
Cards
Until
The
Day
We die
Don't
Go
Out
And
Buy
Flowers
Until
The
Day
We
Die

Aldo Kraas
Until The End

I will be here until the end of my life and it is not for you to tell me to die
Because you are not in control of life
And it is God that is in control of life and he will tell me when I am going To die
So get use to it because I am not going to die
I hope you understood me once and for all

Aldo Kraas
Until The End Of Time Song

Until the next day will arrive
Until the moon will shine at night together with the stars
Until the next night will be warm
Until the day I see you again happy
Until the day you treat me with respect
Until the day you tell me that I am your friend
Because for now I am waiting quietly
And that's all

Aldo Kraas
Until The Morning Comes

Until the morning comes
I will be here
Waiting for you
My friend
Because I know that
Is the time that you come
Back from work
And when you work you work all night

Aldo Kraas
Until Then, Peace Love And Poetry

Poetry needs to be written
By all the poets
Because all the poets
Have the right
To send out a written message
To the world
That is powerful
That can stick in people's minds
Like a tape recorder

Aldo Kraas
Until We Meet Again

See you in heaven someday until we meet again
We will fly high above the sky and we will land on the branch of an Apple tree
When the summer is gone we will fly south to the warm weather and be Together
with the rest of our family
When we were little our mother took care of us because we were too Little to
take care of ourselves
Then we grew and took care of ourselves
We began to spread our wings and fly away
It is beautiful to watch a bird fly away in the sky
There are plenty of food and water for us on earth
The air is not pure anymore
This is because of the acid rain, factories, and cars
One day we may vanish also
But for now on we will keep on flying until we meet again
The earth is our paradise made by our master
Crafted with his own hands
We are grateful for that and we give thanks for what the master gave us
We shall see some sunny days soon again

Aldo Kraas
Until You Came Back

Until you came back
I will cry out the blues because I am feeling the blues
I don't know if I am just getting sick of the place I used to call home
Or it is the dust and the cloudy weather that makes me feel ill
But my crying section will not stop until you come
And suddenly I felt asleep in the living room coach
And three minutes latter I heard some footsteps.
You covered me with a blanket and went also to sleep in my bedroom
Oh what a night it is cold and dull

Aldo Kraas
Untitle

Master of the universe
Everlasting light
Righteousness
Rejoice in the Lord
Young baby
Celebrate the arrival of the Lord
Holy communion
Rose from the death
Instrumental of thy peace
Savior
Thanks to the Lord
Mary’s son
Ambassador of the world
Special

Aldo Kraas
Untitled II

Dreamer
It is me
I dream
All kinds
Of dreams
At night

Aldo Kraas
Unveil

Today her life
Was unveil
To every one

Aldo Kraas
Unwanted Baggage Song

What can we do with that unwanted baggage?
Can you please tell me?

Aldo Kraas
Unwelcome Lover

I left the front door of my house
Open
So the air could
Run through my house
And
At the same time
The unwelcome lovers
Walked into my place
Thanks God I was dressed
Because if it was one hour ago
I would be stepping out of the shower

Aldo Kraas
Up Where You Belong

God's little creature
You are up where you belong
In the beautiful horizon
That God made for you
God's little creature

Aldo Kraas
Urgently Needed

Urgently needed
love towards others
And respect towards others

Aldo Kraas
Uriah

You will survive the rain
You are not made of ice
Remember this always
Let that sun shine
In your life
And lift up your spirits

Aldo Kraas
Utah Blues

Utah
You belong in my dreams
Every night while I sleep in my bed
The night away

Aldo Kraas
Valentine's Hymn

Some
People
Fall
In
Love
For
Different
Reasons

Aldo Kraas
Valentine's Rhapsody

Just give all you got for God
Including your love

Aldo Kraas
Valerie Blues

Valerie
God night to you
And I hope that you have a good night sleep
Valerie
I hope that you est healthy
Valerie
I hope that you dress warm when you go out
So that you don't catch a cold
Valerie
Soon spring will come
And we will bury the winter once again
Valerie
Drink lots of water so that you don't get dehydrated

Aldo Kraas
Valley Of The Shadow

I walked today in the valley of shadows
And there was so many different shadows that I saw
The shadows were of the trees, flowers, birds, and the lake
To me the shadows were very interesting
Because of the way they moved and their shape

Aldo Kraas
Valley Song

Take a walk through the valley
And see all the wild flowers
That had grown in the grass

Aldo Kraas
Valse Trieste

I never cried so much in my life before
But when I cry I seen to fell better after
Because it seems to make me stronger again
With a lot of energy
And I know it sounds strange to you all
But it is how I feel about it
In real life I would like to have a vacation again away from home
But I can't afford it right now
I know that the days had been dark outside without sunshine
But i am alive without it
And Know I learned that I have to have both in life
The days are longer now thanks to God

Aldo Kraas
Vampire Heart

A
Vampire
Heart
That
Is
Bleeding

Aldo Kraas
Vancouver

Vancouver
Is apart
Of our
Dreams
And
Our
Lives
Vancouver
Is like
A paint
That
Shines
Inside
Our heart

Aldo Kraas
Vancouver Song

Vancouver
It doesn't matter what time of the day it is
I will serenade to you
Before all the lights are out

Aldo Kraas
Vanishing Stars

Vanishing
Stars
I know that you all
Had vanished
From the sky
So fast

Aldo Kraas
Vanities Blues

I have so many good qualities in me
Like being honest, simple, friendly, and lovable
But I am proud of me
Because I am one of the best poet here on earth
And I write from the heart

Aldo Kraas
Vanpire's Love

Can you feel
The vanpires love inside your heart?
Because the vanpired had filled your heart with his love

Aldo Kraas
Varanda

Siting outside in the varanda
I am enjoying the summer in Brazil
The passion fruit tree is blooming
The bloom of the passion tree is colorful
It is amazing to see it
The palm trees are tall
I can see it
This is a tropical country
This hot weather is beautiful
I could have it all
Year around if I lived in Brazil
But I don’t
I live in Canada

Aldo Kraas
Vastness

I saw the Sahara Desert
When I went to Africa

Aldo Kraas
Vaya Com Dios Song

Vaya com dios my God
Vaya com dios my friends
Vaya com dios my sunshine for tonight
And I hope to see you tomorrow again

Aldo Kraas
Veins

In
My
dream
I
Saw
The devil
That
Had
Slashed
My
Veins
With
The
Knife

Aldo Kraas
Veja

Veja
That dark sky
In the sky
Veja
My dry skin
That is so dry
Because of the sun
Veja
That men that is afraid to go out of his way
Into the world
And sometimes he feels for his life
While he walks outside in the street

Aldo Kraas
Velas

At night
I turn the light of my living room
And then I light up all
The velas that I have
So that I can pray
For God
With all the velas lighted up

Aldo Kraas
Velvet Sky

Have I seen that velvet sky before?
I don't know if somebody mention that sky to me before?
But to be honest I never saw it
Maybe it appears in the morning
When I am still sleeping

Aldo Kraas
Venezuela

I never saw peace before
Until I came to
Venezuela

Aldo Kraas
Venha Para Casa

Venha para a casa
That God is waiting for you
My little child
And you feel tired remember that
God has a bedroom for you
With a nice warm bed for you to sleep in
So you are not going to be sleeping in the floor
That is not a concentration camp

Aldo Kraas
Vento

Tonight
The
Strong
Vento
Had
Knocked
The trees
Down

Aldo Kraas
Vento Frio

Vento frio
That God is blowing into my face
I don't like it at all
I wish that
Vento frio
Would blow the other way
Than into my face
Because I can't stand
That vento frio
Into my face

Aldo Kraas
Venuto Alla Casa Del Dio

Venuto alla casa del Dio
My friends
You have nothing to fear
And you have nothing to loose

Aldo Kraas
Verse Libre Hymn

The night is finally here
And I feel that it is ashamed
Because the end of this
Saturday came to an end
Very fast for me
But at the same time I know that I don't control the time
And neither the time controls me

Aldo Kraas
Very Briefly

We
Prayed
To God
Today
Very briefly
Because we needed to go
To work soon
And we wanted also
To make sure that we get
To work on time

Aldo Kraas
Veteran's Cemetery

Come with me to the veteran's cemetery
So that we can pay our respects to the veterans
That died in the world war
Fighting for peace

Aldo Kraas
Viceroy Sonata

I am the king called Viceroy
And in my ship I sail the Red Sea
All the way to North America because I want to see the other world
That the people call the American dream
But I know that is not easy to migrate to North America
Because if you want to stay you will need to apply for a green card
And you will be a gringo for the rest of your life
But I don't have any plans to live in North America
But my plans is just to visit North America and that is all
Because I am a jew and I belong in Telaviv that is my birth place

Aldo Kraas
Vicious Cycle

All of us
Have a vicious cycle
In our lives
And the vicious cycle
Belongs to our lives

Aldo Kraas
Vicki Clark Symphony

Vicki Clark
Look at the beautiful sky
Today
Can you see that the sky looks perfect today
Without any clouds?
Yes vicki clark
The sky is so blue today
Like a aquamarine diamond ring

Aldo Kraas
Victoria Secret's

Victoria will never share
Her own secrets
With anybody
Because she feels
That her own secrets
Must be kept private

Aldo Kraas
Vienna Is Calling Me

Vienna is calling me
To celebrate the
Independence from
Germany
With everybody
Else that lives in
Vienna

Aldo Kraas
View My Paradise

Please view my paradise
And tell me that I don't understand the whole concept of my paradise
Why?
Because I have a different idea of what my paradise should be to me
What about you?
Do you have a different idea of what my paradise should be to me?

Aldo Kraas
Vigil

This day
Is hard to
Understand
The one
We had
Spend
So many
Hours, days,
And years

Aldo Kraas
Vimy Ridge

The light passes
From ridge to ridge
From flower to flower

Aldo Kraas
Vincent River

Vincent River
God made you
So that we could swim inside you
In the summer
But not in the winter
Because in the winter you are frozen with snow
But in the winter we can play hockey inside you
Vincent River
In the winter you are peaceful
But in the summer you are very noisy
Because all the boats come across you
Vincent river
There are so many fish inside of you
That we can fish in the summer

Aldo Kraas
Vincent's Eyes

Vincent's eyes are like paintings in the sky
They are breathtaking to see it
And that light from Vincent's eyes
Shines early in the morning
Before the farmers wake up
To harvest the corn at the corn fields
The light from Vincent's eyes shines at the farmers faces
They are delighted with the heat that comes from Vincent's eyes
Even the water fall is shining
Vincent's eyes are beautiful
They are full of life
They are blue like the sky
Vincent's eyes are almost talking
There are sparkle in Vincent's eyes
The sparkle are beautiful also

Aldo Kraas
Vintage Stuff

I collect vintage stuff at home
Because I love vintage stuff
And my vintage collection is worth a lot of money
Also on the weekends I spend my time at the vintage stores
Just browsing

Aldo Kraas
Violence Is Not A Person

Violence is not a person
Because a woman didn't give birth to violence

Aldo Kraas
Violet Hill

We have to walk
A long way to get to
Violet Hill

Aldo Kraas
Virtual Ticket

Today God came down from heaven in his personal airplane
And Landed At Buttonville Airport
But from Buttonville Airport he took a taxi and came to visit me because it was
Easter and God knew that I was diabetic and can't have chocolate
So he brought with him a virtual concert ticket
I was at home when the door bell rang
And when I opened the door I had the biggest surprise of my life
Because it was God that came to visit me
And we had dinner together and he was happy with the meal that I had Cooked
for us
And after dinner we sat down in the living room and he gave me this Virtual
concert ticket for Saturday night concert at Ontario Place
And I thanked God for the concert ticket

Aldo Kraas
Vista

Vista
So beautiful
Vista
That is breath taking
Vista
I die for you
Vista
If you die
I am going to die with you because I will not stay behind all alone
No way
I will come with you
Because death is a continuation of life
And our lives must go on
And who is going to bury us?
I am not thinking about who will bury us

Aldo Kraas
La vita
Is beautiful
La vita
Is full of beautiful songs
That can even come
From singers and birds
That lives here

Aldo Kraas
Vitality

I don't have much vitality in me
But I have more fear than vitality
Because I fear the unknown
And the reason that I fear the unknown
Is that sometimes I walk into places
That I am not familiar with
Also
I get that fear
That makes me feel out of place
And I get that massage that comes out of my head
That is telling me
That I am out of my safe zone

Aldo Kraas
Viva Il Vino

Viva il vino
That comes from the vineyards
To the stores
And at the stores we buy the wine

Aldo Kraas
Viva La Vida

Viva la vida
That is God's gift to us
Viva la vida
That is full of violence that nobody can escape
Because violence is going on non stop in viva la vida
Viva la vida
We should not gamble with it
Viva la vida
Was meant for us to live with fears
Viva la vida
is not always pink
Viva la vida
is also full of tragedy and drama
Viva la vida
We live here at home in the best way that we know to live viva la vida
Viva la vida
We should know what is right and what is wrong in la vida
Viva la vida
We should know that money doesn't grow on trees

Aldo Kraas
Vive
That life
That is beautiful
You might not agree with me
Because you don't know how to live
So learn how to live a life

Aldo Kraas
Vivo giornaliere per voi
Because I love you so much
And I don't want to see us getting hurt anymore
But we always say hurtful things to each other
That break our hearts
Even though it leave us in pain
Every single day
That we are together
In this crazy world
Why can't we praise each other for once?
Why can't we respect each other for once?

Aldo Kraas
Você É Minha Senhora E Eu Sou Seu Homen

Você é minha senhora e eu sou seu homen

Aldo Kraas
Você Já Sabe

Você já sabe
Sometimes I am sad
And other times I am happy
Você já sabe
That I rather be happy than sad
That is the truth

Aldo Kraas
Você Não Sabe

Você não sabe
How life is
And sometimes
Life can turn sour
From one moment to the next
Você não sabe
That I hate the winter months
Because they are so cold
And so boring like a dull knife

Aldo Kraas
Você Não Sabe Song

VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
That life is not easy
VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
That is hard to earn money in life
VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
That I love you from the bottom of my heart
VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
Who will be there to dry your tears when you cry
VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
That the air that you breath is not pure anymore
VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
That we are killing our planet
VOÇÊ NÃO SABE
That there are lots of people that are starving in this world

Aldo Kraas
Você Pode Chorar Por Mim

Você pode chorar por mim
When you miss me
At night
Because at night here in
Philadelphia I go for walks
Every night after dinner
To get some exercise

Aldo Kraas
Você Precisa De Ter Alguma Coragem

Você precisa de ter alguma coragem
To love somebody
Você precisa de ter alguma coragem
To tell them exactly how you feel

Aldo Kraas
Você Quer Realmente Ferir-Me?

Você quer realmente ferir-me
When you mention the names of
The people that had hurted me
So many times
Even thought you can't let them out of your mind
By putting them to rest
Você quer realmente ferir-me?
Every time you treat me like
Your slave
Please remember that I am not your slave
Você quer realmente ferir-me?
By saying to me that I don't have any feelings
So let's put that way, I have feelings and I am very
Careful to what I say to people
Because I don't want to hurt their feelings
That's all

Aldo Kraas
Vodka Blues

Drink
A
Little
Vodka
To
Celebrate
Easter

Aldo Kraas
Voice

Loud voice
Frightened voice
Loving voice
Sad voice
Screaming voice
Gentle voice
Romantic voice
Happy voice

Aldo Kraas
Voices In The Night

I hear all the voices in the middle of the night
When I am fast asleep
And I don't know where all the voices are coming from
But all that I know is that all the voices I hear in the middle of the night happen very often
Also the voices that I hear in the middle of the night
Are very frightening to me

Aldo Kraas
Voices Song

I hear voices from my beloved ones
And the voices tells me how much they miss me
But guess what I miss them also here at home
And to be honest with you I have to live my life now
Without worrying about my beloved ones
Because they are fine where they are in heaven here at home
And I should never forget that someday I will be reunited with my loved Ones in heaven here at home

Aldo Kraas
Voices Will Come Out Of My Mouth

Voices will come out of my mouth when I will sing
Today to my Lord the songs that talk about, love, peace, and freedom
Because that is the only way that I know how to tell my Lord that I love him in a song

Aldo Kraas
Volta

Because you are happy
Volta
Because you love me
Volta
Because you want to spend
The rest of your life with me

Aldo Kraas
Wherever I walk
It seems that I am
Following the voodoo people
In front of me
Because the only thing that I can see
When I look infront of me
Is that black shadow
That comes from
The voodoo people
Straight to the pavement
Just imagine if the voodoo people
Were roastbife
Everybody would be eaten it now
With mashed potatoes, peas, carrots and gravy
But unfortunately they are humans
Of bones and flesh
Just like me
But the only thing that is different
Is the color of their skin
The voodoo people sleep in bed
The same way that I do
And the voodoo people eat food
Just like me

Aldo Kraas
Vos Me Falaste

Vos me falaste
With my God to remove my headaches that I am feeling today
Because I was today the whole day in bed sick
And I couldn't help it
Vos me falaste con Mother nature
To bloom the trees and give the trees their leaves back like it was before
Because their head is naked the same way that the old men is
Vos falaste con Los niños about God because I want the niños of the planet Earth
to know about God
Vo falaste con los niños today about recycling because by doing it they will
reduce the amount of garbage here on the planet earth that we Live

Aldo Kraas
Vou Te Dar As Minhas Despedidas

Deus
Hoje eu vou te dar as minhas despedidas
Because that soon you will go fishing with the people
And I am not interested in that
Deus
Today I just want a quiet day for me
That is all I am asking of you

Aldo Kraas
Oigo esa voz apacible el soplar suavemente de el viento
That I can hear it so clear
And I know that two people are talking with each other
In a soft voice
Y esa voz is traveling in the wind
So fast

Aldo Kraas
Wubbly Rock

Wubbly Rock
What a wonderful
Little cat you are
Wubbly Rock
Wubbly
Lives
In the Alice's house
Of hair

Aldo Kraas
Wainright Alberta

Wainright
Alberta
You have
All the
Oil refineries
And all the people
You have
Work at the refineries
Digging the sandbanks
For oil

Aldo Kraas
Wait for me
Because I am getting out of bed soon
And I realized that the alarm didn't go of today

Aldo Kraas
Wait Song

Just wait
Because you will see some good
Results in your life
Any time

Aldo Kraas
Waiting For My Child

I am waiting for my child to come
Home today from school
And I will be sad when the day comes
That my child will be one adult
Because my child won't live home anymore
And I will be left all alone
But for my child it will be the happiest time in his life

Aldo Kraas
Waiting For The Fishermen

Waiting for the fishermen to come
Because I know he will
Come this morning

Aldo Kraas
Waiting For The Night To Come

I am
Waiting for the night to come
So that I can go early to sleep
Today

Aldo Kraas
Waiting On The Other Side Of The World

I am waiting on the other side of the world for you
Because I believe that you are coming to see me on the other side of the world

Aldo Kraas
Waiting Song

We are waiting here
In Toronto
At the docks
For the ferry boat
To come

Aldo Kraas
Waiting To Begin Song

I am waiting
For my laptop
So that I can go back to work
On wednesday
I am waiting
For my body to get some rest
Because it is telling me that I need some rest
And today it is
Sunday
So I am trying hard to be nice to my body
By giving it a rest
That my body deserves
Also I am telling you that sometimes
I get some warnings that my body is breaking down

Aldo Kraas
Waiting To Rise Hymn

I am waiting for the sun to rise
Today
And no only today
But everyday
Because the sun is a natural wonder that God made
For the men, women, and the kids here on earth.

Aldo Kraas
Wake Aria

I survived the last day of 2008
And I can say that
I can't wait to wake up to the first day of 2009
Well 2009 is here
And is so exciting
So far the first day of 2009 went ok
And I am happy about that
The only thing that I am not happy
Is with my health
Because I don't take good care of my health at all
But I know that I am the one to blame
Because there is nobody else to blame but myself
My diet is not working at all
That is because I am not following it
And sometimes I binge
The reason I binge is to forget the pain that I am in
And that is the way that I cope with my pain
In that respect I am weak
Now lets talk about the good things that
I achieved in 2009
I saved some money
And I bought myself a laptop
And now I have another passion besides poetry in my life
That is photography that I love very much

Aldo Kraas
Wake Up America

Wake up america
To the first day of winter!
For some of you
The winter will give the thrills!
It will be hard for the homeowners
Who will have to put their stuff away
Iten by Iten
kids are always ready for the first day of winter
So they can have snowball fights
Together

Aldo Kraas
Wake Up And Smell The Coffee

Maybe I expect people to do
Everything for me
And I don't take a piece of the action in my life
That must be the whole truth
Or the message that I am getting from people

Aldo Kraas
Wake Up Living

Wake up living
In this land

Aldo Kraas
Wake Up Love

Wake up love
you slept
All day while I was gone
Shopping for food
Wake up love

Aldo Kraas
Wake Up To The Music

Wake up to the music

Aldo Kraas
Wake Up With The King

Wake up with the king
And go and join
Him for the feast
That he is trowing
All the kings friends
Are invited

Aldo Kraas
Waking Up Song

Today
I am waking up to the songs
Of the birds
That lives here on earth

Aldo Kraas
Walk Away

Walk away
Feeling good
About yourself
After you had
Been to the church
It gives you
Strength to carry on

Aldo Kraas
Walk away
Or get
Even
What
Is the use?
Fights
Don't
bring
You
Happiness

Aldo Kraas
Walk Away Song

Walk away from trouble
If you can
Because that way you won't get hurt
By the bad people
That want to cause trouble for you

Aldo Kraas
Walk Hand And Hand With The Lord

People
Walk hand and hand with the Lord towards
The river

Aldo Kraas
Walk On By

Walk on by just to find
God healing the people
The people that
God is healing have
Different needs
Some are sick and some are dying

Aldo Kraas
Walk On By Sonata

Walk on by
The park
Walk on by
The house of God
Walk on by
The bookstore
Walk on by
The road to success
Walk on by
The road to freedom
Because it is available
To anyone that wants it

Aldo Kraas
Walk Right Into The Darkness

Walk right into the darkness
Because the darkness needs your company
Any time during the night
And you don't need to feel afraid of the darkness
Because the darkness is not human
So the darkness can't harm you at all
But the people can
Because they want to get some satisfaction
No matter what

Aldo Kraas
Walk That Path Everyday

Walk that path everyday
Because I know
That happiness is waiting
For you on that path

Aldo Kraas
Walk This Road

God please
Walk this road
With me
Tonight
Because it is
Late and dark already
Outside

Aldo Kraas
Walk This Way My Friend

Walk this way my friend
Because by walking this way
You will see the beautiful things of the land

Aldo Kraas
Walk With Me

Walk with me
I don’t want to walk alone
Walk with me to the shore
Today I had a vision of white eagles soaring with grey eagles
Suddenly all of the white eagles dropped out of sight and more grey Eagles came
The Lord came and spoke
The eagles are changing
My life is changing
It is now in transformation
Walk with me
I can’t find anybody to walk with me
I am the lonely one
The soul survivor
I am never far away from the shore
The mist from the water I get
The breath of fresh air I get
I am close to nature now
It is my best friend
It is so true
It is so true
It is so true
The wind is changing direction also
It is cloudy today
It is nice to walk in the sand dunes
What price do I have to pay for walking alone?
Soon the rain will fall
It won’t hurt me at all
Wet I will get
I don’t mind it at all
Now I sing to myself a love song
I wrote it a long time a go

Aldo Kraas
Walking men
Was born to walk here on the earth
But don't you forget that the earth is his home also
And he shares the earth with you and me also
Walking men
Loves to walk and he walks everyday outside
Discovering the new neighbourhoods of the city
That is called Toronto
And in all the neighbourhoods there are something for everyone to Admire

Aldo Kraas
Walking In The Light

We will be walking in the light
Tomorrow morning
Because tomorrow morning we will go to work
And we will get plenty of light
We feel that we spend most of our lives in the dark
Because the light only last for a couple hours outside
But than it becomes dark

Aldo Kraas
Walking Men

Walking men
Was born to walk here on the earth
But don't you forget that the earth is his home also
And he shares the earth with you and me also
Walking men
Loves to walk and he walks everyday outside
Discovering the new neighbourhoods of the city
That is called Toronto
And in all the neighbourhoods there is something for everyone to Admire

Aldo Kraas
Walking On The Streets

I am the old man
Walking on the streets
Very slowly
I don't have much energy
I find that it is very hard to breathe
I have so much pain in my lungs

Aldo Kraas
Walking Steady Sonata

I am walking steady
Today

Aldo Kraas
Walking To No Woman's Land

We are walking
To no woman's land
And that land is where
The guys get together for their
Retreat

Aldo Kraas
Walking Together

We are walking together
With God today
And we are so happy
To be walking together with God today

Aldo Kraas
Old man
Your wallet dropped
Out of your pants pocket
Into the floor
No one else saw it
But me
I picked it up
And put it in my pocket
When I got it out
Of my pocket at home
I opened the wallet
The wallet had $1,000 dollars inside
I was so happy to find it
And my thoughts came to my head
Thanks
Old man
You are so generous
I love you for that
Even though I don't know you
You are a stranger to me
This money will help me a long way
I needed it badly
Old man
I am sure you don't mind that I keep it
Because you are a millionaire
And I am just a poor man
I have to work hard to make ends meet
And sometimes it is hard for me to do

Aldo Kraas
Waltz For God

Morning has broken
On earth
And the sun is shining at full speed
Like the jet breaking sound barriers

Aldo Kraas
War Brides

War brides
Left with their
Husbands
Today
The countries
That are in war
To their new homes

Aldo Kraas
War Goddess

War goddess
Are you able to fight in the war
That is going on in Afgahnistan?

Aldo Kraas
Warm Thoughts

All the warm thoughts
That are going on
In my mind
Are so beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Warm Whiskey

Lady
If you have a bad cold drink some warm whiskey
Before you to bed
Because that will help you get rid of your cold
And soon you will be back to work again
Also you can't take any more sick days from work because you have a House
And you have to pay your bills all the time
However responsibilities come first and then comes health
But there is nothing better than a warm whiskey on a cold night like tonight
Lady

Aldo Kraas
Was Time To Admit Myself To The Hospital Again

It was time to admit myself again to the hospital
My depression got hold of me again
I could feel the warnings
I could see the signs again

Aldo Kraas
Washing Machine

Washing machine
There were times that you saved me time
When I used you to do my laundry

Aldo Kraas
Wasted Song

Wasted time
Wasted energy

Aldo Kraas
Watch Boy

Everybody in this little town knows the
Watch boy
He works hard everyday
At the docks
Cleaning the boats
Everyday at the docks

Aldo Kraas
Watch Over Him God

Watch over him God
Because he doesn't have any family
Or anybody else that will take care of him
And he is living on his last income
It is sad but it is true

Aldo Kraas
Watch Over Me

Watch over me
I am growing up
I am leaving my younger days
I am growing old
I am going into my senior years
Watch over me
When I am sleeping
Watch over me
Through the day
Watch over me
When I am feeling kind of low and breathless
I move slowly like a turtle
A body of water surrounds me where I swim
The gulls are fishing the fish from this body of water
I sunbath in this beautiful island
Beautiful sunsets each day I come in contact with
The sky looks like a magical paint
Watch over me
When I am sick
Watch over me
When you put the smiles in my face
I can’t no longer remember you
My memory is not good anymore; it is fading away like a broken Computer without its memory
I am getting frail, I am getting on
I sit and wait for my Lord to take me home
With the end of my life
I live the last days
In the arms of the Lord I will find comfort here
I will soar like gulls in the blue sky
I am relaxed, all my worries and my pains are now gone
That’s because I am home with the Lord for now and forever amen
Haven is my home now and I have nothing to fear anymore
Because haven is full of his glory

Aldo Kraas
Watch The Warning Signs

Watch the warning signs  
That your body is sending you  
Or otherwise you will be in trouble

Aldo Kraas
Watcher  Of The Sky

Lord is the watcher of the sky
Because Mother Nature put the Lord in charge for today
Because Mother Nature decided to have a day of from work and have Some fun
because hae hasan't had a day of yet and she wkalready over 350 hours of work per week
And besides that she is very tired also.

Aldo Kraas
Watching My Transformation

I am watching my transformation
Taking place
Everyday in my life
And the first thing that I am watching out for
Is my mood changes

Aldo Kraas
Watching Out For Me

God are you watching out for me
Because I will arrive soon at your house
And I just have left my place 10 minutes ago

Aldo Kraas
Watching The World Go By

There is nothing better
To do
On
A Saturday morning
Than to
Watch the world go by
As I
Sit on a
Banch

Aldo Kraas
Water Frog

I can see that
water frog
In a pond

Aldo Kraas
Water Lillies

Inside of my heart there are water lilies blooming away
And it is a place for the birds to live in peace
Also the angels and the saints live by the water lilies in their houses

Aldo Kraas
Water Or Juice

Water
Or
Juice
Will be fine
If you have
Some
I am very thirsty
And I need
To drink
Something
I hope that
You don't mind
That I am asking
You for that

Aldo Kraas
Water's Of April

Water's of April
Had snow before
But now it smelting slowly
And the snow soon will be gone

Aldo Kraas
We all agree
To praise God
At the end of the day
Everyday
We all agree
To live in peace
We all agree
To help each other out
Every single day
We all agree
To smile at each other
We all agree
Not to fight with each other
We all agree
To make peace with God
Because that is what we are aiming for
We all agree to stay away from drugs
Because drugs will only mess our minds
We all agree
To board on a ship
That will sail away across the sea
Because God will not let this ship sink while we are on board
We all agree that we use our minds to think
And make decisions
We all agree
That we don't want to get alzheimer
We all agree
That we will turn down the radios at night
Because we don't want to disturb the person living next door
We all agree
That we will place flowers on the grave of our dear loved ones
During the holidays
We all agree
To wait for the rain to stop
Before we go out again today
We all agree that we have to get the most out of life
We all agree
That we will keep our sanity
We all agree
That we will have some warnings that our mind
Will send to us when we are loosing it
We all agree
That we will not show our anger and hostility to others
We all agree that we will discover our hidden talents
And use it everyday

Aldo Kraas
We All Breathed That Crisp Air

We all
Breathed
That crisp air
That God gave to us
And we said thank you to God
For the crisp air that we had breathed

Aldo Kraas
We All Have Memories That Are Always Flashing Back And Forth

We all have
Memories that
Are always flashing back and forth
Inside of our minds

Aldo Kraas
We All Have Obligations In Life

We all have obligations in life to take care
Because obligations doesn't take care of us

Aldo Kraas
We All Have Our Crucifix To Carry

We all have our
Crucifix to carry
Each day
While we walk this long road
From sunrise to dawn each day

Aldo Kraas
We All Looked

We all looked
At the sweet face of God
The sweet face of God
Was very smooth
Like a baby's bottom

Aldo Kraas
We All Need More Rain

We all need more rain
To wash our pain away
We all need more rain
To wash our hearts that are bleeding

Aldo Kraas
We All Want A Kiss

We all want a kiss
From God
And I don't see anything
Wrong with it
Because we are
God's children

Aldo Kraas
We Are Aging Together Song

God
We are aging together
Can you believe that?
That might sound crazy to you and me
But that is the only thruth that I am telling you

Aldo Kraas
We Are Alive

We are alive
To see the sunsets
We are alive
And we must thank God
Because we are alive
We are alive
To see the beautiful
Things that God made
For us

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Actors On The Stage Of Life

We are all actors on the stage of life
And on the stage of life we have to face
The people we like and hate at the same time

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Getting Together

We
Are
All
Getting
Together
At
The
Church
For
Passover

Aldo Kraas
We Are All God's Children

We are all God's children
Can you believe that we are all God’s children
And we belong in the Chapel of love

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Human

We are all human
And we do make mistakes in life

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Living By Ourselves

We are all living by ourselves
We have nobody else
That looks after us

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Living In The Land With Different Cultures

We are all
Living in the land
With different cultures
We must understand that

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Living In The Moment

We are all living in the moment

Aldo Kraas
We Are All Talking About Different Subjects

We are all talking about different subjects today
That can be hard for others to talk about

Aldo Kraas
We Are Alone With Our Thoughts

We are alone with our thoughts
For once in a life time

Aldo Kraas
We Are Always Fascinated By Clouds

We are always fascinated by clouds
So when we look up in the sky we see the clouds
Creating different images of things
For us to enjoy
And let me tell you that we enjoy it very much
That we don't even take our eyes of the sky

Aldo Kraas
We Are At The Pier

We are at the pier
And from there
We watch the
Frozen lake ontario
We had nothing else to do while we were there
So we decided to do
Some ice fishing

Aldo Kraas
We Are Best Friends Forever

We are best friends forever
Because we support one another

Aldo Kraas
We Are Both In Love

We are both in love with God
Is that a coincidence or what?
Yes I know we both worship God every single day
And we ppray to God everyday
to thank God for the things he give us everyday

Aldo Kraas
We Are Crying In The Rain

Today
We are crying in the rain
Because we are having
Enough of the rain
Also
The rain keeps falling
From the sky non stop
And we hear that
Loud thunder
That sounds like
A cannon that is being fired in the sky

Aldo Kraas
We Are Dancing In The Light

We are dancing in the light
And that light is coming from the moon
That is in the sky

Aldo Kraas
We Are Dancing With The Gods Song

We are dancing with the Gods today
And it is a beautiful warm night

Aldo Kraas
We Are Dying

We are dying
So lets make peace
Because we are dying
Right now

Aldo Kraas
We Are Feeling The Pain

We are
Feeling
The pain
Because
We know
That we
Have more
Than the
The people
That are
Starving
And dying
In Ethiopia

Aldo Kraas
We Are Free

We are free
To sing a song
We are free
To give love to everybody we love
And care about

Aldo Kraas
We Are Full Of Hope

Today
We are full of hope
God
We hope that you will cure us
We are very ill
And we had been ill for a long time
Now

Aldo Kraas
We Are Going To San Francisco

We are going to
San Francisco
Baby
And
We’ll make it there
By tomorrow morning

Aldo Kraas
We Are Happy

We are happy
Because
We made peace
With each other today
And fina

Aldo Kraas
We Are Happy No Matter What

We are happy no matter what
Happens tomorrow
Because we have no control of what will happen tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
We Are Having So Many Reflections In Our Lives Right Now

We are having
So many reflections in
Our lives right now

Aldo Kraas
We Are Here

We are here
To help each other
We are here
To give support to each other

Aldo Kraas
We Are In Love

We are in love with God
Because he created our world
That we live in

Aldo Kraas
We Are Just A Dreamer

Our
Lives
Are
So
Complicated
And
Sometimes
We
Even
Forget
About
The
Others
In
Our
Lives
Because
We
Are
Just
A
Dreamer

Aldo Kraas
We Are Just A Person

We are just a person
With feelings
And not an animal
Because we don't think like an animal
And we don't act the same way that an animal does
We go out of our way to hurt others
Until they bleed
By telling them that we are always right
And they are always wrong

Aldo Kraas
We Are Laying Down On The Grass

We are laying down on the grass
Tonight
Watching the sky full of stars
That sky is so
Beautiful
Beautiful
Beautiful
We never seen anything like it before

Aldo Kraas
We Are Lonely But Not Alone

We are lonely but not alone here on earth
Because we share the planet earth with each other
That lives here on the planet earth also

Aldo Kraas
We Are Longing For The Sweet Taste

We are longing for the sweet taste

Aldo Kraas
We Are Longing For You God

We are longing for you God
Because we know that you can forgive us
For the mistakes that we make in our lives

Aldo Kraas
We Are Loved

We
Are
Loved
By
God
And
In
His
Bible
It
Is
Written
Also

Aldo Kraas
We Are Moving Forward

We are moving forward in our lives
We are moving forward
Each day that our lives are changing each day
Because of all the hours that we spend living our lives here on earth

Aldo Kraas
We Are Not Alone In This World

We are not alone in this world
Because we have Jesus
In this world
And he gave his only son to us

Aldo Kraas
We Are Not Alone Rhapsody

We are not alone
When it comes to poverty
Because we live in the streets
Among poverty

Aldo Kraas
We Are Not Jesus

We are not Jesus
So please don't call us Jesus

Aldo Kraas
We Are Safe In My Father’s Own Hands

We are safe in my father’s own hands today
And we don’t have to worry about anything else

Aldo Kraas
We Are Seeking A Mountain

We are seeking a mountain today
So that we can climb it
All the way to the top

Aldo Kraas
We Are Sharing One World

We are sharing one world
With each other
But to be honest with you
That wasn't my idea
And that alone was God's idea
Because he created us
And also the world
That we live in

Aldo Kraas
We Are So Alone Without You

We are so alone without you
Mary Ann
But we understand at the same time
That our lives must go on
Even if it was meant to go on without you
We know that we need to keep your memory alive
And look now at the brighter side of life

Aldo Kraas
We Are Stronger Than Ever

We are stronger than ever
I am going to say thank you
To the man that created us

Aldo Kraas
We Are Taking Our Time

We are taking our time
And doing it right
For once

Aldo Kraas
We Are The Believer

We are the believer
Because we believe in God

Aldo Kraas
We Are The Living

We are the living
And sometimes we have that honest approach
But sometimes we are very hard on ourselves
Because we have different views to do with life

Aldo Kraas
We Are The Love

We are the love
that had been
Sent by God
To the people
Of the world
Night
And
Day dream
About this pure love

Aldo Kraas
We Are The Motherless Child

We
Are
The
Motherless
Child
That
Lives
Away
From
Home

Aldo Kraas
We Are The One For God

We are the one for God
And we want to worship our God
For our entire lives
Because he is God alone
And he shed his tears for us
When he was nailed to the cross
By the wariors of
Israel

Aldo Kraas
We Are The People

We are the people
Of the earth
We are the people
Who lives on earth
We are the people
That gives the gift of music
To the earth

Aldo Kraas
We Are The People Of The Earth

We are the people of the earth
And we don't get along with the people of the earth
Because we want to choose who we want to be with also

Aldo Kraas
We Are The Same

We are the same because we didn't change
Eventhough we like the way we are
Friendly, talkative, and good listener

Aldo Kraas
We Are Totally Lost

We are totally lost

Aldo Kraas
We Are Vulnerable

We are vulnerable to illness
Because germs spread very fast

Aldo Kraas
We Are Walking On Indian Grounds

We are walking
On Indian grounds
Because
We hope to find
Our master

Aldo Kraas
We Ask For A Lightbulb For Our Kingdom

We
Ask
For
A
Lightbulb
For
Our
Kingdom
God
Because
That
Is
All
We
Need
To
Bright
Up
Our
Kingdom
Because
We
Are
Living
Inside
Our
Dark
Kingdom
God
And it is not fair
We need some kind of light

Aldo Kraas
We Believe In Angels

We believe in angels
And we know that angels will never
Curse at us

Aldo Kraas
We Bless Him

And we bless him
So come and see Jesus
So come and sing a song to Jesuss
By raising your voice
Praise Jesus Christ the Lord

Aldo Kraas
We Built Houses And Condos

We built houses and condos
So that the people can live in it

Aldo Kraas
We Can

We can get together any time
We can have a talk any time
We can see each other any time
We can sleep in any time
We can watch tv any time

Aldo Kraas
We Can'T Escape The Horrors Of Our Mind

We can't escape the horrors
Of our mind
Because
Our mind sends
Messages
And warnings
To our
Entire
Body

Aldo Kraas
We Can'T Help It

We can't help when other
People reject us
But have we asked that simple
Question to ourselves why the other people reject us?

Aldo Kraas
We Can'T See In The Darkness

We can't see
In the darkness

Aldo Kraas
We Can'T Stay Away From Each Other

We can't stay away from each other
Because we depend on each other for support
And without the support from each other we can't live
A normal life
Our lives are already complicated

Aldo Kraas
We cheered for the
Spring today
Even though
Spring arrived today

Aldo Kraas
We Come To Thee

We come to thee
To worship you
My God
You are our God
The God of all names

Aldo Kraas
We Commit Ourselves

We commit ourselves
To our lives

Aldo Kraas
We Cry Tears Of Joy

We cry ters of joy
Because
Some of the people in the church had been healed

Aldo Kraas
We Do What We Do Best

We do what we do best
Caring for our family

Aldo Kraas
We Don'T Blame You

We don't blame you
For the mistakes that you do
Because we are all humans
And we make mistakes

Aldo Kraas
We Don'T Fear Death

We don't fear death
Because or reverent in our church
Talks a lot about death when he is giving a sermon
During the
Sunday service at the church

Aldo Kraas
We Don't Need To Be Proud Of The Violence

We don't need to be proud of the violence
That is going on in our communities that we
Live in

Aldo Kraas
We Don'T Remember

We don't remember what
A real smile feels like

Aldo Kraas
We Don'T Ruled The World

We don't ruled the world
Because we didn't make the world
And it was God who made the world for us
So that we could live to gether
In this world

Aldo Kraas
We Escaped

We had escaped
From the rain
While we had walked
Outside
Tonight
And suddenly
The stairs that we had found
We had walked down on it
And it took us
Inside the
Bed and breakfast

Aldo Kraas
We Failed To Live Up To Our Standards Of Life

We failed to live up to our standards of life
Is it because we don't care about it?
What about the standards that our parents
Had given to us in life?

Aldo Kraas
We Finally Had Been Blessed By You God

We finally had been blessed by you God
Because
It took a long time for this to happened
But now it did
And we are happy
Because our lives had
Changed so much
Since we had been blessed by you God

Aldo Kraas
We Forgive You Sonata

We forgive you
For making mistakes
Because everybody does
And you are not alone in that issue

Aldo Kraas
We Had Built The Spirit Wall

We had built the spirit wall
Inside that church
And the spirit wall
Was done in bronze
At that church
With the help of the fellow
Members of that church
All the fellow members of that church
Had created the designs and the
Scriptures for the spirit wall

Aldo Kraas
We Had Plenty Of Love For You

We had plenty of love for you
So we had offered you that love
Because we thought
That by offering
Our love
Your pain would go away

Aldo Kraas
We Had To Give You Back To God

We had to give you back to God
Because your life ended here on earth
And it was also yur time to die
Also it has nothing to do if we like you or love you
We had to do follow God's orders

Aldo Kraas
We Have A Broken Life

We have a broken life
Here infront of us
That we stare at every single day
But we don't do nothing to repair it
Because we are feeling hopeless about our lives
Right now
And we also feel that it is a painful thing to have to deal with
At this present moment

Aldo Kraas
We Have Enough

We have enough of the hateful messages
That they are sending around the world
We have no time for hateful messages

Aldo Kraas
We Have Gone To Sleep

We have gone to sleep
Now that is night
And is getting very late
Even though it seems that the time went out of the door
This evening
Because we don't have control of the time

Aldo Kraas
We Have Miles To Go

We have miles to go
In order
To stop the war

Aldo Kraas
We Have Our Moments

We have our moments
That we need some peace

Aldo Kraas
We Have So Many Conceptions Of Things

We have so many conceptions of things

Aldo Kraas
We Have The Choice

We have the choice
To choose the
People that we want to be friends with

Aldo Kraas
We Have To See

We have to see inside of the four walls
Because inside of the four walls are happiness
That we own
And we are responsible for that happiness
By also building our own fence
That protects the four walls
In order for us to have peace and to feel relaxed

Aldo Kraas
We Haven'T Gone To Heaven Yet

We haven't gone to heaven yet
So we don't know what heaven is like

Aldo Kraas
We hope
That the war
Will end some day
Because we are praying
Every day for the world
That is in war
Right now
We believe in hope
And we believe in prayers

Aldo Kraas
We Just Don'T Get It

We just
Don't get it
They tell us
That we are
Snobs
We can't understand
How can we
Be snobs
To them

Aldo Kraas
We Know That You Are Here

We know that you are here
God protecting us
During the day and the night

Aldo Kraas
We Know The Owner Of Our Stars

We know the owner of our stars
And his name is God

Aldo Kraas
We Know You Hear Our Prayers

We pray for the arrival of spring
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for the Royal family
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for the home we live in
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for the homeless that sleeps in the streets of Toronto
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for doctors that perform daily surgeries at the hospital
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for Prime minister of Canada, and England
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for soldiers that are fighting in Afghanistan
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for psychiatrists that looks after the people that are mentally ill
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for group home workers across ontario
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for Jail guards that works in the jail
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for police officers that keeps our community safe
We know you hear our prayers
Robert morris, Kammie Michael and Tom decker
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for our deacon Joe Bell
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for Presidents of Brazil, Cananads, Mexico, France, Peru
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for our loved ones
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for criminals that are serving their sentence in jail
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for our farmers that grows our food in their fields
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for our mentors
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for a good night sleep
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for what we are about to eat
We know you hear our prayers
We pray for Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu and Obama Barack
God we know you hear our prayers
We pray for our oceans of the world
God we know you hear our prayers
We pray for the singers of the world
God we know you hear our prayers
We pray for writers in exile
God we know you hear our prayers
Amen, amen, amen, amen, amen amen, amen, amen

Aldo Kraas
We Lay Our Burdens Down

We lay our burdens
Down
And
By your grace
We are free
We lay our burdens
Down

Aldo Kraas
We Lay Our Crowns

Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah
What a day it is today that
We lay our crowns for you God
What a day it is that
We hear holy voices
Singing your songs
Even now we are so close to you
We are a part of your circle
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Hallelujah
Your songs lift up our spirits
Your songs inspire us to sing also
What a day it is to join God in prayer
One life we have full of surprises
Lift up our souls
To heaven
Peacemaker
Soul soother
Lost finder
Heart toucher
Caretaker
Light shiner
Healer
Heaven is a place to call home
He captivate our eyes
He delivered us from death
He rose from the death
He is the truth
He is the power
He is love
We will open our hearts to you
Because now it is the time
It is about time that we open our hearts to you
Because if we don’t he will never be able to enter our hearts
Lord if we tell you everything
Will some day there be some miracles happening to us?
We will be God witness
We witness his powers
And the love he has for us
We want you in our hearts oh God
It is hard for us to say I am sorry
But it is not hard for us to show our love

Aldo Kraas
We Learned The Hard Way

We learned the hard way
To respect people
Of their color, origin, and background
We learned the hard way
By saying to people
Please and thank you

Aldo Kraas
We Like You Very Much

We like you very much
My friend

Aldo Kraas
We Live For His Glory

We live for his glory each day

Aldo Kraas
We Live Under The Same Sky

We live under the same sky
People
Also the sky that we live under
Belongs to God
And not us
Please keep that in mind

Aldo Kraas
We Lived To Tell The Tale

We lived to tell the tale
Of our lives
During the war
And after the war

Aldo Kraas
We Love Her

We love
Her
For who
She is

Aldo Kraas
We Love You

We love you
The same way that you love us

Aldo Kraas
We Love You Blues

We love you my friend
For what you are
And what you can do
We love you my friend
For your unique talents that we certainly don't have

Aldo Kraas
We Love You Song

We love you God
So much
Because you have given us
The gift of life
And the gift of hope

Aldo Kraas
We Loved You Then And We Are Going To Love You Now

We lpved you then and we are going to love you now God
Because you have done so much for us

Aldo Kraas
We Made Through The Rain Today

I am glad
That we made through the rain
While we walked outside
In the street
During this cold
Sunday afternoon

Aldo Kraas
We Married Our Guardian Angel

We married our guardian angel
After he heped us so much in our lives
That we don't even know how to thank him
And that is the whole truth

Aldo Kraas
We Miss You Song

We miss you
Tonight
Warm weather
We miss you
Tonight
Beautiful clear sky

Aldo Kraas
We Must Be Dreaming

We must be dreaming
Tonight about love

Aldo Kraas
We Must Be Saved By God

We must be saved by God
Tonight
Because our lives are in chaos
Tonight

Aldo Kraas
We Must Confess

We must confess
That other people are different than us
And we think that we know them very well
But the truth is we don't

Aldo Kraas
We need a second chance
To improve our lifestyle
Any time

Aldo Kraas
We Need To Guard

We need to guard our hearts
So nobody can still our hearts
We need to guard our homes
So nobody will break in
We need to guard our spirit
So nobody can still our spirit

Aldo Kraas
We Need To Make Some Sacrifices

We
Need
To
Make
Some
Sacrifices
If
We
Want
To
Save
Money
To
Buy
Something
Special

Aldo Kraas
We Need To Walk Away

We need to walk away from noise
We need to walk away from the people that are selfish

Aldo Kraas
We Need You God

We
Need
You
God
To
Protect
Us

Aldo Kraas
We Never Felt This Way Before Song

We never felt this way before with God
And it is clear to us that God
Is delivering to us a message of hope

Aldo Kraas
We Never Gave Up

We
Never
Gave
Up
And
We
Always
Got
Through
The
Bad
Days
Together

Aldo Kraas
We Never Told Any Lies Yet

We are christians
And we never told
Any lies yet
To anyone

Aldo Kraas
We No Longer Have Compassion

We no longer
Have compassion
For people in this world
We take our anger
And frustration
On other people
Because we don't
Take the time to access
Our frustrations, anger,
Or the situations
That we are facing
Each day in our lives

Aldo Kraas
We Now Have Made Plans

We now have made plans
To share a new life
And to live together
Under one roof

Aldo Kraas
We Poured All Of Our Sins

We poured all of our sins
Inside that big bucket
That God left at somebody's driveway
So that when we came by
We would poured all of our sins inside
We don't know the price of sinning?

Aldo Kraas
We Promise You

We
Promise
You
That
We
Will
Be
Your
Friend
And
You
Will
Be
Included
In
The
Things
That
We
Will
Do
Either
Saturday
Or
Sunday

Aldo Kraas
We Raise You

We raise you from the time
That you were a baby
To childhood

Aldo Kraas
We Received God's Great Gifts Today

We received God's great gifts today
And the great gifts that God gave us
Is love, healing, salvation, guidance, and health
And we are so thankful to God for givin us the great gifts
Because we all can use it
And we all need it so badly in our lives
That
I am telling you the truth right now

Aldo Kraas
We Said It To Everyone

We said it to everyone
Have a nice day
because we want to be nice to them
And we are a 100% sure that they will
Have a good day

Aldo Kraas
We Seek

God we seek for love
God we seek you because we want to know you more
Tonight we belong in this place called church
That is our master's home
And we built this church a long time ago
So we could have a place to come and worship God
Every Sunday

Aldo Kraas
We Shall All Be Reunited With God

We shall all be reaunited with God
By tomorrow

Aldo Kraas
We Shall Overcome

We shall overcome our fears
We shall overcome our sadness
That we are feeling everyday
We shall overcome our anger

Aldo Kraas
We Share The Laughter

We share the laughter
With our friends
And we share the tears
With the rest of the world

Aldo Kraas
We Should Be Together

We should be together as friends
We should be together as christians
We should be together like brother and sister in heaven
We should be helping each other to grow
We shouldn't be so judgemental and it is not our place to judge
Because only God is allowed to judge

Aldo Kraas
We sleep in bed everyday but God doesn't

Aldo Kraas
We Stand To Fight

We stand to fight
The things that get in our way
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
We Stay In Song

We stay in
Because of the snowstorm
Today
That is giving all the drivers poor driving conditions
On the road
And causing at the same time so many accidents
On the road

Aldo Kraas
We Talked About

We talked about
The things that we wished for us
We talked about our lives in general
We talked about our future
We talked about the things we love to do for fun
We talked about religion
We talked about the holidays
We talked about being grateful for what God gave us
We talked about hope
We talked about our vision for the world
We talked about the people that are starving and dying in the world

Aldo Kraas
We Thank You Lord

We thank you Lord
For giving us hope
We thank you Lord
For giving us a voice

Aldo Kraas
We Turned

We turned back the clocks tonight
And inside of the institutions in Ontario
Nobody sleeps there tonight
Because tonight we had shut them down
Now we have to move on
We need to block the bad memories of the institutions
Because we don’t want to remember that we lived there
Over the years

Aldo Kraas
We Used To Have Dreams

We used to have dreams
Under heaven
And our lucky stars brought
Us here
Now that our dreams came true
We are more relaxed each day

Aldo Kraas
We Walk Down By The Ocean Side

We walk down by the ocean side
Holding hands
My love
And how beautiful it is

Aldo Kraas
We Want To Say

We want to say
That we need to sleep
Because our body needs the rest
We want to say
That we need the food
That will give our body some energy

Aldo Kraas
We Want You Lord

We want you Lord
In our lives
We want you Lord
In our hearts

Aldo Kraas
We Will Be Ok With Her Help

We will be ok with her help

Aldo Kraas
We Will Decide

We will decide if we are going to be friends or not
We will decide when we will see each other

Aldo Kraas
We Will Defend Our Peace Of Mind

We will defend our peace of mind
By not allowing
Any bad thoughts
That are coming from
The people who hate us
To enter our minds

Aldo Kraas
We Will Find

We will find
So many challenges
Waiting for
Us tomorrow
When we get up
And start to live our lives

Aldo Kraas
We Will Find A Place To Meet Each Other

We will find a place to meet each other
Today
Don't worry
Janice
Because life is too short
And we will make the most out of it
When we meet each other today

Aldo Kraas
We Will Find Some Freedom Someday

We will find some freedom someday
Because we believe that it is hidden
Somewhere
And we just have to look for it

Aldo Kraas
We Will Follow Every Mountain

We will follow every mountain
Because there is
A brighter day
On the other side
And we will
Do it until
We find our dreams

Aldo Kraas
We Will Hold On

We
Will
Hold
On
When
Our
World
Comes
Crashing
Down
During
The
Rain
Storm

Aldo Kraas
We Will Hold On Together

We
Will
Hold
On
Together
To
Our
Friendship

Aldo Kraas
We Will Leave

We will leave this place behind  
When we will board on the spaceship  
That will take us to Jupiter  
I know that we will have a hard day when it will come  
Because we will have to make some changes in our lives  
But I know that the change that we have to make in our lives will be Much Better  
for us in a long run  
Even though we will have to get use to Jupiter  
But we now belong to Jupiter

Aldo Kraas
We Will Leave Song

We will leave this place behind
When we will board on the spaceship
That will take us to Jupiter!
I know that we will have a hard day when it will come
Because we will have to make some changes in our lives
But I know that the change that we have to make in our lives will be much Better for us in a long run
Even though we will have to get use to jupiter
But we know now that we belong to Jupiter
Because He used to live in Jupiter
And now he decide to get a job

Aldo Kraas
We Will Leave Soon

We will leave this place behind
When we will board on the spaceship
That will take us to Jupiter!
I know that we will have a hard day when it will come
Because we will have to make some changes in our lives
But I know that the change that we have to make in our lives will be much Better
for us in a long run
Even though we will have to get used to Jupiter
But we know belong to Jupiter

Aldo Kraas
We Will Make Some Sacrifices For God

We will make some
Sacrifices for God

Aldo Kraas
We Will Meet The Free Horizon

We will meet the free horizon
When we will go for a walk on the weekends
To the shore
And in that horizon we will see the birds flying high
With the help of the winds

Aldo Kraas
We Will Not Die Song

We will not
Die of loneliness
We will not
Die of sadness
We will not
Die of hunger

Aldo Kraas
We Will Pray

We will pray
For peace
We will pray
For good health
We will pray for guidance

Aldo Kraas
We Will Reunite

We will reunite
Again
After we been
Away from
Each other
For so long

Aldo Kraas
We Will Shed A Little Light

We will shed a little light
For the people that are lonely
We will shed a little light
For the people that are sick

Aldo Kraas
We Will Survive

We will survive
The lonely and dark days
Of our lives
We will survive
By helping each other
To find love again
We will survive
By praying to each other
We will survive
By worshipping to GOD
We will survive even when
The thunder and lightning strikes
The sky
During the week

Aldo Kraas
We Will Tie Our Hearts Together With Yours

We will tie our hearts together with yours
When the night will come
And set us free
From that frightening world
That we live everyday
And come in contact with
Every single day
Because it is not us friendly than we used to remember it

Aldo Kraas
We Will Turn To God When Else Fails

We
Will
Turn
To
God
When
Else
Fails
But
Right
Now
We
Are
Still
Trying
It
By
Ourselves

Aldo Kraas
We Would Rather Be With You Song

We would rather be with you
Mary Ann
But we can't
Because you are in a better place
Then us

Aldo Kraas
We Write Because We Need To

We write because we need to
Put our thoughts and feelings
On paper
We need to let our thoughts
And feelings out of our minds
Because we want to express
Our feelings the best way we can

Aldo Kraas
Weaker Sonata

The wind here at home
Is blowing everywhere
But the wind is stronger than me
And I am weaker compared to the wind

Aldo Kraas
Wednesday Morning Song

Wednesday morning
Is here again
And I know already that this
Day will be a busy one for me

Aldo Kraas
Weeping Woman

That
Poor weeping woman
Weeps all day
And I don't understand why
Because I always get to meet her
Where I go for walk

Aldo Kraas
Welcome

Welcome into my life
Welcome into my world
Welcome into my dreams

Aldo Kraas
Welcome Sun

Welcome sun
To my life
And to my world

Aldo Kraas
Welcome To My World

Welcome to my world
That is full of ups and downs
My life is more like a rollercoaster
That moves in circles non stop
Day and night
Sometimes my life can be boring
Another time my life can be very exciting
Because I am full of inspiration to write

Aldo Kraas
Welcome To Savanah

Welcome to Savanah poet
And I hope that Savanah inspire you in your poems
Every single day that you write your poems
I also hope that savanah will come up in your dreams when you sleep at Night
every single night
I hope that you get excited about Savanah my poet

Aldo Kraas
Welfare Blues

The poor looks forward
To the mail everyday
Because they depend on the mail from the government
Every month

Aldo Kraas
Wer Sind Sie?

Wer sie sind?
I hope that you are
A new friend that wants to meet me
Wer sie sind?
I hope that you are not the rain again
Rain go and have a break
Because you already watered the earth so much

Aldo Kraas
Western Town Song

That beautiful western town
That I visited last week
Was very peaceful
Because it had hardly
Any traffic going through
That beautiful western town

Aldo Kraas
Wet Feathers

I am a pigeon
With wet feathers
Because the rain
Had fallen from
The sky
And wet my feathers

Aldo Kraas
Wet Kiss

She gave me a wet kiss today right on my face
But she even took me by surprise
When she gave me the wet kiss on my face
Because I wasn't even ready for it

Aldo Kraas
Wet Sand

I walk on the wet sand
At the beach
And I must say that
I like better the feeling of wet sand
Then the dry sand

Aldo Kraas
What A Beautiful Earth It Is

What a beautiful earth it is
Because God made the earth
And put Mother Nature in charge of the earth

Aldo Kraas
What A Crazy Thing Song

What a crazy thing
Is that winter
Because it is dragging on
For so long now
And I can't get any relief from the cold
At all

Aldo Kraas
What A Feeling

What a feeling
That is inside
Of my heart
That I feel so strong
About it
Because it is coming out of my heart
And that feeling is a warm one

Aldo Kraas
What A Glorious Day

What a glorious day
To get together with the Lord

Aldo Kraas
What A Joy

What a joy my life is
Because I have god in my life
And I can look forward to the next day
When I will open my eyes for the first time in the morning
And see that beautiful sun
Shining at full blast

Aldo Kraas
What A Lonely Place

What a lonely place
Without a soul walking in this street
Besides me
Maybe it is always like that on sunday
Or the people just like to sleep in on sundays
And take the advantage to catch up on the sleep they missed
During the weekend
Not me
I will go out early and explore the city

Aldo Kraas
What A Pest

What a pest
She can't leave me alone
For a second

Aldo Kraas
What A Poor Girl

What a poor girl
That is starving tonight
And her father sends her to bed without food
He tells her that she is too fat
And needs to lose weight
But what else she can do than
Go to bed hungry tonight

Aldo Kraas
What A Relief

What a relief to know
That a poor child
Will have some gifts under the
Christmas tree
To open on
Christmas day

Aldo Kraas
What A Wonderful God

What a wonderful God we have
That love us
And at the same time we serve our God
By worshiping him and praising him
For all the things that he does for us
Like growing our food in the Summer in our gardens
With his holy hands
And by bringing the rain to water our food that we planted in our Gardens
But also bringing the sun to grow our food because our food can't Grow without
the sun either

Aldo Kraas
What A Wonderful World

What a wonderful world that God made for us
Full of trees, birds, flowers, sea, country roads, sky, clouds, and grass
We are so lucky to live in this wonderful world that God made for us
But it is hard to cope with the different seasons that God made for us also
The sky is blue
And the clouds remind me of cotton candy

Aldo Kraas
What About Love?

What about love?
I wonder if you never got enough love?
And do you miss love?

Aldo Kraas
What About Now?

What about now?
The friends that are there for me
When I need them the most
Can I recognize it?
What about now?
Life is a mystery in its self

Aldo Kraas
What Are They Thinking

What are they thinking
Right now
I think they got lost

Aldo Kraas
What Are Words I Say To You?

What are words I say to you?
Are words offensive?
Are words hurtful?
Are words angry?
Are words sad?
Are words happy?
Are words insulting?
Are words annoying?
Are words overwhelmed?
It all depends how you use it when you talk to people

Aldo Kraas
What Are You Doing Here?

What are you doing here?

Aldo Kraas
What Are You Missing In Your Life?

What are you missing in your life?
Are you missing your family?

Aldo Kraas
What Are You Thinking?

What are you thinking?
Are you thinking about spring?
Are you thinking about the weather?

Aldo Kraas
What Are You Waiting For?

What are you waiting for?
Do you want me to make up your mind
For you
Don't you think you are being foolish?

Aldo Kraas
What Are You? Song

What are you?
A father of the two poor girls
That comes back home crying

Aldo Kraas
What Became Of Me

What became of me
Now that I am a men
A men with a good heart
And a good attitude
Towards life in general

Aldo Kraas
What Can I Be Satisfied With?

What can I be satisfied with?
Can I be satisfied with people that try to change my mind?
No way
Can I be satisfied with people that wants to manipulate me?
No way

Aldo Kraas
What Can I Get Out Of Life?

What can I get out of life?
I can get some peace out of life
That I value so much

Aldo Kraas
What Can We Do?

What can we do?
Can we laugh about that situation?

Aldo Kraas
What Can You Hear And See?

What can you hear and see?
Can you hear the airplane flying in the sky?
Can you see the airplane flying in the sky?

Aldo Kraas
What Did I Do With My Life

What did I do with my life that doesn't sound so productive?
Sleeping in all day
Why?
Because I had trouble waking up
And my head was just saying five minutes more
But five minutes more ended up being the whole day in bed
What a waste of a day
Yes it was a waste of a day
But who gave you the permission to do that?
Myself dear fiends and nobody else
That is the honest truth
What do you mean by being honest?
It means not telling a lie and being straightforward with yourself or Others

Aldo Kraas
What Do I Do?

What do I do?
About the pain inside my heart?
What do I do?
About my broken heart?
What do I do?
Now that all the tears are
Coming out from my eyes?

Aldo Kraas
What Do I Fear?

What do I fear?
I fear the dark sometimes
Because in the dark everything looks so different
What do I fear?
I fear the people walking behind me in the sidewalk
Because I don't know if they are going to rob me
Or what they might do to me
So I try to give distance

Aldo Kraas
What Do I Feel Right Now?

What do I feel right now?
I am glad that I had a good day
What do I feel right now?
I am happy to be alive
What do I feel right now?
I was satisfied with my empanada and my sald that I had today
For lunch

Aldo Kraas
What Do I See

I see that blue sky
When I look straight up into the sky
I see the trees
When I walk at the park
And at the same time I will know that they are at full bloom
Because it is summer now

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Bring Me?

What do you bring me?
Do you bring me fear into my eyes?
If you do take it back with you
Because I already have plenty of it in my eyes

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Do?

What do you do?
About the way you look
To others?
Some of your friends
May think that you are too fat
And some of your other friends
May think that you are slim
They are just saying it to make you feel good
Believe me
Because I am telling you the truth
And the truth hurts
You are asking me if that is the truth?
Yes that is the truth my friend

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Do? Song

What do you do when you are tired?
What do you do after you have your breakfast in the morning
Each day?

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Get From Stealing?

What do you get from stealing?
A lot of trouble indeed
You loose your job
You loose your family and friends
Who will trust you now?
No one will trust you now
How are you going to live now?
How are you going to find a job now?
Who will hire you?
Do you like stealing?
Do you steal because you are greedy or just want to cause trouble?
Are you happy now that you lost your job?
Do you have any pride in yourself?
If you think somebody is going to feel sorry for you?
No one will feel sorry for you, you are totally wrong
Have you thought of the consequences first?
Have you learned your lesson?
Are you going to haven or hell?
Haven was made for the good people
Hell was made for the evil people
Where do you think you will end up when you are gone?
Only the good die young
Once you break the law you have to pay for it and be put away in jail
How long will you stay in jail?
The judges and lawyers who take you case will decide
Why do we have laws?
We have laws to protect the people and so we can live safe in our Community

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Need From The World?

What do you need from the world?
Do you need peace from the world?
Do you need friends to end your loneliness?

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Say

What do you say
About going for a long walk right now?
What do you say
About going for swimming tomorrow?

Aldo Kraas
What Do You See Sonata

What do you see in me that I can't see?
Can you see my good qualities?

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Want From God

What do you want from God?
Is that he performs a miracle to this old sick man
What do you want from God?
That he gives some love to you and this old man
The walls of this hospital surrounds this old man
This old man is getting blood transfusion from the nurses
Yes he is very sick and you must understand that
What do you want from God?
Is it that he allows you to spend the last hours with this old man
Yes his final moment will arrive any minute
The next day they connected this old man to the life support
The old man went into coma
And when you came to visit this old man you saw him with life support
But you could not hold back the tears
And I remember that you cried so much for this old man
The next morning this old man died
So you never had the chance to say goodbye to this old man
And the saddest thing is that you will never see that old man again
But the good thing is that the old man doesn't suffer anymore because God
took him home
And he entered the gates of heaven today

Aldo Kraas
What Do You Want From Me?

Brother you are so hard to please
What do you want from me?
For me to change?
I changed already
And I am the new me
Yes you called me crazy still
And you still say I am the crazy one
The crazy things I no longer do
Today I am different
You don’t know me
And you will never know me
What do you want from me?
After you close the door on me
Don’t you know how much this hurts?
If I had to die today would you care?
I don’t think you would
All through those years I’ve known you
You are the one who hurt me the most
What do you want from me?
I light candles in my house to ask God to bring peace in my life
Every time I talk about it
You call me the voodoo lady
Every time I talk about Johrey
You say there she goes and meets the other voodoo ladies
But one thing I can tell you
You are the one that is loosing out in life
By becoming more isolated
I have more energy in my life now, I feel stronger now
What do you want from me?
If I had dropped dead in your front step right now
Would you care?
I don’t think you could
What do you want from me?
I am totally healed today
I don’t take any medications any more
I am not a drug junkie that you use to know
I will not change just to please you
I will always be me
Because today I found happiness
That endless happiness is here to stay
I don’t need to be isolated
Because Isolation is a very lonely one
I can’t be you
I can’t be like you

Aldo Kraas
What else can I do
With the gift that I inherit
People
Because God brought to me
So that I could take care
Of a poor old lady
That was left to die
In her hotel room
With her cat
Frisky

Aldo Kraas
What Else Can We Say?

What else can we say?
It was a long day today
And we worked all day inside
During this beautiful sunny day
Don’t we hate that?
Yes we do
Because it feels like we are being punished

Aldo Kraas
What Else She Can Do?

What else she can do?
She is angry now at herself
Because what she likes she can't afford
To buy
She would love to have a brand new jacket for winter
What else she can do?

Aldo Kraas
What Happened To Me?

What happened to me?
I hate people that procrastinate
Because they don't do anything
And they promise me the moon
What happened to me?
The other people don't see eye to eye?
I would love to get rid of them
In one hand
But on the other hand I would be left with no one to help me
Because they do things in their own time
And not when I need to get it done right
That only annoys me
And at the same time they don't seem to understand me
I have to email them 50 times to get the message across
And that is the only way they will understand me

Aldo Kraas
What Have We Done?

What have we done for our community?
What have we done for God?
What have we done to the sky?
What have we done to the fisherman?

Aldo Kraas
What I Am Song

I am the poet Aldo Gabbay Kraas
I am the son of God
I am humble
I am a friendly person
I am a person that loves people

Aldo Kraas
What I Became

What a became
A complainer about how life affects
Me in general
And I believe that I am stuck with the bad
Elements of life

Aldo Kraas
What I Believe About Her

What I believe
About her
Is that she needs
To get her confidence back

Aldo Kraas
What I Can Do

What I can do is love you to pieces
What you can do is love me to pieces
Because I can dream just about anything.
Sometimes I feel pressure and I try to meet the deadline
When I work on my writing
For my books.
What I can do at night:
Count the sheeps, walking in farmland
Only in my dreams.

Aldo Kraas
What I Can See When You Are In Love

What I can see
When you are in love
Is that you get
So attached to him
Because he can't let you
Due to the fact
That he can lose you any time

Aldo Kraas
What I Gain

What I gain
Is freedom now
From a bad situation

Aldo Kraas
What I Had Expected To See

What I had expected to see today
Was the sun
But the sun never came out
But it was interesting at the same time
Because the beautiful sound of the water I could hear
Coming from the waterfal

Aldo Kraas
What I Love About You Song

What I love about you
Is that you are so honest
To me

Aldo Kraas
What I Supposed To Do?

What I supposed to do with 
My life? 
I supposed to sit arround and complain?

Aldo Kraas
What I Want Most Is Her

What I want most is her
And I try very hard to compose a song
With that title
But my singing doesn't do nothing to her
Than another idea comes to me
Write her a poem with that title
But my poem doesn't turn her on
So I take on a new direction
I write her a letter explaining to her
That what I want the most is her
And that turns her on

Aldo Kraas
What I Will Do Song

What I will do without God?
What I will do without money?
What I will do without sleep?
What I will do without the sun?
What I will do without music?

Aldo Kraas
What I Wouldn'T Give Song

I wouldn't give my home away to nobody
That is because I live in it
I wouldn't give my wallet away
Because inside of my wallet ae all my documents
That I need
I wouldn't give my clothes away
Because I need them
I wouldn't give my food away because I would starve
Away
And that would be crazy for sure

Aldo Kraas
What If I Am Not Song

What if I am not married
Do you think that I will be strange to everybody
That I come across in this earth?
What If I am not hostile
Do you think that I will be boring?

Aldo Kraas
What If Song

What if I decide
To stay home today
Will I miss out in anything?
What if I decide to go to bed early?
That will be my choice and nobody else
What if I have the right to make choices
Can I still make them?
Yes I can because I am grown up

Aldo Kraas
What If?

What if things don't make sense to you anymore?
What if you lost interest in the things that you use to do for fun?

Aldo Kraas
What Is A Prayer?

What is a prayer?
A prayer is a confession to God

Aldo Kraas
What Is A Real Man?

What is a real man?
A man who have charisma
What is a real man?
A man who have respect for others

Aldo Kraas
What Is Done Is Done

My pictures fade
To black and white*
They have lost their colors
There is not much I can do
Because what is done is done
A motorcycle or a car would be no good for me
Because I don't know how to drive a motorcycle or a car
I have no license
It would be parked in my driveway rusting away
I would have to sell it
And get some cash
What is done is done
In spite of it all
I am feeling better
How many roads I must walk to get to you?
Because what is done is done
My love for you is unconditional
It is a lucky day that I can have sometime for myself
Without thinking about old stuff
That is now worthless to me
Because what is done is done
My sweet one is God
I am sure he knows that
I mention it to him a thousand times
Because what is done is done
My world is now on fire
There is plenty of shame that I feel
I am trying to build a better life for me
My roots are superficial here on earth where I stand
Because what is done is done
I still can change it
You are now looking in the eyes of a criminal
- That is me
Where does my faith come in?
Nobody else knows my feelings better than me
And I know what is done is done
I will not let the bad dreams wake me up in the middle of the night
Because they were strange dreams
I had them before
I can't change the fact that I had done those things before
Because what is done is done
I am surfacing in this land
What is done is done
The moon holds its water
So that the temperature in the winter time can be mild
The moon plays an important role in my life
When there is a full moon I know I sometimes act strange
Because what is done is done
Shelter me
Where I can forget about the things that happened to me a while ago
Because what is done is done
I will wear my love like heaven
Everyday
The clocks move fast
The time moves ahead fast
I need some solace from God and you
I just hope someday to embark on a new mission
Because now I am fumbling towards ecstasy**
I looked everywhere I could for you
But that love died
After it was burning my skin
The scars are left
But I have high hopes for me
Because what is done is done
Is there somebody who will love me all the way?
Because what is done is done
I have been hurting too many people over and over again
With my violence
I hope to learn from this lesson and never do it again
Because what is done is done
Now I feel that I can't be a role model to anyone
I feel powerless
I have no power to control my temptations at the moment
I hope somebody will give it to me
And that somebody should be God
Because what is done is done
Nothing is broken other than my life
You never saw me crying like this before
It is because I am living a broken life
I am living with lies that people told me
They believed they knew me
That is not true
Who am I?
Who is this man with the brilliant and sharp mind?
They need to learn
I need to start over
And make something out of my life
Time is moving on
And if I don't take the chance I have I might lose it all
I am so far
I am out of reach
I am now trying to repair my broken life
Because what is done is done
If you could just say a prayer for me
I would appreciate it very much
But remember that I am far away
Out of reach
I hope someday I will be able to love you still
Because what is done is done
Do I know the color of my life?
Yes I should have known better
I acted on impulse
What is done is done
How does it feel to me knowing that I have a criminal record?
Bad, bad, bad
But what is done is done
I wish I could let go of my anger
I hope I will be able to do it
I need to work on it
Imagine me living in peace with myself and the ones I had hurt
Sometimes things are so complicated
Some things I have no control over
But
The things I do have control over is my behavior: the way I think, the Way I feel,
And the way I Communicate with people
The things that I can't control is the war, terrorism, and the pollution that Is In the air
Will I see a happy ending to my life?
Who will pick up the pieces now that I have fallen to pieces?
What is done is done
Love comes to everyone
But not to me this time
I can forgive others
Someday I will forgive myself
When my life will be no longer broken
Not even one chance I will get
Now the judges hold my fate
And I have to play their game
I have no way out of it
Inside of me there is a desire to scream
Now I am standing at the crossroads
Trying to read the signs
To tell me which way I should go
To find all the answers that I need to fix my broken life
I don't care if it is right or wrong
For me to be at the crossroads
But one thing that I know
Is that there are lot's of questions popping up in my mind
I'll be there and back once my life is not broken anymore
It is time for me to just sit back
And wait for the world to come and crash down on my head
And I know that what is done is done
I feel so restless right now
I am sleeping at the park
This is because I have so much going through my mind
I am sleeping the night away
The dark night is my only companion
Not a sound I hear
Not even the traffic
Or people passing by
This is my problem
Nobody else's
Because what is done is done
If I ever lose my mind again
I will have to stop and think before I act on impulse
Everything in my life must change soon
Because my life is broken
I feel once again the body heat rising
It keeps me warm in this night
Just once God will you save me this time?
God I'm yours
Because what is done is done
God I don't want to let you down
Say you are going to be mine God
I will give patience a chance
That is all that is left for me to do
Is there a chance for me to go to heaven?
God I was this time a prisoner inside the jail cell
It is even horrible to think about it
But what is done is done
Before I was thinking about God
I had woken up
And I saw something
I thought it was a shadow
But I found out sooner or later that it was God
That came for me
I kiss the wind
I am so unfortunate to be caught in a web of spiders
I am struggling in this uncaring snare
I yearn for a loving heart to call my own
I am speaking into the wind
My cries go to the right ear
Is there an escape?
Perhaps yes if only in the recesses of my mind
I will wait and I will listen
I will hear the one searching for me that is God
I will reach out with my soul and touch another
The one that I will is God
I will embrace God because he is close to me now
My restless empty heart stands still
I will listen to the sounds of the wind
As the wind gently touches my skin
I also need one to trust
To share
And not wanting to be alone
I will speak
Because God wants to hear my pleas
I am opening my arms to welcome the one that is calling for me
- That is God
Like a kiss in the wind
My feelings are there
Carried by and through the wind
God I am also alone like them
I can trust you with your love
I am reaching out
I am hearing you speak to me
Softly and yet so loud
I hear your voice saying
Just kiss the wind
For I am here:
A careles word may kindle strife
A cruel word may wreck a life
A bitter word may hate instill
A brutal word may smite and kill
A gracious word may light a day
A timely word may lessen stress
A loving word may heal and bless”***
Because what is done is done

Aldo Kraas
What Is Good About Hello?

What is good about hello?
What is good about hello
Is that it is used to express
A greeting

Aldo Kraas
What Is Holding Me Hostage

What is holding me hostage
Is the way that I communicate with people
And the biggest problem that I am having
Is that my communication is not so effective
When I communicate face to face with people

Aldo Kraas
What Is Inside Of The Human Heart?

What is inside of the human heart?
Do you know if there is blood inside of the human heart?
Yes I know
And inside of the human heart you have a pump that pumps blood
To our entire body

Aldo Kraas
What Is Life To You?

What is life to you?
Is it just a game?
Is it just a dream?
Is it just imagination?

Aldo Kraas
What Is Lost Song

What is lost
You can't never recovered
In life
Because it will cost you more to replace it
In life

Aldo Kraas
What Is Meant To Be Will Be

What is meant to be will be
If there is something
That you want so badly
Please remember always
That what is meant to be will be

Aldo Kraas
What Is My Destiny God?

What is my destiny God?
Please tell me God?
Because I don't want to wait in vaine

Aldo Kraas
What Is My Greatest Joy?

What is my greatest joy?
My greatest joy is the sun
When it is shining
Above the blue sky

Aldo Kraas
What Is The Meaning Of Death?

Death is the end of life
And it means that your life came to an end

Aldo Kraas
What is the name of the game?
Perhaps the name of the game is life
A pure life that you and me live everyday in this crazy world
Called word
That is so over populated by people
What is the name of the game?
Blood that keep us alive
What is the name of the game
Nature that was made to beautify our world that we live in
What is the name of the game?
Words that can kill
What is the name of the game
Love the spice of life
What is the name of the game
Lightning, rain, and thunder
That comes down from the sky
What is the name of the game
The spade that I use to fight my enemies
Because I am the king
What is the name of the game?
Birds flying high in the sky
They are reaching their highest altitude
What is the name of the game?
Anxiety
That leaves me panicky
What is the name of the game?
Food that we share with the hungry people
What is the name of the game?
Thanksgiving
Because we have a lot to thank for
What is the name of the game?
Clouds in the sky that form different shapes
And I see a face of an old man with beer, one duck, and one airplane
What is the name of the game?
Angels singing out loud
For the whole world to hear
What is the name of the game?
Snowstorm
That is now falling from the sky
What is the name of the game?
Sleep
Because the time arrived for us to sleep
What is the name of the game?
Fall
And the leaves of the trees are changing
What is the name of the game?
Winter
What is the name of the game?
Family that helps us to stay connected
What is the name of the game?
The red rose
With a beautiful fragrance
That leaves you to want to smell it
With your nose
What is the name of the game?
Mail man delivering
The mail door to door every single day
Early in the morning or late during the day
I know the times during the day varies
And everybody waits for the mail man
Sometimes we don't have much luck with the mail
Because we get junk mail
What is the name of the game?
Feast
A turkey cooked with all the trimings for thanksgiving
What is the name of the game?
Dog barking while walking in the streets
That is because they saw other dogs
What is the name of the game?
Fear
Do we fear the snowstorm
Do we fear the dark
Do we fear the stranger
Do we fear the homeless
What is the name of the game?
Poverty
Because when you are in that stage of life you have no where to turn
What is the name of the game?
Cold heart warm hands
What is the name of the game
Cold condo
Furnace not turned on
And that I can say it is insane
What is the name of the game
Perrier
The taste is so refreshingly
Because it has lemon and it is ice cold
What is the name of the game?
Hold
Hold the ice in your hands
Clunch your fist and let the ice melt
That will remove your anxiety
What is the name of the game?
Everything looks different at night
And the night comes fast at your door
What is the name of the game?
Alarm clock
It beeps louder than you ever imagine
Making you want to throw the alarm clock out of the window
What is the name of the game?
Prayer request
It have been requested by people
So that you can pray for those
That are suffering, sick, lonely, dying, and losing jobs
What is the name of the game?
Fruit bowl
And I can see that the fruit bowl is full
What is the name of the game?
Amadeus
Playing the piano at night
And I can hear it because
My bedroom is next door to his living home
In the same house
What is the name of the game?
Grass
The grass always looks greener on the other side
What is the name of the game?
Razor blade
That we use to shave our skin everyday
So we can look good and feel good
What is the name of the game?
Sins
Sins have been committed by all of us
What is the name of the game?
Forgiven
God has forgiven us
What is the name of the game?
Telephone
It rings and it wakes you up
It is not nice when it is telemarketers
What is the name of the game?
Wind
It blows in your face
What is the name of the game?
Fire place
It gives a beautiful glow
What is the name of the game?
Beaches
Beautiful
With lots of water
What is the name of the game?
Candle holder
That decorates the table for thanksgiving
What is the name of the game?
Snoring
And I can hear someone snoring
Very loud like a chain saw
What is the name of the game?
Playing cards
Lets play crazy eights
What is the name of the game?
Coffee
It is an antioxidant
What is the name of the game?
Windshield wipers
Turned on in the cars
Because it is raining out
What is the name of the game?
Kimono
Is what I am wearing now
What is the name of the game?
Makeup
That is what the women wears everyday
What is the name of the game?
Taxi
There are taxis on the road
You will be able to get one
To go home
What is the name of the game?
Choice
You have to make the choice
Because there are choices in life
What is the name of the game?
Photography
Have your camera ready to take pictures
What is the name of the game?
Fields
That are empty
What is the name of the game
Laptop
Useful because you can take it wherever you go
What is the name of the game?
Chocolate
That are made with the finest ingredients
What is the name of the game?
Cooks cooking their fancy meals
At the restaurant
What is the name of the game?
Money
That is made of paper
And you have to work for it
What is the name of the game?
Computer
That is placed on a desk that contains a printer and a computer chair
What is the name of the game?
Sunset
It comes in the late afternoon
What is the name of the game?
Ducks swimming at Grenadier Pond

Aldo Kraas
What Is The Point?

What is the point of you living a miserable life?
Maybe you don't have any friends
And you don't go out at all
What is the point of you starving yourself to death?
Maybe you think you are fat
You are not
Trust me

Aldo Kraas
What Is This Life For?

What is this life for?
This life is for
Living
And it
Was given
To all of us

Aldo Kraas
What Is Up For The Day

What is up for the day?
The cold weather is back again
The lady that live in my hotel
Where I live also
Gave me that wonderful
Macedonian food
That comes from one of the finest
Nursing homes in
Toronto
Am I lucky or what?
Here I feel that I am living in heaven

Aldo Kraas
What Is Wrong With The World Song

What is wrong with the world
Sometimes I wonder
About what is wrong with the world

Aldo Kraas
What Is Your Name Stranger?

What is your name stranger?
My name
Is
Beauty Queen
She said
Wow
I told her that I was impressed

Aldo Kraas
What It Has In Me

What it has in me
That wakes me up
In the morning
Singing that sad song
that speaks to me
Of my sadest and loneliest
times of my life

Aldo Kraas
What It Would Be Like To Live In A Palace

If I was a king I would love to be in a palace
I would have servants to do everything for me
I would have time to live my life
Without dishes to wash
Or floors to sweep.
I would be very rich indeed
But I don't know what would happen to the outside world
Because I would be out of touch with the outside world
Perhaps I wouldn't feel safe outside
People might not like me if I had a lot of money
While they went without.
I mean the poor people
The poor people don't have anything
And I would have everything
Also with my money I would be able to buy everything that I need
While the needy
Starved.
Perhaps I would rather
Not live in a palace.

Aldo Kraas
What It Would Be Like To Live In The Streets

It would be terrible for me to live on the streets
During the winter
It would be too cold
Also I would starve to death if I lived on the street
Even if I begged I would never get anything
Because the people
Only care about themselves
I don't know if I would live in a shelter during the winter months
But I would feel ok to live outside in the summer
Unless it was raining out
The thunder and lighting would be dangerous
If I got struck by lighting I don't think that I would ever survived because I
would be dead for sure
What about food bank?
I think I would use the food bank
But excuse me because there is no fridge outside and my food would be Spoiled
very fast
Also if I needed to use the washroom where would I go
Because there are no washroom outside but I would have to go to the Washroom
in bushes or shrubs

Aldo Kraas
What Kind Of Man I Am?

What kind of man I am?
I am a honest man
What kind of man I am?
I am a friendly man

Aldo Kraas
What Love Is

Love is that tender touch
Love is that special feeling that we find inside of our hearts
Love is not angry or sad
Love is not evil
Love is another passionate affection for another person
Love is not greedy
Love is not for sale

Aldo Kraas
What Love Leaves Behind

What love leaves behind
Two broken hearts
Underneath the trunk of the
Evergreen
And in the trunk of the evergreen
We had engraved our names
So if one of us returns to this place again
We will be remembered by God
At least
We never got engaged
And we never got that far together

Aldo Kraas
What Make Us Most Human?

What make us most human?

Aldo Kraas
What Man Is This?

What man is this?
This man is God's son

Aldo Kraas
What Matters The Most

What matters the most
In my life
Is that I live in peace
With myself

Aldo Kraas
What Matters To Me

What matters to me
Life
Love
Peace
Harmony
Friends
Trees
Sunshine
Good food
Poetry
Music
God
Patience
Nice clothes to wear
My home
My bed
My tv
Walks
Health
Weight
Sympathy
Gratitude
Respect
Wishes
Feelings
Joy
Water
Sea
Rainbows
Moon
Prayers
Fireworks
Dreams
Believing in myself
Trust

Aldo Kraas
What Miracles Are And What Miracles Can Do

What
Miracles
Are
And
What
Miracles
Can
Do
Are
Two
Different
Things

Aldo Kraas
What More Do I Want?

What more do I want?
I want some peace in my life

Aldo Kraas
What More Do You Want From God?

What more do you want from God
That gave you his life?

Aldo Kraas
What My Brown Eyes Saw

What my brown eyes saw
Was the trees that are now flowering
During the spring

Aldo Kraas
What Nature Brings

What nature brings to the people of the earth?
The nature brings the flowers

Aldo Kraas
What She Is Going To Do To Make Me Love Her?

What she is going to do to make me love her?

Aldo Kraas
What Song

What do I want?
What do I need?
What can I have?
What can I get?
What is left for me?

Aldo Kraas
What The Devil Does To Me

What the devil does to me
Is so cruel
If you can see that
First the devil gets rid of all my friends
And gives me back in return some loneliness
Then he puts me into a cell and lock me up
By putting so many locks into the door of my cell

Aldo Kraas
What To Do Song

Do you know what to do
When you are upset about something?
Do you talk to somebody about the
Things that upset you?
Do you rather keep the things that upset you
Inside and not share it with somebody?

Aldo Kraas
What Wakes You?

What wakes you?
The thought that
Someone
You love
Is far
From
Where
You are

Aldo Kraas
What Was Done In A Dream Can'T Be Done In The Real Life

What was done in a dream
Can't be done in
The real life
Because what happens in a dream
Is a fairytale
And nothing else
But what happens in the real life
We have to deal with it
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
What We Are, What You Are, And What He Is

What we are
A friendly person
What you are
A person that is very shy
And what he is
A person that is always busy

Aldo Kraas
What We Feel Today

What we feel today
Is that people
Are turning away from religion
Why are people turning away from religion?
Because some of them were forced to go to church by their parents

Aldo Kraas
What We Have To Say

What we have to say to the ones
That are cruel to the animals
Please don't be cruel to the animals
What we have to say to the ones
That are sending the kids to work
In poor countries
Why do you have so many kids?
Because you can't even afford to feed them

Aldo Kraas
What Wil You Say

What will you say
Today to God?

Aldo Kraas
What Will I Do Song?

What will I do
About the people in this world
That are letting me down
Because I feek that they are not supporting me at all

Aldo Kraas
What Will It Take

What will it take for you to write me?
What will it take for you to came and visit me?
What will it take for me to be your friend?
What will it take for you to love me like you did before?
What will it take for you to show your pride?
What will it take for you to know me?
What will it take for you to be honest to yourself?

Aldo Kraas
What You Are To God

What you are to God
One of his children
What you are to God
One of his servant

Aldo Kraas
What You Are To Me

What you are to me
My God
My savior
My friend

Aldo Kraas
What You Do To Us

God
What you do to us
It is amazing
Because
It gives us
That
Energy
That we need

Aldo Kraas
What You Don'T Know

What you don't know
Is that you can't see the person that is seating behind the computer
And sending you the email

Aldo Kraas
What You Gave Me Song

What you gave me
Is something that I will never
Forget
Because I can share it with the rest of the world
Any time I want
And that is great

Aldo Kraas
What You See

What you see
Is a men that is honest
And humble

Aldo Kraas
What You Will Give Me In Return

What you will give me in return
If I help you ease your pain?

Aldo Kraas
Whatever It Is That I Need

Whatever It is that I need
I can find in God's house

Aldo Kraas
Whatever It Takes

Whatever
It
Takes
For
You
To
Love
Me
I
Will
Do

Aldo Kraas
Whatever You Wish God Will Grant You

Whatever you wish
God will grant you
When you pray to him
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
What's On My Mind Now

What's on my mind now
Is sleeping
And I know I slept badly this night
Because I woke up at 12:00 pm
And outside it is dark
Maybe I need an explanation why I can't sleep well?
I think it could be that I am either too cold or too hot

Aldo Kraas
What's The Use Sonata

What's the use of crying?
What's the use of going to bed hungry?
What's the use of blaming God?
What's the use of not taking some responsibility?

Aldo Kraas
What's Wrong With Us?

What's wrong with us?
We are always complaining about something
In our lives?
Either we don't get enough sleep or we can't sleep
Why?

Aldo Kraas
What'sa Matter

What'sa matter
To the world
What'sa matter
To this season
Because there is
Something different
What is it?
It is Christmas time

Aldo Kraas
Wheat Fields

I am planting the
Wheat
In the fields
Of my farm
With the helping
Hand of the other farms

Aldo Kraas
Wheel

You took my hands of the wheel of the boat that I was navigating
Because you knew that I couldn’t navigate that boat very well
And believe me when I say that it is a hard job to navigate a ship
Because it is not like driving a car
But anyway I am happy that you are navigating the ship now
After I had navigated the ship for two hours
God I am so happy that you are the captain of this ship
And not me anymore
Because you do a better job than me navigating this ship
That we are sailing on
Through the rough waters of the world
In order to discover the new world
And baptize together the people of the world
In this living waters
That will be our holy waters
That we will use to baptize the people
We know that the people must be waiting for our arrival
All over the world
In the living waters
In another hour or so
It will get dark
And it will be time to dock the ship for the night
So that we can sleep for the night

Aldo Kraas
When

When she needs you
Will you be there
To confort her?
When she needs you
Will you be there
For her?

Aldo Kraas
When A Man Fall To Pieces

When
A
Man
Fall
To
Pieces
He
Sits
There
At
The
Dining
Room
Table

Aldo Kraas
When A Path Is Sought

When a path is sought,
Someone will be sent to lead the way

Aldo Kraas
When All Is Said And Done

When all is said and done
After I died
I hope to be buried
10 ft under the ground
And I hope that
People will respect my wishes
And not walk all over my grave

Aldo Kraas
When All The Angels That Lives In Heaven

When all the angels
That lives in heaven
Descend from heaven
To earth
To do their will
Towards men and women
That lives on earth

Aldo Kraas
When All The Doors Are Closed Song

When all the doors are closed
There is no need for you to be knocking
At them
Because all the doors are closed
And there will be nobody inside
To hear you knocking at all the doors
When all the doors are closed
At the place you arrived at is very bad
Because it sends you and other people away

Aldo Kraas
When Do You Think Of Me?

When do you think of me?
Do you think of me when you are alone?

Aldo Kraas
When Everyone Gave Me A Reason

When
Everyone
Gave
Me
A
Reason
To
Question
Your
Love
Because
They
Were
Interested
To
Know
If
You
Love
Me

Aldo Kraas
When God Dip His Pen

When God
Dip his pen
That is the time
That he is writing
Letters to his children

Aldo Kraas
When Grace Illuminates Our World

When
Grace
Illuminates
Our
World
We
Became
Happy
Because
The
Darkness
Is
Gone

Aldo Kraas
When He Comes Home

When he comes home
It is a different history

Aldo Kraas
When His Foot Touches Earth

When his foot touches earth I will say to the bird in my silent voice
Welcome back home bird
And I will now that is the first sign that spring is finally here

Aldo Kraas
When His Mother Dies

When his mother dies
I hope he will be around
To pay his last respect to his mother

Aldo Kraas
When I Am 65

When I am 65
Every day will be a blessing from God
When I am 65
I hope that I will still be able to see with my eyes
When I am 65
I hope that I will be able to hear well with my ears
When I am 65
I hope that I will still be able to talk
When I am 65
I hope that I will be able to walk long distances
When I am 65
I hope that I will still be able to look after myself
When I am 65
I hope there will be somebody that will take care of me
When I am 65
I will be retired
When I am 65
I hope that I will not be isolated and lonely
And I hope that friends will be around for me
When I am 65
I hope to be able to see my nephew more
And I hope that he will come here to see me
When I am 65
I will have gray hair
And I will look more handsome
When I am 65
I won’t be able to do nothing about aging
I will age with time
When I am 65
I will receive my little pension
When I am 65
I will be a senior citizen
When I am 65
I hope that I will still have my brilliant mind working

Aldo Kraas
When I Am Closer To You

When I am closer to you
My whole world becomes different

Aldo Kraas
When I Am Dreaming With You

When
I am
Dreaming
With
You
During
My
Sleep
Every
Night
It
feels
So
Good
Because
I can
See
You
Clear
In
My
Dreams

Aldo Kraas
When I Am In Trouble Song

When I am in trouble
I try to pray to God
For help
But sometimes he will not answer me
Because it is not his time to answer me
And then what I have to do is to fight
With the people using words
So they get angry
And at the same time they bleed to death
By hearing my nasty words

Aldo Kraas
When I Am In Your Eyes

When I am in your eyes
I am just like a candle glowing in the dark

Aldo Kraas
When I Am Saying Nothing At All

When I am saying nothing at all
The world around me
Becomes quiet like a ghost

Aldo Kraas
When I Am Stressed Out

When I am stressed out
My body doesn't work
Well at all
And my body reacts
in so many different ways

Aldo Kraas
When I Am Without You

When I am without you
My world turns upside down
And I feel so alone
Because I don't have anyone around like you
To see me smiling every morning

Aldo Kraas
When I Came Back To You

When I came back to you
My world
Was falling down

Aldo Kraas
When I Close My Eyes

When I close
My eyes
Every day
In the afternoon
I meditate
for a while

Aldo Kraas
When I Close My Eyes Song

When I close my eyes in the afternoon
Everyday
I meditate for a while

Aldo Kraas
When I Dream

When I dream
I have
Beautiful
Dreams of you
Still
Sometimes in that
Dreams
It feels to me like
I am flying high
On an airplane
The wings of that airplane
Is the wings of love

Aldo Kraas
When I Drink The Wine

When I drink the wine
I am drinking
The blood of God
That was given to me by him

Aldo Kraas
When I Feel Like Song

When I feel like talking
I will talk to you
When I feel like sleeping
I will go to sleep
And don't you worry because
My body sends me signals
When I am tired

Aldo Kraas
When I Feel So Alone Sonata

When I feel so alone
I know that the only thing that will
keep me occupied will be by praying to God

Aldo Kraas
When I First Found You Mother Nature

When I first found you
Mother Nature
I was happy
To see
All the things
That you had for me
And I start to fall in love with you
Mother Nature

Aldo Kraas
When I Forgot

When I forgot
That everything around me is real

Aldo Kraas
When I Get There Will I Know Where I Am?

When
I get
There
Will
I know
Where
I am?
Because
I haven't
Been
Back
To my
Home
Land
Since

Aldo Kraas
When I Have You

When I have you
I will be happy
Because I will know
That you are mine
And that you are there for me

Aldo Kraas
When I Love Song

When I love
The one who loves me
Back
I feel that I showing my love
To one who loves me
For the things that I am
And not for the things that I am not

Aldo Kraas
When I Need A Certain Call

When I Need A Certain Call
I Know That God Will Give It To Me

Aldo Kraas
When I Need You

When I need you God
I just close
My eyes
And
I can
See you
In my
Dreams

Aldo Kraas
When I Overcome

When
I
Overcome
My
Bad
Experiences
In
Life
I
Will
Be
Ready
To
Move
On

Aldo Kraas
When I Say

When I say
That I will
Always be your
Friend
I will always be there for you
When I say
I love you
It is not a lie

Aldo Kraas
When I say Go Blues

When I say go
It is the time for you to go
And find something to do
When I say go
It is the time for you
To show me that whatever you found
You are happy with

Aldo Kraas
When I see the evening shadows
Showing at the sky
I know that I reached the end of the day
And it is time for me
To give a litte sigh

Aldo Kraas
When I Surrender

When I surrender
My heart to God I feel much better
Because I can feel that God
Is healing my heart

Aldo Kraas
When I Surrender My Heart To God

When I surrender
My heart to God I feel much better
Because I can feel that God
Is healing my heart

Aldo Kraas
When I Think About A Friend

When I think about a friend
I think about the things that comes
To my mind about him

Aldo Kraas
When I Walk At The Green Green Grass Of Home

When I walk at the green green grass of home
I feel very good about it
Because I know that I have accomplished something
That is good for my health and myself also

Aldo Kraas
When I Walk Through The Door

When I walk through
The front door
Of your house
I am like
The
Cool breeze

Aldo Kraas
When I Was A Child

When I was a child
I loved to go to the dentist

Aldo Kraas
When I Was Travelling

When I was travelling to Tokyo on a jet plane
You were sleeping in your bed
And the jet plane went by your house
But I am surprised that the jet plane didn't woke you up
Because the engine of the jet plane was very noisy

Aldo Kraas
When I Was Younge

When I was younge I used to fight with everybody
And punch everybody out
But I always wanted my way

Aldo Kraas
When I Write

When I write
I write because it is therapeutic for me
When I write
I also write for my readers
And fans

Aldo Kraas
When Ii

When will winter be over?
When will I see you again?
When will you dream with me?

Aldo Kraas
When I'M Alone

When
I'm
Alone
I
Don't
Mind
At
All
Because
I
Have
More
Time
For
Me

Aldo Kraas
When I'M Not Song

When I am not sleeping
I am waiting for you

Aldo Kraas
When It Is All Over

There is no need to come
When it is all over

Aldo Kraas
When It Is Dark

When it is dark
And I can't see
Anything in the dark
You will be my light

Aldo Kraas
When It Was Him

When it was him
That fished
In the sea
He always
Brought
Home
A large
Piece
Of fish

Aldo Kraas
When It's Time For Me To Go To Bed

When it's time
For me to go to bed
I will go
Because by then my body will send me a warning
And I will know by then that I am tired

Aldo Kraas
When Life Gets You Up

When life gets you up
You are in a mood for anything
That is because you have so much energy in you

Aldo Kraas
When Love Comes My Way Blues

When love comes my way
I will grab it before it is gone
Because I might not have another chance

Aldo Kraas
When Love Has Gone

When love has gone I will feel sad also
When love has gone I will feel lonely again
When love has gone I will feel bored again
When love has gone I will feel also lost in this world
When love has gone I will feel also hurt
When love has gone I will feel so empty and shallow at the same time

Aldo Kraas
When Love Take Over

When love takes my life
I don't get tire or bored
Because I am always happy with that feeling
And now I am back to work

Aldo Kraas
When May Is Back

When may is back
Every year
It is Mother's day
All over the world

Aldo Kraas
When Morning Comes Song

When morning comes
I will be on the road
Going to work
And I will return home
At dusk

Aldo Kraas
When Muses Sing

When muses sing
The song about love
We all look forward
To that

Aldo Kraas
When My Fate Was Lost

I remember when my fate was lost
So many years ago
Because it left me almost paralysed
By not allowing me to do anything
But by then I realized that I was a victim also

Aldo Kraas
When My Love Was New

I was so happy when my love
Was new because God had given it to me
And I never gave my love anay
To anybody here on earth
That is the honest truth

Aldo Kraas
When My Wicked World Sleeps

When my wicked world sleeps
Everything seems to be so quiet
Because it is late at night

Aldo Kraas
When Our Eyes Met Each Other

Before our eyes
Met each other
They were sad
And lonely

Aldo Kraas
When She Falls In Love

When she falls in love
She wants someone that loves her
When she falls in love
She wants to find out first if she can trust him
When she falls in love
She hopes this man is kind to her and treats her well
When she falls in love
She hopes it will be forever
And she hopes it is not going to be a little game he plays
When she falls in love
She hopes he respect her wishes
When she falls in love
She hopes that he doesn’t use her and takes advantage of her
When she falls in love
She hopes that he doesn’t love her for her money
When she falls in love
She can taste his lips of honey
When she falls in love
It will be there sentimental journey together
When she falls in love
She hopes she can smell that sweet smell of his fragrance in his face
When she falls in love
She hopes she can have an agreement with him
When she falls in love
She hopes he can keep his promise he made to her
When she falls in love
She hopes that he will give her that first kiss
When she falls in love
She hopes that when she has her child he will be there for the baby And her
Because the baby, she, and he will be a family
It would be terrible if he left her and the baby
That child would had grown up without a father
It would be devastating for the child
When she falls in love
She hopes that this love comes naturally from him
She hopes to feel inside her heart that love he is given her
She hopes he is not faking it
When she falls in love
She hopes that the romance will carry on between them
When she falls in love
She hopes to give a toast to each other
With a little glass of French wine

Aldo Kraas
When She Is Kissing My Lips

When she is kissing my lips
I am feeling her lips
Touching mine

Aldo Kraas
When She Is Smiling

When she is smiling
It is beautiful to see
Because I can see that all her sadness had vanished
From her eyes

Aldo Kraas
When She Loved Me

When she loved me it was so different
Because she new how to pamper me

Aldo Kraas
When she loved you
You had been so happy
For so long
And you had nothing to fear

Aldo Kraas
When She Was Young

When she was young
Nothing bother her as much as today
Because when she was young
She was just a kid
Trying to have fun with life

Aldo Kraas
When Song

When I sleep
I let my body rest
All the way

Aldo Kraas
When The Children Cry

It is hard for me to explain
When the children cry

Aldo Kraas
When The Drum Is Beating

When the drum is beating
It remove all my aches an pains that I have
And afterwords I feel much better because I don't have any pain and Aches
Left in my heart

Aldo Kraas
When The Folks Are Gone

When the folks are gone
This house will be empty
Very fast
You will see

Aldo Kraas
When The Golden Sumbean Will Shine On Me

When the golden sumbean will shine on me
I will be awake by then
With a smile on my face
Because the sumbean is full of vitamin c
That my body needs
Every single day
That I am living my life
In the planet earth

Aldo Kraas
When The Lights Of My Eyes

When the lights
Of my eyes
Is shining
Against
The sun

Aldo Kraas
When The Little Boy

When the little boy
Is playing in the rain
He is having fun
By getting wet
And his parents
Don't mind it at all

Aldo Kraas
When The Memory Sticks To Me

When the memory sticks to me
I think that is the time that I can work better
And I am more awake

Aldo Kraas
When The Moon

When the moon
Appeared
In the sky
At my early
Years

Aldo Kraas
When The Night Was Young

When the night was young
I was just a little boy
Walking down the street
Carrying some
Shopping bags
In my hands

Aldo Kraas
When The People Are Free Song

When the people are free
They are allowed to live a free life
And to do what they want and need to do
With their free lives
Without asking anyone for permission

Aldo Kraas
When The People In The Whole World Blames You

When the people in the whole world blames you
Do you accept it?
Or you just ignore it?
Or you try to fight with them?
Do you believe that you can win the fight?

Aldo Kraas
When The Spirit Tells Me

I am going to sleep when my spirit tells me to go to sleep
I am going to wake up when my spirit tells me to wake up
I am going to read the bible when my spirit tells me to have a shower
I am going to get dress when my spirit tells me to get dress
I am going to wea my shoes when my spirit tells me to go out
I am going to wear my green winter coat when my spirit tells me I need To wear my coat in order for me to go out because it is cold outside
I am going to sing a song when my spirit tells me it is time to sing
I am going to socialize with people when my spirit tells me it is time to Socialize with people
I am going to eat when my spirit tells me it is time to eat
I am going to watch the moon over Toronto when my spirt tells me it is Time for me to watch the moon over Toronto
I am going to laugh when my spirit tells me to laugh
I am going to cry when my spirit tells me to cry

Aldo Kraas
When The Storm Leaves My Heart

I will be fine
When the storm leaves my heart
And I hope that the storm will leave my heart soon

Aldo Kraas
When The Sun Kissed Our Faces

When the sun kissed our faces today
We enjoyed it very much

Aldo Kraas
When The Sun Shines I Am Always Happy

When the sun shines I am always happy
Because it helps me to forget
All my problems for a day

Aldo Kraas
When The Time Comes Song

When the time comes
I will feed the others first
Before i have my meal
Because I don't want to see
Anybody starving
Around me
Also I don't want them to be there
Staring at me when I am having my food

Aldo Kraas
When The Whole Goes Right

When the whole world goes right
You have to clap your hands
And say a little prayer to God

Aldo Kraas
When The Whole World

When the whole world
Will end the war
We will be able to live in peace
With each other

Aldo Kraas
When The World Is Cold

When the world is cold
That we live on
The people will be cold also
But I have a warm heart
And a big heart also

Aldo Kraas
When We Are Loved

When we are loved
By somebody we feel much better
Knowing that she cares about us also

Aldo Kraas
When We Close Our Eyes To Sleep

When we close our
Eyes to sleep
We all see
Vivid images
Inside of our eyes

Aldo Kraas
When We Grow Old Song

When we grow old
Our kids put us in a nursing
And never bother with us anymore

Aldo Kraas
When We Lose Our Culture

When we lose our culture
We lose our identity

Aldo Kraas
When We See You

When we see you
We know that you are always happy
And we are happy for you also
We never saw you cry
We think that the reason is that you
Don't want to worry us

Aldo Kraas
When We Will Die She Will Cry

When we will die
She will cry
Because she will
Have nobody left to take care of her

Aldo Kraas
When Will I See Her Again?

When I will see her again?
I hope that it will be any time now

Aldo Kraas
When yesterday
Was born
When yesterday
Arrived
At my door

Aldo Kraas
When You Are Alone And Down

When
You
Are
Alone
And
Down
You
Can
always
Come
To
This
Sanctuary

Aldo Kraas
When You Are Away Song

When you are away
I miss your love
When you are away
I miss you so much
When you are away
I fall to pieces
Every time

Aldo Kraas
When You Are Gone Song

When you are gone
I feel lonely also
When you are gone
I have no body to talk with
And that makes me sad

Aldo Kraas
When you are in your darkest hour
You will know that your loved one
Is dying now
And it is hard to hold back the tears
But don't be afraid to cry

Aldo Kraas
When You Are On An Upper Class Life

When you are on an upper class life
You can afford the best from the best
Because you are earning the top dollars to live

Aldo Kraas
When You Are With Me God

When you are with me God
I love every moment
When you are with me God
You make every moment very special
When you are with me God
We walk in that long road together
When you are with me God
You give me plenty of love

Aldo Kraas
When You Ask Me Why I Love You

When you ask me why I love you, I don't know what to say
Because it is very hard to try to explain to you why I love you

Aldo Kraas
When You Believe

When you believe
In something
Your life becomes more interesting

Aldo Kraas
When You Came Into My Life

When you came into my life
My life had changed
So fast without warning
And I was very happy
To have found you

Aldo Kraas
When You Catch Your Falling Star

When you catch the falling star that will fall from heaven here at home
Please call me at home
Because I want to see that falling star in your hand
And that falling star will be another star for your collection that you Already have

Aldo Kraas
When You Close Your Eyes

When you close
Your eyes
All you see is black
You try to turn around
And block that
vision in your eyes
And that black vision
Still hanging in there
Like a black cat
Runing wild
In the streets

Aldo Kraas
When You Cry

When you cry
I see the tears
Coming down
From your eyes
Just like the rain
Does when it
Comes down from the sky

Aldo Kraas
When You Find Me Again

When you find me again
It will be a happy reunion

Aldo Kraas
When You Find Yourself Alone

When you find yourself alone
Living a life without any hope
When you find yourself alone
Crying out the blues

Aldo Kraas
When You Got The Moon

God
When you got
The moon
Please call me
And I will come over

Aldo Kraas
When You Got To Go

When you got to go
You got to go
And death is unavoidable
Because when God calls you to come to him
You have no choice but to Go
Because that is the day that your life ended here on earth
And when you arrive in heaven
You will rest forever
And you will be free from pain

Aldo Kraas
When You Have The Right Mind

When you have the right mind
You will be able to say what you want
Without acusing people

Aldo Kraas
When You Look At Me

When you look at me
I can see that you are worried about something
That is going on in your life at the present moment

Aldo Kraas
When You Song

When you are angry
Please don't take your anger on somebody else
And try to work out with yourself and others
Or even better leave it outside at the front door steps

Aldo Kraas
When You Stand Tall

When you stand tall
We stand tall
If you don't love God
Or don't know God
Than don't pray

Aldo Kraas
When You Touched Me Song

When you touched me
You touched my hair
And you caressed my hair
Very gently

Aldo Kraas
When You Wake Up Song

When you wake up
Tomorrow
It will be another day
For us to walk in the fields

Aldo Kraas
When You Want Something So Bad

When you want something so bad
Either you buy it right away
That it is if you need it right away
If not why should you spend your money?

Aldo Kraas
When you want to forget about the word hate
Don't mention the things that you hate
And leave the word hate out of your vocabulary
Because hate is a very negative word
And use the word I don't like it
Instead

Aldo Kraas
When Your Dead, Your Dead

When your dead,
Your dead
And you will be in heaven
In that beautiful
Place you always dream of

Aldo Kraas
When Your In Love With Me

When your in love with me
The whole
Is bright
And the sun
Keeps on shining non stop
Each day

Aldo Kraas
When Your Lips Are Next To Her

When your lips are next to her
You make a slow move
And than you start to kiss her
Slowly
Her lips have the scent of
Honey

Aldo Kraas
Whenever My Anger Appears

Whenever
My
Anger
Appears
I
Can
Control
It
Much
Better
Today

Aldo Kraas
Where Am I Now?

Where am I now?
Should I say that I am seeing the dark clouds hanging infront of my eyes
And that is why I can't see anything behind the clouds
Also there is one thing that I know for sure
That makes me sad today
And the thing that makes me sad is that I can't see you at all
But the truth is that the clouds are hanging infront of my eyes
Please know that I wasn't born blind or ignoring you
Where am I now?
I am thinking about you
And also wished that the clouds that are hanging infront od my eyes Would go way
Because I am dying to see you
Where am I now?
I am in this lonely planet
Wishing that he hardest days of my life would end

Aldo Kraas
Where Are The Followers Of God?

Where are the followers of God?

Aldo Kraas
Where Are We Now?

Where Are We Now? When It Comes To Peace? Can We Accept This Gift?

Aldo Kraas
Where Are We Running?

Where are we running?
Are we running away from the homeless people of the street?
Where are we running?
Are we running away from the rain
Where are we running?
Are we running away from the cold wind?

Aldo Kraas
Where Are We Song

Where are we?
In lala land?
In our beds sleeping
Away during the night?

Aldo Kraas
Where Are You Dreams Song?

Where are you dreams?
I miss you very much

Aldo Kraas
Where Are You Dreams?

Where are you dreams?
I miss you very much

Aldo Kraas
Where Are You Now My God?

Where are you now my God?
Are you nearby that I can see you?
Or are you far away?

Aldo Kraas
Where Are You Now?

Where are you now?  
Because I wished that you were here right now  
My friend  
And I feel very lonely during the weekends  
My friend  
But that is life

Aldo Kraas
Where Can I Find That Real Love?

Where can I find that real love?
Can I find that real love in God?

Aldo Kraas
Where Did You Sleep Last Night?

Where did you sleep last night?

Aldo Kraas
Where Do I Belong Song

I know where I do belong
I do belong at a beautiful hotel room
And at the same time it feels good to me
Because I can cook my meals
And I can have some peace for myself
I don't like any noise
And I know for a fact that it is the noise that makes me sick

Aldo Kraas
Where Do I Feel Most At Home?

Where do I feel most relaxed
I feel most relaxed with my computer and my music
At home
Music lifts up my mood and it is nice to have music in the background
I feel relaxed with the music
And I call music my best friend
Because it fills my lonely hours
And also inspires me to write

Aldo Kraas
Where Do I Throw Away My Emotions?

Where do I throw away my emotions?
Do I throw away my emotions down the toilet?
Do I throw away my emotions on the Oceans?

Aldo Kraas
Where Have You Gone?

Where have you gone sunshine?
Where have you gone Christmas?
Where have you gone Father's day?
Where have you gone Mother's day?

Aldo Kraas
Where Her Children Used To Play

Where her children used to play
With other kids
In that old area of the city
Is not safe anymore
But her kids ask her to go back there
To see their old friends
That lives there
And she tells than
She would rather be safe than sorry

Aldo Kraas
Where I Am Going

Where I am going is very quiet
Because there will be no noise for me to hear
Where I am going will be full of sun all year

Aldo Kraas
Where I Belong

I am heading to where
I belong

Aldo Kraas
Where I Left You The Last Time

I remember where I left you the last time
After our walk on the park
And where I had left you was at the subway station
So that you could get home right away
To your family

Aldo Kraas
Where Is My Love

Where is my love for you?
Is it inside of my heart?

Aldo Kraas
Where Is My Love? Song

Where is my love?
It is inside of my heart
And it is shining so bright today

Aldo Kraas
Where My Heart Will Take Me I Will Go

Where my heart will take me I will go
To find peace
And I hope that place will be
Away from the city and noise

Aldo Kraas
Where There Is Love

Where there is
Love
We will go there
Where
There is a fight going on
In the area that we live
We will avoid all together

Aldo Kraas
Where We Will Take Each Other

Where we will take each other?
Where we will take each other today will it be a different place?

Aldo Kraas
While Her Guitar Gently Weeps

While her guitar gently weeps for God
I also weep at the same time
But she is trying so hard to compose a song on her guitar
But she is in trouble with the world man
But all the other words are fine

Aldo Kraas
While she is dead
She realized
That she
Still have
A conscience
And she thinks
Back

Aldo Kraas
While The Sweet Music Was Playing

While the sweet music
Was playing on the radio
My friend sounded fast asleep
On my couch

Aldo Kraas
While The Tears Fall

While the tears fall from the sky
The world around us look so sad
And we cry together with the sky
And the tears that fall from the sky wash everything that is on the earth
Burt now the earth is so clean
And we can be proud of it again

Aldo Kraas
While We Walk In The Snowfields

While we walk in
The snowfields
We sing
Christmas carol

Aldo Kraas
While You Loved Me

While you loved me
I was very happy
Because my heart was jumping with joy
And I finally became more like myself again
By learning to love you
And to trust you like you trust me

Aldo Kraas
While You Wait For The Others

While you wait for
The others
I must go
Because I will be late for my date

Aldo Kraas
The wind
Whisper in the dark
At night
Very gently
And I know that it is a cold night
Because the wind is cold
Even though it is winter still

Aldo Kraas
Whispering In The Twilight

That beautiful woman's hair
Is shoulder length
And she is whispering in the twilight

Aldo Kraas
Whispering Rose

Whispering rose
What are you whispering in my ears?
Have you whispered in my ears the word I love you?

Aldo Kraas
Whitacre Song

The bells at the church are ringing now
And it is Sunday morning
Can you hear the bells of the church?
The sky is clear today on a cold winter day
The branches of the trees are frozen with snow
Children are having a snow ball fight
The foxes, the beaver, and the skunk are hibernating for the winter

Aldo Kraas
White Christmas In Vermont

We will have a
White christmas in
Vermont today
Regardless of the hour

Aldo Kraas
White Horse

She owns a beautiful
White horse
And she rides it everyday
First thing in the morning
Before the sun is up

Aldo Kraas
White Liar

White liar
You tell all your friends that I am loaded with cash
And if they need money they should come to me
Excuse me white liar
I am not loaded with cash and I am not a millionaire
Like your friends think I am
Because of the lie you told them about me
And the truth is I hardly have any money for myself
Because I don't earn as much as you do
White liar
You also tell your friends to come to me if they need food
Because I am loaded with food in the fridge
Sorry white liar
But here is another lie that you told your friends
And the truth is that my fridge is always bare because I hardly have enough money to buy food
White liar

Aldo Kraas
White Linen

White linen
Drying in the clothesline
And the sun
Is helping
The white linen
To get dry

Aldo Kraas
White Room

That white room next to my bathroom is the master bedroom
And it is very ugly to look at because the painting on the walls are Peeling Of but
right now I don't have the money to fix it because I have To pay my bills first
because I am in debt

Aldo Kraas
White Rose

The
Meaning
Of
The
White Rose
Is
Heavenly

Aldo Kraas
White Sky

The white sky is in my dream
And it is so ugly to look at because he doesn't have any life to it
But white is also a boring color for the sky
Also I must admit that the snow is white and white is fine for the snow but not for the sky
God please paint the sky blue tomorrow because I can't stand to look at that
Boring white sky
God I want you to give some life to that sky by tomorrow
Please don't forget that
Because I am bragging to you to do something about that sky
God if you finish painting the sky with paint and a brush than you will be able to
add some stars at night
And make that stars shine at night I beat that people like me and others will start to pay attention in the sky

Aldo Kraas
White Sparkling Wine

That white sparkling wine
Is the same color of her hair

Aldo Kraas
White's Tree Frog

White's tree frog
Is having a rest now
And he lives in a pet shop
Why?

Aldo Kraas
Whitney Song

Whitney you gave us
The gift of music
And we love your music very much

Aldo Kraas
Who Am I Around You?

Who am I around you?
A friend who helps you when you need help?

Aldo Kraas
Who Am I Song

Who am I
To say that I am a saint
When I am not
And even if I said that
I would be fooling myself and others
By showing that I am false
Who am I
To say that I don't mind when people treats me badly
Because for me to say that would be wrong
Eventhough I know how bad people treat me
Everyday in my life

Aldo Kraas
Who Am I Today

Who am I today
Not that monster of many years ago
Who am I today
Not that healthy young men
Who am I today
Not that skiny and handsome men

Aldo Kraas
Who Am I? Song

Who am I
To tell you how to live
Your life?
Who am I to tell you
When you should go to sleep?

Aldo Kraas
Who Are The Brave Men

Who are the brave men
That saved man from mankind?

Aldo Kraas
Who Are You?

Who are you?
A child of God
A gifted person
A lovable person
Who has a lot of love to give
Who are you?
A mother’s child
A responsible person
A reliable person
An honest person
A Christian
A very religious person
A trustworthy person
A person who is never late
A person who don’t like to take risks
A dreamer who dreams his life away
A person who is running against all odds
A person who is running to beat the time
Before the time runs out

Aldo Kraas
Who Can? Song

Who can be your friend that you can trust?
Who can be cautious about who they meet?
Who will not talk behind your back?

Aldo Kraas
Who Can'T Say?

Who can’t say that our love is real?
Who can’t say that we will never see each other again?
Who can’t say that God doesn’t exist?
Who can’t say that the sun will never shine again?
Who can’t say that we have brothers and sisters in heaven?
Who can’t say that the weather hasn’t change because el ninho?
Who can’t say that we can be grateful with the simple life we have?
Who can’t say that the world is not coming to an end?
Who can’t say that many people don’t appreciate the freedom we Have?
Who can’t say that our world is not perfect?
Who can’t say that human beings are not perfect?
Who can’t say that honesty is a six-letter word?
Who can’t say that we don’t need money to live well?
Who can’t say that the birds will not migrate south for the winter?
Who can’t say that this year didn’t end fast?
Who can’t say that love is only found in a dream?
Who can’t say that we will never have snow again?
Who can’t say that peace has a price to pay?
Who can’t say that you can’t say what you want because North America is a free world?
Who can’t say that responsibilities and duties are not a part of our Lives?
Who can’t say that life is dull on earth?

Aldo Kraas
Who Could Ask For Anything More

Who could ask for anything more
After God had died on the cross for us?
Who could ask for anything more
After God had risen from the dead?

Aldo Kraas
Who Do I Feel At Home, And Why?

I feel most at home with my friend Mark
And God of course
Mark is more like a brother to me and very supportive
And understanding
God is the one that keeps me going
Because I am a messenger by writing poems.
In everyone there is a strong message to share
Find yours
And share it.

Aldo Kraas
Who gives there word to me
Who gives there love to me
Who gives there heart to me
Who gives there honesty to me

Aldo Kraas
Who I Am Makes A Difference

Who I am makes a difference
To the people in my community

Aldo Kraas
Who I Am?

Who I am?
I am the poet
I am a humble man
I am a man that loves people

Aldo Kraas
Who Is Dead?

Who is dead?
Is it your mother or your dad?

Aldo Kraas
Who Is He?

Who is he?
Somebody that does things behind your back?
Somebody that is only interested in himself?

Aldo Kraas
Who Is That One Who Desires To Be My Followers?

Who is that one that desires to be my followers?
is it a man?
Is it a women?
Is it a kid?
Is it because I am a christian and at the same time trying to make a good Impression on somebody?
Is it because they feel that they are missing something in their lives that They decided to be my followers?

Aldo Kraas
Who Knows

Who knows
If people will have compassion for each other

Aldo Kraas
Who Knows Where The Time Goes

Who knows where the time goes
We make plans
And sometimes we need to change them
Because we are running out of time

Aldo Kraas
Who Knows! Song

Who knows
I might be doing everything wrong
Today
Why?
Because everything that I did today
Turned out wrong

Aldo Kraas
Who Loves You Now Song?

I wonder
Who loves you now?
The man that works in the church, the man that works at the bar,
Or the man from across the street where you live?

Aldo Kraas
Who Needs

Who needs hugs
Today
It is me
So lonely
I am
Waiting
For someone
To give me hugs

Aldo Kraas
Who Needs Shelter?

Who needs shelter?
The abused woman
Who needs shelter?
A child that run away from home
Who needs shelter?
The homeless that sleeps
Every night on the streets

Aldo Kraas
Who Owns My Heart

Who owns my heart?
Go owns my heart of course
Because he fills my heart with love everyday
So that my heart can run smooth
Just the same way us the car but except that the car runs on gasoline
And not my heart
But what happens when my heart runs out of love?
It becomes weak and it stalls every second because there is no fuel to move it
And when the car runs out of gasoline the same thing happens it stalls also

Aldo Kraas
Who Says

Who says that poetry nobody wants?
Because poetry is not made for everybody
And some people will read it and others won't
But that is fine with me
Because I don't force people to read my poems or buy it
Who says that poetry is a dust collector because you keep in your bookshelf and never take out to read
Why?
Maybe you lost interest in poetry at all together
Or you haven't found a poet that speaks to you
Who says that life is very boring
And they rather be dead than living?
The drug addicts might say that or it might sound like that to us
Or maybe that is the massage that they are trying to send out to us
Who says that birds are horrible because of their pooh?
That I totally agreed with the person that said that because they also mess up your car after you spend so many hours washing your car and polishing it

Aldo Kraas
Who Shows Me The Way

Who shows me
The way
To peace
Who shows me
The way
To God's
House
Who shows me
The way to
Freedom

Aldo Kraas
Who Son It Is That Was Born On Christmas Eve?

Who son it is that
Was born
On Christmas Eve?
It is the son of
Mary and Joseph

Aldo Kraas
Who Wants To Live Forever?

Who wants to live forever?
Not me
Because I know that life is very short

Aldo Kraas
Who Will Discipline The New Generation Of Kids In The World?

Who will discipline
The new generation of kids
In the world?

Aldo Kraas
Who Will Say A Prayer

Who will say a prayer to the people that are homeless?
Who will say a prayer to the nurses that looks after the sick people
At the hospital?
Who will say a prayer to the fire men that puts their life on the front line
To save the people from the fires?
Who will say a prayer to the queen of England here at home?
Who will say a prayer to the children here at home?

Aldo Kraas
Who Will Tuck Her In Bed?

Who will tuck her in bed?
Her guardian angel
That descend from heaven
During this
Christmas day

Aldo Kraas
Who You Trully Are Song

One day
You will find out
Who you trully are

Aldo Kraas
Who's Loving Me And You Again?

Who's loving you and me again?
I sometimes wonder
Because I have the feeling that we are living
Inside a nut shell
And we feel safe inside there
There reason we don't come out
Is because we are afraid of the people outside of our nut shell
Also we feel that once we step out of our nut shell people will
Hurt us and abuse us also

Aldo Kraas
Whose Lives Matter?

The lives of the disable people of ontario matters the most
Because we live in poverty, and certain things we can't even afford
And the seniors also lives in poverty because they don't earn much Pension at all
And for the seniors and the disable is hard to make end means a little money
that they have

Aldo Kraas
Why

Why are you having all the bad dreams?
Why can't you sleep tonight?
Is that because you are thinking about tomorrow?
Why can't you learn to relax?

Aldo Kraas
Why Are Some Good People Chosen To Suffer?

Why are some
Good people
Chosen to
Suffer?

Aldo Kraas
Why Are There Such Wickedness In The World?

Why are there such wickedness in the world?
It is because the world is falling apart

Aldo Kraas
Why Are You Afraid Of The Dark?

Why
Are you afraid of the dark?
Is it because it scares you?
Why
Are you afraid to trust anyone?
Is it because you don't know anyone
And they could easily lie to you?

Aldo Kraas
Why Are You Back Now? Song

Why are you back now?
Is that because you finally
Realize that you can't live without me?

Aldo Kraas
Why Are You Here? Sonata

Why are you here?
Is that because you want to be my friend?

Aldo Kraas
Why Are You In Heaven?

Why are you in heaven?
Because it was time for me to go
Can you see that I am happy in heaven?
Yes I can see that you are happy in heaven
And I am so jealous that you are in heaven
Why you are in heave?
Because my life ended here on earth
And when I lived on earth I lived a misery of life because I was always Sick
Every single day
And cancer destroyed me and ate me away very fast
That I even died very fast
Without any mercy

Aldo Kraas
Why Are You Thinking About Me?

Why are you thinking about me?
Do you think that I am a ghost?
I am not
I am a person just like you

Aldo Kraas
Why Can’T I Never Wait For Tomorrow?

Why can't I never wait for tomorrow?
Because I just want to live another day
And it is very exciting for me to live another day

Aldo Kraas
Why Can'T We Sing?

Why can't we sing?
Because we are grieving the lose of a friend
How precious was that friend to us?
That friend was very precious to us
Why can't we sing?
Because it is not apropiate now
that a precious friend just past away

Aldo Kraas
Why Can’T You Be Like A Family To Her?

Why can't you be like a family to her?
Is that because she is too demanding to you all?
Do you know that she doesn't have any family?
Why?
Because all her family members are dead

Aldo Kraas
Why Can'T You See That I Have Feelings Also?

Why can't you see that I have feelings also?
Is that too much to ask for?

Aldo Kraas
Why Dear God

Why do people make me cry
Dear God?
Why do people put me down
Dear God?
Why do people say nasty things about me
Dear God?

Aldo Kraas
Why Death Ends At The Cemetery?

Why death ends at the cemetery?
The reason that death ends at the cemetery
Is because human beings have to be buried
At the cemetery

Aldo Kraas
Why Do I Cry?

Why do I cry?
Please don't ask me that question?
Because I think you know the answer
Am I right?

Aldo Kraas
Why Do I Exist?

Why do I exist?
I exist because
God made me
And he gave
Me a life

Aldo Kraas
Why Do I Have To Remember The Holocaust?

Why do I have to remember the
Holocaust?
The reason that I have to remember the
Holocaust is because that is part of my heritage
And my father was a jew from
Baghdad
Also I am half
Jewish

Aldo Kraas
Why Do I Love Him?

Why do I love him?
Because he is my father

Aldo Kraas
Why Do I Song

Why do I feel so sad?
Why do I feel so lonely?
Why do I feel that I been let down?
Why do I feel so tired?

Aldo Kraas
Why Do Men Lie

Why do men lie?
Is that because they feel inferior to women or superior to the women?

Aldo Kraas
Why Do We Have Insurance?

Why do we have insurance?
We have insurance to protect the
Things that we own in life

Aldo Kraas
Why Do We Need An Explanation?

Why do we need an explanation?
Why do we need an explanation when somebody dies?
Why do we need an explanation about why doesn't the sun shines every single day?

Aldo Kraas
Why Do You Ask? Song

Why do you ask
For my forgiveness?
Because you haven't done anything wrong
And that is the true
Why do you ask
My permission to go out?
You are entitled to live your life
And to have some fun

Aldo Kraas
Why Do You Cry? Sonata

Why do you cry?
Can you tell me?
Are you crying out of joy?

Aldo Kraas
Why Do You Try?

Why do you try to convince me?
Why do you try to change me?
Why don't you try to change yourself instead of changing me?

Aldo Kraas
Why Do You Worry Now

Why do you worry know about the weather?
Because you don't even drive
Why do you worry about the leftovers?
I will use the leftovers to make soup

Aldo Kraas
Why Does My Heart Feels So Bad?

Why does my heart feels so bad?
Because inside of my heart is steaming like a sauna
And at the same time I feel very hot
Why does my heart feels so bad?
Because it is in pain now that somebody sticked a broken arrow in my Heart that made my heart bleed
But I tried to stop my heart from bleeding and I made it alright by Removing the arrow from my heart
Then I cleaned the wond that the arrow left.
Also I took myself to the hospital and there they did a little operation to Close the wond by stitching it

Aldo Kraas
Why Don't I Stop Worrying About Life

Why don't I stop worrying about life
When the truth is that I don't have
Any control about life
And let life take care of itself
By taking care of her own
If I do that I just have to change my thought
Or skip my thought when it comes to life
Because I am always getting a dark picture from life
That somebody is hanging up on my walls
I wonder if they think that they are making me a favor
But maybe I am wrong

Aldo Kraas
Why Fo I Love You With All My Heart

Why do I love you with all my heart?
Because you are my God
And you are so beloved by me and everybody else
Why do I love you with all my heart?
Because you gave the gift of life to me and everybody else

Aldo Kraas
Why I Am Here? Song

Why I am here?
Because God put me here on earth
Why I am here?
To do God's will

Aldo Kraas
Why Is Life This Way? Song

Why is life this way?
Why do we need to die?
So we can make room for others here on earth
Why are we born?
So we can have kids when we are older
And our parents can have grandchildren

Aldo Kraas
Why Judge Her?

Why judge her?
You know she is not perfect
And to be honest with you
We are not perfect either

Aldo Kraas
Why Must I Die?

Why must I die?
Because I wasn't made to live forever
why can't I live forever?
Because I only live once
And cats have seven lives
Why?
Because God gave them seven lives

Aldo Kraas
Why Not You?

I don't shovel the snow
Because it is too hard on my back
And why not you?
Because it would be nice if you took some responsible
And did some chores at home

Aldo Kraas
Why Should I Be Sad?

Why should I be sad
When I have God in my life?
Why should I be sad
When I have no reason to be sad?
Because I have so many things to be grateful for

Aldo Kraas
Why Should We Suffer In Silence?

Why should we suffer in silence?
Is it because we are afraid to tell
Somebody about what we are suffering
From?

Aldo Kraas
Why Sonata

Why do you even bother to ask?
Don't you know the answer by now?
Do I love you?
Yes I love you so much?
How many times have I told you that I love you?

Aldo Kraas
Why Song

Why can't we live in peace?
Why can't we live in peace with our friends?
Why can't the world live in peace?
Why is the world in trouble?

Aldo Kraas
Why Song?

Why my mother is still not at rest in her grave?
is it all my fault that my mother is not at rest in her grave?

Aldo Kraas
Why We Need Each Other?

Why we need each other?
We need each other for support
Why we need each other?
To be connected to the community
Why we need each other?
To participate in a small group in the community
Why we need each other?
So that we can grow strong

Aldo Kraas
Why? Blues

Why I can't be me?
Is that because I don't want to be me?

Aldo Kraas
Wicked Song

I am positive that my next book will be a succes
When it comes out because I worked very hard in it
And I deserve to celebrate my achievements in live
With my friends that supports me in my daily living

Aldo Kraas
Widow's Sonata

Widow have a positive outlook on life
For now on
Don't say that was all your fault that your husband died
But please understand that was his time to go
And be with God
In heaven

Aldo Kraas
Wild Cats Revised

Wild cats live in the forest
They go and hunt for food with there mother and father
There are dangers that they have to be aware of
When the weather is too hot they will climb the trees and
sleep in the Trees Wild cats I love you very much
The forest is your home Wild cats
Soon the female wild cat that is your mother will have cubs

She is pregnant now
Your family will grow again
What a delight for you
Someone else to play and to teach what you already know
Trees and flowers grow wild in this forest
Wild cats share there food when they hunt with the rest of their family

Members
The day is over
The sun is going down
Wild cats
Are going to sleep now
The night is here finally
The moon is shining above in this beautiful horizon
And It is a full moon

Aldo Kraas
Wild Flowers

The flowers bloom wild in the earth
They have different types to choose from
All have different colors and styles
People bloom differently from each other
People have different talents
People have different needs from each other
People have different styles of life
People have different style of clothes
People have different hair style from each other

Aldo Kraas
Wild Forest In The Sky

Wild animals all of you are saved here
At the wild forest in the sky
This is your home
You won't find poachers here in the sky
Because the sky is far away from the planet
Earth
And if they wanted
They would had to walk up a long flight of stairs to the sky
To be honest to you
From the earth
To the wild forest are 390 steps
So this would be impossible to do for the poachers
Wild animals
You are lucky
That a wild forest exists
In the sky

Aldo Kraas
Wild Horses In My Heart

There are wild horses in my heart
Runing free
Because they are not tied to anything
And I believe that the wild horses should run free
Just like people do
But I feed carrots and apples to the wild horses that are inside of my Heart

Aldo Kraas
Wild Woman

Wild woman
You are
Like a strong fire
That rushes
All over my
Entire body
Wild woman
I love the way
You kiss me tonight
And I can feel you holding
Me tight
Wild woman
Wild woman
Wild woman
See you next time
I am glad that you were
Mine tonight just for a
Little while

Aldo Kraas
Wild World

That wild work never sleeps
And the people in that wild world stay up all night
And party all night every single day
I can hear the people screaming all the way to my apartment
That is above the fish store
Yes I sometimes get tired of the wild world people
And I wish that I could throw anything from the window so that it would
Hurt their head and they would live that spot
So that I could sleep at night
Because of the noise that the wild world people makes I can't sleep at All
And I am forced to stay up also
yes I have to do something to pass the time
So I watch tv to pass the time
And during the day I sleep

Aldo Kraas
Wildflower Sonata

You will always be my wildflower
And I know where I can find you
I can find you in the field

Aldo Kraas
Will I Be Here Tomorrow?

Will I be here tomorrow?
I am not sure yet because tomorrow hasn’t arrived yet
Today has to end before tomorrow starts
What is waiting for me is a surprise
I will find out tomorrow
What I learned from yesterday I will take along with me and use it Tomorrow again
What I learn I never loose, it becomes a good learning experience in Life

Aldo Kraas
Will I Be Saved? Song

Will I be saved from the rain?

Aldo Kraas
Will The Stars Shine Tomorrow? Song

Will the stars shine tomorrow
Night in the sky?
Will the stars lift up my spirits
Tomorrow?
Will the stars shine inside my heart also
Tomorrow?

Aldo Kraas
Will You

Will you
Let go of your anger?
Will you
Try to open your ear and hear what God wants
To tell you?
Will you
Learn to love yourself and not hate yourself?

Aldo Kraas
Will You Disobey Song?

Will you disobey God?
By not serving him

Aldo Kraas
Will You Ever

Will you ever go to sleep tonight?
Will you ever say a prayer?

Aldo Kraas
Will You Remember Suite

Will you remember
To walk her dogs?
Will you remember
To defrost the chicken
So that I can cook it for supper?

Aldo Kraas
Will You Wait There? Song

Will you wait there for me?
I will come soon to take you home
I promise you that I will be there to pick you up on time
Don't worry
I will keep the promise that I made to you

Aldo Kraas
Win Song

You must win back that faith
That you lost

Aldo Kraas
Wind Of Spirit

Wind of spirit
Flow through me
Wind of spirit
Fall on me

Aldo Kraas
Winds And Ice

Winds and ice
You will find
When
You walk
In the lake
During the
Winter
Season

Aldo Kraas
Winds Had Swept Through My Mind

Winds had swept
Through my mind
And at the same
Time relieving me
From my headaches

Aldo Kraas
Windtalkers

The terrorists used their real names to get their pilot licenses
They got through Canada with false identification
And then they went to the United States
The FBI sent warnings
That the terrorists would attack the World Trade Centre
But it was ignored
September 11 came as a surprise to everyone
The terrorists used airplanes full of people
The airplanes with the people inside were used as targets
The airplanes crashed the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre
The Towers burned
The people that were inside jumped out of the windows
The city stood still.
The attack paralyzed the whole city
The police and firefighters were our heroes for the day
Some of the people who died were husbands of the women who were expecting their first child
Their child will never know who their dad was
Do the terrorists care about the innocent victims they kill?
What about their lives?
Their lives had been shattered
That day was nothing else to watch on the TV except the terrorism on New York World Trade Centre
No airplanes were flying after the terrorism
All the airports were closed
I don't think this day will ever be forgotten
Did the innocent people have to die?
It was an act of terrorism
Six months latter
A memorial service was held for those who died at the World Trade Centre
Singers raised money for the World Trade Centre Victims

Aldo Kraas
Wings Of A Dove

Let me fly in the wings of a dove
Above the Manhattan sky
So that all the yankies can see me
At least I will be safe in the wings of a dove
And I can sleep while I am fling in the wings of a dove
I love to fly in the wings of a dove
But the feeling of being high in the sky is great
But God gave me a chance to fly in the wings of a dove
When the opportunity came I didn't even think for a minute
I just jumped right in this opportunity
And I am glad I did it
Because I am having the greatest time when I am flying in the wings of a Dove
But I woke up at midnight and the sky was already dark
Eventhough the dove was still flying
The dove took me all the way to Chicago the windy city
Men I must tell you that it was very windy inthe sky in chicago
But we landed safe in Chicago by the shore
And I slept in the shore of Chicago for the night
To me it was almost like being inside a movie scream when I woke up the next morning at the Shore of Chicago

Aldo Kraas
Wink Your Eyes

Wink your eyes to
Mother Nature
Wink your eyes to God
Wink your eyes to your parents
Wink your eyes to your girl friend
Wink your eyes to the sun
Wink your eyes to the moon
Wink your eyes to the stars
Wink your eyes to the rainbow in the sky

Aldo Kraas
Winter Boy

Winter boy
Now it is the time for you
To go back to
Alaska where you live
And learn to fight for survival
That is a lesson of life
For you
Winter boy

Aldo Kraas
Winter Came And Went

Winter came
And went
Speding fast like
A race car

Aldo Kraas
Winter Carol

See the snow coming down from our sky today
Feel the wind blowing at your face while you walk outside to get some Fresh air
See the moon shining above in the sky because she is following you while You are walking outside
See the trees covered with snow
Because you are now walking in a winter land

Aldo Kraas
Winter In My Prayers

I have winter in my prayers
Because I don't want winter to wake up yet
But winter doesn't listen to me at all

Aldo Kraas
Winter Sinfonia

The storm is coming soon
It rolls in from the sea
But your voice is a beacon in the night
And I can hear all the kind words that you are saying my friend
But your light will always shine in the sky at night during the winter
The winter is cold and it gives me the shivers all through my body
This is the winter
That will carry me to you
And I know that you will be waiting for me on the other side of the frozen lake
when God delivers me on earth again during this winter
Is your love alive during the winter?
Is your love alive during the winter?
This is the winter
February never felt so right
But I am where I belong

Aldo Kraas
Winter Time Blues

The winter time is no fun
Because it is very cold outside
And you can't go for walk outside
Also people get sick in the winter time
And if they are not careful they can spread their germs to other people

Aldo Kraas
Winter Time Dreamers

I never saw so many winter time dreamers in Toronto going for a walk on the boardwalk
At the beaches

Aldo Kraas
Winterlude Sonata

Winter
We put you to sleep for another year
And please don't wake up after the
Fall
That is an order
That we are giving you
So keep it in mind for now

Aldo Kraas
Wiped Away By The Storm

All the trees were
Wiped away by the storm
Today

Aldo Kraas
Wisdom Song

Wisdom
The quality or state of being wise
Knowledge of what is true

Aldo Kraas
Wise Old Woman

Wise old man
Will never waste any food
Because she knows that
It is a sin to waste food
Wise old woman
Is always shopping wisely
Once a week
For her groceries in the supermarket

Aldo Kraas
Wish Upon A Sea Lion

Wish upon a Sea Lion
That is swimming
In the Pacific Ocean

Aldo Kraas
Wishes That Fly

Wishes that fly
You can see
It written
In a paper
Airplane

Aldo Kraas
Wishful Thinking

You are a wise men
Your mind is full of good thoughts
And I am just wishful thinking
About what I don't really know
But I am sure I will be able to find out soon
How soon?
That is the question
And the answer I don't know

Aldo Kraas
Wishing Well

I am wishing well
That I can bring
Back happiness to our lives
Again

Aldo Kraas
With All My Deeper Feelings

With
All
My
Deeper
Feelings
I
Work
Hard
To
Produce
My
Best
Poems

Aldo Kraas
With All My Heart Song

I give you love
With all my heart
I sing you a song
With all my heart

Aldo Kraas
With Each Step On My Way

With each step
On my way
I find a way
To be thankful
For the little things I have

Aldo Kraas
With God On Your Side

You might be lucky this time with
God on your side
Because God will be apart of your life

Aldo Kraas
With Grief

Every day she lives her life with grief
Now that her daughter had lost her baby
Through miscarriage
She was looking forward to being a grandmother to that
Baby
And that baby is dead
She can’t understand why the baby had died
She is angry at the world
And God

Aldo Kraas
With One Look

With one look in your face
I saw that beautiful smile
Coming from you
There I saw the sparkles from your eyes
How beautiful they were
With one look
I saw that she has a free spirit
Yet a beautiful person
Yet with God’s plan she loved her man
Better than anybody else
With one look
In her life
I know that she wants to have a child
And to grow old together
Not letting anything slip away
With one look
You will know that she has nothing to fear
With one look
Sometimes is hard to tell when the time will past
Things change everyday and every week
There is no exception to the rules
With one look
I can see that things are improving for you
I am grateful to see that you are moving on
Planning your life
It is time to settle down
It is time to start a family
With one look
In your face
Once again
I see that unspeakable love
With one look
From her face
Together till the end
You and he will be lovers
The relationship will continue
Now all you have to do
Is keep loving him
With one look
I saw now that she closed her eyes
And the next day the morning comes
She knows that there is a field of green
Where the birds sing
With one look

Aldo Kraas
With These Hands

With these hands I healed you from your sickness
You will have a pain free life
You will wait and see
You will be able to do the things you always wanted to do but couldn't Do it anymore
Because of your pains
In my hands are powers
The powers that are needed to heal you
I make miracles happened
With these hands
Miracles will come to you each day

Aldo Kraas
With Time Song

With time my health will get better
With time I will learn to be happy
With time I will thank God
With time I will Go out more
With time I will Laugh more
With time I will Jump up and down

Aldo Kraas
With You I Will Always Be Happy

With you I will always be happy
Because you smell like the smell of spring flowers
And to me that is a beautiful smell

Aldo Kraas
Without A Fight

Without a fight
I am going to sleep now
Because I am tired

Aldo Kraas
Without A Thing Everything Will Be Useless

Without a thing everything will be useless
Because you always need one thing or the other to make something work
But I can't tell you what is the thing that will be useless without the other
Do you know what is the thing that will be useless without the other?
Is it the car keys?
Is it the lighter to light mother's cigarretts?

Aldo Kraas
Without Any Fear

I can sleep tonight without any fear
I can dream tonight without any fear
I can pray tonight without any fear
I can sing tonight without any fear

Aldo Kraas
Without Any Victory Song

It makes me feel sad
That I am without any victory
For my country

Aldo Kraas
Without Faith You Can't Live

Without faith you can't live
Because faith belongs with your life
And not separated from your life

Aldo Kraas
Without God

With Out God I would be lonely
And I would be living a lonely life
With out God would be sad life
But thanks to God I have God

Aldo Kraas
Without Me

Without me
You are nothing
Without me
You will be a hopeless case
Without me
You would starve
Because you can't cook at all

Aldo Kraas
Without Saying A World

She left without saying a world
And not even a hug today

Aldo Kraas
Without You

Without you God
Lives would have been lost
And empty

Aldo Kraas
Witness

I am dying of tears
I am dying to live a better life
I am dying to live a happy life
I am dying to live a peaceful life

Aldo Kraas
Witness Song

You are the witness to my heart
You are the witness of my life
You are the witness of my love
You are the witness of my peace
You are the witness of my health
You are the witness of me being tired
You are the witness of my home
You are the witness of my kiss

Aldo Kraas
Woke Uo In Beijin

Today I woke up in beijin
In the morning
After a long sleep that I had in my hotel room
The bed in the hotel in beijin was not that comfortable
Because I am a tall person and the bed was small
Also my feet was hanging out of the bed
The hotel room that I stayed in Beijin was not that great
But it did for now
After I got dress I went down in my hotel loby to the restaurant to have
Breakfast
I spend the day exploring beijing
Outside of my hotel I was feeling lost
I tried to familiarize with every corner that I walked in beijin
At 1; 33 pm I went for lunch in a restaurant in Beijin
The food that I had in the restaurant in beijin was ok
The weather was not that great in beijin either but I needed to walk in Order to
improve my health and stay fit

Aldo Kraas
Today I woke up in beijin
In the morning
After a long sleep that I had in my hotel room
The bed in the hotel in beijin was not that comfortable
Because I am a tall person and the bed was small
Also my feet was hanging out of the bed
The hotel room that I stayed in Beijin was not that great
But it did for now
After I got dress I went down in my hotel loby to the restaurant to have
Breakfast
I spend the day exploring beijing
Outside of my hotel I was feeling lost
I tried to familiarize with every corner that I walked in beijin
At 1; 33 pm I went for lunch in a restaurant in Beijin
The food that I had in the restaurant in beijin was ok
The weather was not that great in beijin either but I needed to walk in Order to
improve my health and stay fit

Aldo Kraas
Woman In Black

That is weird
A black woman is wearing black
Because it seems to me that she is grieving
The lose of a dear friend or a loved one.
Also why would a black woman wear black?
Because she is already black
And black doesn't stand out or give her a lift
I am afraid that black woman doesn't know any better
Do you agree with me friends?
Maybe she can't see herself in the mirror?

Aldo Kraas
Woman Let's Rock

Woman let's rock
Twenty four hours
In the banquet hall
Because
Because
Because
I am a party animal
You love to dance
And so do I
We have so much in common
You have so much energy
I have very little energy
But you keep me going
On and on
Without a break

Aldo Kraas
Women Of The Life

Women of the life
Women of the life

Aldo Kraas
Women Is Just As Good For The Kitchen

Women is just as good for the kitchen
Because God made the woman to be in the kitchen
And her duty is to be the slave of her man, her children, . and her house

Aldo Kraas
Women Of My Soul

Women of my soul
You are so special

Aldo Kraas
Wonder Man

Wonder Man
You can change the world
Wonder Man
You can bring peace to the world

Aldo Kraas
Wonderful World

Wonderful world
You are mine
And you are beautiful

Aldo Kraas
Wondering

I am just wondering
About my life

Aldo Kraas
Won'T Be Long

Won't be long
For the night to arrive
And tonight
Will be your first night
That you will sleep in your bed
That is in your bedroom in heaven
In in you dresser ther is an old vase with silk flowers inside of it
That match the paint of the walls in your bedroom in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Won'T Shake Me Down

The wind won't shake me down
But it will blow and push me
The won't won't freeze me
Because I am not a liquid
But I am a humain being made of flesh and bones

Aldo Kraas
Won'T You Forgive Me

Won’t you forgive me
God?
Last sunday
I was somewhere else
You should had been a priority in my list
Won't you forgive me
God?

Aldo Kraas
Words

Words
Nasty words
Coming from our
Mouth
We seem
To be mad at each other

Aldo Kraas
Words Are Cheap

Words
Are
Cheap
You have
To
think
Before
A
Word
Come
out of
Your
Mouth
Because
Sometimes
You
Can use
The
wrong
Words
And
Hurt
Somebody
That
You
Love
Very
Much

Aldo Kraas
Words Have A Cold Ring To Them

Words have a cold ring to them

Aldo Kraas
Words Of Encouragement Sonata

Here you will find my words of encouragement
To you

Aldo Kraas
Words Of Peace I Will Speak

Words of peace I will speak
Every Sunday
During the service
In my church

Aldo Kraas
Words Of The Soul

The
Words of the soul
That comes out of my soul
And will be traveling towards my brains
Will be very exciting
Because I will be able to write it down on my computer
So that I can be able to read any time that I want
And I will never forget about the words
That came from my soul

Aldo Kraas
Words Song

Words can have different meanings in different languages
Words can be rude
Words can be painful even when you heard from somebody
A thousands times

Aldo Kraas
Words To Live By Song

That
Beautiful day
That
Beautiful day
I finally got
It took some time
To come
But I am glad it came
Because it came out
With lots of sunshine
And I love the sunshine

Aldo Kraas
Words To The Heart

Heart if you are relaxed
I am relaxed also
Heart if you are in pain
I am on pain also
Heart if you are stressed out
I am stressed out also

Aldo Kraas
World Peace Day

When I walked home
From the subway
Last night
I stopped for a while
And I watched the sky
And I saw the phantom's face
In the dark sky at night
It was all lighted up
And it brighted the sky
And it almost blinded me
It all had happened
During the world peace day

Aldo Kraas
World Symphony

While you cry non stop today
The whole world is crying with you non stop
But I know know why you cry non stop
It is because there are sad black clouds in the sky
And no sun to make you happy again
My poor child
I am sorry but I don't have anything to wipe your tears dry
So I think that you will have to let your tears dry on their own this time
For a change
But I know all the truth about the whole world
Because I already visited the whole world
But to tell you the truth the whole world is not a happy place either

Aldo Kraas
World Wide

World wide
People are waiting for the arrival of spring
World wide people are celebrating Easter
The Easter egg is a sign of fertility
World wide people are waiting for God’s arrival
World wide is in trouble
I hope if anybody can fix it
Will have to be God alone
World wide
You hear about our peace keepers being sent to Afghanistan
World wide
They hear
About the soldiers we lost
When are we going to pull out of Afghanistan?
World wide
Is hunger and poverty
Why don’t they spend the money wisely world wide?
Why don’t they end the war world wide?
They don’t even seem to get tired
I am already tired about listening to it
And to know that it is going on world wide
When are people going to share a moment of silence world wide?
And share the truth with one another world wide
We are loosing this battle world wide
What can we learn from this battle world wide?

Aldo Kraas
Worry About Changing Yourself

Worry about changing
Yourself to who
You want to be
Instead of thinking
About useless
Things

Aldo Kraas
Worship Rock

We
Are
Coming
To
The
House
Of
The
Lord
Even
If
It
Is
Raining, snowing,
And windy

Aldo Kraas
Worship You

I want to worship you
My God
With
All my mind, my heart, and
My soul

Aldo Kraas
Worthy Cause

We raise money
For a worthy cause today
Because we need to help
The ones that are poor
In the third world country
We also gave our time for this

Aldo Kraas
Would I

Would I let you starve to death?
No way my friend I will make sure that you always have something to Eat
Would I lie to you?
I will never do that my friend
Would I let you die in the street?
I will never do that to you my friend

Aldo Kraas
Would You Cry Song

Would you cry
If I cried with you?
Would you laughed
If I laughed with you?
Would you swim in the lake
If I swim with you?
Would you dance
If I dance with you?
Would you sing
If I singed with you?
Would you be happy
If I was your man?

Aldo Kraas
Would You Still Remember Me If I Went To Heaven?

Would you still
Remember me if I went to heave?
I am not saying that I am dying now
Or neither I wish for this
To take place today

Aldo Kraas
Wrapping Prose Song

I know that I can't compare
Apples with oranges
Even though apples and oranges
Are fruits

Aldo Kraas
Wrestling With The Time

We are always wrestling
With the time

Aldo Kraas
Wrist Watch Blues

That
Wrist watch
Was given to
Her when she retired
From work
5 years ago
And she wears it with pride
Every weekend

Aldo Kraas
Write A Poem For Me

Dear sweetheart
Please write a poem for me
By telling me how much you love me
And how do you feel about me

Aldo Kraas
Write Your Own Song Next Time

Write your own song next time
I was shocked when I heard that you stole my song by somebody else
That I had written for the next week show
That I will be giving at the bar at night
You are a singer
You are more talented than me
One thing you do good is playing that guitar
Which is one thing I can't do
I never thought you could do this to me
That song belongs to me
I have the copyrights for it
And you know one thing
You shouldn't be using it at all
Write your own song next time
Because I know you can do it
You have the ear for music
I don't
Can you respect that?

Aldo Kraas
Writing Back To Santa Maria

Hello dear
Santa Maria
I am fine thank you
And what about you?
I am so happy that spring is here
The other day I heard the
Robin singing on the tree
And the way that
Robin sang was beautiful
Because it brought some peace
To my life also

Aldo Kraas
Writing Is So Powerful

Writing is so powerful
And the thoughts comes out of my mind
That is what
Makes my writing so powerful

Aldo Kraas
Written On My Forehead

The cops had written in my forehead
She is crazy
And I had to walk like that to court when I left the jail
Because the cops wanted to make sure she was crazy
And she felt very humiliated with the whole thing
Yes the whole thing made her feel very hurt

Aldo Kraas
Xtra

Gime me xtra peace God
Because I want a boko tha reads books eletonic
So bad that I can read books on
Sitting here and reading the paper drive me nuts because I get borred When I
don't write and I feel terrible
Because I hate to sit down without doing anything
I feel that I am loosing my piece of sanity
So f you can give it to me back I will thank you
From the bottom of my heart

Aldo Kraas
Yabadabadoo

Yabadabadoo
We are the farmers
Of the land

Aldo Kraas
Yasmine Eyes Blues

Yasmine eyes
Are beautiful
Just like the blue sky
That shines
All day long
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
Yellow Sunset

Inside my heart there is a sky
The sky inside my heart is very dark
And very depressing for me
I finally started to pray every day

Aldo Kraas
Yes

Yes you can trust me
Yes of course I love you sister
Don't have any doubt in your mind that I don't love you
If you have any doubts please let them vanish
Yes I am your friend
Think of me as your friend, not your enemy
Yes you can let your worries vanish
Yes this day is beautiful
And it is wonderful to have known you all those years
Our minds sometimes play games with us
Sometimes we are not aware of what is happening to us
Sometimes our plans fail
Yes it is because there are better things waiting for us
Yes our lives do change
Sometimes for better sometimes for worst
Yes God is testing us in everything we do
In some areas we failed and others we succeeded
Yes we need time to recharge our bodies
There are times that our bodies sends the messages that
Are overworked
Yes there are times when we can't get enough and we keep wanting More
That's how human thinks
The more I have, the happier I will be
Some of us are too busy with ourselves
And there are things we can't let go
There are things we don't want to understand
When problems come we choose to run away because we can't face Them alone
Sometimes human beings are there worst enemies because they Don't take good
care of themselves or of there health
Yes let me show my love to you
Yes let me tell you how much I love you
Yes our childhood days are over
Yes lets think of good things
And lets get rid of the bad things
Yes lets plan ahead for the future

Aldo Kraas
Yes Blues

Yes
Give me a warm bed to sleep on
Yes
Give me a warm room
To spend the night
Yes
If you feel sorry for me
That will be alright with me

Aldo Kraas
Yes I Could Love You Also

Yes I could love you also
If you stayed more at home with me during the night
Yes I could love you also If you didn't brag me about my house
Yes I could love you also
If you loved me also
Yes I could love you also if you could save some of your money
Yes I could love you also if you could pray for me the same way that I Pray for you

Aldo Kraas
Yes Mama Song

Yes mama
I will always love you
Yes mama
God will always save you
Yes mama
Before you go to bed
I will give your snack

Aldo Kraas
Yesterday

Yesterday she stood
By her grandfather's side
And she never left his side
Because he was dying
And every time she
Turned around
To take a last look
At her grandfather's face
She saw something
In his eye's
But she couldn't quite understand
What he wanted to say
To his granddaughter

Aldo Kraas
Yesterday
She stayed all day in her room
Yesterday
She also cried while she was in her room
Yesterday
She wasn't hungry at all
Yesterday
She was upset with herself

Aldo Kraas
Yesterday Is Gone

Yesterday is gone
And I am living
A new day
That God gave me
Today
That new day is
Called
Today

Aldo Kraas
Yesterday When The Sun Went Down

Yesterday when the sun went down
The weather changed so fast
From hot to cold

Aldo Kraas
Yonder Sky

Yonder sky
You are amazing
Yonder sky
I see that beautiful
Sun
Shining
On you

Aldo Kraas
You

You are gifted
You have a gift to give to the world
You have a gift to bring to the sick
Your music that will bring them comfort and joy

Aldo Kraas
You Gave Me So Much Already

You gave me so much already
And I am very happy
About the things that you gave me

Aldo Kraas
You Always Forget How I Feel

You always forget how I feel
After I get out of the pool
I feel so hungry

Aldo Kraas
You Always Have A Friend In Jesus

You always have a friend in Jesus
Even when you are ill
Jeseus will be there for you

Aldo Kraas
You Always Have A Friend In Me

You always have a friend in me
Weather it is to go for a walk outside together
And get some fresh air

Aldo Kraas
You Always Know What Is In Your Pockets

You always know what is in your pockets
Because you always put things in your pockets
Like
Your wallet
Your home keys
And your cigarettes

Aldo Kraas
You And Me Hymn

You and me
Trying hard to save our world
That is almost over
You and me always feel so sad
When we hear that the world is over
You and me
Heard that everybody else tried to save the world and they never
Made at all

Aldo Kraas
You Appeared

You appeared in my life today
And I am so happy to have you in my life
Because I couldn't live another day without you

Aldo Kraas
You Are

You are that
Beautiful
Feeling that lives in my heart
And I can feel it
Growing deep in my heart
All the time
You are the airplane
That is flying in the sky
And I am inside of that airplane
Because you are flying me to another world
That I haven't seem before

Aldo Kraas
You Are A Braved Hearted Woman

You are a braved hearted woman
Who kept so many homeless alive for so many years
In your community that you live

Aldo Kraas
You Are A Dreamer

You are a dreamer
And that is why you don't
Stop to have your dreams at night

Aldo Kraas
You Are A Friend For Life

You are a friend for life

Aldo Kraas
You Are A Gentle Soul

You are a gentle soul
That is full of love
And I feel that you want to give some of your love to others
But not all of your love
Because you know what will happen if you give all your love away
You will be left with none for you

Aldo Kraas
You Are A Master Piece

You are a master piece
That God had brought into
Our world
To put some joy into our lives
Each day

Aldo Kraas
You Are A Winner In God's Life

You are a winner
In God's life

Aldo Kraas
You Are Absolutely Right

You are absolutely right
It doesn’t feel like winter yet
Because fall is not over yet

Aldo Kraas
You Are All I Need To Get By

You are all
I need to get by

Aldo Kraas
You Are Alone

You are alone
In this world
Pretending that everything
Is fine
But what I can't understand is
That you don't seem to get tired
From doing it
Why?

Aldo Kraas
You Are Amazing Just The Way You Are

You are amazing just the way you are
Because you kiss me on my face everyday
You are amazing just the way you are
Because you dress very smart
You are amazing just the way you are
Because you tell me that you love me so much
You are amazing just the way you are
Because you sing to me the love songs that speaks about love

Aldo Kraas
You Are An Adult Now

You
Are
An
Adult
Now
But
You
Are
Acting
Like
A
Child

Aldo Kraas
You Are An Amazing God

You are an amazing God
You gave the light
That shines outside
You gave that pure love
That is in my heart
To give to others

Aldo Kraas
You are asking me to be here
And I will be here
Also you are saying please
Don't just let me die here alone
I know that you will be looking out of the window
Every morning that I will be walking down the street
And you will be able to see me from your window
I don't know if tomorrow you will be here
But what happens I will accept
You might not always agree with me
But that is the way life goes
I am not saying that you are a genius
Other people are telling you that and when they do
They are setting you up for failure
They might not know you as well
Than you know yourself
You can say that it is luck of understanding or knowledge, or
Ignorance
Because everybody is different
Maybe you know
Something that I don't know
Maybe there are things that doesn't make sense to you
There might be things that are taking place in your life
That you don't want to discuss with me
Or the world outside to know
I respect your feelings
And I know that you will respect mine
I can read your body language
And I believe that it is telling me
That you need a rest
Tonight it is already too late
And you are going to sleep
Now I will let you embrace the peace
In your sleep
Here is the new day today
That God made
For you
So enjoy it
Aldo Kraas
You Are Better Of Without Me

You are better of without me
Because I am a happy person
And I will always be happy
Because I know that God belongs to me
And not you
You are so miserable
Even though you don't even have a friend
That you can always count on
You are better of without me
Rather than being with me
But please remember that I did all I could for you
So now it is time for me to go in peace
Out of your life
Because I rather have a good life and live it
Than have you
Who can't give nothing good to me
Rather than misery
Also I know that death is in your way
However you are out of you mine
You are planning to do more harm than good
That is how I see it
I know that the things that you are saying everyday doesn't make sense at all

Aldo Kraas
You are blind like a bat
Inside of the caves

Aldo Kraas
You Are Born Again

Thanks God that
You are born again
After God revived you
After you almost died
Last night in my arms

Aldo Kraas
You are breathing
In my face
And spreading all your germs
In my face

Aldo Kraas
You are Caresing My Face

You are
Caressing my face
With your hand
And I can feel
Your hand
On my face

Aldo Kraas
You Are Carrying My Soul With You

You are carrying my soul with you
Everywherere you go

Aldo Kraas
You Are Dead But I Am Alive

You are dead but I am alive
You went through the dark light
I went through the brightest light that I could find

Aldo Kraas
You are drowning my sorrows on
Lake Michigan today
Because you are tired of them
And you don't know what else to do for me
Anymore
It is so sad
Because the time is moving on
And I am not getting any better
I am not getting any younger either
That is the point I am trying to make

Aldo Kraas
You Are Dying For Us

You are dying for us
Because you are leaving alone
And you don't see anybody at all

Aldo Kraas
You Are Emotionally Me

You are emotionally me
You have a string of pearls
That is attached inside your heart
You are emotionally me
You have everything that I need

Aldo Kraas
You Are Everything To Me

You are everything to me
My god
Can't you see

Aldo Kraas
You Are Fading Away

You are fading away
from the sky
My beautiful star

Aldo Kraas
You Are Free

You are free
To live your life
Any way you want
And you don't have to consult
Anybody about it

Aldo Kraas
You Are From Mars And I Am From Earth

You are from mars
And I am from earth
So you came from mars to visit earth?
How do you like the planet earth?
Do you love it or hate it?

Aldo Kraas
You Are God's White Snow

You are
God's white snow
That falls from the sky
During the winter
Months
On the ground
Where I walk

Aldo Kraas
You Are Gone From Here

You are gone from here
Efrain
My beloved grandfather
And I had the chance to say goodbye to you
With my sister
Sandra
Also I felt that we had a strong bond
Yes grandpa
Efrain
You gave us your love

Aldo Kraas
You Are Gone Song

You are gone out of my sight
And out of my life completely

Aldo Kraas
You Are Heart Broken

You are heart broken
Because you boy friend
Left you today
And told you that he doesn't love you anymore

Aldo Kraas
You Are Heartless

You are heartless
My friend
And to be honest to you
I don't even understand you
You are lacking in feelings
For me
My friend
Because I have so many feelings for you
But I decided to keep it inside my heart
And not shared with you at all

Aldo Kraas
You Are Here

You are here when my heart is in trouble
You are here when my heart is in pain

Aldo Kraas
You Are Here For Me

You are here for me
And for that I want to thank you

Aldo Kraas
You Are Here Now

You are here now
And that is you that I need

Aldo Kraas
You Are In My Heart

You are in my heart
Everyday my friend

Aldo Kraas
You Are Insane

You are insane
And your thoughts
Are insane also
Because they are coming
Straight out of your head
Your memory is worn out
The same way that our clock runs down

Aldo Kraas
You Are Like A Flower To Me

You are like a flower to me
That was put
Here on earth by God
And you are so delicate
I must remember to hold you
In a way that I won't damage you
My flower

Aldo Kraas
You Are Like That

You are like that
Proud and free
To live your life
The way you
Had choosen
To live it

Aldo Kraas
You Are Love God, I Am Happiness And She Is Hate

You are love God
Because you put love into our lives
Every single day
I am happiness and I give all the happiness
To every one that is in my life
Every single day
And she is hate
But that alone is a bad road to walk on
By avoiding that bad road you will be able to stay safe
And feel that you are loved by God
Even though I have plenty of happiness to give
You can either choose to be a part of my life
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
You Are Making Excuses

You are making excuses
By saying that you would rather be in bed
Than spending this gorgeous day outside
What is the matter with you?

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Brazilian Sunshine

You are my
Brazilian sunshine

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Everything

You are my everything
A beautiful star
That had fallen
From
The French Sky
At
Christmas
Eve
In
Paris

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Everything Song

GOD
You are my everything
In my daily life

Aldo Kraas
You Are My God

You are my God
And I live for you God
You are my God
Everyday
You are my God
Because you forgive me

Aldo Kraas
You Are My God Alone

You are my God
Alone
And I am so happy
That we can be left alone
Every single day
Because we belong together
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Love

You are my love
You are my woman
You are precious
You are tender loving and caring
You are everything to me

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Love Song

You are my love
That God gave to me
You are my love
And I can't stop loving you
Each day
Because you are my love

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Morning Joy

Bird
You are my morning joy
During the
Summer

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Soul

You are my soul that is thirsty
And needs water to drink
You are my soul that needs
My love and my attention

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Star Song

You are my star
That I had placed
On the top
Of the christmas tree
So It could shine so bright
When I turned the lights on
Every night

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Sunset

You
Are
My
Sunset
And
You
Belong
To
My
Planet
Called
Earth
Also

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Sweet Little Child And I Am Your Poet

You are my sweet little child
And I am the poet

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Teacher

You are my teacher
God
And all the lessons about life
I have learned from you

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Tomorrow

God
You are my tomorrow
That I always dream about

Aldo Kraas
You Are My Truth God

You are my truth
God

Aldo Kraas
You Are Never Alone

You are never alone
Because you have me also besides God
You are never alone
Because you have someone to spend the day with
So why don’t you spend with me?
You are never alone singing
Because I am singing with you also
You are never alone
Even when you are dying to see me

Aldo Kraas
You are not afraid of the rain
And me either

Aldo Kraas
You Are Not Alone Sonata

You are not alone
Here on earth
Because you have a good
Friend called God

Aldo Kraas
You Are Not Being With Me

You are not being with me
Today
Because you are away from home
And I am staying at home
For the holy week

Aldo Kraas
You Are Not Ready

You are not ready
To be my friend
I understand
That you need more time
You are not ready for changes
I understand
Because changes are hard
To accept

Aldo Kraas
You Are Not There In Spirit

You are not there
In spirit
But in presence only

Aldo Kraas
You Are Now Remembering Me

You are now remembering me
In your dreams and in your life
And for that I am grateful
Because it shows that you are also paying respect for me
Every day in your life
That God gave you to live
What is life without dreams?

Aldo Kraas
You Are On Your Own

Today is the day
That you always
Wanted since
You were
A youth
A day of your own
And now you
Are on your own
Living your life
I learned
To let go
Youth
Because
I need to
Live my life
Also

Aldo Kraas
You Are One In A Million

You are one in a million
That will say thank you
For the things that they do for you
But the other people won't bother
To say thank you to you when you do things
For them

Aldo Kraas
You Are Our Rhythm In Life

You are our rythm
In life friend
Because when we exercise
We have to keep up with your rythm

Aldo Kraas
You Are Putting Me On An Early Grave

You are putting me on an early grave
By spending some of my money every week
You are putting me on an early grave
By feeding me junk that can give me a heart Attack at any time
You are putting me on an early grave by driving me crazy
You are putting me on an early grave by making me very anxious

Aldo Kraas
You Are Singing

You
Are
Singing
A
Beautiful
Song
To
God
Today

Aldo Kraas
You Are So Beautiful To Me God

You are so beautiful to me God
Can you see that?
Because I can

Aldo Kraas
You Are So Far Away

You are so far away
Butterfly
And out of my reach
Flying above the sky

Aldo Kraas
You Are So Right

It is cold outside
And you are so right about that
A bowl of home made chicken soup
Will warm me up
And you are so right about that
During the winter time I know that you spend your time at home
Because it is so cold to walk outside
And you are so right about that
It is so hard to find good bargains
And you are so right about that
The stars will always shine in the sky during the winter night
And you are so right about that

Aldo Kraas
You Are So Thoughtful About Others

You are so thoughtful
About others
That you even brought them
Coffees and muffins

Aldo Kraas
You Are Somebody

You are somebody special
You are somebody with that big heart

Aldo Kraas
You Are Straining Your Eyes

You are straining your eyes
My friend

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Creator

You are the creator of marvelous peace of world
Oh’ Lord! Oh’ Lord

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Curse

You are the curse
That I use
When I am mad

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Music In Me

God
You are the music in me
That I sing each day
To the world
Because
I want the world to be
A happier place

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Red Rose

You are the red rose
That god gave to me
And I planted you in my garden today
So that you could flower
And everybody else could enjoy you in my garden
For many years to come

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Runaway Slave Song

You are the runaway slave
Because you have a reason to runaway
You reason is that you are living illegally in this country
And working illegally also

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Sun

You are the sun
That God created
And it shines here on earth
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Sun In The Window Of My Eyes

You are the sun in the
Window of my eyes
And because of you
My eyes are full of life

Aldo Kraas
You Are The Treasure

You are the treasure
That God
Gave to me
And you are a wonderful treasure that
God had made with the finest ingredients
That he found

Aldo Kraas
You Are Too Smart For Me

You are too smart for me
Lady
When you shop
Because when you shop you shop for the bargains
And
I can see that you love bargains

Aldo Kraas
You Are Truly My God Song

You are truly my God
And for that I thank you
You are truly my God
That praises me for all the things I do
Each day

Aldo Kraas
You Are Waking Up

You are waking up today
Feeling so refreshed because it is spring
And spring is here
Also the sky is beautiful to look at

Aldo Kraas
You Are Welcome In This Place

You are welcome in this place
This place is God's home

Aldo Kraas
You Are With Me

Eventhough you are still in jail at home
You are with me now
And I brought the money to let you out of the jail on bail
So that you can be free again
Because I am a pastor in a church
And I know that we hardly know each other
But I heard your history in the news and I got interested in you
Because I believe that criminals are people also
So don't worry about the past because the past is gone
And I will forgive you for the crimes that you commited so many years Ago
But I know also that you are not younge again and your life is passing you by
because you spent 25 years here in this jail and when you came you Were 49 years old and now you are 74 years old
So trust me because we are not going to stay in this city
I am moving to another city that nobody will know us
And we are going to start a new life together

Aldo Kraas
You Believe In Me

You believe in me
Because I respect you

Aldo Kraas
You Belong To God

You belong
To God
My friend
Because God
Had made
You a
Christian
From the time
You were born
Here on earth
And God is very
Proud of you
Also
You are a role model
To the young people
Of today’s society
Because they need someone like
You that can give them
All the encouragement
They can get

Aldo Kraas
You Belong With Me

You belong with me
In this world
You belong with me
In my life

Aldo Kraas
You Better Not Break People's Heart

You better not break people’s heart anymore
Because they are very sensitive to what you say to them

Aldo Kraas
You Better Think Twice

You better think twice
Before you fight with anyone

Aldo Kraas
You Blues

You got the blues
In you
My baby blues
You have a beautiful smile

Aldo Kraas
You Bring Out The Best In Me

You bring out the best in me
Smiles rose from my face
My heart is filled with joy
My eyes are crying out of joy
You bring out the best in me
You treat me with respect
You make me laugh
Sometimes you make me cry
You spoiled me rotten
I love being spoiled by you
You still the one in my life
I am amaze by you
The beautiful songs you played for me
On that guitar

Aldo Kraas
You Brought Me Closer To Jesus Lord

You brought me closer to Jesus
Lord
Because I wanted to be close to Jesus
Lord
And I am so thankful for that my
Lord

Aldo Kraas
You Came Into My World

You came into my world
Because of God
And I gave you happiness
Because you were sad

Aldo Kraas
You Came To Me Because God Send You To Me

You came to me
Because God
Send you to me
So you could rescue
Me from
The bad days that
I am having

Aldo Kraas
You Came To Rescue Me

You came to rescue me
From the long dark nights
That are taking place right now
During the winter
You came to rescue me
From a long day
That is going on today

Aldo Kraas
You Can Be Sure I Speak The Truth

You can be sure
That I speak the truth about
The refuges we have

Aldo Kraas
You Can Call Him Booboo And Me Baba

You can call him
Booboo and me
Baba
Booboo is his nick name
And his siblings
Nick named him
Booboo
When he was little
And my nick name
Is
Baba
And I had nick named myself
Baba
Because I am like a father to the children
Of the earth
And Baba
In Arabic means dad

Aldo Kraas
You Can Find Your Beauty

You
Can
Find your beauty
Outside the mirror
You don't even have to look at the mirror
Because I can prove it

Aldo Kraas
You Can Have It All

You can have it all
Let the light shine
And put on a good face
Let me show you how

Aldo Kraas
You Can Live Without Fear

You can live without fear
When you
Meet God
You will like God
After you meet him
And if you haven't met God
Before
You are in for a surprise

Aldo Kraas
You Can Only Count On Him

You can only count on him
Because he is loyal and honest to you
And everybody else he knows
He will not accept a bribe from nobody

Aldo Kraas
You Can Run

You can run
But you can't hide
From your problems
Because wherever
You go your problems
Go with you

Aldo Kraas
You Can See Myself Through Your Eyes

You can see myself through your eyes
And that is a joke?
Please tell me if it is for real?
Because I just don't get it

Aldo Kraas
You Can Trust Me

You can trust me
Because I will not steal your money
I have my own money

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Drink Me Away

I am the grape juice
That the farmers made
For you and your friends
But you can’t drink me away
Because you won’t have any left for dinner
And you will have to be without grape juice

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Forget About Love

You can't forget about love
Because love is like a butterfly
That flies inside your heart
Collecting the nectar of the flowers
That are inside of your heart

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Give Me A Minute

You can't give me a minute
To talk to you
Because you are always in a rush

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Hide

You can't hide
From God
Because he knows
Where you are
All the time
You can't hide
That sadness
From God
Because God
Can feel your sadness
Just like you can

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Hurry The Night

You can't hurry the night
Because the night will stay around as long as she wants
And we are not the boss of the night
Because the boss of the night is God and nobody else
But you just have to wait for the night to leave us
You can't hurry the night
Eventhought the night is long
You can't hurry the night because the night might be even cold during The winter nights that you might even freeze to death
But you just have to put some long underwear and you will be fine When you sleep in your bed

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Hurt Me Now

You can hurt me now
Because you don't know
Where I am today

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Just Put A Price Tag On Love

You can't
Just put a price
Tag on love
And expect
That people would buy it
Because love is not for sale
And it is something
That is pure

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Let Me Go

You can't let me go
And live my life
Why do you make such a fuss about the way I want to live my life?

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Lose That Love But You Can Lose Everything Else

You can't lose that love
But you can lose everything else
That you own

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Steal Our Love

You can't steal our love
Because you don't know
Where we keep it
Stranger
And the truth is you don't know us
And we don't know you either
Stranger

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Stop To Think About Me

You can't sop to think about me
And I am glad that you are thinking about me
Because that shows me that you care about me
Very much

Aldo Kraas
You Can’T Understand The Way I Feel

You can't understand the way I feel
Because you are not me
I just feel bad when my house is in a mess

Aldo Kraas
You Cast That Wind

You cast that wind
That will blow anybody over
Even me
Because it is blowing very strong
All over the place

Aldo Kraas
You Chose To Embark

You chose
To embark on
A new life

Aldo Kraas
You Cleared Our Eyes God

You cleared our eyes God
And we are very happy for that
Because we had an allergy that got into our eyes
And also that was very contagious

Aldo Kraas
You Close Your Eyes

You
Close
You
Eyes
And
I
Am
Near
You
My
Friend

Aldo Kraas
You Couldn'T Ask For Anything More

You couldn't ask for anything more
Because God gave you so much in life

Aldo Kraas
You Cut My Heart Like A Knife

You cut my heart like a knife
Friend
You can't imagine how I feel
I feel so hurt
And in so much pain
After you cut my heart like a knife
My heart is bleeding

Aldo Kraas
You Deserve Better My Friend

You
Deserve
Better
My
Friend
Because
I
Don't
Think
That
You
Have
Found
The
Right
Friends
For
You

Aldo Kraas
You Deserve Better Song

You deserve better than this
He is not for you
Do you know that?
He is so rude to you
And he mistreats you

Aldo Kraas
You Do So Much For Me

You do so much for me God
That I enjoy all the things that you do for me
Everyday in my life

Aldo Kraas
You Do Something To Me That I Can'T Explain

You do something
To me
That I can't
Explain God
But I can feel
All the blood
Flowing through
My body
Including my veins

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Believe In Love

You don't believe in love
And therefore
You tell me that love was
Created by God
For the fools

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Belong

You don't belong
In that world that is fool of poverty
But there is something that I want to say to you
That we are in the same boat
My friend
And for that I am afraid
Because it doesn't end here

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Have The Skills That I Have

You don't have the skills that I have
Like computers

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Have To Ask About Us Anymore

You don't have to ask about us anymore
Because the proof is here
And all you have to do is take a good look

Aldo Kraas
You Don't Know

You don't know
But I am lost for worlds
And I don't want to be alone anymore
Because the lonely days are so hard to endure
Also my life is moving on
Every single day
It doesn't matter to me
If the wind turbine
Will move to make energy
For everyday use

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Miss Me In My Life

You don't miss me in my life
Because I am in your thoughts daily
You don't miss me in my life
Because I walk with you
Wherever you are going each day

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Need Anymore

You don't need me anymore
Because you recovered very well
From your insomnia

Aldo Kraas
You Don’T Need To Die

You don't need to die yet
Because your life is moving ok
Everyday
And you can be proud of it
You don't need to die
Because you have a life ahead of you
So live it

Aldo Kraas
You Don’T Need To Give Me Love

You don't need to give me love
Because that would be a waste of time
Since I get plenty of love from God

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Want This And You Don'T Want That

You don't want this and you don't want that
I know that you are having a hard time right now
And you can't decide what you want right now

Aldo Kraas
You Don'T Want To Go There

You don't want to go there
Trust me
Because
That area is very dangerous
And I hope that you don't walk
In that area during the day or at night
Because that area is not safe at all

Aldo Kraas
You Dream A Dream

You dream a dream
That is so beautiful
Every single night
You dream a dream
That comes true
Every single night for you

Aldo Kraas
You Dwell In Our Hearts

You dwell in our hearts
My God
For the rest of our lives

Aldo Kraas
You Either Love Somebody Or You Hate Them

You either love
Somebody or you
Hate them
Because
They might be rude
To you
Or they don't have
Respect for you
But if you like somebody
It might be because
They have good qualities

Aldo Kraas
You Envy Me

You envy me
I know you do
You will never going to admit it
Or say it to my face
But I am not stupid
Like you think I am
I can read you like a book
And that is the message I got
I feel it is very insulting
To me

Aldo Kraas
You Felt

You felt like shaving your head
Because it would feel a little cooler in the summer
And there is nothing wrong with it
Because it is your head and not mine
You felt like running towards the wind on a hot day
Because you like to have a breeze

Aldo Kraas
You Fill Up Her Senses

You fill up her senses
With the morning rain
You fill up her senses
With the morning sun
It feels like a morning kiss

Aldo Kraas
You Find That True Love In Me

You find that true love in me
Because I have that true love inside of me
Just dig deep inside of my heart
To find that true love that is there

Aldo Kraas
You Forgot To Say Good Bye Blues

You forgot to say good bye
To mother everyday
This week
Because she is always looking forward to that
Everyday
And that makes her day

Aldo Kraas
You Found Love

You found love today
And I am very happy for you
Because you are not alone anymore

Aldo Kraas
You Found That Destiny Today

You found that destiny today
And now that destiny is yours
Because it is very safe

Aldo Kraas
You gave a part of you
To me that had so much frustration
That You couldn't even see for yourself

Aldo Kraas
You Gave God A Bad Name

I am sorry
But you gave God
A bad name
Why?
Do you think that
God made a mistake
When he put you here on earth?
If you think that
I am sorry
But you are out of your mind
And I believe that to God
You are a disgrace
That is simple as that
And if you try to convince me that he did
You are wasting your time young men

Aldo Kraas
You Gave Me

You gave me
So much to think about
You gave me so much to smile
You gave me so much to cherish
And that is why I stand by you
Everyday

Aldo Kraas
You Gave Me A Sinphony To Me

You gave me a sinphony to me
And that was the best gift that
I received from you
Today
The sinphony had relaxed me
For ounce
And I had forgotten about all my problems for once
Today

Aldo Kraas
You Gave Me Your Love Song

You gave me your love
Everyday which I am thankful
For everyday

Aldo Kraas
You Get Close To Me By Praying To God

You get close to me by praying to God
Because when you pray for me
I pray for you also
And it is prayer that make us feel
Stronger and united us one
In our entire life

Aldo Kraas
You Get What Everyone Gets

You get what everyone gets
If they respect each other

Aldo Kraas
You Get What You Give

You get what you give
If you give respect
To others
You will get respect
From others

Aldo Kraas
You Got Some Explanation To Do

You got some explanation to do
Why are you being so difficult with people?

Aldo Kraas
You Got The Strength Back To Live Your Life Again

You got the strength
Back to live your
Life again
Thanks
God
Because
Now
You can
Look after
The house
That you live in
And that is a bonus

Aldo Kraas
You Got To Me

You got to me
Hunger
Sadness
Loneliness
You got to me
That feeling of low self esteem
That feeling that I am hurt
That feeling that I lost my mind
That feeling that I lost connection to the outside
That the music had died
And only my broken heart had survived
You got to me
Loss of energy

Aldo Kraas
You Got Two Fathers

You got two fathers
So learn to love them with all your heart

Aldo Kraas
You Got Your Lover Back

I am so happy that you got
Your lover back
After so many girls had stolen him from you
Because he belongs to you
And nobody else
To be honest with you

Aldo Kraas
You Had All The Chances

You had all the chances
To prove to yourself
That you are better
Than the rest

Aldo Kraas
You Had Asked Me

You had asked me about my life
In general
You had asked me about my ambitions in life
You had asked me about my friends

Aldo Kraas
You Had Danced

You had danced yesterday very well
And I felt that you had
A lot of confidence in yourself

Aldo Kraas
You Had Planted Cabbage To Please Me?

You had planted cabbage to please me?
I am sorry but I don't like cabbage at all

Aldo Kraas
You Had Whispered To My Soul

You
Had
Whispered
To
My
Soul
My
Beloved
Father
Maker
Of
Heaven
And
Earth

Aldo Kraas
You Hate Me Song

You hate me because
I am bilingual now
Before when I came here I used
To speak only one language
And that language was portuguese

Aldo Kraas
You Have A Dream?

You have a dream?
To give people the right to choose?
You have a dream?
To build a better world
So that we can live in peace
Together with each other?

Aldo Kraas
You Have A Room In Her Heart

You have a
Room in
Her heart
That is
Filled
With
Love

Aldo Kraas
You Have Changed Me

You have changed me in so many ways God
And I know that those changes were necessary to you
But for me it is difficult to get used to it
Maybe I don't like changes
Or I didn't accept it yet
But I have to say that you have control over me

Aldo Kraas
You Have High Hopes And I Have Faith

You have high hopes
And I have faith
And we have two different believes
I might not share yours
And you might not share mine

Aldo Kraas
You Have Lived Too Long

You have lived too long to underestimate love
My beloved friend

Aldo Kraas
You Have No Choice

You have no choice  
Because  
You have to go  
Where God  
Send you  
To work  
If you want  
A job  
You have to go  
Because  
You have no choice

Aldo Kraas
You Have No Idea

You have no Idea
If he is the perfect man for you
You have to try out first
To see if he is the right man for you
And then you will know if he is the right man for you or not
You have to make the move
and ask him to go out on a date with you

Aldo Kraas
You Have Sinned Against God

You have signed against God
Because you couldn’t spare some change
To the poor man that lives on the street
And doesn’t have anything to eat

Aldo Kraas
You Have That Angel Face

You have that angel face
Because your face looks just like the angel face
And I know that I am not mistakinly for anything else

Aldo Kraas
You Have That Beautiful Fate

You have that beautiful fate in God
So keep believing in God

Aldo Kraas
You Have That Soul That Is So Modest

You have that soul that is so modest
And can you show me your modest soul?
Because I can't wait to see your modest soul

Aldo Kraas
You Have The Courage

Even though
You haven’t been feeling
That great
You still have the courage
To keep on fighting

Aldo Kraas
You Have To Experience Pain

You
Have
To
Experience
Pain
To
Know
What
Pain
Is

Aldo Kraas
You Have To Lay Down The Law

It is very sad
But the truth is that you
Have to lay down the law
When you are dealing with ignorant
People in your life
Otherwise they won't respect you

Aldo Kraas
You Have Yourself

You have yourself
To look after
And looking after yourself should be your priority

Aldo Kraas
You Heard All My Lies Before

You heard all my lies before
And that before
Took place
So many years ago
But know I am changed
To a better man
Because I get down to the root
Of the problem
Right away

Aldo Kraas
You hide your tears
Under your pillow
And you never talked about your hidden tears
To anyone
Because you are afraid to say anything about your hidden tears to anyone
I respect you for that
And I believe that it is your private issue that needs to be kept private from the world

Aldo Kraas
You Hurted Me So Much

You hurted me so much
Why?
And what I did do to deserve this?

Aldo Kraas
You
Know how to put
Words in my mouth
Just so you can feel
because you think buy
Doing it you will be able to shut me of
You know that it is not me
If I did that
I would be proving to everybody
That I am false
And that is not what I want
I want to be heard
But when you play around with my feelings
It becomes a dangerous came

Aldo Kraas
You Judge Me

You judge me
By my looks
You judge me
Every day
By the clothes I wear

Aldo Kraas
You Just Got To Rely On Me

You just have to rely on me for support
You just have to rely on me for money
You just have to rely on me to give you your showers
You just have to rely on me to dress you
You just have to rely on me for your meals
You just have to rely on me to do your laundry so that you have clean Clothes to wear everyday

Aldo Kraas
You Just Need The People You Love

You just need the people you love
And trust in your life
Hold on to the good memories
And let the bad ones vanish
Into the sky
Today

Aldo Kraas
You Kept Your Eyes On Me

You kept your eyes on me
When I talked with you
Every time

Aldo Kraas
You Know

You know
That I will never let you down
My friend
You know
That I don't hate you
My friend
And I don't have any reason to hate you
My friend

Aldo Kraas
You Know Me Well Song

God you know me well
And I am so happy
That you know me well God
Because you know when I need some energy
So that I can deal better with my health
And the areas where I struggle with my health also
Everyday that I am living my life

Aldo Kraas
You Know My Name

You know
My name God
Because I was
Baptized inside
Your house
When I was just
A baby

Aldo Kraas
You Know Sonata

You know
That we can make a difference in this world
That needs our help
So let's not turn our backs against the world
That is waiting for our help

Aldo Kraas
You Know Song

You know that the night
Will come soon

Aldo Kraas
You Know That I Have A Feeling About You

You know that I have a feeling
That is no good
About you

Aldo Kraas
You Know The Rules That God Made

You know the rules
That God made
Because God
Wrote it on the bible
Many years ago

Aldo Kraas
You Light Up My Life God

You light up my life each day God
And I am so happy that you do it
Everyday during the night

Aldo Kraas
You Live On The Run All The Time

You live on the run all the time
And you never take a break
During the day or night
I don't know how you can do that
Can you tell me?

Aldo Kraas
You Lived Through The Past

You lived through the past
And now it is time to move ahead
By living through with the future

Aldo Kraas
You Look So Sad

Now you look so sad
That the sun went down
And soon the night will be here
Upon us
And the sun left you in tears today
When it went away

Aldo Kraas
You Lost Me

You lost me in your dreams tonight
Because there was a fog in the sky that covered everything
So nobody could see anything
But I know that the fog is bad for the people that have to drive
Because they can't see anything either
Some people will have to sit in the cars at the road
And wait for the fog to lift today
But how long I don't know?
I believe that it will take a long time for the fog to lift today

Aldo Kraas
You Love Me All The Way

You love me all the way
But I never asked you to do that God
Because you love suposed to be unconditional

Aldo Kraas
You Love Your Man Like I Love My Woman

You love your man
Like I love your woman

Aldo Kraas
You Loved Me Before

You loved me before
And that was fine
Because you made up your mind
By saying that it is time for you to belong
To somebody else
And I agree a 100%
Even if I can't give you happiness
You will be better of with somebody else
For sure

Aldo Kraas
You Made Me Cry Song

You made me cry
Almost every night
And I don't know why I am bringing this up
Today
Because it makes me feel like a fool
Also I hate myself for bringing it up

Aldo Kraas
You Made Me Stronger

You made me stronger each day that I live my life here on earth God
Your love is a beautiful thing
And it takes my breath away
But even like this you are giving me plenty of love
So the right thing for me to do is to give some of that love back to you
God welcome to my city life
It is not as interesting as your life in heaven
If I had a choice where I could choose where I wanted to live
I would choose heaven any time
But the only problem with that is that I have to be dead to go to heaven
And I can't go to heaven when I am alive
I understand that very well God
And I don't regret that at all because I still have that boring city life to live Still
You make me stronger everyday
Because you are better than a fresh cup of coffee
And coffee is poison to my body
And why should I put poison in my body?
The caffeine would only remove the iron in my body

Aldo Kraas
You Made Me Whole

You made me whole
You gave me a body, a spirit, a mind, and a soul
You told me be grateful my child
Be kind to others
Be still and wait
Wait for a new beginning
You will see the light at the end of the tunnel someday
Be aware of yourself
Be strong
Be thankful that you have people in your life that care’s about you
Don’t fear me my child, because I am love

Aldo Kraas
You Made The Mistake Song

You made the mistake  
In telling him where you live 
Now he will come to your place  
Any day to break in

Aldo Kraas
You Make Me Feel Special

You make me feel special
Each day
My friend
You make me feel special
Every time you hug me

Aldo Kraas
You May Have A Point

You may have
A point when it comes
To cleaning your house

Aldo Kraas
You Meant To Forgive Him

You meant to forgive him
Like a good Christian would do

Aldo Kraas
You Might Be Lonely Also

You might be lonely also
And if you stay home all the time
You might never have the chance to make friends

Aldo Kraas
You Miss Me How?

You miss me how?
Do you miss me in your dreams?
And that is how you miss me?

Aldo Kraas
You Mourn Their Death

You
Mourn
Their
Death

Aldo Kraas
You Move Us

You move us higher than the mountains Lord
Be with us Lord
When we are in trouble
And we don’t know where to turn
Be with us Lord when we are dying
And we cannot see
And that’s when we need you
Be with us
When we are so used to listened to your words
Here we are
Waiting for you like a good child
We do not fear you
Here we are standing by your side
Waiting for a miracle
We are here in the face of every child
We are here waiting for tenderness and mercy
We are here in the face of despair
We are here
We won’t be afraid
We are here
In the world of the Lord
Can we share it with others?
We wish happiness to all the others
We wish that others will follow our faith to grow up with the Lord
We give our hearts to the Lord
We hope others will do the same
We hope to bring people together in this world
We need to unite the world now
We need to think of others before ourselves
We need to stop being so selfish
We need to open up our hearts to the Lord
We need to know where to draw the line
We need to give people the choice of religion
We need to give people the choice for than to choose there believes

Aldo Kraas
You Must

You must understand where I'm coming from
There is no need for me to be alone
There is no need for me to get anxious
Because that can make things worst for me

Aldo Kraas
You Must Be Nad

You must be mad
With the world
You must be mad
With God lately
Because he had no time
For you
When you needed him the most

Aldo Kraas
You Must Go

You must go
And find him
Because he is lost without you

Aldo Kraas
You Need Him Song

You need him
More than me
And that is fine with me
Because I had my time with him today already
And you can have your time with him now

Aldo Kraas
You Need Iron In Your Body

You need Iron
In your body
And you find iron
In fish, liver, and beans
It is recommended that you eat
Fish, liver, and beans two times per week

Aldo Kraas
You Need Me All The Way

You need me all the way in your life
And I know that by a fact

Aldo Kraas
You Need To Get Out Of Your Dream World

You
Need to get
Out of your dream world
You
Need to have a life

Aldo Kraas
You Need To Hide In My Arms

You need to hide in my arms
So nobody will be able to see your face
That is so sad
Even thought it is a sad looking face today

Aldo Kraas
You Never Find A Piece Of A Star Until You Listen To Your Heart

You never find a piece of a star until
You listen to your heart

Aldo Kraas
You Never Get It Right

You never get it right
Because it is not me who puts you down
It is the other people
And I try very hard to be honest and sincere with you

Aldo Kraas
You never loved me
But you love her
Why?
Why do you love her more than me?

Aldo Kraas
You Only Have

You only have
Me
As your friend
You can talk to me
I am listening to you
Friend

Aldo Kraas
You Only Have To Read My Lips

You only have to read my lips
To know what I want to say

Aldo Kraas
You Play The Game And You Share Your Pain

You play the game
And you share pain
Not with your family
Or your coach
But with me
Even though you don't know me at all
But you sine to trust me better than the other people
Maybe I am a good listener
And I don’t put pressure on you to be the best

Aldo Kraas
You Please Me

You please me
When you sing at the church choir
You please me when you speak to me

Aldo Kraas
You Remind Me

You remind me
That if I complain too much
About my life
My life will be
Miserable

Aldo Kraas
You Rise Again Today

You rise again today
And show your beautiful face to the world
You rise again today
And yo go to work early in the morning
In the kitchen soup that is located inside the church

Aldo Kraas
You Said

You said that my love was not strong enough
While I was in the bathtub having a bath
The moon was shining through the bathroom window

Aldo Kraas
You Said Good Bye

I know that everything can happen
In our lives
I will ask the sky for it to shine
I had thrown some flowers in the ocean
To find you
I hope that the flowers that are in the ocean
Found you
I will ask the sky for you to return to me
I will never understand why you said good bye
I will keep all the kisses that you gave to me

Aldo Kraas
You Said That You Loved Me Song

You said that you loved me
Because I am
The spice of your life
You said that you loved me
Because I am friendly
With you

Aldo Kraas
You saw pink roses
Growing inside of my eyes
And I remember when you told me about it
Back than
Because right away when you had mention it to me
I felt that it was unbelievable at the same time

Aldo Kraas
You Saw The Traces Of My Tears

You saw the traces of my tears
Showing on face
And my tears
Had fallen down from my face
Today

Aldo Kraas
You Searched For Me Everywhere Sonata

You searched for me everywhere
And you said that you just couldn't find me
The truth is that I was just next door

Aldo Kraas
You See

You see I am real
Because I am alive
The sane way that you are

Aldo Kraas
You see me sitting there
Waiting for the time
To move on
That dark clouds that
Feel my eyes
With sadness

Aldo Kraas
You See What You See

You see
What you see
In the world
You live
In

Aldo Kraas
You Set Me Free

God you set me free of anger
God you set me free of hate
God you set me free from hating myself
God you set me free from ilusions

Aldo Kraas
You Shall Be Free

You
Shall
Be
Free
While
In
Jamaica

Aldo Kraas
You Should Come Over Any Time

You should come over any time
To talk with me and have some tea
Because there is no need to spend the day alone
Inside you house
hiding away from the outside world

Aldo Kraas
You Show Song

You show respect for others
You show that you love being around people
You show that you are down to earth

Aldo Kraas
You Sonata

Today you got out of bed in heaven
Very early
And you got ready to start that new day
That God gave you

Aldo Kraas
You Song

You can love someone
That will love you
And be kind to you
You will get there one day
You are not there yet
Because you have to start
With a low paying job so you can get
Some experience
To be able to move to a better paying job

Aldo Kraas
You Stand By Me

You stand by me
During this dark and grey day
I look out of the window
And I think
When is this weather going to change?
Is it going to change today?
You stand by me
Even when I am tired
And need to sleep right away

Aldo Kraas
You Standed By Me

You stood by me
Through all those years
That I went through
Some rough times in my life
Yes some times there is room for brightness
In my life

Aldo Kraas
You Still Have Your Life To Live

You still have your life to live
Even when you are bitter

Aldo Kraas
You Still Rise Song

You still rise
After God gave you
His comand

Aldo Kraas
You Stole My Heart

You stole my heart
You are the thief
Of my heart
Are you not ashamed
Of it?
Because
I have no heart anymore
And you took
It with you

Aldo Kraas
You Take My Hand

You take my hand
And I take your whole life through
The darkest days of your life
You take my hand
And I will bright up your world
You take my hand
So that we can walk together
You take my hand
So that I can take you through living waters

Aldo Kraas
You Tell Me

You tell me
All about
The things
That
You hate
And
You can't
Change
And I
Tell you
That
I have the same
Feelings for
Myself

Aldo Kraas
You Think You Can Dance

You think you can
Dance
Let me see your dance
Show me
Show me
Girl
Because I want to see your dance
I am ready for it

Aldo Kraas
You thought that you never
Needed a friend in your life
And that was a big mistake that you made
Because you were having a big illusion
Everyday
And you talked yourself out of it
You want to prove that you can be
Like a superman on earth

Aldo Kraas
You Touch The Fire

Every time
When you
Touch
The fire
You
Put sparkles into my eyes

Aldo Kraas
You Tought Me Song

You thought me
To change the way I eat
By making healthy choices

Aldo Kraas
You Walked So Many Miles Behind Me

You walked so many miles behind me
And I walked infront of you because you couldn't even keep up with me
Because you walk very slowly like a turtle
And I walk so fast like a lion in the jungle
If I had to compare you with me
I would say that you are a turtle
And I am a lion that walks in a jungle

Aldo Kraas
You Want Me To Be Yours

You want me to be yours
So that you can make fun of me
At your own expense
Let me tell you own thing
If the joke is only funny to you
It is not worth telling it to somebody else
Because you are laughing at it in your expense
And that joke might be offensive to some
Or it might even be a racist joke

Aldo Kraas
You Want Something That Is Vivid

You
Want
Something
That is
Vivid
That
You
Can
See
Also
With
Your
Eyes

Aldo Kraas
You Want To Hold My Hand

You want to hold my hand
And I don't mind that at all
Because I want to walk also holding hands
If that is fine with you
Also I believe that we make a lovely couple
That needs to prove to each other that we like each other

Aldo Kraas
You Wanted To Cease

You wanted to cease
The things that
You are ashamed of
First
In your life

Aldo Kraas
You Went There

You went there
To take my bad thoughts away

Aldo Kraas
You Were Not There

You were not there  
To see our ugly discussion  
Because she would not let me  
tell her what I know about that subject

Aldo Kraas
You Were There

You were there
When I needed you
And you took me home
Because you knew
That I was feeling so tired
After I waited
On the subway for your arrival
And then you came
Not on the right time
But 15 minutes late
Because you can't always
Count on public transit
Even though they are always
Running behind scheduled
Every single hour of the day
But we pay enough for transportation
And the service is lousy
Every single day

Aldo Kraas
You Will Always Be Song

You will always be my hope
You will always be the 7 seas
That I swimm on

Aldo Kraas
You Will Appear In My Dreams

You will appear in my dreams every night
And I will be able to see your face shining against the sun in my dreams every night
But I know for a fact that the sun will put life in you
And you can look all the way up to the sky
While you walk in the streets every night in my drea

Aldo Kraas
You Will Appear In My Dreams Every Night

You will appear in my dreams every night
And I will be able to see your face shining against the sun in my dreams every night
But I know for a fact that the sun will put life in you
And you can look all the way up to the sky
While you walk in the streets every night in my dreams

Aldo Kraas
You Will Be All Right

So long you breath
So long you watch the moon at night
So long you sleep at night
So long you kiss the morning sun
So long you say your prayers every day
So long you take care of your self
So long you be kind to others
So long you treat others with respect

Aldo Kraas
You Will Be Loved Like Me

Someday
You will be loved like me
Please keep in mind
That not everything is bad in this world
Someday you will learn to laugh just
Like me

Aldo Kraas
You Will Be Mine

You will be mine God
As long as I am alive here on the Planet Earth
You will be mine God
To guide me everyday where I walk or drive to
You will be mine God
Because you will watch me at night when I sleep in my bed
You will be mine God
Because you will cloth me as long as I live here on the Planet Earth
You will be mine God
Taking care of me when I am ill

Aldo Kraas
You Will Be My Friend Forever

You will be my friend forever
And I hope that we will be able to share the happy moments together
That will be not just a few ones
But many ones
Together

Aldo Kraas
You Will Find Me

You will find me
Sitting at my balcony
And looking at the stars

Aldo Kraas
You Will Find Your Way

You will find your way
To have a good friend in your life
Someone who needs you and appreciates you
For what you do
You will find your way
To have a quiet life someday
You will find your way
To discover new things in life
To dream
To sing
To walk proud
To walk with you head up and high

Aldo Kraas
You Will Help Me As A Friend

You will help as a friend
And I accept your help

Aldo Kraas
You Will Never

You will never sing again
You will never see your friends again
You will never smile again to your friends
You will never breath again
You will never see earth again

Aldo Kraas
You Will Not Break Me

You will not break me
My friend
No matter how hard you try
By putting me down
Just because you feel more important than me

Aldo Kraas
You Will Only Be Mine

You will only be mine
If you can be honest with me

Aldo Kraas
You Will Pay

You will pay for all the sins
That you committed
Through all your life
Because God expects you to do that

Aldo Kraas
You Will Shed Tears For God

You will shed tears for
God
And that is ok
Because God
Did the same to you

Aldo Kraas
You Without Me

I could never imagine that you could
Live without me
But maybe I am wrong
Or I am not seeing right
Or you are sending me mixed messages

Aldo Kraas
You Won'T Find Happiness

You won't find happiness inside the four walls
Because inside the four walls all you will find is loneliness
You won't find happiness while you walk down the streets
Because on the street you will find so many strangers
Sharing the sidewalk with you while you walk
Of course the sidewalks are always bussy

Aldo Kraas
You Won'T Find Yourself In My Guilty Eyes

You won't find yourself
In my guilty eyes
Because
Inside of my guilty eyes
There is nothing
That you want
Because there is only guilt
And to be honest to you
I have nothing to offer you
That you are seeking
Every single day
You come here
And you wait impatiently
Walking back and forth
Until I come and see you
Now please just go home
I have nothing to offer you
And
I believe that you can't understand me
Or you don't want to understand me
I don't know why can't you forget about me?
Is there something that you feel about me
That I don't know?
Is it my guilty eyes?
Do you wonder about my guilty eyes?
Do you wonder about the guilt that is inside of my eyes?
Do you want me to describe to you the guilt that I have inside of my eyes?
I am terrible sorry because I am trying to find ways to describe it to you but my
Mind is totally blank
And
I am reading your body language
The messages that I am getting is that you are frustrated, upset
Disgusted, and that you feel that you are being ignored by me

Aldo Kraas
You Won'T Forget Me God

You won’t forge about me God?
I am not very happy with you today for giving me a cloudy day
But I forgive you for that
You won’t forget about me God tonight?
Because today it is already Easter and I am all alone in my nest
Like an abandon bird being left to die in that nest on the tree
You won’t forget about me God?
Because today I am having the blues and I believe it must be the weather that
is making me so tired that I can’t even stop me from Yawning
But I believe that yawning is somehow contagious

Aldo Kraas
You Would Never Know If You Don'T Know Now

You would never know if you don't know now
That your home is your sanctuary
You would never know if you don't know now
That you can't trust just anyone
You would never know if you don't know now
That is better to go by bus than to go by car
Because you can never find where to park downtown
You would never know now if you don't know now
That some people will even hurt you

Aldo Kraas
You'll Go Far

You'll Go far
Once you believe in God
Because without him your life will be empty
Trust me
You'll go far
Once you find God
In your village

Aldo Kraas
You'll Hate Me

You'll hate me
For not calling you
On the phone
Sorry
But it was late
When I arrived home last night
And it would be horrible
To wake you up
In the middle of the night

Aldo Kraas
You'll Never See

You'll never see
My eyes behind the clouds

Aldo Kraas
You'll see
That I am not a saint
Like you think I am
Because I have no patience at all
And I hate to wait for anything
You'll see
That I love to stay at home on the weekends
Because my home is my castle
You'll see
That I am a good poet
Because I write good poems
You'll see
That I live a very simple life
Because I have simple stuff
And not the elegant one
You'll see
That I love to have a warm place
And not a cold one
You'll see
That I love to cook
And I cook simple stuff for myself to eat

Aldo Kraas
Younge Girl Don'T Cry

Younge
Girld
Don’t
Cry
Because
I
Am
Not
The
One
Who
Stole
You
Heart
And
Broke
It
Also

Aldo Kraas
Your Angels Are Always There For You

Your angels are
Always there for you
At night in heaven

Aldo Kraas
Your Babies

Your babies
Are crying
Young mother
So please
Take good care of your babies
And don't ignored them
Because they are priority
In your every day life

Aldo Kraas
Your Body Is Our Map Song

Your body is our map
That we use to travel
All over the
Country that we live

Aldo Kraas
Your Broken Dreams

What are you going to do with your broken dreams?
Are you going to damp your broken dreams in the trash?
Are you going to let god repair your broken dreams that you are having Every single night that you sleep?
Do you think it is worth to reapir your broken dreams?

Aldo Kraas
Your Charm

Your charm wins
Every man
That you see
In the street

Aldo Kraas
Your Day Will Be Better By Tomorrow

Your day will be better by tomorrow
If you plan ahead today
I am telling you the truth
And it is not a lie
I hope that you don't feel that I am insukting you
Because that is not the case

Aldo Kraas
Your Eyes

Your eyes
Are full of expression
And feelings also
Your eyes are always talking
The reason is that you communicate with your eyes

Aldo Kraas
Your Face

I can remember those old days
It is now seven years since you've gone
I can feel your presence
I am still sad that you are gone
Because life is not easy without you
Your face
Beautiful I saw a long time ago for the last time
I know you were worried about me
I can feel the wind blowing in the air
I can see the sun shining bright in a day like today

Aldo Kraas
Your Free Song

Your free now
And they won't chain you anymore
Your free now
And you don't have to stay lock up in the cell
Your free
To run
Like
A wolfe
Through the mountains
Your free
Like the lillies
That God planted here on earth
For everybody to enjoy

Aldo Kraas
Your Friend

Your friend will always love you
Your friend will always be around to catch you when you fall
Your friend will always pray for you
Your friend will always be honest to you by telling you the truth

Aldo Kraas
Your Gentle Love Sonata

I am so glad
That you gave me your gentle love today
And also I got to see your gentle side

Aldo Kraas
Your Hands On My Waist

Your hands on my waist
This beautiful embrace
That you gave me

Aldo Kraas
Your Hands Song

Your hands are beautiful
And they are manicured
To perfection

Aldo Kraas
Your Hiding Place

I know that your
Hiding place
Is the forest
Because that is the place
That you use to hide
Yourself from the outside world

Aldo Kraas
Your Holiness

Your holiness
You are everything to me
Your holiness
If I had the tongue of an angel
If I had wings to fly
I would fly and circle your throne in heaven
But this is just in a dream
In real life I don't have wings
I am not a dove
I am a human being
Living on earth
Your holiness
Do you love me still?
Sometimes my mind wonders all over the place
It is hard for me to comprehend the beauty of grace I live in
Your holiness
You give me that happiness to want to live
I feel that I have a will to live
I feel homesick
Your holiness
I want to be a new man that is free
I sing what is to be the children of light
I want to live in a time that not every thing is victory
But to have in my chest a tattoo that has a design of your cross
I feel your protection
I follow in search of what I have to live
Believing that what I have is much more than illusion
That in life nothing more I can do
Your holiness
There is no way to measure what I am worth
Your holiness
Above all your powers
You give me all the wisdom
You give me all your love
Your holiness
You always look after me
Your holiness
You are a rock
And in you I hide
A shelter in time of storm
You are
Your holiness
As I walk this earthly way
All my problems will be gone
And I am longing to go to your house
Your holliness
I will follow you to your house
I want to pray
For another chance
I will keep looking upward because the time is near
Your holiness
When I look into you holiness
When I look at your beautiful face
You give me that smile
So warm and so inviting
I worship you
The reason I live is to worship you

Aldo Kraas
Your Kiss Song

Your kiss
Is wonderful
And I love
When you kiss me
Each day

Aldo Kraas
Your Kisses Nest Easily In My Heart

Your kisses
Nest easily
In my heart

Aldo Kraas
Your Life Began The Day I Walked In

Your life began the day I walked in
And it changed so much
Because I had brought happiness into your life

Aldo Kraas
Your Life Will Be Revealed

Your life will be revealed
By God

Aldo Kraas
Your Love

Your love is all I need
To stay alive
Your love is all I need
Because I can never live without you
And without you love
Your love is all I need
To make me strong again
Your love is all I need
So that my heart can heal
And be back to normal

Aldo Kraas
Your Love Is All Around Me

Your love is all around me
I can feel
That it is moving fast
Like waves on the sea

Aldo Kraas
Your Love Song

Your love song that
You sang out
For your girl friend
Left her in tears
The tears from
Her eyes
Kept falling
Like dripping
Faucets
Every word
In your love
Song
Had been written
By you

Aldo Kraas
Your Love Story

Your love story
That you mention
To me a thousand times
Is so sad

Aldo Kraas
Your Loving Son

Your loving son
Loves you very much
Because you are his dead
And he needs you also
Now that he is your little boy

Aldo Kraas
Your Mind And Your Heart

Your mind and your heart
Belongs to you
And nobody else
Because nobody else wants it
And neither me

Aldo Kraas
Your mind, your heart, and your soul
Are all alive
And intact

Aldo Kraas
Your Presence I Feel Everywhere

Your presence I feel everywhere
My God

Aldo Kraas
Your Revolution

Your revolution
Is not to create another war
But to stop all the wars that are taking place
In this world all together
One by one

Aldo Kraas
Your Shadow Is My Favorite Wound

Your shadow is my
Favorite wound

Aldo Kraas
Your Shining Eyes

Your shining eyes
Are like a harbor in
Orillia
That is always shining
With the sun
During the day

Aldo Kraas
Your Soul Is Full Of The Knowledge

Your soul is full of
The knowledge
About the spirit
That is alive
In you
And the clean
Life that you live

Aldo Kraas
You've Awakened Me With A Lovely Song

You've awakened me with a lovely song
And I am grateful for that

Aldo Kraas
You've Been A Friend To Me

You've been a friend to me
For a long time now
And I thank you for your support in my life
You've been a friend to me
My dear God because when I sing I sing to my fans and to you also
You've been a friend to me
Sunshine because you warm up my cold body from the cold wind when I perform
outside in the stage during the long summer nights
You've been a friend to me moon because you shine at night in the sky And you
also make all my nights very special

Aldo Kraas
You'Ve Chosen Your Fate

You've
Chosen
Your
Fate
Today
And
I am
Happy
For
You
My
Friend

Aldo Kraas
You'Ve With Me Song

Gold told me
You've with me
Don't you know how lucky you are?

Aldo Kraas
Zach's Sonata Number 1

Zach is now
A young man
That is full of ambitions

Aldo Kraas
The sun wakes you up in the morning
And it is beautiful the same way honey is to you
Now the sun is shining so bright here on the earth
That it almost blinds you
The sun is vitamin c for us
And we need vitamin c
To fight the colds
Everything grows so fast during the summer
And it is nice to have fresh vegetables from the garden
We use the vegetable from the garden to make a salad
For lunch or dinner

Aldo Kraas
Zubaida

The tings that
You
Want to achieve
Don't give up now
Keep working hard
At it
Be positive
Because I now that you
Will achieve
It
Zubaida
Please
Trust
Your
Instinct
If you
Are
Afraid
Of
Something

Aldo Kraas
Zulu

Zulu
Lives in
South Africa
And
They speak the
Nguni
Language
That is close to
Xhosa

Aldo Kraas